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In the past generation there have been many changes in how fractures in children are handled. This has been the result of many factors. First, there has been a drastic change in the dissemination of information regarding the management of children's fractures. Second, there has been a change in the philosophy of how fractures are treated, with more emphasis on operative management. Third, there has been a change in the incidence of fractures in the United States and Europe. Fourth, and finally, in a modern North American environment, there have been changes in the etiology of fractures in children. Each of these factors will be discussed as a separate section in this chapter.

The first two factors will be discussed briefly. The third and fourth factors will be discussed in more detail.

The whole goal in studying the incidence of children's fractures is to develop preventative strategies. The experience of others in this aspect will be discussed in the fifth section of this chapter.

Kaye E. Wilkins: Children's Hospital, Santa Rosa Medical Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Alaric J. Aroojis: Department of Orthopaedics, King Edward VII Memorial Hospital, Bombay, India.
4 General Principles

had revised Watson-Jones’ text with some multiple authors (12). In this text, Chapter 17, authored by Anthony Catterall, focused on children’s fractures. The first edition of Fractures by Rockwood and Green did not include children’s fractures.

Exclusive Children’s Fracture Texts

In North America, one of the pioneers in fracture treatment in children was Walter P. Blount, who in 1955 was the first to author a textbook devoted exclusively to children (1). His philosophy of nonoperative management set the standard for treating children’s fractures for more than a generation. Almost 20 years later, Mercer Rang authored another textbook devoted exclusively to children’s fractures (6). His book has served as a standard reference for the treatment of children’s fractures to this day.

Multi-authored Children’s Fracture Texts

Again, it soon became impossible for one person to author a textbook on children’s fractures that covered each fracture type and its treatment in sufficient detail to satisfy the demands of the present-day orthopaedic surgeon. Thus evolved the multi-authored text on children’s fractures. The first edition of a textbook of this type was added as volume II to the two volumes of Fractures in Adults, edited by Rockwood and Green in 1984 (8). This multi-authored concept of textbooks on children’s fractures has been followed by many other excellent texts. These multi-authored textbooks have been well received; they are now in subsequent editions. These present-day textbooks now serve as a single encompassing reference source for the physician who treats children’s fractures.

Emergence of Pediatric Orthopaedics

Consolidation of Information

Pediatric Orthopaedic Journals

In the past, information regarding the management of children’s fractures was interspersed in journals and meetings dealing with general orthopaedics. In 1981, The Journal of Pediatric Orthopedics was established by Lynn Staheli and Robert Hensinger, and it contained articles devoted exclusively to orthopaedic conditions seen in pediatric patients. It is interesting to note that the first article in their first volume was related to trauma, “The Surgical Treatment of Partial Closure of the Growth Plate” by Anders Langenskiold (5). Part B of The Journal of Pediatric Orthopaedics was established in 1992 to allow the expansion of the number of articles from non-North American authors.

Pediatric Fracture Courses

The recognition of the uniqueness of children’s fractures has stimulated the production of a number of courses organized world-wide devoted exclusively to the management of children’s trauma (see Appendix A). Thus, there has been a concentration of both spoken and written information regarding children’s fractures in the modern orthopaedic community.

Changes in the Philosophy of Treating Fractures in Children

Blount’s Nonoperative Axioms

Dr. Walter Blount, in his textbook Fractures in Children, emphasized that because of growth, children’s fractures have a great potential to remodel (1). In fact, he outlined the rules of remodeling as to what amount of angulation would be accepted in children’s fractures. However, he was very opposed to operative intervention. This was especially true in his opinion of intramedullary fixation of femoral shaft fractures in children:

“The operation is unnecessary, however and as such must be condemned. It introduces the hazard of an unnecessary anesthetic, unnecessary exposure of bone ends, and trauma to the entire marrow cavity of the femur. There is no reason for doing it” (1).

Complications with Operative Intervention

It was his experience that nonunions often followed open reductions in children. He went on to delineate the serious other complications that he had seen with open reduction, including death from sepsis. His comment was, “One postoperative osteomyelitis in a lifetime is enough to cure a surgeon of a casual attitude toward open reduction.”

This aversion to operative management of children’s fractures set the tone for a generation of orthopaedic surgeons.

Trend Toward Minimal Invasion

Certainly, prior to the mid-1950s, when Blount published his textbook (1), operative procedures usually required large incisions and extensive dissection. In the 45 years since the publication of his book, there has been a trend toward more operative intervention with good results. However, the surgery performed is minimally invasive, and fixation is often only temporary.

Factors Creating a Trend Toward Operative Intervention

This trend toward more operative intervention has been the result of four factors: (a) improvement in technology; (b) rapid healing allowing minimal and temporary fixation; (c) the financial and social pressures to limit the hospitalization of children; and (d) the expectation by the public for a perfect outcome in every case.

Improvement in Technology

The use of the image intensifier has greatly improved the ease with which fractures can be reduced and stabilized internally with percutaneous methods. Other technical advances such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and sonographic imaging have expanded the ability to better define the fracture patterns. The use of powered instruments and cannulated screws has improved the accuracy of applying fixation devices via percutaneous techniques.
Rapid Healing
Because children heal and remodel rapidly, in many cases the fixation devices need to be utilized for only a short period of time. Children tolerate all types of casts well for short periods of time, which allows a minimally stabilized fracture to be immobilized until there is sufficient internal callous to supplement the limited internal fixation.

Minimal Hospitalization
The rising costs of hospitalization have created a trend to mobilize children to an outpatient setting as soon as possible. This has been reinforced by the fact that in two thirds of the families in the United States both parents are wage earners.

Cox and Clarke, in evaluating the fracture management in their hospital in Southampton, England, found a high incidence of secondary hospital treatment for fractures initially managed nonoperatively (15). There was a 12% readmission rate to correct late displacement of fractures of the radius and distal humerus. In addition, 24% of their internal fixation procedures were to salvage unacceptable results of nonoperative management. It was their conclusion that more selective initial operative intervention in radial and distal humeral fractures could decrease the incidence of costly readmissions to the hospital.

There are both social and financial pressures to mobilize the child early. The trend now is to temporarily surgically stabilize these fractures so that the patient can be discharged early.

The Perfect Result
Modern parents have become very sophisticated and now expect a perfect outcome for their child. They inspect the x-rays, question the alignment, and expect the alignment to be perfect or anatomic.

A common statement made by the patient’s father is, “He has tremendous potential to be a great athlete.” These pressures often direct the treating physician toward operative intervention to obtain a perfect alignment.

Changes from Previous Editions
The trend toward the establishment of surgical intervention can be seen in the changes in the previous editions of this textbook. In the first edition (19), very little mention was made regarding intramedullary fixation of either femoral or radial and ulnar shaft fractures. There was an extensive discussion of methods of traction for femoral shaft fractures and supracondylar fractures. In the fourth edition (20), the reverse was true. There was considerable discussion of intramedullary fixation and very little mention regarding traction techniques.

Phases in Development of Operative Techniques
Often, a new procedure is proposed and becomes widely used. Initially, there is a wave of enthusiasm for the benefits of the procedure. However, with more widespread use of a procedure, problems become more apparent and thus there are modifications of the original technique. Thus, it takes a period of time before the technique becomes relatively complication free.

Specific Problems with Operative Techniques
Some of the specific problems that have occurred over the years are listed as follows:
1. Ulnar nerve injury with mediolateral pin fixation of supracondylar fractures (16)
2. High refracture rate with external fixation of femoral shaft fractures (18)
3. Avascular necrosis of the femoral head following use of interlocking intramedullary nails (13,17)

As will be mentioned in the following chapters of this textbook dealing with the specific fractures, there have been recent changes in the operative technique or postoperative management to minimize the development of these problems.

Nonoperative Techniques Need To Be Maintained
Unfortunately, with this emphasis on operative management, the fact that most children’s fractures can be managed by nonoperative techniques becomes obscured. As a result, many of the recent orthopaedic trainees are not developing good nonoperative technical skills.

Two recent articles have demonstrated improved results of treating children’s fractures by focusing on improvements of prior nonoperative methods. Chess and co-workers (14) have shown that when properly applied, a well-molded short arm cast provides just as good a result as a long arm cast in treating displaced fractures of the distal radial metaphysis. The key to success in using a short arm cast is in a careful molding of the cast at the fractures site so there is a proper cast index of 0.7 or less. Walker and Rang (21) recently revised the concept of treating unstable fractures of the shafts of the radius and ulna with a long arm cast with the elbow in extension. This has resulted in a lower remanipulation rate.

Continued focus on developing and maintaining nonoperative skills such as appropriate cast application and proper molding techniques needs to be constantly reemphasized as the mainstay of treating children’s fractures.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE INCIDENCE OF FRACTURES IN CHILDREN
The incidence of children’s fractures is extremely variable. It can vary with the child’s age, the season of the year, cultural and environmental climates, and the hour of the day, to name just a few factors. As a culture changes from a primarily rural to an urban setting, the injury patterns may change as well. It is important to develop a general picture of how, when, and why fractures occur in children.
Incidence of Fractures

Healing Processes

Early reviews primarily developed a knowledge base of fracture healing in children. Warfield's 1934 review demonstrated that children's fractures heal differently and included such concepts as the overgrowth of long bones after fracture and the ability of children's fractures to remodel significant angular deformities (56). In 1941, Beekman and Sullivan published an extensive review of the incidence of children's fractures (24). Their pioneering work—still quoted today—included a study of 2,094 long bone fractures seen over a 10-year period at Bellevue Hospital in New York City. The major purpose of their study was to develop basic principles for treating children's fractures.

In 1954, two major reports, one by Hanlon and Estes (36) and the other by Lichtenberg (47), confirmed the findings of the previous studies with regard to the general incidence of children's long bone fractures and their ability to heal and readily remodel. These initial reviews were mainly statistical analyses and did not delve deeply into the true epidemiology of children's fractures. In 1965, Wong explored the effect of cultural factors on the incidence of fractures by comparing Indian, Malay, and Swedish children (58). In the 1970s, two other studies, one by Iqbal (34) and another by Reed (50), added more statistics regarding the incidence of the various long bone fractures.

Preventive Programs

Landin's 1983 report on 8,682 fractures established a trend in reviewing the incidence of children's fractures (41). He reviewed the data on all fractures in children that occurred in Malmo, Sweden, over 30 years, and examined the factors affecting the incidence of children's fractures. His study remains a landmark on this subject. By studying two populations, 36 years apart, he evaluated whether fracture patterns were changing, and if so, the reasons for such changes. His initial goal was to establish data for preventive programs, so he focused on fractures that produced clean, concise, concrete data.

In 1997 Landin updated his work, reemphasizing the statistics from his previous publication (40). He felt that the twofold increase in fracture rate during the 30 years from 1950 to 1979 in Malmo was due mainly to an increased participation in sports. In 1999, in cooperation with Tiderius and Duppe, Landin (55) studied the incidence in the same age group again in Malmo and found that the incident rate had actually declined by 9% in the years 1993 to 1994. The only exception was an increase in open reductions. There was also a marked decrease in the hospital stay of their patients.

In short, the goals for studying children's fractures have changed over the past 60 years. Originally, the goal was to identify the most common bones fractured and how they heal. The goals of present studies are to gather data in an attempt to decrease the incidence of fractures by establishing preventive programs.

Defining the Incidence of Fractures

Variations

Cultural Differences

When one looks at the incidence of specific fractures within a well-defined group of children, the data are usually concise. However, when trying to obtain the global or general incidence of injury or fracture patterns for all types of children, there may be problems. For instance, Cheng and Shen studied children in Hong Kong who lived in confined high-rise apartments (28). Their risk of exposure to injury differed from the study by Reed of children living in the rural environment of Winnipeg, Canada (50). Two separate reviews by Laffoy (39) and Westfelt (57) have found that children in a poor social environment (as defined by a lower social class or by dependence on public assistance) had an increased incidence of accidents. In England, children from single-parent families have been found to have higher accident and infection rates (31).

Thus, in domestic settings where many people are on public assistance or where there is a higher incidence of disruption of family structure, social rather than physical factors may be more of an influence on the incidence of injuries.

Climatic Differences

The climate may be a strong factor as well. Children in colder climates, with ice and snow, are exposed to risks different from those of children living in warmer climates. The exposure time to outdoor activities may be greater for children who live in warmer climates. For example, the incidence of chronic overuse elbow injuries in young baseball players (little league elbow) is far greater in the southern United States than in more northern communities. This is simply because there is greater playing or exposure time.

Difficulties in Comparing Fracture Studies

Defining Age Groups

Another problem with comparing studies is the definition of pediatric age groups. Some use 12 years as a cutoff age; others extend it to 16 or 20.

Inpatient Versus Outpatient Studies

Some studies report only fracture victims admitted to a hospital, which loads them toward the more serious injuries.

Anatomic Location

Reports vary in the precision of their defined types of fracture patterns. In the older series, reports were only of the long bone
involved, such as the radius. More recent series have emphasized a more specific location, separating the radius, for example, into physeal, distal, shaft, and proximal fracture types.

Thus, in trying to define the exact incidence of fractures, it is difficult to compare series because of cultural, environmental, and age differences. In this section, these differences were considered in grouping the results and producing average figures. These data are presented in an attempt to provide a reasonable and accurate reflection of the overall incidence of injuries and fractures in all children.

**Frequency of Childhood Fractures**

In Landin's series from Malmo, Sweden, the chance of a child sustaining a fracture during childhood (birth to age 16) was 42% for boys and 27% for girls (41). When considered on an annual basis, 2.1% of all the children (2.6% for boys, 1.7% for girls) sustained at least one fracture each year. These figures were for all fracture types and included those treated on an inpatient basis and an outpatient basis. The overall chance of fracture per year was 1.6% for both girls and boys in a study from England of both outpatients and inpatients by Worlock and Stowe (59).

The chance of a child sustaining a fracture severe enough to require inpatient treatment during the first 16 years of life is 6.8% (28). Thus, on an annual basis, 0.43% of the children in an average community will be admitted for a fracture-related problem during the year.

In a series of 23,915 patients seen at four major hospitals for injury-related complaints, 4,265 (17.8%) had fractures (26,32,33,57). Thus, close to 20% of the patients who present to hospitals with injuries have a fracture.

It is interesting to note that in a follow-up study by Tiderius, Landin, and Duppe (55) in the years 1993 and 1994, 13 years after the termination of the original 30-year study by Landin (41), there was almost a 10% decrease in the incidence of fractures in the 0- to 16-year age group. They attributed this to less physical activity on the part of modern-day children coupled with better protective sports equipment and increased traffic safety (e.g., stronger cars and use of auto restraint systems).

The overall incidence of children's fractures is summarized in Table 1-1.

**TABLE 1-1. OVERALL FREQUENCY OF FRACTURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1 yr</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 yr</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 yr</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12 yr</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-18 yr</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from references 26, 28, 32, 33, 42, 57, and 59.

**Figure 1-1.** Incidence of fractures by age. Boys peak at 15 years. Girls peak earlier, at 12 years and then decline. [Reprinted from Landin LA. Fracture patterns in children. Acta Orthop Scand 1983; 54(suppl 202): 13, with permission.]

**Age Groups**

**Correlation With Incidence of Injuries**

Starting with birth and extending to age 12, all the major series that segregated patients by age group have demonstrated a linear increase in the annual incidence of fractures with age (Fig. 1-1) (27,28,34,41,59). There seems to be a peak at 12 years, with some decrease until age 16, probably related to a significant decrease in the incidence of fractures in girls over age 12. The percentage of injured boys as compared with girls continues to increase in the older age groups.

These fracture statistics differ slightly from the incidence of overall injuries: the incidence of injuries peaks early, at ages 1 to 2 years (Fig. 1-2) (39). Although there is a high incidence of

injuries in children ages 1 to 2, the incidence of fractures is low. Most injuries in children of this age are nonorthopaedic entities such as head injuries, lacerations, and abrasions. In fact, the incidence of lacerations in both sexes peaks at this age (51).

**Trauma**

In 1962, Kempe and associates (37) called attention to the high incidence of fractures and other injuries in young children that were due to nonaccidental trauma. They termed these injuries part of the battered child syndrome. Aksarnia and colleagues later defined the specific fracture patterns seen in victims of child abuse (22). Not all fractures in the first year of life can be attributed to abuse, however. In a review of fractures occurring in the first year of life, McClelland and Heiple found that fully 44% were from documented accidental and nonabusive etiologies (47). They also noted that 23% of these patients had a generalized condition that predisposed them to fractures. Thus, although nonaccidental trauma remains the leading cause of fractures during the first year of life, other constitutional conditions may predispose children to fractures from accidental causes. The high incidence of fractures from nonaccidental trauma extends to age 3 (38).

**Gender**

The male predominance of injury and fracture victims has been discussed (Figs. 1-1 and 1-2, Table 1-1). For all age groups, the overall ratio of boys to girls who sustain a single fracture is 2.7:1 (28). In girls, fracture incidence peaks just before adolescence and then decreases during adolescence (28,41,50). In Cheng and co-workers’ 10-year study from Hong Kong (27), the male incidence in the 12- to 16-year age group was 83%. The incidence of fractures in girls steadily declined from their peak in the 0- to 3-year age group.

In some areas there is little difference in the incidence of fractures between boys and girls. For example, during the first 2 years of life, the overall incidence of injuries and fractures in both genders is nearly equal. During these first 2 years, the injury rates for foreign body ingestion, poisons, and burns have no significant gender differences. With activities in which there is a male difference in participation, such as with sports equipment and bicycles, there is a marked increase in the incidence of injuries in boys (27,51).

The injury incidence may not be due to the rate of exposure alone; behavior may be a major factor. For example, one study found that the incidence of auto/pedestrian childhood injuries peaks in both sexes at ages 5 to 8 (53). When the total number of street crossings per day was studied, both sexes did so equally, but despite this equal exposure, boys had a higher number of injuries. Thus, the difference in the rate between the sexes begins to develop a male predominance when behaviors change. The difference in the injury rate between the genders may change in the future as more girls participate in activities with increased physical risk (27,51).

**Right Versus Left Frequency**

In most series, the left upper extremity demonstrates a slight but significant predominance (27,28,32,34,41,51). The ratio of left to right overall averages 1.3:1. In some fractures, however, especially those of supracondylar bones, lateral condyles, and the distal radius, the incidence is far greater, increasing to as much as 2.3:1 for the lateral condyle. In the lower extremity, the incidence of injury on the right side is slightly increased (32, 41).

The reasons for the predominance of the left upper extremity have been studied, but no definite answers have been found. Rohl (52) speculated that the right upper extremity is often being used actively during the injury, so the left assumes the role of protection. In a study examining the left-sided predominance in the upper extremity, Mortensson and Thonell (49) questioned patients and their parents on arrival to the emergency department about which arm was used for protection and the position of the fractured extremity at the time of the accident. They found two trends: regardless of handedness, the left arm was used more often to break the fall, and when exposed to trauma, the left arm was more likely to be fractured. The cause for this latter increased incidence in the left side was thought to be due to either the increased fragility or immature neuromuscular coordination of the nondominant extremity.

**Frequency by Season and Time of Day**

Fractures are more common during the summer, when children are out of school and exposed to more vigorous physical activities. Four studies from the northern hemisphere have confirmed this summertime increase (Fig. 1-3) (27,28,52,59).

The most consistent climatic factor appears to be the number of hours of sunshine. Masterson and co-workers (46), in an eloquent study from Ireland, found a strong positive correlation between monthly sunshine hours and monthly fracture admissions. There was also a weak negative correlation with monthly rainfall. Overall, the average number of fractures in the summer was 2.5 times that in the winter. In days with more sunshine hours than average, the average fracture admission rate was 2.31 per day; on days with fewer sunshine hours than average, the admission rate was 1.07 per day.

![Distribution of children's fractures on a monthly basis. Note the general increase from May to October. (Reprinted from Reed MH. Fractures and dislocations of the extremities in children. J Trauma 1977;17:353; with permission.)](image-url)
In Sweden, the incidence of fractures in the summer had a bimodal pattern that seemed to be influenced by cultural traditions. In two large series of both accidents and fractures in Sweden by Westfelt (57) and Landin (41), the researchers noticed increases in May and September and significant decreases in June, July, and August. Both writers attributed this to the fact that children in their region left the cities to spend the summer in the countryside. Thus, the decrease in the overall fracture rate probably was due to a decrease in the number of children at risk remaining in the city.

Masterson and co-workers (46) speculated that because the rate of growth increases during the summer, the number of physeal fractures should also increase, because the physis would be weaker during this time. For example, the incidence of a slipped capital femoral epiphysis, which is related to physeal weakness, increases during the summer (23). However, Landin, in his study of more than 8,000 fractures of all types, found the overall seasonal incidence of physeal injuries to be exactly the same as nonphyseal injuries (41).

Age may affect the seasonal variation of fractures. In children ages 0 to 3, no seasonal variations are seen. The number of fractures in this age group was consistent throughout the year (38).

Thus, it appears that climate, especially in areas where there are definite seasonal variations, influences the incidence of fractures in all children, especially in the older children. However, in small children and infants, whose activities are not seasonally dependent, there appears to be no significant seasonal influence.

The time of day in which children are most active seems to correlate with the peak time for fracture occurrence. In Sweden, the incidence peaked between 2 and 3 P.M. (57). In a well-documented study from Texas by Shank and co-workers (54), the hourly incidence of fractures formed a well-defined bell curve peaking at about 6 P.M. (Fig. 1-4).

Long-Term Trends

Increase in Minor Trauma

Landin’s study is the only one that has compared the changes over a significant time span: his data were collected over 30 years (41). He classified the degree of trauma as slight, moderate, or severe. The incidence of all trauma in both boys and girls increased significantly over the 30-year study period, but the incidence of severe trauma increased only slightly. The greatest increase was seen in the “slight” category. Landin attributed the increase in this category to the introduction of subsidized medical care. Because expense was not a factor, parents were more inclined in the later years of the study to seek medical attention for relatively minor complaints. Physicians, likewise, were more inclined to order x-rays. Thus, many of the minor injuries, such as torus fractures, which were often ignored in the earlier years, were seen more often at medical facilities during the later years.

Likewise, the overall incidence of fractures in Malmo, Sweden, (the same city as Landin’s original study) (41) significantly decreased (10%) in the more recent years (55).

The one fracture type that exhibited a true increase over this period was that of the femoral shaft. This increase was thought to be influenced by new types of play activities and increased participation in sports.

Increase in Child Abuse

The number of fractures due to nonaccidental causes (child abuse) has risen consistently in the past decades. In Kowal-Vern and associates’ study of fractures in children ages 0 to 3 (38), the number of fractures due to abuse increased almost 150 times from 1984 to 1989. This increase was attributed to a combination of improved recognition, better social resources, and an increase in the number of cases of child abuse.

Specific Fracture Incidences

Age Factors

The anatomic areas most often fractured seem to be the same in the major series, but these rates change with age. For example, the supracondylar fracture of the humerus is most common in the first decade, with a peak at age 7. Fractures of the femur are most common in children ages 0 to 3. Fractures of the physes are more common just before skeletal maturity. This variation is best illustrated in Cheng and Shen’s data (Fig. 1-5) (28).

Landin found a similar age variability and divided it into six distinct patterns (Fig. 1-6) (41). When he compared these variability patterns with the common etiologies, he found some correlation. For example, late-peak fractures (distal forearm, phalanges, proximal humerus) were closely correlated with sports and equipment etiologies. Bimodal pattern fractures (clavicle, femur, radius/ulna, diaphyses) showed an early increase from lower energy trauma, then a late peak in incidence due to injury from high- or moderate-energy trauma. Early peak fractures (supracondylar humeral fractures are a classic example) were due mainly to falls from high levels.

Locations

Early reports of children’s fractures lumped together the areas fractured, and fractures were reported only as to the long bone
involved (e.g., radius, humerus, femur) (24,32,34,43,44,48). More recent reports have split fractures into the more specific areas of the long bone involved (e.g., the distal radius, the radial neck, the supracondylar area of the humerus) (28,34,41,50,59). This change in reporting—from the so-called “lumpers” to the “splitters”—has produced a more accurate picture of the true incidence of each specific fracture type.

**Single Bones**
In children, fractures in the upper extremity are much more common than those in the lower extremity (32,34). Overall, the radius is the most commonly fractured long bone, followed by the humerus. In the lower extremity, the tibia is more commonly fractured than the femur (Table 1-2).

**Specific Areas Fractured**
In recent years, five reports produced by so-called splitters divided fracture types into many anatomic areas (28,34,41,50,59). In trying to reach a global consensus, the author has identified areas common to all the reports but has taken some liberties to do so. For example, distal radial metaphyseal and physeal fractures were combined to form the distal radius. Likewise, the carpals, metacarpals, and phalanges were combined to form the region of the hand and wrist. All the fractures around the elbow, from those of the radial neck to supracondylar fractures, were grouped as elbow fractures. This grouping allows comparison of the regional incidence of specific fracture types in children (Table 1-3).

The individual reports agreed that the most common area fractured was the distal radius. The next most common area, however, varied from the hand in Landin’s series (41) to the elbow (mainly supracondylar fractures) in Cheng and Shen’s series (27,28).

**Physeal Injuries**
The incidence of physeal injuries overall varied from 14.5% (29) to a high of 27.6% (45). To obtain an overall incidence of physeal fractures, six reports totaling 6,479 fractures in children were combined (25,29,45,48,50,59). In this group, 1,404 involved the physis, producing an average overall incidence of 21.7% for physeal fractures (Table 1-4).

**Open Fractures**
The overall incidence of open fractures in children is consistent. The data were combined from the four reports in which the incidence of open fractures was reported (28,32,45,59). The incidence in these reports varied from 1.5% to 2.6%. Combined, these reports represented a total of 8,367 fractures with 246 open fractures, resulting in an average incidence of 2.9% (Table 1-5).

Regional trauma centers often see patients exposed to more severe trauma, so there may be a higher incidence of open fractures in these patients. The incidence of open fractures was 9% in a report of patients admitted to the trauma center of the Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, D.C. (26).

**Multiple Fractures**
Multiple fractures in children are uncommon: the incidence ranges in the various series from 1.7% to as much as 9.7%. In four major reports totaling 5,262 patients, 192 patients had more than one fracture (Table 1-6) (28,32,34,59). The incidence in this multiple series was 3.6%.
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**TABLE 1-3. INCIDENCE OF SPECIFIC FRACTURE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distal radius and physis</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand (carpals, metacarpals, and phalanges)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow area (distal humerus and proximal radius and ulna)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavicle</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius shaft</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibia shaft</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (metatarsals and phalanges)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle (distal tibia)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femur (neck and shaft)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humerus (proximal and shaft)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from references 28, 34, 41, 50, and 59.

**TABLE 1-4. INCIDENCE OF PHYSEAL FRACTURES**

Total fractures = 6,477
Number of physeal injuries = 1,404
Percentage of physeal injuries = 21.7%

Data from references 25, 29, 30, 45, 48, and 59.

**TABLE 1-5. INCIDENCE OF OPEN FRACTURES**

Total number of fractures = 8,367
Total open fractures = 246
Percentage = 2.9%

Data from references 28, 32, 45, and 59.

**TABLE 1-6. INCIDENCE OF MULTIPLE FRACTURES**

Total fractures = 5,262
Total number of multiple fractures = 192
Percentage = 3.6%

Data from references 28, 32, 45, and 59.

**FIGURE 1-6.** Patterns of fracture: variations with age. The peak ages for the various fracture types occur in one of five patterns. [Reprinted from Landin LA. Fracture patterns in children. Acta Orthop Scand 1983; 54(suppl 220):80; with permission.]

**TABLE 1-2. INCIDENCE OF FRACTURES IN LONG BONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humerus</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibia</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavicle</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femur</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from references 24, 32, 34, 43, 44, and 48.
Recurrent Fractures

Children with generalized bone dysplasias, such as osteogenesis imperfecta and other metabolic diseases that produce osteopenia, are expected to have repeat fractures. In these patients, the etiology of these recurrent fractures is understandable and predictable. However, some children with normal osseous structures are prone to recurrent fractures, for reasons that remain unclear. The incidence of recurrent fractures in children is about 1% (30).

Landin and Nilsson (42) found that children who sustained fractures with relatively little trauma had a lower mineral content in their forearms, but they could not correlate this finding with children who had repeat fractures. Thus, in children who seem to be structurally normal, there does not appear to be a physical reason for their recurrent fractures.

Repeat Fractures

Failure to find a physical cause for repeat fractures shifts the focus to a psychological or social cause. The one common factor in accident repeaters has been a high incidence of dysfunctional families (36). In Sweden, Westfelt found that children who were accident repeaters came from “socially handicapped” families (i.e., those on public assistance or those with a caregiver who was an alcoholic) (57). Thus, recurrent fractures are probably due more to behavioral or social causes than physical causes. Landin in his follow-up article (40) followed children with repeat fractures (four or more) into adolescence and adulthood. He found these children had a significantly increased incidence of convictions for serious criminal offenses when compared with children with only one lifetime fracture.

ETIOLOGY OF FRACTURES

While studying the epidemiology of fractures, it is important to focus on the etiology of fractures and the settings in which they occur. In this age of computerized gizmos and the “need for speed,” children are often the victims of the consumer market and unsafe products. Fractures do not occur in a vacuum, and well-researched studies that analyze the physical and social environment in which they occur are extremely valuable. It is a truism that children, unfortunately, learn more from experience than by education, so efforts should be made toward creating a safer environment for play and recreation. Studies that identify risky patterns of use or unsafe playground behavior go a long way in directing specific preventive health measures. Recommendations can be made to manufacturers regarding modification of a product, and education can be imparted to parents, school authorities, health-care professionals, physical trainers, and children.

Broad Causes

Broadly, fractures can occur due to three main causes: accidental trauma, nonaccidental injury (child abuse), and pathologic conditions. Because accidental trauma forms the largest etiologic group, it will be addressed in detail here. Nonaccidental trauma and fractures resulting from pathologic conditions will be addressed in later chapters of this book.

Fractures Resulting from Accidental Trauma

Accidental trauma can occur in a variety of settings, some often overlapping others. However, for purposes of simplicity, fractures can be considered to occur in the following five environments: home environment; school environment; play and recreational activities; motor vehicle and road accidents; and uncommon causes such as ice cream truck, water tubing, and gunshot and missile injuries.

Home Environment

Fractures sustained in the home environment are defined as those that occur in the house and surrounding vicinity. These generally occur in a fairly supervised environment and are mainly due to falls from furniture, stairs, fences, and trees.

Falls from Heights

Falls can vary in severity from a simple fall while running, to a fall of great magnitude, such as from a third story window. In falling from heights, adults often land on their lower extremities, accounting for the high number of lower extremity fractures, especially the calcaneus. Children tend to fall head first, using the upper extremities to break the fall. This accounts for the larger number of skull and radial fractures in children. Femoral fractures are also more common in children falling from great heights. In contrast to adults, spinal fractures are rare in children who fall from great heights (61,84,97,100).

In one study, children falling three stories or less all survived. Falls from the fifth or sixth floor resulted in a 50% mortality rate (61).

Injury Rate Increases with Age

Injuries also can occur from the unsupervised use of unsafe play equipment, such as trampolines and monkey bars, within the home environment and will be considered in detail later. The overall incidence of fractures occurring because of such play activity in the home environment increases with age. Only 15% occur in toddlers, but 56% occur during older years (110).

Social Factors

Interestingly, a Swedish study (109) showed that an increased incidence of fractures in a home environment did not necessarily correlate with the physical attributes or poor safety precautions of the house. Rather, it implicated disruption of the family structure and presence of social handicaps (alcoholism, welfare recipients, etc.) as the true cause for the increase.

School Environment

The supervised environments at school are generally safe, and the overall annual rate of injury (total percentage of children injured in a single year) in the school environment ranges from
which differs from the injury patterns of children in general can endanger life and limb. When Matt et al. (86) studied the question, the incidence of unreported, trivial injuries was as grounds, they found that approximately 1% of children using playgrounds sustained injuries. Sixty-five percent of these children wear helmets while riding bicycles (72,93). The Year 2000 Health Objectives call for helmet use by 50% of bicyclists (102). Research has shown that legislation, combined with education and helmet subsidies, is the most effective strategy to increase use of safety helmets in child bicyclists (65). As public awareness of both the severity and preventability of bicycle-related injuries grows, the goal of safer bicycling practices and lower injury rates can be achieved (92).

Bicycle Injuries
Bicycle injuries are a significant cause of mortality and morbidity for children (92). Bicycle mishaps are the most common causes of serious head injury in children (108). Boys in the 5- to 14-year age group are at greatest risk for bicycle injury (80%). Puranik et al. (92) studied the profile of pediatric bicycle injuries in a sample of 211 children who were treated for bicycle-related injury at their trauma center over a 4-year period. They found that bicycle injuries accounted for 18% of all pediatric trauma patients. Bicycle/motor vehicle collisions caused 86% of injuries. Sixty-seven percent had head injuries and 29% sustained fractures. More than half of the incidents occurred on the weekend. Sixteen percent were injured by ejection from a bicycle after losing control, hitting a pothole, or colliding with a fixed object or another bicycle. Fractures mainly involved the lower extremity, upper extremity, skull, ribs, and pelvis in decreasing order of incidence.

Helmet Use Low. More importantly, the study detected that the use of safety helmets was disturbingly low (<2%). Other studies confirm the observation that less than 13% to 15% of children wear helmets while riding bicycles (72,93). The Year 2000 Health Objectives call for helmet use by 50% of bicyclists (102). Research has shown that legislation, combined with education and helmet subsidies, is the most effective strategy to increase use of safety helmets in child bicyclists (65). As public awareness of both the severity and preventability of bicycle-related injuries grows, the goal of safer bicycling practices and lower injury rates can be achieved (92).

Injuries from Bicycle Parts. Bicycle spokes and handle bars are also responsible for an increasing number of fractures and soft tissue injuries in children. D’Souza et al. (70) and Segers et al. (94) found that bicycle spoke injuries are typically sustained when the child’s foot is caught in the spokes of the rotating wheel. Out of a total of 136 children with bicycle spoke injuries, 29 children sustained fractures of the tibia, fibula, or foot bone. Several had lacerations and soft tissue defects. D’Souza et al. (70) suggested that a mesh cover to prevent the toes from entering between the spokes and a plastic shield to bridge the gap between the fork and horizontal upright can substantially decrease the incidence of these injuries.

Skateboarding
Skateboarding and in-line skating have experienced a renewed surge in popularity over the past two decades. With the increasing number of participants, high-tech equipment development and vigorous advertising, skateboard and skating injuries are expected to increase. Because the nature of skateboarding encompasses both high speed and extreme maneuvers, high-energy trauma fractures and other injuries can occur, as highlighted by several studies (73,89,91). Studies have shown that skateboarding-related injuries are more severe and have more serious consequences than roller-skating or in-line skating injuries (89). In a study of skateboarding injuries, Fountain et al. (73) found that fractures of the upper or lower extremity accounted for 50%
of all skateboarding injuries. Interestingly, more than one third of those injured sustained injuries within the first week of skateboarding. Most injuries occurred in preadolescent boys (75%) 10 to 16 years of age, and despite traffic legislation, 65% sustained injuries on public roads, footpaths, and parking lots. Several organizations have recommended safety guidelines and precautions such as use of helmets, knee and elbow pads, and wrist guards, but such regulations are seldom enforced.

Roller Skates and In-Line Skates
In a study of in-line skate and roller skate injuries in childhood, Jerosch et al. (78) found that in a group of 1,036 skaters, 60% had sustained injuries. Eight percent of these were fractures, mostly involving the elbow, forearm, wrist, and fingers (78%). Less than 20% used protective devices, and most lacked knowledge of the basic techniques of skating, braking, and falling. In a larger study of 60,730 skating injuries in children, Powell and Tanz (91) found that 68% of the children were preadolescent boys with a mean age of 11.8 years. Fractures were the most common injury (65%), and two thirds of these involved the distal forearm. Two and a half percent required hospital admissions; 90% of these admissions were for a fracture. Similarly, Mirts and Hennrikus (85) found that 75% of in-line skating fractures in children occurred in the distal forearm as a result of falls on the outstretched hand. One in eight children sustained a fracture during the first attempt at the sport. The orthopaedic community has an obligation to educate the public on the need for wearing wrist guards when using in-line skates or roller skates.

Trampoline-Related Injuries
Trampolines enjoyed increasing popularity in the 1990s and are a significant cause of morbidity in children. Several studies have noted a dramatic increase in the number of pediatric trampoline injuries (PTIs) during the past 10 years, rightfully deeming it as a "national epidemic" (75,98). Furnival et al. (75), in a retrospective study of PTIs over a 7-year period, found that the annual number of PTIs tripled between 1990 and 1997. In contrast to other recreational activities in which males constitute the population at risk, PTI patients were predominantly female, with a median age of 7 years. Nearly a third of the injuries resulted from falling off the trampoline. Fractures of the upper and lower extremities occurred in 45% and were more frequently associated with falls off the trampoline. In another study, Smith (98) found that there was virtually a 100% increase in injuries from 1990 to 1995, with an average of greater than 60,000 injuries per year. Younger children had a higher incidence of upper extremity fractures and other injuries. In a later study, Smith and Shields (99) came up with some interesting data. Fractures, especially involving the upper extremity, accounted for 35% of all injuries. Interestingly, more than 50% of the injuries occurred under direct adult supervision. More disturbingly, 73% of the parents were aware of the potential dangers of trampolines, and 96% of the injuries occurred in the home backyard. These researchers, along with others (75), rightly concluded that use of warning labels, public education, and even direct adult supervision were inadequate in preventing these injuries and have called for a total ban on the recreational, school, and competitive pediatric use of trampolines (57,99).

Skiing Injuries
Skiing injuries are seasonal in nature and occur with outdoor winter recreational activity. In a study of major skiing injuries in children and adolescents, Shorter et al. (96) found greater than 90% of injured children to be boys 5 to 18 years of age. Sixty percent of the accidents occurred due to collisions with stationary objects such as trees, poles, and stakes. Most injuries occurred in the afternoon, among beginners, and in the first week of skiing season. Fractures accounted for one third of the total injuries sustained. The two main factors implicated in skiing injuries are excessive speed and loss of control; effective prevention efforts should target both of these factors.

Snowboarding Injuries
Snowboarding runs a similar risk to skiing. Bladin et al. (62) found that approximately 60% of snowboarding injuries involved the lower limbs and occurred in novices. The most common injuries were sprains (53%) and fractures (26%). Compared with skiers, snowboarders had 2.5 times as many fractures, particularly to the upper limb, as well as more ankle injuries such as sprains. The absence of ski poles and the fixed position of the feet on the snowboard mean that the upper limbs absorb the full impact of any fall.

Motor Vehicle Accidents
This category includes injuries sustained by occupants of a motor vehicle and victims of vehicle-versus-pedestrian accidents.

The injury patterns of children involved in motor vehicle accidents differ from those of adults. In all types of motor vehicle accidents for all ages, children constitute a little over 10% of the total number of patients injured (79,101). Of all the persons injured as motor vehicle occupants, only about 17% to 18% are children. Of the victims of vehicle-versus-pedestrian accidents, about 29% are children. Of the total number of children involved in motor vehicle accidents, 56.4% were vehicle-versus-pedestrian accidents, and 19.6% were vehicle-versus-bicycle accidents (69).

The fracture rate of children in motor vehicle accidents is less than that of adults. Of the total number of vehicle-versus-pedestrian accidents, about 22% of the children sustained fractures; 40% of the adults sustained fractures in the same type of accident. This has been attributed to the fact that children are more likely to "bounce" when hit (69).

Children are twice as likely as adults to sustain a femur fracture when struck by an automobile, but in adults, tibia and knee injuries are more common in the same type of accident. This seems to be related to where the car's bumper strikes the victim (64,102). Motor vehicle accidents do produce a high proportion of spinal and pelvic injuries (64).

Summary
The etiologic aspects of children’s fractures are summarized in Fig. 1-7 and Table 1-7.
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Less Common Etiologies

Ice Cream Truck

Mubarak et al. (87) reported on ice cream truck–related accidents in which children, distracted by ice cream trucks, were struck by an oncoming vehicle, sustaining pelvic and lower limb fractures. The vision of oncoming drivers was often blocked by the large size of the ice cream truck parked by the curb.

Water Tubing

Parmar et al. reported serious injuries sustained during water tubing (the pulling of an inner tube behind a power boat) (90).

Gunshot (Missile) Wounds: Definition

Gunshot or missile wounds arise from objects projected into space by an explosive device. The missiles may be single or multiple. Single missiles vary from low-velocity handguns to high-velocity assault weapons. Multiple missiles can result from a shotgun blast or shrapnel from war weapons. Missile injuries represent open fractures with varying degrees of soft tissue injury. The incidence of gunshot wounds in children has become increasingly common in the United States (107).

Gunshot and Firearm Injuries

In a sad reflection of the changing times and the newly pervasive gun culture, firearms are determined to be second only to motor vehicles as the leading cause of death in youths. In considering the prevalence of firearms in the United States, it has been estimated that there are about 200 million privately owned guns in the United States and that approximately 40% of U.S. households contain firearms of some type (66). The incidence of gunshot wounds in children has become increasingly common in the United States (107).

Etiology

In two reports from inner-city hospitals in the United States in the 1990s, most injuries resulted from random violence to
innocent bystanders; the prime example was "drive-by shoot-ings" (101,107). Few were self-inflicted, either voluntarily or accidentally. In a 1976 report on patients in a relatively rural setting in Canada, almost all the missile injuries were accidental, having been caused by the patient or a close friend or relative (82).

In the urban setting, handguns and rifles are the most common weapons (101,104,107). In the rural setting, the most common weapon is a shotgun (82). The firepower of these weapons has changed over the years. In one urban hospital reporting gunshot wounds from 1973 to 1983, most of the injuries were from .32- or .38-caliber weapons; only 5% were high-caliber or high-velocity weapons (88). In a later study of gunshot wounds from the same institution from 1991 to 1994, the incidence of injuries from high-caliber and high-velocity weapons (e.g., .357 Magnum, AK-47, and other assault rifles) had increased to 35% (108).

In the urban setting, the victims' ages ranged from 1 to 17 years, and most of the injuries were in children 12 to 14 (88, 101,104,107). In the rural setting, the patients were younger; the average age was 9 years (82).

Of 839 children sustaining gunshot wounds, 274 (32.6%) involved the extremities (88,101,104,107). Of the gunshot wounds that involved the extremities, 51.3% produced significant fractures (82,101,107). No single bone seemed to predominate, although a great majority of the fractures were distal to the elbow (88,101,104,107).

Complications
The two most common complications were growth arrest and infection. Other complications include delayed union or mal-union. Considering the magnitude of many of these injuries, the infection rate for extremity wounds was low (about 7.3%). This low rate was probably due to a vigorous and aggressive program of acute wound management (82,101,107). The type of missile did not seem to have any relation to the development of an infection (107).

In Letts and Miller's 1976 series, one sixth of the patients had some type of growth disturbance (82). In a third of their patients, the missile was only in close proximity to the physis. In a 1995 report by Washington and co-workers, the incidence of missiles affecting the physis was exactly the same (107). However, all were a result of a direct injury to the physis by the missile. None of their patients with growth arrest had proximity missile wounds. The higher incidence of growth abnormalities in the 1976 series was due to the larger number of shotgun and hunting rifle injuries, which dissipate more of their energy peripheral to the missile track.

In two of the studies in which patients were followed closely, all of the fractures ultimately healed (82,107).

Prevention
In an excellent report in 1999, Freed et al. (74) analyzed the magnitude and implications of the increasing incidence of firearm-related injuries in children. They suggested a product-oriented approach, focusing on the gun, in an attempt to provide an efficient strategy of gun control and hence reduce the disturbing trend of firearm-related injuries and death among youths. Rather than modifying behavioral or environmental issues, which are more complex, they suggested focusing primarily on strategies that offset the accessibility and design of firearms. In brief, these strategies included the following:

- Reducing the number of guns in the environment through restrictive legislation, gun buy-back programs, gun taxes, and physician counseling.
- Modifying the design of guns to make them more child-proof and preventing unauthorized and unintended use.

Falls
Falls can vary in severity from a simple fall while running, to a fall of great magnitude, such as from a third story window. Falls are often classified as the most common cause of injuries. Falls are more likely to be a cause of injury in the younger than in the older child. Falls in the home are usually associated with furniture or stairs; outside the home, most falls involve playground equipment (76,77).

In falling from great heights, adults often land on their lower extremities, accounting for the high number of lower extremity fractures, especially the calcaneus. Children tend to fall head first, using the upper extremities to break the fall. This accounts for the larger number of skull and radial fractures in children. Femoral fractures are also more common in children falling from great heights. In contrast to adults, spinal fractures are rare in children who fall from great heights (61,84,97,100). In one study, children falling three stories or less all survived (61). Falls from the fifth or sixth floor resulted in a 50% mortality rate.
Intrinsic Causes

Nutrition
In a study in Spain, a significant difference in the fracture rate was found when cities with a high calcium content in their water were compared with those with a lower calcium content. With all other factors being equal (e.g., fluoride content, socioeconomic background), children who lived in the cities with a lower calcium content had a higher fracture rate (105).

An increase in the consumption of carbonated beverages has been shown to produce an increased incidence of fractures in adolescents (111).

Bone Density
Bone density may be a factor, but the data are unclear. Landin and Nilsson (80) found that the mineral content of the forearms was lower in children who sustained fractures from mild trauma than in children who had never sustained fractures. It was not significantly different, however, in those sustaining fractures from severe trauma. This study used measurements of bone density of the cortical bone in the forearms. Cook and co-workers (67), using measurements of bone density obtained from trabecular bone in the spine and femoral neck, found no difference between children who had sustained fractures and those who had not.

Premature Infants
Fractures not related to birth trauma reportedly occur in 1% to 2% of low-birth-weight or premature infants during their stay in a neonatal intensive care unit (60). Using a combination of the clinical history, radiographic appearance, and laboratory data, these infants have been found to have evidence of bone loss from inadequate calcium and phosphorus intake. Correcting the metabolic status of these low-birth-weight infants, with special emphasis on calcium and phosphorus intake, appears to decrease the incidence of repeat fractures and to improve the radiographic appearance of their bony tissues. Once the metabolic abnormalities are corrected, this temporary deficiency seems to have no long-term effects. When premature infants were followed into later years, there was no difference in their fracture incidence when compared with that of children of normal birth weight (68).

Preventive Programs

One of the major goals of studying the incidence of fractures is to identify problem areas; it is hoped that by targeting these areas, programs can be designed to decrease the risk factors.

National Campaigns
Several safety programs have been started by national organizations. The foremost is the American Academy of Pediatrics, which has committees on accident and poisoning prevention. This group has produced guidelines for athletics (114), playgrounds (118,121), trampolines (112,113), and skateboards (115). Recently, the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons has produced a program designed to decrease the incidence of playground injuries. These programs offer background data and guidelines for various activities, but their effectiveness has not yet been fully studied.

Local Community Participation
To be effective, accident prevention programs require local participation and cooperation. They must be broad based, and they require considerable effort by members of the local community. In the United States, one effective program is the New York Health Department's "Kids Can't Fly" campaign, developed in response to the large number of injuries and deaths from children falling out of apartment house windows in the 1970s (120). This extensive program consisted of a good reporting system from hospital emergency rooms, with follow-up by public health personnel; a strong media campaign to educate the public; a door-to-door hazard identification program; and the distribution of low-or no-cost, easily installed window guards to families in high-rise apartments. The city required landlords to provide window guards in apartments where children 10 years or younger lived. The success of this program was demonstrated by a 50% decrease in reported falls after 3 years and a 96% decrease after 7 years (116,120).

Over the past 30 years, Sweden has developed broader based, community-oriented programs to decrease the incidence of all types of childhood injuries (117). The development of these pilot programs has been relatively easy in a country like Sweden because the population is homogeneous, the incidence of poverty is low, and the government is stable. The Swedish program had a three-pronged approach: injury surveillance and prevention research; establishment of a safer environment for children through legislative regulation; and a broad-based safety education campaign. These programs have produced positive results. Schelp demonstrated a 27% reduction in home accidents in the municipality of Falkoping only 3 years after the establishment of a community-wide campaign (119).

One of the most dramatic changes came in the prevention of drowning. In Sweden, 100 children drowned in 1954; by 1988, the number had decreased to 10 (117). In the same time period, there was only a 5% decrease in the number of childhood drownings in the United States. The decrease in drowning did not result from establishing new, sophisticated emergency medical services or intensive care units in hospitals; it came by teaching children to swim and promoting the use of life jackets on toddlers playing near the water. In addition, there was a public education campaign in the media locally and nationally.

Effective prevention programs require local community participation and education. All the articles, lectures, and pamphlets in the world cannot help unless local communities make the necessary changes to decrease accident risks.
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THE FUTURE OF FRACTURE REPAIR

THE IMMATURE SKELETON

Compared with the relatively static, mature bone of adults, the changing structure and function, both physiologic and biomechanical, of immature bones make them susceptible to different patterns of failure. Even the types of fracture patterns within a given bone demonstrate temporal (chronobiologic) variations that may be correlated with progressive anatomic changes affecting the epiphysis, physis, metaphysis, and diaphysis at macroscopic and microscopic levels.

Skeletal trauma accounts for 10% to 15% of all childhood injuries (60,128,129,131,171). Fractures of the immature skeleton differ from those of the mature skeleton (6,128,129). Fractures in children are more common and are more likely to occur after seemingly insignificant trauma. Fractures may involve the various growth mechanisms: Physeal disruptions make up about 15% of all skeletal injuries in children (128,129,131,132,157). Damage involving specific growth regions, such as the physis or epiphyseal ossification center, may lead to acute or chronic growth disturbances (127,128,166,190). The physis is constantly changing, both with active longitudinal and latitudinal (diametric) growth and in mechanical relation to other components. Physeal fracture patterns vary with the extent of chondro-osseous maturation. Salter-Harris type I injuries are common in infants, and types II, III, and IV become more common as the secondary ossification center enlarges and physeal undulations develop. Joint injuries, dislocations, and ligamentous disruptions are much less common in children; it is more likely that one of the contiguous physes will be damaged. Changing trabecular and cortical structures affect metaphyseal and diaphyseal fracture patterns, and the variable size of the secondary ossification center affects susceptibility to physeal and epiphyseal injuries.

The options of treatments available for the treatment of skeletal injuries in children are expanding. Most notable is the introduction of growth factors, such as the bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs), for the induction of bone formation either in non-healing defects or for bone fusions. It has become necessary for the orthopaedic surgeon to have a good knowledge of the biological aspects of fracture repair. This chapter covers the basic biology of bone growth and fracture repair, including the roles of growth factors and the extracellular matrix.

ANATOMIC REGIONS OF THE CHILD’S BONE

The major long bones of children can be divided into four distinct, constantly changing anatomic areas: the epiphysis, physis, metaphysis, and diaphysis (86). Each region is prone to certain patterns of injury; the intrinsic susceptibility changes with physiologic and biomechanical changes during postnatal develop-
FIGURE 2-1. Chondroepiphyses of the distal femur and proximal tibia. These structures have an extensively developed vascular system (cartilage canals) before secondary ossification.

FIGURE 2-2. Early formation of the secondary ossification center within the epiphyseal cartilage. This usually occurs in a region well vascularized by cartilage canals (open arrows). One of the canals sends a branch into the hypertrophic cells (solid arrow), triggering the ossification process.
trifugal enlargement of the epiphysis. It also blends imperceptibly into the peristeme. This perichondrial/perioseal tissue continuity contributes to the biomechanical strength of the epiphysial/metaphysial junction at the zone of Ranvier.

When the hyaline cartilage of the chondroepiphysis first forms, there are no easily demonstrable histologic differences between the cells of the joint surface and the rest of the epiphysial cartilage. However, at some point, a finite cell population becomes stabilized and physiologically different from the remaining epiphysial cartilage. McKibbin (104) established that these two cartilage types are different physiologically and, by implication, biochemically. If a contiguous core of articular and hyaline cartilage is removed, turned 180 degrees, and reinserted, the transposed hyaline cartilage eventually will form bone at the joint surface, whereas the transposed articular cartilage remains cartilaginous and becomes surrounded by the enlarging secondary ossification center. Normally, articular cartilage does not appear capable of calcification and ossification. As skeletal maturity is reached, a tide mark progressively develops as a demarcation between the articular and calcified epiphyseal hyaline cartilage.

An important aspect of McKibbin's experiment was an explanation of nonunion of certain fractures in which the fragment may be rotated, causing the articular surface to lie against the metaphyseal and epiphyseal bone. Union is unlikely in such a situation because the articular surface is incapable of a reparative osteogenic response, an essential component of bone healing.

**Physis**

The growth plate, or physis, is the essential structure adding bone through endochondral ossification (121,126,130,166). The primary function of the physis is rapid, integrated longitudinal and latitudinal growth. Injuries to this component are unique to skeletally immature patients.

Because the physeal cartilage remains radiolucent, except for the final stages of physiologic epiphysiodosis, its exact location must be inferred from the metaphysial contour, which follows the physeal contour. The changing size of the secondary ossification center more effectively demarcates the physeal contour on the epiphysial (germinal layer) side. As this center of ossification enlarges centrifugally to approach the physis, the original spherical shape of the ossification center flattens and gradually develops a contour paralleling the metaphysial contour. Similar contouring also occurs as the ossification center approaches the lateral and subarticual regions of the epiphysis (Fig. 2-4). The region of the ossification center juxtaposed to the physis forms a discrete subchondral bone plate that the essential epiphysial blood vessels must penetrate to reach the physeal germinal zone (Fig. 2-5). Damage to this osseous plate in a fracture may cause localized physeal ischemia.

If a segment of the epiphysial vasculature is compromised, whether temporarily or permanently, the zones of cellular growth associated with these particular vessels cannot undergo appropriate cell division. In contrast, unaffected regions of the physis continue longitudinal and latitudinal growth, leaving the affected region behind (Figs. 2-6 and 2-7). The growth rates of the cells directly adjacent to the affected area are more meehanically compromised than cellular areas farther away. The differential rather than uniform growth results in an angular or longitudinal growth deformity, or both (24,132).

Interruption of the metaphysial circulation has no effect on chondrogenesis within the germinal zone or the sequential cartilage maturation within the hypertrophic zone of the physis (see Fig. 2-6). However, the subsequent transformation of cartilage to bone (primary spongiosa) is blocked (182). This causes widening of the affected area, because more cartilage is added to the cell columns but none is replaced by invasive metaphysial vessels and bone. Once the disrupted metaphysial circulation is reestablished, this widened, calcified region of the physis is rapidly penetrated and ossified, returning the physis to its normal width. This is the mechanism seen in growth plate fractures and in fractures of the metaphysis. The metaphysial blood supply is temporarily blocked by separation or impaction, and requires 3 to 4 weeks for restoration. If the circulatory compromise has been caused by a metaphysial fracture, there also may be a tem-
FIGURE 2-4. Distal fibula, showing the variably undulated physis, including a mammillary process (arrow). The physeal and epiphyseal cartilage forms proximally at the medial region (lappet formation) to participate in the formation of the distal tibiofibular articulation. Note the difference in the subarticular subchondral bone, which has formed a thick plate, compared with the thin, outer subchondral bone.

FIGURE 2-5. Epiphyseal circulation (solid arrows) in a toddler. These supply the germinal/dividing zones of the physis. The open arrow indicates the early ossification center. As this area enlarges, it will incorporate the epiphyseal vessels.

FIGURE 2-6. Patterns of response to ischemia of the epiphyseal (A,B) versus metaphyseal (C,D) circulatory systems. Metaphyseal ischemia is usually transient; epiphyseal ischemia is usually severe and permanent.

FIGURE 2-7. Histologic section showing an area of central ischemic growth arrest (arrow). The infarcted area of cartilage is left behind as the rest of the physis continues longitudinal growth.
porary halt to bone formation in the transiently ischemic portion of the metaphysis. This leads to an apparent sclerosis when the bone is compared with the adjacent vascularized metaphysis, which undergoes a relative disuse osteoporosis. Compromise of the metaphyseal circulation has minimal, if any, effect on physeal development, particularly when compared with the major detrimental effects of epiphyseal circulatory compromise.

The effects of physeal ischemia have been studied extensively by Trueta and coworkers (180–183). Disrupting the epiphyseal circulation leads to either partial or complete cessation of growth. The central region seems more sensitive to ischemia than the periphery, which may have a variable capacity to recover through continued latitudinal growth (112,125). Ischemic compromise leads to different rates of growth across the affected physis and significant changes in physeal contour (19). Some changes may be caused by venous stasis rather than arterial damage (78).

**Metaphysis**

The metaphysis is a variably contoured flare at each end of the diaphysis. Its major characteristics are decreased thickness of the cortical bone and increased trabecular bone in the secondary spongiosa. Extensive endochondral modeling centrally and peripherally initially forms the primary spongiosa, which then is remodeled into the more mature secondary spongiosa, a process that involves osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity. The metaphyses exhibit considerable bone turnover compared with other regions of the bone, and this factor is responsible for the increased uptake of radionuclides in technetium 99m bone scans (105).

The metaphyseal cortex also changes with time. Compared with the confluent diaphysis, the metaphyseal cortex is thinner and is more porous (trabecular fenestration; Fig. 2-8). These cortical fenestrations contain fibrovascular soft tissue elements that connect the metaphyseal marrow spaces with the subperiosteal region. The metaphyseal cortex exhibits greater fenestration near the physis than in the diaphysis, with which it gradually blends as an increasingly thicker, dense bone (Fig. 2-9). As temporal longitudinal growth continues, cortical fenestration becomes a less dominant feature, and the overall width of the cortex increases, creating a greater morphologic transition between the juxtaphyseal and juxtadiaphyseal cortices. The metaphyseal region does not develop extensive secondary and tertiary haversian systems until the late stages of skeletal maturation. These microscopic anatomic changes appear to be directly correlated with changing fracture patterns and are the reason why torus (buckle) fractures are more likely to occur than complete metaphyseal or epiphyseal/physeal fractures.

Another microscopic anatomic variation in the metaphysis occurs at the junction of the primary spongiosa and the hypertrophic region of the physis. In most rapidly growing bones, the trabeculae tend to be longitudinally oriented. However, in shorter growing bones, such as the metacarpals and phalanges, trabecular formation is predominantly horizontal. As growth decelerates in adolescence, a similar horizontal orientation may be seen in the major long bones. These variations in trabecular orientation affect the responsiveness of metaphyseal and physeal regions to abnormal stress and predispose to certain fracture modes.

Although the periosteum is attached relatively loosely to the diaphysis, it is firmly fixed to the metaphysis because of the increasingly complex continuity of fibrous tissue through the metaphyseal fenestrations. Such intermingling of endosteal and interosseous fibrous tissues with the periosteal tissue imparts additional biomechanical strength to the region (170). The periosteum subsequently attaches densely into the peripheral physis, blending into the zone of Ranvier as well as the epiphyseal perichondrium. The fenestrated metaphyseal cortex extends to the physis as the thin osseous ring of Lacroix.

The metaphysis is the site of extensive osseous modeling and remodeling, both peripherally and centrally (Fig. 2-10). The metaphyseal cortex is fenestrated, modified trabecular bone on which the periosteum deposits membranous bone to thicken the cortex progressively. Similar endosteal bone formation occurs. As this metaphyseal region thickens, the trabecular bone is progressively invaded by diaphyseal osteon systems, not unlike osteons traversing the fracture site in primary bone healing. This converts peripheral trabecular (woven or fiber) bone to lamellar
Transverse Lines of Park and Harris

Many bones exhibit transversely oriented, dense trabecular linear bone patterns within the metaphysis. These lines usually duplicate the contiguous physeal contour. They may appear after trauma, particularly when the child has been immobilized in bed (e.g., traction for femoral fracture), and they also may appear after generalized illnesses or even localized processes within the bone (e.g., osteomyelitis) (1,62,137,138). The lines result from a temporally slowdown of normal longitudinal growth after injury or illness, and they often are called Harris growth slowdown or arrest lines (Fig. 2-11). Because of the slowdown, the trabeculae of the primary spongiosa become more transversely than longitudinally oriented, creating a temporary thickening in the primary spongiosa adjacent to the physis. Once the normal longitudinal growth rate resumes, longitudinal trabecular orientation is restored. The thickened, transversely oriented osseous plate is left behind, to be gradually remodeled as primary spongiosa becomes secondary spongiosa.

Usually, transverse lines are distributed relatively symmetrically through the skeleton and occupy identical sites in the corresponding bones on the two sides of the body. They are thickest in metaphyses that grow most rapidly, such as the distal femur and proximal tibia. In the metaphyses with slowest growth, they may not form at all, or they are exceedingly thin and lie at the very end of the shaft, directly under the provisional zone of calcification. These transverse lines parallel the contours of the physeal provisional zone of calcification. When several transverse lines are present, they tend to be parallel. The lines nearest the end of the shaft ordinarily are the thinnest and widest; lines away from the physis tend to be thinner and less distinct and are usually broken and irregular. As they eventually become part of the elongating diaphysis, they disappear completely with endosteal remodeling.

Park (137,138) found that temporary longitudinal growth arrest of a bone was a prerequisite for the formation of a transverse line. During this initial phase of growth stoppage or slowdown, a thin, transverse, osseous template was formed along the zone of proliferative cartilage. When longitudinal growth in the proliferating cartilage resumed (the recovery phase), the process became visible radiographically as a transverse line.

More rapidly growing bones are associated with longitudinally oriented trabeculae in the juxaphyseal region; slower growing bones, particularly the proximal radius, metacarpals, metatarsals, and phalanges, normally have a greater amount of transversely oriented primary spongiosa (118), making transverse septa a normal finding. These particular bones do not have a sufficient difference in the orientation of trabeculae to manifest
transverse lines on radiographs. However, if growth slows in
the rapidly growing areas normally characterized by longitudinal
orientation of trabeculae (e.g., distal femur), then more primary
spongiosa bone is formed in a transverse orientation (127). This
bone can be quite thick, and probably relates to the duration
of the biologic stress. Once normal rates of longitudinal growth
and trabecular orientation are reestablished, the transversely ori·
ten septic, juxaphysial plate is a contrast to the preexisting
longitudinally oriented trabeculae and appears on radiographs
as a specific transverse line. As remodeling occurs, with migration
of the epiphysis away from this region, and with conversion of
primary spongiosa to secondary spongiosa, there is a gradual
breakup of this transverse trabecular orientation.

Useful to Assess Growth After Injury
These biologic marker lines are important in analyzing the effects
of a fracture on growth. They can be measured and the sides
compared to corroborate femoral overgrowth after diaphyseal
fracture and eccentric overgrowth medially after proximal tibial
metaphyseal fracture. A line that converges toward a physis sug­
gests localized growth damage that may result in an osseous
bridge and the risk of angular deformity.

Diaphysis
The diaphysis constitutes the major portion of each long bone.
It is principally a product of periosteal, membranous osseous
tissue apposition on the original endochondral model. This leads
to the gradual replacement of the endochondrally derived pri·
mary ossification center and primary spongiosa; the latter is re·
placed by secondary spongiosa in the metaphyseal region. At
birth, the diaphysis is composed of laminar (fetal, woven) bone
that characteristically lacks haversian systems. The neonatal fem·
oral diaphysis appears to be the only area exhibiting any signifi·
cant change from this fetal osseous state to a more mature bone
with osteon systems (lamellar bone) before birth (Fig. 2-12).
Periosteum-mediated, membranous, appositional bone for·
mation with concomitant endosteal remodeling leads to enlarge·
ment of the overall diameter of the shaft, variably increased width
of the diaphyseal cortices, and formation of the marrow cavity.
Mature, lamellar bone with intrinsic but constantly remodeling
osteon patterns progressively becomes the dominant feature
(Fig. 2-13).
The developing diaphyseal bone in a neonate or young child is
extremely vascular. When analyzed in cross section, it appears
much less dense than the maturing bone of older children, ado·
lescents, and adults. Subsequent growth leads to increased com·
plexity of the haversian (osteonal) systems and the formation
of increasing amounts of extracellular matrix, causing a relative
decline in cross-sectional porosity and an increase in hardness,
factors that constantly change the child’s susceptibility to dif·
ferent fracture patterns. Certain bones, especially the tibia, exhibit
a significant decrease in vascularity as the bone matures; this
factor affects the rate of healing and risk of nonunion.

The vascularity of the developing skeleton constantly changes. In experimental studies, significant chronobiologic
changes in flow patterns were found in the developing canine
tibia and femur (89,90,105,106,161). In particular, there was a
dramatic decrease in tibial circulation with increasing skeletal
maturation. This also occurs in humans, which helps to explain
the increasing delay in fracture healing and the increased inci·
dence of nonunion of the tibia in adolescents and adults. A poor
vascular response could impair the early, crucial stages of cal·
lus formation.

FIGURE 2-11. Histologic section (A) and x-ray study (B) of a distal femur showing a typical Harris line
(arrows). This formed during an acute illness and chemotherapy for leukemia. The child then resumed
a more normal pattern of growth until her death from leukemia about 14 months later.
FIGURE 2-12. Sections of the femur at the level of the lesser trochanter at birth (A) and age 7 years (B). At birth, some cortical thickening and osteon remodeling is evident laterally, the rest of the cortex is irregular. By age 7 years, extensive thickening and remodeling of the cortex has taken place.

FIGURE 2-13. Transverse sections of the tibial diaphysis in a neonate (A) and at age 2 years (B). A thick periosteum is evident in A (open arrows), in association with a rapidly forming anterior cortex. At age 2 years, new subperiosteal (membranous) bone is being added to the cortex (solid arrow).
Other researchers have suggested that adequate vascularity was a major factor in fracture healing, but they did not consider chronobiologic changes in blood flow patterns.

The Periosteum

A child's periosteum is thicker, is more readily elevated from the diaphyseal and metaphyseal bone, and exhibits greater osteogenic potential than that of an adult. The periosteum is loosely attached to much of the shaft of the bone, but it attaches densely into the physeal periphery (the zone of Ranvier; Fig. 2-14) through intricate collagen meshworks, thereby playing a role in fracture mechanics and treatment of growth mechanism injuries. The thicker, stronger, more biologically active periosteum affects fracture displacement, reduction, and the rate of subperiosteal callus formation. It also may serve as an effective internal restraint in closed reductions.

Because of its contiguity with the underlying bone, the periosteum is usually injured to some extent in all fractures in children. However, because the periosteum more easily separates from the bone in children, there is much less likelihood of complete circumferential rupture. A significant portion of the periosteum usually remains intact on the concave (compression) side of an injury. This intact periosteal hinge or sleeve may lessen the extent of displacement of the fracture fragments, and it also can be used to assist in the reduction, because the intact portion contributes to the intrinsic stability. Because the periosteum allows some tissue continuity across the fracture, the subperiosteal new bone that it forms quickly, bridges the fracture gap and leads to more rapid long-term stability. The periosteum may be specifically damaged, with or without concomitant injury to the contiguous bone. Such avulsion injuries may lead to the formation of ectopic bone. In contrast, severe disruption of the periosteum, as in an open injury, may impair the fracture healing response. Complete loss of a bone segment, with the periosteal sleeve reasonably intact, may be followed by complete reformation of the missing bone.

The periosteum, rather than the bone itself, serves as the origin for most muscle fibers along the metaphysis and diaphysis. This mechanism allows coordinated growth of bone and muscle units; this would be impossible if all the muscle tissue attached directly to the developing bone or cartilage. Exceptions include the attachment of muscle fibers near the linea aspera and into the medial distal femoral metaphysis. The latter pattern of direct metaphyseal osseous attachment may be associated with significant irregularity of cortical and trabecular bone. Radiographs of this area often are misinterpreted as showing a neoplastic, osteomyelitic, or traumatic response, even though they exhibit only a variation of skeletal development.

Apophys

Because of the differing histologic composition of the tibial tuberosity (fibrocartilage instead of columnar cartilage; Fig. 2-15), failure patterns differ from those in other physes. This area develops primarily as a tensile-responsive structure (i.e., an apophysis). However, the introduction of an osseous secondary ossification center initially in the distal tuberosity interposes osseous tissue, which tends to fail in tension and which may lead to avulsion of part of this ossification center (Fig. 2-16). Healing of the displaced fragment to the underlying undisplaced secondary center creates the symptomatic reactive overgrowth known as an Osgood-Schlatter lesion. Similarly, in adolescents, excessive tensile stress may avulse the entire tuberosity during the late stages of closure.

The Molecular Bone

Molecules of the Cartilage and Bone Matrices

The Cartilage Matrix

The cartilage matrix is synthesized by chondrocytes. The main constituents of the cartilaginous matrix are collagens (mainly type II) and proteoglycans. Although collagen type II provides structural strength, the proteoglycans have structural and regulatory effects. The structural effects of proteoglycans arise through
binding to the collagen components and the water-binding properties that provides resilience to compression. Regulatory effects include growth factor interactions, cell matrix interactions, and regulation of collagen fibril size. Specific molecules expressed and their functions are listed in Table 2-1.

**The Bone Matrix**

Except for a small percentage of molecules from the circulation and preexistent matrices that may become entrapped, the bone matrix is almost entirely synthesized by osteoblasts. The composition of the bone matrix was outlined by Buckwalter and associates (20). Briefly, bone matrix is a composite material composed of an inorganic (mineral) portion and an organic portion. The composite structure provides physical strength and resilience to fracture. Bone with deficient inorganic mineral content is pliable, and bone with deficient organic content is brittle.

The composition of living bone is 60% to 70% inorganic components, 5% to 8% water, and the remainder is organic (76). The inorganic portion is mainly hydroxyapatite, with some carbonate and acid phosphate groups. It has also been suggested that bone crystals do not contain hydroxyl groups and should be termed apatite rather than hydroxyapatite (20). The organic portion is composed of collagen type I (90%) and noncollagenous proteins. The noncollagenous protein portion includes a number of proteins and proteoglycans that perform structural
Matrix Constituents

Although it is not a complete list, the following provides an example of the major proteins found within bone and cartilage matrices.

Collagens
Collagens are a family of proteins coded by at least 19 distinct genes. Members are expressed in most tissues. Collagens have a triple helical region that arise from the repeated winding of three collagen molecules around a common axis. Collagens are synthesized as a propeptide that is often glycosylated. Collagen is secreted from cells and is processed in the extracellular space. The processed collagen forms into subunits that then undergo fibrillogenesis (Fig. 2-17). The fact that the final fiber is composed of many individual molecules accounts for the observed dominant negative mutations that can be observed within the collagen family (74). The incorporation of individual molecules that contain mutations that affect the packing of the peptides into the triple helix can disturb the structure of the whole fiber. The molecular structures that arise in the form of fibers or netlike structures. In reality, the multimeric fibers observed in vivo are often composed of a number of different collagens (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Site of Expression Within Physis and Proposed Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collagens</td>
<td>Prominate collagen of all cartilage, site of initial mineralization (113, 143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen IX</td>
<td>Proliferative zone of the physis, associates with the surface of the collagen II fibril (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen X (short chain collagen)</td>
<td>Hypertrophic cartilage, mineralization (52, 71, 80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen XI (fibril)</td>
<td>Proliferative and hypertrophic zone of the physis, collagen fibril size (191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteoglycans</td>
<td>Imparts resistance to compression, forms aggregates with hyaluronic acid and link proteins (23, 113, 159)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggrecan</td>
<td>Throughout cartilage, collagen fibril size and TGF-β activity (7, 67, 744)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorin (DS-PG2)</td>
<td>Within chondrocytes and the interterritorial capsules of the upper proliferative chondrocytes, TGF-β activity (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biglycan (DS-PG1)</td>
<td>Territorial capsules of the upper proliferative chondrocytes, collagen fibril diameter and binding of cells to the matrix (66), inhibits mineralization (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromodulin</td>
<td>Matrix Gla protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteocalcin (bone Gla protein)</td>
<td>Control mineralization (92, 146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteopontin</td>
<td>Binds calcium (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Gla protein</td>
<td>Cell attachment (102)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collagen type I is the main collagen found in bone and other tissues. It is composed of two α1(I) and one α2(I) polypeptides. The collagen type I fibers act as sites for initial mineralization and provide tensile strength to the bone. Mutations in the propeptides can cause a variety of phenotypes affecting mineralization and bone fragility, the most severe being osteogenesis imperfecta. In contrast, collagen type II is a triple helical molecule that is composed of three α1(II) polypeptides and is expressed within cartilage. It is the main fibril-forming collagen in cartilage. Mutations cause Langer-Saldino achondrogenesis and spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita (27,45).

Other collagen types, such as V, IX and XI, associate with the collagen fibers. They may influence collagen diameters and interact with other matrix molecules. Mutations in types IX and XI can result in a number of clinical manifestations (134). Collagen type X is associated with the matrix of hypertrophic chondrocytes and is involved with the mineralization process (80,81,139). Mutation causes spondylometaphyseal dysplasia (74), but the deletion of the encoding gene results in mild changes (73,155).

Proteoglycans
Proteoglycans are present in large amounts within all connective tissues. Proteoglycans are proteins that have either one or a number of polysaccharide chains linked to a protein core. The polysaccharide’s glycosaminoglycan side chains are either heparin, heparin sulfate, chondroitin sulfate, dermatan sulfate, or keratan sulfate. The glycosaminoglycans differ in the composition of their constituent disaccharide structures. They can combine with other molecules within the matrix to form macromolecular structures (49) (Fig. 2-18).

Proteoglycans are a critical component of cartilage and bone (23,113,144). The proteoglycans present in the physis include large proteoglycans like aggrecan as well as smaller proteoglycans such as decorin, biglycan, and possibly, fibromodulin. Decorin and biglycan have side chains of dermatan sulfate, and betaglycan has chondroitin and heparin sulfate chains. Fibromodulin has side chains of keratan sulfate. The territorial capsules of the chondrocytes in the upper proliferative region of the physis stains for biglycan, the interterritorial matrix stains for decorin (7). These proteoglycans have a structural role but are also known to interact with growth factors (7,67,144).

Other Noncollagenous Proteins
Osteocalcin is also known as bone Gla protein. It has three residues of gamma-carboxyglutamic acid that enable it to bind to hydroxyapatite. It is thought to play a role in mineralization of the bone matrix (146,147), but the exact mechanism and function are undetermined (35,63).

Osteonectin has the ability to bind calcium and collagen type I, and may enable the process of mineralization that is initiated on the collagen type I fibers (11).

Osteopontin is thought to be critically involved with the binding of osteoclasts (70,149), cells that degrade to the bone matrix (103).

Matrix Gla protein is an inhibitor of calcification. The cartilage of mice lacking this protein undergoes spontaneous calcification (93).

Growth Factors
Within an individual, cell-to-cell communication occurs between neighboring cells and between cells that are separated by an almost complete body length. Communication signals take the form of diffusible molecules which pass between the cells or by cell surface-bound receptor-ligand interactions (88,193). In addition, neighboring cells can pass information between one another via their gap junctions (48). These channels enable the passage of small molecules, including calcium ions, between neighboring cells. Calcium is a key second messenger that provokes a number of cellular events (110).
Hormones are a group of diverse molecules that are secreted by endocrine glands and are transported to their effect target tissues by body fluids. They coordinate body functions in complex organisms. Hormones can be in the form of amino acid derivatives (e.g., epinephrine) polypeptides (e.g., somatotropin or growth hormone), glycoproteins (e.g., follicle-stimulating hormone), steroids (e.g., testosterone), or fatty acids (e.g., prostaglandins).

Growth factors and hormones may circulate in a free form or be bound to carrier molecules or the extracellular matrix (136). The binding of growth factors and hormones to other molecules may result in inhibition of the degradation, delivery, and controlling of activity. Many growth factors, including the fibroblast growth factors, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), and insulin-like growth factors, can be bound to the matrix. Cell activation usually requires the factors to bind to receptors on the cell surface, although a number of hydrophobic hormones pass directly through the outer membrane and bind to intracellular receptors (31,44,99,116) (Fig. 2-19).

A degree of redundancy often exists in that a gene knockout for one particular growth factor may result in only slight changes in the phenotype observed. A good example is the double mutant of BMP-5 and 7, which is lethal during embryonic development, but a null mutation in either one has little effect (169).

**Fibroblast Growth Factors**

The biologic effects of the fibroblast growth factors are widespread. Fibroblast growth factors are angiogenic and can influence mitosis and differentiation in many cell types. The receptors to these growth factors have been implicated in a number of skeletal deformities including Pfeiffer's syndrome (FGFR1), Crouzon's and Jackson-Weiss syndromes (FGFR2), and achondroplasia (FGFR3).

To date, the fibroblast growth factor family comprises at least nine members including acidic fibroblast growth factor (FGF-1), basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2) (10,15,47,97,111,156,172,174,199). Additional fibroblast growth factors exist that have far less homology. FGF-1 and FGF-2 are present in the extracellular matrix of bone (64).

The FGFs are also complicated by the presence of alternative forms of the specific forms of FGF-1 and FGF-2. FGF-1 is typically 140 amino acids in length, but larger forms of 160 and 154 amino acids have been identified (27,43,53,61). FGF-2 is normally translated as an 155 amino acid molecule, but through the use of alternative start codons, another three higher molecular weight forms have been identified.

The acidic and basic forms of FGFs are well conserved across species. Comparing the amino acid composition of FGF-1 and FGF-2 from different species, Hearn found a 92% sequence identity between human and bovine acidic fibroblast growth factor. Only 2/155 and 3/155 amino acids differ in human and bovine, and human and ovine, forms of basic fibroblast growth factor, respectively (65).

Six receptor molecules have been identified so far. FGF receptors can be divided into two groups by the relative affinity of the ligands to their receptors.

**Transforming Growth Factor**

The TGF-β superfamily is composed of more than 24 members (68). They are subdivided into families including TGF-β, inhibin, decapentaplegic protein/vegetal hemisphere 1 (DPP/
FIGURE 2-19. The figure shows aspects of growth factor interactions. Any particular growth factor will possess only a subset of such interactions. Growth factors may require activation (e.g., TGF-$\beta$). Binding proteins may sequester or protect the growth factor. The binding protein may also potentate the binding of the growth factor to the surface receptor (e.g., FGF and heparin). Cells may also sequester the growth factor at the cell surface.

Vg1, and Müllerian-inhibiting substance. Members of the TGF-$\beta$ and the DPP/Vg1 families have critical functions in the development of the skeleton, its growth and maintenance, and fracture repair. The bone morphogenic proteins (except for BMP-1) are members of the DPP/Vg1 family and are discussed in the next section.

All TGF-$\beta$ family members except TGF-$\beta$4 are synthesized as large precursor forms that are processed to active forms. The active form is either a heterodimer or homodimer. It is thought that the pro-region may either help in the folding of the proteins during synthesis or control activity. In the case of TGF-$\beta$1, the pro-region and a second glycoprotein can also bind to the active factor to form a latent complex. Members of the TGF-$\beta$ family are highly expressed in bone (TGF-$\beta$1, TGF-$\beta$2). Important in fracture repair, TGF-$\beta$1 and TGF-$\beta$2 are also released in large quantities during platelet activation.

Apart from the presence of the growth factor itself, the presence or absence of the latent complex controls the activity of TGF-$\beta$1. TGF-$\beta$ members can also be sequestered in the matrix. The active TGF-$\beta$1 complex can be released from the latent complex by extreme pH or by catalytic methods. This is particularly important in fracture repair and bone remodeling. The activation of latent TGF-$\beta$ is likely to be critical in the induction of fracture repair and osteoblast function.

The active TGF-$\beta$ molecules may also be bound and their activity controlled by a number of matrix molecules, including betaglycan and decorin (100,197). Alternatively, the active TGF-$\beta$ may bind to cellular receptors, of which there are at least nine. However, most of the actions are mediated through two receptors termed receptor 1 and 2. Receptors 1 and 2 are members of the serine/threonine kinase family (100). TGF-$\beta$ receptor type 3 is a membrane-bound proteoglycan termed betaglycan. Betaglycan is thought to act as a TGF-$\beta$ cell surface reservoir and is not involved with signal transduction itself. Betaglycan has the possibility of binding FGF through the heparin sulfate chains and may present TGF-$\beta$ in conjunction with FGF to the cell (100). TGF-$\beta$ also binds to the small proteoglycans: biglycan, decorin, and fibromodulin (67). The small proteoglycans bind TGF-$\beta$ through the leucine-rich repeats in their protein cores and are thought to sequester TGF-$\beta$ in the matrix. They also compete with betaglycan in binding TGF-$\beta$. Decorin has the ability to negatively regulate the activity of TGF-$\beta$ (13, 160).

Bone Morphogenic Proteins

The bone morphogenic proteins and their orthopaedic relevance have recently been reviewed by Schmitt and colleagues (160). The bone morphogenic proteins (except BMP-1) represent a group of related growth factors that have critical roles in the cell proliferation and differentiation of a number of cell types including mesenchymal cells, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts (28, 82,83,186). They have roles in embryo and fetal development, bone growth, and fracture repair. They also include a number of growth factors (BMP-2, BMP-7) (OP-1), which are being
Angiogenic factors are growth factors that promote neovascularization. They are critical in fracture repair. The invasion of the metaphyseal vascular supply is crucial to endochondral ossification, and fracture repair does not occur without an adequate vascular supply. It is probably not by accident that a number of angiogenic factors such as TGF-β and FGF-2 are sequestered in the bone matrix. Angiogenic factors act directly or indirectly on endothelial cells, promoting proliferation and migration of the cells into areas in which they are released. Angiogenic factors acting indirectly by recruiting macrophages monocytes, in turn, release their own direct-acting angiogenic factors (165).

Direct-acting angiogenic factors include platelet-derived endothelial growth factors (PDEGFs), TGF-β, and FGF-2 to name but a few. Indirect acting angiogenic factors include TGF-β and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α).

Mechanisms of Bone Growth

Because bone is rigid, it cannot grow by internal expansion and bone growth is achieved by adding newly synthesized bone to existing bone by two mechanisms: endochondral ossification and intramembranous ossification. These mechanisms are named by the intermediate structures, that must be passed to form the bone. The production of any particular bone after initial differentiation may involve discrete, juxtaposed, or interspersed areas of each basic pattern. Endochondral-derived bones generally have membranous ossification by appositional bone growth from the periosteum. Similarly, membrane-derived bones may grow and elongate by an endochondral process (126,130).

Endochondral Ossification

Endochondral ossification is the process by which bone forms via a cartilaginous intermediate. The physis best reflects this process. Physes are temporary cartilaginous tissue situated between the primary and secondary ossification centers of all long bones. From 9 to 10 weeks’ gestational age to skeletal maturity at 15 to 17 years, they are responsible for the longitudinal growth of bone. The physial can be divided into at least three zones. The reserve zone is situated on the epiphyseal side and contains small, spherical cells randomly distributed throughout the zone. In the adjacent proliferative zone, chondrocytes undergo mitosis and are organized into columns running parallel to the axis of bone growth. Cells in the proliferative zone mature and eventually increase to 5 to 10 times their volume in the hypertrophic region. Matrix vesicles are also deposited within the longitudinal septa of the physis. Matrix vesicles are membrane-encapsulated structures that are thought to concentrate calcium and phosphate. Enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase convert organic phosphates to inorganic phosphate. The longitudinal septum around the terminal hypertrophic chondrocytes mineralizes, and this mineralized matrix forms the template for new bone deposition in the metaphysis (Fig. 2-20).

Associated with these changes in cellular arrangement and volume, the matrix in the physis also undergoes a continual modification in content. The two major macromolecules of cartilage matrix produced by the chondrocytes are the proteoglycans (predominantly aggrecan with lesser amounts of decorin, biglycan, and fibromodulin) and the collagens (types II, IX, X, and XI). The major change in physis proteoglycan structure occurs as chondrocytes organize into columns in the proliferative zone. Additional variation occurs in the hypertrophic region, where the glycosaminoglycan sulfation pattern demonstrates differences between the pericellular and extracellular spaces and the appearance of a unique collagen (type 10) is observed. The small proteoglycans—decorin, biglycan, and fibromodulin—are also differentially expressed across the physis, although detailed studies of these proteoglycans have not been done (see Table 2-1).

The cellular changes and associated matrix alterations are geared toward producing a microenvironment within the hypertrophic zone of the physis, which is conducive to matrix mineralization.

Regulatory Mechanisms in the Physis

Hormones, for example, normal growth hormone, have a global effect on physical function throughout the body, but many growth factors act locally. The action of these growth factors has often been determined in vitro and in vivo and can often present conflicting results due to experimental design and models used. Most investigations have concentrated on the effect of single or, in some cases, two growth factors. However, it is likely that endochondral ossification is controlled by a large number of growth factors whose activity is controlled by a large number of binding proteins both within the matrix and on the
chondrocyte surface. Cellular response is determined by parallel processing of the intracellular signals that are induced by a number of active growth factors binding to their specific receptors. Presented is an outline of the likely actions of a number of key growth factors on endochondral ossification. It is not complete, and the models will continue to change.

BMP-2 and 7 promote proliferation and matrix synthesis in undifferentiated chondrocytes (40,84). It is believed that once the chondrocytes start differentiating, the expression of noggin inhibits the continual outgrowth of the undifferentiated chondrocytes (18). The prechondrocytes may also respond to growth hormone (117,133). Once the chondrocyte has lost its resting phenotype, insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) may act as a stimulator of proliferation and differentiation (117,176). EGF can augment IGF stimulation by increasing the expression of the IGF-1 receptor (12). Although the chondrocytes synthesize large quantities of matrix molecules, they also synthesize FGF-1, FGF-2, TGF-β, and a number of the BMPs (16,25,29). These molecules can act in an autocrine manner, but many are sequestered into the newly forming cartilage matrix. FGF-2 in low doses is mitogenic for the chondrocytes (94); however, as occurs in achondroplasia, constant activation of FGF receptor (FGFR3) is inhibitory (87,95). FGF/heparin sulfate interaction is probable in the differentiation of the physeal chondrocytes because the continuous exposure of FGF-2 inhibits chondrocyte differentiation in vitro and inhibitors of glycosaminoglycan sulfation (including heparin sulfate) restore the differentiation process. Additional sulfate permits glycosaminoglycan sulfation and returns the effect of FGF-2 (30).

Vitamin D metabolites and parathyroid hormone have roles in calcium mobilization within the body, but they also influence endochondral ossification. Parathyroid hormone and parathyroid hormone–related protein (PTHrp) can inhibit the maturation of chondrocytes. It is postulated that physical chondrocytes regulate the local production of PTHrp by secreting a protein (Indian Hedgehog). This protein stimulates the chondrocyte to produce PTHrp, which slows the maturation of proliferative chondrocytes to hypertrophic form (85,187). Expression of the mRNA for BMP-6 peaks before mineralization (25) (Fig. 2-21).

Although the chondrocytes of the physes will proliferate and form a cartilaginous matrix with only the epiphyseal vascular supply, the metaphyseal vessels are critical for the mineralization
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FIGURE 2-21. Growth factors that control or influence maturation and proliferation are shown. See the text for specific actions.

process (183). Metaphyseal vascular invasion occurs at the hypertrophic–metaphyseal interface. The endothelial cells most likely invade as a consequence of angiogenic factors present in the matrix or secreted by the chondrocytes themselves. Both TGF-β and FGFs are known to be angiogenic. It is interesting that an oversupply of FGF-2 infused into the physes induces vascular invasion from the metaphysis only; even if the FGF-2 is present at the epiphyseal side of the physes, the epiphyseal vessel will not invade (4). Although it is often stated that the metaphyseal vessels provide the necessary nutrients for the mineralization process, it is possible that they provide additional growth factors that initiate the mineralization process.

The vascular supply also brings osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and other cell types. The osteoclasts degrade the mineralized cartilage matrix while osteoblasts lay down new bone that is also rich in growth factors such as TGF-β, FGF-2 and the BMPs.

Intramembranous ossification occurs when osteoprogenitor cells are formed from the overlying tissue. The osteoprogenitor cells continue to differentiate into osteoblasts, which produce a matrix that undergoes mineralization.

**Remodeling of Bones**

The first bone to be laid down either from the physes or in the fracture callus is woven bone, which is remodeled to lamellar bone. Although cancellous bone can be remodeled and obtain its nutrients from the surface, cortical bone is remodeled into a complex structure of osteons that together form the cortical bone. Osteons are tubular structures that interconnect. They consist of layers of ordered lamellar bone around a central canal. The central canal contains blood vessels, lymphatics, and in some cases, nerves (20).

Bone is constantly remodeled by osteoclasts and osteoblasts. The bone is encapsulated by bone-lining cells that have the potential to become activated osteoblasts. The bone-lining cells, like osteocytes, have slender cellular processes that make contact with the osteocytes within the mineralized bone. Osteocytes are thought to arise from osteoblasts that have become entrapped during bone formation. It has been proposed that the bone-lining cells need to erode the osteoid that covers the underlying bone for osteoclasts to bind (107,108). Osteoclasts are bone-degrading cells that are produced from the hematopoietic pathway. On activation, they bind to the surface of the bone and secrete enzymes into the space beneath. The space is acidic and contains many proteolytic and bone degrading enzymes (98). The acidic pH and proteases are thought to release and activate the sequestered TGF-β, resulting in the differentiation and activation of the bone-lining cells to osteoclasts and onto osteocytes (41,42,101). The osteoclasts then lay down new osteoid, and subsequent mineralization results in bone. Although it is usually accepted that the osteoblast activity and osteoclast activity are linked, discussion still exists about the signals that determine the equilibrium that is required to keep the bone density at functional levels. The osteocytes may be the mechanosensory system. Osteocytes also possess cellular processes that connect osteocytes to one another and to the bone-lining cells above (32) (Fig. 2-22). It is possible that the osteocytes are responsible for sensing bone stress; if undue stress is detected, they favor bone deposition, whereas if a lack of stress is detected, they favor bone resorption.

**Membranous Ossification**

All axial and appendicular skeletal elements are involved in secondary membranous ossification. The diaphyseal cortex of developing tubular bone is progressively formed (modeled) by the periosteum and modified (remodeled) by the re-formation of osteons. This peripheral periosteal process of membrane-derived ossification is extensive and rapid in fracture healing in infants and young children. The replacement process also may be seen when portions of the developing metaphysis or diaphysis are removed for use as bone grafts.

**FRACTURE REPAIR**

Injuries to the developing skeleton may involve osseous, fibrous, and cartilaginous tissues. Healing of these tissues differs, depending on both the type of tissue and the temporal maturation.

**Osseous Healing**

The progressive changes of the normal process of osseous fracture healing, whether in the diaphysis, metaphysis, or epiphyseal ossification center, may be grouped conveniently into a series of
phases that occur in a reasonably chronologic sequence (104, 152,154). Several factors that influence bone healing can be identified from clinical observation as well as experimental work, and these factors must be taken into account when treating childhood fractures on a rational basis. Many experiments have been performed on animals, although because of differences in macroscopic and microscopic bone structure and skeletal homeostatic mechanisms, they may respond differently than skeletally immature humans (137,148,168,171,175,185,196). Furthermore, most experiments have been performed on skeletally mature animals, and such data are not always relevant to fracture healing in the developing skeleton. In addition, certain areas of the developing skeleton, particularly the physis and epiphyseal hyaline cartilage, probably do not heal by classic callus formation. In fact, when this type of osseous (callus) repair occurs in these cartilaginous regions, significant growth deformities may result owing to formation of an osseous bridge between the secondary ossification center and the metaphysis (see Chapter 5).

As in adults, there are three basic mechanisms of fracture repair: primary osteonal, secondary osteonal and nonosteonal. Primary osteonal fracture healing occurs when cortical bone is laid down without any intermediate, and therefore hardly any callus forms; it is only possible if cortical bone is repositioned and fixed in close proximity. Secondary osteonal union occurs if cortical bone is laid down between two segments of fractured cortical bone before callus formation. Nonosteonal union occurs through endosteal and periosteal callus formation (158).

Fracture repair in the immature skeleton can be divided into three closely integrated, but sequential, phases: the inflammatory phase, the reparative phase, and the remodeling phase (Fig. 2-23). In children, the remodeling phase is temporally much more extensive and physiologically more active (depending on the child's age) than the comparable phase in adults. The remodeling phase is further modified by the effects of the physis responding to changing joint reaction forces and biologic stresses to alter angular growth dynamics. This occurs even when the fracture is mid-diaphyseal.

**Cellular Response to Trauma**

**Inflammatory Phase**

Immediately after a fracture through any of the osseous portions of the developing skeleton (diaphysis, metaphysis, or epiphyseal ossification center), several cellular processes begin.
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FIGURE 2-23. The figure demonstrates the three phases of fracture repair (A) inflammatory phase, (B) reparative phase, and (C) remodeling phase. The inflammatory cells remove the debris from the fracture site and, together with the fibroblastic cells, develop the site into a matrix that will support the cells that enable new bone to be formed. The mesenchymal cells are recruited by the release of growth factors in the fracture site. The mesenchymal cells may differentiate into osteoblasts that produce bone in a membranous fashion. Alternately the mesenchymal cell may become chondrogenic and produce bone by the endochondral pathway. Remodeling begins with resorption of mechanically unnecessary, inefficient portions of the callus and the subsequent orientation of trabecular bone along the lines of stress.
Hematoma Formation

Bleeding of the damaged periosteum, contiguous bone, and soft tissues starts the process of repair through the release of growth factors, cytokines, and proteoglycans. If the fracture is localized to the maturing diaphysis, there is bleeding from the haversian systems, as well as from the multiple small blood vessels of the microcirculatory systems of the endosteal and periosteal surfaces and contiguous soft tissue anastomoses (56). In the region of the metaphysis, this bleeding may be extensive because of the anastomotic ramifications of the peripheral and central metaphyseal vascular systems. A hematoma accumulates within the medullary canal at the fracture site, beneath the elevated periosteum, and extraperiosteally whenever the periosteum is disrupted during the fracture. In contrast to adults, the periosteum strips away easily from the underlying bone in children, allowing the fracture hematoma to dissect along the diaphysis and metaphysis; this is evident in the subsequent amount of new bone formation along the shaft.

However, the dense attachments of the periosteum into the zone of Ranvier limit subperiosteal hematoma formation to the metaphysis and diaphysis. Because the perichondrium is densely attached, this type of hemorrhagic response is uncharacteristic of the epiphyseal ossification center, thus limiting its contributions to callus formation and any intrinsic stabilization effect. Further, because of the partially or completely intracapsular nature of some epiphyses, propagation of a fracture into the joint allows decompression of some of the bleeding into the joint, again limiting the potential volume for eventual callus formation.

Coagulation and platelet activation stop the blood loss but also produce both inflammatory mediators and angiogenic factors. Endothelial cells respond and increase the vascular permeability, and allow the passage of leukocytes, monocytes, and macrophages into the fracture site. Neovascularization is also initiated. Angiogenic factors like platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and TGF-β also promote osteoblast recruitment and activation.

Local Necrosis

The blood supply is temporarily disrupted for a few millimeters on either side of the fracture, creating juxtaposed, avascular tissue. The blood supply is temporarily disrupted for a few millimeters. Growth factors (e.g., IGF-I, TGF-β, FGF-1, and FGF-2) from the bone. These growth factors may help in promoting differentiation of the surrounding mesenchymal cells into bone-forming cells.

The inflammatory cells remove the debris from the fracture site and, with the fibroblastic cells, develop the site into a matrix that will support the cells that enable new bone to be formed. This initial matrix often contains collagen types I, III, and V.

Organization of Hematoma

The initial cellular repair process involves organization of the fracture hematoma (39,55,62,69). Fibrovascular tissue replaces the clot with a matrix rich in collagens I, III, and V. This matrix allows chondrogenesis or intramembranous bone formation. Such mechanisms eventually lead to mineralization and the formation of the woven bone of the provisional (primary) callus. Initial invasion and cell division are around the damaged bone ends but proceed centrifugally away from the fracture site, thus placing the most mature repair process closest to the fracture site. However, bone formation occurs only in the presence of an intact, functional microvascular supply. If the vascular supply is deficient, then this modulation of cartilaginous to osseous tissue cannot readily occur.

Reparative Phase

Cellular Organisation

The fracture hematoma is the area in which the early stages of healing occur (145). Osteogenic cells proliferate from the periosteum to form an external callus and, to a lesser extent, from the endosteum to form an internal callus. However, when the periosteum is severely disrupted, healing cells must differentiate from the ingrowth of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells throughout the hematoma. By 19 to 14 days in a child, the fracture callus consists of a thick, enveloping mass of peripheral osteogenic tissue that is beginning to be evident radiographically. This new bone is primarily woven (fibrous) bone (191,114,150,151).

The next step in osseous fracture healing is cellular organization (33). During this stage, the circumferential tissues serve primarily as a fibrous scaffold over which cells migrate and orient to induce a stable repair. This pluripotential mesenchyme is theoretically capable of modulation into cartilage, bone, or fibrous tissue (54,57,135). The mesenchymal cells are recruited by the release of growth factors in the fracture site. Members of the BMP family, and possibly their inhibitors, are likely to be involved in the recruitment and differentiation of the mesenchymal cells. The mesenchymal cells may differentiate into osteoblasts that produce bone in a membranous fashion or may become chondrogenic and produce bone by the endochondral pathway. Both mechanisms are present in a fracture callus, and the degree to which each is present depends on the type of bone, age, degree of fixation, level of bone loss, and trauma. In children, because of the osteoblastic activity, the periosteum contributes significantly to new bone formation by accentuating the normal process of membranous ossification to supplement the cellular organization within the hematoma, which is going through a cartilaginous phase (58,59). The region around the fracture site is thus repeats the process of endochondral ossification, in close juxtaposition to membranous ossification from the elevated periosteum. Similar processes occur within the medullary cavity. An integral part of the reparative process at this stage is microvascular invasion, which occurs very readily in children because of the state of vascularity within and without the bone and surrounding soft tissues (26). Vessels come from the periosteal region as well as from the nutrient artery and endosteal vessels.

Until this bone goes through the final stages of maturation, it is still biologically plastic and, if not protected, may gradually deform, especially in an active young child after early release from an immobilization device. Even in a cast, this plasticity may allow deformation from isometric muscle activity.

Clinical union is attained when the fracture site no longer
moves and is not painful to attempts at manipulation, although it is by no means restored to its original strength at this time. With time, the primary callus is gradually replaced. This is enhanced in the child because appositional growth and increasing diameter envelop the original fracture region, the cartilage and woven bone have been replaced by mature, lamellar bone, and the fracture has consolidated and essentially returned to most of its normal biologic standards and response to stress.

Remodeling Phase

The last phase (remodeling) begins with resorption of mechanically unnecessary, inefficient portions of the callus and the subsequent orientation of trabecular bone along the lines of stress. The remodeling phase is the longest of the three phases and in children may continue until (and beyond) skeletal maturation in response to constantly changing stress patterns imposed by continued skeletal growth and development. Initially, new bone is laid down by both the fracture callus and the more extensive but confluence subperiosteal tissue. This bone is randomly oriented and cannot withstand all biologic stresses imposed on it. However, as the bone grows diaphyseally or metaphysically, this new bone is gradually and increasing incorporated into the preexisting cortical bone, aligned in accord with prevalent stress patterns, and replaced by physiologic remodeling processes. The degree of remodeling and progressive replacement of fracture callus is greater in younger children, who have an immense capacity for growth and change.

The critical step between the reparative and remodeling phases is the establishment of an intact bone bridge between the fragments. Because this involves the joining of separated segments of hard tissue, the whole system must become immobile. Once the bridge has been established—provided that adequate, continued mechanical protection is given—subsequent biologic failure is unlikely. If the two or more fracture fragments remain connected by the periosteum or related material, as is likely in a child, it is easy to see how reparative activity could be conducted from one side to the other relatively easily and rapidly.

The intact bone must then adapt to functional demands. This is much easier in children, whose skeletons are actively and continually remodeling in response to stress, than in adults, who have more static skeletons. The processes of replacement and repair are continuous and concomitant in the normally developing skeleton. The mechanisms involved in fracture healing essentially are no different than most of the active maturational processes. These processes are much more active in children and are more active in the metaphysis than in the diaphysis.

The fracture remodeling process differs in cortical or cancellous bone. Both involve a process of simultaneous bone removal and replacement by the osteoclasts and osteoblasts through the accompanying blood vessels. In cancellous bone of the metaphysis or the endosteal surface of the diaphysis, the cells are never very far away from blood vessels, and the whole process of apposition and replacement may occur on the surface of the trabeculae. However, in compact bone, the more deeply placed cells require the presence of an adequately functioning perfusion system that must be replaced. This is a much longer sequence of events and is not a major method of bone repair in children, except when the fracture involves densely cortical regions such as the femoral or ribial shafts. McKibbin (104) presented an extensive discussion of this process, which is sometimes referred to as primary bone union because no intermediate cells are involved.

Physseal Healing Patterns

The physis has a limited ability to repair; it primarily heals by increased endochondral bone and cartilage formation, and gradual reinvansion by the disrupted metaphyseal vessels to replace the temporarily widened physis eventually. Very little experimental work, mostly in rats, has been directed at assessing the posttraumatic cellular response patterns of the physis (17).

Depending on the level of cellular injury within the physis, three types of chondro-osseous healing may occur. First, when the fracture occurs through the cell columns, healing occurs primarily by continued, relatively rapid increases in the number of cells within the columns, causing moderate widening of the physis. Because there are some small epiphyseal vessels in this region, some damaged tissue may be resorbed early in the healing process. These vessels also exhibit a hyperemic response, increasing cellular proliferation rates, especially in the peripheral zone of Ranvier. The metaphyseal response parallels this, in that an increased rate of bone replacement of the hypertrophic chondrocyte also occurs. Once the level of fracture fibrosis and debris within the physis is encountered, the vessels rapidly invade to reach the rest of the maturing cell columns. These cellular response patterns lead to restoration of normal anatomy within 3 to 4 weeks (153).

Second, when the fracture occurs through the transition of hypertrophic cells to primary spongiosa (the most commonly involved cellular level), there may be marked separation, with the gap filled by hemorrhagic and fibroblastic tissue. This region may progressively form disorganized cartilaginous tissue, not unlike the initial, disorganized cartilaginous callus around a diaphyseal fracture. Meanwhile, cellular proliferation, cell column formation, hypertrophy, and calcification continue on the epiphyseal side of the disorganized callus, leading to widening of the physis. A vascular invasion of the remnants of hypertrophic, calcified cartilage also rapidly occurs on the metaphyseal side of the fracture. However, once metaphyseal vessel invasion reaches the disorganized cartilaginous callus, vascular-mediated bone replacement is temporarily slowed, because there is no pattern of cell columns to invade in an organized fashion. As the callus cartilage matures and calcifies, the metaphyseal vessels begin to invade and replace the cartilage with bone irregularly (21). This callus may be variably thick, depending on the degree of longitudinal and lateral displacement and periosteal continuity with the physeal periphery. The callus is replaced at different rates, and the invading metaphyseal vessels reach the normal cell columns, which have been maturing in a normal sequence but without osseous replacement. This widened physis is rapidly invaded by the vessels and replaced by primary spongiosa, and normal physeal width is progressively restored.
The callus in the subperiosteal region contributes to early stability. This region heals by vascular invasion of the callus to form trabecular bone between the original metaphyseal cortex and the subperiosteal membranous bone forming continuously external to the metaphyseal cartilaginous callus. These three microscopic bone regions progressively merge and remodel, making the region strong biomechanically. With further growth and remodeling, this coalescent bone is completely replaced. These initial cellular replacement processes in both metaphyseal and physeal regions probably take 3 to 6 weeks. However, remodeling may continue for months to years, and it enhances the capacity for spontaneous correction of many residual deformities.

Third, when the injury extends across all cell layers of the physis, the repair processes differ slightly. Fibrous tissue initially fills the gap between separated physeal components, whereas typical callus formation occurs in the contiguous metaphyseal spongiosa or epiphyseal ossification center. If large surfaces of nonossified epiphyseal cartilage also are involved, fibrous tissue initially forms in the intervening region. The reparative response shows irregular healing of the epiphyseal and physeal cartilage, with loss of normal cellular architecture. Within the central physeal regions, diametric expansion of cell columns is minimal, so closure of a large defect by physeal cartilage is unlikely. The gap will remain fibrous, but with the potential to ossify. Toward the physeal periphery, diametric expansion is more likely, but still may not lead to closure of large cartilage gaps by progressive replacement of fibrous tissue. This replacement process essentially requires the germinal and hypertrophic cell regions to diametrically expand by cell division, maturation, and matrix expansion. The intervening fibrous tissue may disappear through growth, but only if the gap is narrow. Because blood supply is minimal in this region, the fibrous tissue similarly is not well vascularized, and significant cell modulation, especially to osteoblastic tissue, is less likely in the short term. However, the larger the gap filled with fibrous tissue and the longer the time from fracture to skeletal maturity, the greater the likelihood of developing sufficient vascularity to commence an osteoblastic response and to form an osseous bridge. Further, in young children with minimal epiphyseal ossification, the blood supply to the physeal germinal region is not as well defined, whereas once the ossification center expands and forms a subchondral plate over the germinal region, microvascularity probably increases and the chances for vascularization and ossification of the fibrous region increase. This explains the delayed appearance of the osseous bridge.

If accurate anatomic reduction is performed, a thin gap should be present that should fill in with minimal fibrous tissue, allowing progressive replacement of the tissue by diametric expansion of the physis and contiguous epiphysis. However, if the fragment has been partially or completely devascularized by either the initial trauma or subsequent dissection to effect an open reduction, cellular growth and diametric and longitudinal expansion may not occur. This increases the chances of cellular disorganization, fibrosis, and eventual osteoblastic response. Failure to correct anatomic displacement, especially in Salter-Harris type 4 growth mechanism injuries, increases the possibility of apposition of the epiphyseal ossification center and metaphyseal bone, and thereby enhances the risk of forming an osseous bridge between the two regions.

**Remodeling of Bones in Children After Injury**

In a growing child, the normal process of bone remodeling in the diaphysis and metaphysis (particularly the latter) may realign initially malunited fragments, making absolutely accurate anatomic reduction less important than in a comparable injury in an adult. However, although some residual angular deformities undergo spontaneous correction, accurate anatomic reduction should be the goal whenever possible (51,122,129). Bone and cartilage generally remodel in response to normal stresses of body weight, muscle action, and joint reaction forces, as well as intrinsic control mechanisms such as the periosteum. The potential for spontaneous, complete correction is greater if the child is younger, the fracture site is closer to the physis, and there is relative alignment of the angulation in the normal plane of motion of the joint. This is particularly evident in fractures involving hinge joints such as the knee, ankle, elbow, or wrist, in which corrections are relatively rapid if the angulation is in the normal plane of motion. However, spontaneous correction of angular deformities is unlikely in other directions (relative to normal joint motion), such as a cubitus varus deformity following a supracondylar fracture of the humerus. Similarly, rotational deformities usually do not correct spontaneously.

**Growth Stimulation**

Fractures may stimulate longitudinal growth by increasing the blood supply to the metaphysis, physis, and epiphysis, and at least on an experimental basis, by disrupting the periosteum and its physiologic restraint on the rates of longitudinal growth of the physis (34). Such increased growth may make the bone longer than it would have been without an injury (9,36,184). Eccentric overgrowth may also occur; this is particularly evident in tibia valgum following an incomplete fracture of the proximal tibial metaphysis.

**THE FUTURE OF FRACTURE REPAIR**

Bone grafts contain bone growth factors that normally induce bone formation and have the appropriate osteoconductive matrix. Autogenic grafts also contain osteogenic cells. Bone grafts are effective, but there are difficulties in obtaining safe and reliable tissue. Although the mechanisms of fracture repair are not fully understood, the level of understanding has enabled key molecules to be targeted as therapeutic in controlling and promoting fracture repair. Filler compounds have been developed that either stimulate mesenchymal cells, leading to new bone formation (osteogenic) or enable the bone-forming cells to infiltrate and incorporate into bone (osteoconductive).

Specific growth factors have been targeted for their ability to promote bone formation. Two growth factors (BMP-2 and Ostogenic Protein-1) (BMP-7) show great promise for their abil-
ity to promote fracture repair (83, 84, 90, 96, 173, 192). A number of others, such as TGF-β, IGF, PDGFs, and FGF-2, also may prove to be useful.

TGF-β plays a major role in fracture repair by promoting proliferation and differentiation of the mesenchymal cells. Exogenous TGF-β administration can initiate the repair process and callus formation in unjured bone (75). The addition of TGF-β to fractures promotes wound repair and results in a larger, stronger callus (75). It also may be of use in promoting repair in nonhealing bone defects. PDGF also increases callus size but does not improve the fracture mechanically (115). Growth hormone and IGF-1 have also been tested to determine their effects on fracture repair. Although growth hormone produces inconsistent results, the administration of IGF-1 increases intramembranous bone formation (3, 179). The FGFs also increase the callus size and mineral content (72, 77, 189). It is possible that the effect of FGFs and of a number of the other growth factors is a result of the angiogenic properties of such growth factors. There are many reviews on the use of growth factors for fracture repair (37, 38, 91, 178), and more research is required to establish the most useful factors and effective delivery devices (71). However, there is little doubt that in the near future, orthopaedic surgeons will be using growth factor-containing compounds to induce new bone formation and to improve fracture repair.
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Providing pain relief is one of the many important parts of the management of children’s fractures. In addition, because having a fracture reduced is not only painful but also frightening to many children, providing young patients with adequate sedation and amnesia are additional welcome elements of good care. However, the correct use of any of the available medications for obtaining these goals must involve an appropriate understanding of proper dose, desired effects, and untoward side effects. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a thorough source of information regarding safe and effective analgesia and sedation for children with fractures. This chapter discusses the concept of sedation and its definitions, the various medications used to achieve the sedation state, and the various medications used to achieve analgesia, including both systemic medications and local anesthetics. Intravenous regional anesthesia (Bier Blocks), hematoma blocks, and femoral nerve blocks (for femur fractures) are discussed in depth. The management of postoperative pain is discussed, along with the treatment of the troublesome side effect of postoperative nausea. The author hopes that the orthopaedic practitioner will find this chapter of significant benefit, not only in the emergency room setting but also in the office and on the hospital ward.

GUIDELINES AND PRINCIPLES OF SEDATION IN CHILDREN
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SEDATIVE MEDICATIONS
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REGIONAL ANESTHESIA IN THE CHILD WITH A MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURY
Regional Anesthetic Agent
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POSTOPERATIVE ANALGESIA IN THE CHILD WITH A MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURY
Postoperative Analgesia With Opioids
Postoperative Analgesia With Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Drugs
Postoperative Analgesia With Local Anesthetic Agents

TREATMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE NAUSEA

Sedation and analgesia for procedures is a continuum. (Reproduced with permission from American Society of Anesthesiologists from ASA 1997 Annual Refresher Course Lectures. Sedation and Analgesia in Pediatric Patients for Procedures Outside the Operating Room. Richard F. Kaplan, M.D. No. 221)
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FIGURE 3-1. Sedation and analgesia for procedures is a continuum. (Reproduced with permission from American Society of Anesthesiologists from ASA 1997 Annual Refresher Course Lectures. Sedation and Analgesia in Pediatric Patients for Procedures Outside the Operating Room. Richard F. Kaplan, M.D. No. 221)

Table: Recommended Discharge Criteria After Sedation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cardiovascular function and airway patency are satisfactory and stable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The patient is easily arousable, and protective reflexes are intact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The patient can talk (if age appropriate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The patient can sit up unaided (if age appropriate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>For a very young or handicapped child incapable of the usually expected responses, the sedation level of responsiveness or a level as close as possible to the normal level for that child should be achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The state of hydration is adequate.*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adequate hydration may be achieved with intravenous fluids. There is no specific requirement that children be able to tolerate oral fluids before discharge from a treatment facility. Children who are nauseated, or actively vomiting should be treated and observed until this problem resolves (see section on treatment of postoperative nausea).


General Principles

Obviously, the purpose for monitoring sedated patients is to provide timely detection and correction of abnormalities in respiratory and cardiovascular function. The monitoring process begins before the administration of any sedative medications. Monitoring continues unabated until the patient returns to baseline sedation level of consciousness and is ready for discharge. Acceptable discharge criteria are noted later (Table 3-1).

Of vital importance to the monitoring process is the presence of qualified personnel who are competent in the use of monitoring devices, and capable of recognizing the clinical signs of airway or hemodynamic instability. Although skill in at least pediatric basic life support is necessary (63,119), training in pediatric advanced life support (PALS) is certainly desirable. In the author’s opinion, this training should be considered absolutely necessary. The orthopaedic surgeon must always demand, and have available, skilled health professionals, either physicians or nurses, to assist in observing the patient and the monitors during procedures requiring medications that are known to depress respiratory or cardiovascular function. Having one person performing both the surgical procedure and monitoring the patient is a practice that should be strongly discouraged in all but the most desperate circumstances.

Oxygenation, ventilation, and circulation are the three parameters that require careful assessment. For the most part, monitoring temperature is usually of minimal importance. The major exceptions, of course, are children who arrive in the hospital either severely hypothermic or febrile.

Monitoring oxygenation requires continuous pulse oximetry and continual visual inspection of the patient. Note that the term continuous monitoring refers to a constant measurement undertaken for a period of time without interruption. Continual monitoring refers to an assessment taken at frequent regular intervals.

The value of pulse oximetry as an early detector of impeding hypoxemia has been well demonstrated (34). The problem with relying on visual inspection alone to determine adequacy of oxygenation is that cyanosis is both a late and variable sign of hypoxemia. Demonstrable cyanosis requires the presence of at least 5 g of desaturated hemoglobin per deciliter. Therefore, for example, a patient with a hemoglobin level of 10 g/dL would theoretically not even appear cyanotic until the oxygen saturation level...
Auscultation with the precordial stethoscope is valuable in the monitoring of both ventilation (breath sounds) and circulation (heart sounds). Its use is encouraged in the monitoring of deeply sedated patients (63).

Monitoring ventilation goes hand in hand with monitoring oxygenation. Monitoring ventilation requires close observation of the patient and either intermittent or continuous auscultation of breath sounds. A sedated child's head may flex forward easily, producing airway obstruction as the child begins to fall asleep (33). Maintaining patients in the so-called sniffing position helps prevent airway obstruction (Fig. 3-2). The sniffing position consists of elevating the patient's head with pads under the occiput, keeping the shoulders flat on the table, and extending the head at the atlanto-occipital joint (134). Children younger than 3 years of age have a relatively large head in proportion to the size of their trunk and do not require padding under the occiput (35). Along with continual assessment of the child's head position, any restraining devices should be checked and rechecked to ensure that they are not contributing to either airway obstruction or restriction of chest movement (63).

**FIGURE 3-2.** The sniffing position. In an adult or in an older child, a folded sheet or towel under the occiput, plus moderate head extension at the atlanto-occipital joint, helps to maintain an open airway. In a child younger than 3 years of age, the relatively large head size in proportion to the trunk makes occipital padding unnecessary (35).

### TABLE 3-2. NORMAL VALUES FOR HEART RATE BY AGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Range (beats/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newborn</td>
<td>110–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–11 months</td>
<td>105–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>85–125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>75–115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>65–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>60–100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The numbers in parentheses refer to mean arterial blood pressure.*

tory rate measurements determined and recorded at least at 5-minute intervals (63). For children under conscious sedation (sedation/analgesia), the frequency of vital sign determination is at the discretion of the physician (63).

It is important to emphasize again that monitoring the patient must continue until the patient meets preset discharge criteria (Table 3-1) (63). Often, when a surgical procedure is over and patients are no longer being actively stimulated, unintentional deep sedation with resulting airway obstruction and apnea may occur. Therefore, it is essential to remain vigilant until the patient recovers completely from their sedative medications. Note that the time to recovery varies depending on the amount and type of sedative medication given, and this point should be taken into account when planning a sedation regimen. The duration of action of particular sedatives and sedative combinations are discussed separately.

**Patient Assessment**

Only after careful patient assessment can the practitioner decide whether sedation in an emergency room setting, where the airway is uncontrolled and unprotected, is feasible and safe. Administering sedative medications without first evaluating a patient is an invitation for disaster. It is important first to be aware of the child’s medical history, previous allergic or adverse drug reactions, current medications, and presence of coexisting diseases before proceeding with deliberate alteration of a patient’s state of consciousness (63). In addition to these basic details, the patient with musculoskeletal injuries has to be evaluated for time of last oral intake, hemodynamic status, presence of other injuries, and status of the airway.

**Oral Intake Precautions**

In the management of elective patients, significant pulmonary aspiration is rare in pediatrics (143).

Note that for elective patients, multiple studies support and encourage the liberal intake of clear liquids up until 2 to 3 hours before scheduled surgery in otherwise healthy children (32,95, 122,129). Acceptable clear liquids are apple juice, water, sugar water, and gelatin. Milk (including breast milk), milk products, and juices with pulp are not clear liquids. For elective patients, most pediatric anesthesiologists now adhere to the so-called 2-4-6-8 rule regarding oral intake. This rule restricts clear fluids to 2 hours before elective surgery, breast milk to 4 hours before elective surgery, baby formula (cow’s milk formula) to 6 hours before elective surgery, and solid food to 8 hours before elective surgery (50).

Emergency patients are definitely at risk for aspiration (143). Sedatives depress the protective reflexes (63). Caution is necessary to avoid the morbidity and possible mortality of aspiration pneumonia.

It is known that in trauma patients, the time interval between last oral intake and time of injury is a critical factor in the retention of gastric contents (99). It is clear that children injured within 1 to 2 hours after eating present with large gastric volumes (19). Although fasting can reduce an injured child’s gastric volume (95), it is not clear how long of a fast is ideal. Also, in the presence of pain, anxiety, and with the administration of opioid pain relievers, all of which may occur in the patient with a fracture, gastric emptying may be radically slowed (57). If the procedure can wait, it is safe to say that a fasting period is in order. Starting intravenous fluids to prevent dehydration is important. Note that at present, there is no reliable method of assessing the volume of gastric contents, although different methods have been suggested (55). Patient hunger on presentation for surgical treatment is not a good indicator of an empty stomach (95).

In the author’s opinion, the safest recommendations regarding sedation of patients with a potential full stomach are as follows:

1. If possible, postpone the procedure, even for as little as 4 hours.
2. Use the lightest effective level of sedation. Titrate sedation to effect, and avoid large bolus doses of medications.
3. Consider the administration of medications to reduce gastric volume (metoclopramide) or to increase gastric pH (histamine-2-receptor blockers). These medications, when indicated, should be administered intravenously 1 hour before sedative medications are given. The appropriate dose of metoclopramide (Reglan) is 0.15 mg/kg. The usual adult dose for metoclopramide is 10 mg, which should be more than sufficient for any child. Famotidine (Pepcid), a histamine-2-receptor blocker, may be given in a dose of 0.3 to 0.4 mg/kg intravenously, with a maximum dose of 20 mg.
4. Within 15 minutes of administering sedation, consider the use of oral nonparticulate antacids (Bicitra, sodium citrate) to raise gastric pH. Unfortunately, these medications are not very palatable.
5. Note that pregnancy, morbid obesity, gastroesophageal reflux, bowel obstruction, and increased intracranial pressure all magnify the risk of regurgitation and aspiration of gastric contents. Therefore, additional caution is necessary in managing patients with any of these conditions. Patients with coexisting bowel obstruction should not be sedated, and patients with increased intracranial pressure should not be sedated without the input and knowledge of the attending neurosurgical staff.
6. If treatment cannot wait and the surgical procedure or the patient is not amenable to regional anesthesia, the safest approach is a general anesthetic with a rapid sequence induction and a protected airway (endotracheal tube). This approach
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**Table 3-4.** Calculation of Normal Blood Pressure by Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in Years</th>
<th>Normal Systolic BP for Age</th>
<th>Lower Limit of Normal Systolic BP for Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>80 + (2 x age in years)</td>
<td>70 + (2 x age in years)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is also safest for uncooperative children who urgently need a computed tomography (CT) scan, an magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan, or other detailed diagnostic studies.

**Hemodynamic Status**

The magnitude of blood loss from a child's injuries is not always readily apparent. In children, long bone fractures and head injuries may easily have associated large concealed hemorrhages (140, 153). It is important to assess the patient's volume status accurately before administering sedative medications. In a hypovolemic child, sedatives may interfere with catecholamine-mediated compensatory mechanisms and produce profound hemodynamic instability, leading to cardiovascular collapse.

Note that in an injured child, blood pressure monitoring alone does not provide a good indication of the patient's underlying volume status (105, 155). Children maintain a normal blood pressure for their age in the face of large intravascular volume deficits (155). More reliable signs of ongoing hypovolemia in children include sinus tachycardia, mottling, cool extremities, poor urine output (less than 1 to 2 mL/kg/h), and altered state of consciousness. Each of these signs can imply poor perfusion of different organ systems (skin, musculoskeletal system, kidneys, and central nervous system (CNS), respectively). Volume replacement, not sedation, should be the initial goal in the management of hypovolemic children.

**Coexisting Nonmusculoskeletal Injuries**

Serious head injury accounts for 70% of pediatric trauma deaths (30, 105). Respiratory depression from sedation, with resultant hypercapnia and hypoxia, may aggravate an underlying closed head injury and worsen its prognosis (153). In addition, any pharmacologic change in the patient's state of consciousness may confuse the neurologic evaluation. Other injuries to major body cavities or injuries associated with major blood loss should be assessed carefully before any sedative medications are administered.

**Status of the Airway**

A tenuous airway can easily become a completely obstructed airway in a sedated child. There are common problems in children associated with airway obstruction. For example, children with large tonsils and adenoids may have obstructive sleep apnea (89). Obstructive sleep apnea, which is associated with a history of loud snoring and daytime sleepiness, may be acutely exacerbated with the administration of sedative medications (36). Other potentially dangerous problems include micrognathia (short jaw), limited ability to open the mouth, and limited movement of the neck, either congenital or acquired (12).

**Treatment Facility**

What about the medical facility where the child is receiving treatment? On-site resuscitation equipment, including equipment for airway management (Table 3-5) and equipment for vascular access (Table 3-6) must be available for children of all ages.
ages and sizes (63). In addition, a positive pressure oxygen delivery system capable of delivering at least 90% oxygen for at least 60 minutes must also be readily available (63). A working suction apparatus (63) must be easily accessible to handle patient secretions, as well as for unexpected regurgitation and vomiting. These recommendations are essential for patient safety and for optimum patient care.

SEDATIVE MEDICATIONS

Having now considered the preliminary step of patient assessment, the practitioner must now decide which sedative or sedatives to use. The ideal sedative should be easy to administer, quick in onset, devoid of side effects, and rapid in termination of effects. The abundance of references in the literature extolling the virtues of different sedative drugs and drug combinations is the best indicator that we do not yet have the ideal sedative. Each of the drugs that is discussed has only some of the properties of an ideal sedative medication. Also, patients demonstrate great variability in response to medications. It is important to treat each patient as an individual and to not expect to be able to fit every child with a fracture into any particular sedation regimen. For patients who cannot be adequately sedated, the orthopaedic surgeon should consult an anesthesiologist for provision of a brief, well-controlled general anesthetic.

Nitrous Oxide

Self-administered 50% nitrous oxide (50% nitrous oxide and 50% oxygen) has been found to be moderately useful in providing sedation and analgesia for the reduction of children’s fractures. Evans and co-workers (45) found it to be comparable in efficacy to intramuscular meperidine (2 mg/kg) and promethazine (1 mg/kg). However, in a different study, Henrikus and co-workers noted that 46% of their patients experienced significant pain with nitrous oxide alone as a sedative and analgesic for fracture reduction (67). Patients with completely displaced radius and ulna fractures had a statistically higher incidence of failure to achieve analgesia (67). With the addition of a hematoma block (discussed in a subsequent section), Henrikus and his co-investigators were able to obtain a 97% incidence of adequate sedation and analgesia (66). This study does illustrate the important point that where possible, the use of regional anesthesia in combination with almost any sedation regimen is an excellent way to enhance pain relief and to minimize the need for systemic sedative and analgesics.

In general, nitrous oxide is a weak sedative and analgesic. It does have the advantages of rapid onset, relative ease of utilization, and rapid termination of effects (88). Because it diffuses rapidly into encased air-filled spaces, its use is contraindicated in patients with bowel obstruction or pneumothorax (88). Nitrous oxide is also contraindicated in patients with altered intracranial compliance (88).

Although nitrous oxide is perhaps a useful part of the sedation armamentarium, this author does not believe that the literature supports the use of nitrous oxide alone as a reliable sedative and analgesic for pediatric orthopedic procedures.

Ketamine

Ketamine, which is structurally related to phencyclidine, was first synthesized in 1963. Developed to produce the “anesthetic state (analgesia, amnesia, loss of consciousness and immobility)” without total CNS depression, it was approved for general clinical use in 1970 (31,157).

The commercial preparation of ketamine is a racemic mixture of two optical isomers with differing activity (157). Ketamine is typically administered intravenously or intramuscularly (59, 136). Rectal (118), oral (64,145), and intranasal administration (154) have been described in the literature.

Ketamine is metabolized in the liver, primarily by N-methylation to norketamine. Norketamine has about one third the sedative and analgesic potency of ketamine. As such, ketamine should be administered cautiously or in reduced doses to patients with impaired hepatic function.

Intravenous ketamine, 1 to 2 mg/kg, produces unconsciousness within 30 to 60 seconds (136). Peak plasma concentrations occur within 1 minute. Return of consciousness occurs within 10 to 15 minutes, although complete recovery may be delayed (136). Dose requirements and recovery times from ketamine are age related (24,87).

Ketamine has been found to have interactions at multiple binding sites, including N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) and non-NMDA receptors, nicotinic and muscarinic cholinergic receptors and opioid receptors (83). Agonist actions of ketamine on opioid receptors play only a minor role in its analgesic effects (83). Note that naloxone, a narcotic antagonist that is further discussed in the section on opioids, does not reverse the analgesic effect of ketamine (83). The psychotomimetic effects of ketamine, however, may involve interaction with a specific subclass of opioid receptors known as kappa receptors (83). For analgesia, the main site of action is the NMDA receptor. The reader is referred to other sources for further information on this topic (83).

Central Nervous System Effects of Ketamine

Ketamine produces a state known as dissociative anesthesia. Dissociative anesthesia refers to a cataleptic state characterized by functional and electrophysiologic dissociation between the thalamicocortical and limbic systems (157). Patients keep their eyes open and exhibit a slow nystagmic gaze. Corneal and pupillary reflexes remain intact. Generalized hypertonicity may be present. Even though ketamine has effects on nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in skeletal muscle, this effect is of minor significance, because ketamine increases muscle tone by central mechanisms (83). Patients receiving ketamine may exhibit purposeful movements but not necessarily in response to surgical stimulation (157).

Ketamine’s analgesic effect is intense and may outlast its sedative effect (59). In one study of minor surgical procedures with ketamine anesthesia, no additional analgesics were required for 24 hours postoperatively (69). Amnesia persists for about one hour after apparent recovery from ketamine (136).

Emergence phenomena are relatively rare in children, although young adults are especially susceptible to this problem.
Changes in mood and body image, out-of-body experiences, floating sensations and frank delirium are all possible (157). Emergence phenomena result from misinterpretation of auditory and visual stimuli at the neurologic level (157). Although usually terminating within 24 hours (136), prolonged emergence phenomena lasting as long as 10 to 12 months have been reported in children (102). An increased incidence of emergence reactions is seen in patients older than 16 years, female patients, patients who have received doses of intravenous ketamine above 2 mg/kg, and patients with a history of abnormal personalities (157). There is no evidence that emergence in a quiet environment decreases the incidence of this problem (157). Benzodiazepines (e.g., diazepam and midazolam) are the most effective treatment for ketamine-induced delirium and hallucinations (157). In fact, the administration of a benzodiazepine 3 to 5 minutes before ketamine is effective in almost entirely eliminating the possibility of emergence delirium (88).

Transient diplopia (31), ataxia (60), and disequilibrium (60) may occur after ketamine use. Early attempts at ambulation should be discouraged (60). Ketamine does not induce seizures and is not necessarily contraindicated in patients with an underlying seizure disorder (157).

Ketamine is contraindicated in patients with increased intracranial pressure or with abnormal intracerebral compliance. Thus, patients who have sustained a head injury as part of their ongoing trauma should not receive this drug (114). It is interesting to note that there are some reports actually suggesting that there is a neuroprotective effect for ketamine (83). However, the recommendation that ketamine be avoided in head-injured patients still stands firm for now.

Respiratory Effects of Ketamine

Ketamine can have some potentially troublesome effects on the airway. It causes the production of increased salivary and tracheobronchial secretions, which can lead to coughing, laryngospasm, and airway obstruction. This problem may be especially treacherous in patients with an ongoing respiratory infection. Glycopyrrolate (Robinul), an anticholinergic, should be administered 3 to 5 minutes before ketamine (at the same time that the benzodiazepine is given) to ameliorate this problem (88). The dose for glycopyrrolate is 5 to 10 µg/kg, given intravenously. For large children, a dose of 0.2 mg (200 µg) of glycopyrrolate given intravenously is sufficient. Unless there is some other strong indication for its use, ketamine should be avoided in patients with ongoing infections of the respiratory tract.

Although ketamine does not usually produce significant depression of ventilation (136), apnea has been reported with its administration (37). Apnea is more likely to occur when the drug is given intravenously in rapid boluses (37) or in combination with other respiratory depressants (136). However, there are reports of apnea in otherwise healthy children sedated in the emergency department with intramuscular ketamine alone in the usual recommended dosage (96,126).

In addition, ketamine does not protect against aspiration of gastric contents (26,141). In this regard, ketamine is no different from any other sedative and analgesic except maybe for self-administered 50% nitrous oxide in oxygen. Ketamine should never be given in an unmonitored setting, such as a patient’s room on a regular hospital ward, or a clinic that does not have appropriate monitoring and resuscitation equipment (see the first part of this chapter).

Cardiovascular Effects of Ketamine

Ketamine stimulates the sympathetic nervous system and leads to the release of endogenous catecholamines. Through such an effect, ketamine produces a dose-dependent increase in heart rate and blood pressure (144), and therefore, it is useful in the operating room in patients with mild hypovolemia. As a byproduct of its sympathetic stimulation, ketamine produces bronchodilation, and as such, it has been useful in the anesthetic management of patients with asthma (88). However, because ketamine is a direct myocardial depressant, its administration to patients who are profoundly hypovolemic, and whose sympathetic nervous system is already maximally stimulated, will lead to cardiovascular collapse. The reader is reminded that any sedation given to a hypovolemic patient must be administered very judiciously and preferably after the volume status is corrected.

Review of Relevant Literature (Ketamine)

In 1990, Green and co-workers reviewed a collective experience of nearly 12,000 children sedated with ketamine for various procedures (60,61). In 1998, Green and coworkers (62) published their experience with 1,022 pediatric patients aged 15 years and younger sedated with ketamine 4 mg/kg intramuscularly for a variety of emergency room procedures, consisting mainly of laceration repairs and fracture reductions. From this group of patients, the authors reported two cases of apnea, four cases of laryngospasm, one case of respiratory depression, and seven cases of partial airway obstruction (e.g., airway malalignment) responding to repositioning of the head. They also reported a 6.7% incidence of vomiting but no cases of aspiration. In an interesting study by Kennedy and colleagues (81), intravenous ketamine combined with midazolam (Versed) was compared with fentanyl combined with midazolam in the management of pediatric fractures. This particular study is further discussed later.

AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Salient points regarding the safe use of ketamine are summarized in Table 3-7. Monitoring and procedural guidelines for deeply sedated patients (63) should be followed whenever ketamine is used. If used intramuscularly, the dose should be limited to 4 mg/kg. If the drug is used intravenously, the total dose should be limited to 2 mg/kg. The reader is reminded to use glycopyrrolate, and to consider strongly the administration of midazolam (Versed) 0.05 to 0.1 mg/kg, for the prevention of agitation and delirium. Note that there is an increased risk of respiratory depression whenever more than one sedative medication is administered. Note also that no reversal drug exists for ketamine.
Benzodiazepines

Initial interest in the use of benzodiazepines developed when these drugs were noted to exert taming effects in animals (133). Benzodiazepines provide anxiolysis, hypnosis, centrally mediated relaxation of muscle tone, antegrade and retrograde amnesia, and anticonvulsant activity (113). Benzodiazepines have no analgesic activity and require supplementation for painful procedures (133).

Pharmacology

Midazolam (Versed) is the primary benzodiazepine used for pediatric sedation. It offers several advantages over other benzodiazepines (158). It is water soluble and, therefore, usually relatively painless on injection (113,158). It does occasionally cause discomfort on injection, although the pain is not as severe as that with diazepam (Valium). At physiologic pH, midazolam becomes highly lipid soluble, facilitating transport into the CNS and onset of sedative effects (158). Initial recovery, which is due to redistribution of the drug away from the CNS, occurs in about 30 minutes. The elimination half-life of midazolam is significantly shorter than that of diazepam (158). On a milligram-per-milligram basis, midazolam is at least two to three times as potent as diazepam (56). Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies indicate that the blood–brain equilibration time is 4.8 minutes for midazolam versus 1.6 minutes for diazepam (25). Therefore, when titrating midazolam for sedation, it is important to wait 5 minutes between doses.

Central Nervous System Effects

Anxiolysis and centrally mediated relaxation of skeletal muscle tone is presumed to occur from a benzodiazepine-induced increase in the availability of glycine inhibitory neurotransmitter (133). Facilitating the action of the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is responsible for the sedative effects of benzodiazepines (133). It remains unclear what the site of action is for the production of amnesia (133).

Note that midazolam and diazepam produce direct depression of the central respiratory drive (54) and that apnea may occur (18,72,113), especially after parenteral administration of these drugs. Although it is generally considered very safe, orally administered midazolam has been reported to produce airway obstruction in a child with congenital airway anomalies (85). In general, the incidence of respiratory complications increases with the presence of major vital organ disease (72). However, even in healthy adult volunteers, intravenous sedation with midazolam (0.1 mg/kg) can depress the ventilatory response to hypoxia (3). Concomitant administration of opioids (72,133,161) greatly increases the risk of respiratory complications. Therefore, extra vigilance and careful titration of medications to effect are even more important when using more than one sedative or analgesic medication.

Other Systemic Effects

With careful titration, significant hemodynamic changes are unusual with midazolam (113). Loss of protective airway reflexes is also unlikely under these circumstances (113) as long as the physician pays careful attention to the effects of each incremental dose on the patient’s state of consciousness. Caution is always urged if the patient’s stomach is full. Slurring of speech is a typical sign of sedation with benzodiazepines (113). Children may also exhibit loss of anxiety, unsolicited smiling, and even laughter.

In reporting their experience with 2,617 children sedated for endoscopic procedures, Massanari and co-workers (91) noted that 36 patients exhibited paradoxical reactions to midazolam, including inconsolable crying, combativeness, and agitation. The authors of this study were able to treat these reactions with flumazenil, a benzodiazepine antagonist, which is further discussed below.

Review of Relevant Literature (Midazolam)

In children, midazolam can be administered by oral, nasal, sublingual, intravenous, intramuscular, and rectal routes (88). A liquid oral formulation, whose concentration is 2 mg midazolam/mL, now exists in the United States. It is marketed as Versed Syrup 2 mg/mL and is manufactured by Hoffman-LaRoche pharmaceuticals. If this formulation is not available at a particular location, then the practitioner can order the parenteral form

### TABLE 3-7. KETAMINE IN PEDIATRIC SEDATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Methods of Administration and Dosage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. IM, 4 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. IV, 1–2 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. PO, 6–10 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Rectal, 5–10 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Altered state of consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Increased intracranial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Active upper respiratory infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Full stomach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Prior unfavorable experience with ketamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Patients &gt; 16 yr old (increased incidence of emergence phenomena)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Provides sedation, amnesia, intense analgesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Sympathetic-mediated activity may be beneficial for children with asthma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Increases production of saliva and tracheobronchial secretions. Co-administration of glycopyrrolate 0.01 mg/kg recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Potential for loss of the airway from:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Laryngospasm secondary to increased secretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Aspiration from laryngeal incompetence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Emergence phenomena: Rare in young children. No advantage to quiet environment. Midazolam may help, but may contribute to oversedation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A waiting period of 10 to 30 minutes is required for onset of effects. The maximum amount of midazolam that should be administered orally has not been determined, but in practice, this amount is usually limited to 20 to 25 mg. Note that analgesic supplementation in the form of either local anesthetics, opioids, or both is required for painful procedures. Patients who receive parenteral benzodiazepines must be monitored with pulse oximetry, because oxygen desaturation may occur (125).

**Drug reversal**

Flumazenil (Romazicon) reverses the sedative effects of benzodiazepines (76,82,107). The flumazenil dose for children is 10 \( \mu g/kg \) intravenously. Fluammad administration may then be continued at 5 \( \mu g/kg/minute \) until the child awakens, or until there is a total dose of 1 mg has been given (77). The elimination half-life of flumazenil is 30 minutes, compared with 2 to 3 hours for midazolam. Patients who receive flumazenil should be observed for at least 2 hours before discharge to ensure that sedation from the original benzodiazepine does not occur. In the author’s opinion, the use of flumazenil should be limited to situations of relative or absolute benzodiazepine overdose leading to respiratory or hemodynamic compromise. Routinely reversing benzodiazepines is both unnecessary and, in the absence of persistent monitoring, potentially dangerous.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Salient points regarding the use of midazolam and other benzodiazepines are summarized in Table 3-9. Although supplemental

### TABLE 3-9. OPIOIDS IN PEDIATRIC SEDATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Method of Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Morphine: 0.05–0.1 mg/kg IM or IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Meperidine: 0.5–1.0 mg/kg IM or IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Fentanyl: in increments of 0.001 mg/kg IV (maximum total dose, 0.004–0.005 mg/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Nalbuphine: 0.1 mg/kg IM or IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients younger than 3 mo old should be given no more than half of these doses initially. IV titration to desired effect is the ideal way to administer all sedative medications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Altered state of consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Previous unfavorable experience (excludes that medication only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Sedation for nonpainful procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Provide excellent analgesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Reversible if necessary (naloxone 0.001–0.005 mg/kg IV titrated to effect)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Risk of respiratory depression and apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Increased risk of respiratory depression and apnea when combined with other sedatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. No amnestic effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V. Additional Side Effects (more likely when used in recurrent doses for treatment of pain)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nausea, vomiting, pruritus, constipation, decreased gastric motility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
analgesia is required for painful procedures, such as the reduction of fractures, the anxiolysis and amnesia that midazolam produces make it an excellent medication for children with orthopaedic injuries. Careful intravenous titration of midazolam in increments of 0.05 mg/kg may be undertaken, combined with a regional anesthetic block (Bier block, hematoma block, for example) for pain relief. The author believes that oral midazolam, with its mandatory 10- to 30-minute waiting period, and with its lack of titratability to effect, is probably best reserved for use as a preoperative medication before elective surgical procedures. Also, for emergency patients, intravenous titration is the best and most efficient way to achieve desirable levels of patient sedation and cooperation. The combination of midazolam and opioids is discussed in the next section.

**Opioids**

Opioids include all exogenous substances, natural or synthetic, that bind to specific receptors and produce morphine-like effects (138). There are several types and subtypes of opioid receptors (8,138). Opioids vary in their respective affinity for receptor types, accounting for the difference in side effects. Opioids are classified as pure receptor agonists (e.g., morphine, meperidine, fentanyl), agonist-antagonists (e.g., nalbuphine), or pure antagonists (e.g., naloxone) (138).

**Opioid Agonists**

All opioid agonists produce dose-dependent respiratory depression and apnea (138). Nausea and vomiting occur because of direct stimulation of the chemoreceptor trigger zone in the floor of the fourth ventricle of the medulla oblongata (138).

**Morphine**

Morphine is a well-known analgesic. It is usually administered intravenously or intramuscularly, although sublingual and rectal routes have been described (33). Oral morphine is usually used for long-term pain control in patients with severe, chronic pain. Rectal administration of morphine is not recommended because it has been associated with delayed absorption, delayed respiratory depression, and death (33,58). In general, rectally administered medications are absorbed unpredictably (135) and access of the medication to the rectal mucosa may be variably impeded by rectal stool content.

The usual starting dose for intravenous or intramuscular morphine is 0.05 to 0.1 mg/kg. In infants younger than 3 months old, the dose should be reduced by at least one half because of increased susceptibility to respiratory depression (114). Morphine should be reserved for painful procedures lasting at least 30 minutes (33). Morphine is not very lipid soluble, and its delay in leaving the CNS accounts for a potential duration of action of 3 to 4 hours (8,33). Hypotension secondary to vasodilation, histamine release, or vagally mediated bradycardia can occur even with the administration of small doses of morphine (8). Histamine release along the course of the vein into which the morphine is administered is not by itself an allergic reaction (138). The overall incidence of true allergic reactions to opioids is very small (138).

**Meperidine**

The use of meperidine (Demerol) parallels that of morphine. The initial intravenous or intramuscular dose is 0.5 to 1.0 mg/kg. Again, the dose should be reduced by at least one half in infants younger than 3 months of age (114). Normeperidine, a metabolic breakdown product of meperidine, has been associated with seizures, agitation, tremors, and myoclonus (68,78). Meperidine is not recommended for patients with an underlying seizure disorder. Accumulation of normeperidine is more likely in situations of prolonged meperidine administration. Therefore, meperidine should be used cautiously, if at all, in the treatment of chronic pain (33). As with morphine, meperidine may produce hypotension due to various mechanisms (8). Histamine release has also been reported with meperidine (8).

**Fentanyl**

Fentanyl is a synthetic narcotic 100 times more potent than morphine and 1,000 times more potent than meperidine on a milligram-per-milligram basis. Fentanyl is highly lipid soluble and rapidly penetrates the CNS (8). When administered in low doses, its duration of action is from 30 to 45 minutes. For sedation, fentanyl is given intravenously in increments of 0.5 to 1 µg/kg. The maximum total dose is 4 to 5 µg/kg (33). As a preoperative medication, fentanyl is available in an oral raspberry flavored lollipop known as the Fentanyl Oralet (88). Currently available sizes for the Oralet are 200 µg, 300 µg, and 400 µg. As a preoperative medication, the recommended dose ranges from 10 to 20 µg/kg. Troublesome side effects of this preparation include nausea and vomiting, pruritus, and oxygen desaturation (121).

Reonset of respiratory depression up to 4 hours after fentanyl administration has been reported (131). Glottic closure (5), and muscular rigidity (6,120,128) can occur, especially, although not exclusively, with administration of higher doses. Respiratory arrest may occur, especially with the coadministration of other sedatives (161). For these reasons, fentanyl should be titrated slowly to effect.

**Opioid Agonist-Antagonists**

A so-called ceiling effect or limit on the degree of respiratory depression has been demonstrated for various opioid agonist-antagonists, including nalbuphine (116) and butorphanol (149). Nalbuphine and morphine have the same analgesic potency on a milligram-per-milligram basis (114). Nalbuphine has a shorter elimination half-life (73). Opioid agonist-antagonists have no particular advantage over properly dosed opioids (38). The major problem with opioid agonist-antagonists is that their ceiling effect on respiratory depression is often accompanied by a ceiling effect for analgesia (138). Also, agonist-antagonists reduce the analgesic effectiveness of pure agonists (e.g., morphine, meperidine, fentanyl, codeine) if additional analgesia is required.
Drug Reversal With Opioid Antagonists

Naloxone (Narcan), which has no agonist activity of its own, displaces opioids from opioid receptors (138). Note that rapid reversal of narcotic effects may precipitate severe hypertension, pulmonary edema, ventricular or supraventricular irritability, seizures, and cardiac arrest (7,44). Dysphoria, nausea, and vomiting may also occur. Acute narcotic withdrawal in this situation reflects sympathetic nervous system stimulation from abrupt reversal of analgesia and sudden perception of pain (8). Therefore, naloxone should be titrated to effect (relief of respiratory depression) in increments of 1 to 5 µg/kg intravenously. Naloxone has a duration of action of 30 to 45 minutes, and resedation is possible. Close patient observation is required, and supplemental naloxone doses may be necessary. Current dosage recommendations in cases of frank opioid intoxication are significantly higher (43). Caution is always advised against precipitating acute narcotic withdrawal. The first priority in the treatment of narcotic overdose is a patent, well-maintained airway.

Similar to the situation with flumazenil for reversal of benzodiazepines, the author believes that the routine use of naloxone to reverse narcotic sedative medications is unwarranted and, for reasons noted earlier, potentially dangerous. Naloxone use should be reserved for situations of airway compromise brought on by relative opioid overdose, and it should never be utilized as a way of expediting patient discharge after a procedure requiring sedation.

Review of Relevant Literature (Opioids)

With careful monitoring and judicious administration, combinations of opioids for analgesia and benzodiazepines for amnesia and anxiolysis are probably the most useful sedatives in existence today for the management of children’s fractures. Varela and co-workers (150) reported excellent patient and physician satisfaction using intravenous meperidine and midazolam for intravenous sedation for the closed reduction of fractures in children. In this particular investigation, the average meperidine dose was 1.47 mg/kg and the average midazolam dose was 0.11 mg/kg. There were no episodes of apnea or cardiorespiratory complications. These investigators stress that careful patient monitoring is important, not only during but after the procedure as well. Intravenous morphine 0.1 mg/kg plus midazolam 0.1 mg/kg is another useful sedation mixture for children with fractures, especially when combined with a hematoma block (personal communication, J. Edeen, M.D.). The hematoma block is discussed later in the chapter. With this particular approach, the midazolam is administered first, followed by the morphine about 5 minutes later. The hematoma block is performed, and the fracture is then reduced. Again, careful patient monitoring as previously outlined is essential to good care.

In the absence of specific contraindications, including tenuous airway status, unstable hemodynamic status, or history of specific allergic reactions, for the performance of painful procedures in children, a combination of a benzodiazepine and a narcotic is probably ideal (110,127,161), as long as the principles of careful titration and close patient monitoring are observed.

Salient points regarding the use of opioids as well as opioid and benzodiazepine combinations for pediatric sedation are summarized in Tables 3-10 and 3-11. Opioid and benzodiazepine combinations provide amnesia, analgesia, and sedation. The tradeoff is that of additive respiratory depression and additive depression of protective airway reflexes. In both elective and emergent situations, the practitioner must

1. Thoroughly evaluate the patient, as has been discussed earlier in the chapter.
2. Follow standard practice guidelines for deep sedation (63).
3. Pay careful attention to dosing limits (Table 3-11).
4. Be certain that both flumazenil and naloxone are available. These medications are to be used strictly for the treatment of absolute or relative overdose of benzodiazepines and opioids, respectively. Do not use these medications to expedite discharge from the emergency room.

Midazolam and Ketamine Compared With Midazolam and Fentanyl

While studying a group of 260 children between the ages of 5 and 15 presenting for the emergency room reduction of frac-
The reader is referred to the article itself for more detailed information about the measurement process (81). Whereas presedation scores were basically the same for both groups, during fracture reduction, the investigators reported a significantly lower score of patient distress for the children receiving midazolam and ketamine than for those receiving midazolam and fentanyl (81). In general, the ketamine and midazolam combination was favored by parents and by the involved orthopaedic surgeons (81). On the other hand, however, two patients receiving midazolam and ketamine required brief assisted ventilation with a bag, valve, and mask apparatus, and one patient developed laryngospasm. Vomiting occurred more often in the group taking ketamine, and group taking the ketamine had a longer mean time to recovery and discharge.

This is a very detailed study that looks very closely at two viable regimens for sedation of children with fractures. Again, with careful monitoring and careful attention to drug titration, the practitioner may wish to try both to determine which is more useful in their individual practice. The authors of this study favor the ketamine and midazolam regimen and provide good evidence for their conclusions (81).

**Pediatric Cocktail**

The so-called pediatric cocktail (DPT) or “lyric” cocktail is a mixture of meperidine (Demerol) and two phenothiazines: promethazine (Phenergan), and chlorpromazine (Thorazine). For multiple reasons, this sedative regimen should be avoided. Prolonged and profound sedation occurs, often far outlasting the procedure for which the sedation was intended. One study has reported a mean total recovery time of 19 hours, plus or minus 15 hours, in children receiving DPT in the emergency department (142). Orthostatic hypotension is possible, because promethazine and chlorpromazine are alpha-adrenergic blockers (33). Severe respiratory depression and death, both during and after the procedure, have occurred in patients sedated with DPT. All three medications in this mixture lower the seizure threshold, and phenothiazines can produce dystonic reactions (33). Note that there is no reversal agent for phenothiazine overdose.

**Author’s Preferred Method of Treatment**

The author strongly believes that the use of the pediatric cocktail should be abandoned (127).

**Chlortal Hydrate**

Of greatest use in sedating children for nonpainful diagnostic procedures such as radiographic studies, chlortal hydrate is administered in a dose of 20 to 75 mg/kg orally or rectally. The maximum single dose is 1 g. If more than one dose has to be given, the upper limit for the total dose is either 100 mg/kg or 2 g, whichever is lower.

Although, theoretically, rectal dosing should be more efficient, because of the lack of a first pass hepatic effect (135), 30 to 60 minutes may elapse before chlortal hydrate takes effect no matter how it is administered. Children receiving chlortal hydrate must be observed for at least several hours. Respiratory depression is unusual, but children with sleep apnea and adenotonsillar hypertrophy may be particularly vulnerable to airway obstruction after sedation with chlortal hydrate (16). At least one death has been reported following its use (74). These problems emphasize that even sedatives thought to have little risk of producing respiratory depression must be administered under properly supervised conditions (63) and with strict adherence to dosage guidelines.

---

**TABLE 3-11. CHLORAL HYDRATE IN PEDIATRIC SEDATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Method of Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 to 75 mg/kg orally or rectally (maximum single dose, 1.0 g. If a second dose is given, the maximum total dose is either 100 mg/kg or 2.0 g, whichever is lower).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Compromised hepatic function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. History of obstructive sleep apnea*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Previous unfavorable experience with chlortal hydrate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No specific advantages for sedation and treatment of children with fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Prolonged time to peak effect (as long as 60 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Difficult to titrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Prolonged observation period required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Caution is required when using any sedative medication in patients with obstructive sleep apnea.
Barbiturates

In general, barbiturates have a lower margin of safety than benzodiazepines (132). In addition, barbiturates seem to lower the pain threshold, and are therefore a poor choice for producing sedation in the presence of a painful condition, such as a fracture (132). With these points in mind, barbiturates should not be used for sedating children with fractures.

Propofol

Propofol is a substituted isopropylphenol that is a rapid-acting intravenous anesthetic (136). Because it is virtually insoluble in aqueous solutions, it has to be dissolved in lecithin-containing formulations. The orthopaedist may have seen this whiskey medication administered by the anesthesiologist in the operating room, where it has gained the popular name of “milk of amnesia.”

Propofol has a fast onset of action, owing to its high lipid solubility, and an extremely short duration of action. Awakening is rapid, with little to no “hangover” effect as seen with other drugs (136). It also has antiemetic effects (88).

However, there are several reasons for which the drug should not be used in the management of children with fractures in an emergency room setting. First and foremost, it is easy to suddenly lose the airway in a patient given propofol. Therefore, this drug has really should be administered by an anesthesiologist (79). Second, the drug provides no analgesic effect and, therefore, has to be combined with an opioid, which, in turn, will intensify the respiratory depressant effects of propofol. Third, in children, the administration of propofol is associated with opisthotonos posturing and myoclonus (88), which is certainly not helpful in the reduction of a fracture. Propofol has vasodilatory and negative inotropic effects, which can lead to hypotension (88). Finally, there is some concern that propofol may be associated with seizures (88), although Momota and co-workers (97) have used propofol to stop seizure activity from local anesthetic overdose.

Regional AnestheticAgents

Regional or local anesthetic medications prevent nerve impulse propagation by interfering with the function of the sodium channel on the axonal membrane (139). Commonly used local anesthetics have either an amino amide or amino ester linkage in their molecular structure (146). Amino amide local anesthetics include lidocaine (Xylocaine), bupivacaine (Marcaine, Sensocaine), mepivacaine, prilocaine, etidocaine, and the relatively new agent ropivacaine. Amino ester local anesthetics include procaine (Novocain), chloroprocaine, tetracaine, benzocaine, and cocaine.

Medications within each group have important intrinsic differences in potency, duration of action, and potential for toxicity (36,146). For example, lidocaine is significantly less toxic a drug than bupivacaine but it also has a shorter duration of action. An important feature of ropivacaine is that even though its duration of action is similar to bupivacaine, it produces less CNS toxicity and less cardiac toxicity (123). Duration of action for the various local anesthetic medications is also determined in part by the type of regional block performed. For example, single dose brachial plexus blocks tend to have a far longer duration than do single dose epidural or subarachnoid blocks (36).

Local Anesthetic Toxicity

At least three types of adverse reactions can occur from local anesthetic agents. Clinically, the most important is systemic tox-
ticity of the CNS and cardiovascular system from relative overdose into the circulation. This type of reaction is not a medication allergy but simply a function of placing too much medication into the bloodstream. Note that in the presence of a major artery, even a few drops of local anesthetic can lead to seizure activity. An example of this problem is seen in the performance of stellate ganglion blocks in the neck for the management of reflex sympathetic dystrophy of the upper extremity, where the vertebral artery can be accidentally entered during the administration of the medication.

In most cases, however, the severity of systemic toxicity is directly related to the concentration of local anesthetic in the bloodstream (Table 3-13) (36). Seizures and cardiac arrest may be the initial manifestations of systemic toxicity in patients who rapidly attain a high serum level of medication (42,98,109). Agents with greater intrinsic potency, such as bupivacaine and etidocaine, require lower levels for production of symptoms (36). Dysrhythmias and cardiovascular toxicity may be especially severe with bupivacaine, and resuscitation of these patients may be prolonged and difficult (2,36).

The prevention and treatment of acute local anesthetic systemic toxicity are outlined in Table 3-14.

Although the potential for CNS toxicity may be diminished with barbiturates or benzodiazepines, given either as premedications or during treatment of convulsions, these measures do not alter the cardiotoxic threshold of local anesthetic agents.

### TABLE 3-13. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE LOCAL ANESTHETIC SYSTEMIC TOXICITY

#### Preventive Measures
1. Ensure availability of oxygen administration equipment, airway equipment, suction equipment, and medications for treatment of seizures (diazepam or midazolam, thiopental, succinylcholine).
2. Ensure constant verbal contact with patient (for symptoms of toxicity) and monitor cardiovascular signs and oxygen saturation.
3. Personally prepare the dose of local anesthetic and ensure it is within the accepted dosage range.
4. Give the anesthetic slowly, and fractionate the dose.

#### Treatment
1. Establish a clear airway; suction if required.
2. Give oxygen by face mask. Begin artificial ventilation if necessary.
3. Give diazepam 0.1-0.3 mg/kg IV in incremental doses until convulsions cease. Midazolam (0.05-0.1 mg/kg) may be used instead, also in increments until convulsions cease.
4. Thiopental in increments of 1-2 mg/kg IV may be used to control the seizures.
5. Succinylcholine (1 mg/kg IV) may be used if there is inadequate control of ventilation with the other medications. Artificial ventilation and possibly endotracheal intubation are required after using succinylcholine.
6. Use advanced cardiac life-support measures as necessary to support the cardiovascular system (more likely with local anesthetics of increased potency, such as bupivacaine).

With rapid and appropriate treatment, the fatality rate from local anesthetic convulsions should be greatly decreased (36).

It is absolutely essential to stay within accepted dose limits when using any local anesthetic (Table 3-15). To aid in dose calculations, a simple formula for converting percent concentration to milligrams to milliliter is provided in Table 3-16.

Although rare, true immune-mediated allergic reactions to local anesthetics are possible, more commonly with amino esters than with amino amides (22,52). The reader is referred to other sources for the detailed management of allergic or anaphylactic reactions (28,100).

Local nerve damage and reversible skeletal muscle changes have been reported from the use of local anesthetics (36).

### Intravenous Regional Anesthesia

Intravenous regional anesthesia was first described by August Bier in 1908 (15). Although it declined in popularity as brachial

### TABLE 3-14. MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED DOSES OF COMMONLY USED LOCAL ANESTHETICS IN CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Injection Dose (mg/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine†</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bupivacaine†</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mepivacaine‡</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prilocaine§</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The addition of epinephrine (vasoconstrictor) reduces the rate of local anesthetic absorption into the bloodstream, permitting use of a higher dose.
† For IV regional anesthesia (Bier blocks), the maximum lidocaine dose is 3 mg/kg. Preservative-free lidocaine without epinephrine should be used for either Bier blocks or hematoma blocks.
‡ Owing to its cardiotoxicity, bupivacaine should never be used for IV regional anesthesia or for hematoma blocks.
§ Of the amide local anesthetics, prilocaine is the least likely to produce CNS and cardiovascular toxicity. However, a byproduct of prilocaine metabolism may lead to severe methemoglobinemia in young children. Prilocaine is, therefore, contraindicated in children younger than 6 mo old.

### TABLE 3-15. CONVERSION FORMULA FROM % CONCENTRATION TO MILLIGRAMS/MILLILITER

Percentage concentration × 10 = Number of mg/mL

Examples: 0.25% bupivacaine has 2.5 mg bupivacaine/mL; 2% lidocaine has 20 mg lidocaine/mL.
plexus blocks were developed, it was revived in 1963, when its safe and successful use for the reduction of forearm fractures in adults was reported (70). Since then, multiple reports have attested to its usefulness in the treatment of upper limb injuries in adults and children (10,17,29,46,53,104,147).

The mechanism of action is uncertain. It may involve both direct transport of local anesthetic to major nerve trunks or the blockade of small nerve endings (53).

Intravenous regional anesthesia is reliable, with a higher success rate than other approaches to upper extremity blocks (53). Other advantages include its simplicity, rapidity of onset, and rapidity of recovery. Rapidity of recovery may be considered both an advantage as well as a disadvantage, because, with local anesthetic alone, the analgesic effect is lost once the tourniquet is deflated. A recent report in adults examined the addition of the nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medication ketorolac (Toradol) to the local anesthetic solution for intravenous regional anesthesia and found that patients did obtain prolonged analgesia after the tourniquet was released (124). However, no pediatric studies have been performed on this drug combination.

Intravenous regional anesthesia is unsuitable for lesions above the elbow (71). In addition, if the fracture involves the supracondylar area of the humerus, the cuff may limit the degree of hyperflexion needed to produce an adequate reduction. Intravenous regional anesthesia is contraindicated in patients with underlying heart block, known hypersensitivity to local anesthetic agents, and seizure disorders (71). Although not totally contraindicated, caution is urged when using this technique in patients with underlying hemoglobinopathies such as sickle cell disease.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The basic steps involved in performing an intravenous regional block are as follows:

1. Confirm the immediate availability of a functioning positive-pressure oxygen delivery system, as well as appropriate airway management equipment (Table 3-5) (63). Also, confirm the immediate availability of medications for the treatment of anesthetic-induced convulsions (Table 3-13).
2. Start an intravenous infusion in the contralateral arm (Fig. 3-3). A patent intravenous line is of paramount importance in treating the complications of this block. Obtain a baseline set of vital signs, including systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Monitor pulse oximetry (Fig. 3-3) as well as the ECG continuously (Fig. 3-4).
3. Select an appropriate tourniquet. An orthopaedic tourniquet that can be fastened securely should be used. Because Velcro may become less adhesive with time, check the tenacity of the tourniquet before use. An added safety measure, the tourniquet may be covered with strong adhesive tape or an Ace bandage after application. The tourniquet should fully encircle the arm and overlap back on itself by at least 6 cm (personal communication, K.E. Wilkins, M.D.). The arm may be minimally padded with cast padding underneath the tourniquet (17). If a pneumatic tourniquet is used, the physician must be familiar with the location of the tourniquet pressure gauge (Fig. 3-5) (29) and valves, because these features may vary in location from model to model. Narrow-cuffed double tourniquets may not effectively occlude arterial flow, and their use has been discouraged (71). Tourniquet discomfort should not be a problem during short procedures. If this problem develops, a second tourniquet can be applied distally over the anesthetized area of the arm.

4. Palpate the radial pulse of the injured limb.

5. Place and secure a short 22-gauge cannula in a vein on the dorsum of the hand of the fractured limb. A 23-gauge butterfly needle may also be used (Fig. 3-6). Note that although it may be possible to “thread” a butterfly needle securely into a large vein, butterfly needles may still slip out of the vein more easily than a plastic intravenous catheter. The author recommends the use of intravenous catheters whenever possible. If a distal vein is unavailable, a proximal vein or even an antecubital vein can be used. However, the use of proximal veins in the arm may result in a less effective block (71).

6. With the tourniquet deflated, exsanguinate the limb by vertically elevating it above the level of the heart for 60 seconds.

7. Rapidly inflate the tourniquet to a pressure of 225 to 250 mm Hg or 150 mm Hg above the patient’s systolic blood pressure (51). Check for disappearance of the radial pulse. Cross-clamping the tubing of the cuff after inflation is discouraged (71), because it might prevent detection of a small leak. Constant observation of the cuff pressure gauge is recommended.

8. Lower the extremity and slowly inject the local anesthetic. It is recommended that this injection be done over a period of 60 seconds. A concentration of 0.5% plain lidocaine (5 mg/mL) is used (Fig. 3-7). Bupivacaine is contraindicated for this block because of its cardiotoxicity. To prevent thrombophlebitis, the local anesthetic solution must be free of any additives or preservatives (71). In different studies, the recommended dose of lidocaine has varied from 1.5 to 3.0 mg/kg (10,17,29,46,53,104,147). A dose of 1.5 mg/kg appears to be safe and effective, and may produce a decreased incidence of complications (17). One study has recommended a maximum lidocaine dose of 100 mg for this block (46). The skin of the extremity becomes motorless as the drug is injected. The patient, unless he or she is very sedated, and the parents, if they are watching, should be warned that the extremity will look and feel strangely (personal communication, K.E. Wilkins, M.D.). Analgesia and muscle relaxation develop within 5 minutes of injection (71). Note that for fractures at the wrist, placement of a regular penrose...
drain tourniquet around the distal forearm may improve distribution of the local anesthetic solution at the fracture site (Fig. 3-8) (personal communication, K.E. Wilkins, M.D.).

9. To improve analgesia for fracture reduction, the last 2 mL of local anesthetic solution may be injected directly into the fracture hematoma (Fig. 3-9) (personal communication, K.E. Wilkins, M.D.). The technique of local infiltration anesthesia, or hematoma block, is discussed further in a subsequent section of this chapter.

10. Perform the surgical procedure (Fig. 3-10).

11. Leave the cuff inflated for at least 15 minutes (71), even if the surgical procedure takes less time.

12. Release the cuff at the end of the operation, or at the end of a 15-minute interval, whichever is longer. Cuff deflation, followed by immediate reinflation, as a method of delaying systemic absorption of local anesthetic is impractical because it cannot be done rapidly enough to prevent significant entry of local anesthetic into the general circulation (71).

13. Monitor the patient closely for at least 15 minutes for any complications related to the block. The treatment of local
anesthetic-induced systemic toxicity has been discussed (Table 3-13).

14. Of course, depending on whatever sedation has been administered, the patient should be monitored until discharge criteria are met (Table 3-1).

An assistant must be present to watch the patient, the tourniquet, and the monitors at all times.

**Local Infiltration Anesthesia: Hematoma Block**

Hematoma block has been successfully used in the treatment of distal forearm fractures (27,94). This simple technique involves injecting local anesthetic into the fracture hematoma, the location of which is confirmed by aspirating blood into the syringe (Fig. 3-9). When done alone, 1% lidocaine in a dose of 1 to 2 mg/kg is used (94). As indicated earlier, when combined with a Bier block, the last 1 to 2 mL of local anesthetic solution are used. Although the medication is rapidly absorbed into the circulation, the resulting systemic blood levels of local anesthetic are well below those required for CNS toxicity (94). Hematoma blocks may be used in patients who have received a regional block yet still have residual pain at the fracture site.

Ahito and co-workers (4) have described the use of an intraarticular hematoma block for the manipulative reduction of ankle fractures in a population group that included both children and adults. The youngest patient in their study group who received a hematoma block was 12 years old. The technique they describe consisted of a direct injection of 2% lidocaine 1 mg/kg (the authors used 2 mg lidocaine per pound) into the tibiotalar joint space. Absolute sterile technique was used, with the skin overlying the fracture site being prepared with a povidone-iodine preparation. A 22- or 25-gauge needle was used for the injection of the local anesthetic solution. The authors of this investigation recommend directing the needle in a slightly cephalad direction to avoid injury to the talar and tibial articular surfaces. Aspiration of blood was used to confirm entry into the intraarticular space. The injection was performed only if no resistance was encountered. A minimum of 15 minutes was allowed to pass after the injection, during which time the patient was closely observed and monitored for any evidence of local anesthetic systemic toxicity (see earlier). The injection was considered adequate if the patient was subsequently able to elevate the injured limb off the bed without assistance and perform active ankle dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. The authors of this investigation found the intraarticular ankle hematoma block to be safe, effective, and well tolerated by patients (4). Although some of their patients tolerated the injection and the subsequent fracture reduction without the use of any other supplemental analgesics or sedatives, most children would probably require the same type of sedation that would be used before performing a Bier block or a hematoma block of the upper extremity.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Full aseptic technique, including adequate skin preparation and the use of sterile gloves, is recommended. The incidence of infec-

![Figure 3-11. Barbotage. When performing a hematoma block, the local anesthetic is given by barbotage. A: Half the anesthetic is injected in the hematoma. B: The blood from the hematoma is withdrawn until the original volume is regained. C: This mixed material is repeatedly injected and reaspirated until the anesthetic is dispersed in the hematoma. The final aspirate should contain a volume equal to the original anesthetic. Thus, the final volume of fluid in the hematoma has not been increased.](image-url)
tion from introduction of a needle into the hematoma is greatly decreased if antiseptic precautions are taken (75). The hematoma is localized by aspirating blood into the syringe. The local anesthetic solution is given gradually by alternate injection (barbotage) of a small amount of medication and withdrawal of a small amount of hematoma until all of the medication has been given (Fig. 3-11). In the case of the intraarticular hematoma block at the ankle (4), a slow direct injection is used, with careful ECG monitoring for any evidence of dysrhythmias.

Reported complications with hematoma blocks in the upper extremity include compartment syndrome (162), temporary paralysis of the anterior interosseous nerve (162), and increased incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome (84).

**Femoral Nerve Block**

Berry (14) has described a technique of rapid analgesia for patients with a fracture of the femoral shaft using 1% lidocaine with 200,000 epinephrine or 1.5% lidocaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine deposited at the femoral nerve, just below the inguinal ligament (Fig. 3-12). As always, the anesthetic dose should remain within accepted limits. For lidocaine with epinephrine, 7 mg/kg is the permissible dose limit.

Cooperation and tolerance among young children for regional blocks varies, so careful patient selection is advised.

**POSTOPERATIVE ANALGESIA IN THE CHILD WITH A MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURY**

Safe and effective postoperative analgesia in children with musculoskeletal injuries can be accomplished with opioids, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory agents (NSAIDS), or local anesthetic agents.

Simultaneous use of more than one modality may be beneficial in order to minimize side effects from any one particular approach (e.g., the use of NSAIDS to decrease the incidence of nausea, vomiting, or even respiratory depression from opioids). The end point is to make patients comfortable while minimizing adverse reactions.

**Postoperative Analgesia With Opioids**

Opioids have long been the mainstay of postoperative analgesia. It is important for the practitioner to understand the rationale behind different dosage regimens to maximize pain relief for the patient.

**Intermittent Dosing**

Although commonly used, traditional intermittent as-needed dosing of intramuscular and intravenous opioids (Table 3-17) makes little pharmacologic sense for control of severe pain (49, 148). Wide variations in plasma opioid levels occur, leading to periods of sedation alternating with prolonged periods of no pain relief at all (49). In addition, for pediatric care, intramuscular dosing is a particularly poor choice (148), because children often chose to hide their pain rather than risk having to undergo an injection. The end result with intermittent dosing, especially

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-17. PATIENT-CONTROLLED ANALGESIA IN CHILDREN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loading dose: Morphine, 0.025–0.05 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance dose: Morphine, 0.01–0.02 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockout interval: 6–10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-hr maximum: Morphine, 0.4 mg/kg/4 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Treatment of Side Effects**

- **Pruritus**
  - Diphenhydramine (0.5 mg/kg IV OR)
  - Low-dose naloxone (0.5-1.5 µg/kg/hr)

- **Nausea/vomiting**
  - Metoclopramide (0.1 mg/kg IV OR)
  - Droperidol (10–30 µg/kg IV OR)
  - Ondansetron (0.15 mg/kg IV over 15 min)

- **Urinary retention (<1 mL/kg/h in the face of adequate fluid intake)**

- **Respiratory depression**

  - Vital signs: specify parameters that require treatment and method for contracting responsible physician.
  - Stop PCA pump.
  - Give 100% oxygen and maintain the airway.
  - Give naloxone (1–5 µg/kg IV bolus). Repeat as needed.
  - Consider naloxone infusion (3–5 µg/kg/h).

with intramuscular narcotics, is unnecessary undertreatment of pain.

**Patient-Controlled Analgesia**

Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) is a sensible approach to the problems inherent with intermittent as-needed dosing of opioids (49). With PCA, intravenous self-titration of small doses of opioids at frequent intervals eliminates the wide variations in plasma drug levels seen with intermittent dosing (49). It also allows patients to gain control over their pain management (23), which may be of psychological importance to the patient’s well-being.

PCA was first evaluated in adolescents in 1987, after several years of successful use in adults (23). Since then, this modality has been used for children as young as 6 years of age (11). Depending on the intelligence and cooperative ability of the child, it is conceivable that PCA could be used for younger individuals, although careful assessment of each individual situation is required.

When compared with traditional intermittent dosing, improved pain control and greater patient satisfaction have been demonstrated (11). Note that further improvement in pain relief may be achieved with the addition of a continuous background infusion of opioids to maintain the plasma concentrations of the analgesic during sleep. However, adding a background infusion may increase the risk of opioid-associated nausea, sedation, and hypoxemia (39,159).

Conceivably, for younger children or for children otherwise unreliable capable of pushing the button on the PCA cord, "parent-controlled analgesia" may be useful. The author has used this approach in a patient as young as 1 1/2 years of age. In this particular situation, however, the parents were very motivated and intelligent, and had done this before for their child after another surgical procedure. In general, PCA is safest when only the patient is operating the device.

---

**TABLE 3-18. DOSSING SCHEDULES AND FORMULATIONS FOR ORAL OPIOIDS IN CHILDREN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Pediatric Formulations*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Codeine</td>
<td>0.5–1.0 mg/kg q 4 to 6 h (max. single dose, 60 mg)</td>
<td>15 mg/5 mL oral solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codeine with acetaminophen (Tylenol with Codeine, Phenaphen with Codeine, Capital with Codeine)</td>
<td>0.5–1.0 mg/kg codeine q 4 to 6 h + 10–15 mg/kg acetaminophen q 4 to 6 h</td>
<td>12 mg codeine + 120 mg acetaminophen/5 mL solution Tylenol (300 mg) + Codeine tablets #1: 7.5 mg, #2: 15 mg, #3: 30 mg, #4: 60 mg 2.5 mg hydrocodone/5 mL + acetaminophen 120 mg/5 mL (Lortab Liquid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocodone with acetaminophen (Lortab, Anexia, Co-Gesic, DuoCet, Hy-Phen, Vicodin)</td>
<td>Adult dose: hydrocodone 5–10 mg q 4 to 6 h. Children (only antitussive dose is published): 0.6 mg/kg/day divided in three to four doses/day. &lt;2 yr: Do not exceed 1.25 mg/dose. 2–12 yr: Do not exceed 5 mg single dose. &gt;12 yr: Do not exceed 10 mg single dose.</td>
<td>50 mg meperidine/5 mL solution 10 10 mg/5 mL and 20 mg/5 mL solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meperidine (Meperidine HCl, Demerol HCl)†</td>
<td>1.1–1.8 mg/kg q 3 to 4 h Max. single dose 100 mg</td>
<td>5 mg hydromorphone/5 mL solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphine (morphine sulfate, Raxanol)†</td>
<td>0.2–0.4 mg/kg q 4 h (Adult dose is 10–30 mg q 4 h) Absorption from the GI tract is variable.</td>
<td>5 mg hydromorphone/5 mL solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydromorphone (Dilaudid, Hydromorphone HCl)†</td>
<td>Optimum pediatric dosage for analgesia not established. Antitussive dose is. 6–12 yr: 0.5 mg q 3–4 h &gt;12 yr: 1 mg q 3–4 h</td>
<td>Oxycodeone§ + 325 mg aspirin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxycodeone and Aspirin (Percodan-Demi)§</td>
<td>6–12 yr: ¼ tablet q 6 h &gt;12 yr: ½ tablet q 6 h</td>
<td>6–12 yr: ¼ tablet q 6 h &gt;12 yr: ½ tablet q 6 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This table does not provide an exhaustive list of all available oral opioids and oral opioid/nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug combinations. A complete discussion and complete lists of all respective formulations may be found in AHFS Drug Information '94.
† Denotes a schedule I drug, for which a triplicate prescription is required.
§ Owing to an association with Reye's syndrome, medications containing aspirin should be expressly avoided in children with flu-like symptoms or children with chickenpox.
§§ Percodan-Demi contains 2.25 mg oxycodeone hydrochloride and 0.19 mg oxycodeone terephthalate + 325 mg aspirin.

Parameters that must be considered are the loading dose, the maintenance dose, and the lockout interval (the period during which no further administration of medication will occur despite attempts to do so by the patient), and the 4-hour maximum dose (Table 3-18). For PCA, morphine is more effective than meperidine (115). Opioids other than morphine should be used only for patients allergic to morphine (20), or for whom morphine produces intolerable side effects. Whenever possible, the persistent use of one medication helps avoid dosing errors (20).

The use of the PCA pump should be explained to patients preoperatively. Effective use of a loading dose will avoid the problem of having to play catch-up with out-of-control levels of pain.

Mishaps have occurred with PCA pumps due to programming errors (156), so ward personnel must be totally familiar with the equipment. Treatment of opioid-related side effects is outlined in Table 3-18.

Oral Administration of Opioids

Oral dosing of opioids is extremely useful for the continued management of diminishing postoperative pain, once oral analgesics are tolerated. Several oral analgesics are available, and their appropriate use is summarized in Table 3-19. None of these medications is devoid of side effects, including mood changes, nausea, vomiting, constipation, dizziness, and pruritus. The occurrence and degree of side effects vary from patient to patient, so the physician should be prepared to change dosing regimens based on patient response. The use of NSAIDS (see the following section) as part of the analgesic regimen may be helpful in reducing or eliminating troublesome opioid-related side effects.

Other Modes of Opioid Administration

Epidural opioids are being used in children after major surgery with excellent results (112). The author encourages close cooperation between surgeons and anesthesiologists to avoid children of this modality of analgesia whenever feasible.

Postoperative Analgesia With Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Drugs

NSAIDs have moderately good analgesic properties (148). Unlike opioids, which produce analgesia by effects on CNS receptors, NSAIDs act peripherally by inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis and decreasing inflammation (137,152). Inflammatory mechanisms play an important part in the pathogenesis of postoperative pain (148), and therefore, the use of NSAIDs makes good sense in the postoperative setting. Also, although NSAIDs have some troubling side effects of their own, they do not produce respiratory depression, nausea, and vomiting, which are some of the bothersome features of opioids. Thus, using NSAIDs either as an adjunct or as a substitute for opioids where feasible should decrease or eliminate the possibility of drug-induced nausea, vomiting, or respiratory depression in the surgical patient (148).

---

**TABLE 3-19. DOSING SCHEDULES AND FORMULATIONS FOR NSAIDS IN CHILDREN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Formulations*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ibuprofen (oral)</td>
<td>5–10 mg/kg q 6 h (published dose is for treatment of fever, not specifically for analgesia)</td>
<td>100 mg/5 mL suspension Tablets: 200, 300, 400, 600, 800 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naproxen (oral)</td>
<td>5–7.5 mg/kg q 12 h</td>
<td>125 mg/5 mL suspension Tablets: 250, 375, 500 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketorolac (IM, IV)</td>
<td>0.5 mg/kg q 6 h</td>
<td>Injectable 30 mg/mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choline Magnesium</td>
<td>50 mg/kg/day</td>
<td>500 mg salicylate/5 mL solution Tablets: 500, 750, 1000 mg Tablets: 500, 750 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisalicylate (Trilisate) (oral)†</td>
<td>Divided into 2 or 3 doses (maximum daily dose, 2.25 g)</td>
<td>80 mg 0.8 mL drops 80 mg chewable tablets 160 mg/5 mL solution 325, 500 mg-tablets 120-, 325-, 650-mg suppositories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsalate† (oral) (Disalcid)</td>
<td>Pediatric dose not published; adult maintenance dose is 2–4 g/day.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetaminophen‡ (oral, rectal)</td>
<td>10–15 mg/kg q 4–6 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* An exhaustive listing of available formulations for NSAIDs may be found in AHFS Drug Information '94.
† Although they are salicylates, choline magnesium trisalicylate and salsalate do not crossreact with aspirin and may be used in patients allergic to aspirin. As many as 28% of children with asthma may be in this group of patients. Owing to an association with Reye's syndrome, salicylates should be avoided in children with flu-like symptoms or chickenpox.
‡ Acetaminophen is considered a member of this class of medications, even though it mainly acts centrally and it only very weakly inhibits prostaglandin synthesis. Acetaminophen also does not crossreact with aspirin and may be used in patients allergic to aspirin.

Potential side effects of this class of drugs include platelet dysfunction, gastritis, and acute renal dysfunction (93, 152). A history of sensitivity to aspirin or a history of nasal polyps may be associated with potentially fatal cross-reactivity to other NSAIDs (1, 137). In children with asthma, the prevalence of aspirin sensitivity may be as high as 28% (111). Therefore, asthmatic children should probably receive only those NSAIDs that do not cross-react with aspirin. These medications include acetaminophen, salsalate (Disalcid), and choline magnesium trisalicylate (Trilisate) (130) (Table 3-19).

In a child with a chronic underlying bleeding disorder, NSAIDs are not necessarily contraindicated. Consultation with the child’s hematologist is advised regarding the use of specific medications in this class.

Ketorolac, unlike other NSAIDs, can be administered not only orally but also intravenously and intramuscularly. A loading dose of 1.0 mg/kg may provide similar analgesia as 0.1 mg/kg of morphine (90). The pharmacology of ketorolac has been extensively reviewed (86), and both its mode of action and adverse reactions are generally typical of NSAIDs. The major controversy with this drug remains its effect on hemostasis and bleeding. Rusy and co-workers (117) found that ketorolac contributed to increased blood loss and more difficulty in achieving surgical hemostasis in pediatric tonsillectomy patients. Caution is advised in administering ketorolac or any other NSAID in a perioperative situation in which bleeding has been or can be significant. Ketorolac has been associated with an increased incidence of nonunion in patients undergoing spine fusion.

Suggested dosing schedules for some of the more common NSAIDs are listed in Table 3-8. Acetaminophen is considered a member of this class of medications, although its mechanism of action is central and its effects on prostaglandin synthesis and the inflammatory response are comparatively very weak (152).

**Postoperative Analgesia With Local Anesthetic Agents**

Regional anesthesia is an excellent means of providing postoperative analgesia without respiratory depression and with minimal physiologic alterations (160). Both central (epidural) and peripheral (e.g., brachial plexus blocks) nerve blocks may be used for this purpose. The physician must ensure that the pain relief achieved does not mask the signs and symptoms of developing vascular or neurologic compromise (41, 101).

**TREATMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE NAUSEA**

Postoperative nausea is common in children, although not particularly after peripheral orthopaedic procedures (90). The pharmacologic treatment is outlined in Table 3-20. Additional helpful measures include not forcing intake of oral fluids until the child is hungry, and minimizing early postoperative ambulation, especially when opioids have been given (12).

### Table 3-20. PHARMACOLOGIC APPROACH TO POSTOPERATIVE NAUSEA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Route</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promethazine</td>
<td>0.25–0.5 mg/kg</td>
<td>IV or per rectum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metoclopramide</td>
<td>0.1 mg/kg (maximum dose, 5 mg)</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ondansetron</td>
<td>0.15 mg/kg (maximum dose, 4 mg)</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Additional helpful measures include ensuring adequate IV hydration, avoiding forced oral fluids until the patient is hungry, and avoiding forced early ambulation, especially when opioids are given for pain relief.
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Beneficial Effects
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Multiple injuries in teenagers more closely mirror the causes in adults. In the adolescent age group, alcohol abuse now is considered a major factor in over a third of injuries resulting from accidents (55). Orthopaedists treating teenagers involved in vehicular accidents need to be aware of the potential alcohol use in this age group and be prepared to refer adolescents for appropriate counseling to avoid future accidents and injuries.

Fractures
Although they are rarely the cause of mortality in a child with multiple injuries, fractures and other injuries to the musculoskeletal system are commonly a major part of the injuries (12,18,20,63). In one series from a pediatric trauma center treating children with polytrauma, femoral shaft fractures accounted for 22% of the fractures and 9% of the fractures were open (12). Although they are less common, fractures of the spine, pelvis, and scapula and clavicle were associated with longer stays in the hospital and in the intensive care unit, in addition to having the highest associated mortality rates.

Knowledge of fracture associations leads to improved diagnostic skill and fracture care. Femoral and adjacent pelvic fractures often occur together. If a pedestrian child has been struck by an automobile, there often are fractures in the ipsilateral...
upper extremity and lower extremity (11). The coexistence of a femoral fracture and a head injury indicates substantial high-energy trauma and has a more guarded prognosis than does either of these injuries alone.

Child Abuse

Child abuse continues to be a societal problem that crosses all socioeconomic and ethnic groups. This diagnosis must be suspected in all cases of multiple injuries in children younger than 2 years of age, if there is no obvious and witnessed plausible explanation of the injuries. Abuse continues to be the most common cause of traumatic death in infants and toddlers. Abuse should be considered a possible cause of injury in all young children with multiple long bone fractures in association with head injury. Even a single long bone fracture associated with a head injury or abdominal injury should raise suspicion of child abuse. Although the corner fracture usually is thought of as being most characteristic of child abuse, the most common fracture caused by abuse is a single transverse fracture of the femur or humerus, not multiple fractures (42). Although rib fractures occur in only about 5% of children with multiple injuries from trauma of other causes, they are more common in child abuse (25, 63). Whereas blunt compressive trauma to the thorax from other causes may result in lateral rib fractures, the rib fractures seen in child abuse are posterolateral and adjacent to the transverse processes of the thoracic spine.

COMMON MECHANISMS OF INJURY

Falls

Falls are one of the two primary mechanisms of multiple injuries in children (12, 28, 72). Occurring more often in younger children, these injuries are either due to the direct impact or to deceleration forces present at the time of landing. Direct impact usually causes fractures, whereas internal injury more often results from the post-impact forces. Falls through a second floor window that may be next to a bed often occur in toddlers and younger children. Although a variety of injuries can result from these falls, the position of the body at impact and the surface on which the child lands are important factors that affect the injury severity (28).

Motor Vehicles

Accidents involving motor vehicles account for most multiple-system injuries in school-age children and preadolescents. These injuries occur when a vehicle strikes a child on foot or riding a bicycle, or when the child is a passenger in a car involved in an accident.

Whereas most states require that infants and toddlers be restrained in car seats when riding in a car, standard adult shoulder and lap belts do not adequately restrain children who are too big for car seats and too small for the standard restraints. Adjustable restraints to accommodate the size of the car occupant better have been proposed to solve this problem. In addition, there is increasing public sentiment to require seat belt use on school buses, a policy that has been in place for handicapped student transport for some time.

The most important point is that some type of restraining system should be used by people of all ages when in a vehicle. Although teaching children better safety while on foot or on bicycles may or may not be effective in changing the incidence of injury, the safety of automobile travel can certainly be improved by enforcement of the use of restraints by all—both young and old.

ROLE OF THE PEDIATRIC TRAUMA CENTER

After the rapid transport of wounded soldiers to a specialized treatment center proved very effective in improving survival in the military setting, trauma centers, using the same principles of rapid transport and immediate care, have been established throughout the United States. These trauma centers are supported by the states on the premise that the first hour after injury is the most critical in influencing the rates of survival from the injuries. Rapid helicopter or ambulance transport to an on-site team of trauma surgeons in the trauma center has led to an improvement in the rates of acute survival after multiple injuries have occurred.

The first trauma centers focused on adult patients, because more adults than children are severely injured. However, pediatric trauma centers have been established at several medical centers across the United States with the idea that the care of pediatric polytrauma patients differ from the care given to adults and that special treatment centers are important for optimal results (33, 34). The American College of Surgeons has established specific criteria for pediatric trauma centers, which include the same principles of rapid transport and rapid treatment by an in-house surgical team as in adult trauma centers. A pediatric general surgeon is in the hospital at all times and heads the pediatric trauma team. This surgeon evaluates the child first while the other surgical specialists are immediately available as needed. General radiographic services and computed tomography capability must be available at all times for patient evaluation and an operating room must be immediately available.

Although there is some evidence that survival rates for severely injured children are improved if the children are brought to a pediatric trauma center rather than a community hospital (77), the costs associated with such a center (particularly the on-call costs of personnel) have limited the number of pediatric trauma centers. Knudson et al. (44) studied the results of pediatric multiple injury care in an adult level I trauma center and concluded that the results were comparable to national standards for pediatric trauma care. The use of a general trauma center for pediatric trauma care may be an acceptable alternative if it is not feasible to fund a separate pediatric trauma center.

INITIAL RESUSCITATION AND EVALUATION

Regardless of the mechanism causing the multiple injuries, the initial medical management focuses on the life-threatening, non-
orthopaedic injuries to stabilize the child's condition (56). The responsibility for the initial life-saving resuscitation rarely is the responsibility of the orthopaedist. The initial role of the orthopaedist generally is to treat the extremity injuries, even if this just consists of temporary splint application to allow patient transport to the trauma center or even around the hospital for imaging studies. It is recommended, however, that the orthopaedist stay up to date in principles of resuscitation of children to be prepared if the occasion arises when these are needed.

The Child Is Different

The initial steps in resuscitation of a child are essentially the same as those used for an adult (2,20,56). In severe injuries, the establishment of an adequate airway immediately at the accident site often means the difference between death and survival. The cervical spine needs to be stabilized for transport if the child is unconscious or if neck pain is present. A special transport board with a cut-out for the occipital area is recommended for children younger than 6 years of age, because the size of the head at this age is larger in relation to the rest of the body. If a young child is placed on a normal transport board, the cervical spine is flexed because of this larger head size, a position that is best avoided if a neck injury is suspected (37).

Fluid Replacement

Once an adequate airway is established, the amount of hemorrhage from the injury, either internally or externally, should be assessed. This blood loss should be replaced initially with intravenous crystalloid solution. In younger children, rapid intravenous access may be difficult. In this situation, the use of intraosseous fluid infusion should be considered for administration of both fluid and medications. Guy et al. (32) reported successful intraosseous infusion into the tibias of 15 children between the ages of 3 months and 10 years. The intraosseous needles were placed by prehospital and hospital personnel, and colloid, crystalloid solution, and blood were all given by this route. No complications occurred in the surviving children. Biesk et al. (7), in a rabbit tibia model, likewise demonstrated no adverse effects on the histology of bone or the adjacent physis with intraosseous injection of various resuscitation drugs and fluids.

Because death is common if hypovolemic shock is not rapidly reversed, the child's blood pressure must be maintained at an adequate level for organ perfusion. Most multiply injured children have sustained blunt trauma rather than penetrating injuries, and most of the blood loss is internal from visceral injury or from pelvic and femoral fractures. Because of this problem, the blood loss may be easily underestimated at first. Despite the need to stabilize the child's blood pressure, caution needs to be exercised in children with head injuries so that over hydration is avoided, because cerebral edema is better treated with relative fluid restriction. Excessive fluid replacement also may lead to further internal fluid shifts, which often produce a drop in the arterial oxygenation from interstitial pulmonary edema, especially when there has been direct trauma to the thorax and lungs. The appropriate amount of fluid replacement can best be guided by early placement of a central venous catheter during initial resuscitation. Similarly, a urinary catheter is essential during the resuscitation to monitor urine output as a means of gauging adequate organ perfusion.

EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT

Trauma Rating Systems

After the initial resuscitation has stabilized the injured child's condition, it is essential to perform a quick but thorough check for other injuries. A number of injury rating systems have been proposed, but the Injury Severity Score (ISS) is a valid, reproducible rating system that can be widely applied in the pediatric polytrauma setting (Table 4-1) (91). Another injury rating system for children that has been shown to be valid and reproducible is the Pediatric Trauma Score (PTS) (Table 4-2) (81). The injury rating system chosen varies among trauma centers, but whether the ISS or PTS is used, these systems allow an objective means to assess mortality risk at the time of initial treatment, as well as allowing some degree of prediction of future disability.

Head injury is most often evaluated and rated by the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), which evaluates eye opening (1 to 4 points), motor function (1 to 6 points), and verbal function (1 to 6 points) on a total scale of 3 to 16 points (Table 4-3) (80). There are some limitations in the use of the GCS in children who are preverbal or who are in the early verbal stages of development, but in other children, this rating system has been a useful guide to predicting early mortality and later disability. As a rough guide in verbal children, a GCS score of fewer than 8 points means a significantly worse chance of survival for these children than for those with a GCS above 8 points. The GCS should be noted on arrival in the trauma center and should be repeated 1 hour after the child arrives at the hospital. Serial changes in the GCS, either better or worse, correlate with improvement or worsening of the neurologic injury. Repeated GCS assessments over the initial 72 hours after injury may be of prognostic significance. In addition to the level of oxygenation present at the initial presentation to the hospital, the 72-hour GCS motor response score has been noted to be very predictive of later permanent disability as a sequel to the head injury (58).

Physical Assessment

In a child with multiple injuries, a careful abdominal examination is essential to allow early detection of injuries to the liver, spleen, pancreas, or kidneys. Ecchymoses on the abdominal wall must be noted, because this is often a sign of significant visceral injury (75). Swelling, deformity, or crepitus in any extremity is noted, and appropriate imaging studies are arranged to evaluate potential extremity injuries more fully. If extremity deformity is present, it is important to determine whether or not the fracture is open or closed. Sites of external bleeding are examined, and pressure dressings are applied to prevent further blood loss. It has been reported that the presence of a pelvic fracture and one or more other skeletal injuries should serve as a marker for the presence of head and abdominal injuries (89). Major arterial injuries associated with fractures of the extremity usually are
The Injury Severity Score (ISS) is a combination of values obtained from the AIS. The ISS is the sum of the squares of the highest AIS grade in each of the three most severely injured areas. For example, a person with a laceration of the aorta (AIS = 5), multiple closed long bone fractures (AIS = 4), and retroperitoneal hemorrhage (AIS = 3) would have an injury severity score of 50 \((25 + 16 + 9)\). The highest possible score for a person with trauma to a single area is 25. The use of the injury severity scale has dramatically increased the correlation between the severity and mortality. The range of severity is from 0 to 75.

### Imaging Studies

#### Radiographs

Imaging studies need to be performed as quickly as possible after the initial resuscitation and physical examination are complete. Any extremity suspected of having a significant injury should be examined radiographically to assess the degree of injury. If the child has a head injury or if neck pain is noted on the examination, a lateral cervical spine radiograph is obtained. If the lateral cervical spine radiograph is normal, no further views of the cervical spine are needed at this stage. If a cervical spine injury is present, the lateral radiograph of this area almost always will detect it. If there is suspicion of a cervical spine injury on the neutral lateral view, a lateral cervical spine radiograph in the flexed position, with the orthopaedist supervising the amount of flexion, will help detect any cervical instability. The cervical spine of a young child is much more flexible than the cervical spine in an adult. Under the age of 12 years, the movement of C1 on C2 during flexion of the neck can normally be up to 5 mm, whereas in adults, this movement should be less than 3 mm. Likewise in this young age group, C2 can move up to 3 mm forward on C3 during neck flexion. No forward movement of C2 on C3 should be present in a skeletally mature individual when the neck is flexed. This so-called pseudosubluxation of C2 on C3 in a child should not be diagnosed as instability that requires treatment because this is a normal finding in most young children (16). Because it is difficult to detect a fracture of the thoracic or lumbar spine clinically, radiographs of this area, primarily a lateral view, should be assessed, particularly in a comatose child.

#### Computed Tomography

Computed tomography (CT) is essential in evaluating a child with multiple injuries. If a head injury is present, the CT of the head will detect skull fractures and intracranial bleeding. With
abdominal swelling, pain, or bruising, a CT of the abdomen provides excellent visualization of the liver and spleen and allows quantification of the amount of hemorrhage present. Because most hepatic and splenic lacerations are treated nonoperatively at present (13,38,71), the CT scan and serial hematocrit levels are used to determine whether surgical treatment of these visceral lacerations is needed. If a pelvic fracture is seen or suspected on the initial radiographs, a CT of the pelvis will help to determine the need for operative treatment of this fracture and the length of time protection from walking is needed. If an abdominal CT is being done to evaluate visceral injury and there is suspicion of a pelvic fracture, it is simple to request that the abdominal CT be extended distally to include the pelvis. A CT of a fractured vertebra will provide the information needed to classify the fracture as stable or unstable and determine whether operative treatment is needed.

### Intravenous Pyelography

There is a strong correlation of urologic injury with anterior pelvic fractures, as well as with liver and spleen injury. Although CT and ultrasonography are used to evaluate renal injuries, the intravenous pyelogram still has a role in helping to diagnose bladder and urethral injuries (61).

### Radionuclide Scans

Bone scans have a limited role in the acute evaluation of a child with multiple injuries. In conjunction with a skeletal survey, a technetium-99m bone scan is routinely used in children with suspected child abuse to detect previously undetected new or old fractures. Heinrich et al. (36) reported that bone scans in 48 children with multiple injuries often demonstrated an unsuspected injury. Nineteen previously unrecognized fractures were identified by obtaining radiographs of the areas with increased isotope uptake. Of their 48 patients, six had a change in their orthopaedic care as a result of this bone scan, although this treatment was usually simple cast application of a nondisplaced fracture. Nonetheless, the bone scan can be a valuable screening tool in a child with multiple injuries from any cause. In some instances, the bone scan can be useful to differentiate a normal
variation in skeletal ossification (normal uptake) from a fracture (increased uptake), particularly in an extremity or a spinal area where pain is present.

**Magnetic Resonance Imaging**

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used primarily for the detection of injury to the brain or the spine and the spinal cord. In young children, the bony spine is more elastic than the spinal cord. As a result, a spinal cord injury can occur without an obvious spinal fracture in children with multiple injuries, particularly in automobile accidents (4,24). In the SCIWORA (spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormality) syndrome, MRI is valuable in demonstrating the site and extent of spinal cord injury and in defining the level of injury to the disks or vertebral apophysis. A fracture through the vertebral apophysis is similar to a fracture through the physis of a long bone and may not be obvious on planar radiographs.

MRI also is very useful in evaluating knee injuries, particularly when a bloody knee effusion is present. If blood is present on knee arthrocentesis, MRI can assist in diagnosing an injury to the cruciate ligaments or menisci. In addition, a chondral fracture that cannot be seen on routine radiographs may be demonstrated by MRI.

**Ultrasonography**

Ultrasound evaluation has been shown to be an accurate means of detecting hemoperitoneum following injury. Some trauma centers have replaced peritoneal lavage and laparoscopy with serial ultrasound evaluations to monitor liver, spleen, pancreas, and kidney injury in children with multiple injuries (13,38,71). One of the problems with ultrasonography is the operator-dependent nature of this imaging study. As a result, CT is more often used for assessment and monitoring of visceral injury in children sustaining multiple injuries, and a recent comparison of CT and ultrasonography demonstrated the superiority of CT for diagnosing visceral injury in children with polytrauma (70).

**NONORTHOPAEDIC CONDITIONS IN THE MULTIPLY INJURED CHILD**

**Head Injury**

**Prognosis for Recovery**

Head injuries occur in children with multiple injuries even more often than orthopaedic injuries. It has been clearly demonstrated that a child recovers more quickly and more fully from a significant head injury than does an adult (18,50,93). Even children who are in a coma for several hours to several days often recover full motor function. Mild cognitive or learning deficits may persist, however, so educational testing needs to be considered for children who have had head injury and coma. The two factors that have been identified to produce poorer functional recovery and more severe permanent neurologic deficits are a low oxygen saturation level at the time of presentation to the emergency department or trauma center and a low GCS score 72 hours after the head injury.

Despite the fact that excellent motor recovery is expected in most children after a head injury, Greenspan and MacKenzie reported that 55% of children in their series had one or more health problems at 1-year follow-up, many of which were relatively minor (29). Headaches were present in 32% and extremity complaints in 13% of patients. The presence of a lower extremity injury with a head injury led to a higher risk of residual problems.

Because of the more optimistic outlook for children with head injuries than for adults with similar injuries, orthopaedic care must be provided in a timely way, and the orthopaedist must base the orthopaedic care on the assumption that full neurologic recovery will ensue. Waiting for a child to recover from a coma is not appropriate, and comatose children tolerate general anesthesia well. The orthopaedic injury must be treated in the same way that it would be in an alert injured child to obtain the best outcome. Unless the musculoskeletal injuries are treated with the assumption that full neurologic recovery will take place, long bone fractures may heal in angled or shortened positions. Once neurologic recovery occurs, the primary functional deficit will then be from ill-managed orthopaedic injuries rather than from the neurologic injury.

**Intracranial Pressure**

After a head injury, intracranial pressure measurements are commonly monitored to prevent excessive intracranial pressure, which may lead to further permanent disability or death. Normally, intracranial pressure does not exceed 15 mm Hg, and all attempts should be made to keep this pressure under 30 mm Hg after a head injury.

This is accomplished by elevating the head of the bed to 30 degrees, lowering the Pco₂, and restricting intravenous fluid administration. Ventilator assistance is used to lower the Pco₂, which, in turn, helps lessen cerebral edema. If the other injuries allow and adequate blood pressure is sustained, fluid restriction is also preferred to lessen the cerebral edema. Elevation of serum norepinephrine has been shown to correlate well with the severity of head injury in patients with injury of multiple organ systems (94).

Motion at the site of a long bone fracture will cause an elevation of the intracranial pressure in children with multiple injuries. Because of this problem, long bone fractures must be immobilized to limit fracture motion until definitive fracture care can be provided. Initial immobilization usually is accomplished by splinting or casting of the fractures, or by use of traction for femoral shaft fractures. The use of external or internal fixation of fractures should be strongly considered to help control elevation of intracranial pressure. Fracture stabilization also aids in dressing changes for the treatment of adjacent soft tissue injury as well as allowing in-hospital transport for imaging studies and other necessary treatments (84,85).

**Secondary Orthopaedic Effects of Head Injuries**

A head injury can have later impact on the management of musculoskeletal injuries, even after the acute phase has passed.
Persistent spasticity, the development of contractures, heterotopic bone formation in soft tissue, and changes in fracture healing rates are all seen in children with sequelae of a head injury.

**Spasticity.** Spasticity may develop within a few days of head injury. The early effect of this spasticity is to cause shortening at the sites of long bone fractures if traction or splint or cast immobilization is being used. If fracture displacement or shortening occurs in a circumferential cast, the bone ends may cause pressure points between the bone and the cast, leading to skin breakdown at the fracture site, with a higher risk for deep infection. Even with skeletal traction for femoral fractures, fracture shortening and displacement will occur as the spasticity overcomes the traction forces. Once spasticity develops and long bone fractures displace, internal or external fixation is needed to maintain satisfactory reduction. This operative stabilization should be performed as soon as the spasticity becomes a problem for fracture reduction because fracture healing is accelerated by a head injury (83-85).

**Contractures.** The persistence of spasticity in the extremities often leads to subsequent contractures of the joints spanned by the spastic muscles. Contractures can arise quite quickly and early preventative stretching or splinting should begin while the child is in the intensive care unit. Nonselective mass action muscle activity associated with brain injury can be used to help prevent these early contractures. If the child lies in bed with the hips and knees extended, there will usually be a strong plantarflexion of the feet at the ankles from the spasticity. If the hip and knee are placed in a flexed position, it will be much easier to dorsiflex the foot at the ankle, so positioning in this way will prevent early equinus contractures from developing so quickly. Stretching and splinting can often be effective in preventing contractures, but if these measures are not successful, there should be no hesitation to treat these contractures surgically if they are interfering with subsequent rehabilitation.

**Heterotopic Bone Formation.** Heterotopic bone may form in the soft tissues of the extremity as early as a few weeks after a head injury with persistent coma. Usually, this is in the vicinity of the hip or elbow but may occur elsewhere as well. There is some evidence that heterotopic bone formation can be stimulated by surgical incisions. In head-injured teenagers who undergo antegrade reamed femoral intramedullary nailing of femoral fractures, heterotopic bone often forms at the nail insertion site that later restricts hip motion (41). Obtaining weekly serum alkaline phosphatase levels on a child with persistent coma may allow early detection of the heterotopic bone, although alkaline phosphatase is also elevated during healing of fractures. A sudden increase of alkaline phosphatase a few weeks after the onset of coma, even with fractures co-existing, may mean that heterotopic bone is starting to form and a more careful examination of the extremities is in order (59). Technetium-99 bone scans show increased isotope uptake in the soft tissue where heterotopic bone forms, and this imaging study should be considered if new swelling is noted in the extremity of a comatose child. Other diagnoses that must be considered in a comatose child with new swelling of the extremity are a new long bone fracture or a deep venous thrombosis (79).

Observation and excision are the two primary approaches taken in managing heterotopic bone formation in an injured child. If the child remains comatose, usually little treatment is administered. There is no conclusive data to support medical treatment if an early diagnosis of heterotopic bone formation is made. However, it may be useful to try to block some of the heterotopic bone formation by use of salicylates or nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medication once an early diagnosis is established. If the child has recovered from the head injury and has heterotropic bone that does not interfere with rehabilitation, surgical excision is not warranted. If there is significant restriction of joint motion from the heterotopic bone, this bone should be excised to facilitate rehabilitation. The timing of the heterotropic bone excision is somewhat controversial, but current thinking leans toward resection whenever heterotropic bone significantly interferes with rehabilitation, rather than waiting for 12 to 18 months until the bone is more mature. After surgical excision, it is essential to use salicylates or nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs immediately after the excision and for several weeks thereafter to block new heterotropic bone formation at the operative site. Mital et al. (59) reported success in preventing recurrence of heterotropic bone after excision by use of salicylates at a dosage of 40mg/kg/day in divided doses for 6 weeks postoperatively.

**Fracture Healing Rates.** For reasons that are not entirely clear, long bone fractures heal more quickly in children and adults who have associated head injuries. It has been demonstrated that polytrauma patients in a coma have a much higher serum calcitonin level than do conscious patients with similar long bone fractures, but how or whether this finding influences fracture healing is still unclear (22).

**Peripheral Nerve Injuries**

Although persistent neurologic deficits in a child who has multiple injuries usually are sequelae of a head injury, peripheral nerve injury should be carefully assessed as the rehabilitation process proceeds. In one clinical review of brain-injured children, 7% had evidence of an associated peripheral nerve injury documented by electrodagnostic testing (66). The peripheral nerve injury most often is associated with an adjacent fracture or with a stretching injury of the extremity. It is important to recognize these injuries, because surgical peripheral nerve repair with nerve grafts offers excellent chances of nerve function recovery in young patients, if the nerve injury does not recover on its own.

**Abdominal Trauma**

Abdominal viscera, both solid and hollow, are at high risk of significant injury in children with multiple skeletal injuries. Abdominal swelling, tenderness, or bruising are all signs of injury. CT or ultrasonography evaluation has largely displaced peritoneal lavage or laparoscopy as the initial method of evaluation of abdominal injury. Abdominal injury is not unusual if a child in an accident has been wearing a lap seat belt (87). Bond et al.
Although fat embolism and acute respiratory distress syndrome are relatively common in adults with multiple long bone fractures, they are rare in young children and uncommon in teenagers (51). When they are present, the signs and symptoms are the same as in adults: axillary petechiae, hypoxemia, and radiographic changes of pulmonary infiltrates appearing within several hours of the fractures (30). Once the child’s overall condition has stabilized, the presence of abdominal injuries that are being observed should not delay the fracture care as long as the child is stable enough to undergo general anesthesia.

**Genitourinary Injuries**

Injuries to the genitourinary system generally occur in conjunction with pelvic fractures. Most injuries to the bladder and urethra are associated with fractures of the anterior pelvic ring (5). The injury is usually at the bulbourethra, but the bladder, prostate, and other portions of the urethra can also be injured. If the injury is severe, kidney injury may also occur, but most urologic injuries that occur with pelvic fractures are distal to the ureters (1).

Tears of the vagina and resultant vesicovaginal fistulae may be associated with displaced fractures of the anterior pelvic ring. If the iliac wings are displaced or the pelvic ring shape is changed, it is important to reduce these fractures to reconstitute the birth canal in female patients. There are increased rates of cesarean section in young women who have had a pelvic fracture compared with those without this injury (19).

It is important to inform adolescent females with displaced pelvic fractures of this later potential problem with vaginal delivery.

**Fat Embolism**

Although fat embolism and acute respiratory distress syndrome are relatively common in adults with multiple long bone fractures, they are rare in young children and uncommon in teenagers (51). When they are present, the signs and symptoms are the same as in adults: axillary petechiae, hypoxemia, and radiographic changes of pulmonary infiltrates appearing within several hours of the fractures (30). It is likely that some degree of hypoxemia develops in some children after multiple fractures, but the full clinical picture of fat embolism seldom develops. If a child with multiple fractures but without a head injury develops a change in sensorium and orientation, hypoxemia is most likely the cause, and arterial blood gases are essential to determine the next step in management. The other primary cause of mental status change after fractures is overmedication with narcotics for pain control.

If fat embolism is diagnosed by low levels of arterial oxygenation, the treatment is the same as in adults. Usually, this management consists of endotracheal intubation, positive pressure ventilation, and hydration with intravenous fluid. The effect of early fracture stabilization, intravenous alcohol, or high-dose corticosteroids on the syndrome of fat embolism has not been studied well in children with multiple injuries.

**Nutritional Requirements**

Multiple injuries place large caloric demands on the body. If an injured child requires ventilator support for several days, caloric intake via a feeding tube or a central intravenous catheter is necessary to improve healing and help prevent complications from developing. The baseline caloric needs of a child can be determined based on the weight and age of the child. Children on mechanical ventilation in a pediatric intensive care unit have been shown to require 150% of the basal energy or caloric requirements for age and weight (82). The daily nitrogen requirement for a child in the acute injury phase is 250 mg/kg.

**ORTHOPAEDIC MANAGEMENT OF THE MULTIPLY INJURED CHILD**

**Timing**

Because fractures are rarely life-threatening in children with multiple system injuries, splinting of the fractures will generally suffice as the initial orthopaedic care needed, while the child’s overall condition is stabilized. When is the optimal time for the definitive treatment of the fracture or fractures and what is that optimal treatment? Should the child have all fractures treated operatively to allow mobilization out of bed, as is commonly recommended in adults with multiple fractures, or is a combination of operative and nonoperative management more appropriate? Are there times when implants used in adults can also be used in children, or should separate pediatric implants be used when operative treatment is chosen? How rigid does fracture fixation need to be in children?

**Pelvic Fractures**

Fractures of the pelvis are common in children and adolescents with multiple injuries. The central injuries to the spine and pelvis have been reported to be associated with the most intense hospital care and higher mortality rates than other injury combinations (12). The immediate problem often is control of bleeding, either from the retroperitoneum near the fracture or from the peritoneum from injured viscera (40). However, death of children with pelvic fractures appears to be caused more often by an associated head injury rather than an injury to the adjacent viscera or vessels (60).

The fractures of the anterior pelvic ring are the primary cause of urethral injury (1,5). Bilateral anterior and posterior pelvic fractures are most likely to cause severe bleeding (57), although death from blood loss in children is uncommon (60). Injury to the sciatic nerve or the lumbosacral nerve roots may result from hemipelvis displacement through a vertical shear fracture. In fact, nonorthopaedic injuries associated with pelvic fractures led to long-term morbidity or mortality in 30% of patients (11 of 36) in one published review of pediatric pelvic fractures (26).

Most pelvic fractures in children are treated nonoperatively. In a child or preadolescent, an external fixator can be used to close a marked pubic diastasis or to control bleeding by stabilizing the pelvis for transport and other injury care. The external fixator will not reduce a displaced vertical shear fracture, but
the stability provided is helpful to control the hemorrhage while the child’s condition is stabilized (69,86).

Open Fractures

**Background.** Most serious open fractures in children result from high-velocity blunt injury involving vehicles. However, many low-energy blunt injuries can cause puncture wounds in the skin adjacent to fractures, especially displaced radial, ulnar, and tibial fractures. It has been estimated that in children with multiple injuries, about 10% of the fractures are open. When open fractures are present, 25% to 50% of patients have additional injuries involving the head, chest, abdomen, and other extremities.

**Wound Classification.** The classification used to describe the soft tissues adjacent to an open fracture is based primarily on the system described by Gustilo and Anderson (30,31). Primary factors that are considered and ranked in this classification system are the size of the wound, the degree of wound contamination, and the presence or absence of an associated vascular injury (Table 4-4).

**Type I.** Type I fractures usually result from a spike of bone puncturing the skin (inside-out). The wound is less than 1 cm in size, and there is minimal local soft tissue damage or contamination.

**Type II.** A type II wound is generally larger than 1 cm and is associated with a transverse or oblique fracture with minimal contamination. There is adjacent soft tissue injury, including skin flaps or skin avulsion and a moderate crushing component of adjacent soft tissue is usually present.

**Type III and Subgroups.** The most severe open fractures are classified as type III, with associated subgroups A, B, or C, with the letters indicating increasing severity of injury. These fractures typically result from high-velocity trauma and are associated with extensive soft tissue injury, a large open wound, and significant wound contamination. In a type IIIA fracture, there is soft tissue coverage over the bone, which often is a segmental fracture. In a type IIIB fracture, bone is exposed at the fracture site, with treatment typically requiring skin or muscle flap coverage of the bone. Type IIIC fractures are the most severe and, in addition to extensive soft tissue loss and contamination, have an injury to a major artery in that segment of the extremity.

This classification is widely used and has been shown to correlate in adults with sequelae of the injury, including the potential for infection, delayed union, nonunion, amputation, and residual impairment. Probably due to the better vascular supply to the extremities of children, the final functional results of type III fractures in children appear to be superior to results after similar fractures in adults.

### AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

**Three Stages.** I consider the treatment of open fractures in children to be similar to that for open fractures in adults. The primary goals are to prevent infection of the wound and fracture site, while allowing soft tissue healing, fracture union, and eventual return of optimal function. My initial emergency care includes the so-called ABCs of resuscitation, application of a sterile povidone-iodine (Betadine) dressing, and preliminary alignment and splinting of the fracture for patient transport. If profuse bleeding is present, a compression dressing is applied to limit blood loss. In the emergency room, masks and gloves should be worn as each wound is thoroughly inspected. Tetanus prophylaxis is provided, and the initial dose of intravenous antibiotics is given. The dose of tetanus toxoid is 0.5 mL intramuscularly to be given if the patient’s immunization status is unknown, or if it is more than 5 years since the last dose. The second stage of management is the primary surgical treatment, including initial and (if necessary) repeat debridement of the tissues in the area of the open fracture until the entire wound appears viable. The fracture is reduced and stabilized. If the bone ends are not covered with viable soft tissue, muscle or skin flap coverage is considered. My third and final stage of this management is bony reconstruction as needed if bone loss has occurred and, ultimately, rehabilitation of the child.

**Cultures.** The role of cultures obtained in the emergency room is controversial. Cultures in this setting are probably of little use in future management of the open fracture. The cultures for characterizing the bacterial contamination present are better obtained in the operating room at the time of debridement (45).
**Antibiotic Therapy.** Antibiotic therapy decreases the risk of infection in children with open fractures. Wilkins and Parazikis (92) reported a 13.9% infection rate in 79 patients who received no antibiotics after open fractures, whereas there was a 5.5% infection rate in 815 patients with similar injuries who had antibiotic prophylaxis. Bacterial contamination has been noted in 70% of open fractures in children, with both gram-positive and gram-negative infections noted, depending on the degree of wound contamination and adjacent soft tissue injury. I limit antibiotic administration generally to 72 hours after surgical treatment of the open fracture.

For all type I and some type II fractures, I use a first-generation cephalosporin. For type III and some more severe type II fractures, I use a combination of a cephalosporin and aminoglycoside (cephalothin 150 mg/kg/day q8h, and gentamicin). For farm injuries or grossly contaminated fractures, penicillin is added to the cephalosporin and aminoglycoside. All antibiotics are given intravenously and for 72 hours. Oral antibiotics are occasionally used if significant soft tissue erythema at the open fracture site remains after the intravenous antibiotics have been completed.

I continue the antibiotic regimen beyond 48 to 72 hours if there is (a) delayed wound closure, (b) open reduction and internal fixation of fractures, and (c) secondary bone reconstruction procedures.

**Debridement and Irrigation.** I consider debridement and irrigation of the open fracture in the operating room to be the most important step in the primary management of open fractures in children. Some authors have reported that significantly higher infection rates occurred if debridement and irrigation were done more than 6 hours after open fractures in children (46). A recent report, however, demonstrated an overall 1% to 2% infection rate after open long bone fractures, with no increased rate in infection if the debridement was delayed as long as 24 hours (76). I believe that it is important to perform the debridement and irrigation as quickly as is feasible, but a modest delay may not lead to severe consequences or chronic infection. The debridement needs to be performed carefully and systematically to remove all foreign and nonviable material from the wound. My order of debridement typically is

1. Excision of the necrotic tissue from the wound edges
2. Extension of the wound to adequately explore the fracture ends
3. Debridement of the wound edges to bleeding tissue
4. Resection of necrotic skin, fat, muscle, and contaminated fascia
5. Fasciotomies as needed
6. Thorough pulsatile irrigation of the fracture ends and wound

Because secondary infection in ischemic muscle can be a major problem in wound management and healing, I ensure that all ischemic muscle is widely debrided back to muscle, which bleeds at the cut edge and contracts when pinched with the forceps.

When I am debriding and irrigating an open diaphyseal frac-

I usually use a pulsed lavage system to irrigate the open fracture with 10 L of sterile normal saline. In the past, I have used bacitracin and polymyxin antibiotics in this irrigation solution but irrigate only with the normal saline. The antibiotic addition is more costly, and I believe that the key is local irrigation and debridement to allow the intravenous antibiotics to reach the wound and control the infection. I obtain cultures from the depths of the wound near the fracture ends just before the irrigation. If repeat debridement is needed, cultures are again obtained and are often useful in guiding the final antibiotic coverage used.

After the debridement and irrigation are complete, I try to use the local soft tissue to cover the neurovascular structures, the tendons, and the bone ends. If local soft tissue coverage is inadequate, consideration should be given to local muscle flaps or other coverage methods. The area of the wound that has been incised to extend the wound for fracture inspection can be primarily closed with interrupted nylon sutures. The remaining wound that is open is dressed with a moistened Betadine dressing, which is changed the following day. If the wound appears clean, sequential wet-to-dry saline dressings are used until wound healing occurs. If the wound does not appear clean at 48 hours, repeat debridement in the operating room is carried out. This cycle is repeated until the wound can be sutured closed or has a split thickness skin graft or local flap to cover it.

**Fracture Stabilization.** Fracture stabilization in children with open fractures decreases pain, protects the soft tissue envelope from further injury, decreases the spread of bacteria, allows stability important for early soft tissue coverage, and improves the fracture union rate.

In general terms, my principles for stabilization of open fractures in children include allowing access to the soft tissue wound and the extremity to allow for debridement and dressing changes, allowing weight bearing when appropriate and preserving full motion of the adjacent joints to allow full functional recovery.

I often use casts or splints to stabilize type I fractures and occasionally type II fractures with relatively small wounds and minimal soft tissue involvement. Most of these injuries involve the radius or ulna in the upper extremity or the tibia in the lower extremity. In the forearm, a flexible intramedullary implant in either the radius or ulna or both, provides enough stability of
the fracture to allow dressing changes through the cast or splint. Splint or cast immobilization generally is not satisfactory for the more unstable type II and most type III injuries.

For intramedullary fixation, I prefer flexible titanium implants of 2 mm to 4 mm diameter for stabilizing open fractures in the forearm when reduction of either the radius or ulna fracture is unstable. The ulnar implant is inserted proximally, whereas the radial implant is inserted just proximal to the distal radial physis. One or both bones can be stabilized, and the implants removed easily after fracture healing. I also use these flexible intramedullary nails more often for type I and some type II fractures of the femoral shaft. For type III fractures, especially if there is a large or contaminated soft tissue wound present, I still prefer to use external fixation.

External fixation is my treatment of choice for most type II and type III fractures of the tibia and femur in children. The benefits of external fixation include easy access to the wound for debridement and dressing changes plus any soft tissue or bone reconstruction needed. External fixation allows patient transport around the hospital for other reasons associated with the multiple injuries. External fixation preserves the length of the long bone at the appropriate level and allows weight bearing relatively soon after the injury. I find that a uniplanar frame is best for most fractures and is relatively easy to apply. For some segmental fractures in the metaphysis and diaphysis, as well as soft tissue injuries, the Ilizarov device may be a better choice.

I use open reduction and internal fixation for open intraarticular fractures. If the fracture involves the physis, I avoid threaded pins or screws across the physis and use smooth Steinmann pins for stabilization, if needed. For fractures that involve the metaphysis and diaphysis, I may combine open reduction and internal fixation with external fixation. For diaphyseal fractures in preteens, I prefer flexible intramedullary nails to compression plates for internal fixation of type I and type II fractures. For treatment of a floating joint, usually the knee or elbow, I carry out operative stabilization of at least one and usually both fractures (9,49).

Wound Management. I prefer to provide soft tissue coverage of the open fracture and adjacent soft tissue defect by 5 to 7 days after the injury. The wound is debrided every 48 hours until it is clean, if the initial dressing change indicates residual necrotic tissue. In the lower extremity, the fractures are externally fixed when appropriate, and I attempt to obtain early soft tissue coverage to limit the risk of later infection. Most type I wounds heal with local dressing changes. For some type II and type IIIA fractures, I use delayed wound closure or a split-thickness skin graft over underlying muscle cover.

Large soft tissue loss is most often a problem with types IIB and IIIC fractures. In the proximal tibia area, I often work with the plastic surgeons to provide a gastrocnemius rotational flap, followed by secondary coverage of the muscle with a skin graft. In the middle third of the leg, a soleus flap is used with skin graft coverage, whereas a vascularized free muscle transfer is necessary if local coverage is inadequate.

The flaps and grafts I use for reconstructing severe injuries are either muscle flaps or composite grafts. For a massive loss of soft tissue and bone, composite grafts of muscle and bone often are necessary. The younger the child the better the likelihood that autogenous graft will fill in a bone defect if there is a well-vascularized bed from the muscle flap. Free flaps, especially from the latissimus dorsi, are useful in the mid-tibial and distal tibial regions to decrease infection rates and improve the union rates. Vascularized fibular grafts rarely are used acutely to reconstruct bone defects but may be useful in later reconstruction, after soft tissue wounds are healed.

For the rare bone loss defect in a child, I rely on the healing capacity of young periosteum and bone and the vascular supply of a child's extremity. An external fixator is used to hold the bone shortened about 1 to 2 cm to decrease the size of the bone loss. In a growing child, 1 to 2 cm of overgrowth can be expected in the subsequent 2 years after these severe injuries so the final leg length will be satisfactory. Autogenous bone graft can be used early, but if there is surviving periosteum at this site, I have been surprised by how much new bone the child has formed, sometimes to the extent that bone grafting is unnecessary. In teenagers with bone loss, once the soft tissue has healed, bone transport using either a uniplanar lengthening device or an Ilizarov device is my preferred method of reconstruction, although use of an allograft or vascularized fibular graft may be considered.

Amputation. In the most severe of open fractures, attempts should generally be made to preserve all extremities, even with those type IIIC open fractures that are usually treated with primary amputation in adults. Wounds and fractures that do not heal in adults often heal satisfactorily in children and preservation of limb length and physes are important in young children. If amputation is absolutely necessary, as much length as possible should be preserved. For example, if the proximal tibial physis is preserved in a child with a short proximal tibial stump at age 7 years, 3 to 4 inches more growth of the tibial stump can be expected by the time skeletal maturity is reached. As a result, this below-knee amputation would likely be superior in final function to a knee disarticulation done at the time of injury.

Although amputations performed to treat congenital limb deficits are usually done through the joint to limit bone spike formation at the end of the stump, I prefer to maintain maximal possible length if amputation becomes necessary as a result of a severe injury.

Management of Other Fractures. When a child with an open fracture is brought to the operating room for irrigation and debridement of the open fracture, the orthopaedist should take advantage of the aesthetic and treat the other fractures as well, whether operative treatment or closed reduction and casting is needed.

STABILIZATION OF FRACTURES
Beneficial Effects

In addition to promoting fracture healing, fracture stabilization also provides a number of nonorthopaedic benefits to a child with multiple injuries. Pulmonary contusions at the time of injury often lead to increasing respiratory problems in the first few days after injury (65). If the lungs have been severely contused,
protein leaks into the alveolar spaces, making ventilation more difficult. Surfactant dysfunction follows and is most abnormal in patients with the most severe respiratory failure (67). As the time from the injury increases, pulmonary function deteriorates and general anesthesia becomes more risky. In patients with severe pulmonary contusions and multiple fractures, the use of extracorporeal life support may be the only treatment available to allow patient survival (74).

In adults with multiple injuries, early operative stabilization of fractures decreases pulmonary and other medical complications associated with prolonged bed rest that is a part of nonoperative fracture treatment (6). Most adult trauma centers follow the treatment protocol of early fracture stabilization, even though Poole et al. (68) reported that, despite early fracture stabilization simplifying patient care, pulmonary complications in patients with marked chest trauma were not prevented and the course of the head injury was not affected. In children, medical complications are less common so the recommendations to mandate early fracture stabilization are somewhat more difficult to support in the young patients. Nonetheless, bruises on the chest or rib fractures should alert the orthopaedist to potential pulmonary complications as a part of the injury complex (64). Initial chest radiographs may not clearly demonstrate the degree of pulmonary parenchymal injury, and arterial blood gas determinations are more useful in estimating the anesthetic risk of these patients during operative care of the fractures.

Timing. In a child with multiple closed fractures, splinting is needed at the time of the initial resuscitation. Definitive treatment should proceed expeditiously once the child’s condition has been stabilized. Loder (52) reported that in 78 children with multiple injuries, early operative stabilization of fractures within the first 2 or 3 days after injury led to a shorter hospital stay, a shorter stay in the intensive care unit, and a shorter time on ventilator assistance was needed. In addition, there were fewer complications in those who underwent surgical treatment of the fractures less than 72 hours after injury. Although there may have been other factors besides the timing of surgery that affected the eventual outcomes in this study, it would seem prudent to try to complete the fracture stabilization within 2 to 3 days from the time of injury.

Operative Fixation. The type of operative stabilization of closed fractures of long bones in multiply injured children commonly depends, as in other orthopaedic arenas, on the training, experience, and personal preference of the orthopaedist. The most common methods used are intramedullary rod fixation, external fixation, and AO compression plating, though Kirschner wires or Steinmann pins may be used in conjunction with casts.

Intramedullary Rod Fixation. There has been a recent increase in the use of flexible intramedullary rods of 2- to 4-mm diameter for stabilization of unstable closed fractures of the radius and ulna in patients up to the early teenage years and for stabilization of closed femoral shaft fractures in patients between the ages of 5 and 11 years (85,90).

Forearm fractures generally can be reduced closed, with the intramedullary implant passed across the fracture site under fluoroscopy to stabilize the fracture (48). The ulnar implant is placed from proximal to distal and is inserted in the lateral proximal metaphyseal area. The radial implant is contoured before insertion in the radial aspect of the distal radius, just proximal to the distal radial physis. Stability of both fractures may be achieved by instrumenting only the radius or the ulna, but both bones may require implant fixation. A cast is used for further immobilization. The implants are easily removed from the wrist area and the elbow region 6 to 12 months after insertion and after fracture healing has taken place.

Despite the utility of flexible intramedullary implants for stabilizing forearm fractures in children, the radius and ulna in young patients have significant remodeling capacity and not all fractures require anatomic reduction. A closed reduction and cast immobilization often is sufficient treatment. Complications, including loss of reduction, infection, hardware migration, nerve injury, and delayed union, have been reported with the use of pediatric intramedullary implants in the forearm, though 95% of patients (19 of 20) had excellent or good results on follow-up (21).

If flexible intramedullary nails are used in the femur, the most common insertion site is the medial and lateral metaphyseal region of the distal femur, just proximal to the physis. Two rods are used to cross the fracture site and obtain purchase in the proximal femur, usually with one at the base of the femoral neck and the other at the base of the greater trochanter. A cast is not necessary postoperatively, although a fracture brace can be used to help control rotation at the fracture site and provide some patient comfort during early walking. The implants are removed before 1 year from the time of fracture fixation (35,39).

The use of reamed antegrade intramedullary rods to treat femoral shaft fractures in the pediatric population should be reserved, in my view, for those at least older than the age of 11 years who probably have closure of the proximal femoral physis. In younger children, rod insertion at the piriformis fossa may interfere with the vascular supply to the femoral epiphysis, may cause growth arrest of the greater trochanter, apophysis with resultant coxa valga, or may interfere with the appositional bone growth at the base of the femoral neck, thereby thinning this region and potentially predisposing the child to a femoral neck fracture (14). The specific indications for intramedullary fixation of the femur are discussed in more detail in Chapter 22.

Compression Plates. Some have advocated the use of compression plates to stabilize long bone fractures, especially in the femoral shaft, in children with multiple injuries. Kregor et al. (47) reported an average overgrowth of the femur of 9 mm, and all fractures healed in a near-anatomic position. The disadvantages of compression plating is the need for more extensive operative exposure at the site of the fracture and the usual need to remove the plate once healing is complete. In addition, refraction may occur through the screw holes left after plate removal if physical activity is resumed too quickly. Stiffness of adjacent joints is rarely a problem in children unless there has been an associated severe soft tissue injury. As a result, the number of cortices the screws cross on each side of the fracture may be fewer in children.
than in adults, because a cast or splint is routinely used in young patients.

Although some authors have recommended open reduction and compression plate fixation of displaced radial and ulnar fractures (95), I prefer flexible intramedullary nails, as noted earlier. The use of compression plates in the forearm requires a larger operative incision with the resultant scar and a second extensive procedure for plate removal. I do not believe that the healing capability of the young child requires the rigid fixation of compression plating to obtain fracture union.

**External Fixation.** The most common indications for use of external fixation in a child with multiple injuries include open fractures with significant soft tissue injury, fractures in association with a head injury and coma, and so-called floating knee fractures of the femur and tibia (3,8,9,43,49,69,73,84). The use of an external fixator in these circumstances allows the child to be transported for imaging studies or to the operating room for management of nonorthopaedic injuries. A unilateral fixator generally is sufficient to hold the fracture reduced in this age group.

When applying the external fixator, the pin sites should be predrilled and the pins placed in the operating room under fluoroscopic control. The caliber of the pin should be less than 30% of the diameter of the bone into which it is to be inserted. The distal and proximal pin sites must be chosen at a level to avoid the physis, and I recommend leaving at least 1 to 2 cm between the pin and physis, partly to avoid any adverse effect on the physis should a pin track infection occur. The proximal tibial physis is more distal anteriorly below the tibial tubercle, and this area must be avoided or a recurvatum deformity of the proximal tibia and knee will result.

The external fixator usually is left in place until fracture healing is complete, but it can be removed once the reason for placement has resolved (such as waking from coma or healing of skin wound) (23,84). If the fixator is removed early, a walking cast is applied. Transverse open fractures reduced out to length take longer to heal than do oblique fractures reduced with slight overlap. Once the fixator is removed, there is a risk of refracture that varies widely among the published reports. When a rigid transfixion type of fixator was used, a 21% refracture rate was noted (83). When a more flexible unilateral frame was used, the refracture rate was lower (3,8). A recent report indicated that if three of the four cortices at the fracture site appear to be healing on anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the fracture, the refracture rate after frame removal should be small (77).

**Outcomes of Treatment of the Multiply Injured Child**

In one review of 74 children with multiple injuries, 59 (80%) survived, but after 1 year, 22% were disabled, mainly from a brain injury. At 9 years after the injuries, 12% had significant physical disability, whereas 42% had cognitive impairment. In this group, however, the SF-36 or functional outcome survey did not differ from the control population. The best predictor of long-term disability was the Glasgow Outcome Scale from 6 weeks after injury on (88). In a shorter term review, it has been demonstrated that 6 months after injury 8% to 19% of injured children and adolescents had some significant limitation (27).

Whichever method of fracture treatment—operative or nonoperative—is chosen for a child with multiple injuries, it is important that the orthopaedist be involved in the care of the child from the start. While recognizing the need to care for the other organ system injuries the child has sustained, it is important to advocate for the expeditious and appropriate treatment of the fractures that are present. Failure to do so will leave the multiply injured child with musculoskeletal disability once healing of the other injuries occurs. After multiple injuries, the most common long-term problems relate to either sequelae of the head injury or of the orthopaedic injuries.
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General Principles


The growth plate (physis) of an epiphysis or an apophysis may be injured in various ways (1-4). The most common injury is fracture, but other insults such as disease, radiation, infection, tumor, vascular impairment, neural involvement, metabolic abnormality, frostbite, burns, electrical injuries, laser injuries, chronic stress, and iatrogenic injury can also damage the physis sufficiently to interrupt growth.

When the entire growth plate is arrested, bone length is retarded. If the physis at each end of a bone is arrested, longitudinal bone growth ceases completely. When the bone is compared with the contralateral mate, there is a discrepancy in bone length. In the forearm or lower leg, the length inequality can also be relative to the ipsilateral companion bone (the radius and ulna or tibia and fibula, respectively).

When only part of the physis is damaged, length retardation can be accompanied by angular deformity as the undamaged portion of the physis continues to grow. The deformity and length inequality depend on the site (specific bone), the location within the site, the extent (quantity), and the duration of the physisal damage.

This chapter is an overview of physeal injuries and is divided into three parts: physeal fractures, other physeal injuries, and premature physeal arrest. Injuries at specific anatomic sites are discussed in their respective chapters.
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(1895), the subject was studied more scientifically; before this, all observations were made from compound fractures, dissections of patients with fatal injuries, or of limbs with traumatic amputations (7-32).

In 1933, Bergfeldt documented radiographically 310 physeal injuries in 295 patients and defined six types (Fig. 5-2). These six types included the first three of Poland and added a fracture through the epiphysis, metaphysis, and physis. These four fractures subsequently were used by Salter and Harris (28) as their first four types.

In 1936, Aitken (7) described three types of physeal fractures of the distal tibia (Fig. 5-3), two of which (I and II) were described by Poland, and the third, by Bergfeldt. Aitken documented the same three physeal fractures in the distal femur (10) and the proximal tibia (9). After his 1965 article (8) discussing these three types of fractures in a general context, Aitken’s three types of fractures became the standard by which most physicians reported physeal fractures.

Salter-Harris Classification

In 1963 Salter and Harris (28) published their classic article, “Injuries Involving the Epiphyseal Plate,” in which five types of injuries were described (Fig. 5-4). The first four types are a combination of those described by Poland (types I to III), Bergfeldt (types I to V), and Aitken (types I to III). Salter and Harris added the concept of compression injury, which they designated type V. They proposed that the mechanism of this injury is by longitudinal compression, which damages the germinal layer of physeal cells. Because there was no osseous injury, radiographs at the time of injury were by definition normal. This differs from the crushing of physeal cells that can occur with any physeal fracture, as described by Letts (18). Because no structure is broken, this is not a fracture; the term “injury” seems more appropriate.

Salter’s associate, Mercer Rang (26) added an injury in 1969 that has become known as a Salter-Harris, or Rang, type VI. This was described as a rare injury produced by a direct blow to the periosteum or perichondrial ring (Fig. 5-5). It was never specified whether the damage was produced by peripheral transverse compression of physeal cells or ischemia due to vascular changes. Because no mention was made of open trauma, it is assumed that these were closed injuries. Like a Salter-Harris type V, this should also be called an injury rather than a fracture.
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because nothing is broken and the original radiograph is normal. Other authors (2,3,19-21) have interpreted this injury as an avulsion of the perichondrial ring with portions of attached metaphyseal and epiphyseal bone, while still considering it a Salter-Harris or Rang type VI. Although drawings have been provided, the only case depicted radiographically (3) is an open lawn mower excision of the metaphysis, physis, and epiphysis; this is more appropriately classified as a part missing (see Classification later). None of these Rang type VI injuries were found in a recent population-based study of 951 cases. Neither Salter (29) nor Rang (27) included this type in subsequent publications.

The Salter-Harris classification gained widespread acceptance throughout the world (1-4). In recent years, however, several authors have deviated from this classification. In 1980, Weber (32), who was unable to find any type V injuries, returned to the Aitken classification. In 1983, Rang (27) noted that the Aitken classification is “widely used,” and in 1993, Kling (17) stated that the Aitken classification is “now used in Europe.” Other authors (12-14,19-21,30,32), finding the classification incomplete or lacking in substantiation of prognosis, have developed new classifications, notably Ogden (19-21) in 1981 and Shapiro (30) in 1982.

The classification of physeal fractures is a work in progress. This search for a classification that will allow the collection of meaningful statistical data and a better means of communication is a progressive quest for knowledge. This knowledge, in turn, should improve criteria for prognosis, management, and recommendations for follow-up of patients with physeal fractures.

**AUTHOR’S CLASSIFICATION**

In 1994, a new classification (24) based on the first population-based epidemiologic study (Fig. 5-6) arranged fracture types from the least involvement or damage to the physis (type I) to the greatest involvement (type VI).

Type I is a transverse fracture of the metaphysis with fracture line or lines extending to the physis (Fig. 5-7) (23). There is no fracture along the physis and no displacement of the epiphysis on the metaphysis (Fig. 5-8). There may be a small eccentric conical fragment not attached to either the epiphysis or the metaphysis. Comminution is common (Fig. 5-9), and compounding is rare. The mechanism of injury is most likely longitudinal compression as evidenced by the cortical torus or building, widening of the metaphysis, or comminution. Radiographs 2 to 4 weeks after injury typically show transmetaphyseal sclerosis indicative of a healing compression fracture (Fig. 5-8B). This fracture made up 15.5% of fractures in the Olmsted County population study, but it is probably much more prevalent, because metaphyseal fractures were not reviewed and neither the hand surgeons or the pediatric orthopedists were aware of this fracture before the study. The most common sites are the distal radius, finger phalanges, and metacarpals. Nonoperative treatment by closed reduction and immobilization usually results in a good outcome. Only one patient with this fracture type (0.7%) was treated surgically in the Olmsted County study. Premature physeal closure occurred in five (3.4%) adolescents, none of whom required treatment.

Type II is a separation of part of the physis, with a portion of the metaphysis attached to the epiphysis (Thurstan Holland sign). Involvement and potential damage of the physis may be minimal (Fig. 5-10A) or nearly all the physis may be disrupted, leaving only a small metaphyseal fragment (Fig. 5-10C). Most commonly, the metaphyseal portion attached to the physis is a quarter to a third the width of the physis (Fig. 5-10B). Although attention is usually focused on the size of the metaphyseal fragment, the more important factor is the amount of physeal tissue disrupted. Indeed, the Thurstan Holland metaphyseal fragment may be so tiny that it is not seen on routine anteroposterior or lateral radiographs (Fig. 5-10C). Tangential (oblique) views may be necessary to reveal the fragment. In this context, it differs
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FIGURE 5-7. Peterson type I fracture of the metaphysis with extension to the physis. A: Torus or buckle complete transmetaphyseal fracture with one or more fracture lines extending to the physis. The fracture does not extend along the physis, and the epiphysis is not displaced on the metaphysis. The metaphysis is frequently wider than normal. The transmetaphyseal fracture is a compression fracture, often best visualized 2 to 4 weeks postfracture as an increased sclerotic osseous density. B: Transverse metaphyseal compression fracture with peripheral cortical fragment. This fragment may be displaced eccentrically, indicating disruption of the physeas in this area. C: Complete transverse metaphyseal fracture with fracture line extension to the physis. D: Comminuted fracture of the metaphysis with multiple fracture extensions to the physis. None of these fractures meets the requirements of a type II fracture, which is a fracture of only part of the metaphysis extending to and along the physis. The designations A to D are not an attempt to subdivide or classify this fracture type but are used only to show the multiple possibilities. (Redrawn from Peterson, HA. Physeal fractures: part 2, two previously unclassified types. J Pediatr Orthop 1994;14:431-438; with permission.)

FIGURE 5-8. Peterson type I fracture in the distal radius of a 6 + 5-year-old boy. A: AP view shows complete transverse metaphyseal fracture with longitudinal extension to the physis. The metaphysis is wider than normal, and the epiphysis is not displaced on the metaphysis. B: AP view 34 days postfracture shows healing sclerosis transversely and longitudinally at sites of fracture. (From Peterson HA. Physeal fractures: part 2, two previously unclassified types. J Pediatr Orthop 1994;14:431-438; with permission.)
Figure 5-9. Peterson type I fracture in the distal radius of a 14+1-year-old boy. A: AP view shows comminuted displaced fracture of metaphysis. Longitudinal cortical buckling fracture on radial side extends to the physis. B: AP view during reduction in fingertrap traction. Transmetaphyseal fracture with extension to physis and no displacement of epiphysis is now evident. The metaphysis is wider than normal. Fractured ulnar styloid. C: AP view, 14 months postfracture. There is normal function, and the distal radial physis is open and growing. Nonunion of ulnar styloid is seen. (From Peterson HA. Physeal fractures: part 2, two previously unclassified types. J Pediatr Orthop 1994;14:431-438, with permission.)
little from a type III injury (Fig. 5-6), which involves complete physeal disruption with no osseous fracture. Type II (Fig. 5-10C) and III injuries can be managed similarly, usually by closed reduction and immobilization. There are no recorded cases of premature physeal closure between the metaphyseal fragment and the epiphysis. Brashear, applying longitudinal compression by bending the knee joints of rats, produced a type II fracture each time. None of these fractures developed physeal closure at the compression site (metaphyseal fragment/epiphysial interface). If premature physeal closure occurs, it is at the site of the sharp edge of the fractured metaphysis, which excoriates or compresses the physis (18).

Regardless of the amount of physis disrupted, the essential features of a type II injury are disruption of part of the physis...
between the epiphysis and the metaphysis, however small this may be; fracture of only part of the metaphysis, with a metaphyseal fragment attached to the physis; and no continuity from the epiphysis to the intact major metaphyseal-diaphyseal complex. Comminution and open fracture are uncommon. This fracture is the most common type in all previous series and is made up 53.6% of fractures in the Olmsted County study. The most common site is in finger phalanges, where it occurred 47.6% of the time. Initial management was surgical for 23 (4.5%) patients. Thirty-three (6.5%) developed premature physeal closure. Twelve (2.4%) underwent late surgical correction.

A type III injury is a separation of the epiphysis from the diaphysis through any of the layers of the physis, disrupting the complete physis (Fig. 5-6). This injury is rarely open and cannot be comminuted. The only anatomic variations are the different layers of the physis through which the fracture traverses. At present, this can be determined only histologically. In two studies, the metaphyseal fracture was histologically noted to involve all zones of cartilage cells (germinal, proliferating, hypertrophic, and provisionally calcified) (16,31). This helps explain why premature growth arrest may occur following fractures along the physis (Fig. 5-11). This injury made up 13.2% of physeal injuries in the Olmsted County study. It occurs most commonly in the distal fibula. Thirteen acute fractures (10.3%) were treated surgically. Nine patients (7.1%) had late corrective surgery.

Type IV is a fracture that traverses the metaphysis, physis, and usually the articular cartilage (Fig. 5-6). It may be comminuted or “double.” Open fractures are uncommon. Because this fracture most often occurs when part of the physis, usually central, has begun to close, it is more common in older children. The disrupted articular surface requires anatomic reduction and maintenance of reduction, often by open reduction and internal fixation. Premature growth arrest is common, but it usually is complete rather than partial, and rarely causes angular deformity. Most children with this injury are relatively mature, and bone-length discrepancy is uncommon. Significant length discrepancy occurs only in young patients (Fig. 5-12). This fracture made up 10.9% of fractures in the Olmsted County study. The most common sites are the finger phalanges and the distal tibia (medial malleolus and lateral plafond). Eighteen fractures (17.3%) were treated initially by surgery, and 15 (14.4%) underwent late surgery.

Type V is a fracture that traverses the metaphysis, physis, and epiphysis, extending to and along the articular cartilage (Fig. 5-6). The triplane fracture (22) meets all of these criteria (Fig. 5-13) and is therefore a complex type V fracture, which is otherwise depicted in only one plane, usually the sagittal. Comminution and open injuries are common. Type V fractures are best managed by anatomic reduction and maintenance of reduction to align both the articular cartilage and the growth cartilage. This is particularly true in the young patient with significant growth remaining. This usually requires open reduction and internal fixation. Premature growth arrest is common and occurs even with anatomic reduction. This fracture made up 6.5% of fractures in the Olmsted County study. The most common sites are the distal humerus (lateral condyle), finger phalanges, and distal tibia, where the fracture pattern is variable (11). Twelve fractures (19.4%) were treated initially by surgery, and 12 (19.4%) were treated by subsequent surgery.
FIGURE 5-12. Salter-Harris III fracture, distal radius in a 9+1-year-old girl with subsequent physisal arrest and bar excision. A: Patient fell 8 feet, landing on her outstretched right hand. Fracture of the epiphysis extending to the physis (arrow) might be better visualized with additional oblique radiographs or tomograms. B: Two years 6 months postfracture (age 11+7). Physeal bar medial distal radius. The right radius is 23 mm shorter than the left. The ulnae are of equal length. C: MRI transverse depiction of distal radial physis using 3-D rendering (ANALYZE) shows linear bar comprising 10.5% of the physis.
Type VI is a fracture in which part of the physis has been removed or is missing (Fig. 5-14) (23). Usually an accompanying part of the epiphysis or metaphysis, or both, is also missing. This occurs only with open fractures such as those caused by lawn mowers, farm machinery (e.g., auger, corn picker, power take-off, corn sheller), snowmobiles, gunshots, and motorboat propellers (Fig. 5-15). Premature partial closure of the remaining exposed surface of the physis nearly always occurs but sometimes not until years later. This fracture made up only 0.2% of fractures in the Olmsted County study, but it is more common among referral patients. All type VI injuries require initial surgery, at least wound care; most if not all require late reconstructive or corrective surgery, especially those in young children.

**Salter-Harris Type V, Present Status**

The Salter-Harris type V injury is not included in this new classification of fractures because with this injury, there is no fracture. Because the radiograph taken at the time of injury is normal and growth arrest is discovered only in retrospect, this entity, if it exists at all, cannot be suspected during the evaluation or treatment of an acute injury. Therefore, it is included in the later section, “Other Physeal Injuries.”

Comparison of classifications may have more than historical value. New mechanisms of injury and new or improved imaging techniques may lead to the inclusion of new fracture types, or of a previously described but discarded fracture type.

**Epidemiology (The Olmsted County Study)**

Mann and Rajmaira (35) reported that of 2650 long-bone fractures in children, about 30% involved the physes (33–39). Wor-
FIGURE 5-14. Peterson type VI fracture of the physis with a portion of the physis missing. A: Longitudinal fracture with piece comprising epiphysis, physis, and metaphysis missing. In rare cases a portion of the diaphysis may also be missing. The absent portion may vary in location and in size from small to large. Common mechanisms of injury are from lawn mowers, snowmobiles, automobiles, farm implements, and motorboat propellers. B: Penetrating injury may remove physeal cartilage, along with adjacent epiphyseal and metaphyseal bone in any plane. A transverse orientation of penetration causes the most severe physeal damage. The most common penetrating object is a bullet. C: Lacerating injury directly in the plane of the physis, removing some or all of the physis with relatively little damage to the epiphysis or metaphysis. This injury is rare. The designations A to C are not an attempt to subdivide or classify the fracture type but are used only to show the multiple possibilities. These fractures have only one criterion: part of the physis is missing. A physeal bar invariably develops, sometimes years postfracture. (Redrawn from Peterson HA. Physeal fractures: part 2, two previously unclassified types. J Pediatr Orthop 1994; 14:431–438; with permission.)

FIGURE 5-15. Peterson type VI fracture of the proximal tibia in a 10 + 4-year-old girl. A: Standing teleoroentgenogram. Right genu varum following removal of right proximal tibial medial condyle in lawn mower accident that occurred at age 4 + 11 years. Patient had previously undergone proximal tibial valgus osteotomy and physeal bar excision. Note lateral subluxation of tibia on femur. B: Tomogram confirms recurrent physeal bar medially. Note this relative overgrowth of the unopposed medial femoral condyle. This patient was treated by bracing and, at age 13, by medial tibial allograft arthrodesis of the lateral side of the proximal tibia, with concomitant physeal arrest of the contralateral normal proximal tibial physis.
Table 5-1. Number and Surgery of Physeal Fractures According to Peterson Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
<th>Immediate Surgery (%)</th>
<th>Late Surgery (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>147 (15.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>510 (53.6)</td>
<td>23 (4.5)</td>
<td>12 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>126 (13.2)</td>
<td>13 (10.3)</td>
<td>9 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>104 (10.9)</td>
<td>18 (17.3)</td>
<td>15 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>62 (6.5)</td>
<td>12 (19.4)</td>
<td>12 (19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>2 (0.2)</td>
<td>2 (100)</td>
<td>1 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>951 (100)</td>
<td>69 (7.3)</td>
<td>49 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Lock and Stower (39) reported that of 826 fractures of all bones in children, 18.5% involved the physis. An epidemiologic study of physeal fractures was performed over a 10-year period in Olmsted County, Minnesota, from 1979 to 1988 (Table 5-1) (38). This was the first population-based study in which both the numerator (fractures) and denominator (population at risk) were known. No referral cases were included, thereby omitting preselected difficult or high-risk cases.

Of the 951 physeal fractures in the study, the male-to-female ratio was 2:1. The incidence rates were highest among boys age 14 and girls ages 11 and 12 (Fig. 5-16). The overall age- and sex-adjusted incidence of physeal fractures was 279.2 per 100,000 person-years (95% confidence interval, 261.4 to 296.9). Fractures occurred approximately equally on right and left limbs (52.6% versus 47.4%, p > 0.05). The most common site was the phalanges of the fingers, which accounted for 37% of all physeal fractures, followed by the distal radius (18%) (Table 5-2). The distal end of each long bone was fractured more frequently than the proximal end. Seventy-one percent of fractures occurred in the upper extremity, 28% in the lower extremity, and 1% in the axial skeleton.

**Evaluation**

The history of injury and the clinical evaluation (symptoms and physical findings) usually define appropriate body parts for radiographic evaluation (40–71). Radiographs in two planes, usually anteroposterior and lateral, are sufficient to determine the fracture type and the management plan for most fractures. If the radiographs are indeterminate, oblique or three-quarter views should be taken (51,63,64). Occasionally stress views, tomo­grams, arthrograms, computed tomography (CT) scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or ultrasound is needed to adequately display the fracture. Stress views are most useful when the injury is near a uniplanar joint (e.g., the elbow, knee, or ankle) (51). Tomograms help delineate fragmentation and orientation of fragments. CT scans may best reveal the complexities of triplane fractures (22,64). Fractures involving a large volume of cartilage, such as the proximal or distal humerus in infants, in the past were best appreciated by arthrography (40,41,49,56,57,71). Recently, this method has been replaced by MRI (54,55,64,65,70) and ultrasound (43,52,57). MRI has also been used in older children with acute injuries to identify possible

**Figure 5-16.** Incidence of physeal fractures by gender for 1-year age groups with all types of fractures. Boys peak at age 14 years, and girls peak at age 11 to 12 years. (From Peterson HA, Madhok R, Benson JT, et al. Physeal fractures: part 1, epidemiology in Olmsted County, Minnesota, 1979–1988. J Pediatr Orthop 1994;14:423–430; with permission.)
TABLE 5-2. SITES AND TYPES OF PHYSEAL FRACTURES AMONG CHILDREN IN OLMSTED COUNTY, MINNESOTA, 1979-88 AND SALTER-HARRIS CLASSIFICATION WITH TWO NEW TYPES (A AND B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skeletal Site</th>
<th>Type I</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type II</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type III</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type IV</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type V</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th></th>
<th>All Types</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phalanges (fingers)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal radius</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal tibia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal fibula</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phalanges (toes)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal humerus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal ulna</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal humerus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal femur</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metatarsal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal tibia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal radius</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal ulna</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavicle, medial</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavicle, lateral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal femur</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal fibula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No type V fractures were observed.
* Type A: Fracture of the metaphysis to the physis; type 1 in Peterson classification
† Type B: Part missing; type 6 in Peterson classification.

Physeal damage (44,53,59,60,67,70) and is recommended primarily to identify complex fractures (60). The role of scintigraphy (47,68) in assessing acute physeal fractures is yet to be determined.

**Treatment**

The goal of treatment of all physeal fractures is to maintain function and normal growth (72–79). Maintenance of growth is obviously more important in a young child than in an older adolescent, who has little growth remaining. Consistent attainment of these goals is most likely when all structures are anatomically reduced. Thus, the goal becomes to obtain and maintain anatomic reduction. This may be done by closed or open means. All reductions, whether closed or open, should be gentle to prevent damage to the delicate physeal cartilage. Forceful, repeated manipulations should be avoided. During open reduction, placing direct pressure on the physis with instruments should be avoided.

Physeal fractures should be reduced immediately, because delay makes reduction more difficult. The younger the child, the more rapidly the healing callus blends with articular and physeal cartilage, making reduction difficult.

**Type I (Metaphyseal Compression With Extension Into the Physis)**

The type I fracture has the least potential damage to the physis and therefore needs the least aggressive treatment. Closed reduction and casting usually achieve satisfactory position and alignment of the fragments (Figs. 5-8 and 5-9). Fractures of the metaphysis and physis heal rapidly, and cast immobilization for 3 to 4 weeks is usually sufficient. Because the physis is involved in the injury, growth arrest is possible (3.4% in the Olmsted study), and these fractures need follow-up long enough to ensure that normal growth has resumed. This period varies depending on the patient’s age and the site and severity of injury; at least 3 months is appropriate for most patients, longer for patients with comminuted or markedly displaced fractures.

**Salter-Harris II**

Most type II fractures can be reduced easily with closed manual reduction. Scraping of the metaphyseal fragment across the intact physis can be decreased by good patient relaxation, which is usually best achieved by general anesthesia or a nerve block such as an axillary or lumbar epidural block. The metaphyseal fragment usually prevents overreduction (Fig. 5-10A and B). The intact peristeme on the side of the metaphyseal fragment imparts further stability to the reduced fracture, and internal fixation is often unnecessary.

In a young patient, incomplete reduction may be more acceptable than repeated overzealous manipulation, which may cause gouging of the physis. In an older patient, a more accurate reduction is necessary because spontaneous correction with growth is less likely. Occasionally, a type II fracture cannot be satisfactorily reduced. A common example is the distal tibia,
where periosteum becomes impinged at the fracture site. Tendon, nerve, and vascular-structure impingement also has been reported at various sites; these types also need surgical extrication. If the reduced fragments are unstable, internal fixation is appropriate. This is best accomplished by pins or screws from metaphysis to metaphysis, avoiding the physeal ring. Occasionally, the metaphysial fragment attached to the epiphysis (Thurman Holland sign) is so small that it cannot be internally fixed to the main metaphysis (Fig. 5-10C). In this case, small-diameter, smooth pins may be placed from the epiphysis, across the physis, and into the metaphysis. Growth arrest is less likely if the pins avoid the perichondrial ring, are as longitudinally as feasible, and remain in place a short time, preferably 3 weeks or less. The insertion of biodegradable pins across the physis is a new concept that is being evaluated, most intensely in Finland (72,74–76, 78,79). Whether these pins impart adequate stability without predisposing to physeal arrest remains to be seen. In one of the more recent studies, growth arrest was noted and the authors suggested that the procedure be limited to adolescents with little growth remaining (78).

Type II fractures may involve a small (Fig 5-10A) or large (Fig 5-10C) portion of the physes; the more of the physis involved, the greater the chance of growth arrest. The prognosis also depends greatly on the site of injury. When the physis is irregular and undulating, as in the distal femur or proximal tibia, displacement of the metaphyseal surface against the physis produces scraping of these irregular surfaces and an increased likelihood of physeal arrest. A smooth, flat physis, such as the distal radius, is much less prone to arrest. The degree of displacement and the patient’s age are also obviously important. Repeated reduction attempts increase the chance of arrest. Type II fractures may involve only a small amount of physis (Fig. 5-10A) or a large amount of physis (Fig. 5-10C); the latter increases the chance of physeal damage.

Salter-Harris I

Type III fractures (Fig 5-6) are similar to those type II fractures which have a very small metaphyseal fragment (Fig. 5-10C). Because all layers of the physis may be involved (Fig. 5-11), the prognosis for growth arrest is slightly greater than with type II fractures (Table 5-1). Type III fractures should be managed by closed reduction because internal fixation would likely require crossing the physis. In a young child, it is better to accept an imperfect reduction than risk the hazards of internal fixation across the physis.

Salter-Harris III

In type IV fractures, the cartilage of the physis and the articular surface are both disrupted (Fig. 5-6). The best result is achieved by anatomic reduction of the articular surface to reduce the likelihood of degenerative arthritis and anatomic reduction of the physeal cartilage to reduce the chance of growth arrest. Usually, these fractures occur in older children, when the physis is beginning to close and growth arrest is not a problem. Anatomic reduction often requires open reduction to expose the articular surfaces, especially in young children. The most desirable internal fixation is epiphysis to epiphysis, if possible, especially in young children.

Salter-Harris IV

For the type V fracture, anatomic reduction and maintenance of reduction are essential to align both the physis and the articular surface. If there is any displacement, open reduction and internal fixation are usually required. Closed reduction with percutaneous internal fixation may be acceptable in some situations (77). Internal fixation is best accomplished from epiphysis to epiphysis or metaphysis to metaphysis, particularly in young children. Growth arrest is likely, and these fractures need observation for at least a year, even if earlier evaluation is good.

Type VI (Epiphyseal and Physeal Loss)

Because type VI fractures are open injuries, all require initial debridement, often with wound packing and secondary closure and sometimes with skin graft or flap closure. Children with these injuries must be followed until maturity, because most do not all develop angular deformities and relative shortening of the involved bone (Fig. 5-15A). There is a high likelihood of physeal bar formation on the exposed bone surface (Fig. 5-15B).

Prognosis

The prognosis of a physeal fracture depends on the following factors, in descending degree of importance: the severity of injury, including displacement, comminution, and whether it is open or closed; the patient’s age; the physis injured; and the mechanism of injury, including displacement, comminution, and compounding. The term high-velocity injury is often used to describe fractures with significant displacement, comminution, and compounding. The term severity of injury is used here to include all of these features and is the most important factor in prognosis. Any damage to or loss of the germinal or proliferative layer of physeal cells has a negative implication concerning growth.

Severity of Injury

The mechanism of injury may be thought of as the activity the patient was involved in at the time of injury (e.g., automobile accident, football, diving) or as an anatomic description of the injury (e.g., varus, extension, rotation). The term high-velocity injury is often used to describe fractures with significant displacement, comminution, and compounding. The term severity of injury is used here to include all of these features and is the most important factor in prognosis. Any damage to or loss of the germinal or proliferative layer of physeal cells has a negative implication concerning growth.

Age of Patient

The patient’s age is also important. A physeal injury in a 13-year-old girl or a 15-year-old boy rarely results in significant length discrepancy or angular deformity, because little growth remains. Any physeal injury in a young child, however, has the potential for premature arrest, and appropriate follow-up is required.

Site of the Injury

The site of injury influences the outcome. A type I fracture of the distal femur or proximal tibia, both of which have large, undulating, multiplanar physes, are prone to arrest, even with
mild separation or displacement. Because these sites contribute more longitudinal growth than any other site in the body, deformity and length discrepancy are common. Conversely, the proximal radius and ulna and distal humerus contribute so little growth to the forearm and humerus, respectively, that injury and premature arrest from any fracture type at these sites rarely causes significant angular deformity or length inequality. A type I fracture of the distal fibula, rarely develops arrest, and ankle valgus deformity would occur only with arrest at a young age. The proximal humerus has such good remodeling potential that significant displacement and angulation can be accepted, even in older children.

The site of the injury also determines the blood supply of the physis. The growth-producing germinal and proliferating cells receive their nourishment through blood vessels from the epiphysis. If this blood supply is destroyed, these cells die and growth ceases. Fortunately, most epiphyses receive their blood supply directly from multiple sources. When the arterial supply is limited to a few arteries that must reach the epiphysis by crossing the periphery of the physis (e.g., the proximal femur), any displacement of the epiphysis may occlude the blood supply, resulting in avascular necrosis of the epiphysis and physeal cell death.

**Amount of Physis Injured**

The type of fracture is determined by the mechanism of injury, the patient's age, and the site of injury. For example, a type II fracture of the distal radius is common at any age; a type II fracture of the distal humerus is rare at all ages. The type of fracture also relates to the amount of physis damaged. Thus, although this new classification is based primarily on anatomic considerations from the least amount of physis involved (type I) to the greatest amount (type VI), it also was found to be correlated to the prognosis in a general way. In the Olmsted study, the amount of surgery performed, both initially at the time of injury and later to correct a complication, increased as the type number increased (Table 5-1).

**COMPLICATIONS**

Sepsis can occur in any open physeal fracture, just as in any open diaphyseal fracture (83–98). Practically speaking, this is seen exclusively in open injuries, primarily type IV and VI fractures. Precautions and treatment are similar to those for any other open bone or joint injury. Overgrowth after physeal fracture is essentially unknown, except of the capitellum in type V fractures of the lateral humeral condyle, where overgrowth is rarely sufficient to cause significant angular deformity or length discrepancy. Hypoplasia of an epiphysis after trauma also is rare, and it is usually associated with damage of the germinal layer of the physis or with vascular impairment that produces avascular necrosis. The accompanying angular deformity usually is minor, but in the trochlea, it can be sufficient to cause ulnar nerve palsy (92). Likewise, malunion of properly recognized and treated physeal fractures is uncommon (86). Delayed union or nonunion of type V fractures occurs occasionally, and has been noted in the lateral humeral condyle (85,89), the distal femur (87), and the medial malleolus (Fig. 5-17). Nonunion may also occur after open reduction and internal fixation (Fig. 5-18). This is usually treated by attempts at osteosynthesis or reconstructive surgery.
Compartment syndrome and arterial occlusion are not commonly associated with physeal fractures but have been reported with fractures of the proximal tibia (83,93,94,97) (Fig. 5-19) or the distal radius (88,91). Avascular necrosis of the proximal femoral capital epiphysis is a dreaded complication of any fracture of the proximal femoral physis, particularly if the hip is also dislocated (95). Avascular necrosis can occur at the proximal (90) and the distal humerus (98) and at the proximal radius, but it is rare at all other anatomic sites.

All of these complications are uncommon. By far, the most frequent complication of a physeal fracture is premature growth arrest, resulting in diminished bone length, angular deformity, or both. This complication is so prevalent that it deserves special attention and is discussed later in this chapter.

**OTHER PHYSICAL INJURIES**

Physeal injuries, other than fracture, that are sufficient to cause premature partial or complete arrest share two characteristics: normal radiographs at the time of insult, and premature physeal arrest noted weeks, months, or years later. These injuries are uncommon. The injuries that meet these criteria can be classified as follows:

1. Disuse
2. Radiation
3. Infection
4. Tumor
5. Vascular impairment
6. Neural involvement
7. Metabolic abnormality
8. Cold injury (frostbite)
9. Heat injury (burn)
10. Electric injury
11. Laser injury
12. Stress injury
13. Longitudinal compression
14. Developmental
15. Iatrogenic
Disuse

Disuse of an extremity, from any cause, results in atrophy of muscle and other soft tissue (99–111). If disuse is prolonged, growth of bone length also is retarded. If disuse is marked, some or all of the physis may cease growing completely. Bed rest, crutches, cast immobilization, and traction, even in the absence of fracture, are all associated with growth arrest of the distal femoral physis and proximal or distal tibial physis. These modalities have been used in the management of patients with congenital hip dislocation (100,104), rheumatoid arthritis (104), polio (101,108), tuberculosis (107,111), and Perthes’ disease, but are now used more sparingly for various reasons, one of which is the possibility of growth arrest.

Complete closure of one or all of the physes in an extremity after a single diaphyseal fracture has been reported and was attributed to disuse of the extremity (3,61,99,102–106,109,110). Some of those multiple physeal closures have been attributed to Salter-Harris type V compression injuries, but it is difficult to envision multiple-site compression injuries with a single femoral or tibial transverse or spiral shaft fracture. Conversely, some Salter-Harris type V injuries reported in the literature may have been caused by posttraumatic disuse rather than sudden traumatic physeal compression.

The precise etiology of physeal arrest associated with disuse is unknown. Gill speculated that the accompanying osteoporosis predisposed the patient to microfractures that traversed the physis. Ross (110) suggested that the partially degenerated cartilage cannot withstand the abnormal stresses of a faulty gait. Diminished arterial supply is a more likely possibility.

Radiation

The growth-inhibiting and destructive effects of x-rays on physeal cartilage have been demonstrated in both animals and humans (112–131). Growth-inhibiting effects are common when a physis is in the treatment field during therapeutic irradiation (115,116,119,127,129–131) but have not been shown to occur with diagnostic x-ray studies or the use of repeated tomograms. The main variables determining the extent of demonstrable bone change caused by radiation therapy are the patient’s age at the time of therapy, the amount of the radiation delivered (including both dose per treatment and total dose delivered), the field size, the site to which the radiation was delivered, and the growth potential of this site. The younger the patient and the greater amount of radiation delivered, the greater is the extent of subsequent bone changes (Fig. 5-20). A radiation dose as low as 400 R can produce growth retardation, and as the dose increases, so does the extent of cellular damage and eventual development of dysplastic bone. All physes, including those in the spine, are at risk (120,124–126).

FIGURE 5-20. Physeal arrest associated with radiation. A: A 5+0-year-old with Ewing’s sarcoma proximal left fibula; diagnosis was made by open biopsy. Metastasis to lung confirmed by transthoracotomy biopsy. Patient received radiation therapy (5000 cGy to the left leg in 24 fractions over 8 weeks and 1500 cGy to the lungs in 12 fractions over 2 weeks). B: The left tibia did not grow, and at age 15+0, it is still 12.2 cm shorter than the right despite numerous corrective surgical procedures. Ankle disarticulation facilitated below-knee prosthetic fitting. The patient is tumor-free at age 22 years.
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Infection

Septic arthritis and metaphyseal osteomyelitis often are followed by physseal arrest (132–143). Because the interval between infection and physseal arrest may be years (Fig. 5-21), intraarticular and osseous infections need long-term follow-up. The arrest is often partial, resulting in both angular deformity and length discrepancy. Typically, there is no residual infection when the arrest is noted. Physseal bar excision in patients with previous infection may, however, have a higher incidence of postexcision infection. Of 178 physseal bar excisions reviewed at the Mayo Clinic, the only three postoperative infections were in patients in whom the bar was due to metaphyseal osteomyelitis.

Physseal arrest also has been reported after some systemic infections, particularly meningococcemia (61). In this instance, the arrest may be associated with vascular impairment (Fig. 5-22).

Tumor

Several benign tumors often abut the physse, and the physse is susceptible to injury during curettage and bone-grafting procedures. The physse may close even when the tumor is untreated. In addition to unicameral cyst (145,147–150) and enchondroma (144,146), other childhood tumors that occur near growth plates and might cause growth arrest are aneurysmal cyst, chondroblastoma, chondromyxoid fibroma, and fibrous dysplasia.

Vascular Impairment

The germinal and proliferative layers of physseal cartilage cells are primarily responsible for longitudinal bone growth (151–160). These cells are nourished by vessels in the epiphysis, and any vascular disturbance of the epiphysis can result in physseal damage (157–160). Some investigators have suggested that the epiphysial blood supply is probably the most important determinant in the development of bone bridges (3,81). If the blood supply to the metaphysis is also disrupted, the likelihood of a bone bridge increases.

Arterial spasm associated with traction (154) and even the application of a cast reduces blood flow to the extremity (153), which can alter physseal growth (3,158,159). Premature physseal closure has been documented after temporary arterial insufficiency (Fig. 5-23) (155) and after intravenous fluid extravasation (156). Some Salter-Harris type V and Rang type VI injuries reported in the literature may have been caused by vascular dysfunction rather than by physseal germinal cell compression.

The exact mechanism of premature physseal closure with thalassemia major is unknown (152). In sickle cell disease (61), there is increased viscosity predisposing to sludging, erythrocyte entrapment in small vessels, and blockade of small vessels producing ischemia.

Neural Involvement

The etiology of impairment of physseal growth linked with nerve deficits associated with poliomyelitis, cerebral palsy (spastic...
hemiparesis), sacral tumors, and major nerve transection is unknown, but it is probably related to nutrition—more precisely, to diminished vascular supply (161,162). The length inequality in nerve-related disorders tends to progress slowly, and premature physeal closure is unlikely (162). Two exceptions are congenital insensitivity to pain (Fig. 5-24) and meningomyelocele (161). The growth retardation in these conditions is partial or complete arrest and may be caused by increased trauma and repeated transphyseal fractures in the insensate limb.

**Metabolic Abnormality (163–173)**

Vitamin A intoxication can cause premature physeal arrest (167–173). The marked metaphyseal and epiphyseal cupping and growth retardation that sometimes occurs with vitamin C deficiency may also produce physeal closure (170,172), the condition may correct spontaneously with an appropriate diet. Careful serial radiographic studies are necessary before considering bar excision or contralateral epiphysodesis (171).

Tissue resistance to growth hormone in patients with uremia has been implicated as the cause of growth retardation in patients with chronic renal failure (169). Also, high doses of calcitriol may directly inhibit chondrocyte activity within physeal cartilage and adversely affect linear growth in children with end-stage renal disease (166). Insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins may also contribute to growth inhibitors in children with chronic renal failure (168).

With increasing use and success of bone marrow transplantation, more children survive cancer. Chemotherapy and irradiation both have the potential to damage endocrine glands, which contributes to growth impairment through epiphyseal growth plate dysfunction (164). Immunosuppressive drugs may affect growth by differentially decreasing rates of cellular multiplication in the physis (163). The central portion of the physis is the
most sensitive, and a cone-shaped epiphysis develops. This is similar, if not identical, to the changes seen with vascular and metabolic abnormalities.

**Cold Injury (Frostbite)**

Skeletal abnormalities after cold injury to the hands of growing children are complex and unique (174–200). Premature closure of the phalangeal physes is believed to result from direct injury to vulnerable chondrocytes in the cartilaginous physis (195) or from ischemic vascular changes (178,182,191,197). Children of intermediate age (5 to 10 years) appear most susceptible, probably owing to a combination of carelessness and decreased adult supervision. Radiographic signs of physeal closure become evident 6 to 12 months after cold exposure, and follow a pattern of decreasing frequency from the distal to the proximal physes (Fig. 5-25). The index and little fingers are most often involved, followed by the ring finger and the middle finger (176). The thumb metacarpal, protected by the surrounding thenar muscles and the proximity of the radial artery, is rarely involved (61,187). Presenting complaints are joint pain, stiffness, and weakness of fingers. Late sequelae include relative shortening of digits, skin redundancy, joint laxity, and degenerative joint changes (184, 190,200).

The radiographic changes are characteristic. Usually, the physis disappears completely, resulting eventually in a short finger.
The physis and epiphysis often have a V shape. There may be no obvious destruction of the epiphysis, but eventual premature fusion of part of the epiphyseal line may lead to angular deformity. The affected phalanges are shorter and smaller than normal, and the juxtaarticular bone is expanded and irregular, with a coarse cancellous spongiosa. The same expanded and irregular appearance is seen on the contiguous articular surface of the more proximal phalanx, where there is no epiphysis (3).

In children, there is a striking lack of correlation between the extent of initial soft tissue injury and eventual skeletal changes. Many patients do not seek medical attention for the initial injury. The relative absence of soft-tissue ischemic changes, combined with late evidence of physeal damage, supports the hypothesis of direct cellular damage to physeal cartilage as the likely etiologic mechanism (190).

Very few children require surgical treatment (184). When deformities do require treatment, physeal arrest, arthrodesis, angular osteotomy, soft tissue arthroplasty, or tenorrhaphy can be performed as indicated (175,189). Function of the hand, however, generally remains satisfactory without surgery.

### Heat Injury (Burn)

The mechanism causing physeal damage in severely burned limbs is not well understood (3,201-207). Because physeal cartilage is more sensitive to irradiation and cold than articular cartilage, it may also be more sensitive to heat (207). The peripheral zone of Ranvier, being more superficial, is more readily subject to the effects of heat (3). Prolonged ischemia of soft tissues around the physis might impair physeal growth, or the restrictive or strangling effect of thick scar about the metaphysis and adjacent joint areas might inhibit physeal growth (175,202,205).

### Electrical Injuries

Physeal arrest caused by electrical injury, possibly including lightning, is rare (208–212). Multiple factors determine the effects of electric current on chondro-osseous tissue: the type of current (alternating current is three to four times as dangerous as direct current), voltage, amperage, duration of contact with the electric current, the path taken through the body, the resistance at the points of contact and exit, and the patient's general state of health (209). During electrical accidents, tissue temperatures may momentarily reach several thousand degrees Celsius and may cause heat-induced liquefaction and necrosis of cartilage and bone. In general, the tissues offering the greatest resistance to tissue flow suffer the greatest damage. Electrical injury may result in cell death or may alter cellular activity temporarily or permanently (210). After electrical accidents, tissue repair, including callus formation, is poor.
Osseous changes in children are similar to those in adults but may also include additional abnormalities secondary to the effect of the current on the physeal cartilage (211). The epiphyseal center and physeal cartilage may be affected by the current, and the metaphyseal region remodels poorly. Partial premature arrest of the distal femur has been reported (208). There are only two reported cases of excision of physeal bars caused by an electrical burn (212).

Laser Injuries

A laser beam applied directly to physeal cartilage damages the cartilage selectively without affecting the adjacent bone (213). The damaged physis is replaced by bone, which forms a bone bridge between the metaphysis and epiphysis identical to bone bridges after fracture. Care must be taken when using lasers near physes in growing children (Fig. 5-26).

Stress Injuries

Widening and Irregularity

Widening and irregularity of the physis without accompanying displacement of the epiphysis have been recognized as "stress-induced" changes in adolescent athletes (214–232). These characteristics are common in the distal radial and ulnar physes of elite gymnasts and often are bilateral (214,217,218,221,222, 228-231). Stress injury of the distal radial physis also occurs in a significant percentage (up to 25%) of nonelite gymnasts (223, 224). These lesions initially involve the volar aspect of the radial epiphysis and subsequently the entire physis. In about 20% of

FIGURE 5-26. Physeal arrests from laser injury. At age 5–6 years, this girl had warts removed from the opposing sides of the left dominant ring and long finger at the level of the distal interphalangeal joints. The parents report that the procedure was aggressive and that the wounds took 3 to 4 months to heal. Physical therapy aided in regaining joint motion. Progressive angulatory deformity occurred. At age 6 years 2 months, corrective closing wedge osteotomies on the middle phalanges were performed and internally fixed with internal wire. Angulatory deformity recurred. A: By age 10 years 9 months, there is deformity and relative shortening of both distal phalanges. The distal phalanx of the long finger has a physeal bar on the ulnar side, and increasing angular deformity is anticipated. The distal phalanx of the ring physis finger developed a bar on the radial side that caused deformity of the distal phalanx. This physis is now completely closed, and no further deformity or growth is anticipated. B: Normal right ring and long fingers. C: Clinical appearance both hands (age 11 years 4 months).
patients, similar changes are present in the distal ulnar physis. Similar changes involve the physes of the distal femur (226), proximal tibia (219), and distal fibula (226) in adolescent runners, and in the proximal ulna (222) and the proximal humerus in baseball pitchers (220,221) and racket sports (216). The changes are typically unilateral when they are associated with throwing or racket sports.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Patients describe pain localized to the site of the involved physis. Symptoms usually develop during training and become more intense as the workout progresses. Initially, the pain is relieved by rest. Clinical examination reveals painful limitation of extremes of motion at the affected site. Tenderness is localized to the line of the physis.

**Radiographic Changes**

Radiographs show evidence of widening of the physis and irregularity and sclerosis of the metaphysis without accompanying displacement of the epiphysis (Fig. 5-27). In patients with long-standing symptoms—implying continued activity—premature physeal arrest may occur (215,218,225). Growth arrest has not been described at sites other than the distal radius.

MRI has suggested metaphyseal and epiphyseal ischemia of the physis (223) or metaphyseal injury (232).

**Etiology**

Most authors assume that these changes are due to repetitive shearing or compressive stresses, as might occur with vaulting or floor exercises. However, traction stress, as could occur with the uneven and parallel bars, is also possible, especially in gymnasts who use dowel grips (231). Most gymnasts compete in all events. In skeletally immature athletes, the growth plate is weaker than the ligaments, joint capsules, and bone about the joint, so stresses are focused in the physis. Compressive forces, both intermittent and sustained, have been shown to injure chondrocytes (227).

A single episode of stress or injury could result in occult microscopic fissures within the physis, which could, in time, proceed to widening of the physis and irregularity of the opposing bone margins of the metaphysis and epiphysis. Bright and colleagues (80) reported that histologic examination of the tibiae of rats loaded to 50% failure energy revealed internal cracks within the physis. These cracks appeared in all layers of the cartilage but were most common in the hypertrophic zone. Subsequent growth of the cartilage resulted in widening of the physis. Thus, the initial radiograph would be normal, but a subsequent radiograph 2 to 3 weeks later may demonstrate radiographic changes within the physis.

**Treatment**

The treatment of stress injuries is symptomatic and consists of reduction or temporary cessation of the activity that created the injury. It may take up to 6 months for the patient to become asymptomatic. An increased prevalence of ulnar positive variance in gymnasts can be attributed to premature closure of the distal radial physis. Surgical arrest of the distal radius and ulna has been used for bilateral irregular closure of the distal radial physis (215). There are no reports of bar excision for this problem.

**Longitudinal Compression (Salter-Harris Type V)**

The Salter-Harris type V classification (28,233–245) proposes that a single, sudden, longitudinal force applied to an immature bone can compress the physis sufficiently to kill the cartilage growth cells without causing fracture of adjacent trabecular or cortical bone. Radiographs at the time of injury do not show osseous abnormality. The diagnosis is suspected only months to years later, when growth arrest becomes manifest. Salter and Harris’s original drawing shows partial arrest with subsequent angular deformity. Their illustrative case (28,29) does not include the initial normal radiographs but does show a healed
proximal tibial fracture with many features of their type IV frac­
ture (displacement and angulation of the medial condyle only).

Examples of this compression injury are rare in the literature. Most cases are recorded as part of a series with no individual
details; there are a few case reports (233–236,238,245). When
details of individual cases are given, invariably it is an associated
nonphyseal fracture in the extremity that has been treated by
immobilization, cast, or traction; thus, disuse and possible arte­
trial impairment are also present. In addition, in all reports, the
arrest was complete, not partial, as depicted by Salter and Harris,
further implicating the possibility of disuse or arterial insuffi­
ciency.

Developmental Physeal Abnormalities
Deformities of the proximal tibia (Blount) (246,247) and distal
radius (Madelung) (250,251) appear to result from gradually
progressing physeal and epiphyseal abnormalities that may even­
tually result in partial physeal arrest (248). These conditions are
never noted at birth, and the etiology is unknown.

A bracket epiphysis or delta phalanx may be noticeable at
birth, is therefore most likely congenital, and responds well to
excision of the physeal bar (252).

Preexisting bone deformity may predispose the patient to
physeal fracture (249). In addition, premature physeal arrest may
occur at any physeal at any age with no apparent etiology (104),
although this is rare.

Iatrogenic Injuries
Surgical Insults
In a sense, several of the above-mentioned “other physeal inju­
ries,” such as those caused by cast application, traction, radiation,
the prescribing of drugs (metabolic), and the use of laser can be
considered iatrogenic, or physician induced. The ones discussed
here (253–274) are primarily problems related to surgery. During
the treatment of deformity, fracture, infection, or tumor, the phy­
sis may be damaged. Subperiosteal dissection extending to the
perichondrial ring of Ranvier may result in premature closure of
that area of the physis. It also may be impossible to avoid the physis
during curettage of infected tissue or tumors, corrective osteot­
omy for malunion or deformity (261,265,270,274), or internal
fixation of physeal fractures. Each of these procedures can damage
a physis sufficiently to affect growth and should be avoided when
possible. Injury of the periphery of a physis is more likely to result
in physeal arrest than is an insult to its center (3).

Transphyseal Pins
Multiple factors determine whether the presence of a pin or pins
across a physis will affect growth (256,271): the presence or
absence of threads, the pin’s obliquity to the physis, the pin’s
location in the physis (central or peripheral), the number and
size of pins, and the amount of time the pin is left in place.
Usually, a single, smooth, small pin perpendicular to the center
of the physis, left in place a short time (e.g., 3 weeks), does not
result in physeal closure. There are exceptions (Fig. 5-28). Of

FIGURE 5-28. Physeal arrest from transphyseal pin. This boy with clubfoot was treated in infancy by
serial casting. A: At age 4 + 5, he underwent osteotomy of all five metatarsals. The osteotomy of the
first metatarsal was 1 cm distal to the proximal physis. The single, smooth 0.062 Kirschner wire was
perpendicular to and in the center of the proximal physis of the first metatarsal. B: Eight years after
surgery, the right proximal first metatarsal physis is closed; the length of the right first metatarsal is 53
mm, and the left metatarsal is 74 mm.
all of these factors, the presence of threads is most likely to result in physeal closure. The presence of a traction pin across, or even close to a physis, is sometimes associated with subsequent physeal closure, particularly in the proximal tibia (Fig. 5-29) (106,254). Whether the growth arrest is secondary to the pin or is an occult physeal injury associated with diaphyseal fracture is unknown.

Staples
Staples are commonly used to retard longitudinal growth or to correct angular bone growth (255,263,273). If they are left in place too long, they can cause permanent arrest (257). Of equal concern is the occasional peripheral bar that forms after staple removal (Fig. 5-30) (264).

Other iatrogenic insults
Drilling across a physis is rarely done. The larger and more numerous the drill holes, the greater the likelihood of physeal arrest (259,260,262,269). However, drilling across the distal femoral and proximal tibial physes for anterior cruciate repair has not resulted in premature arrest (253,267,268), probably because the drill hole is filled with a substance (tendon or foreign material) that acts much like an interposition material used for bar excision. The mean growth of the proximal tibial physis of 24 children treated with an uncemented sliding tibial component that crossed the physis perpendicularly was 69% of that of the contralateral normal side (258).

PHYSICAL ARREST

Etiology
Premature complete physeal arrest produces bone-length retardation with no angular deformity (275–281). If the physis at each end of the bone is arrested, there is no growth at all.

Premature partial arrest of growth of a physis retards bone lengthening and may cause progressive angular deformity of the involved bone. The arrest is produced when bone forms from metaphysis to epiphysis, crossing the physis. This continuity of bone is known as a bone bar or a bone bridge. As the remaining physis grows, angular deformity occurs (Fig. 5-31). The site, size, location, and duration of the bar determine the clinical deformity. If the bar is located laterally in a physis—for example, the distal femur—the normal physis medially continues to grow, producing genu valgum deformity (278–281). If the bone bar is anterior, the normal physis grows posteriorly, producing genu recurvatum (Fig. 5-29) (254). If the bar is central, the periphery may grow, causing cupping, tending, or dip deformity of the metaphysis, combined with relative shortening of the bone but little, if any, angular deformity (Figs. 5-21B and 5-23) (167, 260,275,276).

Bone bars may result after any injury to physeal cells. The most common cause is fracture, although bars may occur after other types of physeal damage [e.g., disuse, radiation, infection, tumors, vascular abnormalities; iatrogenic injuries (see previous section)]. For some bone bars, no etiology is apparent; these have been called congenital or developmental (e.g., from Blount-
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FIGURE 5-30. Physeal arrest associated with staple removal. A: Orthoroentgenogram. A 10-11-year-old girl with right spastic hemiparesis. Twenty-one months previously, staples were placed in the normal left distal femur and proximal tibia, resulting in overcorrection of 11 mm (the normal left lower extremity is 11 mm shorter than the right). The staples were removed at this time. B: Thirteen months later at age 12 + 0, there was progressive left genu varum relative shortening (the left lower extremity is now 23 mm shorter than the right). Two coronal tomograms of the left knee confirm physeal bars on the medial side of both the distal femur and the proximal tibia. Note increasing distance between the tracts from the tines of the staples on the lateral side of the distal femur and proximal tibia and no increase in this distance on the medial side. Note that the angles of the tine tracks laterally are parallel, and medially are converging. Also note growth arrest line of the distal femur, with growth present laterally and not medially. Therefore, these medial arrests had to occur at time of staple removal.

FIGURE 5-31. Physeal arrest following transphyseal fracture. Left: A 3+7-year-old boy sustained a Salter-Harris IV fracture of the distal tibia with proximal displacement of the medial malleolar fragment. Treatment was cast immobilization without reduction. Right: Same child 22 months later (age 5+5). Note physeal bar medially, growth arrest line perpendicular to longitudinal axis of the tibia, asymmetric growth of remaining normal physis, producing a 45-degree varus angulation of the physis, and adaptive contouring of the lateral edge of the tibial epiphysis, allowing ankle varus to be less than the physeal varus. There is normal growth of the fibula (not overgrowth). The cartilaginous medial malleolus is unossified. Long-term follow-up of this case has been published in Peterson HA. Operative correction of post-fracture arrest of the epiphyseal plate: case report with 10-year follow-up. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1980;62:1018-1020; with permission.
Barber syndrome). However, bone bars have never been reported at birth.

Any fracture that involves the physis may result in a bone bar. Posttraumatic bars result from damage to the germinal or palisading layer of physeal cells. The physeal cell damage probably occurs at the time of injury, but may occur during fracture reduction (closed or open), or it may be associated with internal fixation. Bone bars can be anticipated after comminuted type IV and VI injuries and, if they are followed closely, they can be detected as early as a few weeks after the injury. Some bone bars do not become clinically evident until years after the injury, underscoring the need to follow any significant physeal injury for years, if not until maturity. This is particularly true after metaphyseal osteomyelitis (Fig. 5-21).

Anatomic Factors

Anatomic differences in the various physes also are important in the production of a bone bar. Factors include the size of the physes, its rate of growth, and the contours of the physes (that is, whether the physes lie on one plane or is irregular). Although physes of the phalanges and distal radius are by far the most frequently injured (33,36,38), they are small and uniplanar, and are an uncommon site of a bone bar. In contrast, the physes of the proximal tibia and distal femur are large and irregular in contour (multiplanar), and account for 60% to 70% of the growth of their respective bones. Together, they account for only 2.2% of all physeal injuries (Table 5-2) (36,38,281), but they are responsible for 50% of the bone bars requiring treatment (Table 5-3).

Influence of Age

The patient's age at the time of physeal injury is perhaps the paramount factor. Injury of the physes of a 14- or 15-year-old girl or a 16- or 17-year-old boy is of little consequence because they have so little growth remaining that deformity is unlikely to become clinically manifest. Any bone bar in an infant or young child, however, is a significant problem with wide-ranging clinical effects. Long clinical follow-up is mandatory in these children.

Assessment

Clinical Examination

Bone bars are usually first noted clinically because of the angular deformity or relative shortening of the involved extremity (282-311). The history, physical examination, and routine radiographs localize the involved physes. Clinical evaluation of limb-length discrepancy, angular deformity, joint motion, and functional impairment should be recorded. Radiographs of the appropriate body area must be taken in at least two planes, usually coronal and sagittal. The relation of the growth-arrest line, the physes, and the joint surface needs close scrutiny (Fig. 5-31) (50,295,302,303). Much can be learned from good-quality plain radiographs. Depending on these findings, additional studies become appropriate.

Imaging Studies

Skeletal Age

Skeletal age must be determined in older children to assess the potential for remaining growth. There must be enough growth remaining (2 years or 2 cm) to make the option of bar excision worthwhile. Comparison of a radiograph of the hand with an atlas is the most commonly used (291,309).

Leg-Length Measurements

Both the involved and the uninvolved extremity are measured clinically, and the lengths are documented by radiographs. Three radiographic methods are in common use: teleorotgenography, orthorotgenography, and scanography. A teleorotgenogram (293) is a single radiograph taken from a distance great enough (usually 6 feet) to reduce magnification and to include all long bones of each extremity. It has the disadvantage of magnification, which increases as the child grows, making serial evaluation less precise.

An orthorotgenogram (290) is a multiple-exposure radiograph designed to obtain a straight projection through each joint of the extremity to obviate magnification. It has the disadvantage of recording an incorrect length if the child moves between exposures. Additional films are necessary to assess alignment. A scanogram (308) uses an x-ray tube in linear motion with a slit diaphragm. Any movement by the patient is detected by motion. It includes all osseous structures so that any angular deformity or bone abnormality can be detected (Fig. 5-22B). There is no magnification. The film can be measured directly with a tape measure, and thus can be remeasured if there is any discrepancy with the clinical findings. These true measurements may be compared with previous and future scanograms in longitudinal studies. The quality of film detail is sufficient so that no additional coronal view is necessary to assess alignment; this reduces expense. Scanograms are superior to other methods, with the only disadvantage being the modification of radiographic equipment (306,308) (Figs. 5-15A and 5-30A).
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FIGURE 5-32. Metal markers using Kirschner wires. A: Close-up of a scanogram 5 months after bar excision and insertion of Cranioplast in a girl, now age 5 + 4, whose preoperative radiographs are shown in Figure 5-21. The physis is open, and the two metal markers inserted at the time of bar excision are now 28 mm apart. The Cranioplast plug is close to the proximal marker and to the physis. B: Close-up of scanogram 4 years postoperatively. Both femora had grown 9.8 cm; thus, growth of this femur is 100% of the contralateral femur. The metal markers are 83 mm apart, indicating 55 mm of growth from the distal femur since A. The use of the scanogram obviates any magnification of distances between markers. Angulation between the Kirschner wires is unchanged. The femoral shaft–femoral condyle angle has improved from 63 degrees to 64 degrees. Note that the plug initially stayed with the epiphysis, as evidenced by the increased distance of the plug from the proximal metal marker (compare with A). Later, the epiphysis grew away from the plug, as evidenced by the increased distance of the plug from the distal marker (compare with A). The ultimate distance between the markers was 110 mm. This case was illustrated more completely in Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. J Pediatr Orthop 1984;4:246–258, with permission.

Scanograms, having no magnification, become even more valuable when analyzing growth between two metal markers after treatment (Figs. 5-22B, 5-32A,B and 5-33A,D,H) and make more elaborate techniques such as stereophotogrammetry (286) unnecessary.

Additional methods of documenting bone length, including CT scan, MRI, and microdose digital radiography (282,306), are not commonly used because of their cost, poor osseous detail, or alteration of length (too long or too short) on the film, requiring the technician to determine loci for measuring the length at the time of film procurement (306). Usually, films by these techniques cannot be measured directly by ruler.

Localization of the Bar
A documenting image (map) of the location, area, and contours of the bar is essential in determining the feasibility of bar excision and the surgical approach. Several methods are available, including tomography, CT, scintigraphy, and MRI.

Tomography. Until recently, tomography was the most commonly used method of evaluating the location, extent, and contours of the bar. Tomographic techniques include linear, circular, ellipsoidal, spiral, and hypocycloidal (306). The latter two are termed multiplanar (Fig. 5-34). False-positive and false-negative findings have been reported with standard uniplanar tomography. Thin (1-mm) multiplanar tomograms taken every third millimeter in two planes, usually the coronal and sagittal, are used to construct a map of the physis as if it were laid out on a flat surface (287). The contours and area of both the bar and the entire physis can then be determined. Because of the multiple views required, the amount of radiation exposure is high (289) and the mapping is time-consuming and subject to interpretation errors.

CT Imaging. CT images are difficult to make in coronal and sagittal projections because of difficulty placing the body part in the gantry. When possible, CT scans in an axial projection show the bridge, although less clearly than multiplanar tomograms (Fig. 5-35). The cuts are thicker and fewer in number, making map determination less precise than with multiplanar tomography. CT scans made in the transverse plane are difficult to interpret because of normal undulations of the physis, with
Figure 5-33. Bar recurrence successfully treated by bar reexcision. A: Scanogram of a girl age 4+7 who had a febrile illness with swelling of the right knee in infancy. The right leg is 35 mm shorter than the left (femur - 19 mm, tibia - 16 mm). B: Coronal tomogram depicts bars of both distal femur and proximal tibia. C: At the time of excision of bars and insertion of Cranioplast at both sites, metal markers (half of a silver vascular clip) were inserted in the center, longitudinal to each other. The distance between the femoral markers is 17 mm and between the tibial markers 18 mm. A third marker in the distal femur was inserted too far peripheral, laterally, thereby decreasing its value for measuring future longitudinal growth. With growth and bone remodeling, it became extrasosseous, negating its value as a marker. At the time of surgery, a marker was also placed in the mid left contralateral normal tibia, which provided useful information in assessing growth and recurrence later. Scanograms at 6 months showed the right leg to grow faster than the left leg (2 years 3 months postoperatively, the leg-length discrepancy had decreased from 35 to 23 mm, and the growth of the right leg was 121% of the normal left). Subsequently, there was progressively less growth. D: Scanogram 4 years 8 months postoperatively (age 9+3) shows continued growth of both operative areas (metal markers farther apart) but with a progressive reduction in the rate. During the previous 6 months, the right femur grew 15 mm, the left 17 mm, 88%; the right tibia 12 mm, the left 14 mm, 86% for this interval. Overall growth of the right leg since surgery is now 102% of the uninjured left leg. E: Close-up of D shows femoral markers 78 mm and tibial markers 52 mm apart (total growth 95 mm). The Cranioplast plugs stayed in the metaphyses. They did not migrate; rather, the epiphyses grew away from them. Although the metal markers in the proximal tibia were continuing to become farther apart, much of the growth of the tibia was distally, as determined by comparison with the metal marker in the normal mid-left tibia. This caused suspicion of a developing recurrent bar. The lateral peripheral marker in the femur (arrow) is now nearly extracortical because of diaphyseal remodeling.
FIGURE 5-33. (continued) F: Coronal tomogram confirms recurrent bar formation in both the tibia and femur. Note diminished cupping compared with Figure 5-33B. G: Repeat bar excision of both the proximal tibia and distal femur was performed at 9–5 years. Note clear visualization of remaining physes of both bones. H: Scanogram at age 11 + 8 years, 7 years after first surgery. The femoral markers are 109 mm apart, and the tibial markers are 72 mm apart. All physes are closed. There has been no surgery on the left leg and no osteotomies or lengthening on the right leg. The right leg is 26 mm shorter than the left (femur = 15 mm, tibia = 11 mm). Growth of the right femur from the time of original surgery was 14.5 cm on the right, 14.1 cm on the left (the operated right femur grew 103% compared with the normal left). The operated right tibia grew 12.3 cm, and the left tibia grew 11.8 cm (the right tibia grew 104% compared with the left). An orthoroentgenogram sent from home at age 12 + 10 showed that the total leg-length discrepancy was 21 mm (compared with 35 mm preoperatively). All physes were closed, and no further treatment was recommended. There was no surgery on the normal left leg. This case illustrates the need to follow patients continuously (6-month intervals) until maturity because bar formation can recur at any time. Scanograms are indispensable for accurate measurement of both total bone length and distance between markers. Placement of a metal marker in the contralateral unoperated bone is the only way to determine accurately the relative growth of the operated physes and its ipsilateral physes (same bone, other end) compared with the two physes of the contralateral bone. The bar recurrence was successfully treated by bar reexcision. At completion of growth, growth of the operated right leg exceeded growth of the normal left leg by 14 mm. This case was illustrated in Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. In Morrissy RT, ed. Lovell and Winter's pediatric orthopaedics, 3rd ed. JB Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1990: 1071–1089.

FIGURE 5-34. Physis arrest visualized by tomography. A: An 11 + 4-year-old boy sustained a type V fracture of the distal radius 3 years earlier. This coronal 1-mm-thick trispiral tomogram shows significant deformity and growth alteration, but no physeal bar. B: A cut 3 mm away reveals a large physeal bar. It is difficult to envision a transverse CT scan in any plane that would add information about the location, size, or contours of this bar. (From Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest. In: Morrissy RT, ed. Lovell and Winter's pediatric orthopaedics, 3rd ed. JB Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1990: 1071–1089; with permission.)
FIGURE 5-35. Physeal arrest visualized by CT scans. A: Plain radiograph of an 11+4-year-old boy 4 months after an undisplaced type V fracture illustrates a medial bar. The growth arrest line is wider laterally. B: Tangential coronal views of the ankle obtained by flexing the knee maximally in the gantry. This CT scan gives no additional information compared with the plain radiograph or tomograms. C: Transverse CT scan through the distal tibia. The physis is not visualized on any cut. The physis and bar are poorly defined despite the fact that this should be an ideal situation (a relatively even-contoured physis with minimal deformity caused by the bar). (From Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest. In: Morissy RT, ed. Lovell and Winter’s pediatric orthopaedics, 3rd ed. JB Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1990:1071–1089.)
increased contour irregularity produced by the bar and its accompanying physeal contour abnormality. The entire physeal cartilage can rarely, if ever, be captured on one cut. The adjacent normal juxaphyseal bone sclerosis can easily mimic a bony bridge. In the 1980s, CT scanning had no advantage over multiplanar tomography or MRI and were sometimes misleading (288,301, 307,310,311). The recent advent of helical computed tomography has significantly improved the images so that they are now superior to tomography and rival MR imaging (299).

Scintigraphy. Scintigraphy, using technetium, a pinhole collimator, and a gamma camera aimed axially toward the epiphysis, has been used to assess physeal bars (286,294). It can be used only when there is no bone intervening between the epiphysis and the camera—for example, the distal femur with the knee flexed. All other physes would have intervening bone, making the technique inapplicable. The computer-generated maps are imprecise (306).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Adaptation of MRI for evaluation of physeal bars (301,307,310,314,315,322) has several advantages. The images are of excellent quality, and there is no radiation (as for tomograms and CT scans). Acquisition time averages 8 minutes, and sedation is usually not necessary. Thin cuts can be assembled contiguously in any plane from the original computerized data. These produce images clearer than reconstructed CT images. The data can be processed to depict the entire physeal cartilage (and its bar) on one plane, despite contour irregularities caused by the bar. This precludes the laborious and less accurate mapping (287) (which can also be done on the multiphase cut MRI images). Two computerized techniques are available.

Three-Dimensional Rendering. A computer-generated illustration is formed by loading sagittal or coronal images from an orthogonal series into a computer workstation that contains rendering software (the program ANALYZE is an example) (283). Each image is processed (rendered) manually by the technician, defining the physeal cartilage (this may take several hours of technician time). The rest of the image (bone and all soft tissue) is then discarded. A series of sectional images of the physeal cartilage is produced. The computer combines successive images into a three-dimensional model. When this three-dimensional model is viewed in an axial plane, the result is a physeal map with a defect corresponding to the physeal bar (Fig. 5-12C). The computer can determine the number of pixels in the entire physeal cartilage and in the bar, so that the bar can be calculated as a percentage of the entire physeal cartilage (Fig. 5-11C).

Three-Dimensional Projection. A computer-generated image can also be formed from a fat-suppressed three-dimensional volume acquisition in the axial plane (283,304) (Fig. 5-36). Slice thickness may be as thin as 0.7 mm (skip 0, up to 60 slices total). This three-dimensional information is processed on the MRI console, using maximum-intensity projection image-analysis software used in MR angiography (standard software for all institutions performing MR angiography). No manual segmentation of the physeal cartilage is required. The clarity of the result is improved by excluding surrounding soft tissues from this projection volume. The result is a true anatomic image based on volume data (voxels), depicting only the physeal cartilage and the bar, and does not depend on a technician rendering each image. Technician time is needed only to outline the periphery of the physeal cartilage and the bar with a computer mouse.

In comparing three-dimensional renderings and three-dimensional projections, the results were similar but were more precise using three-dimensional projection. Three-dimensional projections are less expensive because technician interpretation and special software are unnecessary. In all patients who underwent surgery, the bar found surgically, matched the illustration on the image.

We have found the projection method to be the most reliable, safe, cost-effective, and least time-consuming method, and we now use it exclusively for physeal bar evaluation (304).

Management

Complete Arrest

Premature complete closure of a physeal cartilage causes cessation of growth at that physis (312–346). Because the physeal cartilage is completely closed, there is no progressive angular deformity. Continuing growth of the contralateral physeal cartilage produces length inequality between the two bones involved. The amount of inequality is determined by the physeal cartilage injured (specifically, its contribution to the growth of that bone) and the patient’s age at the time of growth cessation. In older children with little growth remaining, no treatment is required. In younger children, consideration for treatment depends on the specific physeal cartilage injured and the amount of length discrepancy calculated to be present at maturity. Treatment options include a shoe-lift for lower limb discrepancy, physeal arrest of the contralateral or companion (radius/ulna or tibia/fibula) bone, ipsilateral bone lengthening, contralateral bone shortening, or a combination. Because no physeal cartilage remains, bar excision and physeal distraction are not options.

Upper Extremity Physes

Complete arrest of the proximal humerus physeal cartilage rarely results in sufficient discrepancy to produce functional impairment. If the discrepancy exceeds 6 cm, bone lengthening may be considered (142). The contralateral humerus should never be arrested or shortened.

Complete arrest of the physeal cartilages of the proximal radius or ulna likewise never causes sufficient forearm length discrepancy to consider physeal arrest of the contralateral forearm. Arrest of the distal radial physeal cartilage at a very early age could cause sufficient distal radial–ulnar variance to consider arrest of the distal ulnar physeal cartilage, ulnar shortening, or even radial lengthening. Because much greater length occurs from the distal ends of these bones than from the proximal ends, postinjury arrest of the distal end of either is often treated by surgical arrest of the other or by lengthening of the involved bone.

Lower Extremity Physes

In the lower extremities, limb-length inequality causes pelvic tilt and spine curvature, which predispose the patient to low back
FIGURE 5-36. Physisal arrest visualized by MRI. An 8-year, 8-month-old boy injured his right knee jumping on a trampoline. A: He sustained a displaced type III fracture. B: Treatment was closed reduction and percutaneous pinning. C: Two years 4 months later (age 11+0), the right femur was 32 mm shorter than the left and there was absence of the central portion of the distal physis. Note growth arrest lines on the proximal and distal tibia and the distal left femur but not the distal right femur. D: Coronal MR image shows what appears to be multiple central physeal bars.
pain. Arrest of the capital femoral physis at a young age (e.g., from hip dysplasia, Perthes’ disease, trauma, avascular necrosis, or even slipped capital epiphysis) can result in significant femoral length discrepancy. Surgical arrest of the contralateral capital femoral physis is not warranted because of its surgical inaccessibility and potential for avascular necrosis. It would be more appropriate to have the patient wear a shoe-lift, arrest the contralateral distal femoral physis at a later date, or lengthen the ipsilateral femur at times determined by growth charts or at maturity.

Complete premature arrest of a distal femoral physis can be treated by permanent use of a shoe-lift, physeal arrest of the contralateral femoral physis, femoral lengthening, or contralateral femoral shortening at maturity. The choice depends on the degree of calculated discrepancy at maturity and the body height and desires of the patient.

Complete arrest of the proximal or distal tibial physis can be treated similarly to the distal femur, with the addition of physical arrest of the ipsilateral fibula if significant relative overgrowth of the fibula is likely. Contralateral tibial shortening should never be undertaken as an elective procedure, because any significant surgical tibial shortening will result in weakness of the anterior tibialis muscle and footdrop.

Partial Arrest

Treatment Alternatives

Premature partial closure of the physis can be treated in many ways (280,331–333). If the patient is a teenager approaching maturity and little growth remains in the involved physis, no treatment may be necessary. If the patient is young with significant growth remaining, both length discrepancy and angular deformity may occur. Management may require a combination of modalities.

1. Shoe-lift. This is applicable when a lower extremity bar is central and causes no angular deformity and the leg-length discrepancy is expected to be minor at maturity (2.5 cm or less). This is the only effective nonoperative treatment and was used extensively for centuries before the advent of modern surgery.
2. Arrest of the remaining growth of the injured physis. This should be considered in an older child with a beginning or progressive angular deformity when limb-length inequality will be minor (lower extremity) or of relatively little functional consequence (upper extremity).

3. Arrest of the remaining growth of the injured physis and the physis of the adjacent bone (forearm and lower leg).

4. Arrest of the remaining growth of the injured physis, the physis of the adjacent bone if one is present, and the corresponding physis or physes of the contralateral bone or bones.

5. Open or closed wedge osteotomy to correct angular deformity without operative arrest of the remaining normal physis (336,337,346). In a young patient, the untreated bone bar would reproduce angular deformity after osteotomy. Osteotomy can be repeated several times before attainment of full growth if this method is used alone. Some final relative shortening of the involved bone should be expected.

6. Lengthening of the involved bone.

7. Shortening of the contralateral or companion (ulna or fibula) bone.

8. Excision of the physisal bar and insertion of an interposition material (see later).

9. Fracture of the bone bar by physisal distraction using an external distractor, with or without excising the bar (316–318,325,330,334). This has been done successfully on small bars in optimal locations. The procedure can be combined with correction of both angulation and length discrepancy, but it should be done only in older children nearing maturity because the procedure is likely to result in complete closure of the physis (312,321).

10. Transplantation of an epiphysis and physis from another bone to fill the defect following resection of a bar. Many experiments using various strategies have been performed, with varying success (313–315,319,320,322,323,326–329, 335,338–345). In humans, in addition to problems of vascularity, growth, and tissue rejection, a major obstacle is the availability of a suitable, dispensable donor physis. With ongoing advances in microvascular techniques and tissue rejection problems, this method might be considered in the future, but is now not clinically applicable.

11. Combinations of the above-mentioned procedures. It is unusual for a patient to be treated optimally with only one of the above-mentioned modalities. Even when bar excision allows several inches of longitudinal growth, some other modality, such as a shoe-lift, closure of the contralateral physis, or osteotomy to correct angular deformity, is often beneficial.

**Functional Considerations**

Leg-length discrepancy of 2.5 cm or less usually causes little, if any, functional impairment or low back pain and can be left untreated, or a shoe-lift can be used on the short side. Leg-length discrepancy anticipated to be 2.5 to 5 cm at maturity can be managed by arrest of growth of the contralateral bone if the child has sufficient growth remaining to correct the discrepancy.

Bone shortening on the contralateral side may be considered if all physes are closed or the child is nearing maturity. Bone shortening should be considered only for the femur, because shortening of the tibia is usually accompanied by uncorrectable muscle weakness, especially of foot dorsiflexion. Lengthening of the femur or tibia, or repeated lengthenings, may be considered for discrepancies of 4 to 5 cm or more. The patient's anticipated height at maturity is a factor in all of these instances.

Arm-length discrepancy results in functional impairment only when the discrepancy is extreme. Discrepancies of 10 cm or less are best left untreated. Surgical shortening of the contralateral upper extremity has never been reported and, to the author's knowledge, has no application. Lengthening of the humerus (142) and forearm has been reported but carries potential morbidity and should be done only by surgeons with experience in the procedure.

All of the above-mentioned treatment options have been used in the management of physeal bars and should always be considered. However, excision of the bar, when successful, may negate the need for the other modalities and their potential morbidity. If excision is unsuccessful, the other options can still be used.

**Treatment by Bar Excision**

**Experimental Studies**

In animal studies, several investigators created a physeal bar, allowed the bar to develop, excised the bar and inserted an interposition material, and then sacrificed the animal to observe the result (347–356). Although the results have varied, there has been enough success to confirm that a bar can be successfully excised and growth reestablished. Interposition materials used include bone wax, fat, cartilage, silicone rubber, and polymethylmethacrylate. When no interposition material was inserted, a bone bar promptly reformed (269,356). Because of variables in the experiments, it is difficult to determine superiority of one interposition material over another.

Because cartilage is the damaged tissue, cartilage would seem to be the ideal interposition material. Possible sources of cartilage are another physis, an apophysis such as the iliac crest, and a laboratory-procured chondrocyte allograft transplant (347,352–354). There are technical difficulties procuring and inserting another physis. Apophyseal cartilage may not have the same growth potential as epiphyseal cartilage. Chondrocyte allograft transplants require initial cartilage procurement, followed by laboratory time for the cartilage matrix to develop. Immune response problems might occur if the material is transferred from one human to another. Nevertheless, as cartilage is the damaged tissue, cartilage would be the ideal interposition material. It is hoped that more investigations will solve this problem in the near future.

A load-sharing interposition material, such as polymethylmethacrylate, may be superior in resection of large bars in weight-bearing areas (351).

A study in rabbits (356) suggested that re-formation of a bar after excision can be inhibited by the use of oral indomethacin
without the use of an interposition material. Indomethacin produces a nonspecific inhibition of osteoblastic activity that is triggered by fracture or postoperative inflammation. No clinical trial using oral indomethacin in conjunction with bar excision in humans has been reported. Whether indomethacin can be given in sufficient doses in humans to prevent the bone bar from reforming without inhibiting normal bone growth remains to be seen.

Clinical Experience (357–385)
The first bone bar in a human was reported in 1967 by Langenskiöld (374), who described a 15-year-old boy with genu recurvatum secondary to a bone bar in the anterior proximal tibia; the etiology was unknown. The bone bar was excised, and the space was filled with autogenous fat. During the 1.5-year follow-up, the angle of genu recurvatum improved by 10 degrees, but there was no documentation of longitudinal growth.

Longitudinal growth was first documented in the distal tibia of a 5-year-old boy in 1968 (381). During a 10-year follow-up, the involved tibia grew 16.7 cm. Sheet Silastic and Gelfoam were used as interposition materials.

Interposition Materials
Fat (361,368,369,371–374,384,385), bone wax and fat (212, 252), Silastic (349,350,360,365,384), methylmethacrylate (375, 376), and Cranioplast (331–333,367,377–381) are the most popular interposition materials, but too few patients have been followed to maturity to determine superiority of one interposition material over the others.

Fat has the distinct advantage of being autogenous. Langenskiöld used buttock fat because of its more firm and globular consistency. Fat has the disadvantage of a lack of hemostasis and the need for frequent dressing changes. Fat is sometimes useful as a bridge in the resected cavity. When the tourniquet is released, fat tends to float out of the cavity. Closing periosteum over the cavity to contain the fat predisposes the patient to new bone formation peripherally. This is undesirable because it tends to tether growth again. The operative defect weakens the structure of the bone, and a cast is used to protect a weight-bearing bone from fracture (385). When fat grafts work well, the intraoperative cavity enlarges as the bone (and fat graft) grow (368,369). Postoperative fracture has been reported (368).

Silastic (1,349,350,360,365,384) has many properties similar to Cranioplast but has not been used since its withdrawal from commercial markets by Dow Corning in 1987.

AUTHOR’S PREFERRED TECHNIQUE OF TREATMENT

The objectives of surgical excision of a bone bar are to remove the bar completely and to preserve as much of the normal remaining physis as possible. This requires knowledge of surgical anatomy (358) and careful preoperative evaluation and planning. The excision may be difficult if the bar is irregular or the epiphyseal/metaphyseal complex is deformed (Fig. 5-34).

THE AUTHOR’S CLASSIFICATION

In 1984, I grouped physeal bars into one of three types based on location and contour: (a) peripheral, (b) elongated, and (c) central (333). Subsequently, Bright (1) and Ogden (3) classified these as types I, II, and III, although they used the terms linear or longitudinal instead of elongated.

Preferred Surgical Approaches

I approach peripherally located bars directly from the periphery (Fig. 5-37). I am careful to excise the periosteum overlying the bar to prevent subsequent bar re-formation. Under direct vision, the bar can then be removed until normal physis is visible on all sides of the cavity (Fig. 5-37B). I find that optical loups are helpful and ordinary surgical light is satisfactory. The bone bar is then removed initially using an osteotome, curet, and rongeur. The final exposure of the normal physis is done more precisely with a motorized bur. This allows excellent visualization of the physis and removal of as little metaphyseal bone as necessary, and facilitates contouring of the cavity in the physis. The heat generated by the bur has no apparent deleterious effect on the viability of the remaining physis.

An elongated, linear, or longitudinal, bar extends completely across the physis and is common after Salter–Harris IV fracture (Fig. 5-38A, B, C). I first carefully evaluate these bars with MRI maps to determine the surgical approach and to ensure complete removal of the bar. Headlamp light to illuminate the depth of the excision is beneficial and is preferable to optic loupes.

Centrally located bars have normal physis peripherally and an intact perichondrial ring of Ranvier (Fig. 5-39A). I almost always approach these bars through the metaphysis by removing a window of cortical bone and cancellous metaphyseal bone to expose the bar from inside out (Fig. 5-40; Fig. 5-39B). This preserves the perichondrial ring of Ranvier. Again, headlamp light here is extremely helpful. After removal of the entire bar, I am careful to inspect normal physis circumferentially in the

![Figure 5-37. Peripheral bar shown in AP view (above), transverse section through physis (below). A: With map of bar composed from MRI. B: Bar exposed by direct approach. (Redrawn from Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. J Pediatr Orthop 1984;4:246–258; with permission.)](image)
FIGURE 5-38. Elongated bar extending from anterior to posterior surfaces. Although these three bars have the same appearance as the anteroposterior view (above), they have different contours and areas on transverse orientations (below). To achieve complete bar removal with retention of as much normal physis as possible, the bar in B would be optimally approached posteriorly, and that in panel C anteriorly. (Redrawn from Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. J Pediatr Orthop 1984;4:246-258; with permission.)

cavity. I have found that using a small (5 mm in diameter) dental mirror (Fig. 5-39C) makes this easier.

Other authors have reported modifications of this basic technique. Some use an operating microscope to aid visualization of the bar (212,252,370,371,373). Ultraviolet visualization of tetracycline-labeled bone in rabbits has been reported to allow complete excision of experimentally created physeal arrests while minimizing excision of normal physis (382). I have not found these modifications to be necessary and have no personal experience with them.

The Final Cavity

I always try to make the sides of the cavity flat and smooth (Fig. 5-41A). Enlarging the cavity in the epiphysis may encourage the interposition material to remain across the physis, but I have not found this feature to enhance results (Fig. 5-41B). Care must be taken not to weaken the epiphysis, predisposing it to fracture. I do not undermine the metaphyseal and epiphyseal bone away from the physis, as advocated by Ogden (Fig. 5-41C) (3). I am concerned that the protruding physis would be deprived of its blood supply and more of the physis would have been removed than necessary.

Metal Markers

I place metal markers in the metaphysis and the epiphysis to allow accurate radiographic measurement of subsequent growth (Fig. 5-42). These metal markers in the metaphysis and the epiphysis also help differentiate overgrowth of the physis at the other end of the bone, which may falsely enhance the result. I try to place these markers carefully in cancellous bone, not in contact with the cavity, because they might become attached to the interposition material, or if fat is used, they might migrate into the cavity. I am also sure to place them in the same longitudinal plane proximally and distally to the defect. A position in
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FIGURE 5-41. Contour of cavity. A: As normal physis is exposed, a smooth surface helps to identify and visualize the physis. B: Bone of the epiphysis may be undermined in an attempt to allow the plug to stay with the epiphysis as the bone grows in length. If this is done, a small rim of epiphyseal bone (arrow) should be preserved to maintain viability of the physis. C: Undermining bone away from the physis may improve visualization of the physis but will deprive it of its blood supply. (Redrawn from Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. J Pediatr Orthop 1984;4:246–258; with permission.)

FIGURE 5-42. Metal markers. A: Metal markers are placed in cancellous bone of the epiphysis and metaphysis, away from the interposition plug, longitudinally oriented to each other and as close to the center of the bone as feasible. B: A plug that stayed with the epiphysis as the physis grew away from the proximal marker and the growth arrest line. C: A plug that stayed with the metaphysis as the physis grew. The plug has not migrated. (Redrawn from Peterson HA. Partial growth plate arrest and its treatment. J Pediatr Orthop 1984;4:246–258; with permission.)

Preferred Interposition Material

Next, I place the interposition material into the cavity. The object is to fill the cavity to prevent blood from occupying the cavity, organizing, and re-forming a bone bar.

I prefer Cranioplast as an interposition material because of its several advantages. It is easily available and inexpensive, there is no Food and Drug Administration (FDA) control (as for Silastic), and no second incision is needed (as for fat). It is light, easy to handle and mold, thermally nonconductive, and radiolucent. Both the liquid (monomer) and the powder (polymer) are sterile as packaged and can be mixed in the operating room. It is unnecessary to take cultures. It provides hemostasis because it occupies the entire desired portion of the cavity; it is strong, so that no postoperative immobilization is necessary; and there are no apparent side effects. I find it especially useful to support the epiphysis after excavation of a large bar (351, 385).

In a cavity that is gravity dependent, I pour the Cranioplast in a liquid state. If the cavity is not in a dependent position, I place the Cranioplast in a syringe and push it into the defect through a short polyethylene tube (Fig. 5-32). Alternatively, I may allow the Cranioplast to set partially and then push it into the defect like putty. As little Cranioplast as possible should be allowed to remain in the metaphysis. After the Cranioplast has set, the rest of the metaphyseal cavity is filled with previously removed cancellous bone (Fig. 5-43B).

Misunderstandings concerning methylmethacrylate are related to terminology. Pure methylmethacrylate, or Cranioplast, was first produced in 1927. It has been used for over five decades by neurosurgeons to repair skull defects and has been found to be an inert and safe material. When used as an isolated substance, it has caused no rejection, infection, or neoplastic change (362). Its thermogenic properties are minor, as evidenced by the neurosurgical practice of pouring it in a semiliquid form directly on dura and brain tissue before setting. It is also radiolucent.

When initial results from total hip arthroplasty revealed prosthesis loosening, a search for a bone cement was undertaken. Cranioplast was found to work well, but the radiolucent property made subsequent loosening difficult to detect. Barium was added to the methylmethacrylate. This achieved radiopacity, but it decreased the setting time and increased the exothermic property significantly. Thus, the material that is now generally referred to as methylmethacrylate is, in fact, Cranioplast with barium...
added. This type of methylmethacrylate is undesirable as an interposition material for bar excisions because of its radiopacity and possibly because of its exothermic property. The radiopacity obviates detection of recurrent bar formation.

**Osteotomy**

Mild angular deformity secondary to peripheral bars may correct spontaneously with growth after excision of the bar. Angular deformities of more than 20 degrees will probably not correct spontaneously and usually require osteotomy (212,336,337). This can be done at the same time as bar excision, or later.

**Postoperative Care.** Postoperatively, if Cranioplast is inserted and no osteotomy is performed, no cast or other immobilization is necessary. Joint motion and weight-bearing are encouraged on the day of operation, or as soon as operative discomfort subsides.

**COMPLICATIONS**

**Bar Re-formation**

The major complication of bar excision is bar re-formation. Although this may occur after excision of a bar of any size, in any location, and at any site, it is more likely to occur with large bars (those that occupy 50% or more of the entire physis). A recurrent bar may form at any time, early or late, after initial excision. If it occurs soon after excision and significant growth remains, the recurrent bar can be reexcised with some hope of success (Fig. 5-33F,G,H). More commonly, when bar formation occurs, it occurs near the completion of growth, which underscores the need for careful follow-up (see the next section). Bar re-formation signals a less-than-desirable outcome but does not preclude application of all other types of bar management (see earlier).

**Unhealthy Physis**

In addition to the size of the bar and the adequacy of bar removal, other factors that may be associated with bar re-formation are the patient's health and the rate of growth of the physis at the time of excision. A protocol for using growth hormone after bar excision to enhance the short-term growth activity was used in one patient with equivocal results.

**Technical Errors**

Other complications of bar excision are primarily technical. Fracture of the medial portion of the distal tibial epiphysis has been noted after too-generous removal of epiphyseal bone of a medial distal tibial bar. A referral case, in which a large bar had been completely replaced with bone wax, resulted in recurrent transcutaneous extrusion of small bits of wax until the wax was entirely surgically removed.

**Postoperative Infection**

Postoperative infection can occur, as in any orthopaedic surgery. However, in the author's experience, it has occurred only in three patients in whom the original cause of the bar was infection. This infection is chronic and requires debridement and antibiotics like other bone infections. Once the infection is cleared, bar management proceeds using any of the previously discussed methods.

**Follow-Up**

**Reexcision May Be Necessary.** Follow-up until maturity is essential. Reestablished physeal growth may cease any time. Recurrent bar formation has been successfully treated by reexcising the bar (Fig. 5-33) (331,364,367). If a bar re-forms near maturity or if the entire physis ceases growing on the injured side earlier than its contralateral counterpart (a fairly common finding), physeal arrest on the contralateral side may be considered.

**Scanograms**

Scanograms (305,306,308) are the most precise way to measure the increasing distance between the two metal markers (Fig. 5-33A,D,H). As the child grows, length and circumference of the extremity increase, allowing magnification of the distance between the markers on regular roentgenograms, teleoroentgenograms, and orthoroentgenograms. This magnification falsely enhances the result. Scanograms have no magnification. They can be measured and remeasured directly on the film by tape measure. They also show any deformity or other abnormality of the entire bone.

It is suspected that the physis on the opposite end of an injured or operated bone sometimes overgrows to compensate for any damage at the other end (364). Although the amount of growth of bone attributable to each physis has been fairly well established (for example, distal femur, 70%; proximal tibia, 60%; distal tibia, 40%), the only way to determine precisely the amount and percentage of growth contributed by each physis of a bone after bar excision, compared with its contralateral member, is to place a single metal marker in the diaphysis of the normal contralateral bone. This has been found valuable in determining comparative growth, which aids in finding bar recurrence (Fig. 6-33D and H).

**RESULTS**

Assessing results is difficult because so many factors are involved. When the procedure works well, it is most gratifying and may be the only procedure needed. This renewed growth may diminish the angular deformity and the rate of progression of limb-length inequality; occasionally, there may even be reduction of the length inequality (e.g., the treated limb grows faster than the normal limb: Fig. 5-33A and H).

Only patients followed to maturity should be included in any reported series. Some operated physes, although growing...
Fifty Percent Rule

Excision of bars constituting 50% or more of the entire physis usually fail to restore satisfactory longitudinal growth. Bars more than 50% of the physis may be excised in very young children because the alternatives are undesirable, because the procedure occasionally works, and because if the procedure is unsuccessful, all other methods of management can still be used.

The Mayo Clinic Experience

From 1968 through 1996, 178 patients were treated by bar excision at the Mayo Clinic (Table 5-3). Bar formation was at the knee (distal femur and proximal tibia) in 50% of the cases, whereas these sites account for only 2.2% of all physeal injuries (Table 5-2). This disparity is explained by the anatomy of these physis. Their undulations and irregularities in multiple planes insulate them from injury, but when injury occurs, the same undulations predispose the patient to damage of the growth layer of the physis. All operations were performed by four staff pediatric orthopaedists, with little variation in technique. Cranioplast was used for the interposition material in 153 patients, fat in 23, methyl methacrylate in 1, and sheet Silastic and Gel-foam in 1 (381).

In 98 patients followed to maturity, the average growth of the operated side was 84% of that of the unoperated side. The average was 78% for the distal femur, 88% for the proximal tibia, and 93% for the distal tibia (Table 5-4). This growth is more than the normal side sometimes occurs, but parents should not be led to believe that it will. There were 37 osteotomies to correct angular deformity, performed either concomitantly with the bar excision or later. Forty patients had epiphysiodeses of the contralateral bone or of the adjacent bone in the case of the lower leg. Thirteen patients had lengthenings of the involved bone. Eighteen recurrent bars were reexcised.

Of the 43 distal femoral lesions, 30 were in boys and 13 in girls. The interval between injury and bar excision was 2.8 years. The average age at time of bar excision was 10.5 years. The area of the bar was more than 45% in 11, less than 30% in 12, and less than 30% in 20. The site of the lesion was medial (13), lateral, central (10), posterior (9), and anterior (6) (some lesions occupied more than one locus). The operated side grew 78% as much as the normal side. Additional procedures included epiphysiodesis (23), osteotomy (11), and lengthening (9). There were nine recurrent bars and two infections (the cause of the bar in these two was osteomyelitis).

Of the 18 proximal tibial lesions, nine were found in boys and nine were found in girls. The interval between injury and surgery was 2.1 years. The average age at time of surgery was 11.7 years. The area of the bar was more than 45% in two patients, more than 30% in one patient, and less than 30% in 15 patients. The site of arrest was central (6), lateral (5), medial (4), anterior (4), and posterior (1) (some lesions occupied more than one locus). The average growth of the operated side was 88% of the uninjured side. Additional procedures include osteotomy, epiphysiodesis (9), and lengthening (3). There were two recurrences and one infection (the cause of the bar in this case was osteomyelitis).

Of the 37 distal tibial lesions, 26 were in boys and 11 were in girls. The interval between injury and surgery was 1.9 years. The average age at time of surgery was 11.1 years. The area of the bar was more than 45% in three patients, more than 30% in four patients, and less than 30% in 30 patients. The site of the bar was medial (14), anterior (10), central (5), posterior (5), and lateral (3). The average growth was 93% of that of the contralateral nonoperated side. Additional surgery included osteotomy (15), physeal arrest (8), and lengthening (1). There were 7 recurrent bars, 2 fractures, and no infections.

From this data, it can be seen that the more distal the lesion, the better the result (Table 5-4). The overall result, expressed

### Table 5-4. RESULTS OF 98 MATURE CASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Growth (%)</th>
<th>Average Age (Yrs)</th>
<th>Interval (Yrs)</th>
<th>Bar Area &gt;45%</th>
<th>Bar Area &lt;45%</th>
<th>Central Bars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distal femur</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11 (26)</td>
<td>32 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prox tibia</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
<td>16 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist Tibia</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>34 (92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Growth = % of growth of operated vs. contralateral non-operated physis  
b Time lapse = interval between injury and bar excision  
c Bar area = area of bar expressed as a percentage of entire area of physis. Number is number of cases. (%) = percentage of cases
as a percentage of growth of the contralateral normal physis, improves as the site progresses distally and correlates directly with the percentage of lesions smaller than 45% of the physis. Factors favoring the distal tibia were the short time interval between injury and bar excision, the few larger lesions (8%), and the many smaller lesions (92%). Factors contributing to the less satisfactory results in the distal femur include the long time interval, the greater number of large lesions (26%), the fewer small lesions (74%).

There was no correlation of result with gender or location of the bar within the physis. However, several spectacular results were obtained in central bars, and the presence of an intact cartilage ring of Ranvier is believed to be beneficial.

### Interposition Material Removal

The criteria for the subsequent removal of interposition material or for bone grafting of defects left by fat have not been established. If the physis grows away from the interposition material, the material becomes located in the metaphysis or diaphysis. As the metaphysis remodels, the interposition material, although remaining the same size, occupies a greater proportion of the transverse plane of the shaft of the bone (compare Figs. 5-33C and E). This may predispose the bone to pathologic fracture and has done so in one patient after the Cranioplast was removed. In one patient, remodeling of the cortex allowed the Cranioplast to extrude and become exosseous. Patients should be advised that the interposition material may have to be removed in the future. All Cranioplast plugs have been embedded firmly in the bone. There has been no loosening, such as occurs when methylmethacrylate is used with a prosthesis. In the few that have been removed, histologic evaluation revealed only a thin surrounding layer of fibrous tissue and no untoward reaction. The material is not easily removed, and usually a thin area of surrounding bone must be excised. A motorized bur or an osteotome has been used to remove Cranioplast plugs. The author’s practice is not to remove the Cranioplast.
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Injury
Treatment

As a child grows, the pattern of injury and the response to injury and treatment change. One of the more difficult situations encountered in caring for children occurs when the diagnosis and treatment of a complex injury are complicated by a preexisting underlying disease process or condition of the skeleton. The diagnosis of both the injury and the underlying condition depends on an accurate understanding of how these conditions alter the presentation of the child, given that evaluation of the traumatic injury may reveal the underlying condition for the first time. This chapter describes the pertinent clinical and radiographic features of the conditions of the pediatric musculoskeletal system that can predispose a child to pathologic fracture, including specific patterns of injury and special concerns of treatment. For most orthopaedic surgeons, experience with these conditions is limited, and diligence is needed to avoid pitfalls of treatment. The physician must always be aware of the possibility of a pathologic fracture, especially when a patient presents with a fracture following minimal trauma.

A pathologic fracture is defined as a fracture that occurs through abnormal bone. These fractures occur in bone that lacks normal biomechanical and viscoelastic properties. Pathologic
fractures may result from intrinsic or extrinsic processes. Examples of intrinsic processes include the osteopenia of osteogenesis imperfecta or replacement of bone with tumor. With extrinsic processes, the weakness is caused by something that lessens the inherent structural integrity of bone, such as radiation or a hole in bone from biopsy or internal fixation. Additionally, pathologic fractures may result from localized (a bone cyst, for example) or generalized processes (such as osteopetrosis), and the fracture may be correctable (rickets) or noncorrectable (metastatic cancer). A fracture similar to a pathologic fracture can occur through anatomic normal bone that is weakened by normal structures such as a vascular foramina (Fig. 6-1).

Pathologic fractures can occur in children with generalized bone conditions and in those with tumors or tumor-like processes of bone. Although the presenting episode of a child with generalized bone disease (osteogenesis imperfecta, osteopetrosis, and rickets) may be a fracture, more commonly, the diagnosis has been made based on clinical findings such as history, physical examination, radiographs, or laboratory findings. Often, the history is most helpful. For example, pathologic fracture secondary to generalized osteopenia associated with chronic drug therapy (steroids or anticonvulsants) may become evident through the patient's history. Some of the key points in analysis of a pediatric patient with a musculoskeletal tumor or tumor-like lesion are shown in Table 6-1.

Hipp and colleagues proposed a way of quantifying the risk of pathologic fracture in 1995 (3). They defined the factor of risk as the load applied to the involved bone divided by the load required for bone failure. Other attempts have been made to measure the risk of pathologic fracture in patients with underlying conditions of bone (5,27,34). Unfortunately, retrospective studies have failed to find any predictive methods based on radiographic findings that can accurately forecast fracture in most situations. New methods that apply engineering principles to information from computed tomography (CT) scans may provide better noninvasive estimates for the risk of pathologic fracture (3).

With pathologic fractures through a tumor or tumor-like lesion, the age of the patient can also be helpful in making the diagnosis (Table 6-2). Most tumors and tumor-like processes are recognizable by radiographic appearance; the location of the lesion can also be helpful (Table 6-3) (2).

Biopsy is sometimes needed to determine the cause of a pathologic fracture, especially with pathologic fractures through tumors or tumor-like processes. In this situation, the surgeon must ensure that biopsy is performed on representative areas of the bony lesion.

Pathologic fractures differ from fractures in normal bone in that the etiology, natural history, and treatment of the underlying abnormality of the bone must be taken into account. Accurate and careful determination of these underlying diagnoses is critical for the appropriate care of these fractures. Fracture management principles often are altered for pathologic fractures because of the abnormal condition responsible for the fracture. The treatment plan must consider both the treatment of the fracture and the treatment of the underlying cause of the fracture.

Once a fracture occurs secondary to a previously unrecognized condition, subsequent fractures often can be prevented, usually through patient education. Iatrogenic pathologic fracture often can be prevented by the appropriate use of internal fixation (avoidance of unnecessary cortical penetration with drills and guide pins for example), protection of an extremity with internal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6-1.</th>
<th>EVALUATION OF A PEDIATRIC PATIENT WITH A MUSCULOSKELETAL TUMOR OR TUMOR-LIKE LESION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age of patient (see Table 6-2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Location of lesion (see Table 6-3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiphysis, metaphysis, diaphysis?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central or eccentric?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the lesion doing to the bone? (Pattern of involvement)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Zone of transition (narrow or wide; can measure)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Geographic versus &quot;moth eaten&quot; versus permeative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What is the bone doing to the lesion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periosteal response or &quot;walling off&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early, immature?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late, mature?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Is there a characteristic appearance of the lesion, ie matrix?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lytic, calcified, ossified, &quot;Ground-glass&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6.2: Peak Age of Common Pediatric Musculoskeletal Conditions (Tumors and Tumor-Like Lesions of Bone)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>Langerhans cell histiocytosis, Osteomyelitis</td>
<td>Ewing's sarcoma, Leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neuroblastoma (metastasis), Wilms' tumor (metastasis), Neuroblastoma (metastasis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>Unicameral bone cyst, Aneurysmal bone cyst, Nonossifying fibroma, Fibrous dysplasia, Osteoid osteoma, Langerhans' cell histiocytosis, Osteomyelitis</td>
<td>Ewing's sarcoma, Osteosarcoma, Rhabdomyosarcoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>Unicameral bone cyst, Aneurysmal bone cyst, Osteoid osteoma, Fibrous dysplasia, Chondroblastoma, Osteofibrous dysplasia</td>
<td>Osteosarcoma, Ewing's sarcoma (Chondrosarcoma), Rhabdomyosarcoma, Synovial cell sarcoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.3: Location of Tumor and Tumor-Like Lesions of Bone

- **Metaphyseal—Any lesion**
  - Chondroblastoma
  - Brodie's abscess of the epiphysis-subacute epiphyseal osteomyelitis
  - Giant cell tumor
  - Fibrous dysplasia

- **Diaphyseal**
  - Fibrous dysplasia
  - Osteofibrous dysplasia (child), adamantinoma (adult)
  - Langerhans' cell histiocytosis
  - Ewing's sarcoma
  - Leukemia, lymphoma
  - Subacute osteomyelitis
  - (Occasionally osteoid osteoma and UBC)

- **Multiple lesions**
  - Histiocytosis
  - Fibrous dysplasia (Albright's syndrome)
  - Leukemia, metastasis
  - enchondroma (Ollier's disease)
  - Multiple hereditary exostosis
  - Hemangioma of bone

- **Anterior elements spine**
  - Eosinophilic granuloma (Langerhans' cell histiocytosis)
  - Leukemia
  - Hemangioma
  - Metastasis

- **Infection (end plate, unless tuberculosis)**
  - Giant cell tumor
  - Chondroma (usually adult)

- **Posterior elements spine**
  - Aneurysmal bone cyst
  - Osteoblastoma
  - Osteoid osteoma
  - Metastatic (usually adult)

- **Pelvis**
  - Ewing's sarcoma
  - Osteosarcoma
  - Osteochondroma
  - Metastasis
  - Fibrous dysplasia
  - Chondrosarcoma (usually adult)

- **Rib**
  - Fibrous dysplasia
  - LCH
  - Ewing's sarcoma
  - Metastatic lesions
  - Chondrosarcoma (usually adult)

- **Benign but locally aggressive tumors**
  - Chondroblastoma
  - Aneurysmal bone cyst
  - Chondromyxoid fibroma
  - Giant cell tumor
  - Osteoblastoma
  - Chondroma
  - Adamantinoma
fixation by cast or brace when appropriate, and the use of rounded edges of bone biopsy sites (1).

**FRACTURES ASSOCIATED WITH CYSTS, TUMORS, OR TUMOR-LIKE PROCESSES**

Benign tumors can be classified according to their aggressiveness (Table 6-4). Stage 1, or latent benign lesions, are usually asymptomatic, discovered incidentally, and seldom associated with pathologic fracture. Stage 2 lesions are intermediate in behavior, and stage 3, or aggressive benign lesions, are usually symptomatic, grow rapidly, and may be associated with pathologic fracture.

**Unicameral Bone Cysts**

Unicameral bone cysts (UBCs) are radiolucent expansile fluid-filled cystic lesions found most commonly in the metaphyses of long bones. The term *unicameral* suggests a single-chambered cyst, but often, especially after treatment or fracture, the lesions are multiloculated with radiolucent fibrous septa segregating the primary lesion into multiple small chambers (11). The cysts usually contain yellow serous fluid. In order of decreasing frequency, the cysts most commonly occur in the proximal humerus, proximal femur, proximal tibia, distal tibia, distal femur, calcaneus, distal humerus, radius, fibula, ilium, ulna, and rib (34). Approximately 70% of these cysts are found in either the proximal humerus or femur. Some authors have suggested that UBCs evolve from an accumulation of interstitial fluid in the bone because of a defect in venous or lymphatic drainage (14, 15, 24).

Approximately 75% of patients who have UBCs present with pathologic fractures (7, 12, 18, 19, 36, 44). These cysts usually are diagnosed within the first two decades of life (13, 15, 21), and the ratio of males to females is about 2:1 (26). Fractures are often incomplete or minimally displaced. Patients with pathologic fractures through UBCs present with mild to moderate pain in the extremity after either mild trauma or no history of injury. In one series (8), 40% of pathologic femoral neck fractures in children were due to UBCs. Pathologic fracture with collapse of the articular surface of the femoral head and joint incongruity also has been reported (17).

Although the fracture commonly heals within 6 weeks of injury, the UBC usually persists, often with further fracture. Only about 10% of cysts heal after fracture. In a 1993 report of 52 pathologic fractures due to UBC, Ahn and Park (4) noted that only 8% of cysts healed at an average of 5.5 years after injury.

**Radiographic Findings**

The classic appearance of a UBC is a centrally located, radiolucent, slightly expansile lesion of the metaphysis (Fig. 6-2) (38). The width of the lesion seldom exceeds that of the adjacent physis (a feature characteristic of the more expansile aneurysmal bone cyst (ABC)). Occasionally, UBCs are located in the diaphysis when the physis has migrated away from the lesion with growth (Fig. 6-3) (23). The so-called fallen fragment sign, described by Reynolds (38) in 1969, is a fracture fragment seen on plain radiographs at the bottom of a cyst suggesting a hollow cavity in the bone rather than a solid tumor (Fig. 6-4). A cortical fragment also may be tilted into the interior of the lesion. The differential diagnosis of UBC includes ABC, fibrous dysplasia, enchondroma, giant cell tumor, and eosinophilic granuloma.

**Natural History—Predicting Fracture**

The natural history of UBCs is variable, but typically they gradually improve with growth. Most UBCs persist into adulthood, but some disappear spontaneously at puberty (24). The cysts are traditionally described as active if they are adjacent to the physis (24) or latent if more than 0.5 cm from the physis (35) (Table 6-5). Ahn and Park (4) noted that pathologic fracture occurred

---

**TABLE 6-4.** CLASSIFICATION OF BENIGN LESIONS ACCORDING TO THEIR AGGRESSIVENESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1, Latent Benign</th>
<th>Age of the patient</th>
<th>≤10–12 years</th>
<th>&gt;12 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymptomatic</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Abutting the physis</td>
<td>Separated from physis by a zone of normal cancellous bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often discovered incidentally</td>
<td>X-ray appearance</td>
<td>Single cavity</td>
<td>Multiloculated cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldom associated with pathologic fracture</td>
<td>Intralosomal pressure</td>
<td>&gt;30 cm H₂O</td>
<td>6–10 cm H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, Active Benign</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Thin shiny membrane, few osteocytes, little or no hemosiderin, osteoclasts</td>
<td>Thick membrane, frequent giant cells, cholesterol slits, hemosiderin, osteoblasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tend to grow steadily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May be symptomatic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, Aggressive Benign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally symptomatic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort, usually tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May be associated with pathologic fracture</td>
<td>Growth rapid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 6-2. A: A 14-year-old girl presented with right hip pain. X-ray study reveals a large lytic expansile lesion of the proximal femur. B: A technetium scan was performed, and the anterior cortex was thin with fluid within the lesion. C: MRI was performed, and signal intensity was equal to that within the bladder, and a diagnosis of unicameral bone cyst was made. D: It was treated with curettage and bone graft.
Figure 6-3. A 12-year-old boy sustained a pathologic fracture while throwing a tennis ball. A: Radiographs at presentation revealed a lytic lesion of the proximal humerus with pathologic fracture seen distal to the lesion. There is also the suggestion of a pathologic fracture through the cyst. The lesion was believed to represent a unicameral bone cyst, and the fracture was treated in a hanging arm cast. B: At 8-weeks follow-up, fracture lines were beginning to obliterate but the cyst persisted. A nondisplaced healing fracture through the cyst is also well visualized. C: At 8-week follow-up, the patient was believed likely to be prone to have a recurrent fracture and was taken to surgery. With the patient under general anesthesia, the lesion was injected with radiopaque dye and was found to be a cystic lesion. Steroid injection was done. (Figure continues.)
when the transverse diameter of the cyst was 85% or more, whereas Nakamura et al. (33) reported that the chance of fracture was high if the cyst wall was less than 5 mm in width.

Complications after fracture of the proximal femur include malunion, growth arrest, and avascular necrosis of the femoral head. Kay and Nason (30) noted growth disturbance in five of their 21 patients (24%) with pathologic proximal humeral fracture before treatment of the UBC. Moed and LaMont (31) reported three patients in whom premature closure of the medial proximal humeral physis resulted in humeral shortening of 2 to 5 cm. Malunion may be a problem in fractures through cysts of the proximal femur (15), and avascular necrosis of the femoral head has been reported after displaced femoral neck fractures (26) and after an undisplaced femoral neck fracture in an 8-year-old boy (48). Infrequently, the cyst may extend from the metaphysis into the epiphysis (5,7,20) and collapse of the surface of the femoral head has been reported.

**FIGURE 6.3.** (continued) D: At 12-week follow-up, the patient is asymptomatic, with radiographic improvement of the lesion.

**FIGURE 6.4.** A 13-year-old boy sustained a pathologic fracture. A: X-ray studies at presentation revealed a lytic lesion of the proximal humerus with pathologic fracture. A so-called fallen fragment sign is seen at the bottom of a cyst suggesting a hollow cavity in the bone rather than a solid tumor. The lesion was believed to represent a UBC, and the fracture was treated in a hanging arm cast. B: At 8-week follow-up, fracture lines were beginning to obliterate. (Figure continues.)
C FIGURE 6-4. (continued) C: At 6 month follow-up, the cyst has partially healed.

Treatment

Pathologic fractures through UBCs invariably heal with simple immobilization; the cyst, however, persists in nearly 85% of patients, and additional fractures are common. Neer et al. (34) observed an additional 2.5 fractures per patient during observation periods after the initial injury, and Oppenheim and Galleno (36) emphasized that prolonged observation with inevitable refracture may be stressful to patients and may adversely restrict children from normal childhood activities.

In the upper extremity, minimally displaced, stable pathologic fractures through UBCs are treated with simple immobilization for 4 to 6 weeks to obtain healing. Usually, a sling is adequate treatment for stable fractures of the proximal humerus, and once healed, the options for further treatment are discussed with the patient and family (see later).

With pathologic fracture through UBC in the proximal femur, preliminary traction before surgical intervention may be appropriate (49). Most authors recommend internal fixation if the fracture is unstable or displaced (7,26,29,34). Malunion is common in these fractures (15). Intertrochanteric osteotomies may be necessary later to correct alignment (25).

Operative Treatment

Curettage and Bone Grafting. Many surgical techniques have been developed for the treatment of UBCs, with varying rates of success. Earlier interventions consisted primarily of curettage and bone grafting. Lesions treated with this technique have a recurrence rate varying from 18% to 40% (6,7,19,34,35,47). Delaying the treatment until the cyst converts from an active to a latent stage has been advocated by some physicians, but a 2-year period of observation may be necessary (7). Some data suggest that the response to treatment may be the same for latent as for active cysts (23). After fracture, most authors advocate at least a 6-week delay in treatment to allow the fracture to heal before curettage and bone grafting (15,39). There seems to be no substantial difference in the rate of healing with the use of either autogenous bone graft or allograft.

Open curettage and bone grafting has fallen out of favor for the treatment of upper extremity and smaller lower extremity UBCs due to the invasive nature of the operation and also the still significant persistence and recurrence rates associated with this option. Curettage and bone graft remains a popular method of treatment for larger UBCs of the proximal femur, however; the reported recurrence rates range from 10% to 40% (6,7,19,36). Although partial persistence or recurrence of the UBC may occur, interim healing usually occurs such that the risk of pathologic fracture and displacement is lessened and subsequent persistence or recurrence can be treated with corticosteroid injections (Fig. 6-5). Follow-up of the treated lesions with periodic x-ray studies is suggested.

The patient with a calcaneal UBC usually presents with pain due to microfracture (22,32,37). UBCs in this location may not respond as well to injections with methylprednisolone (22,32), and several authors have recommended primary curettage and bone grafting (22,32).

Because of the high rates of recurrence after curettage and bone grafting, a number of approaches were developed, including intentional fracture of the cyst (46), crushing of the lesion with onlay bone grafting (5), and packing of the defect with plaster of Paris pellets (37). Radical excision of the lesion with or without grafting produced recurrence rates of 9% or less (19,21,30), but this procedure is a larger operation with greater risk, can be difficult technically, and requires substantial bone graft.

Aspiration and Injection. In 1974, Scaglietti et al. began empiric injection of UBCs with methylprednisolone and in 1979 (43), reported healing rates mostly radiographic improvement of the cyst) of 96% in 72 patients. Two needle were inserted into each cyst, and the initial corticosteroid dose varied from 40 to 200 mgs for large cysts. Complete healing was initially reported in 55% of cysts undergoing this treatment. Local recurrence in 45% of cases was treated with up to five additional injections of 40 to 80 mg of methylprednisolone at 2- to 3-month intervals until healing occurred.

The mechanism for cyst healing after methylprednisolone injection remains unknown. Scaglietti et al. (43) suggested that an antiinflammatory response initiated by the corticosteroids prompted cyst healing. Shindell et al. (45) observed elevated levels of prostaglandins in cysts; after serial injections of corticosteroid, levels decreased. Because prostaglandins stimulate osteoclastic activity, these authors suggested that a corticosteroid-induced repression of prostaglandins may indirectly aid in cyst healing. In animal experiments, however, corticosteroids are rapidly cleared from the medullary canal of long bones after injec-
FIGURE 6-5. A 7-year-old boy was playing basketball and felt a severe pain in his left hip and was unable to bear weight on that side. A: X-ray studies revealed a comminuted pathologic fracture through a large lytic lesion extending from the base of the femoral neck to the subtrochanteric region (comminuted type I—B hip). The appearance of the lesion is believed to be most compatible with a UBC. B: The fracture and cyst were approached laterally. Open reduction and internal fixation were performed using a pediatric hip screw and side plate. The cyst contents were consistent with UBC; it was curetted and packed with cancellous bone graft. The patient was placed in a hip spica cast for 6 weeks with healing of the fracture. C: At 4-month follow-up, the fracture has healed and the cyst appears to be consolidating. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 6-5. (continued) D: At 2-year follow-up, x-ray studies show a partial recurrence or persistence of the cyst. The cyst was subsequently grafted again. E: At 4-year follow-up, x-ray studies show no evidence of recurrence or persistence of the cyst. The patient has no discomfort and has returned to full activities.
tion (16). Others have suggested that cyst healing occurs through decompression of cyst fluid pressure by multiple trephination (13,16,42).

Methylprednisolone injection for UBCs became popular because of its relatively low morbidity and an apparent long-term effectiveness approaching that of more invasive techniques. However, incomplete healing and recurrence are common after the initial injection of corticosteroid, and multiple injections of corticosteroid may be necessary in 50% to 92% of patients (intervals ranging from 2 to 6 months) (11,36).

In those cysts that respond to methylprednisolone treatment, the cortical margins of the lesion usually thicken. By 6 months, the central portion of the cyst assumes a frosted-glass appearance, and by 12 months, the cyst may heal with dense sclerotic bone (12,40).

Aspiration and Injection—Operative Technique. A two-needle injection technique is most commonly used. Some authors (36) recommend the use of two Craig-type needles or Jamshidi biopsy needles so that a biopsy specimen can be obtained at the time of injection. The initial dose of methylprednisolone varies from 40 to 200 mgs (11,18,43), and the volume can be adjusted to match radiographic volume of the cyst. The injection can be given under local anesthesia (10), but most prefer general anesthesia. Several authors (11,36,37) have emphasized the importance of outlining the cyst with radiopaque dye injection before placement of the methylprednisolone. With this technique, intracystic fibrous septa were found in 92% of lesions in one series (11) and these may prevent complete filling of the cyst by corticosteroids with later incomplete healing. This cysrogram also allows the surgeon to verify that the cyst is indeed fluid filled. If it does not fill with contrast material, other diagnoses, such as fibrous dysplasia or enchondroma, should be considered. Capanna et al. (11) recommend vigorous saline irrigation of the cyst through two needles to lyse the fibrous septa, whereas Oppenheim and Galleno (36) simply reinject the areas of cyst that are not filled by contrast material in the initial injection.

Aspiration and Injection—The Humerus. With fluoroscopic guidance, the humerus is rotated until an area of thin cortex is identified, and two 20-gauge spinal needles are passed through this area into the cyst so that the needle tips are at opposite ends of the cyst cavity. A more stout, disposable biopsy needle can be used for areas of thicker bone. The presence of serous fluid with removal of the needle stylet is indicative of UBC. A cysrogram is then performed by injection of several milliliters of Renografin dye both to confirm the fluid-filled nature of the cyst and to ascertain whether the cyst is indeed unicameral or multiloculated. If the dye does not fill a cyst cavity, the diagnosis of UBC should be questioned. If the cyst is multiloculated, the needles can be used to break up any septations that exist. Methylprednisolone is then injected through one of the needles using a dose ranging from 40 to 200 mgs (Fig. 6-6). To guard against recurrence fracture, the arm is protected in a sling for 2 to 6 weeks and x-ray studies are performed every 6 weeks initially to monitor healing. Incomplete healing or persistence of the cyst can be treated with additional injections or with other techniques. Aspiration, cystogram, and steroid injection can also be done for small, stable UBCs of the lower extremity, but if the cyst is potentially unstable and there is a risk of malunion (e.g., varus of the femoral neck), one should consider surgical fixation and bone grafting.

Complications

In addition to recurrence of the cyst, complications that occur with corticosteroid treatment include recurrent pathologic fractures (12,28,36) and avascular necrosis of the femoral head (8,12). Nakamura et al. (33) measured the bone mineral content of the corticosteroid injected cyst by densitometer and found that if there was no increase in density 2 months after injection, then the chance of refracture was high. In one series, growth disturbance was a problem in 20% of 141 patients with bone cysts treated by corticosteroid injection (8). Systemic reactions to the corticosteroid injection, such as corticosteroid flush or increased appetite and temporary weight gain, are rare (16,36).

Newer Methods

Some authors believe that relieving the pressure of the interstitial fluid in the lesions can heal the cyst. Chigira et al. (13) treated six patients by puncturing the cysts with multiple Kirschner wires, which were then left in place; cysts subsequently recurred in 6 to 8 months in two patients. Santori et al. (42) decompressed UBCs with Enders nails or Rush pins without curettage or grafting, and during short-term follow-up, they noted healing in all 11 patients. The effect of the fixation on the adjacent physes awaits long-term follow-up.

New grafting materials also are becoming available. Demineralized bone matrix (DBM) or commercial product paste is composed of demineralized bone particles ranging from 100 to 500 μm in a glycerol base. It has been used in the treatment of delayed unions and nonunion, in some primary bone-healing situations, and more recently, for the treatment of UBCs (27,28,41). Killian et al. (27) used DBM in 11 patients with UBCs, and nine cysts healed (within 4 to 5 months) after a single injection. At 2 years' follow-up, no cysts were deemed active or recurrent (26).

Other materials also have been used. Packing of the defect with plaster of Paris pellets (calcium sulfate) was described by Pelletier in 1978 (37). Osteoset pellets bone void filler is a new material made of medical grade calcium sulfate. This radiopaque product can be used in an open grafting situation or can be injected percutaneously. The biodegradable pellets are resorbed in 30 to 60 days when used according to labeling. This product is not intended to provide structural support during the healing process and therefore is contraindicated when structural support is required.

Adjuvants such as liquid nitrogen have been used for the treatment of UBCs (46), but their efficacy or safety has not been established. Current research includes the use of aspirated bone marrow injected into UBCs.

Internal Fixation of Proximal Femoral Pathologic Fractures

If there is a significant loss of proximal femoral bone because of the UBC, there is a high risk of a coxa vara deformity after treatment without internal fixation. Both the location of the UBC and the amount of bone loss dictate whether fixation can
FIGURE 6-6. A: A radiopaque dye injection of a unicameral cyst of the proximal humerus. Note the poor filling of the inferior portion of the cyst (large arrow) and the proximal portion (small arrow). This suggests that fibrous septa are present in the cyst. B: More radiopaque dye was placed in the distal portion of the cyst through a second needle, and a venous drainage of the lesion is now visualized (large arrow). The proximal portion of the cyst is still poorly filled (swag arrow). C: With a third needle superiorly, the proximal portion of the cyst is now filled. The total dose of corticosteroid is divided into equal portions and injected separately through the three needles to ensure complete dispersal throughout the lesion. A single dose through the first needle might not have saturated the entire cyst.
**Chapter 6: Pathologic Fractures**

**IMMATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type I-A</th>
<th>Type I-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Lat buttress</td>
<td>+ Lat buttress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Bone in neck</td>
<td>+ Bone in neck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Type II-A**

- Lat buttress
- Bone in neck

**Type II-B**

- Lat buttress
- Bone in neck

**Type III-A**

- Lat buttress

**Type III-B**

- Lat buttress

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Overall, methylprednisolone injection has a favorable rate of success compared with open surgical treatment; the ease of treatment, relatively low operative morbidity, and the information obtained with aspiration and cystogram make it a favorable initial choice for treatment of UBCs in the upper extremity and smaller cysts in the lower extremity. Because incomplete healing and recurrence are common after the initial injection of corticosteroid and because multiple injections of corticosteroid are necessary in most patients, new grafting materials are being used more commonly at our institution, especially if the first steroid injection fails. Grafton demineralized bone matrix (Osteotech, Eatontown, NJ) and Osteoset pellets (Wright Medical Technology, Arlington, TN) are the two most often used at present.

We recommend simple immobilization for most fractures occurring through UBCs. Spontaneous healing of the cyst can occur, although infrequently. Once the fracture has healed, generally by 6 to 8 weeks, further treatment of the cyst can be rendered, if necessary.

Displaced pathologic fractures of the proximal femur are based on the location of the cyst. The amount of bone loss dictates whether fixation can stabilize the fracture after grafting and what type of fixation would be best to use. We use the classification of pathologic fractures of the proximal femur in children shown in figure 6-7.

**Aneurysmal Bone Cysts**

ABCs are eccentric or central, expansile osteolytic lesions usually occurring in the metaphyseal ends of long bones or in the posterior elements of the spine during adolescence. Nearly 75% of ABCs are found in patients younger than 20 years old, and 50% are seen in individuals between 10 and 20 years of age (50, 54). Girls are affected slightly more often than boys. ABCs are relatively rare, accounting for approximately 1.5% of all primary bone tumors (50).
FIGURE 6-8. An 8-year-old girl presented with a 4-week history of back pain. A: Radiographs show absence of the pedicle of T5 on the left. B: Close-up view of the same areas. C: The axial T2-weighted image through the body of T5 shows multiple blood-fluid levels within the left sided expansile destructive mass. D: Sagittal proton density MRI of the thoracic spine shows a blood fluid level (arrow) within an expansile mass. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 6-8. (continued) E: Postoperative x-ray studies showing instrumentation and fusion after extended curettage and removal of tumor. The patient is pain free without recurrence or deformity at 4 years after surgery. (From Cohen RB, Dormans JP, Guttenberg ME, Hunter JV. Back pain in an 8-year-old girl. Clin Orthop 1997;343:249–252; with permission.)

The long bones are involved in 65% of patients. In order of decreasing frequency, the most commonly involved bones are the distal femur, proximal tibia, proximal humerus, and distal radius. The vertebrae are involved in 12% to 27% of patients (54,59), some of whom have symptoms of radicular pain. The lumbar vertebrae are most commonly affected. The primary site of involvement is the posterior elements of the spine with frequent extension into the vertebral body (58).

The lesions are not true cysts but rather sponge-like collections of interconnected fibrous tissue and blood-filled spaces (59). They tend to be destructive lesions, which replace bone and thin the cortices of the host bone. The elevated viable periosteum usually maintains a thin osseous shell.

The etiology of ABCs is unknown. Some have considered them primary lesions of bone (79), whereas others have noted a secondary association with other lesions such as UBCs, nonossifying fibromas, fibrous dysplasia (52), and osteogenic sarcoma. They also can occur in association with fractures of the long bones (58,63). The most common presenting symptom is localized pain of less than 6 months’ duration (54,79). Patients with ABCs are three times more likely to have pain during exercise rather than pain at rest (71).

Radiographic Findings

ABCs are eccentric or central lytic lesions of bone, sometimes with extension beyond the cortex (50,52,79). Septation is common, giving rise to the so-called soap bubble or honeycomb appearance. Lesions in the short tubular bones, such as the metacarpals and metatarsals, are commonly more central. Spinal ABCs usually are located in the posterior elements of the spine but may also occur in the vertebral bodies and can be associated with pathologic fracture and vertebral collapse (Fig. 6-8) (66,79).

The x-ray picture often evolves with time. Initially, there is frank osteolysis of the margins of the bone, and periosteal elevation; with growth of the lesion, there is progressive destruction of bone with poorly demarcated margins. A stabilization phase follows, with formation of a bone shell with septa. Later, with further ossification, a bony mass begins to form (59).

Campanacci et al. (54) have classified the ABCs into three groups (Fig. 6-9). An aggressive cyst has signs of reparative osteogenesis with ill-defined margins and no periosteal shell. An active cyst has an incomplete periosteal shell and a defined margin between the lesion and the host bone. An inactive cyst has a complete periosteal shell and a sclerotic margin between the cyst and the long bone.

Angiography may aid diagnosis and treatment; abnormal peripheral vasculatization is often present (71). Percutaneous dye injection has been used as an additional diagnostic technique and in evaluation of vertebral lesions (72). Technetium bone scan usually shows an increased uptake of the isotope in the periphery of the lesion, but homogeneous uptake is also seen (68). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) often is helpful in
demonstrating the characteristic septations and fluid levels, but these findings are not pathognomonic for ABC (Figs. 6-8 and 6-10) (78).

Natural History

ABCs are benign but usually behave in a locally aggressive manner. Pathologic fractures occur in 11% to 35% of patients with ABCs of the long bones (67,71). The humerus and femur are the most commonly fractured long bones (57,71). Other sites of fracture occur, but these are rare. In one series, vertebral body ABC was associated with fracture in 27% of patients (79).

Although rare, epiphyseal involvement by the lesion through metaphyseal extension has been reported (51,60,69). Capanna et al. (56) reported nine patients with invasion of the physis by large metaphyseal ABCs. In five of these patients, growth disturbance of the involved physis subsequently developed.

Conservative treatment with immobilization is inappropriate as a definitive treatment for pathologic fractures of ABCs. Although the pathologic fracture will heal, the ABC will persist and enlarge and a recurrent pathologic fracture will occur.

Treatment

Although ABC healing after simple biopsy has been reported (54), this does not occur often and observation is not recommended because these lesions usually are locally aggressive. Simple curettage and bone grafting have been associated with high recurrence rates (51,54,59,66,79), ranging from 20% to 30% (54,59). There appears to be a higher rate of recurrence in patients younger than 15 years of age (79). Freiberg et al. (62) treated ABCs with curettage and bone grafting in seven patients younger than 10 years of age and noted recurrence in five of the seven patients at an average of 8 months after the first procedure.

Selective arterial embolization is used most commonly in locations where a tourniquet cannot be used and control of bleeding can be difficult (e.g., spine, pelvis, and the proximal portions of the extremities). Green et al. (64) reported on eight patients treated with selective arterial embolization. In seven patients, embolization was performed in conjunction with open bone grafting and, in one patient, as definitive treatment. At a follow-up of 3 years, there were no recurrences and no complications related to embolization.

Treatment of ABCs by cryotherapy in conjunction with curettage has a recurrence rate of between 8% and 14% (51,73,77). Dabezies et al. (58) obtained healing of ABCs associated with fractures by collapsing the cyst manually after curettage. Polymethylmethacrylate cementation also has been described as an adjuvant to curettage for the treatment of ABCs. Ozaki et al. (74) compared curettage and bone grafting in 30 patients with curettage and cementation in 35 patients. At follow-up ranging from 24 to 161 months, the recurrence rate was 37% for curettage and bone grafting compared with 17% for curettage and cementation.

Injection has been used by some physicians (61). Guilbaud et al. (65) reported on the use of percutaneous embolization with an alcoholic solution of Zien (Ethibloc; Ethnor Laboratories/Ethicon, Norderstedt, Germany) in 18 patients. In two patients, the cystogram showed marked venous drainage and embolization was not attempted. Six patients underwent repeat embolization. At follow-up ranging from 18 months to 4 years, there were no recurrences.

Complete en bloc resection is reserved for active or recurrent ABCs (50,56,66,71) and is most feasible in the proximal fibula, distal ulna, ribs, pubic rami, metatarsals (54), and metacarpals (53). Resection of metacarpal lesions with replacement by a fibular autograft often results in soft tissue scarring with reduced joint motion (53). Campanacci et al. (54) recommended saucierization of peripheral active and aggressive cysts.

Irradiation should be avoided. Its use has been associated with the development of sarcoma (79). It has been used for lesions that are surgically inaccessible (57), but it is contraindicated in the pelvis, where the reproductive organs may be affected, and in areas of active growth of the long bones (54).

ABCs of the spine can be difficult to treat because of the relative inaccessibility of the lesion, proximity of the lesion to the spinal cord and nerve roots, and the potential for spinal instability (75,81). Papeg elopoulos et al. (75) reported on 52 consecutive patients with spinal ABCs treated over an 83-year period and recommended preoperative selective arterial embolization, intralcalual excisional curettage, bone grafting, and fusion of the affected area if instability is present (Fig. 6-8). Turker et al. (81) described three patients with ABCs of the spine and

A 14-year-old-girl presented with distal thigh pain from microfractures through the thinned wall of an aneurysmal bone cyst of the distal femur. A: X-ray studies show an eccentric, expansile, lytic lesion of the lateral aspect of the distal femoral metaphysis. There is a narrow zone of transition with a sclerotic border. B: MRI shows septation of the lesion with the fluid-fluid levels, which are characteristic of ABC. The patient was treated with extended curettage and bone grafting.
emphasized the need for spinal stabilization and fusion in conjunction with removal of the lesion.

Authors' Preferred Method of Treatment

The first step in effective treatment of a patient with an ABC is to confirm the diagnosis with open biopsy and frozen section; this biopsy usually is done at the same surgical setting as the definitive surgical procedure. It is important to remember that ABC can be secondary to other tumors such as nonossifying fibroma, giant cell tumor, and chondroblastoma; telangiectatic osteosarcoma may be difficult to distinguish from ABC with an inadequate biopsy specimen because the aplastic tumor cells are seen only at the periphery of the lesion (70,76).

Once the diagnosis is made, treatment should be initiated as soon as possible because most ABCs are aggressive and often grow and invade rapidly. Preoperative planning is important to ensure adequate exposure, preparation for blood loss, internal fixation, grafting material, and in selected cases, preoperative embolization.

Achieving adequate exposure with a large cortical window for thorough extended curettage is a key component for successful treatment. The use of a high-speed burr allows systematic intralosional excisional curettage. Adjuvants phenol and alcohol, liquid nitrogen, and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) usually are reserved for large or recurrent ABCs but may be considered in the initial management. Bone grafting is done for all lesions and can consist of autograft, allograft, bone substitutes, or a combination of these methods, depending on the circumstances. Most patients with fractures through ABCs have microfractures that do not alter treatment. For those with more significant or unstable fractures, internal stabilization is used when appropriate, particularly in the hip, femur, or tibia. The classification and recommendations in Figure 6-7 are applicable for those with proximal femoral fractures associated with ABCs. A walking hip spica cast (i.e., a unilateral hip spica cast with the hip and knee stable fractures, internal stabilization is used when appropriate, arterial embolization, intrallesional extended excisional curettage and bone grafting. Instrumentation and fusion of the affected area should be performed if instability or the potential for instability exists. If instrumentation is used, titanium instrumentation allows follow-up MRI with less metal artifact compared with stainless steel implants (Fig. 6-11) (80).

Natural History

Arata et al. (82) found that 43% of pathologic fractures through NOFs were in the distal tibia. Several previous reports suggested that these lesions regress spontaneously (83-85,87,90,92). Ritschel et al. (92) described the radiomorphic course of NOFs, demonstrating that the defects become sclerotic. NOFs are usually eccentric, radiolucent cystlike areas that can be either uniloculated or multiloculated; in small bones such as the fibula, they may occupy the entire width of the shaft (84). Sclerotic scalloping is often present along the endosteal margin (89). Usually, NOFs are asymptomatic unless a pathologic fracture is present (84). They become clinically significant when they present with or predispose to pathologic fracture.

Radiographic Findings

NOFs also are eccentric lesions of the metaphysis, but they may achieve a length of 5 cm (90) or more and can extend across a substantial portion of the width of the long bone. They present at a similar age as FCDs, and follow a similar distribution of bone involvement, and multiple lesions are present in approximately one third of patients (83,87). On x-ray study, the lesions are usually eccentric, radiolucent cystlike areas that can be either uniloculated or multiloculated; in small bones such as the fibula, they may occupy the entire width of the shaft (84). These large lesions were defined as exhibiting more than 50% cortical involvement on anteroposterior (AP) and lateral x-ray studies and a height measurement of more than 33 mm (82). Although the authors recommended careful observation of these large NOFs, they suggested that "prophylactic curettage and bone grafting be considered if there is a reasonable chance of fracture." Their series does not include any large lesions meeting their size criteria that did not fracture, and their hypothesis has never been tested in any published series. Drennan et al. (87) suggested that large NOFs causing pain may predispose to fracture and recommended prophylactic curettage and bone grafting for selected larger lesions.

Tumors of Bone

Fibrous Cortical Defects and Nonossifying Fibromas

Fibrous cortical defects (FCDs) and a larger variant known as nonossifying fibroma (NOFs) may be associated with pathologic fractures in children. Both lesions contain fibrous tissue, foam cells, and multinucleated giant cells (84). Most pathologic fractures occur in boys (83), and age at presentation varies from 6 to 14 years (91).

FCDs are small metaphyseal lesions ranging from 1 to 2 cm in diameter and most commonly occur in the distal femur, proximal tibia, and fibula. They are eccentric and usually are surrounded by the channeled cortex, with the medullary wall of the lesion tending to be sclerotic. FCDs are common and can be seen on x-ray studies of the lower extremity in approximately 25% of pediatric patients (93). In view of their usually asymptomatic nature, it is difficult to estimate the true incidence. They usually require no treatment other than observation.
When dealing with pathologic fractures secondary to tumors or tumor-like processes of the spine, if instrumentation is needed, titanium instrumentation allows much better postoperative visualization with both CT and MRI for the detection of tumor recurrence as compared with standard stainless steel instrumentation. A: Postoperative MRI of the spine with standard stainless steel instrumentation showing a large degree of artifact that makes interpretation difficult. B: Preoperative CT scan of a patient with an ABC of the spine. C: Postoperative CT scan of the same patient showing an adequate view of the surgical area. D: Postoperative MRI of a patient with a previous spinal tumor again adequately showing the surgical site to monitor for recurrence or persistent tumor.
FIGURE 6-12. A: An 8-year-old boy was referred after being casted at another institution for a pathologic fracture of the right femur. The x-ray studies in the cast show a pathologic fracture of the right distal femur through an NOF. B: At 14 weeks after the injury, the fracture has united with some posterior displacement of the distal fragment. C: At 7 months after fracture, there has been good remodeling at the fracture site with persistence of the NOF. The patient returned to full activities and has had no further problems at 7-year follow-up.
A 13-year-old athlete presented with a pathologic fracture through the distal tibia after a fall on the ice. A: The patient was treated with a long-leg cast immobilization. After the fracture had healed, the patient underwent open curettage and bone grafting of the lesion. B: Follow-up x-ray studies show healing of both the fracture and the lesion, and the patient has returned to full activities.

Fractures through NOFs exhibit excellent healing potential (82,84,87), but the lesion usually persists after healing of the fracture (Figs. 6-12 and 6-13). Recurrent fractures have been reported, but the incidence of documented refracture is low (82, 87). Fracture union takes place normally, but often multiple radiolucencies remain (84). Overall, fracture healing does not usually obliterate the lesions so recurrent fracture can occur (82, 89).

Large lesions, defined as having a diameter more than 50% of the width of a long bone on both AP and lateral x-rays, are believed to be prone to pathologic fracture; most authors have recommended curettage and bone grafting for these large lesions (83,84,86,87,89,91).

Easley and Kneisel et al. (88) reported that although absolute size parameters were helpful in predicting pathologic fractures, they did not imply a requirement for prophylactic curettage and bone grafting for these large lesions (83,84,86,87,89,91).

Giant Cell Tumors of Bone

Giant cell tumors of bone are rare in the pediatric population; most occur in skeletally mature individuals. In a series of 221 patients with giant cell tumors of bone (96), only 20% of patients were younger than 20 years of age. In order of decreasing frequency, these tumors most commonly occur in the distal femur, proximal tibia, proximal humerus, and distal radius. The incidence of pathologic fractures with these lesions is approximately 16% (94–98).

Radiographically, they are osteolytic, metaphyseal lesions that
An 18-year-old girl presented with left medial knee pain. A: X-ray studies showed an eccentric, lytic, destructive lesion involving the distal portion of the medial metaphysis with extension into the epiphysis. B: CT scan showed the destructive lesion with thinning of the cortex and no external soft tissue mass. Open biopsy and frozen sections were consistent with giant cell tumor of the distal femur. An extended curettage was then performed with phenol as an adjuvant and subsequent cementation using methylmethacrylate bone cement. C: Follow-up x-ray studies at 2 years after surgery showing no evidence of recurrence. The patient is asymptomatic and has full range of motion and function of the knee.
can extend into the epiphysis, usually after physeal closure (Fig. 6-14). They can be eccentric, but larger lesions can involve the full width of the bone. Little or no sclerosis is present around the margin of the tumor. Although heavy trabeculation may be present, new periosteal bone formation is uncommon.

Giant cell tumors usually are treated by extended curettage in combination with adjuvants, such as phenol or liquid nitrogen, and filling with material such as PMMA (Fig. 6-14) (94–96). En bloc or wide resection is a more aggressive option. Simple curettage and bone grafting are associated with a high recurrence rate. In one series (96), simple curettage and bone grafting had a 34% recurrence rate, whereas wide resection of the lesion resulted in only a 7% recurrence rate. Wide resection is most appropriate for giant cell tumors involving expendable bones and for aggressive lesions with significant involvement of the articular surface. The location and extent of the lesion and the proximity of the tumor to articular cartilage and physis influence the treatment of giant cell tumors in children.

Pathologic Fractures Associated With Giant Cell Tumors of Bone

Pathologic fractures are associated with giant cell tumors in 6% to 30% of patients. The complexity of treatment is markedly increased if a pathologic fracture is present. Management depends on the type of fracture and fracture displacement (Table 6-6).

A biopsy may be needed before fracture treatment if the diagnosis is not certain. Most pathologic fractures are undisplaced, structurally insignificant, or nonarticular, and require no change in the treatment plan. For more significant fractures, an attempt at preserving the joint should be made. Overall, the presence of a pathologic fracture itself does not seem to directly influence the recurrence rate of giant cell tumors; it may influence the reconstruction options and the overall functional result.

Enchondroma

Solitary enchondroma is a rare lesion in children. In one series of enchondromas (101), 57% of patients were between 11 and 30 years of age. The common presenting symptom is pain, usually associated with a pathologic fracture. Most common sites of involvement in decreasing order of frequency are the phalanges, metacarpals, metatarsals, humerus, and femur. Pathologic fracture is commonly the presenting symptom for enchondromas located in the phalanges of the hands or feet, but is rare for enchondromas in other locations.

On x-ray studies, the lesions can be central or eccentric and a stippled calcification of the cartilage tumor matrix may be seen. In the long bones, lesions tend to be central with only slight bulging of the cortex. The short tubular bones with enchondromas show a cloudy radiolucency with bulging and thinning of the cortex (Fig. 6-15) (101).

Children can also have multiple enchondromas or enchondromatosis (Ollier's disease), which is commonly seen between 2 and 10 years of age (Figs. 6-16). X-ray studies show lesions similar to solitary enchondroma, but usually with deformity and shortening of the extremity due to growth disturbance (Fig. 6-16E). A unique x-ray finding that is believed to be pathognomonic for enchondromatosis is the presence of linear radiolucencies extending from the metaphysis down the shaft of the long bone.

When these lesions are associated with multiple hemangiomas, the general condition is known as Maffucci's syndrome (100,102). In this syndrome, 30% of patients have one or more pathologic fractures (102). Approximately half of these fractures go on to delayed union or nonunion. Unilateral skeletal involvement occurred in 48% of patients, with involvement in the order of frequency of the hand, foot, tibia, femur radius and ulna, humerus, and ribs. Skeletal deformities tend to stabilize at maturity. Sarcomatous degeneration has been reported in approximately 15% of patients.

Asymptomatic lesions can be observed. Biopsy may be necessary when the identity of the lesion is uncertain. Symptomatic lesions respond well to curettage and bone grafting (99,100). Treatment is individualized for displaced fractures (Fig. 6-15).
FIGURE 6-15. An 8-year-old boy presents with pain and swelling of the ulnar border of his right hand. A: X-ray studies showed an expansile, lucent lesion of the diaphysis of the patient’s right fifth metacarpal with microfractures. The patient had an open incisional biopsy with frozen section, which was consistent with enchondroma with subsequent curettage and bone grafting. B: Gross appearance of material removed at the time of surgery, which is consistent with enchondroma. C: At 6-month follow-up, the fracture is well healed, and there is no sign of recurrent tumor.
FIGURE 6-16. Multiple enchondromatosis. A: A 10-year-old girl with multiple enchondromas sustained a spontaneous pathologic fracture of the femur while running. Nine months before the injury, she had sustained a fracture of the same femur, which had been treated with a one-and-a-half hip spica cast for 3 months. B: The lateral x-ray study shows overriding of the fracture. C: The fracture was treated with 3 weeks of skeletal traction, and then the extremity was placed in a cast brace for 9 weeks. On x-ray, the excessive anterior bow of the femur has been somewhat corrected by deliberate posterior angulation of the fracture. D: At 3-year follow-up, the fracture is well healed. E: The anteroposterior x-ray study of the hand in this patient demonstrated multiple expansile enchondromas of the small bones. F: An x-ray study of the humerus shows the streaked-mud appearance of the lateral humerus (arrow).
Solitary enchondromas often require biopsy to establish the diagnosis. For asymptomatic patients with small lesions with classic x-ray findings, biopsy usually is not necessary. Curettage and bone grafting is necessary for those lesions with acute or impending pathologic fracture. Fixation is not necessary for those lesions of the short tubular bones but may be necessary for lesions of the proximal femur or long bone of the lower extremity. Standard fracture care is adequate to treat most injuries.

Osteochondromas

Osteochondromas are one of the most common tumors of bone in children, and clinical symptoms usually are related to irritation of the surrounding soft tissue structures. Peroneal nerve palsy may occur in association with osteochondroma of the proximal fibula (103). Radiation induced osteochondromas also can occur (104).

Although they are rare, fractures may occur through the base or stalk of a pedunculated osteochondroma (105); conservative treatment is adequate (Fig. 6-17). Fractures through solitary osteochondromas should be observed, and excision should be reserved for those patients with persistent symptoms after healing.

Eosinophilic Granuloma (Langerhans' Cell Histiocytosis)

Eosinophilic granuloma of bone is a benign condition with either solitary or multiple lytic bone lesions. It is considered part of a general family of diseases collectively known as Langerhans' cell histiocytosis (LCH) or histiocytosis X, which also includes Hand-Schiiller-Christian and Letterer-Siwe diseases (111,115). Bone lesions contain large coffee bean-shaped histiocytes, eosinophils, and multinucleated giant cells (117).

Nearly 75% of patients with eosinophilic granuloma of bone are younger than 20 years old, and 34% are younger than 4 years old. The ratio of male to female is approximately 3:2 (117). Nearly 50% of patients present with localized pain and tenderness (108,117); the duration of symptoms ranges from 2 weeks to 2 months, with occasional associated trauma. Swelling may be present over superficial bones such as the skull, clavicle, and fibula (108). In order of decreasing frequency, the sites of involvement are the skull, femur, pelvis, ribs, humerus, spine, clavicle, mandible, fibula, radius, and scapula (117). In one series (113), 14% of patients with solitary eosinophilic granuloma of bone had additional lesions within 2 years of diagnosis, whereas 85% of patients with multiple lesions at the time of initial diagnosis had additional bone involvement. The incidence of pathologic fracture in patients with LCH is approximately 14% (108, 117). Laboratory tests usually are not very helpful; eosinophilia is infrequent (117).

Patients with vertebral body involvement present with back pain and may have neurologic signs or symptoms. Although the thoracic spine is the most commonly involved part of the spine, both cervical and lumbar lesions have been reported (113).

Radiographic Findings

In children, long bone lesions may occur in both the diaphysis and metaphysis, with destructive osteolysis that erodes the cortex and overlying expansion by periosteal layering (108,113,114). Epiphyseal involvement is rare. Defects in bone may be lobulated, and aggressive subperiosteal bone formation may suggest malignancy. The size of the lytic area may vary from 1 to 4 cm (117).

Classic vertebral plana is uncommon with eosinophilic granuloma of the spine in a child. When present, however, usually only one vertebra is involved, and it assumes a coin-on-end appearance with intact adjacent disk spaces. X-ray studies of patients with skull involvement show characteristic punched-out round lytic lesions that are beveled on tangential views.

The lesion may mimic osteomyelitis, Ewing's sarcoma, Brodie's abscess, metastatic disease, and osteogenic sarcoma (108). Bone scans tend to be unpredictable, with the incidence of false-negative scans ranging from 28% to 35% (106). In one series (106), the increased uptake of isotope was seen in 60% of patients, and there was an 11% incidence of cold lesions found only in the vertebral column and the ribs. Although bone scans may be useful in identifying recurrent lesions (106), the skeletal survey is most valuable in identifying the lesions. A bone scan
should be used only when the x-ray studies are normal or equivocal.

**Treatment**

Biopsy usually is needed for diagnosis because of the lesion's tendency to mimic more serious conditions. Once the diagnosis is established, treatment options may include curettage, curettage and bone grafting, irradiation, chemotherapy (108,117), and corticosteroid injection (115). All of these forms of treatment result in healing of the lesions (108). For small lesions and an established diagnosis, observation may be the best option; marginal sclerosis about the lytic area suggests healing.

Sbarbaro and Francis (117) reported an average healing time of 16 months after curettage without grafting. McCollough (113) noted that if a lesion increased in size after surgery, then additional bone or soft tissue lesions usually appeared. Yasko et al. (119) described a percutaneous needle biopsy technique for diagnosis with subsequent methylprednisolone injection for patients with localized LCH; 34 of 35 lesions injected with methylprednisolone healed, and there were no complications. Other investigators (107) have had similar results. Radiation therapy has been recommended for some inaccessible lesions (108), but one series suggested an association of this treatment with subsequent lymphosarcoma (108). Chemotherapy, usually consisting of oral methotrexate and prednisone, is used in patients with severe, painful, or progressive lesions or visceral involvement (115).

Fracture bracing is useful for both acute fractures and prophylactic use for impending fracture or after biopsy of lower extremity lesions (109). Surgery may be necessary for unstable fractures (Fig. 6-18). The diagnosis of vertebral lesions usually is best established by biopsy, especially if there are any atypical radio-

---

**FIGURE 6-18.** Eosinophilic granuloma. A: A 4-year-old boy with a pathologic fracture of the right femoral neck secondary to eosinophilic granuloma (arrow). B: The pins were removed, and at 3-month follow-up, the fracture was healed with acceptable alignment.
FIGURE 6-19. Eosinophilic granuloma. A: A 5-year-old boy presented with mild back pain and normal results of physical examination. A lateral x-ray study showed equivocal posterior wedging of L4 (arrow). Bone scan was read as normal. B: Nineteen days later on follow-up, he had marked spasm of the lower back. The lateral x-ray study now shows vertebral plana of L4 (arrow). C: CT scan shows marked expansion and erosion of the pedicle (arrow) and vertebral body. (Figure continues.)
graphic feature of a lesion such as a soft tissue mass. After diagnosis, they are usually treated with activity modification and a spinal orthosis (Fig. 6-19) (110,112). Seimon (118) recommended biopsy "only if there is any uncertainty in diagnosis," and irradiation only for progressive disease. Surgery may be necessary when there are associated neurologic deficits (113). Remodeling is seen with some spinal lesions but does not seem to correlate with patient age (110,112,116).

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Pathologic fracture is uncommon in patients with LCH. The correct diagnosis should be established with biopsy for most lesions, and the use of newer diagnostic methods such as immunohistochemistry (such as CD1A) can be helpful in confirming the diagnosis of these lesions. The natural history is one of gradual regression and healing. Standard fracture care is usually sufficient for pathologic fractures.

**Malignant Bone Tumors and Metastasis**

The two most common primary sarcomas of the long bones in children are Ewing’s sarcoma and osteosarcoma. Destructive lesions also can be caused by metastatic cancer to bone.

Careful staging (124,130) and subsequent biopsy (121,131, 132,135) are critical in the evaluation of children with malignant bone tumors. To avoid pathologic fracture from biopsy of bone, an oval hole with smooth edges should be used and should be filled with PMMA (130). Many malignant tumors have a large soft tissue mass that can be biopsied, obviating the need to make a hole in the bone. There has been a great deal of progress in the understanding of the molecular biology and genetics of cancer (125–128). These advances have already led to better diagnostic analysis of these tumors. Immunohistochemical, molecular genetic, and cytogenetic tests often are critical in establishing the correct diagnosis, especially small round blue cell tumors. The evaluation and biopsy of these children should preferably be done at a center where these techniques are known and available (121,129,131,132).

One of the major advances in the care of children with isolated extremity sarcoma has been the development of limb-sparing surgical techniques for local control of the tumors. Pathologic fracture has been cited as a contraindication to this procedure because of concerns about tumor dissemination by fracture hematoma (Fig. 6-20). Until recently, there has been little clinical data in the literature on which to base the treatment of these patients. A number of recent studies, however, have shown that pathologic fractures heal with neoadjuvant chemotherapy and do not affect survival rates (123,133,137). Abudu et al. (120) reviewed the surgical treatment and outcome of...
A 15-year-old girl was referred with a pathologic fracture of the femoral shaft after a fall while going down stairs. On close questioning, she stated that she had had pain in her thigh for several weeks before the fall and that the fall occurred after her leg gave way while going down the stairs. As an infant, she had already been treated with a cast for 2 months. A: The patient had been casted at another hospital, and x-ray studies in the cast show a transverse fracture of the mid-femoral shaft with destructive changes and worrisome periosteal elevation. B: MRI showed destructive changes of the mid-shaft of the femur with a soft tissue mass and bleeding from the fracture. An open biopsy established the diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma of the femur, which was treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
surgical treatment of 18 patients with osteosarcomas. Pathologic surgery had local recurrences. Scully et al. (134) reviewed the surgical treatment of 18 patients with osteosarcomas pathologic fractures. Of the 10 patients who had limb-sparing surgery, three had local recurrences and six had distant recurrences. Although the distant recurrence rate for patients undergoing amputation was no different from the rate for those undergoing limb salvage, the difference in local tumor control approached statistical significance. All patients who developed local recurrence died. The authors stated that surgical treatment should be individualized (134). Limb-sparing surgery is possible and appropriate in carefully selected patients as long as wide margins can be safely achieved and the function of the child will be better than that achieved with an amputation and a well-fitting prosthesis.

Pathologic fracture after limb-sparing surgery is a major complication, occurring most commonly after allograft reconstruction (122, 136). Berrey et al. (122) reviewed 43 patients in whom allografts used in reconstruction after resection of tumors had subsequently fractured. Four fractures healed with immobilization alone, and the remainder of patients attained satisfactory results with open reduction and grafting, replacement of the internal fixation device, or total joint replacement (122). San-Julian and Canadell (136) reported on 12 patients with 14 fractures (10.2% of 137 patients with allografts for limb-sparing surgery in their series). They recommended intramedullary fixation whenever possible to reduce the incidence of allograft fracture.

Pathologic fractures also can occur in children with metastatic disease but are less common in children than in adults. Most are multifractures and can be managed with conservative fracture management techniques.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

In all suspicious lesions, careful staging and biopsy are the appropriate treatments by individuals who have experience in the management of children with musculoskeletal sarcomas. Furthermore, access to special diagnostic modalities, such as immunohistochemistry and cytogenetics, will lessen the chances of misdiagnosis. The decision for or against limb-sparing surgery in patients with pathologic fractures should be individualized based on factors such as the fracture displacement, fracture stability, histologic and radiologic response to chemotherapy, and most important, the ability to achieve wide margins for local tumor control. Pathologic fractures that occur after reconstruction through allograft or endoprosthetic reconstruction often can be successfully treated with bone grafting or exchange of allograft or endoprosthesis.

**BONE AND FIBROUS TISSUE DISEASES**

**Fibrous Dysplasia**

Fibrous dysplasia, a developmental abnormality of bone presenting as expansile fibrous lesions, can result in pathologic fracture and deformity. Three forms exist: monostotic fibrous dysplasia, polyostotic fibrous dysplasia, and McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS). In 1937, McCune and Bruch (154) and Albright et al. (138) described patients with these osseous lesions in association with cutaneous pigmentation and endocrine dysfunction. Later, Lichtensein and Jaffe (152, 153) coined the term fibrous dysplasia and further divided the entity into monostotic and polyostotic forms without endocrine disorder. The common factor is expansile fibrous tissue lesions of the bone, which contain woven bone formed by metaplasia with poorly oriented bone trabeculae.

Studies have demonstrated that MAS is caused by activating mutations in the gene for the alpha subunit of the heterotrimeric stimulatory G protein of adenylate cyclase (GNAS1) gene, located on the long arm of chromosome 20 at locus 20q13.2-q13.3 (139, 155). The mutation in this gene likely occurs in embryonic development and is expressed in a mosaic pattern, resulting in the often lateralized pattern of skin and bone involvement in patients with MAS. This mutation is not present in tissue from patients with aggressive fibromatosis involving bone or osteofibrous dysplasia (139).

**Monostotic Fibrous Dysplasia**

**Clinical Presentation**

The diagnosis usually is made between the ages of 10 to 15 years of age, although neonatal fibrous dysplasia of the fibula has been reported. The lesions usually are asymptomatic until a fracture occurs, then patients may have pain and swelling (146). Incomplete fractures are most common. The sites of fracture in order of decreasing frequency are the proximal femur, tibia, ribs, and bones of the face (146). Cutaneous lesions usually are not present in monostotic fibrous dysplasia. Although pregnancy may stimulate the lesions (176), overall progression is rare after initial presentation. Sarcomatous degeneration has an incidence of approximately 0.5% and generally occurs approximately 15 years after initial diagnosis.

The central dilemma in monostotic fibrous dysplasia is distinguishing the lesion from other benign disorders. The differential diagnosis usually includes eosinophilic granuloma, UBC, giant cell tumor, enchondroma, solitary fibroma, and osteomyelitis. MRI can be helpful in evaluating these lesions, but biopsy is sometimes necessary to establish the correct diagnosis.

**Radiographic Findings**

Radiographically, lesions of monostotic fibrous dysplasia usually are elliptical, central lesions in the mid-diaphysis. The borders of the lesion are commonly sclerotic; trabeculation is more common than a ground-glass appearance. There often is a slight bowing of the tibia, but bowing of the femur is uncommon.

With evaluation by CT scan, the extent of cortical thinning can be studied and relative central densities measured. Eosinophilic granuloma, neoplasm, and osteomyelitis have a density on CT scan ranging from 20 to 40 Hounsfield units, whereas fibrous dysplasia has a higher density, ranging from 70 to 130 Hounsfield units. MRI may be useful to differentiate fibrous dysplasia from other lesions, especially UBC.
Injury
Pathologic fractures occur in nearly 45% of patients. Fractures of the long bones are generally not displaced; many are microfractures. Although the fractures heal rapidly, endosteal callus is poorly formed and periosteal callus is normal (148). With mild deformity, the cortex thickens on the concave side of the long bone. Nonunion is rare.

Treatment
Conservative treatment with immobilization is indicated for most fractures that occur in conjunction with monostotic fibrous dysplasia. Traction with subsequent casting can be used for femoral shaft fractures in young children; casts or cast-bracing for upper and lower extremity fractures is often appropriate (146).

Operative intervention is indicated for fractures of severely deformed long bones and those through large cystic areas. Bone grafting can be performed, but total obliteration of the lesion can be accomplished with grafting. Deformity can occur, and internal fixation may be required for stabilization. Complete en bloc extraperiosteal excision with grafting has been shown to be successful for severe lesions but is seldom needed. Both painful lesions without fracture and impending pathologic fractures can be treated with bone grafting.

Proximal femoral lesions with pathologic fracture are especially troublesome because of the propensity for malunion with coxa vara. For fractures through small lesions, either cast immobilization or curettage with grafting can be used; osteotomy can be done for residual deformity (145). For larger lesions, internal fixation is necessary. Proximal femoral pathologic fractures have been stabilized with lag screws, blade plates (146), intermedullary nails, and Enders nails. Cast immobilization and protected weight bearing are necessary after these procedures to protect the reduction. Spine fractures are rare but can be treated with bed rest followed by immobilization with an orthosis (146).

Polyostotic Fibrous Dysplasia
Clinical Presentation
Most patients with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia present before age 10 years with pain, limp, deformity, or pathologic fracture (146,152). The bones most commonly affected are the femur, tibia, humerus, radius, facial bones, pelvis, ribs, and phalanges (152). Involvement is often unilateral, usually affecting a single extremity. In one series, 50% of patients had facial involvement (146). Spine involvement occurs with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia, and limb-length discrepancy is common (146,148). Although most laboratory studies are normal, serum alkaline phosphatase levels may be elevated (148). Some authors believe that polyostotic fibrous dysplasia does not usually progress significantly after adulthood (146,158), but others believe that puberty does not affect the bone lesions.

Both intramuscular myxoma and myositis ossificans progressiva have been associated with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia. When it occurs, sacromatous degeneration of the lesions occurs 10 to 12 years after the initial diagnosis of fibrous dysplasia; osteogenic sarcomas, chondrosarcomas, and giant cell sarcomas also have been reported. The warning signs for sarcoma in existing lesions of fibrous dysplasia are pain and rapid enlargement of the lesion.

Radiographic Findings
Polyostotic fibrous dysplasia appears as multiple expansile lesions with cortical erosion. Most have a multilocular appearance associated with a scalloped pattern of endosteal erosion (175). A ground-glass appearance on x-ray study is caused by the meta-plastic woven bone comprising the lesion. A radiolucent cystic appearance is common. Cartilage may be present in approximately 10% of lesions, and radiographic stippling may be seen (153). In contrast to those in monostotic fibrous dysplasia, the lesions in the polyostotic form have little increased peripheral density, and they usually form a characteristic fusiform expansion of the bone (Fig. 6-21). Bowing of the long bones is common, and normal tubulation may not occur with growth (148).

Distinguishing polyostotic from monostotic fibrous dysplasia may be difficult. Plain x-ray skeletal surveys usually are done; technetium bone scans are helpful in identifying multiple lesions that may not be present on plain x-ray studies (143,149). Harris et al. (148) suggested that the hallmarks of polyostotic fibrous dysplasia is the characteristic long bone lesions with extension from epiphysis to epiphysis and increased density at the base of the skull. They suggest that a survey of the pelvis and femurs is most helpful in noting multiple lesions. Epiphyseal lesions can also occur (148).

Injury
In one series of 37 patients with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia, nearly 85% had at least one fracture and 40% had an average of three fractures (148). Fractures are most common in the femur, humerus, radius, and wrist (152,153). Like fractures in monostotic fibrous dysplasia, fractures in the polyostotic form generally are not displaced and healing is not delayed; nonunion can occur, however (148). Rib fractures are rare, and generally rib lesions are asymptomatic. A shepherd’s crook deformity of the humerus associated with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia has been reported (143,157). Compression of the spinal cord by fibrous tissue also has been reported.

Treatment
The fractures of polyostotic fibrous dysplasia usually occur through very diseased bone and are associated with marked deformity. They often require more aggressive treatment than fractures seen in the monostotic form. Conservative immobilization techniques usually are appropriate for most shaft fractures in children before puberty. Fractures of the femur can be treated with traction and subsequent casting in young patients. After adolescence, however, the recurrence of deformity after surgery is less, and curettage and grafting should be considered for fractures, especially for large lesions with associated deformity (148,153). Stephenson et al. (156) found that in patients younger than 18 years of age, closed treatment or curettage and bone grafting of lower extremity fractures gave unsatisfactory results, but internal fixation produced more satisfactory outcomes. A
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FIGURE 6-21. Polyostotic fibrous dysplasia in a 10-year-old girl. A: A fusiform expansile lesion is present in the mid-shaft of the humerus. B: A more eccentric expansile lesion is seen in the tibial shaft. There is scalloping due to endosteal erosion with a central ground-glass appearance. The lesion was painful and was treated with curettage and bone graft. (Courtesy of Jack Henry, M.D., San Antonio, Texas.)

Polyostotic fibrous dysplasia in a 26-year-old woman. A large erosive lesion is present in the inferior neck of the femur. This lesion was treated by curettage with both fibula and iliac crest bone graft. (Courtesy of Gregorio Canales, M.D., San Antonio, Texas.)

The greatest challenge in polyostotic fibrous dysplasia is treatment of fractures of the proximal femur. With recurrent fracture and deformity, a severe coxa vara resembling a shepherd’s crook develops. Curettage of the lesion with abundant bone grafting has been recommended for mild deformities (149,153), and fixation usually is needed for large lesions. Femoral neck fracture or osteotomy for deformity can be stabilized with internal fixation. For severe shepherd’s crook deformity, medial displacement valgus osteotomies with plate fixations are needed to restore the biomechanical stability of the hip (147). For severe lesions, Funk and Wells (145) recommended complete excision of the intertrochanteric area and advancement of the psoas and gluteus medius tendons. Breck (140) recommended securing the side plate of the femoral nail with bolts and washers rather than with screws to obtain better stability. Massive autogenous bone grafting is believed to be superior to donor bone graft (148), but it may be impractical because the iliac crests of a young child may be small and the pelvis may have coexisting disease.

The use of bisphosphonates may offer hope for a medical treatment for patients with severe fibrous dysplasia. Radiation therapy is not recommended (152).

Sofield procedure (osteotomy and intramedullary nailing) can be used for tibial deformity.

The greatest challenge in polyostotic fibrous dysplasia is treatment of fractures of the proximal femur. With recurrent fracture and deformity, a severe coxa vara resembling a shepherd’s crook develops. Curettage of the lesion with abundant bone grafting has been recommended for mild deformities (149,153), and fixation usually is needed for large lesions. Femoral neck fracture or osteotomy for deformity can be stabilized with internal fixation. For severe shepherd’s crook deformity, medial displacement valgus osteotomies with plate fixations are needed to restore the biomechanical stability of the hip (147). For severe lesions, Funk and Wells (145) recommended complete excision of the intertrochanteric area and advancement of the psoas and gluteus medius tendons. Breck (140) recommended securing the side plate of the femoral nail with bolts and washers rather than with screws to obtain better stability. Massive autogenous bone grafting is believed to be superior to donor bone graft (148), but it may be impractical because the iliac crests of a young child may be small and the pelvis may have coexisting disease.

The use of bisphosphonates may offer hope for a medical treatment for patients with severe fibrous dysplasia. Radiation therapy is not recommended (152).

McCune-Albright Syndrome

Clinical Presentation
McCune-Albright syndrome is a rare variant of fibrous dysplasia associated with endocrine dysfunction (such as precocious puberty in females), characteristic bone lesions (osteitis fibrosa disseminata), and areas of cutaneous pigmentation (138,154). It affects both women and men and has been associated with pituitary adenoma, gigantism, hyperthyroidism, and Cushing’s syndrome (150). The skin lesions generally are flat, multiple melanotic areas that stop at the midline and parallel the distribution of bone lesions (146). The irregular margins have been compared to the coast of Maine in contrast to the smoother lesions found in neurofibromatosis, which are likened to the coast of California. Skin lesions may also be absent.

On x-ray studies, a polyostotic presentation is seen. With precocious sexual development, there is rapid bone maturation with early physeal closure and short stature (146). Pathologic fractures in childhood occur with a pattern and appearance similar to those in polyostotic fibrous dysplasia.

Treatment
The literature is limited regarding specific treatment of McCune-Albright syndrome, but both conservative treatment
FIGURE 6-22. A: A 7-year-old girl presented with McCune-Albright syndrome. Skull radiographs show multiple lesions consistent with this condition. B: Expansile rarefied lesions are present throughout the humerus and the radius. C and D: Both proximal femurs have areas of rarefaction with expansile lesions (arrows). E: Both tibiae and fibulae show areas of expansile fibrous dysplasia (arrows).
and aggressive surgical intervention have been used with apparent success. Internal fixation may be necessary in severe cases (Fig. 6-22). With the recent progress in understanding the genetic basis of this disorder, newer treatment alternatives may become available.

### Authors' Preferred Method of Treatment

Conservative treatment with immobilization is indicated for most fractures in children with monostotic fibrous dysplasia. In younger children, immediate casting, or traction and subsequent casting are used for most femoral shaft fractures. Because fractures in patients with polyostotic fibrous dysplasia usually occur through very abnormal bone and can result in marked deformity, they often require more aggressive treatment (e.g. internal fixation).

After adolescence, the occurrence of deformity after surgery is less frequent. Nonoperative treatment of fractures and curettage and cancellous bone grafting do not generally produce satisfactory results in children with fibrous dysplasia of the lower extremity. Curettage and grafting are indicated for fractures of severely deformed long bones and those through large cystic areas, with internal fixation appropriate for the location and age. Bone graft can be resorbed after placement in extensive lesions, and proximal deformity can occur after corrective osteotomy.

### Proximal Femoral Lesions

One of the most common sites of fracture and deformity is the proximal femur. Proximal femoral lesions with pathologic fracture are especially difficult because of the tendency for varus deformity and repeated fracture. Stable fractures through small lesions can be treated with cast immobilization, but one must be vigilant and ready to intervene at any sign of varus displacement.

Femoral neck fractures can be stabilized in situ with a cannulated screw, or compression screw and side plate, depending on the extent of involvement and the nature and location of the fracture. Fixation can be combined with valgus osteotomy if there is preexisting deformity or with curettage and grafting if there is a large area of bone loss. Postoperative cast immobilization and protected weight bearing usually are necessary. Varus deformity is best treated with valgus osteotomy of the subtrochanteric region and internal fixation early in the course of the disease to restore the normal neck shaft angle and mechanical axis. Intramedullary load-sharing fixation (such as flexible intramedullary nails) can be used for juvenile patients with femoral shaft fractures.

For larger lesions with more severe deformity, and in older patients, rigid fixation often is necessary. Depending on the situation, intramedullary load-sharing fixation devices that support not only the femoral neck but also the shaft of the femur (such as custom intramedullary reconstruction nails) are better and should be used when possible. For severe shepherd's crook deformity, medial displacement osteotomies are needed to restore the biomechanical stability of the hip.

Patients with McCune-Albright syndrome should have careful preoperative evaluation in preparation for anesthesia and surgery. The reader is referred to an excellent review by Langer et al. (151) for further information.

### Osteofibrous Dysplasia of the Tibia and Fibula

#### Clinical Presentation

The term osteofibrous dysplasia of the tibia and fibula is advocated to describe specific, uncommon fibrous lesions of the tibia and fibula in young children (160). These lesions superficially resemble monostotic fibrous dysplasia but exhibit unique natural history, response to treatment, and specific histology.

Most patients present before the age of 5 years, but the range varies from 5 weeks to 15 years of age (160,163). There usually is painless enlargement of the tibia with slight to moderate anterior or anterolateral bowing. The disease process is almost always confined to one tibia, but the ipsilateral fibula can also be involved. Solitary involvement of the fibula is infrequent, and bilateral involvement of both tibias is rare. Both distal and proximal lesions can occur, and with fibular involvement, the lesion is located distally.

Biopsy specimens distinguish this entity from fibrous dysplasia or adamantinoma. The fibrous tissue present is less cellular than in fibrous dysplasia. Woven bone is at the center of the lesion, with newly formed bone trabeculae bordered by active osteoblasts and lamellar structure near the periphery of the lesion. This pattern is unusual in fibrous dysplasia. A particular zonal architecture is present in large biopsy specimens and shows increasing size and maturity of the bone trabeculae toward the edge of the lesion. Some authors believe that osteofibrous dysplasia may be related to adamantinoma (164,165).

#### Radiographic Findings

An eccentric intracortical lesion of osteolysis usually is present in the middle third of the tibia, with extension proximally or distally (Fig. 6-23) (163). The cortex overlying the lesion is expanded and thinned, and in the medullary canal, a dense band of sclerosis borders the lesion with narrowing of the medullary canal. A single area of radiolucency may be present and has a ground-glass appearance, but often there are several areas of involvement with a bubble-like appearance.

The differential diagnosis usually includes both monostotic fibrous dysplasia and adamantinoma, but some authors (160) believe that the characteristic x-ray appearance and the early onset of the disease effectively exclude these two disorders and that biopsy is not necessary. Others support the need for biopsy to establish diagnosis. Bracing with orthotics is advisable after open biopsy for diagnostic purposes.

#### Injury

Pathologic fractures are present in nearly one third of patients (160). These fractures are either incomplete or minimally displaced and heal well with both closed and open methods (160), although delayed union may be a problem. Pseudarthrosis is rare.
FIGURE 6.23. Osteofibrous dysplasia of the tibia. A: An 8-year-old girl presented with slight bowing of the left leg. X-ray study showed a circumscribed sclerotic and lytic lesion of the diaphysis of the tibia. Lateral radiographs show bowing of the tibia with a diaphyseal intracortical lesion. The patient was thought to have osteofibrous dysplasia and was braced and followed yearly. B: Eight years later, the lesion has become slightly more extensive and is associated with slight progression of anterior bowing of the tibia. The patient underwent open biopsy, and pathologic diagnosis was consistent with adamantinoma. Chest CT showed no sign of lung involvement. The patient was treated with wide excision of the entire lesion and free vascular fibula bone graft reconstruction. C: The patient has had no evidence of further recurrence at 16-month follow-up.
Treatment

The natural history of this disorder in untreated patients is variable. Most lesions show slight or moderate progression in late childhood, but others may show aggressive expansion with bowing of the tibia in patients up to 15 years of age. Rarely, the lesions may even regress or remain stationary over 3 to 4 years. Most lesions stop expanding after completion of skeletal growth. What appears to be osteofibrous dysplasia may actually be early adamantinoma (164). MRI showing a soft tissue extension is indicative of adamantinoma. Open biopsy also may be needed to establish the biphasic histology of adamantinoma.

Curettage and grafting were associated with a local recurrence rate of up to 64% in children 14 years old or younger in one series (160). Others reported a lower local recurrence rate. Ozaki et al. (162) showed the course of six tibial lesions in five patients with osteofibrous dysplasia who were followed longer than 10 years (average: 16.8 years). Curettage and autogenous bone grafting were performed on two lesions, which then healed. Of four lesions on which curettage and autogenous bone grafts were performed, three healed and one recurred. The recurrent lesion healed after curettage and xenogeneic bone grafting. Three lesions healed without surgical treatment. During long-term follow-up, this disease showed a clear tendency for healing (162). Wide extraarticular resection can be performed, but graft resorption can still occur (160). Some authors (159,161) believe that bracing until skeletal maturity is preferable to surgery.

Pathologic fractures in this disorder should heal with cast immobilization in plaster casts. If fractures recur, or if the lesion is rapidly progressive, wide extraarticular resection with grafting is necessary (160). Open reduction with bone grafting and internal fixation is recommended for fractures with angular deformity. Early osteotomy is recommended for severe bowing deformity.

Neurofibromatosis

Neurofibromatosis, also known as von Recklinghausen’s disease, is an autosomal dominant condition with variable penetrance that occurs in 1 in 2,500 to 3,000 live births (177). It affects neural tissue, vascular structures, skin, and the skeleton. The diagnosis of neurofibromatosis can be based on the presence of two of the four following criteria, according to Crawford and Bagamery (177):

1. Multiple cafe-au-lait spots
2. Positive family history for neurofibromatosis
3. Diagnostic biopsy of a neurofibroma
4. Presence of pseudarthrosis of the tibia, hemihypertrophy, or a short, angulated scoliosis

Crowe and Schull (178) pointed out that adult patients with neurofibromatosis usually had more than five cafe-au-lait spots with a diameter of more than 1.5 cm. The presence of cafe-au-lait spots, however, is not pathognomonic for neurofibromatosis. Whitehouse (214) noted that 23% of normal children have one or two cafe-au-lait spots with a diameter of more than 0.5 cm, and the presence of five or more cafe-au-lait spots is needed to suggest the diagnosis of neurofibromatosis. Although cafe-au-lait spots may be present at birth, usually they are not seen until the patient is 5 or 6 years old (177). Generalized soft tissue hypertrophy of the limbs is present in 37% of adults with neurofibromatosis (196), whereas children have an 11% incidence of limb-length discrepancy and only a 3% incidence of soft tissue enlargement of the extremities (177).

A diagnostic biopsy of a dermal neurofibroma is considered a valuable criterion for the diagnosis of neurofibromatosis. These tumors, however, tend not to be clinically apparent until the child is older than 12 years of age (177). Plain x-ray studies are not helpful in identifying these soft tissue tumors. MRI can be helpful in identifying the soft tissue masses. Technetium 99m-labeled diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) accumulates in the soft tissue tumors of neurofibromatosis (191, 192). Routine isotopic imaging with this technique can identify lesions as small as 1.5 cm. Lesions as small as 0.8 cm were seen through a more advanced technique known as single photon emission computed tomography. Such techniques may be useful in identifying occult neurofibromatosis and pseudarthrosis of the long bones.

Injury

Pseudarthrosis of the long bones in patients with neurofibromatosis can be a therapeutic dilemma. The appearance of pseudarthroses and their resistance to treatment has been postulated to be due to a deficiency of bone formation secondary to mesodermal dysplasia. More recently, the abnormal soft tissue associated with these pseudarthroses has been postulated to be the major associated factor in causing pseudarthrosis (216). Wright et al. (216) developed a rabbit tibia congenital pseudarthrosis model and suggested that a possible underlying abnormality in congenital pseudarthrosis might actually be the abnormal soft tissue surrounding the bone rather than the bone itself (216).

Approximately 5% of patients with neurofibromatosis are thought to have pseudarthrosis of the long bones. The tibia is the bone most often affected, but only 55% of the cases of congenital pseudarthroses of the tibia are thought to be associated with neurofibromatosis (176).

The term congenital pseudarthrosis in neurofibromatosis is misleading because a substantial number of patients do not have a pseudarthrosis at birth but rather develop it later after a pathologic fracture (199). Brown et al. (175) found that in six children with neurofibromatosis, anterior bowing of the leg developed at an average age of 8 months and then went on to fracture and pseudarthrosis an average of 4.5 months after the initial clinical observation of deformity.

The focus of the recent orthopaedic literature has been treatment of congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia (199), but pseudarthroses in other locations in children with neurofibromatosis also occur and can be a challenge. Pseudarthroses have been reported in the radius (171,175,184,185-194,195), ulna (166, 167,170,171,189,200,201), both the radius and the ulna (167, 170,193,195,205,207), femur, clavicle, and humerus. Most patients had associated neurofibromatosis, but some with pseudarthroses in each of the above-mentioned locations did not.

Radiographic Findings

Aterolateral bowing of the tibia with loss of the medullary canal usually is present before fracture (Fig. 6-24) (175). Another x-
FIGURE 6-24. A: A 2-year-old boy with neurofibromatosis presented with anterolateral bowing, sclerosis, and partial obliteration of the medullary canal of the tibia without fracture. B: A modified McFarland technique for prophylactic bypass grafting was performed as shown. C: Immediate postsurgical x-ray studies of the tibia after prophylactic bypass grafting. D: Three years later, x-ray studies show continued growth of the tibia without fracture but some absorption of the allograft and relative loss of structural support by the allograft related to continued growth. E: X-ray studies after a second prophylactic bypass grafting. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 6-24. (continued) F: Clinical photographs of patient’s lower extremities. G: Current x-ray study 5 years after the initial presentation. The patient has had no fractures and is functioning well without pain. (From Dormans JP. Modified Sequential McFarland Bypass Procedure for pre-pseudarthrosis of the tibia. J Orthop Tech 1995;3:176–180.)
FIGURE 6.25. A and B: Two examples of untreated congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia in children with neurofibromatosis. C: After resection and reconstruction with a vascularized free fibula interposition.
FIGURE 6-26. Pseudarthrosis of the fibula is associated with valgus deformity of the ankle.

ray characteristic is a prefracture cystic lesion of the tibia with anterolateral bowing (176). Biopsy specimens of these pseudarthroses invariably reveal fibrous tissue, but there are reports of (167,194) found evidence of neural tissue in biopsy specimens. None of these findings, however, has been confirmed by electron microscopy to document the presence of Schwann cells. X-ray findings in patients with established pseudarthroses of the tibia include narrowing or obliteration of the medullary canal at the pseudarthrosis site, with sclerosis and anterolateral angulation (Fig. 6-25). Pseudarthrosis of the fibula is associated with valgus deformity of the ankle (Fig. 6-26).

In upper extremity pseudarthroses of neurofibromatosis, the x-ray signs of the bone at risk are narrowing of the diaphysis (201), sclerosis and hypoplasia with associated absent medullary canal (193), and the presence of a cystic lesion in the bone. Once a fracture has occurred, a pseudarthrosis is likely when the fracture line persists for more than 7 weeks after injury (194). The ends of the fracture gradually become tapered, there is little callus, and the cortex of the healing bone thickens with a decreased diameter of the medullary canal. The cause of these radiographic changes is unclear. Biopsy specimens from upper extremity pseudarthroses have consistently shown the presence of dense fibrous tissue without evidence of neurofibroma. Pseudarthroses have developed in children with neurofibromatosis after fracture through normal-appearing forearm bones (185, 186).

Treatment
A tibia with an anterolateral bow in an infant or child will eventually fracture; corrective osteotomy to correct angular deformity will only accelerate the progression to pseudarthrosis and should not be done. Once the fracture occurs, there is no indication for closed treatment. In conjunction with excision of the hypertrophic bone ends, methods of treatment of this congenital pseudarthrosis include intramedullary fixation with iliac bone graft, fixation with vascularized fibular graft, and Ilizarov’s compression of the pseudarthrosis with callotastic lengthening of the proximal tibia. All of these methods may be complicated by further pathologic fracture.

In contrast to pseudarthrosis of the upper extremity, there is substantial experience with treatment of pseudarthrosis of the tibia, but results are also disappointing. Bracing has proved ineffectual in the treatment of an established pseudarthrosis. Surgical procedures have included bypass grafts (197), onlay grafts (173), grafting with small bone chips, intramedullary nailing procedures (168,169), and intramedullary rod fixation after segmental osteotomies (209). The rate of union with these procedures ranges from 7% to 90%, and eventual amputation has been common. Electrical stimulation has been used with some success, but most series reporting its use have short patient follow-up and the electrical stimulation was used in combination with other surgical techniques. In one series, a 20% success rate was achieved using direct-current stimulation (174). In another series, union was achieved in 10 of 12 patients with pseudarthrosis of the tibia through rigid intramedullary rod fixation and electrical stimulation through implanted electrodes (202). The Farmer procedure, a skin and bone pedicle from the contralateral leg, has a reported union rate approaching 53% (198). Free vascularized fibular grafts also have been used for reconstruction after excision of the involved tibia (198). In one series, 1/2 of 12 patients with neurofibromatosis and pseudarthrosis of the tibia were successfully treated with free vascularized fibular grafts. Union of the pseudarthrosis occurred between 3 to 8 months after surgery (172,179,213). A free vascularized iliac graft has been used in one patient with neurofibromatosis, resulting in union within 10 weeks (188). Fabry et al. (181) obtained union of pseudarthrosis of the tibia in two patients with compression through an ilizarov fixator. In another series (204), the fractures in three of five patients healed in 4.5 months. The other two patients needed supplementary iliac grafts, and eventually, the bone united. It is important to stress that treatment cannot be considered successful until skeletal maturity has been reached; many of these series included patients with short follow-up, and few included follow-up to skeletal maturity.

A prophylactic bypass grafting of the pre-pseudarthrotic tibia in neurofibromatosis has been performed with some success. This modification of the original McFarland bypass procedure, which was originally done for established pseudarthrosis, was successful in a series of patients from several centers reviewed by Strong and Wong-Chung (211). A modified sequential McFarland bypass procedure for pre-pseudarthrosis of the tibia also has been described (Fig. 6-24) (180).

Amputation should be considered and discussed with the family early when previous operative interventions have been unsuccessful. Amputation usually is at the Syme level, with prosthetic fitting around the pseudarthrosis. In a gait analysis study, Karol et al. (187) compared 12 patients with previously operated and healed congenital pseudarthroses of the tibia with four children with amputations for final treatment of congenital pseudarthroses of the tibia. They found marked disturbance of gait and muscle strength in patients with healed congenital pseudarthroses of the tibia. They concluded that patients with early onset of disease, early surgery, and transankle fixation had more inefficient gaits than amputees. Patients with forearm pseud-
arthroses can be pain free and function may be satisfactory with observation or splinting. However, persistence of an ulnar pseudarthrosis in a growing child often leads to bowing of the radius and posterior lateral subluxation or dislocation of the radial head (166,167,189,201). Healing after 6 months of casting has been reported in a 2-month-old infant with a congenital pseudarthrosis of the radius. There was no clinical evidence of neurofibromatosis at the time of treatment of this patient (183). Union after conventional bone grafting and fixation has been reported in only a small number of patients with congenital pseudarthrosis of the forearm (170,171,185,186,193,208). Many of these patients require multiple conventional bone grafting procedures and often years of immobilization. There are more reports of patients (and probably many more patients) with pseudarthroses of the forearm bones who did not respond to multiple grafting procedures (166,171,175,194,201). The results of treatment of congenital pseudarthrosis of the forearm in neurofibromatosis by free vascularized fibular grafts are encouraging. Allieu et al. (167) treated one patient with radial and ulnar pseudarthroses and another with ulnar pseudarthrosis with free vascularized fibular grafts. They obtained union in the patient with radial and ulnar pseudarthroses in 6 weeks and in the patient with ulnar pseudarthrosis in 3 months. Earlier conventional grafting techniques had failed in both. Two additional patients with pseudarthroses of the radius without evidence of neurofibromatosis were treated with free vascularized fibular grafts, resulting union within 6 weeks (207,216). Mathlin et al. (195) reported six pseudarthroses of the forearm bones treated with vascularized fibular grafting with union in five ranging from 6 to 18 months after surgery. Other surgical options include excision of the ulnar pseudarthrosis to avoid a later tethering effect on the growing radius (166) and fusion of the distal radius and ulnar joint (201). Creation of a one-bone forearm is often technically successful, but both length and rotation of the forearm are sacrificed with this procedure (189,201).

Extreme care should be taken in surgical treatment of children with neurofibromatosis, in whom the periosteum of the long bones is believed to be less adherent to the bone than normal periosteum.

Complications

Extensive subperiosteal hemorrhage with subsequent ossification was reported in a 9-year-old patient who underwent surgical epiphysiodesis of the proximal tibia and fibula (217). Massive subperiosteal hemorrhage due to minor trauma in children with neurofibromatosis occurred in the tibia and femur (217). The amount of blood loss in subperiosteal hemorrhages can be life-threatening. Yaghmai and Tafazoli (217) evacuated a subperiosteal hemorrhage of a femur in an 11-year-old boy with neurofibromatosis who presented with a rapidly growing mass of the thigh after a minor fall. An eggshell calcification was visible around the femur within weeks of the trauma. The cyst held 2,100 mL of serous fluid and went on to complete ossification within 12 weeks of surgery with marked thickening and distortion of the involved femur.

It is important preoperatively to rule out hypertension in children with neurofibromatosis because 16% of children with neurofibromatosis had hypertension in one series (212).

Injuries of the Spine in Neurofibromatosis

Spinal deformity is the most common musculoskeletal abnormality seen in individuals with neurofibromatosis. Although scoliosis was present in 64% of patients with neurofibromatosis in one series (177), kyphoscoliosis may be the primary contributor to the development of paraplegia (215). Patients younger than 19 years of age may have paraplegia secondary to vertebral deformity, whereas those patients older than 19 are more likely to have neurologic deficits secondary to a neurofibroma. Complete dislocation of the spine with neurologic deficit has been reported in two patients with neurofibromatosis (206). Rib penetration of the enlarged neural foramen with spinal cord compression in neurofibromatosis has also been reported in four patients (182, 190). CT scan and MRI are useful for evaluating these patients. Resection through either an anterior or a posterior approach seems satisfactory (190).

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

The treatment of congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia remains controversial. When a child presents with pre pseudarthrosis, (aneurysm without fracture), either bypass grafting with fibular allograft or bracing are reasonable options. Once pseudarthrosis has developed, our preference is inserting an intramedullary rod and bone grafting of both the tibia and fibula when possible. If these procedures fail, free vascularized fibula transfer or resection and bone transport with circular frame techniques can be considered. Amputation and prosthetic fitting should be considered early in patients with failure of the above-mentioned techniques and severe shortening and a stiff ankle and foot. Conservative options such as bracing or observation for upper extremity pseudarthroses may be justified in a patient with a nonprogressive deformity and a satisfactory functional use of the extremity. Conventional bone grafting and fixation procedures for treatment of pseudarthrosis of the upper extremity have very limited success, and other approaches should be considered. Free vascularized fibular grafts seem the treatment of choice for upper extremity pseudarthrosis associated with neurofibromatosis.

CONGENITAL INSENSITIVITY TO PAIN

Congenital insensitivity to pain is a rare disorder characterized by the absence of normal subjective and objective responses to noxious stimuli in patients with intact central and peripheral nervous systems. The cause is unknown, but sporadic reports have appeared in the orthopaedic literature (219–222). Orthopaedic manifestations of congenital insensitivity to pain include recurrent fractures, osteomyelitis, and neuropathic joints (Fig. 6-27). Limb-length discrepancy may occur from physical damage. Lack of pain perception is associated with the development of Charcot’s joints, which may lead to later neuropathic
FIGURE 6-27. **A**: This 6-year-old child with anhydrosis, congenital insensitivity to pain and attention deficit disorder presented with a history of swollen ankles and knees. This AP radiograph and (B) this lateral radiograph shows Charcot changes in the subtalar joint with calcaneous and distal fibula fracture. **C**: This AP radiograph of the right knee and (D) this lateral radiograph of the right knee show large, loose osteochondral fragments, medial subluxation of the femur on the tibia and extensive periosteal new bone formation in the distal femur. Soft tissue shadows are consistent with her huge knee hemiarthrosis. More than 100 mL of sterile serosanguineous fluid was aspirated from the knee at her initial visit. The effusion quickly returned in the days following the aspiration. Because management with casts at another hospital resulted in significant skin breakdown, we stabilized the knees with removable hinged braces. The effusions improved but did not resolve.
arthropathy. The weight-bearing joints usually are affected, especially the knees and ankles.

The differential diagnosis includes a spectrum of closely related sensory disorders including congenital sensory neuropathy, hereditary sensory radicular neuropathy, familial sensory neuropathy with anhidrosis, and familial dysautonomia (Riley-Day syndrome). Acquired conditions with pain insensitivity include syringomyelia, diabetes mellitus, tabes dorsalis, alcoholism, and leprosy. Loss of protective sensation promotes self-mutilation, burns, bruises, and fractures. The disease comes to light when the child develops teeth and then bites his or her tongue, lips, and fingers.

Management should aim at education and prevention of injury. Prevention of joint disease is the best early option (219, 222). Joint injury should be recognized and treated early to prevent progression to gross arthropathy. Early diagnosis of injury is important, with signs of instability, swelling, and local warmth prompting early investigation and treatment. Most fractures are treated nonoperatively, when appropriate. Immobilization, bed rest, or inappropriate bracing usually is indicated (219, 221).

In a severely unstable, degenerated joint, arthrodesis may eventually be appropriate; however, poor healing, nonunion, and pseudarthrosis are common in neuropathic joints. The condition appears to improve with time with the gradual recovery of pain sensation.

**Marrow Disease of Bone**

**Gaucher's Disease**

Gaucher's disease is a hereditary disorder of lipid metabolism caused by a deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme glucocerebrosidase resulting in an abnormal accumulation of glucocerebroside (glucosylceramide) in macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system. It is the most common sphingolipidosis and is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait (232). It is very rare, with most cases noted in Ashkenazi Jews of eastern European origin (228). It has three forms of presentation. Type I is a chronic non-neuropathic form (i.e., without neurologic problems) with visceral (spleen and liver) and osseous involvement. This is the most common form (more than 90% of cases) and the type most commonly seen by orthopaedic surgeons. This type is also known as the adult form, but commonly, patients present during childhood (238). Type II is an acute, neuropathic type with central nervous system involvement and early infantile death. Type III is a subacute non-neuropathic type with chronic central nervous system involvement. These later two types, characterized as either infantile or juvenile, are notable for severe progressive neurologic disease and usually are fatal.

Lipid-laden histiocytes, known as Gaucher's cells, provoke clinical symptoms by their accumulation in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow. Osseous lesions result from marrow accumulation and include Erlenmeyer's flask appearance, osteonecrosis (particularly of the femoral head), and pathologic fractures, especially of the spine and femoral neck.

**Clinical Presentation**

Most patients with Gaucher's disease are diagnosed before age 10 years (236). Common clinical findings include hepatosplenomegaly, yellowish pigmentation of the skin, pungueae of the eyes (235,237), and bone lesions in 50% to 75% of patients (235). Bone pain, presenting as dull extremity ache, is present in most patients, and joint pain is equally common (228). Hemolytic anemia, leukopenia, and thrombocytopenia result from both hypersplenism and marrow replacement. These factors, along with abnormal liver function, tend to make these patients susceptible to infection and abnormal bleeding (224–228). Patients often have an increased serum acid phosphatase level and may have a decreased level of activity of glucocerebrosidase enzyme in white cells.

Bone lesions are most common in the femur, but they also occur in the pelvis, vertebral, humerus, and other locations (235). Infiltration of bone by Gaucher's cells leads to vessel thrombosis; compromise of the medullary vascular supply leads to localized osteonecrosis of the long bones (237), and avascular necrosis of the femoral head occurs in most patients in whom the disease is diagnosed in childhood (238).

Bone crisis and osteomyelitis in patients with Gaucher's disease demonstrate similar symptoms. Nearly half of patients with Gaucher's disease have episodes of bone crisis, also known as pseudo-osteomyelitis, in which they present with acute sharp pains of the extremity with associated local warmth, redness, and tenderness (239). Distinguishing this problem from osteomyelitis can be difficult. With bone crisis, a patient may have severe pain in the back or extremities, rubor, fever, and an elevated white blood cell count (239). Radiographs may show periosteal reaction or lytic lesions that are difficult to differentiate from osteomyelitis. Blood cultures are sterile, and aspiration of the affected bone is often necessary to provide correct diagnosis (224).

Osteomyelitis is present in a significant number of patients with Gaucher's disease. Hematogenous osteomyelitis was found in 10% of 49 patients in one series (224). Acute osteomyelitis is best managed conservatively when possible. Open irrigation and debridement of the bone may result in chronic osteomyelitis. Noyes and Smith (237) reviewed 18 patients with bone crisis who underwent biopsy to rule out osteomyelitis, and 61% of them went on to have postoperative osteomyelitis.

Plain x-ray studies usually are not helpful in differentiating crisis from infection (224). Technetium 99 bone scanning often demonstrates no increased uptake with a crisis (224) and shows decreased uptake in the area of osteonecrosis secondary to bone crisis, usually within 1 to 3 days after onset (225). Gallium 67 scintigraphy may be useful in differentiating crisis from infection by showing a lack of uptake in osteonecrosis and bone crisis, which may prove useful in excluding the presence of osteomyelitis (236). Bell et al. (224) recommended the use of CT scans to document the presence of purulent exudate in osteomyelitis in patients with Gaucher's disease. Recently, some authors have found MRI useful for excluding osteomyelitis in patients with Gaucher disease (237), but others (225) believe that MRI cannot distinguish between osteomyelitis and pseudo-osteomyelitis of bone crisis.
Radiographic Findings

Radiographically, three patterns of bone involvement have been described. (a) Generalized infiltration of the bone marrow of long bones by Gaucher cells causes a decreased density and cortical thinning. There is a general tendency for failure of mineralization (229), and this problem is most pronounced in the distal femur, where it produces an Erlenmeyer’s flask appearance (Fig. 6-28). (b) The bone is moth-eaten with occasional osteosclerosis, and a centrally located curvilinear or vertical radiolucent streak is seen in the distal femur. (c) Dense collections of Gaucher cells form localized bubbly expansile lytic lesions in the bone, and associated areas of aseptic necrosis with medullary infarction form diaphyseal lytic lesions with reparative periosteal reaction surrounding them (229).

Avascular necrosis of the femoral head is similar to that seen in Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease, and vertebral plana may be present with lesions of the spine (229). MRI is more sensitive than radiographs or CT in demonstrating marrow involvement.

Injury

Pathologic fractures, especially of the femoral neck or shaft after biopsy and of the spine, usually are best managed conservatively. Kaz et al. (232) reported 23 pathologic fractures in 9 children with Gaucher disease; 7 had multiple fractures. In decreasing order of frequency, the site of involvement included the distal femur, basal neck of the femur, spine, and proximal tibia. Fractures also occurred infrequently in the distal tibia, proximal humerus, rib, and acetabulum. Fractures of the long bones were transverse and usually in the metaphysis. Fractures of the spine were either wedge shaped or centrally depressed at the end plate. The factors predisposing these children to fracture included significant medullary space infiltration, cortical bone erosion, osteonecrosis, and associated disuse osteoporosis (232).

In another report of 53 patients with Gaucher’s disease aged 9 to 18 years (234), 11 had vertebral fractures, usually at two or three sites in each patient, with either anterior wedging, central vertebral collapse, or total rectangular collapse. Most patients had relief of their pain after 1 to 4 months of conservative treatment; two required decompression laminectomies, and one had a posterior lateral fusion to stabilize the spine.

Katz et al. (233) found that fractures of the upper extremities in Gaucher’s disease were prone to occur in areas of prior crisis. Although external callus formed in 6 to 8 weeks in most patients, complete healing with internal callus took almost 2 years in some. Other authors have found fracture union to be rapid (229). Both delayed union and nonunion (237) have been reported in older patients with Gaucher’s disease.

Pathologic femoral neck fractures with minimal associated trauma in children with Gaucher’s disease often heal with a varus malunion and minimal subsequent remodeling; avascular necrosis of the femoral head also can be associated with femoral neck fractures (229,235). Goldman and Jacobs (229) stated that the presence of a mixed density of bone of the femoral neck on x-ray with narrowing of the medial cortex was a risk factor for fracture.

Treatment

In the past, there was no specific treatment for Gaucher’s disease. Splenectomy was often performed to help correct thrombocytopenia (228), but some authors believed that splenectomy worsened the orthopaedic complications of Gaucher’s disease and recommended that it should be delayed as long as possible (332). Enzyme replacement therapy for the deficit found in Gaucher’s disease has been developed (230). It is known as alglucerase (Ceredase) and is given in intravenous infusions every 2 weeks, with most patients having a decrease in the size of their livers and spleens, and improvement in their anemia. With the recommended dosage of 60 units of alglucerase per kilogram, a 30-kg child requires a yearly amount of enzyme costing $163,800 (227). Low-dose imiglucerase (Cerzyme, Genzyme), a placental recombinant human-derived beta-glucocerebrosidase enzyme replacement, is also being used to treat patients with type I Gaucher’s disease (244). Studies have shown that either a reduced dose or a low-dose—high-frequency regimen can achieve similar clinical effects with less cost (227,243). Less costly home intravenous enzyme replacement treatment is possible (245). After 1 year of treatment with replacement enzyme, patients with Gaucher’s disease seem to have a decreased tendency for infection (243). The effects of the enzyme on the bone disease
are unclear. Zevin et al. (242) found no change in bone appearance after 1 year of replacement therapy, whereas Hill et al. (231) noted improved appearance of the long bones and involved spine after 16 months of enzyme replacement therapy. Bone marrow transplantation also has been shown to be helpful in reversing the medical effects of Gaucher disease (241), but the mortality rate of patients undergoing allogenic marrow transplantation is greater than 15% (227).

Fracture Management
Pathologic fractures of the upper extremities and the spine respond well to conservative immobilization techniques. For fractures of the lower extremity, prolonged bed rest is to be avoided because of the additional complication of disuse osteoporosis. Early mobilization with non-weight bearing casts is necessary to avoid angulation of the fractures. Complete healing as defined by the appearance of internal callus may require from 10 to 32 weeks of immobilization. Corrective osteotomy may be necessary for residual angulation. Some authors have recommended conservative treatment with non-weight bearing for minimally angulated femoral neck fractures (228,232), with internal fixation reserved for unstable femoral fractures with progressive or marked displacement (232,235).

All patients with Gaucher’s disease considered for a surgical procedure should undergo extensive preoperative evaluation of their abnormal clotting function. Excessive bleeding may even occur when clotting tests are normal (224). It is important for the anesthesiologist to recognize that patients with Gaucher’s disease may be prone to upper airway obstruction because of infarction of the upper airway with glycolipids and commonly may have an airway up to 50% smaller than predicted for age (240). These patients are prone to infection, likely due to abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis (223), and needle biopsy under operating room conditions is preferable to open biopsy (237).

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT
Conservative immobilization with non-weight bearing is suggested for long bone fractures when appropriate. Stable fractures of the femoral neck should be treated by guarded immobilization with frequent follow-up x-ray studies. Internal fixation should be used in femoral fractures that show signs of or potential for displacement. Preoperative planning is important, with careful evaluation of clotting function and preoperative consultation by the anesthesiologist. Femoral head osteonecrosis is managed symptomatically, at first with osteotomy or joint replacement later when necessary.

Sickle Cell Disease
The term sickle cell disease (SCD) characterizes conditions caused by the presence of sickle cell hemoglobin (HbS). Variants of these conditions include sickle cell anemia (HbS-S), the less severe sickle cell disease (HbS-C), and the often asymptomatic sickle cell trait (HbA-S). The most common type of SCD, HbS-S, is a homozygous recessive condition in which individuals inherit the beta S globin gene from each parent. SCD has systemic effects particularly on splenic function and on the central nervous, renal, hepatic, and musculoskeletal systems. SCD affects approximately 1 in 400 African-Americans. Sickle cell trait affects 8% to 10% of the African-American population and other groups less frequently (267). With sickle cell trait, each individual has inherited a beta-S globin gene and a beta-A globin gene. Clinical manifestations of sickle cell trait usually are not apparent. The presence of these abnormal hemoglobins in red blood cells causes them to be mechanically fragile, and when they are deoxygenated, the cells assume a sickle shape, which makes them prone to clumping with blockage of the small vessels of the spleen, kidneys, and bones (262,263). Chronic hemolytic anemia is present in most severely affected patients, and marrow hyperplasia is found in both the long bones and the short tubular bones. These disorders are diagnosed by hemoglobin electrophoresis (252).

Clinical Presentation
Musculoskeletal involvement results from small vessel occlusion by clumped sickle cells with bone infarction, avascular necrosis, and increased susceptibility to infection. These problems are most commonly seen in sickle cell anemia and sickle cell disease. Bone infarction is caused by blockage of marrow vascular channels by sickled erythrocytes. It is seen in patients as young as 6 to 12 months of age. Ultimate infarction occurs in as many as 74% of patients. Patients with acute long bone infarctions present with pain and swelling of the affected extremity and a low-grade fever. The long bone usually is tender, and infrequently, both erythema and warmth also are present (257). Acute symptoms usually resolve within a week. One presenting sign of sickle cell disease in an adolescent is an indolent ulcer over the lateral malleolus of the ankle with surrounding areas of patchy hyperpigmentation (260). Sickle cell dactylitis, or infarction of the small bones of the hands and feet, may resemble infection and is common in infancy and childhood (259). Young children getting their feet wet or walking in the snow can initiate episodes (253). Pain and swelling may last for 1 to 2 weeks. X-ray studies may show osteolysis and periosteal new bone formation.

Acute bone infarct in patients with SCD may be difficult to distinguish from osteomyelitis. Osteomyelitis occurs in fewer than 1% of affected patients. Acute bone infarctions are 50 times more common than bacterial osteomyelitis in patients with sickle cell disease (257), but in Africa, osteomyelitis is 200 times more common in patients with SCD than in normal individuals (256). Osteoarticular bacterial infection was diagnosed in 1.6% of 247 admissions in one series of children with sickle cell disease admitted to the hospital for musculoskeletal complaints (261). These authors recommended aspiration as the diagnostic procedure of choice for infection. Clinical and x-ray presentations in both of these conditions are quite similar, except that high fever is more common in osteomyelitis. Patients present with a warm, swollen, painful extremity. Multifocal bone involvement was reported in 73% of patients with osteomyelitis in one series (265), and the most common sites in decreasing order of frequency were the humerus, metatarsals, riba, femur,
radius, metacarpals, and ulna. Routine evaluation should include blood cultures and needle aspiration of the affected area. Typical causative organisms in osteomyelitis include *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Salmonella*, and *Streptococcus pneumoniae*. Bennett et al. (247) reviewed bone and joint manifestations in 57 patients with sickle cell anemia and found that osteomyelitis occurred in 61% and that *Salmonella* was the causative organism in 71% of these patients. Others have also found that *Salmonella* is a common organism seen in osteomyelitis in SCD (256,265), but Epps and co-workers (255) found that *Staphylococcus* was the most common organism in their patients with SCD osteomyelitis. Al-Salem (246) also found that *Staphylococcus* was the most common organism in osteomyelitis in those patients with sickle cell trait. Both the metaphysis and diaphysis are common locations of infection (250,265). Septic arthritis is rare in patients with SCD. Surgical drainage of septic joints, osteomyelitis, and subperiosteal abscesses is indicated.

Other common problems in SCD include avascular necrosis of both the femoral head and proximal humerus. Wedging or flattening of the vertebral bodies is also seen in older patients (253). Fat emboli, secondary to marrow infarcts, can occur in patients with less severe SCD (HbS-C) and less frequently in patients with sickle cell anemia. Pneumococcal sepsis is the leading cause of death in young children with SCD.

**Radiographic Findings**

In young patients, marrow hyperplasia results in a generalized osteoporosis with widening of the medullary canal and thinning of the cortex. As the patients become older, endosteal bone apposition causes sclerosis (Fig. 6-29) and the medullary canal may actually become narrowed with thickening of the cortex. Large bone infarctions may not be visible on plain x-ray studies because of limited circulation, but commonly within 2 weeks of onset of symptoms, areas of involvement appear moth-eaten, with irregularly distributed translucent areas commonly bound by elevated periosteum with new bone formation (252). Widespread involvement may form a “bone within a bone” appearance (253). Nearly 85% of long bone infarcts are found at the junction between the metaphysis and diaphysis, and 10% are centrally located (248). Plain x-ray studies cannot distinguish between osteomyelitis and bone infarction in these patients. Although Keeley and Buchanan (257) believe that bone scans are not helpful in the diagnosis of bone infarction, Koren et al. (258) noted that in the first 48 hours of symptoms, there was decreased uptake in the affected area of bone infarct by technetium bone scan. Normal isotope uptake developed approximately 1 week later. They found that increased isotope uptake was common 2 to 4 weeks after the onset of symptoms. Gallium bone scan was thought to be a helpful adjunct to this technique when osteomyelitis was suspected. MRI has not been found useful in distinguishing osteomyelitis from acute infarcts (251), but contrast material—enhanced CT scan can aid in diagnosis of osteomyelitis in these patients by its ability to visualize subperiosteal abscess (266). Differentiation from infarction can be aided by aspiration and by comparing the results of technetium 99 scans with those of a bone marrow scan. Both partial and full femoral head involvement can occur in avascular necrosis of the capital femoral epiphysis in SCD (253), and coxa vara also has been reported (259).

**Injury**

Pathologic fractures of the long bones in SCD frequently may be the first symptom of the disorder (262), and many authors report pathologic fractures in their series (247,250,252,254,259,264). In a series of 81 patients with 198 long bone infarcts with occasional concurrent osteomyelitis, Bohrer (248) found evidence of fracture in 25% of femoral lesions, 20% of humeral lesions, and a significant percentage also in tibial bone infarcts. Ebong (254) reported pathologic fractures in 20% of patients with SCD and osteomyelitis. The most common site of fracture was the femur. The fractures are transverse and commonly located in the shaft of the long bone (253), and although minimal trauma is needed to cause them (259), they often have significant displacement (248,249). The exact mechanism for pathologic fracture in these patients is unclear; although it is often associated with bone infarct, the fracture itself is seldom through the area of infarction (259). Marrow hyperplasia may be a major contributing factor; not only does the hypercellular bone marrow expand the medullary canal with thinning of both trabecular and cortical bone, but it also extends into widened haversian and Volkmann canals (253). This process probably weakens the bone sufficiently so that fractures occur. The healing process seems unaffected, and union usually occurs normally (262).

**Treatment**

Vaso-occlusive episodes are managed with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medications, oxygen, and hydration. Symptomatic
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bone infarction should be treated with bed rest, analgesics, and intravenous or oral administration of fluids (257). If osteomyelitis is suspected, identification of the organism should be attempted by both blood cultures and aspiration of subperiosteal fluid (265). The choice of antibiotics is based on Gram’s stain. For Gram-positive organisms, either cephalothin or nafcillin is used initially, and for Gram-negative organisms, either ampicillin or chloramphenicol is used. Changes in antibiotics are based on later culture results and sensitivities. The patient is monitored by C-reactive protein or sedimentation rate, and intravenous antibiotics usually are continued for at least 6 weeks. Operative treatment of patients with SCD is potentially hazardous. Extreme care must be taken to oxygenate the patient’s tissues adequately during the procedure, and ideally, elective procedures should be preceded by multiple transfusions to reduce hemoglobin (S) to less than 30% of total hemoglobin levels. A randomized multicenter study found that a simple conservative transfusion regimen to raise Hb levels to 10 g/dL was as effective as an aggressive exchange transfusion regimen (to reduce Hgb to less than 30%) in preventing perioperative complications. The conservative approach resulted in only half as many transfusion-associated complications (268). Intravenous hydration also is important, with one and a half to two times the daily fluid requirements needed in addition to routine replacement of fluid losses. The use of a tourniquet in surgery for patients with SCD is somewhat controversial. Some authors believe that it is not indicated because it is potentially dangerous (253,255); others found no increased risks associated with its use in these patients (259,267).

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Pathologic fractures in patients with SCD usually heal well with conservative immobilization techniques (253). Customary precautions should be followed in those patients who require open surgical procedures for displaced or unstable fractures. Osteonecrosis of the femoral head is an especially difficult problem in patients with SCD. Treatment options include conservative measures and core decompression (a multicenter trial is under way). Total joint replacement is occasionally indicated in young adults. Before general anesthesia, the patient’s hematocrit should be raised to 2 - 3.0 Hb to 10 g/dL.

Leukemias

Leukemia accounts for over 30% of cases of childhood cancer. Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) is one of the most common malignant diseases in childhood and accounts for 80% of pediatric leukemias. There is an increased occurrence of lymphoid leukemias in patients with Down syndrome, immunodeficiencies, and ataxic telangiectasia. The peak incidence is at 4 years of age.

Leukemic involvement of bones and joints occurs frequently in patients with leukemia. Skeletal lesions occur more frequently in leukemic children than in adults because a child’s small marrow reserve can be replaced quickly by leukemic cells. Approximately 50% to 75% of children with acute leukemia develop radiographic skeletal manifestations during the course of their disease (277,280). Rogalsky et al. (282) reported a 12% incidence of fracture associated with acute leukemic lesions.

Clinical Presentation

Patients present with fatigue, pallor, purpura, fever, hepatosplenomegaly, or bone and joint pain; 20% to 60% of patients present with musculoskeletal signs or symptoms (275). In one series, bone pain was a presenting symptom in 59% of patients (284,285). Rogalsky et al. (282) reported a 20.6% incidence of reports of problems with the skeletal system at initial presentation. Migratory arthritis may be present in some patients; point pain is believed to be secondary to leukemic cell infiltration of the metaphyseal periosteum (285). Leukemia may mimic osteomyelitis, rheumatic fever, septic arthritis, and tuberculosis (283). Either leukocytosis or leukopenia is present, and the presence of immature leukocytes in the peripheral blood smear should suggest a diagnosis of leukemia. In the early phase of the disease, anemia, neutropenia, and thrombocytopenia occur in 80% of patients; 10% of children have normal peripheral blood counts. Bone marrow aspirate usually is diagnostic.

Radiographic Findings

No pathognomonic osseous manifestations occur in acute leukemia. Skeletal involvement occurs in approximately 50% of patients, and diffuse osteopenia is the most frequent manifestation. Lucencies and periostitis may mimic osteomyelitis.

Non-specific juxtaepiphyseal lucent lines are a result of generalized metabolic dysfunction. Sclerotic bands of bony trabeculae are more typical in older children. A characteristic lesion seen within a month of onset of symptoms is a radiolucent metaphyseal band adjacent to the physis. These are usually bilateral and vary from 2 to 15 mm in width (285). Similar radiolucent bands are seen both in infants with scurvy and in older children with neuroblastoma.

Osteolytic lesions with punctate areas of radiolucency are found in the metaphyses and can either appear moth-eaten or as a confluent radiolucency. Similar lesions can be present in the diaphysis (273), the skull, pelvis, ribs, and bones of the hands and feet. Large geographic lesions also may be seen. Periosteal reaction often is present with osteolytic lesions and is most common in the posterior cortex of the distal femoral metaphysis, the medial neck of the femur, and the diaphyses of the tibia and fibula (286).

Medical management protocols usually include vincristine, prednisone, and L-asparaginase (VPL) or methotrexate, vincristine, L-asparaginase, and dexamethasone (MOAD) (272). Remission rates are now up to 98%, with cure rates approaching 80% (272).

The complication seen most commonly by orthopaedic surgeons is avascular necrosis (AVN) of the femoral head (278,
This may occur after chemotherapy, after chemotherapy and allogenic bone marrow transplantation (BMT), or after graft-versus-host disease (GVH) related to BMT. Although most AVN is attributed to glucocorticoid therapy, L-asparaginase can contribute to thrombophilia and has been implicated in the production of AVN. The risk of AVN is especially high after BMT in boys older than 16 years who are treated for GVH with steroids or irradiation. MRI is best for the early detection of AVN. Treatment modalities include weight relief, symptomatic treatment, core decompression, and total hip replacement. Bizot et al. (271) described the results in 27 patients treated with total hip arthroplasty for AVN after allogenic BMT.

Most bone lesions in leukemia improve during remission after treatment and tend to progress with worsening of the disease. The radiolucent metaphyseal bands usually are not affected by treatment, however, and further demineralization of the skeleton may occur with both corticosteroid use and methotrexate therapy. Diffuse demineralization of the skeleton occurs in almost all patients with widening of the medullary canal and thinning of the cortex (285). Although increased uptake of isotope is seen on technetium bone scan in 80% of patients, positive areas of isotope uptake correlate poorly with both sites of clinical bone pain and the presence of lesions on x-ray study (274).

Several authors (269,276,277,279) have attempted to evaluate the prognostic significance of the extent of bone involvement in childhood leukemia. Hughes et al. (278) reported that major skeletal involvement, in fact, may correlate with a better overall outcome in childhood leukemia. Heinrich et al. (277) concluded that children without radiographic skeletal abnormalities have an aggressive form of acute leukemia that results in a worse prognosis.

**Injury**

Pathologic lesions predisposing children to a fracture usually resolve during treatment. Fracture is most commonly associated with osteoporosis of the spine, resulting in vertebral plana. Fractures occasionally occur at other locations and usually after minor trauma.

Vertebral compression fractures are the most commonly reported fractures associated with leukemia. The thoracic vertebrae are the most commonly involved; uniform spinal osteoporosis often is present (278,281). A bone scan may aid in identifying clinically silent areas but may not correlate with areas of obvious destruction on radiographs. Spastic paraparesis has been reported in one patient with vertebral fracture due to leukemia (278).

**Treatment**

Most fractures are treated using standard methods (Fig. 6-30). Newman and Melhorn (281) noted a prompt decrease in pain in four patients with vertebral fractures due to leukemia once chemotherapy was initiated. No bracing was used in these patients, and full activity was encouraged. In one of their patients
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observed for more than 5 years, there was no evidence of healing of the fractured vertebra on x-ray study. There are no specific treatment recommendations for any other associated pathologic fractures of leukemia in the literature.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Prompt diagnosis and initiation of chemotherapy is the first step in the treatment of pathologic fractures associated with leukemia. Most fractures are stable microfractures and can be treated with conservative immobilization techniques with emphasis on early ambulation to avoid further problems with disuse osteoporosis. Most vertebral fractures can be treated nonoperatively with close observation.

**Hemophilia**

Hemophilia is a sex-linked recessive disorder of clotting mechanism that presents most commonly as a functional deficiency of either factor VIII (hemophilia A) or factor IX (hemophilia B). Classic hemophilia, or hemophilia A, (factor VIII deficiency) is an inherited sex-linked recessive disorder. The incidence is 1 per 10,000 live male births in the United States (291). Christmas disease, or hemophilia B, is a sex-linked recessive factor IX deficiency and occurs in 1 per 40,000 live births.

When hemophilia is suspected, screening tests should be performed, including platelet count, bleeding time, prothrombin time, and partial thromboplastin time. Deficiency of factor VII, the most common form of hemophilia, causes a marked prolongation in the partial thromboplastin time (337). Once the disease is suspected, specific factor assays can document the type of hemophilia.

Musculoskeletal complications in a child with hemophilia include acute hemarthroses (knee, elbow, and ankle, in decreasing order of frequency), soft tissue and muscle bleeds, acute compartment syndrome, carpal tunnel syndrome, and femoral nerve neuropaxia. The severity of the deficiency often is correlated with circulating levels of factor VIII or IX (Table 6-7). The disease is classified as severe when clotting activity is less than 1%, moderate when clotting activity is 1% to 5%, and mild when clotting activity is more than 5%. By definition, each milliliter of normal human plasma contains one unit of factor activity, and the clinical severity of hemophilia correlates with the patient’s percentage of normal levels of plasma factor activity.
Early diagnosis and aggressive management are the keys to lessening complications.

Treatment—Bleeding Episodes

During bleeding episodes, the primary therapy is intravenous replacement of the deficient factor. Several different treatment plans exist: On-demand therapy is the traditional method of hemophilia management; factor replacement is given at the first sign of a bleeding episode. Primary prophylaxis involves initiation of regular factor replacement therapy soon after the diagnosis of severe hemophilia (usually when the child is 1 to 2 years of age) with the intention of preventing joint bleeds. Secondary prophylaxis is used after a child has established a pattern of frequent bleeding but before frequent joint bleeds occur.

Empirically, one unit of factor VIII per kilogram of body weight will raise plasma activity by 2%, and a similar dose of factor IX will elevate the plasma level of that factor by 1.5% (291). The usual half-life of factor VIII varies from 6 to 12 hours and that of factor IX varies from 8 to 18 hours. Routinely in the nonbleeding patient, factor VIII must be given every 8 hours and factor IX must be given every 12 hours to maintain a stable factor level. Higher than usual dosages given more frequently are necessary in patients with active bleeding. In the past, factor replacement was accomplished through plasma transfusion, but the quantities necessary for adequate factor levels may result in circulatory overload and pulmonary edema (331). This problem was eventually solved through the use of cryoprecipitate, protein prepared from plasma that is rich in factor VIII and fibrinogen. More concentrated forms of both factor VIII and factor IX (Konyne 80) have become available. The reader is referred to an excellent review by Connelly and Kalcko (298) for a current state of the art review of gene therapy for patients with hemophilia A.

Complications

Significant complications are caused by the use of replacement therapy in hemophiliacs. Antibodies to replacement factor, known as factor inhibitors, develop in 15% to 25% of patients with severe factor VIII deficiency (up to 50% if transient or insignificant inhibitors are included) (291,331). When inhibitors are present in quantities higher than 5 Bethesda units, very high doses of factor may be necessary to achieve significant activity levels. Many children with high titer factor VIII inhibitors are treated with daily high doses of factor VIII (immune tolerance) to reduce or eliminate the inhibitor. The level of inhibitors rises sharply 6 to 10 days after initial treatment (301), and the effectiveness of replacement therapy gradually deteriorates. In patients with hemophilia A with inhibitor levels greater than 20 Bethesda units, factor VIII replacement is ineffective. There has been some success in treating these patients with alternative therapy such as nonactivated factor IX concentrates, activated factor IX, porcine factor VIII (340), and activated prothrombin complex concentrate (Autoplex T) (288). Desmopressin (1-deamino-8D-arginine vasopressin) is becoming a treatment of choice in patients with mild hemophilia A and also has an effect on patients with von Willebrand’s disease as well as platelet disorders (401,404). Patients can have an approximate threefold increase in factor VIII. Studies have shown effectiveness of this medication through administration by intravenous route or subcutaneous injections, as well as intranasal administration by spray.

A large percentage of the adult hemophilic population treated with concentrated plasma-derived factor before 1985 became human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) positive. Because replacement therapy for 1 year (or one surgery episode) may expose hemophiliacs to the equivalent of 3,200 units of donor blood (291), these patients have been particularly susceptible to both hepatitis and HIV infection. The annual rate of hepatitis in hemophiliacs is estimated to be 5% (294). In a study of 181 patients with either hemophilia A or B, Ragni et al. (332) found that 45% were HIV seropositive, and 82% of patients treated with factor VIII concentrate were HIV positive. In this study, the peak of seroconversion occurred in 1982, with declining rates in the ensuing years, presumably owing to HIV antibody donor screening and heat inactivation of blood products. The overall incidence of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) for all these patients was 5.5%, but in patients who were HIV seropositive for more than 3 years, the incidence of AIDS approached 32%. All hemophilia patients are monitored for development of treatment-related viral infection; the incidence of infection today is extremely low. Serial examinations of T4 counts are performed for patients at risk. Medical therapies are still evolving for AIDS patients with hemophilia. Current gene therapy efforts are focused on developing a vector that is safe and gives long-term expression of the missing factor at levels that will significantly change the phenotype (289).

Surgery in Hemophilia

In preparing a patient with hemophilia for surgery, the orthopedist and the hematologist should work closely together. Preoperatively, the patient should be tested for the presence of inhibitor and a test dose of factor replacement should be given to determine the biologic half-life of that factor for that particular patient.
Fractures and Dislocations

**Clinical Presentation.** Most, but not all, authors, believe that hemophilic patients have an increased incidence of fracture (290,301,308). These patients have been predisposed to fracture because of poor muscle function, limitation of joint movement, and osteopenia secondary to recurrent joint hemorrhatosis. Most authors have noted that healing of fractures proceeds primarily with endosteal callus and very little periosteal callus (301,313), although others believe that approximately 50% is adequate (328,330). The initial dose is usually 40 units/kg (331), and it should be given 1 to 2 hours before surgery (308,317). In prolonged procedures with active bleeding, the factor level should be checked as often as every 3 hours and appropriate factor supplementation given as necessary (331). Tourniquets are recommended for extremity surgery. Although some authors believe electrocautery is adequate for obtaining hemostasis (308,317), others consider ligation of vessels preferable (291,331). The use of routine drains is not advised, but 24 hours of suction drainage is favored by some (291,317,331). Factor levels are checked immediately after surgery and then at least daily. Factor VIII is given every 6 hours, and factor IX is given every 8 hours. It is useful to check a trough level factor activity immediately before the next dose of factor supplementation. In the immediate postoperative period, factor levels are maintained at 30% to 40% (291,317), and these levels should be maintained until sutures are removed (317). During the rehabilitative period, maintenance levels of factor ranging from 20% to 50% immediately before sessions of physical therapy should be maintained (291,317,328,331). Intramuscular injections of analgesics should obviously be avoided, as should aspirin compounds and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medications that affect platelet function. Both acetaminophen (Tylenol) and codeine medications are safe oral analgesics (312). In the past, hemophilic patients had an increased risk of operative infections and delayed wound healing, but aggressive replacement therapy has minimized those problems (331).

**Injury**

**Treatment.** Most fractures in hemophiliac patients are treated conservatively with immobilization. Factor replacement is important for about the first week after the fracture, and levels of factor activity recommended vary from 20% to 50% (290,291,295,308,317). Circumferential plaster casts are extremely hazardous in the treatment of these fractures because of the risk of swelling from bleeding as well as subsequent compartment syndrome and skin necrosis (338). A Robert Jones dressing may be preferable for fracture immobilization immediately after injury, and a cast should be applied once active swelling has stopped (308). All casts applied should be well padded and split, and the patient should be monitored carefully for swelling. Fractures of the femur can be treated with traction and subsequent spica casting (295). Some authors consider skeletal traction to be hazardous because of the risk of infection or bleeding (291,308), but Boardman and English (295) believe that with proper replacement therapy, skeletal pins can be used in the hemophilic. In the presence of inhibitor, a large blood loss owing to fracture should be treated with transfusion with saline-washed packed red blood cells (313). Replacement therapy is advisable while fractures are manipulated and casts are changed. Most authors think that open reduction and internal fixation should be performed in hemophilic patients for fractures that would customarily be treated with such methods (291,295,317).

**Muscle Hematoma**

**Clinical Presentation.** Hematomas of the soft tissues in hemophiliacs occur in superficial tissues but are more of a clinical problem when they develop in muscle (317). Although most are spontaneous, a history of trauma was noted in 24% of 178 episodes of muscle hematoma in one series (292). In order of frequency, the most common sites of involvement in that series were the quadriceps, calf, anterior compartment of the leg, thigh adductors, hamstrings, and sartorius muscle. The first clinical symptoms are tenderness, stiffness, and swelling of the involved muscle group with pain on motion (292). Early postoperative syndrome of the forearm, which responded to factor replacement, has been reported in a young child (322), and before the advent of replacement therapy, Volkman ischemic contracture of the forearm could evolve from this injury (291). A hematoma in the iliacus muscle can present as severe groin pain, flexion deformity of the hip, and a tender mass palpable along the iliac crest. Passive extension of the hip increases pain, and significant swelling of the muscle can cause compression of the femoral nerve (with subsequent femoral nerve palsy and quadriceps muscle paralysis) by the inguinal ligament superiorly and the iliopsoas ligament medially. X-ray studies usually are not helpful in the diagnosis of intramuscular hemorrhage in the hemophilic. Ultrasound (316), CT scan (336), and MRI are useful in documenting the presence of muscle hematoma. Wilson et al. (341) noted that in early hemorrhage of the muscle, the ultrasound shows increased echogenicity, but in established muscle hematoma, the echogenicity is decreased. This may be helpful in recurrence, because fresh hemorrhage into an organizing hematoma can be distinguished by this technique. One should not assume that all groin pain in hemophilia is due to an iliacus...
muscle hematoma. Although rare, hip hemarthrosis can occur, and septic arthritis of the hip has also been reported in hemophilic patients. In this clinical situation, a hip ultrasound and aspiration can help make the correct diagnosis (341).

**Treatment.** The most important consideration in the treatment of a patient with muscle hematoma is early initiation of replacement therapy. Aronstam et al. (293) found that if replacement therapy was initiated within 2 hours of onset of symptoms, then excellent recovery ensued. The only exception to this finding was hematomas of the calf muscles, which responded equally well to replacement therapy if it was treated within 3 hours of the onset of symptoms. Most authors recommend raising factor levels to between 20% and 50% (291,292,308,320,325) and continuing treatment for 24 hours (292) to 5 days (317). The patient should not bear weight on the extremity (292), and the affected joints should be placed in a position of comfort, with a compression dressing and ice packs applied to the swollen muscle (292.308). Serial casting may be useful in regaining joint motion after active bleeding has ceased (308), and light traction may be useful for regaining hip motion in patients with iliopsoas hematoma. Quadriceps muscle function usually returns with recovery from quadriceps hematoma. Infrequently, ectopic bone may form in the soft tissues after hematoma (309). In severe cases of muscle hemorrhage that do not respond to conservative treatment, fasciotomy and neurolysis (with proper replacement therapy) may be necessary (317).

**Neurapraxia**

In addition to the compression of the femoral nerve seen in iliopsoas hematoma, neurapraxia in hemophilicacs can occur in the peroneal, sciatic, median, and ulnar nerves (291). Carpal tunnel syndrome due to hemorrhagic compression of the median nerve has been reported (317,326). Factor levels for these patients should be raised to 80% to 100% of normal for 2 days and then maintained at 40% of factor levels for another 7 days with splinting of the extremity (291). Another neurologic complication in patients with hemophilia is significant intracranial bleeding from minor head trauma. This has been reported in 2% to 13% of children who have hemophilia and von Willebrand's disease (299).

**Pseudotumor of Hemophilia**

**Clinical Presentation.** The pseudotumor of hemophilia is a cystic swelling of the muscle due to hematoma. Adjacent bone erosion is often evident on plain x-ray study and is seen most frequently in the ilium and femur (335). In children, a pathologic fracture can occur after a destructive pseudotumor of the femoral shaft. Pseudotumors can also evolve after fracture of the femur (296). These lesions may develop through subperiosteal hemorrhage, which causes pressure necrosis of the overlying muscle and underlying bone (339). Progressive enlargement can compress surrounding vital soft tissue structures, and extreme enlargement may eventually result in skin perforation, with infection and possible death (296). In children, the peripheral skeleton is most commonly affected by pseudotumor (308), and the small bones in the hands and feet are the most common sites; the prognosis is better with these sites than with more centrally located pseudotumors (290). Large pseudotumors may develop calcific deposits that are visible on plain x-ray studies. An established cyst may be associated with semilunar struts of bone projecting from the adjacent bone at the proximal and distal ends of the pseudocyst (296). With involvement of the small bones of hands and feet, interosseous expansion lesions with surrounding periosteal elevation are seen (317). The CT scan is useful in delineating the extent of pseudotumor (329).

**Hemarthrosis**

**Clinical Presentation.** Patients with severe hemophilia have a high rate of hemarthrosis. The joints most commonly involved in decreasing order of frequency include the knees, elbows, ankles, hips, and shoulders (291). There usually is a prodrome of stiffness and pain before clinical swelling, and trauma usually is absent. The joint is held in a position of flexion that is most comfortable, and eventually, the joint becomes tense and swollen with decreased range of motion. A subacute hemarthrosis of the knee is said to be present when two or more episodes of acute hemarthrosis have preceded it. On clinical examination, the synovium is very thick and boggy with decreased range of motion of the joint. Pain is uncommon. In chronic hemarthrosis, generally a subacute arthropathy has been present for at least 6 months, and destructive changes are present on the x-ray studies of the knee with osteoporosis, overgrowth of the epiphysis with subchondral cysts, and eventual narrowing of the joint space (Fig. 6-31) (291). MRI was found to be useful in examining both the hypertrophied synovium in hemophilia arthropathy as well as subchondral cysts (311,327). Various systems of classification of joint arthropathy of the knee in hemophilia have been proposed (291,306). The chronic phase of arthritic involvement for patients with hemophilia can lead to articular cartilage degeneration from recurrent bleeds and effusions. Initially, synovial hypertrophy and chronic hyperemia occur, followed by epiphy-
seal overgrowth. Articular involvement may be graded as shown in Table 6-8. A diagnostic dilemma that can occur is septic arthritis in HIV-positive hemophiliacs with existing joint effusion. Merchan et al. (324) reported four patients with this complication, of which one was a 15-year-old boy with a septic elbow due to *Streptococcus pneumoniae* that was treated with 3 weeks of penicillin G therapy.

**TABLE 6-8.** GRADES OF ARTICULAR INVOLVEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Transitory synovitis; no bleeding sequelae, and with no more than three episodes in 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Permanent synovitis with increased joint size, synovial thickening, and limitation of movement muscular atrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chronic arthropathy with axial deformity and muscular atrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ankylosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Treatment.* The first step in the treatment of joint hemarthrosis is prompt factor replacement with levels ranging from 30% to 50% (291,307,334,337), and these levels may need to be maintained for up to 4 days for severe cases (307). Home care factor replacement provides a means of rapid initiation of therapy (291). With effective treatment, usually prompt pain relief is achieved in minutes after initiation of replacement therapy, and the extremity should be splinted and ice should be applied to the joint (291). In acute hemarthrosis of the knee with a very tense, swollen joint that is not responding well to replacement therapy, early aspiration may be of some value. For aspiration to be successful, a large needle such as a 16-gauge needle must be used (317), and aspiration must be accomplished within 24 hours of the onset of swelling because the clot begins to loculate after that time (308). Factor replacement must not be given before the aspiration because this will promote clotting of the hemarthrosis fluid and prevent removal; ideally, therapy is initiated at the same time as aspiration (320). The value of aspiration is uncertain because there was no difference in the range of motion between aspirated and unaspirated knees at 5-day follow-up in one controlled trial (310). In addition to factor replacement, splinting, ice packs, and compression bandages are helpful (317).

Intraarticular dexamethasone and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are used by some. A short course of corticosteroids seems to reduce the need for long-term replacement therapy (314). In subacute hemarthrosis, aspiration is not necessary, and factor replacement with levels from 20% to 30% is used three times weekly to protect the patient from further bleeding during physical therapy sessions (300). Mobilization should continue for 3 to 4 weeks, and if there is no response to therapy, synovectomy may be indicated (317). A target joint is defined as one with four bleeding episodes in a 6-month period. Treatment involves regular replacement therapy for at least 6 to 12 weeks to interrupt bleeding cycles. Replacement therapy can include recombinant or plasma-derived factor; most patients use recombinant factor. In general, 1 unit per kg of body weight of factor VIII concentrate provides a 2% increase in the factor VIII plasma activity. Today, acute joint bleeds are treated with a more intensive therapy than was used previously (334,337).

Management of the patient with chronic articular involvement is aimed at stopping this phase with a prophylactic factor replacement regimen (334,337). Greene et al. (304) reviewed their experience with prophylactic transfusions for hypertrophic synovitis in 19 children with severe hemophilia and found mixed results. Persistent, painful, or progressive synovitis can be managed with open or arthroscopic synovectomy, especially for the knee and elbow of those with breakthrough bleeds. Greene (305) reported good results in five children who underwent synovectomy of the ankle with a decreased rate of hemarthrosis episodes. Chemical (Rifampicin) or radioactive (Au-198) synovectomy has also been used. Erken (300) reported 35 patients who underwent medical synovectomy by intraarticular injection with the radiocolloid yttrium-90 silicate. Of these patients, 21 were younger than 10 years, and at a mean follow-up of 7 years, 47 joints were pain free and 13 joints had not experienced another hemorrhagic episode. There was no change in the radiographic appearance of the joints at follow-up. Erken suggested that this form of treatment is for patients who have failed to respond to intensive physical therapy as well as those patients who have inhibitors to factor replacement. Fixed joint contractures can be treated with reversed dynamic slings (308,338) or a turnbuckle-type cast (291). Slow continuous passive motion may be useful after surgery of the knee in hemophiliacs (303). Joint contractures resistant to these conservative therapies can be treated with either soft tissue procedures, osteotomies, arthrodesis, or joint replacement (291). Total joint arthroplasty may be helpful in selected candidates.

![FIGURE 6.31.](image-url) A 22-year-old man with hemophilia had frequent hemarthrosis of the knee. Moderately severe arthropathy is present, with joint space narrowing, spurring, and subchondral cyst (arrow).
Collaboration between the orthopaedist and the hematologist is important in providing care for children with hemophilia. Most fractures in children with hemophilia can be treated with either traction or cast techniques. Care must be taken to avoid complications related to compression in these patients, and a monovalved, well-padded plaster cast provides a safe means of treatment. A fibreglass cast is not as desirable because a simple monovalve will fail to expand the cast completely. Operative treatment should be reserved for fractures that normally require surgery, and the usual precautions for hemophilic patients for surgery are observed. Muscle hematomas are treated with a combination of replacement therapy, ice packs, bed rest, and a particular emphasis on rehabilitation. CT scans are extremely helpful in following the course of an iliopsoas muscle hematoma. Hemarthrosis of the knee responds well to prompt factor replacement therapy and immobilization; aspiration is seldom needed. The orthopaedic surgeon caring for patients with hemophilia must be ever mindful of the possible presence of both hepatitis and HIV, and the utmost care should be used in any sort of invasive procedure with these patients.

OSTEOMYELITIS

The character of pediatric acute hemogenous osteomyelitis in North America has changed somewhat during the past several decades. Although the typical clinical picture of acute osteomyelitis in children is still seen, more subtle presentations are more frequent. This may be due to a variety of reasons, including modification of the clinical course by antibiotics given before admission (351) and, possibly, increased awareness and an earlier presentation to a medical facility resulting in earlier diagnosis. Children often present with subacute osteomyelitis (Fig. 6-32, Table 6-9). Less common variants include Brodie’s abscess, subacute epiphyseal osteomyelitis, viral osteomyelitis (365), and chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis (354). Some patients present with a bone lesion that may be confused with other disease entities, including neoplasm (345). All can masquerade as osteomyelitis with fever and tenderness over areas of focal

leukemic bone destruction (366). Biopsy often is needed to clarify the diagnosis. Even with appropriate antibiotic therapy, some patients have recurrent infection, growth disturbance, or pathologic fractures.

**Definitions**

Acute hematogenous osteomyelitis can be classified by age (neonatal, childhood, and adult osteomyelitis), organism (pyogenic and granulomatous infections), onset (acute, subacute, and chronic osteomyelitis), and routes of infection (hematogenous and direct inoculation). Chronic osteomyelitis is defined by most authors as osteomyelitis with symptoms that have been present for longer than 1 month.

**Clinical Presentation**

Most patients with acute hematogenous osteomyelitis present with fever, pain, and localized tenderness at the site of infection. In order of decreasing frequency, the most commonly involved bones include the femur, tibia, humerus, fibula, radius, phalanges, calcaneus, ulna, ischium, metatarsals, and vertebral bodies. Although the erythrocyte sedimentation rate is commonly elevated in osteomyelitis, the white blood count is normal in 40% to 75% of patients (353). Blood cultures are positive for the infecting organism in 40% to 50% of patients (364), and direct cultures of the site of infection are positive in no more than 70% (353). The most common organism in hematogenous osteomyelitis is *Staphylococcus aureus*. In very young children, both *Haemophilus influenzae* type b and *Streptococcus pneumoniae* have a significant prevalence (353), but *Haemophilus influenzae* has virtually been eliminated as a musculoskeletal pathogen by immunization. Table 6-10 shows the most common organisms affective individuals by age.

**Radiographic Evaluation**

Only 20% of patients have plain x-ray findings of osteomyelitis within 10 to 14 days after onset of symptoms; the earliest finding is loss of defined deep soft tissue planes (353). Because of this early insensitivity of plain x-ray studies, isotope scanning techniques have been used to aid in diagnosis with varying rates of success. In proven osteomyelitis, abnormal technetium scans are seen in 63% to 90% of patients (352,358). In one study (358), gallium scans were abnormal in all patients with osteomyelitis, but they were also abnormal in 30% of patients without a bone infection. In neonates with osteomyelitis, only 31.5% had abnormal technetium bone scans in one series (342). Although somewhat technically difficult, indium-labeled leukocyte scans are usually abnormal at sites of osteomyelitis. CT scans have proved to be helpful in the evaluation of primary epiphyseal bone abscess (343). MRI is becoming the study of choice for defining the stage and extent of osteomyelitis, after plain x-ray studies (350). Bone infection can be identified by soft tissue changes through MRI techniques in 92% of patients, but the presence of prior surgery or coexisting fractures affects the accuracy of this study (344).

---

**TABLE 6-9. COMPARISON OF ACUTE TO SUBACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Subacute</th>
<th>Acute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>Few patients</td>
<td>Majority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of function</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>Marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior antibiotics</td>
<td>Often (30%-40%)</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated WBC</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Majority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Majority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood cultures</td>
<td>Few positive</td>
<td>50% positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone cultures</td>
<td>60% positive</td>
<td>85% positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial x-ray study</td>
<td>Frequently abnormal</td>
<td>Usually normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Any location (may cross physis)</td>
<td>Metaphysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**TABLE 6-10. INITIAL ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY FOR OSTEOMYELITIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Type</th>
<th>Probable Organism</th>
<th>Initial Antibiotic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neonate</td>
<td>Grp. B Strp, s. aureus, Gram-negative rods (H. influenza)</td>
<td>Cefotaxime (100–120 mg/kg/24 h) or oxacillin and gentamicin (5–7.5 mg/kg/24 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants &amp; children</td>
<td>s. aureus (90%) if allergic to penicillin* if allergic to penicillin and cephalosporins*</td>
<td>Oxacillin (150 mg/kg/24 h) Cefazolin (100 mg/kg/24 h) Clindamycin (25–40 mg/kg/24 h) or Vancomycin (40 mg/kg/24 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickle cell disease</td>
<td>s. aureus or salmonella</td>
<td>Oxacillin and ampicillin or chloramphenicol or cefotaxime (100–120 mg/kg/24 h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Overall 80% due to S. aureus
Injury

In 1932, Capener and Pierce (347) reviewed 1,068 patients with osteomyelitis and found only 18 pathologic fractures, 13 of which occurred in the femur. They thought these fractures were due to delayed recognition of the infection or inadequate treatment. Other factors were disuse osteopenia, presence of a weak involucrum, and excessive surgical removal of involved bone. In this preantibiotic era, most of these fractures were sustained after surgical treatment of the osteomyelitis, and the authors believed that conservation of the involucrum and proper immobilization could have prevented these injuries. White and Dennison (371) noted that before antibiotics, pathologic fractures of osteomyelitis were common, but union occurred with certainty in the presence of dense involucrum. Daoud and Saighi-Bouaouina (348) reported on 34 patients with hematogenous osteomyelitis complicated by pathologic fracture, pseudarthrosis, or significant segmental bone loss. The tibia was affected in 24 cases, the femur was affected in 8 cases, and the humerus was affected in 2 cases. A pathologic proximal femoral fracture has been reported in neonatal osteomyelitis (342). Although the condition is rare, hematogenous osteomyelitis can also evolve at the site of a closed fracture from 1 to 6 weeks after injury (346, 355, 363). Canale et al. (346) reported three children with osteomyelitis after closed fracture. They pointed out that progressive pain and swelling at a fracture site during healing are suggestive of possible osteomyelitis. Daoud et al. (349) reported 35 children with upper femoral osteomyelitis with associated septic arthritis. The incidence of AVN of the femoral head was approximately 50% both in the group that was treated with arthrotony and in the group in which no surgery had been done. They postulated that AVN of the femoral head may be due to compression by abscess of the vessels lying on the posterior superior femoral neck. The complications of fracture, dislocation, and displacement of the capital femoral epiphysis occurred in two thirds of their patients, and these usually were patients who presented long after an acute phase of the disease. They recommended surgical drainage of septic hips, and reduction and stabilization of hips with AVN using skin traction and plaster immobilization for 40 to 60 days. Lewallen and Peterson (357) documented osteomyelitis in 40% of 20 nonunions of diaphyseal open fractures in children. They believed that the presence of infection was a significant factor in their failure to heal. Long bone lesions also may be present in congenital rubella (361), and pathologic fractures have been reported in congenital cytomegaly inclusion disease (367).

Fracture Management

Fractures associated with osteomyelitis may be difficult to treat and may be associated with complications such as malunion and growth disturbance (359). Pathologic fractures associated with osteomyelitis are rare in North America and usually are associated with neglected or chronic osteomyelitis, neonatal osteomyelitis, or septic arthritis. In children with chronic osteomyelitis, the purulent material elevates the periosteum and a supportive involucrum develops. Sequestrectomy of a portion of the necrotic diaphysis while leaving the supportive involucrum is often needed to bring the infection under control, but the timing of this procedure is controversial. Langenskiold (356) delayed sequestrectomy of a necrotic femoral shaft for 10 months in a 6-year-old patient to allow the involucrum to develop, but Daoud and Saighi-Bouaouina (348) recommended much earlier debridement. In patients with active infection, they performed sequestrectomy with debridement, followed by antibiotic therapy for up to 6 months. Prolonged cast immobilization was necessary. They obtained healing in 33 of 34 patients with pathologic fractures or pseudarthroses due to osteomyelitis. The mean healing time of fractures was 5 months in patients with involucrum. Patients with active infection without involucrum required debridement, antibiotics, and subsequent treatment with corticocancellous iliac graft. The mean healing time was 8.7 months. Their patients without active infection and no involucrum were treated with prolonged immobilization and cancellous bone graft supplemented by fixation. Angular deformities were treated with cast manipulation. Tudisco et al. (369) reported on 26 patients with chronic osteomyelitis with average follow-up of 23 years. Approximately 15% had shortening and angular deformity of the affected limb. Newer techniques for difficult cases have also been developed (Fig. 6-33).

Pathologic fractures also can occur in association with advanced or neglected septic arthritis in older children and in association with neonatal osteomyelitis and septic arthritis. Infants with septic arthritis, especially of the shoulder or hip, present with pseudoparalysis of the extremity. In the upper extremity, this can be confused with Erb's palsy. Plain x-ray studies may show soft tissue swelling and equivocal widening of the joint (362); technetium bone scans often are unreliable in neonates (362, 368). Ultrasound and MRI can both be helpful; aspiration should be done if clinical suspicion exists. Schmidt et al. (362) found that more than half of their patients with septic arthritis of the shoulder also had osteomyelitis, and they recommended arthrotony of the shoulder with drilling of the proximal humeral metaphysis if aspiration of the joint was positive.

Treatment

Once osteomyelitis is clinically suspected, needle aspiration of the area of maximal tenderness of the long bone is recommended to obtain the causative organism either from subperiosteal fluid or from the metaphysis directly. If gross purulent material is obtained, surgical drainage should follow (353). Ultrasound or MRI may be helpful in evaluating equivocal cases. With the increased concern about medical economics, recent trends to decrease the duration of intravenous antibiotic treatment of these infections appear to be appropriate as long as certain criteria are met. If oral antibiotics are inappropriate or the organism is not isolated by culture, then longer term parenteral antibiotics must be considered. Total length of therapy is based on the type of organism isolated and the patient's response to treatment. Unkila-Kallio et al. (370) found that in acute hematogenous osteomyelitis in children, the serum C-reactive protein correlated more closely than erythrocyte sedimentation rate to the clinical course of osteomyelitis, with rapid elevation at the onset of disease and a significantly faster decline with effective treatment than the erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
A 20-year-old patient presented with recalcitrant chronic draining osteomyelitis of the left tibia 4 years after a grade 3A open tibia fracture treated with an intramedullary nail. A, B: X-ray studies at presentation show healing of the fracture but changes consistent with chronic osteomyelitis. C: X-ray studies after resection of the involved segment of bone and sequestrum, with early bone transport from above and below a corticotomy. D: Early regenerate is seen at the time of docking of the transported segment and the distal tibia. E: Healing at the docking site is seen after posterolateral bone grafting. F: X-ray studies 6 years after the resection and bone transport showing healing and remodeling of the tibia. The patient has returned to work, is free of pain, and has no signs of active infection.
chronic osteomyelitis, or rarely, neonatal osteomyelitis or septic arthritis. MRI is useful in identifying the sequestrum; an attempt should be made to leave as much supporting involucrum as possible. When osteomyelitis involves the joint, the treatment of choice is arthrodesis. The most important step in the treatment of fracture associated with osteomyelitis is lengthening also are occasionally useful. Prolonged immobilization leading to pathologic fracture is uncommon. When osteomyelitis is treated with immobilization in association with antibiotic therapy. In advanced infections, sequestrectomy may be necessary. MRI is useful in identifying the sequestrum; an attempt should be made to leave as much supporting involucrum as possible at the time of sequestrectomy. Bone transport and lengthening also are occasionally useful. Prolonged immobilization with either plaster casts or external fixation devices may be needed, and segmental bone loss can be treated with bone transport or grafting.

PATHOLOGIC FRACTURES AFTER LIMB LENGTHENING

Limb lengthening has evolved dramatically over the past several decades. Surgeons experienced with lengthening techniques can now correct problems that previously had no satisfactory solution. The very high complication rate that has come with these advances has decreased with newer techniques and more extensive surgical experience. Complications with the Wagner method, popular 20 to 30 years ago, were as high as 92% (375, 377). Newer techniques, using gradual lengthening with either monolateral fixators or fine wire fixators such as the Ilizarov fixator, have decreased the complication rate.

Fractures that occur in association with limb lengthening fall into three general categories: (a) fractures through pin tracks, (b) fractures through regenerate bone, or (c) fractures through bone weakened by disuse osteoporosis. Fractures that occur through holes left after removal of screws or fine wires generally occur a few weeks after device removal. The incidence of these fractures can be minimized by protective weight bearing after removal of the device and using the smallest possible screw diameter that is appropriate for the fixation device needed.

Fractures through regenerate bone are true pathologic fractures. The bone that is formed by distraction callotasis must be subjected to normal weight-bearing forces over a period of time before normal bony architecture is established. Fractures that occur through the lengthening gap can occur soon after removal of the fixator or years later. Various reports describe fractures through regenerate bone occurring as late as 2 to 8 years after lengthening (376–378). The incidence of these fractures has been reported to be as high as 18% for Wagner lengthenings but only 3% for newer techniques (373–375,378–380). At present, most lengthenings are performed through the metaphysis, which has a larger bone diameter and better blood supply than the diaphysis, where Wagner lengthenings were done. When fractures occur in regenerate bone, they can be treated with simple cast immobilization. However, because this method further promotes osteopenia, many surgeons reapply a fixator, correct any malalignment caused by the fracture, and compress at the fracture site until healing. To ensure that the regenerate bone can bear the forces of normal activity, a variety of imaging methods have been used (372,376). When the regenerate bone attains the density and ultrastructural appearance (development of the cortex and the medullary canal) of the adjacent bone, fixator removal is generally safe.

Pathologic fracture also can be caused by the osteopenia and joint contractures that can occur after months in an external fixation device. Some children, because of pain or anxiety, are reluctant to bear sufficient weight on their fixator devices, putting them at risk for disuse osteoporosis. Joint contractures can be related to either the lengthening itself or insufficient rehabilitation during and after lengthening. Many of the fractures due to these causes are avoidable; when they do occur, appropriate immobilization or internal fixation is used.

FRACTURES IN CONDITIONS THAT WEAKEN BONE

Osteogenesis Imperfecta

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a heterogenous group of inherited disorders in which the structure and function of type I collagen is altered. The fragile bone is susceptible to frequent fractures and progressive deformity (390,405). OI is identifiable in 1 in 20,000 total births, with an overall prevalence of approximately 16 cases per million index patients (405,423). The wide spectrum of clinical severity—from perinatal lethal forms to clinically silent forms—reflects the tremendous genotypic heterogeneity (more than 150 different mutations of the type I procollagen genes COL1A1 and COL1A2 have been identified). As the molecular basis of this continuum of severity is further elucidated, the phenotypic groupings of the various classifications and subclassifications may seem arbitrary. However, these classifications facilitate communication, predict natural history, and help the clinician plan management strategies (405). From a practical viewpoint of orthopaedic care, patients with OI can be divided into two groups. One group of patients with severe disease develops long-bone deformity through repetitive fractures, eventually requiring open treatment with intramedullary fixation. Another group of patients has mild disease with frequent fractures, but their injuries usually respond well to closed methods of treatment and there is less residual deformity.

Clinical Presentation

Children with severe OI may present with a short trunk, marked deformity of the weight-bearing lower extremities, prominence of the sternum, triangular facies, thin skin, muscle atrophy, and ligamentous laxity; some develop hypophosphatasia (386,397,410), basilar impression (408,417), and deafness (due to otosclerosis) (398). Despite this multitude of physical problems, children with OI usually have normal intelligence. Blue sclera, a classic finding in certain forms of OI, can also be present in normal infants, as well as in children with hypophosphatasia, osteopetrosis, Marfan's syndrome, and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome.
FIGURE 6-34. A: This 10-month-old boy with a history of osteogenesis imperfecta presented with a right thigh pain and swelling and refusal to bear weight. This AP radiograph and (B) this lateral radiograph of the right femur show the extraordinarily abundant, hyperplastic callus—with the characteristic butterfly shape—that can occur in osteogenesis imperfecta. This appearance may be mistaken for an infection or a neoplastic process.

Radiographic Findings

Radiographic findings vary. In severe involvement, there is marked osteoporosis, thin cortical bone and evidence of past fracture with angular malunion (Fig. 6-35). Both anterior and lateral bowing of the femur and anterior bowing of the tibia are common. The long bones may be gracile with multiple cystic areas. Spinal radiographs may show compression of the vertebrae between the cartilaginous disk spaces (so-called codfish vertebrae). The presence of wormian bones on a skull radiograph is relatively specific for OI. Subsequent development of multiple pathologic fractures with callus and deformity firmly establishes the diagnosis (Fig. 6-36).

The diagnosis of OI is based on clinical and radiographic findings. There is no specific laboratory diagnostic test, although fibroblast cell culture can detect the collagen abnormality in 85% of OI patients (389). In the absence of multiple fractures, the initial radiographic diagnosis can be difficult. It is crucial, but often difficult, to distinguish OI from nonaccidental injury (404,409). Unexplained fractures in mild, undiagnosed OI can drag a family through unnecessary legal proceedings; conversely, a child with OI may be abused but not exhibit classic fracture patterns (e.g., corner fractures) owing to the fragility of their bones. Although no test or finding is specific, skin biopsy plays an important role (414,421).

Treatment

The multiple fractures in OI usually are transverse, diaphyseal, and seldom displaced, and they usually heal at a relatively normal rate in most patients (402,417). Most fractures in patients with OI occur before skeletal maturity. In a series of 31 patients, Moorefield and Miller (410) noted 951 fractures, 91% of which occurred before skeletal maturity. Fractures of the femur and tibia predominate. The humerus is the most commonly fractured bone in the upper extremity. Multiple long bone fractures may result in coxa vara, genu valgum, and leg-length discrepancy. Lateral dislocation of the radial head has been noted in some patients (402). Olecranon fractures, which are rare in unaffected children, are more common in patients with OI, especially the tarda form (391,422). Di Cesare et al. (391) reported an infant
whose presentation with bilateral isolated olecranon fractures led to the diagnosis of OI.

Nonunion is more common in OI than in similar fractures in unaffected children. Although nonunion was mentioned in several series (410), Gamble et al. (393) emphasized the problem with a report of 12 nonunions in 10 patients. Almost all had type III OI (419) and presented with nonpainful clinical deformity and decreased functional ability. A history of inadequate treatment of the initial fracture was seen in 50% of these nonunions. One patient eventually required an amputation for a painful nonunion of a distal femoral supracondylar fracture.

**Prevention**
The role of medical therapy to limit the fracture frequency in OI should be considered investigational but promising (396, 413). The tremendous genotypic and phenotypic variations in OI must be considered as the results of these trials are analyzed: A drug that works well for children with certain forms of OI
FIGURE 6-36. A: This 6-week old girl presented with multiple fractures in different stages of healing. She was evaluated for osteogenesis imperfecta and nonaccidental injury. She had a strong family history of osteogenesis imperfecta. An AP radiograph of the left upper extremity shows marked osteopenia and a non-displaced spiral fracture of the left proximal humerus. B: An AP radiograph of the right lower extremity showing osteopenia and healing fractures of both the femur and the tibia. There is already some varus angulation and bowing to the mid-shaft of the right femur.

may be ineffective for others. Sodium fluoride, growth hormones, and anabolic steroids have all been shown to be ineffective. Calcitonin, which limits osteoclasts, has had variable success. Nishi et al. (413) reported that the fracture rate decreased in 10 patients with OI treated with either calcitonin injection or nasal spray.

At present the most promising agents are the bisphosphonates (385,396). Pamidronate, like other bisphosphonates, is a potent inhibitor of bone resorption. In a trial of 30 children with severe OI, Glorieux et al. (396) showed that cyclic intravenous administration of pamidronate every 4 to 6 months resulted in a 41.9% increase per year in bone mineral density, an increase in metacarpal cortical width, and a decrease in fracture incidence of 1.7 fractures per year. Mobility improved in 16 of the 30 children, and all reported substantial relief of chronic pain.

Closed Methods
The orthopaedist caring for children with OI must balance good, standard fracture care (satisfactory reduction and casting) with the goal of minimizing immobilization to avoid a vicious circle; immobilization, weakness and osteopenia, then refracture (381, 405,410). Plaster splints and casts, braces, and air splints have all been used (387,388,392,410,417).

Protected weight bearing is thought to reduce the incidence of lower extremity fractures (395). Customized splints and braces can add support to limbs weakened by fragile and deformed bone. Letts et al. (406) encouraged weight bearing in patients by protecting them with vacuum pants. The splinting system is a two-layer set of pants with Styrofoam beads between the layers. By evacuating the interval between the layers, a form-fitting orthosis results, much like the bean bag seating systems. Both decreased frequency of fracture and increased bone density were reported after use of this support system.

OPERATIVE TREATMENT
Load-sharing devices (such as intramedullary rods) are used for internal fixation of long bone fractures or osteotomies in children
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with OI. Plates and screws should be avoided. In patients with OI, most internal fixation is used for stabilization after corrective osteotomies. The goals of these osteotomies are to improve function and reduce fractures in weight-bearing bones by correcting angulation. Porat et al. (415) found that the percentage of ambulatory patients in their series went from 45% to 75% after intramedullary rodding. The amount of bowing that requires osteotomy has not been dected. In one series (411), the average preoperative bowing was 71 degrees for the femur and 40 degrees for the tibia, but many patients had much less angulation.

Traditionally, multiple osteotomy and rodding procedures (Sofield technique) involved extensive incisions with significant soft tissue stripping and blood loss. Sibbrandi (418) reported a percutaneous technique in which the deformity is straightened by closed osteoclasis and Rush pins are inserted along the proximal axis of the long bones, partially transfixing them to stabilize them in a new alignment. Most centers now use limited incisions, thus minimizing blood loss and periosteal stripping, while ensuring optimally placed osteotomies and efficient, controlled instrumentation. The choice of fixation device should be based on the age of the patient and the width of the medullary canal of the bone. Both fixed-length rods (402,415,420) and extensible Bailey-Dubow rods (382–384,393,394,411,412,415) are used. Skeletally mature patients and patients with very small medullary canals are best treated with nonelongating rods, whereas skeletally immature patients with adequate width of the medullary canal are best treated with extensible rods (394). Luhmann et al. (407) reported a 20-year experience with extensible nails: both overlapping Rush rods and Bailey-Dubow rods. They first implanted the rods at an average age of 7 years old and averaged more than 5 years before the first revision. They recommended a posterior position in the canal and using the stronger overlapping Rush rods technique in the femur whenever the canal diameter permitted; they advised against using overlapping Rush rods in the tibia.

Displaced fractures of the apophysis of the olecranon in patients with OI can be treated with open reduction and stabilization by resorbable suture in infants and with open reduction and internal fixation with two K-wires and tension band technique by figure-of-eight absorbable suture in older children (422) (Fig. 6-37). Tibial tubercle avulsion injuries should be treated by surgical stabilization if displaced.

Complications
Complication rates are high (Fig. 6-38). Problems include fracture at the rod tip (Fig. 6-39), migration of the fixation device, joint penetration, loosening of components of extensible rods, and fractures through the area of uncoupled rods (Fig. 6-40). Harrison and Rankin (399) compared the complications of 23 extensible rods with those of 27 fixed length rods. They found that the refracture rate was highest in the fixed length rods and fewer surgical interventions were necessary when extensible rods were used. Gamble et al. (394) reported that, although the complication rate approached 69% for Bailey-Dubow rods (mostly due to loosening of the T-piece), the fixed length rods had a complication rate of 55%; however, the replacement rate for nonelongating rods was 24% but only 12% for the Bailey-Dubow rods. They recommended crimping the T-piece to the sleeve and burying it slightly under the bone of the greater trochanter to prevent displacement. Jerosch (400) found a similar 63.5% complication rate for Bailey-Dubow rods but also thought that they were the best device available. Porat et al. (415) found that the complication rate was 75% for Bailey-Dubow rods and 50% for nonelongating rods, with a similar
FIGURE 6-38. A: The lower extremity deformities of this 14-year-old girl with severe osteogenesis imperfecta were managed throughout childhood with Bailey-Dubow rods. This AP radiograph of both legs shows successful lengthening and maintenance of alignment of the left tibia but failure of rod lengthening with valgus angulation of the right tibia. B: The AP radiograph of both femurs, also taken at age 14, shows signs of several of the problems in the management of the femoral deformities throughout childhood. The right Bailey-Dubow rod protrudes into the soft tissues distally. There is femoral bowing with a fracture and bending of the Bailey-Dubow rod at the junction of the male and female ends. In the left femur, part of the Bailey-Dubow rod has been removed because it was protruding into the soft tissues. There is a pathologic fracture through the bowing of the proximal femur. C: Deformities of both femurs were treated by osteotomy and exchange of the Bailey-Dubow rods for a Rush nail. D: One year after the exchange, the osteotomy has healed. The femoral alignment is good, but the proximal portion of the Rush rod is prominent in the soft tissues.
FIGURE 6-39. A: An 11-year-old boy with osteogenesis imperfecta fell and sustained a right subcapital femoral neck fracture (arrow). B: The fracture was reduced with gentle traction by a fracture table under general anesthesia and was stabilized with a cannulated screw, which was placed with difficulty through an open approach, just anterior to the Bailey-Dubow intramedullary rod.

FIGURE 6-40. A: This 10-year-old with severe osteogenesis imperfecta presented several years after Bailey-Dubow rod treatment for fractures and deformity of the right femur. This lateral femoral radiograph shows osteopenia, good position of the Bailey-Dubow rod, and signs that the rod has allowed significant lengthening of the femur without deformity. B: This lateral radiograph of the right femur, taken 2 years later at age 12, shows that the rod has separated. There is now a fracture in the gap between the male and female ends of the Bailey-Dubow rod. (Courtesy of Brian Grottkau M.D. and Michael Goldberg, M.D., Boston, Mass.)
difficulties in both ambulation and transfer. In one series of non-204

FIGURE 6-41. An 8-year-old girl with osteogenesis imperfecta with limb-length discrepancy. Lateral tomograms of the knee show a central physeal arrest of the proximal tibia and early physeal arrest of the distal femur (arrows). Such complications are not infrequent with the use of Bailey-Dubow rods.

percentage requiring reoperation for both types of nails. Zionts et al. (424) reported 40 complications in 40 extensible nailings of 15 children, finding a much higher complication rate when insertion of the rods was initiated before 5 years of age. Complications were also higher for tibial nailings.

Postoperative bracing is suggested for lower extremity fractures (411). Upper extremity fractures should also undergo prolonged splinting after removal of fracture fixation. Immobilization also may be adequate to treat stable, minimally displaced fractures just distal or proximal to the intramedullary rods (394).

Nonunions, after fracture or surgical intervention, may cause difficulty in both ambulation and transfer. In one series of nonunions (393), the average age at diagnosis was close to 10 years and most patients responded to treatment with intramedullary rods and bone grafting, with healing in approximately 9 weeks. Nonunion can occur after insertion of rods for upper extremity fractures. Growth arrest also can follow the use of intramedullary rods. Such complications are not infrequent with the use of Bailey-Dubow rods.

Operative Technique—Bailey-Dubow Rod
Multiple small skin incisions are made at the point of maximal deformity of the long bones, and a small periosteal incision is made to permit introduction of a drill bit. After the cortex is drilled repeatedly, manual osteoclasis completes the osteotomy and the long bone is straightened. A guide pin is drilled into the middle edge of the tip of the greater trochanter, and down into the intertrochanteric femur, and then is tapped distally through the intramedullary canal through the knee. If callus from old fracture hinders progress, the guide pin can be drilled through the obstruction and then tapped farther distally into the middle of the distal flexed knee joint. Next, the reamer is advanced over the guide pin and the female portion of the Bailey-Dubow rod is threaded over the guide pin and driven down the canal. The guide pin is pulled out of the knee joint through a small arthrotomy incision, and the T-piece is attached to the Bailey-Dubow sleeve. The T-piece is tapped down into the greater trochanter. The male portion is then slid into the sleeve to complete assembly of the expandable rod.

The patient is immobilized for approximately 4 weeks in a hip spica cast and then in a brace for 3 to 6 months. When there are fractures associated with intramedullary rods, these are treated with either rod revision or immobilization. Every effort should be made to keep patients ambulatory early after fractures occur to minimize disuse osteoporosis.

Osteopetrosis
Osteopetrosis, also known as Albers-Schönberg disease, is a condition in which excessive density of bone occurs as a result of abnormal function of osteoclasts (425,442). The resultant bone of these children is dense, brittle, and highly susceptible to pathologic fracture. The incidence of osteopetrosis is approximately 1 per 200,000 births. The inherent problem is a failure of bone resorption with continuing bone formation and persistent primary spongiosa. The disorder classically has been divided into a severe infantile malignant type and a milder form that presents later in life. Intermediate forms have been identified in which osteopetrosis presents as renal tubular acidosi (448). Although the number of osteoclasts present in the affected bone is variable (408,435), in the severe form of this disease, the osteoclasts may be increased but function poorly (446).

Radiographically, the bones have a dense, chalklike appearance (Fig. 6-42). The spinal column may have a sandwich or rugger jersey appearance because of dense, sclerotic bone at each end plate of the vertebrae and less involvement of the central portion. The long bones tend to have a dense, marble-like ap-
This 2-year-old with osteopetrosis presented with forearm pain. An AP radiograph shows the characteristic increased bone density and absence of a medullary canal, especially in the distal radius and ulna. There is a typical transverse, nondisplaced fracture (arrow) in the distal ulnar diaphysis.

Appearance and may have an Erlenmeyer's flask shape at their ends owing to deficient cutback remodeling. Radiolucent transverse bands may be present in the metaphysis of the long bones, and these may represent a variable improvement in the resorption defect during growth of the child (441). There may be bowing of the bones due to multiple fractures (432), spondylolysis (440), or coxa vara (442). The small bones of the hands and feet may show a bone-within-bone appearance with increased density around the periphery. The unusual radiographic appearance may initially obscure occult nondisplaced fractures.

**Treatment**

Pathologic fractures are quite common in patients with osteopetrosis (408,427,432,436,438,445,448). Patients with a severe form of the disease have more fractures than those with presentation later in childhood. Concurrent blindness can make patients more susceptible to accidental trauma. Patients with autosomal dominant osteopetrosis with rugger jersey spine and endobones of the pelvis (type II) are six times more likely to have fractures than patients with only sclerosis of the cranial vault (type I) (427).

Patients with the severe, congenital disease have transverse or short oblique fractures of the diaphysis, particularly the femur (Fig. 6-43). Distal physeal fractures with exuberant callus may be confused with osteomyelitis (441). Common locations for fractures include the inferior neck of the femur, the proximal third of the femoral shaft, and the proximal tibia (425,441). Although most fractures involve the long bones of the lower extremities, upper extremity fractures also occur frequently (425,432). The onset of callus formation after fracture in osteopetrosis is variable (425,432,435). Although many studies state that fractures in osteopetrosis heal at a normal rate (435,442), others report delayed union and nonunion (425). In a rat model of osteopetrosis, Marks and Schmidt (439) found delayed fracture healing and remodeling. Hasenhüttl (432) observed that in one patient with recurrent fractures of the forearm, each succeeding fracture took longer to heal, with the last fracture taking nearly 5 months to unite.

The orthopaedist treating fractures in children with osteopetrosis should follow the principles of standard pediatric fracture care, with additional vigilance for possible delayed union and associated rickets (432,445). Immobilization is prolonged when delayed union is recognized. Armstrong et al. (425) surveyed the membership of the Pediatric Orthopaedic Society of North America and compiled the combined experience of 58 pediatric orthopaedic surgeons with experience treating pathologic fractures in osteopetrosis. In this comprehensive review, they concluded that nonoperative treatment should be strongly considered for most diaphyseal fractures of the upper and lower limbs in children, but surgical management is recommended for femoral neck fractures and coxa vara.

Open treatment of these fractures with fixation is technically difficult. One author (431) described insertion of fixation into this bone like "drilling into a rock." In intramedullary fixation of femoral fractures, extensive reaming may be required because the intramedullary canal can be completely obliterated by sclerotic bone (428). Other authors have found fixation of hip fractures with fixation to be a formidable task (425,441), with damage occurring to the fixation devices on insertion. The bone is hard enough to break the edges off both chisels and drill bits. Armstrong et al. (425) cautioned that "the surgeon should expect to use several drill bits and possibly more than one power driver."

In addition to these technical difficulties, patients with osteopetrosis are at risk for excessive bleeding and infection, probably related to the hematopoetic dysfunction caused by obliteration of the marrow cavity (445). Procedures should not be performed unless the platelet count is greater than 50,000 mm³, and preoperative platelet transfusions may be necessary (445). Prophylactic antibiotic coverage is advised. Minor procedures should be performed percutaneously whenever possible (445).

In the past, primary medical treatment for osteopetrosis included transfusions, splenectomy, calcitriol, and adrenal corticosteroids, but these techniques have proved ineffective (444,447). Bone marrow transplantation for infant malignant osteopetrosis has proved to be an effective means of treatment for some patients, but it is not possible in all patients, it does not guarantee...
survival, and it may be complicated by hypercalcemia (425, 429, 430, 443).

Pyknodysostosis

Pyknodysostosis is a rare syndrome of short stature and generalized sclerosis of the entire skeleton. The dense brittle bones of affected children are highly susceptible to pathologic fractures. Henri Toulouse-Lautrec was thought to be afflicted by this disorder (452). Pyknodysostosis is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, with an incidence estimated as 1.7 per 1 million births. The long bones are sclerotic, with poorly formed medullary canals; histologic section show attenuated haversian canal systems.

Patients with pyknodysostosis have short stature, a hypoplastic face, a nose with a parrot-like appearance, and both frontal and occipital bossing. Bulbous distal phalanges of the fingers and toes with spooning of the nails are common. Coxa vara, coxa valgum, genu valgum, kyphosis, and scoliosis may be present. Failure of segmentation of the lower lumbar spine has been reported. Results of laboratory studies usually are normal.

Radiographs show a sclerotic pattern very similar to that of osteopetrosis. In pyknodysostosis, however, the medullary canals, although poorly formed, are present and a faint trabecular pattern is seen (Fig. 6-44). Such sclerotic bone is also seen in Engelmann's disease, but clinically those patients are tall and eventually develop muscle weakness. The distal femur in a patient with pyknodysostosis usually has an Erlenmeyer's flask deformity similar to that found in patients with Gaucher's disease (449).

Treatment

Although pathologic fractures are thought to be less common in pyknodysostosis than in OI, almost all patients with pyknodysostosis reported in the literature have had pathologic fractures. By age 22 years, one patient had sustained more than 100 fractures (450). The fractures are usually transverse and diaphyseal, and heal with scanty callus (453). The fracture line can persist for nearly 3 years after clinical union, with an appearance similar to a Looser line. Lower extremity fractures are the most common.
FIGURE 6-44. A young boy with pyknodysostosis. Although bone density is increased overall, a medullary canal is present in the proximal humerus with faint trabecular lines (arrow) in contrast to osteopetrosis, in which the medullary canal is usually completely obliterated. (Courtesy of John D. McKeever, M.D., Corpus Christi, Texas)

(450), and clinical deformity of both the femur and ribia is frequent. Fracture healing has been described as both normal (455) and delayed (450). Nonunion is reported in the ulna, clavicle, and ribia (453). One series (455) with long-term follow-up suggests that fractures tend to heal readily in childhood, but nonunion can be a problem in adulthood. Edelson et al. (451) reported 14 new cases of pyknodysostosis from a small Arab village. They described a hangman’s fracture of C2 in a 2-year-old child that went on asymptomatic nonunion. There was 100% incidence of spondylolysis in their patients aged 9 years or older, with most located at L4–L5. None of the spondylolysis lesions showed uptake on technetium 99m bone scan. Treatment was conservative, with one patient with symptomatic spondylolysis responding to bed rest.

Cast immobilization is successful in the treatment of most of these fractures. Taylor et al. (456) treated a femoral fracture in an 11-year-old boy with skin traction and a one-and-a-half hip spica cast. At 6-month follow-up, clinical union with persistent fracture line was seen. In adults, both plates and screws and hip screws have been used for proximal femoral fractures (454). Delayed union of tibial fractures has been treated with both compression plating and bone grafting (453) and intramedullary nailing with cast immobilization. Roth (454) noted that treatment of a hip fracture with fixation was technically difficult. Cervical immobilization through a Minerva cast and soft cervical collar has been used for a C2 fracture in a child, and the patient did well, although immobilization was prematurely discontinued (450).

Rickets

Rickets is a disease of growing children caused by either a deficiency of vitamin D or an abnormality of its metabolism. The osteoid of the bone is not mineralized, and broad unossified osteoid seams form on the trabeculae. With failure of physical mineralization, the zone of provisional calcification widens and the ingrowth of blood vessels into the zone is disrupted. In the rickets of renal failure, the effects of secondary hyperparathyroidism (bone erosion and cyst formation) also are present. Before widespread fortification of common foods, vitamin D deficiency was a common cause of rickets, but other diseases affecting the metabolism of vitamin D have become a more common cause. Regardless of the underlying cause, the various types of rickets share similar clinical and radiographic features. Although many of the metabolic findings are the same, there are some differences (Table 6-11).

Both pathologic fractures (435,457,464,466,468) and epiphyseal displacement (458,465) can occur in rickets with associated renal disease. The treatment of rickets with associated pathologic fractures depends on identification of the underlying cause. In addition to nutritional rickets, many diseases of the various organ systems can affect vitamin D metabolism, and their treatment is necessary before the clinical rickets can be resolved.

Nutritional Rickets

Inadequate dietary vitamin D and lack of exposure to sunlight can lead to a vitamin D deficiency (Fig. 6-45). Pathologic fractures from vitamin D deficiency rickets also occur in children on certain diets: unsupplemented breast milk (463), diets restricted by religious beliefs (457), and fad diets (460).

Fractures are treated with both cast immobilization and correction of the vitamin deficiency by oral vitamin D supplementation. Oral calcium supplements also may be necessary, and patients should consume a vitamin D–fortified milk source (457).

Rickets in Malabsorption Diseases

Celiac disease caused by gluten-sensitive enteropathy affects intestinal absorption of fat-soluble vitamins (such as vitamin D), resulting in rickets. Biopsy of the small intestine shows characteristic atrophy of the villi. Treatment is oral vitamin D and a gluten-free diet. Infants with short gut syndrome may have vitamin D–deficiency rickets. This syndrome may develop after intestinal resection in infancy for volvulus or necrotizing enterocolitis, in intestinal atresia, or after resection of the terminal ileum and the ileocecal valve (471). Pathologic fractures have been reported, and treatment is immobilization and administration of vitamin D2 with supplemental calcium gluconate.

Hepatobiliary disease also is associated with rickets (459,462) (Fig. 6-46) With congenital biliary atresia, the bile acids, essential for the intestinal absorption of vitamin D, are inadequate.
TABLE 6-11. RICKETS: METABOLIC ABNORMALITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>1.25(OH)$_2$ Vitamin D</th>
<th>PTH</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Alk Phos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D deficiency rickets</td>
<td>Lack of vitamin D in the diet</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓ or ↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal rickets</td>
<td>Decreased gastrointestinal absorption of vitamin D or Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D-dependent rickets</td>
<td>Reduced 1,25(OH)$_2$ vitamin D Production</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D-resistant rickets—</td>
<td>Intestinal cell insensitivity to vitamin D causing decreased Ca$^{2+}$ absorption</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end-organ insensitivity—</td>
<td>Renal failure causing decreased vitamin D synthesis, phosphate retention, hypocalcemia and secondary hyperparathyroidism</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal osteodystrophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By age 3 months, nearly 60% of patients with biliary atresia may have rickets (461). Intravenous vitamin D often is needed for effective treatment of these patients. After appropriate surgical correction of the hepatic syndrome, the bone disease gradually improves. The pathologic fractures that develop in these disorders (459) can be treated with immobilization.

Anticonvulsant therapy can interfere with the hepatic metabolism of vitamin D and result in rickets and pathologic fractures. Fewer fractures occur in institutionalized patients receiving vitamin D prophylaxis (467). In a study of 20 children with epilepsy, there was no difference in the bone mineral density of the femoral neck in patients on either phenobarbital or phenytoin compared with control subjects (470).

Ilosamide, a chemotherapeutic agent used for treatment of Ewing’s sarcoma, can cause hypophosphatemic rickets in children. The onset of rickets may occur anywhere from 2 to 14 months after chemotherapy and can be corrected with the administration of oral phosphates (469). Other mineral deficien-

![FIGURE 6-45. A: This 3-year-old girl presented with extremely severe nutritional rickets. An AP radiograph of the pelvis and both femora shows severe coxa vara, widening of all physes, and osteopenia of the distal femora, with flaring of the distal femoral metaphysis. B: Standing lower extremity radiograph shows further deformity of the distal tibia with Looser lines visible on the concavity of the deformity of the right distal fibula.](image)
This 18-year-old boy with sclerosing cholangitis and a history of steroid use presented with several months of worsening low back pain. This lateral radiograph of his lumbar spine shows marked osteopenia, collapsed codfish vertebra with sclerotic end plates and widened disc spaces and Schmorl's nodes. B: This MRI shows flattened concave vertebra that are smaller in most locations than the adjacent intervertebral disc. He was successfully treated with 3 months in a thoraco-lumbar-sacral-orthosis (TLSO) brace, followed by weaning from the brace and conditioning exercises.

Rickets and Very-Low-Birth-Weight Infants

Very-low-birth-weight infants (1,500 g or less) can have pathologic fractures. In one study of 12 very-low-birth-weight infants, the incidence of pathologic fracture was 2.1%, nearly twice the rate of other premature infants with a birth weight of more than 1,500 g (472). The fractures are likely caused by a nutritional osteomalacia that may evolve into frank rickets in nearly 30% of very-low-birth-weight infants (472,474,476,478) (Fig. 6-48). During the last trimester of pregnancy, intrauterine growth rate is exponential and almost two thirds of the birth weight is gained at that time (480). Eighty percent of both calcium and phosphorus is acquired then (475). Bone loss can be graded by either loss of cortical bone of the humerus (479) or loss of bone of the distal radius (476). Other than craniotabes (thinning and softening of the skull bone, with widening of the sutures and fontanelles), the clinical signs of rickets are generally lacking in these patients (574). The risk factors predisposing these patients to both rickets and fractures include hepatobiliary disease (461,462,472), prolonged total parenteral nutrition (472), chronic lung disease (472), necrotizing enterocolitis (471), patent ductus arteriosus (473), and physical therapy with passive range-of-motion exercises (474,477). In a prospective study of 78 low-birth-weight infants, Koo et al. (477) observed a 73% incidence of rickets with associated pathologic fractures in patients with a birth weight of 800 g or less and only a 15% incidence of rickets with fractures in patients with a birth weight ranging from 1,000 to 1,500 g.

Treatment

In most cases, pathologic fractures in very-low-birth-weight infants are found incidentally on chest x-ray or gastrointestinal studies. The fractures may be suspected when physical examination reveals swelling and decreased movement of an extremity. The differential diagnosis of these fractures is limited but important: OI, copper deficiency syndrome, child abuse, and pathologic fracture from overzealous physical therapy (474). Recurrent fractures, physical findings, and a positive family history are the hallmarks of OI; serum copper levels are useful in establishing copper deficiency syndrome. Neonatal osteomyelitis may also present a similar x-ray appearance. If risk factors for infection are present, the bone lesion should be aspirated and cultured (472).

In the series reported by Amir et al. (472), 12 (1.2%) of 973 preterm infants had fractures; 11 of 12 had more than 1 fracture. Radiographically, osteopenia is first seen at the fourth week of life. Typically, rib fractures are next seen at 6 to 8 weeks of life, then fractures of the long bones at 11 to 12 weeks (480). In one study, 54% of fractures were in the upper extremities, 18% in the lower extremities, 22% in the ribs, and approximately 6% in either the scapula or the clavicle (477). Most long bone fractures are metaphyseal and may be transverse or greenstick with either angulation or complete displacement (472). Callus is seen at the fracture site in less than a week, and complete remodeling occurs in 6 to 12 months (472,477). Passive range-
of-motion exercises for these infants, by both physical therapists and parents, should be avoided unless it is absolutely necessary (474). Rib fractures have been associated with vigorous chest physiotherapy (477,478). Care also should be taken even with routine manipulation of the extremities during nursing care, and special care should be taken in restraining the extremities during surgical procedures (477).

Splinting is the treatment of choice for pathologic fractures of the long bones in very-low-birth-weight infants (Fig. 6-49). Hip spica casts are contraindicated because they may compromise cardiopulmonary support and hamper nursing care (477). Regardless of the means of immobilization, the prognosis is excellent for most of these fractures because they go on to complete remodeling within 12 months; prolonged follow-up is advised. Preventive measures are important to minimize the risk of fracture in low-birth-weight infants. Their nutritional need for high levels of calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D should be recognized. Alternating high levels of calcium with low levels of phosphorus in hyperalimentation solutions can help meet these needs. Because growth arrest is possible after fractures, follow-up over the first 2 to 3 years of life is advised.

Rickets and Renal Osteodystrophy

Renal osteodystrophy is common in patients with end-stage renal failure; it was diagnosed in 79% of patients in a series of 50 children (490). Typically developing about 1.4 years after diagnosis of the kidney disease (490), the clinical syndrome is a combination of rickets and secondary hyperparathyroidism with marked osteoporosis. These children present with short stature, bone pain, muscle weakness, delayed sexual development, and bowing of the long bones (483). The underlying renal disease may be chronic nephritis, pyelonephritis, congenitally small kidneys, or cystinosis (468). Identification of the renal disorder is important because patients presenting with rickets due to obstructive uropathy may respond to surgical treatment of the renal disease.

Specific clinical deformities include genu valgum (most common), genu varum, coxa vara, and varus deformities of the ankle (482,483,485). These deformities are most common in patients diagnosed before 3 years of age. Davids et al. (485) showed that periods of metabolic instability, characterized as an alkaline phosphatase of 500 U for at least 10 months, were associated with progression of deformity. With the adolescent growth spurt, osseous deformities can accelerate rapidly over a matter of weeks (485).

Radiographs show rickets and osteopenia with osteitis fibrosa cystica (482). Osteoclastic cysts (brown tumors) may form. Metaphyseal cortical erosions occur in the lateral clavicle, distal ulna and radius, neck of the humerus, medial femoral neck, medial proximal tibia, and middle phalanges of the second and third fingers (490). The proximal femur may become so eroded with
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FIGURE 6-47. (continued) C: The fractures were openly re­duced with fixation by multiple cannulated screws. She was placed in a hip spica cast to protect the fixation. D: At 12­month follow-up, the femoral neck fractures have united, with no evidence of avascular necrosis of the femoral heads. With medical treatment of the rickets, new bone has been added to the pelvis (arrows.)

tapering and thinning that it has been likened to a rotted fence post (502). In renal osteodystrophy, the Looser zone may represent a true stress fracture and, with minor trauma, may extend across the full thickness of the bone with development of a true fracture. Callus may be scanty in patients with fractures who have untreated renal disease, but in patients on hemodialysis, abundant callus may form at the fracture site (466).

Treatment

In renal osteodystrophy, pathologic fractures of the long bones, as well as rib fractures, vertebral compression fractures, and displacement of the epiphyses, occur frequently. Fractures occur in areas of metaphyscal erosion or through cysts. Immobilization is used to treat pathologic fractures through both generalized weakened bone and brown tumors.

Once the underlying bone disease is under control, open procedures such as curettage of cysts with bone grafting and open reduction of fractures may be considered when appropriate (466). Internal fixation is preferable to external fixation (484). Preoperative tests needed for these patients before surgery include electrolytes, calcium, phosphorus, and alkaline phosphatase. Before surgery, these patients may need dialysis, phosphate adjustment, either medical or surgical correction of hyperparathyroidism, or chelation therapy for aluminum toxicity. Supplemental vitamin D should be discontinued or the dose halved 2 to 4 weeks before any procedure that may require immobilization (483). It is important to rule out dental abscess, which may be present in as many as 25% of patients with vitamin D-resistant rickets (494). Postoperative infection may be more common in patients who are on corticosteroid therapy after renal transplantation (496). Prophylactic antibiotics are highly recommended for surgery of all patients with renal osteodystrophy (487).

Osteonecrosis may occur in weight-bearing bones, with the femoral head most often symptomatic (501). Other sites of involvement include the distal femoral condyles and the talus (482, 499). Osteonecrosis may result from the use of immunosuppressive corticosteroids, because there is less osteonecrosis when the
corticosteroid dose is decreased (486). Ferris et al. (488) described osteochondritis dissecans lesions of the medial femoral condyles in young adults with hypophosphatemic rickets. Both loose bodies and so-called trap-door lesions were seen in these patients. Older patients developed calcification of the ligaments about the hip, knees, and spine. Lesions of bilateral osteochondritis dissecans may require repeated arthroscopic irrigations and removal of loose bodies (488). Joint stiffness in older patients due to ligamentous calcification about the knees, hips, and spine can be minimized if early corrective osteotomies of the lower extremities are performed to place them in the optimal position for function. Osteonecrosis in renal osteodystrophy can be treated with repeated joint aspiration, crutch ambulation, and physical therapy (485).

Rickets and Renal Osteodystrophy—Slipped Capital Femoral Epiphysis

The incidence of epiphyseal displacement in children with renal osteodystrophy ranges from 20% to 30% (465, 491). Sites of involvement include the distal femur, proximal femur, and proximal humerus, the heads of both the metatarsals and metacarpals, and the distal radial and ulnar epiphyses, which tend to displace in an ulnar direction (491). In the proximal femur, both femoral neck fractures (458) and slipped capital femoral epiphysis occur (Fig. 6-50).

Possible explanations for displacement of the proximal femoral epiphysis include metaphyseal erosion with subsequent fracture (458, 491), and a layer of fibrous tissue that forms between the physis and the metaphysis because of the destructive effects of the renal osteodystrophy (492). The warning signs and risk factors for slipped capital femoral epiphysis in renal osteodystrophy include subperiosteal erosion of the medial femoral neck, increasing width of the physis, bilateral coxa vara, male gender, and an age between 10 and 20 years (458). With erosion of the cortex of the inferior medial femoral neck, the femoral head collapses, decreasing the neck shaft angle, and subjecting the physis to shear forces as it assumes a vertical orientation.

The aggressive medical treatment of renal osteodystrophy, including administration of vitamin D (493), calcitriol, hemodialysis, renal transplantation, and parathyroidectomy, has improved the long-term survival and quality of life for these patients. Temporary limitation of weight bearing is recommended if there is little metaphyseal erosion, minimal coxa vara, and fusion of the physis is expected within 1 to 2 years (466). Goldman et al. (458) recommended prophylactic hip pinning or close follow-up if risk factors are present for slipped capital femoral epiphysis in patients with renal osteodystrophy. With continuing slippage after medical treatment, most authors recommend in situ fixation (458, 483, 497). Continuing displacement of the proximal femoral epiphysis may occur even after pinning. Fixation holds poorly, possibly because the wide radiolucent zone of the femoral neck in this disorder is not true physis but rather poorly mineralized woven bone and fibrous tissue (465). In a very young child, threaded pin fixation of the proximal femoral epiphysis may result in growth abnormality with trochanteric overgrowth.

Smooth pins can be used to stabilize the epiphysis temporarily until medical treatment resolves the underlying bone disease. For patients younger than 5 years, Hartjen and Koman (489) recommended treatment of slipped capital femoral epiphysis with reduction through Buck's traction and fixation with a single specially fabricated 4.5-mm cortical screw. The distal threads of the screw were machined off so that only the smooth shank of the screw extended across the physis. Subtrochanteric osteotomy with fixation or total hip arthroplasty may be necessary in older patients with severe coxa vara after slipped capital femoral epi-
FIGURE 6-50. A: This 13-year-old boy with renal osteodystrophy presented with bilateral hip and thigh pain. This AP pelvis radiograph shows widening of the proximal femoral physes with sclerosis. Slipped capital femoral epiphyses were diagnosed. B: This AP pelvis radiograph taken 9 months after surgery shows narrowing of the physis and no evidence of further displacement of the capital femoral epiphyses.

Renal Osteodystrophy Complicated by Aluminum Toxicity

Oppenheim et al. (498) noted the contribution of aluminum toxicity to the development of fractures in renal osteodystrophy. Because phosphorus restriction is important in children with renal disease, aluminum hydroxide has been commonly used as a phosphate binder (481). Aluminum intoxication causes defective mineralization. Multiple pathologic fractures may occur with poor healing. Serum aluminum levels are not diagnostic, but the use of deferoxamine, a chelation agent, in an infusion test may provide the diagnosis (495). A bone biopsy often is necessary.

After treatment of the renal disease with correction of the aluminum toxicity by chelation agents, acute fractures will heal. Severe bowing of the long bones due to fractures can be treated with multiple osteotomies with intramedullary Rush rod or plate fixation (498). Recurrence of the syndrome is prevented by use...
of aluminum-free phosphate-binding agents such as calcium carbonate (500).

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Recognition of the underlying metabolic abnormalities is the most important aspect in the care of all of these injuries. Slipped capital femoral epiphysis may be the first presenting sign of renal failure (458). A slipped capital femoral epiphysis should be stabilized with in situ screw fixation in older children if progression is noted despite medical treatment. Multiple screws should be considered because the underlying metaphyseal bone is quite soft. For treatment of progressive slipped capital femoral epiphysis in very young children, some form of unthreaded fixation seems most logical.

Most fractures of the long bones respond readily to cast or splint immobilization with concurrent aggressive medical treatment of the underlying metabolic disease. Femoral neck fractures are treated with anatomic reduction and internal fixation. The underlying bone disease should be medically treated to ensure

FIGURE 6-51. A: This case demonstrates multiple pathologic fractures in a previously healthy teenage boy who developed idiopathic osteoporosis. This AP radiograph of the right knee and (B) this lateral radiograph demonstrates a displaced distal femoral metaphyseal fracture with apex posterior angulation. C: This was treated with closed reduction and percutaneous pinning and application of a cast. D: This lateral radiograph shows satisfactory alignment with the pins in place. (Figure continues.)
success of open procedures. Significant cysts should be treated with curettage and bone grafting. Angular deformities of the long bones should be corrected when the patient is close to maturity.

**Idiopathic Osteoporosis**

Osteoporosis in a child generally is associated with either congenital disease such as osteogenesis imperfecta or metabolic disorders such as Cushing's syndrome. Rarely, children develop idiopathic osteoporosis with pathologic fractures (Fig. 6-51). Idiopathic osteoporosis is characteristically seen 2 years before puberty, but age at presentation may range from 4 to 16 years (515). Unique metaphyseal impaction fractures are a hallmark of this disorder (509). Biopsy specimens show a quantitative decrease in the amount of bone that has been linked to both increased resorption (510) and primary failure bone formation (515). Osteoblasts in this disorder seem to function normally when stimulated by oral 1,25-hydroxyvitamin D3 (504). Symptoms can persist for 1 to 4 years after diagnosis, with spontaneous resolution in most patients after the onset of puberty. The only consistent metabolic abnormality is a negative calcium balance with high rates of fecal excretion of calcium (509). This finding supports the hypothesis that idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis results from intestinal malabsorption of calcium (507).

Although many children present with back pain as the only complaint, the most severely affected present with generalized skeletal pain (503,506-510,515). Patients have difficulty walking, and their symptoms may be initiated by mild trauma. In a review of 40 patients with idiopathic osteoporosis, Smith (515) observed that 87% had vertebral fractures and 42% had metaphyseal fractures. Symptoms of back or extremity pain can predominate fractures by 6 months (503). Generally, 30% of bone mass must be absent before osteoporosis is detected on radiographs (511). Serum calcium, phosphorus, and alkaline phosphatase levels are usually normal (509). Low plasma calcitriol, a vitamin D metabolite that aids calcium absorption in the gut, has been observed in juvenile osteoporosis (512).

Radiographs of the spine show decreased density in the central areas of the vertebral bodies, and clarity of the dense vertebral end plates is increased. The long bones lose trabecular anatomy and show thinning of the cortex (509,514). Once symptoms begin, a mildly lucent area of newly formed bone, a so-called neo-osseous porosis, is observable in the metaphysis. This is considered weaker than the surrounding bone, which formed before onset of the disease (515).

**Treatment**

Lower extremity and vertebral fractures (513) are common, although fractures of the proximal humerus, radius, ulna, and ribs are frequent (509). Nonunions of the tibia, radius, and ulna have been reported (507,509). Spinal cord compression has also been reported with vertebral fractures of osteoporosis in a child (505). Metaphyseal fractures can start as hairline cracks that gradually extend across the width of the shaft, and with further collapse in the femoral shaft, the cracks may telescope into the distal femur, with later distortion of the femoral condyles (509).

Tibia and femoral shaft fractures may heal with bowing. Long bone shaft fractures are either transverse or oblique (509), and
the callus formed seems to be normal (509,512). A technetium bone scan may be useful in showing healing fractures that are not obvious on plain x-ray studies (512). No clear-cut effective medical treatment has been found for idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis (508–510). Many patients have been treated by both vitamin D and calcium supplements with equivocal benefit, and usually mineralization of the skeleton does not improve until puberty, when the disease spontaneously resolves.

Dent and Friedman (507) summarized the treatment of fractures in juvenile osteoporosis when they stated that these fractures should undergo anatomic reduction with immobilization “as little as practical.” They noted both severe deformity of the long bones and pseudarthrosis when the fractures could not be immobilized. The bones usually are so soft that they are thought to be unsuitable for the usual forms of fixation, but femoral neck fractures in this disorder have been treated with internal fixation (509).

Iatrogenic Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis of Chemotherapy

Osteoporosis is common in association with chemotherapeutic agents. Methotrexate, for example, is believed to inhibit osteogenesis, causing both delayed union and nonunion of fractures (520). The incidence of pathologic fractures after methotrexate use ranges from 19% to 57% (518,520,522). Generalized demineralization of the skeleton is seen with marked radiolucency of the metaphyseal regions of the long bones. Radiographic changes in the metaphysis and epiphysis resemble those seen in scurvy (520). Minimally displaced transverse fractures occur in the long bones of both the upper and lower extremities, and the small bones of the feet (520,522). Schwartz and Leonidas (521) caution that stress fractures of the long bones that can occur after methotrexate therapy can be mistaken for recurrence of leukemia. If feasible from an oncologic viewpoint, methotrexate should be discontinued to allow these fractures to heal in a cast. The cast immobilization itself may result in additional osteopenia and fractures even though methotrexate is discontinued (521). Persistent nonunions require open reduction and internal fixation with bone graft (522). Patients with severe osteoporosis and bone pain without fracture also respond to a halt in methotrexate therapy (520).

Immobilization Osteoporosis

Immobilization of an extremity for fracture treatment can result in loss of as much as a 44% of mineralization of trabecular bone. In some patients, osteoporosis may persist for 6 months after injury (516). Immobilization leads to bone resorption, especially in unstressed areas (517). In one study (516), bone density of the distal radius returned to normal in all patients at 1-year follow-up. Nilsson and Westlin (519) found a residual decrease in bone mineralization of the distal femur of 7% at nearly 11 years of follow-up in a study of 30 patients. It is likely that persistent osteoporosis after cast immobilization for fracture can contribute to refracture.

Hyperparathyroidism

Primary hyperparathyroidism in childhood results from either hyperplasia of the parathyroid gland in very young children or parathyroid adenoma in older children (525). Increased parathyroid hormone increases osteoclastic activity, leading to general demineralization of the skeleton. In severely affected patients, osteitis fibrosa cystica may develop with fibrous tissue replacement of bone and formation of cysts (531). Hypercalcemia is common.

A particularly severe form of primary hyperparathyroidism seen in infants is congenital primary hyperparathyroidism, which results from an autosomal recessive trait (529) and is lethal without parathyroidectomy. These patients present with respiratory difficulty, hypotonia, poor feeding with constipation, and failure to thrive (536). Serum calcium is markedly increased in most patients, but a gradual rise above normal serum levels may occur in some infants with serial measurements (533). Radiographs reveal demineralization of the skeleton. Marked resorption is present in the femoral necks and distal tibiae, with decreased trabeculae and poorly defined cortices (529). Periosteal elevation is common, and when it is severe, the long bones may actually look cloaked with new bone (Fig. 6–52). Periosteal resorption of the bone of the middle phalanges is believed to be characteristic of this disease. Brown tumors are rare in infancy.

In older children and adolescents, the clinical presentation is more subtle. Weakness, anorexia, and irritability are present in 50% of patients, and constipation is present in 28% (525). Renal calculi also are present in 25% of patients, and polyuria, excessive thirst, bone pain, abdominal distention, pancreatitis, and swelling of the knees are occasionally present (524,525,528). Approximately 50% of patients have osteopenia and other osseous signs of hyperparathyroidism (525). The serum calcium is only moderately elevated in many patients, but 24-hour urine calcium excretion is abnormally high (525,534). If the diagnosis is uncertain, selective venous catheterization for parathyroid hormone can be done, localizing the gland by either ultrasound, CT scan, or MRI (526).

Treatment

Pathologic fractures of the long bones are common in patients with hyperparathyroidism (523,534), especially in infancy. Vertebral fractures, which occur in 4.4% of adult patients (527), are rare in infancy. Increased levels of parathyroid hormone results in decreased function and numbers of osteoblasts, and hence delayed union of pathologic fractures (533), but this problem has only been reported in adults; healing occurred after parathyroidectomy (532).

Most fractures are successfully treated with simple immobilization. Occasionally, a fracture through a cyst requires curettage and bone grafting after a period of initial healing (537). Partial or total parathyroidectomy is the primary treatment for hyperparathyroidism (526,530). Solitary bone cysts often heal after parathyroidectomy.

Cushing’s Syndrome

Cushing’s syndrome results from excessive production of cortisol and its related compounds. If the hyperactivity of the adrenal
cortex is due to pituitary gland stimulation, the syndrome is most precisely known as Cushing's disease (541). In children, hypercortisolism is most often caused by carcinoma, adenoma, hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex (540, 543, 547), Ewing's sarcoma (549), or exogenous corticosteroid therapy (538, 550, 551). The elevated adrenal corticosteroids inhibit the formation of osteoblasts (544), resulting in increased resorption of the bone matrix and decreased bone formation (546).

In infancy, carcinoma and adenoma are the primary causes of Cushing's syndrome; the remaining cases are secondary to hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex (543). Presenting symptoms include failure to thrive, short stature with excessive weight gain, moon facies, presence of a buffalo hump, hirsutism, weakness, and hypertension (543, 547). Cutaneous striae are rare, and the genitalia are of normal size. Mortality is well over 50% (547). In older children, the clinical picture is somewhat different: truncal obesity, short stature, a lowered hairline, acne, weakness, emotional lability, hirsutism, cutaneous striae, hypertension, and ecchymosis (538). Patients with Cushing's syndrome due to adenocortical neoplasm may have a palpable abdominal mass at an average age of approximately 5 years (540). Diagnosis usually is made by elevation of plasma 17 hydroxy steroids or increased 24-hour urinary excretion of 17-keto steroids (543). Cushing's syndrome also has been associated with hemihypertrrophy (539).

Corticosteroid therapy in children, both oral and inhaled (538, 550, 551), can also cause Cushing's syndrome, as well as the development of cataracts, ulcers, pancreatitis, myopathy, and hepatomegaly (542).

Radiographic findings may include severe osteopenia and a retarded bone age (543). Fractures of the ribs, vertebræ, and long bones have been reported in children with Cushing's syndrome (545, 548).

**Treatment**

The primary treatment of Cushing's syndrome of childhood is total adrenalectomy (548). The associated fractures usually can be treated with standard immobilization techniques, but care should be taken not to increase the extent of osteopenia through excessive immobilization. In patients on corticosteroid therapy, the dose should be reduced, converted to an alternate-day schedule, or discontinued, if possible (538, 549–551).

**Scurvy**

The rarity of scurvy makes its diagnosis difficult. In children, scurvy may follow 6 to 12 months of a vitamin C-deficient diet (556). Because vitamin C is essential for normal collagen formation, deficiency of the vitamin results in defective osteogenesis, vascular breakdown, delayed healing, and wound dehiscence (553). With abnormal crosslinking, the defective collagen formed inhibits formation of osteoid matrix. Meanwhile, the chondroid tissue continues to be mineralized and can become completely calcified (559). Increased resorption and decreased formation of bone lead to generalized skeletal demineralization. The ends of the long bones resorb, leaving only a cuff of thickened periosteum to stabilize the epiphysis (552). Although scurvy is often due to a dietary deficiency of vitamin C (553, 559, 560), both aspirin and phenytoin are associated with decreased plasma levels of ascorbic acid. Vitamin C deficiency also is present in patients with myelomeningocele (558), although its contributions to fracture in that population is unclear.

Infants with scurvy present with irritability, tenderness of the lower extremities, weakness, pseudoparalysis, and possibly bleeding gums (if teeth have erupted). Subperiosteal hemor-
rhages may exist as well as hemorrhage into the subcutaneous
tissues, muscles, urinary system, and gastrointestinal tract (555).
Anemia also is a common finding. In older children, tenderness
and swelling of the extremities are the most common findings.
Fever was noted at the time of presentation in 70% of 52 patients
in one series (557). Therefore, both osteomyelitis and septic
arthritis must be initially considered in the differential diagnosis.
In developing countries, older children with scurvy presenting
with inability to walk may be misdiagnosed as having poliomyelitis (562).

Radiographs show profound demineralization. In advanced
disease, the long bones become almost transparent with a

ground-glass appearance and extreme thinning of the cortex.
Calcium accumulates in the zone of provisional calcification ad-

djacent to the physes and becomes densely white (Frankel’s line).
Fractures generally occur in the scurvy line (Trummerfeld zone)
— the radiolucent juxtaepiphyseal area above Frankel’s line
where the matrix is not converted to bone. Dense lateral spur,
known as Pelken’s sign, may be seen (553). A characteristic
finding of scurvy is the corner sign, in which a peripheral
metaphyseal defect exists where fibrous tissue replaces absorbed cortex and cartilage (552). Cupping of the metaphysis is common
in both scurvy and rickets; in rickets, the metaphysis is ragged,
whereas in scurvy, the metaphysis is sharply outlined (553). The

![Radiographs showing scurvy](image-url)

**FIGURE 6-53.** Scurvy. A: A 10-month-old boy presented with a 2-
week history of refusal to walk with tenderness of the lower extremities. He had a history of milk and cereal intake only. There are signs of scurvy in the metaphysis (large arrow). The dense white line in the zone of the provisional calcification of the distal femur is known as Frankel’s line. The radiolucent juxtaepiphyseal line above the white line is known as the scurvy line. The peripheral metaphyseal defect, where fibrous tissue replaces absorbed cortex in cartilage, is known as the corner sign. Wimberger’s sign is a thin, dense line surrounding the epiphysis (small arrow). B: This is a child with healing scurvy. There is marked periosteal calcification around the distal tibia (arrows). C: A newborn with scurvy. Periosteal hemorrhage has become calcified in the bones of the lower extremity (arrows). (Courtesy of Bruce Mewborne, M.D., San Antonio, Texas.)
epiphysis becomes ringed with a thin, dense line (Wimberger’s sign). The periosteal elevation caused by hemorrhage calcifies within 10 days of treatment with vitamin C (Fig. 6-53).

Treatment

Fractures and epiphyseal displacement occur in both infants and older children with scurvy (552,556,557,563,564). The most common sites of fracture, in order of frequency, are the distal femur, proximal humerus, costochondral junction of the ribs, and distal tibia (553). Fractures of the long bones generally are nondisplaced metaphyseal buckle fractures with mild angulation. In contrast, marked epiphyseal displacement occurs with a moderate amount of callus present even in untreated patients. Exuberant callus forms once vitamin C is administered. Standard immobilization, with administration of vitamin C, is adequate for most fractures. Remodeling potential is high in these patients (563). Even healed fractures that appear to have undergone growth arrest should just be observed, because the potential for continued growth with medical treatment of the vitamin C deficiency can be nearly normal (565). For infants who are older than 12 months of age and have begun weight bearing, spine films are recommended to rule out vertebral fractures (556).

The literature of fracture treatment in scurvy consists primarily of case reports. Hoeffel et al. (554) reported on a 14-month-old girl with scurvy with bilateral distal femoral epiphysis dislocation. This condition resolved after treatment with vitamin C, but limb-length discrepancy developed on one side (561). In two patients with distal femoral fractures, healing went on to cupping of the metaphysis with an appearance similar to that in central growth arrest (557,564).

Copper Deficiency and Scurvy-like Syndrome

Copper is a vital trace element needed in the production of collagen. Copper deficiency results in a decreased number of collagen crosslinks, with adverse effects on both bone and blood vessels (568). Copper deficiency can occur by 3 months in low-birth-weight infants (569) and after prolonged total parenteral nutrition. Copper deficiency can also develop as a result of excessive supplemental zinc ingestion (566).

Infants at risk for this syndrome are those who are primarily milk fed and are on semistarvation diets with concurrent vomiting and diarrhea (567). Both rib and wrist enlargement are frequent, (568) and neutropenia is common (569). The diagnosis is commonly based on clinical presentation and decreased levels of serum copper.

Radiographic findings in copper deficiency syndrome are very similar to those in rickets, including metaphyseal cupping, flaring, demineralization of the skeleton, and subperiosteal elevation with calcification (501). There are some radiographic differences between scurvy and copper deficiency syndrome (568). The corner sign is frequently absent in copper deficiency, the metaphyseal spurs are not strictly lateral but sickle shaped, and radiolucent bands of the metaphysis are absent. Bone age also is frequently retarded.

Pathologic fractures have been reported in copper deficiency syndrome. Cordano et al. (567) noted prompt healing of a distal femoral fracture in an infant, but the fracture recurred before treatment of the copper deficiency. Such injuries could be treated like those in scurvy, with simple immobilization and concurrent correction of the copper deficiency.

FRACTURES IN NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE

Cerebral Palsy

Fractures of the extremities in patients with severe cerebral palsy are relatively rare, but their treatment can prove challenging. In a review of 1,232 institutionalized patients with cerebral palsy, McIvor and Samilson (575) documented 134 extremity fractures, primarily in quadriplegics. When the mechanism of injury was known, most of these fractures were the consequence of a fall, often associated with seizure activity. Approximately 46% of these fractures involved the femoral shaft, 6% were fractures of the head or neck of the femur, 15% involved the tibia and fibula, and 13% were humeral fractures. These authors believed that contracture or paralytic dislocation of the hip joint predisposed these patients to femoral fractures (Fig. 6-54).

Miller and Glazer (578) emphasized that spontaneous fractures can occur in patients with cerebral palsy without episodes of trauma, and factors such as disuse atrophy, nutritional deficiencies, and preexisting joint contractures contributed to these injuries. Nearly 50% of the full-time bedridden patients they studied developed spontaneous fractures. The diagnosis usually was delayed because the patients were noncommunicative. Anticonvulsant therapy may contribute to osteoporosis in patients with multiple fractures—low levels of serum vitamin D were seen in 42% of patients in one series (573). Fractures through osteoporotic bone can occur both above and below fixation devices.

Although long bone fractures in patients with cerebral palsy heal quickly with abundant callus (578), their treatment through either closed or open methods can be quite difficult. In a large series of patients, McIvor and Samilson (575) recommended closed treatment through skeletal traction, hip spica cast, or long-leg cast. Approximately 65% of the femoral shaft fractures and 86% of distal femoral fractures went on to malunion. Despite malunion, most patients regained their prefracture function. Nearly 21% of their patients had refractures, and the authors believed that this was due to disuse osteopenia, inadequate reduction, or joint contractures. Closed treatment of these fractures can be complicated by the development of decubitus ulcers. Closed fractures, especially those of the femur, can become open injuries during treatment owing to spasticity or inadequate immobilization (575,578). Hip spica casts are difficult to use in patients with severe flexion contractures or dislocation of the hip. The healing time of femoral fractures treated through immobilization varies from 1 to 3.5 months (575,578). Fractures of the humerus have been treated with light hanging-arm casts or sling-and-swath bandages (578). Hip nails with side plates, compression plates, and intramedullary fixation also have been used for femoral shaft fractures in patients with cerebral palsy. The mean healing time has been 5.3 months (575).
Genera! Prinicipes

Numerous reports note success in treating fractures of neurologically impaired children with internal or external fixation (570,571). Heinrich et al. (571) treated four femoral fractures in young patients with cerebral palsy with flexible intramedullary nails with good outcomes. Femoral neck fractures may require in situ pinning, but observation may be adequate in asymptomatic bedridden patients. Although he advocated open fixation of some lower extremity fractures in patients with mental retardation, Sherk (580) cautioned that some patients may have inadequate motivation to resume ambulation even with successful healing of their injuries. Medical management of these patients must also be emphasized. In patients with cerebral palsy and multiple fractures, Lee and Lyne (573) recommended metabolic supplementation, along with traditional fracture care.

Fractures of the distal pole of the patella have been reported in children with cerebral palsy due to spasticity of the extensor mechanism of the knee in the presence of established knee flexion contracture (572,574,579). Lloyd-Roberts et al. (574) reported on eight patients with this injury who presented with deterioration in walking and decreased endurance. All had knee flexion contractures. Seven of the eight patients complained of pain and local tenderness at the distal pole of the patella. In a series of 88 patients, fragmentation was seen in only 8% (579). Patella alta and elongation of the patella are frequent in affected patients (Fig. 6-55) (572,579). Children predisposed to distal pole patellar fractures are spastic ambulators with flexion con-
trdures of the knees, patella alta, and a history of falls (572). Extension casting may be helpful in symptomatic patients (579). If conservative treatment is unsatisfactory, then hamstring lengthening with correction of the knee flexion contracture can result in both healing of the fracture and relief of symptoms (574,579). Some authors (572,574) also have excised the avulsed distal pole of the patella to relieve chronic symptoms.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The goal of fracture treatment in cerebral palsy is to restore the child to his or her prefracture level of function. If the patient is ambulatory, conventional forms of fracture treatment should be used. In nonambulatory children with cerebral palsy, a goal of fracture care should be to preserve the ability to transfer. Special precautions should be used in closed treatment of fractures in these patients. The patients’ spasticity and inability to communicate make them prone to skin problems, so casts should be properly applied and well padded, usually with felt and polyurethane foam. Extra padding should be placed over the patella, anterior ankle, and heel, and a snug cast mold should be placed above the calcaneus to prevent proximal migration of the heel (Fig. 6-56). When indicated, operative fracture fixation should be used in ambulatory patients. Elastic intramedullary nails can be a very effective way to treat femoral fractures in children with spasticity (Fig. 6-57).

Prevention should be an important part of managing fractures in children with cerebral palsy. Traditionally, long-leg casts or spica casts were used after multiple muscle lengthenings or hip osteotomies, then after several weeks, the cast was removed and therapy begun. After cast treatment, however, the osteopenia was worse, the joints were stiff, and fractures—especially in the distal femoral metaphysis—occurred during therapy or transfers. We and others (576,577) use foam abduction pillows and knee immobilizers and an intensive therapy program in the immediate postoperative period to avoid the deconditioning, osteopenia, and joint stiffness that develop after prolonged cast immobilization. In ambulatory children who need hip osteotomies, use of rigid internal fixation allows standing and gait training within 2 weeks, preventing not only osteopenia but also the risk that the child may never regain the full level of preoperative function after a prolonged period of cast immobilization.

In nonambulatory children with severe cerebral palsy, some degree of both malunion and shortening may be accepted. Well-padded splints or casts are adequate treatment for many displaced fractures. Acute femoral shaft fractures can be treated with a heavily padded hip spica cast and distal fractures of the femur by a long-leg cast. Distal femoral buckle fractures in non-ambulatory children are safely treated with a knee immobilizer. If a long-leg cast is used for a fracture of the lower extremity and the joint of the involved side is dislocated, the rigid cast may function as a lever arm, with the posterior fracture of the proximal femur beyond the cast.

**Myelomeningocele**

**Insufficiency Fractures**

Children with myelomeningocele sustain fractures of the lower extremities through bone weakened by either disuse or immobilization after reconstructive surgical procedures. The incidence of fractures in several series of patients with myelomeningocele ranges from 12% to 31% (586,588,592,594,592,603). The locations of these fractures, in order of decreasing frequency, are mid-shaft of the femur, distal femur, mid-shaft of the tibia, proximal femur, femoral neck, distal femoral physis, and proximal tibia (586). Fractures of the distal tibia also have been reported in numerous series (590,594,595,602,603). Both metaphyseal and diaphyseal fractures, usually resulting from minor trauma, are often either incomplete or impacted with intact periosteeum (597). They tend to heal rapidly—nonunion is rare (586). Physeal fractures, however, may take 3 to 33 months to heal (603).

Numerous factors predispose these patients to fracture. Children with flail limbs tend to pick up one leg and drop it out of the way when they roll over in bed or twist around while in a sitting position, and this may be enough force to cause a fracture (594). Because protective sensation is absent, the child can neither anticipate impending injury nor be aware of injury once it has occurred. The level of neurologic involvement also affects the incidence of fractures. In a series of 76 fractures, Lock and Aronson (597) found that 41% occurred with neurologic deficit at the thoracic level, 36% occurred with deficit at the upper lumbar level, and only 13% occurred in patients with lower lumbar or sacral deficits. Nearly 86% of these fractures occurred before 9 years of age, and 76% were associated with cast immobilization. Most fractures after immobilization occur within 4 weeks of cast removal (588), and in one series (597), 30% of patients with casts had multiple cluster fractures of either the casted extremity or the partially casted contralateral extremity.

In addition to the inherent disuse osteoporosis from immobilization, casting causes stiffness of joints, with concentration of force on the osteoporotic bone adjacent to the joints (597). Boytim et al. (583) reported neonatal fractures in 6 infants with myelomeningocele and concluded that the risk of fracture was 17% for patients with thoracic or high lumbar level deficits with significant contracture of the lower extremities. The authors cautioned that particular care must be used to avoid fractures in these patients during physical therapy, x-ray positioning, or surgical procedures.

Stable fractures of the long bones may not require complete immobilization (588). Femoral shaft fractures have been treated with padding and sandbags (591). Skin traction of anesthetic limbs may cause massive skin necrosis (586,591). Skeletal traction usually is inadvisable because of problems with decubitus ulcers and poor fixation in atrophic bone (586,591). However, Drummond et al. (588) treated 9 of 18 patients with skeletal traction without mention of failure or fixation.

Preventive measures include limiting cast immobilization after reconstructive surgery (587,588). Solid side cushions may prevent fractures that occur when patients catch their lower extremities in bed rails (600). The most important consideration...
FIGURE 6-56. Casting in neuromuscular fractures. A: A polyurethane foam short-leg cast is being placed on a patient. Two long rectangular sheets of foam (arrows) are placed anteriorly and posteriorly over the stockinette, and Webril padding is wrapped around the foam. B: A long toe plate is needed to prevent injury to the foot of the patient. C: A thick, protective cuff of foam is formed by folding the polyurethane toward the center of the cast with the stockinette (arrow). D: The Webril must be wrapped quite snugly to compress the foam against the underlying extremity evenly (black arrow). Extra foam is placed over the anterior ankle and over the Achilles tendon to prevent proximal migration of the foot in the cast. A plaster cast is usually applied and covered with a layer of fiberglass for strength. A lateral x-ray verifies the position of the heel in the cast (white arrow).
FIGURE 6-57. A: This 6-year-old boy sustained a severe closed head injury and left femur fracture when he was struck by a car. His femur was shortened 4 cm. His involuntary movements made management in traction very difficult. He was treated with retrograde titanium elastic nailing. B: At 13 days, early callus is seen. He was standing with a brace. C: At 3 months, AP and (D) lateral radiographs show a healed femur fracture in anatomic alignment. Nails were removed 6 months later. (From Flynn JM: Current treatment options for pediatric femur fractures. U Penn Orthop J 1998;11:27-35; with permission.)
was noted by Norton and Foley (599) in 1959, when they stated “the quality of bone developed by activity appears to be the best protection against pathologic fractures,” and the orthopaedist should assist these patients in maintaining the highest activity level possible.

Physeal Fractures
Fractures of the physis in patients with myelomeningocele are relatively uncommon, but for the unwary, the diagnosis can be difficult. The clinical presentation may mimic infection, with elevated temperature and swelling, redness, and local warmth at the fracture site (601,602). Fractures of the proximal tibia may be confused with septic arthritis of the knee, with swelling up to the mid-thigh and limited knee flexion. Both the white blood cell count and erythrocyte sedimentation rate are often elevated. Immobilization of these injuries usually results in a dramatic decrease in swelling and redness of the extremity within 2 to 3 days of casting. With healing, the x-ray picture can be alarming, with epiphyseal plate widening, metaphyseal fracture, and periosteal elevation (593). The radiographic differential diagnosis should include osteomyelitis, sarcoma, leukemia, and Charcot’s joint (601–603).

Recurrent trauma to the physis, from either continued walking or passive joint motion after injury, results in an exuberant healing reaction (Fig. 6-58) (590). Repetitive trauma delays resumption of normal endochondral ossification, resulting in abnormal thickening of the cartilage in the zone of hypertrophy and the physeal widening seen on radiographs (Fig. 6-59) (603). In a study of 19 chronic physeal fractures, Rodgers et al. (601) compared MRI with histology and found that adjacent to this thickened, disorganized zone of hypertrophy is juxtametaphyseal fibrovascular tissue that enhances gadolinium on MRI. Delayed union is common, and premature growth arrest occurs in 29% to 55% of patients (597,603). Anschuetz et al. (582) reported a unique syndrome in three patients with myelomeningocele and fracture. These children sustained fractures of the lower extremities during long-term immobilization and with cast removal went on to dramatic cardiopulmonary distress with increased pulse rate, hypotension, and increased respiratory rate. Fever also developed with decreased hematocrit levels. They suggested that the etiology of this problem was loss of intravascular volume into the fracture sites and recommended intravenous replacement of fluid losses, along with careful splinting of associated fractures.

Physeal injuries in patients with myelomeningocele are more difficult to treat than metaphyseal or diaphyseal long bone fractures and require lengthy immobilization with strict avoidance of weight bearing to avoid destructive repetitive trauma to the physis (590). Either a plaster cast or a snug-fitting total-contact orthosis is suggested for immobilization, and union can be determined by return of the physis to normal width on x-ray study (603). Kumar et al. (595) emphasized that application of a long-leg cast for 8 to 12 weeks is necessary to obtain satisfactory healing of physeal fractures of the tibia, and weight bearing is to be avoided until union occurs.

FIGURE 6-58. A: This 7-year-old boy with spina bifida presented with increasing swelling of the distal tibia. This lateral radiograph of the entire tibia shows slight widening of the distal tibial physis with subtle signs of posterior displacement of the distal tibial physis. There was a high suspicion of a fracture, so the leg was treated with a well-padded cast. B: This lateral radiograph, taken 2 months later, shows slight physeal widening with extraordinary periosteal new bone formation.

Cast Technique
Immediate casting (588) and bivalved casting (591) have been used for long-bone fractures in children with myelomeningocele. A bilateral hip spica cast is suggested for supracondylar fractures of the femur, because use of a one-and-a-half hip spica cast may predispose the uninjured side to fracture (586). A bulky Webril dressing approximately 1.5 cm thick wrapped with an elastic bandage can be used instead of a plaster or fiberglass cast. Lock and Aronson (597) used Webril immobilization for an average of 1 to 3 weeks in their patients with fractures and discontinued immobilization when callus was visible. They found similar outcomes in patients treated with Webril dressings and those treated with casts; however, there was much less difficulty with pressure...
sores in the group treated with Webril dressings. Kumar et al. (595) used a polyurethane padded long-leg posterior plaster splint for metaphyseal and diaphyseal fractures for 3 weeks, followed by bracing.

Drennan and Freehafer (586) recommend a well-padded cast for 2 to 3 weeks for infants with fracture and braces or Webril immobilization for incomplete fractures that followed surgery. Injuries with deformity were placed in a cast. Mobilization was begun as soon as practical to prevent further osteopenia—patients with shaft fractures began ambulation 2 weeks after injury. Shortening was not a problem in their series. Lock and Aronson (597) cautioned that brace treatment of acute fractures may cause pressure sores. Drummond et al. (588) reported on 18 fractures treated by closed techniques that resulted in three malunions, two shortenings, and two episodes of pressure sores: one patient had four refractures. Drabu and Walker (585) noted a mean loss of knee movement of 58 degrees in 67% of fractures about the knee. The stiffness began 2 months after fracture and was well established by 6 months but resolved almost completely in all patients 3 years after injury. They suggested that aggressive physical therapy to restore knee motion is probably not necessary in these injuries.

**FIGURE 6-59.** This 11-year-old boy with L4 myelomeningocele presented with a warm, swollen right ankle and no clear history of trauma. This AP radiograph of both ankles shows right distal tibial physisal widening with adjacent sclerosis, consistent with a chronic physisal injury. The child was treated in a well-padded, non-weight-bearing short-leg cast. He had complete resolution of symptoms when the cast was removed 6 weeks later.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

Operative fixation of fractures in children with myelomeningocele is associated with a high rate of infection (591). Wenger et al. (603) reported that most patients with proximal femoral epiphyseal displacement can be treated with hip spica casts. Reduction and pinning with subtrochanteric osteotomy may be necessary in certain patients. Bailey-Dubow rods may be valuable in multiple recurrent pathologic fractures of the femoral or tibial shaft (596). If operative treatment is necessary, it should be noted that the incidence of malignant hyperthermia seems to be higher in patients with myelomeningocele than in other children (581).

**Latex Allergy**

Life-threatening anaphylactic reactions due to latex allergy in children with myelomeningocele have been reported with increasing frequency (584,597). Minor allergic reactions, such as rash, edema, hives, and respiratory symptoms are common when children with myelodysplasia are exposed to latex products such as gloves, catheters, and balloons. Between 18% and 40% of children with myelodysplasia are allergic to latex (589). Meerpole et al. (598) emphasized that every child with myelomeningocele should be screened for latex allergy, and those with a positive history should be evaluated individually by the anesthesiologist for preoperative prophylaxis. Current preoperative prophylaxis begins 24 hours before surgery and is continued for 24 hours after surgery. Medications used include diphenhydramine, 1 mg/kg every 6 hours (maximum 50 mg); methylprednisolone, 1 mg/kg every 6 hours (maximum 125 mg); and cimetidine, 5 mg/kg every 6 hours (maximum 300 mg). A latex-free environment must also be provided throughout the hospitalization.
AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

In nonambulatory patients, mild malunion and shortening can be tolerated, and stable or minimally angulated fractures can be treated with either polyurethane splints or Webril dressings. Fractures with significant deformity may require reduction and immobilization in a cast heavily padded with polyurethane foam. In children who walk, fractures should be carefully aligned with heavily padded casts that allow continued protective weight bearing, if possible. Hip spica casts may be necessary for femoral shaft fractures. Fractures of the proximal femur should be treated by immobilization and any later deformity corrected by osteotomy. Any patient considered for operative intervention should be screened for latex allergy, and if needed, given appropriate prophylaxis. Physeal fractures are treated with padded long-leg cam and non-weight bearing. Long-term follow-up is encouraged for physeal injuries because of the risk of growth arrest. Significant discrepancies can be addressed through contralateral epiphysiodesis or bridge resection.

Muscular Dystrophy

Fractures of the lower extremity in children with Duchenne muscular dystrophy must be managed so as not to cause premature loss of the ability to walk (609) or transfer (606). In patients 9 to 10 years old, increasing muscle weakness and joint contractures contribute to falls, and a loss of normal muscle bulk and fat limit the cushioning on impact (608). Patients in lower extremity braces seem to sustain few fractures in falls (609), probably because the overlying orthoses provide some protection (608). Patients confined to a wheelchair can fall because they have poor sitting balance, and fractures are frequent because these patients are more osteoporotic than ambulatory individuals (608).

Concentric “osseous arrophy” occurs in the long bones of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy; osteoporosis is also common (604,607). Fractures are seldom displaced and are frequently minimally painful because there is minimal muscle spasm (608). Fractures tend to heal rapidly. The most commonly fractured bone is the femur (Fig. 6-60) (605,606,608), followed by the proximal humerus (608).

**FIGURE 6-60.** A: This 14-year-old nonambulatory boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy crashed his wheelchair into the bumper of a stationary car, sustaining a displaced subcapital femoral fracture. This AP pelvis radiograph at the time of injury shows a displaced fracture and marked osteopenia of the pelvis and proximal femur. B: The fracture was treated by reduction and internal fixation with two cannulated screws.
Although union was achieved rapidly, hip and knee flexion contractures should allow children to maintain the ability to walk as the dystrophy: limb stability and maintenance of maximal function during fracture healing. In ambulatory patients, treatment methods should allow children to maintain the ability to walk as the fracture heals. When ambulatory ability is tenuous, even minor bruises or ankle sprains may end walking ability. As little as 1 week in a wheelchair can prematurely end ambulation; patients at bed rest for more than 2 weeks will likely lose the ability to ambulate. Hsu (605) reported that 25% of ambulatory patients with muscular dystrophy lost the ability to walk after sustaining fractures. In one of these patients, the ankle was casted in 20 degrees of planter flexion, and the resulting contracture prevented ambulation at the end of treatment.

Treatment of specific fractures should be individualized. Upper extremity fractures can be treated with lightweight slings (608). Lower extremity fractures can be treated with either light walking casts or long-leg double upright braces (608,609). Splints also can be used until the patients are pain free. Routine activities are begun as soon as possible (605). Protected standing and ambulation with physical therapy are crucial in maintaining independent ambulation (609).

Hsu and Garcia-Ariz (606) reported on 20 femoral fractures in 16 patients with muscular dystrophy. Six of the seven ambulatory patients were able to walk after treatment. In the nonambulatory patients in this series, most had supracondylar femoral fractures (Fig. 6-61), which were splinted for 2 to 3 weeks, with emphasis on physical therapy to maintain functional abilities. Although union was achieved rapidly, hip and knee flexion contractures often increased in these patients, and up to 20 degrees of angulation of the fracture was routinely accepted. One patient with slipped capital femoral epiphysis was treated successfully with pinning in situ.

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The first goal of fracture treatment in children with muscular dystrophy is to avoid making matters worse. The patient should be mobilized as soon as possible in a lightweight cast or orthosis. Aggressive physical therapy should be used to maintain functional status. In a very young child, mid-shaft femoral fractures can be treated by traction and hip spica techniques, but in an older patient, ambulatory cast bracing might be a better choice.

**Arthrogryposis and Poliomyelitis**

Arthrogryposis is a rare disorder with an incidence of 3 in 10,000 live births (614). In this disease, muscle fiber is lost in utero, joint motion is limited during development, and taut ligaments and capsular tightness result in joint stiffness. Dislocations may occur with severe shortening of the involved muscles. Fractures may occur in 25% of infants with arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (610). Both difficult delivery and forceful manipulation of the extremities in these children can lead to fracture (610). Diamond and Alegado (610) reported on 16 fractures in 9 infants with arthrogryposis; an ipsilateral dislocated hip was present in 35% of patients. Most fractures involved the femur, with the remainder mostly tibial fractures, one humeral fracture, and one clavicular fracture. Epiphyseal separations occurred in the proximal tibia, distal femur, and proximal humerus. Clinical symptoms included poor feeding, irritability, and fussiness when handled. The involved extremity was thickened, and there was often an increased white blood cell count. Plain radiographs after acute injury, especially with epiphyseal separations, were not helpful, and arthrography was used in one patient to evaluate a distal femoral epiphysis separation. With healing, these fractures develop exuberant callus with rapid union, and ready remodeling of angulated mid-shaft fractures.

Short-term immobilization is adequate to treat undisplaced fractures in these patients. Heavy plaster splints are not necessary (611). Some authors (611) recommend closed reduction of acutely displaced epiphyseal fractures and fractures with rotatory malalignment. Postnatal fractures are most common in patients with either knee contracture or dislocation of the hip, and postnatal injury could possibly be reduced by avoidance of forceful manipulation of these extremities. Older patients with lower extremity contractures do not seem to have difficulty with pathologic fractures (613).

Acute poliomyelitis has become a relatively rare disease in most Western countries but occasionally occurs in children who live in less developed countries. There are few reports in the literature concerning fractures in patients with poliomyelitis. Robin (612) reported 62 fractures in patients with poliomyelitis. More than half were fractures of the femur, and 90% of those injuries were supracondylar fractures. More than half of the fractures occurred after cast immobilization, and joint stiffness also

**FIGURE 6-61.** This 13-year-old nonambulatory boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy sustained this typical impacted, minimally displaced distal femoral metaphyseal fracture when he fell from his wheelchair. Note the marked periarticular osteopenia.
was associated with a significant number of fractures. There were no epiphyseal injuries in this series.

Treatment of these fractures is simple immobilization. Because most fractures have very little displacement, reduction is seldom necessary; if there is preexisting deformity, manual osteoclasis through the fracture site can be used to correct deformities. Robin (612) stressed that joint mobility must be obtained before general mobilization of the patient to reduce the incidence of fracture after plaster immobilization. He also emphasized that fractures in these patients heal rapidly, and immobilization times should be reduced accordingly, with walking or standing in casts to decrease osteoporosis.

**Spinal Cord Injury**

Fortunately, childhood spinal cord injury is rare, and reports of pathologic fractures usually are included in larger series of patients with fractures and myelomeningocele because of the clinical similarities in presentation (621,622). Fractures of the femur, especially supracondylar fractures, are most common (619), but other fractures also are common (619). In most patients, these are pathologic fractures through osteoporotic bone. Children may be much more susceptible to these fractures than adults. Although fractures in paraplegics appear to heal rapidly with abundant callus (619), animal experiments suggest that in denervated limbs, the quality of the callus in fractures is compromised (620). Children with traumatic peripheral nerve lesions may have distal tibial physeal lesions similar to those in patients with myelomeningocele, neuroarthropathy of the small joints of the foot, and soft tissue ulcers (623).

Conservative treatment of fractures in patients with spinal cord injury is most commonly recommended. Skin traction is contraindicated because of the possibility of skin necrosis (618). Comarr et al. (616) also use pillow sandbag splints and, for certain fractures, treat patients with a turning frame. Open reduction and internal fixation of these fractures is controversial. The conservative techniques used for the treatment of similar fractures in children with myelomeningocele might best be applied to fractures in children with traumatic paraplegia (617, 621,622).

Although crutch and brace ambulation in paraplegics reportedly restores bone integrity (615), fractures continue to occur through osteoporotic bone in children actively ambulating with brace support (621). Some authors advocate light protective braces (616), but Katz (621) suggested that continuous splinting will lessen the disease osteoporosis. He recommended careful manipulation of the lower extremities when they are out of ambulatory braces to reduce the incidence of fracture. Robin (622) emphasized that immobilization should be discontinued as soon as possible after fracture healing. Patient activity should be limited until knee motion is restored.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Heavily padded casts or splints are recommended for most lower extremity fractures in children with traumatic paraplegia. Re-turning to ambulation with protection by walking braces is permitted once callus and joint motion are adequate. Every effort should be made to restore the child's prefracture function. Moderate malunion and shortening are acceptable in patients who are nonambulatory. Operative treatment of such fractures should be reserved for selected patients whose function would be significantly compromised by less than anatomic reduction.
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CHILDB A BUSE
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

Child abuse is maltreatment of the child by either parents or caretakers, and includes physical, sexual, and emotional abuse, as well as emotional and physical neglect. The epidemic of child abuse continues to worsen in the United States, with approximately 2.9 million reports now filed annually compared with 1.2 million in 1982 (151). The incidence of physical abuse nationally is estimated to be 4.9 children per thousand, and one of every 1,000 abused children die (76). In Texas alone, 50,746 children were confirmed victims of child abuse or neglect in fiscal year 1995, with 101 deaths recorded (152). The types of abuse these children were subjected to included physical abuse in 31.5%, sexual abuse in 15.6%, emotional abuse in 6.8%, abandonment in 2%, medical neglect in 4.7%, physical neglect in 15.4%, and neglectful supervision in 40.3%. The minimal annual cost of child abuse in the United States is estimated to be 9 billion dollars (151). The long-term social costs of child abuse are impossible to estimate: one third of the victims of child abuse grow up to be seriously inept, neglectful, or abusive parents; one third are at high risk for eventually becoming abusive parents; and only one third do not repeat the destructive patterns they were exposed to as children (120). The orthopaedist becomes involved in the care of 30% to 50% of abused children (2). Early recognition of these abused patients by the orthopaedist is critical, because the children who are returned to their homes after an unrecognized episode of child abuse have a 25% risk of serious reinjury and a 5% risk of death (32).

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

In 1946, Caffey (28) described six infants with long bone fractures, chronic subdural hematomas, and intraocular bleeding without a history of trauma to explain the injuries. Although his work is often cited as the first report in the English literature of child abuse, Caffey did not speculate about the etiology of the children's injuries. In 1953, Silverman (139) characterized the unique metaphyseal fractures found in abused children in...
the pediatric literature and clearly emphasized that these were
due to nonaccidental trauma. Altman and Smith (8) in 1960
published the first series in the orthopaedic literature of injuries
caused by child abuse. General public awareness of child abuse
increased with the 1962 publication of a report by Kempe et al.
(79) characterizing the problem as the battered child syndrome.
In 1974, Caffey introduced the term whiplash-shaken infant syn­
drome to the literature to emphasize the etiology of subdural
hematomas in infants caused by shaking episodes (29). In 1974,
Congress acknowledged the national importance of the prev­
enon of child abuse by the passage of the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act.

THE HOMES AT RISK

In assessing where abuse of children may occur, households in
turmoil from marital separation, job loss, divorce, family death,
housing difficulties, or money problems are more likely to have
abusive episodes (49). Families with two unplanned births are
2.8 times more likely to have an episode of child abuse than
families with no unplanned births (164). In these homes at risk,
step-parents, babysitters, boyfriends, relatives, and even larger
siblings frequently are abusers (169,121). The parents of bat­
ered children may themselves have been abused when they were
children (63). Parental substance abuse, whether alcohol or other
drugs, makes child abuse more likely (67). The risk of physical
child abuse is fivefold more likely with maternal cocaine use
(158). Young, unmarried mothers are more likely to have their
infants die from intentional injury, with a peak incidence of
10.5 intentional deaths per 10,000 live births in one study (136).
Violence in the home is not directed solely toward the child; in
one study (30) of families with substantiated child abuse, 30%
of the mothers had been battered. Although the youngest, poor­
est, most socially isolated and economically frustrated caretakers
are the most likely to act violently toward their children (161),
any adult from any social or economic level may be guilty of
abusing a child (1).

THE CHILDREN AT RISK

Certain children of all ages are more likely to experience abuse,
and younger children are particularly at risk. Most reported cases
of child abuse involve younger children than age 3 years (61).
In one report (18) of child abuse 78% of all fractures reported
were in children less than 3 years of age and 50% of all fractures
occurred in children younger than 1 year of age. Infants younger
than 1 year are especially at risk for the most severe form of child
abuse: infant homicide (44,86). With severe shaking injuries by
caretakers, 30% of infants are disabled and another 30% die
(25). The problem probably is more widespread than suspected.
There is evidence to suggest that in the United Kingdom, 10%
to 20% of children diagnosed as having sudden infant death
syndrome may be intentional infant homicides (56). In one re­
port (131), covert video recordings of adults attending their
children who were hospitalized for suspicious illness doc­
umented 14 separate instances of caretaker attempts at upper air­
way obstruction. First-born children (18), premature infants,
stepchildren, and handicapped children are at a greater risk for
child abuse (2). Benedict et al. (19), in a longitudinal study of
500 handicapped children followed from birth to age 10 years,
documented a 4.6% incidence of physical abuse. Surprisingly,
they found that the most severely involved children were less
likely to be abused, whereas the marginally functioning children
were at greater risk, with parental frustration possibly being a
factor.

Children who are persistently presented by parents for medi­
cal assessment of vague illness and have a history of multiple
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures with unclear outcome are
at risk for having a form of child abuse known as Munchausen’s
syndrome by proxy (14,111). Munchausen’s syndrome is named
for Baron von Munchausen, an 18th century mercenary whose
exaggerated tales of adventure were viewed with great suspicion.
Asher, in 1951, described Munchausen’s syndrome in adults
who presented with apparent acute illness accompanied by dra­
matic, untruthful medical histories to gain attention (14). In
Munchausen’s syndrome by proxy, children become the victims
of this adult behavior when parents with a misguided sense of
purpose fabricate a wide range of childhood illnesses for their
children, often subjecting them to needless diagnostic work­up
and treatment (111). Symptoms of the child’s “illness” are based
on an imaginative medical history given by the parent, with signs
of the illness either simulated or induced by the parent. For
example, a child may be brought into the emergency room by
a parent with a complaint of vomiting. In Munchausen’s syn­
drome by proxy, this complaint may either be a total fabrication
by the parent or the parent may simulate the complaint by pro­
ducing “vomitus” from some source as proof of the illness.
In the most abusive of situations, the parent induces vomiting in
the child by the administration of salt (110) or ipecac. Over half
of reported cases of Munchausen’s syndrome by proxy involve
induced symptoms, whereas another 25% involve a combination
of both simulation and induction of symptoms (21). The bio­
logic mother is almost always the perpetrator of this pattern of
abuse and often has a medical background: 35% to 45% are
nurses, 5% are medical office workers, 3% are social workers,
and 1% are orderlies (129). Extreme examples of this syndrome
include a rodenticide-induced coagulopathy in a two-year-old
child (16), a deliberate self-induced preterm delivery (62), and
chronic illicit insulin administration to a 1-year-old child by
the caretaker (111). The perpetrator of the child’s illness denies
knowledge of its etiology, but the acute signs and symptoms of
the child’s illness in Munchausen’s syndrome by proxy will
resolve if the syndrome is recognized and the child is separated
from the parent (129). Failure to diagnose this condition places
a child at risk for either serious long-term sequelae or death in
approximately 9% of cases.

Bizarre forms of child abuse may cause a confusing illness or
injury. There are reports of young children forced to aspirate
pepper, of intentional burns of infants by placing them in micro­
wave ovens (7), of children denied water who developed hyper­
atremic dehydration, and of infants poisoned with cocaine
given to them by caretakers (126). A high index of suspicion
is needed to avoid missing the diagnosis of nonaccidental trauma
in these situations.
**SEXUAL ABUSE**

Although the orthopaedist usually considers child abuse in the context of fractures and other obvious injuries, an increasingly important aspect of child abuse to recognize is sexual abuse. It is estimated that 25% of abused or neglected children have been sexually abused (96). Physically abused children have a 1:6 chance of being sexually abused, whereas sexually abused children have a 1:7 risk of being physically abused (70). Children living with nonbiologic parents or with caretakers who are substance abusers are most at risk. The child usually discloses sexual abuse under three types of circumstances: The child may have just experienced an argument with the abuser and may “accidentally” reveal the existence of the abusive relationship, the child is permanently separated from the abuser, or the abusive adult is shifting attention to a younger sibling (160). The incidence of sexual abuse of handicapped patients has been estimated as ranging from 25% to 83%, with handicapped males being more likely to be sexually abused than nonhandicapped males in the general population (148). Both sexual and physical abuse may be associated with cults, which may be identified by their symbols. Satanic cults may use a pentagram (an encircled five-pointed star with an inverted apex), the eye of Horus (an eye within a triangle), or various symbols that modify a cross, and the middle or little finger of the left hand may be painted black (76). Sadistic ritual abuse has been reported in preschool and elementary school children (162).

**OBTAINING THE HISTORY**

The history is critical in the diagnosis of child abuse. It usually is taken in the chaotic environment of a busy emergency room, so it is important to find a quiet area for the interview where tempers can cool and distractions can be minimized. In addition to taking a thorough history with regard to the mechanism of injury, the orthopaedist must question the patient and the family in an investigative fashion to establish accurately the circumstances of the injury and the environment in which the child lives. These skills are seldom taught in residency training. In a survey of pediatric residents (48), 42% of them had 1 hour or less in training for detection of child abuse and most orthopaedic residents likely have even less training in this area. The extensive history needed to detect child abuse is termed the investigative interview. It begins with documenting the history (or the lack of history) of the injury and, more importantly, goes on to uncover enough details about the child’s life so that plausible scenarios can be created to explain the injury. A full physical examination and skeletal survey should precede this interview to search for any possible evidence of additional undocumented child abuse. The orthopaedist must become both social worker and detective, calmly and methodically establishing how the injured child lives; finding out which family members, friends, or other caretakers have access to the child; and how likely it is that they might have contributed to the child’s injuries. A detailed history of injury is obtained individually from each adult family member in a private setting. If the patient and siblings can communicate, they should be interviewed separately from the parents and other members of the family.

**The Investigative Interview**

Once a full injury physical and radiographic assessment of the child is complete, the investigative interview is begun by asking the primary caregiver in a nonjudgmental way how the child was acutely injured. To avoid provoking emotions, any additional soft tissue or skeletal trauma discovered should be brought up at the end of the interview for explanation once the presentation injury has been thoroughly discussed. Each investigative interview should follow a systematic review of symptoms: what happened, who was there, when was the injury recognized, and how long before medical treatment was sought. Inconsistencies are not challenged. Leading questions are avoided in favor of open-end questions. Medical terms should be explained in plain English, with care taken to avoid medical jargon. More plausible explanations for the injury are not volunteered. The place where the injury occurred and which individuals who were actually present is determined. Leading questions should be avoided: Never ask who caused the injury, but rather ask what they saw or what they think happened. Exactly who discovered the injury and how soon the child received medical care after onset of symptoms are established. Delays in seeking medical care for an injured child are very suggestive of child abuse (49). The crucial questions to be answered are not only whether the given history of trauma is sufficient to explain the severity of injury but what other possible scenarios could explain the injury if the volunteered explanation is not plausible. This requires acquiring a working knowledge of the child’s environment, which can be obtained by asking specific, detailed questions (Table 7-1).

When interviewing injured children, it is essential to be as gentle as possible, asking how they got hurt rather than who hurt them. Any question asked should be appropriate for the child’s age. The child’s account of what he or she was doing at time of injury should be compared with the accounts of the adult witnesses. If possible, the siblings of the injured child should be interviewed because they also are at risk for child abuse. Nonvisual clues during the interview also may be helpful (Table 7-1).

To make the diagnosis of child abuse, the orthopaedist must make one crucial decision: Is the history of trauma adequate to explain the severity of injury? That decision should be based on experience in the care of fractures with knowledge of their mechanisms of injury and special insight into the types of trauma most likely to cause significant injury. In addition, it is also extremely important to have knowledge of the developmental abilities of a child when a caretaker states the child’s injuries are self-inflicted (76). It is patently absurd for the parents to explain that an infant’s femoral fracture occurred in a fall while the infant was standing alone when the infant is too young to even roll over. Details of the accident given as the reason of the injury should be carefully considered. Although it is not unusual for a young child to sustain an accidental fall, it is unusual to sustain a serious injury from that fall alone. Infants fall from a bed or a raised surface during a diaper change fairly frequently. In a study of 536 normal infants (95), nearly 50% of them had fallen accidentally from an elevated surface, usually after the first 5
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Subdural hematoma. More injuries occur in falls from greater surface, such as bed or sofa, injuries were limited to three clavicles—extremely rare. Combining two studies (68,94) of 782 children ways, and four of those sustained skull fractures. In patients aged younger than 5 years of age who accidentally fell off an elevated 6 months to 1 year, 60% were using walkers at time of injury. 76 children who had fallen from a bed, a crib, or a chair (especially in children), fractures. Abrasions and contusions were present in 55% of patients, whereas 26% had lacerations. In another study (116) of months of life, when the children were able to roll over and pull themselves up. Significant injury after such falls is, however, extremely rare. Combining two studies (68,94) of 782 children younger than 5 years of age who accidentally fell off an elevated surface, such as bed or sofa, injuries were limited to three clavicular fractures, six skull fractures, one humeral fracture, and one subdural hematoma. More injuries occur in falls from greater heights. In a report (75) of 363 stairway injuries, 10 were in infants who fell with their caretaker while being carried on stairways, and four of those sustained skull fractures. In patients aged 6 months to 1 year, 60% were using walkers at time of injury. Only 4% of patients had extremity fractures, and 1% had skull fractures. Abrasions and contusions were present in 55% of patients, whereas 26% had lacerations. In another study (116) of 76 children who had fallen from a bed, a crib, or a chair (estimated height 1 to 3 feet), while in the hospital for other illness, 18% had scalp or facial hematomas and 12% had lacerations about the head. There was only one nondisplaced skull fracture and one long bone fracture in a patient with osteogenesis imperfecta.

Additional important information about the child and the family may be obtained by a review of past medical records or by contacting social workers who may have been involved with the family. Conferring with the family’s primary health care provider also may be extremely helpful. A medical release from the family is necessary before these sources of information can be explored (49). The physician or social worker should be asked if there have been prior concerns regarding abuse or neglect; whether there has been a suspicious pattern of injury, illness, ingestion of objects, or medications or noncompliance with health care recommendations; whether the family is receiving counseling or other support from any community groups; and whether the family has any previous involvement with child protective services or the police (49).

**Documentation**

Careful documentation is critical. Chart notes may later be needed in court as evidence for either custodial hearings or criminal trial (101), and defending inaccurate or partial chart notes in court can be extremely embarrassing. Each account should be recorded in as much detail as possible, using quotation marks for exact quotes and specifying who is giving the history. Particularly with crucial answers, the exact question preceding the response should be documented. In addition, the general emotional state of the individual providing the account, as well as the individual’s reaction to emotionally charged questions should be documented to assist in later evaluation of the credibility of the account. If the family wishes to change their story after the initial account, no changes should be made to the earlier record, but an addendum should be placed detailing the new account. The completed record should include several specific items (Table 7-2). If child protective services recommends emergency transfer of custody of the child to a foster home or a shelter, then the orthopaedist should summarize chart documentation in a separate notarized narrative, which is preferred by most courts.

---

**TABLE 7-1. CHILD ABUSE: INVESTIGATIVE INTERVIEW**

**Environmental Issues**
- Primary caretakers
- Unsupervised
- Responsible for feeding, discipline, toilet training
- Easy or difficult child
- Home environment
- Place of residence
- Living conditions
- Adults employed or unemployed
- Sleeping arrangements
- Marital status of parents
- Boyfriend or girlfriend of single parent
- Substance abuse
- Home stress level
- Recent job loss
- Marital problems (separation or divorce)
- Death in the family
- Housing problems
- Inadequate funds for food

**Parental or Caregiver Responses and Attitudes**
- Evasive, not readily responsive to questions
- Irritated by questioning
- Contradictory in responses
- Hostile and critical toward child
- Fearful of losing child or criminal prosecution, or both
- Unconcerned about child’s injuries
- Disinterested in treatment and prognosis
- Intermittently unavailable for interview (without valid reason)
- Unwilling to give medical information
- Unwilling to give consent for tests
- Indifferent to child’s suffering (seldom touches or looks at child)


---

**TABLE 7-2. DOCUMENTATION OF CHILD ABUSE**

- Mechanism of injury
- Family social history
- Past medical history
- Family history of diseases such as osteogenesis imperfecta or other metabolic disease
- Physical examination findings (positive and negative)
- X-ray findings
- Laboratory results
- Photographs of soft tissue injuries
- Results of consultations
- Diagnosis of child abuse
- Treatment recommendations
- Acute injuries
- Investigation by child protective services
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

After the initial musculoskeletal evaluation for acute fracture assessment, an extremely thorough physical examination of the patient should follow, systematically going from the head to the toes, to detect any signs of additional acute or chronic injury. Additional acute fractures may cause local tenderness and swelling, whereas chronic fractures may produce swelling from the presence of callus and clinical deformity from malunion. Specific radiographs should detect clinical fractures, with skeletal surveys showing most occult fractures. Other body areas commonly involved in child abuse include the central nervous system, the skin, the abdomen, and the genitalia. These areas should be carefully evaluated for signs of acute and especially chronic injury, because 50% of verified abuse cases show evidence of prior abuse (63).

Neurologic Injuries

Head injuries are the leading cause of death in child abuse (21). When an infant with musculoskeletal injury presents with altered mental status, whiplash-shaken infant syndrome should be suspected. Violent shaking of a small child whiplashes the relatively large head back and forth over the thorax with possible development of subdural hematomas (Fig. 7-1). Some authors (50) believe these head injuries actually occur when the child's head is slammed onto a soft surface such as a mattress. On impact, deceleration forces approaching 400 Gs may be seen, tearing the bridging vessels between the skull and the brain, and producing intracranial hemorrhage and cerebral edema. Skull fractures, though, are rare unless the child is thrown onto a hard object. Simple linear skull fractures usually are due to a fall of less than 4 feet and may be accidental, but complex skull fractures without a history of significant trauma, including comminuted, diastatic (separated sutures), displaced fractures, and fractures crossing suture lines, are suspicious for abuse (21). Children with head injuries caused by direct impact trauma are described as having shaken impact syndrome (50). Children with head injuries have fevers, bulging fontanelles, and sometimes enlargement of the head. A pattern of paresis may be present, and reflexes may be increased (29). Skull fractures generally are uncommon, and either ultrasound or computed tomography (CT) scans are used to diagnose subdural hematomas. Cerebral edema may be lethal (37), and emergency neurosurgical consultation is needed. Funduscopic examination by an ophthalmologist is indicated because concurrent retinal hemorrhage is common (29). The examiner should be aware, however, that retinal hemorrhages due to normal vaginal birth are present in 40% of newborns, but these injuries resolve by 3 to 4 weeks of age (53). Shaken baby syndrome has a high mortality rate: Thirty percent of infants die of their injuries (25).

Fatal cerebral injury also occurs in the abusive ear syndrome: a clinical triad of unilateral ear bruising, CT scan evidence of ipsilateral cerebral edema, and hemorrhagic retinopathy, with a 100% mortality rate in one series (66).

Spinal fractures occur in child abuse when a child is forcibly slammed onto a countertop with hyperflexion of the spine (1). Although neurologic deficit with this type of injury is uncommon (41), children should be carefully evaluated for signs of spinal cord injury secondary to spinal fracture when abuse is suspected.

Soft Tissue Injuries

In addition to examination of the soft tissue around the acute fracture site for swelling and bruising, the patient’s entire body should be carefully and systematically evaluated to detect acute and chronic soft tissue trauma. Deliberate soft tissue injuries are present in 81% to 92% of abused patients (61,109). The types of skin lesions commonly encountered in child abuse include ecchymosis, welts, abrasions, lacerations, scars, and burns.

The typical toddler often has multiple bruises over bony prominences such as the chin, brow, knees, and the shins (1, 132). Bruises on the back of the head, neck (1), buttocks, abdomen, legs, arms, cheeks, or genitalia may be suspicious for abuse, although accidental bruises can occur in all these locations (132). Accidental bruising of the head or face, though, is much less common. In a study of 400 nonabused children, Robertson (128) found an overall incidence of just 7% for accidental soft tissue injuries of the face and head, with the peak incidence of 17% seen in toddlers. Soft tissue injuries were present on the lower extremities and buttocks in only 31% of children and on the upper extremities of only 9%. The configuration of the bruise due to abuse may resemble the implement used to inflict...
the injury (Fig. 7-2), but usually the soft tissue injuries of abuse are "weapon" specific in fewer than 10% of patients (109). Although bruises often are concentrated on the trunk and buttocks, they also can be present on the head and proximal extremities. The weapons used to abuse children can be almost any common object, but they often include belt buckles, staplers, ropes, switches, coat hangers, ironing cords, and the open or closed human hand (77,149). Bruises inflicted by an open hand may appear on the face or a flat area of skin from a slap and grasp marks may appear as ovoid lesions when the fingers are deeply embedded in the extremities or the shoulders of the child during extreme shaking (72). The injury pattern and the severity of the ecchymosis depends on the amount of force used, how directly the instrument made contact, and the specific type of implement used to strike the child (72). Welts are more complex skin lesions in which swelling accompanies bruising from injury through lashing or whipping.

The type of soft tissue injuries in child abuse may depend on the age of the child (Table 7-3). In the pediatric dentistry literature, in a series of 266 children suspected of being abused, Jesse and Rieger (74) also found that bruises were the most common soft tissue injury, with the most common facial injury ecchymosis of the cheek, forehead, periorbital area, or the lip.

The age of a cutaneous contusion reportedly can be estimated by a change in its color over 2 to 4 weeks after injury, with fading of the lesions beginning at the periphery. An acute contusion is blue or reddish purple; it gradually changes to green, then to yellow, with final resolution as a brownish stain as the hemoglobin is finally broken down (159). Langlois and Gresham (97) noted that a yellowish bruise must be older than 18 hours; a

![FIGURE 7-2. Healing soft tissue injuries may resemble the instrument used to inflict the lesion.](image)

### TABLE 7-3. DISTRIBUTION OF SOFT TISSUE INJURIES IN 371 ABUSED CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Bruises</th>
<th>Abrasions</th>
<th>Lacerations</th>
<th>Scars</th>
<th>Burns</th>
<th>Head/neck injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤9 mos</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–35 mos</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥36 mos</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

red, purple, blue, or black coloration of the bruise may be present from 1 hour after injury to resolution; red is always present in bruises regardless of the age; and bruises of identical age and etiology on the same person may be of different appearances and may change at different rates. Although the age of a superficial contusion may be approximately dated by its appearance, a deep contusion may take some time to rise to the skin surface because of fascial planes and thus delay visible ecchymosis.

Natural skin lesions should not be mistaken for bruises. Mongolian spots are naturally occurring deep-blue pigmented areas that are present on the lower back at birth, usually just proximal to the buttocks. They occur more commonly in black and Asian infants than in white infants (15). Unlike traumatic bruises, they do not change in color but gradually resolve as the child matures (72). Cultural differences should always be considered when unusual skin lesions are noted. Vietnamese children may be subjected to a folklore medical practice known as cao-gio, which causes suspicious scratches and bruises on the back and may be mistaken for child abuse (13).

Acute lacerations in various stages of healing and chronic scarring may be present in an abused child. Like bruises, the configuration of the injury can resemble the weapon used to inflict the injury on the child. Although minor lacerations around the eye are fairly common, multiple scars due to either lacerations or burns (125) are suspicious for abuse.

**Burns**

Burns are found in approximately 20% of abused patients (61) and are most likely to be found in patients younger than 3 years of age (109). Burn evaluation should include configuration, approximate percentage of body surface area, location, distribution, uniformity, length of time the child was in contact with the burning agent, temperature of the burning agent, and presence or absence of splash marks when hot liquids are involved (72). Most self-inflicted accidental pour or spill burns occur anteriorly on the child, but accidental burns can also occur on the back. In accidental burns, the injury usually has an arrowhead configuration in which the burn becomes shallower and more narrow as it moves downward, and there may be splash marks surrounding the lesion (72). Abuse should be suspected when deep second- or third-degree burns are seen well demarcated with circumferential definition. In accidental hot water immersion, an indistinct stocking or glove configuration may be seen with varying burn depths and indistinct margins. In deliberate immersion burns, the burn demarcation shows uniform depth and a well-demarcated water line (72). Particularly severe burns occur when a child’s buttocks are immersed in hot tap water as abusive punishment. The central aspect of the buttocks may be spattered, giving a doughnut-like appearance to the burn. Galleno and Oppenheim (61) noted that in accidental hot water immersion, the child is uniformly scalded about the lower extremities as the legs are quickly extended by the child to climb out of the water, but in deliberate, abusive immersion the children are lowered into the water, so they instinctively pull up their legs to avoid the scalding hot water, and knee flexion may protect the popliteal areas from burn (Fig. 7-3). The average child abused by scalding burns is an undernourished 2-year-old child with burns involving 15% to 20% of the body, usually the buttocks; these children have a 10% to 15% mortality rate from burn owing to sepsis (127).

Burns also can be inflicted by many objects commonly found in the household. Sometimes the object can be identified by the configuration of the burn. Intentional burns by cigarettes are circular, deeply excavated, and sometimes repetitive, usually about 8 mm in diameter (72). Isolated cigarette burns may be accidental, and in such cases, they are usually superficial, pointing downward, and often appearing triangular. Lesions of impetigo resemble those of cigarette burns, but they are much more superficial.

Contact with heated objects may cause burns of unique shape that allow identification of their etiology (Fig. 7-4). Children accidentally grasping curling irons sustain burns of the palms, whereas burns on the dorsum of the hands are more suspicious for abuse (76). Hair dryers can be used to inflict burns on children, and full-thickness skin burns can result from contact with the grill of a dryer up to 2 minutes after it has been turned off (124). Such burns can resemble those caused by hot water or could have a grill pattern caused by direct contact with the dryer. Abuse burns have also been inflicted by stun guns (59). These devices deliver a high-voltage impulse of up to 100,000 volts at 3 to 4 mA, incapacitating the individual and leaving hypopigmented burn scars on the skin 0.5 cm apart. Rope burns, sustained when children are restrained about the wrists for beatings, may be seen as circular scars about the wrists (76). Full-thickness skin burns have been reported in small children who were placed in microwave ovens (7).

Certain folklore practices may cause lesions simulating abusive burns. Round burns on the abdomen, buttock, or between the thumb and forefinger of Southeast Asian children may be due to a variant on the Chinese medical practice of moxibustion. Folk medical practitioners burn balls of the moxa herb on the surface of the skin for therapeutic purposes, and both cigarettes and yarn have been similarly used in refugee camps. The knowledge of these practices may help to avoid inappropriate accusations of child abuse (57). Infants may sustain second-degree burns when they accidentally come in contact with the hot vinyl upholstery of a car (133).

**Abdominal Injuries**

Trauma to the abdomen is the second most common reason for death from child abuse (21). Careful evaluation is needed to rule out occult abdominal injury in the abused child. These are injuries due to beatings with the hand or fist and also can occur when the child is thrown into a fixed object. External abdominal bruising is present in only 12% to 15% of cases of major abdominal injuries (72). Patients with abdominal injury due to child abuse may have fever, vomiting, and anemia, with abdominal distention, localized involuntary spasm, and absent bowel sounds (121). One of the most common abdominal injuries is a ruptured liver or spleen, and the hypovolemic shock from blood loss can be fatal (156). Blunt trauma to the abdomen also may cause intestinal perforation, usually involving the large
FIGURE 7-3. A: In accidental hot water immersion, the child is uniformly scalded about the lower extremities as the legs are extended quickly by the child to climb out of the water, with burns occurring behind the knee (curved arrow). B: In nonaccidental immersion, the child instinctively pulls up the legs to avoid the hot water, and knee flexion may protect the popliteal areas from burn (curved arrow).

FIGURE 7-4. Contact burns by heated objects may cause burns of unique shape that allow identification of their cause.
intestine, and the physical examination suggests peritonitis with free air seen on abdominal radiograph. Intramural duodenal hematoma may cause obstruction and projectile vomiting (72). More severe trauma may cause duodenal avulsion or transection with nausea, vomiting, and clinical acute abdomen (155). Severe blunt trauma to the abdomen or a blow to the back may cause renal or bladder contusion with hematuria. Blunt trauma to the abdomen also may result in shearing of the mesenteric vessels, leading to hypovolemic shock due to blood loss. Pancreatic transection can occur where the pancreas overlies the vertebral column, and a pseudocyst may form (72).

Liver function tests are useful in detecting abdominal injury due to occult liver injury in child abuse. In one study (39), elevated aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme levels were useful markers for occult liver lacerations in abused children who had false-negative abdominal examinations. A CT scan is used to define liver injury. If a bone scan is obtained to diagnose occult fracture, there may be abnormal patterns of isotope uptake in the abdomen due to intestinal injury, renal contusion, or muscle trauma of the abdominal wall (71).

When abdominal injury is suspected in an abused child, the hematocrit and hemoglobin levels are checked, the child is typed and crossmatched for blood, and an intravenous line is placed to provide replacement fluids. Emergency general surgery consultation should be obtained. The overall mortality rate associated with visceral injury in child abuse is 40% to 50% (39).

Genital Injuries

Sexual abuse should always be considered when evaluating a physically abused child. Children who have been sexually abused can have symptoms of bed wetting, fecal incontinence, painful defecation, pelvic pain, abdominal pain, vaginal itching and bleeding, sexually transmitted diseases, and pregnancy in postmenarchal women. Types of sexually transmitted diseases found in abused children include gonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydiais, trichomoniasis, and lymphogranuloma venereum. Although the percentage of sexually assaulted children with obvious physical trauma to the genitalia is low, failure to document such findings is a serious matter because sexual abuse is always a criminal offense and must be reported to legal authorities.

The genitalia should always be examined in a chaperoned setting. Infant and toddler girls are placed in a supine frog-leg position, and boys are placed in either a prone knee-chest position or in a lateral decubitus position (140). Patterns of injury that suggest sexually motivated assault include bruises, scratches, and burns around the lower trunk, genitalia, thighs, buttocks, and upper legs, including the knees. Pinch or grip marks may be found where the child was held. Attempted or achieved penetration may involve the mouth, vagina, or anus (70). Sexually abused boys may have poor rectal sphincter tone, perianal scarring, or urethral discharge. Female genital examination findings that are consistent with, but not diagnostic of, sexual abuse include chafing, abrasion, or bruising of the inner thighs or genitalia; distortion of the hymen; decreased or absent hymen; scarring of the external genitalia; and enlargement of the hymenal opening (10). The examination of the female genitalia can be normal even when there has been penetration, because hymenal tissue is elastic and there can be rapid healing of trauma. There also is a wide variability of appearance of normal female genitalia (31,55), but posterior hymen disruption is rare and is suspicious for abuse (20). If the sexual assault occurred within 72 hours of evaluation, then a rape kit must be used by the evaluating physician or nurse examiner to provide medical evidence of the attack (96).

The physical signs of sexual abuse, including genital trauma, sexually transmitted diseases, or presence of sperm are present in only 3% to 16% of verified sexual assaults (17,140), but even this minority of patients will be undiagnosed if sexual abuse is not considered when a child presents with musculoskeletal injury due to abuse. The orthopaedist or a consultant such as a pediatrician or a gynecologist must perform and document the genital examination in children with physical abuse.

FRACTURES IN CHILD ABUSE

Fractures documented on plain x-ray studies are present in 11% to 55% of abused children and are most common in children younger than 3 years of age (1,43,63). Fractures due to abuse should be suspected in a young child if the caretaker brings in the child for evaluation, reporting no accident, but does report a change in the child such as extremity swelling or decreased movement of the limb (99). Infants in the first year of life with a fracture of the skull or the extremities have an equal risk of the etiology being either accident or abuse (107). Femoral fractures are especially suspicious for child abuse in younger children. One study (12) found that 79% of patients younger than 2 years of age with femoral fractures were battered, and of those, two thirds had femoral fractures as their only sign of abuse. Accidental femoral fractures can occur in children old enough to stand or run who fall with a twisting injury to the lower extremities, but femoral fractures in children younger than 1 year of age are most likely due to abuse (154). Fractures of both the lateral clavicle and the scapula are suggestive of abuse in young children (94). Infants may normally have a separate ossification center adjacent to the tip of the acromion, simulating a fracture (92), but a true fracture has sharp, demarcated edges; may be positive on bone scan; and will show callus on healing (Fig. 7-5). Fractures of the hands and feet are most commonly due to accidental trauma in older children (113) but are suspicious for abuse in infants. Nimkin et al. (117) reviewed 11 hand and foot fractures in abused children younger than 10 months of age and found mostly transverse fractures either of the metacarpals or the proximal phalanges of the hand and similar fractures of the first metatarsals of the feet. Clinical signs of fracture were present in only one patient, and bones scans were insensitive to the presence of the fractures in all patients.

All types of fractures have been reported in the child abuse literature. In one of the largest series, King et al. (80) reported 429 fractures in 189 abused children. Fifty percent of these patients had a single fracture, and 17% had more than three fractures. Approximately 60% of fractures were found in roughed equal numbers in the humerus, femur, and tibia. Fractures also occurred in the radius, skull, spine, ribs, ulna, and fibula in order
of decreasing frequency. Another study (121) found a similar incidence of fractures of the humerus, femur, and tibia in abused children, with skull fractures seen in 14% of patients (Fig. 7-6). In contrast, Akbarnia et al. (3) found that rib fractures in abused patients were twice as prevalent as fractures of any one long bone; the next most frequently fractured bone was the humerus, followed by the femur and the tibia. Nearly a third of their patients had skull fractures. Loder and Bookout (102) found the tibia to be the bone most commonly fractured in their series of abused children, followed by the humerus, the femur, the radius, and the ulna. Skull fractures were the most commonly reported fracture in one series (109), but only 10% of their patients underwent x-ray evaluation.

**Rib Fractures**

Rib fractures are uncommon in childhood accidents, so their presence is very suspicious for child abuse, especially when other long bone fractures are present (147). Abusive rib fractures may be caused by squeezing of the chest by a caretaker (29), hitting the child from behind, or stepping on the chest (90,143). Kleinman et al. (90) postulated that severe shaking of an infant
A 4-month-old male without history of trauma was brought into the emergency department by his parents with a history of decreased use of the arm. This distal humeral shaft fracture was seen on x-ray study. Skeletal survey disclosed a posterior skull fracture, and the injuries were investigated.

These posterior rib fractures are difficult to diagnose acutely because of a lack of displacement. Even with healing, the callus on x-ray study may be obscured by the overlying transverse process (86), and a bone scan may be needed to make the diagnosis (Fig. 7-8). Posterior rib fractures are believed to be most common in child abuse, but fractures may occur anywhere along the arc of the rib, including disruption of the anterior costochondral junction. Posterior paraspinal rib fractures tend to occur between T4 and T9, rib fractures in the axillary line occur mostly in the lower rib cage, and disruption of the anterior costochondral junction usually occurs from the second to the ninth ribs (40).

Lateral rib fractures, both acute and chronic, may be difficult to see on standard anteroposterior (AP) x-rays, so oblique views may be necessary. Healing fractures show early callus, but healed fractures may be subtle, with only a fusiform thickening of the rib (see Fig. 7-8). Old fractures of the ribs in child abuse may form lytic, expansile lesions that mimic a tumor (104). Fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are likely due to AP compression of the chest (Fig. 7-9A), while lateral compression of the chest

(see Fig. 7-1) can cause front-to-back chest compression, which levered the posterior rib over the transverse process of the vertebral body, causing fractures of the posterior rib shaft at the transverse process and of the rib head adjacent to the vertebra (Fig. 7-7). These posterior rib fractures are difficult to diagnose acutely because of a lack of displacement. Even with healing, the callus on x-ray study may be obscured by the overlying transverse process (86), and a bone scan may be needed to make the diagnosis (Fig. 7-8). Posterior rib fractures are believed to be most common in child abuse, but fractures may occur anywhere along the arc of the rib, including disruption of the anterior costochondral junction. Posterior paraspinal rib fractures tend to occur between T4 and T9, rib fractures in the axillary line occur mostly in the lower rib cage, and disruption of the anterior costochondral junction usually occurs from the second to the ninth ribs (40).

Lateral rib fractures, both acute and chronic, may be difficult to see on standard anteroposterior (AP) x-rays, so oblique views may be necessary. Healing fractures show early callus, but healed fractures may be subtle, with only a fusiform thickening of the rib (see Fig. 7-8). Old fractures of the ribs in child abuse may form lytic, expansile lesions that mimic a tumor (104). Fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are likely due to AP compression of the chest (Fig. 7-9A), while lateral compression of the chest

(see Fig. 7-1) can cause front-to-back chest compression, which levered the posterior rib over the transverse process of the vertebral body, causing fractures of the posterior rib shaft at the transverse process and of the rib head adjacent to the vertebra (Fig. 7-7). These posterior rib fractures are difficult to diagnose acutely because of a lack of displacement. Even with healing, the callus on x-ray study may be obscured by the overlying transverse process (86), and a bone scan may be needed to make the diagnosis (Fig. 7-8). Posterior rib fractures are believed to be most common in child abuse, but fractures may occur anywhere along the arc of the rib, including disruption of the anterior costochondral junction. Posterior paraspinal rib fractures tend to occur between T4 and T9, rib fractures in the axillary line occur mostly in the lower rib cage, and disruption of the anterior costochondral junction usually occurs from the second to the ninth ribs (40).

Lateral rib fractures, both acute and chronic, may be difficult to see on standard anteroposterior (AP) x-rays, so oblique views may be necessary. Healing fractures show early callus, but healed fractures may be subtle, with only a fusiform thickening of the rib (see Fig. 7-8). Old fractures of the ribs in child abuse may form lytic, expansile lesions that mimic a tumor (104). Fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are likely due to AP compression of the chest (Fig. 7-9A), while lateral compression of the chest

(see Fig. 7-1) can cause front-to-back chest compression, which levered the posterior rib over the transverse process of the vertebral body, causing fractures of the posterior rib shaft at the transverse process and of the rib head adjacent to the vertebra (Fig. 7-7). These posterior rib fractures are difficult to diagnose acutely because of a lack of displacement. Even with healing, the callus on x-ray study may be obscured by the overlying transverse process (86), and a bone scan may be needed to make the diagnosis (Fig. 7-8). Posterior rib fractures are believed to be most common in child abuse, but fractures may occur anywhere along the arc of the rib, including disruption of the anterior costochondral junction. Posterior paraspinal rib fractures tend to occur between T4 and T9, rib fractures in the axillary line occur mostly in the lower rib cage, and disruption of the anterior costochondral junction usually occurs from the second to the ninth ribs (40).

Lateral rib fractures, both acute and chronic, may be difficult to see on standard anteroposterior (AP) x-rays, so oblique views may be necessary. Healing fractures show early callus, but healed fractures may be subtle, with only a fusiform thickening of the rib (see Fig. 7-8). Old fractures of the ribs in child abuse may form lytic, expansile lesions that mimic a tumor (104). Fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are likely due to AP compression of the chest (Fig. 7-9A), while lateral compression of the chest

(see Fig. 7-1) can cause front-to-back chest compression, which levered the posterior rib over the transverse process of the vertebral body, causing fractures of the posterior rib shaft at the transverse process and of the rib head adjacent to the vertebra (Fig. 7-7). These posterior rib fractures are difficult to diagnose acutely because of a lack of displacement. Even with healing, the callus on x-ray study may be obscured by the overlying transverse process (86), and a bone scan may be needed to make the diagnosis (Fig. 7-8). Posterior rib fractures are believed to be most common in child abuse, but fractures may occur anywhere along the arc of the rib, including disruption of the anterior costochondral junction. Posterior paraspinal rib fractures tend to occur between T4 and T9, rib fractures in the axillary line occur mostly in the lower rib cage, and disruption of the anterior costochondral junction usually occurs from the second to the ninth ribs (40).

Lateral rib fractures, both acute and chronic, may be difficult to see on standard anteroposterior (AP) x-rays, so oblique views may be necessary. Healing fractures show early callus, but healed fractures may be subtle, with only a fusiform thickening of the rib (see Fig. 7-8). Old fractures of the ribs in child abuse may form lytic, expansile lesions that mimic a tumor (104). Fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are likely due to AP compression of the chest (Fig. 7-9A), while lateral compression of the chest
FIGURE 7-8. A: This 5-week-old infant was presented by her parents with a complaint of irritability when her left leg was handled. Her mother stated the infant's 18-month-old sibling may have "kicked" her in the leg. X-ray studies showed an acute fracture of the proximal tibia. B: Skeletal survey showed a healing fracture of the left distal clavicle (arrow), a healed fracture of the anterior left 5th rib (arrow), and question of healing posterior right 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th ribs (arrows). C: The posterior image of the delayed phase of the bone scan confirmed the presence of healing posterior rib fractures (arrows).
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**FIGURE 7-9.** A: Anteroposterior compression of the infant chest causes fractures both at the rib head and adjacent to the transverse processes (open arrow), but fractures along the lateral arc of the rib are also possible because of the acute bending of the ribs at this point by compression (shaded arrow).

B: Lateral compression of the chest likely causes fractures of the rib along its posterior arc lateral to the transverse process, as well as possible disruption of the costochondral junction (open arrows).

likely causes fractures of the rib along its posterior arc lateral to the transverse process as well as disruptions of the costochondral junction (Fig. 7-9B).

Acute anterior costochondral separations of the ribs may be difficult to see on x-ray study, but ultrasound can show costochondral dislocation (141) and, with healing, the anterior end of the osseous rib becomes widened and clubbed on x-ray study (94,121).

In the rare instances when rib fractures are discovered in abused infants undergoing resuscitation for cardiac arrest, there may be confusion about the etiology of the fractures (42), but the elasticity of the infant chest seems to enable it to tolerate compressions, with only 2% of 94 nonabused infants resuscitated having rib fractures in one series (23). In addition to rib fractures, abused infants can sustain severe lung contusion and respiratory distress from chest wall trauma (108), with fatal fat embolus reported (115). Necklace calcifications may be present in strangulation cases (33).

In the case of infant fatalities of suspicious origin, postmortem high-detail skeletal surveys and specimen radiography can be helpful in diagnosing child abuse (83). In a postmortem study of 31 infants who died of inflicted skeletal injury, Kleinman et al. (88) found a total of 165 fractures (51% rib fractures, 39% metaphyseal long bone fractures, 5% long bone shaft fractures, 4% fractures of the hands and feet, 1% clavicular fractures, and less than 1% spinal fractures). It is important to obtain skeletal radiography before autopsy to avoid artifact (P. Kleinman, Personal communication, 1998).

**Spinal Fractures**

Spinal fractures in child abuse are rare but can occur when a child is forcibly slammed onto a flat surface with hyperflexion of the spine (1). Based on autopsy findings (84), spinal fractures of fatally abused children generally involved 25% or less compression of the vertebrae. Half of the fractures involved the anterosuperior end plate associated with a compression deformity, 30% had pure compression fractures, and 20% had fractures of the superior end plate without significant compression. In another study of fractures of the cervical spine, prevertebral soft tissue edema on x-ray study was the only sign of cervical injury, because spontaneous reduction of the cervical vertebrae after dislocation was common (150). Thomas et al. (153) reported a 9-week-old boy with spinal cord injury due to cervical spine fracture who presented as a floppy infant. Although routine cervical radiographs were normal, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies showed retropulsion of a fragment of the primarily cartilaginous C3 vertebrae into the spinal canal. Carrion et al. (32) reported circumferential physeal fractures of the spine associated with child abuse that required open reduction. Bone scans using single photon emission computed tomography can be helpful for diagnosing occult compression fractures of the thoracic spine (40). Although neurologic injury in spinal fractures due to child abuse is uncommon (41), any patient with abusive spinal injury should undergo complete neurologic examination.

**ADDITIONAL IMAGING STUDIES**

In addition to standard x-ray studies of the acute injury, a skeletal survey is used to detect the presence of additional fractures in battered children. The skeletal survey should include separate AP and lateral views of the skull and the entire spine, and an AP view of the chest and extremities that includes the shoulders, pelvis, extremities, feet and hands (98). Oblique x-ray studies of the hand are recommended to detect subtle torus fractures of the metacarpals and the phalanges (117). A single AP x-ray study of an entire infant, the so-called baby gram, is not adequate because the obliquity of the angle at which the x-ray transverses the skeleton may obscure subtle fractures (40). The indications for skeletal survey are not completely clear. Merten et al. (112) recommended skeletal survey in infants 1 year of age or younger when there is evidence of neglect and in children age 2 years or younger when clinical abuse is evident. The American Academy
we should not play the odds but use every mechanical test at our disposal to identify the child at risk for abuse so we can try to protect him or her from further possible fatal abuse.

Technetium bone scans are especially useful in the diagnosis of epiphyseal or metaphyseal fractures and often fail to show skull fractures (113,145). Radiographs of the skull may be normal in children younger than 18 months of age. Technetium scans are not useful for dating fractures, because increased isotope uptake may occur at a fracture as early as 24 hours after injury and scan abnormalities may persist for years (58). Kleinman et al. (91) reported that a follow-up skeletal survey 2 weeks after the initial series detected 27% more fractures and provided assistance in dating in 20% of previously detected fractures.

Other imaging techniques may be useful in investigating suspicious x-ray study or bone scan findings. Markowitz and coworkers (105) found that sagittal and coronal sonograms of injured knees in abused children were helpful in diagnosing epiphyseal fractures when compared with the normal side. They cautioned that epiphyseal fractures due to rickets in neonates can be confused with child abuse on ultrasound evaluation. Rogers and Poznanski (130) pointed out that acute interruption of the physis in traumas of any etiology can be seen on MRI. They recommended multiplanar gradient-echo imaging with a repetition time of 50 to 700 ms, an echo time of 200 ms, and a flip angle of 20 degrees for optimal imaging of the physis.

**INTERPRETING IMAGING STUDIES IN CHILD ABUSE**

There is no predominant pattern of diaphyseal fracture in child abuse. Traditionally, a mid-shaft spiral fracture is believed to be caused by a violent twisting injury to the extremity of the child. In a study of 23 long-bone fractures in battered children, Hendon (69) found spiral fractures in 78%. He suggested that in children younger than 3 years of age, a spiral fracture of a long bone is highly suggestive of child abuse. Other authors (61), however, found that 71% of diaphyseal fractures were transverse in abused children. In another study of 34 patients in the first year of life, there was no difference in fracture patterns between those injured by trauma and those injured by abuse. Loder and Bookout (102) reviewed 69 long bone fractures in abused children and found that 56% were transverse, 36% oblique, and only 8% spiral. In another study of 429 fractures (80), 48% of fractures were transverse and 26% were spiral. Most of these long bone fractures were in either the middle or distal third of the shaft. Transverse fractures are most commonly associated with either a violent bending force or a direct blow to the extremity, whereas spiral or oblique fractures of the long bones are due to twisting injuries or a fall. Significant rotational force is required, however, to produce a spiral fracture with a fall (1). Another author (154) emphasized that children old enough to run can fall and fracture their femurs if there is a significant twisting motion at the time of injury. In delayed follow-up, long bone fractures may show exuberant callus because of a lack of immobilization, and multiple fractures may be present in different stages of healing (2). Juxtapatellar calcification may be seen without fracture when there is diaphyseal periosteal separation due to tractional or torsional force when the limb is grasped or pulled along the shaft of the bone (112).

Metaphyseal and epiphyseal fractures of the long bones are classically associated with child abuse (28,139). In toddlers, these fractures can occur when the child is violently shaken by the extremities (Fig. 7-10) with direct violent traction on or rotation of the extremity (113). Metaphyseal fractures may be characterized by impaction into the epiphysis, with profound production of new periosteal bone. Biconcave fractures may be present in multi-
The Corner Fracture of Child Abuse

The so-called pathognomonic fracture of child abuse is the corner or bucket-handle fracture of the metaphysis (1,2). On x-ray study, there is no gross displacement of the epiphysis, but a corner or chip fracture is seen at the edge of the involved metaphysis (Fig. 7-11). If a significant portion of the metaphyseal rim is involved, a bucket-handle fracture pattern is produced. Another fracture pattern that may be seen is a faint metaphyseal lucency just adjacent to the physis. Classically, these fractures have been believed to result from avulsion of metaphyseal fragments through the periosteal attachment of the epiphysis (28,98). Kleinman et al. (85,87) challenged this view based on their histopathologic study at autopsy of metaphyseal fractures of abused infants. They found that in bucket-handle or corner fractures, there was actually a full-thickness metaphyseal fracture extending through the primary spongiosa of bone just above the zone of provisional calcification. This fracture corresponded to the zone

TABLE 7-4. SPECIFICITY OF SKELETAL TRAUMA FOR ABUSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Any metaphyseal lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Posterior rib fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Scapular fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Spinous process fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sternal fracture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderate Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Multiple fractures, especially bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fractures of different ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Epiphyseal separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vertebral body fracture or subluxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Digital fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Complex skull fracture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Clavicular fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Long bone shaft fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Linear skull fracture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of metaphyseal lucency occasionally seen on x-ray. Centrally, the amount of metaphysis remaining attached to the physis was thin, but peripherally, the fracture line curved away from the physis so that a substantial metaphyseal rim remained attached to the physis. On x-ray study, this metaphyseal rim formed the basis for both corner and bucket-handle fractures (Fig. 7-12). In healing fractures, biopsy specimens showed metaphyseal extension of hypertrophied chondrocytes (89,122). These fractures are most likely caused by either violent shaking or traction injuries to the extremity and are specifically suggestive of child abuse (1) (see Fig. 7-10); however, they are not the most common fractures in abused children, with their incidence in large series ranging from 15% to 32% (61,80,94,102). Subepiphyseal-metaphyseal lucency can also be caused by systemic diseases such as rickets and leukemia.

**FIGURE 7-11.** (continued) C: A healing epiphyseal plate fracture of the proximal femur is seen (arrow).

**FIGURE 7-12.** In the corner or bucket-handle fracture, full-thickness metaphyseal fracture extends through the primary spongiosa just above the zone of provisional calcification. Centrally, the amount of metaphysis remaining attached to the physis is thin, but peripherally, the fracture line curves away from the physis so a substantial metaphyseal rim remains attached to the epiphyseal plate (arrows). On x-ray study, this metaphyseal rim (dark shaded area) forms the basis for both the corner and bucket-handle fractures.

**TABLE 7-5.** GUIDELINES FOR ESTIMATING THE AGE OF FRACTURES IN CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-Ray Appearance</th>
<th>Peak Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of soft tissue swelling</td>
<td>4-10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New periosteal bone</td>
<td>10-14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of definition of fracture line</td>
<td>14-21 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of soft callus</td>
<td>14-21 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of hard callus</td>
<td>21-42 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remodeling of fracture</td>
<td>1 year (early—3 months; late—2 years to maturity)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**FIGURE 7-13.** X-ray proof of unexplained fractures in various stages of healing is believed to be strong evidence of child abuse (3) (Fig. 7-13). The orthopaedist often is asked to estimate the age of fractures with some certainty to corroborate a history of injury given by caretakers (Fig. 7-14). Whereas most experienced orthopaedists can roughly estimate the age of fractures based on x-ray appearance, specific guidelines have been established for estimating the age of fractures in children (118) (Table 7-5). Both age and nutritional status can affect the appearance of callus around healing fractures (47). Growth lines present on radiographs may be helpful in dating fractures (52). In general, fractures on x-ray study are acute until callus appears, then their age is based on...
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FIGURE 7-13. A: A 7-month-old boy presented with a nondisplaced left distal tibial fracture with periosteal calcification extending up the tibial shaft (arrows). B: A skeletal survey revealed dense, sclerotic cortical thickening of the contralateral tibia consistent with healed fracture (arrow). The presence of multiple fractures in different stages of healing is very suggestive of child abuse.

A, B

FIGURE 7-14. A 3-year-old female was brought to the clinic with a swollen elbow. The mother stated that the child had fallen only a week ago, but x-ray studies of the elbow showed a healing supracondylar fracture of the distal humerus that was likely 2 to 3 weeks old based on presence of soft callus (arrows). Child protective services was contacted and a full examination including skeletal survey was performed. No other signs or risk factors for child abuse were detected. The mother then admitted that the child had indeed fallen 3 weeks ago. She was allowed to take her child home after treatment and was counseled about the need for prompt medical care when her children were injured.
the presence of either soft or hard callus some weeks later (Fig. 7-15). The most difficult fractures to date are those that are completely healed with substantial remodeling, and often the only sign of fracturing is a thickened cortex (Fig. 7-16).

LABORATORY STUDIES AND CONSULTATIONS

An abused child should have a complete blood cell count with sedimentation rate, liver function studies, and urinalysis. Clotting studies should be performed routinely, especially in patients with ecchymosis, to rule out a blood disorder as a cause for the bruises. If there is any suspicion of substance abuse by any family member, a toxicology screen should also be performed on the patient (61). Any significant nonorthopaedic injury should prompt appropriate consultations by neurosurgery, general surgery, plastic surgery, or ophthalmology (2). Any female patients who require pelvic examination to rule out sexual abuse should have a gynecologic consultation.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Although it is extremely important not to miss the diagnosis of child abuse, it is equally important not to make the diagnosis in error. Kaplan pointed out that overdiagnosing battered child syndrome can be harmful to the family, with the parents being placed at risk of losing custody of their child and also facing criminal charges (78). Even direct allegations of child abuse may turn out to be false. Bemet (22) pointed out that patients or family friends may make false statements about an abuse situation through misinterpretation, confabulation, fantasy, delusions, and other mechanisms. The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (9) has published guidelines for the evaluation of abuse that state that the possibility of false allegations needs to be considered, particularly if allegations are coming from the parent rather than the child, if the parents are engaged in a dispute over custody or visitation, and/or the child is a preschooler.

Normal metaphyseal radiologic appearance should not be confused with child abuse. The radiologic metaphyseal variants include acute angulation of the ossified peripheral tip of the metaphysis adjacent to the physis (most commonly seen in the proximal tibia, distal femur, proximal fibula, distal radius, and distal ulna), which is bilateral in 41% of individuals. A bony beak may be seen medially in the proximal humerus and tibia in rare cases and is bilateral in 77% of individuals. Cortical irregularity in the medial proximal tibia may be seen in 4% of individuals and is bilateral in 25%. Spurs may extend beyond the metaphyseal margins in both the distal radius and lateral aspect of the distal femur, with bilateral variants in 25% of individuals (82).
The signs of child abuse found on x-ray study also can be mimicked by systemic diseases such as scurvy, osteogenesis imperfecta, Caffey’s disease, osteomyelitis, septic arthritis, fatigue fracture, osteoid osteoma and other tumors, rickets, leukemia, hypophosphatasia, neuro muscular disease, metastatic neuroblastoma, congenital indifference to pain, osteopetrosis, kinky hair syndrome, and prostaglandin therapy (2,21). Fractures due to both vitamin D deficiency rickets and drug-induced rickets have been mistaken for child abuse (169). There has been an increase in the incidence of syphilis in females of childbearing age, and congenital syphilis can mimic fractures of child abuse with diaphysisis, metaphysisis, and multiple pathologic fractures in different stages of healing (100). McClain et al. (106) reported a 2-year-old child who died of undiagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia. The child had been reported as a possible victim of child abuse because of ecchymosis on the back and extremities. They emphasized that the clinical signs of leukemia, including fever, pallor, petechia, purpura, adenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, and bone pain, should be sought in children with bruising of unknown origin. Physiologic periostitis (Fig. 7-17), in contrast to lesions from child abuse, is usually bilateral with no excessive uptake of isotope on bone scan (40). The presence of metabolic disease and pathologic fractures does not exclude the possibility of child abuse. Duncan and Chandry (51) reported a 3-month-old girl with multiple fractures associated with rickets who died suddenly at 5 months of age. Child abuse was suspected but not proven. Three years later, evidence of child abuse was found in a subsequent sibling in the same family. Several diseases are commonly brought up in custodial hearings as alternative possibilities to child abuse to explain trauma findings, and these diseases should be carefully explored in the differential diagnosis.

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA

Undiagnosed osteogenesis imperfecta should always be considered when a child presents with multiple fractures of unknown
etiology, but it may be a very difficult diagnosis clinically. Osteogenesis imperfecta due to spontaneous mutation can occur without a family history (123). The so-called hallmark of osteogenesis imperfecta is an intensely blue sclera, but this feature is consistently present only in type I (137) and may be completely absent in patients with type IV osteogenesis imperfecta (123). Sillence and Butler (138) noted that patients with either type II or III osteogenesis imperfecta may have blue sclera at birth but the sclerae can become normal by adolescence. The rare type II osteogenesis imperfecta has normal sclerae, but bone abnormalities and osteopenia are severe and early death is likely (123). Blue sclerae may be present in normal young children and can be misleading as a sign of pathologic bone fragility. The presence of abnormal teeth, known as dentinogenesis imperfecta, may be helpful in a diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta if the child is old enough for teeth to have erupted. Plain x-ray studies, however, may show long bones of normal density in both types I and IV osteogenesis imperfecta. Another radiographic sign of osteogenesis imperfecta, wormian bones of the skull, is consistently present only in type III and is often absent in types I and IV (123). Some authors believe that the presence of metaphyseal fracture is pathognomonic for child abuse and, therefore, helpful to distinguish abuse from osteogenesis imperfecta (5), but other authors (45, 123) believe that there is no particular fracture pattern that renders the diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta likely. Patients with osteogenesis imperfecta tend to bruise easily, which simulates lesions of child abuse (135), and sudden infant death has also been recorded in patients with undiagnosed osteogenesis imperfecta (119).

Sometimes, when the diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta cannot be made on clinical grounds, the diagnosis can be made by biochemical assay. Gahagan and Rimsha (60) stated that 87% of patients with osteogenesis imperfecta have abnormal procollagen that can be detected by current techniques. A skin biopsy is performed for fibroblast culture, and fibroblasts are assayed for both abnormally low levels of procollagen and primary abnormal procollagen (27). Steiner et al. (146) reported that over a 4-year period, 48 patients were referred to them for collagen analysis to rule out the presence of osteogenesis imperfecta in cases of suspected child abuse. Only six of these children had abnormal collagen test results, and in five of those six patients, the diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta could have been made on clinical and radiographic grounds. They concluded that routine collagen biochemical testing for osteogenesis imperfecta is unwarranted in these children and collagen analysis should be reserved for the rare instances when diagnostic uncertainty persists in cases of suspected child abuse.

Even when a child has osteogenesis imperfecta, fractures may be due to abuse. Knight and Bennett (93) reported on a young child with osteogenesis imperfecta whose abuse could not be proved until linear bruising of the face suggestive of slapping was documented.

### Temporary Brittle Bone Disease

In 1993, Patterson et al. (123) described 39 patients with a variant of osteogenesis imperfecta that they described as a temporary brittle-bone disease in which fractures were limited to the first year of life and then there was spontaneous improvement. These patients presented with vomiting, followed by diarrhea, anemia, hepatomegaly, episodes of apnea, neutropenia, and edema. The most common x-ray findings were metaphyseal corner fractures, rib fractures, diaphyseal fractures, periosteal reaction of long bones, expanded costochondral junctions, and delayed bone age. Only 31% of patients had osteopenia on x-ray study. They suggested that a self-limiting period of copper deficiency was the cause of this problem, but limited serum copper assays were inconclusive. Other authors (4, 6, 36) doubt the existence of "temporary" brittle-bone disease because of the rarity of fractures associated with proven copper deficiency syndrome. Judicial authorities (34, 103, 160) have commented that although one patient in the series of Patterson et al. had injuries due to child abuse, this fact was not included in the report, and they had concerns that assumptions proposed by medical experts that injuries may be considered solely due to disease may inhibit full investigation of such injuries by civil authorities and place children at risk for further abuse.

### Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

In sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), there is a distinct possibility of child abuse (56), but other causes of sudden death must be excluded. Byard et al. (26) reported a 5-month-old girl who died suddenly because of spontaneous subarachnoid hemorrhage from undiagnosed Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. They recommended collagen analysis in patients with unexplained multifocal spontaneous hemorrhages to exclude this rare syndrome. Sperry and Pfalzgraf (144) reported a 9-month-old infant whose diagnosis of sudden infant death syndrome became uncertain when postmortem x-rays showed healing symmetric clavicular fractures and a healing left medial humeral epicondyle fracture. Subsequent investigation showed that the child had undergone "chiropractic" manipulation 4 weeks before death by an unlicensed therapist to correct "shoulder dislocations," and the parents were exonerated of abuse charges.

### Accidental Trauma

In considering the differential diagnosis of child abuse, accidental trauma should always be considered. The orthopaedist, however, should be comfortable with the diagnosis of accidental trauma only when the acute injury is brought promptly to medical attention and has a plausible mechanism of injury and there are no risk factors for child abuse.

### TREATMENT AND LEGAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Once child abuse is recognized, the first step in treatment is hospital admission. This is therapeutic in that it places the child in a safe, protected environment and provides the opportunity for additional diagnostic work-up and, more importantly, investigation of the family's social situation by appropriate personnel. In university settings, multidisciplinary teams often are available...
to evaluate and treat such children, but in other circumstances, the orthopaedist may be primarily responsible for coordinating both evaluation and treatment. Court custody may be required for children of uncooperative families who refuse admission, and hospitalization should be continued until a full investigation is completed by the appropriate child protective services. In the United States, the physician is required by law to report all suspected child abuse to appropriate child protective services or legal authorities. When the reporting is done in good faith, the physician has immunity against criminal or civil liability for these actions, but only in three states—Ohio, California, and Alabama—is this protection extended to include absolute immunity (38). The distinction is critical. Absolute immunity means that the physician who reports suspected child abuse cannot ever be held for damages sought by families for allegedly inappropriate reports of child abuse or neglect. The granting of absolute immunity, even for physicians, is not encouraged by the American legal system because in theory it would protect individuals who make false reports of child abuse in order to harass families and would deprive the injured parties their legal right to seek damages for harmful actions. In contrast, physician immunity based on good faith reporting of suspected child abuse is contingent on the physician having a reasonable belief that abuse or neglect has occurred. Although in theory this protection seems to be quite adequate, recently there has been a dramatic rise in the number of lawsuits filed by families seeking damages for alleged, unfounded reports of child abuse and neglect. Although it is true that by the time these lawsuits are eventually resolved, physicians have almost never been held liable for good faith reports of child abuse; in a substantial number of these cases, the physicians first lost at trial level before eventually prevailing at appeal. Considerable expense, frustration, and loss of time can be experienced by the physician in defending against such allegations as the families and their attorneys pursue multiple forms of legal theories in court in an attempt to evade the immunity provisions (38). On the other hand, failure to report suspected child abuse may expose the physician to charges of malpractice (1). All states require physicians to report not only cases of definitive child abuse or neglect but also cases when abuse is just suspected or is considered a possibility. Physicians have been held liable for damages for their negligence in failing to diagnose child abuse when the child subsequently was reinjured by more abuse, and ironically, the parents also may be able to collect additional compensation for losses due to medical expenses. In order for families to be successful in these lawsuits, they must be able to prove that the failure to make the diagnosis of child abuse was negligent and that, had the diagnosis been made, steps would have been taken to protect the child from additional abuse. Although the probability of a physician being held liable under such circumstances is low, the amount of damages can be high if the family does prevail when the child has suffered permanent sequelae (38).

After admission, the orthopaedist proceeds with care of the child’s musculoskeletal injuries and coordinates various medical consultations. There should be frequent communications with child protective services to stay current with the results of their investigations. Recommendations for disposition of the child after completion of medical treatment may be a group decision through a multidisciplinary team or, more often, the decision of the primary physician, who may be the orthopaedist. Final disposition choices may include return to the family, return to a family member who does not live in the child’s home, or placement in a shelter or a foster home setting. The risk of reinjury and death is significant if the abused child is returned to the unsafe home, so the orthopaedist must strongly support child protective services in custodial actions when it is believed that the child’s injury truly occurred from abuse at home. Not only must the definitive diagnosis of child abuse be documented in the chart but a separate notarized affidavit may be necessary. Commonly, custodial actions by child protective services are reviewed in a court hearing in a matter of weeks, and the physician is likely called to testify in the hearing. Criminal charges also may be brought against the perpetrator of the child abuse, and the physician likely also serves as a witness in these proceedings.

**THE COURTHOUSE**

The orthopaedist fills a dual role in the courtroom in child abuse proceedings. First, he or she serves as a material witness whose testimony is confined to the physician’s personal involvement in the legal matter. The testimony may include clarification to the court of information contained in progress notes in the chart or of other past documentation. As a material witness, the physician, like the layman, cannot render opinions about the facts as stated during his or her testimony. In addition, however, the physician may also be sworn in as an expert witness (64). This is an individual considered by the court to have special knowledge and experience that qualifies him or her to render opinions about certain facts presented in the courtroom. The limits of the physician’s expertise are usually defined by the attorneys in court before the testimony of the expert witness.

Physicians usually are reluctant to testify in court for many reasons. The courtroom is an unfamiliar setting for almost all physicians, and the adversarial nature of the American legal system makes it a hostile environment. In the courtroom, the perception of truth is just as important as the truth itself, and opposing attorneys will search for inconsistencies in the testimony or unfamiliarity with the record to discredit the physician witness. To avoid being a poor witness, the orthopaedist must meticulously prepare to give testimony.

The orthopaedist preparing to testify in a child abuse case should begin with a thorough review of the child’s medical records and a review of recent medical literature on the subject of child abuse (64). Often, there is a pretestimony discussion with child protective services counsel in family court cases or the district attorney’s office in criminal cases. Such meetings should preferably be in person, and the orthopaedist’s professional training and expertise are examined to determine whether he or she may serve as a material witness, an expert witness, or both. The attorney should be provided the orthopaedist’s curriculum vitae, and another copy should be made available to the court. If the orthopaedist is to serve as a material witness, the factual information of the case as well as the limitations of the physicians’ knowledge are discussed, as are questions that may be posed during
testimony. Orthopaedists functioning as expert witnesses should indicate relevant information that should be provided through questioning during testimony. In addition, anticipated testimony from any opposing expert witness and cross-examination questions from the opposing attorney should be discussed. The opposing attorney also may request an informal pretestimony meeting. The orthopaedist should request a list of questions that will be asked in this session ahead of time and request that both the prosecution attorney and the opposing attorney be present during the session, which is often recorded. The next step may be a deposition in which both attorneys question the witness under oath to “discover” the testimony that the witness will provide in court. The primary purpose for a deposition in the discovery process is to keep attorneys from later being surprised in court by testimony of witnesses. Preparations for depositions should be meticulous. Any testimony the physician gives during the deposition will be recorded, and in later court, any inconsistencies between testimony and prior depositions will be vigorously attacked by attorneys in cross-examination. Depositions are rarely used in criminal prosecutions.

A subpoena is issued requiring a physician witness to appear at the courtroom at a certain time, but often there may be hours of delay before the testimony actually begins. Through prior arrangements with the attorney, the orthopaedist may be placed on “call” if he or she works within a reasonable distance of the courtroom and can be available a short time before their actual testimony is needed. The physician has no legal right to such treatment and must be prepared to honor the exact conditions of the subpoena if alternative arrangements cannot be made. If significant delays are encountered in giving testimony and the attorneys are not responsive to physician hardship, then the orthopaedist should contact the judge directly to remedy the situation. In the courtroom, the orthopaedist should be conservatively dressed and appear attentive, competent, poised, and at ease.

Once called to the stand, the orthopaedist is sworn in and identified. Next follows qualification, direct examination, and then cross-examination. In the qualification process, the attorney asks the physician fairly detailed questions about the orthopaedist’s training and background to establish whether he or she is a credible witness. The attorney wishes to impress the judge or jury with the orthopaedist’s qualifications as a witness, whereas the opposing attorney may challenge the witness with questions to cast doubt on his or her expertise. During this phase, the attorneys also may establish the limits of the physician’s expertise as an expert medical witness. Next, the attorney will proceed with direct examination. A series of questions are asked that aim at developing a logical and progressive line of thought leading to a conclusion. In child abuse cases, in particular, the testimony will lead to the fact that the abuse has occurred and that it has been appropriately diagnosed. In addition, the physician expert witness may be asked to give an opinion of the risk for subsequent abuse if the child returns to the home where the alleged abuse occurred. Almost never will the physician witness be asked about the guilt or innocence of the caretaker accused of abuse, but the orthopaedist in certain circumstances will come close to answering the “ultimate question” by testifying about a child’s statement of history.

Cross-examination by the opposing attorney follows direct examination. The opposing attorney’s role is to challenge the material presented by the physician witness to protect the defendant. This may involve an attempt to bring into question the physician’s credibility, the medical record, the physician’s training or expertise, or the physician’s objectivity or composure and clarity of thought before the jury. Attorneys may accomplish this by finding inconsistencies with prior statements, asking leading questions as well as questions that allow only certain desired answers, and minimizing physician qualifications. The attorney may frame a question that contains certain elements that the physician agrees with and others that are misleading, and the question will often end with “Isn’t that so, doctor?” The physician witness should be firm in answering such questions, clearly stating what in the question they agree with and what they do not. It is also common to encounter questions from attorneys based on hypotheses that are extremely unlikely, and the physician needs to point out that unlikelihood. Part of the strategy of aggressive cross-examination is to provoke the physician into arguments or unprofessional behavior that
could discredit the physician or his or her testimony before the court. In particular, juries will allow aggression on the part of the attorney, but they expect physician witnesses to respond professionally, even under extreme duress (64). Inexperienced potential physician witnesses can prepare themselves by either watching trials or participating in mock trials (35). Brent (24) assembled an excellent series of vignettes of expert medical witness case studies in court and provided detailed instructions with regard to the responsibilities of such experts. Both redirect examination and recross-examination may follow cross-examination at the discretion of attorneys, but usually these procedures are very short (35).

**Disposition Following Custody Hearings**

After a hearing or trial, the child historically either remained in the protective custody of the state or was returned to the home, but the danger of further abuse exists in both situations. In a study of 206 care and protection petitions brought to the Boston juvenile courts (114), 31% were dismissed with return of the child to the parents. During a 2-year follow-up of these dismissed cases, 29% had reports of further mistreatment and 16% were returned to court under another care and protection petition. One risk factor identified by the study was a previous appearance in court. Half of dismissed cases with this risk factor returned to court again. Of the children ordered permanently removed from parental custody by the court, 6% returned to court with evidence of further abuse by another caretaker. Another alternative pathway of custody is gaining popularity with the court systems in which the abused child is released to the custody of a relative of the family with consideration given to the wishes of the parents or other prior custodians of the child. Although in theory this approach may help preserve the integrity of the family unit, the child may still be in danger in this sort of arrangement. Handy et al. (65) of the Pediatric Forensic Medicine Program of the Kentucky State Medical Examiner’s Office noted evidence of recurrent abuse 2 to 9 months after the original injury in six patients out of 316 referrals to the program. They emphasized that in two of these cases, the child was in protective custody of a family relative when the original perpetrator was allowed unsupervised access to the child in violation of court order. One 6-month-old infant placed in the custody of a grandmother was bent backwards by the original perpetrator until his head touched his feet, sustaining a thoracic spinal fracture with fatal outcome. Another 4-year-old was in the custody of her grandmother when the child’s mother gained unauthorized access to her and the child was re-injured with a burn on the face with an iron. It is possible that such injuries occur because either the close relatives of child abuser may not believe that the caretaker committed the original abuse or the relatives are under emotional pressure to allow the caretaker to have access to the child in spite of court order. It is hoped that the court systems can strike a balance between the need to preserve the family unit and the need to protect the child from further abuse.

**PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE**

Prevention of child abuse lies in early intervention. Home visitor programs can contact a mother immediately after the birth of her child and arrange for a visit in which the mother’s parenting strengths are assessed. Parents requiring additional support are linked to community agencies and family resources (134,142). Such support seems to enhance parent and child interactions, and mothers report a diminished need to punish or restrict their children. Antivictimization programs teach children certain concepts believed to facilitate self-protection, such as identification of strangers, types of touching, saying “no” to inappropriate advances, and telling someone about inappropriate behavior. Parenting education offers instruction in specific parenting skills such as discipline methods, basic child care, infant stimulation, child development, education, and familiarity with local support services and introduction to other new parents in the community (156). Continuing abuse can be prevented by the orthopaedist’s prompt recognition of child abuse in the emergency department and appropriate intervention.

The most important issue in dealing with child abuse is to help both the child and the family through early recognition of the problem and appropriate therapeutic measures by all health personnel. The failure to diagnose child abuse may result in serious injury to or death of the child.
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Biphasic Distribution of Pediatric Hand Fractures

Fractures of the hand have a peak incidence in the adolescent age group. The most common mechanism of injury in this age group is from participation in sports. The second peak is in the toddler age group secondary to crush injuries (12,70,104,127, 234,235).

The prevalence of these injuries increases sharply after the eighth year (104,234,235). This may be due to the changing balance between injury-resistant cartilage and bone in the maturing hand, and the fact that children participate more aggressively in contact sports around this age. The number of hand fractures in children peaks around age 13, which coincides with adolescents in organized contact sports (Fig. 8-1).

At-Risk Population

Worlock and Stower (235) conducted a true incidence study of pediatric hand fractures in Nottingham, England, by carefully...
defining the at-risk population. They projected an annual incidence of 26.4 fractures per 10,000 children. Bhende et al. (18) reported their experience in a busy pediatric emergency department in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A total of 27,294 patients were seen in a 6-month period at their center, of which 464 (1.7%) had a final diagnosis of “hand injury.” Eighty-seven patients sustained 92 fractures. Those sustaining skeletal trauma were significantly older than the rest (11.5 years vs. 8.25 years).

Incidence of Specific Fractures

There is disagreement about which is the most common fracture in the child’s hand. Some researchers cite the distal phalanx crush injury as the most frequent (88); others recognize the Salter-Harris (S-H) II fracture of the proximal phalanx base (104,234,235). Many pediatric hand injuries occur about the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint (50,214). Dislocations of the pediatric hand are relatively uncommon injuries. The MCP joint is the most commonly dislocated joint in the immature hand (84,130).

Fractures of the phalanges outnumber metacarpal fractures. The right and left hands are equally affected by skeletal trauma. The border digits (index and small fingers) are the most commonly injured rays (18,104,234,235). More boys than girls present with hand fractures.

Incidence of Physeal Fractures

Pathologic forces may be transmitted through the physis in a child’s hand, because this often is the path of least resistance. Injuries involving the physis are less common than extraphyseal fractures. The prevalence of physeal injuries in the hand varies from 10% to almost 40% in the reported series (104,127,138,198,234,235). S-H II fractures predominate in all reports. The proximal phalanx is the most commonly injured single bone, involved in about 70% of patients. The small and thumb rays are the most commonly injured (roughly 40% and 30%, respectively) (104).

Athletic Injuries

Second to the home, playing fields and school settings are the most common sites of injuries for children. American football is the predominant contributor to athletic hand injuries. Skiing is well known for causing ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) injuries, or the bony equivalent, at the thumb MCP joint (21,37, 76). Pediatric hand injuries have been reported in almost every sport, including boxing, swimming, soccer, and gymnastics (40, 76,85,104,138,182,226,240).
Practical Anatomy of the Immature Hand

Adults and children have different patterns of hand injury because of different usage patterns and the unique character of the child’s skeleton and soft tissues. Knowledge of physical architecture, soft tissue origins and insertions, and the influence of the strong ligaments and the periosteum is helpful in recognizing and treating children’s hand fractures. In this section, the skeletal articular anatomy of the immature hand is described, with special emphasis on structural relationships and their influence on mechanics. In later parts of this chapter, the relevant pathologic anatomy is covered as specific injuries are discussed.

Osseous Anatomy

Phylogenetically, there are potential epiphyses at both the proximal and distal ends of all the tubular hand bones. However, secondary ossification centers develop only at the distal ends of the metacarpals of the index, long, ring, and small rays, and proximally in the thumb. Conversely, the secondary centers of ossification are manifested only at the proximal ends in all digits (95,211).

Secondary Ossification Centers

In boys, the proximal phalangeal secondary ossification center appears at 15 to 24 months and fuses at 16 years (Fig. 8-2) (95, 211). In girls, the appearance and fusion occur earlier, at 10 to 15 months and 14 years, respectively. The appearance of the secondary ossification centers of the middle and distal phalanges lags behind by 6 to 8 months, but fusion occurs at the same time as that of the proximal phalanx. The epiphyses of the small finger phalanges appear later than those of the other triphalangeal digits (index, long, and ring fingers).

At the metacarpal level, the secondary ossification centers appear distally in the index, long, ring, and small rays at 18 to 27 months in boys and at 12 to 17 months in girls. The proximally located thumb metacarpal secondary ossification center appears 6 to 12 months after its counterparts in the fingers. These secondary centers fuse at the metacarpal and phalangeal levels at the same time, about 14 to 16 years.

Physeal Anatomy

The microscopic anatomy of the physis and its influence on fracture geometry have been the focus of intense study. The zones of the physis have distinct morphology and molecular/chemical composition that contribute to the unique biomechanics of fracture propagation in the skeletally immature patient (31). Although there is an expanded discussion in Chapter 5, some characteristics of physeal injury specific to the hand are presented here.

The zone of chondrocyte hypertrophy (zone III) is the least resistant to mechanical stresses. It is devoid of the inherent stabilizing properties of collagen maintained in juxtametaphyseal zones I and II or the calcium present in zone IV (88,215). Therefore, the fracture often involves zone III as the path of least resistance.

Near skeletal maturity, the irregularity of the physeal zones increases (31). Thus, a fracture line may actually be transmitted through several zones. This variable path through irregular topography may contribute to the phenomenon of partial growth arrest seen with fractures involving the physis.

Furthermore, the pattern of physeal injuries appears to be somewhat age dependent. Intraarticular epiphyseal fractures (S-H III or IV) are more prevalent as the child nears skeletal maturity; S-H I and II fractures that leave the epiphysis intact are more likely to occur in younger patients (90,232).

The high level of metabolic activity about the physis is fueled by a rich blood supply that is particularly well suited to resist injury and combat future growth disturbance. The generous perfusion of the physis and epiphysis from both periosteal and endochondral vessels probably contributes to the maintenance of normal growth patterns after fracture. The ability of these vessels to maintain blood supply even after significant displacement of fractures has been consistently demonstrated.

Pseudoepiphyses and Double Epiphyses

A persistent expression of the distal epiphysis of the thumb metacarpal is called a pseudoepiphysis (97). The pseudoepiphysis appears earlier than its standard counterparts, then fuses rapidly. By the sixth or seventh year, it has been incorporated and is inconspicuous. Pseudoepiphyses also have been noted at the proximal ends of the finger metacarpals, usually of the index
A "double epiphysis" can be seen in any bone of the hand, but these anomalies are more common in the metacarpals of the index finger and thumb. There are variable expressions of the double epiphysis, but the true entity must be considered only when a fully developed growth mechanism is present on both ends of a tubular bone. The double epiphysis must be delineated from the pseudoepiphysis or metaphyseal "notching" (57, 97, 221, 233).

The double epiphysis is usually seen in children with other congenital anomalies, but its presence does not appear to influence bone growth appreciably. When fractures occur in bones with a double epiphysis, growth of the involved bone appears to be accelerated (233). Periphyseal notching can be confused with trauma or the double epiphysis. The location of the notches can coincide with the physis or may be slightly more distant from the epiphysis. Notching is a benign condition that should not influence the structural properties of the bone to a clinically significant level (233).

**Soft Tissue Anatomy**

The material strength of the child's soft tissues to withstand tensile forces often exceeds that of the adjacent physis and epiphysis (156). For this reason, ligament ruptures and tendon avulsions occur less often in children than phylese or epiphyseal fractures.

Knowledge of the relationships between the bony elements and supporting soft tissues in the pediatric hand has been enhanced by cadaver dissections of skeletally immature specimens (24, 102). The collateral ligaments, volar plate, and mechanically weak extensors provide little protection for the physis, because of the relative paucity of supporting structures aligned to resist these forces. The physes are unprotected by the collateral ligaments, volar plate, and mechanically weak extensors. The flexor tendons provide only a modicum of protection, and also may propagate the fracture through the physis, especially in the terminal phalanx (196).

**Tendons**

As a rule, extensor tendons insert onto epiphyses. The terminal tendon of the digital extensor mechanism and the extensor pollicis longus both insert on the terminal phalangeal epiphyses of their respective rays. The central slip of the extensor digitorum communis terminates onto the dorsal aspect of the epiphysis of the middle phalanx. Likewise, the extensor pollicis brevis inserts onto the epiphysis of the proximal phalanx of the thumb.

The thumb abductors—the abductor pollicis longus and brevis—have more broad-based insertions onto the epiphysis and metaphysis of the first metacarpal. The multiple slips of the abductor pollicis longus vary in number and have insertions onto the bone, capsule, and fascia of the thenar eminence.

The digital flexor tendons—the flexor digitorum profundus and the flexor pollicis longus—insert at the metadiaphyseal region of their respective terminal phalanges. The flexor digitorum superficialis inserts onto the central three fifths of the middle phalanx.

**Collateral Ligaments**

**Interphalangeal**

At the interphalangeal joint level, the collateral ligaments originate from the collateral recesses of the phalangeal head, span the physis, and insert onto both the metaphysis and epiphysis of the middle and distal phalanges (Fig. 8-4). This accounts for the rarity of lateral S-H III injuries at the interphalangeal joints. The collaterals also insert onto the volar plate, which also spans the interphalangeal joints. This three-sided box protects the physes and epiphyses of the interphalangeal joints from laterally directed forces (50).

**Metacarpophalangeal Joint**

At the MCP joint of the fingers, the collateral ligaments originate from the metacarpal epiphysis and insert almost exclusively onto the epiphysis of the proximal phalanx (Fig. 8-5). This anatomic arrangement accounts for the frequency of lateral S-H III injuries at the MCP level. Some fibers may originate from the distal metaphysis of the metacarpal, but this represents only a minor and variable component of the ligament's substance. The ligamentous anatomy about the thumb MCP joint most closely resembles that of the interphalangeal joints because of its growth center arrangement.

The anatomy of the supporting structures at the MCP level accounts for the high percentage of S-H II and III fractures at this level. The physis is relatively unprotected by soft tissue restraints, and therefore must rely almost solely on the inherent stability of the physis to resist fracture forces.
FIGURE 8-4. The anatomy of the collateral ligaments at the distal (A) and proximal (B) interphalangeal joints. The collateral ligaments at the interphalangeal joints originate in the collateral recesses of the juxtaepiphyseal region and insert into both the metaphyses and epiphyses of their respective middle and distal phalanges. Additional insertion into the volar plane (arrows) is seen at these levels.

FIGURE 8-5. The collateral ligaments at the metacarpophalangeal joint both originate and insert almost exclusively on the epiphyseal regions of the metacarpal and the proximal phalanx.

Other Soft Tissues

Volar Plate

The volar plate, a stout stabilizer of the interphalangeal joint and MCP joint, is particularly well suited to resist hyperextension forces. Its origin is from the volar metaphysis of the respective proximal digital segment (Fig. 8-4B). The volar plate inserts onto the epiphysis of the distal segment. The plate itself receives insertional fibers from the accessory collateral ligaments, which are best developed at the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint.

Periosteum

Little had been written about the specific role of the periosteum in the stabilization of fractures in the tubular bones of the hand. Because it is so well developed in the child’s hand, it can be a significant asset or liability in fracture management. It can minimize displacement of torsional fractures of the diaphysis and may aid in maintaining the stability of other reduced fractures. Conversely, the thick periosteum can become interposed between displaced fracture fragments, thus preventing an effective closed reduction.

Evaluation of Pediatric Hand Injuries

Unique Challenges

Many factors make the injured child uncomfortable, including pain, the novel surroundings, and “white coat” fear. He or she may temporarily refuse to offer either the injured or uninjured hand for examination. Patience and minimizing the contributors to anxiety are essential. The child’s hand posture and movements can be observed to gain clues about the location and severity of the injuries by watching the child interact with the environment.
In addition to performing a standard, comprehensive examination of the upper extremity, nontraditional methods of assessment may be needed in children, such as an assessment of tendon function by having the child grasp the examiner’s pen. It is helpful to examine the uninjured hand first to familiarize the child with the techniques of examination.

Many factors may be at work to make interaction with the involved adult another obstacle to effective examination. These range from guilt over the injury to the rare child abuse issues. Calming the adult pays dividends: more information can be gained, and a cooperative parent can help the physician communicate with the child.

**Tissues Are Unique**

**Small Structures**
The hands of the child are much smaller than those of the examiner, making precise palpation and some diagnostic maneuvers difficult.

**Loose Areolar Tissue**
The loose areolar tissues and generous fat of the child’s hand, especially on the dorsal aspect, can hide significant deformity and swelling.

**Physiologic Hyperelasticity**
Many children maintain a physiologic hyperelasticity that would be judged pathologic in most adults. However, joint stability and proper tracking of congruous articulations should not be affected by this. Therefore, it is important to conduct a comparison examination of the contralateral side when injury to a stabilizing structure is being considered.

**Clinical Examination**
The examination begins immediately on entering the room, when the child’s level of comfort, hand posture, and extremity use pattern has not been altered by examination.

**Basic Examination**
The physician should look for swelling, ecchymosis, deformity, and obvious open injuries. The uninjured hand has a normal cascade of semi-flexed digits; deviation from this posture may indicate injury. For example, digital flexor tendon lacerations or malrotated fractures interrupt the cascade.

Palpation for tenderness should be anatomically specific to increase diagnostic accuracy. Another valuable diagnostic tool is osseous percussion to assess for fractures. However, it is best to defer these potentially painful maneuvers to the later stages of the examination.

**Dynamic Evaluation**

**Range of Motion.** Range of motion should be measured and recorded. The integrity of extrinsic flexor and extensor muscles-tendinous units can be assessed by observing the excursion of the digits with wrist flexion and extension (the tenodesis effect). The digits should extend with wrist flexion and flex as the wrist is extended.

Persistent limitation of active motion in a child usually means that significant bony or soft tissue injury is present. Stability of each joint in question should be assessed in a systematic fashion. Collateral ligament integrity should be checked by stressing the MCP and interphalangeal joints in both 30 degrees of flexion and full extension. If the amount of deviation resulting from stress on a particular joint is markedly different from the adjacent digit or the same digit on the contralateral side, the stabilizing structures may be injured. Likewise, the quality of the end point determined on stress examination can be an important clue to the degree of tissue disruption.

**Volar Plate Integrity.** Integrity of the volar plate is assessed by hyperextension of the joint. A significant increase in passive extension compared with an adjacent or the contralateral digit usually indicates a volar plate injury that requires immobilization in flexion.

**Stress Testing of a Dislocated Joint.** Stress testing of the relocated joint also is important in determining further treatment. A functional relocation test can be performed to determine the range of motion through which a relocated joint is stable. Active range of motion of the digit is performed by the patient, and the congruence of the reduction can be assessed clinically and radiographically. Motion of the joint should be painless if the anesthetic block has been successful. If the digit is prone to subluxation or redislocation in a narrow range of active motion, the need for operative intervention or long-term immobilization must be considered.

**Neurovascular Injury.** One clue to possible nerve injury is excessive bleeding at the time of the original injury or during evaluation in the emergency department. Because of the proximity of the digital artery to the digital nerve, there is a high concordance between extensive pulsatile bleeding and laceration of the digital nerve.

**Neurologic Evaluation.** It is particularly difficult to determine sensory function in a young child. Meaningful objective data are difficult to obtain, and gross observations, such as withdrawal to stimuli, are inadequate grounds on which to base therapeutic decisions. A helpful examination maneuver to assess nerve integrity is the wrinkle test. Immersion of a normally innervated digit in warm water for up to 5 minutes results in corrugation or wrinkling of the volar skin of the tuft. This finding is absent in a denervated digit. The wrinkle test also can be performed simply by observing the digit as it soaks in the solution as part of the preoperative preparation.

Objective sensibility testing requires patient cooperation and maturity. For example, two-point discrimination is a learned test. Techniques to increase its validity would be performance of repeated trials, testing of multiple uninjured digits, and use of the test only in children over 5 years of age. There is no role for pin-prick or sharp sensation testing in a young child.

**Sedation and Anesthesia.** After nerve function has been adequately assessed and documented, conscious sedation or local anesthesia may be worthwhile to perform reduction maneuvers,
assess joint laxity or tendon integrity, explore wounds, and apply splints. If the patient is relaxed and pain free, the opportunity to effect good fracture care is enhanced. The specific protocols for using analgesic agents, conscious sedation, and local or regional anesthesia are discussed in Chapter 3.

**Radiographic Examination**

**Special Considerations**

A careful clinical evaluation is the prerequisite for conducting proper radiographic examination. This is especially true in the multiply injured hand, in which careful localization of areas of tenderness or deformity can direct a thorough radiographic assessment. Several imaging factors can make it difficult to obtain information necessary for a correct diagnosis and effective treatment.

**Lack of Osseous Detail**

Knowledge of the age-specific morphology of the hand and wrist bones is essential. In addition, an appreciation of the relationships of the ossific nuclei to each other can allow recognition of physal fractures or soft tissue injuries that may produce only subtle widening of the intersosseous spaces or small angular variations.

**Normal Variants**

Irregularities and normal variants are relatively common in the young hand. Imaging of the contralateral, presumably uninjured, side usually is the most effective way to resolve many of the questions that arise in interpretation of the radiographs of a traumatic injury. A familiarity with some of the better recognized variations also helps to determine whether skeletal injury is present. The examiner should not hesitate to consult an atlas of child development and normal radiographic variants (95,211).

**Plain Radiographs**

Anteroposterior (AP), lateral, and oblique radiographs usually are needed to evaluate the injured hand or digit completely. Oblique views are particularly useful in assessing intraarticular fractures. Specialized views for detailing particular anatomic areas can compliment the standard hand and wrist series.

A common pitfall in treating children's finger fractures is failing to obtain a true lateral film of the injured digit. Overlap of the adjacent fingers must be overcome by isolating the digit or splaying the fingers.

Stress views are now rarely used for evaluation of fractures. With the advent of low-radiation mini-fluoroscopy units, real-time assessment of articular congruity and joint stability throughout a motion arc can be conducted.

**Differential Diagnosis**

Nontraumatic entities are often interpreted as acute injuries. These entities are rare but may cause swelling, deformity, and limited range of motion.

**Congenital**

In 1927, Kirner (116) described palmar and radial curving of the terminal phalanx of the small digit distal phalanx that occurred spontaneously between 8 and 14 years of age (Fig. 8-6). This entity can be confused with an acute fracture or epiphyseal separation, but the history, the clubbed appearance of the affected digit, and bilaterality would argue against an acute cause (63). Trigger thumbs in young children are sometimes mistaken for interphalangeal joint dislocations because of the fixed flexion posture of the interphalangeal joint. Attempted reductions are painful and do not resolve the problem. The key diagnostic feature of the trigger thumb is the palpable nodule at the A1 pulley region.

**Thermal Injury**

Thermal injury to the growing hand (frostbite, burns from flame or radiation) can cause bizarre deformities from altered appositional and interstitial bone growth. An ischemic necrosis of the physes and epiphyses can result (Fig. 8-7). The clinical result can be manifested by bone width, length, or angularity growth disturbance due to the unpredictable effect on the growing elements (98,159).

**Osteochondrosis (Thiemann's Disease)**

Epiphyseal narrowing and fragmentation can be a characteristic of Thiemann's disease, thought to be an osteochondrosis of the phalangeal epiphyses. This hereditary entity usually involves the middle and distal phalanges and typically resolves without aggressive treatment, although some permanent joint deformity has been reported in some patients (52,191).

**Tumors**

Benign ganglia of the wrist and hand may cause limited motion, pain, and obvious swelling. Generally, clinical examination of the ganglion of the affected joint or cyst of tendon sheath is diagnostic. Radiographs are typically normal except for the soft tissue changes.

The rare bone, cartilage, or muscle malignancies of the hand have a much firmer consistency to palpation. Radiographs reveal the bony changes in an osteogenic sarcoma and may demonstrate periosteal reaction in an adjacent rhabdomyosarcoma.

**Inflammatory and Infectious Processes**

Dactylitis from sickle cell anemia can masquerade as either an infectious or traumatic process. Historical evidence of sickle cell disease in the patient or family and the characteristic fusiform digital swelling indicate this pathology.

The inflammatory arthropathies (juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, systemic lupus) may cause joint effusion or tenosynovitis that can be confused with trauma.

An infectious process often can be mistaken for a traumatic one, but local and systemic evaluation usually makes this distinction evident.

**General Principles of Treatment**

**Nonoperative Management**

Most children's hand fractures heal without complications. Many do not require reduction, and brief immobilization is sufficient. Minimally displaced fractures without malrotation
can be treated with closed reduction and immobilization for 3 to 4 weeks.

**Pain Control**

Conscious sedation, careful regional anesthesia, or even general anesthesia should be considered to facilitate reduction and application of immobilization. The choice of anesthetic technique is age dependent. Digital block administered at the level of the metacarpal head frequently is used for fracture reduction in children and adolescents. Axillary blocks, hematoma blocks, and rapid fracture manipulation without anesthesia should be avoided in young children.

**Traction**

Skin or skeletal traction has little role in the treatment of children's hand fractures. Application of external devices such as finger traps is poorly tolerated in children. Furthermore, it is difficult to find a size match that permits adequate distraction. Skeletal traction is rarely useful in treating fractures of the hand in a child.

**Gentle and Prompt Manipulation**

The likelihood of iatrogenic physeal injury substantially increases with repeated, forceful manipulations. Likewise, late (more than 5–7 days) manipulation of a periphyseal fracture should be avoided. Prompt reduction is advisable unless anesthesia is contraindicated. In the acute period, swelling is at its minimum, reduction is more easily performed, and immobilization can be more effectively applied. Swelling itself is not an indication to postpone fracture care; fracture reduction is typically the best way to control swelling and deformity.
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FIGURE 8.7. An 11-year-old girl sustained a frostbite injury to the right hand at age 5 when she lost her mitten. There has been premature fusion of the physis of the middle and proximal phalanges and widening and irregularity of the bases of the shortened phalanges. Although not demonstrated in this photograph, the thumb has been spared, because it is usually enclosed in the hand while the child is exposed to the elements.

Postreduction Management

Types of Immobilization

Immobilization is best applied when the child is under the influence of the sedative or anesthetic used for fracture reduction. An appropriate amount of cast padding material should be applied. Too much padding renders the splint or cast ineffective in controlling the reduction, but too little may lead to skin compromise from thermal injury or pressure. The risk of compartment syndrome may be decreased by the use of splints rather than circumferential casts.

For fractures of the phalanges and metacarpals, immobilization of the injured digit with at least one of the adjacent digits is advocated. The axiom "Never immobilize a single digit" should be followed. Below-elbow (short arm) immobilization is acceptable, provided cooperation is reasonable. For more proximal fractures or fractures in very young children (under age 3–5), long arm immobilization is necessary. Children will attempt to "escape," so long arm immobilization in a "boxing glove" or "mitten" cast is important to prevent loss of immobilization. The use of rigid materials other than accepted casting materials (e.g., tongue blades, aluminum splints, arm boards) or wrapping the hand and digits around rolls of tape or gauze should be discouraged.

The Safe Position

Like the adult hand, the child's hand should be placed in the correct position for immobilization, the "safe position." Maximal MCP flexion with extension of the interphalangeal joints places the collateral ligaments at their maximal length and helps prevent contracture. However, the likelihood of MCP joint contracture is small in children.

Follow-up Frequency

Nondisplaced fractures that were simply immobilized can be reevaluated at 3 to 4 weeks when the cast or splint is discontinued. Fractures that required reduction or specialized immobilization should be evaluated weekly to ensure that reduction has not been lost. Because children's hand fractures heal rapidly, close follow-up, especially in the first 7 to 14 days, is necessary to detect displacement before it is too late for closed correction.

Surgical Management

Meticulous Soft Tissue Handling

As in all hand surgery, gentle tissue handling is mandatory. Careful handling of the thick periosteal layer is important, because creation of periosteal flaps, later sutured back anatomic, enhances healing and remodeling. The periosteal layer also provides an excellent cover for implants and is a good sliding surface, allowing smooth tendon excursion.

Preservation of Growth Potential

Careful manipulation of and around the physis is of obvious importance. Excessive tissue stripping at this level should be avoided. Thoughtful consideration of whether the physis needs to be exposed to effect fracture reduction, and whether it should be crossed by an implant, is warranted. The smallest diameter nonthreaded wire that effectively holds the fragments should be used. Wires are left in only 3 to 4 weeks, so they should be left protruding (but protected) for easy removal.

Implant choices must be individualized to the fracture pattern and to the patient's size. Smooth wires, tension bands, and mini-screws are preferred over larger implants in children. For most fractures requiring fixation, smooth wires are the implant of choice.

Postfracture Care

Formalized therapy rarely is necessary in children. Simple liberation from immobilization and instructions to the patient and parents regarding range of motion, strengthening, and activity return usually are sufficient. In rare circumstances (complicated fractures, multiple trauma, or failure to achieve desired functional results in an appropriate time period), formal hand ther-
apy may be indicated. If corrective splinting is to be used, the child and caregivers must be comfortable with its application and use. Serial static splinting may be preferred to patient-adjustable dynamic splints.

Complications
The clinician should not be nonchalant about any aspect of the child’s treatment simply because the pediatric hand is so forgiving in its ability to remodel and regain motion. Recognition of the potential pitfalls is important, as is the development of a systematic plan for rectifying complications if they occur.

Pitfalls to Avoid

Failure to Appreciate the Severity of Injury
A complete set of high-quality radiographs should be obtained; with the surgeon accompanying the child to the radiographic suite if necessary. Contralateral views should be obtained as needed, and normal variants identified.

Specific problem fracture patterns (phalangeal neck, intercondylar, osteochondral “slice,” or any malrotated fracture of the tubular bones) need to be recognized to select appropriate treatment.

Inadequate Postreduction Alignment
Radiographs after reduction must be scrutinized for subtle hints of malalignment or associated injuries. The reduced digits should be checked for malrotation by evaluating the plane of the fingernails with the fingers semiflexed or with the tenodesis maneuvers previously described. Restoration of length, particularly in fractures of the metacarpals, is best evaluated with radiographs, but clinical foreshortening of the ray may be the first clue to malreduction.

Overdependence on Remodeling
Although remodeling in the immature skeleton is extensive, it is not a substitute for inadequate treatment (162). Bony remodeling occurs in the AP plane, especially in younger patients and injuries close to the physis. Correction of medial-lateral malalignment is much more limited, except at the MCP and carpometacarpal (CMC) joints, where multiplanar motion exists. Little, if any, rotational remodeling should be performed.

SPECIFIC FRACTURES OF THE PEDIATRIC HAND

Fractures of the Phalanges

Injuries of the Distal Phalanx
The terminal aspect of the digit is among the most frequent sites of injury in children. The distal phalanx and its accompanying soft tissues are relatively unprotected and are offered by the curious child as a first contact with the environment.

Surgical Anatomy
The skin, nail elements, soft tissues, and bone of the distal digit are closely related (Fig. 8-8). The dorsal periosteum of the distal phalanx is the underlying nutritional and structural support for the sterile matrix or ventral nail. The germinal matrix, made up of the dorsal and intermediate nail, is responsible for generating the nail plate. The volar aspect of the distal phalanx anchors the pulp through tough, fibrous septae that stabilize the skin against shear forces. The terminal extensor tendon inserts onto the epiphysis of the distal phalanx. The flexor digitorum profundus bypasses the physis to insert onto the metadiaphysis of the distal phalanx.

Mechanism of Injury
The two primary mechanisms of injury about the distal phalanx are crush trauma and hyperflexion force. In a crushed fingertip, the soft tissues are injured and the bone is fractured. Conversely, if violent forced flexion is exerted on the extended distal phalanx, there is a greater potential for bony injury of the dorsal epiphysis.

The spectrum of injury produced by both these mechanisms varies. Many crush injuries result only in minor tissue disruption and need little or no intervention (Fig. 8-9), whereas other injuries may require bony fixation, meticulous nail bed repair, and skin coverage.

Mallet injuries result from an axial loading or flexion force applied to the extended tip of the finger. Although the underlying pathology can be variable, the digit usually is flexed at the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint and active extension is impossible.

Fracture Patterns
Fractures of the distal phalanx can be divided into those that are extraphyseal and those that are physeal (Table 8-2).

Extraphyseal Fractures
Extraphyseal fractures of the distal phalanx are common and can take the form of a simple distal tuft fracture or an unstable diaphyseal fracture underlying a nail bed laceration. They can be divided into three types (Fig. 8-10).

A transverse fracture (Fig. 8-10A) may occur either at the distal extent of the terminal phalanx or through the diaphysis. Distal fractures are separations between the diaphysis and the most distal extent of the phalanx and also can include a series of radial fracture lines propagating through the distal tuft. Transverse fractures through the diaphysis are almost always associated with a significant nail bed injury.

A longitudinal splitting of the nail tissues and bone (Fig. 8-10B) is much less common. This pattern is the result of excessive hoop stress when the tubular distal phalanx is subjected to crushing forces. The “cloven-hoof” appearance of the fracture is characteristic (Fig. 8-11). The fracture can be completely contained within the shaft or can continue to be propagated through the physis and even into the joint (12).

Comminuted fractures take the form of semilunar separations
FIGURE 8-8. Anatomy about the distal phalanx. A: The skin, nail, and extensor apparatus share a close relationship with the bone of the distal phalanx. Specific anatomic structures at the terminal aspect of the digit are labeled. B: This lateral view of the nail demonstrates the tendon insertions and the specific anatomy of the specialized nail tissues.

FIGURE 8-9. A and B: Crush injury to the fingers of a 4-year-old in which the lacerations were closed by primary repair; only minimal nail bed repair was necessary. Of concern is the depth of the laceration about the germinal matrix tissue. Meticulous repair must be undertaken in this area, as well as at the sterile matrix level.
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Extraphyseal (see Fig. 8-10)
Transverse diaphysis
Longitudinal splitting
Comminuted separations

Physeal
Dorsal mallet injuries (see Fig. 8-13)
Salter-Harris I or II
Salter-Harris III or IV
Salter-Harris 1 or II joint dislocation
Avulsion of extensor + Salter-Harris fracture
Reverse mallet injuries (see Fig. 8-14)
Avulsion of flexor with bone (jersey finger)

TABLE 8-2. CLASSIFICATION OF FRACTURES OF THE DISTAL PHALANX

Extraepiphyseal (see Fig. 8-10)
Transverse diaphysis
Longitudinal splitting
Comminuted separations

Physeal
Dorsal mallet injuries (see Fig. 8-13)
Salter-Harris I or II
Salter-Harris III or IV
Salter-Harris 1 or II joint dislocation
Avulsion of extensor + Salter-Harris fracture
Reverse mallet injuries (see Fig. 8-14)
Avulsion of flexor with bone (jersey finger)

at the distal tuft, or multifragment fractures of the distal diaphysis (Figs. 8-10C and 8-12). Usually sustained as a result of a crush injury, these fractures are often accompanied by significant injury to surrounding soft tissues of the distal tip.

A rare but clinically important fracture, sometimes called a reverse mallet injury, can occur in the distal phalanx. This is an avulsion fracture of the volar metaphysis caused by traction on


FIGURE 8-11. Extraepiphyseal fracture of the distal phalanx, the cloven-hoof longitudinal splitting fracture. In this patient, the fracture line (arrow) does not appear to extend across the physis.

FIGURE 8-12. Extraphyseal distal phalanx fracture. The fracture line is slightly distal to the insertion of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon. The accompanying soft tissue disruption (arrow) can be appreciated on the radiograph.
the flexor digitorum profundus tendon. These fractures occasionally extend into the physis. The DIP joint usually is held in neutral or slight dorsiflexion.

**Physeal Fractures**

The clinical appearance of a physeal fracture resembles that of an adult mallet finger. Four basic fracture patterns involve the physis, and all result in the characteristic flexed posture of the DIP joint.

Fractures often cause the flexed posture of a mallet finger in the child. However, a "typical" mallet injury, avulsion or laceration of the terminal tendon at the DIP or distal phalanx level, can occur in a patient of any age. The mallet equivalent fractures are of four types (Fig. 8-13). An open S-H I or II fracture with flexion of the distal fragment occurs predominantly in young patients (under 12 years of age). The characteristic flexed posture is adopted because of the unapposed flexor digitorum profundus force acting on the distal fragment. Because this fracture is almost always accompanied by nail bed laceration, there is a high risk for infolding or incarceration of the germinal or sterile matrix in the fracture site. This constellation of clinical findings has been labeled a Seymour fracture (195).

In teenagers, a true bony mallet can occur with a displaced S-H III or IV fracture. Instead of an avulsion of the terminal tendon from its distal phalanx insertion, a fracture results in inability to actively extend the DIP joint.

Rarely, an S-H I or II fracture causes extrusion of the epiphysial fragment (146). This "epiphysial dislocation" is clinically challenging to diagnose because the distal fragment can remain relatively colinear with the axis of the digit, whereas the displaced epiphysis is dorsally dislocated by the traction of the extensor mechanism.

Even more rarely, the epiphysis separates or is fractured simultaneously, with an avulsion of the terminal extensor from the fragment. This variant may leave the DIP joint unreduced, or the free epiphysis may settle into a reasonable articular relationship at the DIP joint (190). These injuries may be unrecognized initially when they occur before the secondary ossification center appears.

**Jersey Finger**

This rare injury causes an inability to actively flex the DIP joint. Forced extension of the flexed DIP joint can result in either a bony injury or a soft tissue disruption involving the insertion of the flexor digitorum profundus (Fig. 8-14) (125,227). If a fracture occurs at the tendon insertion, the flexor digitorum profundus is sometimes prevented from retraction by tethering on the A5 or A4 pulley. The location of the bony fragment on radiography will identify the level of tendon retraction. Soft tissue avulsion of the flexor digitorum profundus usually retracts to the level of the palm.

**Diagnosis**

**Signs and Symptoms.**

**Status of the Nail and Nail Bed.** Because almost half of patients with nail bed injuries seen in an emergency department have a concomitant fracture of the distal phalanx, a high index of suspicion for bony injury must be maintained when an obvious open nail bed injury or a subungual hematoma is present (Fig. 8-15) (241). A subungual hematoma that involves more than 50% of the nail plate often indicates a distal phalangeal fracture.

Occasionally, smaller matrix lacerations can bleed enough to cause pain simply from the pressure developed under the nail plate. More often, the nail plate is lifted from under the folds, which may decompress any underlying hematoma. Rarely, the nail is completely avulsed without an accompanying soft tissue injury to the sterile or germinal matrix.

**Tissue Loss.** The distal aspect of the fingers and thumb are at risk for significant trauma. Partial or complete terminal amputations occur in patients of all ages. Most of these injuries are incomplete amputations, through a level that includes variable amounts of
FIGURE 8-15. A: A crush injury to the thumb of a 4-year-old with a stellate nail bed laceration and fracture of the tuft. B: Avulsion of the nail plate after crushing trauma is accompanied by a distal phalanx fracture. This must be treated as an open fracture.

the specialized nail tissues. Complete amputations at the distal phalangeal level generally are distal to the physis.

_Radiographic Findings._ A thorough series of films focusing on the distal phalanx and DIP joint is necessary to evaluate the injury completely. Specialized imaging, such as computed tomography (CT) scanning or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), is not needed to evaluate this region.

_Treatment Options._
The fractures associated with nail bed lacerations are true open injuries and require attention to both the osseous and soft tissue elements. Any open fracture requires mechanical debridement, irrigation, and appropriate antibiotics. Most of these injuries occur in children under 5 years of age and do not require treatment beyond initial repair. The stability of the phalangeal fracture is evaluated, and if the phalanx is not stable enough to act as a foundation for nail bed repair, pinning is performed.

The repair or reconstruction of the soft tissues surrounding the distal phalanx is just as critical as the osseous repair. When indicated, meticulous nail bed repair, neurorrhaphy, tenorrhaphy, and skin coverage must be performed.

_Extraphyseal Fractures._
_Specialization._ Options for stabilizing extraphyseal fractures include closed splinting, percutaneous fixation, or open reduction. Most fractures are stable, and require only simple splinting. However, a smooth Kirschner wire may be inserted either into the phalanx from the tip or occasionally across the DIP joint in fractures with marked comminution or very proximal fractures. A hypodermic needle is a good substitute for the standard smooth wires (145).

_Hematoma Evacuation._ If a hematoma is the only outward manifestation of underlying injury, observation or simple evacuation may be sufficient. Indications for a hematoma evacuation include significant subungual hematoma (>50% of the nail plate), painful pressure under the nail, or evidence of infection. The decompression can be performed with a hypodermic needle used as a drill. A heated paper clip or cautery tip can be effective, but a margin of safety is necessary to avoid further tissue injury. DaCruz et al. (53) reported a high incidence of late nail deformity if the hematoma was not decompressed.

_Nail Bed Repair._ If nail bed repair is required, the nail is removed with a blunt septal or Freer elevator. Partial nail removal is seldom appropriate, because the extent of the injury may not be appreciated. Further exposure of the proximal nail tissue (germinial matrix or dorsal/intermediate nail) by incisions in the eponychial fold may be necessary. The nail bed is repaired with interrupted absorbable 6-0 or 7-0 sutures under loupe magnification. The likelihood of nail deformity is minimized by this surgical intervention.

After careful approximation, the nail bed is stented to avoid scarring that could hinder subsequent nail growth. If the nail has not been too badly damaged, it can be used to stent the nail folds after it has been denuded of all soft tissue remnants and has been perforated centrally to allow free drainage of subungual fluids. Other substitutes, such as a plastic stent fashioned from a culturette tube, a foil suture pack, or a commercially available stent, also can be used. The use of the nail itself or some inert foreign material has been controversial (68,189,241). The nail itself is thought to be more stable and may assist in "molding" the repair, but the risk of infection must be considered if the preparation before insertion is inadequate. Sandzen and Oakley
(184) argued that this risk is lower in children than in adults. Suturing of the replaced nail may help prevent migration from underneath the nail folds. Anchoring the stent with a suture has been described, but this may cause incidental injury to the sterile or germinal matrices.

**Physeal Fractures.**

**Nonoperative Management.** Nonoperative treatment of a mallet finger in a child, as in an adult, is overwhelmingly favored. When the injury is closed, there is seldom an indication for operative intervention in a typical bony mallet. Even when there is some displacement of the dorsal epiphyseal fragment, good results can be obtained with splinting (Fig. 8-16).

Amputation at the distal tip can involve skin, nail tissue, and bone. These injuries are often worrisome to parents of a young child because of the potential loss of digital length. However, it is important to remember that the growth for the distal phalanx comes from the physes that often is proximal to the level of the amputation, and long-term digital shortening is rare.

Support for nail growth is a primary consideration. When less than 50% to 60% of the distal phalanx remains, the likelihood of nail deformity in the form of a hooked or “parrot’s beak” nail is high. Often, lesser injuries can be treated with simple dressing changes or allowed to heal by secondary intention. Skin grafting at the distal tip often is unsatisfying because the durability, sensibility, and appearance are suboptimal.

If most of the distal phalanx is spared, only a relatively transverse nail bed and soft tissue laceration exists. Simply allowing the tissue to heal, with or without a small amount of bony resection, is an option. In addition, results are often surprisingly good with healing by secondary intention over a small amount of exposed bone.

The spectrum of injury can range from a minimal nail bed laceration, manifesting as a minor subungual hematoma, to the significant laceration and unstable periphasal injury (Fig. 8-17). Campbell (36) advocates an aggressive approach for open bony mallet fingers, even with minimally displaced fractures. Late complications such as tendon imbalance, nail growth or adherence problems, premature physeal closure, and even chronic osteomyelitis can occur with relatively innocuous trauma.

**Operative Management.** When an S-H IV bony mallet fracture is displaced and adequate reduction cannot be obtained by closed means, operative stabilization should be considered. Although most of these fractures can be treated closed, a large dorsal fragment (typically >50%) or significant DIP joint subluxation may require operative intervention (50,198). Closed manipulation
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**FIGURE 8-16.** A: A very unstable fracture that necessitated extrication of the nail bed with subsequent repair. B: Stabilization of the bony elements with a longitudinal smooth pin.
and percutaneous pin stabilization of the reduced joint are generally used.

The Seymour fracture is an absolute indication for open reduction and stabilization. The sterile matrix must be extricated from the fracture at the physeal level. Not until the soft tissue is removed will the fracture reduce appropriately. Those rare fractures with epiphyseal dislocation require operative intervention to restore joint congruity and to reestablish continuity of the extensor apparatus.

**Surgical Procedures.** When a complex injury cannot be reduced or stabilized using a closed technique, a dorsal approach is necessary to expose the fragment and reduce the fracture (Fig. 8-18). It may be necessary to take down the collateral ligament to obtain reduction. Although we prefer to avoid it, fixation of the fragment itself is advocated by some clinicians (88,92,104,117,162,175). When the epiphysis is completely displaced from its articular contact and its relationship with the remaining distal phalanx, open reduction through a dorsal approach is necessary. Several different approaches for exposure of the DIP joint have been described, primarily for use in the treatment of arthrosis and mucous cyst excision (48,65), for example, an H- or S-shaped incision or an extended Y flap (Fig. 8-19).

Once the joint is exposed and the fragment with its attached terminal tendon is retrieved (or the free fragment and avulsed tendon), repair can be performed with a smooth wire, pullout wire, tension band, or heavy suture (99). Pinning of the DIP joint is necessary to maintain joint and physeal congruity.

A jersey finger avulsion of the flexor digitorum profundus requires open repair. The profundus tendon needs to be identified surgically at the level of retraction. This may be at the A2 or A4 pulley of the flexor tendon sheath (Fig. 8-20), or it may have retracted to the lumbrical origin off the flexor digitorum profundus in the palm. If the vincular blood supply and synovial...
FIGURE 8-19. In this volar fracture in a 17-year-old athlete, a fracture through the epiphysis extends into the joint (large arrow). The flexor digitorum profundus with an attached fragment of the metaphysis has retracted to the level of the A4 pulley (small arrow).

FIGURE 8-20. The reversed cross-finger subcutaneous flap. A full-thickness skin flap is elevated from the donor digit based on the side opposite the injured digit. The subcutaneous tissues are then elevated from the epitenon, based on the side of the injured digit. The subcutaneous tissues are reflected in a reversed fashion into the defect, and a thin full-thickness skin graft is applied to the recipient. The full-thickness skin flap from the donor is then replaced over the vascular epitenon. Division of the flap can take place at 2 weeks. (Reprinted from Atasoy E. Reversed cross-finger subcutaneous flap. J Hand Surg 1982;7:481-483; with permission.)
bathing from the fibroosseous sheath are both lost, the repair should be immediate. Ideally, a primary repair under little or no tension should be performed within a week. Treatment of chronic flexor digitorum profundus avulsions may include no repair, flexor digitorum profundus tenodesis, DIP joint fusion, and delayed repair.

**Soft Tissue Coverage of Amputations.** Soft tissue coverage over the dorsal aspect of the distal phalanx and reconstruction of the nail folds are among the most difficult challenges in hand surgery. The surgical approach for the dorsal injury must be tissue specific. Simple healing by primary closure is preferred. In the rare complete avulsion of the nail bed with exposed distal phalanx dorsally in a young child (under 5 years), the amputated nail bed and pulp can be replaced with minimal defatting. In addition to simple nail bed repair or nonvascular replacement of the amputated part, composite grafts of skin and subcutaneous tissue from local or distant sites (e.g., the adjacent digits, the toes) have been used (42,196,242).

The simplicity and predictability of bony recession, traction neuroectomy, and primary closure must not be forgotten in the midst of more elaborate techniques. A well-performed primary closure of a traumatic amputation can hasten a return to high-level function with minimal discomfort and disability. Ablation of the germinal matrix, when indicated for significant nail loss, and neuroectomy minimize the need for future revision surgeries. Of course, amputation in a child’s hand should be reserved for only the most significant tissue disturbances that are not reconstructable in other ways.

**Reconstruction Options.** Options for reconstructing the distal tip injury include V-Y volar advancement, a thenar flap, a cross-finger flap, a pedicled flap, and a neurovascular island flap.

The triangular V-Y volar advancement flap was described in 1970 by Atasoy et al. (8). Adequate skin on the volar and lateral sides is needed. The flap is designed so that the apex of the triangle proximally is at the DIP crease, and the base of the triangle is the amputation margin. The triangle of skin is liberated carefully with sharp dissection of the fibrous septae that tether it proximally, thus allowing it to advance distally to cover the defect. The void left behind is closed, converting the V into a Y (Fig. 8-21).

The thenar flap was first described by Gatewood in 1926 (78). This innovative procedure buries the amputated tip into the tissue about the thenar eminence. The disadvantage of this flap is the extreme flexion that must be maintained for the duration of the attachment. Other clinicians (145) have described flexion contractures with this flap, and they have suggested that the candidates for this seldom-needed procedure be young. I also advocate the thenar flap only in patients under 20 years of age. If it is selected for coverage, the U- or H-shaped flap of skin and subcutaneous tissue must be located as close to the thumb MCP flexion crease as possible to minimize PIP joint flexion.

The cross-finger flap is one of the most versatile reconstructive procedures used about the distal tip (113). If tissue is inadequate for primary closure or local advancement, a cross-finger flap permits coverage without the need for a distant flap (e.g., groin, cross-chest). This flap requires a nontraumatized adjacent donor. Like the reverse cross-finger flap (Fig. 8-22), the donor flap is based on the side of the injured digit, but instead of using only the subcutaneous fat as a flap applied to the dorsum, the cross-finger flap brings skin and subcutaneous tissue to the volar side (Fig. 8-23).

A pedicled neurovascular island flap is an appropriate alternative when durable sensible tissue is needed. This flap can be designed and advanced on a local neurovascular bundle or transferred from a remote location, and it is particularly useful in the thumb for unilateral volar tissue loss (Fig. 8-24).

The more autonomous volar and dorsal blood supply of the thumb is the basis of Moberg’s volar advancement flap (Fig. 8-25) (155). Bilateral mid-lateral incisions permit advancement of the volar skin to cover an acral defect. Coverage is made easier by flexing the interphalangeal joint of the thumb. Transverse division of the more proximal skin can sometimes be performed, with skin grafting into the defect. In a child, the skin usually is more pliable and permits primary closure.

---

**FIGURE 8-21.** V advancement flap. This triangular volar flap is elevated to cover a distal defect in the author’s original description. A V is formed with its apex at the distal interphalangeal joint flexion crease. The base of the triangular flap is the margin of the amputation. The fiber septae are elevated from the distal phalanx. Care is taken to advance the volar skin by sequential division of small fibrous tethers to the volar side. When adequate immobilization of the flap is realized, it can be sutured in place over the tip. (Reprinted from Atasoy E, Ioakimidis E, Kasdan ML, et al. Reconstruction of the amputated finger tip with a triangular volar flap. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1970;52:921-926, with permission.)
FIGURE 8-22. The cross-finger flap. This 17-year-old boy was working on his car when his distal tip was caught in the area of the fanbelt. A: Extensive volar and distal loss was appreciated, but there is only minimal injury to the bony elements and laceration of the nail bed. The patient and parents were strongly against amputation and therefore were offered the option of a cross-finger flap. The most proximal level of injury is at the distal interphalangeal joint flexion crease. B: A flap of skin and subcutaneous tissue is elevated from the dorsal aspect of the adjacent donor digit based on the side of the index finger. The vascular epitenon is left behind to nourish the donor digit and support a graft. The flap is then brought to the volar aspect and sewn into the recipient. Care is taken to contour the flap to recapitulate the appearance of a normal digital tip. C: An excellent functional and cosmetic result was realized in this case. D: More than 50% of the nail was supported by the distal phalanx, and this can be maintained by performing good nail hygiene to avoid any type of hooked-nail deformity.
FIGURE 8-23. A pedicle neurovascular island flap for distal thumb coverage. A and B: This 16-year-old guitarist sustained a sharp distal tip amputation of the thumb. Because of the importance of this digit to his musical abilities, he strongly wanted this to be resurfaced with a durable, sensible, and contoured flap. A neurovascular island flap was based on the radial digital nerve and large accompanying vessel. The flap was designed in a V-Y fashion. C: After the flap was mobilized, it was brought up to cover the distal tip, and care was taken to contour the flap. D: Excellent contour of the distal thumb was realized with intact sensibility. The patient was able to play the guitar without decrement in his skills. (Courtesy of Richard S. Idler, M.D.)
AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD
OF TREATING DISTAL
PHALANGEAL INJURIES

Extraphyseal Fractures

For distal phalangeal fractures that do not involve the physis, the decision concerning treatment is based on the stability of the fracture and the status of the nail bed. Most simple closed fractures are treated with immobilization. In a young child, this may involve a mitten cast; in an adolescent, splinting of the tip and DIP joint, leaving the PIP free for motion, may be all that is necessary. Gentle manipulation of some fractures may improve slight angulation. Immobilization is worn for 3 to 4 weeks at most, until clinical union has brought comfort. Protection during contact activity can be continued if the digit is at risk.

For fractures accompanied by a nail bed laceration, adequate local anesthesia (a metacarpal block) is instilled with or without conscious sedation. A Penrose drain is inserted at the base of the digit, the nail plate is completely removed with a Freer elevator, and meticulous mechanical debridement and copious irrigation are performed. In the rare unstable distal phalangeal bony injury, the fracture is pinned.

Pinning of the phalanx is best performed with image intensification with a low-radiation fluoroscopy unit. We use 0.028- or 0.035-inch smooth wire, depending on the patient's size. A 22-gauge hypodermic needle can be used if other resources are unavailable. The wire or needle is left protruding from the distal end of the phalanx, to make later removal easier. The DIP joint is crossed if sufficient stability is not achieved by pinning the
fragments of the terminal phalanx, but this is avoided if possible. The pin is maintained for about 3 to 4 weeks.

With a stable platform established, sterile germinal matrix repair proceeds. Using 6-0 or 7-0 absorbable on a spatulated needle minimizes damage to the friable tissues of the nail bed. The injured nail is discarded, and petroleum- or antibiotic-imregnated gauze is placed under the nail folds. This covering of the repaired matrix simply falls off in several weeks.

A bandage that protects the distal phalanx usually is all that is necessary after nail bed repair. Leaving the PIP free is appropriate in older, cooperative patients, but younger patients may need immobilization up to and including a long arm dressing for this very distal injury. The parents and patient are told that it may take several cycles of nail growth (3–6 months) before the final morphology of the nail is known.

**Physeal Fractures**

**Dorsal Mallet Injuries**

We attempt to reduce the fracture in almost all closed mallet injuries. The reduction maneuver recreates the deformity by gentle flexion. The distal fragment is then extended to restore the anatomy. Reduction is held while the splint is carefully applied. We apply a splint (either volar or dorsal) then obtain radiographs to evaluate the reduction in the immobilized state (Fig. 8-26).

Our normal splinting regimen is 24-hour wear for no less than 4 weeks, and typically for 6 weeks. This time frame can be adjusted depending on the amount of bony apposition and age of the patient. A cooperative patient can be furnished with both volar and dorsal splints, if it is understood that any flexion of the DIP during changing of the splint will prolong the immobilization period. The two-splint regimen has almost eliminated the infrequent skin problems seen with dorsal splinting alone and the transient sensory disturbance with prolonged volar protection. The finger is held in neutral to 15 degrees of extension; extreme hyperextension is contraindicated, because it may cause skin hypoperfusion and necrosis (178). Loss of flexion can occur with prolonged hyperextension but is rare with closed treatment.

The patient and parent should check the skin at least daily to prevent skin necrosis from splint pressure. A follow-up visit at 5 to 7 days will reveal problems if the patient does not understand the instructions. Radiographs are taken weekly for the first 2 weeks, then every 2 weeks to monitor for loss of reduction and volar subluxation (188).

The presence or absence of an open injury and the fracture configuration dictate the need for operative intervention. If unacceptable reduction of the fracture fragments or subluxation or dislocation of the DIP joint remains after closed manipulation, then surgery is performed to reduce the fragment and DIP joint. We prefer to perform this percutaneously. The dorsal fragment can be pinned with a 0.028-inch smooth Kirschner wire driven into the epiphysis in a parallel direction (Fig. 8-27). The wire is left protruding from the skin for later removal. Pinning of the DIP joint also often is necessary. If this is not feasible, a dorsal approach is used to expose the dorsal fragment in these mallet equivalent injuries (Fig. 8-19). Care is taken to avoid the vessels that nourish the germinal matrix, which are located in the shallow sulcus proximaf to the nail fold. This area can be appreciated by viewing the distal digit from the lateral side. This averts interruption of tissue perfusion and prevents the major complication of hematoma.

If the patient is near skeletal maturity, a tension band, pullout wire, or suture anchor can be used for fixation. Although a neutral position or slight (10 degrees or more) hyperextension is preferred for closed treatment, the joint should not be repaired open in hyperextension because this position tends to persist. Neutral alignment of the DIP joint is favored if the fracture is open.

**FIGURE 8-26.** A: A 13-year-old boy sustained an open type II fracture when a fellow football player stepped on his hand. B: After the wound was cleansed, a closed reduction was performed, preserving the nail. Normal function resulted.
Reverse Mallet Injuries

For reverse mallet, flexor digitorum profundus avulsion injuries, we prefer bone-to-bone fixation whenever possible. If the fragment is too small or comminuted, repair of the tendon to the fracture bed is adequate. Pinning of the joint is avoided so that passive motion can be started early. In patients under 15 years of age, 4 weeks of immobilization yields results equivalent to those of protected motion protocols in adults.

Soft Tissue Management

For terminal loss of skin and subcutaneous tissue only, we again stress the necessity of wound cleansing and dressing changes to all injuries left to heal by secondary intention. This method of treatment is not benign neglect, but rather a reasonable approach that usually results in superior functional and cosmetic results. Skin grafts from the groin, antecubital fossa, or hypothenar glabrous border rarely are used for coverage. Donor morbidity, hyperpigmentation, lack of sensitivity, and appearance are potential drawbacks of skin-grafting procedures.

Dorsal loss is the most difficult to reconstruct. We attempt tension-free closure first, then consider local tissue relaxation and advancement before opting for a reverse cross-finger flap or distant flap. Distal tip and volar loss on the remaining bone, the status of the nail tissues, and the availability of sufficient volar skin distal to the DIP flexion crease must be considered. We have found the volar V-Y advancement, cross-finger flap, and thenar flaps to be good options.

We have not detailed microsurgical reconstruction methods or many of the innovative but arduous flaps reported frequently in the literature. Instead, we have provided a basic list of options that will suffice in most patients. Knowledge of the indications for and the technical aspects of these procedures permits the surgeon to approach most distal tip reconstructive challenges in a logical fashion.

Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation

The immobilization used for an extraphyseal fracture depends on the stability of the fracture and the age of the patient. Young children with fractures that require reduction are immobilized with long arm mitten casts. As the child ages, or with stable injuries, the degree of immobilization is decreased. For an adolescent, this may mean that only the digital tip is splinted to the mid-middle phalangeal level, thus allowingPIP motion.

Treatment of physeal fractures is similar to that described for extraphyseal fractures. If there is a persistent extensor lag, continued splinting even after pin removal can effect improvement. Removal of the pin at 3 weeks and full-time splinting for an additional 2 to 3 weeks is reasonable. This is particularly useful when a pin was placed across the DIP joint to gain stability.

Antibiotic use is advocated with open fractures, but in only the most complex, contaminated injuries should a patient be admitted for intravenous antibiotic administration. A seven-day course of oral agents usually suffices. Antibiotics do not replace the need for thorough mechanical debridement.

If the distal phalangeal fracture was pinned with a smooth wire or hypodermic needle, the implant can be removed at 3 or
4 weeks, usually in the office setting. There is no need for sedation or local anesthesia.

The covering of the nail bed, whether native nail plate or foreign material, falls off with dressing changes or activities of daily living. Monitoring of the soft tissue healing is often monitored for several weeks after injury. Waiting several months to evaluate the status of nail growth and adherence is imperative.

No formal hand therapy is required, because the child's own use pattern returns the DIP joint to good function in a matter of weeks. In some patients, DIP joint motion is more limited, especially when there has been an arthrotomy for articular restoration. The patient can be taught an exercise program that specifically includes middle phalanx blocking exercises to restore DIP flexion.

Prognosis

Functional and cosmetic results are generally favorable. Even a small amount of extensor lag or a minor longitudinal nail ridge are well tolerated by most patients. During the early dialogue with parents, the potential for long-term impact of the injury should be emphasized. They must understand that any injury in a skeletally immature patient may interfere with longitudinal or angular growth, and that articular injury may accelerate the degenerative process later in life. However, these problems are rare. The appearance of the nail is important to most parents, and the possibility of growth failure, plate deformity, and nonadherence should be described. Although DeCruz cited a high rate of nail deformity with subungual hematomas and distal phalanx fractures, this has not been the norm in our institutions.

Complications

Inability to Maintain a Stable Bony Foundation. Pinning the distal phalanx, with or without crossing the DIP joint, provides stability and improves the chances for healing of the dorsal aspect of the distal phalanx.

Osteomyelitis. Osteomyelitis is best prevented by meticulous debridement and irrigation of the fracture and soft tissue injury at the initial evaluation. If infection appears later in the treatment course, the usual principles for skeletal infection must be followed. The infected tissue must be thoroughly debrided, weighing the options of skin coverage or shortening amputation. The amount of bony support of the nail is a key issue in the retention of the germinal matrix, because a hook-nail may result when a significant amount (>50%) of the distal phalanx is lost.

Impaired Nail Growth. The problem can be one of poor growth or adherence. If it is a growth problem, the germinal matrix has been injured, and the absence can be complete or partial. One option for treatment is to resect the area of a "normal nail" and replace it with a full-thickness or split-thickness skin graft (42); nail bed grafting from the adjacent bed, another digit, or toe is a sound alternative. These grafts can be vascularized or nonvascularized. The results in children have been superior to those in adults (119,196,197,242).

If the problem is nail lift-off or lack of adherence, then similar resection and grafting techniques can be used to contour the sterile matrix. Partial-thickness grafting from the adjacent sterile matrix of the injured digit can be used. In the rare instance that an underlying deformity of the distal phalanx is causing the problem, splitting the sterile matrix for exposure and smoothing the dorsal aspect of the phalanx can help.

One specific complication of lost nail support is a hook-nail or "parrot's beak" nail, in which the nail plate takes a significant volar curve over the end of an abbreviated distal phalanx (Fig. 8-28). This is a potential hygiene and cosmetic problem and may prevent the tip from being functional. Arasoy et al. (9) described an "antenna" procedure for reconstructing the hook-nail. Elevating the sterile matrix and supporting the nail tissue with a volar advancement flap, thenar flap, composite graft from the toe, or a cross-finger flap can significantly improve the appearance and eliminate marginal and distal skin compromise. The name antenna comes from the multiple (usually three) small wires used to support the matrix postoperatively (Fig. 8-29).

Extensor Lag. Some extensor lag (10 degrees or less) is not uncommon after appropriate treatment of a mallet injury. Continued extension splinting can be tried but loses efficacy after the third or fourth month. A digital cast may be an excellent way to avoid a potential lapse in splint wear that is required over a long period. Terminal tendon reconstruction with a dermodesis procedure has been described for this situation. A spiral oblique retinacular ligament reconstruction has been used to correct "chronic mallet," but the procedure is technically demanding (214). Release of the central slip insertion into the middle phalanx (Fowler procedure) can lessen the DIP extensor lag and the PIP secondary swan neck deformity. If the amount of lag is unacceptable and is accompanied by the rare occurrence
of arthrosis at the DIP joint due to premature physeal closure, the only realistic options may be DIP fusion or interposition arthroplasty. These are radical steps in children, and we have not used them. If the impairment does not severely compromise function or limit future vocational avenues (e.g., musician), then the patient can make the decision later in life.

**Proximal and Middle Phalanges**

The proximal and middle phalanges have similar characteristics with respect to their osteology and soft tissue anatomy. Other factors, such as the tendon balance around each segment, contribute to the unique fracture characteristics seen at the individual members of the osteoarticular column.

**Surgical Anatomy**

Some pertinent aspects of the unique anatomy of the child's hand affect the pattern of fractures about the phalanges. These concepts are integral to understanding the radiograph and the clinical manifestations of skeletal trauma children.

The physes are located proximally in the phalanges. The physis of the thumb metacarpal also is located proximally; those of the other four metacarpals are distal (Fig. 8-2). The collateral ligaments at the PIP and DIP joints originate from the collateral recesses of the proximal bone and insert onto both the epiphysis and metaphysis of the distal bone. The ligament also inserts on the volar plate (Fig. 8-4). The collateral ligaments at the MCP joints of the fingers originate and insert almost exclusively onto the epiphyses of the opposing bones. The thumb MCP collateral ligaments most closely resemble those of the interphalangeal joints, having epiphyseal and metaphyseal insertions distally (Fig. 8-5).

The volar plate has a metaphyseal origin from a recessed part of the phalangeal neck and inserts distally onto the epiphysis. It receives fibers from the collateral ligaments (Fig. 8-4).

The extensor tendons insert onto the dorsal aspect of the
epiphysis of the middle and distal phalanges. At the middle phalanx, the flexor digitorum superficialis inserts over about two thirds of the central portion of the middle phalanx onto the sublimis ridge. The flexor digitorum profundus has a metaphyseal insertion onto the distal phalanx.

The periosteum is important in fracture stability, reduction maneuvers, and potential remodeling capability. It is a well-developed structure that may occasionally block reduction when it is interposed in the fracture. The periosteal hinge may be a useful adjunct in fracture reduction.

Diagram

Anatomic Considerations. The epiphysis and physis at the MCP level are relatively unprotected for two reasons: the collateral ligaments and volar plate insert exclusively proximal to the physis, and there are two epiphyses opposed at this joint. Conversely, the peripheryal bone of the middle phalanx is stabilized by the insertion of the collateral onto both sides of the physis.

Fracture Forces. Pure torsion or lateral bending forces are rare: a combination is typically responsible for fractures of the phalanges. These fractures can affect the periarticular areas or the shaft. Forces resulting from a violent lateral bending moment or a significant injury directed in the AP (flexion/extension) plane can cause a phalangeal neck fracture. This fracture propagates through the subcondylar fossa and the distal diaphysis. Fractures caused by hyperextension forces are found predominately about the PIP joint and, to a lesser extent, at the MCP joint.

Injury Mechanisms. Most fractures of the proximal and middle phalanges result from axial loads, torsional or angular forces, such as catching balls or collisions in sports. Crush injuries include direct injuries from implements such as hammers or closing doors.

Classification

Four patterns of phalangeal fractures can be recognized: fractures involving the physis, the shaft of the phalanx, the unique fracture anatomy about the phalangeal neck, and the condylar area (Table 8-3).

Physeal Fractures. Hastings and Simmons (104) reported that the proximal phalanx was the most commonly injured bone in their series of 354 pediatric hand fractures, and this has been corroborated by other clinicians (12,90,127,215). This was due in part to the large number of S-H II fractures of the base of the proximal phalanx. They also observed that physeal fractures occurred in the hand 34% more often than elsewhere in the appendicular skeleton. Leonard and Dubravcik (127) cited a 41% incidence of physeal fractures among their 276 pediatric hand fractures.

Two Variations. Physeal fractures of the proximal phalanx are of two varieties: S-H type II extraarticular fractures and S-H types III and IV intraarticular fractures (Fig. 8-30). Both of these patterns can be caused by lateral bending moments, but the more prevalent S-H II results from additional rotational forces.

Physial fractures about the middle phalanx are rare. A lateral avulsion mechanism can cause an S-H III or IV fracture, but the entire epiphysis rarely separates through the physis, or in an S-H II pattern. A dorsal avulsion of bone by the central slip can be caused by forced flexion against an extended digit, producing a dorsal S-H III fracture. Furthermore, the lateral band can subluxate volar to the axis of rotation of the PIP joint, creating a boutonniere deformity.

Children rarely sustain comminuted extraarticular fractures of the PIP joint, considered “pilon” fractures or fracture-dislocations (207). These injuries usually involve the proximal aspect of the middle phalanx. They often occur in adolescent athletes and usually result from an axial load sustained while catching a ball or contacting an opponent. Fracture fragments from the volar side may have attached volar plate; the dorsal fragment is likely to have the central slip attached. The central aspect of the joint may be depressed, and comminution is frequent (Fig. 8-31).

Gamekeeper’s Injuries. A UCL avulsion injury at the base of the thumb proximal phalanx is similar to the adult gamekeeper’s or
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skier's thumb. The fracture itself usually is an S-H III injury (Fig. 8-32). Despite the obvious fracture deformity, the focus is on the ligament that may be attached to the small fragment. Rarely, the ligament tears away from the bone, in addition to the fracture of the epiphysis. If the UCL (with or without a bony attachment) is excluded from its bed by the adductor aponeurosis, then open repair is necessary. This injury is called a Stener lesion after the clinician who described the exclusion of the UCL from its proximal phalangeal insertion by the adductor aponeurosis (206). In his 1962 account, Stener described this lesion in 25 of 39 patients with complete ruptures of the thumb MCP joint UCL. This derangement is significant because healing of the ruptured collateral ligament back to its original bed cannot occur owing to adductor interposition. The purely ligamentous injury is discussed in the later section of this chapter on Dislocations of the Hand and Carpus.

Shaft Fractures. Fractures of the phalangeal shaft are not as common as those around the joints, perhaps because of the stabilizing influences of the flexor sheath and thick periosteum, and the relatively short lever arm of the digit.
Phalangeal fractures may be transverse, spiral, or spiral-oblique (Fig. 8-33). Any of these types can be comminuted. The characteristic displacement is an apex volar pattern. The proximal fragment is pulled into flexion by the intrinsic influence, and the distal fragment is extended by the force of the central slip and lateral band insertions (Fig. 8-34).

With an oblique fracture, the deformity involves shortening and rotation. The displacement seen on radiography usually is minimal, but careful clinical evaluation of rotational alignment is critical. If a spiral-oblique fracture appears widely displaced, soft tissue interposition (extensor mechanism or periosteum) may be an impediment to reduction. Direct trauma to the phalanx, or a high-energy bending or torsional injury, can result in comminution (Fig. 8-35).

**Neck Fractures.** Extraarticular fractures of the distal aspect of the phalanges are often located at the phalangeal neck. Displaced neck fractures, also referred to as subcondylar fractures, can occur in young children as a result of getting a finger trapped in a closing door with a subsequent attempt to withdraw it. In fractures of the phalangeal neck, the head fragment remains attached to the collateral ligaments and tends to rotate into extension (59). This displacement through the phalangeal neck disrupts the architecture of the subcondylar fossa. Because this
region accommodates the infolded volar plate and volar phalangeal lip during interphalangeal flexion, malunited neck fractures result in a mechanical block to interphalangeal flexion.

**Intraarticular (Condylar) Fractures.** Phalangeal fractures that involve the joint can result from combined longitudinal and angular forces, and osteochondral fractures may result from shearing stress. Fractures can be associated with subluxations or dislocations of the joint. Despite heightened awareness of these fractures, they are difficult to identify and hard to treat (104, 127).

Fracture patterns include small lateral avulsion fractures, unicondylar or intracondylar fractures, bicondylar or transcondylar fractures, and a rare shearing injury in which nearly the entire articular surface and its underlying subchondral bone are separated from the distal aspect of the phalanx. A T or Y condylar pattern can be caused at the interphalangeal joints by an axial loading injury but is uncommon in children.

**Signs and Symptoms**
Aside from swelling and minor ecchymosis, many of these deformities are not clinically obvious. The child generally refuses to actively move the digit, and attempts at passive motion are resisted. Rarely, there is a subtle deviation of the phalangeal segment that reflects the depression of the condylar support.

Every fracture of the proximal and middle phalanges must be carefully examined for clinical malrotation. Malrotation of the digit can be detected by deviation of the plane of the nails with the fingers semiflexed or by an abnormal cascade with wrist tenodesis. This may result from deformity at any level in the osteoarticular column. Fracture at the middle or proximal phalanx can result in significant rotational deformity.

**Radiographic Findings**
True AP and lateral radiographic views are mandatory in the assessment of phalangeal fractures, and oblique radiographs of the digits in question should be obtained.

One of the most significant factors influencing the long-term results in many phalangeal fractures is failure to recognize the extent of injury on the original radiographs. This is especially true in unicondylar and bicondylar fractures. The presence of the physis proximally and the complex periarticular architecture distally add to the difficulty of diagnosing subtle injuries.

Physeal and diaphyseal fractures usually can be detected by clinical and radiographic examination. However, a proximal shaft fracture of the proximal phalanx with volar angulation can
be obscured by overlap of the digits on radiography. If there is a questionable finding on standard radiographs, special views or tomograms may assist in making a definitive diagnosis (130). Examination under fluoroscopy can be especially helpful when trying to characterize proximal phalangeal shaft fractures near the physis.

**Straight-Line Method.** Injuries about the MCP joint are common, but sometimes the relationships in this region where two epiphyses meet can be confusing. One radiographic technique particularly helpful in assessing alignment about the MCP joint is Campbell’s straight-line method (Fig. 8-36) (36). Although best for discovering MCP dislocations, it also can assist in evalu-
tion of fractures about this joint that may be associated with displacement or joint subluxation. The phalangeal line is drawn down the centers of the phalanges and metacarpals. In the uninjured digit, these lines are colinear, but fracture deformity or dislocation about the MCP joint can skew this relationship.

**Double Density Sign.** The most difficult fracture to recognize on radiography is the partial condylar or unicodylar pattern. The AP films may look completely normal, and there is only a slight overlap of the subchondral surfaces on the true lateral projection. This small inconsistency is often overlooked as poor technique, but the “double density” shadow is made by the offset of the displaced condyle (Fig. 8-37). A rotated unicodylar fracture is best identified on the oblique view.

**“Distal Epiphysis” Means Fracture.** In phalangeal neck fractures, the rotated head can be confused with an epiphysis. However, there is no epiphysis at the distal end of the phalanx; this

![FIGURE 8-37. A 12-year-old girl injured her left proximal interphalangeal joint playing volleyball. She was treated for a sprained finger because no fracture was appreciated in the initial radiographs. The first film (A) that was accepted as an anteroposterior view was actually rotated. On the lateral projection (B), the medial and lateral condyles are at distinctly different levels (arrows). This represents the double density shadow made by the offset of the displaced condyle. Six weeks later, the patient had a significant angular deformity secondary to a malunited single condyle fracture (C). (Reprinted from O'Brien ET. Fractures of the hand. In: Green DP, ed. Operative hand surgery, 2nd ed. New York: Churchill Livingstone, 1988: 737; with permission.)
represents a pathologic condition. The adequacy of the subcondylar fossa must be evaluated on the lateral view.

**Treatment**

Most phalangeal fractures can be treated nonoperatively. Outcomes are uniformly good for most of these fractures. Despite the favorable biology of youth, certain fractures require a more aggressive approach.

*Physseal Fractures.* Most phalangeal fractures are fractures of the proximal phalangeal base. One of the most common fractures has a readily recognizable name that is both descriptive and memorable. Rang (175) coined the term *extra-octave fracture* to describe the S-H II fracture of the ulnar aspect of the proximal phalangeal base. The digit has the clinical appearance of supra-physiologic deviation in an ulnar direction. Such an arrangement may be beneficial to the span of a pianist (Fig. 8-38). Most of these fractures can be treated with closed reduction and immobilization for about 3 weeks.

**Closed Methods.** If displacement is minimal, simple splinting in the safe position for 3 weeks is indicated. If the fracture is displaced, manipulation can be performed with local anesthesia or conscious sedation. Placing a hard object (such as a pencil) in the web space and using it as a fulcrum to assist reduction has been perpetuated in orthopaedic training (232), but this manipulation technique may create a transient nerve injury from a focal crush.

The reduction maneuver requires maximal MCP joint flexion, which relaxes the skin of the web space and the intrinsic muscles. Then the digit is manipulated into the opposite direction of the deformity. Temporary immobilization (light plaster or loose “buddy taping”) should be used while radiographs are obtained after reduction to minimize the chance of redisplacement during positioning for the radiographs.

**Operative Indications.** Despite the high rate of success with closed treatment of phalangeal base fractures, irreducible fractures have been reported (12,47,103,127). Reduction was prevented by various tissues, including periosteum and flexor or extensor tendons. In significantly displaced fractures, the distal fragment can herniate through the extensor apparatus (Fig. 8-39).

Some S-H II fractures may be reducible but unstable after reduction. These tend to be higher energy injuries with more internal disruption of the supporting soft tissues. Insertion of a smooth percutaneous pin after reduction may be warranted. Rarely is there any long-term functional compromise or growth disturbance (Fig. 8-40) (103,193).

A displaced S-H III fracture of the proximal phalangeal base is particularly difficult to treat. The fracture fragments can be sizable and may involve more than one fourth of the joint surface, affecting the stability of the articulation. If a significant amount (>25%) of the articular surface is involved, or if residual displacement exceeds 1.5 mm, most clinicians advocate open reduction and internal fixation (104,193).

*FIGURE 8-38.* A: An extra-octave fracture in a 12-year-old girl. B: The deformity was corrected with the metacarpophalangeal joint in full flexion.
If open reduction and internal fixation are required, the alternatives are intraepiphyseal Kirschner wires or small screws that are inserted parallel to the joint surface (35,73). The latter have little use in the small phalanges of children.

Comminuted fracture-dislocations of the middle phalangeal epiphysis are rare in children, so the recommendations for treatment are extrapolated from experience in adults. Displacement of the fragments, compression of the central aspect, and instability of the joint all complicate this injury. The alternatives for treatment are open reduction with internal fixation and closed dynamic traction.

Anatomic restoration of these pilon fractures (209) is desirable, but the morbidity of opening the PIP joint is well known. If the fragments are large, then open reduction and smooth wire fixation may be possible. This can be accomplished by elevating the lateral bands, taking care to protect the central slip insertion on the dorsal fracture fragment. A central depression of the epiphysis may require elevation. The implications for potential future growth are ominous.

The other alternative, dynamic traction, avoids open manipulation of the PIP joint (1,192). This may take one of several forms, but the concepts of ligamentotaxis and early motion for articular remodeling are the basis for this treatment. Agee’s force-couple concept is innovative but somewhat arduous to apply and wear (1). Likewise, Schenck’s large outrigger device has demonstrated remarkable results but is cumbersome (192). The use of distraction devices is evolving, and development of new external fixators and lower profile distractors with articulating elements may provide better options.

Primary arthrodesis and volar plate arthroplasty have no role.

**FIGURE 8-39.** This displaced type I phalangeal base fracture was irreducible by closed means. The distal fragment can herniate through a rent in the sagittal band, periosteum, or extensor mechanism to become incarcerated in the fracture.
A 12-year-old boy presented with this healing angulated fracture of the shaft of the proximal phalanx of the little finger 2½ weeks after injury. B: Closed osteoclasis corrected the deformity, and the finger was immobilized in flexion in an ulnar gutter splint. C: The splint was discontinued 4 weeks later when these radiographs were made. Nearly normal function had returned when the patient was seen 3 months after injury.
in children's phalangeal fractures. These are salvage procedures that should be contemplated only after skeletal maturity.

**Shaft Fractures.** Nondisplaced and stable fractures can be treated successfully with simple immobilization. Fractures that are unstable after reduction or cannot be reduced by closed methods require operative intervention. The fracture orientation, amount of comminution, success of closed manipulation, and stability all influence the treatment decisions for phalangeal shaft fractures. The stabilizing influence of the flexor sheath and periosteum help keep reduced fractures in place. Safe position splinting for 3 to 4 weeks should be adequate for clinical union.

Phalangeal fractures in the proximal third of the shaft can have significant volar angulation because of tendon forces. They can be difficult to see on radiography, and malunion may result from inadequate treatment. If significant remodeling does not occur, a claw hand can be caused by imbalance of the extensor mechanism.

**Limits of Remodeling.** Failure of closed reduction also can cause persistent malrotation, instability of a transverse mid-shaft fracture, or unacceptable angulation. Simmons and Lovelato reported that angulation of up to 20 to 25 degrees in the plane of motion may be acceptable in children under 10 years of age, but older children have difficulty tolerating more than 10 to 15 degrees of deformity. Coonrad and Pohlman concluded that angulations of 30 and 20 degrees respectively will be remodeled in these groups. Favorable factors for remodeling are young age, juxaphyseal location, and deformity within the plane of motion of the involved joint.

Late clinical malunion is a frequent problem. Prompt referral, accurate clinical and radiographic assessment, and appropriate fracture stabilization will prevent this problem.

**Surgical Management.** Stein advised closed reduction and crossed Kirschner wire fixation of transverse phalangeal shaft fractures that could not be maintained in less than 20 degrees of angulation in a well-molded splint. Closed pinning also is an option for spiral and oblique fracture patterns. If comminution is significant or reduction cannot be obtained or maintained, open treatment is indicated.

Open reduction can be performed through a dorsal incision. Splitting of the extensor tendon provides excellent exposure of fractures of the proximal phalanx, and the lateral bands can be elevated to gain access to the fracture. The choice of implant is smooth wires or screws. In adolescent athletes, the goal of early motion and protected return to activity may influence implant choice.

For fractures of the distal third of the proximal and middle

---

**FIGURE 8-42.** A and B: A minimally comminuted transverse fracture of the proximal phalanx with a short oblique component was difficult to control by closed methods. (Figure continues.)
phalanges, the extensor tendon should not be split, but instead deviated to the radioulnar side for access to the fracture. To permit this, part of the distal aspect of the transverse retinacular ligament must sometimes be incised at its insertion onto the dorsal apparatus.

**Phalangeal Neck Fractures.** Some clinicians have reported successful closed treatment of fractures of the phalangeal neck. However, this is difficult because these fractures tend to be unstable and displace due to the persistent attachment of the distal fragment on the collateral ligaments (Fig. 8-43).

Closed manipulation is by digital distraction and volar-directed pressure on the distal fragment with hyperflexion of the PIP joint. Percutaneous pinning usually is necessary to maintain the reduced position (Fig. 8-44) (59). This is difficult because of the small size of the fragment. Under fluoroscopy, one or two small Kirschner wires are inserted through the collateral recess and across the fracture. These wires should engage the contralateral cortex proximal to the fracture site. An alternative is to insert the pins through the articular surface of the proximal phalanx in a longitudinal fashion, crossing the fracture to engage the proximal fragment. This carries the risk of growth disturbance, because the pins cross the physis of the proximal phalanx.
Intraarticular Fractures. The treatment options for displaced intraarticular fractures of the phalanges are closed reduction with percutaneous pinning and open reduction with internal fixation (20,104,193). The percutaneous technique involves the use of a towel clip or reduction clamp to effect and maintain reduction while percutaneous pins are inserted. If this is not feasible, open reduction and internal fixation is indicated through a dorsal or lateral incision with reduction of the fragment under direct vision. Care should be taken to preserve the blood supply of the fracture fragments entering through the collateral ligaments. Fracture stabilization is by either Kirschner wires or mini-screws (Fig. 8-45).

Rarely, severe metaphyseal comminution leaves a void after anatomic alignment of the articular fragments. This may require supplemental bone grafting and more extensive fracture stabilization with a condylar blade plate.
AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATING PROXIMAL AND MIDDLE PHALANGEAL FRACTURES

Physeal Fractures
All nondisplaced fractures are treated with simple immobilization until pain free. Most displaced S-H I and II fractures about the hand can be treated with closed reduction (Fig. 8-46). This should be performed under comfortable conditions for the patient, including local anesthesia and conscious sedation. Simply flexing the digit maximally at the MCP joint and applying the appropriate maneuver (e.g., radial deviation for extra-articular fractures) successfully reduce the fracture. Checking the clinical alignment and rotation, as well as the radiographs, is imperative. We place the patient in a safe position splint for 3 to 4 weeks. One interval radiograph is obtained at 5 to 7 days to ensure that the reduction is being held. The rapidity of healing limits the ability to remanipulate the fracture if reduction has been lost. The remodeling potential of fractures angulated in the flexion-extension plane is significant because of their proximity to the active physis. Remodeling in the medial-lateral plane is more limited because of the minor adduction-abduction range of motion at the MCP joint.

Operative Indications
Unstable fractures can be percutaneously pinned after reduction. Small (0.028-inch) smooth wires that hold the epiphysis reduced can be placed through the metaphyseal flag or the Thurston-Holland fragment, or the physis can be crossed if necessary.

If closed reduction is not possible, a dorsal exposure of the fracture allows extrication of the impediment and fixation with smooth wires. This is rarely necessary.

Salter-Harris III fractures of both the middle and proximal phalanges are difficult to reduce and maintain by closed methods. The rare dorsal S-H III fracture of the middle phalanx base can sometimes be treated by closed reduction and splitting in extension. If the fragment does not reduce, open reduction and fixation are warranted to avoid the later development of a boutonnier deformity. A dorsal approach, with an incision between the central tendon and the lateral band, is preferred. The dorsal fragment can be excised if it is small and the patient is near skeletal maturity, and the central slip can be repaired back to bone. The fragment usually should be pinned so the epiphysis is restored. The PIP joint may need to be pinned for up to 3 weeks to permit healing.

If the epiphyseal fragment is displaced more than 1.5 mm or involves more than 25% of the articular surface, or if joint stability is compromised, then open reduction and internal fixa-
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tion are indicated. This is more common in the proximal phalanx at the MCP joint. The fracture is exposed through a dorsal incision between the sagittal band and the extensor tendon. The joint capsule is incised dorsally while preserving the collateral ligaments. If there is an associated collateral ligament or soft tissue disruption, this should be repaired simultaneously. Smooth wires are driven parallel to the joint to reduce and stabilize the epiphysis. It rarely is necessary to pin the fragment to the shaft. Mini-screws can be used in larger patients and larger fragments but add little stability. Motion can be started at 7 to 10 days, and the pins are removed at 4 to 6 weeks. However, intraarticular fractures typically take longer to heal.

Rare Intraarticular Fracture–Dislocations

The very rare pilon fracture or intraarticular fracture–dislocation at the proximal phalanx base presents a management dilemma in children and adults (209). The treatment alternatives are open reduction with anatomic restoration and dynamic traction (1, 192). Opening the PIP joint is worthwhile when a large enough fragment exists and the epiphysis has not been too distorted. If the child is in later adolescence, treating the complex fracture–dislocation with elevation of the epiphyseal bone (with bone grafting) is reasonable.

Outstanding results with the use of the traction method in adults have been reported, and the benefits of early motion to both the bone and soft tissue present a strong argument against open reduction. If the child is not within 1 to 2 years of maturity, a significant physical injury at this level has growth consequences. Open reduction may increase that risk. Although the utility of dynamic traction methods in skeletally immature patients is unproven, the healing and remodeling potential of children makes them particularly good candidates for minimal intervention in these complex injuries.

Shaft Fractures

Closed Reduction Technique

After satisfactory anesthesia is obtained, displaced shaft fractures are reduced by longitudinal traction followed by correction of the angular deformity with flexion or the rotary deformity with appropriate pronation or supination. For reduction of a proximal phalangeal fracture, the MCP joint is maximally flexed to relax the intrinsic muscle pull and to stabilize the proximal fragment. Recreation of the deformity with exaggerated dorsiflexion of the distal fragment disengages the fracture fragments and allows the peristeum to assist in guiding fracture alignment.

Checking the reduction with respect to length and displacement in the coronal, sagittal, and transverse planes is essential. Three or four plaster strips are carefully applied anteriorly and posteriorly while molding the fractured digit and one adjacent digit into the safe position. Despite best efforts, it is difficult to obtain more than 75 to 80 degrees of MCP flexion. The lighter plaster dressing is stable enough to permit radiographs to be taken; if alignment is adequate, the splint is reinforced.

Postreduction Care

Fractures of the middle phalanx should be immobilized in more of a functional position, with moderate flexion of the PIP and DIP joints added to maximal MCP flexion. For fractures of both segments, immobilization should be for 3 to 4 weeks. Tenderness usually has abated at this time, and many children show evidence of bony healing at this interval. Buddy taping can be used for an additional 2 weeks. Formal therapy or dynamic splinting usually is not required to regain motion. Protection during sporting activities should be continued until motion and strength are fully restored.

Percutaneous Pinning

Unstable spiral-oblique fractures of two fragments of the proximal and middle phalanges require closed reduction with pinning (91). The fracture orientation dictates the angle of pin insertion. Ideally the pins should be placed at 90 degrees to the fracture line. Traction through finger traps or an assistant and the aid of image intensification are indispensable. Placement of the pins in the mid-axial line prevents iatrogenic injury of the more volar neurovascular structures in the mid-lateral line.

Open Reduction

Open reduction rarely is required except in older adolescents or for irreducible fractures in younger children. The surgical approach for phalangeal shaft fractures can be dorsal or mid-lateral. The dorsal approach with tendon splitting is better for fractures of the proximal two thirds of the phalanx. The extensor tendon is split longitudinally in the center, with care to avoid injuring the underlying periosteum. The periosteum can be incised to one side of the phalanx so that the tendon and periosteal incisions do not coincide. Repair of the two layers after anatomic reduction should keep knots away from the sliding surface between them; thus, the knots in the periosteum should be buried close to the bone, and the tendon sutures should be tied so the knots face the subcutaneous tissue.

Fractures of the distal third of the proximal and middle phalanges are best approached through elevation of the lateral bands or deviation of the extensor apparatus. Access can be gained through a dorsal skin incision or a mid-lateral incision; however, the latter might be preferable to keep the skin incision away from the tendon. The insertion of the central slip on the epiphysis of the middle phalanx should not be detached, because this could result in a late boutonniere deformity.

Complex Injuries

Combined injuries that affect several tissue systems are common in the digits. Because of their curiosity and desire to explore, children are vulnerable to injury from machinery and household equipment. Skin, tendon, neurovascular structures, and bone can all be injured in the same digit (Fig. 8-47). Anatomic reduction and stable fixation are the goals in older children with these complex injuries so that early motion can be achieved.

Open fracture care is of paramount importance, followed by
establishment of a stable bony foundation. Markedly comminuted fractures or injuries with bone loss may require staged bony reconstruction, with stabilization in the acute setting by minimal internal or external means. Again, stable fixation is the absolute goal so that early motion can be achieved. Bone grafting of defects can be performed at the time of secondary closure or skin coverage.

Vascular reconstruction, as necessary, is performed next, then the nerve status is assessed. Primary neurotomy usually is favored, but later nerve grafting may be considered for large segmental nerve defects in undisplaced wounds. Tendon surgery principles are the same for children and adults. A viable bed must be established, and the status of the tendon and the fibroosseous sheath must be assessed. Repair of the tendon by an experienced surgeon usually is best. Tendon grafting or other salvage procedures have a very limited role in children. Flexor tendon rehabilitation in a child sometimes can be complicated due to lack of cooperation, so individualizing the protocol may be necessary. In patients under 15 years of age, cast immobilization and protected motion protocols yield the same end results.

**Neck Fractures**

**Pin Fixation**

If recognized early, minimally displaced subcondylar fractures can be treated with gentle manipulation and immobilization (Fig. 8-48). Because the distal fragment is dorsally displaced, flexion of the fragment with thumb pressure may reestablish the anatomic relationships, and immobilization in flexion can maintain reduction. However, most of these fractures are more displaced and unstable. If the fracture is reducible but unstable, cross-pinning can be performed. This is best performed by flexing the PIP or DIP joint and placing small (0.028-inch) wires through the collateral recesses to engage the proximal fragment in a crossed fashion. Wires can be removed at 4 weeks and motion started soon thereafter. If an acute subcondylar fracture cannot be reduced by closed manipulation, open reduction and similar percutaneous pinning are indicated. Elevating the lateral bands to gain access would be the choice of approach to the proximal phalanx; deviating the extensor mechanism to the radial or ulnar side for middle phalangeal subcondylar fractures would yield the best access. Care is taken to maintain the blood supply to the small distal fragment to lessen the risk of avascular necrosis.

**Limited Remodeling Potential**

If the fracture is unrecognized or neglected, significant loss of flexion may result. Rarely younger children may remodel at this end of the bone even though it is distant from the physis. Usually the residual deformity is functionally limiting. If the patient presents when there is still a slight fracture line present in the healing, malaligned bone, percutaneous pin osteoclasis can be performed. Using fluoroscopy, one or two smooth pins are inserted into the fracture and used to “joystick” the distal fragment into a reduced position. The fracture is then stabilized with percutaneous pins. This approach may lessen the risk of avascular necrosis with late open reduction. Rarely these fractures can be opened as late as 2 to 3 weeks by taking down the early callus with a combination of sharp dissection and blunt dissection with a Freer elevator. Again, fixation with crossed pins is the best way to stabilize the injury.
Intraarticular Fractures

Open Reduction Usually Necessary

Intraarticular fractures of the phalanges are likely to require either percutaneous reduction and pin stabilization or open reduction and internal fixation. Figure 8-49 illustrates an intraarticular fracture of the proximal phalanx treated by open reduction through a dorsal incision. A mid-lateral incision can be used to approach an intraarticular fracture at the DIP joint, and a volar incision can be used to expose the PIP joint. The same concepts of careful tendon and periosteal handling described above hold true. Longitudinal division of the transverse retinacular band on the side of a single condyle fracture is preferred. Rarely, the extensor tendon/lateral band interval must be exploited on both sides of the digit to inspect and manipulate the fragment. Exposure of the fragment with minimal soft tissue stripping is important. This may be difficult, because an abundant amount of early callus forms in these fractures, and clearing this tissue can be arduous. Flexion of the PIP or DIP joint provides better access to the fracture.

Sometimes the fragment has been slightly comminuted or plastic deformation has occurred, making a perfect fit all around the fragment impossible. Therefore, reduction must be judged at the articular surface. Often the subcondylar fossa must be cleared of bone, and failure to perform this step results in a flexion block despite anatomic joint reduction. Provisional or permanent fixation can be obtained with one or two smooth wires. The direction of these wires is dictated by the fracture configuration. Oblique cross-pinning is best for subcondylar and some transcondylar fractures, but small avulsions and unicondylar fractures may be stabilized better by pinning parallel to the joint. Rotational control of the fragment may require multiple implants. Pinning or screw placement through the collateral ligament should be avoided so that there is no tethering of the soft tissues.

Full motion should be verified before closing the wound. The decision to leave the pins as retained implants or to bring them out of the skin for later removal must be individualized. In younger children, the pins are left out of the skin, and a sterile dressing and cast are left intact until removal. In cooperative adolescents, treatment is more adultlike, with early motion protocols. In this case, the pins are buried to lessen the risk of skin irritation and superficial or deep infection. Countersunk 1.5- or 2-mm mini-screws are not too prominent to become troublesome later. Late removal of these implants at this level rarely is necessary.
FIGURE 8-49. Authors' treatment of a complex unicondylar fracture of the proximal phalanx. A: Anteroposterior film demonstrating the intraarticular component of fracture and comminution on the radial aspect. B: The double density sign (arrows). C: Oblique film better characterizes the displaced rotated condylar fracture fragment. The step-by-step operative approach follows. D: Dorsal approach to the fracture fragment. E: Incision between the central tendon and lateral band. (Figure continues.)
Figure 8-49. (continued) F: Careful handling of the periosteal flap (open triangle). The fracture fragment is exposed and debrided of the early callus. G: Flexion of the digit shows how the displacement is exacerbated (arrows) because of the pull of the collateral ligaments. H: A mini-screw is applied after reduction of the fragments. This can be preceded by provisional smooth wire fixation. The reduction must be judged by the articular surface and not the area in the metaphysis, because part of this may have been reabsorbed or debrided. Two screws were selected because of comminution of the fracture, but care was taken not to hinder motion by incarcerating the collateral ligament. Great care must be taken not to tether the ligament when placing definitive fixation. By 6 weeks’ follow-up, excellent motion had been obtained.
FIGURE 8-50. A: An avulsion fracture of the proximal phalanx with its attached collateral ligament destabilized the digit. B: It was approached extraarticularly through a mid-axial incision and secured with a mini-screw, permitting early motion.

For a simple collateral ligament avulsion fracture, protected early motion usually is satisfactory treatment. The digit should be buddy taped to the adjacent digit to prevent recurrent angular or rotatory stress on the healing ligament avulsion. Rarely, interphalangeal or metacarpophalangeal joint instability requires open repair. The surgical approach can be through a mid-axial incision, and arthroscopy can be avoided. Secure fixation allows early motion and less risk of long-term contracture (Fig. 8-50).

Certain intraarticular fractures present even greater challenges because of their pattern or orientation (Fig. 8-51). Intraarticular shear fractures can be treated with arthroscopy and small Kirschner wire fixation. Supplemental bone graft may be necessary. This osteochondral slice fracture can be problematic despite appropriate treatment. It is even more complicated when it is missed or its severity underappreciated in the acute setting. When multiple injuries about the interphalangeal joints occur (Fig. 8-52), the treatment approach must maximize fixation of all injuries.

Pathologic fractures of the phalanges are rare. The most common is secondary to enchondromas and other benign tumors of bone. Rarely, they occur with remote or recent osteomyelitis. An interesting pericondylar fracture in a child with a congenital deformity is shown in Fig. 8-53.

Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation

The duration of immobilization after surgical intervention for phalangeal fractures is usually 3 to 4 weeks. Percutaneous pins are removed at the same time as the immobilization. For periarticular fractures in an older child, an interval of protected motion or further immobilization may be considered. For example, pins can be removed at 3 weeks and motion started at 4 weeks. Periarticular fractures must be monitored more closely than others for the progress of motion recovery. Although little formal hand therapy is needed, the child must reestablish a usage pattern of

FIGURE 8-51. This intraarticular shearing fracture of the proximal phalanx is one of the more difficult ones to treat. There is little bony support for the articular cartilage, which makes fixation difficult.
the digit for the soft tissues and joints to improve their flexibility. The border digits, index and small, seem to be the most difficult to activate after fracture surgery. If full motion and strength are not achieved at home, then formal hand therapy may be necessary.

Patients who have more extensive surgery, such as for complex fractures or reimplantations, are more prone to develop motion limitations. Flexion can be lost from the mechanical block of scar or bone in the subcondylar fossa. Extension can be limited after surgical manipulation of the extensor apparatus. Attention must be directed to both flexion and extension in the postoperative regimen. Static or dynamic splinting may be instituted if progress is slow.

**Prognosis**
Considering the frequency with which most surgeons care for these injuries, the number of true complications and functional impairments is low. Despite appropriate treatment, however, some patients have motion loss, malunion, and growth disturbance.

**Factors Affecting Remodeling**
The factors that influence the remodeling of fractures are the patient’s age at the time of injury and the amount of growth remaining, the location of the fracture with respect to the physis, and the magnitude and the plane of malalignment (23).

**Age.** The younger the patient, the more time and potential exist for remodeling. However, several clinicians argue that significant remodeling can still occur when as little as 2 years of growth remains (88,175).

**Fracture Location.** Fractures near an open physis have a greater potential to remodel. This is why so few of the prevalent proximal phalanx base fractures cause later deformity, and why there is even greater emphasis on anatomic restoration of pericondylar injuries, which are so distant from the physis.

**Malalignment.** Angular deformity usually is not strictly limited to the coronal or sagittal plane, but most of the displacement may be present in one of these directions. Deformity in the flexion-extension plane is thought to remodel reliably. Several clinicians have observed remodeling in the range of 20 to 30 degrees in the sagittal plane in children under 10 years of age and about 10 to 20 degrees of remodeling in older children (46, 198).

**Limits of Remodeling.** Deformity in the coronal or adduction-abduction plane is considerably less. This is rarely quantified...
but is probably 50% or less than remodeling in the sagittal plane. The ability of border digits to withstand more coronal plane angulation before overlap occurs may dictate different recommendations for acceptable residual angulation. Likewise, the potential of the second and fifth rays to remodel is higher due to their relative freedom of motion in abduction. Radial abduction deformity of the index finger and ulnar abduction deformity of the small digit at the proximal phalanx level may be tolerated up to 20 degrees. It is likely that only 10 degrees will remodel to an acceptable amount in the other digits. No significant amount of coronal remodeling (5 degrees or more) occurs at the middle phalanx.

We agree with Green that little remodeling occurs at the distal aspect of the phalanges (90). However, in one report a displaced phalangeal neck fracture demonstrated striking remodeling in a 7-year-old boy. Dramatic improvement in the radiographic appearance and the motion of the digit occurred 14 months after the injury without surgical intervention (151). Perhaps very young children can reconstitute their anatomy, but early anatomic reduction remains the treatment of choice for displaced phalangeal neck (subcondylar) fractures.

Late Deformities
Posttraumatic degenerative joint disease is rare in children, but intraarticular injury and sepsis are two factors that may predispose to these changes. As Rank and Wakefield stated, “Unless the joint itself has been the subject of direct injury, we need never fear secondary joint changes in children to the extent that we do in adults” (176). In the rare occurrence of traumatic arthrosis, emphasis should be on the patient, not on the radiographs: minimal pain and excellent function often accompany a significant architectural disturbance. Nonsurgical treatment options are few, so the timing of intervention is likely to be the most important factor. Only when pain and functional limitation compromise the patient’s daily activities or when the deformity threatens to affect future vocational choices should reconstruction be considered.

Reconstruction options include osteotomy, vascularized joint transfer, interposition or distraction arthroplasty, prosthetic joint replacement, and arthrodesis (199). Amputation may be appropriate for a completely dysfunctional digit. All these interventions are considered salvage surgery.

Complications
 Failure to Recognize a Displaced Fracture. Recognition of a displaced intraarticular fracture is difficult, and the impact of an unrecognized injury is functionally significant (Fig. 8-54). There usually is a suggestion of pathology on the lateral film, but it is subtle. The AP film is notorious for concealing the true nature of this injury. The oblique film most effectively shows...
A 3-year-old girl sustained a fracture of the neck of the proximal phalanx of the index and middle fingers when they were caught in a door. The displaced fracture in the middle finger gives the appearance of an epiphysis at the distal end of the phalanx. Unfortunately, no true lateral radiograph of the injured finger was obtained. Close scrutiny of this lateral hand radiograph shows a dorsally displaced neck fracture, rotated almost 90 degrees (arrow). No reduction was performed because the displacement was not appreciated. Eighteen months later, remodeling is not correcting the deformity. The proximal interphalangeal joint is hyperextended, and the patient had a significant loss of flexion.
the fracture configuration. Fluoroscopy can be useful in examining the small joints.

Unfortunately, too often displaced phalangeal neck fractures are not recognized. The fracture may be confused with an epiphysis, or a minor avulsion fracture, or it may be believed to be nondisplaced. Unfortunately, many children with these fractures present late with a malunion and loss of interphalangeal flexion.

Malrotated fractures also are often missed until healed. The radiographs can be benign in appearance but the clinical appearance profound. Every patient with an acute phalangeal shaft or physisal fracture should be examined for malrotation.

**Redisplacement.** Although most phalangeal fractures are successfully treated by closed means, some fractures are difficult to control (Fig. 8-55). In general, the closer the patient is to skeletal maturity, the more likely it is that reduction will be lost, especially with transverse or short oblique fractures of the proximal phalanx. Because of surrounding tendon forces, the fracture tends to angulate with the apex volar. The physician must guard against this when applying immobilization, and frequent follow-up is suggested.

If the fracture is unstable in the first 7 to 10 days after injury, closed reduction with percutaneous smooth wire fixation is an excellent option. The reduction must be carefully assessed and ensured before proceeding with fixation. If the fracture cannot be reduced, then soft tissue or bony interposition may necessitate open reduction. Percutaneous pinning is still favored, but miniscrew fixation in patients close to maturity can be considered for some fracture patterns.

**Malunion.** Because children’s fractures heal so quickly, a significant amount of callus is sometimes encountered in patients who were not referred in a timely manner, or in those who lost reduction in the interval since the last assessment (Fig. 8-56). This complication can be prevented by examining the child within 24 to 48 hours of the injury, and frequent clinical and radiographic examinations should be performed in the first 7 to 10 days. Rerduction and pinning or internal fixation is always easier than reconstructing a complex malunion.

---

**FIGURE 8-55.** A and B: An 8½-year-old girl with a mildly displaced fracture of the neck of the middle phalanx. C: Closed reduction was successful on the day of injury. A plaster splint was applied. D: Two weeks later, the fracture had redisplaced and the deformity was worse than it was originally. Closed pin fixation could have prevented this problem.
Late Osteotomies. If the deformity is significant, the malunion should be allowed to mature biologically, while regaining maximal motion, strength, and tissue elasticity. Osteotomy should be performed through the site of deformity or, if feasible, at a site where good fixation can be obtained and the bone has a realistic chance of proceeding to union. For malunions of the diaphysis of the phalanges, osteotomy usually is performed at the basilar metaphysis. It is easier to make the correction at this level because the tissues are more substantial and the bones are larger for holding fixation.

If the malunion is at the subcondylar or intraarticular level, the osteotomy needs to be at the site of deformity. If the fracture is mature, then realistic reconstructive goals must be established. Imaging studies such as CT scanning, tomography, or dynamic fluoroscopy can be used to assess the effect of the articular incongruity and the “extra” bone in the subcondylar fossa that may be impinging on the volar lip of the flexing phalanx. Motion can be restored by simply removing the mature bone from the subcondylar fossa, but this does little to improve joint congruity. When the child is still young, it may be more reasonable to accept the intraarticular deformity and perform the osteotomy of the fossa only for motion recovery.

Intercondylar osteotomy is exceedingly difficult, but it is the only way to improve or restore articular anatomy. This procedure is seldom performed, and there is little information about it in the literature. It may be best to follow the child and consider a salvage procedure, such as fusion or arthroplasty, only if significant symptoms persist.

Fracture Take-Down. Juxtaarticular malunions are among the most challenging problems facing the reconstructive surgeon. If the child is under 10 years of age and the problem is recognized in the first 2 weeks after injury, callus take-down and anatomic restoration either by percutaneous osteoclasis or open repair can be successful. The status of the joint must be evaluated and any fracture callus in the subcondylar fossa that may inhibit flexion must be removed. The interval of time from injury to reconstruction can be extended to 3 weeks in children up to their mid-teens. There are no physes on the distal ends of the phalanges that would permit significant remodeling.

Growth Disturbance. If the original injury involved the physis, growth disturbance can occur, resulting in stunted longitudinal growth or angular deformity (Fig. 8-57). Fortunately, this is rare. It is more likely when there is a vascular injury or infection.
A: Partial growth arrest. Seven months after a Salter-Harris type IV fracture of the middle phalanx, there is mild angular deformity and a bony bar crossing the physis. B: Recovery and remodeling. In this 3-year-old boy, the true extent of the cause of his swelling little finger was not appreciated. Anteroposterior view shows a rounded appearance of the epiphysis of the proximal phalanx. C and D: Six weeks later, the anteroposterior view reveals some bone formation adjacent to the displaced epiphysis, and a true lateral view shows the epiphysis as rotated 90 degrees (arrow). (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 8-57. (continued) E and F: Twelve months later, anteroposterior and oblique views show a persistently distorted epiphysis. G: Appearance at age 18 (15 years after injury) shows complete correction. He also had normal clinical appearance and function.
Fractures of the Metacarpals

Fractures of the Finger Metacarpals

Unlike the phalanges, the metacarpals are relatively protected by their position within the hand and the stout soft tissues that surround them. There is significant variation in the relative mobility of the metacarpals. The stability of the second and third rays at the CMC joint is in contrast to the significant motion of the thumb and medial two rays.

Surgical Anatomy

Fractures of the metacarpals occur at the epiphyseal or periphysial region, the neck, the shaft, or the base. Because the collateral ligaments at the MCP joint level originate and insert almost exclusively on the epiphyses, the physis is relatively protected from injury (Fig. 8-5). This is especially true when the forces have a combined axial load with a rotational component. Failure at the physis or an intraarticular fracture can be caused by any combination of forces. S-H II, III, and IV fractures of the metacarpals have all been reported (131,142,162,188).

The metacarpal neck is the most common site of fracture in this bone. The geometry of the metacarpal and the way the hand is used in a punching motion make the metacarpal neck susceptible to fracture. The cortical bone of the subcondylar fossa is relatively thin and supports a broad metaphyseal area. The angulation of the metacarpal as it approaches the articu­lar region also may play a role.

Fracture patterns of the metacarpal diaphysis are similar to those in the phalanges. Transverse fractures, resulting from a direct blow to the hand, are relatively uncommon. Most metacarpal fractures resulting from torsion have a spiral or oblique pattern. Fractures of the central rays are stabilized by the transverse metacarpal and intervalar plate ligaments, making significant displacement uncommon. Diaphyseal fractures of the border digits (index and small) displace more readily.

Role of Periosteum

Each metacarpal has a thick periosteal layer that provides an excellent gliding surface between it and the undersurface of the extensor tendons. This layer can either aid or hinder the closed management of fractures in this area. The periosteum can serve as a hinge for reduction (particularly in neck fractures) or can prevent significant displacement. Conversely, the periosteum can become interposed between fracture fragments (especially in spiral fractures) and prevent reduction. If open treatment is necessary, the periosteal layer must be respected, and careful handling improves healing and motion potential.

Avascular Necrosis

McElfresh and Dobyns (142) and others (174) recognized that a tense effusion can develop after intraarticular fracture of the metacarpal epiphysis. The pressure can tamponade the vessels that enter the epiphysis circumferentially adjacent to the physis (51). Synovial vessels also may be disrupted by trauma. These vascular injuries can leave the physis devoid of blood supply and susceptible to necrosis and growth arrest.

Mechanism of Injury

Direct trauma, rotational forces, and axial loading may all cause fractures at the metacarpal level. All these forces can be generated by striking an object or participating in contact sports, the two etiologies that produce most metacarpal fractures in children.

Physeal Injuries

Epiphyseal and physeal fractures of the metacarpal head are common in the fifth ray but are rare in the index, long, and ring digits (13,36,104). Light and Ogden (131) reported five patients who sustained metacarpal epiphyseal fractures of the central three rays. Longitudinal growth disturbance resulted after axial loading mechanisms in these patients, but the prevalence of growth disturbance after metacarpal fracture is probably minimized because most of these injuries to the physis occur in older children (12–16 years of age). Fractures of the metacarpal neck are more common than physeal injuries.

Pediatric Boxer Fracture

The mechanism of metacarpal neck fracture in the child is the same as that seen in the adult “boxer’s fracture.” Bending moments concentrated at the metacarpal neck can be generated by a force concentrated more dorsally on the epiphysis. These fractures have a component of axial loading and an element of tangential force, and the inherently weaker architecture of the neck fails under these combined forces.

Direct and Torsional Forces

Torsional forces that cause oblique and spiral fractures in other tubular bones also may act on the metacarpals. Although the border digits are more susceptible to this injury, the interior rays can just as easily be grasped and torqued in a wrestling match or bicycle accident. The other way in which the diaphysis can fail is by exposure to direct trauma. A transverse fracture can result by three-point bending when the bone is stabilized on its proximal and distal end and force is directed to the mid-diaphysis. A classic example of this mode of failure would be when the hand is stabilized on the ground and is stepped on, as in a football pile-up.

Patterns of Fracture in the Finger Metacarpals

Table 8-4 lists the types of finger metacarpal fractures.

Epiphyseal and Physeal Fractures. Although S-H II fractures of the fifth metacarpal are common among patients 12 to 16

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8-4. Classification of Finger Metacarpal Fractures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epiphyseal and physeal fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal base fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
years of age, fractures that involve the epiphyseal and physeal regions of the other digits are rare. Intraarticular, head-splitting fractures at the metacarpal epiphysis and physis consistent with S-H II, III, and IV patterns seldom occur at the metacarpal level (Fig. 8-58).

In their report of five head-splitting fractures in the central three digits, Light and Ogden emphasized the role of open reduction and internal fixation. They postulated that fractures resulting from an axial loading injury were more likely to develop longitudinal growth disturbance.

The rich blood supply of the epiphyseal and periphyseal areas has already been described, but special consideration of intracapsular bleeding in metacarpal fractures is warranted. McElfresh and Dobyns and Prosser and Irvine emphasized the possible pathogenesis of avascular necrosis: it may be caused by vascular tamponade resulting from intracapsular bleeding associated with distal metacarpal fractures. Although the influence of the fracture itself on the development of avascular necrosis cannot be ruled out, these clinicians advocated joint aspiration as a preventive measure in the management of these complex injuries.

**Metacarpal Neck Fractures.** The metacarpal neck is the most frequent site of metacarpal fracture in children. It is unknown why neck fractures are so much more common than physeal fractures. Neck fractures in children are analogous to boxer's fractures in adults (Fig. 8-59). They are more common in the
fifth and fourth rays than in the radial triphalangeal digits. This is why the term "boxer's fracture" is a misnomer, because trained pugilists take the punching impact on the second and third rays (those with a stable CMC joint), not the medial two rays.

**Metacarpal Shaft Fractures.** Patterns of metacarpal shaft fractures are transverse, oblique, or spiral. These injuries tend to occur in older children. Like fractures in other tubular bones, the pattern of shaft fracture yields clues to the pathologic forces that caused the fracture, and indicates the mechanism of reduction. Aside from recognition of the pattern, the amount of shortening, angular displacement, and rotation is critical to making treatment decisions.

**Metacarpal Base Fractures.** The CMC joint is protected from injury by its proximal location in the hand and the stability afforded by the bony congruence and soft tissue restraints. The fourth and fifth CMC joints are more mobile than the second and third rays. Injury at this level is uncommon in children and usually results from high-energy trauma.

Fracture through the metaphyseal region of the base can occur as the result of a direct blow or an axial load (often delivered while punching). These are typically small compression injuries that usually are stable. Significant injury at this level often results from a fall from a height or a crushing mechanism, and is associated with fracture–dislocation at the CMC level.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Deformity and significant swelling accompanying a metacarpal fracture can be hidden in the dorsal hand. In young children, the capacious areolar tissue can accommodate a large amount of blood and edema.

Any fractured element of the osteoarticular column can cause rotational and length deformity of the entire ray. In metacarpal fractures, the border digits (index and small) are more prone to displace significantly because they have only minimal stabilizing influence from the transverse metacarpal ligaments (88). A small amount of displacement at the metacarpal level can translate into significant clinical malrotation at the more distal digit.

**Radiographic Findings.** Metacarpal fractures usually are not difficult to identify on radiography. A metacarpal head-splitting fracture or some periepiphyseal fractures can be occult, however, and these may have the greatest impact on long-term outcome.

The Brewerton view is helpful in evaluating the metacarpal head and is taken with the dorsum of the hand against the cassette and the MCP joints flexed about 65 degrees. The central beam is angled 15 degrees to the ulnar side of the hand (122). This projection focuses on the metacarpal heads of the supinated and slightly dorsiflexed hand and may highlight subtle bony detail in this area. It demonstrates better the relationship at the MCP joint. An oblique film also may disclose a coronal fracture pattern.

It is sometimes difficult to measure the amount of displacement or angulation of a metacarpal neck fracture on a standard lateral radiograph. Therefore, it is helpful to mentally subtract superimposed images of the adjacent metacarpals to appreciate the position of the fragments. Oblique films also can help in this evaluation.

If a fracture involves the base of the metacarpal, the standard radiographic series should be supplemented with a 30 degree pronated or supinated oblique view. These show the extent of joint involvement and demonstrate any associated joint subluxation or dislocation.

The most gracile of the metacarpals is the ring or fourth ray; this is a consistent finding in children and adults. Oblique nutrient arteries that can be confused with fractures usually are seen on the volar radial aspect of the metacarpals. These lucent lines usually appear to affect only one cortex, and there is no interruption in the outer contour of the cortex.

**Treatment**

**Epiphyseal and Physeal Fractures.**

**Closed Reduction.** If the fracture pattern is consistent with a collateral ligament avulsion fracture, management can be based on the amount of displacement and fracture stability (Fig. 8-60). Many of these fractures can be treated by closed methods. Gentle reduction under metacarpal or wrist block should be followed by careful application of a safe position splint (Fig. 8-61).

**Pin Fixation.** If the fracture is reducible but unstable, percutaneous pin fixation is recommended. If the metaphyseal flag (the Thurston-Holland fragment) is large enough, the wire can gain purchase through it, but usually the pin must cross the physis. If this is the case, the use of small-diameter smooth wires is advocated. Care must be taken to minimize the number of passes that may further damage the physis.

**Open Reduction.** Displaced intraarticular head-splitting fractures require open reduction and internal fixation. Immediate aspiration of intraarticular hematoma, which may compromise the physeal and epiphyseal blood supply, also should be considered (142,174).

Mini-screw fixation may be preferred over smooth wire fixation for greater stability, although either implant is acceptable. The goals of surgical treatment are anatomic reduction and stable fixation, permitting early motion.

**Neck Fractures.**

**Nonoperative Procedures.** Metacarpal neck fractures are most often treated successfully by closed methods. Adequate anesthesia, closed reduction with the Jahss maneuver, and application of a safe position splint are normally the definitive treatment.

The Jahss maneuver is performed by flexing the MCP joint to 90 degrees, to relax the deforming force of the intrinsic muscles and the tightened collateral ligaments (110a). The proximal phalanx exerts upward pressure on the metacarpal head as the physician applies pressure on the dorsal aspect of the proximal metacarpal fracture, forcing it toward the volar side to place upward pressure on the proximal phalanx. Jahss suggested im-
mobilization in a position of MCP and PIP flexion, but we do not advocate this type of immobilization because of central stiffness and skin compromise. Immobilization in the intrinsic plus or safe position in the appropriate splint, with the PIP joints free, usually suffices. Recently, we have been limiting the immobilization to a level just distal to the MCP flexion crease and encouraging early motion of the liberated segments.

Operative Procedures. A few children near skeletal maturity have metacarpal neck fractures that are difficult to reduce or maintain. Options for treatment are percutaneous pinning and open reduction. As the child matures, less angulation can be accepted at the metacarpal neck. For fractures at the index and long metacarpal neck, closed reduction may be successful in reestablishing anatomic relationships, but continued instability may necessitate percutaneous pinning to maintain the reduction. Open reduction may guarantee anatomic restoration, but the dissection and manipulation may further compromise the physal blood supply (Fig. 8-62). Stabilization with percutaneous pins is typically elected. Minifragment screws are seldom used in this region.

Intramedullary (bouquet) pinning has been used for metacarpal shaft and neck fractures in adults and adolescents (72,87). This technique should be reserved only for patients at or near physeal closure. Through a small incision near the metacarpal base, access to the intramedullary canal is made with a drill or awl. Prebent Kirschner wires, with the sharp tip removed, are introduced in an antegrade fashion. The wires assist in fracture reduction and stabilization. Several wires are stacked in the canal for immediate stability. The wires are cut flush with the proximal cortex. This technique is particularly well suited for the small and index metacarpals, but fractures in all the triphalangeal rays can be treated in this fashion. Because intramedullary wires are likely to cause growth disturbance in an active physis, this technique should be reserved for special situations in which immediate stability and early motion are needed for patients at or near skeletal maturity.

Shaft Fractures. Closed Reduction Usually Adequate. Treatment of fractures of the metacarpal shafts is similar to that of phalangeal fractures. Closed reduction and splint immobilization suffice for most metacarpal fractures. An unstable shaft fracture can be managed by closed reduction and percutaneous pinning. Open reduction and internal fixation of a metacarpal shaft fracture are rarely
FIGURE 8-61. A: A 12-year-old boy with a displaced Salter-Harris type II fracture of the second metacarpal and an undisplaced fracture of the proximal shaft of the third metacarpal. B: Reduction was incomplete, but good remodeling is noted in this radiograph made 4 months later. C: Eighteen months later, remodeling is complete and there is a full range of motion in the index metacarpophalangeal joint. (Courtesy of Sigurd C. Sandzen, Jr., M.D.)
FIGURE 8-62. A and B: A dorsally angulated fracture of the second metacarpal in a 14-year-old boy. Closed reduction was unstable. C: Closed reduction and percutaneous Kirschner wire fixation was performed. Because of the lack of mobility of the second carpometacarpal joint, a proximal transfixation pin is usually unnecessary when the fracture involves the second metacarpal. (Reprinted from O’Brien ET. Fractures of the hand. In: Green DP, ed. Operative hand surgery, 2nd ed. New York: Churchill Livingstone, 1988: 715-716; with permission.)
indicated in children; one exception may be multiple adjacent displaced metacarpal fractures.

**Pin Fixation Options.** Some transverse or spiral oblique fractures may be difficult to control by closed methods. Pinning of the fracture fragments to the adjacent stable metacarpal or percutaneous pin fixation of the fracture itself may hold fragments in a favorable position (Fig. 8-63). If a long spiral-oblique fracture is associated with significant malrotation, percutaneous pinning or mini-screw fixation may be considered. The latter may permit early motion, which may minimize tendon adhesions. Another option for stabilization of transverse and some oblique fractures is intramedullary wires combined with smooth Kirschner wire fixation, but the magnitude of the dissection and volume of hardware argue against this option.

**Open Reduction.** Although this procedure is rarely indicated in children, the capacity of the dorsal metacarpal area to accommodate a screw or a plate is greater than that in the digit. For long spiral oblique fractures, interfragmentary screws can be an excellent option. Anatomic reduction can be obtained, the screws can be countersunk so as not to interfere with tendon gliding, and the excellent stability can permit early motion.

For a severely comminuted fracture, especially if there is bone loss, plate fixation can be used. Bone grafting should be considered if there has been bone loss. Plating requires more extensive soft tissue dissection and occupies more space than wires or screws. Tendon adhesions are a significant concern with plate fixation. If plating is used, rigid fixation must be ensured so that early motion can combat these potential complications.

**Metacarpal Base Fractures.**

**Associated Injuries.** Fractures of the metacarpal base or fracture-dislocations at the CMC joint are high-energy injuries with significant tissue disruption. Palpation of the musculocutaneous compartment for signs of evolving compartment syndrome and careful neurovascular assessment are always indicated.

**Pin Fixation Techniques.** Sandzen (187) advocated closed reduction and percutaneous pinning for isolated dislocations of the small ray CMC joint. Closed treatment is aided by longitudinal traction and careful manipulation. A palpable and audible reduction may accompany successful manipulation. If the reduction is unstable (which is the rule rather than the exception), consideration can be given to percutaneous pinning. The pins can be placed transversely between the metacarpals and through the base of the fractured or dislocated metacarpal, or they can be placed through the collateral recess, across the medullary canal, and across the CMC joint. The latter pattern is more technically difficult, and care must be taken to avoid the physis. If the medullary canal can be accessed through the collateral recess, the pin can be driven from distal to proximal, crossing the reduced CMC joint.

**Open Reduction.** Open reduction may be necessary to effect reduction and ensure stable fixation (Fig. 8-64) (118,230). Various incisions can be used to gain access to the CMC joint. Longitudinal incisions adjacent to the affected ray permit investigation of the fracture–dislocation and allow fasciotomies if necessary. Percutaneous pinning can be performed in any of the ways described previously. Regardless of the pinning method chosen, the physis should be avoided.
FIGURE 8-64. A and B: An 11-year-old boy sustained a fracture of the proximal shaft of the second metacarpal and a fracture-dislocation of the third carpometacarpal joint when his hand was caught in a cyclone fence he was attempting to climb. C and D: Closed manipulation reduced the third metacarpal joint, but buttonholing of the second metacarpal in the volar soft tissues necessitated open reduction and Kirschner wire fixation. Normal function resulted.
AUTHORS’ PREFERRED TREATMENT OF FINGER METACARPAL FRACTURES

Role of Closed Manipulation

There is a limited role for closed manipulation and immobilization in the treatment of displaced phalangeal and epiphysial fractures. It is difficult to gain access to the head-splitting variant and very difficult to control these highly unstable intraarticular fractures. When the patient is seen soon after the injury, the likelihood of successful closed manipulation may be greater. Aspirating the hematoma from the joint is a prerequisite to successful fracture manipulation.

Fractures of the metacarpal neck are particularly suited to closed treatment. Again, it is best to perform these reduction maneuvers early after the injury so that swelling is at a minimum. The Jähn maneuver (previously described) is our treatment of choice for closed reduction of metacarpal neck fractures. Under wrist block and conscious sedation as necessary, an appropriate reduction maneuver often aligns the fracture, improves comfort, and provides information about the “personality” of the fracture. We can then determine the difficulty of the reduction, the presence of interposed tissue, and the instability of the fracture. We advocate the more low-profile splint that permits motion with most of these fractures that have been reduced and are believed to be stable.

The fracture pattern and amount of comminution usually determine if closed reduction of metacarpal shaft fractures is possible. Some long spiral-oblique fractures can be successfully treated with closed methods because their fracture surfaces can be readily approximated, and the large surface area can help stabilize the fracture and promote healing. Other oblique fractures demonstrate a tendency to shorten and rotate, and may require stabilization with pins (younger patient) or screws (adolescent).

It is sometimes difficult to effect or maintain reduction in transverse fractures of the mid-shaft, but we attempt closed treatment of single metacarpal fractures. We have more success in reducing and holding fractures of the central rays (long and ring digits) than with fractures of the border digits. If the transverse fracture can be reduced, but is unstable, percutaneous intramedullary pinning through the collateral recess or tangentially from the base is used. We try to cross the fracture with a pin that is as close to perpendicular to the transverse fracture as possible.

Fractures and fracture-dislocations of the CMC joint can be reduced closed as described previously. We attempt to perform a closed reduction, but recognize the tendency of these injuries to redislocate if they are not stabilized. Our assessment of stability after the reduction dictates the need for fixation, but pinning across the CMC joint is almost always required. Additional pins to adjacent metacarpals can be used to add stability.

Techniques for Operative Management

Despite early treatment, expert reduction maneuvers, and careful application of immobilization, some fracture patterns cannot be adequately closed.

Epiphyseal and Physisal Fractures

For epiphyseal and physisal fractures, the joint is approached through a gently curved or longitudinal incision just to the side of the metacarpal head. The arthrotomy can be made in a tendon-splitting and tendon-sparing manner; both choices are reasonable and typically do not affect later extensor function. The tendon-splitting approach is performed by incising in the midportion of the tendon without disturbing the underlying perios­teal layer. We prefer the tendon-sparing approach. A longitudinal incision 2 or 3 mm lateral to the extensor tendon, through the sagittal band, permits elevation. Another option is to create a T-shaped incision in which the longitudinal perpendicu­lar aspect is joined by a perpendicular incision in line with the fibers of the sagittal band. In either approach, the extensor mechanism is then elevated to a limited extent by dorsal retraction on the hood. The periosteum is carefully handled, although very little of it needs to be reflected when approaching intraarticular fractures. The capsule itself can be incised either transversely or in a T-shaped fashion, depending on the intraarticular fracture pattern. This is the least traumatic and most easily reconstructable approach into the MCP joint.

The joint capsule can be entered with a T- or L-shaped incision to expose a head-splitting fracture. The arthrotomy decompresses any hematoma in the joint. Direct manipulation of the fragments with a dental pick (respecting the hyaline cartilage) aligns the fracture. The use of reduction clamps or a transverse smooth wire can provide provisional stabilization while mini­screws are placed. We prefer mini-screw fixation, but 0.035-inch wires can be used if the fragments are too small or if multiple fractures are present.

Salter-Harris II fractures seldom require open reduction. They typically occur in adolescents, but enough remodeling is left about the physis that up to 30 to 35 degrees of angulation probably can be accepted. If the reduction can keep the angulation in the AP plane within 25 or 30 degrees and there is no rotational deformity, casting for 3 to 4 weeks is usually adequate, with functional bracing and guarded motion started at that time.

If the fracture is unstable, percutaneous pinning with a single smooth Kirschner wire is best (Fig. 8-65). Engaging a large metaphysial fragment is difficult but feasible. Avoiding the extensor mechanism with the pin is important and is best done with a lateral approach of the pin. The pin can cross the physis near its center and rest in the head. Penetration into the joint must be avoided.

Metacarpal Neck Fractures

Reduction Techniques

Fractures at the metacarpal neck are treated with closed reduction and safe position splinting. Rarely, a fracture is quite unstable and difficult to control by closed means. After careful assessment of sensation, anesthesia in the form of a wrist block (with the possible addition of conscious sedation) can be used. If the metacarpal neck of the small or ring digit is fractured, an ulnar nerve block usually suffices. A median nerve block is necessary for comfortable reduction of fractures in the index and long metacarpals.
FIGURE 8-65. A and B: This markedly comminuted and displaced transphyseal fracture of the fourth metacarpal ray presented in this 7-year-old boy. C: Effective closed reduction, followed by percutaneous pinning, stabilized the metaphyseal aspect of the fracture and resulted in near-anatomic reduction and an excellent final result. The Salter-Harris type II fracture of the small finger metacarpal required no additional treatment aside from the splint used for the pinned ring finger ray. This secondary injury healed uneventfully.
We advocate the Jahns maneuver described previously for reduction of these fractures. Sometimes, additional manipulation with palmar pressure to the metacarpal head can effect further reduction of the neck fracture. The reduction can be checked with fluoroscopy before applying the splint, or careful splinting can be performed and plain radiographs obtained.

Postreduction Immobilization
We recommend the following measures for the application of immobilization:

1. An adequate but not excessive amount of cast padding should be applied. Skin integrity is important, but too much cast padding diminishes the ability of the plaster to hold the fracture reduction.

2. Using plaster strips in the anterior and posterior aspects of the hand and wrist permits good molding. Applying two or three thicknesses of splints on the anterior and posterior sides, followed by careful molding of the fractured rays into a safe position, can temporarily hold the reduction. Repeating this sequence two or three times over already hardened underlayers offers the best chance to stabilize fractures that are difficult to maintain.

3. Before applying too many thicknesses of plaster, it is prudent to wrap a single layer of cast padding around five or six thicknesses (on each of the volar and dorsal sides) and check the radiographs. This permits evaluation of the reduction without obscuring by plaster.

4. Careful molding with application of the splints is performed by using palmar pressure at the metacarpal head level and continued dorsal pressure on the proximal metacarpal. To avoid leaving finger impressions that could cause areas of skin damage, continuous smoothing of the plaster to eliminate air bubbles is advisable.

5. If the reduction is adequate, more plaster can be applied to make the splint as rigid as possible.

6. For immobilization, the safe position at the MCP and PIP joints could be used, but we have had success with a more extended MCP joint and a free PIP joint in most of our patients. If the safe position is elected, the wrist should be extended about 10 to 15 degrees and the MCP joint flexed maximally. Because children rarely develop significant stiffness, it may be advisable to extend the splint past the PIP.

7. The typical period of immobilization for metacarpal neck fractures is 3 to 4 weeks for most children.

8. We change the initial splint to a cast of similar nature at 2 weeks if needed, depending on the integrity of the cast. We typically assess the fracture reduction at 5 to 7 days to ensure that rare remanipulation is not necessary. If the integrity of the original splint is good and the reduction is being maintained, we continue the original immobilization for the entire treatment course.

Unstable Fractures
If the fracture of the metacarpal neck is reducible but unstable, we consider percutaneous pinning. This is important in unstable neck fractures in the index and long metacarpals. We have a fluoroscopy unit available so that the adequacy of the reduction and the location of the pinning can be determined intraoperatively. One limiting factor to the use of percutaneous pinning is the amount of bony purchase that can be achieved. We avoid tethering the collateral ligaments with the pin, which is why we pin in maximal MCP flexion. We seek the collateral recess as the entry site for the pin and often perform cross-pinning, meaning two collateral recess pins from opposite sides that cross near mid-shaft. Sometimes the pin simply slides down the intramedullary canal and has good purchase; this is perfectly acceptable. This method also requires 3 to 4 weeks of immobilization.

We make sure that the pins that penetrate the skin do not have any direct contact with the cast padding or plaster, because motion of the splint could cause pin track problems. This is why we pad the pins adequately. We also bend the pins to prevent migration.

Shaft Fractures
Uncomplicated Fractures
We usually are successful in treating most metacarpal shaft fractures with closed reduction and immobilization for 3 to 4 weeks. We mold the splint to provide adequate three-point bending. Downward pressure at the apex-dorsal fracture site should be balanced with upward pressure at the head and the proximal shaft. Correct rotation and acceptable length must be verified before applying the splint to keep the MCP joint flexed about 70 degrees. The PIP joint can be free, thus avoiding even transient stiffness. Because the ability of the metacarpal shaft to remodel is small compared with that of the metacarpal neck, rotation and angulation must be carefully assessed. Careful assessment of the appearance of the hand and angulation in the AP and lateral planes on radiography ensures the success of reduction.

Multiple or Unstable Fractures
Occasionally, shaft fractures are unstable or accompanied by adjacent shaft fractures. Options for stabilizing these fractures include percutaneous pinning and open reduction and internal fixation. Some of these fractures can be stabilized with cross-pinning technique or other pinning constructs that traverse the intramedullary canal. Checking the rotation of each ray after stabilization is key.

Another option is to pin the reduced distal fragment to the adjacent metacarpal with two parallel transverse wires (0.035- or 0.045-inch). An additional proximal pin placed parallel to the distal pins helps stabilize the construct. We avoid flattening of the hand; attempts to recreate the longitudinal and transverse arches of the hand are important when dealing with adjacent metacarpal fractures.

If the metacarpal shafts of the ring and small digits are involved, additional stabilization of the proximal fragment to the adjacent metacarpal is required. If the fracture is quite proximal, we consider pinning the CMC joint to avoid further influence of CMC motion.

The pins are bent and cut off, and the sharp ends of the pins are covered with a prefabricated cover for cast padding. An additional safe position splint is then applied. Fracture healing in the shaft of the metacarpal may be slower than in the areas
about the physis, so we usually keep these pins in for 5 to 6 weeks. Careful assessment of clinical union is important because with excellent reduction, very little fracture callus may be seen on radiographs. When the patient is nontender to palpation about the fracture site and radiographs show evidence of fracture union after the fourth or fifth week, the splinting is discontinued.

**Open Reduction**

Open reduction and internal fixation of metacarpal shaft fractures are rarely indicated. Multiple adjacent fractures, fractures with interposed soft tissue blocking reduction, or open comminuted fractures may be exceptions. Most of these patients are pre- or true adolescents. We occasionally use interfragmentary screw fixation for long spiral-oblique fractures with good bony apposition. After careful reduction and stabilization of the fracture in anatomic position, screws can be inserted, typically 1.1, 1.5, or 2.0 mm in diameter. We overdrill the proximal cortex to effect compression with interfragmentary screw fixation. Countersinking the heads of the screws is advisable to minimize prominence and potential adhesions.

**Surgical Approach**

Whichever method of internal fixation is chosen, the approach is similar. The metacarpal shaft is approached through an incision centered over the dorsum of the web spaces adjacent to the fracture. To minimize potential extensor adhesions, we prefer to use this interval rather than a direct incision over the bone. The incision can be extended proximally if necessary. The extensor tendon is retracted to gain access to the shaft. The thick periosteum should be meticulously respected and repaired if possible. The periosteum usually cannot be repaired after plate fixation. The interfragmentary screws often can be covered by the periosteal layer, especially if countersunk. Because the fractures should be crossed at 90 degrees with the interfragmentary screws, some of the screw heads could be in the plane of the metacarpals and would not be problematic on the dorsum.

With multiple metacarpal fractures, an approach through an incision in the intermetacarpal space is particularly helpful. We usually can reach adjacent metacarpals easily through a single incision between them. If all four metacarpals are fractured, make an incision in the intermetacarpal space on the dorsum between the index and long finger and a second between the ring and small digits permits access. If needed for developing compartment syndrome, fasciectomy of the interosseous muscles also can be performed through these incisions.

**Plate Fixation**

If mini-plate fixation is chosen, options are a flat plate or a semitubular plate. The plate that conforms to the bone architecture and offers the best stability should be chosen. Usually, a five-hole or seven-hole plate is selected, and the hole directly over the fracture site often is left unfilled. The engagement of at least four cortices proximal and distal to the fracture is advisable.

**Metacarpal Base Fractures: Closed Procedures**

We usually gently manipulate basilar fractures of the metacarpal after a regional block of the ulnar nerve and its dorsal sensory branch, or a Bier block. The fracture can then be immobilized in a short arm ulnar gutter splint, leaving thePIP joint free to move for about 3 to 4 weeks, or until nontender.

**Complex Fracture-Dislocations**

Fracture-dislocations at the CMC base are more challenging. Few reports in the literature address this subject, and the patterns of presentation and treatments vary. Researchers have reported isolated (187), multiple (118,230), dorsal (187,230), and volar (118) dislocations. The treatments have varied from closed manipulation and immobilization to open treatment (118,187).

Initial closed treatment failed in a complex case of fracture-dislocation of the medial four CMC joints, and later operative treatment was necessary (230). We advocate an initial attempt at closed reduction to diminish the pain and deformity in the area of the injury. Regional (wrist) or Bier block and conscious sedation usually provide adequate anesthesia. We use fingertraps for distraction. An audible and palpable "clunk" accompanies a successful reduction, but we remain concerned about instability. We question the adequacy of simple closed treatment for this injury. An isolated fifth ray fracture-dislocation can be stabilized with a well-padded splint, but this is not our choice; stability must be ensured by pinning.

**Percutaneous Pinning**

Percutaneous pinning of the reduced fracture-dislocation can be performed with oblique and transverse pins between the metacarpals and across the CMC joint in single- or double-ray injuries. We also use longitudinal Kirschner wires inserted through the collateral recesses and down the canal to eventually cross the CMC joint (187). However, inserting these pins can be difficult, and the physis is at greater risk for pin penetration. An easier arrangement is to place oblique and transverse pins through the bases of the metacarpals, then perform intermetacarpal transverse pinning, respecting the transverse arches of the hand.

Radiographs (including appropriate oblique views) are needed to verify the reduction and pin placement. Very unstable ulnar-sided dislocations tend to slip if not pinned after reduction. Furthermore, fragments can rotate (up to 180 degrees) and block reduction, if the surgeon is not completely comfortable with the reduction, then proceeding to open reduction is advocated.

**Open Reduction**

If reduction cannot be achieved by closed means, or if there are multiple irreducible CMC dislocations (especially if the CMC dislocation is volar), two dorsal incisions in the II-III and IV-V web areas at the CMC level are necessary. These incisions allow access to the bony injuries at the two adjacent rays and permit volar and dorsal fasciectomy if needed for developing compartment syndrome. Bone reduction is performed, ensuring that the articular fragments are not rotated or blocking reduction at the CMC joint. Either pinning method described can be used.

**Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation**

For fractures treated by closed methods, no formal therapy is needed after casting. In very active children and young athletes,
A tight splint can be worn for protection from direct trauma and as a signal to the patient and his or her peers that the hand is not quite back to normal. Free motion of the digits and wrist is permitted while the patient is in a controlled environment, and the splint is weaned off by 7 or 10 days.

Epiphyseal and physeal fractures successfully stabilized by mini-screw fixation should be aggressively rehabilitated. After 3 to 5 days, a removable splint is applied. Active-assisted motion is performed six to eight times a day. Interval splinting is discontinued after 3 to 4 weeks. Dynamic splinting rarely is required.

Neck fractures treated with percutaneous pinning are maintained in a safe position splint with the PIP joint free for 3 to 4 weeks. The pins are removed at the end of this period, and more aggressive mobilization of the MCP joint with active and active-assisted motion is begun. If the intramedullary technique was used, unrestricted active motion is started after 3 to 5 days of hand rest. A removable splint can be furnished for interval wear. The intramedullary pins need not be removed.

For shaft fractures, the postoperative care is determined by the method of fixation used. Percutaneous pin fixation should be protected for 4 to 6 weeks in a splint. Because dorsally angulated shaft fractures may redisplace if fixation is removed too soon, pins should be removed after radiographs demonstrate bridging callus. After pin removal, a motion program can commence. If a spiral-oblique fracture was fixed with screws, motion can safely start within a week of surgery, depending on the status of the wound.

Percutaneous pins stabilizing fracture-dislocations of the metacarpal base should be left in place for at least 5 or 6 weeks. It is important to assess the patient clinically and with a complete radiographic series to determine the progress of healing. When the pins are removed, active and active-assisted motion of the adjacent joints can begin.

**Prognosis**

Most metacarpal fractures of all types heal well and leave little residual deformity or functional limitation. The factors that may hinder the eventual outcome are summarized for each type of fracture in Table 8-5.

**Complications**

**Avascular Necrosis of the Metacarpal Head.** Avascular necrosis of part or all of the intraarticular metacarpal head can occur after fracture and may be influenced by the direct injury and also by the intracapsular pressure caused by the contained hematoma (Fig. 8-66). Avascular necrosis may result in significant irregularity of the articular surface, but symptoms rarely are significant enough to warrant surgical intervention.

If the insult occurs in a growing child, remarkable remodeling of the adjacent articular surface may still result in a functional joint. Part-time splint protection while the joint is symptomatic is all that is needed in most patients. Rarely, significant joint incongruity as a residual of avascular necrosis may require reconstructive surgery. There are several reconstructive options for incongruous joints with early arthrosis, but none are very satisfactory. The most predictable treatment is arthrodesis; arthroplasty (interposition, perichondral resurfacing, distraction, or implant) and vascularized joint transfer rarely are appropriate in children (199).

**Rotational Malalignment.** Even a small amount (<10 degrees) of rotational malalignment of the metacarpals can cause overlap of the digits in flexion and functional disturbance (Fig. 8-67). If rotation was not corrected and maintained by closed reduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 8-5. ADVERSE FACTORS FOR FINGER METACARPAL FRACTURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epiphyseal and physeal fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck Fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal base fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE 8-67. A and B: A 15-year-old boy presented with severe overlapping of the ring finger on the little finger when he made a fist. Four months earlier, he had a spiral fracture of the metacarpal that had healed with a severe rotatory malunion. C: Distal osteotomy through the deformity stabilized with pin fixation corrected the malrotation. Basilar rotational osteotomy is another treatment alternative. (Reprinted from O'Brien ET. Fractures of the hand. In: Green DP, ed. Operative hand surgery, 2nd ed. New York: Churchill Livingstone, 1988. 731; with permission.)

and percutaneous pinning, decisions about the timing and type of treatment are important. The correction can be performed electively several months after the original injury. This permits the fracture to mature and allows the tissues to stabilize.

We advocate proximal shaft or basilar osteotomy to correct malrotation of even a distal deformity (in contrast to performing an osteotomy at the site of the deformity to correct angulation). Performing the correction away from the site of original fracture has many advantages. The bone in this area heals well, and the relatively large cancellous surfaces permit correction of rotational malalignment. Kirschner wire fixation usually is satisfactory, but a small T plate applied to the tension side of the bone is an acceptable alternative.

Nonunion. Experience with metacarpal nonunion is limited. Although treatment approaches have varied, the results have all been satisfactory. Ireland and Taleisnik (110) reported on two patients, noting that their report of this entity was the first in
the literature. A 10-year-old girl underwent bone grafting and pinning of painless but clinically deformed second and third metacarpal nonunions 7 months after injury. She healed uneventfully. A second metacarpal nonunion in a 3-year-old boy healed spontaneously after 2 years of follow-up. Ogden (162) successfully treated nonunions of the second and third metacarpals of a child by reduction and pinning without bone grafting. These patients all appeared to be relatively asymptomatic. Unless clinical deformity is present, following these “nonunions” (perhaps until maturity) may be a reasonable alternative. When reconstruction is performed, open reduction and bone grafting are the standard. Fixation choices are percutaneous pins or small plates.

Fractures of the Thumb Metacarpal

Fractures of the thumb metacarpal neck and head are uncommon and usually result from direct injury. Fractures of the metacarpal shaft are common, and typically closed reduction is adequate. Metaphyseal and physeal fractures of the thumb metacarpal have received most of the attention in the literature because of their frequency and potential impact on function.

Anatomic Considerations

Muscle Forces. The muscles that originate or insert on or distal to the metacarpal may influence fracture geometry. Depending on the vector of pull, these musculotendinous units act as stabilizers or deformers of particular fracture patterns. The other soft tissues (collateral ligaments, volar plate, periosteum) also influence the pathoanatomy. Their relative positions in the thumb ray were described earlier in this chapter.

Musculotendinous Units Inserting Distal to the Thumb Metacarpal. Like the tendon insertions on the terminal phalanges of the fingers, the flexor pollicis longus inserts on the metaphysis and the extensor pollicis longus on the epiphysis, on their respective palmar and dorsal surfaces. The distal two thirds of the proximal phalanx is devoid of tendinous insertion. The base of the proximal phalanx and its intimate structures (the volar plate and sesamoid bones) are the site of multiple attachments that play a role in fracture mechanics. The adductor pollicis has insertion into the extensor apparatus and onto the medial aspect of the proximal phalanx. The aponectotic expansion plays a role in the pathologic anatomy of the thumb UCL ruptures by excluding the torn UCL from its original bed (the Stener lesion) (206). The flexor pollicis brevis has two insertions: the fibers insert onto the volar medial aspect of the proximal phalangeal base and into the medial sesamoid and volar plate tissues. Most of the abductor pollicis brevis insertion is onto the sesamoids and volar plate.

All three of these structures (adductor pollicis, abductor pollicis brevis, flexor pollicis brevis) can deform fractures occurring at the metacarpal level. Their direction of displacement or activity in fracture stabilization is dictated by their relative positions and directions of pull. The fiber orientation and the point of insertion determine the degree and pattern of fracture deformity.

Musculoskeletal Units Inserting on the Thumb Metacarpal. The opponens pollicis has a very broad insertion over the central metacarpal shaft and base. It plays an integral role in the concerted motions that allow thumb opposition. The opponens pollicis also may participate in fracture situations by pulling the distal fragment into relative adduction and flexion, along with the units that insert distally on the flexor surface.

At the metacarpal base, the abductor pollicis longus has one of its multiple potential insertion sites. The abductor pollicis longus can have inser tional slips to the fascia of the thenar eminence, the trapezium, and the CMC capsule. It also is the prime deforming force in some fracture-dislocations or subluxations (15) about the thumb CMC joint. In addition, the flexor pollicis brevis can have part of its origin from the more medial aspect of the metacarpal base. This may add to the flexion force and apex-dorsal angulation in some fractures of the metacarpal shaft.

Bony Architecture at the MCP joint. The “double saddle” architecture of the articular surfaces of the thumb metacarpal and distal trapezium is uniquely well suited to provide mobility for positioning the thumb in space. It also locks into a stable arrangement when pinch force is initiated. When the metacarpal is fractured, the mobility present at the CMC joint can make reduction difficult. There is no volar plate or well-developed collateral ligament system to provide reinforcement. When the base becomes untethered from the rest of the column, it can be difficult to balance the remaining distal metacarpal fragment onto this moving target.

Classification

Head and Shaft Fractures. Fractures of the thumb metacarpal head and shaft are similar to those of the triphalangeal digits (Table 8-6). There is little need to subclassify these injuries, because of this similarity and because they are treated in a similar manner to their medial counterparts. The focus of this section is on the variable patterns of metacarpal base fractures, including fractures that involve the physis and epiphysis (Fig. 8-68).

Thumb Metacarpal Base Fractures. Type A fractures occur between the physis and the junction of the proximal and middle thirds of the bone. They are often transverse or slightly oblique and angulated apex-lateral, with an element of medial impaction (Fig. 8-69).

Salter-Harris II fractures are prevalent at the thumb metacar-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 8-6. CLASSIFICATION OF THUMB METACARPAL FRACTURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fractures of the head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures of the shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures of the thumb metacarpal base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures distal to the physis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salter-Harris II fractures—metaphyseal medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salter-Harris II fractures—metaphyseal lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraarticular Salter-Harris III or IV fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The reverse pattern, with the metaphyseal fragment on the lateral side and the shaft displacement medial. This may result from more significant trauma and usually is more difficult to treat by closed methods.

The type D fracture is an S-H III or IV fracture of the thumb base that most closely resembles the adult Bennett’s fracture. Several clinicians have related anecdotal experience with this injury (23,79,88,193) and have underscored the rarity of this pattern. The deforming forces are similar to those for type B injuries, but the intraarticular component of the fracture permits the base-shaft fragment to subluxate laterally at the CMC joint.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Swelling and ecchymosis are obvious signs of significant injury to the metacarpal. Most of the swelling appears to be in the thenar eminence. Depending on the level of injury, the thumb can be malrotated or angulated. Active thumb motion usually is limited.

The planes of motion for the thumb are different from those of the rest of the hand. When conducting the physical examination, motion of the thumb in radial and palmar abduction should be assessed carefully. The integrated motion of opposition also should be scrutinized. Malfraction is more challenging to judge, but the perpendicular relationship of the thumb's nail plate to those of the other digits provides a good guide.

**Radiographic Findings**

A standard set of hand films can be supplemented by a hyperpronated view of the thumb that accentuates the detail at the CMC joint. Biplanar images of the thumb are a must. Type B fractures often appear well reduced on one view (the lateral view of the thumb) but are significantly displaced on the AP radiograph.

**Fracture Eponyms**

We avoid the use of eponyms to describe fracture patterns about the metacarpal base. The use of terms such as children’s Bennett’s fracture or baby Bennett’s do little to assist the evaluator in developing a plan of treatment. This is why we discourage the use of the terms Bennett’s fracture (15) and Rolando’s fracture. Terms to characterize the size, location, intraarticular or physeal extension, degree of comminution, and displacement of this complex set of fractures are more descriptive.

**Treatment**

**Head and Shaft Fractures**

The need for anatomic restoration of intraarticular or periarticular fractures of the distal metacarpal has already been emphasized in other sections. Fractures of the thumb metacarpal shaft can be treated much the same as those of the medial four rays.

**Thumb Metacarpal Base Fractures**

**Type A.**

Closed Reduction. Type A fractures usually can be treated by closed methods. Although swelling about the thenar eminence limits manipulation of the fracture and diminishes the effectiveness of immobilization, most fractures can still be treated successfully by closed reduction and immobilization.
A: A 10-year-old boy with a severe head injury was first noted to have this markedly displaced type A fracture of the first metacarpal 3 weeks after injury. B: One month later, the radiograph shows union of the unreduced fracture with some early remodeling. C: Seven years later, the radiograph shows that complete remodeling has occurred. Functioning was normal. (Remodeling around this multiaxial joint can be compared with that seen in fractures around the proximal humerus.) (Courtesy of Sigurd C. Sandzen, Jr., M.D.)
The maneuver is performed with local anesthesia and is accomplished by exerting an extension force on the metacarpal head; hyperextension of the MCP joint should be avoided. Pressure is applied to the apex of the fracture to effect reduction. With the proximity of the fracture to the physis, exact reduction may not be required, because remodeling is rapid in this region of the bone (Fig. 8-70). Ogden (162) and others (104, 117) have shown that lateral angulation of up to 30 degrees can adequately remodel.

Percutaneous Pins. If there is interposed tissue or if the reduction is too unstable to maintain in a splint, percutaneous pinning can be used. Because of the fracture pattern, it is highly likely that the physis will need to be crossed by the smooth wires. Pinning across the CMC joint can even be performed, but it is usually reserved for more proximal fracture patterns.

**Types B and C.**

*Closed Reduction.* Type B and C fractures deserve an attempt at closed reduction, but the mobility of the metacarpal base and the swelling about the ray make this difficult. Communion and soft tissue interposition (or transperiosteal "buttonholing" in type C fractures) (123, 232) may further complicate the situation. Regardless of the method used to obtain reduction, anatomic restoration of this injury, which involves the physis, is important and has been emphasized by Smith and Peimer (201). Other clinicians have documented significant remodeling in S-H II fractures in this area (13, 117). If closed reduction is accomplished and maintained in a short arm thumb spica splint, radiographs should be obtained after splint application and again in the first 5 to 7 days to reassess the status of the reduction.

*Percutaneous Pins.* If closed reduction is possible but the resulting relationship is unstable, percutaneous pinning is an excellent alternative (Fig. 8-71). Three options for pin configuration are direct fixation of the reduced fragments (however, this is prohibitively difficult because of the small size of the metaphyseal flag); pinning across the CMC joint in a position where the fragments are reduced; and pinning from the first to the second metacarpal to stabilize the larger shaft-base fragment. Combinations of these configurations may need to be used for more complicated or unstable fractures.

*Open Reduction.* Open reduction must be performed if the epiphyseal fragments cannot be aligned and maintained by closed means. Butt (35) observed that medially displaced type C fractures require open reduction (Fig. 8-72). This often is due to the interposed periosteum blocking the reduction (232).

**Type D Fractures.**

*Nonoperative Treatment.* Most of the experience with treating type D injuries has been in adults. Numerous treatment methods

![FIGURE 8-71. A: The reduction of this type B fracture was unstable. B: A single percutaneous pin was necessary to maintain alignment. An excellent functional result followed.](image)
Figure 8-72. A: The small metaphyseal rag on the lateral aspect of the thumb base looks fairly innocuous in one projection (arrow). However, it was a herald of more marked displacement of the distal fragment in a medial direction. B: This was well imaged with the aid of fluoroscopy when closed reduction was attempted. Closed reduction maneuvers were unsuccessful because the physeal fracture appeared to have interposed tissue and was difficult to manipulate. C: Open reduction was performed through a curvilinear incision over the carpometacarpal joint. The fracture was stabilized by Kirschner wires that crossed the fracture site, the physis, and the carpometacarpal joint. An additional pin was placed between the first and second metacarpals to keep the thumb in good position. Near-anatomic reduction was realized with rapid healing and excellent function.
have been described, including splinting, traction devices, pinning, and special screw fixation (208). For type D fractures in children, closed reduction has been tried with variable results by Gedda (79). He reported 105 patients with fracture-dislocations of the thumb trapeziometacarpal joint, only two of whom had open physis. One patient did well with 4 weeks of immobilization; the other, who required repeated reduction attempts, had significant loss of mobility, early physeal closure, and persistent subluxation at a 4-year follow-up. Griffiths (96) reported two childhood Bennet’s fractures, both treated by closed means. Healing of the fracture was delayed in the first patient, but the outcome was good at 1 year. In the second patient, significant clinical and radiographic deformity was present at follow-up, but no pain or motion loss resulted.

Open Reduction. The best results have been reported with operative means to restore anatomy. Blount (23) used skeletal traction through the head or shaft of the proximal phalanx to treat this injury in an adolescent. Percutaneous pinning of the reduced fracture, including trans-CMC pinning, was successful in a report by Rang (175). Segmüller and Schönenberger (193) recommended open treatment as a way to ensure anatomic reduction and fracture stability. The implant choice can be individualized, but smooth wires are favored to minimize potential injury to the physis and articular cartilage (Fig. 8-73) (88,193).

Traction. Although not an initial choice for the treatment of intraarticular metacarpal base fractures, oblique skeletal traction is an alternative treatment that may have a role in some complex injuries. Spanberg and Thoren (203) described this method, which has the advantage of minimal tissue dissection but offers no direct control of the fragments. More severe comminution or skin compromise overlying the thenar area are possible indications for this method.

External Fixation. In a severe open injury with potential bone loss, there is another alternative that we have used extensively in our adult patients with crush injuries to the hand from farm-
ing or industrial accidents. Büchler et al. described a quadrilateral external fixator system between the first and second rays that keeps the column out to length, permits soft tissue management, and maintains the first web space span (32). Staged reconstruction can then be performed, including bone grafting and skin coverage.

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED TREATMENT OF THUMB METACARPAL FRACTURES**

**Closed Reduction**

For most thumb metacarpal fractures, closed manipulation and splinting is the appropriate and definitive treatment. Intrarticular fractures of the head and complex shaft fractures in the distal aspect of the bone with soft tissue interposition may be the exceptions to this rule.

Basic fractures usually can be managed by closed methods. Type A and B fractures can be reduced under adequate conscious sedation supplemented by radial and median nerve blocks. The maneuver for reduction consists of palmar-directed pressure exerted over the apex of the fracture, with counterpressure applied to the metacarpal head. Pressure applied distal to the head will only extend the MCP joint and affects the fracture minimally. A well-molded splint can then be applied and postreduction radiographs obtained.

**Acceptable Angulation**

The amount of residual angulation considered acceptable in basilar metacarpal fractures is based on our experience and the reports in the literature (104,118,162). Because the motion at the adjacent CMC joint is multiaxial and the fractures are near (or involve) the physis, the remodeling potential is great. Malangulation of about 20 degrees or less remodels quite predictably; even angulation of 30 degrees appears to exhibit significant remodeling, but the improvement in radiographic appearance is less predictable. Clinical deformity and functional loss are still unlikely, even at that degree.

**Pin Fixation**

If closed methods are successful but the fracture remains unstable, it should be pinned with smooth wires (0.028- or 0.035-inch). Driving the pins in a lateral-to-medial direction is usually a reliable way to secure the larger fragments. Pinning across the CMC joint or to the adjacent metacarpal can be performed to increase stability. We have not encountered growth disturbance when the physis and joint have been crossed by a single smooth wire.

**Open Reduction**

Displaced S-H III and IV fractures require open reduction and internal fixation. We prefer to perform an open reduction through an L-shaped incision overlying the CMC joint at the glabrous border of the skin. We carefully avoid injury to the small terminal branches of the dorsal sensory branch of the radial nerve, the palmar cutaneous branch of the median nerve, and the lateral antebrachial cutaneous nerve. All these branches may innervate this area. The origins of the thenar eminence muscles can be reflected medially and the capsule entered. The joint is inspected for loose fragments and cartilage damage, and the fracture is reduced and pinned.

We prefer to avoid multiple pins (or attempts) and minimize the number of pins crossing the physis. In some larger fragment fractures, parallel pinning can minimize the potential injury to the physis. Pinning of the first metacarpal to the second is a sound practice that stabilizes the entire construct and avoids transarticular or transphyseal pinning.

Type C fractures can be particularly difficult to manage. They are often more widely displaced, and the distal fragment may be buttonholed through the thick periosteum. We still attempt closed reduction, but the threshold to progress to open reduction is low. The same concepts for the open treatment of type A and B fractures hold true in the treatment of this variant. Type D fractures require open reduction and internal fixation. Pinning across the CMC joint sometimes is needed to maintain the congruity of the joint that has been subluxated. This added stability allows the pericapsular structures time to heal. Pinning across to the second metacarpal sometimes can accomplish the same stability.

**Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation**

Immobilization of 4 to 6 weeks usually is adequate, depending on the fracture severity and rate of healing. Pins usually are removed before 6 weeks. Original stiffness usually subsides quickly. Attention should be focused on the interphalangeal joint of the thumb in all phases of rehabilitation. If there is some limitation of motion at the CMC joint due to the primary pathology, additional motion may be required from the adjacent articulations.

**Return to Sports.** Return to contact sports and hand-intensive activities is a complex issue that involves the patient, parents, and coach, as well as the physician. The decision is based on multiple factors such as the nature of the injury, the temporal relationship to the season of play, and the level of participation required. Many patients with less severe injuries who are involved in minimally hand-intensive aspects of sports may be candidates for early return (within 1 or 2 weeks to permit wound healing). Protective orthoses can be worn, and a removable splint and systematic motion program can be conducted when not participating. For example, a football lineman with a central metacarpal fracture may receive a “playing cast” for practice and games and can be protected with a thermoplastic soft position splint between games (17). If the injury was more severe or if greater dexterity is needed for adequate participation, the player must regain a full range of painless motion before returning to the sport. The interval between clinical union and regaining the proper dexterity for athletic endeavors usually is 2 to 4 weeks.

There are no stock answers to these questions, which are being faced with increasing frequency in a society that places such emphasis on athletic achievement. Recommendations must
be based on the surgeon’s preference and experience. Recalling the admonition to “do no harm” is an excellent guiding principle when trying to reach an important decision. However, it is sometimes difficult to convince the patient, parents, and coach of the relative importance of present sporting involvement versus long-term hand function.

Prognosis

The remodeling capabilities of fractures near or involving the physis are extensive. This is especially true about the basilar thumb joint, where multiple planes of motion encourage remodeling. Even residual deformity that exists in the metacarpal of the thumb can be concealed by excellent function. The other elements of the osteoarticular column adapt positively to limitation at one link. Even malrotation is tolerated better by the thumb than any of the triphalangeal digits. Malreduction predictably hinders long-term function only when the fracture involves a significant portion of the joint. Arthrosis is accelerated if the joint remains significantly incongruous.

Complications

The complications described for the other tubular bones of the hand—particularly those involving the finger metacarpals—can be seen in the thumb ray. Nonunion, malunion, and aseptic necrosis can all complicate the treatment course of thumb metacarpal fractures.

For the rare nonunion, extended immobilization may result in late consolidation (96), but bone grafting and rigid fixation can be performed if the nonunion is recalcitrant. Symptomatic malunion is uncommon, but basilar osteotomy and fixation can restore the relationships needed for improved function.

Intraarticular incongruity is a potential short- and long-term problem: pain, motion limitation, and accelerated arthrosis may all be sequelae. Surgical intervention should be delayed as long as possible, and the available options discussed with the patient and parents. Salvage procedures (e.g., fusion, interposition, or implant arthroplasty) have already been described. Surprisingly good function can accompany a poor radiographic appearance, so the surgeon must remember to treat the patient, not simply the radiographs, in a child with degenerative arthrosis.

Carpal Injuries in Children

General Principles

Epidemiology

Fractures and dislocations about the child’s wrist are rare, and injuries to the immature carpus often present diagnostic and therapeutic dilemmas because of the difficulties in examining an injured child and the limited ability of radiographs to detail the immature skeleton (13,158).

The neighboring physis of the distal radius is among the body’s most frequently injured (49). When the typical history of a fall on an outstretched hand is elicited and wrist pain is the presenting complaint, it is likely that the forces were transmitted through the distal radial physis, not the carpus (218). Nonetheless, the impact of a highly mechanized society and the increased level of participation in athletics has made the wrist a focus of both acute and chronic injury in the child (183).

Anatomy

The unique chondroosseous composition of the bones of the maturing carpus make them relatively immune to fracture throughout early development. Likewise, the inherent hyperelasticity of young tissue protects the ligamentous anatomy about the carpus.

Ossification of the Carpus

The human wrist begins as a single cartilaginous mass, but by the 10th week the carpus transforms into eight distinct entities with definable intercarpal separations. Although there are some minor changes in contour, these precursors greatly resemble the individual carpal bones in their mature form (129). It is distinctly unusual for the capitare not to demonstrate an ossification center by the sixth month, and failure to ossify by the first year may indicate a congenital anomaly.

The carpal bones ossify in a predictable pattern, with only slight variations (Fig. 8-74) (95,211). The appearance of the

![Figure 8-74](image-url)
hamate on radiography closely follows that of the capitate at about 4 months. The ossification center for the trapezius appears during the second year and almost always present by 3 years of age. The lunate begins ossification around the fourth year. The scaphoid begins to ossify in the fifth year, usually slightly predating the appearance of the trapezium. Scaphoid ossification begins distally and progresses proximally; this factor affects certain pathologic processes that are discussed later (162). The trapezius and trapezoid demonstrate ossification centers on radiography in the fifth year, with the trapezoid lagging slightly behind. The pattern of ossification usually concludes with the bony development of the pisiform at the ninth or tenth year.

Within each chondral mass, ossification occurs around a defined center in an eccentric, centrifugal fashion (170). The scaphoid, trapezoid, lunate, trapezium, and pisiform may demonstrate multiple centers of ossification (136,162). Although these variations are well recognized, they may be confusing in the setting of acute trauma to the wrist region.

**Anatomic Relationships to Carpal Fracture Patterns**

The ossific nucleus remains cloaked in its cartilaginous cover during development. This is thought to provide a unique protection that makes fracture in the immature carpus extremely rare (13,88). This observation is supported by epidemiologic studies of fractures of the scaphoid that show them to be infrequent in children under 7 years of age but more common through the teenage years (93,124). A critical ratio of cartilage to bone at which fractures become more prevalent has never been determined. In addition, biomechanical studies of fracture propagation in the immature carpus are lacking.

Although this section focuses on injuries to the wrist, the surgeon must appreciate the frequency and mechanics of fracture about the distal radius, because this provides the platform for surgery on the carpal bones. An in-depth discussion of fractures about the distal radius in children appears in Chapter 9.

Fractures about the radial platform account for almost half of the pediatric fractures in some series (23,49,58,234). A significant number of these fractures involve the distal radial physeis, placing it at or near the top in frequency of physeal injuries (126,154). Concomitant injury of the radius and carpus should always be suspected in children, as in adults.

**Force Transmission During Carpal Injury**

It is important to understand the force transmission characteristics about the distal radius and wrist, because simultaneous fractures of the radial platform and carpus have been reported in children (3,45,94,158,216). Examples of these combined injuries are given here and in Chapter 9. Although these combined injuries are rare, they must be recognized and treated appropriately to maximize functional outcome.

**Specific Carpal Fractures**

**Scaphoid Fractures: Epidemiology**

The scaphoid is the most frequently injured carpal bone in children (13,41,93). This is also true in adults, one of the few similarities between wrist injuries in skeletally mature and immature patients. The incidence of scaphoid fracture in the entire population peaks in the late teens to mid-twenties (62,88). In skeletally immature patients, the peak is at about age 15 (198). This peak comes after a steady increase, paralleling the evolving ossification of the scaphoid from its cartilaginous precursor.

During the first decade of life, fractures to the scaphoid are extremely rare but have been reported (22,93,124,182,198,202,216). The rarity of scaphoid fractures in very young children is somewhat comforting because of the difficulties in evaluating them. However, fractures have been reported in children as young as 4 years (22), and there has even been a report of bilateral scaphoid fractures in an 8-year-old child (75).

**Mechanism of Injury: Differences in Children**

The mechanisms and pathoanatomy of scaphoid fractures vary considerably between adults and children (Fig. 8-75). The familiar mid-waist fracture in adults who fall on an outstretched hand is uncommon in childhood (135,223).

Fracture of the distal third of the scaphoid, often an extraarticular injury, is the most common injury (216). Many scaphoid fractures that occur in teenagers and younger children result from direct trauma to the bone itself, not from the usual hyperdorsiflexion injury (22,124).

Fractures at the scaphoid waist are becoming more common in older adolescents as vigorous participation in contact athletics increases. These adult-like injuries carry with them the same risks of nonunion and avascular necrosis as their counterparts in skeletally mature patients (153).

Proximal pole fractures are distinctly rare in children and often represent a ligament avulsion fracture of the scapholunate ligament. The scaphoid also can be fractured as a component of a greater arc injury (140).

![FIGURE 8-75. The three types of scaphoid fractures. (A) Distal third. (B) Middle third. (C) Proximal pole.](image-url)
Regional Mechanisms Vary

Distal Scaphoid

Distal pole fractures usually have a dorsoradial or dorsovolar fragment resulting from an avulsion injury. The strong scapholunate ligaments can direct force through the distal scaphoid, and the capsular attachments on both sides may contribute additional force. The ligament/bone interface typically remains intact, with mechanical failure through the bone substance. The fracture line can skirt the periphery of the ossific nucleus, resulting in a chondral injury alone or a small osteochondral fragment that may be discernible on radiography.

A systematic study of fracture patterns of maturing bones is needed, but the observation that immature bones fail before their surrounding soft tissue structures is well accepted. There is speculation that recently ossified areas are weaker than more mature ones (46).

The different fracture patterns in the distal scaphoid may indicate a vulnerability of the bone to tension forces from several surrounding soft tissues, including the radioscaphoid ligament, radioscapohamate ligament, scapholunate ligaments, and capsular attachments, as well as the dorsal radiocarpal or intercarpal ligaments (Fig. 8-76) (44,216).

Middle Third

Fractures at the middle third of the scaphoid account for about a third of those in immature patients. These fractures occur closer to the mid-teenage years and usually are more recognizable on radiography. Because they are encountered with advancing maturity and in situations where trauma has been significant, it is advisable to keep a high index of suspicion for other injuries about the carpus (2,41,75,205).

Despite the frequency with which these injuries are seen in both children and adults, there is still debate about the mechanism of fracture. The direction of force, its magnitude, and the position of the intercalated segments of the hand-forearm unit all exert influence.

Influence of Dorsiflexion

Cadaver studies by Frykman demonstrated that greater degrees of wrist dorsiflexion correlate with increasingly more distal fractures in the upper extremity (74). This work was reproduced by Weber and Chao (223), and it is generally agreed that extreme dorsiflexion (more than 90 to 95 degrees) is necessary to cause volar, tension-side scaphoid fractures at the mid-waist. Whether the fracture occurs in the proximal or distal part of the middle third is determined by the extent of radial or ulnar deviation at the time of impact.

Tension Versus Compression Forces

Some clinicians argue that the fracture is caused by tension or bending loads concentrated on the volar side at the distal pole (74,223). In this scenario, the proximal pole is stabilized and protected by the concavity of the radius and the radiocarpal ligaments while the exposed distal pole is subjected to force applied on the radial half of the palm. Other clinicians postulate a compression mechanism for midwaist fractures (43). The compressive forces may be exerted from the capitate onto the concave acetabulum of the scaphoid, or possibly from the dorsal lip of the distal radius. This may explain some of the volar radial com-

**FIGURE 8-76.** The volar and dorsal extrinsic and intrinsic carpal ligaments. A: Selected volar ligaments about the wrist. RS-L, radioscaphoid-lunate; RT/LRL, radiotriquetral/long radiolunate; RSC, radioscapohamate-capitate ligament; Arc/Del, arcuate or deltoid ligament; UCLC, ulnocarpal ligament complex, including ulnocarpal volar ligament, disc-triquetal and disc-lunate ligaments. B: Dorsal ligaments about the wrist. Cap, capsular attachments; RT, radiotriquetral ligament; DT1/ST, dorsal transverse intercarpal ligament or scaphotrapezial ligament.
FIGURE 8-77. A: A displaced mid-waist scaphoid fracture with comminution, including a butterfly fragment (arrow) from the volar radial aspect. B: Computed tomographic scan demonstrates the comminution. C: Open reduction with internal fixation was performed with two smooth wires and bone graft from the distal radius. D: Normal healing and function resulted.
Fractures of the distal pole

Intraarticular distal pole fractures

Fractures of the mid-waist

Fractures of the proximal pole

Table 8-7 lists the types of scaphoid fractures.

Type A: Fractures of the Distal Pole

Fractures of the distal pole are the most frequent scaphoid fractures in children. The multiple soft tissue attachments in this area can lead to variations in fracture pattern, but the most important factor affecting prognosis is whether the fracture involves the articulations of the scaphoid with adjacent bones (Fig. 8-79).

Type A1: Extraarticular Distal Pole Fractures

Fractures of the distal pole can be either volar or dorsal avulsions; rarely, a direct volar impaction injury occurs. The stout scaphotrapezial ligaments can contribute the tensile force that accounts for most of the fractures. The volar and dorsal capsules also can be a factor. Most extraarticular fractures are volar fractures that probably result from the combined influence of the radial leaf of the scaphotrapezial ligament and the volar capsule acting in tension. The fragments vary in size, and their radiographic appearance is age dependent. The dorsal transverse intercarpal ligament attaches to the distal scaphoid and may contribute tensile

\[
\text{TABLE 8-7. CLASSIFICATION OF SCAPHOID FRACTURES}\\
\begin{align*}
\text{Fractures of the distal pole} \\
\text{Extraarticular distal pole fractures} \\
\text{Intraarticular distal pole fractures} \\
\text{Fractures of the mid-waist} \\
\text{Fractures of the proximal pole}
\end{align*}
\]
forces with wrist hyperflexion. This ligament, usually implicated in dorsal triquetral avulsion fractures, also can cause a fracture of the distal scaphoid.

The tissue condensation on the radial side that has been considered the "radial collateral ligament" may be implicated in more radial distal pole fractures. These tissues are taut in wrist extension and ulnar deviation and may provide an additional force in the development of the volar extraarticular fracture.

Type A2: Intraarticular Distal Pole Fractures
These fractures may be simply larger fragment counterparts to type 1A fractures with an intraarticular component (Fig. 8-80). The ulnar leaf of the scaphotrapezial ligament is typically more stout than the radial. It is more difficult to generate the pure tensile forces in this ligament because of its location and the orientation of the insertion to the more sloping articular surface of the distal ulnar scaphoid. If there is more of an element of straight dorsiflexion, or a radial-directed vector force on the thenar area, this complex can be put on tension.

Type B: Mid-waist Fractures
The waist of the scaphoid can be defined either by dividing the bone into thirds or considering the area bounded by the radioscapliocapitate ligament. In any case, fractures of the mid-waist can take many forms in children (Fig. 8-81). Many of these fractures appear incomplete or at a minimum nondis-

FIGURE 8-80. Two variations of a 1B intraarticular fracture of the distal pole of the scaphoid. A: The more prevalent type is on the radial aspect of the volar distal scaphoid. This fragment has attached to it the radial leaf of the scaphotrapezial ligament (arrow). B: It is rare to have an intraarticular fracture slated to the ulnar aspect of the scaphoid, but the stout ulnar leaf of the scaphotrapezial ligament may be attached to a fracture fragment (arrow). C: Radiograph of an intraarticular distal pole scaphoid fracture. Closed reduction produced an excellent result.
Comminuted fractures are rare but can occur with higher energy (Fig. 8-77).

Displacement and comminution are other important factors to consider. Significant fracture fragment displacement is rare in isolated scaphoid trauma. When a scaphoid fracture is associated with more extensive carpal injury, such as a fracture-dislocation, displacement is more likely.

Not all mid-waist fractures can be lumped into the same category. An appreciation for the location of the fracture as it relates to the radial and capitate articular surfaces is important in treatment planning (Fig. 8-82).

Type C: Proximal Fractures
Fractures of the proximal third of the scaphoid and proximal pole present diagnostic and therapeutic dilemmas. Because this area is the last to ossify, radiographs may be difficult to interpret. The tenuous blood supply of this region presents the same problems in children as it does in adults.

Bipartate Scaphoid Controversy: Traumatic versus Developmental
Louis et al. (136) argue that the concept of the bipartite scaphoid should be dismissed in favor of a traumatic etiology for the
radiographic appearance of a dissociated proximal pole (Fig. 8-83). In contrast, Doman and Marcus (66) demonstrated bilateral bipartite scaphoids by MRI in a child with no history of antecedent trauma. These clinicians argued that congenital bipartite scaphoids can exist apart from syndromic conditions, but are less prevalent than Pfitzner's estimate of 0.5% (168). There is also speculation that the abnormal morphology associated with many of the preaxial dysplasias may predispose the usually gracile scaphoid to fracture and possible avascular necrosis (129). The debate continues concerning the existence of a congenital bipartite scaphoid. Bunnell (30) enumerated five criteria that must be met to classify such a variant as a congenital bipartite scaphoid: (a) similar appearance of a bipartite scaphoid bilaterally, (b) absence of historical or clinical evidence of antecedent trauma, (c) equal size and uniform density of each component, (d) absence of degenerative change between the scaphoid components or elsewhere in the carpus, and (e) smooth, rounded architecture of each scaphoid component.

**Signs and Symptoms**

**Snuff Box Tenderness**

As in adult scaphoid fractures, the primary cause of delayed union or nonunion in a child is delayed diagnosis. Recognition of this fracture is even more challenging in children. Swelling commonly obliterates the anatomic snuff box when the scaphoid is fractured. Tenderness to palpation in this area has long been recognized as a sign of scaphoid fracture. Painful, limited wrist motion accompanies this injury.

**Trapping the Scaphoid**

Another diagnostic maneuver that may prove helpful in isolating injury to the scaphoid is “trapping” the scaphoid between the examiner’s thumbs. By placing one thumb in the anatomic snuff box and the other on the distal tubercle of the scaphoid, pain with scaphoid motion can be better assessed. Because many scaphoid fractures occur in the distal region in children, palpation of the volar radial tubercle is especially important.

**Radiographic Findings**

Study of radiographs must be complete and meticulous. Malformations of the maturing carpus have been described with certain congenital anomalies (173), and often the scaphoid has more than one potential center of ossification (202). AP, lateral, oblique, and dedicated scaphoid views make up the standard series. Fractures of the mid-waist may be appreciated on all views. Distal pole fractures are typically best imaged on the lateral or pronated oblique view. CT scanning of acute fractures or potential nonunions or malunions of the scaphoid furnishes detailed information about scaphoid morphology (186). The scans are made in the longitudinal axial plane of the scaphoid, and three-dimensional reconstructions can be made if necessary.

**Treatment**

**Presumed Fracture**

Even if radiographs of the acutely injured wrist appear normal, application of a thumb spica cast is advocated if the mechanism of injury and clinical examination raise the suspicion of a scaphoid fracture. Occult fractures of the scaphoid occurred in 12% of patients in one series (41).

A long arm thumb spica cast in the initial 2 weeks after wrist injury optimally immobilizes the area and prevents cast slippage or damage in children, known for their propensity to escape immobilization. At clinical follow-up in about 2 weeks, radiographs are obtained out of plaster to assess the presence of a fracture line or the position of fracture fragments. If pain is markedly diminished and there remains no radiographic evidence for a scaphoid fracture, immobilization may be discontinued or changed to a removable orthosis. Gradual motion programs need not be formalized for most children.

If there is persistent pain with normal radiographs, replacement in a cast and repeat examination and radiography can be performed 2 weeks later. A bone scan can be considered; it is a sensitive test but lacks specificity. Bone scans are particularly difficult to interpret in growing children because of the increased uptake about the physes. Furthermore, the invasive nature of the test and the prolonged periods of scanning may be difficult for the child to endure. MRI provides a noninvasive alternative, but motion artifact is again a problem.

**Confirmed Fracture**

If a scaphoid fracture is appreciated at the first clinical follow-up, immobilization can be continued. The debate over whether long arm or short arm immobilization is best continues. Considering a child's activity level and potential lack of cooperation, long arm immobilization may be best. However, if treatment is begun promptly, most scaphoid fractures in children heal within 6 to 8 weeks (41) if immobilized in a short arm cast. Longer periods of immobilization—8 weeks to 4 months—should be considered for fractures that occur in later adolescence or fractures that were initially unrecognized.

Recommended casting positions have included radial deviation with or without flexion (6,223,236). Conversely, ulnar deviation opens the fracture gap in mid-waist fractures. The position of the cast and the joints immobilized are a matter of individual preference and experience with particular techniques. Because most of these different casts furnish roughly the same union rates (around 90%), the importance of the final casted position is probably not paramount. We recommend a thumb spica cast that permits interphalangeal joint motion. Positioning the wrist in slight flexion and radial deviation maximally coaps the fragments.

Including other joints in the scaphoid cast has been suggested. Inclusion of the elbow is controversial. Eliminating forearm rotation is thought by some to neutralize the forces that displace scaphoid fractures (212). However, other investigators considered long arm immobilization unnecessary (4). This issue was largely resolved with the prospective, randomized work of Gelbman et al. on the treatment of nondisplaced scaphoid waist fractures in adults (80). This group randomized stable fractures to either long or short arm casting, then changed the cast to a short arm cast at 6 weeks. The long arm group had 100% union, but two of the 23 fractures treated with short arm immobilization failed to heal. The healing time was protracted in patients with short arm casts (9.5 vs. 12.7 weeks).
A 9-year-old boy fell on an outstretched hand and had significant radial-sided pain and tenderness, but original radiographs failed to reveal any bony abnormalities. It is difficult to judge the scapholunate relationship in the immature carpus. About 1.5 years later, the patient still had radial-sided wrist pain, and radiographs demonstrated a mid-waist scaphoid nonunion. This would not be considered a bipartite scaphoid, but instead an injury that was sustained while the cartilaginous anlage persisted. Later ossification demonstrated the bony injury. After 2 months of casting, the fracture appears to be on its way to union.
In children, long arm immobilization is unlikely to cause significant functional debility (or impose restraints that may affect occupation, thus causing economic hardship), so long arm thumb spica immobilization is a sound initial treatment for these fractures. It is also a much more secure construct.

Inclusion of the thumb interphalangeal joint or other digits (namely the index and long fingers in the three-fingered chuck cast) is seldom practiced today. This is an effective method for eliminating forces about the scaphoid but is cumbersome and difficult to apply.

In one study of adult scaphoid fractures, good results were recorded with dynamic splinting (26), but there would be little if any indication for this flexible splint in children.

Fractures Presenting Late
Valvanen and Westerlund (216) reported three children with scaphoid fractures recognized late. At the time, these children had bone resorption at the fracture site, although all achieved union after lengthy immobilization (7, 12, and 14 weeks). Segmuller and Schonenberger (193) reported three children with delayed union of the scaphoid and significant bone cyst formation, in whom union was obtained with immobilization for several months. Healing of delayed unions in the pediatric scaphoid with lengthy immobilization has been verified by other clinicians and should be the first alternative used for a pediatric scaphoid fracture that is recognized late (93).

The favorable biology for bone healing in children is probably the reason for the success of closed treatment of scaphoid fractures, whether initiated in acute fractures or in those that present late. The fact that most scaphoid fractures in children are minimally displaced or nondisplaced enhances the ability to treat these fractures by closed means.

Displaced Scaphoid Fracture
Closed Reduction and Casting.
There are no reports detailing specific experience with closed treatment of significantly displaced fractures of the scaphoid in children. In the rare displaced pediatric scaphoid fracture, closed reduction should be attempted. Several researchers have described maneuvers to reduce the displaced scaphoid fracture (115, 132). Traction and ulnar deviation usually extend the distal pole that is probably displaced into a flexed posture, but holding the reduction when the wrist is returned to a more anatomic position with a molded cast is difficult, and there is some risk of skin compromise over the distal pole. McLaughlin (144) emphasized the difficulty in obtaining anatomic reduction in his observations of intraoperative fragment relationships with different wrist positions.

Placing percutaneous smooth wires under fluoroscopy may be a more realistic method for closed treatment if reduction is to be effected. The possible collapse pattern of the lunate must be corrected to achieve maximal results.

Open Reduction and Internal Fixation
If displacement exceeds 1 mm or if there is significant angulation (10 degrees or more) on any of the images during a treatment course for fracture of the scaphoid, open reduction and internal fixation should be considered. There is no role for open reduction without internal fixation (144). The implant choice must be individualized, and size is a significant consideration. Smooth wires are very effective in the treatment of scaphoid fractures, including those in children. Smooth Kirschner wires of 0.035 or 0.045 inch are relatively easy to insert and provide good stability. Inserting a Herbert screw or a similar implant is more technically demanding. The ability to use such an implant is based on the size of the fragments and the surgeon’s experience.

Minzter and Waters (152) reported open reduction and internal fixation of an acute displaced scaphoid fracture in a 9-year-old girl. They elected to operate because of the initial displacement at the fracture site and the flexion (humpback) deformity of the distal fragment. Through the usual volar approach, a Herbert screw was used to stabilize the fracture, which went on to uneventful union; good wrist function resulted.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT OF SCAPHOID FRACTURES
We treat almost all nondisplaced or minimally displaced scaphoid fractures with cast immobilization when there is no associated injury. The indications for open reduction in adults include any fracture displaced more than 1 mm or 10 degrees, and some minimally displaced fractures in special circumstances (e.g., professional athletes, surgeons) (152). We are not as aggressive in children, preferring instead to treat nondisplaced and minimally displaced complete fractures with casting.

Fractures with more than 1 mm of displacement or angular deformity of more than 10 degrees are considered for more aggressive treatment. Acceptable displacement depends on the level of the fracture and the maturity of the child’s bones. The most accepted indications for open reduction and internal fixation of acute fractures of the scaphoid are significant displacement and associated with additional carpal injury.

Role of Closed Treatment
For scaphoid fracture treatment, we favor long arm thumb spica immobilization for the initial 4 to 6 weeks, followed by short arm immobilization until clinical and radiographic union occurs. We use long arm immobilization even in presumed scaphoid fractures as an initial treatment; it protects the patient and underestimates the potential gravity of the injury.

Radiographs should be obtained in the first 7 to 10 days, then monthly. Clinical examination yields similarly important information about the progress toward union. We have rarely needed tomograms or CT scanning to assess the relative position of fragments, but they may be considered when loss of reduction is questioned.

Open Reduction and Internal Fixation
If we opt to proceed with surgical treatment, fractures of the middle and distal thirds are exposed through a volar approach.
The tendon sheath of the flexor carpi radialis is divided on its radial side to protect the palmar cutaneous branch of the median nerve. The tendon is retracted ulnward as the incision is taken down to the scaphoid through the floor of the sheath. The radioscapohocapitate ligament and part of the long radiolunate ligaments are carefully divided and tagged for later repair. The scaphoid fracture is assessed for fragment position, reducibility, and stability after reduction. Bone grafting may be considered if there is extensive comminution. We prefer to obtain this graft from the volar or dorsal distal radius, avoiding the morbidity of iliac surgery.

Once the scaphoid is reduced, the method of fixation can be chosen. Smooth wires (0.035-, 0.045-, or 0.062-inch) are preferred in pediatric scaphoid fractures. At least two wires should be placed to stabilize the fracture and minimize rotational displacement. If the patient is near skeletal maturity, a Herbert screw can be inserted as described by its originator (106,107). Pins, if used, can be left under the skin of the thenar eminence or allowed to penetrate the skin. A short arm thumb spica splint is used if the patient is cooperative and the fracture is well stabilized. When smooth wires stabilize the fracture, rigid immobilization is continued until healing is demonstrated on radiography.

Rare proximal pole fractures can be approached through the same volar approach or a dorsal incision based over the anatomic snuff box. The scaphoid can be delivered into the interval between the first and third dorsal compartments by ulnar deviation of the wrist. The radial artery and its branches are vulnerable on this approach and must be protected (Fig. 8-84).

The dorsal approach is particularly useful in surgery for proximal pole fractures and nonunions. We have expanded the use of this approach to include selected patients with more distal fractures that are minimally displaced. The morbidity from the dorsal exposure can sometimes be less than that of the volar route; experience with patient selection and the geometry of the scaphoid are prerequisites for using this approach.

Follow-up Care and Rehabilitation
The protocols for immobilization with closed and open treatment have already been detailed. After the cast is removed, a program may be started that emphasizes recovery of a full range of painless motion before embarking on any strengthening. For young patients immobilized less than 2 months, it usually is unnecessary to use formal therapy modalities. For some adolescents, and if an operatively treated fracture was accompanied by other injuries about the carpus, some formal rehabilitation may be needed. There is little role for dynamic splinting.

Continued follow-up with radiographs and clinical examinations ensures that no carpal collapse pattern is present and that avascular necrosis of the scaphoid has not complicated the fracture course.

If the child or adolescent is amenable, we remove the smooth wires in the office under local anesthesia. We have not found it necessary to remove a Herbert screw in any patient who has a united fracture, but the implication of long-term indwelling metal is unknown.

Complications
Nonunion

Nonoperative Treatment. Scaphoid nonunion is distinctly rare in children, but reports of this complex entity do exist (41,55,134,139,163,170,202). About 20 nonunions have been reported
in the world literature, with the largest series detailing eight cases. This paucity of material emphasizes the rarity of this complication and also limits our understanding of treatment methods. There is convincing evidence that immobilization, lengthy if necessary, is the cornerstone of treatment of scaphoid nonunions in children (Fig. 8-85). The evaluation of serial clinical and radiographic parameters must be thorough, and tenderness about the scaphoid and continued radiolucency may persist even after union has been achieved (124).

Operative Treatment. Open reduction, bone grafting, and internal fixation are the standard procedures for treatment of scaphoid nonunions in adults and also have been used in children (134,139,170,202). The volar approach is typically used, along with autogenous bone graft and internal fixation (Fig. 8-77). The concepts of operative scaphoid nonunion treatment in children are similar to those in adults and are familiar to practitioners who do scaphoid surgery (Fig. 8-86). However, the technical demands of the procedure may be amplified because of the patient's small bone size. This may be a factor in the choice of implant, and smooth wires usually are better suited than a scaphoid screw.

Sequelae. The altered kinematics that predispose the adult wrist to accelerated degenerative change after scaphoid nonunion, scapholunate ligament injury, or scapholunate advanced collapse (the SLAC wrist) (137,222) have never been demonstrated in the pediatric wrist. Studies detailing bipartite scaphoid when radiographic union was not demonstrated after fracture suggest that only minimal clinical symptoms have been present at long-term follow-up (124,136). Therefore, it is unknown how aggressively scaphoid nonunion should be treated in children.

Most patients have tenderness to palpation about the scaphoid in the snuff box or over the volar tubercle. Motion between the fragments is likely to be demonstrated on fluoroscopy. However, sometimes there is a strong cartilaginous bridge between two ossification centers that were separated by a traumatic injury. This may permit normal motion of the scaphoid in daily activities and possibly with even higher demand occupations. If this is true, the morbidity of bone grafting and open reduction must be balanced against the potential for improved results. Our bias is decidedly against leaving the child with an established nonunion.

We probably will never have sufficient data to provide meaningful conclusions. Natural history studies would be necessary to resolve this issue, and the rarity of scaphoid nonunion probably makes this unfeasible. With the refinement of MRI as a diagnostic tool, fractures in the immature carpus may be better diagnosed (124), and we may see a greater number of defined chondral injuries that can be studied.
Pathologic Fracture
Nonunion of a pathologic fracture has been reported in an adolescent girl. As a 7-year-old, she had osteomyelitis of the scaphoid that was treated by operative drainage and intravenous antibiotics. She was asymptomatic for 6 years, and then wrist pain recurred with activity. Nine years after the original episode, she presented with a frank nonunion of the scaphoid. After two operations to gain union, without the complication of infection in either, the patient went on to have a good result. In retrospect, evaluation of the initial radiographs demonstrated a loss of normal density of the scaphoid with disturbance of the normal trabeculation.

Avascular Necrosis
Idiopathic avascular necrosis of the scaphoid, similar to Preiser’s disease of the adult carpus, appears to have no counterpart in children. One child with radial hypoplasia demonstrated changes consistent with avascular necrosis in a very gracile scaphoid that was thought to fail under normal compressive loads (129). The patient had significant pain and was treated with scaphoid excision and interposition arthroplasty.

Capitate Fractures
Impaction or compression fractures of the capitate have been reported by several researchers (129,217). A hyperdorsiflexion type of mechanism causes abutment of the capitate waist against the lunate or dorsal aspect of the radius. Isolated fractures of the capitate are rare and usually result from high-energy trauma (82,239). They can be diagnostic challenges; the proximal fragment of the capitate can rotate 180 degrees, thus presenting a confusing radiographic picture in the immature wrist. In an adult, it usually is easier to determine that such a displacement has occurred, but in a child whose ossification is incomplete, the malposition may be more difficult to ascertain. Radiographs of the contralateral side are needed when attempting to evaluate some of the more complex injury patterns about the pediatric wrist.

Naviculo-capitate Syndrome
The naviculo-capitate syndrome is well described in adults (217), and this same combination, originally described by Gouldesbrough (86), also has been seen in children. Anderson treated two 13-year-old patients with scaphoid-capitate fractures in combination with distal radial fractures (7).

Associated Fractures Common
More commonly, fracture of the capitate occurs with fractures of other carpal bones (Fig. 8-87). Typically, the scaphoid is injured by forces transmitted in a dorsiflexion, ulnar deviation, intercarpal direction through the radial column (7,86).
Upper Extremity

FIGURE 8-87. A 12-year-old boy sustained multiple carpal fractures when a heavy weight crushed his wrist. Sixteen months later, he had an established nonunion of the capitate that required bone grafting to obtain union. (Courtesy of James H. Dobyns, M.D.)

Treatment
Treatment of a capitate fracture depends on the character of the particular injury, as well as the trauma sustained by surrounding tissues. Obtaining a film of the wrist in distraction might be one of the most valuable methods for determining whether an injury to the intercarpus has occurred. Before full ossification has been completed, small osteochondral fragments in the midcarpal region may indicate a greater arc injury or isolated capitate fracture. MRI may be a useful adjunct in these complex injuries.

Nonoperative Treatment
If the displacement of the capitate, or even the capitate and the scaphoid, is minimal, 6 to 8 weeks of immobilization is an effective means of treatment (7). In one report of simultaneous scaphoid and capitate fracture, closed reduction and immobilization proved to be acceptable treatment for the bony injuries, but the position of radial deviation and extreme flexion necessary to maintain this reduction caused a compression neuropathy of the median nerve in a child, requiring decompression (45).

Operative Treatment
If displacement of the proximal pole of the capitate is significant, open reduction with or without internal fixation should be considered. These anatomic relationships must be restored for the mechanics of the carpus and to avoid future problems of ischemic necrosis of the proximal pole. Nonunion of the capitate has been reported in a significant crush injury to the hand of a 13-year-old girl. Bone grafting was performed about 1.5 years later with good success (149). We are aware of no literature detailing avascular necrosis after capitate fracture in children.

Triquetral Fractures
Small triquetral avulsion fractures are common in adults. It is likely that they are so commonly seen by practitioners dealing with hand injuries that a true incidence or prevalence could never be determined. This injury can happen in the maturing carpus, especially as ossification nears completion. The probable mechanism is an avulsion force from the dorsal ligament structures (Fig. 8-88).

Extremely Rare Injury
Although there are no published papers specifically reporting this injury in children, its treatment should be conservative, as in the adult wrist. A short period of immobilization with icing is likely to be enough symptomatic treatment to permit early motion. O'Brien (F.T. O'Brien, personal communication) observed a triquetral body fracture in a child that required open reduction and internal fixation.

Associated with Global Injuries
A significant fracture to the triquetral body also can occur with a more global carpal disruption. The path of the greater arc (140) can go through the triquetrum (Fig. 8-89) (45,124). If a transtriquetral fracture is seen, attention must be directed toward the radial styloid, scaphoid, and mid-carpal joint as well. Again,

FIGURE 8-88. A minimally displaced dorsal triquetral avulsion fracture (arrow). These can be treated with short-term immobilization.
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FIGURE 8-89. The greater arc (white arrow) is associated with fractures of the carpal bones, which may include the scaphoid, lunate, capitate, hamate, and triquetrum. In this depiction, the radial styloid also has been fractured, creating a trans-styloid pattern. The dark arrow depicts the lesser arc, in which forces are transmitted through soft tissue structures only, resulting in progressive perilunar instability. Numerous varieties of injuries associated with these patterns of forced transmission can be seen. (Reprinted from Mayfield JK, Johnson RP, Kilcoyn RK. Carpal dislocations: pathomechanics and progressive perilunar instability. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1980;5:226-241; with permission.)

distraction films may be helpful. Closed treatment for some of these complex disruptions, including the triquetrum, is effective.

Hamate Fractures

Ali (5) reported on a 16-year-old boy with a fracture of the hamate body and a pisotriquetral dislocation. The patient also had an evolving compartment syndrome of the volar forearm from the significant crush injury. The patient underwent open reduction and internal fixation for the bony lesions, but an ulnar nerve palsy persisted 3 months after the surgery.

There are no specific articles detailing fractures of the hamulus in children, but such fractures can occur in someone nearing skeletal maturity. Those who play racquet sports or golf would be specifically susceptible. The evaluation and treatment of this entity in children may differ from those in adults. Early excision may be too aggressive in a skeletally immature patient, and closed treatment should be favored initially.

Pisiform Fractures

There are no specific discussions of pisiform fractures in children in the literature. Direct trauma causing a comminuted fracture or a flexor carpi ulnaris avulsion injury may occur in late adolescence. Most of these fractures can be treated symptomatically, as in adults.

Lunate Fractures

Blount described a fracture—dislocation of the lunate in association with a crushing type of physeal fracture of the distal radius in a 12-year-old boy (23). Open reduction of the lunate through a volar approach (without internal fixation necessary), as a growth arrest of the radial physis resulted from this complex fracture mechanism.

Perilunar Injuries

Perilunar injuries with or without fractures of the carpal bones have been reported by several researchers (Fig. 8-90) (41,45, 166). Because of the unique chondroosseous nature of the maturing lunate, a small osteocartilaginous fracture may go unrecognized on radiography and heal uneventfully. Otherwise, lunate fractures in children are decidedly rare.

The pattern of progressive perilunar instability can occur in a child (140). In some of these patients, a scaphoid fracture is the focus, and an appreciation for the force transmission through the wrist will be lost. In these trans-scaphoid injuries, soft tissue injury to the intrinsic ligaments must be suspected and appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic interventions instituted (Fig. 8-91). Transcarpal dislocations are discussed later in this chapter.

Lunatomalacia or Kienböck’s Disease

An analogue to the adult Kienböck’s disease or lunatomalacia has been observed in children under 10 years of age (Fig. 8-92) (16,177). It was unclear in these reports whether a history of trauma preceded the clinical picture. The symptoms were vague and of low grade, and radiographs revealed only mildly increased density of the lunate with no change in external morphology. Advanced imaging studies such as tomography, MRI, or scintigraphy were not used to evaluate these patients. Immobilization for up to 1 year has been used with success to treat this Kienböck’s variant in children. The lunate itself has remodeled in satisfactory fashion; furthermore, if there is altered lunate architecture, usually there are few symptoms, and good motion recovery is expected.

Trapezium Fractures

A fracture of the trapezium is extraordinarily rare in adults or children. Direct palmar trauma may cause a trapezial ridge fracture. A dorsal impaction fracture may result from a hyperextension injury (Fig. 8-93), or a small ligament avulsion can be seen. In general, immobilization and symptomatic treatment are adequate.

Soft Tissue Injuries About the Carpus

Ligamentous Injuries

Ligamentous injuries about the pediatric wrist are even more uncommon than osseous injuries. The special viscoelastic properties of the carpal structures probably provide protection from catastrophic ligament injuries in the immature wrist. Also, the difficulties with physical examination and radiographic interpretation may disguise some injuries.

Fracture—dislocations of the pediatric wrist have been described (2,166). These were not subtle injuries: they were easily
FIGURE 8-90. A: This 6-year-old boy was first seen with a dorsal perilunar dislocation 6 months after falling downstairs. He had been treated with steroids by a pediatrician because of a presumptive diagnosis of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. B: Open reduction and pin fixation was performed through a dorsal incision 6 months after injury. C: Seven months later, most of the displacement had recurred, but motion was quite good and the patient had no pain. (Courtesy of William F. Benson, M.D.)
A 9½-year-old boy sustained a trans-scaphoid perilunate dislocation of the wrist when he fell 50 feet off a viaduct. Closed reduction was performed 8 days after injury because the correct diagnosis had initially been unrecognized. Plaster immobilization was maintained for 4½ months because of transient avascular necrosis of the proximal pole and delayed healing. Three years after injury, there was slight irregularity of the proximal pole, but the patient had normal function. (Case courtesy of C.L. Colton.)
detectable and resulted from high-force mechanisms. These children, 10 and 12 years old, probably had bony and soft tissue makeup approximating that of an adult wrist and also sustained enough trauma to manifest this combined injury. Another combined injury about the wrist was reported by Giddins and Shaw (83). In this case, lunate subluxation was associated with a distal radius physeal fracture. Instability of the lunate was initially recognized and treated surgically 6 weeks after the injury by repair of the dorsal ligament and pin fixation of the lunate.

There are a few reports of isolated ligamentous injuries of a child’s wrist. Gerard (81) reported a 7-year-old girl who sustained only low-energy injuries from a fall from a standing posture at 3 months of age. The parents related that the child excluded the affected hand from normal activity, and a painful limitation and clinical deformity of the wrist were present at the time of evaluation at 7 years. A volar intercalated type of instability with carpal collapse was present when the radiographs were reviewed. The distinct pattern was absent on the contralateral uninjured side. Operative reconstruction was chosen, using an extensor carpi radialis graft and pinning. Although follow-up was brief, clinical and radiographic results were considered excellent.

Hyperelasticity syndromes may predispose patients to aberrant carpal mechanics. Atraumatic bilateral perilunar dislocation patterns have been observed in association with Marfan’s syndrome (167). A complete examination of the patient to determine whether global hyperlaxity is present would be useful in evaluating wrist findings that seem out of the ordinary. Films of the contralateral extremity also can provide vital information. True intercarpal and radiocarpal ligamentous injuries are rare in children, but the diagnosis should still be considered if clinical findings suggest it. Despite the infrequency of these injuries, clinicians may find themselves questioning an apparent subtle widening or malalignment in the carpus. An appropriate index of suspicion, experience, and judicious use of ancillary studies (e.g., arthrography, stress radiography, and real-time fluoroscopic evaluation) are advocated.

If several factors in the history and examination point to potential ligamentous injury, short-term immobilization and reexamination are appropriate. Often there is a marked diminution in clinical symptoms, and uncomfortable intervention is avoided.

The goals of a mobile, painless wrist and the prevention of accelerated degeneration within the carpus are most often met by a systematic evaluation and treatment process. If aggressive intervention is necessary, the timing may have to be considered.

It is difficult to make a general recommendation about treatment for these extremely rare injuries. Some difficult decisions would have to be made in, for instance, a late adolescent athlete with an acute acutelunate injury. We would probably treat these patients as adults, with anatomic reduction, repair of soft tissues, and internal and external immobilization as necessary until healing occurs. Some formal rehabilitation may be needed to recover motion and strength. If ligamentous disruptions occur
in an extremely young patient, it is not unreasonable to permit the remodeling potential of the immature carpus and the innate ability of children to regain useful and painless range of motion to work in the child’s favor.

Distal Radioulnar Joint Disruption

Dislocation of the distal radioulnar joint also is rare in children, although with higher levels of athletic participation, we may start to see more open soft tissue destabilizing injuries (100). Fracture through the ulnar physis occurs with some frequency, and this route of force transmission may be somewhat protective to the distal radioulnar joint and triangular fibrocartilage complex (120,128). The pediatric Galeazzi equivalent is a fracture of the radius accompanied by a fracture of the distal ulnar physis that destabilizes the distal radioulnar joint. Galeazzi fractures and their equivalents are discussed in Chapter 9.

Acute lesions of the triangular fibrocartilage complex are rare in childhood. If there is a high index of clinical suspicion for such an injury in a child, arthrography may be used to confirm the diagnosis. Cadaver dissections by Mikic (147) failed to demonstrate triangular fibrocartilage changes of a degenerative nature in any specimen under 27 years of age. Although this information may not be directly applicable, it does lower the likelihood of a significant triangular fibrocartilage complex injury, with or without distal radioulnar joint disruption.

A radiocarpal dissociation from the distal ulna usually is a catastrophic injury that results from high-energy mechanisms. Subtle injuries also can occur; comparison radiographs and clinical examination are important steps in evaluation. Many of these less significant injuries can be treated with immobilization in full supination, which reduces the distal radioulnar joint.

Athletic Injuries of the Immature Wrist

Injuries to the upper extremity have been largely neglected in sports medicine because of the focus on catastrophic, high-profile lower extremity injuries. However, as our young patients participate with greater sophistication at earlier ages, the number of wrist injuries is increasing. This is especially true in high-velocity, hand-intensive sports, where the demands on the hand and wrist are the greatest (17,56).

Significant injuries to the wrist are underrecognized and can be undertreated unless the physician is familiar with these pathologies. In addition, the health-care professional attending athletic contests or evaluating the injured player in the early period must temper the athlete’s and coaches’ desire for him or her to continue play if the extent of the injuries may make this unfeasible. Acute injuries to the wrist can occur as a result of direct contact from a ball, high-energy collisions, and attempts to brace against opponents or falls onto the turf. Fractures of the carpal bones, ligamentous injuries, or a combination injury may result.

Conversely, there is increasing recognition of the effect of long-term, repetitive exposure to particular activities specifically involving the wrist. The stresses that high-performance gymnastic maneuvers place on the radial physis have been discussed and characterized in the literature (38,179,183,184). Similar physical injuries have been reported at the distal ulna as a result of gymnastics (238). The clinical and radiographic manifestation is not unlike an “acquired Madelung deformity,” as reported in one patient by Vender and Watson (219). Management is described in Chapter 9.

Whether a sports injury to the wrist is acute or secondary to repetitive loading, a sensible approach that includes input from the patient, parents, and coaches is advocated. We strongly recommend using the traditional and tested methods of treating injuries and try to disregard any outside influences that may be at work forcing a more aggressive approach to these young athletes. The definitions of aggressive and conservative are sometimes clouded in this population. Some argue that internal fixation of a minimally displaced scaphoid fracture in a high-performance athlete is a safe and predictable method that brings about rapid union and returns the patient to the previous level of athletic involvement. However, we do not advocate such an approach in children.

There may be some debate about scholarship candidates who have little growth remaining before their final season of high school sports. These decisions must be individualized, and the patient’s desires and the particular aspects of the sport are important factors to be considered.

Physicians, parents, and coaches can work together to effect significant change in the realm of education and safety. It is important to have proper coaching, conditioning, and equipment when teaching young athletes. This applies to both team activities and individual sports. Proper use of safety equipment is necessary and beneficial. Such equipment includes materials for preventing injury to the upper extremity, such as the wrist guards used in in-line skating or the hand and wrist protectors used in gymnastics (Fig. 8–94). Innovative types of immobilization and protection that are approved by rules committees of the particular level of play, whether it be the local school board or the NCAA or NFL, are used. The concept of the playing cast has been well studied and is an excellent adjunct to return athletes safely to the field or court while minimizing the danger to themselves and other participants.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Distal pole fractures occurring in preadolescents are treated symptomatically. Short-term (2–3 weeks) splinting or casting is usually adequate.

Our experience with teenaged athletes has forced us to contemplate an emerging subset of carpal injuries—the “typical” scaphoid waist fracture in a skeletally immature patient. If displaced (1 mm or more of fracture gap or 10 degrees of angulation), open reduction and internal fixation are indicated. We favor a variable pitch screw inserted through a volar approach, after anatomic reduction. For some fractures in the proximal third, a dorsal approach for insertion can be used.

If there is a mismatch between the size of the scaphoid, or the fracture fragment, and the prospective implant, then smooth wires can be used for stabilization. The same concepts of approach and implant insertion hold.
DISLOCATIONS OF THE HAND AND CARPUS

Dislocations of the Interphalangeal Joints

In children, the soft tissue stabilizers of the interphalangeal joints (the collateral ligaments, the inserting tendons, and volar plate) exceed the bony tissue in strength and ability to withstand pathologic forces. It is for this reason that failure through the bony elements is much more common in this age group. Occasionally, dislocations do occur, as do fracture-dislocations (Fig. 8-95).

The specific anatomy and interrelationships of the bones and soft tissues in the pediatric hand have been extensively discussed earlier in this chapter. We refer the reader to these sections for a thorough description of the insertions of the volar plate, collateral ligaments, and musculotendinous units about the interphalangeal joints.

Interphalangeal Joint Dislocations

The Distal Interphalangeal Joint

A hyperextension force or axial load on a slightly flexed terminal phalanx can result in dislocation of the DIP joint without fracture. Most soft tissue disruption is volar and lateral, resulting in the distal phalanx coming to rest in a position dorsal to the middle phalanx. The collateral ligaments and volar plate typically fail at their middle phalangeal origin.

Most of these pure dislocations can be easily relocated by longitudinal traction and recreation of the hyperextension force, followed by the terminal reduction maneuver. The DIP joint congruity is assessed clinically and with radiographs. Two to three weeks of splinting, similar to the splinting used for mallet injuries, will allow the ligaments to heal. Motion recovery usually is full, and late instability is rare.

Irreducible or complex dislocations of the DIP occur almost exclusively in adults, but some clinicians have included immature patients in their series (164,171,185,194). The reports that have included younger patients have lacked specific details of operative findings, and have mixed pure soft tissue injuries with fracture-dislocations (210). However, some important facts have been common to most reports:

1. The distal phalanx is dorsal and blocked from reduction by the interposed volar plate, having been avulsed from the middle phalanx. Other tissues that may be interposed are the collateral ligaments and the flexor digitorum profundus (211).
2. Relocation of the complex dislocation, performed through a dorsal approach, usually requires division of at least one collateral ligament, removal of the interposed volar plate, and relocation of the flexor digitorum profundus.
3. Pinning of the joint is an option for a period of 3 weeks until soft tissue healing is adequate to start early motion. No late instability was reported, and motion recovery was uniformly satisfactory.
The Proximal Interphalangeal Joint

Injuries of the PIP joint are relatively rare in children, in comparison with their occurrence in adults. Bony injuries about the PIP joint garner the most attention because of their potentially disastrous results, but injuries to the soft tissues often lead to persistent swelling, instability or stiffness, and tendon imbalance.

The Jammed Finger. The jammed finger or “coach's finger” is a popular term in the lay community used to describe the swollen digit resulting from an axial loading injury with variable angulatory and rotational forces. The pain and deformity usually are localized to the PIP joint, and flexion is difficult. The pediatric patient often has trouble localizing the discomfort to the volar, lateral, or dorsal aspect of the joint. By the time the physician has seen the patient, several coaches or parents have already tried to “pull it back in place.”

At first evaluation, little more is known about the pathoanatomy than it is primarily focused at the PIP joint. The history should include questions about the mechanism of injury, and whether there was a perceived deformity of the digit that was reduced by manipulation.

Radiographs will reveal a fracture, if present, but often are unclear with respect to the skeleton. Diffuse soft tissue swelling is appreciated. Care must be taken to study the congruity of the reduction at the PIP joint. A loss of concentricity can be quite subtle, evidenced by a dorsal V space instead of a smooth articular mating.

Evaluation under metacarpal block anesthesia is helpful in determining the integrity of the soft tissue structures about the PIP joint. A stress examination of the collateral ligaments can be conducted. Passive range of motion can be recorded painlessly, and active motion can be assessed.

A closed boutonniere deformity is inferred when active extension from a flexed posture is impossible, but extension can be maintained if the digit is passively placed at neutral. Other provocative maneuvers for diagnosis of an extensor mechanism injury include a test of central slip continuity described by Elson (66). With the patient's digit flexed 90 degrees at the PIP joint...
over a table edge, inability to extend the PIP joint coupled with fixed extension of the DIP joint indicates a central slip rupture.

For many of these presentations, no specific pathologic entity is defined. The soft tissue swelling and vague pain can persist for nearly a year, and the affected PIP joint may always be slightly more voluminous. Radiographs typically show no bony sequelae or accelerated degeneration, although cartilage or bone bruise is a likely part of the injury.

Treatment of the “jammed finger” consists of initial icing and elevation for 72 hours, with immobilization in a hand-based splint to permit rest. Edema reduction and motion should then follow, and warm soaks may bring some relief. Buddy taping to the adjacent digit protects the injured member and promotes earlier motion recovery.

A documented central slip rupture is treated with extension splinting for four weeks, followed by dynamic extension splinting for 2 to 4 weeks. The splint permits motion, while preventing volar subluxation of the lateral bands. Rarely, operative intervention is required for closed extensor mechanism injuries. Primary tendon repair, with or without joint pinning, usually is reserved for special circumstances. The greater strength of the flexor surface muscles usually allows recovery of flexion, even after several weeks of extension splinting.

**True Pip Dislocations.** Pip dislocations can be dorsal, volar, or lateral. Although a significant number of these injuries are incomplete ligament avulsions or intrasubstance tears, combined with a spectrum of injuries to the volar plate, some may present as irreducible joint dislocations.

**Dorsal Pip Dislocations.** Dislocations about the PIP joint in which the middle phalanx is displaced dorsal to the proximal phalanx are the most common (Fig. 8-96). Failure of the collateral ligaments and the volar plate are all a part of the pathogenesis of the dislocation. These structures may even block attempts at reduction, creating a rare irreducible dorsal dislocation.

Many dorsal dislocations are better termed subluxations or sprains, because the injury to the fibers of the collateral ligaments does not result in frank loss of joint congruity or cause instability of the articulation through a normal arc of motion. In fact, many of these injuries either go unseen by the physician or are seen after they are reduced by the patient or other attendant. Many of these reductions take place on the playing field or gymnasium, and the patient returns to an athletic contest.

With a dorsal dislocation, neurovascular status typically is normal, but pain and deformity are obvious. Fracture is ruled out with standard radiographs, with the addition of an oblique film to better assess the condylar area. After adequate anesthesia, the dislocation is reduced with longitudinal traction and hyperextension, followed by gentle flexion of the middle phalanx back onto the proximal phalanx articular surface.

The quality of the reduction and the stability of the joint must be assessed. Radiographs should demonstrate a concentric reduction. Most dislocations are stable throughout the normal

**FIGURE 8-96.** A: Lateral radiograph of a volar plate avulsion injury. There is a small fracture fragment volarly from the epiphysis of the middle phalanx. Note the associated soft tissue swelling. These fractures should not be treated with prolonged immobilization. Early buddy taping and motion lessen the risk of a flexion contracture. B: Dorsal dislocation of the proximal interphalangeal joint in a 10-year-old girl.
range of motion, but others may dislocate as the PIP joint is brought into more extension. Eaton (65) described the active stability test to determine the adequacy of reduction and the need to potentially treat by operative means. Simply asking the blocked and reduced patient to perform active flexion and extension to determine stability is the cornerstone. If the joint remains stable in this arc, then 2 to 3 weeks of buddy taping are adequate.

Extension-block splinting, as advocated by McElfresh et al. (142), may be needed for fracture–dislocations. Our regimen for splinting of injuries that are reducible and stable in at least some range is detailed below:

1. For a completely stable joint with no lateral instability or volar plate laxity, we allow early motion with buddy taping to the side of the greatest lateral tenderness.

2. For a closed reduction that is stable, yet associated with a degree of lateral instability (<20 degrees) or volar plate laxity (<20 degrees hyperextension), splinting of the PIP joint for 2 to 3 weeks in about 30 degrees of flexion is the initial treatment. Buddy taping can continue for 2 to 3 additional weeks.

3. For significant volar plate injury without lateral instability, a greater degree of PIP joint flexion is used for about 3 weeks. We typically splint at 5 degrees less than the maximal extension at which the joint starts to dislocate: this is usually between 45 and 60 degrees. The joint is extended slowly every 7 to 10 days until full extension is realized at the third or fourth week. The joint has been left free to flex throughout this treatment course. Bowes (29) has reported development of a swan neck pattern in two children with volar plate rupture after dorsal dislocation, and both needed volar plate repair. More aggressive early dorsal block splinting may permit healing of the injured plate and prevent such a deformity.

There is considerable disagreement concerning primary repair of torn collateral ligaments associated with PIP joint dislocations in adults (135,141,180,188). With the paucity of experience or reports of this pure ligamentous injury in children, even less of a consensus exists. Redler and Williams (180) did include four skeletally immature patients in their series of 14 complete collateral ligament ruptures. They reported complete functional recovery. Blount (23) and Vicar (220) described a patient in whom the collateral ligament was interposed in the PIP joint and had to be extracted to permit reduction. In Vicar’s patient, the injury was several weeks old, but the open repair was successful.

Other researchers (28,232) described a tumescence at the site of the collateral ligament avulsion (from its proximal phalangeal origin) that has been bothersome to patients and may cause functional limitation. These fibrocartilagenous or fibroosseous masses have been excised with uniform success. Another peculiar injury was reported by Whipple et al. (228) in which the volar cartilage surface of the middle phalanx was folded into the joint, in a dorsal fracture–dislocation. The cartilage flap was easily restored, and excellent function was realized within a month.

We have been very pleased with simple closed reduction, coupled with either short-term immobilization in an extension block splint or simple buddy taping. If the dorsal dislocation cannot be reduced, evacuation of interposed tissue is necessary. When the joint is to be opened for reduction, we primarily repair the collateral ligament(s) with nonabsorbable suture. However, we reserve this treatment for unstable joints, because we have found that postreduction instability is rare, because most of these patients tend toward stiffness.

The “gray area” between open and closed treatment of these injuries is when reduction can be accomplished, but significant instability is present. In this young population, we still make an attempt at closed treatment if the joint can be reduced. If the joint needs to be splinted in more than 60 degrees of flexion to remain stable, we advocate primary ligament repair. We approach the digit through a mid-axial incision on the side of the collateral ligament rupture. Secure primary repair or suture to bone is accomplished. Pinning of the joint is avoided if possible. Motion is begun at the second week.

Dynamic splinting may be necessary for terminal motion recovery. The fibrous masses that have been described above usually present little impediment to motion recovery. If the mass is troublesome, it can be excised after the other tissues have stabilized. Waiting about 6 months may allow the surgeon to combine a capsulotomy or tenolysis, if needed, with the excision.

**Volar PIP Dislocations.** Although volar PIP dislocations are uncommon in the pediatric population, there are common themes that can be appreciated from the few reports (111,160,165):

1. These injuries often go undetected. The delay in diagnosis ranged from 1 to 52 months in one series (165), and the single patient reported in another series was 3 weeks old (160).

2. Interposition of soft tissues (the volar plate, lateral band) can hamper attempts at closed reduction. Likewise, fracture fragments can render the dislocation irreducible by closed means (111).

3. Long-term results are often suboptimal. It is difficult to ascertain whether the late treatment is the ultimate cause, or contributing factors like the violence of the initial trauma or extent of tissue involvement also may play a role.

Volar dislocation is an extensor-side injury. The interval between the lateral band and the central tendon may be the site for herniation of the proximal phalangeal head, or the central slip may rupture from its middle phalangeal insertion. Thompson and Eaton (213) recommend 3 weeks of extension splinting followed by intermittent dynamic splinting for patients in whom a congruous reduction is obtained. If the reduction is blocked by soft tissue, exploration may be necessary. We approach the digit from the dorsum, and exploit the injury interval to evacuate the joint. Careful reconstruction of the extensor tendon is performed, and splinting in extension is continuous for 3 to 4 weeks. The flexion typically is regained without too much difficulty over the course of the next 6 weeks. Some dynamic splinting can be used to assist or accelerate motion recovery.

**Lateral PIP Dislocation.** Garroway et al. (77) emphasized the role of torsional forces in the development of complex dislocations about the PIP joint. Although his five classes spanned volar and dorsal dislocations, and no specific mention of these injuries in children was made, the concept of multiaxial force in the
pathogenesis of PIP dislocations was underscored. It is rare to have forces directed purely in one plane, and simply labeling the injury as a dorsal or volar tissue disruption is practical but incomplete. The tissue that is likely damaged in all these injuries, to an extent, is the collateral ligament.

Kiethaber and co-workers (114) focused attention on the collateral ligament system and related displacement of the digit in the coronal plane to tissue pathology. More than 20 degrees of lateral deviation to gentle stress reliably indicated complete ligamentous disruption. The order of failure was also elucidated in this study: first, the collateral ligament is detached from the proximal phalangeal origin; then the accessory and proper collaterals are separated as forces move distally; the final area of failure is the distal volar plate insertion from the middle phalanx.

Treatment of the collateral ligament in the setting of a volar and dorsal dislocation has already been described. Protection of the collateral ligament can be accomplished with rigid splinting or buddy taping. The extent of the injury, evidenced by the amount of lateral deviation to stress and the quality of the end point, may mitigate for more aggressive treatment in some patients. If the joint can be dislocated by applying lateral stress, then consideration should be given to collateral repair. If a fracture is present in conjunction with the lateral stress injury, consideration could be stronger for opening the injury through a mid-axial approach and stabilizing the bone and repairing the soft tissue (47).

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

The variables that must be considered when planning a treatment course for PIP level injuries in a child include extent and anatomic location of soft tissue disruption, presence or absence of fracture, reducibility, and stability after reduction. Almost all PIP dislocations deserve an attempt at closed reduction and stability assessment. Indeed, the standard protocol of anesthetic block, reduction, active and passive motion testing, and radiographic assessment suffice in most circumstances.

Dorsal Dislocation

If the reduction was easily obtained and good motion arc and stability are present, we prescribe a short period (less than a week) of dorsal blocking protection. This can be followed by active motion with buddy taping.

If there is a proclivity for the joint to redislocate at 30 degrees of flexion or more, we exercise more of a standard dorsal blocking splint regimen: 45 to 60 degrees for 5 to 7 days, followed by 30 to 45 degrees for 5 to 7 days, followed by 15 to 30 degrees or buddy taping until swelling is decreased and stable motion is realized. The entire course usually lasts 2 to 3 weeks.

If surgical intervention is indicated in the rare severe intraarticular fracture, irreducible dislocation, or a combination, the ultimate goal of stable fixation to permit early motion must be observed. These problem fractures typically occur in adolescents, so “adult principles” govern.

Volar Dislocation

This is a rare injury, but can occur in children. One of the classic mechanisms seems to be catching the digit in the spokes of a bicycle or exercise equipment. This injury reflects a disruption of the dorsal apparatus, and this must be respected. Therefore, splinting is in extension for up to 4 weeks, followed by a spring-loaded extension splint.

A dorsal epiphyseal fracture may indicate a central slip avulsion fracture that may require open treatment.

Lateral Dislocations

Injury to the collateral ligaments is a likely component of all these dislocations, regardless of true “direction.” Conversely, isolated rupture, or pure lateral dislocation, is probably rare. An incompetent collateral ligament is best treated by closed means. The exception to this is when there has been an incarceration of a lateral band in the dislocated joint.

Metacarpophalangeal Joint Dislocations

The most common site for dislocation in the child’s hand is the MCP joint (84,130,200). The thumb MCP joint dislocates most often as a result of a hyperextension force. The gamekeeper’s or skier’s thumb can be thought of as a momentary dislocation or subluxation. A small epiphyseal fragment may accompany the UCL, or a pure soft tissue injury can result. The most common complex or irreducible dislocation is at the index MCP joint.

Dorsal Dislocations of the Triphalangeal Digits

The most common dislocation of the MCP joint is dorsal dislocation of the index digit (Fig. 8-97). The injury results from a hyperextension force that causes a rupture or avulsion of the volar plate (33). When the proximal phalanx becomes situated dorsal to the metacarpal, there is little question of the diagnosis. The digit is supinated, ulnarily deviated, and shortened. The interphalangeal joints are slightly flexed. Most patients have volar skin dimpling over the metacarpal head.

Radiographs can confirm the diagnosis, especially when there is gross malalignment of the bony elements or the sesamoids are seen in the joint. The position of the volar plate in children over 10 years of age can be inferred by sesamoid position in the index and thumb rays (211). Rarely, other digits have visible sesamoids, and this same diagnostic technique can be used. It is often suggested that the presence of the sesamoids in the joint connotes a complex dislocation, but this finding is not absolute.

Other clues to dislocation at the MCP joint can be gleaned from radiographs. Robins (181) observed simple narrowing of the MCP joint space in MCP dislocation. Campbell (36) described the concept of the “phalangeal line” as a guide to determining the presence of fracture or dislocation at the MCP joint. He showed that a line drawn down the axis of the proximal phalanx should pass through the axis of rotation of the metacarpal head in the uninjured digit. When a fracture or dislocation was present, the phalangeal line became skewed (36). The concept of “parallelism” of the metacarpal and the phalanx is another expression of Campbell’s concept. This finding is not uni-
versally seen in the complex dislocation. The surgeon should be especially cognizant of the infrequent occurrence of adjacent MCP dislocations. These most often occur with more violent trauma and can be difficult to diagnose clinically because of hand swelling. Radiographs may be difficult to interpret, because projections may obscure adjacent MCP joints.

To explain the pathoanatomy of an irreducible or complex dislocation, Kaplan (112) described the position of the metacarpal head with respect to the surrounding soft tissues. The metacarpal head becomes “picture-framed” by the flexor tendon to the ulnar side and the lumbrical to the radial side. The superficial transverse metacarpal ligament and the natatory ligaments can settle dorsally around the metacarpal neck, and the palmar aponeurosis captures the metacarpal on the volar side. The collar is
tightened by longitudinal traction, and this common reduction maneuver can actually convert a reducible dislocation to an irreducible one. The volar plate can become interposed between the dorsal metacarpal head and the dislocated proximal phalanx, further blocking reduction.

Reduction is effected by further hyperextending the joint, then attempting to capture the volar plate with the dorsal lip of the proximal phalanx. Intraarticular infiltration of anesthetic fluid can assist reduction by "floating" the volar plate out of its displaced position. The success rate for closed reduction of complex dislocation is low. Operative reduction and clearing of the joint usually are required. If a reasonable attempt at closed reduction has failed, open reduction is warranted.

**Volar Approach.** When closed reduction is unsuccessful, open methods are needed. Many surgeons prefer the volar approach for reduction of the MCP dislocation (Fig. 8-97). The volar approach affords excellent exposure of the metacarpal head and the structures that incarcerate it (11,14,23,84,92,112,130,143). The authors that prefer this approach accept the risk of potential injury to the digital nerves that are draped over the articular surface of the metacarpal head. Kaplan and others advocate division of multiple structures, including the A1 pulley, the distal edge of the palmar aponeurosis, the superficial transverse metacarpal ligament, and the natatory ligaments. Other clinicians believe that division of the A1 pulley alone (130) or the transverse metacarpal ligament alone (104) is sufficient.

McLaughlin modified the volar approach to the MCP joint by incorporating it with a mid-lateral incision into the digit, choosing to extend the incision along the radial mid-lateral line (143). He used a skin hook to extract the volar plate from its position in the dislocated joint. Reduction was accomplished without the need for additional soft tissue releases.

Metacarpophalangeal dislocations in the other triphalangeal joints are uncommon (Fig. 8-98). Baldwin et al. (0) described an irreducible fifth ray MCP dislocation in which the metacarpal head was entrapped by the abductor digiti quinti and flexor digiti minimi on the medial side and the long flexor tendons to the lateral side. Open reduction with incision of the volar plate was necessary to correct the deformity.

Metacarpophalangeal dislocations in the central rays are rare (Fig. 8-99) (161). Lateral fracture-dislocations at the MCP joint sometimes occur, and are often S-H III fractures of the phalangeal base. Open reduction usually is necessary to treat the fracture.

The optimal treatment is prompt recognition and reduction of the MCP dislocation. The window of opportunity for successful reduction is difficult to define. Although reasonable results have been obtained when the dislocation is reduced within the first 3 to 4 months, this is still suboptimal treatment. After 6 months, results are less predictable, and accelerated arthrosis may necessitate an early salvage procedure.

**Dorsal Approach.** Most surgeons use a dorsal exposure for reduction of complex MCP joint dislocations. Described by Bec­ton et al. (14), this simplified technique avoids the catastrophic complication of digital nerve transection, while still permitting adequate joint access.

FIGURE 8-98. A relatively rare dorsal dislocation of the long finger was irreducible by closed means. A dorsal approach permitted visualization of the joint and extrication of the volar plate. Excellent function ensued after early motion was started.

By relaxing the flexor pull by simply flexing the wrist and digits, the joint can be approached through a tendon-splitting incision. Either a transverse or hockey stick capsulotomy can be used, but the injury may have stripped the capsule to an extensive degree. Use of a Freer or septal elevator defines the joint, and may sweep away the soft tissue that was interposed. Throughout the procedure, protection of the metacarpal head articular surface is paramount.

Pushing the volar plate back into position may be the only treatment needed for the joint. At times, a flexor tendon is wrapped around the condyle. If the volar plate is difficult to reduce, it can be split from the dorsal in a longitudinal fashion. This maneuver relaxes the plate, and permits it to slip back to anatomic position. The volar plate need not be repaired or sutured back to surrounding tissues after its reduction.

**Postoperative Therapy.** Regardless of the approach used, there is universal agreement that early motion is necessary. The minimal amount of tissue dissection facilitates this, and a minimal soft dressing is all that is needed in the acute postoperative period. Rarely, a dorsal blocking splint may be needed to prevent hyperextension that may lead to redislocation. There exists no report of redislocation at the MCP level after open reduction.
Missed MCP Dislocations. Early reduction of the MCP dislocation has been stressed by Hunt et al. (109). It is universally agreed that early reduction and an early motion program should be accomplished within the first 7 days (112,143). Despite appropriate radiographs and clinical examination, inexperience with these injuries can lead to a missed dislocation.

Significant motion limitation and deformity characterize this entity, although pain is typically minimal. Operative intervention is the only reasonable alternative, thus we caution against vigorous attempts at closed reduction when a dislocation has been present more than 2 or 3 weeks.

Murphy and Stark (157) discussed the treatment of missed dislocations. They performed open reduction of MCP dislocations that had been neglected for 3 weeks to 3 months. Both volar and dorsal approaches were used, and the UCL had to be resected in some patients. Transarticular pinning was maintained for 3 weeks. There was decreased motion at the MCP joint, but it was still thought to be in the useful range. Late complications included partial growth arrest. Barenfeld (11) achieved normal motion in a patient whose dislocation was reduced 3½ months after injury. Lipscomb and Janes (133) reported a 20-year follow-up of an unreduced thumb MCP dislocation. They related that "new metacarpal head, joint, and ligament apparently formed spontaneously." It is likely that the exceptional remodeling about the adjacent epiphyses adapted to the new forces contributed by the bones in their new position.

We agree that surgical reduction will likely require both volar and dorsal approaches. The multiple structures that can incarcerate the metacarpal head have contracted, and release of any tight structure is indicated. Dorsal clearing of the joint often is needed to remove the fibrous tissue that has occupied the void left by the dislocation.

Dorsal Dislocation of the Thumb Ray
In many ways, MCP joint dislocations of the thumb are similar to those of the triphalangeal digits. The hyperextension mechanism is the same, as is the proclivity of the dislocation to be irreducible. Because of the thumb's differing anatomy and functional importance, it is considered separately.

The pathophysiology was elucidated by Farabeuf in 1876 (69). His classification system is complete and quite useful. It describes tissue injury and explains the implications for and likelihood of reduction. The focus of the system is the integrity and position of the volar plate, the status of the collateral ligaments, and the relative position of the metacarpal and proximal phalanx. The components of the classification are incomplete dislocation, simple complete dislocation, and complete complex dislocation (Fig. 8-100).

Incomplete Thumb MCP Dislocations. Incomplete dislocations occur when the volar plate ruptures, but the collateral ligaments remain intact. In its most benign form, an intrasubstance injury or partial avulsion of the volar plate occurs, which may result in supraphysiologic extension at the MCP joint. Often, the volar plate rupture is complete, and the MCP joint
subluxates as the proximal phalanx perches on the dorsum of the metacarpal.

A period of immobilization usually is adequate treatment. Three weeks is sufficient for more significant injuries, and discontinuation of the splint when tenderness subsides is reasonable for low-level trauma. If a child desires to return to athletic participation, protection with a hand-based thumb spica orthosis is recommended. A pure ligamentous injury at the ulnar collateral can be classified as an incomplete dislocation. This is best shown by stress radiographs and examination.

**Simple Complete Thumb MCP Dislocation.** The simple complete dislocation of the thumb MCP is the most clinically obvious. The proximal phalanx is dorsally displaced, and its long axis is 90 degrees to that of the metacarpal.

Many of these dislocations can be reduced by closed means (Fig. 8-101). The reduction maneuver previously described for interphalangeal joint reduction is particularly useful, including insufflation of the joint with lidocaine. This maneuver resembles that described by Burton and Eaton (34), who recommended extension of the thumb interphalangeal joint to lift the flexor pollicis longus and volar plate away from their position potentially blocking the reduction. Many clinicians have warned against excessive longitudinal traction when attempting reduction. The resulting force may convert a reducible injury into a complex dislocation (92,143).

If reduction is successful, thumb spica casting for 3 weeks usually is sufficient to permit healing of the volar plate and collateral ligaments. Care must be taken during cast application so as not to deviate the thumb in a radial or ulnar direction, because of the potential of concomitant collateral ligament rupture.

**Complete Complex Thumb MCP Dislocation.** The dislocation that represents the most tissue disturbance, and the one that normally requires open reduction, appears as the most clinically inconspicuous. In a complete complex dislocation, the long axes of the proximal phalanx and metacarpal can be parallel. The thumb is shortened and swollen about the MCP joint.

It is difficult to obtain closed reduction of a complete complex dislocation, although occasionally closed manipulation can

---

**FIGURE 8-100.** Simple and complex dorsal dislocation of the thumb metacarpophalangeal joint.

**FIGURE 8-101.** Complete simple dislocation. A 9-year-old boy with a dorsal dislocation of the thumb metacarpophalangeal joint. The dislocation lacks parallelism, and closed reduction was successful.
reduce the joint (200). Even if closed reduction is successful, some surgeons advocate open ligament repair if significant lateral instability is present.

As a rule, this injury must be treated by open reduction (Fig. 8-102). Farabeuf (69), Weeks (225), and Bohart (25) recommended a dorsal approach to the joint, but a volar approach usually is advocated to reliably extricate the volar plate.

The volar approach is made through a Brunner incision. The digital nerves of the thumb are central in an uninjured thumb, and become dangerously tensed over the metacarpal head in a complete dislocation. Great care must be exercised to avoid their injury. The flexor pollicis brevis muscle is followed down to the volar plate, then the plate can be removed from the displaced position. Repair of the volar plate back to the metacarpal neck restores anatomy (92,207), but the value of this procedure must be weighed against the potential of undue stiffness. It seldom is necessary to repair or reconstruct the collateral ligaments.

Three weeks of immobilization in a thumb spica cast is followed by a gradual range-of-motion program. Protection during athletics is also recommended for complete complex dislocations.

Fracture–Dislocation

Dorsal fracture–dislocation of the thumb MCP joint is a rare injury that also usually requires treatment (Fig. 8-103).

Thumb MCP UCL Injury (Gamekeeper’s Thumb)

Four Types in Children Ulnar collateral ligament injury of the child’s thumb MCP is not given much attention in the voluminous literature on gamekeeper’s thumb. Forced abduction stress at the child’s thumb MCP joint results in four types of injury: (a) a simple sprain of the UCL; (b) a rupture or avulsion of the insertion or origin (229) of the ligament; (c) a simple S–H I or II fracture of the proximal physis; or (d) an avulsion fracture (S–H III) of the ulnar one fourth to one third of the epiphysis of the proximal phalanx (Fig. 8-104).

An Adolescent Injury. The injury is usually encountered in the preadolescent or adolescent. Clinically, the thumb is quite swollen, particularly in the area of the MCP joint, and ecchymosis often extends out into the skin of the first web. If routine radiographs show no bony injury, the joint must be stressed by
A 12-year-old boy sustained a dorsal fracture-dislocation of the metacarpophalangeal joint when his thumb was struck by a shotgun bolt. Note that a posteroanterior view of the thumb metacarpal appears on the same image as a lateral view of the phalanges. Closed attempts to reduce the fracture-dislocation were unsuccessful, and open reduction and internal fixation with Kirschner wires were performed. Four months after surgery, he had only a 10 degree loss of joint motion.
often caught over the edge of the extensor aponeurosis when the joint reduces spontaneously (206,207). The ligament cannot heal, and chronic lateral instability with a weakened pinch is likely. A false impression of instability can result from an S-H I or II fracture of the proximal phalanx that is undisplaced on the original radiograph and becomes obvious only on the stress radiograph (Figs. 8-104D and 8-105). Cast immobilization is all that is required for this injury. Incomplete tears (<45 degrees difference on stress testing) heal in a thumb spica cast worn for 4 weeks.

Operative Indications. If the stress radiograph, made with the thumb extended, shows that the joint opens 45 degrees more than the normal side, a complete tear has occurred, and open repair is indicated (Fig. 8-105) (200). An S-H III fracture of the ulnar corner of the epiphysis of the proximal phalanx is by far the most common childhood gamekeeper's injury. The significantly displaced fracture (fragment rotated and displaced >1.5 mm) requires open reduction and internal fixation to restore the integrity of the UCL and to obtain a congruous joint surface (Fig. 8-106).

Missed Thumb MCP Dislocations. Like some MCP dislocations in the triphalangeal digits, thumb MCP dislocations also can go undetected or neglected (133). Depending on many factors (length of time since original injury, age of the patient, current level of function), the surgeon must decide how aggressively to treat the problem once recognized.

If detected in the first 6 to 8 weeks, we recommend an attempt at reduction through a volar or combined approach. Transarticular pinning can be considered. Depending on the tissue quality, amount of symptoms, and functional status, it is
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**Figure 8-104.** Ulnar instability of the thumb metacarpal joint. A: Simple sprain. B: Rupture of the ligament. C: Avulsion fracture (Salter-Harris type III). D: Pseudo-gamekeeper’s injury resulting from a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture of the proximal phalanx.

**Breakdancer’s Thumb.** Winslet and associates (231) reported on three teenagers with a displaced fracture of the ulnar corner of the base of the proximal phalanx of the thumb with ulnar instability after breakdancing. All three had open reduction and internal fixation. They coined the name *breakdancer’s thumb* for the injury.

**Treatment.**

**Cast Immobilization.** Healing in a cast is unlikely because the ligament, which is usually avulsed from its distal insertion, is
not unreasonable to attempt reduction up to 4 to 6 months after injury.

Some late injuries may be best left to remodel to their maximal function, then a salvage procedure such as soft tissue arthroplasty or fusion (199) can be performed.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Management of MCP level dislocations should be stepwise and logical. We believe that essentially every MCP dislocation deserves an attempt at closed reduction. After insufflating the joint with anesthetic, recreation of the deformity with hyperextension and performing a reduction maneuver can result in reestablishment of the articular relationship. This should be performed under optimized conditions, which may include conscious sedation and even an operating room setting. The latter is advocated in case the surgeon must proceed to open reduction.

We advocate the dorsal approach for most MCP dislocations requiring open treatment. The volar plate is the typical tissue blocking reduction, and it usually can be removed by sweeping the joint with a septal elevator in most cases. In some patients, the interposed volar plate needs to be incised in a longitudinal fashion to promote its exit from the joint. There is no indication for volar plate repair.

If the surgeon is more experienced or more confident with the volar approach, it cannot be overemphasized that the digital nerve is draped over the prominent metacarpal head. Utmost care must be exercised in liberating the incarcerated metacarpal from the surrounding soft tissues and reducing the joint.

**Dislocations of the Carpometacarpal Joints**

Dislocations of the CMC joint, with or without small fracture fragments from the metacarpal base, are rare injuries. The decision whether to open the dislocation site is based primarily on the stability after closed reduction. We suggest stabilization with percutaneous pins in almost all these injuries because of the proclivity to redislocate.

The fractures that accompany the dislocations can range from small avulsions that accompany the ligament disruption to large fragments comprising a significant percentage of the articular surface (Fig. 8-64). Often these fragments are displaced and
rotated. Some large articular fractures can rotate 180 degrees while the fracture dislocation is in its maximum displacement. It is important to recognize that fracture fragments can block reduction and be the source of continued pain and potential nonunion.

Although isolated dislocations at the CMC level do occur, their pathogenesis and treatment are the same as disruptions in which fractures occur. (See previous section on metacarpal fractures.)

Dislocations of the Carpus

Rare and Often Unrecognized

Intercarpal dislocations are uncommon in children. Due to the rarity of the injury and the relative smallness of the child’s carpal bone, this injury is likely to go unrecognized (Figs. 8-90 and 8-91). A 10-year-old child with an acute dorsal trans-scaphoid perilunate dislocation was reported by Peiro et al. (166). Sixteen weeks after closed reduction and cast immobilization, he had a normal wrist. Ogden (162) published the radiograph of a young child with a trans-scaphoid perilunar dislocation but gave no details. Christodoulou and Colton (41) mentioned a 9-year-old boy who had a trans-scaphoid perilunar dislocation, but no details were given. Light (129) described an 11-year-old child who had open reduction and Kirschner wire fixation of a trans-scaphoid perilunar dislocation with a fracture through the lunate. Pennes et al. (167) reported a 14-year-old girl with Marfan’s syndrome who had bilateral dorsal perilunate dislocations, unrelated to trauma, secondary to ligamentous laxity.

Salvage Treatment Needed

The principles of treatment do not differ from those for adults with dislocations of the carpus. Reconstructive surgery may be required for a chronic dislocation that has gone unrecognized (Fig. 8-107). Gerard (81) reported the only child in the literature with a chronic posttraumatic carpal instability. The 7-year-old
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**FIGURE 8-107.** A and B: An 11-year-old girl sustained this injury 7 months previously. She had been radiographed several times, but the correct diagnosis of volar trans-scaphoid perilunate dislocation was not made. C: Intercarpal fusion was performed, and 1 year after injury the range of motion was as follows: dorsiflexion 30 degrees, palmar flexion 30 degrees, radial deviation 10 degrees, and ulnar deviation 25 degrees. She had minimal discomfort with strenuous use.
girl had pain and limitation of wrist motion secondary to a scapholunate dissociation with a palmar flexion collapse deformity of the lunocapitate joint. Open reduction and pin fixation, with reconstruction of the scapholunate ligament with a portion of extensor carpi radialis longus tendon, corrected the instability. Light (129) recommended the use of arthrography and MRI to demonstrate scapholunate dissociation in the immature carpus.

One of us (T.J.G.) has reported a skeletally immature teenage girl with hemiatrophy who presented with the extremely rare pattern of a palmar mid-carpal dislocation (89). Although the patient recalled no antecedent trauma, the wrist had apparently been dislocated for a lengthy period, judging from the radiographic and clinical appearance. Symptoms and function improved after reduction and mid-carpal fusion.

**Dislocation of the Distal Radioulnar Joint**

**More Common in the Older Child**

Dislocation of the distal radioulnar joint may occur with (148) or without a fracture of the radius. An isolated dislocation is uncommon in young children, but may occur near the end of the growth period. The dislocation may be in a dorsal or volar direction and is likely to go unrecognized.

**Computed Tomographic Imaging Most Useful**

Computed tomographic scanning has proved superior to plain radiographs in diagnosing a dislocation or subluxation of the distal radioulnar joint (61,150,224). The scan is especially useful in determining through a cast whether the dislocation is reduced.

**Anatomic Considerations**

Many clinicians (54,105) have correctly pointed out that the radiocarpal complex dislocates from the *ulna*, which, because of its fixed proximal articulation with the humerus, cannot dislocate. Common terminology, however, still refers to the ulna as being dislocated.

The head of the ulna articulates with the sigmoid notch of the radius. The stability of the distal radioulnar joint is maintained by the triangular fibrocartilage and the dorsal and volar radioulnar ligaments. The triangular fibrocartilage, extending from the distal margin of the radial sigmoid notch to the base of the styloid process of the ulna, acts primarily to prevent lateral displacement of the ulna (100,105). The dorsal and volar radioulnar ligaments are the prime stabilizers of the distal radioulnar joint. The dorsal radioulnar ligament becomes taut on pronation, and the volar radioulnar ligament becomes taut on supination.

**Mechanisms Vary**

Hyperpronation results in a tear of the dorsal ligament and triangular fibrocartilage and a dorsal dislocation of the distal ulna. Hypersupination tears the volar radioulnar ligament and triangular fibrocartilage, producing a volar dislocation of the distal ulna.

**Clinical and Radiographic Findings**

If the dislocation is dorsal, there is a marked dorsal prominence of the distal end of the ulna, and any attempt to supinate the pronated forearm is resisted. The AP view shows an abnormal separation at the distal radioulnar joint, and the ulna is dorsally displaced on the true lateral view. If the dislocation is volar, the wrist appears narrower than normal because the normal dorsal prominence of the distal ulna is missing. The forearm is fixed in supination. The ulna and radius are overlapped on the AP view, and the ulna is volarly displaced on the true lateral view.

**Treatment**

**Nonoperative Usually Satisfactory**

If the diagnosis is made acutely, closed reduction usually is successful. A volarly displaced ulna is reduced in full pronation, and a dorsal displacement is corrected by direct pressure over the ulna and full supination. A long arm cast in the corrected position is worn for 4 to 6 weeks. A 4-year-old girl with a dorsal dislocation of the distal ulna, successfully treated with a long arm cast in supination for 4 weeks, was reported by Heiple and Freehafer (105). Birch-Jensen (19) reported a successful result in a 14-year-old boy with a volar dislocation of the distal ulna reduced by slight pressure and immobilized for only a week with a dorsal splint.

**Operative Indications**

The dislocation is occasionally irreducible because of an interposed extensor carpi ulnaris tendon (10,39). Chronic or recurrent dislocation is likely to follow an undiagnosed or inadequately treated acute dislocation. Attempts to restabilize the distal radioulnar joint in children using soft tissue procedures have met with some success. Dameron (54) advised excision of the distal end of the ulna if the dislocation was untreated for 2 months or longer. Excision of the distal ulna, if indicated, should of course be postponed until growth is complete. Dislocation of the distal ulna secondary to premature cessation of radial growth is best treated by ulnar shortening.

**Association with Fractures of the Radius**

Dislocation or disruption of the distal radioulnar joint with a fracture of the shaft or distal radius is referred to as a Galeazzi fracture (actually a fracture–dislocation complex). This entity is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
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Forearm fractures in children are the most common long bone fractures, comprising about 40% of all pediatric fractures (19, 20, 32). The distal aspect of the radius and ulna is the most common site of fracture in the forearm (5, 18, 19, 26, 36). These fractures have been reported to be three times more common in boys; however, the increased participation in athletics by girls at a young age may be changing this ratio. Although these fractures occur at any age, they are most frequent during the adolescent growth spurt (2). A direct fall is the usual mechanism of injury. With the wrist and hand extended to protect the child, a fracture occurs if the mechanical force is sufficient. Regardless of the type, these fractures cause pain in the distal forearm, tenderness directly over the fracture site, and limited motion of the wrist and hand. Deformity depends on the degree of fracture displacement. Standard radiographs are diagnostic of fracture type and displacement. Metaphyseal fractures are most common, followed by physeal fractures (13, 23, 32); the distal fragment in either usually is extended. Associated fractures of the hand and elbow regions are rare. Occasionally a direct blow or a fall onto a flexed wrist and hand causes volar displacement or angulation of the distal fragment.

Repetitive loading of the wrist can lead to physeal stress injuries of the distal radius and, less commonly, the ulna. These injuries are rare, and occur most frequently in gymnasts (1, 4, 6, 9, 21, 27, 33). Any patient with chronic physeal region wrist pain who participates in an activity with repetitive axial loading of the wrist, such as gymnastics or break dancing (15), should be examined for a stress injury.

The pediatric Galeazzi injury usually involves a distal radial metaphyseal fracture and a distal ulnar physeal fracture. These injuries are rare, but need to be identified acutely for proper management. The specifics of injury mechanisms and fracture patterns for individual fracture types are discussed in separate sections of this chapter.
CLASSIFICATION

Distal radial and ulnar fractures are defined by their anatomic relationship to the physis. Transphyseal injuries are classified by the widely accepted Salter-Harris system (88). Metaphyseal injuries may be torus or buckle fractures, greenstick or incomplete fractures, or complete injuries. Pediatric equivalents of adult Galeazzi fracture-dislocations involve a distal radial fracture and either a soft tissue disruption of the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) or a transphyseal fracture of the ulna (Table 9-1). In contrast to adults, skeletally immature patients rarely sustain intraarticular fractures of the distal radius. On occasion, a Salter-Harris type III fracture, a triplane fracture (42), or an adolescent intraarticular Colles’ fracture occurs.

Distal radial fracture stability has been more clearly defined in adults (35) than in children. At present, an unstable fracture in a child is often defined as one that cannot be reduced closed. Pediatric classification systems have yet to more precisely define fracture stability, but this issue is critical in determining proper treatment management.

Fractures also are defined by the degree of displacement and angulation. Static anteroposterior (AP) and lateral radiographs can be diagnostic of the fracture type and degree of deformity (Fig. 9-1). In adults, the distal radial articular alignment averages 22 degrees on the AP view and 11 degrees on the lateral view (17,22,24,28,34). Radial inclination is a goniometric measurement of the angle between the distal radial articular surface and a line perpendicular to the radial shaft on the AP radiograph. Palmar tilt is measured by a line across the distal articular surface and a line perpendicular to the radial shaft on the lateral view. Pediatric values for radial inclination tend to be less, depending on the degree of skeletal maturity of the patient. Palmar tilt tends to be more consistent regardless of the age of the patient.

Rarely, tomographic views are necessary to assess intraarticular involvement or displacement (Fig. 9-2). This can be by AP and lateral tomograms, computerized tomographic (CT) scans, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Dynamic motion studies with fluoroscopy can provide important information on fracture stability and the success of various treatment options (31). Dynamic fluoroscopy requires adequate pain relief and has been used more often in adult patients with distal radial fractures.

ANATOMY

The distal radial epiphysis normally appears between 0.5 and 2.3 years in boys and 0.4 and 1.7 years in girls (12). Initially transverse in appearance, it rapidly becomes more adultlike with its triangular shape. The contour of the radial styloid progressively elongates with advancing skeletal maturity. The secondary center of ossification for the distal ulna appears at around age 7. Similar to the radius, the ulnar styloid appears with the adolescent growth spurt. It also becomes more elongated and adultlike until physeal closure. On average, the ulnar physis closes at age 16 in girls and age 17 in boys, whereas the radial physis closes on average 6 months later than the ulnar physis (16,30). The distal radial and ulnar physis contribute approximately 75% to 80% of the growth of the forearm and 40% of the growth of the upper extremity (75) (Fig. 9-3).

The distal radius articulates with the distal ulna at the DRUJ. Both the radius and ulna articulate with the carpus, serving as the support for the hand. The radial joint surface has three concavities for its articulations: the scaphoid and lunate fossa for the carpus and the sigmoid notch for the ulnar head. These joints are stabilized by a complex series of volar and dorsal radiocarpal, ulnocarpal, and radioulnar ligaments. The volar ligaments are the major stabilizers. Starting radially at the radial styloid, the radial collateral, radioscaphocapitate, radiolunotriquetral, and radioscapohamate ligaments volarly stabilize the radiocarpal joint. The dorsal radioscapoid and radial triquetral ligaments are less important stabilizers.

The triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) is the primary stabilizer of the ulnocarpal and radioulnar articulations. It extends from the sigmoid notch of the radius across the DRUJ and inserts into the base of the ulnar styloid. It also extends distally as the ulnoastragal, ulnotriquetral, and ulnar collateral ligaments and inserts into the ulnar carpus and base of the fifth metacarpal (10). The interosseous ligament helps stabilize the radius and ulna more proximally in the diaphysis of the forearm.

---

**TABLE 9-1. DISTAL FOREARM FRACTURES: GENERAL CLASSIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physseal fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal ulna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal metaphyseal (radius or ulna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenstick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galeazzi fracture-dislocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal displaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volar displaced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 9: Distal Radius and Ulna Fractures

FIGURE 9-2. A: Computed tomography scan of displaced Salter-Harris type IV fracture. B: Surgical correction included external fixation distraction, arthroscopically assisted reduction, and smooth pin fixation.

FIGURE 9-3. Ossification of the distal radius. A: Preossification distal radius with transverse ossification front in a 15-month-old boy. B: The triangular secondary ossification center of the distal radius in a 2-year-old girl. (Figure continues.)
The ulna remains relatively immobile as the radius rotates around it. The complex structure of ligaments stabilizes the radius, ulna, and carpus through the normal wrist motion of 120 degrees of flexion and extension, 50 degrees of radial and ulnar deviation, and 150 degrees of forearm rotation \(\text{(10)}\).

The length relationship between the distal radius and ulna is defined as ulnar variance. In adults, this is measured by the relationship of the radial corner of the distal ulnar articular surface to the ulnar corner of the radial articular surface \(\text{(56)}\). However, measurement of ulnar variance in children requires modifications of this technique. Hafner \(\text{(53)}\) described measuring from the ulnar metaphysis to the radial metaphysis to lessen the measurement inaccuracies related to epiphyseal size and shape \(\text{(Fig. 9-4)}\). If the ulna and radius are of equal lengths, there is a neutral variance. If the ulna is longer, there is a positive variance, and if the ulna is shorter, there is a negative variance.

Variance is not dependent on the length of the ulnar styloid \(\text{(3)}\), but the measurement is dependent on forearm positioning and radiographic technique \(\text{(8,11,29)}\). Radiographs of the wrist to determine ulnar variance should be standardized with the hand and wrist pronated on the cassette, the elbow flexed 90 degrees, and the shoulder abducted 90 degrees. The importance
of ulnar variance relates to the force transmission across the wrist with axial loading. Normally, the radiocarpal joint bears approximately 80% of the axial load and the ulnocarpal joint bears 20%. Changes in the length relationship of the radius and ulna alter respective load bearing. Biomechanical and clinical studies have shown that this load distribution is important in fractures, TFCC tears, and Kienbock’s disease (9,14,25).

**PHYSEAL INJURIES**

Distal radial physeal injuries were described more than 100 years ago (43,85), and these early descriptions raised concerns regarding permanent deformity from this injury. In the 1930s, however, Aitken (37,38) concluded from his observations at the Boston City Hospital outpatient clinic that permanent deformity was rare. Instead, he emphasized the remodeling potential of distal radial physeal fractures, even when not reduced. The observations of Aitken have been confirmed throughout the twentieth century (Fig. 9-5). Most researchers agree that as long as there is sufficient growth remaining, a distal radial extension deformity from a malunited fracture has the potential to remodel. Permanent deformity can occur in malunited fractures near the end of growth or fractures that cause distal radial growth arrest.

**Diagnosis**

Distal radial physeal fractures are far more common than distal ulnar physeal fractures (61,71,79,84,91). The nondominant arm in boys is most commonly injured. The peak incidence is in the preadolescent growth spurt (36,61). More than 50% of distal radial physeal fractures have an associated ulnar fracture. This usually is an ulnar styloid fracture but can be a distal ulnar plastic deformation, greenstick, or complete fracture (40,65,67). The mechanism of injury generally is a fall on an outstretched hand and wrist. The distal fragment usually displaces dorsally, creating an extension deformity that is usually clinically apparent. Patients have pain and tenderness at the fracture site, and the range of motion at the wrist and hand usually is limited by pain. Neurovascular compromise is uncommon but can occur (95). When present, it usually consists of median nerve irritability or dysfunction caused by direct trauma to the nerve at the time of injury or ongoing ischemic compression from the displaced fracture. Thenar muscle function and discriminatory sensibility (two-point discrimination) should be tested before reduction in the emergency setting. Acute carpal tunnel syndrome or forearm compartment syndrome can occur, but more often is caused by marked volar forearm and wrist swelling that occurs after reduction and application of a well-molded, tight cast (46,89,95). Open physeal fractures are rare, but the local skin should be examined closely for penetration.

Plain AP and lateral radiographs are diagnostic of the fracture type and deformity. Classification is by the Salter-Harris system for physeal fractures (88). Most are Salter-Harris type II fractures. The dorsal displacement of the distal fragment of the epiphysis and dorsal Thurston-Holland metaphyseal fragment is evident on the lateral view (Fig. 9-6). Salter-Harris type I fractures also usually displace dorsally. Volar displacement of

**FIGURE 9-5.** A: A 13-year-old boy presented 1 month after injury with a displaced and healed Salter-Harris type II distal radius fracture with obvious clinical deformity. B: Over the next 6 months the patient grew 4 inches and the deformity remodeled without intervention.
either a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture is less common (Fig. 9-7). Nondisplaced Salter-Harris type I fractures may be indicated only by a displaced pronator fat pad sign (Figs. 9-8 and 9-9) (90,100) or tenderness over the involved physis (40,86). A scaphoid fat pad sign may indicate a scaphoid fracture (Fig. 9-10). If the acute fracture is unrecognized, a late-appearing periosteal reaction may indicate the fracture.

Salter-Harris type III fractures are rare and may be caused by a compression injury or an avulsion of the radial origin of the volar radiocarpal ligaments (39,65) (Fig. 9-11). Triplane equivalent fractures (81-83), a combination of Salter-Harris type II and III fractures in different planes, are rare. CT scans may be necessary to define the fracture pattern and degree of intraarticular displacement (Fig. 9-2). Stress injuries to the physis occur most commonly in competitive gymnasts (Fig. 9-12).

**Treatment Options**

As for most fractures, treatment options include no reduction, closed reduction and cast immobilization, closed reduction and pin fixation, and open reduction. Nondisplaced fractures are immobilized until appropriate healing and pain resolution have been achieved (40,86). If there is a question of fracture stability, these fractures should be treated with a long arm cast and monitored closely during the first 3 weeks of healing to be certain that there is no loss of alignment. Most displaced Salter-Harris type I and II fractures can be treated successfully in the acute care setting with gentle closed reduction and cast immobilization. Closed reduction and percutaneous pin fixation are performed in patients with neurovascular compromise and displaced physeal fractures (95) to lessen the risk of development of a compartment syndrome in the carpal tunnel or forearm. Open reduction is indicated for irreducible fractures, open fractures, displaced Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures, and triplane equivalent fractures. Irreducible fractures are usually due to an entrapped periosteum or pronator quadratus (70). Internal fixation usually is with smooth pins to lessen the risk of growth arrest. Plates and screws are rarely used unless the patient is near skeletal maturity because of concerns about further physeal injury. In the rare displaced intraarticular Salter-Harris type III or IV fracture, internal fixation can be intraphyseal without violating the physis. If it is necessary to cross the physis, then
FIGURE 9-9. (A) A 13-year-old girl with tenderness over the distal radius after a fall. The only radiograph finding is an anterior displacement of the normal pronator quadratus fat pad (arrow). B: The opposite normal side (arrow indicates normal fat pad). C: Two weeks later, there is a small area of periosteal new bone formation (arrow) anteriorly, substantiating that bony injury has occurred.
FIGURE 9-10. Anatomic relationships of the navicular fat stripe (NFS). The NFS, shaded black, is located between the combined tendons of the abductor pollicis longus and extensor pollicis brevis, and the lateral surface of the carpal navicular. (Reprinted from Terry DW, Ramen JE. The navicular fat stripe. *Ham J Roent Rad Ther Nucl Med* 1975; 124:25; with permission.)

FIGURE 9-11. Anteroposterior radiograph of Salter-Harris type III fracture of the distal radius.

FIGURE 9-12. Stress changes in a female gymnast with widening of the distal radial physis from long-standing high-level performance.

FIGURE 9-13. Acceptable method of closed reduction of distal physeal fractures of the radius. A: Position of the fracture fragments as finger trap traction with countertraction is applied (arrows). B: Often with traction alone the fracture will reduce without external pressure (arrows). C: If the reduction is incomplete, simply applying direct pressure over the fracture site in a distal and volar direction with the thumb often completes the reduction while maintaining traction. This technique theoretically decreases the shear forces across the physis during the reduction process.
smooth pins should be used to lessen the risk of iatrogenic phys­
sical injury. Extraarticular external fixation also can be used to
stabilize and align the fracture.

**Closed Reduction**

Most displaced Salter-Harris I and II fractures are treated with
closed reduction and cast stabilization. Closed manipulation of
the displaced fracture is performed with appropriate sedation,
algesia, or anesthesia to achieve pain relief and an arraumatic
reduction (40,58,86). Most of these fractures involve dorsal and
proximal displacement of the epiphysis with an apex-volar ex­
tension deformity. Manipulative reduction is by gentle distrac­
tion and flexion of the distal epiphysis, carpus, and hand over
the proximal metaphysis (Figs. 9-13 and 9-14). The intact dorsal
periosteum is used as a tension band to aid in reduction and
stabilization of the fracture. Unlike similar fractures in adults,
finger trap distraction with pulley weights is often counterpro­
ductive. However, finger traps can help stabilize the hand, wrist,
and arm for manipulative reduction and casting by applying a
few pounds of weight for balance. Otherwise an assistant is help­
ful to support the extremity in the proper position for casting.

If portable fluoroscopy is available, immediate radiographic
assessment of the reduction is obtained. Otherwise, a long arm
cast is applied and appropriate AP and lateral radiographs are
obtained to assess the reduction. The cast should provide three­
point molding over the distal radius to lessen the risk of fracture
displacement (Figs. 9-13 and 9-14). The distal dorsal mold
should not impair venous outflow from the hand, which can
occur if the mold is placed too distal and too deep so as to

---

**FIGURE 9-14.** A: Lateral radiograph of dorsally dis­
placed Salter-Harris type II fracture. B: Lateral radio­
graph after closed reduction and cast application. C: Reduc­tion of the volar displaced fracture shown in
Fig. 9-5. The forearm was in supination with three­
point molding anterior over the distal epiphysis and
proximal shaft (white arrows). The third point is
placed dorsally over the distal metaphysis (open
arrow). (The dorsal surface of the cast is oriented to­
ward the bottom of this figure.) (Reprinted from Wil­
kins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extrem­
ity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:17; with
permission.)
obstruct the dorsal veins. Postcasting instructions for elevation and close monitoring of swelling and the neurovascular status of the extremity are critical.

The fracture also should be monitored closely with serial radiographs for the first 3 weeks to be certain that there is no loss of anatomic alignment (Fig. 9-15). Generally these fractures are stable after closed reduction and cast immobilization. If there is loss of reduction after 7 days, the surgeon should be wary of repeat reduction because of the risk of physeal arrest (40,88). Fortunately, remodeling of an extension deformity with growth is common if the patient has greater than 2 years of growth remaining and the deformity is less than 20 degrees (Fig. 9-5).

**Closed Reduction and Percutaneous Pinning**

The indications for percutaneous pinning of distal radial physeal fractures are controversial. The best indication is a displaced radial physeal fracture with median neuropathy and significant volar soft tissue swelling (95) (Fig. 9-16). These patients are at risk for development of an acute carpal tunnel syndrome or...
forearm compartment syndrome with closed reduction and cast immobilization (46, 54, 89, 95). The torn periosteum volarly allows the fracture bleeding to dissect into the volar forearm compartments and carpal tunnel. If a tight cast is applied with a volar mold over that area, compartment pressures can increase dangerously. Percutaneous pin fixation allows the application of a loose dressing, splint, or cast without the risk of loss of fracture reduction (Fig. 9-16).

Pin fixation can either be single or double (Fig. 9-17). Fluoroscopy is used to guide proper fracture reduction and pin placement. Anesthesia is used for adequate pain relief and to lessen the risk of further physeal injury. The fracture is manipulated into anatomic alignment and the initial, and often only, pin is placed from the distal epiphysis of the radial styloid obliquely across the physis into the more proximal ulnar aspect of the radial metaphysis (Fig. 9-17). A sufficient skin incision should
be made with pin placement to be certain there is no iatrogenic injury to the radial sensory nerve or extensor tendons. Stability of the fracture should be evaluated with flexion/extension and rotatory stress under fluoroscopy. Often in children and adolescents a single pin and the reduced periosteum provide sufficient stability to prevent redisplacement of the fracture. If fracture stability is questionable with a single pin, a second pin should be placed. The second pin can either parallel the first pin or, to create cross-pin stability, can be placed distally from the ulnar corner of the radial epiphysis between the fourth and fifth dorsal compartments and passed obliquely to the proximal radial portion of the metaphysis (10, 66, 92). Again, the skin incisions for pin placement should be sufficient to avoid iatrogenic injury to the extensor tendons.

The pins are bent, left out of the skin, and covered with a sterile dressing. Splint or cast immobilization is used but does not need to be tight because fracture stability is provided by the pins. The pins are left in until there is adequate fracture healing, usually 4 weeks. The pins can be removed in the office without sedation or anesthesia.

One of the arguments against pin fixation is the risk of additional injury to the physis by a pin (42), but this has not been documented. The risk of physeal arrest is more from the displaced fracture than from a short-term, smooth pin. As a precaution, smooth, small-diameter pins should be used, insertion should be as atraumatic as possible, and removal should be executed as soon as there is sufficient fracture healing for fracture stability in a cast or splint alone.

Open Reduction

The main indication for open reduction of a displaced distal radial Salter-Harris type II physeal fracture is irreducibility (Fig. 9-18). Most often this is caused by interposed periosteum or, less likely, pronator quadratus (57, 70, 99). Open reduction is performed via a volar approach to the distal radial physis. The interval between the radial artery and the flexor carpi radialis is used. This dissection also can proceed directly through the flexor carpi radialis sheath to protect the artery. The pronator quadratus is isolated and elevated from radial to ulnar. Although this muscle can be interposed in the fracture site, the volar periosteum is more commonly interposed. This is evident with elevation of the pronator quadratus. The periosteum is extracted from the physis with care to minimize further injury to the physis. The fracture can then be easily reduced. Cast immobilization is possible, but usually a percutaneous smooth pin is used for stabilization of the reduction. The method of pin insertion is the same as after closed reduction.

Open physeal fractures are rare but do require open reduction. The open wound and fracture site require irrigation and
debridement. Care should be taken with mechanical debridement of the physeal cartilage to avoid further risk of growth arrest. Cultures should be taken at the time of operative debridement, and appropriate antibiotics are used to lessen the risk of deep space infection.

The rare Salter-Harris type III or IV fracture or triplane fracture (83) may require open reduction if the joint or physis cannot be anatomically reduced closed. The articular and physeal alignment can be evaluated by radiographic tomograms (trispiral or CT), MRI scans, or wrist arthroscopy (Fig. 9-2). If anatomic alignment of the physis and articular surface is not present, the risk of growth arrest, long-term deformity, or limited function is great (Fig. 9-15). Even minimal displacement (>1 mm) should not be accepted in this situation. Arthroscopically assisted
FIGURE 9-18. Irreducible fracture. This 13-year-old sustained severe trauma producing widely displaced fracture fragments (arrows). Closed reduction could not be performed because of interposed median nerve and deep flexor tendons; open reduction was required. (Courtesy of Earl A. Stanley, M.D.)

reduction is helpful to align and stabilize these rare physeal fractures (47,50).

AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Most Salter-Harris type I and II fractures are reduced closed under conscious sedation with the assistance of portable fluoroscopy. A long arm cast with appropriate three-point molding is applied. This is changed to a short arm cast when there is sufficient healing for fracture stability, usually after 3 to 4 weeks. Cast immobilization is discontinued when there is clinical and radiographic evidence of fracture healing, generally 4 and 6 weeks after fracture. Range-of-motion and strengthening exercises are begun with a home program. When the child achieves full motion and strength, he or she can return to full activity, including competitive sports. Follow-up radiographs are obtained at 6 to 12 months after fracture to be certain there is no growth arrest.

A patient with a displaced Salter-Harris type I or II physeal fracture, significant soft tissue swelling volarly, and median neuropathy (Fig. 9-16) with ipsilateral elbow and radial fractures (Fig. 9-19) is treated with closed reduction and percutaneous pinning. This avoids the increased risk of compartment syndrome in the carpal canal or volar forearm that is present if a well-molded, tight cast is applied. In addition, acute percutaneous pinning of the fracture prevents increased swelling, cast splitting, and concerns about malunion or growth arrest with repeat reduction (Fig. 9-17). Acute pinning of the fracture with one or two smooth pins through the radial epiphysis provides fracture stability without a compressive cast. The risk of growth arrest from a narrow-diameter, smooth pin left in place for 3 to 4 weeks is exceedingly small.

Open reduction is reserved for irreducible Salter-Harris type I and II fractures, open fractures, fractures with associated acute carpal tunnel or forearm compartment syndrome, displaced (>1 mm) Salter-Harris type III or IV fractures, or triplane equivalent fractures. For an irreducible Salter-Harris type I or II fracture, exposure is from the side of the torn periosteum. Because these fractures usually are displaced dorsally, a volar exposure is used. Smooth pins are used for stabilization and are left in for 3 to 4 weeks. Open fractures are exposed through the open wound with proximal and distal extension for adequate debridement. All open debridements are performed in the operating room under general anesthesia. Acute compartment syndromes are treated with immediate appropriate release of the transverse carpal ligament or forearm fascia. The transverse carpal ligament is released in a Z-plasty fashion to lengthen the ligament and prevent volar bow-stringing and scarring of the median nerve against the palmar skin. Displaced intraarticular fractures are best treated with arthroscopically assisted reduction and fixation, but this is an equipment-intensive operation requiring arthroscopic instruments, camera, and monitor, along with fluoroscopy. Distraction across the joint can be achieved with application of an external fixator or finger traps. Standard dorsal portals (3/4 and 4/5) are used for viewing the intraarticular aspect of the fracture and alignment of the reduction (Geisling). In addition, direct observation through the arthroscope can aid in safe placement of the intraepiphyseal pins. Fluoroscopy is used to evaluate the extraarticular aspects of the fracture (triplane equivalent and type IV fractures), the reduction, and placement of fixation pins (Fig. 9-2).

Complications

Malunion

Complications from physeal fractures are relatively rare. The most frequent problem is malunion. Fortunately, these fractures often occur in children with significant growth remaining. The deformity from a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture is within the plane of motion of the wrist joint and, therefore, will remodel with ensuing growth (40,58,86) (Fig. 9-5). Repeat reduction should not be performed more than 7 days after fracture because of the risk of growth arrest. The malunited fracture should be monitored over the next 6 to 12 months for remodeling. If the fracture does not remodel, persistent extension deformity of the distal radial articular surface puts the patient at risk for developing mid-carpal instability (96) or degenerative arthritis of the wrist. Corrective osteotomy with bone grafting and internal fixation is required (49) (Fig. 9-20). An opening-wedge dorsal oste-
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**FIGURE 9-19.** A: Ipsilateral distal radial physeal and supracondylar fractures. This 6-year-old sustained both a dorsally displaced distal radial physeal fracture (closed arrow) and a type II displaced supracondylar fracture of the humerus (open arrows). B: Similar case treated with percutaneous pinning of radial physeal fracture and supracondylar humeral fracture.

**FIGURE 9-20.** A: Radial metaphyseal fracture that did not remodel in a now 16-year-old skeletally mature boy. B: Corrective osteotomy with iliac crest bone graft and internal fixation was performed.
otomy is made, iliac crest bone of appropriate trapezoidal shape to correct the deformity is inserted, and either plate or external fixator is used to maintain correction until healing.

Intraarticular malunion is more worrisome (Figs. 9-21 and 9-22) because of the risk of development of degenerative arthritis if the articular step-off is more than 2 mm (59). MRI or CT scans can be useful in preoperative evaluations. Arthroscopy allows direct examination of the deformity and areas of impingement or potential degeneration. Intraarticular osteotomy with bone grafting in the metaphysis to support the reconstructed articular surface is controversial and risky. However, it has the potential of restoring anatomic alignment to the joint and preventing serious long-term complications. This problem fortunately is uncommon in children because of the rarity of the injury and this type of malunion.

**Physeal Arrest**

Distal radial physeal arrest can occur from either the trauma of the original injury (Fig. 9-23) (55,65,94) or late (>7 days)
reduction of a displaced fracture. The exact incidence of radial growth arrest is unknown, but has been estimated to be 7% of all displaced radial physeal fractures. (65). The trauma to the physeal cartilage from displacement and compression is a significant risk factor for growth arrest. However, a correlation between the risk of growth arrest and the degree of displacement, type of fracture, or type of reduction has yet to be defined. Similarly, the risk of further compromising the physis with late reduction at various time intervals is still unclear. The current recommendation is for an atraumatic reduction of a displaced physeal fracture less than 7 days after injury.

When a growth arrest develops, the consequences depend on the severity of the arrest and the amount of growth remaining. A complete arrest of the distal radial physis in a skeletally immature patient can be a serious problem. The continued growth of the ulna with cessation of radial growth can lead to incongruity of the DRUJ, ulnocarpal impaction, and development of a TFCC tear (Fig. 9-24). The radial deviation deformity at the wrist can

![Figure 9-22](image.png)

**FIGURE 9-22.** A: Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of a 14-year-old girl who fell from a height. There is extensive intraarticular comminution. B: Open reduction, internal fixation, and external fixation was performed. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 9-22. (continued) C: One year follow-up radiographs reveal early arthosis. The patient has mild pain and near full range of motion.

FIGURE 9-23. Physeal arrest in a Peterson type I fracture. A: Injury film showing what appears to be a benign metaphyseal fracture. Fracture line extends into the physis (arrows). B: Two years postinjury, a central arrest (open arrow) has developed, with resultant shortening of the radius. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:21; with permission.)
be severe enough to cause limitation of wrist and forearm motion (Fig. 9-25). Pain and clicking can develop at the ulnocarpal or radioulnar joints, indicative of ulnocarpal impaction or a TFCC tear. The deformity will progress until the end of growth. Pain and limited motion and function will be present until forearm length is rebalanced; until the radiocarpal, ulnocarpal, and radioulnar joints are restored; and until the TFCC tear and areas of chondromalacia are repaired or debrided (72,77,93).

 Ideally, physeal arrest of the distal radius will be discovered early before the consequences of unbalanced growth develop.
Radiographic screening 6 to 12 months after injury can identify the early arrest. A small area of growth arrest in a patient near skeletal maturity may be clinically inconsequential. However, a large area of arrest in a patient with marked growth remaining can lead to ulnocarpal impaction and forearm deformity if intervention is not performed early. An MRI scan can map the area of arrest (Fig. 9-26). If it is less than 45% of the physis, a bar resection can be attempted (63,64). This may restore radial growth and prevent future problems (Fig. 9-27). If the bar is larger than 45% of the physis, an ulnar epiphysiodesis will prevent growth imbalance of the forearm (72). The growth discrepancy between forearms in most patients with fractures is minor and does not require treatment.

**Ulnocarpal Impaction Syndrome**

The growth discrepancy between the radius and ulna can lead to relative radial shortening and ulnar overgrowth (Fig. 9-28). The distal ulna can impinge on the lunate and triquetrum and cause pain with ulnar deviation, extension, and compression activities (41). Loading the ulnocarpal joint in ulnar deviation and compression will recreate the pain. Radiographs show the radial arrest, ulnar overgrowth, and distal ulnocarpal impingement. The ulnocarpal impaction may be caused by a hypertrophic ulnar styloid fracture union (Fig. 9-29) or an ulnar styloid nonunion (44,68) (Fig. 9-30). An MRI scan may reveal chondromalacia of the lunate or triquetrum, a tear of the TFCC, and the extent of the distal radial physeal arrest.

Treatment should correct all components of the problem. The ulnar overgrowth is corrected by either an ulnar shortening osteotomy or radial lengthening. Most often a marked degree of positive ulnar variance requires ulnar shortening to neutral or negative variance. If the ulnar physis is still open, a simultaneous arrest should be performed to prevent recurrent deformity. If the degree of radial deformity is marked, this should be corrected by a realignment or lengthening osteotomy. Criteria for radial correction is debatable, but I have used radial inclination of less than 11 degrees on the AP radiograph (Fig. 9-31) (72). In the rare case of complete arrest in a very young patient, radial lengthening is preferable to ulnar shortening.

**Triangular Fibrocartilage Complex Tears**

Triangular fibrocartilage complex tears should be repaired. The presence of an ulnar styloid nonunion is often indicative of an associated peripheral tear of the TFCC (72,93). The symptomatic ulnar styloid nonunion is excised (44,68,76) and any TFCC repaired. If physical examination or preoperative MRI scan indicates a TFCC tear in the absence of an ulnar styloid nonunion, an initial arthroscopic examination can define the lesion and appropriate treatment. Peripheral tears (Palmer type B) are the most common TFCC tears in children and adolescents and can be repaired arthroscopically by an outside-in suture technique. Central tears (Palmer type A) are rare in children and can be debrided arthroscopically. Tears off the sigmoid notch (Palmer type D) can be repaired open or arthroscopically. Distal volar tears (Palmer type C) are repaired open, at times with ligament reconstruction.

**Neuropathy**

Median neuropathy can occur from direct trauma from the initial displacement of the fracture, traction ischemia from a persistently displaced fracture, or the development of a compartment
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FIGURE 9-27. Osseous bridge resection. A: This 10-year-old had sustained a distal radial physeal injury 3 years previously and now complained of prominence of the distal ulna with decreased supination and pronation. B: Polytomography revealed a well-defined central osseous bridge involving about 25% of the total diameter of the physis. C: The bridge was resected, and autogenous fat was inserted into the defect. Growth resumed with resumption of the normal ulnar variance. Epiphysiodesis of the distal ulna was postponed for 6 months. D: Unfortunately, the radius slowed its growth, and a symptomatic positive ulnar variance developed. E: This was treated with an epiphysiodesis (open arrow) and surgical shortening of the ulna. The clinical appearance and range of motion of the forearm returned to essentially normal.
FIGURE 9-28. A: A markedly displaced Salter-Harris type IV fracture of the distal radius in an 11-year-old boy who fell from a horse. B: Film taken 3 weeks after closed reduction demonstrates displacement of the comminuted fragments. C: Eighteen months postinjury, there was 15 mm of radial shortening, and the patient had a pronounced radial deviation deformity of the wrist.

FIGURE 9-29. Anteroposterior radiograph revealing hypertrophic ulnar styloid healing as the source of the ulnar carpal impaction pain in this patient.

syndrome in the carpal canal or volar forearm (Fig. 9-32) (95).
All patients with displaced distal radial fractures should undergo a careful motor-sensory examination upon presentation to an acute care facility. The flexor pollicis longus, index flexor digitorum profundus, and abductor pollicis brevis muscles should be tested. Light touch and two-point discrimination sensibility of the thumb and index finger should be tested in any child over 5 years of age with a displaced Salter-Harris type I or II fracture. The presence of median neuropathy and marked volar soft tissue swelling are indications for percutaneous pin stabilization of the fracture to lessen the risk of compartment syndrome in a cast.

Median neuropathy caused by direct trauma or traction ischemia generally resolves after fracture reduction. The degree of neural injury will determine the length of time to recovery. Recovery can be monitored with an advancing Tinel’s sign along the median nerve. Motor-sensory testing can define progressive return of neural function.

**Carpal Tunnel Syndrome**

Median neuropathy caused by a carpal tunnel syndrome will not recover until the carpal tunnel is decompressed. After anatomic fracture reduction and pin stabilization, volar forearm and carpal tunnel pressures are measured. Gelberman (51) recommended waiting 20 minutes or more to allow for pressure-volume equilibration before measuring pressures. If the pressures are elevated beyond 40 mm Hg or the difference between the diastolic pressure and the compartment pressure is less than 30 mm Hg (58), an immediate release of the affected compartments should be performed. The carpal tunnel is released through a palmar incision in line with the fourth ray, with care to avoid injuring the palmar vascular arch and the ulnar nerves exiting Guyon’s canal. The transverse carpal ligament is released with a Z-plasty to prevent late bow-stringing of the nerve against the palmar skin. The volar forearm fascia is released in the standard fashion.

**RADIAL PHYSEAL STRESS FRACTURES**

Repetitive axial loading of the wrist in dorsiflexion can lead to physeal stress injuries (Fig. 9-12), almost always involving the radius. Competitive gymnastics is by far the most common cause (6,7,21,33,45,69,87). Other activities reported to cause radial physeal stress fractures include break dancing (15). Factors that predispose to this injury include excessive training, poor techniques, and attempts to advance too quickly in competitive level. Proper coaching is important in preventing these injuries.

A child with a radial physeal stress fracture has recurring, activity-related wrist pain, usually aching and diffuse, in the region of the distal radial metaphysis and physis. Extremes of dorsiflexion and palmar flexion reproduce the pain. There is local tenderness over the dorsal, distal radial physis. Resistive contracture strength testing of the wrist dorsiflexors often reproduces the pain. There may be fusiform swelling about the wrist if there is reactive bone formation. The differential diagnosis includes physeal stress injury, ganglion, ligamentous or TFCC injury, tendonitis or muscle-tendon tear, fracture such as a scaphoid fracture, and avascular necrosis of the scaphoid (Preiser’s disease) or lunare (Kienbock’s disease). Radiographs may be diagnostic. Physeal widening and reactive bone formation are indicative of chronic physeal stress fracture. Premature physeal closure indicates long-standing stress (27,98). In this situation, continued ulnar growth leads to an ulnar positive variance and pain from ulnocarpal impaction or a TFCC tear (1,33). Normal radiographs may not show an early physeal stress fracture. If the diagnosis is suggested clinically, a bone scan or MRI scan is indicated. Bone scans are sensitive but nonspecific. MRI scans usually are diagnostic.

Treatment first and foremost involves rest. This may be difficult depending on the skill level of the athlete and the desires of the child, coach, and parents. Short arm cast immobilization for several weeks may be the only way to restrict stress to the radial physis in some patients. Splint protection is appropriate in cooperative patients. Protection should continue until there is resolution of pain with examination and activity. The athlete can maintain cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility while protecting the injured wrist. Once the acute physeal injury has healed, return to weight-bearing activities should be gradual. This requires the cooperation of the coach and parents. Adjustment of techniques and training methods often is necessary to prevent recurrence. The major concern is development of a radial growth arrest in a skeletally immature patient. This is an avoidable complication with well-trained coaches and athletes.

If a radial growth arrest has already occurred upon presentation, treatment depends on the degree of deformity and the patient’s symptoms. Physeal bar resection usually is not possible because the arrest is usually too diffuse in stress injuries. If there is no significant ulnar overgrowth, a distal ulnar epiphysiodesis
will prevent the development of an ulnocarpal impaction syndrome. For ulnar overgrowth and ulnocarpal pain, an ulnar shortening osteotomy is indicated. Techniques include transverse, oblique, and Z-shortening osteotomies. Transverse osteotomy has a higher risk of nonunion than either oblique or Z-shortening and should be avoided. The status of the TFCC also should be evaluated by MRI scan or wrist arthroscopy. If there is an associated TFCC tear, it should be debrided or repaired as appropriate.

**ULNAR PHYSEAL FRACTURES**

Isolated ulnar physeal fractures are rare injuries. Most ulnar physeal fractures occur in association with radial metaphyseal or physeal fractures. Physeal separations are classified by the standard Salter-Harris criteria. These injuries include types I, II, III, and rarely IV fractures. The rare pediatric Galeazzi injury usually involves an ulnar physeal fracture rather than a soft tissue disruption of the distal radioulnar joint. Another ulnar physeal fracture is an avulsion fracture off the distal aspect of the ulnar styloid (91). Although an ulnar styloid injury is an epiphyseal avulsion, it usually is associated with soft tissue injuries of the TFCC and ulnocarpal joint and does not cause growth-related complications.

Physeal growth arrest is frequent with distal ulnar physeal fractures. The incidence has been cited from 21% (73) to 55% (52). It is unclear why the distal ulna has a higher incidence of growth arrest after fracture than does the radius.

**Treatment**

Treatment options are similar to those for radial physeal fractures: immobilization alone, closed reduction and cast immobilization, closed reduction and percutaneous pinning, and open reduction. Often these fractures are minimally displaced or nondisplaced. Immobilization until fracture healing at 3 to 6 weeks.

---

**FIGURE 9-33.** A and B: A 10-year-old boy sustained a closed Salter-Harris type I separation of the distal ulnar physis (arrows), combined with a fracture of the distal radial metaphysis. C: An excellent closed reduction was achieved atraumatically. D: Long-term growth arrest of the distal ulna occurred.
is standard treatment. Closed reduction is indicated for displaced fractures with more than 50% translation or 20 degrees angulation. Most ulnar physeal fractures reduce to a near anatomic alignment with reduction of the radial fracture. Failure to obtain a reduction of the ulnar fracture may indicate that there is soft tissue interposed in the fracture site. This is an indication for open reduction. Exposure should be from the side of the torn periosteum. The interposed soft tissue (periosteum, extensor tendons, and flexor tendons (48,60,74)) must be extracted from the fracture site. If reduction is not stable, a small-diameter smooth pin can be used to maintain alignment until healing at 3 to 4 weeks. Further injury to the physis should be avoided during operative exposure and reduction because of the high risk of growth arrest (Figs. 9-33–9-35).

FIGURE 9-34. A: The appearance of the distal ulna in the patient seen in Fig. 9-21 3 years after injury, demonstrating premature fusion of the distal ulnar physis with 3.2 cm of shortening. The distal radius is secondarily deformed, with tilting and translocation toward the ulna. B: In the patient in Fig. 9-21 with distal ulnar physeal arrest, a lengthening of the distal ulna was performed using a small unipolar distracting device. The ulna was slightly overlengthened to compensate for some subsequent growth of the distal radius. C: Six months after the lengthening osteotomy, there is some deformity of the distal ulna, but good restoration of length has been achieved. The distal radial epiphyseal tilt has corrected somewhat, and the patient has asymptomatic supination and pronation to 75 degrees.
ULNAR STYLOID FRACTURES

Ulnar styloid avulsion fractures are common in association with radial fractures (91) and represent a soft tissue avulsion of the attachment of the TFCC or ulnocarpal ligaments. Treatment consists of immobilization and monitoring of long-term outcome, and most heal without sequelae (62). However, an acute displaced fracture of the base of the styloid represents a disruption of the TFCC. Most of these injuries occur in adolescents with high-velocity trauma at or near skeletal maturity. Treatment should be by tension band reinsertion of the styloid to the metaphysis and repair of the TFCC (Fig. 9-36). The tension band wire is removed at 3 to 6 weeks.

Some ulnar styloid fractures result in nonunion (Fig. 9-30) or hypertrophic union (Fig. 9-29) (44,68,76,93). Nonunion may be associated with TFCC tears or ulnocarpal impaction. The hypertrophic healing represents an ulnar positive variance and ulnocarpal impaction. Both cause ulnar-sided wrist pain. Compression of the lunate or triquetrum on the distal ulna reproduces the pain. Clicking with ulnocarpal compression or forearm rotation represents either a TFCC tear or chondromalacia of the lunate or triquetrum. Surgical excision of the nonunion or hypertrophic union with repair of the TFCC to the base of the styloid is the treatment of choice. Postoperative immobilization for 4 weeks in a long arm cast followed by 2 weeks in a short arm cast protects the TFCC repair.

Complications

Growth Arrest

The most common complication of distal ulnar physeal fractures is growth arrest. Golz (52) described 18 such fractures, with
growth arrest in 10%. If the patient is young enough, continued
growth of the radius will lead to deformity and dysfunction.
The distal ulnar aspect of the radial physis and epiphysis appears
to be tethered by the foreshortened ulna (Figs. 9-34 and 9-35).
The radial articular surface develops increased inclination toward
the foreshortened ulna. This is similar to the deformity Peinado
(78) created experimentally with arrest of the distal ulna in rab­
bits’ forelimbs. The distal ulna loses its normal articulation in the
sigmoid notch of the distal radius. The metaphyseal-diaphyseal
region of the radius often becomes notched from its articulation
with the distal ulna during forearm rotation. Frequently, these
patients have pain and limitation of motion with pronation and
supination (41).

Ideally, this problem is identified before the development of
marked ulnar foreshortening and subsequent radial deformity.
Because it is well known that distal ulnar physeal fractures have
a high incidence of growth arrest, these patients should have
serial radiographs to identify growth arrest early. Unfortunately,
in the distal ulnar physis, physeal bar resection generally is unsuc­
cessful. Surgical arrest of the radial physis can prevent radial
deformity. Usually this occurs late enough in growth that the
forearm length discrepancy is not a problem.

Most often these patients present late with established defor­
mity. Treatment then involves rebalancing the length of the
radius and ulna. The options include hemiphyseal arrest of the
radius, corrective closing wedge osteotomy of the radius, ulnar
lengthening (41,52,73), or a combination of these procedures
(Figs. 9-34 and 9-35). The painful impingement of the radius
and ulna with forearm rotation can be corrected with reconstitu­
tion of the DRUJ. If the radial physis has significant growth
remaining, a radial physeal arrest should be performed at the
same time as the surgical rebalancing of the radius and ulna.
Treatment is individualized depending on the age of the patient,
degree of deformity, and level of pain and dysfunction.

METAPHYSEAL FRACTURES

The metaphysis of the distal radius is the most common site of
forearm fracture in children and adolescents (19,32,154). They
occur most commonly in boys in the nondominant arm (168).
These fractures have a peak incidence during the adolescent
growth spurt, which in girls is age 11 to 12 years and in boys
is 12 to 13 years (2). During this time of extensive bone remodel­
ing, there is relative osteoporosis of the distal radial metaphysis,
which makes this area more susceptible to fracture with a fall.

Diagnosis

The mechanism of injury is generally a fall on an outstretched
hand. The usual dorsiflexion position of the wrist leads to ten­
sion failure on the volar side. Fracture type and degree of dis­
placement depend on the height and velocity of the fall (154).
These fractures can be nondisplaced torus or buckle injuries
(common in younger children with a minimal fall) or dorsally
displaced fractures with apex volar angulation (more common
in older children with higher velocity injuries) (Fig. 9-37). Dis­
placement may be severe enough to cause foreshortening and
bayonet apposition (Fig. 9-38). Rarely, a mechanism such as a
fall from a height can cause a distal radial fracture associated
with a more proximal fracture of the forearm or elbow (97,143,
155) (Fig. 9-39). A fall with a palmar flexed wrist can produce
a volarly displaced fracture with apex dorsal angulation (Fig. 9­
38, Table 9-2).

Children with distal radial fractures present with pain, swell­
ing, and deformity of the distal forearm (Figs. 9-40 and 41).
The clinical signs depend on the degree of fracture displacement.
With a nondisplaced torus fracture in a young child, medical
attention may not be sought until several days after injury, be­
cause the intact periosteum is protective in this situation, lessening
pain and the child's restriction of activities. Most distal radius
FIGURE 9-37. Metaphyseal biomechanical patterns. A: Torus fracture. Simple bulging of the thin cortex (arrow). B: Compression greenstick fracture. Angulation of the dorsal cortex (large curved arrow). The volar cortex is intact but slightly plastically deformed (small white arrows). C: Tension failure greenstick fracture. The dorsal cortex is plastically deformed (white arrow) and the volar cortex is complete and separated (black arrows). D: Complete length maintained. Both cortices are completely fractured, but the length of the radius has been maintained. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994. 24; with permission.)
Fractures, however, will present acutely after the fall with an obvious deformity. Physical examination is limited by the patient’s pain and anxiety. It is imperative to obtain an accurate examination of the motor and sensory components of the radial, median, and ulnar nerves before treatment. Median nerve motor function is evaluated by testing the abductor pollicis brevis (intrinsic) and flexor pollicis longus (extrinsic) muscles. Ulnar nerve motor evaluation includes testing the first dorsal interosseous (intrinsic), abductor digit quinti (intrinsic), and flexor digitorum profundus to the small finger (extrinsic) muscles. Radial nerve
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---

**TABLE 9.2. CLASSIFICATION: DISTAL METAPHYSICAL FRACTURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directional displacement</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture combinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated radius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius with ulna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnar styloid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnar physis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnar metaphysis, incomplete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnar metaphysis, complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomechanical patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenstick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One cortex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two cortices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length maintained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayonet apposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**FIGURE 9.39.** A 10-year-old girl with an innocuous-appearing distal radius fracture associated with an ipsilateral angulated radial neck fracture (arrows).
evaluation involves testing the common digital extensors for metacarpophalangeal joint extension. Sensibility to light touch and two-point discrimination should be tested. Normal two-point discrimination is less than 5 mm but is not present until age 5 to 7 years. Pin-prick sensibility testing will only hurt and scare the already anxious child and should be avoided. A recent prospective study indicated an 8% incidence of nerve injury in children with distal radial fractures (168).

The ipsilateral extremity should be carefully examined for fractures of the carpus, forearm, or elbow (107, 128, 129, 133, 147, 155, 160–162) because 3% to 13% of distal radial fractures have associated ipsilateral extremity fractures (Fig. 9-42) (120, 155), increasing the risk of neurovascular compromise and compartment syndrome (Papavasiliou, Staninski, ring).

Radiographs are diagnostic of the fracture type and degree of displacement. Standard AP and lateral radiographs usually are sufficient. Complete wrist, forearm, and elbow views are necessary for high-velocity injuries or when there is clinical tenderness. More extensive radiographic studies (CT scan, tomograms) usually are not necessary unless there is intraarticular...
extension of the metaphyseal fracture in a skeletally mature adolescent.

**Classification**

These fractures are classified by fracture pattern, type of associated ulnar fracture, and direction of displacement. Fracture displacement is broadly classified as dorsal or volar. Most distal radial metaphyseal fractures are displaced dorsally with apex volar angulation. Volar displacement with apex dorsal angulation can occur with palmar flexion injuries.

Metaphyseal fracture patterns are either torus, incomplete or greenstick, or complete fractures. Torus fractures are axial compression injuries. The site of cortical failure is the transition from metaphysis to diaphysis. These injuries are stable because of the intact periosteum. On rare occasion, they may extend into the physis, putting them at risk for growth impairment. Incomplete or greenstick fractures occur with a combination of compressive and rotatory forces, generally a dorsiflexion force and supination deforming force. This leads to a volar tension side failure and a dorsal compression injury. The degree of force determines the amount of plastic deformation, dorsal comminution, and fracture angulation and rotation. If the force is sufficient, a complete fracture occurs with disruption of both the volar and dorsal cortices. Length may be maintained with apposition of the proximal and distal fragments. Frequently, the distal fragment lies proximal and dorsal to the proximal fragment in bayonet apposition (Table 9-2).

The ulnar fracture often associated with radial metaphyseal fracture can be metaphyseal or physeal, or an ulnar styloid avulsion. Similar to radial metaphyseal fractures, the ulnar fracture can be complete or incomplete.

Distal radial fractures also can occur in conjunction with more proximal forearm fractures, Monteggia fracture-dislocations, supracondylar distal humeral fractures, or carpal fractures. The combination of a displaced supracondylar distal humeral fracture and a displaced distal radial metaphyseal fracture has been called the pediatric floating elbow. This injury combination is unstable and has an increased risk for malunion and neurovascular compromise.

Pediatric distal radial metaphyseal fractures are not classified by degree of instability. Unstable fractures have been predominately identified retrospectively by the failure to maintain a successful closed reduction. This occurs in approximately 30% of complete distal radial metaphyseal fractures. This high percentage of loss of alignment has been tolerated because of the remodeling potential of the distal radius. Anatomic remodeling is possible because the extension deformity is in the plane of motion of the wrist joint, the metaphyseal fracture is juxtaphyseal, and most of these fractures occur while there is still significant growth remaining. However, concern has increased about the high failure rate of closed reduction to maintain anatomic alignment of these fractures. Factors that have been identified as increasing the risk of loss of reduction with closed manipulation and casting include poor casting, baya-
net apposition, translation greater than 50% the diameter of the radius, apex volar angulation greater than 30 degrees, isolated radial fractures, and radial and ulnar metaphyseal fractures at the same level (139,146,167). These factors define in general terms unstable fractures.

**Treatment**

Torus fractures are compression injuries with minimal cortical disruption. If only one cortex is violated, the injury is stable. Treatment should consist of protected immobilization to prevent further injury and relieve pain. Once the patient is comfortable, range-of-motion exercises and nontraumatic activities can begin. Fracture healing usually occurs in 2 to 4 weeks (20,40, 68,74). Simple torus fractures usually heal without long-term sequelae.

Bicortical disruption on both the AP and lateral views indicates a more severe injury than a stable torus fracture. Splint or limited immobilization in this situation puts the child at risk for displacement. More prolonged immobilization, long arm cast protection in a young patient, and closer follow-up are generally recommended to lessen the risk of malunion. These fractures generally heal in 3 to 6 weeks.

**Incomplete/Greenstick Fractures**

**Immobilization Alone**

Treatment of incomplete distal radial and ulnar fractures depends on the age of the patient, the degree and direction of fracture displacement and angulation, the surgeon's biases regarding remodeling, and the surgeon's and community's biases regarding deformity. In younger patients, the remodeling potential of an acute distal radial malunion is extremely high. Acceptable sagittal plane angulation of an acute distal radial metaphyseal fracture has been reported to be from 10 to 35 degrees in patients under 5 years of age (74,103,108,141,145,153,168).
FIGURE 9-44. Extensive remodeling. A: Injury film of a 7-year-old with a tension failure greenstick fracture. B and C: Lateral and anteroposterior views of the same patient taken 1 month later showing development of 45 degrees angulation in the sagittal plane and 40 degrees in the coronal plane. D and E: True appearance taken 4 years later shows only residual angulation of 10 degrees in the sagittal plane and full correction of radial angulation in the coronal plane. The patient had a range of forearm motion equal to that of the opposite extremity and was asymptomatic.
Acceptable residual angulation is that which will result in total radiographic and functional correction.

Courtesy B. deCourtivron, M.D. Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Tours, Tours, France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE (yr)</th>
<th>BOYS</th>
<th>GIRLS</th>
<th>Boys &amp; Girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptable residual angulation is that which will result in total radiographic and functional correction.

TABLE 9.3. ACCEPTABLE ANGULAR CORRECTIONS IN DEGREES

Similarly, in patients under 10 years of age, the degree of acceptable angulation has ranged from 10 to 25 degrees (74,103,108,141,153,168). In patients over 10 years of age, acceptable malunion has ranged from 5 to 20 degrees depending on the skeletal maturity of the patient (74,103,108,112,141,153,167,168) (Table 9-3).

The high potential for remodeling of a distal radial metaphyseal malunion has led some researchers to recommend immobilization alone. As mentioned, the range of accepted malalignment has been broad as well as age and researcher dependent (Figs. 9-44 and 9-45).

Acceptable frontal plane deformity has been more uniform. The fracture tends to displace radially with an apex ulnar angulation. This does have the potential to remodel (144), but less so than sagittal plane deformity. Most researchers agree that only 10 degrees or less of acute malalignment in the frontal plane should be accepted. More malalignment than this may not remodel and may result in loss of forearm rotation because of the loss of interosseous space between the radius and ulna (169) (Table 9-3).

Closed Reduction

Most researchers agree that displaced and malaligned incomplete fractures should be reduced closed. The areas of controversy are the degree of acceptable deformity, whether the intact cortex should be fractured, and the position of immobilization.

Controversies about acceptable angulation of the fracture after closed reduction involve the same differences discussed in the immobilization section. As mentioned, more malalignment can be accepted in younger patients, in those with sagittal plane deformity, and in those without marked cosmetic deformity. Malaligned apex volar incomplete fractures are less obvious than the less common apex dorsal fractures.

As Evans (115) and Rang (86) emphasized, incomplete forearm fractures have a rotatory component to their malalignment. The more common apex volar fractures represent a supination deformity, whereas the less common apex dorsal fractures are malrotated in pronation. Correction of the malrotation is necessary to achieve anatomic alignment. Controversy exists regarding
completion of greenstick fractures (18,86,111,118,151). Most researchers advocate completion of the fracture to reduce the risk of subsequent loss of reduction from the intact periosteum and concave deformity acting as a tension band (157,168) to redisploce the fracture. Completing the fracture increases the risk of instability and malunion.

The position and type of immobilization also have been controversial. Recommendations for the position of postreduction immobilization include supination, neutral, and pronation. The rationale for immobilization in pronation is that reduction of the more common apex volar fractures requires correction of the supination deformity (115). Following this rationale, apex dorsal fractures should be reduced and immobilized in supination. Pollen (145) believed that the brachioradialis was a deforming force in pronation and was relaxed in supination (Fig. 9-46) and advocated immobilization in supination for all displaced distal radial fractures. Kasser (58) recommended immobilization in slight supination to allow better molding of the volar distal radius. Some researchers advocate immobilization in a neutral position, believing this is best at maintaining the interosseous space and has the least risk of disabling loss of forearm rotation in the long term (113,141,158). Davis and Green (111) and Ogden (74) advocate that each fracture seek its own preferred position of stability. Gupta and Danielsson (130) randomized immobilization of distal radial metaphyseal greenstick fractures in neutral, supination, or pronation to try to determine the best position of immobilization. Their study showed a statistical improvement in final healing with immobilization in supination.

Another area of controversy is whether long arm or short arm cast immobilization is better. Most publications on pediatric distal radial fracture treatment advocate long arm cast treatment for the first 3 to 4 weeks of healing (20,40,58,74,103,158). The rationale is that elbow flexion reduces the muscle forces acting to displace the fracture. In addition, a long-arm cast may further restrict the child’s activity and therefore decrease the risk of displacement. However, Chess (104,105) published reported re-displacement and reduction rates with well-molded short arm casts similar to those with long arm casts. They used a cast index (sagittal diameter divided by coronal diameter at the fracture site) of 0.7 or less to indicate a well-molded cast. Wilkins achieved similar results with short-arm cast treatment (168). However, in most centers, the standard is still long arm cast immobilization (20,40,58,103,158).

**COMPLETE FRACTURES**

Complete fractures of the distal radius, with or without an associated displaced ulnar fracture, are unstable fractures. Generally these fractures are displaced dorsally, tearing the volar perios­teum and soft tissues. The distal fragment of epiphysis and metaphysis often is in bayonet apposition with the proximal fragment (Fig. 9-38). Concomitant radial and ulnar fractures at the same level may be more unstable than isolated fractures (167) (Fig. 9-47). However, Gibbons reported loss of reduction in
91% of isolated radial fractures after closed reduction. Although a rare fracture with bayonet apposition in a very young patient may remodel (168), the standard treatment for completely displaced fractures is reduction and stabilization. The current controversy is whether cast immobilization alone is adequate stabilization or whether percutaneous pin fixation is more appropriate for displaced, complete, distal radial metaphyseal fractures.

Reduction Techniques
Techniques of reduction have included initial distraction with finger traps (111,157) followed by manipulation and direct manipulation of the fracture by accentuating the deformity (Figs. 9-48 and 9-49). Both Rang (86) and Fernandez (118) expressed concern about the success of finger trap distraction because the intact dorsal periosteum will not stretch adequately to allow reduction. They advocated sequential reduction maneuvers: initial manipulation of the distal fragment dorsally to accentuate the deformity (Fig. 9-48), thumb pressure on the relaxed dorsal edge of the distal fragment to correct the overriding, and reduction of the fracture by forceable application of distal and volar pressure (Fig. 9-49). Anatomic reduction may require repetitive “toggling” of the distal fragment volarly.

There is considerable controversy about what constitutes an acceptable reduction (76,110,111,121,123,131,137,148,149,163). This is clearly age dependent, because the younger the patient, the greater the potential for remodeling (Fig. 9-50). Volar-dorsal malalignment has the greatest potential for remodeling because this is in the plane of predominant motion of the joint. Marked radioulnar malalignment is less likely to remodel. Malrotation will not remodel (Fig. 9-51). The ranges for acceptable reduction according to age are given in the immobilization section on incomplete fractures and apply to complete fractures as well.

Cast Immobilization
As discussed earlier there is some disagreement regarding short arm or long arm cast immobilization (104,105,168). However, regardless of the length of the cast, it is imperative to have a well-molded cast over the fracture site (Fig. 9-52). After reduction of a dorsally displaced fracture, three-point fixation is used with dorsal pressure proximal and distal to the fracture site and volar pressure over the reduced fracture. Excessive swelling should be monitored. If there is any concern regarding impending compartment syndrome, the cast and webril should be immediately bivalved and the patient’s clinical status monitored closely.

The primary problem with closed reduction and cast immobilization is loss of reduction (Fig. 9-53). Mani et al. (139) and Proctor et al. (146) described remanipulation rates of 21.3% and 23.5%, respectively. Mani et al. (139) concluded that initial displacement of the radial shaft of over 50% was the single most reliable predictor of failure of reduction. Proctor et al. (146) found that complete initial displacement resulted in a 52% incidence of redisplacement of distal radial fractures in children. Gibbons et al. (126) noted that completely displaced distal radius fractures with intact ulnas had a remanipulation rate of 91% after closed reduction and cast immobilization alone versus a 0% rate of remanipulation when the same fractures were treated with closed reduction, Kirschner wire fixation, and cast immobilization. All three researchers strongly advocated percutaneous pinning of distal radial fractures at risk of redisplacement (Fig. 9-54). Widmann and Waters (167) prospectively studied all distal radial fractures in children requiring reduction over the course of 1 year (POSNA). Of the 86 distal radial metaphyseal fractures, 31% lost reduction and required further intervention with repeat reduction, casting, or pinning. In patients over 10 years of age with angulation of more than 30 degrees, the remanipulation rate was 75%. These findings led to a more recent prospective,
FIGURE 9-49. A and B: Once length has been reestablished, the distal fragment is flexed into the correct position. Alignment is checked by determining the position of the fragments with the thumb and forefingers of each hand.

FIGURE 9-50. A: Appearance 6 weeks after closed reduction of a distal forearm fracture in an 8½-year-old boy. The radius was reduced, and the ulnar fracture remained overriding. B: Eighteen months after injury the ulnar fracture had remodeled completely with symmetric distal radioulnar joints.
randomized study by Waters et al. (166) of distal radial metaphyseal fractures treated by either closed reduction and cast immobilization or closed reduction and percutaneous pinning. Selection criteria were a closed metaphyseal fracture angulated more than 30 degrees in a skeletally immature patient over 10 years of age. To maximize the outcome of the cast immobilization group, these patients were treated by a member of the Pediatric Orthopedic Society of North America with expertise in trauma care. General anesthesia, fluoroscopic control, and a long arm cast were used. Despite these optimal conditions, 7 of 18 patients in the cast immobilization group lost reduction and required remanipulation.

The results of all of these studies indicate that distal radial metaphyseal fractures with initial displacement of more than 30 degrees are inherently unstable. Loss of reduction is common, with the risk in the 30% to 40% range. Incomplete reduction (139,146) and poor casting techniques (104,105,168) increase the risk of loss of reduction. In addition, the risk of loss of reduction increases with the age of the patient and the degree of initial displacement.

Loss of reduction requires repeat manipulation or it will result in a malunion. Although the rate of malunion is frequent after these fractures (40,46,54,58,67,89,104,105,109,111,165), because of the potential for remodeling in skeletally immature patients, it has not been considered a serious problem (17,37,38,103,121-124). Distal radial fractures are juxtaphyseal, the malunion often is in the plane of motion of the wrist joint (dorsal displacement with apex volar angulation), and the distal radius accounts for 60% to 80% of the growth of the radius. All these factors favor remodeling of a malunion. However, de Courtivron et al. (112) reported that of 602 distal radial fractures, 14% had an initial malunion of more than 5 degrees. Of these, 78% corrected the frontal plane deformity and only 53% remodeled completely in the sagittal plane. In addition, 37% had loss of forearm rotation.

Closed Reduction and Percutaneous Pinning

In the past 10 years, closed reduction and percutaneous pinning have become more common as the primary treatment of distal
radial metaphyseal fractures in children and adolescents (125, 139, 146, 166, 167). The indications cited include fracture instability and high risk of loss of reduction (125, 139, 146), excessive local swelling that increases the risk of neurovascular compromise (95, 166, 168), ipsilateral fractures of the distal radius and elbow region (floating elbow) that increase the risk of compartment syndrome (Fig. 9-43) (155, 169), and any remanipulation (Fig. 9-55) (167, 168).

Pinning usually is done from distal to proximal under fluoroscopic guidance. When possible, the physis is avoided. Adequate exposure should be obtained to avoid radial sensory nerve or extensor tendon injury. Smooth Kirschner or C-wires are used.

**FIGURE 9-53.** Serial radiographs at 3 days (A) and 10 days (B) revealing slow loss of reduction that is commonplace after distal radial metaphyseal fracture closed reduction.
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FIGURE 9-54. Severe swelling. A: An 11-year-old with marked displacement and severe swelling from a high-energy injury. B: Once reduced, the fragment was secured with an oblique percutaneous pin across the fracture site. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:29, with permission.)

FIGURE 9-55. Remanipulation. A and B: Two weeks after what appeared to be initially an undisplaced greenstick fracture, a 14-year-old boy was found to have developed late angulation of 30 degrees in both the coronal and sagittal planes. C: Because this was beyond the limits of remodeling, a remanipulation was performed. To prevent reangulation, the fracture was secured with a pin placed percutaneously obliquely through the dorsal cortex.
In younger patients, a single pin with supplemental cast immobilization may be adequate fixation. Crossed pins are more stable (Fig. 9-56). The first pin, or single pin, enters from the radial side distal to the fracture and passes obliquely to the ulnar aspect of the radius proximal to the fracture. The second pin enters the radius distal to the fracture between the fourth and fifth compartments and passes obliquely across the fracture into the proximal radial side of the radius. The pins are left out through the skin to allow easy removal in the ambulatory setting. A supplemental, loose-fitting cast is applied. The advantage of pin fixation is that a tight, well-molded cast is not necessary to maintain reduction. This lessens the risk of neurovascular compromise with associated excessive swelling or ipsilateral fractures. Obviously, pin fixation avoids the risk of loss of reduction in an unstable fracture. Pinning does have the risk of infection and concerns regarding growth injury.
External Fixation

Unlike distal radial fractures in adults, external fixation rarely is indicated in skeletally immature patients. Although it can be used successfully (152, 165), the success rates of both closed reduction and percutaneous pinning techniques make it unnecessary for uncomplicated distal radial fractures in children. The best indication is severe associated soft tissue injuries. A severe crush injury, open fracture, or replantation after amputation that requires extensive soft tissue care and surgery are all indications for the use of external fixation. Supplemental external fixation also may be necessary for severely comminuted fractures to maintain length and provide additional stability to pin fixation (Fig. 9-22). Standard application of the specific fixator chosen is performed with care to avoid injury to the adjacent sensory nerves and extensor tendons.

Open Reduction

Open reduction is indicated for open or irreducible fractures (Figs. 9-36, 9-57, and 9-58). Open fractures constitute approxi-
FIGURE 9-57. Open fractures. Radiograph (A) and clinical photo (B) of an open fracture of the distal radius. This patient needs formal irrigation and debridement in the operating room.

mately 1% of all distal radial metaphyseal fractures. All open fractures, regardless of grade of soft tissue injury, should be irrigated and debrided in the operating room. The open wound should be enlarged adequately to debride the contaminated and nonviable tissues and protect the adjacent neurovascular structures. After thorough irrigation and debridement, the fracture should be anatomically reduced and stabilized, usually with two smooth pins. If the soft tissue injury is severe, supplemental external fixation allows for observation and treatment of the wound without jeopardizing the fracture reduction. The original

FIGURE 9-58. A 10-year-old girl with a markedly displaced closed fracture of the distal radius with an angulated ulnar fracture. Note the wide separation between the radial fragments. Dimpling of the skin was noted when longitudinal traction was applied and reduction was impossible. At open reduction, the proximal fragment was buttonholed through the forearm fascia and located between the median nerve and finger flexor tendons. The pronator quadratus muscle was also interposed between the two fragments.
open wound should not be closed primarily. Appropriate prophylactic antibiotics should be used depending on the severity of the open fracture.

Irreducible fractures are rare (Fig. 9-58) and generally are secondary to interposed soft tissues. With dorsally displaced fractures, the interposed structure usually is the volar periosseous or pronator quadratus (132) and rarely the flexor tendons or neurovascular structures. In volarly displaced fractures, the periosteum or extensor tendons may be interposed. The fracture should be approached in a standard fashion opposite the side of displacement (i.e., volar approach for an irreducible dorsal fracture). The adjacent neurovascular and tendinous structures are protected and the offending soft tissue is extracted from the fracture site. Pin stabilization is recommended to prevent problems with postoperative swelling or loss of reduction in cast.

Closed reduction rarely fails if there is no interposed soft tissue. However, occasionally multiple attempts at reduction of a bayonet apposition fracture can lead to significant swelling that makes closed reduction impossible. If the patient is too old to remodel bayonet apposition, open reduction is appropriate. Pin fixation without violating the physis is recommended.

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

**Nondisplaced Fractures**

Nondisplaced metaphyseal compression fractures, including torus and unicortical compression greenstick fractures, are inherently stable. These include torus and unicortical compression greenstick fractures. Immobilization is used until resolution of pain and radiographic evidence of healing, generally about 3 weeks. Depending on the activity level of the patient, a volar wrist splint or a long arm cast is used. Immobilization provides comfort from pain during healing and protects against displacement with secondary injury. It is important that an unstable bicondylar fracture not be unrecognized on radiograph. Bicondylar fractures need more protection, longer restriction of activity, and closer follow-up to avoid displacement and malunion. A well-molded long arm cast is applied and radiographs obtained every 7 to 10 days until evidence of early radiographic healing. A short arm cast is then worn until clinical and radiographic healing is complete. Any loss of reduction is treated with repeat reduction. Return to contact sports is restricted until the patient regains full motion and strength.

**Minimally Displaced Fractures**

Displaced greenstick fractures that are reduced are at risk for redisplacement. If left unreduced or poorly immobilized, a mild deformity can become severe during the course of healing. Therefore, closed anatomic reduction is performed in all bicondylar fractures with more than 10 degrees of malalignment. Generally these fractures have apex volar angulation and dorsal displacement. Conscious sedation is used with portable fluoroscopy in the emergency care setting. The distal fragment and hand are distracted and then reduced volarly. With isolated distal radial fractures, it is imperative to reduce the DRUJ with appropriate forearm rotation. For apex volar fractures, this usually is with pronation. If the fracture is apex dorsal with volar displacement, the reduction forces are the opposite. A long arm cast with three-point molding is used for 3 to 4 weeks. Radiographs are obtained every 7 to 10 days until there is sufficient callus formation. A short arm cast or volar wrist splint is used until full healing, generally at 4 to 6 weeks after fracture reduction. The patient is then restricted from contact sports until full motion and strength are regained, which may take up to 3 weeks after cast removal. Formal therapy rarely is required. The patient and parents should be warned at the start of treatment of the risk of redisplacement of the fracture.

**Bayonet Apposition**

Marked displacement of distal radial metaphyseal fractures usually results in foreshortening and dorsal overlap of the distal fragment on the proximal fragment. This often is associated with a same-level ulnar metaphyseal fracture, similarly in bayonet apposition. Rarely, the distal fragment is in volar bayonet apposition. Both of these situations require more skill of reduction and complete analgesia at the fracture site. At our institution, we reduce this fracture in the operating room with general anesthesia or in the emergency room with conscious sedation and supplemental local hematoz block. In either situation, portable fluoroscopy is used. The fracture usually is reduced in the emergency room in young patients with minimal swelling and no neurovascular compromise, and in whom cast treatment will be sufficient. Reduction with general anesthesia is preferred for older patients and for those with marked displacement, swelling, or associated neurovascular compromise in whom percutaneous pin treatment is chosen.

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The reduction maneuver is the same regardless of anesthesia type or stabilization method. As opposed to a Colles' fracture in an adult, traction alone will not reduce the fracture because the dorsal periosteum acts as a tension band that does not respond to increasing linear traction with weights. Finger traps with minimal weight (less than 10 pounds) can be used to balance the hand and help with rotational alignment (the "steel resident") (Fig. 9-59). However, applying progressive weight will only distract the carpus and will not alter the fracture alignment.

After applying preliminary traction with either light-weight finger traps or hand traction, a hyperdorsiflexion maneuver is performed (Fig. 9-48). The initial deformity is accentuated and the distal fragment is brought into marked dorsiflexion. The dorsum of the hand should be brought more than 90 degrees, and at times parallel to the dorsum of the forearm to lessen the tension on the dorsal forearm. Thumb pressure is used on the distal fragment while still in this deformed position (Fig. 9-48) to restore length by bringing the distal fragment beyond the proximal fragment. Reduction is then obtained by flexing the distal fragment while maintaining length (Fig. 9-49). Often this
FIGURE 9-59. Once reduced, the fracture is maintained with finger trap traction and countertraction on the arm. The quality of reduction is assessed quickly with the image intensifier.

initial reduction maneuver restores length and alignment, but translational reduction is incomplete. The fracture should be completely reduced by toggling the distal fragment all the way volarly by repetitive slight dorsiflexion positioning of the distal fragment followed by volar pressure with the thumbs. It is important to anatomically reduce the fracture. Loss of reduction with cast immobilization is more likely if the fracture remains translated or malaligned.

If the patient presents late with marked swelling and the reduction is difficult, it is useful to try to lever the proximal fragment distally with a percutaneous smooth wire (Fig. 9-60). This may prevent an unnecessary open reduction. Percutaneous pin fixation is used after reduction.

**Cast Treatment**

If the patient is under 10 years of age, has no prereduction signs or symptoms of neurovascular impairment, or has minimal swelling, then cast immobilization is used (Figs. 9-61 and 9-62). I use a long arm cast. The cast is applied with the aid either of an assistant or finger traps and balancing counter weights on the upper arm (Fig. 9-59). The advantage of the finger trap steel resident is that there is no risk of muscle fatigue, mental distraction, or failure to maintain elbow flexion at 90 degrees that can occur with a human assistant. The cast is applied with the elbow flexed 90 degrees, the wrist in slight palmar flexion, and the forearm in the desired rotation for stability and alignment. This varies with each fracture and each surgeon. My preference is slight supination (20–30 degrees) unless the fracture dictates differently. This allows excellent molding against the volar aspect of the distal radius at the fracture site.

One of the most important elements in a successful long arm cast for a forearm fracture is the application of the webrib. The webrib should be applied in a continuous roll with overlap of one third to one half its width. Extra padding is applied over the olecranon, along the volar and dorsal forearm and the extension region of the elbow. This lessens the bulk of the cast and still allows deep molds. The cast is completed with plaster of paris rolls over the splints. A three-point mold is applied at the fracture site (Fig. 9-61) as the cast hardens. In addition, molds are applied to maintain a straight ulnar border, the interosseous space, and straight posterior humeral line. This creates the classic "box" long arm cast rather than the all too frequent "banana" cast that allows for displacement. Final radiographs are obtained, and if the reduction is anatomic, the cast is overwrapped with fiberglass to lessen the weight, increase patient satisfaction, and prevent cast breakdown that could lead to loss of reduction.

Patients are either discharged or admitted to the hospital.
depending on the degree of concern regarding risk of excessive swelling, neurovascular compromise, and patient and parental reliability. If there is any doubt, the patient is admitted for observation. The cast is split anytime there are signs of neurovascular compromise. The patient is instructed to maintain elevation for at least 48 to 72 hours after discharge and return immediately if excessive swelling or neurovascular compromise occurs. The patient and family are warned of the risk of loss of reduction and the need for close follow-up. We inform our patients and parents that the risk of return to the day surgery unit for repeat reduction is approximately 30% during the first 3 weeks.

Follow-up examinations and radiographs are obtained every 7 to 10 days for 3 weeks. If there is loss of reduction, I individualize treatment depending on the patient’s age, degree of deformity, time since fracture, and remodeling potential (Fig. 9-53). If restoration of alignment with growth occurs, I reassure the family that the child should achieve anatomic alignment over time with growth. If the child is older, there is risk of further displacement, or the deformity is marked, repeat reduction in the day surgery unit with fluoroscopy is performed. Most often, a percutaneous pin is used for the second reduction (Fig. 9-55).

Cast immobilization usually is for 4 to 6 weeks. The long arm cast is changed to a short arm cast at 3 to 4 weeks. With clinical and radiographic healing (Figs. 9-61 and 9-62), a protective volar splint is used and activities are restricted until the patient regains full motion and strength, usually in 1 to 3 weeks after cast removal. As with other distal radial fractures, formal physical therapy is rarely required.
Percutaneous Pin Fixation

Percutaneous pinning of distal radial metaphyseal fractures is most often used in patients with excessive swelling or signs of neurologic injury. In these situations, the patient is at risk for development of a forearm or carpal tunnel compartment syndrome with a well-molded, tight-fitting cast. Similarly, concurrent displaced supracondylar and distal radial fractures are treated with percutaneous fixation of both fractures to lessen the risk of neurovascular compromise. Older patients near the end of growth with bayonet apposition fractures also are treated with percutaneous pin fixation because they have less ability to remodel and their fractures are very unstable with a high risk of displacement. Finally, open fractures usually are treated with pin fixation.

The pinning technique for the radius is either a single radial-sided pin or crossed radial- and ulnar-sided pins. Fixation of the ulna rarely is necessary (Fig. 9-56). Stability with a single pin is checked with fluoroscopy, and if further fixation is needed, a second pin is added. The physis is avoided if possible. A small incision is made for the insertion of each pin to protect the radial sensory nerve and adjacent extensor tendons. Smooth pins are used and are removed in the office as soon as there is sufficient healing to make the fracture stable in a cast or splint, usually at 4 weeks. Rehabilitation is similar to that for cast-treated fractures.

Open Reduction

The two most common indications for open reduction are an open fracture (Haasbeck) and an irreducible fracture. All open fractures are irrigated and debrided in the operating room. The initial open wound is extended adequately to inspect and cleanse the open fracture site. After thorough debridement, the fracture is reduced and stabilized. A cast is rarely applied in this situation because of concern about fracture stability, soft tissue care, and excessive swelling. Crossed pin fixation often is used with Gustib grade 1 or 2 open fractures. More severe soft tissue injuries usually require external fixation with a unilateral frame, with care taken to avoid soft tissue impingement during pin placement. If flap coverage is necessary for the soft tissue wounds, the fixator pins should be placed in consultation with the microvascular surgeon planning the soft tissue coverage.

Irreducible fractures are usually secondary to soft tissue entrapment. With dorsal displacement, this is most often either the volar periosteum or pronator quadratus, and open reduction through a volar approach is necessary to extract the interposed soft tissues and reduce the fracture (Fig. 9-63). Percutaneous pin fixation usually is used to stabilize the fracture in patients with open physes. If plate fixation is used, it should avoid violation of the physis (Fig. 9-36). Displaced intraarticular injuries in skeletally immature patients are adultlike and require standard treatment such as open reduction and internal fixation (Fig. 9-21) or combination treatment with internal and external fixation (Fig. 9-22).

Complications

Distal radial metaphyseal fractures have complications similar to physseal fractures but with different frequencies. Loss of reduction and malunion are the most common problems, and growth-related complications are infrequent. Neurovascular compromise does occur and should be considered in the acute management of this fracture.

Malunion

Loss of reduction is a common complication of distal radial metaphyseal fractures treated with cast immobilization. Because this complication occurs in at least 30% of bayonet apposition fractures (126,139,146,166,167), many surgeons treat this fracture primarily with pin fixation to avoid the problems that can occur with malunion (Fig. 9-51). Otherwise it is clear that patients treated with cast immobilization need to be monitored closely (172).

Fortunately, many angular malunions of the distal radius will remodel (13,74,76,103,111,121–123,137,144,149), probably because of asymmetric physcal growth (136,137). The younger the patient, the less the deformity, and the closer the fracture is to the physis, the greater the potential for remodeling. It is unclear whether there is any capacity for rotational malunion remodeling (124,150). Angular and rotational malunion that does not remodel can lead to loss of motion. The degree and plane of loss of motion, as well as the individual affected, determine if this is functionally significant (172). Cadaveric studies indicate that residual malangulation of more than 20 degrees of the radius and ulna will lead to loss of forearm rotation (140,158,159). Less than 10 degrees of malangulation did not alter forearm rotation significantly in either study. Distal third malunion affected rotation less than middle or proximal third malunion. Radioulnar malunion affected forearm rotation more than volar-dorsal malunion. Malangulation may lead to a loss of rotation at a 1:2 degree ratio, whereas malrotation may lead to rotational loss at only a 1:1 degree loss (86). The functional loss associated with rotational motion loss is difficult to predict. This has led some clinicians to recommend no treatment (110,111), arguing that most of these fractures will remodel, and those that do not remodel will not cause a functional problem (134). However, a significant functional problem is present if shoulder motion cannot compensate for loss of supination.

I prefer to reduce these fractures as anatomically as possible and lessen the risk of malunion. No element of malrotation is accepted in the reduction. As indicated in the treatment sections, fractures at high risk of loss of reduction and malunion are treated with anatomic reduction and pin fixation. Fractures treated in a cast are followed closely and re-reduced for any loss of alignment of more than 10 degrees. Although loss of rotation can occur with anatomic reduction (32,142,168), it is less likely than with malunions.

Nonunion

Nonunion of a closed radial or ulnar fracture is rare. In children, nonunion has been universally related to a pathologic condition
of the bone or vascularity (168). Congenital pseudarthrosis or neurofibromatosis (135) (Fig. 9-64) should be suspected in a patient with a nonunion after a benign fracture. This occurs most often in an isolated ulnar fracture. The distal bone is often narrowed, sclerotic, and plastically deformed. These fractures rarely heal with immobilization. Vascularized fibular bone grafting usually is necessary for healing of a nonunion associated with neurofibromatosis or congenital pseudarthrosis. If the patient is very young, this may include a vascularized epiphyseal transfer to restore distal growth.

Vascular impairment also can lead to nonunion. Distal radial nonunion has been reported in a child with an ipsilateral supracondylar fracture with brachial artery occlusion. Revascularization of the limb led to eventual union of the fracture. Nonunion also can occur with osteomyelitis and bone loss (44). Debridement of the necrotic bone and either traditional bone grafting, osteoclasis lengthening, vascularized bone grafting, or creation of a single-bone forearm are surgical options. The best choice depends on the individual patient.

Cross-Union

Cross-union is a rare complication of pediatric distal radial and ulnar fractures. It has been described after high-energy trauma and internal fixation (164). A single pin crossing both bones increases the risk of cross-union (164). Synostosis take-down can be performed, but the results usually are less than full restoration of motion. It is important to determine if there is an element of rotational malunion with the cross-union because this will affect the surgical outcome.

Soft tissue contraction across both bones also has been described (116). Contracture release resulted in restoration of forearm motion.
FIGURE 9.64. This 3-year-old presented to the emergency room with pain after an acute fall on his arm. The ulna is clearly pathologic with thinning and deformity prior to this injury. This represents neurofibromatosis.

Refracture

Fortunately, refractures after metaphyseal radial fractures are rare and much less common than after diaphyseal level radial and ulnar fractures. Most commonly, refracture occurs with premature discontinuation of immobilization or early return to potentially traumatic activities. It is advisable to protectively immobilize the wrist until full radiographic and clinical healing (usually 6 weeks) and to restrict activities until full motion and strength are regained (usually an additional 1–3 weeks). Individuals involved in high-risk activities, such as downhill ski racing, snowboarding, or skateboarding, should be protected with a splint during those activities for much longer.

Growth Disturbance

Growth arrest of the distal radius after metaphyseal fracture is rare. Abram and Connolly each reported one patient with physeal arrest after nondisplaced torus fractures. Two additional patients were reported in a series of 150 distal radial metaphyseal fractures (119). Wilkins and O’Brien (168) proposed that these arrests may be in fractures that extend from the metaphysis to the physis. This coincides with a Peterson type I fracture (81, 82) (Fig. 9-65) and in essence is a physeal fracture. These fractures should be monitored for growth arrest.

Both undergrowth and overgrowth of the distal radius after fracture has been described by DePablos (114). The average difference in growth was 3 mm, a range of −5 to +10 mm of growth disturbance compared with the contralateral radius. Maximal overgrowth occurred in the 9- to 12-year-old age group. As long as the patient is asymptomatic, under- or overgrowth is not a problem. If ulnocarpal impaction or DRUJ disruption occurs, then surgical rebalancing of the radius and ulna may be necessary.

Neurovascular Injuries

Both the median and ulnar (106,163) nerves are less commonly injured in metaphyseal fractures than in physeal fractures. The mechanisms of neural injury in a metaphyseal fracture include direct contusion from the displaced fragment, traction ischemia from tenting of the nerve over the proximal fragment (144), entrapment of the nerve in the fracture site (40,170), rare laceration of the nerve (Fig. 9-66), and the development of an acute compartment syndrome. If signs or symptoms of neuropathy are present, a prompt closed reduction should be performed. Extreme positions of immobilization should be avoided because this can lead to persistent traction or compression ischemia and increase the risk of compartment syndrome. If there is marked swelling, it is better to percutaneously pin the fracture than to apply a constrictive cast. If there is concern about compartment syndrome, the forearm and carpal canal pressures should be measured immediately. If pressures are markedly elevated, appropriate fasciotomies and compartment releases should be performed immediately. Finally, if the nerve was intact before reduction and is out after reduction, neural entrapment should be considered, and surgical exploration and decompression may be required. Fortunately, most median and ulnar nerve injuries recover after anatomic reduction of the fracture.

Infection

Infection after distal radial fractures is rare and is associated with open fractures or surgical intervention. Fee et al. (117) described the development of gas gangrene in four children after minor puncture wounds or lacerations associated with distal radial fractures. Treatment involved only local cleansing of the wound in all four and wound closure in one. All four developed life-threatening clostridial infections. Three of the four required upper limb amputations, and the fourth underwent multiple soft tissue and bony procedures for coverage and treatment of osteomyelitis.

Infections related to surgical intervention also are rare. Superficial pin site infections can occur and should be treated with pin removal and antibiotics. Deep-space infections from percutaneous pinning of the radius has not been described, but it is only reasonable to think that it will occur at some point. All
FIGURE 9-65. Peterson type I physeal injury. A: A comminuted distal metaphyseal fracture that extends to the physis (open arrow). B: Six weeks after the fracture, the callus also extends up to the physis (open arrow).

FIGURE 9-66. A grade III open fracture of the radius resulted in complete disruption of the ulnar nerve. Intraoperative photographs of the nerve deficit between the operative jeweler’s forceps (A) and sural nerve grafting (B) after the wound was clean enough to allow for nerve reconstruction.
deep-space infections should be treated with appropriate surgical debridement, antibiotics, and wound management.

**PEDIATRIC GALEAZZI FRACTURES**

Fractures of the distal radius associated with DRUJ disruption have been called Galeazzi fracture-dislocations. Although Sir Ashley Cooper is credited with the first description of this injury in 1824, Riccardo Galeazzi (177188) (Fig. 9-67) gave this fracture-dislocation its name with his 1934 report of 18 such injuries. In children, this injury may involve either disruption of the DRUJ ligaments or, more commonly, a distal ulnar physeal fracture. The former is called a true Galeazzi lesion and the latter is a Galeazzi equivalent lesion (Fig. 9-68) (60,181,182,187,188).

**Anatomy**

The radius normally rotates around the relatively stationary ulna. The two bones of the forearm articulate at the proximal and distal radioulnar joints. In addition, proximally the radius and ulna articulate with the distal humerus and distally with the carpus. These articulations are responsible for forearm pronation and supination, as well as elbow and wrist flexion and extension. At the DRUJ, the concave sigmoid notch of the radius incompletely matches the convex, asymmetric, semicylindrical shape of the distal ulnar head (Fig. 9-69) (3). This allows some translation at the DRUJ with rotatory movements. The ligamentous structures are critical in stabilizing the radius as it rotates about the ulna.

The DRUJ includes multiple soft tissue attachments, the most important of which is the TFCC. The TFCC includes the volar and dorsal ligamentous attachments of the distal ulna to the radial sigmoid notch, as well as the distal extension to the ulnar styloid, carpus, and base of the fifth metacarpal. The volar ulnocarpal ligaments (V ligament) from the ulna to the lunate and triquetrum are important ulnocarpal stabilizers (3,190,196). The central portion of the TFCC is the articular disk (Fig. 9-70). The interaction between the bony articulation and the soft
tissue attachments accounts for stability of the DRUJ during pronation and supination. At the extremes of rotation, the joint is most stable. The compression loads between the radius and ulna are aided by the tensile loads of the TFCC to maintain stability throughout rotation (Fig. 9-71).

Throughout the mid-forearm, the interosseous ligament (Fig. 9-72) connects the radius to the ulna. It passes obliquely from the proximal radius to the distal ulna. However, the interosseous ligament is not present in the distal radius. Moore et al. found that injuries to the TFCC and interosseous ligament were responsible for progressive shortening of the radius with fracture in a cadaveric study. The soft tissue component to the injury is a major factor in the deformity and instability in a Galeazzi fracture-dislocation.

**Diagnosis**

Galeazzi fracture-dislocations are relatively rare injuries in children. Walsh and McLaren (194) cited an incidence of 3% of pediatric distal radial fractures in their study. Most series of Galeazzi fracture contain a relatively small number of pediatric patients (81,182,183,194).

The mechanism of injury is axial loading in combination with extremes of forearm rotation (175,187,189,191). In adults, the mechanism of injury usually is an axially loading fall with hyperpronation. This results in a distal radius fracture with a dorsal ulnar dislocation. However, in children, both supination (apex volar) and pronation (apex dorsal) deforming forces have been described (181,182,194). The mechanism of injury is most obvious when the radial fracture is an incomplete fracture. With an apex volar (supination) radial fracture, the distal ulna is displaced volarly, whereas with an apex dorsal (pronation) radial fracture, the distal ulna is displaced dorsally (Figs. 9-68 and 9-72).

**FIGURE 9-70.** Diagramatic drawing of the meniscal reflection and the prestyloid recess. The meniscal reflection runs from the dorsoulnar radius to the ulnovolar carpus. The arrow denotes access under the reflection to the tip of the styloid—the so-called prestyloid recess. (Re-drawn from Bowers WH. Green's Operative Hand Surgery. New York: Churchill-Livingstone, 1993.)

**FIGURE 9-71.** Distal radioulnar joint stability in pronation (left) is dependent on (1) tension developed in the volar margin of the triangular fibrocartilage (TFCC; small arrows) and (2) compression between the contact areas of the radius and ulna (volar surface of ulnar articulating head and dorsal margin of the sigmoid notch, large arrows). Disruption of the volar TFCC would therefore allow dorsal displacement of the ulna in pronation. The reverse is true in supination, where disruption of the dorsal margin of the TFCC would allow volar displacement of the ulna relative to the radius as this rotational extreme is reached. The dark area of the TFCC emphasizes the portion of the TFCC that is not supported by the ulnar dome. The dotted circle is the arc of load transmission (lunate to TFCC) in that position. (Redrawn from Bowers WH. Green's Operative Hand Surgery. New York: Churchill-Livingstone, 1993.)
This is evident both on clinical and radiographic examinations. In addition, the radius is foreshortened in a complete fracture, causing more radial deviation of the hand and wrist (Fig. 9-70). A child with a Galeazzi injury has pain and limitation of forearm rotation and wrist flexion and extension. Neurovascular impairment is rare.

The radial fracture is evident on radiographs, and concurrent injuries to the ulna or DRUJ should be identified. A true lateral view is necessary to identify the direction of displacement, which is imperative to determine the method of reduction. Rarely are special radiographs, such as a CT scan, necessary.

**Classification**

Galeazzi fracture-dislocations are most commonly described by direction of displacement of either the distal ulnar dislocation or the radial fracture. Letts (181,182) preferred to describe the direction of the ulna: volar or dorsal. Walsh and McLaren (194) classified pediatric Galeazzi injuries by the direction of displacement of the distal radial fracture. Dorsal displacement (apex volar) fractures were more common than volar displacement (apex dorsal) fractures in their series (Fig. 9-73). Wilkins and O’Brien (168) modified the Walsh and McLaren method by classifying radial fractures as incomplete and complete fractures and ulnar injuries as true dislocations and physeal fractures (Table 9-4). DRUJ dislocations are called true Galeazzi lesions and distal ulnar physeal fractures are called Galeazzi equivalent lesions (60,178,181,182).

**Treatment**

Pediatric Galeazzi fractures have a higher success rate with nonoperative treatment than similar injuries in adults (183,187). In adults, it is imperative to anatomically reduce and internally fix the distal radial fracture (180,183,184,185,187). Generally the DRUJ is reduced with reduction and fixation of the radius. In pediatric patients, the distal radial fracture often is a greenstick type that is stable after reduction and cast immobilization is
TABLE 9-4. CLASSIFICATION: GALEAZZI FRACTURES IN CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dorsal (apex volar) displacement of distal radius</th>
<th>Greenstick</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Distal ulna physis</th>
<th>Intact</th>
<th>Disrupted (equivalent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Volar (apex dorsal) displacement of distal radius</td>
<td>Greenstick</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Distal ulna physis</td>
<td>Intact</td>
<td>disrupted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


sufficient (183,194). However, adolescents with complete fractures should be treated with internal fixation similar to adults.

**Closed Reduction**

The method of reduction for greenstick radial fractures depends on the type of displacement. With apex volar dorsally displaced fractures of the radius, the rotatory deformity is supination. Pronating the radius and applying dorsal-to-volar reduction force should align the fracture and reduce the DRUJ (Fig. 9-74). Similarly, if the incomplete radial fracture is an apex dorsal volar displaced fracture, the rotatory deformity is pronation (Fig. 9-75). Supinating the forearm and applying volar-to-dorsal force should reduce the incomplete fracture of the radius and the DRUJ dislocation (168,181,182,193). In both these situations, portable fluoroscopy can be used to evaluate the fracture—dislocation reduction and to test the stability of the distal ulna. If anatomically reduced and stable, a long arm cast is applied with appropriate rotation and three-point molds. The cast is left in place for 6 weeks to allow the soft tissue injuries to heal.

In a Galeazzi equivalent injury with a radial fracture and an ulnar physeal fracture, both bones should be reduced. Usually this can be accomplished with the same methods of reduction if the radial fracture is incomplete. The distal ulnar physes can remodel a nonanatomic reduction if there is sufficient growth remaining and the ulnar physes continue to grow normally. Unfortunately, the risk of ulnar growth arrest after a Galeazzi equivalent has been reported to be as high as 55% (52).

Complete fractures of the distal radius have a higher rate of loss of reduction after closed treatment (168). If not monitored closely and re-reduced if necessary, loss of reduction can lead to malunion with loss of motion and function. These injuries may be best treated with open reduction as in adults.

**Open Reduction**

The indication for open reduction of the radial fracture is failure to obtain or maintain fracture reduction. This most often occurs with unstable complete fractures (Fig. 9-76). Open reduction and internal fixation of the radius are performed via an anterior approach (Fig. 9-77). Standard compression plating is preferred.
FIGURE 9-74. (continued) C and D: The fracture was reduced by pronating the distal fragment. Because the distal radius was partially intact by its greenstick nature, the length was easily maintained, reestablishing the congruity of the distal radioulnar joint. The patient was immobilized in supination for 6 weeks, after which full forearm rotation and function returned.

FIGURE 9-75. Pronation Galeazzi. This 8-year-old sustained a pronation Galeazzi fracture. A: The anteroposterior view shows some shortening of the distal radius (arrow) in relation to the distal ulna, which has a small greenstick component. B: The pronation component (arrow) is better appreciated on this lateral view. The distal ulna lies dorsal to the distal radius (open arrow).
Fractures of the distal radius are angulated toward the ulna due to the pull of the long forearm muscles and the pronator quadratus. (Redrawn from Cruess RL. The management of forearm injuries. Orthop Clin North Am 1973;4:969–982; with permission.)

FIGURE 9-77. A: The patient with the pronation injury shown in Fig. 9-69 had a closed reduction and attempted fixation with pins placed percutaneously across the fracture site. However, this was inadequate in maintaining the alignment and length of the fracture of the distal radius. B: The length of the radius and the distal radioulnar relationship were best reestablished after internal fixation of the distal radius with a plate placed on the volar surface. The true amount of shortening present on the original injury film (see Fig. 9-69A) is not really appreciated until the fracture of the distal radius is fully reduced. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:34; with permission.)
Figure 9-78. An adolescent girl presented 4 weeks postinjury with a painful, stiff wrist. A: By examination, she was noted to have a volar distal radioulnar dislocation that was irreducible even under general anesthesia. B: At the time of surgery the distal ulna was noted to have buttonholed out of the capsule, and there was entrapped triangular fibrocartilage and periosteum in the joint.

Author's Preferred Method of Treatment

Incomplete Fractures

Incomplete fractures of the distal radius with either a true dislocation of the DRUJ or an ulnar physeal fracture are treated with closed reduction and long arm cast immobilization. This can be performed in the emergency setting with conscious sedation or in the operating room with general anesthesia. Portable fluoroscopy is used. If the fracture is apex volar with dorsal displacement of the radius and volar dislocation of the DRUJ, then pronation and volar-to-dorsal force on the radial fracture is used for reduction. If the fracture is apex dorsal with volar displacement of the radius and dorsal dislocation of the DRUJ, then supination and dorsal-to-volar force is applied to the distal radius for reduction. The reduction and stability of the fracture and DRUJ dislocation are checked on dynamic fluoroscopy before long arm cast immobilization. If both are anatomically reduced and stable, the cast is used for 6 weeks to allow soft tissue and fracture healing. In a Galeazzi equivalent injury, there is potential for remodeling of the physeal fracture if sufficient growth remains. As long as the DRUJ is reduced, malalignment of less than 10 degrees can remodel in a young child. The risk of physeal growth arrest is high with this physeal injury, and operative exposure may increase the risk of growth impairment. If the fracture is severely malaligned, the DRUJ cannot be reduced, or the patient is older and remodeling is unlikely, open reduction and smooth pin fixation are indicated (168).

Complete Fractures

Open reduction and internal fixation with an anterior plate and screws are used for complete Galeazzi fractures of the radius. The DRUJ usually reduces anatomically and is stable with reduction and fixation of the radius. The patient is immobilized in a long arm cast for 4 weeks and a short arm cast for 2 more weeks. Return to unrestricted activities and sports depends on restoration of full motion and strength.

Irreducible Dislocations

Irreducible dislocations are treated with open reduction. Extensive exposure is necessary to define the pathologic anatomy and carefully reduce the DRUJ. The interposed soft tissues are extracted and repaired. Depending on the stability of the reduction and repair, a supplemental smooth pin may be used across the DRUJ for 4 weeks to maintain the joint reduction. This is particularly true if the patient presents late.

Complications

Malunion and DRUJ Subluxation

Malunion of the radius can lead to subluxation of the DRUJ, limited forearm rotation, and pain, usually secondary to persistent shortening and malrotation of the radial fracture. Most often this occurs when complete fractures are treated with closed reduction and there is failure to either obtain or maintain reduction of the radial fracture. The ulna remains subluxed and heals.
with an incongruent joint. Treatment for this requires proper recognition and corrective osteotomy. If physical examination is not definitive for diagnosis, then a CT scan in pronation, neutral rotation, or supination may be helpful. An MRI scan or wrist arthroscopy will aid in the diagnosis and management of associated ligamentous, chondral, or TFCC injuries that will benefit from debridement or repair. It is important to understand that if the DRUJ subluxation is caused by a radial malunion, a soft tissue reconstruction of the DRUJ alone will fail (3).

Ulnar Physeal Arrest

Golz and Ogden (52) cited a 55% incidence of ulnar physeal arrest with Galeazzi equivalent fractures. If the patient is young enough, this ulnar growth arrest in the presence of ongoing associated ligamentous, chondral, or TFCC injuries will decrease this risk.

Nerve Injury

Injuries to the ulnar nerve (183) and anterior interosseous nerve (192,195) have been described with Galeazzi fracture--dislocations. These injuries have had spontaneous recovery. Moore et al. (186) described an 8% incidence of injury to the radial nerve with operative exposure of the radius for internal fixation in their series. Careful surgical exposure, dissection, and retraction can decrease this risk.
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INJURIES TO THE SHAFTS OF THE RADIUS AND ULNA
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FRACTURES OF THE SHAFTS OF THE RADIUS AND ULNA

Fractures of the radius and ulna shafts account for only 3% to 6% of all children's fractures (64,65) (Fig. 10-1). In boys, there is a bimodal peak, the first at approximately age 9 years and the second at approximately 13 or 14 years of age. Girls show a single peak at approximately age 5 or 6 years (65). Approximately 75% of fractures of the shafts of the radius and ulna are in the distal third, 15% in the middle third, and 5% in the proximal third. Monteggia fracture-dislocations and complex injuries account for the remaining 5% (25,38,123).

Traditional teaching (30,42) developed a concept of postreduction positioning based on which third of the radial and ulnar shafts was fractured:
1. If the fracture of the shafts was proximal to the insertion of the pronator teres, the forearm should be held in supination.
2. If the fracture was in the middle third, mid-position was advised.
3. If the fracture was in the distal third, pronation was the position of choice.

This concept was challenged by Evans, who recognized two groups of fractures: those in which the shaft of the radius remained in continuity and those in which it was completely displaced. He advocated pronation or supination of greenstick, Monteggia, and Galeazzi fractures based on the mechanism of injury (29,30). For complete fractures, Evans recommended determining the position of the bicipital tuberosity of the radius on an anteroposterior (AP) radiograph, then placing the distal fragment in the same amount of rotation to effect reduction (Fig. 10-2). He found that all such fractures usually needed to be immobilized in some degree of supination (Fig. 10-3).

Diagnosis

Mechanism of Injury

Because cortical bone is strong, it often requires greater trauma to produce failure of the diaphysis than the metaphysis. As is typical of most fractures in the upper extremity, fractures of the radial and ulnar shafts usually are caused by indirect forces, such as landing on the outstretched upper extremity (Fig. 10-4). When the child falls, the main deforming force is transmitted to the radius. The radius usually fails first, followed by the ulna (128). Shaft fractures are more common in younger children because the cortical bone is more porous and the transition from diaphysis to metaphysis is less distinct than in older children (128).

Signs and Symptoms

Pain, swelling, crepitus, and deformity make the diagnosis obvious. However, plastic deformation injuries present primarily with deformity, mild tenderness, and limited forearm rotation. Pain and swelling may be minimal and crepitus is absent in plastic deformation injuries and minor greenstick fractures.
Radiographic Findings

Rotational Alignment

Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs that include both the proximal and distal radioulnar joints are essential for an accurate analysis of rotation of the fracture fragments. The radius is a curved bone and malrotation can be recognized by a break in the smooth curve of the radius and a sudden change in the width of the cortex (17, 68, 76, 82). Radiographs should also reveal whether fractures are complete or incomplete. Incomplete, or greenstick, fractures with angulation usually have a rotational deformity (Fig. 10-5). If the fracture is complete, the distal fragment may be in any position, but the position of the proximal fragment is determined by muscle pull.

For complete fractures, it is necessary to determine the position of the proximal fragment so that the distal fragment can be positioned to align with the same amount of rotation as the proximal fragment. This can be determined by the position of the bicipital tuberosity in the fractured radius. The bicipital tuberosity is medial when the forearm is supinated, posterior when in mid-position, and lateral when pronated (Fig. 10-2). If in doubt, radiographs of the opposite normal forearm should be obtained in supination, mid-position, and pronation to compare the position of the bicipital tuberosity.

Milch proposed the following anatomic criteria to determine proper torsional alignment of the forearm bones, regardless of the degree of rotation (76):

1. The coronoid process of the ulna points anteriorly and the styloid process of the ulna points posteriorly in the lateral projection. The radial styloid is not seen in the normal lateral projection with the forearm supinated.
2. In the normal AP view with the forearm supinated, the coronoid and styloid processes of the ulna are hidden but the radial styloid and bicipital tuberosity are seen. For example, in a completely supinated normal forearm, an AP view shows both the bicipital tuberosity and the radial styloid, but neither the coronoid process nor the ulnar styloid is seen. The lateral view shows both the coronoid process and the ulnar styloid, but neither prominence of the radius is seen. Thus, if the styloid process of the ulna is seen on the AP view and is absent on the lateral view, a torsional deformity of the ulna...
A fall on the outstretched hand can produce any of these shaft fractures: torus fracture (A); complete fracture (B); Monteggia fracture–dislocation (C); Galeazzi fracture–dislocation (D).

FIGURE 10-4. Angulation plus rotation. A and B: Forced supination of the forearm produces a fracture pattern with apex volar angulation in addition to dorsal displacement with supination of the distal fragment. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 10-5. (continued) C and D: Forced pronation of the forearm can result in a fracture pattern with apex dorsal angulation, in addition to pronation and volar displacement of the distal fragment. E: Clinically, the apex dorsal angulation (arrow) in pronation injuries is much more prominent.

is present. If the bicipital tuberosity of the radius projects medially in the AP view and the radial styloid is not seen, torsional deformity of the radius is present.

3. In the mid-position no bony prominences are seen in the AP projection, but all four prominences are seen on the lateral view. Angulation usually is associated with rotation (Fig. 10-5).

Classification
The Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) has classified fractures of the radius and ulna with the numeric designation of "2." Diaphyseal fractures are classified with a second number "2." Thus, all shaft fractures of the radius and ulna are designated "22." Simple fractures are given the letter "A," wedge fractures are "B," and complex fractures are "C" (Fig. 10-6). Wedge and complex fractures are uncommon in children, so most pediatric shaft fractures are designated 22-A. When only the ulna is fractured, this is identified with an additional numeral "1" (22-A1). An isolated simple radial fracture is identified with an additional "2" (22-A2). The most common fracture is a simple fracture of both bones. Simple both-bone shaft fractures are identified by adding the numeral "3" (22-A3) (Fig. 10-7). Subgroups are identified by placing a decimal and using additional numerals. For example, a simple fracture of the ulnar shaft with radial head dislocation, Monteggia fracture–dislocation, is identified as 22-B1.3 (Fig. 10-8). More complex fractures have additional alphanumeric classifications to allow for standardization of research and communication (92).

The OTA Classification System has some deficiencies when applied to pediatric and adolescent forearm fractures. Greenstick
fractures and plastic deformation are not classified separately. Comminution is rare in children and often has little clinical significance. Treatment decisions in the pediatric age group rarely depend on specific classification. Closed reductions are common in the pediatric age group and clinical decisions are based on degree of completion and level of the fracture, combined with severity and direction of deformity.

The traditional classification of shaft fractures of the radius and ulna is outlined in the following sections.

**Joints Intact**

Shaft fractures in which the proximal and distal radioulnar joints remain intact can be subcategorized by their degree of completion, direction of deformity, or level of fracture (Table 10-1):

**Degree of completion:** The degree of completion usually is defined as plastic deformation, greenstick, or complete. Proper identification is important because each of these types is managed differently.

**Direction of deformity:** The direction of the deformity can be identified as either apex volar (supination injury) or apex dorsal (pronation injury). This distinction is particularly important for management of greenstick fractures.

**Level of fracture:** The level of fracture is identified as occurring in the proximal, middle, or distal third.

**Joints Disrupted**

These types of forearm shaft fractures include Monteggia fracture—dislocation, when the ulnar shaft fracture is associated with radial head dislocation proximally, and Galeazzi fracture—dislocation, when the radial shaft fracture is associated with dislocation of the distal radioulnar joint. Monteggia and Galeazzi fractures are discussed elsewhere in this textbook, but the clinician must always be cognizant of the possibility of occult or missed joint disruption whenever a forearm fracture is identified.

**Unusual Fracture Patterns**

Plastic deformation injuries also may be difficult to detect and require special management techniques.
RADIUS/ULNA

Groups:
Radius/ulna, diaphyseal, simple (22-A)
1. Ulna simple, radius intact (22-A1)
2. Radius simple, ulna intact (22-A2)
3. Simple fracture both bones (22-A3)
4. With dislocation of radial head (Monteggia) (22-B1.3)
5. Wedge fracture, simple or wedge of other bone (22-B3)

Radius/ulna, diaphyseal, wedge fracture (22-B)
1. Ulna simple, radius intact (22-B1)
2. Radius fracture, ulna intact (22-B2)
1. Complex of both bones (22-C1)
2. Complex of radius (22-C2)
3. Complex of both bones (22-C3)

Radius/ulna, diaphyseal, complex (22-C)
1. Complex of ulna (22-C1)

FIGURE 10.7: Orthopedic Trauma Association Classification. When only the ulna is fractured, this is identified by the additional numeral “1.” Isolated radius fracture is identified with an additional “2.” Both bone fractures are identified by adding the numeral “3.” (Redrawn from Orthopaedic Trauma Association Committee for Coding and Classification. Fracture and dislocation compendium. J Orthop Trauma 1996;10[Suppl 1]:1; with permission.)

FIGURE 10.8: Orthopedic Trauma Association Classification. Subgroups of forearm fractures are identified by the use of a decimal and additional numerals. Monteggia fracture dislocation is classified 22-B1.3. (Redrawn from Orthopaedic Trauma Association Committee for Coding and Classification. Fracture and dislocation compendium. J Orthop Trauma 1996;10[Suppl 1]:1; with permission.)

TABLE 10.1: CLASSIFICATION: SHAFT FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radioulnar Joint Intact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenstick fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete disruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of deformity (greenstick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex volar (supination injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex dorsal (pronation injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioulnar joints disrupted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal—Monteggia fracture-dislocation complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal—Galeazzi fracture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The so-called floating elbow (Fig. 10-9) is a special variant that combines a fracture of the humerus with a forearm fracture. Ipsilateral forearm fractures are seen in 3% to 13% of supracondylar fractures (99,119,149). The supracondylar fracture usually is displaced and requires closed reduction with pinning before the forearm fracture can be treated. Nondisplaced supracondylar fractures may not require pinning (149). After stabilization of the supracondylar fracture, the forearm fracture can be treated with closed reduction and plaster immobilization if the forearm fracture is stable or minimally displaced (99,119,149). However, when the forearm fracture is unstable or open, or if there is extensive soft tissue injury, plate or intramedullary fixation may be a more appropriate method to maintain reduction (Fig. 10-10).

Segmental, comminuted, or open forearm fractures usually indicate high-energy trauma. More aggressive management usually is warranted for these types of injuries.
FIGURE 10-9. (continued) E and F: All fractures healed at 4 weeks after surgery before pin removal in the office. G and H: Forearm and elbow at 1 year after surgery are virtually anatomic.
Chapter 10: Injuries to the Shafts of the Radius and Ulna

Anatomy

The radius bows laterally immediately distal to the bicipital tuberosity. The bicipital tuberosity is distal to the neck on the medial aspect of the shaft and slightly anterior. The radius has one distinct border for the attachment of the interosseous membrane. The proximal radius is cylindrical, changing to a triangular shape at the junction of the proximal and middle thirds and flattening at its lower end. The radius, like the ulna, is a thick-walled bone throughout the greater part of the shaft.

The radius is bound to the ulna by the interosseous membrane and annular ligament at the proximal radioulnar joint. The triangular articular disk binds the radius to the ulna at the distal radioulnar joint. These structures allow pronation and supination movements of the forearm. The interosseous distance is greater distally than proximally because of the curve of the radius. In pronation, the radius rotates diagonally across the ulna and the palm faces posteriorly. The crossover point of the two bones is in the proximal forearm. Walker demonstrated that longitudinal forces of less than 9.8 kg are transmitted by the interosseous membrane to the ulnohumeral joint and loads of greater magnitude are transmitted to the radiohumeral joint (142).

FIGURE 10-10. Ipsilateral supracondylar fractures. A: A 10-year-old with grade I open fractures of the radius and ulna (open arrows). An ipsilateral supracondylar fracture is manifest by considerable swelling at the elbow (large black arrows). B: The supracondylar fracture was first manipulated and reduced and then secured with pins placed percutaneously. The forearm fracture was then cleaned and debrided, and secured with intramedullary pins inserted distally.

Treatment Principles

The objective of successful treatment of greenstick or complete fractures is full recovery of forearm rotation without cosmetic deformity. Delayed unions and nonunions are rare in children. Thus, closed reduction and cast immobilization is often successful and should be attempted in most fractures.

Cadaver studies (76, 122) have demonstrated that 10 degrees of residual fixed angular deformity in the middle or distal third of the radius or ulna does not cause functional loss of forearm rotation. Rotatory deformities produced losses of pronation and supination equal to the degree of rotational deformity (122). Sarmiento et al. compared experimental results from cadaver studies with clinical radiographic findings in 105 patients with residual deformities and concluded that limitation of rotation is within clinically acceptable ranges with residual angulation of 10 degrees or less (113).

Spontaneous correction of residual angulation can occur in children. The amount of correction depends on age, the distance from the physis, the severity of deformity, and the direction of angulation. Greater degrees of correction can be expected in younger children and in more distal fractures (11, 24, 38, 54, 89, 139, 153). Onne and Sandblom observed that during the first decade of life, the shafts of the forearms have an excellent capacity of correcting angulation up to 20 degrees spontaneously (89). Others have confirmed this remodeling potential (38, 50, 79, 95, 96, 123, 139). The capacity for remodeling diminishes after the age of 10 years. Angulation of more than 10 degrees after the age of 10 years is unlikely to remodel (35, 50, 54, 89, 95, 96, 139).

Malrotation is difficult to measure and may or may not remodel (21, 35, 42, 95, 96). Fuller and McCullough observed that malrotation of the fracture limited movement to the same degree
as the rotational deformity (35). Grant and Weiss observed that malrotation does not correct with growth, but noted that 30 degrees of malrotation may be accepted without functional deficit (42).

Determining acceptable limits for angulation at the time of reduction is complicated by the fact that malunion does not always correlate with loss of forearm rotation. Daruwalla observed that it is difficult to predict the extent of limitation of forearm movement with varying degrees of angulation (24). Hogstrom et al. observed that the correlation between final angulation and range of pronation and supination is weak (50). This observation has been confirmed by others (42,51,84,95,96,153).

From a functional standpoint, Carey et al. (15) noted that patients older than 10 years of age might have residual changes on radiographs without a commensurate loss in range of motion. They reported on nine patients, 11 to 15 years of age, with an average angulation of 13 degrees (range, 5–30 degrees). Five of the nine patients lost forearm rotation ranging from 20 to 35 degrees, but none had functional deficits. They concluded that none of these patients would have been better off with open reduction. Thomas et al. (123) reviewed 65 malunions in children up to age 15 years and concluded that up to 15 degrees of angular deformity is acceptable because the final loss of function is negligible. When treating forearm fractures, the clinician should consider the statement by Hey Groves that “art should secure supination and nature be trusted to secure pronation” (48). A supination loss cannot be compensated well by adduction at the shoulder, but a pronation loss can be masked by abduction at the shoulder.

Nilsson and Obrant examined 18 adults who had sustained displaced forearm fractures as children (84). All had been reduced and maintained in good position without displacement or angulation. The average loss of pronation–supination motion was 19 degrees, even in the absence of malunion. Thus, factors other than residual angulation may also be responsible for loss of forearm rotation (84,122).

Another difficulty in predicting functional outcome is that some younger patients lose forearm rotation regardless of remodeling (95,96). Younger et al. noted that the mean age of patients with restricted movement was 7.2 years (153). Holdsworth and Sloan noted that functional improvement is complete by 3 years after injury, but radiographic appearances may continue to improve beyond that time (51). As a rule, older patients are at greater risk for loss of pronation–supination motion, but this is not always the case (24,35,105).

Length discrepancy between the radius and ulna is uncommon after shaft fracture of one or both bones (21,27,95,96,139). Limb overgrowth or shortening does not occur if the physis is undamaged (15,27). This suggests that remodeling can occur with regard to length as well as angulation.

Overriding of fracture fragments is another consideration. Blount and Johnson stated that overriding with bayonet apposition is acceptable if the angular alignment is satisfactory (11) (Fig. 10-11). This observation has been confirmed by others (41,95,96,98).

The direction of angulation may influence loss of forearm rotation. Daruwalla (24) observed that angulation of both bones, with the apex of the angle toward the interosseous space, resulted in loss of motion. Roberts (104) confirmed this finding, but Price et al. (95,96) stated that interosseous entrapment is an unpredictable indicator of loss of motion.

Location of the fracture is another factor that influences outcome. Numerous researchers have noted that proximal shaft fractures have a worse prognosis than distal shaft fractures (10,21,24,38,95,96,123,130,153).

Recommendations for acceptable reduction vary. Moesner and Ostergaard (79) stated that children younger than 9 years of age with angulation of less than 20 degrees will regain full range of motion and 90% remodeling. This conclusion has been supported by Carey et al. (15) and others (54,89,39). However, Blount (10) cautioned, “fractures of the middle third of the forearm should not be allowed to remain angulated to any appreciable degree except in very young children.” Daruwalla (24) concluded that after age 6 years, remodeling is unlikely to correct a deformity of more than 10 degrees. Daruwalla believed that angulation of 15 degrees is acceptable in children younger than 5 years. Hogstrom et al. (50) noted that young children have a good chance of achieving correction of angular deformity, but concluded that all deformities exceeding 10 degrees should be corrected because it is impossible to predict remodeling. Price et al. (95,96) concluded that 10 degrees of angulation, complete displacement, and loss of radial bow can be accepted rather than resorting to open reduction (Table 10-2).

### Treatment Options

#### Closed Management

**Greenstick Fractures**

Skillful closed management usually is successful for this injury. Greenstick fractures may appear to be angulated and may also have a rotational element. Holdsworth and Sloan compared this fracture with a cardboard tube that, when twisted, tends to bend; unbending it is possible only if it is untwisted (51). When the apex is toward the dorsum of the hand (apex dorsal–pronation injury), the forearm should be supinated to achieve reduction (Fig. 10-12). When the apex is toward the palm of the hand (apex volar–supination injury), a pronation force must be applied to secure reduction (Fig. 10-13).

Should greenstick fractures be made complete? There appears to be no unanimity of opinion. Advocates for breaking the intact cortex believe that angulation will recur if it is not done (11,43,53,98,146). Others believe it is unnecessary to break the intact cortex (1,23,30,33,123). Instead, the intact cortex is used as an aid to reduction. Advocates for leaving the hinged cortex intact emphasize the need for full pronation for apex volar (supination) greenstick fractures and full supination for apex dorsal (pronation) greenstick fractures (1,25,33) (Figs. 10-12 and 10-13).

Another reason to break the intact cortex was proposed by Gruber (43), who noted that greenstick forearm fractures have the highest risk of refracture of all pediatric fractures. He postulated that the intact cortex heals by secondary bone healing with little callus. Simultaneously, a resorption zone develops on the side of the broken cortex. Thus, the weakness of the bone persists
FIGURE 10-11. Bayonet apposition. A: An 11-year-old sustained a fracture of the radial and ulnar shafts with bayonet apposition but excellent alignment. B: Four weeks after the fracture, there is early callus with maintenance of the bayonet apposition but satisfactory linear alignment. C and D: Five years postinjury (age 16 years), there is excellent linear alignment and full supination and pronation.

### TABLE 10-2. LIMITS OF ALIGNMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Angulation</th>
<th>Malrotation</th>
<th>Displacement</th>
<th>Loss of Radical Bow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt; 9 yr</td>
<td>15 degrees</td>
<td>45 degrees</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥ 9 yr</td>
<td>10 degrees</td>
<td>30 degrees</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 10-12. A: Greenstick fracture of both shafts of the forearm at the distal third with pronation of the distal forearm and apex dorsal angulation at the fracture site. B and C: The fracture was manipulated into supination and placed in a long arm cast, correcting the angular and rotational malalignment.

FIGURE 10-13. A: Greenstick fracture of the proximal third of the radius and ulna, with apex volar angulation of the radius. B: Postreduction view in long arm cast shows 40-degree angulation of the radius. This original reduction was in neutral but should have been in full pronation. As a result, there is some residual angulation at the fracture site. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 10-13. (continued) C: At 1 month, there was 15-degree residual angulation of the proximal radius, which was thought would remodel to some degree. D: At 8 months postinjury, angulation of the radius persisted, with supination of 45 degrees and pronation to 70 degrees. Despite the residual angulation, the patient does not complain of any functional impairment.

beyond the initial healing phase. He recommended initial fracturing of the intact cortex to reduce the risk of fracture recurrence.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Even with minimally angulated greenstick fractures, the elbow should be evaluated carefully to ensure that a Monteggia type IV lesion with an ipsilateral radial head dislocation is not present.

Minimal angulation can be accompanied by significant rotational deformity. Any angulation should be reduced if a family member or other observer has made specific comments that the forearm appears deformed. The deformity present immediately after injury often is the final position into which the fracture tends to drift when the swelling has subsided.

Pain relief for fracture reduction may be achieved by a variety of methods (5,20,31,46,55,57,72,88,133,145,147). The American Academy of Pediatrics has published guidelines for the monitoring and management of children during and after sedation (2) (see also Chapter 3). For greenstick fractures, I prefer a mini-dose Bier block as described by Juliano (57), or intravenous sedation as described by Varela et al. (133). Intravenous sedation provides adequate analgesia for one reduction attempt, which usually is sufficient. A Bier block provides more prolonged analgesia.

Supinating and extending the wrist while gently correcting the angulation (Fig. 10-12) reduces apex dorsal angulated greenstick fractures (pronation injuries). Volar angulated greenstick fractures (supination injuries) are reduced by pronating and flexing the wrist while gently correcting the angulation. I do not intentionally fracture the opposite cortex, but a crack often is heard as the reduction is completed. Full pronation or full supination maintains the reduction if the opposite cortex remains intact. A sugar-tong splint is then applied, with the elbow flexed to a right angle.

Approximately 1 week later, the splint is removed and a well-molded long arm cast is applied. Radiographs should be made at that time to determine whether reduction has been maintained. Cast immobilization is continued for 6 weeks. I recommend a Velcro splint for an additional 6 weeks because of the high incidence of refracture with this injury.

**Complete Fractures**

If the fracture is complete, an entirely different situation exists. The distal fragment may be in any position, but muscle pull determines the position of the proximal fragment (Fig. 10-14). Thus, it becomes necessary to determine the position of the proximal fragment so that the distal fragment can be aligned with it.

If both fractures are complete and overriding, Davis and Green (25) advocated fingertrap traction of 10 to 15 pounds to bring out to length and to let the fracture seek its own correct rotational alignment. Traction through fingertraps with countertraction on the arm tends to stretch an intact periosteum to allow bone ends to oppose (Fig. 10-15).

Alternatively, it is possible to increase the deformity and toggle one bone at a time by thumb pressure, and then immobilize in a long arm cast in correct rotation with the elbow flexed to 90 degrees (Fig. 10-16). The cast should be molded into an oval (Fig. 10-17). If the reduction is unsatisfactory, remanipulation is necessary.

The proper position for immobilization depends on the frac-
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FIGURE 10-14. Muscle forces that deform fractures of the radius above the level of the insertion of the pronator teres. The proximal fragment supinates because of the unopposed pull of the supinator and biceps muscles. (Redrawn from Cruess RL. The management of forearm injuries. Orthop Clin North Am 1973;4:969; with permission.)

Evans recommended that all complete both-bone fractures should be immobilized in some degree of supination (29). Carey et al. (15) advocated immobilization of all fractures in neutral position without extremes of pronation or supination. Proximal fractures are more likely to require supination for maintenance of reduction (11,29,30).

One of the major difficulties in treating fractures of the shafts of the radius and ulna is the development of late angulation because of slippage of the forearm proximally in the long arm cast when the elbow is flexed to 90 degrees (Fig. 10-18). In an effort to prevent this, Rang (98) originally placed a ring proximally on the cast to counteract this migration (Fig. 10-18). Another option is to immobilize the forearm with the elbow in extension.

The elbow usually is immobilized in flexion, but this is not always necessary or desirable. The use of a long arm cast in extension was originally described in the 1940s by Thorndike and Dimmier (126). It was also advocated by Watson-Jones (144) in the 1950s. In a series of 130 pediatric forearm fractures, Gainor and Hardy (37) found it necessary to treat eight patients in elbow extension because reduction was unstable in flexion. Walker and Rang (142) reported satisfactory results in 15 patients who required management with the elbow in extension. They noted that most forearm fractures, which are stable in flexion, should still be treated in a conventional cast, but unstable fractures can safely be treated with the elbow in extension (Figs. 10-19 and 10-20).

Radiographs should be made at intervals for up to 3 weeks after reduction. Minor loss of alignment at this time is observed. Major loss of alignment requires remanipulation under anesthesia. Voto et al. (140) noted that 7% of their pediatric forearm fractures required remanipulation. Jones and Weiner (56) advocate closed management with pins and plaster technique as a salvage technique when casting alone is insufficient.
FIGURE 10-15. **Top:** Traction and countertraction of the thumb is used to increase the deformity. **Center:** With traction still maintained, the thumb slips farther distally to correct the angulation. It is best to avoid disrupting the periosteum, but on occasion this is necessary. **Bottom:** Ulnar or radial deviation can also be corrected by traction and thumb pressure. (Redrawn from Weber BG, Brunner C, Freuler F. Treatment of fractures in children and adolescents. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1980; with permission.)

FIGURE 10-17. While the cast hardens, it is pressed together by both hands to form an oval. This increases the width of the interosseous space. Traction should be released gradually while this is done. (Redrawn from Weber BG, Brunner C, Freuler F. Treatment of fractures in children and adolescents. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1980; with permission.)

FIGURE 10-18. Movement within the cast. **A:** As the swelling subsides, the forearm migrates proximally in the cast, causing it to angulate. **B:** This migration can be prevented to some extent by attaching the suspension eyelet proximally. (Redrawn from Rang M. Children's fractures, 2nd ed. Philadelphia: JB Lippincott, 1983: 207; with permission.)
FIGURE 10-19. Long arm extension cast. A: Postreduction film in an 8-year-old boy showing satisfactory alignment with elbow in 90 degrees of flexion and the forearm in mid-position. B: Radiographs taken 4 weeks postfracture show 30 degrees of angulation at the fracture site. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 10.19. (continued) C: The forearm was remanipulated and placed in a long arm cast in extension. D: Six weeks after remanipulation, there is satisfactory alignment of both fracture fragments. Subsequently, the patient regained full supination and pronation of the forearm. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:36, with permission.)
AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD

When fractures of both bones are complete, the muscle pull on the fragments becomes important. It is necessary to determine the rotation of the proximal fragment and then place the distal fragments in the same amount of rotation.

For these fractures, I prefer prolonged and complete pain relief, because more than one attempt may be required. Regional anesthetic techniques such as Bier or axillary blocks or general anesthesia are often better for this injury than hematoma block or intravenous sedation.

Initially, I attempt a manual closed reduction. An assistant applies countertraction at the elbow. I use one hand to apply traction while the other manipulates the fracture site. If necessary, I increase the deformity by thumb pressure and hitch one bone at a time. The forearm is then placed in the selected position of rotation. This position is almost always neutral to supination and rarely requires any degree of pronation. The elbow usually is flexed to 90 degrees and a well-molded sugar-tong splint is applied.

If the initial or subsequent attempts at manual reduction fail, then traction is applied by fi ngertaps (Fig. 10-15). The arm is allowed to seek its own position of rotation, as described by Carey et al. (16). Plain radiographs or image intensifi cation is used to check alignment with the arm in traction. A long arm cast is then applied with careful molding to maintain the interosseous space and the alignment (Fig. 10-17). When the cast hardens, the traction is released and further radiographs are obtained. The cast is split on one side in the recovery room. I leave the padding intact unless problems with swelling are likely.

I tend to use the ulna as the primary indicator of angulation and the radius as the indicator of rotation. Initially, I accept overriding but I very rarely accept angulation; angulation tends to lead to increasing deformity on follow-up. In a child younger than 9 years of age, I accept 15 degrees of angulation, 45 degrees of malrotation, complete displacement, and straightening of the radius. From ages 9 to 14 years in girls and 9 to 15 years in boys, I accept 10 degrees of angulation, 30 degrees of malrotation, complete displacement, and some loss of radial bow (Table 10-2).

Radiographs are made at 1 week, 2 weeks, and occasionally at 3 weeks after reduction. It is necessary to change the cast as swelling subsides after reduction. Changing the splint or cast at 1 week is painful and often unnecessary. I prefer to wait until 10 to 14 days after injury for the fi rst cast change. At that time, the fracture is “sticky” and gentle molding can be performed to correct any mild loss of alignment. Severe loss of alignment requires remanipulation under anesthesia with or without surgical stabilization. Remanipulation is an effective means to manage realignment up to 21 days after initial management.
OPERATIVE TREATMENT: OPEN REDUCTION AND INTERNAL FIXATION

Indications
Operative indications are controversial for radial and ulnar shaft fractures in children. Holdsworth and Sloan (51), in a report of 51 children with malunions of proximal shaft fractures, noted only three unsatisfactory results and concluded, "there is little place for internal fixation of proximal forearm fractures in children under the age of 12 years." There is no argument that open fractures require surgical debridement and good evidence that internal fixation of the fracture facilitates management of the soft tissue component of the injury (44,86,152). For similar reasons, a compartment syndrome or soft tissue interposition can be a primary indication for surgical intervention (36,39,40,45,62,100,108,150). Open reduction and internal fixation may also be indicated as the primary treatment after resection of the radius or ulna (4,51). In this group of fractures, callus and soft tissue scarring often impede satisfactory reduction, and osteonecrosis caused by immobilization of the original fracture contributes to prolonged healing. Fractures that occur shortly before the cessation of growth often require internal fixation to achieve an acceptable result (146).

Considerable controversy exists regarding the indications for surgery when alignment is difficult to maintain after closed reduction. Many researchers have noted that open reduction with internal fixation is rarely necessary for forearm fractures in children. Mild to moderate deformity is well tolerated even in older children (15,24,35,51,95,96,123). However, Fuller and McCullough (35) recommended surgical intervention for children 8 years of age or older if the fracture defies all attempts at closed reduction. Kay et al. (59) recommended open reduction and internal fixation for patients older than 10 years of age if the fracture proves unstable by closed methods. Many other investigators (1,10,33,51,83,86,118,130,141) have also recommended surgical intervention in older children when adequate reduction cannot be obtained by closed means.

Modern surgical and anesthetic techniques, prophylactic antibiotics, and intraoperative fluoroscopy have improved the results of operative management. Thus, there has been a trend toward more aggressive operative treatment of these fractures (23,34,52,69,91,102,132,152,154). Frequent indications for operative treatment of forearm shaft fractures in children are listed in Table 10-3.

Specific Operative Techniques
Several methods of surgical stabilization have been used in children (3,52,66,83,91,93,107,130,132,141,152), including compression plates and screws, intramedullary rods, and external fixation with pins and plaster or with external fixation devices. Oblique cross-pin fixation usually is inadequate for diaphyseal forearm fractures because the bone diameter is small (148).

Compression Plates. Several clinicians (1,10,59,83,124,130,152) have reported the occasional use of plate and screw osteosynthesis for pediatric forearm fractures. Nielsen and Simonsen (83) reported results of plate fixation in 29 children with forearm fractures. They emphasized that internal fixation was used for only 8% of the displaced forearm fractures when closed reduction was unsuccessful. One of their 29 patients contracted a deep infection. I had a resection after plate removal, 2 reported slight sensory disturbance, and 8 had scars exceeding 5 mm in width. All fractures healed, and none lost more than 20 degrees of forearm rotation. Vainionpaa et al. (130) also reported open reduction with plate fixation when closed management was unsuccessful. Nine percent of forearm fractures at their institution required surgical intervention. Thirteen of 14 patients regained satisfactory forearm rotation. There was one refracture and one unsightly scar. They concluded that the results of open reduction and internal fixation were satisfactory, considering the severity of the fractures.

Compression plate fixation should be considered in patients who have sustained refractures of original diaphyseal fractures (Fig. 10-21) because in many cases poor results have followed closed management. These patients often have an intramedullary canal full of old callus or bone septa from the previous fractures that makes passage of intramedullary devices difficult. Price et al. (96) and Creasman et al. (21) recommended that refractures in these patients should be stabilized internally with compression plates.

Although there has been a reluctance to use plates in open fractures, in the series reported by Moed et al. (78), Hansbeks and Cole (43), and Wyrsh et al. (152), the use of compression plates in open fractures did not increase the problems of wound or fracture healing, and in fractures with more extensive soft tissue injury, it was thought that plate fixation facilitated wound care and fracture healing. The principles and techniques of open reduction and plate fixation are the same in children as in adults, except that smaller plates may be used in children. (81,105). A volar approach is preferred for fractures of the distal and middle thirds of the radius. For fractures in the proximal third of the radius, a dorsal approach is usually better. When both bones require stabilization, two incisions should be used to reduce the risk of synostosis. The ulna is easily accessed through a direct approach. (137,138). Accurate contouring of the radial plate is necessary to avoid loss of radial bow. The main advantage of compression plate fixation is that it
produces an accurate reduction with sufficient stability to begin early motion. However, supplemental immobilization is recommended in children because they are active (83,130,152).

Disadvantages include the soft tissue exposure, which can alter healing at the fracture site, scarring and problems with cosmesis, and the possibility of infection. (132)

Subsequent plate removal requires a second operation, which is not always a benign procedure. Refractures and neurapraxia have been reported in children after forearm plate removal (83, 130). The complications after routine metal removal have caused some surgeons to question the value of this practice (6,58,74, 114). We do not recommend routine plate removal unless the
plate is causing discomfort or the child anticipates participating in activities that place him or her at unusual risk for refracture.

**Intramedullary Fixation.** Intramedullary nails have been used to stabilize adult forearm fractures since 1913, when Schone (115) first described the use of silver rods in the radius and ulna. Various types of nail or wire implants have been used since then (13,28,61,66,70,109,111,121). However, supplemental immobilization is often required, and nonunion rates in adults have ranged from 6% to 20% (61,70,90,111,117,121). In children, nonunions are rare, and minimal intramedullary fixation can maintain acceptable alignment until fracture healing occurs. Thus, intramedullary nailing of forearm fractures is more practical in children than in adults. The advent of image intensification has made it easier to stabilize a closed reduction with intramedullary devices inserted through percutaneous routes. The relative simplicity and low morbidity of intramedullary fixation have popularized this technique for pediatric forearm fractures in which the reduction may be difficult to maintain by cast immobilization alone (3,34,66,69,86,91,93,94,102,107,135,152,154).

Amir et al. (3) reported excellent results with no complications in a series of 20 adolescent forearm fractures managed by closed reduction and intramedullary fixation. Intramedullary fixation using elastic nails proved to be stable enough that postoperative immobilization was eliminated in the series reported by Verstreken et al. (135) and Lascombes et al. (66). Verstreken et al. reported excellent results with no complications in all 57 children in their series. Lascombes et al. reported 85 patients ranging in age from 4 to 16 years, 92% of whom regained full range of motion; only 1 patient lost more than 30 degrees of forearm rotation. There was one case of sensory neuropathy, nine instances of skin irritation over the end of the nail, three refractures, and four secondary angulations of less than 10 degrees, which were believed to be due to inadequate anchorage of the nail. There were no infections, nonunions, or cross-unions. Because Lascombes et al. did not accept theories of remodeling in malunited diaphyseal fractures, they advocated elastic stable intramedullary nailing of displaced shaft fractures in all children older than 10 years of age and after failed conservative management in younger children.

More recently, other investigators have reported equally impressive results with flexible intramedullary nailing of forearm fractures in children. Richter et al. (102) reported excellent (24 fractures) or good (5 fractures) functional results in 29 of 30 children with "unstable" proximal- or middle-third forearm fractures treated by elastic stable intramedullary nailing. Luhman et al. (69) reported excellent or good results with intramedullary fixation of all 25 patients in their series with unstable diaphyseal forearm fractures. There were no infections, delayed unions, or malunions, or malunions. Based on this experience, they concluded that intramedullary nailing is a safe, effective, and user-friendly technique for management of unstable forearm fractures in children. Flynn and Waters (34) described excellent results in 16 children with both-bone forearm fractures using a modification of the technique in which fixation of only one bone is done and the other is treated closed.

Cullen et al. (23) reported 18 complications in 10 of 20 patients who had undergone intramedullary fixation of their forearm fractures. Problems included hardware migration, infection, loss of reduction, reoperation, nerve injury, loss of motion, synostosis, muscle entrapment, and delayed union. In spite of these complications, 19 of the 20 patients had excellent (n = 17) or good (n = 2) outcomes. Similarly, Shoemaker et al. (116) reported 9 complications in 8 of 32 patients with unstable forearm fractures treated with intramedullary fixation. In spite of these complications, 31 of the 32 patients had excellent results, and 1 had a good result. Complications in both series were more frequent when only one bone was stabilized or when immobilization was discontinued prematurely.

Van de Reis et al. (132) compared results of intramedullary nailing to plate fixation for treatment of forearm fractures in children. Results were excellent in 78% of the patients in either treatment group. Functional outcome, rate of union, and number of complications were statistically similar for the two groups. The advantages of intramedullary nailing included shorter operative time, better cosmesis, less soft tissue dissection, and easier hardware removal.

**Techniques of Intramedullary Fixation.** Contoured Kirschner wires or elastic nails can be introduced proximally or distally in the ulna but are always introduced distally in the radius (Fig. 10-22). Amir et al. (3) recommended pinning the ulna first through a 1-cm incision over the olecranon apophysis. Lascombes et al. (66) entered the ulna just distal and lateral to the olecranon apophysis. The radius is approached radially just proximal to the distal physis with protection of the superficial radial nerve. A 45-degree oblique hole is drilled in the lateral cortex of the metaphysis to allow nail insertion. Blunt-ended 1.5- to 2.5-mm diameter stainless steel or titanium nails are used. The nails are curved slightly to allow three-point fixation. The tip is bent 30 to 40 degrees to allow manipulation in the medullary canal. The bent tip should not exceed 5 mm in length. The nail is manipulated across the fracture site and advanced to the cancellous bone of the metaphysis. Rotation of the curved nail allows correction of angulation and restoration of radial bow. The nail is then bent at the insertion site and cut short enough to avoid skin irritation. Alternatively, the nail can be left percutaneously. The latter technique allows the implant to be removed in the office, although it may be associated with a slightly higher incidence of soft tissue problems. Approximately 15% to 20% of the fractures require a limited, direct exposure of the fracture site to achieve reduction (148,154).

The advantages of intramedullary nailing include minimal dissection at the fracture site, small incisions, low reoperation rate, and easier removal than plates and screws. Elastic nail fixation has also been successfully used for open fractures in children (66).

Disadvantages include the possibility of infection when closed fractures are managed surgically, the need for a subsequent procedure to remove the implants, skin irritation from the nail tip, and the risk of injury to the superficial radial nerve. Rigid immobilization of the fracture is difficult with elastic intramedullary fixation. Postoperative immobilization is recommended (3) but is not always necessary (66,135). Stabilization with compression plates is recommended when early mobilization
FIGURE 10-22. Intramedullary fixation. A: in the Marote technique, a wire is inserted through a small opening in the distal radial metaphysis and through another small opening in the olecranon. (From Parsch K. The Marote wiring in proximal and midshaft fractures of the child. Operat Orthop Traumatol 1990;2:249; with permission.) B: This 10-year-old sustained a grade I open fracture midshaft to the ulna with a closed fracture of the radius. C: After debridement, fixation was achieved using wires inserted distally in the radius and proximally in the ulna.
is desirable. Compression plate fixation may be preferred for correction of malunions or when stabilization is required after re-fracture.

Pins and Plaster, or External Fixation. Voto et al. (141) reported the use of pins and plaster in 20 pediatric forearm fractures; when a satisfactory reduction could not be managed by closed means alone. One Steinmann pin was placed through the first or second metacarpal neck and another transversely through the proximal ulna. Traction was then applied for reduction and was released after the pins were incorporated in a plaster cast. All patients obtained subjective satisfactory results without complications. A subsequent series by Jones and Weiner (56) confirmed the usefulness of this technique when closed management fails.

External fixators are rarely used for pediatric forearm fractures (95,115). The indications for use in children are rare and are similar to the indications for use in adults. These include extensive comminution, segmental bone loss, or grossly inadequate soft tissue coverage (97).

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD

Some investigators (59,66,83,130,135) reporting internal fixation of pediatric forearm fractures have indicated that 8% to 31% of midshaft fractures require surgery. (86) Voto et al. (140) reported surgical stabilization of only 1.5% of all pediatric forearm fractures.

Greenstick fractures rarely require internal fixation. Displaced forearm fractures almost always require operative intervention. The incidence of operative treatment should be less than 10% with proper closed management.

Intramedullary Fixation. When stabilization is required, I prefer intramedullary nailing with Kirschner wires or titanium rods. The tip must be blunt to prevent it from impaling the inner cortex. Because of their flexibility, the newer intramedullary nails or pins usually allow reconstruction of the normal bow of the radius. If a Steinmann or large straight pin is used, it may alter the normal bow of the radius, which may in turn affect forearm rotation (Fig. 10-23). A limited surgical exposure of the fracture site occasionally is needed to facilitate reduction. Reduction with small wires may not be anatomic but usually is adequate for healing and restoration of function. Fixation of only one bone (when both are fractured) is a less invasive modification of the technique that facilitates treatment by allowing the other fracture to be rotated into reduction. Although Flynn and Waters (34) have reported good results with this technique, others have cited a slightly higher risk of loss of reduction with single-bone fixation (23).

The fracture is manipulated under the image intensifier and an attempt is made to obtain as nearly anatomic a reduction as possible. There should be at least 50% apposition of the bone ends at the fracture site. With less reduction, it is difficult to pass the wire across the fracture site. Passage is done with the patient supine and the forearm on a radiolucent arm board (Figs. 10-24 and 10-25).

If the fracture is open, I first do a standard debridement to decrease contamination. The preferred technique of treating open fractures is outlined in Chapter 4. The fracture is then reduced by direct or indirect means.

I follow the technique outlined by Klaus Parsch (93), who has used this procedure extensively in Europe. I try to reduce the radius first. The incision for introducing the pin into the distal radial metaphysis is made just proximal to the radial styloid. A small incision is made to allow visualization of the two branches of the superficial radial nerve (Fig. 10-26). Once the metaphysis of the distal radius is exposed, a drill hole (usually 2.5 mm in diameter) is made through the metaphysis, directing it somewhat cranial (Fig. 10-27). To allow the insertion of the pin and passage proximally up the shaft of the radius, the pin needs two bends in the distal portion. In the terminal 5 mm, a 30-degree bend is made in the rod, which eases its transfer across the fracture site. The second bend, a gradual curve approximately 1 cm proximal, allows the rod to bounce off the opposite internal cortex (Fig. 10-28). The rod is repeatedly rotated in each direction to facilitate its passage up the medullary canal; it can also be tapped with a small mallet.

When it reaches the fracture site, the second gentle curve in the rod usually has disappeared. The portion that remains is a small 30-degree bend in the tip of the rod, which facilitates its crossing the fracture site. Often, if the fracture is offset a bit, this bend can be set to engage the opposite cortex. The rod tip is then rotated to obtain reduction and passage up into the medullary canal of the proximal fragment (Fig. 10-29).

![FIGURE 10-23. The natural bow of the radius may be lost, thus inhibiting forearm rotation. If a solid, straight intramedullary pin is used for internal fixation. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994.41; with permission.)](image-url)
**FIGURE 10-24.** Correct positioning of the forearm on a radiolucent arm board. The image intensifier must be perpendicular to the long axis of the forearm and away from the operating surgeon.

**FIGURE 10-25.** The image monitor (arrows) must be in the direct line of vision of the operating surgeon so that he or she can visualize pin migration at all times without turning his or her head.

**FIGURE 10-26.** Entrance of the radial pin. The incision is made over the radial aspect of the distal metaphysis, just below the two branches of the superficial radial nerve.

**FIGURE 10-27.** The entrance hole is drilled craniad under direct vision through the exposed distal radial metaphysis.
**FIGURE 10.29.** A 0.062" Kirschner wire is inserted through the drill hole into the metaphysis. The long curve (large arrow) of the distal pin facilitates passing it up the medullary canal. The 30-degree terminal bend (small arrow) is used to facilitate reduction.

**FIGURE 10.30.** Once the pin enters the proximal fragment, it is passed to the level of the proximal radius. It is bent to 180 degrees and secured just outside the cortex, next to the metaphyseal cortex (inset).

**FIGURE 10.29.** Left: The distal 30-degree angulation is used to facilitate entering the proximal fragment. Right: Once the proximal fragment is entered, the rod can be twisted or turned so that the correct alignment is achieved. The pin is then passed up the proximal fragment.
**Figure 10-31.** A: Injury films of a 13-year-old with midshaft fractures of the radius and ulna. B: After closed reduction, fixation was achieved with 0.062" Kirschner wires. The original Marote technique of inserting the ulnar rod into the olecranon was used in this case.

**Figure 10-32.** Location of the skin incision for insertion of the pin in the distal ulna.
Once the reduction is achieved and the rod enters the proximal fragment, it is then passed up to the level of the radial tuberosity. The distal end of the rod is cut off and bent slightly to allow it to lie just outside the metaphyseal cortex (Fig. 10-30).

The ulnar rod is inserted through the posterior aspect of the olecranon using a small stab incision (Fig. 10-31). The rod can be left percutaneously and removed in the office at 3 to 4 weeks after insertion at which time the ulnar fracture is sufficiently healed to avoid displacement with continued cast immobilization, particularly if the radius has also been stabilized. Verstreken et al. (135) recommended inserting the ulnar pin from the distal metaphysis, citing advantages of ease of passage and avoidance of soft tissue problems associated with subcutaneous or percutaneous pin location about the olecranon (Figs. 10-32 to 10-35). However, antegrade insertion of the intramedullary rod through the olecranon takes advantage of the straight anatomy of the ulna, which, in my opinion, facilitates passage of the implant. The arm must be abducted and either internally or externally rotated with the elbow flexed to start the nail and follow its path past the fracture site with the image intensifier.

The incisions are then closed. Delayed primary closure at the fracture site is done for open fractures. When closing the distal insertion incisions, care is taken to ensure that the protruding portions of the wire are not impinging on the superficial radial or ulnar nerves.

Postoperative Management. The usual postoperative wound care that is necessary for open fractures is followed. I immobilize the forearm with a sugar-tong splint for 3 to 4 weeks, after which I remove the ulnar rod in the office and then use a short arm cast for an additional 3 weeks. At 6 weeks, if there is adequate callus, elbow and forearm motion are initiated. Patients are instructed to avoid strenuous activities for approximately 3 months after injury.

I usually leave the radial pin in place for a total of 6 to 9 months. The criteria for removal are a solid callus across the fracture site and obliteration of the fracture lines. Pin removal does require a second surgical procedure under regional or general anesthesia.

Plate Fixation. My primary indication for plate fixation is a refracture in which the medullary canal has a high risk of being obstructed by fracture callus (Fig. 10-21). This is not to say that I use plates in all refractures. Each fracture is evaluated to determine if an intramedullary device can be passed with ease. In addition, some severely comminuted fractures or those with segmental blood loss may require plate fixation because they may be unstable with intramedullary fixation. This is especially true when rotational alignment is an issue. But with the level of stable fixation achieved with the current intramedullary devices in most fractures, rarely do I find an indication for plate fixation in a skeletally immature patient.
ASSOCIATED INJURIES AND COMPLICATIONS

Refraction

Refraction of the forearm occurs in approximately 5% of patients, despite the appearance of solid union at the original fracture site (43,53,96,136). Refraction is more likely to occur after greenstick than complete fractures. Gruber (43) postulated that the intact cortex of a greenstick fracture heals by primary bone healing and maintains length as a resorption zone develops on the side of the broken cortex. Refractions also are common after plate removal (6,49,60,106,120). Complications after routine plate removal have caused some surgeons to question the value of this practice (6,58,74,114).

Refractions with displacement can be difficult to reduce. Poor results are common after closed management (4,51). Open reduction and internal fixation are justified unless excellent alignment can be maintained by closed means (Fig. 10-21).

Malunion

Despite every precaution, some fractures heal with deformity. If the angulation develops up to 3 to 4 weeks after fracture, often the forearm can be remanipulated into a satisfactory position and placed in a cast for another 4 to 6 weeks (140,141) (Fig. 10-36). After 8 weeks, unless the deformity is severe, it is best to wait 4 to 6 months before considering corrective osteotomy.

Remodeling is unpredictable and may be surprising. Also,
muscular atrophy and joint stiffness after immobilization initially exaggerate the appearance of deformity. Function may return to normal despite malunion (Figs. 10-37 to 10-39). Numerous clinicians (24,50,51,84,95) have noted that there is poor correlation between residual deformity and limitation of forearm rotation.

Linscheid and Trousdale (67) reported 19 patients who had corrective osteotomy of the forearm to improve rotation after malunion. Patients treated within 12 months of the initial injury regained an average of 81 degrees of rotation; those treated later gained an average of 42.5 degrees. Drill osteolysis to correct deformity in children was reported by Blount (9). Blackburn et
FIGURE 10-38. Midshaft remodeling. A: A 7-year-old patient with almost 20 degrees of angulation of both the radial and ulnar shafts. There was limitation of forearm motion. B: Two years later, there was complete remodeling of the radius and only slight angulation of the ulna. The patient regained essentially 75% normal forearm rotation. The parents and patient were satisfied with the cosmetic and functional outcome.

FIGURE 10-39. A: A 13-year-old sustained a fracture of the distal radius and ulna that healed with 1 cm of shortening and distal bayonet apposition. B: Ten weeks after injury, there is early remodeling. C: Six months after injury, the patient had essentially equal forearm rotation and did not appreciate any clinical shortening.
al. (8) used this method in 15 children with disability and cosmetic deformity from malunited midshaft forearm fractures. After osteotomy, 10 patients were immobilized solely in plaster casts. Results were satisfactory in 10 of 12 patients with adequate follow-up.

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

When the malunion is recognized at time of cast removal, I prefer to allow 6 to 8 weeks for mobilization of the soft tissues before correction of deformity. An accurate preoperative analysis of the deformity is required. Plain radiographs may suffice, but three-dimensional computed tomographic scanning may aid in planning the proper location, direction, and magnitude of rotational and angular correction. I prefer adequate exposure to perform the osteotomies and fixation with a compression plate. Occasionally, single-plane deformity can be corrected by osteotomy through a limited exposure and stabilized with intramedullary fixation and cast immobilization (Fig. 10-40).

Synostosis

Synostosis is a rare complication of forearm fractures in children. It is more likely to follow high-energy trauma, surgical intervention, repeated manipulations, or fractures associated with head injury (137,138). Vince and Miller (138) reported 10 children with cross-union after forearm fracture. None was in the distal third, four were in the middle third, and six were in the proximal third. Surgical excision was performed in six patients. The synostosis recurred in three patients. The remaining three patients regained 25, 40, and 70 degrees, respectively, of forearm rotation. The authors observed that results after excision of cross-union were not as good in children as in adults (Fig. 10-41).

Compartment Syndrome

There are several reports of compartment syndrome after forearm fractures in children (47,71,108). Most have resulted from severely displaced distal radial and ulnar fractures.

Casts should be split at the time of reduction if swelling is present or anticipated. As a rule, the child is much more comfortable after reduction and cast stabilization of the fracture, and the

**FIGURE 10-40.** Corrective osteotomy. A: This girl, 5 years and 1 month of age, acquired severe angulation 3 weeks after closed reduction. B: Because of the abundant callus, osteotomies of the radius and the ulna were performed with intramedullary stabilization of the ulna. C: Five years after injury, alignment, range of motion, and function are normal.
FIGURE 10-1. A: Type II cross-union (middle third). (Courtesy of K. G. Vince, MD.) B: Type I cross-union after open reduction and fixation with wires. Note protrusion of wires. C: Cross-union fully established at 3 months. No pronation or supination possible. (B and C from Vince KG, Miller JE. Cross-union complicating fracture of the forearm. Part II: children. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1987;69:655; with permission.) D: Type III cross-union (proximal third). (Courtesy of K. G. Vince, MD) E: Cross-union (type I). Initial treatment consisted of open reduction and fixation with Steinmann pin performed within 24 hours. Displacement recurred and unsuccessful closed reduction was performed at 7 days. Thirteen days after injury, open reduction and fixation of the radius and ulna with plate was done through two incisions. The radiograph was taken 11 months after injury, immediately after removal of plate and excision of cross-union. (Figure continues.)
development of a compartment syndrome should be considered when severe pain or loss of active or passive finger motion persists after the reduction. Compartment pressure measurements should be obtained if signs and symptoms of compartment syndrome develop. The indications and techniques for forearm fasciotomy are the same in children as in adults.

**Nerve Injury**

Injuries to the median, ulnar, and posterior interosseous nerves have been reported. These usually are transitory. Entrapment of the median nerve in a greenstick fracture has been reported (40, 87,150). Geissler et al. (39) described anterior interosseous nerve palsy complicating a closed fracture of both bones of the forearm in an 8-year-old child. Surgical exploration revealed a bone spike from the fracture of the proximal radius perforating the median nerve. Isolated injuries to the ulnar nerve (75,151) and to the anterior interosseous branch of the median nerve (143) also have been reported. Gainor and Olson reported entrapment of both the median and anterior interosseous nerves (36). Rijnberg and MacNicol reported entrapment of a superficial radial nerve (103). Moore et al. (80) reported an 8.5% incidence of iatrogenic injury in fractures that were stabilized surgically.

In almost every reported instance of nerve entrapment after closed treatment, the initial reduction was difficult or incomplete. Surgical exploration was delayed from 5 days to 5 months after injury. Recovery was complete or almost complete in all but one patient after surgical repair.

A thorough prereduction neurologic examination is recommended, although this may be difficult with an anxious, uncooperative patient. Nerve entrapment should be suspected when the prereduction examination was negative, the reduction was incomplete, and the postreduction examination indicated a neurologic deficit. When neurologic deficit is noted after reduction, the appropriate length of observation before surgical exploration is unclear. I recommend 8 weeks when the reduction is anatomic and early exploration if entrapment is suspected.

**Other Complications**

Muscle entrapment can prevent reduction of complete fractures and also has been reported with greenstick fractures (45,62). More serious complications, including hematogenous osteomyelitis (14,134) after closed treatment and gas gangrene (32) after open fractures, also have been reported. Nonunion is rare and usually heals with appropriate management.

**PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF THE RADIUS AND ULNA**

Plastic deformation, or bending of bone, was described by Barton in 1821. This reference is quoted by Sir Astley Cooper (19):

Dr. Barton recognizes two varieties of it which, however, are scarcely more than different degrees of the same injury; first, a simple bending of the bone, and the second, what he regards as truly a partial or incomplete fracture.
FIGURE 10-42. Graphic relation of bony deformation (bowing) and force (longitudinal compression) showing that the limit of an elastic response is not a fracture but plastic deformation. If the force continues, a fracture results. (Redrawn from Borden SJ, Roentgen recognition of acute plastic bowing of the forearm in children. AJR Am J Roentgenol 1975;125:524; with permission.)

FIGURE 10-43. A: A 7-year-old boy with plastic deformation of the radius and ulna consisting only of a gradual curvature of the forearm. B: The curvature is more apparent when compared with the normal right forearm. C: Because of the plastic deformation, there is limitation of supination and pronation.
In 1975, Borden (12) reported traumatic bowing of the bones of the forearm in children. Since then, other reports emphasized the difficulty in diagnosis and treatment of these fractures (22, 26,63,73,77,85,110,112,125).

**Surgical Anatomy**

A child’s bone is more flexible than an adult’s because the haversian canals are larger and thus render the bone more porous. This allows a greater degree of flexibility—and hence more plastic deformation—to occur before fracture.

**Mechanism of Injury**

Chamay (16) showed that low-level stresses applied to bone cause bending proportional to the stress applied, but the bone retains its normal configuration when stress is removed. This results in elastic deformation (Fig. 10-42).

Stress that exceeds the elastic limit but is less than the fracture limit causes fixed bending that does not change when the stress is removed. This fixed bending is not associated with gross fracture and is called plastic deformation. Plastic bowing has been reported in young adults (101,131), but is more common in children because of the larger plateau of plastic response in children than in adults.

Longitudinal compression forces applied to a naturally curved bone have been shown to cause plastic deformation (16,129), and lateral bending or tangential forces caused by compression around a cylindrical object have been shown to produce traumatic bowing (7,101,131). Tensile stress is produced at the convex surface and compression stress occurs at the concave surface. Bending occurs through oblique slip lines or microfractures along the concave border of the bone. These slip lines extend from the periosteum to the medullary canal at an angle of approximately 30 degrees to the long axis to the bone (16).

**Classification**

Plastic deformation can occur in the radius, the ulna, or both. Other patterns show either the radius or ulna deformed in combination with a fracture of the diaphysis of the other bone.

Demos (26) reviewed 74 cases of plastic deformation and found that 58 (78%) occurred in the forearm: 26 (35%) in the ulna, 15 (20%) in the radius, 11 (15%) in both bones, and 6 (8%) unspecified.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Plastic deformation appears clinically with deformity, tenderness, pain, and, if both bones are involved, a decrease in pronation and supination (Fig. 10-43).

**Radiographic Findings**

Characteristically, there is a broad fixed curvature of the entire bone (Fig. 10-44). In doubtful cases, a radiograph of the unaf-

---

**FIGURE 10-44.** A: A 4-year-old sustained acute injury to the left forearm. Both the radius and ulna demonstrate plastic deformation. The patient had supination only to neutral. B: Unaffected right forearm for comparison. C: After reduction, most of the angulation has been corrected, but there is still a slight residual. Full forearm rotation has been reestablished.
In 4 to 6 weeks, gradual bony remodeling manifests itself by cortical thickening in the concavity of the deformity. However, there may be no periosteal callus even after several months (125).

**Treatment**

*Early Recognition Critical*

Early recognition of plastic deformation is important. The deformity may hinder reduction of a true fracture in the adjacent bone of the forearm. If not recognized, the residual deformity may cause limitation of pronation and supination. Rydholm and Nilsson (110), along with Demos (26), believed that some remodeling can occur in patients younger than 10 years of age even without correction of the bowing. Plastic deformation in a child younger than 4 years of age probably does not need correction because the bone will remodel sufficiently to give full function (112). Parents should be cautioned that this remodeling will take 6 months to 1 year. Older children may have residual loss of pronation and supination if the bowing is not reduced.

*Considerable but Gradual Force Needed*

If the curvature is significant, correction should be attempted in the acute phase (63, 73) under general anesthesia. Correction may be difficult, and considerable force is required. Borden (12), in his experiments with dogs, showed that a force of 100% to 150% of body weight was required to produce plastic deformation and concluded that a similar force was needed to effect reduction. This amount of force cannot be obtained by longitudinal traction, but must be effected by placing the apex of the curve over a fulcrum and applying the force at right angles to the deformity. Sanders and Heckman (112) have effectively used this method to correct the deformity by the use of a wooden cylinder wrapped in a towel (Fig. 10-46). They caution that a great deal of pressure must be applied gradually over several minutes to straighten the curvature slowly and that care should be taken not to apply this pressure over the physes.

If both bones are deformed, the one with the greatest deformity is reduced first (Fig. 10-44). If one bone is deformed and the other fractured, the plastically deformed bone must be reduced before the fracture (Fig. 10-45).

**FIGURE 10-45.** Plastic deformation of ulna. In this 3-year-old, there is an obvious greenstick fracture of the radius. However, to achieve a full reduction, the plastic deformation of the ulna must first be corrected.

**FIGURE 10-46.** The deformity is gradually corrected by twisting the deformity with the apex in a roll, wrapped in a towel (white arrows). The correcting force is applied proximally and distally (black arrows) on the concave side of the deformity.
Immobilization in a long arm cast is necessary for 6 weeks to achieve adequate healing and to avoid recurrence of the deformity.

Blount (9) proposed drilling the apex of the deformed bone through a small incision to fracture the bone and effect the reduction. This seems no longer necessary in view of the effective means of reduction described by Sanders and Heckman (112).

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The gradual and sustained reduction method described by Sanders and Heckman (112) usually is effective (Fig. 10-46). The bone most deformed must be reduced first to achieve a reduction of the other, whether deformed or fractured. If the forearm cannot be fully supinated and pronated after manipulation, reduction has not been successful. It is advisable to caution the parents that it may be necessary to fracture one or both bones to effect a reduction.

A long arm cast is applied with the elbow flexed 90 degrees and the forearm in full supination. This cast is worn for 6 to 8 weeks, depending on the child’s age.

**Prognosis**

Full reduction may not be achieved, but the clinician should strive for 85% correction (Fig. 10-44C). There should be no recurrence of the deformity, but a check radiograph should be made at weekly intervals for the first 2 or 3 weeks. Healing should be expected in 6 to 8 weeks.

**Complications**

With bowing of the proximal ulna, it may be difficult to apply adequate pressure to effect a reduction and the deformity may persist, but it usually is not sufficient to produce significant loss of pronation and supination. The major complication is failure to recognize or correct the deformity fully, with residual angulation and loss of motion. A more significant problem may be caused by failure to recognize subluxation of the radial head, which typically requires anatomic reduction of the ulnar deformity (Fig. 10-47).
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FRACTURES OF THE PROXIMAL ULNA (OLECRANON)

Fractures Involving the Proximal Apophysis

Metaphyseal Fractures of the Olecranon

Fractures of the Coronoid Process

Fractures of the proximal radius in skeletally immature patients usually involve the metaphysis or physis. True isolated radial head fractures are rare. In the proximal ulna, the olecranon, which biomechanically is a metaphysis, often fails with a greenstick pattern. Fractures in this area also may involve the physis. Fractures of the olecranon associated with proximal radioulnar joint disruption are considered part of the Monteggia fracture-dislocation complex and are discussed in Chapter 12.

FRACTURES OF THE PROXIMAL RADIUS

Incidence (Overall Percentage)

Fractures of the radial neck account for slightly more than 1% of all children’s fractures (47). In skeletally immature children, the radial head or epiphysis is rarely fractured, probably because of the large amount of cartilage in the radial head. If the fracture involves the epiphysis, it usually is part of a Salter-Harris type IV fracture pattern. In 90% of proximal radial fractures, the fracture line involves either the physis or the neck (39). In six large series of elbow fractures, the incidence of fracture of the radial neck was remarkably consistent, varying only from 5% to 8.5% (10,27,39,41,51,68). Fractures of the radial neck and head in skeletally immature patients account for only 14% to 20% of the total injuries of the proximal radius occurring in all age groups (31,41).

In most series, the age of occurrence varies from 4 to 14 years of age, with the median age ranging from 9 to 10 years (16, 39,48,67,84,98,106,110). There is very little difference in the occurrence rates between boys and girls (16,39,67). On the average, however, this injury seems to occur in girls approximately 2 years earlier than in boys (98).

Anatomy

Ossification Process

In the embryonic development of the proximal radius, the neck and head become well defined by 9 weeks of gestation. At 4 years of age, the radial head and neck have assumed the same overall shape as in an adult (68). Ossification of the epiphysis begins at approximately 5 years of age as a small, flat nucleus (Fig. 11-1). Some variation in ossification pattern can occur. This ossific nucleus can originate as a small sphere or it can be bipartite, which may be misinterpreted as a fracture (13,59,94).

Angulation Normal

In the preossification stage, on the anteroposterior (AP) projection radiograph, the edge of the metaphysis of the proximal radius slopes distally on its lateral border, and may give the false impression that the radial neck is angulated.

Some angulation of the radial head is normal compared with the radial shaft. In the AP view, the lateral angulation varies from 0 to 15 degrees, with the average being 12.5 degrees (110). In the lateral view, the angulation can vary from 10 degrees anterior to 5 degrees posterior, with the average being 3.5 degrees anterior (110).

Soft Tissue Attachments

No ligaments attach directly to the radial neck or head. The radial collateral ligaments attach to the orbicular ligament, which originates from the radial side of the ulna. The articular capsule
takes its origin from the proximal third of the neck. From there, the capsule protrudes distally from under the orbicular ligament to form a pouch (recessus sacciformis). Thus, only a small portion of the neck lies within the articular capsule (113). Because much of the neck is extracapsular, fractures involving only the neck may not produce an intraarticular effusion. Therefore, the fat pad sign may be negative with some of these injuries (13, 94, 40).

The "Cam" Effect

The proximal radioulnar joint has an exacting congruence. The axis of rotation lies directly in the center of the radial neck. Any deviation of the center of the radial head from its alignment with the center of the radius of the neck changes the arc of rotation of the head. If the head is displaced on the neck, instead of rotating smoothly in a pure circle, the radial head rotates with a "cam" effect. This disrupts the congruity of the proximal radioulnar joint, with subsequent loss of supination and pronation (115) (Fig. 11-2).

Diagnosis

Clinical Findings

The symptoms of proximal radial fractures vary with the magnitude of the injury. Because of minimal initial symptoms, the patient or patient's parents may not seek medical treatment until a few days after the initial injury. Much of the swelling and pain is caused by the distention of the elbow joint with blood, and a few hours may be required to develop enough pressure in the joint to cause significant symptoms.

Often the pain is localized over the radial head or neck. The pain usually is increased more with passive forearm supination and pronation than with elbow flexion and extension. In a young child, the primary complaint may be wrist pain (2), and pressure
over the proximal radius may accentuate this referred wrist pain. The wrist pain may be secondary to radial shortening and subsequent distal radioulnar joint dysfunction.

Radiographic Evaluation

Supination–Pronation Views

On radiography, the fracture is usually easily seen on both AP and lateral views. Occasionally, the forearm may need to be both supinated and pronated to reveal the fracture line fully.

Perpendicular Views

If the elbow cannot be extended because of pain, two views and oblique views may be necessary to see the elbow in full AP profile. One view is taken with the beam perpendicular to the distal humerus, and the other with the beam perpendicular to the proximal radius. This allows the physesal line of the radius to be seen in full profile.

In a minimally displaced or undisplaced fracture, the fracture line may be difficult to visualize because it is superimposed on the proximal ulna. In these cases, oblique views of the proximal radius may be helpful in bringing the fracture line into view (13, 113). One oblique view that is especially helpful is the radiocapitellar view suggested by Greenspan et al. and Hall-Craggs et al. (36–38). This projects the radial head anterior to the coronoid process (Fig. 11-3). It is especially helpful if full supination and pronation views are difficult to obtain because of acute injury.

If the epiphysis is ossified, the displacement of the head is usually obvious, but displacement may be difficult to determine before ossification (85). The key to diagnosis is a thorough clinical examination, including careful palpation of the radial neck. On radiography, the smoothness of the metaphyseal margin may be lost. Ultrasonography can be used to evaluate for hemorrhage and displacement of the fracture. It also allows a dynamic range-of-motion evaluation (49).

The supinator fat pad is a small layer of fat that overlies the supinator muscle in the proximal forearm. In soft tissue views of the proximal forearm or elbow, this layer of fat is often well defined. Displacement of the supinator fat pad may indicate that the injury is localized to the proximal radius (88). The supinator fat pad and distal humeral fat pads are not always displaced with occult fractures of the radial neck or physis (40, 92, 94).

Arthrography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to determine any displacement of the unossified radial head.

Classification

Jeffrey’s classification (41) is the most widely used. It is based on the two major mechanisms of injury (valgus stress and those associated with a dislocation of the elbow).

AUTHORS’ CLASSIFICATION

We have classified these fractures, on the basis of the mechanism of injury and displacement of the radial head, into three major groups (Table 11-1):

Group I: Those in which the radial head is primarily displaced (most proximal radial injuries are in this group)
Group II: Those in which there is primary displacement of the radial head
Group III: Stress injuries

Head-Displaced Fractures

For the head-displaced fractures (group I), we combined the classifications of Jeffrey (41) and Newman (67) to produce a new classification based primarily on the mechanism of injury.
### TABLE 11-1. CLASSIFICATION OF FRACTURES INVOLVING THE PROXIMAL RADIUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Primary displacement of the radial head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Valgus fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Type A—Salter-Harris type I and II injuries of the proximal radial physis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Type B—Salter-Harris type IV injuries of the proximal radial physis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Type C—Fractures involving only the proximal radial metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Fractures associated with elbow dislocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Type D—Reduction injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Type E—Dislocation injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Primary displacement of the radial neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Angular injuries (Monteggia type III variant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Torsional injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Stress injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Osteochondritis dissecans of the radial head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Physeal injuries with neck angulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two main subclasses of fractures in group I are valgus injuries and those associated with elbow dislocations. Valgus injuries are subdivided into three types (A, B, and C) based on the location of the fracture line (Fig. 11-4). Fractures associated with an elbow dislocation are subdivided into two types. The first, type D, is based on the original concept proposed by Jeffreys (41) that the fracture occurs during the period of spontaneous reduction (Fig. 11-5A). In this case, the radial head lies proximal to the posterior aspect of the joint. The second, type E, is based on Newman’s concept (67) that the fracture and displacement occur during the process of dislocation of the elbow. In this type, the radial head lies distal to the anterior portion of the joint (Fig. 11-5B). There appears to be no need to separately classify fractures involving only the radial head. Most radial head fractures in children described in the literature have been Salter-Harris type IV injuries containing portions of both the epiphysis and metaphysis.

**Neck-Displaced Fractures**

For the neck-displaced fractures (group II), there are two subgroups, angular and torsional.

**Stress Injuries**

The final group (group III), stress injuries, includes osteochondritis of the radial head and physeal injuries of the neck that produce angular deformities.

**Mechanisms of Injury**

Table 11-2 lists the proposed mechanisms for fractures of the radial head and neck in children.

**Primary Displacement of the Radial Head (Group I)**

In general, when these fractures occur, the major force is applied to the radial head and is secondarily transmitted to the radial neck, which fractures because it is weaker metaphyseal bone. As a result, the radial head usually is displaced by angulation, rotation, translocation, or complete separation of the radial head from the neck. This displacement of the radial head produces an incongruity of the proximal radioulnar joint, which is the major cause of dysfunction. In this type of injury, treatment emphasizes reduction of the head to its normal congruous position with the shaft and proximal radioulnar joint.

**Valgus Injuries**

**Angular Force on the Neck.** Most of these injuries appear to be caused by a fall on the outstretched arm with the elbow in extension (32,39,41,67,68,113) and an associated valgus thrust to the forearm (Fig. 11-6). This valgus strain puts a compression force across the radiocapitellar joint. Because much of the head is cartilage, the valgus force is transmitted to the weaker physeal or metaphysis of the neck (113). These fractures characteristically appear as an angular deformity of the head with the neck (Fig. 11-6A). The direction of angulation depends on whether the forearm is in a supinated, neutral, or pronated position at the time of the fall. Vostal (113) has shown that in neutral, the pressure is concentrated on the lateral portion of the head and neck. In supination, the pressure is concentrated anteriorly, and in pronation it is concentrated posteriorly.

**Associated Injuries.** This valgus stress pattern causes associated injuries about the elbow (41,42,68,98,32) (Fig. 11-6B,C) such as greenstick fracture of the olecranon (Fig. 11-7), which Bado (4) considered equivalent to a type I Monteggia lesion. An avulsion fracture of the medial epicondylar apophysis may also occur (15). In Bowles and Kassab’s series of patients with radial neck fractures (27), more than 61% had one of these associated injuries.

Children with an increased carrying angle may be predisposed to injury of the proximal radius. Henrikson (39) found that the degree of cubitus valgus in patients who sustained this injury was greater than in patients with other types of elbow fractures.

**Fracture Patterns.** With these valgus injuries, the fracture pattern can be one of three types (Fig. 11-4). In the first two types,
FIGURE 11-5. Dislocation fracture patterns. A: Type D: The radial neck is fractured during the process of reduction by the capitellum pressing against the distal lip of the radial head (41). B: Type E: The radial neck is fractured during the process of dislocation by the capitellum pressing against the proximal lip of the radial head (67). C: Radiographs of a radial head that fractured during the reduction of the dislocation (type D). The radial head (solid arrow) lies posterior to the distal humerus, and the distal portion of the neck (open arrow) is anterior. (Courtesy of Richard E. King, MD.) D: Radiograph of the dislocated elbow in which the fracture of the radial neck occurred during the process of dislocation (type E).
the fracture line involves the physis. Type A represents either a Salter-Harris type I or II physeal injury. In a Salter-Harris type II injury, the metaphyseal fragment is triangular and lies on the compression side. In type B fractures, the fracture line courses vertically through the metaphysis, physis, and epiphysis to produce a Salter-Harris type IV physeal fracture pattern (Fig. 11-8).

**Figure 11-7.** Associated fractures of valgus stress. Anteroposterior view of a fracture of the radial neck associated with a greenstick fracture of the olecranon (arrows).

This is the only fracture type that involves the articular surface of the radial head. In type C fractures, the fracture line lies completely within the metaphysis (Fig. 11-9), and the fracture can be transverse or oblique. Type B fractures are rare. The incidences of types A and C fractures are approximately equal (98).

**Displacement Patterns.** Regardless of the type of fracture pattern, displacement can vary from minimal angulation to complete separation of the radial head from the neck (Fig. 11-10). With minimal angulation alone, the congruity of the proximal radioulnar joint usually is retained. If the radial head is displaced in relation to the radial neck, the congruity of the proximal radioulnar joint is lost because of the cam effect. With complete displacement, there is very little contact between the fracture surfaces. Completely displaced fractures often are associated with more severe injuries.

**Neck Migration.** Distally, there is also displacement of the neck and shaft fragment. Patterson (72) believed that once the stabilizing effect of the radial head is lost, the distal fragment can migrate proximally. This proximal migration of the distal fragment tends to be ulnward because of the forces exerted in this direction by the supinator and biceps muscles (Fig. 11-11). Patterson attempted to counteract these forces in his manipulative technique (see section on Patterson's Manipulative Technique). When there is a strong valgus component, the proximal portion
of the distal fragment of the radius can get locked medial to the coronoid process, making a closed reduction almost impossible (26,55).

**Associated with Elbow Dislocation**

In two rare types of fractures of the radial neck, the head fragment is totally displaced from the neck (5,15,28,41,67,114). These types are associated with an elbow dislocation. The proposed mechanism is a fall on the hand with the elbow flexed, which causes a momentary partial dislocation of the elbow and forces the radial head posterior to the capitellum.

**During Reduction (Type D).** In the original description of this injury, Jeffrey (41) suggested that displacement and fracture occurred during spontaneous reduction of the transiently dislocated elbow. During this reduction process, the capitellum applies a proximal force to the distal lip of the radial head, causing it to separate as the forearm and distal radius are reduced distally (Fig. 11-5A). The radial neck and olecranon return to their anatomic locations while the radial head remains in the posterior aspect of the joint (114).

**During Dislocation (Type E).** Newman (67) described a type of radial head fracture in which the fracture occurs during the process of dislocation. In this case, the capitellum applies a distally directed force to the proximal lip of the radial head as the elbow is dislocated (Fig. 11-5B). The elbow may remain dislocated with the radial head lying anterior and often parallel to the long axis of the neck fragment. If the dislocation is re-
duced, either by manipulation or spontaneously, the radial head lies free in the anterior portion of the elbow joint (67,110,114).

**Primary Displacement of the Radial Neck (Group II)**

Rarely, angular or torsional forces cause a primary disruption or deformity of the neck, while the head remains congruous within the proximal radioulnar joint. Treatment of these injuries is manipulation of the distal neck fragment to align it with the head.

**Angular Forces**

Angular forces always produce type III Monteggia equivalents. A Monteggia type III fracture pattern is created when a varus force is applied across the extended elbow, resulting in a greenstick fracture of the olecranon or proximal ulna and a lateral dislocation of the radial head (120). Occasionally, however, the failure occurs at the radial neck (Monteggia III equivalent), and it displaces laterally, leaving the radial head and proximal neck fragment reduced under the orbicular ligament (69) (Fig. 11-12). The problem in the management of this injury is alignment of the distal neck fragment with the proximal radial and neck fragments.

**Rotational Forces**

Rotational forces appear to occur in young children before ossification of the proximal radial epiphysis. Both reports of this injury are in the European literature (32,39), and in both, the initial rotational force was in supination. Reduction was achieved by pronation of the forearm. Diagnosis of these injuries is difficult and may require arthrography or an examination under general anesthesia. This injury should be differentiated from the more common subluxation of the radial head (pulled elbow syndrome), in which the forearm usually is held in pronation. The head is held medial to the ulna in the coronal plane; thus, the head may be displaced proximally and posteriorly (11). (Fig. 11-11)

**FIGURE 11-11.** Forces producing displacement. A: Once the stabilizing effect of the radial head is lost, the distal fragment (radial neck and proximal shaft) is displaced ulnarward and proximally by the unopposed biceps and supinator muscles (arrows). (Redrawn with permission from Patterson RF. Treatment of displaced transverse fractures of the neck of the radius in children. *J Bone Joint Surg* 1934;16:695.) B: Radiograph demonstrating proximal and medial (ulnar) displacement of distal neck fragment (arrow). (From Wilkins KE, ed. *Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children*. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:55.)

**FIGURE 11-12.** Angular forces. This 8-year-old sustained a type III Monteggia equivalent in which the radial neck fractured (arrow), leaving the radial head reduced proximally. (Courtesy of Ruben D. Pechero, MD.)
tion with resistance to supination. In addition, on radiography there usually are no signs of hemorrhosis, as may be seen in the torsional fractures.

**Stress Injuries (Group III)**

A final mechanism is chronic, repetitive stress, both longitudinal and rotational, on either the head or the proximal radial physis. These injuries usually are the result of high-performance athletic activity in which the upper extremity is required to perform repetitive motions. These repetitive stresses disrupt growth of either the neck or the head, with eventual deformity. These are actually forms of stress fractures.

In the United States, the popularity of organized sports has produced a number of unique injuries in pediatric athletes related to repetitive stress applied to growth centers. This is especially true in the immature elbow. Most injuries are related to throwing sports, primarily Little League baseball. Most of this "Little League pathology" involves tension injuries on the medial epicondyle. In some athletes, however, the lateral side may be involved as well because of the repetitive compressive forces applied to the capitellum and radial head and neck. In the radial head, lytic lesions similar to osteochondritis dissecans may occur (22,108,118) (Figs. 11-13 and 11-14). If the stress forces are transmitted to the radial neck, the anterior portion of the physis may be injured, producing an angular deformity of the radial neck (23) (Fig. 11-15).

**Treatment**

The methods of treatment for radial head injuries include:

1. Simple immobilization with no manipulation
2. Manipulative closed reduction
3. Percutaneous pin reduction
4. Intramedullary pin reduction
5. Open reduction with or without internal fixation
6. Excision of either the entire head or the small head fragment

Determination of the proper method of treatment depends on many factors, including the degree and type of displacement, the association of other injuries, the age of the patient, and the time elapsed since the injury.

**Prognostic Factors**

**Severity of Injury**

Some factors may be more important than the type of treatment in determining the final result. It is still controversial whether age has a favorable or unfavorable effect on the outcome (98). A poor result can be expected if the fracture is associated with other injuries, such as an elbow dislocation, a fracture of the olecranon, or avulsion of the medial–epicondylar apophysis (27, 92). The magnitude of injurious force to the elbow appears to

---

**FIGURE 11-13.** Osteochondritis dissecans. Radiograph of this 11-year-old Little League pitcher's elbow shows fragmentation of the subchondral surfaces of the radial head. These changes and the accelerated bone age are evidence of overuse.

**FIGURE 11-14.** Baseball player with osteochondritis dissecans lesion and fragmentation after direct blow to elbow.
be a major factor in determining the quality of the result (51, 98).

Quality of Reduction
Another factor that appears to influence the results is the quality of the reduction. Residual tilt of the head is tolerated better than displacement of the head. Tibone and Stoltz (106) reported that the number of good results decreased if the initial angulation exceeded 30 degrees or the amount of displacement exceeded 3 mm. Newman (67,98) found that more than 4 mm of displacement increased the frequency of poor results and the risk of synostosis with the proximal ulna.

Acceptable Angulation
The amount of acceptable angulation varies. Some clinicians accept up to 30 degrees of residual angulation (51,59,67,110, 80), whereas others believe that up to 45 degrees of residual angulation can yield a satisfactory result (9,16,68,112). At the other end of the spectrum, Pollen (78) believed that in older children, only 15 degrees of angulation should be accepted without attempting manipulation. The spontaneous correction that can be expected to occur with growth in younger children is approximately 10 degrees.

Outcomes
In theory, the cam effect should limit supination and pronation if there is significant displacement of the proximal fragment. However, adequate remodeling with a functional range of motion can occur with as much as 40% displacement (Fig. 11-16).

In general, fractures in which an adequate closed reduction can be obtained have better results than those requiring open reduction. This may be because injuries that can be managed by closed methods are the result of less severe trauma than those requiring open reduction. The poor results in those managed with open methods may be due just as much to the associated soft tissue injuries as to the surgical insult.

The overall incidence of poor results in large series varies from 15% to 33% (27,39,42,98,110). If only severely displaced fractures were considered, the incidence of poor results could be as high as 50% (98). Thus, at least one in five or six children can be expected to have a poor result despite adequate treatment. Predicting which children will have poor results before treatment is initiated can be valuable. Forewarning the parents of a possible poor result is much wiser than telling them after the treatment has been completed. A child of approximately 7 years of age with minimal angulation or displacement and no associated injuries can be expected to have a good result. In a 12-year-old with a fracture associated with a dislocation and with complete displacement of the radial head, motion of the elbow may be significantly limited.

After 6 months, very little improvement in motion can be expected. Steinberg et al. (98) found that function in their patients at 6 months was almost equal to that when the patients were examined years later.

Nonoperative Methods

Simple Immobilization (Up to 30 Degrees of Angulation)
Fractures in younger children in which the angulation of the head is less than 20 to 30 degrees usually can be managed with some type of simple immobilization. A collar and cuff, a posterior splint, or a light long arm cast usually is sufficient to provide comfort and protection from further injury. Aspiration of the intraarticular hematoma may provide added comfort.

Manipulative Closed Reduction (30 to 60 Degrees)
In uncomplicated fractures with angulation of up to 60 degrees, a satisfactory result usually can be achieved with manipulative closed reduction (9,41,115). The chance of achieving a satisfactory reduction when the initial angulation exceeds 60 degrees is much less. Although angulation of up to 45 degrees can produce acceptable results, fractures with more than 30 degrees of angulation should probably be manipulated.

Patterson's Manipulative Technique
Many authors (20,59) have adopted a technique of manipulative reduction with the elbow in extension, as advocated by Patterson (72). Adequate relaxation is required and can be achieved only by a general or some type of regional anesthetic technique. The obicular ligament should be intact to stabilize the proximal radial head fragment (59). In Patterson's technique, an assistant grasps the arm proximal to the elbow joint with one hand (Fig. 11-17, left) and places the other hand medially over the distal humerus to provide a medial fulcrum for the varus stress applied across the elbow. The surgeon applies distal traction with the
Translocation remodeling. A: Injury film of a 9-year-old who had 60 degrees of supination and pronation by clinical examination with local anesthesia into the elbow joint. Because range of motion was functional, the position was accepted. B: Two months postfracture, there was almost complete remodeling of the translocation. The patient's forearm rotation was 75 degrees in both directions. (Courtesy of Earl A. Stanley, Jr, MD.)

Patterson’s manipulative technique. Left: The assistant grabs the arm proximally with one hand placed medially against the distal humerus. Distal traction with the forearm supinated is applied by the surgeon. A varus force is also applied to the forearm. Right: Digital pressure is then applied directly over the tilted radial head to complete reduction. (Redrawn with permission from Patterson RF. Treatment of displaced transverse fractures of the neck of the radius in children. J Bone Joint Surg 1934;16: 696–698.)

forearm supinated to relax the supinators and biceps. A varus force is applied across the elbow to overcome the ulnar deviation of the distal fragment so that it can be aligned with the proximal fragment. This varus force also helps open up the lateral side of the joint, which facilitates manipulation of the head fragment.

Although forearm supination may relax the supinator muscle, it may not be the best position for manipulation of the head fragment. Jeffrey (41) points out that the tilt of the radial head can be anterior or posterior depending on the position of the forearm at the time of injury. The forearm should be rotated until the maximal tilt of the proximal fragment is felt laterally. The direction of maximal tilt can be confirmed on radiography. If the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the head in maximal tilt, it casts an oblong or rectangular shadow. If not, the shadow is oval or almost circular (41). With the varus force applied across the extended elbow and the maximal tilt directed laterally, digital pressure is applied over the radial head to manipulate it back into position (Fig. 11-17, right).

Kaufman et al. (44) proposed another technique in which the elbow is manipulated in the flexed position. The surgeon’s thumb is pressed against the anterior surface of the radial head and the forearm is forced into pronation (Fig. 11-18).

After the quality of the reduction is confirmed radiographically, the arm usually is immobilized in pronation. Pronation is recommended because it is the forearm motion most often restricted after fracture (115). Some have recommended that the forearm be placed in supination because they believe it is easier for the patient to regain active pronation than active supination during rehabilitation. Whether pronation or supination is chosen, the elbow is placed in 90 degrees of flexion.

Although most fractures are stable after reduction, redisplace-
ment can occur, especially if the initial tilt was more than 60 degrees (21,42). Fractures with more than 90 degrees of angulation, especially those in which the head fragment is lying free in the joint, are almost impossible to reduce by closed methods.

Since the late 1960s, four patients have been reported in whom the head fragment was lying proximal to the neck and parallel to its long axis (28,117,119). In each, manipulation was attempted and initially a satisfactory position appeared to be achieved. A closer inspection showed, however, that the head had been completely rotated 180 degrees so that the articular surface of the head was facing the fracture surface of the radial neck (Fig. 11-19).

Operative Techniques

Percutaneous Pin Reduction
The use of percutaneous pin reduction with an image intensifier has become a popular method of satisfactorily reducing moderately to severely displaced fractures without the trauma of a formal surgical incision (3,6,20,75,97). The radial head is manipulated into place under image control with a single-pointed awl, a Steinmann pin (86), a periosteal elevator (29), or a double-pointed "bident" (3). The latter in theory controls rotation better. Pseudo et al., in their series of 22 displaced radial neck fractures, found that the results after percutaneous pin reduction were superior to those after open reduction (75).

Biyani et al. (7) drive the pin that is used to reduce the radial head across the fracture site to stabilize it. The pin is left in for 3 weeks and then removed to allow motion.

Intramedullary Pin Reduction
In 1980, Metaizeau et al. (61) proposed reducing severely tilted radial neck fractures with an intramedullary wire passed from the distal metaphysis. A report 13 years later (60) demonstrated the effectiveness of this technique. The wire is inserted into the medullary canal through an entrance hole in the distal metaphysis (Fig. 11-20). Once the wire reaches the fracture site, the angulation at the tip enables it to engage the proximal fracture site at the neck. Once engaged, the wire is then twisted to reduce the head and neck fragment. This technique has produced results superior to open reduction with fewer complications (33,93).

FIGURE 11-18. Flexion–pronation (Israeli) technique of reduction. A: The thumb is placed over the radial head fracture site. The forearm is grasped distally. B: The forearm is then gradually pronated (arrow) until full pronation is achieved. During this procedure, pressure is maintained proximally over the area of the radial head fracture.

FIGURE 11-19. One hundred eighty-degree rotation. Radiograph of a radial head that was rotated 180 degrees in which the articular surface (arrows) is facing the fracture surface of the distal fragment. (From Fraser KE. Displaced fracture of the proximal end of the radius in a child: a case report of the deceptive appearance of a fragment that had rotated 180°. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1995;77:762–763; with permission.)
Open Reduction
The primary consideration in treatment choice is whether open reduction produces better results than manipulative closed reduction. With valgus injuries, a residual tilt of 45 degrees probably produces as good a result as trying to achieve a perfect reduction surgically. A satisfactory closed reduction produces better results than an anatomically perfect open surgical reduction (Table 11-3).

Early reviews reported poor results with significant loss of range of motion in cases managed operatively (16,67,106,115). In a more recent review, Steinberg et al. (98) combined their results of open reduction of severely displaced fractures with those of five other series (41,42,75,106) and reported 49% good results compared with 25% in those treated nonoperatively. Percutaneous pin reduction was not used in any of these series. The results of moderately displaced fractures treated operatively were equal to the results of those treated nonoperatively.

If the head of the radius is completely displaced, results are usually better with surgical intervention. Several authors have shown that the completely separated head remains viable if surgically replaced as late as 48 hours after injury (31,45).

Some fractures may be irreducible by closed means because interposition of the capsule or annular ligament between the head and neck impedes reduction (113).

Strong et al. (100) described an unusual fracture pattern in which the radial head remained reduced by the orbicular ligament. They found that these fractures were irreducible by closed methods and required open reduction.

Surgery should be done as soon as possible after the injury. The later the surgical intervention, the poorer the results. McBride and Monnet (58) reported three patients in whom an osteotomy of the neck was done for residual angulation 3 to 5 weeks after injury. All had further loss of range of motion because of the development of a proximal cross-union. Blount (9) set a limit of 5 days, after which surgical intervention is more likely to produce a poorer result than if the fracture is left untreated.

Fixation Methods. A small wire through the capitellum across the radial head and into the neck has been recommended for fixation of radial head fractures (59,85,86), but this technique has a high incidence of complications (27,67,92,115). Even in a long arm cast the elbow joint has slight motion, which can cause the pin to fatigue, with subsequent breakage (Fig. 11-21). The retrieval of the remaining portion of the pin from the proximal radius is almost impossible without imposing considerable trauma. Even if the pin does not break, the slight motion of the pin has been reported to cause erosion of the joint surface and even fragmentation of the radial head (67,115).

---

**TABLE 11-3. ACCEPTABLE REDUCTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 45 degrees of angulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to 60 degrees of pronation and supination on clinical examination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other suggested methods of fixing the displaced radial neck after open reduction include direct pin insertion through the head through an olecranon osteotomy (52) and intramedullary bone pegs with a forked plate (50).

The most common technique in current use involves placement of a pin obliquely across the fracture site into the head (20,27,42). The pin can be placed either proximal to distal (Fig. 11-22) or, preferably, distal to proximal. The pin is left protruding from the skin for easy removal.

Many surgeons believe that internal fixation is unnecessary after open reduction (9,67,115). Wedge and Robertson (115) found that patients without internal fixation had more good results than those in whom internal fixation was used. Use of internal fixation does not guarantee that the fragment will not slip. Newman (67) reported two patients in whom the head slipped postoperatively despite Kirschner wire fixation.

One complication of open reduction is injury to the posterior interosseous nerve. To avoid this complication, Jones and Estah (42) recommended that the nerve first be identified and isolated as it courses through the supinator muscle. Kaplan (43) and Strachan and Ellis (99) demonstrated that with the forearm in pronation, the posterior interosseous nerve is displaced ulnarward, out of the way of the surgical dissection. They also recommended that the patient be placed prone during exploration of the proximal radius to facilitate keeping the forearm pronated.

**FIGURE 11-22.** Oblique pin. A: Displaced fracture of the radial neck in a 10-year-old. B: A closed reduction was performed, and to stabilize the head fragment two pins were placed percutaneously and obliquely across the fracture site from proximal to distal. This is performed open, the preferred alignment is to go obliquely across the fracture site from distal to proximal. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:57, with permission.)
FIGURE 11-23. Mini-screw fixation. A and B: Anteroposterior and lateral views of the elbow of a 6-year-old boy in whom the head fragment is lying posterior to the capitellum (arrows). C: An open reduction was performed, and it was discovered that this was a Salter-Harris type III fracture through the epiphysis and proximal physis. The fragment involved 60% of the head diameter. It still had soft tissue attachments. D: The fracture was reduced and fixation was achieved with a screw placed through the epiphysis. E: Six months after surgery, when the screw was removed, an arthrogram showed maintenance of the architectural structure of the medial head. The patient had 60 degrees of supination and pronation. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:58; with permission.)
The orbicular ligament should be preserved if possible. If it is necessary to cut it to achieve an adequate reduction, careful repair is important (27).

**Type B Injuries.** Type B (Salter-Harris type IV) injuries can be successfully treated by removing the small marginal fragment. If the remaining large portion of the head is also displaced, it is simply reduced without internal fixation (115).

**Radial Head Fractures.** Pelto et al. (74) reported good to excellent results with the use of absorbable polyglycolide pins in patients older than 13 years of age. There was a significant “transient local abacterial tissue reaction” that did not lead to any long-term reactions. The effect on the physeis was not mentioned.

In the rare Salter-Harris types III and IV fracture patterns in which there is a large head fragment, fixation can be achieved with a small minifragment plate placed in a transepiphyseal manner (Fig. 11-23).

**Radial Head Excision**

Resection of the radial head fragment was popular in the 1920s and 1930s, but reported results have been uniformly poor (21, 39, 42). Cubitus valgus and radial deviation at the wrist are common sequela.

---

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We tend to be as conservative as possible in treating these fractures (Table 11-4). Although they may appear reasonably minor, both radiographically and clinically, we initially emphasize to the parents that some loss of motion may occur even though an anatomic reduction is achieved. The problem is usually a loss of range of motion in supination and pronation. Little pain or loss of upper extremity function occurs despite the residual loss of range of motion.

**Aspiration Facilitates Evaluation**

If there is a great amount of pain or resistance to pronation and supination, we aspirate the elbow and frequently inject 2 to 3 mL of 1% lidocaine after a sterile preparation (19).

**Nonoperative Methods**

**Moderate Tilt (30 to 60 Degrees).** If the radial head is tilted more than 30 degrees, we usually attempt a manipulative closed reduction. This should be done with the use of a general anesthetic to achieve full relaxation. We prefer the Israeli technique (Fig. 11-18) for simple, moderately displaced radial head fractures (Fig. 11-24). The important aspect is to ensure that the manipulation is done with the elbow flexed at 90 degrees. Usually there is resistance to pronation (Fig. 11-25). Once the pressure is applied to the radial head with the thumb, the opposite hand forces the forearm into full pronation (Fig. 11-25). After reduction, the forearm is tested for range of motion to ensure there are at least 60 degrees of supination and pronation. Follow-up radiographs usually reveal a near-anatomic reduction (Fig. 11-24B). If, however, there is an adequate range of supination and pronation, we accept the reduction regardless of the radiographic appearance. We have also used this as an initial attempt even in completely displaced radial neck fractures, with surprising results (Fig. 11-26).

**Elastic Bandage Wrap.** If we cannot get an adequate reduction using the Patterson or Israeli technique, we try some other techniques before surgical intervention. In a few patients we have found that, after wrapping the extremity tightly from distal to proximal with an elastic Esmarch, a satisfactory reduction was serendipitously achieved (Fig. 11-27).

**Operative Techniques**

**Percutaneous Pin Reduction.** For most moderately or severely displaced fractures, we prefer to attempt a semiclosed reduction using the percutaneous pin reduction technique (Fig. 11-28). A good image intensifier is essential. We have found that a single-point awl or the blunt end of a Steinmann pin is adequate. If

---

**Table 11-4. Treatment of Radial Head Fractures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture Status</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimally displaced (&lt;30 degrees angulation, no translation)</td>
<td>Long arm cast or posterior splint (7–10 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angulation &gt;30 degrees</td>
<td>Early motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed reduction under general anesthesia using flexion–pronation (Israeli technique)</td>
<td>Long arm cast (10–14 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic bandage wrap reduction</td>
<td>Flexion–pronation (Israeli) reduction technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous pin reduction</td>
<td>Long arm cast (10–14 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramedullary wire reduction</td>
<td>Open reduction (≠ internal fixation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angulation fixed at &gt;40 degrees, translation &gt;3 mm displacement, with &lt;60 degrees supination–pronation, radial head completely displaced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FIGURE 11-24.** Flexion-pronation (Israeli) reduction technique. A: Radiograph of the best reduction obtained by the Patterson method. B: Position of the radial head after use of the flexion-pronation method. (Courtesy of Gerald R. Williams, MD.)

**FIGURE 11-25.** Flexion-pronation (Israeli) reduction technique. A: With the elbow in 90 degrees of flexion, the thumb stabilizes the radial head, which is displaced. Usually the distal radius is fixed in a position of supination. The forearm is then pronated to swing the shaft up into alignment with the neck (arrow). B: The final alignment is achieved by continuing to force the forearm into full pronation (arrow). (See also Fig. 11-18.)
**FIGURE 11-26.** Widely displaced fracture. A: A 9-year-old girl sustained this widely displaced fracture in which the neck fragment (open arrows) was medial and the head fragment (closed arrow) remained within the orbicular ligament. B: A satisfactory reduction was achieved using the flexion-pronation method. The small fragment medially (arrow) is from the metaphysis. The patient resumed full rotation of the forearm after reduction. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:55; with permission.)

**FIGURE 11-27.** Elastic bandage wrap reduction. A: The final position achieved after manipulation by the Patterson method. B: Position of the radial head after an elastic bandage had been applied to exsanguinate the extremity.
FIGURE 11-28. Percutaneous pin reduction. A: Under an image intensifier, the sharp-pointed object (awl) is inserted next to the olecranon and directed up proximally toward the radial head fragment. This is to avoid injury to the posterior interosseous nerve. B: Totally displaced valgus injury. C: Position of the Steinmann pin during reduction. D: Appearance 2 months after surgery. The patient has 60 degrees of supination and pronation with full elbow extension and flexion.
the head is small or soft, a small Craig biopsy needle or the blunt end of the Steinmann pin can be used to prevent penetration of the radial head with a sharp Steinmann pin.

To avoid injury to the posterior interosseous nerve, we try to insert the pin as closely as possible to the lateral aspect of the olecranon (Fig. 11-28A). Again, we accept 45 to 60 degrees of angulation as long as the displacement is corrected and the patient has at least 50 to 60 degrees of supination and pronation after reduction.

**Intramedullary Pin Reduction.** Before open reduction of fractures that are severely angulated but still have some apposition, we attempt to achieve reduction using an intramedullary pin passed from distal to proximal, as described by Metaizeau et al. (60) (Fig. 11-20). Although this method has achieved success where other manipulative techniques failed, in most patients simple percutaneous pin manipulation produces reductions equal to this technique. We try every manipulative technique before we resort to open reduction.

**Open Reduction.** If an adequate closed reduction cannot be obtained and loss of motion is still significant, we prefer an open reduction with as little dissection as possible. We approach the fracture with the patient prone and the forearm pronated. After making the skin incision, we dissect between the anconeus and extensor carpi ulnaris muscles to reach the orbicular ligament. The head is repositioned as gendly as possible. Usually, we have found the head fragment to be stable after reduction. If it is not, fixation is achieved with a small pin placed obliquely through a separate stab incision from distal to proximal across the fracture site. Two oblique, crossed pins also can be inserted at the articular margin in very unstable fractures.

**Delayed Reduction.** If the fracture is more than 4 days old and there is no significant supination or pronation forearm motion, we often reduce the head surgically if it cannot be done closed. However, we warn the parents that myositis ossificans and proximal radioulnar synostosis can occur.

**Reduction After Immobilization.** After the reduction, we prefer to immobilize the upper extremity with the elbow in 90 degrees of flexion and the forearm in slight pronation. Active motion is started as soon as possible. If a closed reduction was done, we start gradual active motion at 10 to 14 days, depending on the initial displacement and the degree of stability achieved at the time of reduction. We prefer to use a long arm cast that can be bivalved and used as a splint during rehabilitation.

**ASSOCIATED INJURIES AND COMPLICATIONS**

Complications of fractures of the radial neck and head, especially those associated with other fractures or a dislocation of the elbow, range from the most common problem of loss of range of motion to rare nerve injuries (Table 11-5). The most complete reviews of these complications can be found in reports by Steinberg et al. (98) and D'Souza et al. (16).

**Table 11-5. COMPLICATIONS OF RADIAL HEAD AND NECK FRACTURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure to obtain acceptable reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of motion (expected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial head overgrowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notching of the radial neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premature physeal closure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular deformities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonunion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avascular necrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioulnar synostosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems with initial diagnosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Loss of Motion**

Loss of motion is secondary to a combination of loss of joint congruity and fibrous adhesions. Loss of pronation appears to be more common than loss of supination. Flexion and extension are rarely significantly limited. Enlargement of the radial head, a common sequela, can contribute to the subsequent loss of elbow motion (31).

**Radial Head Overgrowth**

Next to loss of range of motion of the elbow and forearm, radial head overgrowth is probably the most common sequela (20%-40%) (16,110). The increased vascularity from the injury probably stimulates epiphyseal growth. Radial head overgrowth usually does not compromise functional results (20,42), but it may produce some crepitation or clicking with forearm rotation (16).

**Notching of the Radial Neck**

O'Brien (68) suggested that notching of the radial head in several patients was caused by scar tissue forming around the neck from the orbicular ligament. It did not seem to result in any functional deficit.

**Premature Physeal Closure**

Although premature physeal closure has been reported in many series (27,31,67,68,98,115), this complication did not appear to affect the overall results significantly, except in one patient reported by Fowles and Kassab (27), in whom it produced a severe cubitus valgus. Newman (67) found that shortening of the radius was never any greater than 3 mm compared with the opposite uninjured side.
Nonunion of the Radial Neck

Nonunion of the radial neck is rare; union eventually occurs (92) if enough time elapses (Fig. 11-29).

Avascular Necrosis of the Radial Head

The incidence of avascular necrosis is probably higher than recognized. D’Souza et al. (16) reported the frequency to be 10% to 20% in their patients, 70% of whom had open reductions. In patients with open reduction, the overall incidence of avascular necrosis was 25%. Jones and Eshah (42) and Newman (67) found that patients with avascular necrosis had poor functional results. It has been our experience, however, that revascularization can occur without any significant functional loss. Only in those in whom a residual functional deficit occurs is avascular necrosis considered a problem (Fig. 11-30).

Changes in Carrying Angle (Cubitus Valgus)

In patients who have fractures of the radial neck, the carrying angle often is 10 degrees greater (increased cubitus valgus) than on the uninjured side (16,42). The increase in carrying angle appears to produce no functional deficit and usually is insignificant cosmetically.

Vascular Injuries

No major vascular injuries have been reported as occurring with isolated fractures of the proximal radius.
Nerve Injuries

Partial ulnar nerve injury (39) and posterior interosseous nerve injury have been reported as a direct result of the fracture, but most injuries to the posterior interosseous nerves have occurred during surgical exploration (16) or with percutaneous pin reduction (5). These posterior interosseous nerve injuries usually are transient.

Compartment Syndrome

Peters and Scott (76) reported three patients with volar forearm compartment syndrome after minimally displaced or angulated fractures of the radial head. All required volar fasciotomy.

Radioulnar Synostosis

Proximal synostosis is the most serious complication that can occur after radial head fracture (Fig. 11-31). It occurs most often after open reduction of severely displaced fractures (31,39,67, 97), but it can occur after closed reduction. Delayed treatment seems to increase the likelihood of this complication. All of the three patients reported by Gaston et al. (31) were treated more than 5 days after injury.

Myositis Ossificans

Myositis ossificans is relatively common, but usually does not impair function. Valavanis (110) noted that some myositis ossificans occurred in almost 32% of his patients. In most, it was limited mainly to the supinator muscle. If ossification was more extensive and was associated with a synostosis, the results were poor.

Some variants in the ossification process can resemble a fracture. Most of these involve the radial head, although a step-off can also develop in the normal growth process of the metaphysis. There may be a persistence of the secondary ossification centers of the epiphysis. If unusual ossification centers are seen after an acute elbow injury, comparison views should be obtained.

The diagnosis of a partially or completely displaced fracture of the radial neck may be difficult in the preosseous age group. The only clue may be a little irregularity in the smoothness of

FIGURE 11-31. Radioulnar synostosis. A: Surgical intervention with wire fixation was necessary to perform a satisfactory reduction in this patient who had a totally displaced radial neck fracture. B: Six weeks after surgery, there was evidence of a proximal radioulnar synostosis. C: Radiograph taken 6 months after reduction shows a solid synostosis with anterior displacement of the proximal radius. (Courtesy of R.E. King, M.D.)
the proximal metaphyseal margin (Fig. 11-32). Rokito et al. (89) reported complete displacement of the radial head in a 5-year-old boy, in whom the only clue on radiography was a very small speck of ossification in the elbow joint (Fig. 11-33A). The full extent of the injury was not appreciated until the radial head was outlined with MRI (Fig. 11-33B).

Osteomyelitis
A rare case of hematogenous osteomyelitis after a closed fracture of the radial neck was reported by Veranis et al. (111). The initial diagnosis was not appreciated despite the fact that the child had fever and continuous pain after the fracture.

Malunion
Failure to reduce a displaced and angulated proximal radius in a young child often results in an angulated radial neck with subsequent incongruity of both the proximal radioulnar joint and the radiocapitellar joint (Fig. 11-34). Partial physeal arrest also can create this angulation (Fig. 11-15).

In our experience, this malunion, because of the incongruity of the radiocapitellar joint, often results in erosion of the articular surface of the capitellum, with subsequent degenerative joint disease. In the English literature, there is little information about using osteotomies of the radial neck to correct this deformity.

Summary
In summary, results after open reduction of radial head fractures are less favorable than those after closed reduction. However, fractures requiring open reduction usually are the result of a more severe injury. Closed reductions with angulations of up to 45 degrees produce clinical results as good as those in which a more anatomic reduction is achieved by operative methods. The surgeon should warn the parents of the likelihood of residual loss of motion after open reduction. Whenever possible, internal fixation should be avoided.
FRACTURES OF THE PROXIMAL ULNA (OLECRANON)

Fractures Involving the Proximal Apophysis

Incidence

"Separation of the olecranon epiphysis is the rarest form of epiphyseal detachment" (77). This quote from Poland's 1898 textbook on epiphyseal fractures is appropriate even today. Only 16 acute fractures in which apophyseal involvement is mentioned can be found in the recent English literature (34,77,91,96). In addition to these acute injuries in children, seven have been described in young adults in whom there has been persistence of the physeal line (46,73,95,107). In the French literature, Bracq (12) described 10 patients in whom the fracture was just distal and parallel to the apophyseal line and then crossed it at the articular surface.

Anatomy

The Ossification Process

At birth, the metaphysis of the proximal ulna extends only to the mid-portion of the semilunar notch. At this age, the leading edge of the metaphysis usually is perpendicular to the long axis of the olecranon (Fig. 11-35A,B). As ossification progresses, the
FIGURE 11.35. Olecranon ossification. A: Limits of the border of ossification at birth, 8 years, and 12 years. B: Lateral view of olecranon at 6 months of age. The proximal margin is perpendicular to the long axis of the ulna. C: Lateral view of the olecranon at 6 years of age. The proximal margin is oblique. D: Secondary ossification center developing in the olecranon in a 10-year-old. A sclerotic border has developed on the proximal metaphyseal margin. E: Bipartite secondary ossification center. The larger center is the traction center (open arrow). The smaller, more proximal center is the articular center (white arrow). F: Before complete fusion, a partial line remains (arrow), bordered by a sclerotic margin.
leading edge of the metaphysis becomes more oblique. The anterior margin migrates proximally and extends to almost three fourths of the semilunar notch by 6 years of age. At this point, some of the physis and cartilage still extends distally to include the coronoid process (Fig. 11-35C). A secondary center of ossification never develops in the coronoid process. Just before the development of the secondary center of ossification of the epiphysis of the olecranon, the leading edge of the metaphysis develops a well-defined sclerotic margin (91). Ossification of the olecranon develops in the area of the triceps insertion at approximately 9 years of age (91) (Fig. 11-35D). Once this secondary ossification begins, the tongue of the physal and epiphysal cartilage that extends up to include the coronoid process disappears (77). All that remains of this tongue is a fine line of articular cartilage.

Bipartite Centers
The secondary ossification center of the olecranon may be bipartite (79) (Fig. 11-35E). The major center lies within the tip of the olecranon and is enveloped by the triceps insertion. This was referred to by Porteous (79) as a traction center. The second and smaller center, an articular center, lies under the proximal fourth of the articular surface of the semilunar notch.

Closure Process
Fusion of the epiphysis with the metaphysis, which progresses from anterior to posterior, occurs at approximately 14 years of age. Often a posterior aspect of the physal line can be mistaken for a fracture. This line is always surrounded by a well-defined sclerotic margin (91) (Fig. 11-35F). Rarely, the physal line persists into adulthood (46,73,107), usually in athletes who have used the extremity in high-performance throwing activities (17, 83,95,109,116). The chronic tension forces applied across the apophysis are believed to prevent its normal closure.

Patella Cubiti
Occasionally, a separate ossification center called a patella cubiti develops in the triceps tendon at its insertion on the tip of the olecranon (105). This osicle is completely separate and can articulate with the trochlea. It usually is unilateral, unlike the persistent secondary ossification centers, which are more likely to be bilateral and familial. Zeitlin (121) believed that the patella cubiti was a traumatic osicle rather than a developmental abnormality.

**Signs and Symptoms**

**Clinical: Swelling Plus Defect**
The primary clinical findings are tenderness over the olecranon and localized soft tissue swelling. If the fragment is completely displaced, there is a lack of active extension of the elbow. A palpable defect may be present between the apophysis and the proximal metaphysis. Poland (77) described the crepitus between the fragments as being muffled because cartilage covers the fractured surfaces.

**Radiography: Proximal Metaphyseal Displacement**
The radiographic diagnosis may be difficult before ossification of the olecranon apophysis. The only clue may be a displacement of the small ossified metaphyseal fragment (Fig. 11-36). The diagnosis may have to be based only on the clinical signs of tenderness over the epiphysal fragment. If there is any doubt about the degree of displacement, injection of radiopaque material into the joint may delineate the true nature of the fracture.

**Mechanism of Injury**
The fact that much of the triceps expansion inserts on the metaphysis distal to the physis probably accounts for the rarity of this injury. Only a few reports mention the mechanism of these physeal injuries. In most of the fractures reported by Poland (77), three of which were confirmed by amputation specimens, the force of the injury was applied directly to the elbow. The force may be applied indirectly, producing an avulsion type of injury.

In our experience, this fracture usually is due to avulsion...
forces across the apophysis occurring with the elbow flexed, similar to the more common flexion metaphyseal injuries.

Children with osteogenesis imperfecta (usually the tarda form) seem especially predisposed to this injury (18,63).

Stress fractures of this apophysis are not uncommon in athletes (especially baseball players) who place considerable recurrent tension forces across the apophysis (71). Stress injuries also have been reported in elite gymnasts (54) and tennis players (83). If the recurring activity persists, a symptomatic pseudarthrosis can develop (73,83,107,109,116).

Classification

Injuries to the apophysis of the olecranon can be one of three types (Table 11-6).

The first type is a simple apophysitis in which there is irregularity in the ossification process of the secondary ossification center (17,54) (Fig. 11-37A). In addition, there may be some widening of the apophyseal line.

The second type is more of an incomplete stress fracture that involves primarily the apophyseal line, with widening and irregularity (Fig. 11-37B). There may be some small adjacent cyst formation, but usually the architecture of the secondary ossification center is normal. These injuries are seen primarily in sports requiring repetitive extension of the elbow, such as baseball pitching (71), tennis (83), or gymnastics (54).

The third type involves a complete avulsion. There appear to be two separate patterns in which the apophysis is completely avulsed. True apophyseal avulsions occur in younger children as a pure fracture through the apophyseal plate (Fig. 11-37A,B). In some of his amputation specimens, Poland (77) found that the proximal apophyseal fragment included the distal tongue, which extends up to the coronoid process. Apophyseal-metaphyseal combination fractures usually occur in older children. Large metaphyseal fragments may be attached to the apophysis (Fig. 11-37C,D). Grantham and Kiernan (34) likened it to a Salter-Harris type II physeal injury, in some instances involving a small metaphyseal fragment. Proximal displacement of the fragment by the triceps may be the only radiographic clue to this type of injury.

Treatment

Because of the few fractures described, there is no standard method of treatment. In fractures with significant displacement,
treatment most often must be open reduction with internal fixation using a combination of axial pins and tension-band techniques (34,77,96) (Fig. 11-38).

There has been some concern about applying compressive forces across the apophysis because this may lead to growth arrest. In our experience, fusion of the apophysis to the metaphysis is accelerated, but in all apophyseal injuries we have treated there was already a well-developed ossification of the apophysis itself. In addition, the apophysis of the olecranon appears to be like that of the greater trochanter (i.e., most of the growth proximally is appositional rather than lengthwise across the apophyseal plate itself). As a result, we have not found any functional shortening of the olecranon because of the early fusion of the apophysis to the metaphysis (Fig. 11-38D).

Young children who sustain injuries before the development of the secondary ossification center may have some deformity on radiographs, especially if the center primarily is affected (Fig. 11-39). Although there may be shortening of the olecranon, it does not appear to produce functional problems. There are no reports of the effects of this injury in very young children or infants, in whom there is very little proximal migration of the metaphyseal margin.

Most stress injuries respond to simple rest from the offending activity. However, a chronic stress fractures can proceed to a
symptomatic nonunion that requires operative intervention. Simple application of a compressive internal fixation device alone across the nonunion often is sufficient (54). Supplemental bone grafting may be necessary to achieve union (46,73).

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

**Undisplaced Injuries**

For apohyseal and undisplaced stress fractures, we have the patient cease the offending activity. However, during this period of rest, the patient, usually a high-performance athlete, should maintain upper extremity strength with a selective muscle exercise program. In addition, he or she must maintain cardiovascular condition with a program of appropriate aerobic exercises.

When a persistent nonunion of the apophyseal line in an older child (usually an adolescent) does not demonstrate healing in a reasonable period of time with simple rest, we place a cannulated compression screw across the apophysis to stimulate healing.

**Displaced Fractures**

For displaced fractures, if there is minimal displacement and a satisfactory closed reduction can be achieved with the elbow extended, we usually use immobilization in a long arm cast with the elbow extended. However, we rarely find this to be possible. Occasionally, percutaneous pinning can be done, if there is anatomic reduction on the AP and lateral radiographs.

Completely displaced fractures are treated operatively using a tension-band technique. In young children, we use small Steinmann or Kirschner pins. The tension band is a strong absorbable suture of one of the polyglycolic acid substances. Alternatively, standard 16- to 18-gauge wire can be used in older adolescents.

Patients with large ossification centers are treated the same as those with metaphyseal fractures.

**ASSOCIATED INJURIES AND COMPLICATIONS**

**Spur Formation**

Smith (96) noted that overgrowth of the epiphysis proximally sometimes occurred with spur formation. In some patients these proximal spurs became symptomatic and had to be removed.

**Nonunion**

The cause and treatment of nonunion were discussed in the previous section.

**Apophyseal Arrest**

Apophyseal arrest has not been reported. If it does occur, it appears to have no significant effect on elbow function (Fig. 11-39).

**Metaphyseal Fractures of the Olecranon**

**Incidence**

Isolated metaphyseal fractures of the olecranon are relatively rare (Table 11-7). They often are associated with other fractures about the elbow. In the combined series of 4,684 elbow fractures reviewed, there were 230 olecranon fractures reported, for an incidence of 4.9%. This agrees with the incidence of 4% to 6% in the major series reported (24,57,70). Only 10% to 20% of the total fractures reported in these series were considered displaced significantly enough to require surgical intervention.

The rarity of this injury and the relative unimportance given to it are reflected by the paucity of reports in the literature.
TABLE 11.7. INCIDENCE OF METAPHYSEAL FRACTURES OF THE OLECRANON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age distribution: first decade, 25%; second decade, 25%; third decade 50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak age: 5–10 yr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremity predominance: left (55%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex predominance: male (65%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated elbow injuries: 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requiring surgical intervention: 19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reports dealing only with fractures of the olecranon in children did not appear in the English literature until 1975. Since then there have been six reports, totaling 302 patients (30,34,57,66). When fractures of the olecranon for all age groups are considered, 25% occur in the first decade and another 25% in the second decade (48). During the first decade, the peak age for this type of fracture is between age 5 and 10 years (35,66). Twenty percent had an associated fracture or dislocation of the elbow region, most involving the proximal radius. Only 10% to 20% were classified as being displaced enough to require surgical intervention.

Anatomic Considerations

Because the olecranon is a metaphyseal area, the cortex is relatively thin, allowing for the development of greenstick-type fracture deformities. The periosteum is immature and thick, which may prevent the degree of separation seen in adults. Likewise, the larger amount of epiphyseal cartilage in children may serve as a cushion to lessen the effects of a direct blow to the olecranon.

In the production of supracondylar fractures, ligamentous laxity in this age group tends to force the elbow into hyperextension when the child falls on the outstretched upper extremity. This puts a compressive force across the olecranon and locks it into the fossa in the distal humerus, where it is protected. An older person, whose elbow does not go into hyperextension, is more likely to fall with the elbow semiflexed. This unique biomechanical characteristic of the maturing olecranon predisposes it to different fracture patterns than those in adults.

Signs and Symptoms

Flexion injuries cause soft tissue swelling over the olecranon. The abrasion or contusion associated with a direct blow to the posterior aspect of the elbow may provide a clue as to the nature of the injury. If there is wide separation, a defect may be palpable between the fragments. In addition, there may be weakness or even lack of active extension of the elbow. This latter finding may be difficult to evaluate in an anxious young child with a swollen elbow.

On radiography, the fracture lines associated with flexion injuries usually are perpendicular to the long axis of the olecranon. This differentiates them from the residual physeal line, which is oblique and directed proximal and anterior (91). In extension injuries, the longitudinally directed greenstick fracture lines may be difficult to appreciate. The radiograph should be carefully studied to look for associated injuries of the proximal radius or distal humerus.

Classification

Papaourgiou et al. (70) defined two major groups of olecranon fractures in which the fracture line is either intraarticular or extraarticular. Subclassifications in each group are determined by the degree of displacement.

We prefer to classify these fractures based on the mechanism of injury (Table 11-8); those associated with flexion injuries, those associated with extension injuries, and shear injuries. Extension injuries are further divided into varus and valgus patterns.

Mechanism of Injury

Three main mechanisms produce metaphyseal olecranon fractures, depending on whether the elbow is flexed or extended at the time of injury. First, in injuries occurring with the elbow flexed, posterior tension forces play an important role. Second, in injuries in which the fracture occurs with the elbow extended, a varus or valgus bending stress is placed across the olecranon, which is responsible for the typical fracture pattern. Third, a less common mechanism involves a direct blow to the elbow that produces an anterior bending or shear force across the olecranon. In this type, the tension forces are concentrated on the anterior portion of the olecranon.

Flexion Injuries

A fall with the elbow semiflexed places considerable tension forces across the posterior aspect of the olecranon process. Proximally, the triceps applies a force to the tip of the olecranon process. Distally, there is some proximal pull by the insertion of the brachialis muscle. Thus, the posterior cortex is placed in tension. This tension force alone, if applied rapidly enough and with sufficient force, may be enough to cause the olecranon to fail at its mid-portion (Fig. 11-40). A direct blow applied to the posterior aspect of the stressed olecranon makes it more vulnerable to failure. With this type of mechanism, the fracture line usually is transverse and perpendicular to the long axis of the olecranon (Fig. 11-41). Because the fracture extends into

| Group A: Flexion injuries
| Group B: Extension injuries
| 1. Valgus pattern
| 2. Varus pattern
| Group C: Shear injuries
the articular surface of the semilunar notch, it is classified as intraarticular.

The degree of separation of the fracture fragments depends on the magnitude of the forces applied versus the integrity of the soft tissues. The low incidence of displaced olecranon fractures indicates that the soft tissues are quite resistant to these avulsion forces. In flexion injuries, there are relatively few associated soft tissue injuries or fractures (66).

**Extension Injuries**

Because the ligaments are more flexible in children, the elbow tends to become hyperextended when a child breaks a fall with the outstretched upper extremity. In this situation, the olecranon may become locked into its fossa of the distal humerus. If the elbow is forced into extreme hyperextension, usually the supracondylar area fails. If, however, the major direction of the force across the elbow is abduction or adduction, a bending movement is created across the olecranon. Most of this movement is concentrated in the distal portion of the olecranon. Because the olecranon is composed of metaphyseal bone, fractures here are usually greenstick type with multiple longitudinal fracture lines (Fig. 11-42). Most of these fracture lines are linear and remain extraarticular. In addition, because the fulcrum of the bending force is more distal, many of the fracture lines may extend distal to the coronoid process into the proximal ulna shaft regions. The major deformity of the olecranon with this type of fracture pattern usually is an angulated greenstick type of fracture.

Many of these fractures are associated with other injuries in the elbow region, which are determined by whether the bending force is directed toward varus or valgus. If a child falls with the forearm in supination, the carrying angle tends to place a valgus stress across the elbow. The result may be a greenstick fracture of the ulna with an associated fracture of the radial neck or avulsion of the medial epicondylar apophysis (Fig. 11-43). If the fracture involves the radial neck, Bado (4) classified it as an equivalent of the type I Monteggia lesion.

If the body falls against the inner aspect of the elbow or if the forearm is pronated, a varus force may be placed across the elbow (Fig. 11-44). The major injury associated with this varus force is a partial or total lateral dislocation of the radial head. Bado (4) classified this as a type III Monteggia lesion. In this type of fracture, the posterior interosseous nerve may be injured.

**Shear Injuries**

Anterior tension failure is a rare injury that can occur when a direct blow to the proximal ulna causes it to fail with an anterior
FIGURE 11-42. A: Anteroposterior view of a linear greenstick fracture line (arrow) in the medial aspect of the olecranon. B: Lateral view showing the posterior location of the fracture line (arrow).

FIGURE 11-43. Valgus pattern of an extension fracture. A: A fall with the elbow extended places a valgus stress on the forearm. B: With increased valgus, there can be a greenstick fracture of the olecranon with or without a fracture of the radial neck or avulsion of the medial epicondylar apophysis. C: Radiograph of a valgus extension fracture of the olecranon with an associated fracture of the radial neck.
FIGURE 11-44. Varus pattern of an extension fracture. A: A fall against the extended elbow places a varus stress on the forearm. B: The result is a greenstick fracture of the olecranon with a lateral dislocation of the radial head (type III Monteggia lesion). C: Radiograph of a varus extension injury showing subluxation of the radial head and greenstick fracture of the ulna (arrows).
tension force; the integrity of the proximal radioulnar joint is maintained.

The most common type of shear injury occurs when a shear force is applied directly to the posterior aspect of the olecranon and the distal fragment is displaced anteriorly (Figs. 11-45 and 11-46). The intact proximal radioulnar joint is displaced with the distal fragment. In this type of injury, the elbow may be either flexed or extended when the direct shear force is applied to the posterior aspect of the olecranon.

These fractures can be considered as failing in tension, with the force concentrated along the anterior cortex. This is opposite to the tension failure occurring on the posterior aspect of the cortex in the more common flexion injuries. In these shear types, the fracture line may be transverse or oblique. The differentiating feature from the more common flexion injury is that the proximal olecranon fragment is often not displaced proximally. Instead, it is the distal fragment that becomes displaced anteriorly by the brachialis and biceps muscles. The thick posterior periosteeum usually remains intact.

Newman (67) described one patient in whom a shear force was directed medially; the radial neck was fractured and the radial head remained with the proximal fragment.

**Associated Injuries**

Associated injuries occur in 48% to 77% of patients with olecranon fractures (14,35,70,104), especially varus and valgus greenstick extension fractures, in which the radial head and neck are

**FIGURE 11-45.** Flexion shear injuries. A: Fracture with the elbow flexed. The direct blow to the distal portion of the posterior olecranon causes the fracture to fail in tension of the anterior surface. The intact proximal radioulnar joint is displaced anteriorly. B: Radiograph of a flexion shear injury showing the distal fragments that are displaced anteriorly as a unit.
FIGURE 11-46. Extension shear injuries. A: Fracture with the elbow extended. If the elbow is extended when the direct blow is applied to the posterior aspect of the elbow, the olecranon fails in tension but with an oblique or transverse fracture line (arrows). B: With the elbow extended, the initial failure is in the anterior articular surface (arrows).
FIGURE 11-47. A: Undisplaced fracture of the lateral condyle (arrow) associated with a varus greenstick fracture of the olecranon. B: Lateral view showing greenstick fractures in the olecranon (solid arrows) and a nondisplaced fracture of the lateral condyle (open arrows).

FIGURE 11-48. Simple immobilization of a flexion injury. A: Injury film, lateral view, showing minimal displacement. B: Three weeks later, some displacement has developed. Periosteal new bone is seen along the posterior border of the olecranon (arrow). Healing was complete with a normal range of motion. (Courtesy of Jesse C. DeLee, MD.)
most commonly injured (Fig. 11-43). Other associated injuries include fractures of the ipsilateral radial shaft (101), Monteggia type lesions with fractures of both the ulnar shaft and olecranon (69), and fractures of the lateral condyle (12) (Fig. 11-47).

Treatment

The mechanism of injury can serve as a useful guide in choosing the proper treatment method.

Flexion Injuries

Flexion injuries are the most common olecranon fractures. Most are minimally displaced and require only simple immobilization with the elbow in no more than 75 to 80 degrees of flexion (Fig. 11-48). Even if the fracture is severely displaced, immobilization in full or partial extension usually allows the olecranon to heal satisfactorily (24,96,122).

If the fracture is significantly displaced or comminuted, open reduction with some method of internal fixation is required. Recommended fixation devices vary from cortical or absorbable suture (56) to an axial screw (52), to tension-band wiring with axial pins (25,34,56,87,90,96,122) or a plate (103). This usually allows sufficient fixation to begin early motion. No significant growth disturbances from internal fixation have been reported.

Murphy et al. (64) compared the failure of various fixation devices to rapid loading: (a) figure-of-eight wire alone, (b) cancellous screw alone, (c) AO tension band, and (d) a cancellous screw with a figure-of-eight wire combination. The cancellous screw alone or figure-of-eight wire alone was by far the weakest. The greatest resistance to failure was provided by the combination of a screw plus figure-of-eight wire, followed closely by the AO tension-band fixation. In their clinical evaluation of patients, comparing the AO tension band and combination screw and figure-of-eight wire, they found that more clinical problems were associated with the AO technique (65). The main problem with the AO technique is the subcutaneous prominence of the axial wires (53). To prevent proximal migration of these wires, Montgomery (62) devised a method of making eyelets in the proximal end of the wires through which he passes the figure-of-eight fixation wire.

Extension Injuries

Treatment of extension injuries requires both adequate realignment of the angulation of the olecranon and treatment of the secondary injuries. Often in varus injuries, correction of the alignment of the olecranon also reduces the radial head. The olecranon angulation must be corrected with the elbow in extension. This locks the proximal olecranon into the olecranon fossa of the humerus so that the distal angulation can be corrected at the fracture site with a valgus force applied to the forearm. Occasionally, in extension fractures, complete separation of the fragments requires open reduction and internal fixation (Fig. 11-49).

Zimmerman (122) reported that the original angulation tends to redevelop in some fractures. If it is a varus fracture, the proximal ulna or olecranon may drift back into varus, which can cause a painful subluxation of the radial head. A delayed osteotomy of the proximal ulna or olecranon may be necessary if the angulation becomes significant.

Shear Injuries

In anterior shear fractures, the key to management is recognition that the distal fragment is displaced anteriorly and the posterior

**FIGURE 11-46.** Open reduction of a valgus extension injury. A: Anteroposterior view of the injury film shows complete displacement of the radial head. B: Lateral view also shows the degree of displacement of the olecranon fracture. This patient required surgical intervention with internal fixation to achieve a satisfactory reduction.
periosseum remains intact. The intact posterior periosteaon can serve as an internal tension band to facilitate reduction.

Some of these fractures are best reduced in flexion so that the posterior periosteaon serves as a compressive force to maintain the reduction. Smith (96) reported treatment of this fracture using an overhead sling placed to apply a posteriorly directed force against the proximal portion of the distal fragment. The weight of the arm and forearm helps supplement the tension-band effect of the periosteaon.

If the periosteaon is torn or early motion is desirable, Zimmerman (122) advocated internal fixation of the two fragments with an oblique screw perpendicular to the fracture line (Fig. 11-50).

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We use a classification based on the mechanism of injury in deciding on the method of treatment (Table 11-8).

**Flexion Injuries**

*Nonoperative.* We immobilize most nondisplaced flexion injuries with the elbow in 5 to 10 degrees of flexion for approximately 3 weeks. It is important to obtain radiographs of these fractures at approximately 5 to 7 days in the cast to ensure that there has not been any significant displacement of the fragment.

*Operative: Tension Band.* To determine which injuries need internal fixation, we usually palpate the fracture for a defect or flex the elbow to determine the integrity of the posterior periosteaon. If the fragments separate with either of these procedures, they are considered unstable and are fixed internally so that active motion can be started as soon as possible.

We prefer a modification of the tension-band technique. Originally, we used the standard AO technique with axial Kirschner wires or Steinmann pins and figure-of-eight stainless steel as the tension band (Fig. 11-51A). Because removal of the wire often required reopening the entire incision, we now use an absorbable suture for the figure-of-eight tension band. Number 1 polydioxanone (PDS) suture, which is slowly absorbed over a few months, is ideal (Fig. 11-51B). When rigid internal fixation is applied, rapid healing at the fracture site produces internal stability before the integrity of the PDS is lost. We prefer Kirschner wires in patients who are very young and have very little ossification of the olecranon apophysis (Fig. 11-38). If the axial wires become a problem, they can be removed with only a small incision. Most recently, we have used a combination of an oblique cortical screw with PDS as the tension band (Fig. 11-51C,D) and have been pleased with the results. In the past we had to remove almost all the axial wires; very few of the screws have become symptomatic enough to require removal. Occasionally, the tension-band wire technique with 16- or 18-gauge wire must be used if compression is necessary.

**Extension Injuries**

In extension injuries, adequate relaxation should be achieved to allow a forceful manipulation of the olecranon while it is locked in its fossa in extension. Because this is a greenstick fracture, we try to achieve a slight overcorrection to prevent the development of reangulation. These fractures should be followed closely and possibly remanipulated in 1 to 2 weeks if the original angulation recurs. The associated injuries are treated as if they were isolated fractures.

**Shear Injuries**

Most shear fractures can be treated nonoperatively. We usually immobilize them in enough hyperflexion to hold the fragments together, providing the posterior periosteaon is intact (Fig. 11-52).
FIGURE 11-51. Internal tension-band techniques. A: Standard AO technique with stainless steel wire (see Fig. 11-40D for original injury film). The wire can be prominent in the subcutaneous tissues. B: Axial wires plus polydioxanone (PDS) 6 weeks after surgery. C: A displaced flexion-type injury in an 11-year-old boy. There is complete separation of the fracture fragments. D: This fracture was secured with a cancellous lag screw plus PDS suture. The screw engages the anterior cortex of the coronoid process. The PDS is passed through the olecranon through a separate drill hole (open arrow), crossed in a figure-of-eight manner over the fracture site, and then tied over the neck of the screw.
FIGURE 11-52. Shear injuries. A: Flexion pattern: radiograph of the patient seen in Fig. 11-45A after the elbow was flexed. The intact posterior periosteum acted as a tension band and held the fracture reduced. B: Radiograph taken 4 weeks after surgery shows new bone formation under the intact periosteum (arrows) on the dorsal surface of the olecranon. C: Extension pattern: radiograph of patient with an extension shear injury showing an increase in the fracture gap (arrows) (see also Fig. 11-45B). D: Because the dorsal periosteum and cortex were intact, the fracture gap (arrows) closed with flexion of the elbow.
If the periosteum is torn, an oblique screw is an excellent way to secure this type of fracture pattern (Fig. 11-50). It also can be used if there has been considerable swelling, which prevents the elbow from being hyperflexed enough to use the posterior periosteum as a tension band.

Postoperative Care
The elbow is placed at a 70- to 80-degree angle and a long arm cast is placed. The cast can be bivalved and the anterior portion removed if there is excessive swelling. This cast or posterior splint is used for 3 weeks, at which time active range of motion is begun.

 Associated Injuries and Complications

Relatively few complications arise from the olecranon fracture itself.

Irreducibility
An and Loder (1) reported inability to reduce the fracture in one of their patients because the proximal fragment had been entrapped in the joint.

Nonunion
Nonunion is unusual. A true nonunion from a fracture should not be confused with a rare form of congenital pseudarthrosis of the ulna (Fig. 11-53). In the latter condition, there is usually no known antecedent trauma.

Delayed Union
Delayed radiographic union is usually asymptomatic (56). In Mathews’ series (56), one fracture that was internally secured with cortic ultimately progressed to a nonunion. Despite this, the patient had only a 10-degree extension lag and grade 4 triceps strength. The presence of an accessory ossicle such as a patella cubiti should not be confused with nonunion.

Compartment Syndrome
Mathews (56) reported one patient with Volkman ischemic contracture after an undisplaced linear fracture in the olecranon.

Nerve Injuries
Transient neurapraxis of the ulnar nerve has been reported. Zimmerman (122) reported ulnar nerve irritation from the development of a pseudarthrosis of the olecranon where inadequate fixation was used.

Elongation
One complication recently observed has been elongation of the tip of the olecranon. This was seen in a young boy who had a partial avulsion of the tip of the apophysis (Fig. 11-54). Because of the delayed union, the apophysis became elongated to the point that it limited extension. This proximal overgrowth of the tip of the apophysis has also been reported in other simple olecranon fractures after routine open reduction and internal fixation (70).

Loss of Reduction
Apparently stable fractures treated with external immobilization must be watched closely for a delayed loss of reduction that can result in a significant loss of elbow function (Fig. 11-55).

Fractures of the Coronoid Process

Anatomy
Up to age 6 years, the coronoid process is mostly epiphyseal cartilage at the distal end of a tongue extending from the apophysis of the olecranon. The coronoid process does not develop a secondary center of ossification, but instead is ossified by the advancing edge of the metaphysis (Fig. 11-35).

Incidence
The incidence in some major series of elbow fractures varies from less than 1% to 2% (57).

Because most fractures of the coronoid process occur with dislocations of the elbow, it seems logical that they would happen in older children. However, in a review of 23 coronoid fractures in children, Bracq (11) found that the injuries occurred in two peak age groups: one was between 8 and 9 years of age and the other between 12 and 14 years.

Although most coronoid fractures are associated with elbow dislocations, fractures of the olecranon, medial epicondyle, and lateral condyle also have been reported (11). The fracture of the coronoid may be part of a greenstick olecranon fracture (i.e., the extension-type metaphyseal fracture; Fig. 11-56). Isolated
FIGURE 11-54. A: Injury film showing partial avulsion of the tip of the olecranon apophysis (arrow). B: Radiograph taken 4 years later showed a marked elongation and irregular ossification of the apophysis. (Courtesy of Joel Goldman, M.D.)

FIGURE 11-55. Loss of reduction. A: Lateral radiograph of what appeared to be a simple undisplaced fracture (arrow) of the olecranon in a 13-year-old girl. B: On the anteroposterior radiograph, the fracture also appears undisplaced. The mild lateral subluxation of the radial head was not appreciated initially. C: Radiographs taken 5 months later showed further lateral subluxation with resultant incongruity of the elbow joint. (Courtesy of Richard W. Williamson, M.D.)
Fractures of the coronoid process. Evaluation of a minimally displaced fracture may require oblique views (13) (Fig. 11-58). The radiocapitellar view (Fig. 11-3) provides good visualization of the profile of the coronoid process.

In young children, in whom the coronoid process contains considerable cartilage, an unusual flap injury has been described (8). In this rare injury, the elbow is dislocated and the articular surface is flipped back into the joint. The only clue to this fracture may be the presence of a small flake of bone in the anterior part of the joint on the lateral radiograph.

Classification

Regan and Morrey (82) classified coronoid fractures into three types based on the amount of the coronoid process involved (Table 11-9). This classification was found to be useful in predicting the outcome and in determining the treatment. Type I fractures involve only the tip of the process (Fig. 11-57); type II fractures involve more than just the tip but less than 50% of the process (Fig. 11-58), and type III fractures involve more than 50% of the process.

Treatment

Treatment is based on the degree of displacement or the presence of elbow instability. The associated injuries are also a factor in treatment.

Regan and Morrey (81,82) determined that types I and II could be treated with early motion if there were no contradicting associated injuries.

In initially immobilizing these fractures, if they are associated with an elbow dislocation, the elbow should be placed in approximately 100 degrees of flexion, with the forearm in full supination (11). Occasionally, in isolated avulsion fractures in which the fragment is attached distally, reduction is better accomplished with the elbow held in some extension. In these rare cases, it is believed that the brachialis muscle may be an aid in reducing the fragment in extension (102).

Regan and Morrey (81) found that the elbow was often unstable in type III fractures. As a result, they thought that the fragment must be reduced and secured with internal fixation. In their review, satisfactory results could be expected with type I and II injuries, but in only 20% of type III injuries.

---

**TABLE 11-9.** Classification of fractures of the coronoid process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Avulsion of the tip of the coronoid process only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>A single or comminuted fragment involving ≤50% of the coronoid process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>A single or comminuted fragment involving &gt;50% of the coronoid process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Coronoid fractures are thought to be due to pure avulsion by the brachialis or secondary to an elbow dislocation that reduced spontaneously, which usually is indicated by hematoma and a small avulsion of the tip of the olecranon process (Fig. 11-57).

**Diagnosis**

The radiographic diagnosis of this fracture often is difficult because on the lateral view the radial head is superimposed over
AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

We usually treat coronoïd fractures with early motion, much as we do elbow dislocations. The presence of a coronoïd fracture alerts us to be especially thorough in looking for other injuries. In children, it is rarely necessary to replace the fragments surgically. If there is a large fragment and marked displacement, open reduction and internal fixation can be done through a Henry anterior approach to the elbow. The fragment can be fixed with a mini-fragment screw or sewn in place through two drill holes to the posterior aspect of the ulna.

ASSOCIATED INJURIES AND COMPLICATIONS

Complications are rare. In fractures with a large fragment (type III), the elbow may be unstable and prone to recurrent dislocations. Nonunion with the production of a free fragment in the joint occurs rarely in children (96).
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SUMMARY

Monteggia fracture–dislocations are a complex of injuries that represent a link between injuries of the forearm and the elbow. The original description of an anterior dislocation of the proximal radius and fracture of the proximal ulna has been expanded to include dislocations of the radial head in multiple directions and combinations of injuries to the ulna and distal humerus. The mechanisms of injury and protocols for treatment are similar in the different types of Monteggia fracture–dislocations. Fortunately, if the injury is recognized, the fracture course follows closely that of the forearm fractures rather than the more complex injuries of the child's elbow. Treatment results are better in children than in adults.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Original Description
Giovanni Battista Monteggia, a surgical pathologist and public health official in Milan, first described the Monteggia fracture in 1814. He observed the original two injuries in cadavers and provided the description, "A traumatic lesion distinguished by a fracture of the proximal third of the ulna and an anterior dislocation of the proximal epiphysis of the radius." Monteggia also described the injury in a young girl who was treated late with external compression, which failed to reduce the radial head, leading to a loss of elbow function. The complexity of this fracture–dislocation was not fully appreciated until the classic monograph coining the term Monteggia lesion was written in English by Jose Luis Bado (7).

Defining The Monteggia Lesion
Jose Luis Bado, while Chief Director of the Instituto Orthopedia y Traumatologia in Montevideo, Uruguay, studied proximal radial dislocations in association with fractures of the ulna, writing extensively on this subject in the late 1950s. In this monograph, Bado defined the Monteggia lesion as an association of a radial head fracture or dislocation with a fracture of the middle or proximal ulna.

Classification
Numerous classification schemes have been developed and are useful in various situations, but Bado's classification has stood the rest of time. It is used widely when a series of injuries are analyzed and new variations of Monteggia fractures are discovered. Bado's classification divides Monteggia fractures into four types of true Monteggia lesions and equivalent lesions (Fig. 12-1).
**True Lesions**

**Type I**
A type I lesion (Fig. 12-2) is described as an anterior dislocation of the radial head with a fracture of the ulnar diaphysis. The ulnar fracture can be at any level, but usually is described as midshaft. Most Monteggia injuries in children are of this type (approximately 70% in most series).

**Type II**
Posterior dislocation of the radial head with associated ulnar diaphyseal or metaphyseal fracture with posterior angulation is defined as a type II lesion. This lesion is uncommon in children, with most early series recognizing this as a fracture of adults only. Perot et al. (82) reported one type II lesion in their series of 25 acute Monteggia lesions in children. In 1965, Pavel et al. (81), in their review of a series of posterior Monteggia fracture dislocations, reported only one type II lesion in a child. In both series, the children were older, approximately 13 years of age. Although reported as high as 6% by some authors, the overall prevalence of type II fractures in children is 3% when all studies are considered. In their series of 36 consecutive Monteggia frac-
ture—dislocations in children, Ring and Waters found only 1 (3%) type II injury (94).

**Type III**
A type III lesion consists of a lateral or anterolateral dislocation of the radial head associated with a fracture of the ulnar metaphysis. The ulnar metaphyseal fracture usually is a greenstick type in children. This is the second most common type of Monteggia fracture-dislocation in children (23%). This fracture pattern often is associated with radial nerve injuries and a coexisting intraarticular obstruction to radial head reduction, which requires surgical reduction of the radial head.

Extension of the ulnar fracture into the olecranon leads some investigators to classify this type of fracture—dislocation as a different lesion (11,18,46,116). If there is no concurrent radioulnar dissociation with the proximal ulnar fracture and radiocapitellar dislocation, the injury should be considered a fracture—dislocation of the elbow, and not strictly a Monteggia fracture. This lesion is included by others in series of Monteggia fractures, classifying them by the direction of the radial head dislocation, usually lateral and anterolateral (36,77,79,127).

**Type IV**
Type IV Monteggia lesions, characterized by anterior dislocation of the radial head with fractures of the ulna and radius at the same level, or with the radial fracture distal to the ulnar fracture, are relatively rare in children, with an average incidence of 1% (Fig. 12-1D). Wiley and Galey (127), Olney and Memelus (77), and Dormans and Rang (28) each reported an average frequency of approximately 1% for type IV lesions. Ring and Waters, however, reported 4 type IVC fractures (11%) in 36 consecutive Monteggia fracture—dislocations in children; they recorded any otherwise unclassified fracture of both bones of the forearm with proximal radioulnar dislocation as a type IV lesion (94).

**Monteggia Equivalent Injuries**
Bado classified certain injuries as equivalents to the classic or true Monteggia lesions because of their associated mechanism of injuries, radiographic pattern, or methods of treatment.

**Type I Equivalents**
Type I equivalents include an isolated anterior dislocation of the radial head; however, minimal plastic deterioration at the ulna accompanies the radial head dislocation, so “isolated” dislocation probably is a misnomer. Also included in this subclassification is the pulled elbow syndrome. If one considers the typical mechanism of longitudinal traction with pronation, possibly combined with hyperextension of the elbow joint, the relationship between the pulled elbow syndrome and the type I Monteggia fracture is evident. Other type I equivalent lesions include a fracture of the ulnar diaphysis with fracture of the radial neck. Fracture of the radius and ulnar shafts may be considered a type I equivalent if the radial fracture is above the junction of the middle and proximal thirds. Two additional type I equivalents are fracture of the ulnar diaphysis with either anterior dislocation of the radial head and an olecranon fracture, or posterior dislocation of the ulnohumeral joint with or without fracture of the proximal radius.

**Type II Equivalents**
In his original classification, Bado stated that there were no equivalents to type II Monteggia lesions other than epiphyseal fracture of the radial head or fracture of the radial neck. Considering the mechanism of this injury, as defined by Penrose (84), a posterior elbow dislocation could be included as a type II equivalent in children.

**Types III and IV Equivalents**
Bado stated that there were no equivalents for types III and IV lesions. More recent reviews have reported fracture patterns that, when the mechanism of injury is considered, might be classified as type III or IV equivalents. Ravassoud reported an oblique fracture of the ulna with varus alignment and a displaced lateral condyle fracture in a 13-year-old patient. This fracture pattern, which suggests hyperextension of the elbow combined with varus force, is produced by the same mechanism of injury as a type III lesion, as described by Wright (129).

De la Garza described fractures of the distal humerus, ulnar diaphysis, and radial neck, which he classified as equivalent to a type III Monteggia fracture—dislocation because of the mechanism of injury. Bhandari and Jindal reported a type IV variant that included a fracture of the mid-third radial shaft, an anterolaterally angulated fracture of the proximal ulna, and a posterior lateral dislocation of the radial head. A similar lesion was reported by Givon et al. (40).

**Hybrid Lesion**
A hybrid lesion similar to a type III Monteggia lesion has been described in which anterior dislocation of the radial head was associated with a fracture of the metaphyseal region of the ulna that extended into the olecranon. Other studies noted the radial head to be dislocated in multiple directions. The treatment and outcome of each fracture are determined by the direction of the radial head dislocation combined with the pattern of the ulnar fracture.

**Other Classifications**
Dormans and Rang (28) extended Bado’s classification by adding a type V, the intermittent and habitual dislocation of the radiocapitellar joint and proximal radioulnar joint. Others (76, 127) have considered the Bado type IV lesion to be a variant of Bado’s type I and have excluded it from their classifications.

Lerts et al. (61) devised a classification of Monteggia fractures in children based on both the direction of the radial head dislocation and the type of ulnar fracture (Fig. 12-3). The Bado type I class was subdivided into three subtypes. Lerts type A is anterior bowing of the ulna due to plastic deformation with anterior dislocation of the radial head. Type B includes a greenstick fracture of the ulna, and type C has a complete ulnar fracture. Lerts types D and E correspond, respectively, to Bado types II and III.
AUTHORS' PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION

We prefer to use Bado's classification in evaluating and treating the Monteggia lesion (Table 12-1). Although recognizing the contributions of other researchers, we believe that treatment principles are better determined by the direction of the radial head dislocation than the pattern of the ulnar fracture. Further, it is important not to exclude a type IV lesion from any classification scheme because the recognition and proper management of the radial fracture is important to the success of its treatment.

We also recognize a hybrid lesion consisting of a radial head dislocation and metaphyseal ulnar fracture extending into the olecranon. In this fracture-dislocation pattern, there may or may not be disassociation of the proximal radioulnar complex. The technique of treatment of the hybrid lesion is the same as for the comparable true Monteggia lesion. This necessitates including these hybrid lesions when considering the recognition and management of Monteggia fracture-dislocations in general.
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ANATOMY AND BIOMECHANICS

Certain anatomic relations between the proximal radius and ulna and their surrounding structures must be taken into account in the management of the Monteggia fracture. They are divided into four anatomic categories: ligaments, bones, muscles, and nerves.

Ligaments

Annular Ligament

Stability of the proximal radioulnar joint is provided by the surrounding ligaments, primarily the annular ligament. Failure of this structure usually leads to failure of the others. It maintains the position of the radial head within the radial notch of the ulna through the entire range of rotation, becoming tighter in supination because of the shape of the radial head. The substance
of the annular ligament is reinforced by the radial collateral ligament at the elbow joint (Fig. 12-4).

**Quadrate Ligament**

The quadrate ligament (52), or ligament of Denucé (27), is located between the radius and ulna distal to the annular ligament (Fig. 12-4). It consists of a dense anterior border and a thinner posterior border with an even thinner central portion. The two borders limit rotation and stabilize the radial head at limits of supination and pronation. The anterior border becomes tight in supination, adding stability to the proximal radioulnar joint. Excessive pronation causes the posterior border to fail, producing instability of the radial head.

**Oblique Ligament**

The oblique ligament, or ligament of Weitbrecht (126), extends from the ulna proximally to the radius distally (Fig. 12-5). It begins below the radial notch of the ulna and ends just below the biceps tuberosity on the radius. The bow of the radius tightens the oblique ligament when the radius is in supination and provides additional stability to the proximal radioulnar joint.

**Intersosseous Membrane**

The intersosseous membrane is distal and separate from the oblique ligament, with its fibers running in the opposite direction (Fig. 12-5). It acts in concert with the oblique ligament to approximate the radioulnar joint. The fibers of both the oblique and intersosseous membranes tighten with supination of the radius.

**Osseous Relations**

There is little inherent osseous stability to the proximal radioulnar joint. The shape of the radial head contributes to tightness of the ligament as the radius rotates.

**Shape of the Radial Head**

The head of the radius is elliptic in its cross section (Fig. 12-6). In supination, the long axis of the ellipse is perpendicular to the ulna, causing the annular ligament and the anterior border of the quadrate ligament to stabilize the proximal radioulnar joint further by tightening.

The contact area between the radius and the radial notch is greater in supination because of the broadened surface area of the circumference of the radial head in that position. The portion of the radial head circumference adjacent to the radial notch, when supinated, is less curved and is longer, proximal to distal, than other portions of the circumference. This provides a minimal increase in stability as the ligaments tighten.

**Bow of the Radius**

In the anatomic position, the apex of the radial bow is lateral (Fig. 12-5). This curvature allows increased range of pronation as the radius rotates along the axis between the proximal and distal radioulnar joints. When the radius is in supination, the bow tightens the oblique and intersosseous ligaments and increases proximal radioulnar stability.

**Muscles**

Whereas the ligaments help stabilize the humeral–radioulnar complex, the muscles play an active role in the mechanism of injury that produces the Monteggia fracture–dislocation.

**Biceps Brachii**

The biceps, inserting into the biceps tuberosity on the proximal radius, is a major deforming force. It is active in the pathomecha-
nics of the Monteggia fracture–dislocation, violently pulling the proximal radius away from the capitellum as the elbow goes into extension. During treatment, the effect of the biceps must be regulated by elbow flexion, preventing recurrence of the radial head dislocation.

**Anconeus and Forearm Flexors**

The anconeus and forearm flexors act together to create a radially angulated bow in the ulna in a Monteggia fracture–dislocation. The function of the anconeus in the uninjured person is enigmatic. Electromyographic studies show that it helps stabilize the elbow as it goes into extension, creating a valgus moment at the joint, and during forearm pronation counteracts the varus moment produced by the pronator teres against an intact ulna (9,121).

The forearm flexors create a bowstring effect, producing a tendency for the fractured ulna to shorten and angulate radially after reduction (121).

**Nerves**

**Posterior Interosseous Nerve**

There is a close relation between the posterior interosseous nerve and the proximal radius, with the nerve coursing anterior and anterolateral to the radial head and neck on its path through the supinator muscle. With anterolateral dislocations of the radial head, this relation becomes particularly intimate, causing a paresis of the nerve. In adults, there is a more discrete organization of the proximal border of the superficial head of the supinator, forming the arcade of Frohse (103) (Fig. 12-7). This band is not as well defined in children, which may partially account for the lower incidence of permanent injury to the posterior interosseous nerve in children, as well as the high incidence of resolution once reduction of the radius is obtained (104).
Ulnar Nerve

The ulnar nerve, relatively tethered by the cubital tunnel, can be at risk in Monteggia fractures involving the proximal end of the ulna, particularly type II injuries (106).

CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT OF MONTEGGIA INJURIES

Type I Lesions

Clinical Findings

Bado, in his original description, provided an accurate clinical picture of the Monteggia fracture-dislocation. In general, there is fusiform swelling about the elbow. The child has significant pain and cannot move the elbow in either flexion and extension or pronation and supination. There is usually an angular change to the forearm itself, with the apex shifted anteriorly. There may be retraction of the skin or an area of ecchymosis on the volar aspect of the forearm. Later, as the swelling subsides, there still may be an anterior fullness in the cubital fossa. If this lesion is seen late, as in a Monteggia fracture with only plastic deformation of the ulna but complete dislocation of the radial head, there is a persistent anterior prominence at the elbow and loss of full flexion at the elbow. On further observation, it may be noted that the patient cannot extend the digits at the metacarpophalangeal joint or at the interphalangeal joint in the thumb because of a paresis of the posterior interosseous nerve.

Radiographic Evaluation

The standard evaluation of a type I Monteggia fracture includes anteroposterior (AP) and lateral radiographs of the forearm. Any disruption of the ulna, especially an apparently innocuous bowing, should alert the physician to look for a disruption of the joints at either end of the forearm, in this case proximally (26, 53, 63).

Radiocapitellar Relation

The radiocapitellar relation is particularly important and is best defined by a true lateral view of the elbow. This relation in a type I Monteggia fracture may appear normal on an AP radiograph despite obvious disruption on the lateral view (Fig. 12-8). If there is doubt regarding the radiocapitellar relation, a true lateral view of the opposite elbow should be obtained for comparison. Smith (100) and, later, Storen (109) noted that a line drawn through the center of the radial neck and head should extend directly through the center of the capitellum. This alignment should remain intact regardless of the degree of flexion or extension of the elbow (Fig. 12-9). In some instances, there is disruption of the radiocapitellar line in a normal elbow. Miles and Finlay (69) pointed out that the radiocapitellar line passes through the center of the capitellum only on a true lateral projection. They reported five patients in whom the elbow was clinically normal but the radiocapitellar line appeared disrupted. In analyzing the radiographs, they found that the radiographic projection of the elbow usually was an oblique view or that the forearm was pronated in the radiograph. If this disruption appears on radiographs in a child with an acute injury, however, it is the treating surgeon’s responsibility to ensure that it is an insignificant finding.

Traumatic Versus Congenital Dislocation

When the radiocapitellar relation is disrupted, radiographic evaluation of the shape of the radial head and neck helps determine
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**Figure 12-8.** Anteroposterior view (A) demonstrates an apparently located radial head, but the lateral view (B) shows an anterior dislocation of the radial head. Note the disruption of the radiocapitellar line.
mechanisms have been developed to describe the production of this injury. Each mechanism probably can occur under specific conditions (19,91).

**Direct Blow Theory**
The first theory proposed in the English literature was the direct blow mechanism by Speed and Boyd (102) (Fig. 12-11). This was later confirmed by Smith (100), but actually this theory was proposed by Monteggia himself (70). He noted that the fracture occurs when a direct blow on the posterior aspect of the forearm first produces a fracture through the ulna. Then, either by continued deformation or direct pressure, the radial head is forced anteriorly with respect to the capitellum, causing the radial head to dislocate. Monteggia explained that these injuries sometimes resulted from a blow by a staff or cudgel on the forearm raised to protect the head (83). Another eponym for the Monteggia fracture-dislocation, the *parry fracture*, has been mentioned in the literature. During the American Civil War, there was a high incidence of Monteggia fractures owing to direct blows on the forearm received while attempting to parry the butt of a rifle during hand-to-hand combat. The major argument presented against this theory as being the sole mechanism is that in the usual clinical situation there rarely is evidence of a direct blow to the posterior aspect of the forearm, such as a contusion or laceration (33,121).

**Hyperpronation Theory**
In 1949, Evans (33) published his observations regarding the anterior Monteggia fracture. Previous investigators had based their direct blow theory purely on clinical observation, but Evans used cadaveric experiments to support his hypothesis. He demonstrated that hyperpronation of the forearm produced a fracture of the ulna with a subsequent dislocation of the radial head. It was postulated that during a fall, the outstretched hand, initially in pronation, is forced into further pronation as the body twists above the planted hand and forearm (Fig. 12-12). This hyperpronation causes the radius to be crossed over the mid-ulna, resulting in anterior dislocation of the radial head or fracture of the proximal third of the radius and fracture of the ulna. In the patients reported in Evans’ article, the ulnar fractures demonstrated a pattern consistent with anterior tension and shear or longitudinal compression. His cadaveric studies, however, showed the ulna fracture pattern to be consistent with a spiral or torsional force. This theory also was supported by Bado (7).

Two arguments have been used to dispute Evans’ mechanism (121). First, the ulnar fracture rarely presents clinically in a spiral pattern; it is usually oblique, indicating an initial force in tension with propagation in shear rather than rotation. Second, Evans’ experiments, which were done on totally dissected forearms, did not take into consideration the dynamic muscle forces at play during a fall on an outstretched hand in vivo.

**Hyperextension Theory**
In 1971, Tompkins (121) analyzed both theories and presented good clinical evidence that the type I Monteggia fracture was caused by a combination of dynamic and static forces. His study postulated three steps in the fracture mechanism (Fig. 12-13): hyperextension, radial head dislocation, and ulnar fracture.
FIGURE 12-10. Congenital versus traumatic dislocation. A: Anteroposterior (AP) view of the elbow of a 7-year-old who presented with limited forearm rotation. B: Lateral radiograph of the same child. Note dysplastic radial head and an attempt at synostosis with the ulna. There is also anterior bowing of the ulna. Note also the hypoplastic capitellum. Is this congenital or old trauma? C: AP radiograph of congenital synostosis. D: Lateral radiograph of congenital synostosis and posterior dislocation. Note posterior bow of the ulna and hypoplasia of the capitellum. This is congenital. (Interestingly, these are opposite elbows of the same child.)
the main weight-transmitting bone in the forearm, the ulna cannot handle the longitudinal force and subsequently fails in tension (Fig. 12-13C). This tension force produces an oblique fracture line, often with a butterfly fragment, or a greenstick fracture in the ulnar diaphysis or diaphyseal-metaphyseal junction. In addition to the momentum of the injury, the anterior angulation of the ulna results from the pull of the intact interosseous membrane on the distal fragment, causing it to follow the radius. The brachialis muscle causes the proximal ulnar fragment to flex at the elbow.

**Summary of Mechanisms of Injury**

The Monteggia lesion can probably occur by any of the three proposed mechanisms in a given situation. We believe that the most common mechanism is a fall on an outstretched hand that forces the elbow into complete extension, locking the olecranon into the humerus. The forearm is in a rotational position of neutral to mid-pronation. As the ulna locks into the humerus, the bending force stresses the radioulnar joint. Because of the relatively pronated position of the joint, the ligamentous restraints are lax, providing only tenuous stability for the radial head. The anterior bending force, combined with a reflexive contraction of the biceps, violently dislocates the radial head anteriorly.

The radioulnar joint and its ligamentous complex are at risk because of the ligamentous laxity and decreased contact area between the proximal radius and ulna created by the rotational attitude of the forearm. At mid-rotation, the short axis of the elliptical radial head is perpendicular to the ulna, causing the annular ligament and the dense anterior portion of the quadrate ligament to be relaxed. The contact area of the proximal radioulnar joint, owing to the shape of the radial head, is also decreased, further reducing the stability of the joint. The ulna, now the main weight-bearing member of the forearm, is loaded by a continued bending moment, causing tension on the anterior cortex and producing failure. The force at the site of failure is propagated in shear at approximately 45 degrees to the long axis of the ulna. This mechanism may produce plastic deformation with an anterior bow, a greenstick fracture, or an oblique fracture pattern, all of which are seen clinically. As the anterior bending movement continues, the vector of the biceps changes, acting as a tether and resisting any further advance of the proximal radius. The distal fragment of the ulna continues to advance, acting as a fulcrum against the radial shaft. The anteriorly directed force of the distal ulnar fragment, combined with the retrograde resistance of the biceps, may create a fracture of the radius, or a type IV Monteggia lesion.

**Treatment**

Although most treatment recommendations are based on the Bado classification, Ring and Waters based their treatment choices on the type of ulnar fracture rather than on the Bado type. *Plastic deformation* of the ulna is treated with reduction (with general anesthesia) of the ulnar bow to obtain stable reduction of the radioulnar joint. *Incomplete* (greenstick or buckle) fractures are treated with closed reduction and casting. They suggested that almost all Monteggia fractures in children (types I and III) are most stable when immobilized in 100 to 110 degrees of flexion and full supination. For a *nearly complete* greenstick

---

**Figure 12-11.** The fracture-dislocation is sustained by direct contact on the posterior aspect of the forearm, either by falling onto an object or by the object striking the forearm. The continued motion of the object forward dislocates the radial head after fracturing the ulna.

**Figure 12-12.** Hyperpronation theory (Evans). Rotation of the patient’s body externally forces the forearm into pronation. The ulnar shaft fractures with further rotation, forcibly dislocating the radial head.
fracture or one associated with a radial fracture (type IV), intramedullary Kirschner wire is considered for more stability. For complete transverse or short oblique fractures, which often are in bayonet apposition with malalignment or shortening, Kirschner wires are used to manipulate the proximal fragment into a reduced position and to hold the reduction. Long oblique or comminuted fractures, which may develop shortening and malalignment even with intramedullary fixation, are stabilized with a short plate and screw. Using this treatment protocol, Ring and Waters reported excellent results in all 28 patients treated within 24 hours of injury (Table 12-2). Two poor results occurred in patients who referred late with persistent radial head dislocations.

Nonoperative Treatment
In all series (4,17,19,28,36,61,77,82,91,92,100,127), anterior Monteggia lesions in children have uniformly good results when treated by manipulative closed reduction.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT—NONOPERATIVE

Nonoperative treatment should generally involve three steps: correcting the ulnar deformity, providing a stable reduction of the radial head, and relieving the deforming muscle forces to prevent recurrent radial head dislocation and ulnar angulation.

Reduction of the Ulnar Fracture. The first step is to reestablish the length of the ulna by longitudinal traction and manual correction of any angular deformities present. The forearm is held in relaxed supination as longitudinal traction is applied, with manual pressure directed over the apex until the angular deformity is corrected clinically and radiographically (Fig. 12-14). With greenstick fractures, the plastic deformity must be corrected or the fracture completed to prevent recurrence of the angular deformity and, possibly, dislocation of the radial head (Fig. 12-15). Up to 10 degrees of angulation is acceptable in a complete fracture, providing a concentric radial head reduction is maintained (88). Angulation up to 25 degrees was noted in one series (77) to be compatible with full elbow and forearm motion. This degree of deformity usually remodels with time (89) (Fig. 12-16).

Reduction of the Radial Head. Once ulnar length and alignment have been reestablished, the radial head can be relocated.
FIGURE 12-14. Closed reduction, type I lesion. A: Injury film of a typical type I lesion in a 7-year-old. B: The deformity of the ulna is corrected first, and then the elbow is hyperflexed. However, the radial head is still anteriorly subluxed (arrows), and the ulna still has some anterior plastic deformation.

This often is accomplished simply by flexing the elbow to 90 degrees or more, thus producing spontaneous reduction (Fig. 12-17). Occasionally, posteriorly directed pressure over the anterior aspect of the radial head is necessary to facilitate reduction of the radial head. Flexion of the elbow to 110 to 120 degrees stabilizes the reduction of the radial head. Once the radial head position is thought to be established, it should be scrutinized radiographically in numerous views to ensure a concentric reduction. With a type I fracture, the optimal radiographic view is a true lateral of the elbow with the forearm held in supination. The longitudinal axis of the radius should pass directly through the center of the capitellum (Fig. 12-18).

**Alleviation of Deforming Forces.** Once the concentric reduction of the radial head is confirmed, the elbow should be placed at approximately 110 to 120 degrees of flexion to alleviate the force of the biceps, which could dislocate the radial head (see Fig. 12-17). The forearm is placed in a position of mid-supination to neutral rotation to alleviate the forces of the supinator muscle and the anconeus, as well as the forearm flexors, which tend to produce radial angulation of the ulna.

**Immobilization.** Once the fracture is reduced and the neutralization position is established, a molded long arm splint or cast is applied (Fig. 12-19) to hold the elbow joint in the appropriate amount of flexion, usually 110 to 120 degrees. Once the cast is completed, careful radiographic assessment should establish the concentric reduction of the radial head with respect to the capitellum, as well as satisfactory alignment of the ulna.

**After Care.** The patient is followed at 7- to 10-day intervals to confirm continued satisfactory reduction by radiography. At 4 to 6 weeks after the initial reduction, if there is radiographic evidence of consolidation of the ulnar fracture and stability of the radial head, the long arm cast can be removed, with progressive guarded return to full activity.

**Operative Treatment**

**Indications.** Although uncommon, there are two indications for operative treatment of type I fracture-dislocations: failure of ulnar reduction and failure of radial head reduction.

**Failure of Ulnar Reduction.** If the ulnar fracture cannot be reduced or held in satisfactory alignment by closed treatment, operative intervention is indicated. The quality of the ulnar reduction affects the ability to reduce the radial head, which is of primary importance. Watson and Singer (125) reported median nerve entrapment that prevented ulnar reduction in a greenstick fracture in a 6-year-old with a type I Monteggia lesion. If the ulnar fracture can be reduced but not maintained because of the
obliquity of the fracture, internal fixation combined with open or closed reduction may be necessary (36,77). Intramedullary fixation, rather than fixation with a plate, is standard in most series of Monteggia fracture-dislocations in children (8,28,36, 58,61,77,82,119,127). This method of fixation may be accomplished percutaneously, using image intensification and flexible nails or Kirschner wires; this avoids the potential complications of open reduction and plate fixation (60,80,85,118,122).

**Failure of Radial Head Reduction.** The second indication is failure to reduce the radial head satisfactorily by closed means. This is more common in type III Monteggia lesions, but it can also occur in type I lesions. It results from the interposition of material in the joint. The pathologic description of the impeding structures usually includes interposition of torn fragments of the ruptured orbicular ligament and capsule or interposition of an intact orbicular ligament that has been pulled over the radial head (121,128). Interposed cartilaginous or osteochondral fractures may also be found in the radiocapitellar joint or radial notch in the ulna, preventing complete reduction of the radial head (76,121). Morris (71) described a patient in whom reduction of the radial head was obstructed by radial nerve entrapment between the radial head and ulna.

**Surgical Approach.** The most direct approach to the radiocapitellar joint is from the posterolateral aspect of the elbow. The interval between the anconeus and the extensor carpi ulnaris, using the distal portion of a Kocher “J” incision, provides sufficient visualization of the radial head and the interposed structures (41,110). This approach protects the posterior interosseous nerve, providing the forearm is positioned in pronation. A more extensile approach was described by Boyd (16). This exposure is begun by making an incision following the lateral border of the triceps posteriorly to the lateral condyle and extending it along the radial side of the ulna (Fig. 12-20). The incision is carried under the anconeus and extensor carpi ulnaris in an extra-periosteal manner, elevating the fibers of the supinator from the ulna. This carries the approach down to the interosseous membrane, allowing exposure of the radiocapitellar joint, excellent visualization of the orbicular ligament, access to the prox-
FIGURE 12-19. Postreduction immobilization. A: After reduction, the forearm is immobilized with three-point molding (arrows) to maintain ulnar alignment. B: The forearm component is incorporated into a long arm cast with the elbow flexed to 110 to 120 degrees of flexion.

Strip of deep fascia reflected from forearm, leaving its base attached proximally to ulna

FIGURE 12-20. Surgical Approach. A: The incision is carried under the anconeus and extensor carpi ulnaris to expose the radial head and orbicular ligament. B: The incision can be extended distally to allow exposure of the ulnar fracture and proximally to facilitate harvesting of the tendinous strip for orbicular ligament reconstruction, if necessary. (From Canale ST, Beaty JH, eds. Operative pediatric orthopedics, 2nd ed., St. Louis: Mosby-Year Book, 1994: 1069; with permission.)

AU THORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT—OPERATIVE

The importance of radial head reduction should be emphasized because failure of reduction affects the long-term outcome. Ulnar reduction directly affects the surgeon's ability to reduce the radial head. In children, the preferred treatment is by closed manipulative reduction. If, however, reduction of the radial head or ulnar fracture cannot be obtained or if the instability of the ulnar fracture threatens the radial reduction, operative treatment should be performed.

Surgical Approach. We prefer to use the Boyd approach because of its extensile nature (Fig. 12-20).

Treatment of the Annular Ligament. Once the reduction is obtained through this approach, we repair the annular ligament, providing it can be done simply. If the ligament has been pulled
over the radial head, it should be incised, replaced in its normal location, and repaired. Immediate reconstruction of the annular ligament is usually unnecessary because the radial head usually maintains its stability once the ulnar fracture is reduced to a satisfactory position.

If the reduction is unstable, we repair or reconstruct the annular ligament, combining it with the use of a transcapitellar Steinmann pin if necessary. The details of annular ligament reconstruction are discussed later in the section on old, undetected Monteggia lesions.

**Treatment of the Ulnar Fracture.** The ulnar fracture usually is treated closed, provided a satisfactory alignment can be obtained. If the fracture pattern seems to be unstable on the initial films or at the initial reduction, or if the child is younger than 12 years of age, internal fixation using an intramedullary pinning technique is done (60,80,85,122). This often can be accomplished by using either a single pin of sufficient size or multiple small pins, nesting them within the medullary canal to provide stability (Fig. 12-21). This technique is minimally invasive and provides adequate stability in most fractures. It also allows easy retrieval of the instrumentation and has an overall low complication rate (118). In our experience, more aggressive fixation has been unnecessary in children, but compression plating could be used if more rigid fixation were indicated or in an adolescent with a comminuted fracture.

**After Care (Same as Closed Reduction).** Once reduction is obtained, a long arm cast is applied with the elbow flexed 90 to 100 degrees and the forearm in neutral position.

**Type II Lesions**

**Incidence**

Posterior Monteggia fracture-dislocations are uncommon, accounting for 6% in most series of Monteggia lesions in children (59). When it occurs during childhood, it usually is in older patients (approximately 13 years) (81) who have sustained significant trauma (32,91,92). Type II Monteggia lesions are more common than reported. They often go unrecognized, being classified as type III lesions with a posterolateral radial head dislocation.

**Clinical Findings**

As with type I Monteggia lesions, the elbow region is swollen but exhibits posterior angulation of the proximal forearm and a marked prominence in the area posterolateral to the normal location of the radial head. Examination of the upper extremities should continue in areas remote from the elbow because of the high incidence of associated fractures (57,81).

**Radiographic Evaluation**

Standard radiographic views of the forearm demonstrate the pertinent features for classifying this fracture. The typical finding is a proximal metaphyseal fracture of the ulna with possible extension into the olecranon (32,77,116) (Fig. 12-22). Midshaft fractures also occur, presenting with an oblique fracture pattern (6,32,77). The radial head is dislocated posteriorly or posterolaterally (8) and should be carefully examined for other associated injuries. Accompanying fractures of the anterior margin of the radial head have been noted in adults (32,81) but not in children.

**Mechanism of Injury**

The cause of the type II Monteggia lesion is subject to debate. Bado thought the lesion was caused by direct force and sudden rotation and supination (8). Penrose analyzed a series of seven fractures, all in adults (84), and noted that a proximal ulnar fracture was the typical pattern. He postulated that the injury occurred by longitudinal loading rather than direct trauma (102). Olney and Meenelas (77) reported four type II lesions in their series of children's Monteggia fractures. Three of these patients demonstrated a proximal ulnar fracture and one an
oblique midshaft fracture pattern, suggesting possibly two different mechanisms of injury.

The mechanism proposed and experimentally demonstrated by Penrose (84) shows the type II lesion occurring when the forearm is suddenly loaded in a longitudinal direction with the elbow bent to 60 degrees of flexion. He showed that the type II lesion occurred consistently if the anterior cortex of the ulna was weakened; otherwise, a posterior elbow dislocation was produced (Fig. 12-23). The difference in bony integrity of the ulna suggested a reason for the high incidence of type II Monteggia
Upper Extremity

FIGURE 12-23. Mechanism of injury for type II fracture-dislocation. A: The elbow is flexed approximately 60 degrees; a force is applied longitudinally, parallel to the long axis of the forearm. B: A posterior elbow dislocation may occur. C: If the integrity of the anterior cortex of the ulna is compromised, a type II fracture-dislocation occurs.

Fractures in older adults and its rarity in children. Penrose further noted that the rotational position of the forearm did not seem to affect the type of fracture produced.

Haddad et al. (42) described type II Monteggia injuries caused by low-velocity injuries in six adults, five of whom were on long-term corticosteroid therapy. They suggested that this supports the theory that the type II (posterior) Monteggia injury is a variant of posterior elbow dislocation, in that it occurs when the ulna is weaker than the ligaments surrounding the elbow joint, resulting in an ulnar fracture before the ligament disruption associated with dislocation occurs.

Treatment

Nonoperative

As with type I injuries, type II lesions usually have a satisfactory result after closed reduction (61,77,82,89,127). The ulnar fracture is reduced by longitudinal traction in line with the long axis of the forearm while the elbow is held at 60 degrees of flexion. The radial head may reduce spontaneously or may require gentle, anteriorly directed pressure applied to its posterior aspect. The elbow is extended once the radial head is reduced and is immobilized in that position to stabilize the radial head and allow molding posteriorly to maintain the ulnar reduction (28,56,82,123) (Fig. 12-24).

Operative

Because of the rarity of the lesion, there are no established indications for operative treatment. Treatment goals are stable concentric reduction of the radial head and alignment of the ulnar fracture. The radial head should be reduced by open technique if there is interposed tissue or if it is accompanied by a fractured capitellum or radial head. The ulnar fracture is exposed along its subcutaneous border if necessary and fixed internally. Fixation can be accomplished by plating or intramedullary fixation. Because of children's ability to heal rapidly, intramedullary fixation is adequate and sometimes can be done percutaneously after a closed reduction of the ulna (80,85).

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

The goals of treatment in the type II Monteggia lesion are to obtain a stable concentric reduction of the radial head, with adequate alignment of the ulna.
First, ulnar length is reestablished by applying longitudinal traction and straightening the angular deformity. The radial head may reduce spontaneously or with gentle, anteriorly directed force directly over the radial head. Once reduced, the position of the head can be stabilized by holding the elbow in extension. The alignment of the ulnar fracture can be maintained by applying a cast with the elbow in extension or by using percutaneous intramedullary fixation. If intramedullary pinning is used, the elbow may be flexed to 80 degrees and a cast applied. Radiographs should be taken after cast application and approximately every 7 to 10 days to confirm continued reduction of the radial head.

The Boyd approach can be used to obtain reduction of the radial head if it cannot be obtained through closed manipulation. Management of the annular ligament is the same as described previously in type I Monteggia lesions.

The cast, either in full extension or flexed to 80 degrees at the elbow, is maintained for 3 to 4 weeks, then changed to a removable splint. This allows early intermittent range of motion in a protected manner for 3 to 4 more weeks. At 6 to 8 weeks after injury, the patient may be released to full activities. This protocol may avoid the necessity for formal physical therapy (82).

Type III Lesions

Clinical Findings

Lateral swelling and varus deformity of the elbow and significant limitation of motion, especially supination, are the hallmarks of lateral Monteggia fracture-dislocations, or type III Monteggia lesions.

Incidence

Type III lesions are common in children, occurring second in frequency to anterior Monteggia fracture-dislocations (8,72,77,82,127). Injuries to the radial nerve, particularly the posterior interosseous branch, occur frequently with this lesion (11,105). Open reduction of the radial head often is necessary because of interposition of soft tissue between it and the ulna or capitellum (11,46,114,128,129).

Radiographic Evaluation

The radial head may be displaced laterally or anterolaterally (80,82). The ulnar fracture often is in the metaphyseal region (8,11,46,82,128,129), but it can occur more distally (77,127,128). Radial angulation at the fracture site is common to all lesions, regardless of the level. Radiographs of the entire forearm should be obtained because of the association of distal radial and ulnar fractures with this elbow injury complex (115).

Mechanism of Injury

Wright (129) studied fractures of the proximal ulna with lateral and anterolateral dislocations of the radial head and concluded that the mechanism of injury was varus stress at the level of the elbow, in combination with an outstretched hand planted firmly against a fixed surface (Fig. 12-25). This usually produces a greenstick ulnar fracture with tension failure radially and compression medially. The radial head dislocates laterally, rupturing the annular ligament. Hume (46) suggested that the injury may be the result of hyperextension of the elbow combined with pronation of the forearm. Other authors confirmed the mechanism of varus stress at the elbow as the cause of these injuries (8,28,72,82,115). The direction of the radial head dislocation is probably determined by the rotation and angulation force applied simultaneously with the varus moment at the elbow (72).

Treatment

Nonoperative

Nonoperative treatment is effective in nearly all patients (8,11,28,46,61,72,77,82,115,127,129), although the rate of operative treatment has been reported to be as high as 12% (77).

Focus on Ulnar Reduction.

Reduction is carried out by reversing the mechanism of injury (28,72,82,116). The elbow is held in extension with longitudinal traction. Valgus stress is placed on the ulna at the site of the fracture, producing clinical realignment. The radial head may spontaneously reduce or need assistance with gentle pressure applied laterally (Fig. 12-26). Reduction is sometimes heralded by a palpable click (116).

Confirm Radial Head Reduction.

Radiographs are obtained in the standard views (69). The position of the radial head is important. Any malalignment in either view implies the possibility of interposed tissue or persistent malalignment of the ulna. The angular alignment of the ulna must be as straight as possible to allow and maintain reduction of the radial head (36).

Maintenance of Reduction.

Degree of Flexion. Reduction is maintained by a long arm cast with the elbow in flexion. The degree of flexion varies depending on the direction of the radial head dislocation. When the radius
is in a straight lateral or anterolateral position, flexion to 110 to 120 degrees improves stability (28,72,89,127). If there is a posterolateral component to the dislocation, a position of only 70 to 80 degrees of flexion has been recommended (116).

**Forearm Rotation.** Forearm rotation usually is in supination, which tightens the interosseous membrane and further stabilizes the reduction (8,28,72,127). Over the years, one researcher has changed the suggested position of immobilization from pronation (115) to semisupination (116). Ramsey and Pedersen (89) recommended neutral as the best position of rotation to avoid loss of motion; their patients demonstrated no loss of reduction using that position.

**Operative**
Surgical intervention has two goals: reduction and stabilization of the radial head and the ulnar fracture.

**Radial Head Reduction.** The radial head is reduced through a Boyd approach (16,128). This allows removal of the interposed tissues (76,121,128) and repair or reconstruction of the annular ligament if necessary (12,20,36,38,102,114) (Fig. 12-27). The
FIGURE 12-27. (continued) C: Open reduction was performed to extract the interposed torn orbicular ligament. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Monograph Series. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994: 50; with permission.)

The surgical technique is essentially the same as previously described for the type I Monteggia fracture-dislocation.

**Ulnar Stabilization.** Stabilization of the ulna is necessary to prevent recurrent lateral dislocation of the radial head. Varus alignment or radial bow, particularly with oblique fractures, may lead to subluxation of the radius (36,77) (Fig. 12-28). Fixation with plates (36) and Kirschner wires (6) has been performed with satisfactory results. Up to 25 degrees of varus angulation is consistent with normal alignment and function (77), and any residual deformity decreases with time (89).

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We concur with Cunningham (25), who believed that reduction of the dislocated radial head is an important part of the management of the Monteggia fracture-dislocation. Our method of treatment is aimed primarily at obtaining and maintaining reduction of the radial head, either by open or closed technique. The type of treatment of the ulnar fracture we choose is determined by its effect on the primary goal, radial head reduction.

**Nonoperative**

The results of nonoperative reduction of a type III lesion are shown in Fig. 12-29.

Reduction Technique. We hold the elbow in extension to control the proximal fragment by locking the olecranon into the humerus. We then can apply longitudinal traction in line with the forearm with valgus stress applied at the ulnar fracture site (Fig. 12-26). This usually allows the radial head to become reapposed to the capitellum, but pressure laterally over the prominence of the radial head may be necessary.

Radiographic Evaluation. Radiographs are taken in the AP and lateral planes to confirm the reduction of the radial head and assess the ulnar alignment. Up to 10 degrees of ulnar angulation is acceptable in younger children, provided the radial head reduction is concentric and stable.

Immobilization. A long arm cast is applied in two portions. First, a Muenster type of short arm cast is applied with the forearm in neutral rotation. This allows careful molding of the cast to maintain the alignment of the ulnar fracture. The elbow is then flexed to approximately 110 degrees in lateral or anterolateral dislocations, and the cast is completed to the axilla. In younger children, where the cast may be hard to mold, a loop sling is incorporated into the cast to prevent it from migrating distally. Although we have no experience with the method, treatment of a posterolateral dislocation with an extended elbow cast with valgus molding seems logical.

After Care. Radiographs should be taken in the completed cast to confirm continued reduction of the radial head and satisfactory ulnar alignment. The cast is left in place for 3 to 4 weeks, depending on the age of the child. It is replaced by a removable splint for an additional 3 to 4 weeks while early ranging of the elbow has begun. Restoration of rotation is particularly important at this time. Before application of the splint 3 to 4 weeks postinjury and at discontinuation at 6 to 8 weeks postfracture, radiographs are taken to assess the reduction. At 6 to 8 weeks after injury, sufficient healing has occurred to allow gradual return to full activities.

Operative
Similar to our goals for closed reduction, our operative indications are failure to obtain and maintain reduction of the radial head and alignment of the ulnar fracture.

Reducing the Radial Head. Failed closed reduction of the radial head implies interposition of soft tissue, which we remove through a Boyd approach (Fig. 12-20). If possible, the annular ligament is repaired, but we find that formal reconstruction usually is unnecessary if the radiocapitellar relation is restored and stable. If stability is in question, we reconstruct the annular ligament as described for the type I Monteggia lesion.

Ulnar Realignment. Before a formal annular ligament reconstruction, ulnar alignment must be evaluated critically. If inadequate, the ulnar alignment may prevent relocation of the radial head. The ulnar fracture can usually be reduced closed, but open realignment may be necessary due to interposed tissue. Once reduced, the ulna can be maintained by the insertion of intramedullary pins, either in a retrograde fashion or percutaneously. The ends of the pins can be buried subcutaneously and removed later with minimal surgery.

After Care. Postoperative care is the same as for a fracture treated nonoperatively, with emphasis on early motion.

Type IV Lesions
Clinical Findings
The appearance of the patient and limb with a type IV lesion is similar to that of the type I lesion. More swelling and pain would be expected because of the magnitude of force required to create this complex injury. Particular attention should be given to the neurovascular status of the limb, anticipating the possible increased risk for a compartment syndrome. Although this injury is uncommon in general and rare in children, the radiocapitellar joint should be examined in all midshaft forearm fractures to avoid missing this injury complex (Fig. 12-30). Failure to recognize the radial head dislocation is the major complication of this fracture (10).

Radiographic Evaluation
The pattern of radial head dislocation is similar to that in a type I Monteggia lesion—that is, it is directed anteriorly (Fig. 12-31). The radial and ulnar fractures usually are seen at any level in the middle third (30), with the radial fracture usually distal to the ulnar injury. They may be complete or greenstick.
FIGURE 12-30. Type IV Monteggia lesion. A: Anterior dislocation of the head of the radius with fracture of the upper third of the radial shaft with the ulna angulated anteriorly. The dislocation of the radial head was not recognized. B: Five years later, the radial head was still dislocated, misshapen, and prominent. A full range of motion was present, with the exception of a loss of 10 degrees of full supination. The patient had no pain, but generalized weakness was noted in this extremity, especially in throwing motions. (Courtesy of Fred C. Tucker, MD.)

Mechanism of Injury

Bado proposed that the type IV lesion is caused by hyperpronation (6). Two case reports discuss the mechanism of injury. One implies that the injury is due to the hyperpronation mechanism of Evans (39), and the other demonstrates a type IV lesion caused by a direct blow (96). Olney and Menelaus (77) report a single type IV lesion in their series but do not discuss the mechanism. Our preferred mechanism for this type of lesion was described in the section on type I lesions.

Treatment

This complex lesion has been treated by both closed (77) and open (8) techniques. Two clinicians (39,96) treated the radial and ulnar fractures with percutaneous intramedullary fixation using flexible pins. This allowed closed reduction of the radial head. One of the authors of this chapter has reported on four type IV Monteggia lesions in children, treated by both operative and nonoperative techniques. He recommends plating of the radius in older children.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

The goals of treatment for a type IV Monteggia lesion are similar to those of the other Bado types. The presence of the free-floating proximal radial fragment hampers the ability to reduce the radial head. Stabilization of the radial fracture converts the type IV lesion to a type I lesion, greatly facilitating treatment. The goals

FIGURE 12-31. Type IV lesion. There is an anterior dislocation of the radial head. The radius and ulna fractures are usually in the middle third of the shaft, with the radial fracture distal to the ulnar fracture.
FIGURE 12-32. Type IV closed reduction. A: Injury film in a 7-year-old with fractures of the shafts of the radius and ulna and associated dislocation of the radial head. B: Initial closed reduction with some residual posterior angulation. C: At 3 weeks postinjury, the forearm was remanipulated to correct the posterior angulation. D: Appearance 8 weeks postreduction, still with slight posterior angulation. E: Six months later, there has been considerable remodeling. (From Wilkins KE, ed. Operative management of upper extremity fractures in children. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Monograph Series. Rosemont, IL: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 1994:51–52; with permission.)
for treatment of a type IV lesion are, therefore, stabilization of the radial fracture, restoration of the ulnar alignment, and concentric reduction of the radial head.

**Nonoperative.** Closed reduction should be attempted initially, especially if the radial and ulnar fractures have greenstick patterns. Use of the image intensifier facilitates treatment by allowing immediate confirmation of reduction of the elements of the injury complex, especially the radial head. Closed treatment of unstable lesions may be attempted, but it is our experience that multiple remanipulations are required to obtain a satisfactory outcome (Fig. 12-32).

**Operative.** If the fractures are unstable, we reduce the fractures closed and fix them percutaneously with intramedullary pins. In children 12 years of age or older, plating the radius through Henry’s extensile approach (43) provides more rigid stabilization (Fig. 12-33). Once stability is achieved, a closed reduction of the radial head is attempted. This is usually successful, but any intraarticular obstruction can be removed using the Boyd approach, which is more direct than extending Henry’s approach.

**After Care.** The elbow is immobilized for 4 weeks in 110 to 120 degrees of flexion with the forearm in neutral rotation. The cast is reduced to a short arm cast for an additional 4 weeks while beginning early range of motion at the elbow and forearm. Forearm rotation, within the limits of cast restrictions, is specifically encouraged to avoid permanent loss of rotation. At 8 weeks postinjury, there is gradual return to full activities.

**Bado’s Equivalent Lesions**

**Clinical Findings**

Clinical findings are similar to those for the corresponding Bado lesion, with the common triad of pain, swelling, and deformity.

**Radiographic Evaluation**

As with the Bado types, careful radiographic study should be made with at least two orthogonal views. Special views such as obliques should be obtained to delineate the associated injuries (e.g., radial head or neck fractures, lateral humeral condyle fractures) clearly to allow adequate pretreatment planning.

**Mechanism of Injury**

The mechanism of injury by which the fracture occurs helps define its equivalent type and is discussed in the sections on the relevant Bado type.

**Treatment**

As with the other Bado types, treatment addresses two general components of the lesion: ulnar fracture and associated injury.

**Ulnar Fracture**

This fracture is treated as for the other Bado types. The method is dictated by the fracture pattern and location and its stability after reduction.

**Associated Injury**

These associated fractures and dislocations are evaluated and treated using principles based on the particular injury. They are discussed thoroughly in other sections of this chapter.

**Complications (All Lesions)**

**Old Undetected Fracture–Dislocations**

An undetected dislocation of the radial head is uncommon (28, 36, 100, 113). Isolated radial head dislocations with no apparent lesion of the ulna caused by remote trauma have been mistaken for radial head dislocations of congenital etiology (29, 66). Subsequent authors have refuted the existence of a unilateral congenital dislocation of the radial head (64). Observations of the shape of the ulna in patients with an isolated dislocation of the radial head have indicated the existence of persistent plastic deformation of the ulna associated with this radial lesion (63) (Figs. 12-34 and 12-35). The diagnosis of a dislocated radial head has been aided by the acceptance of the veracity of the radiocapitellar line (69, 100, 109) (Fig. 12-9).

**Natural History**

The ability to diagnose the dislocated radial head at the time of injury has helped prevent the difficult problem of persistent radial head dislocation. When a previously undetected dislocation is encountered, the natural history of the untreated lesion should be considered in determining the method of treatment. The belief that many children with persistent dislocation of the
radial head do well has been supported by several investigators (73,87,98,107). Fahey (34) believed that although in the short term persistent dislocations do well, they present problems later. At that time, the problem can be treated by resection of the radial head.

Other reports, however, suggested that the natural history of persistent dislocation is not benign and is associated with restricted motion, deformity, functional impairment (weakness, instability), pain, degenerative arthritis, and late neuropathy (5, 13,14,22,38,40,46,47,50,52,63). Kalamchi (50) reported pain, instability, and restricted motion, especially loss of pronation and supination. He also noted that children have a valgus deformity and a prominence on the anterior aspect of the elbow. Tardy nerve palsies have been reported as developing subsequent to an unrecognized Monteggia lesion of long-standing duration (1,5,45,62).

**Indications for Treatment**

As experience has developed with reconstructive relocation of the radial head in Monteggia lesions, the indications have become clear. Blount (15), in his classic monograph, and Fowles et al. (36), in their analysis, suggested that reconstruction pro-

---

**FIGURE 12-34.** The ulnar bow line. This line, drawn between the distal ulna and the olecranon, defines the ulna bow. The “ulnar bow sign” is defined as deviation of the ulnar border from the reference line of more than 1 mm. (From Lincoln TL, Mubarak SJ. “Isolated” traumatic radial head dislocation. *J Pediatr Orthop* 1994;14:455; with permission.)

**FIGURE 12-35.** Ulnar bow line. A: The injury film of an 8-year-old girl who fell, spraining her arm. Note anterior bow of the ulna (black arrows) and loss of the radiocapitellar relation (open arrow). B: Film at time of diagnosis. Note persistent ulnar bow and overgrowth of radius. (Courtesy of David Mann, MD, VW Hospital and Clinics, Madison, Wisconsin.)
vides the best results in patients who have had a dislocation for 3 or 6 months or less, respectively. Fowles et al., however, reported successful relocations up to 3 years after injury, and Freedman et al. (38) up to 6 years after injury. Throughout the literature, the appropriate age seems to be younger than 10 years (108). Hirayama et al. (44) suggested that the procedure not be performed if there is significant deformity of the radial head, flattening of the capitellum, or valgus deformity of the neck of the radius.

In a more recent report, however, Seel and Peterson (99) suggested that the age of the patient and the duration of the dislocation are unimportant. Their criteria for surgical repair were (a) normal concave radial head articular surface and (b) normal shape and contour of the ulna and radius (deformity of either was corrected by osteotomy). They treated seven patients (all girls) ranging in age from 5 to 13 years for chronic dislocations that had been present from 3 months to 7 years. All seven were fully active with no elbow pain or instability at an average of 4 years after surgery.

Although they recommended surgical treatment of chronic Monteggia lesions in children because of the long-term sequelae, Rodgers et al. (97) cautioned that the results of reconstructive procedures are unpredictable and associated with a number of serious complications. Fourteen complications occurred in their seven patients (11 months to 12 years of age) treated from 5 weeks to 39 months after injury, including malunion of the ulnar shaft, residual radiocapitellar subluxation, radiocapitellar dislocation, transient ulnar nerve palsy, partial laceration of the radial nerve, loss of fixation, nonunion of the ulnar osteotomy, compartment syndrome, conversion reaction, and possible fibrous synostosis.

**Historical Development of Surgical Repair**

The technique for delayed reduction of the radial head in a Monteggia fracture is attributed to Bell-Tawse (12). He used the surgical approach described by Boyd (16). Other surgical approaches have been developed subsequent to Boyd, but are not as adaptable to annular ligament reconstruction (41,110).

**Annular Ligament Reconstruction**

Once the capsule has been debrided from the joint, consideration is given as to whether the annular ligament needs to be reconstructed. Kalamchi (50) restored stability after open reduction and osteotomy by reeving the remnants of the annular ligament. 

Various authors have considered it necessary to reconstruct the annular ligament, probably because of insufficiency of the natural structure. Although Bell-Tawse (12) used a strip of triceps tendon, other authors have tried other material. Corbett (24) reported stabilizing an open reduction of the radial head using the laceratus fibrosus through an anterior approach. Speed and Boyd (102) used a strip of the forearm fascia to establish stability of the radial neck. Watson-Jones (124) used a strip of palmaris longus tendon. May and Mauck (65) used chromic ligature. Bell-Tawse (12) used the central portion of the triceps tendon passed through a drill hole and around the radial neck to stabilize the reduction. This was aided by immobilizing the elbow in a long arm cast in extension. Bucknill (20) and Lloyd-Roberts (64) used the Bell-Tawse procedure but modified it by changing the site of procurement of the ligament to the lateral portion of the triceps tendon. They found that immobilizing the elbow in flexion and using a transcapitellar pin to establish stability worked well, avoiding the inconvenience of a long arm cast in extension. Hurst and Dubrow (47) used the central portion of the triceps tendon. Distally, their dissection of periosteum was carried along the ulna to the level of the radial neck, providing more stable fixation than the technique of stopping at the olecranon described by Bell-Tawse. Further, a periosteal tunnel was used rather than a drill hole to establish fixation for the tendinous strip of the ulna. Thompson and Lipscomb (117) have used a fascia lata graft passed through a drill hole in the ulna to stabilize an unstable radial head.

**Osteotomy**

In a Monteggia lesion with a mildly displaced ulna fracture but persistent dislocation of the radial head, an osteotomy of the ulna usually is not indicated (64). However, various types of osteotomies have been used to facilitate reduction of the radial head, as well as to prevent recurrent subluxation after annular ligament reconstruction (Fig. 12-36). Kalamchi (50) reported using a drill osteotomy and allowing it to float, thus facilitating reduction of the radial head. He stated that this afforded the advantages of minimal periosteal stripping, allowing the osteotomy to heal rapidly. Hirayama et al. (44) and Mehta (67,68) used ulnar osteotomies to facilitate and stabilize the reduction of the radial head. Hirayama did a 1-cm distraction osteotomy approximately 5 cm distal to the tip of the olecranon. Internal fixation in the form of plate and screws was used, but there were significant complications with loosening and plate breakage. Mehta used an osteotomy of the proximal ulna in which a bone graft was used to stabilize the osteotomy. In neither series was an annular ligament repair performed. Oner and Diepstraten (78) suggested avoiding radial osteotomies because of the restriction of motion thought to occur owing to adhesions, as well as ulnar osteotomies because of the high rate of complications. Although they did not perform routine ulnar osteotomy, they pointed out that in type III lesions in which osteotomies were not performed, there was recurrent subluxation because of the persistent ulnar angulation (Fig. 12-28). Freedman et al. (38) reduced a delayed type I Monteggia lesion using open reduction without fixation or bone graft. Center: Hirayama distraction osteotomy, grafted and fixed with a plate and screws. Mehta's osteotomy is similar but is held with a bone graft only. Right: Valgus osteotomy for a type III lesion: floating osteotomy with bone graft. This osteotomy may be easily stabilized with an intramedullary pin.
of the head without annular ligament reconstruction, ulnar osteotomy combined with radial shortening, and deepening of the radial notch of the ulna.

Inoue and Shionoya (48) compared the results of simple corrective ulnar osteotomy in six patients with those of posterior angular (overcorrected) osteotomy in six others and found that better clinical outcomes were obtained with the angular osteotomy. Tajima and Yoshizu (112), in a series of 23 neglected Monteggia fractures, found that the best results were obtained by opening wedge osteotomy of the proximal ulna without ligament reconstruction.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

**Indications.** If a patient younger than 12 years of age presents with delayed diagnosis of a Monteggia lesion, the radial head should be replaced in its appropriate relation with the capitellum. The child does well in the short term, but problems develop later. As the child matures to adulthood, there is a significant chance of progressive instability, pain, weakness of the forearm, and restriction of motion. There is also a risk of tardy radial nerve or ulnar nerve palsy. There should be no radiocapitellar incongruity due to radial head deformity after reduction.

**Surgical Approach.** The skin incision begins approximately halfway between the central portion of the triceps and the lateral border, beginning proximal enough to obtain 6 to 7 cm of tendonous strip. The incision continues distally along the lateral border of the ulna just past the level of the radial neck. Dissection is carried deep, lifting the anconeus off the ulna sharply in an extraperiosteal manner. The capsule is entered and any interposed capsule, old ligament, or osteochondral fragment is removed from the joint. The radial notch of the ulna is also cleaned to allow the radial head to fall into place once reduced. Capsular adhesions are removed from the radial head to allow it to fall away from the anterior capsule.

**Radial Head Reduction.** Radial head reduction is then attempted. If it is accomplished, it is scrutinized for congruity between the radial head and the capitellum. If this is satisfactory, a ligamentous reconstruction can be performed. If the radius cannot be reduced, the ulna is osteotomized. The osteotomy is formed at the site of maximum deformity through a small incision, leaving the periosteum as undisturbed as possible. If reduction of the radial head still cannot be achieved, radial shortening can be considered, but we have no experience with this procedure.

After ligament reconstruction, the ulnar osteotomy can be stabilized or left to float. Stabilization can be performed by several techniques, including plating, bone graft, or intramedullary fixation. Percutaneous intramedullary fixation with flexible Kirschner wires allows self-adjustment but adds stability to the entire reconstruction; it is our preferred treatment.

**Annular Ligament Reconstruction.** At the time of exposure, the triceps aponeurosis and tendon are examined for their thickest portion. A 1-× 6-cm strip is developed and carried distally, carefully elevating the periosteum from the proximal ulna down to the level of the radial neck. In the Bell-Hawse technique, a drill hole slightly larger than the strip of tendon is made in the ulna. The strip of tendon is then passed around the radial neck and through the drill hole in the ulna. The ligament is then brought back and sutured to itself (Fig. 12-37).

More recently, Seel and Peterson (99) described the use of two holes drilled in the proximal ulna. The holes are placed at the original attachments of the annular ligament and thereby allow repair of the annular ligament (frequently avulsed from one attachment and trapped within the joint) or reconstruction of the annular ligament with whatever tissue or material is desired (they suggested triceps tendon). It secures the radial head in its normal position from any dislocated positions and allows osteotomy for correction of any accompanying deformity of the ulna or radius. Seel and Peterson noted that the Bell-Tawse procedure tends to pull the radius posterolaterally (Fig. 12-38, left) and possibly constricts the neck of the radius, thereby potentially limiting the growth of the radial neck ("notching") and reducing forearm rotation. They suggested that although this repair might be satisfactory for anteromedial dislocations, it may not be optimal for anterior, anterolateral, lateral, and posterolateral dislocations. Initially, Seel and Peterson placed a single drill hole obliquely across the ulna to exit medially at the site of the medial attachment of the annular ligament on the coronoid process of the ulna (Fig. 12-38, center). The tendon was routed through the tunnel, brought around the neck, and sutured to...
the lateral side of the ulna. With this construct, the direction of stability was posteromedial. The use of two drill holes to secure the annular ligament or other reconstructive tendon at both normal attachments of the annular ligament on the ulna achieved a more normal posteromedial holding force on the neck of the radius (Fig. 12-38, right).

An alternative to the drill hole is to use a small bone staple or bone-anchoring device (Fig. 12-39).

**Stabilizing the Radial Head.** Once concentric reduction is achieved, the radiocapitellar relation is secured by passing a transcapitellar Steinmann pin through the posterior aspect of the capitellum into the radial head and neck with the elbow at 90 degrees and the forearm in supination (Fig. 12-39). A pin of sufficient size is mandatory to avoid pin failure (Fig. 12-40). Alternative techniques to secure the reduction of the radius include transversely pinning the radius to the ulna (61) and immobilizing the elbow in extension (12).

**After Care.** After wound closure, a long arm cast is applied with the forearm in 60 to 90 degrees of supination. The position of the elbow is predetermined by the transcapitellar Steinmann pin. This position relaxes the biceps and maintains the ulna in neutral position. The cast is maintained for 6 weeks, after which the cast and pin are removed and active motion is begun, especially pronation and supination. Elbow flexion and extension return rapidly, but rotary motion of the forearm may take 6 to 9 months to improve, with pronation possibly being limited permanently (96).

**Nerve Injuries**

**Radial Nerve**

The literature reflects a 10% to 20% incidence of radial nerve injury, making it the most common complication associated with Monteggia fractures (49). It is most commonly associated with type I and III injuries, with the latter being more frequent (11,73,100). The posterior interosseous nerve is most commonly injured because of its proximity to the radial head and its intimate relation to the arcade of Frohse (Fig. 12-7). The arcade may be thinner and therefore more pliable in children (103). This may account in part for the rapid resolution of the nerve injury in children.

Such a lesion in a child is treated expectantly. Nerve function usually returns by approximately 9 weeks after reduction, if not

---

**FIGURE 12-38.** Drawings of transverse cuts of the proximal right radius and ulna (viewed distally) at the level of the radial head. **Left:** Route of the triceps tendon in Bell-Tawse reconstruction. The direction of stability is posterior (large arrow). **Center:** Drill hole placed obliquely to exit the ulna at the site of the medial annular ligament attachment. The direction of stability is posteromedial (large arrow). **Right:** Two drill holes exit the ulna at sites of medial and lateral annular ligament attachments. The direction of stability is anatomic (arrow). (From Seel M, Peterson HA. Management of chronic posttraumatic radial head dislocation in children. *J Pediatr Orthop* 1999;19:306-312; with permission.)

**FIGURE 12-39.** Fixation of radial head. After the ligament is reconstructed, the radial head is stabilized using a transcapitellar pin. Note the use of a bone anchor as an alternative to the drill hole.

**FIGURE 12-40.** Radiograph showing a broken transcapitellar wire with subsequent dislocation of the radial head. A pin of sufficient size is mandatory to avoid pin failure.
It has been recommended that the nerve be explored if there is no clinical or electromyographic return of neurologic function by 12 weeks (104,106). These recommendations are drawn from series of adult patients and may be premature and unnecessary in children. A review of a series of children's Monteggia lesions (77) recommends waiting 6 months before intervention in a posterior interosseous nerve injury. Most series report 100% resolution both in fractures treated promptly and in those treated remotely from the date of injury (1,5,62).

Spinner (103) reported three posterior interosseous nerve injuries in children. All function returned spontaneously, but he recommended that if no clinical or electromyographic return occurs in approximately 6 weeks, exploration and neurolysis of the nerve should be performed. There are two reports (71,101) of irreducible Monteggia fractures caused by interposition of the radial nerve posterior to the radial head. After the nerve was replaced to its normal anatomic position and the head reduced, function returned in approximately 4 months. Morris (71), in cadaveric studies, demonstrated that significant anterior dislocation of the radial head and varus angulation of the elbow allowed the radial nerve to slide posterior to the radial head and, with subsequent reduction of the radial head, become entrapped.

**Ulnar Nerve**

Bryan (19) reported one adult with an ulnar nerve lesion associated with a type II Monteggia lesion, with spontaneous resolution. Stein and colleagues (106) reported three combined radial nerve and ulnar nerve injuries, two of which required exploration for functional return of the nerve. Stein et al. (106), in their report specifically examining nerve injuries in Monteggia lesions, reported no median nerve deficits. Watson and Singer (125) reported entrapment of the main trunk of the median nerve in a greenstick ulnar fracture in a 6-year-old girl. Completion of the fracture was necessary for release of the nerve. At 6 months after surgery, there was full motor recovery but sensation was slightly reduced in the tips of the index finger and thumb.

**Tardy Nerve Palsy**

The literature highlights seven cases of tardy radial nerve injury associated with radial head dislocation (1,5,45,62,130). The type of treatment has varied. Usually, excision of the radial head is included with exploration and neurolysis of the nerve, with uniformly good results (1,5). Other surgeons have explored the nerve alone, with good but variable results (45,62). Yamamoto and associates (130) combined radial head resection and nerve exploration with tendon transfers, producing good results in two patients.

One patient, who had a combination of radial head dislocation and a malunited distal humerus fracture, presented with combined tardy radial and ulnar nerve palsies (1). The ulnar nerve lesion was treated with anterior transposition, which provided resolution of the paresis. The radial nerve was treated by resection of the radial head and exploration of the nerve.

**Associated Fractures and Unusual Lesions**

Monteggia lesions have been associated with fractures of the wrist and the distal forearm (8). Distal radial and ulnar joint dislocation or sprain and fracture of the distal radius through the physis or distal metaphysis are most frequently reported (8,14,51,96) (Fig. 12-41). Galeazzi fractures may also occur concurrently with Monteggia lesions (8,75). Radial head and neck fractures are commonly associated with type II fractures (8,32), but may occur with others (35,37,51). With a type II lesion,
the radial head may fracture, usually on its anterior rim (32). Strong et al. (111) reported two cases of a type I equivalent lesion consisting of a fractured radial neck and midshaft ulnar fracture. This equivalent was unique in having significant medial displacement of the distal radial fragment. They had significant difficulty in obtaining and maintaining reduction of the radius through closed technique in this fracture pattern.

Fractures of the lateral condyle have been associated with Monteggia fractures (82). Ravessoud (90) reported an ipsilateral ulnar shaft lesion and a lateral condyle fracture without loss of the radiocapitellar relation, suggesting a Monteggia type II equivalent.

**Periarticular Ossification**

Two patterns of ossification have been noted radiographically. Various investigators have commented on the formation of ossification around the radial head and neck (12, 46, 62, 64, 107, 109). It appears as a thin ridge of bone in a caplike distribution and may be accompanied by other areas resembling sesamoid bones (Fig. 12-42); they resorb with treatment and time. Ossification may also occur in the area of the annular ligament (31). Although noting their appearance, none of the authors detailed elbow function after the formation of these lesions (12, 46, 64, 107, 109).

The other form of ossification is true myositis ossificans. This occurred in approximately 3% of elbow injuries and 7% of Monteggia lesions in a series of adults and children (120). Myositis ossificans has a good prognosis in patients younger than 15 years of age, appearing at 3 to 4 weeks postinjury and resolving in 6 to 8 months (Fig. 12-43). Its occurrence is related to the severity of the initial injury, association with a fractured radial head, the number of remanipulations during treatment, and passive motion of the elbow during the postoperative period (74, 120).
SUMMARY

Adherence to several fundamental principles helps ensure good outcomes after Monteggia fractures in children:

- If, in a radiograph of the forearm, one bone overlaps or angulates, subluxation of either radio-ulnar joint should be considered.
- Evaluation of the radial head location requires an AP view of the proximal forearm and a true lateral view of the elbow.
- The radiocapitellar line must be intact in both views.
- Achievement of concentric, congruent radial head reduction is of primary importance, whether by open or closed means.
- In type IV injuries, the radial fracture must be stabilized before radial head reduction.
- Stability of the ulnar reduction is required to help maintain reduction of the radial head. Stability may be inherent to the fracture pattern or achieved by internal fixation.
- If additional stability of the radial head reduction is necessary, it can be achieved by reconstruction of the annular ligament.
- Immobilization should be in the position that best achieves stability of the radial head and maintains the position of the ulna.
- Early mobilization, especially rotation, is important to avoid stiffness.
- Frequent radiographic evaluation is necessary to monitor the position of the radial head and ulnar fracture.
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At the turn of the century, Sir Robert Jones (30) echoed the opinion of that era about elbow injuries: "The difficulties experienced by surgeons in making an accurate diagnosis; the facility with which serious blunders can be made in prognosis and treatment; and the fear shared by so many of the subsequent limitation of function, serve to render injuries in the neighborhood of the elbow less attractive than they might otherwise have proved." These concerns are applicable even today. The presentation of a child with a swollen, injured elbow still brings some anxiety to the treating orthopaedic surgeon. Fractures in other regions of the body can often be managed with minimal treatment to obtain uniformly good results. In the region of the elbow, however, there are often more indications for aggressive treatment, including operative management. Due to the high incidence of injuries and complications in children's elbow injuries, the orthopaedic surgeon must devote much time to learning the basic principles.

INCIDENCE
Vulnerability of Upper Extremities
Children tend to protect themselves with their outstretched arms when they fall, thus accounting for the vulnerability of the upper extremities to fractures. In the three major series reviewing large numbers of fractures sustained by children (3,24,35), the upper extremity consistently accounted for 65% to 75% of all the fractures sustained. The most common area of the upper extremity injured is the distal forearm (3,36). In these and other series, again the incidence of fractures about the elbow was consistent, ranging from 7% to 9% (3,24,35,36,43).

Specific Percentages
Considerable data are available relating the specific percentages of the various fractures in the elbow region to the total number of elbow injuries. The distal humerus accounts for 86.4% of the fractures about the elbow region. In a combined series of 5,228 fractures (3,4,7,8,15,16,21,27,34,36-38,45,49) of the distal humerus, 79.8% involved the supracondylar area, 16.9% involved the lateral condyle, and 12.5% represented avulsion of the medial epicondyde. Both T-condylar fractures and fractures of the medial condyle had an incidence of less than 1%. In this large series, there was no mention of any fracture of the lateral epicondyde.

Higher in 5- to 10-Year-Old Boys
Elbow injuries are much more common in the skeletally immature than in older people (11,53). The peak for fractures in the distal humerus is in the first decade of life, with most of the injuries occurring between ages 5 and 10 years (27). Elbow injuries are more common in boys. In the Northern Hemisphere, the seasonal peak is during the summer, the low point during
the winter (27,34). Thus, the most likely candidate for an elbow injury is a boy 5 to 10 years of age playing during summer vacation.

The peak incidence of physisal (epiphyseal plate) injuries in most parts of the body is toward the termination of skeletal maturity. The Petersons (42) found that the incidence of physisal injuries in all parts of the body peaked between ages 10 and 13 years. However, the peak age for injuries to the distal humeral physis was 4 to 5 years in girls and 5 to 8 years in boys. In most physical injuries, the increased incidence with advanced age is said to be due to weakening of the perichondrial ring as it matures (see Chapter 5). Thus, some different biomechanical forces and conditions must exist about the elbow to make the physis more vulnerable to injuries at an earlier age. (For more data on the relationship of fractures about the elbow to all types of fractures, see Chapter 1).

ANATOMY

The elbow is a complex joint composed of three individual joints contained within a common articular cavity. This chapter emphasizes anatomic concepts unique to the growing elbow.

The Ossification Process

Central-Distal Process

The process of differentiation and maturation begins at the center of the long bones and progresses distally. The ossification process begins in the diaphysis of the humerus, radius, and ulna at the same time. By term, ossification of the humerus has extended distally to the condyles. In the ulna, it extends to greater than half the distance between the coronoid process and the tip of the olecranon. The radius is ossified proximally to the level of the neck. The bicipital tuberosity remains largely unossified (Table 13-1) (23). Brodeur et al. compiled a complete atlas of ossification of the structures about the elbow (9), and their work is an excellent reference source for finer details of the ossification process about the elbow.

![FIGURE 13-1. During the first 6 months, the advancing ossifying border of the distal humerus is symmetric.](image)

TABLE 13-1. SEQUENCE AND TIMING OF OSSIFICATION IN THE ELBOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Girls (yr)</th>
<th>Boys (yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitellum</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial head</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial epicondyle</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olecranon</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochlea</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral epicondyle</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Distal Humerus

Sex Variation

Ossification of the distal humerus proceeds at a predictable rate. In general, the rate of ossification in girls exceeds that of boys (20,22,25). In some areas, such as the olecranon and lateral epicondyle, the difference between boys and girls in ossification age may be as great as 2 years (22).

Initial Symmetry

During the first 6 months, the border of ossification of the distal humerus is symmetric (Fig. 13-1).

Lateral Condyle

The ossification center of the lateral condyle, on average, appears just before 1 year of age but may be delayed as late as 18 to 24 months (11).

When the ossific nucleus of the lateral condyle first appears, the distal humeral metaphyseal border becomes asymmetric. The lateral border slants and becomes straight to conform with the ossification center of the lateral condyle (Fig. 13-2). By the end of the second year, this border becomes well defined, possibly even slightly concave. This ossification center is usually spherical when it first appears. It becomes more hemispherical as the distal humerus matures (10). This ossific nucleus is now extending into the lateral ridge of the trochlea (Fig. 13-3). On the lateral view, the physis of the capitellum is wider posteriorly. This is a
FIGURE 13-2. Ossification at 12 months. As the ossification center of the lateral condyle develops (arrow), the lateral border of the metaphysis becomes straighter.

FIGURE 13-3. At 24 months, the oval-shaped secondary ossification center of the lateral condyle extends into the lateral crista of the trochlea. The lateral border of the neck (metaphysis) of the radius is normally angulated both anteriorly and laterally.

FIGURE 13-4. At about 5 or 6 years of age, a secondary center develops in the medial epicondylar apophysis (white arrows). At this same time, the ossification center of the radial head also develops (open arrow). Note that the physis of the proximal radius is widened laterally (curved arrow).

normal variation and should not be confused with a fracture (10).

Medial Epicondyle
At about 5 to 6 years of age, a small concavity develops on the medial aspect of the metaphyseal ossification border. In this area, a medial epicondyle begins to ossify (Fig. 13-4).

Trochlea
At about 9 to 10 years of age, the trochlea begins to ossify. Initially, it may be irregular with multiple centers (Fig. 13-5).

Lateral Epicondyle
The lateral epicondyle is last to ossify and is not always visible (Fig. 13-6). At about 10 years of age, it may begin as a small, separate oblong center, rapidly fusing with the lateral condyle (10).

The Fusion Process
Just before completion of growth, the capitellum, lateral epicondyle, and trochlea fuse to form one epiphyseal center. Metaphyseal bone separates the extraarticular medial epicondyle from this common humeral epiphyseal center (Fig. 13-7). The common epiphyseal center ultimately fuses with the distal humeral metaphysis. The medial epicondyle may not fuse with the metaphysis until the late teens.
Upper Extremity

Proximal Radius

The head of the radius begins to ossify at about the same time as the medial epicondyle (Fig. 13–4). The ossification center is present in at least 50% of girls by 3.8 years of age but may not be present in the same proportion of boys until around 4.5 years (20). Initially, the ossification center is elliptical and the physis is widened laterally because of the obliquity of the proximal metaphysis. The ossification center flattens as it matures. At about age 12, it develops a concavity opposite the capitellum (10).

Ossification of the radial head may be bipartite or may produce an irregularity of the second center. These secondary or irregular ossification centers should not be interpreted as fracture fragments.

Olecranon

There is a gradual proximal progression of the proximal ulnar metaphysis. At birth, the ossification margin lies halfway between the coronoid process and the tip of the olecranon. By about 6 or 7 years of age, it appears to envelop about 66% to 75% of the capitellar surface. The final portion of the olecranon ossifies from a secondary ossification center that appears around 6.8 years of age in girls and 8.8 years in boys (Fig. 13–8A). Porteous (43) described two separate centers, one articular and the other a traction type (Fig. 13–8B). This secondary ossification center of the olecranon may persist late into adult life (41).

Fusion of the Ossification Centers

The epiphyseal ossification centers of the distal humerus fuse as one unit and then fuse later to the metaphysis. The medial epicondyle is the last to fuse to the metaphysis. The ranges of onset of ossification of the various centers and their fusion to other centers or the metaphysis are summarized in Fig. 13–9.
FIGURE 13-8. Ossification of the olecranon. A: Secondary ossification begins as an oblique oblong center at about 6 to 8 years of age. B: It may progress as two separate ossification centers: articular (open arrow) and traction (closed arrows).

FIGURE 13-9. Ossification and fusion of the secondary centers of the distal humerus. A: The average ages for the onset of ossification of the various ossification centers are shown for both boys and girls. B: The ages at which these centers fuse with each other are shown for both boys and girls. (Redrawn from Haraldsson S. On osteochondrosis deformans juvenilis capituli humeri including investigation of the intra-osseous vasculature in the distal humerus. *Acta Orthop Scand Suppl* 1959;38, with permission.) C: The contribution of each secondary center to the overall architecture of the distal humerus is represented by the stippled areas.
Each center contributes to the overall architecture of the distal humerus (Fig. 13-9C).

Fusion of the proximal radial and olecranon epiphyseal centers with their respective metaphyses occurs at around the same time that the common distal humeral epiphysis fuses with its metaphysis (i.e., between 14 and 16 years of age) (5, 9, 47).

Noting that the pattern and sequence of ossification of the six secondary ossification centers around the elbow were mainly derived from studies conducted more than 30 years ago, Cheng et al. evaluated elbow radiographs of 1,577 Chinese children (14). They found that the sequence of ossification was the same in boys and girls—capitellum, radial head, medial epicondyle, olecranon, trochlea, and lateral epicondyle—but ossification was delayed by about 2 years in boys in all ossification centers except the capitellum (Table 13-1).

Blood Supply

**Extrasosseous**

There is a rich arterial network around the elbow (Fig. 13-10) (55). The major arterial trunk, the brachial artery, lies anteriorly in the antecubital fossa. Most of the intraosseous blood supply of the distal humerus comes from the anastomotic vessels that course posteriorly.

Three structural components govern the location of the entrance of the vessels into the developing epiphysis. First, there is no communication between the *intraosseous* metaphyseal vasculature and the ossification centers. Second, vessels do not penetrate the articular surfaces. The lateral condyle is nonarticular only at the origin of the muscles and collateral ligaments. Third, the vessels do not penetrate the articular capsule except at the interface with the surface of the bone. Thus, only a small portion of the lateral condyle posteriorly is both nonarticular and extra­capsular (Fig. 13-11) (26).

**Intraosseous**

**Posterior End Vessels**

The most extensive study of the intraosseous blood supply of the developing distal humerus was conducted by Haraldsson (Fig. 13-12) (25, 26). He demonstrated that two types of vessels exist in the developing lateral condyle. These vessels enter the posterior portion of the condyle just lateral to the origin of the capsule and proximal to the articular cartilage near the origin of the anconeus muscle. They penetrate the nonossified cartilage and traverse it to the developing ossific nucleus. In the young child, this is a relatively long course (Fig. 13-12A). These vessels communicate with one another within the ossific nucleus but...
do not communicate with vessels in either the metaphysis or nonossified chondroepiphysis. Thus, for practical purposes, they are end vessels.

Lateral Crista Is Part of Lateral Condyle
The ossification center of the lateral condyle extends into the lateral portion of the trochlea. Thus, the lateral crista or ridge of the trochlea derives its blood supply from these condylar vessels. The medial ridge or crista remains unossified for a longer period of time.

Trochlear Vessels Traverse Physis
The trochlea is covered entirely by articular cartilage and lies totally within the confines of the articular capsule. The vessels that supply the nucleus of the ossific centers of the trochlea must therefore traverse the periphery of the physis to enter the epiphysis.

Two Separate Trochlear Vessels
Haraldsson’s (26) studies have shown two sources of blood supply to the ossific nucleus of the medial portion of the trochlea (Fig. 13-12B). The lateral vessel, on the posterior surface of the distal humeral metaphysis, penetrates the periphery of the physis and terminates in the trochlear nucleus. Because this vessel supplying the trochlea is an end vessel, it is especially vulnerable to injury by a fracture that courses through either the physis or the very distal portion of the humeral metaphysis. Injury to this vessel can markedly decrease the nourishment to the developing lateral ossific nucleus of the trochlea. The medial vessel penetrates the nonarticular portion of the medial crista of the trochlea. This multiple vascular source may account for the development of multiple ossification centers in the maturing trochlea, giving it a fragmented appearance (Fig. 13-5).

Final Anastomosis
When growth is complete, metaphyseal and epiphyseal vessels anastomose freely. The blood supply from the central nutrient vessel of the shaft reaches the epicondylar regions in the skeletally mature distal humerus (33).

Capsule

Intraarticular Structures
The articular surface lies within the confines of the capsule, but nonarticular areas involving the coronoid and radial fossae anteriorly and the olecranon fossa posteriorly are also within the confines of the articular cavity (54). The capsule attaches just distal to the coronoid and olecranon processes. Thus, these processes are intraarticular (29). The entire radial head is intraarticular, with a recess or diverticulum of the articular cavity of the elbow extending distally under the margin of the orbicular ligament. The medial and lateral epicondyles are extraarticular.

Anterior Portion Strongest
The anterior capsule is thickened anteriorly. These longitudinally directed fibers are very strong and become taut with the elbow in extension. In hyperextension, the right anterior bands of the capsule force the ulna firmly into contact with the humerus. Thus, the fulcrum of rotation becomes transmitted proximally into the tip of the olecranon in the supracondylar area. This is an important factor in the etiology of supracondylar fractures.

Fat Pads
At the proximal portion of the capsule, between it and the synovial layer, are two large fat pads (Fig. 13-13). The posterior fat pad lies totally within the depths of the olecranon fossa when the elbow is flexed. The anterior fat pad extends anteriorly out of the margins of the coronoid fossa. The significance of these fat pads in the interpretation of radiographs of the elbow is discussed later.
Ligaments

The pertinent ligamentous anatomy involving the orbicular and collateral ligaments is discussed in the sections on the specific injuries involving the radial neck, medial epicondyle, and elbow dislocations.

RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

Because of the ever-changing ossification pattern, identification and delineation of fractures about the elbow in the immature skeleton may be subject to misinterpretation. The variables of ossification of the epiphyses should be well known to the orthopaedic surgeon who treats these injuries.

Standard View

The standard radiographs of the elbow include an anteroposterior view with the elbow extended and a lateral view with the elbow flexed to 90 degrees and the forearm neutral.

Jones View

In the injured elbow, it is often difficult to extend the elbow. In these cases, an axial view of the elbow, the Jones view, may be helpful (Fig. 13-14). The distal humerus is often difficult to interpret because of the superimposed proximal radius and ulna. Often there is a high index of suspicion for a fracture, but none is visualized on the routine anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. In this case, internal and external oblique views may be helpful. This is especially true in visualizing fractures of the radial head and coronoid process.

Anteroposterior Landmarks

Baumann’s Angle

In the standard anteroposterior view, the major landmark is the angulation of the physeal line between the lateral condyle and the distal humeral metaphysis. The ossification center of the lateral condyle extends into the radial or lateral crista of the trochlea (Fig. 13-9C). This physeal line forms an angle with the long axis of the humerus. The angle formed by this physeal line and the long axis of the humerus is termed Baumann’s angle (Fig. 13-15A). Baumann’s angle is not equal to the carrying angle of the elbow in the older child (10). This is a consistent angle when both sides are compared and the x-ray beam is directed perpendicular to the long axis of the humerus.

Effects of Angulation

Caudad-cephalad angulation of the x-ray tube or right or left angulation of the tube by as much as 30 degrees changes Baumann’s angle by less than 5 degrees. If, however, the tube becomes angulated in a cephalad-caudad direction by greater than 20 degrees, the angle is changed significantly and the measurement is inaccurate.

Effects of Rotation

Camp et al. (12) found in their cadaver studies that rotation of the distal fragment or the entire reduced humerus also can alter the projection of Baumann’s angle. They found that to be accurate, the humerus must be parallel to the x-ray plate, with the beam directed perpendicular to the film as well.

Thus, in the routine anteroposterior radiographs of the distal humerus including the Jones view, Baumann’s angle is a good measurement of any deviation of the angulation of the distal humerus (16).

Other Angles

Two other angles are commonly used in anteroposterior radiographs to determine the proper alignment of the distal humerus or carrying angle. The humeral-ulnar angle is determined by
lines longitudinally bisecting the shaft of the humerus with the shaft of the ulna (Fig. 13-15B) (2,28,41). The metaphyseal-diaphyseal angle is determined by a line that longitudinally bisects the shaft of the humerus with a line that connects the widest points of the metaphysis of the distal humerus (see Fig. 13-15C) (40). The humeral-ulnar angle is the most accurate in determining the true carrying angle of the elbow. Baumann’s angle also has a good correlation with the clinical carrying angle. However, it may be difficult to measure in the adolescent when the ossification center of the lateral condyle is beginning to fuse with other centers. The metaphyseal-diaphyseal angle is the least accurate of the three (50).

**Lateral Landmarks**

**Teardrop**

The lateral projection of the distal humerus presents a teardrop-like shadow above the capitellum (47). The anterior dense line making up the teardrop represents the posterior margin of the
coronoid fossa. The posterior dense line represents the anterior margin of the olecranon fossa. The inferior portion of the teardrop is the ossification center of the capitellum. On a true lateral projection, this teardrop should be well defined (Fig. 13-16A).

Shaft-Condylar Angle

On the lateral radiograph, there is an angulation of 40 degrees between the long axis of the humerus and the long axis of the lateral condyle (Fig. 13-16B). This also can be measured by the flexion angle of the distal humerus, which is calculated by measuring the angle of the lateral condylar physis line with the long axis of the shaft of the humerus (18).

Anterior Humeral Line

If a line is drawn along the anterior border of the distal humeral shaft, it should pass through the middle third of the ossification center of the capitellum. This is referred to as the anterior humeral line (Fig. 13-16C). Passage of the anterior humeral line through the anterior portion of the lateral condylar ossification center or anterior to it indicates the presence of posterior angulation of the distal humerus. In a large study of minimally displaced supracondylar fractures, Rogers et al. (44) found that this anterior humeral line was the most reliable factor in detecting the presence or absence of occult fractures.

Coronoid Line

A line directed proximally along the anterior border of the coronoid process should barely touch the anterior portion of the lateral condyle (Fig. 13-16D). Posterior displacement of the lateral condyle projects the ossification center posterior to this coronoid line (47).

Pseudofracture

Some vagaries of the ossification process about the elbow may be interpreted as a fracture (47). For example, the ossification of the trochlea may be irregular, producing a fragmented appearance (Fig. 13-5). This fragmentation can be misinterpreted, especially if the distal humerus is slightly oblique or tilted. These secondary ossification centers may be mistaken for fracture fragments lying between the semilunar notch and lateral condyle (Fig. 13-17).

On the lateral projection, the physis line between the lateral condyle and the distal humeral metaphysis is wider posteriorly. This may give a misinterpretation that the lateral condyle is fractured and tilted (10).

In the anteroposterior projection before the radial head ossifies, there is normally some lateral angulation to the radial border of the neck of the radius that may give the appearance of subluxation (Fig. 13-3). The true position of the radial head can be confirmed by noting the relationship of the proximal radius to the ossification center of the lateral condyle on the lateral projection (46).
Fat Pad Signs of the Elbow

Three Fat Accumulations
There are three areas in which fat pads overlie major structures of the elbow. Displacement of any of the fat pads can indicate the presence of an occult fracture. The first two are the fat pads that overlie the capsule in the coronoid fossa anteriorly and the olecranon fossa posteriorly. Displacement of either or both of these fat pads is usually referred to as the classic elbow fat pad sign. A third accumulation of fat overlies the supinator muscle as it wraps around the proximal radius.

Olecranon (Posterior) Fat Pad
Because the olecranon fossa is deep, the fat pad here is totally contained within the fossa. It is not visualized on a normal lateral x-ray of the elbow flexed to 90 degrees (Fig. 13-18A). Distention of the capsule with an effusion, as occurs with an occult intraarticular fracture, a spontaneously reduced dislocation, or even an infection, can cause the dorsal or olecranon fat pad to be visualized (56).

Coronoid (Anterior) Fat Pad
Likewise, the ventral or coronoid fat pad may be displaced anteriorly (Fig. 13-18B) (6). Because the coronoid fossa is shallow, the fat pad in this area projects anterior to the bony margins and can be seen normally as a triangular radiolucency anterior to the distal humerus. Although displacement of the classic elbow fat pads is a reliable indication of an intraarticular effusion, there may be instances in which only one of the fat pads is displaced. Brodeur and colleagues (10) and Kohn (32) have shown that the coronoid fat pad is more sensitive to small effusions. It can be displaced without a coexistent displacement of the olecranon fat pad (Fig. 13-18C).

Supinator Fat Pad
A layer of fat on the anterior aspect of the supinator muscle wraps around the proximal radius. This layer of fat or fat pad may normally bow anteriorly to some degree. Brodeur et al. (10) stated displacement may indicate the presence of an occult fracture of the radial neck. Displacement of the fat line or pad is often difficult to interpret; in a review of fractures involving the proximal radius, Schunk et al. (47) found it to be positive only 50% of the time.

Fat Pad Variations
For the fat pads to be displaced, the capsule must be intact. This can explain why there may be no displacement of the fat pads.
with an elbow dislocation that has spontaneously reduced because of rupture of the capsule. Murphy and Siegel (39) have shown other variations of displacement of the classic fat pads. If the elbow is extended, the fat pad is normally displaced from the olecranon fossa by the olecranon (Fig. 13-18D). Distal humeral fractures may cause subperiosteal bleeding and may lift the proximal portion of the olecranon fat pad without the presence of an effusion (Fig. 13-18E). These false-negative and false-positive findings must be kept in mind when interpreting the presence or absence of a fat pad with an elbow injury.

Posterior Fat Pad Is Most Reliable
Corbett’s (16) review of elbow injuries indicated that if a displacement of the posterior fat pad existed, a fracture was almost always present. Displacement of the anterior fat pad alone, however, could occur without a fracture. Corbett also determined that the degree of displacement bore no relation to the size of the fracture. Skaggs and Mirzayan (48) reported that 34 of 45 children (76%) with a history of elbow trauma and an elevated fat pad be treated as if a nondisplaced elbow fracture were present. Donnelly et al. (19), however, found evidence of fracture in only 9 of 54 children (17%) who had a history of trauma and elbow joint effusion but no identifiable fracture on initial radiographs. They concluded that joint effusion without a visible fracture on initial radiographs does not correlate with the presence of occult fracture in most patients (83%). Persistent effusion did correlate with occult fracture: 78% of those with occult fractures had persistent effusions, compared with 16% of those without fractures.

Comparison Radiographs
Often it is tempting to order comparison radiographs in a child with an injured elbow because of the difficulty evaluating the irregularity of the ossification process. However, the indications for ordering comparison radiographs are rare. Kissoon et al. (13, 31) found that the use of routine comparison radiographs in children with injured elbows did not significantly increase the accuracy of diagnosis, regardless of the interpreter’s training.
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Between the mid-20th century, when early reports of pinning of fractures of the distal humerus first appeared, and now, treatment of supracondylar fractures has evolved tremendously. Blount's caution against operative management (26) has given way to modern concepts of treatment involving skeletal stabilization and soft tissue management, which have greatly improved outcome (29,48,69,147,181).

Both cost and clinical result have been significantly affected over the past 25 years (76). Problems of vascular compromise, Volkmann ischemic contracture, and neurovascular entrapment in the fracture callus have been greatly decreased, but not eliminated.

INCIDENCE AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The peak age at which supracondylar fractures occur is between 5 and 7 years. The rate of occurrence increases steadily in the first 5 years of life, and traditionally boys have had a higher incidence of this fracture than girls. Combining 61 reports of supracondylar fractures totaling 7,212 displaced fractures of the distal humerus yields a consistent pattern, as shown in Table 14-1. Boys have outnumbered girls by about 3 to 2. The average age at fracture is 6.7 years. The left or nondominant side predominates in almost all studies. Two thirds of children hospitalized with elbow injuries have supracondylar fractures. Nerve injury occurs in at least 7%. The radial nerve has been the most frequently involved nerve in older studies; however, the median nerve is much more commonly injured, particularly the anterior interosseous nerve (AIN), in more recent studies (49,174). The ulnar nerve is most commonly injured iatrogenically during pinning or in a flexion-type of supracondylar fracture. It is possible that there has been a change in the pattern of displacement of these fractures, accounting for the change in frequency of median nerve injuries, but it is more likely that the subtle loss of thumb and finger flexion that indicates an AIN injury is more frequently recognized.

Increased ligamentous laxity (Fig. 14-1) has been correlated with the occurrence of supracondylar fractures (25,139) and with ulnar nerve subluxation (198). Supracondylar fractures are more likely in children with ulnar nerve subluxation, which makes the nerve vulnerable in medial pinning techniques.

Almost all supracondylar fractures are caused by accidental trauma. A fall from a height accounts for 70% of all supracondylar fractures (64). In children under 3 years of age, the fracture usually occurs in a fall from a bed, from furniture, or down stairs. In children over 3 years of age, the fracture generally results from a fall from monkey bars, swings, or other play-
ground equipment. In one study of 99 patients with supracondylar fractures seen over a 15-month period, only 1 was secondary to abuse (175). When a child under 15 months of age has a supracondylar fracture of the distal humerus, abuse should be considered; with a reasonable history, however, such a cause is unlikely.

The most commonly associated fractures are distal radial fractures, but fractures of the scaphoid and proximal humerus do occur. Pulse is absent at presentation in 12% to 15% of patients, but vascular insufficiency requiring operative intervention is relatively rare (32,36,44,162) (2%-4%). Volkmann ischemic contracture is rare, occurring in about 0.5% of patients. Most distal humeral supracondylar fractures are displaced in extension, but flexion-type injuries do occur.

**EXTENSION-TYPE SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURES**

**Mechanism of Injury**

Supracondylar fractures generally occur as a result of a fall onto the outstretched hand with the elbow in full extension (40) (Fig. 14-2). The flexed elbow may be stabilized by the biceps, brachialis, and triceps muscles, but once extended beyond neu-

---

### TABLE 14-1. EFFICIENCY OF SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Fractures (%)</th>
<th>Nerve Involved</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Nerve Injuries (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Side involved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex incidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>Ulnar</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipsilateral fractures</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open fractures</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volkmann contracture</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexion type</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures with nerve injuries</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were compiled from 7212 fractures occurring in 61 major series.

<sup>a</sup> Average age was 6.7 years.

---

**FIGURE 14-1.** Hyperflexibility. At the peak age for supracondylar fractures there is a naturally occurring hyperextension of the elbow, which predisposes the distal humerus to this type of fracture. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. The operative management of supracondylar fractures. Orthop Clin North Am 1990;21:269–289; with permission.)
A: Most young children attempt to break their falls with the upper extremity extended. Because of the laxity of the ligaments, the elbow becomes locked into hyperextension. B: This converts the linear applied force (large arrow) to an anterior tension force. Posteriorly, the olecranon is forced into the depths of the olecranon fossa (small arrow). C: As the bending force continues, the distal humerus fails anteriorly in the supracondylar area. D: When the fracture is complete, the distal fragment becomes posteriorly displaced. The strong action of the triceps (large arrow) produces proximal displacement of the distal fragment.

FIGURE 14-2. Hyperextension Forces. A: Most young children attempt to break their falls with the upper extremity extended. Because of the laxity of the ligaments, the elbow becomes locked into hyperextension. B: This converts the linear applied force (large arrow) to an anterior tension force. Posteriorly, the olecranon is forced into the depths of the olecranon fossa (small arrow). C: As the bending force continues, the distal humerus fails anteriorly in the supracondylar area. D: When the fracture is complete, the distal fragment becomes posteriorly displaced. The strong action of the triceps (large arrow) produces proximal displacement of the distal fragment.

tral, the elbow flexor muscles are at a poor mechanical advantage and there is little resistance to injury. The olecranon in its fossa in the distal humerus acts as a fulcrum, whereas the capsule transmits an extension force to the distal humerus just proximal to the physis as the elbow hyperextends. The capsular insertion, distal to the olecranon fossa and proximal to the physis, is critical in producing a consistent failure pattern of a transcondylar fracture in children. In full extension the elbow becomes tightly interlocked, concentrating bending forces in the distal humerus (133).

Posterior displacement of the distal fragment occurs, with the proximal or metaphyseal fragment impaling the anterior soft tissue structures. The fracture in the sagittal plane was classically described by Kocher (106) as extending obliquely from anterior and distal to posterior and proximal. However, clinical studies by Holmberg (91) and Nand (103) have demonstrated that the fracture pattern is transverse on lateral radiographs in more than 80% of patients (Fig. 14-3). The fracture line in the anteroposterior (AP) view extends transversely across both the medial and lateral columns of the distal humerus at the level of the middle of the olecranon fossa.

Role of the Periosteum

As the supracondylar fracture displaces posteriorly, the anterior periosteum fails and tears away from the displaced distal fragment. The anterior loss of periosteal integrity leads to frequent failure of anterior callus formation in early fracture healing, which is of little significance clinically (Fig. 14-4). Further fracture displacement is accompanied by corresponding increased periosteal disruption with decreased fracture stability.

Intact medial or lateral periosteum, the periosteal hinge, has been said to provide stability after fracture reduction (81, 103, 161). Pronation of the forearm (13, 104) after reduction of a posteromedially displaced supracondylar fracture is said to stabilize reduction by closing the fracture gap laterally, tensioning the medial periosteal hinge, and tightening the lateral ligaments of the elbow (Fig. 14-5). Conversely, a laterally displaced supra-
condylar fracture is more stable in supination. Experimental data by Abraham (2) questioned this generally accepted concept, suggesting that little stability results from an intact periosteal hinge. If the periosteum is intact medially and laterally in a supracondylar fracture with pure posterior displacement, it may yield a very stable reduction.

Posteromedial versus Posterolateral Displacement of Extension-Type Supracondylar-Type Fractures

Generally, medial displacement of the distal fragment is more common than lateral displacement, occurring in approximately

FIGURE 14-3. Orientation of fracture lines. A: The typical transverse fracture line originates just above the epicondyles and courses through the supracondylar area (arrows). B: In the lateral projection, the fracture line is usually also transverse.

FIGURE 14-4. Periosteal changes. Radiographs taken 2 months after fracture. Lateral view demonstrates a persistent gap (white arrow) in the anterior cortical margin where interposed periosteum prevented anatomic reduction. Note the absence of periosteal new bone anteriorly on the proximal fragment, although there is abundant periosteal new bone (black arrows) on the posterior surface.

FIGURE 14-5. Intraarticular stabilizing forces. A: Supination of the forearm (1) creates a downward lateral tilt of the distal fragment (3). This produces compressive forces between the articulating surface of the ulna and the medial border of the trochlea (A1, stippled area), which in turn generates clockwise forces (2) about the medial side of the fracture. B: Pronation of the forearm (1) creates an upward tilt of the distal fragment (3) because of the compressive forces between the articulating surface of the ulna and the lateral border of the trochlea (B1, stippled area), which in turn generates counterclockwise forces (2) about the medial side of the fracture. (Reprinted from Abraham E, Powers T, Witt P, et al. Experimental hyperextension supracondylar fractures in monkeys. Clin Orthop 1982;171:309–318; with permission.)
75% of patients in most series (191). However, in one series with a high preponderance of median nerve and brachial artery injuries, 47% of patients had posterolateral displacement of the distal humeral fragment (36). The biceps tendon insertion and axis of muscle pull lies medial to the shaft of the humerus, and Holmberg (91) suggested that this anatomic location of muscle pull created a force that tended to displace the distal humeral fragment medially.

The position of the hand and forearm at the time of injury plays a role in the direction of displacement of the distal humeral fragment. In a patient who falls onto an outstretched supinated arm, the forces applied tend to disrupt the posteromedial periosteum first and displace the fragment posterolaterally. Conversely, if a patient falls with the arm pronated, the distal fragment tends to become displaced posteromedially. Whether the displacement is medial or lateral is important because it determines which soft tissue structures are at risk from the penetrating injury of the proximal metaphyseal fragment. Medial displacement of the distal fragment places the radial nerve at risk, and lateral displacement of the distal fragment places the median nerve and brachial artery at risk (Fig. 14-6). The brachial artery and median nerve may become entrapped in the fracture site with lateral displacement, but they are highly unlikely to become entrapped with the distal fragment displaced medially. The brachial artery is placed further at risk by the ulnar-sided tether of the supratrochlear artery (Fig. 14-7).

The Gartland classification of supracondylar fractures is currently the most commonly used system based on its prevalence in the literature and use in pediatric fracture texts. It is easy to use and facilitates treatment decisions and communication. The Gartland (74) classification (Table 14-2) is based on the radiographic appearance of fracture displacement. A type I or nondisplaced fracture (Fig. 14-8) has an anterior humeral line that intersects the capitellum, an intact olecranon fossa, no medial or lateral displacement, no medial column collapse, and a normal

---

**TABLE 14-2. CLASSIFICATION OF SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Undisplaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Displaced (with intact posterior cortex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Displaced (no cortical contact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posteromedial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posterolateral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

FIGURE 14-6. Neurovascular relations. Left: If the distal spike penetrates the brachialis muscle laterally (posteromedial fractures), the radial nerve may be tethered. Right: If the spike penetrates medially (posterolateral fractures), both the median nerve and brachial artery can be tethered.

FIGURE 14-7. Arterial pathology. The supratrochlear branch that arises from the anterior ulnar recurrent artery may bind the main trunk of the brachial artery against the sharp end of the proximal fragment. (Redrawn from Rowell PJW. Arterial occlusion in juvenile humeral supracondylar fracture. *Injury* 1974;6:254–256, with permission.)
Baumann angle. A type II fracture is extended but not translated with an intact posterior cortex. The anterior humeral line does not intersect the capitellum. Some rotational displacement and tilt into varus, as determined by the Baumann angle, may be present. A type III fracture has a circumferential break in the cortex with displacement of the fracture fragments. In the common extension type supracondylar fracture, the distal fragment is displaced posteriorly with the metaphyseal fragment impaled into the brachialis muscle and anterior soft tissues. The radiographic appearance of the distal fragment may be highly variable depending on (a) the degree of ossification of the distal humeral epiphysis, (b) size of the ossified metaphyseal fragment, and (c) position of flexion and rotation of the distal humeral fragment.

**Signs and Symptoms**

An elbow or forearm fracture should be suspected in a child with elbow pain or failure to use the upper extremity after a fall.
Initial radiographs should include the entire extremity, because multiple fractures may be present even with what seems like minor trauma. In children with elbow pain and failure to use the upper extremity, the differential diagnosis should include occult fracture, nursemaid’s elbow, and infection. With a clear history of a “pulling type” of injury, manipulation for a nursemaid’s elbow may be performed before a radiograph is obtained. In general, if the history is not clear or there is any question of a fall onto an outstretched hand as the mechanism of injury, a radiograph should always be obtained before elbow manipulation. With a type I supracondylar fracture, there may be distal humeral tenderness, lack of the anconeus soft spot (elbow effusion), restriction of motion, and evidence of bruising. In type III fractures, gross displacement (Fig. 14-9) of the elbow is evident. An anterior pucker sign (191) may be present if the proximal fragment has penetrated the brachialis and the anterior fascia of the elbow (Fig. 14-10). When the proximal fragment is disengaged from its pucker in the skin, there is sometimes bleeding with signs of a grade I open fracture. Careful motor, sensory, and vascular examinations should be performed in all patients. This may be quite difficult in a young child but should be attempted. Sensation should be tested in discrete sensory areas of the radial nerve (dorsal first web space), medial nerve (palmar index finger), and ulnar nerve (palmar little finger). Motor examination should include finger, wrist, and thumb extension (radial nerve), index distal interphalangeal and thumb interphalangeal...
flexion (AIN), and thenar (median) and interossei (ulnar nerve) muscle function. The vascular examination should include determining the presence of pulse, as well as warmth, capillary refill, and color of the hand. Tension of the volar compartment should be evaluated, and the amount of swelling about the elbow should be noted. Passive finger extension and flexion should be tested and findings accurately recorded. In the initial examination of a child with a severe supracondylar fracture with high parental and patient anxiety, it is easy to overlook vital information. However, because further decision making is dependent on an accurate initial examination, care should always be taken to obtain all of the above information as accurately as possible. When the elbow injury is obvious, its examination should be delayed until the proximal humerus and distal radius have been fully examined for associated or occult fractures.

**Radiologic Evaluation**

All patients with a history of a fall onto an outstretched hand and pain and inability to use the extremity should undergo a thorough radiologic evaluation. This may include obtaining AP views of the entire upper extremity (Fig. 14-11). Comparison views rarely are required by an experienced physician, but occasionally may be needed in the evaluation of an ossifying epiphysis. The AP radiograph should always be taken as an AP of the distal humerus rather than an AP of the elbow in which the elbow is held in flexion. This allows more accurate evaluation of the distal humerus and decreases the error in determining angular malalignment in the distal humerus. It also allows better evaluation of the olecranon fossa as an indication of injury in the distal humerus. The lateral film should be taken as a true lateral with the humerus held in the anatomic position and not externally rotated (Fig. 14-12). Oblique views of the distal humerus (Fig. 14-13) occasionally may be helpful when a supracondylar fracture or occult lateral condylar fracture is suspected but not seen on standard AP and lateral views, but should not be routinely ordered in the evaluation of an elbow injury.

If the AP and lateral views show a displaced type II or III supracondylar fracture but do not show full detail of the distal humeral fragment, we usually obtain further radiologic evaluation in the operating room with the patient anesthetized. Repeat trips for radiologic evaluation in the emergency setting generally result in increased pain without significant improvement in radiograph quality. Detailed radiographs need to be obtained at some point, however, to define the fracture anatomy with particular emphasis on (a) impaction of the medial column, (b) supracondylar comminution, and (c) vertical split of the epiphyseal fragment. T-condylar fractures (Fig. 14-14) can initially appear to be supracondylar fractures, but these generally occur in children 8 to 10 years of age, in whom supracondylar fractures are less likely, although T-condylar fractures have been reported in young children.

In a young child, an epiphyseal separation (55, 56, 200) can mimic an elbow dislocation. In an epiphyseal separation, the fracture propagates through the physis without a metaphyseal fragment. This fracture occurs in very young children with primarily chondral epiphyses. On physical examination, the patient appears to have a supracondylar fracture with gross swelling...
FIGURE 14-12. Radiographic positioning. The correct method of taking a lateral view is with the upper extremity directed anteriorly rather than externally rotated.

FIGURE 14-13. Oblique views. Often, the fracture line is not visualized on any of the lateral or anteroposterior views (A). An oblique view (B) of the distal humerus may demonstrate the extent of the fracture line (arrows).

about the elbow and marked discomfort. The key to making the diagnosis and differentiating this injury from an elbow dislocation is seeing that the capitellum moves with the radial head. Sometimes a supracondylar fracture with a small metaphyseal fragment can mimic a lateral condylar fracture (Fig. 14-15). In such cases, more data are required to initiate treatment. An arthrogram may be helpful to determine the extent of the elbow injury. In selected patients, magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasonography also may aid in evaluation of injury to the unossified epiphysis.

Treatment

General Principles

Initial management of all patients suspected of having an elbow injury is splinting in a comfortable position, generally 20 to 30 degrees of elbow flexion, pending careful physical examination and radiologic evaluation. The initial responder to a child with an elbow injury and polytrauma should make an assessment of neurovascular status and other injuries, including but not limited to head injury and general cardiorespiratory status. Excessive flexion or forced extension should be avoided, because both may lead to vascular compromise.

Type I (Nondisplaced)

The distal humeral injury may not be the primary problem: neurologic compromise has been reported with nondisplaced supracondylar fractures (160). Radiographs of the entire extrem-
FIGURE 14-14. Occult T-condylar. A: Original radiographs appear to show a type III posteromedial supracondylar fracture. B: After manipulation, the vertical intercondylar fracture line (arrows) was visualized.

FIGURE 14-15. This 1.2-year-old girl sustained a fracture that on the anteroposterior view (A) appears like an elbow dislocation and on the lateral view (B) has the appearance of a lateral condyle fracture. (Figure continues.)
ity should be reviewed to be sure that there is no injury in other parts of the humerus or in the forearm bones. On radiography, a type I supracondylar fracture has a visible fracture line traversing the medial and lateral columns at the level of the olecranon fossa without displacement. The anterior humeral line transects the capitellum. In general, in a type I fracture, the periosteum is intact with significant inherent stability of the fracture.

Simple immobilization with a posterior splint applied in 90 degrees with side supports or simple collar and cuff is all that is necessary (40,193). This allows swelling to occur and does not put the brachial artery at risk of compression. Mapes and Hennrikus (121), using Doppler examination of the brachial artery after supracondylar fractures, found that flow was decreased in the brachial artery in positions of pronation and increased flexion. A simple splint with the forearm in neutral position and the elbow flexed no more than 90 degrees should be used initially. Before the splint is applied, it should be confirmed that the pulse is intact and that there is good capillary refill. A circumferential cast may be applied if additional fractures require treatment, but careful observation is necessary to avoid any risk of compartment syndrome.

Radiographs are obtained 3 to 7 days after fracture to document lack of displacement, and a long arm cast can be applied with a ring over the distal portion of the cast and a sling around the neck to support the weight of the cast (Fig. 14-16). Without support, the weight of the cast applies an extension torque about the distal humerus, leading to fracture displacement. If there is any evidence of extension of the distal fragment, as judged by lack of intersection of the anterior humeral line with the capitellum, the fracture should be reduced with hyperflexion of the elbow to 120 degrees with pinning. The most common cause of cubitus varus deformity is inadequate treatment of types I and II fractures, rather than the deformity complicating type III fractures.

An acceptable position is determined by the anterior humeral line transecting the capitellum, a Baumann angle of 70 to 78 degrees or equal to the other side, and an intact olecranon fossa. Medial column collapse can lead to varus deformity in an otherwise minimally displaced and normally healing distal humeral fracture. The duration of immobilization for supracondylar fractures is about 3 weeks, whether type I, II or III. In general, no physical therapy is required after this injury. Patients are seen at 2 to 4 weeks after immobilization is removed to be sure that range of motion and strength are returning normally.

Type II Fracture (Displaced with an Intact Posterior Cortex)

This fracture category encompasses a broad array of distal humeral hyperextension injuries, depending on the degree of rotation. Even greater than the variation in fracture stability is the spectrum of soft tissue injuries with type II supracondylar fractures. Careful assessment of the soft tissue injury is critical in treatment decision making. Radiologic definition of this injury demonstrates an incomplete osseous separation with some posterior cortical contacts. Therefore, good stability should be obtained with closed reduction. Medial column collapse (Fig. 14-17) or buckling must be identified because a varus deformity may result from a simple closed reduction without stabilization when these are present. For closed reduction, traction is applied first, followed by correction of rotational deformity. The extension deformity is corrected with pressure by the surgeon’s thumb over the olecranon and posterior humeral condyles. The alignment of the distal humeral fragment is verified in AP and lateral
FIGURE 14-17. Greenstick medial collapse. A: An anteroposterior view of a type II fracture showing greater collapse of the weaker medial column (arrows). B: Lateral view showing the posterior cortex is still partially intact. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. The management of severely displaced supracondylar fractures of the humerus. Techniques Orthop 1989;4:12–24; with permission.)

views. With the elbow held in hyperflexion, Jones’ views, rotating the arm slightly to expose the medial and lateral column of the distal humerus, are valuable to document reduction.

Millis (132), as well as others (13,26,86,94,147,161), have shown the necessity of elbow hyperflexion to more than 120 degrees to maintain reduction of an extension-type supracondylar fracture without pinning (Fig. 14-18). Therefore, the decision must be made to either place Kirschner wires in the distal humerus to stabilize the fracture, allowing immobilization in a comfortable position of less than 90 degrees of elbow flexion, or to place the child in a cast with the elbow in 120 degrees of flexion. The presence of significant swelling, obliteration of pulse with flexion, neurovascular injuries, and other injuries in the same extremity are indications for pin stabilization of a type II fracture. If pinning is chosen, two lateral pins (42,181) through the distal humeral fragment, engaging the opposite cortex of the proximal fragment, are generally sufficient to maintain fracture alignment (Fig. 14-19). Some degree of inherent stability is provided by the posterior cortex and the intact periosteum. Cross pinning of this fracture rarely is needed. The techniques for crossed and lateral pinning are described later on in this chapter. If pin stabilization is used, the pins are left protruding through the skin and are removed at 3 to 4 weeks after fixation, generally without the need for sedation or anesthesia.

If cast immobilization is chosen, the cast should be a figure-of-eight (Fig. 14-20) cast sparing the antecubital fossa. We generally make this with fiberglass to allow better radiographic evaluation with the cast in place. Hadlow (83) reported that closed reduction and casting were satisfactory without pinning in 37 of his 48 patients.

An alternative method of closed management is the use of a collar and cuff (40) (Fig. 14-21). The advantages of this treatment are a lack of circumferential rigid casting and the avoidance of the weight of the cast, which may produce an extension moment. In this technique, the elbow is held in hyperflexion by the collar and cuff; but not in a rigid manner, which decreases the risk of vascular compromise. After 3 weeks of immobilization, the patient is allowed to begin active motion out of the collar and cuff.

Type III Extension Supracondylar Fracture

In this fracture the periosteum is torn, there is no cortical contact between the fragments, and soft tissue injury may accompany the fracture. Careful preoperative evaluation is mandatory. If circulatory compromise is indicated by absent pulse and a pale hand, or if compartment syndrome is suspected, immediate reduction and skeletal stabilization are mandatory. Alternative methods of management, including traction and closed reduction with collar and cuff or casting can be used in the absence of acute vascular insufficiency. There are two viable alternatives for achieving fracture alignment: acute manipulative reduction and traction.

Technique of Reduction

Whether a fracture is held in place with pins or a cast, realignment of the humerus is necessary and the technique of manipulative reduction is the same (Fig. 14-22). The patient is anesthetized and the affected arm is extended over the screen of the
FIGURE 14-18. Necessity for hyperflexion. A: Injury film. B: Hyperflexion of the elbow adequately reduced the fracture. C: When the elbow is extended to only 90 degrees, the reduction is lost. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. The management of severely displaced supracondylar fractures of the humerus. *Techniques Orthop* 1989;4:12−24; with permission.)
This type II supracondylar fracture (A) is stable after closed reduction and is ideal for pinning with two lateral pins (B and C) placed parallel and engaging the opposite cortex.
FIGURE 14-20. Figure-of-eight wrap. In the figure-of-eight cast, both the padding and the plaster are wrapped in a figure-of-eight manner (arrows). (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. The management of severely displaced supracondylar fractures of the humerus. Techniques Orthop 1989;4:5-24; with permission.)

FIGURE 14-21. A collar and cuff is a safe treatment that can be used to maintain reduction in hyperflexion.

FIGURE 14-22. Manipulative closed reduction. A: Traction is applied with the elbow in extension and the forearm in supination. The assistant stabilizes the proximal fragment. After traction has been applied and the length regained, the fracture is hyperextended to obtain apposition of the fragments. B: With traction being maintained, the varus or valgus angulation along with the rotation of the distal fragment is corrected. C: Once the length and alignment have been corrected, the elbow is flexed. Pressure is applied over the posterior aspect of the olecranon to facilitate reduction of the distal fragment. D: The distal fragment is finally secured to the proximal fragment by pronating the forearm.
C-arm fluoroscopic unit. Longitudinal traction is applied first to dislodge the proximal fragment, which may be entrapped in the brachialis muscle, the antecubital fascia, or the superficial fat and skin. If traction does not restore length and alignment, a “milking maneuver” has been described by Archibeck (11) and Peters (145) to disengage the proximal fragment from the soft tissue. This is done by manipulating the soft tissue over the fracture to pull the soft tissue away from the proximal fragment rather than simply applying traction on the bones, which may not allow reduction of a buttonholed proximal fragment. Once length is restored, medial or lateral translation is corrected. The image intensifier is helpful for this because the medial and lateral columns should be realigned on the AP image. Rotation is corrected simultaneously, but in general, malrotation resolves as traction is applied and the medial and lateral alignment corrected, because of the effect of the surrounding soft tissue. A flexion reduction maneuver is then performed with pressure of the thumb over the olecranon and to a variable degree over the distal condyles of the humerus. Generally the fracture reduction can be felt, and the elbow is then held in hyperflexion and pronation to achieve a stable reduction.

Anteroposterior and lateral views are obtained using the image intensifier. With the elbow flexed, a pure AP view is nearly impossible to interpret, so the actual AP view is taken by rotating the arm slightly medially and laterally to view the columns of the distal humerus and the reduction of the fracture (Fig. 14-23). The arm is then externally rotated to obtain a lateral view of the distal humerus. The surgeon rotates the entire arm by placing one hand on the proximal humerus and the other holding the wrist pronated with the elbow hyperflexed. This is gener-
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ally a stable position that will allow rotation of a reduced supracondylar fracture. The lateral image is then evaluated for restoration of the cortical contour of the distal humerus, reduction of the fracture gap, and presence of the anterior humeral line intersecting the capitellum.

Rotating the arm with the fracture reduced and held in a stable position is possible in nearly all posteromedially displaced supracondylar fractures (Fig. 14-24). In posterolaterally displaced supracondylar fractures, however, the reduction is frequently unstable in hyperflexion and may be less stable in pronation. If the fracture reduction is unstable, the C-arm should be rotated to obtain AP and lateral views rather than attempting to rotate the arm and losing a tenuous reduction. An anatomic or nearly anatomic reduction is a prerequisite for skeletal stabilization. If this cannot be achieved by closed reduction, traction or open reduction can be used.

**Cast Immobilization Technique**

Because type III fractures are intrinsically unstable, the elbow must be held in extreme flexion to prevent the distal fragment from rotating; these fractures tend to rotate with flexion of less than 120 degrees (132). Usually, however, severe swelling prevents the elbow from being kept in hyperflexion. When the swelling subsides, the distal fragment tends to rotate horizontally, making it susceptible to varus angulation, particularly if the fracture line is angulated (Fig. 14-25). In most series (48, 110,147,186) the results of type III fractures treated with closed reduction and cast immobilization are not as good as those treated with pinning. However, Hadlow et al. (83) suggested that selective use of casting is beneficial, reporting that in their series, 61% of type III and 77% of type II fractures were successfully treated without pinning.
A figure-of-eight cast is used to maintain flexion of at least 120 degrees. If the arm can be flexed to 120 degrees with an intact pulse, casting can be used as primary treatment. Alburger et al. (4) reported that using skin traction initially until swelling decreases allowed successful use of casting without pinning. Although a number of historic series used casting as primary treatment, most recent reports favor pinning of this fracture. When a cast is used as primary treatment, it should be worn for 3 to 4 weeks. After cast removal, motion is encouraged and the patient is placed in a sling until comfortable, which may vary from hours to days. Physical therapy usually is not required, because simple active motion is encouraged and usually is sufficient.

Technique of Pin Fixation
Pin fixation of supracondylar fracture of the humerus has been performed for over 50 years (131). Jones (99) and Swenson (178) were early advocates of this technique. Before the development of the fluoroscopic unit, blind pinning (91) was performed; Jones noted that this could be done without complications by even the "average surgeon." Modern imaging techniques and improved power equipment have made percutaneous pinning the standard treatment for this difficult fracture. Flynn (66,67), and later Wilkins (190,191), among others (29,127,128,147, 148) popularized modern pinning techniques and documented their value. Present controversy includes (a) crossed pins (Fig. 14-26) or two lateral pins; (b) burying pins or leaving them out through the skin; (c) timing of pinning, that is, emergent, urgent, or elective; and (d) the role of open reduction. Absorbable polyglycolide pins have not been found suitable for fixation of supracondylar fractures (28).

Zionts (199) evaluated the torsional strength of pin configurations in an adult humeral cadaver model. The maximal strength was gained by using two crossed pins with one placed through the medial condyle and one through the lateral condyle, extending up the corresponding columns and engaging the opposite cortex. The torque required to produce 10 degrees of rotation averaged 37% less with two lateral pins parallel and 80% less with two lateral pins crossed than with medial and lateral crossed pins. Thus, lateral pinning required significantly less force to produce 10 degrees of displacement than did crossed pinning (Fig. 14-27). The question, however, is whether the resistance to torque provided by lateral pinning is sufficient to allow fracture healing without displacement, if supplemented by cast immobilization in the clinical setting. In addition, the experimental models have no intact periosteum, which will provide further fracture stability, nor do they have pediatric cancellous bone, which may be quite different in terms of pin fixation mechanics.

Onwuanyi (141), in a clinical series, also concluded that there
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**FIGURE 14-26.** Crossed pinning is a more stable configuration than two lateral pins. The lateral pin is placed at the border of the ossified lateral condyle. The medial pin enters the medial epicondyle and is generally more transverse than the lateral pin.
was greater stability or ability to maintain reduction with the crossed pinning technique. Cheng (42) reported 180 type III supracondylar fractures treated with lateral pinning as primary treatment in nearly all. He reported very low incidences of cubitus varus deformity and loss of reduction and concluded that in actual practice there was no difference between two lateral pins and crossed pins. He recommended lateral pins as the treatment of choice because there is less risk of ulnar nerve injury with this technique.

The primary risk with crossed pinning is injury to the ulnar nerve by a medial pin. The frequency of ulnar nerve injury in reported series ranges from 0 to 5% (33,93,153,157). Because the ulnar nerve may sublux anteriorly when the elbow is hyperflexed in as many as 30% of patients (198), it is at significant risk in the crossed pinning technique. Locating the ulnar nerve with a nerve stimulator has been suggested (129). Making a small 1.5-cm incision over the medial epicondyle for placement of the medial pin also has been proposed as a way to locate and protect the ulnar nerve. This technique works well and may avert the problem of iatrogenic ulnar nerve injury when crossed pinning is required for very unstable fractures. Also, placing the lateral side pin first with the elbow hyperflexed and then placing
the medial pin with the elbow in only 90 degrees of flexion lessens this risk.

**Technique of Pinning: Crossed Pins**

Steel pins 0.062 or 0.075 mm (5/64th inches) in diameter are used. (Fig. 14-28). After reduction of the fracture and with the C-arm screen used as an operating table, the arm is held with the elbow hyperflexed and the forearm pronated to maintain the reduction. Anatomic reduction is confirmed with the image intensifier before pinning. The lateral pin is inserted first. The insertion site is made so that the pin will traverse the lateral portion of the ossified capitellum, cross the physis, proceed up the lateral column, and engage the opposite medial cortex proximally. Using a Kirschner wire or radiodense object, the position for insertion of the pin is documented. A small incision is made in the skin. The pin is placed using a power drill and sharp Kirschner wire or Steinmann pin. Provisional stability is achieved with the first pin. Then the elbow is gently extended to about 45 degrees of flexion to allow a perfect AP radiograph of the distal humerus to ensure anatomic alignment. The elbow is then flexed to 120 degrees and externally rotated and a lateral image is obtained with fluoroscopy. A second pin is then placed medially. A small 1.5-cm incision is made over the medial epicondyle and dissection is performed down to the level of the medial epicondyle. If the ulnar nerve has subluxed over the medial epicondyle, sometimes blunt dissection stimulates the nerve and the fingers will move slightly. If the ulnar nerve is found, it should be retracted posteriorly and a pin placed through the medial epicondyle under direct vision. The position of the Kirschner wire from the medial side is confirmed with fluoroscopy. The pin should enter the medial epicondyle and not the ulnar groove. The medial pin is generally more horizontal than the lateral pin and should traverse the medial column and engage the opposite lateral cortex.

Variations in the crossed pinning technique include: (a) no medial incision (Fig. 14-29); (b) maintenance of reduction by strapping the arm in a position of hyperflexion before pinning (Wilkins; Fig. 14-30) (191); (c) using a bar as a fulcrum to facilitate reduction, as described by Flynn (66); and (d) pinning the medial side first with the elbow in hyperflexion. If no medial incision is used, the ulnar nerve is palpated and pushed posteriorly as the pin is inserted. Pinning medially with the elbow in hyperflexion, as described by Wilkins, has the benefit of holding the fracture in better position while pinning, but does place the ulnar nerve at higher risk.

**Two Lateral Pins**

Two lateral pins (12,42,141) (0.062 or 0.75 mm) provide less stability than crossed pins, but there is no risk to the ulnar nerve, which is a significant benefit of this technique. The operating room set up for two lateral pins is exactly the same as that for crossed pins. After achieving closed reduction and confirming the position on AP and lateral views, the first pin site should be chosen with the second pin in mind. The goal is to have two pins that are parallel on the AP and lateral views. If the pins are placed so that they cross well proximal to the fracture, this may be satisfactory, but is not as secure as parallel pins. Two pins crossing at the fracture is unsatisfactory because torque will not be satisfactorily resisted and a rotational deformity may result.

In choosing a site for the first pin, we generally place it up through the center of the ossified capitellum. It engages the edge of the olecranon fossa, giving it greater stability, and then further
penetrates the opposite cortex. A second pin is placed through the distal humeral epiphysis lateral to the capitellum but clearly within the epiphysis. It proceeds parallel to the first pin up the lateral column and engages the opposite cortex. If the first pin is placed centrally in the lateral column, the second pin will nearly always cross the first just above the fracture, and this will be a less satisfactory lateral pinning. Maximal pin separation and parallel alignment increase the stability with this technique.

The “shake test” can be used to test the stability of two lateral pins. If the arm can be grasped by the proximal humerus and shaken mildly without displacement of the fracture, the fixation is satisfactory. If displacement occurs, it is generally rotational with loss of reduction of the medial column. We simply reduce the fracture to an anatomic position and place a medial pin as described in the technique for crossed pinning. A third lateral pin will increase stability slightly, but is rarely necessary.

After pinning by any technique, the patient is placed in a splint or bivalved long arm cast with the forearm in neutral and the elbow flexed slightly less than 90 degrees. Although this position of flexion is chosen as a general rule, it is imperative that the elbow be placed in a position that is most favorable for neurovascular structures. If the pulse becomes weak or obliterated at 80 degrees of flexion, the arm should be put in a position where the pulse is strongest. The study by Mapes and Henrikus (121), using Doppler evaluation of the brachial artery, showed that with progressive flexion and pronation, the pulse pressure and therefore flow was incrementally diminished. Fracture stability is gained by skeletal stabilization, and the splint or cast is simply placed to protect the patient. If a circular cast is used, it should be bivalved and spread to prevent constriction. In no case should a child be in a circular cast with the elbow hyperflexed following this procedure.

Iyengar et al. compared early and delayed pinning to determine whether fractures treated more than 8 hours after trauma.
FIGURE 14-30. Temporary stabilization. Once reduced, the elbow is taped into hyperflexion (A). This allows the elbow to be manipulated into full external (B) and internal (C) rotation, providing direct lateral visualization of the respective medial and lateral condyles. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. The operative management of supracondylar fractures. Orthop Clin North Am 1990;21:269–289; with permission.)

had higher incidences of open reductions and complications (96). They concluded that there was no difference. However, this was a retrospective review and it is possible that severe fractures were treated emergently, which would bias the conclusion. In general, these fractures are treated emergently. With smooth pins left out through the skin, there is rarely a need for anesthesia for pin removal. A very low infection rate accompanies pinning (less than 1%) because they are in place only 3 to 4 weeks.

**Intramedullary Pin Fixation**

Prevot et al. (149) reported their experience with intramedullary fixation of supracondylar fractures in children. After closed reduction, the pins were inserted proximally at the junction of the middle and proximal third and passed distally in the shaft, diverging in each of the supracondylar columns. Their laboratory experiments comparing this type of fixation with medial-lateral and lateral pins demonstrated that proximally placed pins diverging in the distal fragment were more stable than other methods of percutaneous pin fixation.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

When possible, we prefer closed reduction and pinning of type 2 and type 3 supracondylar fractures. Two lateral pins are chosen for a "stable" fracture, and crossed pins are used for very unstable fractures. We always make a small incision over the medial epicondyle to protect the ulnar nerve when using crossed pins.

**Open Reduction**

Closed reduction may not be possible because of interposed soft tissue, especially in posterolaterally displaced supracondylar
fractures. Open reduction should be considered to obtain alignment if there is vascular compromise or neural entrapment, as judged by soft tissue interposition. An open reduction is also indicated if there is an open fracture that requires irrigation and debridement or simply if a satisfactory closed reduction cannot be performed.

During the early part of this century there was a reluctance to recommend open reduction of supracondylar fractures. With improvement in operative techniques and more experience with surgical intervention, open reduction of acute supracondylar fractures has now become widely accepted.

Fleuriau-Chateau et al. (65) reported excellent results with open reductions of irreducible fractures. The range of motion was satisfactory in 94% of patients, and none had myositis or cubitus varus deformity. Fifteen of the 25 children with irreducible fractures had entrapment of neurovascular structures preventing reduction. The high incidence of entrapment of neurovascular structures in individuals skilled in closed reduction supports the use of open reduction in irreducible fractures. The approach for open reduction has been somewhat controversial. Anterior, medial, lateral, and posterior approaches have all been recommended. Those who advocate medial and lateral approaches (189) operate through the side in which the periosteal displacement or a medial approach is used for posterior displacement. The posterior approach (166) to the elbow through the triceps muscle and tendon has been used with excellent results. Our preference is the direct anterior approach (52, 77) through a transverse anterior incision in the antecubital fossa, extending proximally, medially as needed. The brachialis muscle is generally transected by the proximal humeral fragment. The structures remaining intact anteriorly are the biceps tendon and neurovascular bundle (Fig. 14-31). The anteromedial approach gives easy access to an entrapped neurovascular bundle and allows anatomic reduction of the humeral fracture under direct vision by simply placing a retractor on the remaining portion of the brachialis muscle.

Pins are then placed either medially and laterally or two lateral pins are used, as described above, to provide stable fixation. After open reduction, pins may be left in place slightly longer than after closed reduction, but there are no firm data on this. Good callus should be observed at the fracture before pin removal, generally 3 to 4 weeks after injury. Prolonged pin fixation is not necessary.

Incidence of Complications Lessened

One of the reasons for an increase in open reductions has been the recognition that complications are relatively few. The fears of infection, myositis ossificans, and neurovascular injury (74, 163, 170, 187) have been dispelled by surgical experience (10, 14, 39, 48, 65, 71, 76). In a combined series of 470 fractures treated by open reduction, the incidence of infection was 2.5%, all of which resolved (5, 21, 37, 52, 75, 79, 82, 85, 103, 108, 138, 147, 151, 165, 186, 189). The incidence of neurovascular complications from the procedure itself was essentially zero. Four patients with myositis ossificans (1.4%) were reported, all in a single series (79).

The most frequent complication of surgical management appears to be a loss of range of motion. One of the reasons given in the past for loss of motion was the use of a posterior approach. It has been stated that approaching the fracture through the relatively uninvolved posterior tissues, induces added scar leading to stiffness. In earlier reported series using a posterior approach, loss of range of motion was significant. However, in the past decade, use of a posterior approach with no significant increase in postoperative elbow stiffness has been reported. Residual cubitus varus occurred in as many as 33% of patients in some of the earlier series (7, 51, 79, 189), most due to inadequate surgical reduction. When good reduction was accomplished, the incidence of cubitus varus was low. Surgical intervention does not guarantee an anatomic reduction; it is the quality of the reduction achieved at the time of surgery that is important.

Lal and Bahn (112) reported that delayed open reduction, 11 to 17 days after injury, did not increase the frequency of myositis ossificans. If a supracondylar fracture is unreduced or poorly reduced, delayed open reduction and pin fixation appear to be justified.

Open supracondylar fractures generally have an anterior puncture wound where the metaphyseal spike penetrates the skin. Even if the open wound is only a small puncture in the center of an anterior pucker, open irrigation and debridement...
are indicated. The anterior approach, using a transverse incision with medial or lateral extension as needed, is recommended. The neurovascular bundle is directly under the skin and tented over the metaphyseal fragment, so care should be taken in approaching this fracture surgically. Whereas the skin incision can be extended medially proximally and laterally distally, often only the transverse portion of the incision is required, which gives a better cosmetic result. The brachialis muscle usually is transected, because it is a muscle belly to its insertion on the coronoid attachment and is highly vulnerable to trauma from the proximal metaphyseal fragment. The fracture surfaces are examined and washed, and a curet is used to remove any dirt or entrapped soft tissue. Once the debridement and washing are complete, the fracture is stabilized with Kirschner wires. All patients with open fractures are also treated with antibiotics: cephalothin for Gustilo types 1, 2, and 3A injuries, with the addition of an aminoglycoside for types 3B and C fractures.

Traction Management of Type III Supracondylar Fractures

Traction can be used in two ways in the management of type III supracondylar fractures: to allow swelling to decrease and to facilitate closed reduction, as described by Alburger et al. (4) and others (171,197). In this technique, patients are placed in sidearm or overhead skin traction for 3 to 5 days until elbow hyperflexion can be tolerated for closed reduction. Alburger et al. reported 92% good or excellent results in 39 patients treated in this manner.

Definitive treatment of the fracture with 14 days of traction or until healing has occurred historically has led to a very low incidence of cubitus varus deformity, as documented by Smith (171,172), D'Ambrosia (51) in a series of supracondylar fractures treated with overhead skeletal traction, found no cubitus varus deformities; with sidearm or skin traction for definitive treatment, the rate of varus deformity was 33%. Piggot (146) documented the efficacy of straight lateral skin traction with a report of only 4% cubitus varus deformities and no vascular complications. A comparison by Prietto (150) of pinning and Dunlop's traction demonstrated the relative benefits of pinning in decreased costs and shorter hospital stays in addition to a lower cubitus varus rate. He reported a 5% rate of cubitus varus deformity in the pinning group and 33% in the Dunlop's traction group. Skeletal traction overhead with use of an olecranon wing nut (Fig. 14-32) has been advocated by Palmer (144), Worlock (197), and Badhe (16). Overhead traction was superior to sidearm traction and had a low incidence of cubitus varus (2%-9%) in these series. The olecranon wing nut is a simple device that can be placed in the proximal ulna without risk of injury to the ulnar nerve, as might occur in placing a transverse traction pin. The wing nut offers the advantage of applying a torque about the distal humeral fragment by changing the position of the traction rope into the holes in the wing nuts.

The indications for traction as the definitive management of a supracondylar fracture are (a) an unstable fracture reduction or pattern that cannot be pinned, and (b) supracondylar comminution or medial column comminution that is not suitable for pinning and would certainly collapse with simple casting after reduction. The duration of traction usually is about 14 days before cast immobilization in this rapidly healing fracture. Prolonged traction may be necessary if poor reduction is obtained in traction, because significant callus must be present for fracture stability before casting.

FIGURE 14-32. The olecranon wing nut is a simple skeletal traction device. Varying the insertion point of the rope alters torque about the distal fragment.

FIGURE 14-33. Overhead olecranon pin traction. The arm is suspended by a pin through the olecranon (short arrow). The forces maintaining the reduction (long arrows) are exerted upward through the pin and sideways through a counter-sling against the arm. The forearm is supported with a small sling (double arrow).
Technique of Traction Wing Nut Insertion

With the arm prepped in a sterile manner, a hole is drilled in the cortex opposite the coronoid process of the ulna. A 3.2-mm drill bit is used and a hole is made through both cortices just distal to the coronoid process. A wing nut is then placed through the small incision. The wing nut engages the opposite cortex but does not penetrate it. A sterile dressing is placed around the interface between the wing nut and skin. A traction rope and weights are applied (Fig. 14-33). A sling is used to support the hand and forearm. Initially, traction of about 5 pounds is applied, depending on the size of the patient. The shoulder should be lifted just off the bed (144). AP and lateral radiographs should be taken in traction to judge the adequacy of reduction. After there is good callus formation (generally after 10 to 15 days), the patient is removed from traction and placed in a long arm cast, which is worn for about 2 weeks.

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

For supracondylar comminution (Fig. 14-34) where stable pinning is impossible to achieve, we have uniformly chosen traction. Although these fractures are relatively rare, they do occur, and orthopaedic surgeons should be familiar with the use of traction as a technique of management of this fracture. We use a traction wing nut rather than a transverse traction pin, but this is a matter of choice. Anatomic reduction of the fracture is not critical with traction, but maintenance of alignment is. Callus formation is rapid in the area of the fracture, and the distal fragment should be confirmed to be neither hyperextended nor rotated into varus or valgus malalignment, based on radiographic evaluation while in traction. After good callus formation (generally after about 14 days), the patient can be removed from traction and placed in a long arm cast.

Vascular Injury

Type III supracondylar fractures have significant incidences of brachial artery injury, vascular insufficiency, and compartment syndrome, each of which should be evaluated separately in a patient with a severe elbow injury.

Brachial Artery Injuries and Vascular Insufficiency

About 10% to 20% of patients with type III supracondylar fractures present with an absent pulse (44,58,164). In the emergency management of a patient with a type III supracondylar fracture, the arm should be splinted with the elbow in about 30 degrees of flexion. This will facilitate transport of the patient to the appropriate facility for care and radiographic evaluation. The presence of a pulse and perfusion of the hand should be documented. Perfusion is estimated by color, warmth, and capillary refill. The question sometimes raised in the emergency room evaluation of a patient with supracondylar fracture and poor
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blood flow to the hand is whether an arteriogram should be performed as part of the preoperative evaluation. The answer is an emphatic "no" (164). The initial approach to management of a patient with vascular compromise secondary to a supracondylar fracture should be immediate closed reduction and stabilization with Kirschner wires. If an anatomic reduction cannot be obtained closed, open reduction through an anterior approach (14, 65) with medial extension allows evaluation of the brachial artery and removal of the neurovascular bundle entrapped within the fracture site.

After closed reduction and stabilization, the pulse and perfusion of the hand should be evaluated. Most extension type supracondylar fractures are reduced and pinned with the elbow in hyperflexion. With more than 120 degrees of elbow flexion, the radial pulse generally is lost, even in patients with an initially intact pulse. After pinning when the arm is extended, the pulse frequently does not return immediately. This is presumably secondary to arterial spasm, aggravated by swelling about the artery and decreased peripheral perfusion in the anesthetized, somewhat cool intraoperative patient.

Because of this phenomenon, 10 to 15 minutes should be allowed for recovery of perfusion in the operating room before any decision is made about the need for exploration of the brachial artery and restoration of flow to the distal portion of the extremity. Because most patients without a palpable pulse maintain adequate distal perfusion, the absence of a palpable pulse alone is not an indication for exploration of a brachial artery. Gillingham and Rang (78) recommended observation of patients with absent pulse, because most pulses returned within 10 days. The decision to explore a brachial artery needs to be based on objective criteria, if possible.

Traditionally, the decision has been based only on whether the hand was warm and pink. The following case indicates the difficulty with this. A 2-year-old girl was injured in a fall from a couch (Fig. 14-35). A type III supracondylar fracture and a pale, cool hand were documented on presentation to a local emergency department. Two hours later, the patient was brought to the operating room, where a cool, pale hand with poor capillary refill and an absent pulse was noted. Immediate closed reduction and pinning was performed with nearly anatomic reduction and removal of the neurovascular bundle entrapped within the fracture site.

After closed reduction and stabilization, the pulse and perfusion of the hand should be evaluated. Most extension type supracondylar fractures are reduced and pinned with the elbow in hyperflexion. With more than 120 degrees of elbow flexion, the radial pulse generally is lost, even in patients with an initially intact pulse. After pinning when the arm is extended, the pulse frequently does not return immediately. This is presumably secondary to arterial spasm, aggravated by swelling about the artery and decreased peripheral perfusion in the anesthetized, somewhat cool intraoperative patient.

Several investigators have attempted to provide criteria for repair in addition to warmth and color in the patient with absence of a palpable pulse. The use of simple Doppler ultrasonography in the operating room has been studied by two groups (162,164). In the absence of a palpable pulse, a Doppler device can be used to measure lower flow states with small pulse amplitude. Shaw (164) found no false-positive explorations when patients with pulses that could not be palpated but were identified on Doppler evaluation were observed and exploration was performed in those in whom no pulse was found with either palpation or Doppler. The brachial artery was either transected or entrapped in all patients with surgical exploration, and none with "spasm" had surgery. Schoenecker et al. (162), using the same criteria, identified six patients for exploration. Three had a damaged or transected brachial artery with no flow, and three had an artery kinked or trapped in the fracture. At follow-up, all patients with vascular repair had a radial pulse. One patient with more than 24 hours of vascular insufficiency had an unsatisfactory outcome. Copley et al. (44) reported that of 17 patients with type III supracondylar fractures and no palpable pulse at presentation, 14 recovered pulse after reduction. The three explorations identified significant vascular injury, and the brachial artery was repaired. In addition to Doppler evaluation, pulse oximetry (104,154) has been recommended. Our experience with the use of a Nelkor system for this technique is that when used in the operating room, it often underestimates perfusion. We believe this is secondary to its use in an anesthetized person with low blood pressure and peripheral vasodilatation. As a patient is waking up and pulse pressure and peripheral circulation are increased, pulse oximetry becomes a valid way to determine perfusion. We have found it useful for evaluating patients after vascular repair or pinning but not for intraoperative decision making. Copley and Dormans, (44) reported that some patients who initially had good perfusion and an intact pulse lost both in the postoperative period. Two of 14 patients showed signs of increased vascular insufficiency over a 48-hour period and required subsequent reconstruction. Data such as this supports in-hospital observation of patients with supracondylar fractures, especially those with evidence of vascular compromise.

Obliteration of the radial pulse after closed reduction and pinning is a strong indication for brachial artery exploration. After 10 to 15 minutes is allowed for resolution of arterial spasm as a cause for loss of pulse, the brachial artery should be explored. Either direct arterial entrapment at the fracture or arterial compression by a fascial band pulling across the artery may cause loss of pulse after fracture reduction. As described above, the other indication for brachial artery exploration is persistent vascular insufficiency after reduction and pinning.

**Exploration of the Brachial Artery**

The orthopaedic surgeon and vascular surgeon need to work together in the management of this problem. Often release of a fascial band or adventitial tether resolves the problem of obstructed flow. This is a simple procedure performed at the time
FIGURE 14-35. A: This 2-year-old patient sustained a type III supracondylar fracture with vascular compromise. B: Pinning was performed in a nearly anatomic position. C and D: Six hours postoperatively, increasing pain, a pale hand, and evolving compartment syndrome prompted arteriography, showing brachial artery occlusion.
of exploration of the antecubital fossa and identification of the brachial artery. In some patients, however, a formal vascular repair and vein graft are required. The brachial artery should be approached through a transverse incision across the antecubital fossa, with a medial extension turning proximally at about the level of the medial epicondyle (Fig. 14-36). Care must be taken because the neurovascular bundle may be difficult to identify when it is surrounded by hematoma, but it may lie in a very superficial position. At the level of the fracture, the artery may seem to disappear into the fracture site, covered with shredded brachialis muscle. This occurs when the artery is tethered by a fascial band or arterial adventitia attached to the proximal metaphyseal spike pulling the artery in the fracture site. Dissection should occur proximally to distally, along the brachial artery, identifying both the artery and the median nerve. Arterial injury generally is at the level of the supratrochlear artery (Fig. 14-7), which provides a tether, making the artery vulnerable at this location. Arterial transection or direct arterial injury can be identified at this level. Entrapment of the neurovascular bundle in the fracture is best identified by proximal to distal dissection.
The decision to repair a damaged artery or use a vein graft is generally made by the vascular surgeon. If spasm is the cause of arterial insufficiency, several techniques have been recommended. If arterial spasm is the cause of inadequate flow, and collateral flow is not sufficient to maintain the hand, attempts to relieve the spasm may be tried. Both stellate ganglion block and application of Paverin or local anesthetic to the artery have been found to be beneficial in this situation. If spasm is not relieved by these techniques and collateral flow is insufficient, the injured portion of the vessel is excised and a vein graft is inserted. When flow is restored, the wound is closed and the patient is placed in a splint with the elbow flexed less than 90 degrees and the forearm supinated. Postoperative monitoring should include temperature, pulse oximetry, and frequent examinations for signs of compartment syndrome or ischemia. Injection of urokinase has been suggested to increase flow (35); we have had no experience with this technique.

Sabharwal et al. (159) documented that 3.2% of patients...
with type III supracondylar fractures have an absent pulse at presentation, for which they recommended noninvasive monitoring. Magnetic resonance angiography and color flow duplex Doppler were helpful in deciding whether or not to explore the brachial artery. Although repair is technically feasible, Sabharwal et al. cautioned that high rates of reocclusion and residual stenosis argued against early revascularization if not absolutely necessary. Early reocclusion, however, was not reported by Schoenecker et al. (162) or Shaw et al. (164).

The necessity of early treatment of vascular compromise was emphasized by Ottolenghi (143), who found no Volkmann ischemic contractures (135) in patients in whom vascular compromise was treated within 12 hours. The frequency of this complication increased steadily with repair between 12 and 24 hours; after 24 hours of delay in treatment, outcomes were uniformly poor. This series presents convincing evidence that prompt exploration of arterial insufficiency markedly decreases the incidence of Volkmann ischemic contracture. However, it should be understood that brachial artery obstruction and compartment syndrome, although related, are not equivalent, and both are fortunately rare problems. Ischemia will lead to a compartment syndrome, but the presence of a radial pulse does not preclude it.

**Compartment Syndrome**

In acute compartment syndrome (90,135), increased pressure in a closed fascial space causes muscle ischemia. With untreated ischemia, muscle edema increases, further increasing pressure, decreasing flow, and leading to muscle necrosis, fibrosis, and death of involved muscles. Forearm compartment syndrome occurs after 1% or fewer supracondylar fractures. A compartment syndrome of the forearm may occur with or without brachial artery injury and in the presence or absence of a radial pulse. The diagnosis of a compartment syndrome is based on resistance to passive movement of the fingers and dramatically increasing pain after fracture. The classic five “P’s” for the diagnosis of compartment syndrome—pain, palor, pulselessness, paresthesias, and paralysis—are poor indicators of a compartment syndrome.

Mubarak and Catoll (135) recommended forearm fasciotomy if clinical signs of compartment syndrome are present or if intra-compartmental pressure is greater than 30 mm Hg. Heppenstal et al. (88) suggested that a difference of 30 mm Hg between diastolic blood pressure and compartment pressure should be the threshold for release. If pain is increasing and finger extension is decreasing, fasciotomy is clearly indicated. Measuring compartment pressures in a terrified, crying child is difficult, and if clinical signs of compartment syndrome are present, a trip to the operating room for evaluation and possible fasciotomy is necessary. An associated forearm fracture or forearm crush injury significantly increases the likelihood of compartment syndrome. An arterial injury in association with multiple injuries or crush injury further diminishes blood flow to the forearm musculature and increases the probability of a compartment syndrome.

Even if distal pulse is found by palpation or Doppler examination, an evolving compartment syndrome may be present. Increased swelling over the compartment, increased pain, and decreased finger mobility are cardinal signs of an evolving compartment syndrome. Evaluation of possible compartment syndrome cannot be based on the presence or absence of a radial pulse alone. If a compartment syndrome does appear to be evolving, initial management includes removal of all circumferential dressings. The volar compartment should be palpated and the elbow should be extended. We believe that the fracture should be immediately stabilized with Kirschner wires to allow proper management of the soft tissues.

Another factor that contributes to the development of compartment syndrome is warm ischemic time after injury. When blood flow is compromised and the hand is pale with no arterial flow, muscle ischemia is possible, depending on the time of oxygen deprivation. After fracture reduction and restoration of flow, the warm ischemic time should be noted. If this time is more than 6 hours, compartment syndrome secondary to ischemic muscle injury is likely. Prophylactic volar compartment fasciotomy can be performed at the time of arterial reconstruction. The exact indication for prophylactic fasciotomy in the absence of an operative revascularization is uncertain. Even when the diagnosis is delayed or the compartment syndrome is chronic, fasciotomy has been shown to be of some value.

**Technique for Volar Fasciotomy**

The volar compartment of the forearm can be approached through the classic Henry approach or the ulnar approach (Fig. 14-37). If the compartment syndrome is associated with a brachial artery and median nerve injuries, we generally use the Henry approach as an extension of the vascular repair. The advantage of the ulnar approach, as described by Willis and Rorabeck (194) is that it produces a more cosmetically pleasing scar. A volar fasciotomy involves opening the volar compartment from the carpal tunnel distally to the lacertus fibrosus and antebrachial fascia proximally. The fascia over the deep flexors is opened, as is the superficial fascia, to decompress the deep volar compartment of the forearm. Failure to release the deep volar fascia may cause contracture of the deep finger flexors. Generally only the volar compartment is released, with an associated decrease in pressure in the dorsal or extensor compartment. If the volar Henry approach is used, the interval between the brachioradialis and flexor carpi radialis and radial artery are retracted ulnarward. The deep volar compartment is exposed. The flexor digitorum profundus and flexor pollicis longus are exposed along with the pronator teres proximally and the pronator quadratus distally.

If the ulnar approach is used, as described by Willis and Rorabeck (194), the release is performed from the carpal canal to the anconeal fossa, as with the Henry approach. The skin incision begins above the elbow crease, medial to the biceps tendon (Fig. 14-37); it crosses the elbow crease and extends distally along the ulnar border to the volar wrist, where it courses...
radially across the carpal canal. The fascia over the flexor carpi ulnaris is incised, and the interval between the flexor carpi ulnaris and the flexor digitorum sublimis is identified. The ulnar nerve and artery are retracted, exposing the deep flexor compartment of the forearm. The deep flexor fascia is incised. The ulnar nerve and artery, as well as the carpal tunnel, are decompressed distally.

After fasciotomy the wound generally is left open. An effective way to manage the wound is with a criss-crossed rubber band technique, securing the rubber bands in place with skin staples. An alternative is to simply place a sterile dressing over the open wound, but this makes wound closure difficult and probably increases the need for skin grafting. Definitive closure or skin grafting generally is performed within 5 to 7 days. Skeletal stabilization of the supracondylar and forearm fractures is necessary for proper management of compartment syndrome.

**Neurologic Deficit**

In most modern series, the incidence of neurologic deficit with supracondylar fractures is 10% to 20% (127, 160), with an incidence as high as 49% in one series (36). Reports differ as to whether the radial or median nerve is the most frequently injured. In modern series, the AIN appears to be the most commonly injured (49, 58, 126), with loss of motor power to the flexor pollicis longus and the deep flexor to the index finger as first described by Spinner in 1969 (174). The direction of the displacement of the fracture determines the nerve most likely to be injured. If the distal fragment is displaced posteromedially, the radial nerve is more likely to be injured. Conversely, if the displacement of the distal fragment is posterolateral, the neurovascular bundle is stretched over the proximal fragment, injuring the median nerve or AIN or both. In a flexion type of supracondylar fracture, which is rare, the ulnar nerve is the most likely nerve to be injured.

In general, if the nerve deficit is present when the patient arrives in the emergency department and if the fracture is reducible, open reduction of the fracture and exploration of the injured nerve are not indicated. In most series, nerve recovery, whether radial, median, or ulnar, generally occurs at an average of 2 to 2 1/2 months. Culp et al. (50) reported identification of eight injured nerves in 5 patients in which spontaneous recovery did not occur by 5 months following injury. Neurolysis was successful in restoring nerve function in all but one. Nerve grafting may be indicated for nerves not in continuity at the time of
exploration. Neurolysis for perineural fibrosis is generally successful in restoring nerve function. There is no indication for early electromyographic analysis or treatment other than observation for nerve deficit until 5 to 6 months after fracture.

In their series of radial fractures with humeral fractures, Amilho et al. (8) reported that of 12 injuries that did not spontaneously recover within 6 months of injury, only 1 was associated with a supracondylar fracture. Perineural fibrosis was present in 4 patients, 3 nerves were entrapped in callus, and 5 were either partially or totally transected.

In the supracondylar area, perineural fibrosis appears to be the most common cause of prolonged nerve deficit. Although nerve injury is related to fracture displacement, a neural deficit can exist with even minimally displaced fractures. Sairyo et al. (160) reported one patient in whom radial nerve palsy occurred with a slightly angulated fracture that appeared to be a purely extension type fracture on initial radiographs. Even in patients with mild injuries, a complete neurologic examination should be performed before treatment. An irreducible fracture with nerve deficit is an indication for open reduction of the fracture to be sure that there is no nerve entrapment. Chronic nerve entrapment in healed callus can give the appearance of a hole in the bone, Mitev’s sign. Nerve transection is rare, and almost always involves the radial nerve (19, 30, 50, 123, 126).

Iatrogenic injury to the ulnar nerve has been reported to occur in 1% to 5% of patients with supracondylar fractures (33, 93, 153, 157). In a large series of type III supracondylar fractures, the rate of iatrogenic injury to the radial nerve was less than 1%. The course of the ulnar nerve through the cubital tunnel, between the medial epicondyle and the olecranon, makes it vulnerable when a medial pin is placed. The ulnar nerve generally is injured by direct trauma from the medial pin, with or without actual penetration of the nerve. If the pin is placed in the ulnar groove rather than in the medial epicondyle, injury is likely. The ulnar nerve may sublux over the medial epicondyle as many as 30% of patients; this usually is bilateral and associated with ligamentous laxity. Ulnar nerve subluxation occurs most commonly with hyperflexion of the elbow and injury to the nerve is most likely when a medial pin is placed with the elbow in hyperflexion.

If an ulnar neuropathy is documented postoperatively when one was not present preoperatively and a medial pin has been placed, what is appropriate treatment? Brown and Zinar (33) reported four ulnar nerve injuries associated with pinning of supracondylar fractures, all of which resolved spontaneously 2 to 4 months after pinning. Lyons et al. (118) documented ulnar nerve injuries associated with pinning in 19 of 375 patients who had cross-pinning of supracondylar fractures. In only 4 was the medial pin removed. Two had explorations, which found no nerve transection. These researchers recommended leaving the medial pin in place until the fracture heals. Rasool (153) reported six patients with ulnar nerve injuries in whom early exploration was performed. In two the nerve was penetrated, and in three it was constricted by a retinaculum over the cubital tunnel, aggravated by the pin. In one patient, the nerve was subluxed and was fixed anterior to the cubital tunnel by the pin. Full recovery occurred in three patients, partial recovery in two, and no recovery in two. Royce et al. (157) reported spontaneous recovery of ulnar nerve function in three patients. One nerve that was explored had direct penetration of the nerve, and the pin was replaced in proper position. Two patients had late-onset ulnar nerve palsies, discovered during healing, and the medial pin was removed.

If a postoperative neural injury is documented, we prefer to explore the ulnar nerve and replace the pin in proper position. If an ulnar nerve lesion is documented late in the course of fracture healing, we remove the pin but do not explore the nerve.

Prevention of ulnar nerve injury is obviously more desirable than treatment of ulnar neuropathy. Because of the frequency of ulnar nerve injury with crossed pinning, most surgeons prefer to use two lateral pins if possible and no medial pin. Nevertheless, it should be recognized that two lateral pins are about 30% less resistant to torque than crossed pins. However, successful maintenance of alignment of type III supracondylar fractures with two lateral pins has been reported (42). If cross-pinning is to be used, nerve penetration and indirect trauma to the nerve can be prevented by making a 1.5-cm incision over the medial epicondyle and being certain that the ulnar nerve is protected when the medial pin is placed. Another alternative for protection of the ulnar nerve was described by Michael and Stanislas, who attached a nerve stimulator to a needle, which was used for localization of the ulnar nerve (129). Once the ulnar nerve was identified, a standard pinning technique was used, placing the medial pin 0.5 to 0.75 mm anterior to the nerve. We have no experience with this technique. The contralateral elbow should always be examined for ulnar nerve subluxation in flexion because it usually is bilateral and associated with ligamentous laxity. Some surgeons palpate the ulnar nerve and push it posteriorly (Fig. 14-29).

Radial nerve injuries are rare complications of pinning of supracondylar fractures. The most common cause is probably a direct piercing injury to the radial nerve, as the medial pin exits the anterolateral cortex of the humerus. This injury can be best prevented by ensuring that pin penetration in the opposite cortex is limited to 1 to 2 mm. The medial pin should be backed out slightly if it protrudes significantly beyond the cortex. Spontaneous recovery of radial nerve function generally occurs.

Elbow Stiffness

Loss of motion after extension-type supracondylar fractures is rare in children. Two series analyzed this complication in detail (47, 87) and found that fractures treated closed had an average loss of motion of 4 degrees and a residual flexion contracture of 4 degrees. In those treated with open reduction, the loss of flexion was 6.5 degrees and the flexion contracture was 5 degrees or 1.2 degrees of hyperextension. Loss of motion has been reported with the posterior triceps splitting incision for open reduction (79, 82, 122).

Although loss of motion usually is minimal, significant loss of flexion can occur. This is generally caused by either posterior angulation of the distal fragment, posterior translation of the distal fragment with anterior impingement, or medial rotation of the distal fragment with a protruding medial metaphyseal spike proximally (Fig. 14-38). In young children with significant growth potential, there may be significant remodeling of anterior
impingement, and any corrective surgery should be delayed at least 1 year. Although anterior impingement can significantly remodel, there is little remodeling to persistent posterior angulation or hyperextension.

Myositis Ossificans

Myositis ossificans is often mentioned as a possible complication (79,169) of supracondylar fractures, but it is remarkably rare (Fig. 14-39). This complication has been described after open reduction, but vigorous postoperative manipulation or physical therapy is believed to be the most commonly associated factor (6,107,147,167).

In a report of two patients with myositis ossificans after closed reduction of supracondylar fractures, Aitken (3) noted that limitation of motion and calcification disappeared after 2 years. Postoperative myositis ossificans can be observed with the expectation of spontaneous resolution of both restricted motion and the myositis ossificans. There is no indication for early excision.

Nonunion

The distal humeral metaphysis is a well-vascularized area with remarkably rapid healing, and nonunion of a supracondylar fracture is rare, with only a single case described by Wilkins and Batty (191). We have not seen nonunion of this fracture. With
infection, devascularization, and soft tissue loss, the risk of non-union increases.

**Avascular Necrosis**

Avascular necrosis of the trochlea after supracondylar fracture has been reported. The blood supply of the ossification center of the trochlea is fragile, with two separate sources. One small artery is lateral and courses directly through the physis of the medial condyle. It provides blood to the medial crista of the trochlea. If the fracture line is very distal, this artery can be injured, producing avascular necrosis of the ossification center and resulting in a classic fishtail deformity (Fig. 14-40). Symptoms of avascular necrosis of the trochlea do not occur for months or years. Healing is normal and motion is regained, but mild pain and occasional locking develop with characteristic radiologic findings. Routine follow-up radiographs of supracondylar fractures are not necessary because this complication is highly unusual and the fishtail deformity of the distal humerus does not compromise function.

**Angular Deformity**

Angular deformities of the distal humerus after supracondylar fractures are much less common since the development of modern techniques of skeletal stabilization. In the past, the incidence

---

**FIGURE 14-40.** Avascular necrosis of the trochlea. A: Anteroposterior injury film of an 8-year-old with a distal type III supracondylar fracture. B: The distal extension of the fracture (arrow) is best appreciated on the lateral reduction film. Postfracture, the patient was asymptomatic until 2 years later, when elbow stiffness developed. C: Repeat radiographs at that time showed atrophy of the trochlea (arrows). D: Three-dimensional computed tomographic reconstruction demonstrates atrophy of the trochlea.
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Figure 14-41. Cosmetic effects. A combination of varus coronal rotation and medial horizontal rotation of the distal fragment causes the lateral condyle to be unduly prominent (arrow). This accentuates the unpleasant appearance of the cubitus varus deformity. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. Residuals of elbow trauma in children. Orthop Clin North Am 1990;21:291-314; with permission.)

The prevalence of cubitus varus deformity after supracondylar fractures ranged from 9% to 58% (60,92,122). Pirone et al. (147) reported cubitus varus deformities in 14% of patients treated with cast immobilization compared with 3% in patients with percutaneous pin fixation. A decrease in frequency of cubitus varus deformity after the use of percutaneous pin fixation has been reflected in other recent series (28,29,66,67,101,128,147,148). The usual etiology of cubitus varus deformity is malunion of the distal humeral fragment rather than growth arrest. Distal humeral varus is generally believed to be a result of residual coronal angulation exacerbated by malrotation and hyperextension.

Malunion of the distal humerus usually creates a static deformity (Fig. 14-41), which becomes evident as the patient gains full motion. A flexion deformity obscures the true varus deformity, which is generally associated with hyperextension. Although some investigators have proposed that unequal growth in the distal humerus causes varus deformity (17,31,91,92,144,167), this is unlikely to cause a significant varus deformity in the first few months after fracture. The growth of the distal humerus is 20% of that of the overall length of the humerus. In a 5-year-old, therefore, the amount of distal humeral growth in 1 year is approximately 2 mm, making it unlikely that growth asymmetry is a significant cause of varus deformity that occurs within the first 6 to 12 months after fracture. However, avascular necrosis of the trochlea or medial portion of the distal humeral fragment can result in progressive varus deformity. In a series of 36 varus deformities reported by Voss et al. (185), four patients had medial growth disturbance and distal humeral avascular necrosis as a cause of progressive varus deformity.

Horizontal rotation (59,191) in a medial direction or internal rotation of the distal fragment is believed to predispose to distal fragment varus angulation (Fig. 14-38). Eccentric position of the biceps has been suggested as a cause of varus tilting by the distal fragment. Chess et al. (43) evaluated the clinical appearance of cubitus varus in an anatomic study of 256 combinations of varus angulation, internal rotation, and posterior angulation. They found that the major component of cubitus varus deformity was true varus angulation in the coronal plane. Internal rotation did appear to worsen the deformity. In a clinical study (119,120), the true distal humeral rotation was measured on wedges removed from osteotomies of the distal humerus; the horizontal rotation of the distal humerus did not correlate with the severity of cubitus varus (185). Horizontal rotation may accentuate the clinical varus deformity, but it is not the primary cause. Coronal plane deformity and hyperextension are the factors in cubitus varus deformity and are important in planning surgical correction.

Some researchers have suggested that cubitus varus deformity may produce weakness, but most believe that the effects are primarily cosmetic. An increased risk of fracture (54), especially of the lateral condyle, has been linked with cubitus varus deformity (Fig. 14-42). Varus angulation may complicate throwing. However, the functional effects of cubitus varus deformity are minimal and, other than decreasing fracture risk, the main indication for correction of a varus deformity is to improve the appearance of the elbow rather than to improve function.

Figure 14-42. Predisposition to lateral condyle fracture. This 5-year-old sustained a supracondylar fracture of this extremity 1 year before this acute stage II fracture of the lateral condyle (arrows). It was thought that the cubitus varus deformity predisposed the patient to this second fracture. (Courtesy of Kenneth P. Butters, M.D.)
As for the treatment of any posttraumatic malalignment, options include (a) observation with expected remodeling, (b) hemiepiphyseal growth arrest and varus deformity, and (c) corrective osteotomy. Bracing of this deformity is not effective for improving alignment or preventing increasing varus. Observation generally is not appropriate because although hyperextension may remodel to some degree in a young child (Fig. 14-44), in an older child, little remodeling occurs even in the plane of motion of the joint.

Hemiepiphyseal growth arrest of the distal humerus may occasionally be of value, particularly to prevent cubitus varus deformity from developing in a patient with clear medial growth arrest or trochlear avascular necrosis. If untreated, medial growth disturbance will lead to lateral overgrowth and progressive deformity. Lateral epiphysiodysis will not correct the deformity, but will prevent it from increasing. Voss et al. (185) used hemiepiphysiodysis with osteotomy in two patients with growth arrest and varus deformity. The humerus varies in length by a few centimeters from one individual to another, but in general is about 30 cm long at skeletal maturity. Approximately 65% of the length of the humerus is achieved by age 6 years. A 6-year-old child has approximately 10 cm of growth left in the entire humerus, with only approximately 2 cm provided by the distal physis. Growth arrest, in the absence of avascular necrosis or collapse, will be a very slowly evolving phenomenon, and epiphysiodysis in a child older than 6 years will have little effect on longitudinal growth. In general, prevention of increasing deformity from medial growth arrest is the only role for lateral epiphysiodysis. Because of the slow rate of growth in the distal humerus, we do not believe there is any role for lateral epiphysiodysis in correction of a varus deformity in a child with otherwise normal physeal growth.

**Treatment of Cubitus Varus Deformity**

As for the treatment of any posttraumatic malalignment, options include (a) observation with expected remodeling, (b) hemiepiphyseal growth arrest and varus deformity, and (c) corrective osteotomy. Bracing of this deformity is not effective for improving alignment or preventing increasing varus. Observation generally is not appropriate because although hyperextension may remodel to some degree in a young child (Fig. 14-44), in an older child, little remodeling occurs even in the plane of motion of the joint.

Hemiepiphyseal growth arrest of the distal humerus may occasionally be of value, particularly to prevent cubitus varus deformity from developing in a patient with clear medial growth arrest or trochlear avascular necrosis. If untreated, medial growth disturbance will lead to lateral overgrowth and progressive deformity. Lateral epiphysiodysis will not correct the deformity, but will prevent it from increasing. Voss et al. (185) used hemiepiphysiodysis with osteotomy in two patients with growth arrest and varus deformity. The humerus varies in length by a few centimeters from one individual to another, but in general is about 30 cm long at skeletal maturity. Approximately 65% of the length of the humerus is achieved by age 6 years. A 6-year-old child has approximately 10 cm of growth left in the entire humerus, with only approximately 2 cm provided by the distal physis. Growth arrest, in the absence of avascular necrosis or collapse, will be a very slowly evolving phenomenon, and epiphysiodysis in a child older than 6 years will have little effect on longitudinal growth. In general, prevention of increasing deformity from medial growth arrest is the only role for lateral epiphysiodysis. Because of the slow rate of growth in the distal humerus, we do not believe there is any role for lateral epiphysiodysis in correction of a varus deformity in a child with otherwise normal physeal growth.

**Osteotomy**

Osteotomy is the only way to correct a cubitus varus deformity with a high probability of success. A variety of corrective osteotomies have been described, almost all with significant complications (Table 14-3). Stiffness, nerve injury, and recurrent deformities are the most commonly reported complications. An overall complication rate approaching 25% in many series has led to some controversy about the value of a distal humeral corrective osteotomy for cubitus varus deformity.

To choose an appropriate osteotomy, the exact location of the deformity must be determined. Because malunion is the cause of most cubitus varus deformities, the angular deformity usually occurs at the level of the fracture. If the deformity is caused by growth arrest, the actual deformity will be centered at the site of the growth arrest. Rotation and hyperextension contribute to the deformity, but varus is the most significant factor (43). Hyperextension can produce a severe deformity in some patients. After determining the location and cause of the deformity, the appropriate osteotomy can be chosen. In general, a lateral closing wedge osteotomy with a medial hinge will correct the varus deformity, with some minor correction of hyperextension (9, 20, 46, 70, 72, 80, 98, 100, 111, 177, 185, 196).

An oblique configuration (Fig. 14-45) places the center of rotation of the corrective osteotomy as close to the actual level of the deformity as possible. Oppenheim et al. recommended osteotomy at a higher level, emphasizing that the length of the cut should be equal (Fig. 14-46) (142). The higher the osteotomy, the more translation is produced in correcting the angular deformity. Proper preoperative planning places the apex of the osteotomy close to the level of the deformity and obtains the best anatomic result. On an AP radiograph of the humerus with the forearm in full supination, the size of the wedge and the angular correction needed are determined. An "incomplete" lateral closing wedge osteotomy is performed, leaving a small medial hinge of bone intact. The osteotomy usually is fixed with two Kirschner wires placed laterally. In the absence of an intact medial hinge, two lateral wires probably are not sufficient to secure this osteotomy (185).
A hyperextension deformity in the distal humerus may remodel somewhat, whereas varus and valgus deformity do not. Hyperextension deformity in the distal humerus following fracture (A). Four years later (B), a more normal distal humeral anatomy is seen with remodeling of the hyperextension deformity; 2 years later, (C), a normal distal humeral anatomy is reconstituted.
### TABLE 14-3. RESULTS OF SEVERAL STUDIES USING VARIOUS OSTEOTOMIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (Ref.)</th>
<th>Type Fixation</th>
<th>Complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incomplete Osteotomies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring and Secor (105), 15 cases</td>
<td>MOW, Riedel clamp, tibial graft</td>
<td>Three neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rang (152), 20 cases</td>
<td>LCW, K-wires</td>
<td>Three ulnar palsies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson et al. (37), 12 cases</td>
<td>LCW, staple</td>
<td>One aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betlemore et al. (120) 27 cases</td>
<td>LCW, K-wire, French technique</td>
<td>One skin slough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao (73), 15 cases</td>
<td>LCW, suture</td>
<td>One nerve palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCoy and Piggot (175), 20 cases</td>
<td>LCW, French technique</td>
<td>Six varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham et al. (80), 16 cases</td>
<td>LCW, cast</td>
<td>Two stiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielsson et al. (52), 11 cases</td>
<td>LCW, staple</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed Osteotomies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim et al. (142), 14 incomplete, 31 complete</td>
<td>LCW, K-wires, French technique</td>
<td>Four infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Four loss of fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Four poor scars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Five prominent condyles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three uncorrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Four neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two stiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One poor scar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unspecified Osteotomies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeney (177), 15 cases</td>
<td>LCW, K-wires</td>
<td>Five nerve palsies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langenskiöld and Kivilaakso (114), 11 cases</td>
<td>Complete osteotomies</td>
<td>Three infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LCW, unicortical plate, rot.</td>
<td>Twelve varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One stiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two poor scars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labelle et al. (111), 15 cases</td>
<td>LCW, K-wires, rot.</td>
<td>Five varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeRosa and Graziano (157), 11 cases</td>
<td>SC, screw</td>
<td>Two varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanaujia et al. (102), 11 cases</td>
<td>Dome K wires</td>
<td>Two neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laupatlarakasem et al. (115), 57 cases</td>
<td>SC, screws</td>
<td>Three loss of fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three nerve palsies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One loss of fixation, varus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two stiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three loss of fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two reoperations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two prominent condyles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uchida et al. (182), 12 cases</td>
<td>SC, screws</td>
<td>No nerve palsies, One loss of fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voss and Kasser (185), 34 cases</td>
<td>K-wires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOW, medial opening wedge; LCW, lateral closing wedge; rot., rotational correction; SC, step-cut osteotomy.
FIGURE 14-45. A: By moving the apex of the closing wedge distally, the center of rotation of the osteotomy is moved closer to the deformity. B: Upon closing a distally based wedge osteotomy, there is less translational effect than in a more proximally based osteotomy.

Wilkins and Beary (191) recommended crossed wires in this situation. With this incomplete osteotomy, rotation cannot be corrected, but rotational deformity was not found to be a significant problem in studies by Voss (185) and Oppenheim (142).

A dome osteotomy has been described by Japanese surgeons (89) in which a curved osteotomy is made in the supracondylar area. Proponents of this osteotomy suggest that multiplane correction is possible without inducing translation in the distal fragment and that rotation can be corrected. This osteotomy is often performed through a posterior approach.

DeRosa and Graziano (57) described a step cut osteotomy (Fig. 14-47) in which the distal fragment is slotted into the proximal fragment and the osteotomy is secured with a single screw. Multiple osteotomies with varying degrees of complexity have been recommended. In general, increasing complexity means increasing complications. No series of osteotomies has been reported without some significant complications.

Results of Osteotomy

Functional outcomes are generally good, but the preoperative functional deficit is nearly always minor in patients with cubitus varus deformities. Complications of humeral osteotomy include stiffness, nerve injury, and persistent deformity (Table 14-3); however, with a properly performed osteotomy, complications are relatively few. Ippolito et al. (95) reported long-term follow-up of patients with supracondylar osteotomies, 50% of whom had poor results. Increasing deficit has been reported after osteotomy in young children, but this did not occur in the series reported by Voss et al. (185), in which four patients had growth arrest and avascular necrosis; lateral epiphysiodesis was performed to prevent recurrent deformity in two of these patients.

Hyperextension deformity may remodel over time (Fig. 14-44), but correction is slow and inconsistent. In the series from
Children's Hospital (185), hyperextension deformities remodelled as much as 30 degrees in young children, but in children facing maturity, there was no significant remodeling in the flexion/extension plane. If hyperextension appears to be a major problem, osteotomy also should be directed at this deformity rather than simple correction of the varus deformity; this requires a multiplane osteotomy.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

I prefer an incomplete lateral closing wedge osteotomy for correction of most cubitus varus deformities. It is a simple procedure and in our hands has had a very low complication rate. A simple lateral approach is used rather than a posterior approach, and it is a muscle-preserving osteotomy that allows rapid rehabilitation after healing. Stiffness and nerve injury are rare complications of this procedure. Performing the procedure with the patient supine allows easy observation of the correction achieved. Kirschner wire fixation can be used in the juvenile age group and screw fixation in adolescents.

There is no reason to mobilize the ulnar nerve, but care is taken not to penetrate the medial cortex with a saw. The position of the radial nerve limits proximal lateral dissection. Symeonides et al. (179) reported finding a radial nerve entrapped within fracture callus in the lateral aspect of the metaphysis. With severe deformity or neurologic abnormality, anatomy of neurovascular structures is unlikely to be normal.

Wilkins recommended combining dome and lateral closing wedge osteotomies through a posterior approach for multiplane correction. This procedure is performed with the patient prone. For patients with significant hyperextension deformity, we would choose this procedure for multiplane correction.

**FLEXION-TYPE SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURE**

Flexion-type supracondylar humeral fractures account for about 2% of humeral fractures. A flexion pattern of injury may not be recognized until reduction is attempted because initial radiographs are inadequate. A key to the recognition of a flexion-type supracondylar fracture is that it is unstable in flexion, whereas extension-type fractures generally are stable in hyperflexion. A laterally displaced supracondylar fracture may actually be a flexion-type injury.

**Etiology and Pathology**

The mechanism of injury is generally believed to be a fall directly onto the elbow rather than a fall onto the outstretched hand with hyperextension of the elbow (Fig. 14-48). The distal fragment is displaced anteriorly and may migrate proximally in a totally
displaced fracture. The ulnar nerve is vulnerable in this fracture pattern (3,68,84,158), and it may be entrapped in the fracture or in the healing callus (113).

**Radiographic Findings**

The radiographic appearance of the distal fragment varies from mild angular deformity to complete anterior displacement. Anterior displacement often is accompanied by medial or lateral translation (Fig. 14-49). Associated fractures of the proximal humerus and radius mandate full radiographic evaluation of the upper extremity. Fracture classification is the same as for extension-type supracondylar fractures (Gaetland): type I, nondisplaced fracture; type II, minimally angulated greenstick fracture; and type III, totally unstable displaced distal fracture fragment.

**Treatment**

In general, type I flexion-type supracondylar fractures are stable nondisplaced fractures that can simply be protected in a long arm cast (62,137,152). If mild angulation, as in a type II fracture, requires some reduction in extension, the arm can be immobi-
FIGURE 14-50. Type I flexion injury. A type I flexion supracondylar fracture pattern (arrows) in a 6-year-old below-the-elbow amputee. There is only about a 10 degree increase in the shaft condylar angle. He was treated with a simple posterior splint.

A problem with type III flexion supracondylar fractures is that reduction is difficult to achieve and when achieved, the elbow usually is in extension, making stabilization of the distal fragment with pins quite difficult.

Type I and II fractures (Figs. 14-50 and 14-51) generally are reduced if any angular displacement is seen on fluoroscopic intraoperative evaluation. Type II fractures can be immobilized in an extension cast with the elbow fully extended (Fig. 14-51). A ring is applied so that the weight of the cast can be supported by a sling around the neck. The cast is removed at 3 weeks. If closed reduction is performed without skeletal stabilization, follow-up radiographs usually are taken at 1 week and then when the cast is removed at 3 weeks.

For unstable type II and III flexion supracondylar fractures, pinning is generally required. The pinning technique described for extension-type supracondylar fractures is not appropriate for this fracture, because its instability in flexion precludes pinning with the elbow hyperflexed. Pinning should be performed after closed reduction with the elbow in mild flexion or full extension.

In a flexion-type supracondylar fracture, if reduction can be obtained in extension, it is rarely if ever stable in flexion. In general, a slightly less than anatomic reduction can be accepted as long as there is no soft tissue interposition of tissue, the Baumann angle is close to the other side, and neither flexion nor extension is seen on the lateral view. Although rotation of the arm is often possible for a lateral view of extension supracondylar fracture, the C-arm must be moved to get satisfactory radiographs when pinning a flexion-type supracondylar fracture, because they usually are rotationally unstable even when reduced.

Pinning is generally performed with the elbow in about 30 degrees of flexion, holding the elbow in a reduced position (Fig. 14-52). If closed reduction can be obtained, pinning can be accomplished in this position. Reduction may be facilitated by

FIGURE 14-51. Closed reduction, extension cast. A: A 5-year-old girl sustained a type II flexion pattern. B: She was manipulated into extension and found to be stable, and thus was maintained in a long-arm cast in extension.
FIGURE 14-52. Closed reduction, pin fixation. A: Injury film of a 9-year-old with a type II flexion injury. B: A satisfactory reduction was achieved by fully extending the elbow. C: The elbow was then gradually flexed to full flexion, maintaining pressure proximally through the forearm (arrows) to keep the distal humeral fragment extended. D: The distal fragment was then secured with three pins placed laterally.
placing a traction type of olecranon wing nut through the proximal ulna to give a better grip on the distal fragment.

The lateral pin is generally placed first through the lateral condyle, extending through the proximal fragment and engaging the opposite cortex. The medial pin is then placed through the medial epicondyle. We make a small incision over the medial epicondyle to ensure that the ulnar nerve is not entrapped in the fracture.

After pinning of a flexion-type supracondylar fracture, the arm should be placed in a cast. If the fracture is held in anatomic position with pins, a flexed-arm cast can be used to provide better patient comfort, but a cast with the elbow in maximal extension is acceptable.

Open reduction frequently is required for flexion-type supracondylar fractures. Open reduction is best performed through an anteromedial approach, rather than an anterior approach, as is used for extension-type supracondylar fractures. With flexion-type fractures, brachialis remains intact and must be retracted in order to expose the fracture, necessitating a medial extension to the anterior approach. To be sure that the ulnar nerve is not entrapped in the fracture site, exploration of the ulnar nerve or at least identification is probably advisable with this fracture. Fracture reduction should be obtained under direct vision of the fracture, and pins should be used to stabilize the fracture fragments.

**Anteromedial Open Reduction of Flexion-Type Supracondylar Fractures**

A transverse incision is made across the antecubital fossa, curving proximally posterior to the neuromuscular bundle. Dissection is carried down to the level of the superficial fascia of the forearm and antecubital fossa. The neuromuscular bundle is identified and retracted medially. The brachialis and biceps tendons are retracted laterally to expose the fracture site and facilitate reduction. If there is medial soft tissue impingement or a question of ulnar nerve entrapment within the fracture, the dissection should be carried around posterior to the medial epicondyle, so the ulnar nerve and fracture can be identified.

Wound closure is performed with interrupted stitches, either absorbable or nylon. Postoperative immobilization is maintained for 3 or 4 weeks until good callus formation is present. Pins generally are left out through the skin and removed in the office without need for anesthesia. No immediate rehabilitation is given, but the patient is encouraged to begin gentle activities with the arm and to begin regaining motion without a stressful exercise program.

**Traction**

Traction can be used for this fracture, but the elbow generally is unstable in increased flexion, which is a position of comfort for the patient in traction. Although overhead traction works best for extension-type supracondylar fractures, we think that side arm traction might be better for this fracture; however, there is no data on this issue that we are aware of. Radiographic evaluation in traction is mandatory to confirm the adequacy of reduction. After 14 days or so in traction, with a stable distal humeral fracture and good callus formation, the arm is immobilized in a cast with the elbow in extension, and radiographs are obtained. We prefer wing nut-type traction for this to apply skeletal traction with the elbow flexed 30 to 40 degrees for comfort. This may require some sling suspension, as well as a skeletal traction pin or wing nut. If an ulnar neuropathy develops in traction, the nerve is probably trapped in the fracture and open reduction and ulnar nerve exploration are indicated.

**Authors’ Preferred Method of Treatment**

In general, we treat type I flexion supracondylar fractures with a splint or cast with the elbow flexed for comfort. Minimally displaced type II fractures that reduce in extension are treated in an extension cast. Unstable types II and III fractures are pinned. We make a small incision over the medial epicondyle if a medial pin is placed. Open reduction is used if an anatomic closed reduction cannot be obtained.
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PHYSEAL FRACTURES

All the physes of the distal humerus are vulnerable to injury, each with a distinct fracture pattern. This vulnerability of the various physes to injury is altered by two major factors: age and mechanism of injury. Next to those of the distal radius, injuries to the distal humeral physes are the most common physeal injuries. The peak age incidences of these physeal injuries vary considerably. In general, the physes of the major long bones are most vulnerable to fracture just before puberty, when the perichondral ring is weakest (1,11). Fractures involving the medial epicondylar apophysis are most common in preadolescents, with the peak ages 11 to 15 years. This is probably because many avulsions of this apophysis are associated with posterolateral dislocations, which also are common in this age group. Fractures involving the lateral condylar physes occur early, with the average age around 6 years (2,4,7,9-12). Fractures involving the medial
condylar physis are rare and occur most often in children 8 to 12 years of age (3,6,8). Fractures involving the total distal humeral physis may occur in neonates or within the first 2 to 3 years of life (5).

The specific fracture patterns, incidence, and mechanism of injury are discussed in detail in the following sections dealing with these specific fractures.

Fractures Involving the Lateral Condylar Physis

Incidence and Outcome

Fractures involving the lateral condylar region in the immature skeleton either cross the physis or follow it for a short distance into the trochlea. Fractures of the lateral condylar physis constitute 16.9% of fractures of the distal humerus.

Fractures of the lateral condylar physis are only occasionally associated with injuries outside the elbow region. Within the elbow region, the associated injuries that can occur with this fracture include dislocation of the elbow (which may be a result of the injury to the lateral condylar physis rather than a separate injury), fractures of the radial head, and fractures of the olecranon, which are often greenstick in nature. True acute fractures involving only the anatomic capitellum are rare in the immature skeleton.

The diagnosis of lateral condylar physis injuries may be less obvious both clinically and radiographically than that of supracondylar fractures, especially if the fracture is minimally displaced. The incidence of a functional loss of range of motion in the elbow is much greater with fractures of the lateral condylar physis because the fracture line often extends into the articular surface. A difficult supracondylar fracture with cubitus varus, barring the immediate neurovascular complications, is likely to result in a surgically correctable cosmetic deformity with an essentially normal range of motion in the elbow. A poorly treated lateral condylar physis injury, however, is likely to result in a significant loss of range of motion that is not as responsive to surgical correction. The complications of supracondylar fractures are usually evident in the immediate postinjury period. The poor outcome of a lateral condylar physeal fracture may not be obvious until months or even years later. Ippolito et al. (54) evaluated 49 individuals with humeral condylar fractures 18 to 45 years after the injury. Twenty fractures with displacement of 2 to 10 mm with no e
ing of the osteochondral fragment had been treated without reduction and 16 fractures with marked displacement and utting of the fragment had been treated surgically; all 36 had good results. All 13 patients treated operatively or nonoperatively for old, displaced fractures had poor results. Nonunion developed in 4 and osteonecrosis in 6. Arthritis of the elbow was found in fractures complicated by osteonecrosis and nonunion, and in old fractures when the humeral condyle was resected, but it was not observed in uncomplicated fractures.

Pathology

Early Descriptions

Milch (66,67) defined the fracture that exited through the trochleocapitellar groove as type I (Milch type I). The type II (Milch type II) exits through the trochlea. Cotton (29) around the same time described more of the details of the various subluxations of both the fragment and elbow joint that occurred with this type of fracture. He noted that because the fragment usually was still attached to the proximal radius, both the radius and ulna were subluxed. The most common displacement was "outward and backward"; "inward and forward" displacement was rare. Cotton also noted that the main pathology was associated with the rotation of the condylar fragment. He observed that this fracture often resulted in limited extension, had some local lateral outgrowth at the fracture site, and rarely resulted in axial deviation of the elbow unless there was a resultant nonunion. Little has been added to his description of the pathology of this lesion by more recent investigators.

Fracture Anatomy and Classification

Classification of lateral condylar physeal fractures can be described by either the anatomic location of the fracture line or the stage of displacement. An understanding of both of these classifications is essential in the management of these fractures.

Anatomic Location. Salter and Harris classified lateral condylar physeal injuries as type IV injuries in their classification of physeal fractures (83). A true Salter-Harris type IV injury through the osseous nucleus of the lateral condyle is rare. Although lateral condylar fractures are similar to Salter-Harris type II and IV fractures, treatment guidelines follow those of a type IV injury: open reduction and internal fixation of displaced intrarticular fractures, with the potential for mild growth disturbance of the distal humeral physis. There is no contact between the ossification center of the epiphysis and the exposed bone in the metaphyseal fragment.

The Milch classification is based on the location of the fracture line through the epiphysis of the distal humerus.

Milch Type I. In this type, the fracture line originates in the metaphysis, crosses the physis more or less obliquely, and finally traverses the osseous nucleus of the lateral condylar epiphysis to exit in the area of the capitulotrochlear groove (Fig. 15-1). There can be contact between the bone ossification center of the epiphysis and the bony metaphysis, leading to growth arrest due to an osseous bridge, especially in young children. Fortunately, less than 20% of the growth of the humerus occurs through the distal humeral physis.

Milch Type II. This more common fracture line originates in the posterior metaphysis, where there is a fragment of variable size (Fig. 15-2). The fracture then usually courses within the physis down to the depths of the trochlea. The fracture line does not traverse the lateral condylar epiphysis or ossification center. The ossification center of the lateral condyle extends to the lateral crista of the trochlea. Thus, the terminal portion of the fracture line courses through the physeal cartilage that lies between the ossification centers of the lateral condyle and the medial condyle. In the age group in which most of these fractures occur, there is little ossification of the medial crista of the trochlea.

Because the fracture line starts in the metaphysis and then courses along the physeal cartilage, it has some of the characteristics of both type II and IV injuries according to the Salter-Harris classification.
classification. This fracture classification is debatable, because the fracture exits the joint in the nor-yet-ossified cartilage of the trochlea.

Mirsky, Karas, and Weiner (71) compared intraoperative findings to preoperative radiographic classification in 25 displaced fractures of the lateral condyle and found that in 13 (52%) the Milch classification did not correlate with intraoperative findings. Eight of 17 fractures (47%) classified preoperatively as Milch type I fractures were unstable, and 5 of 8 fractures classified preoperatively as Milch type II fractures were extraarticular, extending across the distal humeral physis medially. Mirsky et al. identified three distinct fracture patterns: 9 fractures exited the distal humeral epiphysis just medial to the capitellum, 11 exited through the trochlear epiphysis, and 5 extended across the physis medially. No fracture appeared to traverse the ossified portion of the capitellum (Milch type I).

### Stage of Displacement

Displacement has been described as occurring in three stages (Fig. 15-3) (55,61,99). In the first stage, the fracture is relatively undisplaced and the articular surface is intact (Fig. 15-3A and B). Because the trochlea is intact, there is no lateral shift of the olecranon.

In the second stage, the fracture extends completely through the articular surface (Fig. 15-3C and D). This allows the proximal fragment to become more displaced and can allow lateral displacement of the olecranon. In the third stage, the condylar fragment is rotated and totally displaced laterally and proximally, which allows translocation of both the olecranon and the radial head (Fig. 15-3E and F).

Badelon et al. (14) modified the description of stage I displacement to include fractures with less than 2 mm of displacement seen on the anteroposterior or lateral radiograph only or seen on both views.

### Soft Tissue Injuries

The fracture line usually begins in the posterolateral metaphysis, with a soft tissue tear in the area between the origins of the extensor carpi radialis longus and the brachioradialis muscle. The extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis muscles remain attached to the free distal fragments, along with the lateral collateral ligaments of the elbow. If there is much displacement, both the anterior and posterior aspects of the elbow capsule usually are torn.

This soft tissue injury, however, is usually localized to the lateral side and may help identify a minimally displaced fracture. More extensive soft tissue swelling at the fracture site may indicate more severe soft tissue injury, which may be an indication that the fracture is prone to late displacement.
**Displacement of the Fracture and Elbow Joint**

The degree of displacement varies according to the magnitude of the force applied and whether or not the cartilaginous hinge of the articular surface remains intact. If the articular surface is intact, the resultant displacement of the condylar fragment is simply a lateral tilt hinging on the intact medial articular surface. If the fracture is complete, the fragment can be rotated and displaced varying degrees; in the most severe fractures almost the full 180° so that the lateral condylar articular surface opposes the denuded metaphyseal fracture surface. Wilson (101) showed that in addition to this coronal rotation of the distal fragment, rotation also can occur in the horizontal plane. The lateral margin is carried posteriorly, and the medial portion of the distal fragment rotates anteriorly.

**Pattern Determines Stability**

Because the usual fracture line disrupts the lateral crista of the trochlea (Milch type II), the elbow joint is unstable, creating the possibility of posterolateral subluxation of the proximal radius and ulna. Thus, the forearm rotates along the coronal plane into valgus, and there also may be lateral translocation of the lateral condyle with the radius and ulna (Fig. 15-4). This concept of lateral translocation is important in the late reconstruction of untreated fractures.

In Milch type I physeal fractures, where the fracture line traverses the lateral condylar epiphysis, the elbow remains reasonably stable because the trochlea remains intact. Total coronal rotation of the condylar fragment can occur with this injury. The axial deformity that results is pure valgus without translocation (Fig. 15-4).

This posterolateral elbow instability with the lateral condylar physeal injury has led to the mistaken concept that this injury is associated with a primary dislocation of the elbow (26). Such rarely is the case. The posterolateral instability of the elbow usually is a result of the injury, not a cause of it (80).

**Mechanism of Injury**

As Heyl (49) has stated, the local biomechanics of the distal humerus must be different in children because of the rarity of this injury in adults. Two mechanisms have been suggested: “push off” or “pull off.”

The pull off or avulsion theory has more advocates (13,15, 55,79,95). In early studies (13,95) this injury was consistently produced in young cadavers by adducting the forearm with the elbow extended and the forearm supinated. The results of these studies were confirmed by the work of Jakob and Fowles (55).

Some of Stimson’s (95) work strengthens the push off theory. In his cadaver studies, he produced the injury by applying a sharp blow to the palm when the elbow was flexed (15,29,34, 42). Others who support the push off theory have speculated that because the forearm goes into valgus when extended, the radial head can thus push off the lateral condyle. Some researchers have even proposed that it can be a result of a direct blow to the olecranon (24,34).

It is likely that both mechanisms can produce this injury. The more common type of fracture, which extends to the apex of the trochlea, is probably a result of avulsion forces on the condyle, with the sharp articular surface of the olecranon serving to direct the force along the physeal line into the trochlea (Fig. 15-5). When a child falls forward on the palm with the elbow flexed, the radial head is forced against the capitellum and may cause the less common Milch type I physeal fracture that courses through the capitulotrochlear notch.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Compared with the marked distortion of the elbow that occurs with displaced supracondylar fractures, little distortion of the elbow, other than that produced by the fracture hematoma, may be present with lateral condylar fractures. The key to the clinical evaluation of this fracture is the location of soft tissue swelling concentrated over the lateral aspect of the distal humerus. Stage I displacement may produce only local tenderness at the condylar fracture site, which may be increased by forcibly flexing the wrist (52). Stage II or III displacement may result in some local crepitus with motion of the lateral condylar fragment. The benign appearance of the elbow with some stage I and II displacements may account for the delay of parents seeking treatment for a child with a minimally displaced fracture.

**Radiographic Findings**

The radiographic appearance varies according to the anatomic location of the fracture line and the stage of displacement. In the anteroposterior view, the metaphyseal flake may be small and seemingly minimally displaced. The degree of displacement can often be better appreciated on the true lateral view. In determining whether the articular hinge is intact (i.e., stage I vs. stage II), the relationship of the proximal ulna to the distal humerus is evaluated for the presence of lateral translocation. Oblique views are especially helpful in patients in whom a stage I displacement is suspected.
FIGURE 15-5. The most common mechanism of injury is believed to occur when the elbow is forced into varus (bottom left), which, along with the extensor muscles and lateral collateral ligaments, applies an avulsion force to the lateral condyle. When the fracture line extends to the trochlear notch (bottom right), the elbow becomes unstable.

In a prospective study of 112 children with nondisplaced and minimally displaced fractures of the lateral condyle, Finnbogason et al. (36) identified three groups of fractures: stable fractures, fractures with an undefinable risk, and fractures with a high risk of later displacement. Stable fractures had no gap or a small gap and did not extend all the way to the epiphyseal cartilage; most of these 65 fractures were in younger children and none had later displacement. Fractures with undefinable risk of displacement were of the same type as stable fractures but the fracture could be clearly observed extending all the way to the epiphyseal cartilage; displacement occurred in 6 (17%) of these 35 fractures. High-risk fractures had a gap that was as wide or almost as wide laterally as medially; displacement occurred in 5 of 12 (42%) of these fractures.

Kamegaya et al. (59) reported that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evaluation of 12 minimally displaced (<2 mm on radiography) lateral condylar fractures identified 5 fractures that crossed the physys into the joint space and were unstable fractures. One of 5 fractures with 1-mm displacement was unstable, and 4 of 7 with 2-mm displacement were unstable. They suggested that MRI evaluation might prevent late displacement or delayed union by identifying those minimally displaced fractures that required percutaneous pin fixation rather than cast immobilization.

A major diagnostic difficulty lies in differentiating this fracture from a fracture of the entire distal humeral physis. In a young child in whom the condyle is unossified, an arthrogram or MRI may be helpful (Figs. 15-6 and 15-7). Potter (76) recommended MRI with thin (1.5–2 mm) sections and appropriate pulse sequencing to provide differential contrast between subchondral bone, cartilage, and joint fluid.

In fractures of the entire distal humeral physis, the proximal radius and ulna usually are displaced posteromedially (Fig. 15-8A). The relationship of the lateral condylar ossification center to the proximal radius remains intact. In true fractures involving only the lateral condylar physis, the relationship of the condylar ossification center to the proximal radius is lost (Fig. 15-8B). In addition, any displacement of the proximal radius and ulna is more likely to be lateral because of the loss of stability provided by the lateral crista of the distal humerus.
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FIGURE 15-6. Unossified lateral condyle. A: Anteroposterior view. A small ossific nucleus can barely be seen (arrow) in the swollen lateral soft tissues. B: An arthrogram shows the defect left by the displaced lateral condyle (open arrow). The displaced condyle is outlined in the soft tissues (solid arrow).

Methods of Treatment

Fractures involving the lateral condylar physis can be treated with simple immobilization alone, closed reduction and percutaneous pinning, or open surgical reduction.

Fractures Requiring Immobilization Only

Minimally displaced fractures are stable and have considerable intrinsic soft tissue attachments that prevent displacement of the distal fragment. About 40% of lateral condylar physeal fractures are sufficiently undisplaced that they can be treated by simple immobilization without surgical intervention (55, 63, 84). If the fracture line is barely perceptible on the original radiograph (stage I displacement), the degree of displacement usually is minimal and the chance for subsequent displacement is low (Fig. 15-9).

Badelon et al. (14) determined in their long-term study of fractures treated nonoperatively that only fractures with type I displacement (i.e., the fracture line is seen on only one radiographic view) can be safely treated nonoperatively. In their experience, any fracture with displacement, even of less than 2 mm, can displace later in the cast or splint. Beary and Wood (18), in a review of 57 fractures of the lateral condyle, found that 2 of 24 fractures with stage I displacement displaced later. Bast, Hoffer, and Aval (16) reported a union rate of 98% after nonoperative treatment of 95 nondisplaced or minimally displaced fractures of the lateral humeral condyle. Their criteria for nonoperative treatment were acute fracture (less than 24 hours at initial evaluation) and displacement of less than 2 mm in three radiographic planes (anteroposterior, lateral, and internal oblique). Two fractures that displaced 6 and 9 days after closed reduction required open reduction and internal fixation before they united without complications.

Late Displacement

Careful clinical examination is important in predicting which fractures will displace later. The potential to displace often depends more on the degree of associated soft tissue injury and whether the articular cartilage of the trochlea is intact, rather than on the amount of initial displacement. Considerable soft tissue swelling on the lateral aspect of the distal humerus, which can be appreciated both clinically and on radiographs, should alert the physician to the fact that the fracture may be unstable and has the potential to displace. If crepitus between the fragments is detected with motion of the forearm or elbow, signifi-

FIGURE 15-7. Arthrogram of stage I fracture of the lateral condyle (large arrows). Articular surface is intact with no displacement (small arrows).
FIGURE 15-8. A: Total distal humeral physeal fracture in a 2-year-old. The lateral condyle (closed arrow) has remained in line with the proximal radius. The proximal radius, ulna, and lateral condyle have all shifted medially (open arrow). B: Displaced fracture of the lateral condyle in a 2-year-old. The relationship of the lateral condyle (closed arrow) to the proximal radius is lost. Both the proximal radius and ulna (open arrow) have shifted slightly laterally.

cant loss of soft tissue attachments and a potentially unstable fracture should be suspected (17).

Critical Value
Undisplaced fractures usually can be treated with simple immobilization with good results. Speed and Macey (93) reported uniformly excellent results both anatomically and functionally in patients with undisplaced fractures, none of whom had any abnormalities of growth or premature physeal fusion. Simple immobilization of nondisplaced or minimally displaced (<2 mm) fractures in a sling, collar and cuff, or posterior splint appears adequate (93,99,103). Close follow-up and repeat radiographs to detect any late displacement are mandatory if this method is used.

Closed Reduction and Percutaneous Pinning
Several techniques have been described for initial reduction, with the recommended elbow position ranging from hyperflexion to full extension; however, it appears from clinical experience (425) and experimental studies that reduction is best achieved with the forearm supinated and the elbow extended. Placing a varus stress on the extended elbow allows further room for manipulation of the fragment. Unfortunately, it is difficult to maintain reduction of a displaced lateral condylar fracture with closed techniques, and closed reduction is not recommended for treatment of type III displaced lateral condylar fractures. It has become popular to reduce minimally displaced fractures initially by closed manipulation, and then stabilize them by percutaneously placing pins across the fracture. In some fractures of the lateral condylar physis, simple immobilization is all that is necessary. In those with moderate displacement, confirmation of fracture stability by stress testing and arthrography may precede percutaneous pin fixation. Mintzer et al. (69) reported good results after percutaneous pin fixation of 12 lateral condylar fractures with displacement of more than 2 mm. They believed this method is appropriate for selected fractures with more than 2 mm of displacement and an arthrographically demonstrated congruent joint surface. If a satisfactory reduction cannot be obtained, then reduction should be achieved and maintained by open reduction and internal fixation.

Fractures Requiring Open Reduction
Because of the high incidence of poor functional and cosmetic results with closed reduction methods, open reduction has become the most widely advocated method for unstable fractures with stage II displacement and fractures with stage III displacement (15,19—22,25,26,30,33,34,47,53,55,56,63,64,77,79,86,87,89,90,96,99,100,102,103). About 60% of all fractures involving the lateral condylar physis require reduction and internal fixation (55,63,84).

There is almost uniform agreement about the need for open reduction of displaced fractures of the lateral condylar physis. Most investigators recommend fixation with smooth Kirschner wires in children or screws in adolescents nearing skeletal maturity.
Pin and Screw Fixation

Smooth pins are the most frequently used method of fixation of the fragment (18,23,34,40,42,53,55,63,79,84,90,93,99,102,103). Blount et al. (19) believed that at least two pins were necessary to prevent rotation. The passage of a smooth wire through the physis does not result in any growth disturbance (84,93). This is of note because only 20% of the growth of the humerus occurs through the distal humeral physis. It also appears that the wires can be placed either parallel or crossed in the distal fragments.

The ideal place for the pins is in the metaphyseal fragment. They should cross at the lateral aspect of the metaphysis and diverge as much as possible to enhance the stability of fixation. If there is only a small metaphyseal fragment, the pins can be placed across the physis without concern.

When adequate reduction and internal fixation are performed early (i.e., within the first few days of the injury), the results are uniformly good. The key, however, is to be sure that the reduction is adequate. Hardacre et al. (47) found that poor results with open reduction occurred when the reduction was incomplete. Surgery alone does not ensure a good result unless the reduction is nearly anatomic and the fixation is secure.

Early surgical intervention is essential, because organization of the clot with early fibrin development makes it difficult to achieve a reduction without extensive soft tissue dissection in fractures treated late. The pins can be buried or left protruding through the skin with no increase in the incidence of infection. Leaving pins buried requires a second operative procedure, even though it usually can be accomplished with a local anesthetic. The fracture is usually sufficiently stable to allow pin removal by 3 to 4 weeks and to allow the patient to begin protected active range of motion of the elbow at 2 to 3 weeks.

Screw fixation has been used less frequently in children, although it was recommended by Jeffrey in 1958. Connor and Smith (56) used fully threaded Glasgow screws in 35 patients and found limitations of 5 to 25 degrees of extension in 5; in 5 patients the screw backed out and was found loose. Sharma et al. (85) reported painless, full range of elbow motion in 36 of 37 children who had displaced (>2 mm in any direction) lateral condylar fractures fixed with partially threaded 4-mm AO cancellous screws. One patient had delayed union, with loss of 10 degrees of elbow motion.

Percutaneous Pins

For fractures with stage II displacement (2–4 mm), varus stress views should be obtained and arthrography performed with the patient under anesthesia. If the fracture is stable, percutaneous pinning is indicated (Fig. 15-10).

Open Reduction

If the fracture is grossly unstable, open reduction and internal fixation should be performed. We prefer open reduction and internal fixation of all fractures with stage III displacement. It is important to perform the open reduction as soon as possible after the injury. The standard lateral Kocher approach provides sufficient exposure of the fragment. Often a tear in the aponeurosis of the brachioradialis muscle laterally leads directly to the fracture site. Extreme care must be taken to avoid dissecting near the posterior portion of the fragment, because this is the entrance of the only blood vessel supplying the lateral condylar epiphysis.

A posterolateral approach was recommended by Mohan, Hunter, and Colton (71) because of the excellent exposure it provides with minimal dissection. Another suggested advantage is the improved cosmetic results by more posterior placement of the surgical scar. Mohan et al. reported no complications in 20 patients in whom this approach was used.

The quality of the reduction is determined by evaluating the fracture line along the anterior aspect of the articular surface. This can usually be determined either by direct vision or by digital palpation. We prefer to use smooth Kirschner wires that cross just medial to the condylar fragment to maintain the reduction. The wires penetrate the skin through a separate stab incision posterior to the main incision. A long arm cast is applied with the elbow flexed 90 degrees and the forearm in neutral or slight pronation. The cast and pins are removed in 3 weeks if there is adequate healing on radiographs. Early active motion is started at that time. If necessary, pin removal can be delayed 1 to 2 weeks to allow further healing in older children.

Technique of Open Reduction and Internal Fixation of Fractures of the Lateral Humeral Condyle

The elbow is exposed through a 5- to 6-cm lateral approach, placing two thirds of the incision above the joint and one third

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD

OF TREATMENT

Immobilization

If the fracture is minimally displaced on the radiograph (i.e., the metaphyseal fragment is <2 mm from the proximal fragment on anteroposterior and lateral views) and the clinical signs also indicate there is reasonable soft tissue integrity, we simply immobilize the elbow in a posterior splint with the forearm in neutral rotation and the elbow flexed 90 degrees (Fig. 15-9). Radiographs are taken within the first 3 to 5 days after the fracture with the splint removed and the elbow comfortably extended. If there is no displacement, the radiographs are repeated in another 3 to 5 days. If the radiographs again show no displacement, then a long arm cast is applied and is worn for about 3 weeks, or until fracture union is apparent.

In some fractures with more than the allowable 2 mm of displacement (type II injury), the fracture pattern is such that the articular cartilage appears intact. If there is any question about the stability at the time of the fracture, the extremity should be examined with the patient under general anesthesia. Gentle varus stress views with the forearm supinated and the elbow extended should be taken to determine if the fracture displaces significantly. Arthrography may be performed to determine the stability of the nonossified articular cartilage of the trochlea.
Stage II fracture of the lateral condyle. A: Anteroposterior radiograph shows 4 mm of displacement of the metaphyseal segment; however, the fracture was stable by stress examination and arthrography. B: Four weeks after percutaneous pinning, the fracture is healed.

FIGURE 15-11. Lateral approach for open reduction and internal fixation of a lateral humeral condylar fracture of the left elbow. The approach is made through the brachioradialis-triceps interval, an anterior retractor is used to expose the joint surfaces, and the fracture is reduced and pinned percutaneously posterior to the incision.

FIGURE 15-10. Stage II fracture of the lateral condyle. A: Anteroposterior radiograph shows 4 mm of displacement of the metaphyseal segment; however, the fracture was stable by stress examination and arthrography. B: Four weeks after percutaneous pinning, the fracture is healed.

distal (Fig. 15-11). In the interval between the brachioradialis and the triceps, the dissection is carried down to the lateral humeral condyle. The anterior surfaces of the joint are exposed by separating the fibers of the common extensor muscle mass. Soft tissue detachment is limited to only that necessary to expose the fragment, the fracture, and the joint; the posterior soft tissues are left intact. The anterior joint surface is exposed by retracting the antecubital structures. The trochlea and the more medial point of entry of the condylar fracture are inspected. The displacement and the size of the fragment are always greater than is apparent on the radiographs because much of the fragment is cartilaginous. The fragment usually is rotated as well as displaced. The joint is irrigated to remove blood clots and debris, the articular surface and the metaphyseal fragment are reduced accurately, and the reduction is confirmed by observing the articular surface, particularly at the trochlear ridge. The position is held with a small tenaculum, bone holder, or towel clip. When a large metaphyseal fragment is present, two smooth Kirschner wires are inserted across it into the medial portion of the metaphysis. When the epiphyseal portion is small, as is more common, two smooth Kirschner wires are inserted through the condyle, across the physis, and into the humeral metaphysis, penetrating the medial cortex of the humerus. The wires are directed 45 to 60 degrees; the reduction and the position of the internal fixation are checked by anteroposterior and lateral radiographs before closing the wound. The ends of the wires are cut off beneath the skin but are left long enough to allow easy removal. The arm is placed in a posterior plaster splint with the elbow flexed 70 to 90 degrees.

The splint is worn for 2 to 3 weeks after surgery. The pins can be removed at 3 weeks if union is progressing. Gentle active motion of the elbow is then usually resumed and continued until full range of motion returns.

Delayed Union and Nonunion

If sophisticated surgical treatment is unavailable, these fractures may go untreated or unrecognized for a prolonged period. Even
in modern medical settings, elbow injuries may be treated as “sprains,” and the diagnosis of a displaced lateral condylar fracture is not made. Thus, patients often present months or even years later with a nonunited or malunited fracture fragment.

**Delayed Union**

Delayed union, in contrast to nonunion or malunion, occurs in a fracture in which the fracture fragments are in satisfactory position but union of the lateral condylar fragment to the metaphysis is delayed. Various reasons have been suggested for delayed union of lateral condylar fractures. Flynn and Richards (37) speculated that it was caused by poor circulation to the metaphyseal fragment. Hardacre and colleagues (47) believed that bathing of the fracture site by articular fluid inhibited fibrin formation and subsequent callus formation. Probably a combination of these two factors, in addition to the constant tension forces exerted by the muscle arising from the condylar fragment, is responsible for delayed union.

This complication is most common in patients treated nonoperatively. The aggressiveness of treatment is determined by the symptoms and clinical examination. The fragment usually is stable during clinical examination, the elbow is non-tender, and the range of elbow motion increases progressively. On radiography, the position of the fragment remains unchanged. With time, these fractures usually heal (Fig. 15-12). Lateral spur formation or cubitus varus is relatively common with these fractures. The need for further treatment depends on the presence of significant symptoms or further displacement that may disrupt the joint surface and cause functional impairment. If neither of these conditions is present, the radiographic persistence of the fracture line requires only follow-up observation. If there is any question as to the integrity of the joint surface, an arthrogram may help determine any loss of continuity and the need for surgical treatment as a nonunion rather than a simple delayed union.

Flynn (37–39) recommended long-term immobilization for minimally displaced fractures with delayed union. He found that 70% of minimally displaced fractures had united by 12 weeks. Jeffrey (56) recommended screw fixation with bone grafting. Hardacre et al. (47), however, found that minimally displaced fractures with delayed union ultimately united if there was no significant displacement of the condylar fragment.

Controversy exists as to whether elbow function can be improved by a late open reduction and internal fixation of the fracture fragment. Delayed open reduction has been complicated by osteonecrosis and further loss of elbow motion. Speed and Macey (93) were among the first investigators to question whether patients treated with late surgery did better than those not treated. In patients with malunion who were treated late, they found a high incidence of poor results due to “epiphyseal changes” that probably represented osteonecrosis. There have been many subsequent reports of osteonecrosis occurring after late open reduction. The high incidence of osteonecrosis of the fragment is believed to be due to the extensive soft tissue dissection necessary to replace the fragment. Böhler (21), on the other hand, had good results in his patients with delayed treatment. He avoided extensive soft tissue dissection by approaching the fragment transarticularly after performing an osteotomy of the olecranon.

The key to preventing osteonecrosis is to recognize the course of the blood supply to the lateral condyle. Only a small portion of the condyle is extra-articular. In his studies, Haldldsson (46) found that the vessels that supply the lateral condylar epiphysis penetrate the condyle in a small posterior non-articular area (Fig. 15-13).

Jakob and Fowles (55) reported that patients treated later
Asymptomatic nonunion of a lateral condyle in a 19-year-old military recruit. Because the patient had a completely normal and asymptomatic range of motion in his nondominant extremity, operative stabilization was not thought to be necessary.

than 3 weeks after the fracture did no better than those who received no treatment at all. They found that early callus and fibrous tissue made it extremely difficult to obtain a satisfactory open reduction without performing considerable soft tissue dissection. All their patients treated after 3 weeks lost range of motion, the average being at least 34 degrees, and osteonecrosis, premature physeal closure, and valgus deformity were common. In patients who received no treatment, valgus deformity due to nonunion and malunion was frequent, but no osteonecrosis of the lateral condylar epiphysis occurred. They recommended that no open reduction be performed for fractures older than 3 weeks, but that early ulnar nerve transposition be performed to eliminate the possibility of late ulnar nerve symptoms that occur with cubitus valgus deformity after nonunion. Dhillon et al. (32) and Zionts and Stolz (104) also reported that osteonecrosis was frequent after late open reduction and recommended no treatment for these fractures.

Nonunion

In 1932, Cooper (28) drew attention to the development of nonunion after lateral humeral condylar fractures when he described his findings in two cadaver specimens. He pointed out that there was absolutely no bony continuity between the distal humerus and the condylar fragment. True nonunion with significant deformity is rare because it is usually the result of non-treatment of a displaced fracture of the lateral condylar physis (19, 64,84).

True nonunion occurs in patients with progressive displacement of the fragment. The mobile fragment can be palpated, or the patient has weakness or pain in the elbow. According to the criteria of Flynn et al. (39), if the fracture has not united by 12 weeks, it is classified as a nonunion.

Nonunion can occur with or without angular deformity. Many patients with nonunions and minimal displacement of the fragment have no angulation and remain relatively asymptomatic for normal activities (Fig. 15-13). Others have weakness or symptoms when the arm is used for high-performance activities. Because they are not significantly displaced, these fractures can often be stabilized with minimal extra-articular dissection using a combination of screw fixation and a laterally placed bone graft.

Nonunion with subsequent displacement of the fragment is more common after unstable fractures with stage II and III displacement. If the fragment becomes free, it tends to migrate proximally with a subsequent valgus deformity of the elbow. Nonunion can lead to a cubitus valgus deformity, which in turn is associated with the development of a tardy ulnar nerve palsy.

Nonunion seems to occur when the distal fragment is displaced enough to allow the cartilaginous articular surface of the condylar fragment to oppose the bony surface of the humeral metaphysis. In such a situation, union is impossible.

Patients with established nonunion lose some range of motion but still function well. Smith (91) reported an 85-year follow-up of a patient with a nonunion, cubitus valgus, and mild ulnar neuropathy. Despite these complications, the patient was a musician, playing the French horn for over 35 years. Kalenak (58) reported a similar 50-year follow-up of nonunion of the lateral condyle in a 74-year-old laborer who had minimal symptoms. Other than the secondary effects of a tardy ulnar nerve palsy, the functional difficulties caused by an established nonunion are not severe (55,72,79). This has led many investigators to recommend no treatment at all or no treatment until the patient has achieved full skeletal growth for an established nonunion elbow deformity (18,20,47,55). Flynn and Richards (37), however, reported successful treatment of nonunion 9 months to 3 years after fracture and strongly advised early surgery for established nonunion when the condylar fragment is in “good position” in a child with open physes.

The most common sequela of nonunion with displacement is the development of a progressive cubitus valgus deformity. The fragment migrates both proximally and laterally, giving not only an angular deformity but also lateral translocation of the proximal radius and ulna (Fig. 15-14). Milch (67) noted that lateral translocation is not as likely to develop in the more lateral type of these fractures (Milch type I) because the lateral crista of the trochlea is intact (Fig. 15-15).

Surgical treatment of the nonunion deformity of the lateral condylar fragment is difficult and requires correction of two problems. First, articular cartilage may be opposing the distal humeral metaphysis, and union seldom can be obtained without
mobilization of the fragments and application of an internal compressive device. The second problem is correction of the angular deformity. In a Milch type I fracture pattern, correction of the angulation may require only a simple closing wedge osteotomy (Fig. 15-16). Correction of the angular deformity in a Milch type II fracture pattern may involve not only correction

**FIGURE 15-14.** A: A 10-year-old boy with cubitus valgus resulting from a fracture of the lateral condylar physis with nonunion. B: Nonunion with cubitus valgus. Radiograph showing both angulation and translocation secondary to nonunion of the condylar fragment.

**FIGURE 15-15.** Nonunion without translocation. Milch type I fracture pattern. Despite nonunion, elbow stability was maintained because the lateral crista of the trochlea had remained intact (arrow). Valgus angulation also developed.

**FIGURE 15-16.** In the Milch type I fracture pattern, there is only an angular deformity that can be easily corrected with a closing wedge osteotomy. (Redrawn from Milch HE. Fractures and fracture-dislocations of the humeral condyles. J Trauma 1964;4:592–607; with permission.)
of the angulation, but also translocation of the distal fragment back to its original linear alignment. Achieving solid fixation with this type of osteosynthesis is difficult without using appropriate internal fixation. Often the deformity is corrected, but because of the extensive soft tissue dissection required, the patient loses range of elbow motion postoperatively. Jakob and Fowles (55) pointed out that even with correction of the deformity, tardy ulnar nerve paralysis can still develop because it is trapped in the cubital tunnel. They recommended simply transposing the ulnar nerve and not treating the deformity.

Shimada et al. (88) reported excellent or good results in 15 of 16 patients at an average follow-up of 11 years after osteosynthesis for nonunion of fractures of the lateral humeral condyle. One patient with a poor result had evidence of osteonecrosis of the fragment. The average interval between injury and osteosynthesis was 5 years (range 5 months to 10 years). Presenting symptoms were elbow pain (n = 7), apprehension (n = 9), cubitus valgus deformity (n = 6), limitation of motion (n = 3), and dysfunction of the ulnar nerve (n = 4). Osseous union was obtained after the initial operation in 13 of the 16 patients. Of the 3 patients with persistent nonunions, 2 had union after a second osteosynthesis with bone-grafting and the other, who was asymptomatic, refused additional treatment. To prevent progression of cubitus valgus deformity and subsequent ulnar nerve dysfunction, Shimada et al. (88) recommended osteosynthesis for nonunion of lateral humeral condylar fractures in children because union is easily achieved, the range of motion is maintained, the function of the ulnar nerve usually returns, and remodeling of the articular surfaces can be expected. They noted that bone grafting is essential to bridge the defect, to obtain congruity of the joint, and to promote union; damage to the blood supply should be avoided to prevent osteonecrosis.

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

We distinguish between fractures seen late (＞7-14 days after injury) and established nonunions (usually from 3 months to several years after injury). If we believe that we can obtain fracture union without loss of elbow motion and avoid osteonecrosis of the lateral condyle, then we recommend surgery for selected patients.

Treatment of an established nonunion of a lateral humeral condylar fracture poses a difficult dilemma. If no treatment is rendered, a progressive cubitus valgus deformity occurs with growth. Patients usually are asymptomatic except for those with high-dose athletic or labor activities. A mild flexion contracture of the elbow is present, but the cubitus valgus deformity is more cosmetic than functional. The danger in this approach is failure to recognize and treat early a tardy ulnar nerve palsy. If surgery is performed for an established nonunion, the potential risks of osteonecrosis and loss of elbow motion must be carefully considered.

We believe the criteria outlined by Flynn et al. (37,39) are helpful in determining if surgical treatment is appropriate for an established nonunion:

1. A large metaphyseal fragment
2. Displacement of less than 1 cm from the joint surface
3. An open, viable lateral condylar physis

It also is helpful to distinguish between three distinct clinical situations. First, for an established nonunion with a large metaphyseal fragment, minimal migration, and an open lateral condylar physis, we recommend modified open reduction, screw fixation, and a lateral extra-articular iliac crest bone graft. This technique is markedly different from the surgical treatment of an acute lateral condylar fracture. The metaphyseal fragment of the lateral condyle and the distal humeral metaphysis are exposed, but no attempt is made to realign the articular surface. Intraarticular dissection should be avoided to help prevent any further loss of elbow motion. The metaphyseal fragments are debrided by gentle removal of any interposed fibrous tissue. The lateral condylar fragment usually can be moved distally a small distance. The metaphyseal fragments are firmly opposed, and a cancellous or cortical screw is used to fix the fragments with interfragmentary compression. Iliac crest bone graft may be placed between the metaphyseal fragments and laterally. The elbow is immobilized in 80 to 90 degrees of flexion for 3 to 4 weeks (Fig. 15-17).

Second, in patients with a nonunion who have cosmetic concerns but no functional complaints, treatment is similar to that for cubitus varus deformity after a supracondylar humeral fracture. If the patient and family desire, a supracondylar osteotomy may be performed (62). Rigid internal fixation should be used to allow early motion. Rarely in an adolescent or young adult with high functional demands and symptoms of instability, late osteosynthesis of the lateral condyle may be performed.

Third, patients with asymptomatic nonunion, cubitus varus deformity, and symptomatic tardy ulnar nerve palsy should be treated with transposition of the ulnar nerve.

Complications

If an adequate reduction is obtained promptly and maintained with solid fixation, results are uniformly good. In supracondylar fractures, an incomplete reduction may result in a cosmetic deformity, but functional results usually are good. In displaced fractures of the lateral condylar physis, a marginal reduction can result in both cosmetic deformities and functional loss of motion.

The complications that affect the outcome can be classified as either biologic or technical. Biologic problems occur as a result of the healing process, even if a perfect reduction is obtained. These problems include spur formation with pseudo-cubitus varus or a true cubitus varus. The technical problems arise usually from errors in management and result in nonunion or mal-union with or without varus angulation, and osteonecrosis. Other technical problems can arise from the injury itself, including neurologic injuries and myositis ossificans.

Lateral Spur Formation

Lateral condylar spur formation is one of the most common deformities after a fracture involving the lateral condylar physis. Cotton (29) believed that it is caused by coronal rotation of the distal fragment, which tends to displace laterally the flap of
periosteum associated with the distal fragment. This periosteum then produces new bone formation in the form of a spur. He believed that this spur formation produces no functional deformity. Maylahn and Fahy (63) found that this occurred in at least 28% of their patients. Wadsworth (99) agreed with Cotton that it was of no functional importance, and he also believed that the cosmetic effect is insignificant.

The spur occurs after both nonoperative and operative treatment. After nonoperative treatment, it results from the minimal displacement of the metaphyseal fragment and usually has a smooth outline. In patients with no real change in carrying angle, the lateral prominence of the spur may produce an appearance of mild cubitus varus (pseudovarus). In patients in whom a true cubitus varus develops, the presence of the lateral spur accentuates the varus alignment (Fig. 15-18A and B). The spur that occurs after operative treatment has a more irregular outline.

**FIGURE 15-17.** A: Established nonunion with a large metaphyseal fragment. B and C: After fixation with a cancellous screw and bone grafting of the metaphyseal fragment.
FIGURE 15-18. Spur formation. A: Follow-up radiograph of a boy whose lateral condyle was treated nonoperatively. The periosteal flap produced a spur on the lateral aspect of the metaphysis (arrow). This fracture healed with a mild varus angulation as well. B: Clinically, the spur accentuated the lateral prominence (arrow) of the elbow, which in turn accentuated the mild valgus angulation. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. Residuals of elbow fractures. Orthop Clin North Am 1990;21:289–312; with permission.) C: Considerable soft tissue dissection was performed in the process of open reduction of this lateral condylar fracture. D: At 2 months postsurgery, there is a large irregular spur formation secondary to periosteal new bone formation from the extensive dissection.
and usually is the result of hypertrophic bone formation from extensive dissection at the time of open reduction and internal fixation (Fig. 15-18C and D). When performing an open reduction, care should be taken to limit the aggressiveness of the dissection and to carefully replace the lateral periosteal flap of the metaphyseal fragment.

Before treatment, the parents should be warned that either lateral overgrowth with mild cubitus varus or lateral spur may develop, regardless of the method of treatment. They should be told that this mild deformity is usually not of cosmetic or functional significance. If these problems are explained to the parents beforehand, they are less likely to be anxious and critical of the result should it be less than perfect.

Cubitus Varus

Reviews of lateral condylar fractures demonstrate that a surprising number heal with some residual cubitus varus angulation (34,41,48,50,60,64,73,81,82,92,97). In some series, the incidence of cubitus varus is as high as 40% (41,92), and the deformity seems to be as frequent after operative treatment as after nonoperative treatment (50,81,92). The exact cause is not completely understood. In some instances, it is probably a combination of both an inadequate reduction and stimulation of growth of the lateral condylar physis from the fracture insult (Fig. 15-19) (82,92).

Rarely is the cubitus varus deformity severe enough to cause concern or require further treatment. This is probably because it is a pure coronal varus angulation and does not have the horizontal anterior rotation of the lateral condyle along with the sagittal extension that makes the cubitus varus that occurs after supracondylar fractures such an unacceptable deformity. Some investigators have noted that children with cubitus varus deformities have pain, decreased range of motion, epicondylitis, and problems with sports such as sidearm pitching, swimming, jujitsu, and pushups. Davids and colleagues (31) reported lateral condylar fractures in six children with preexisting cubitus varus deformities from previous elbow fractures, usually supracondylar humeral fractures. They concluded that posttraumatic cubitus varus deformity may predispose a child to subsequent lateral condylar fracture and should be viewed as more than just a cosmetic deformity. They recommended a two-stage correction of the deformity: anatomic reduction and internal fixation of the lateral condyle, followed by valgus supracondylar osteotomy of the distal humerus.

Cubitus Valgus

Cubitus valgus is much less common after united lateral condylar fractures than cubitus varus. It rarely has been reported to result from premature epiphysiodesis of the lateral condylar physis (50,98). As with cubitus varus, it is usually minimal and rarely of clinical or functional significance. The more difficult type of cubitus valgus associated with nonunions was discussed in the preceding section on nonunions.

Technical Problems

Nonunion/Delayed Union

The most common technical problem is nonunion, usually due to inadequate treatment. Management of this problem was dis-
cussed in the previous section dealing with treatment of non-unions. Delayed union was also discussed in that section.

Fishtail Deformity
Two types of fishtail deformity of the distal humerus may occur. The first, a sharp-angled wedge, commonly occurs after fractures of the lateral condyle (Fig. 15-20). This type is believed to be caused by persistence of a gap between the lateral condylar physis ossification center and the medial ossification of the trochlea (98, 102). Because of this gap, the lateral crista of the trochlea may be underdeveloped, and this may represent a small "bony bar" in the distal humeral physis (48). Rutherford (81) found that this type of deformity occurred only in fractures that were inadequately reduced. Despite some reports of loss of elbow motion with this type of fishtail deformity (99), most investigators (14, 18, 32, 41) have not found this type of radiographic deformity to produce any functional deficiency.

The second type of fishtail deformity is a gentler smooth curve. It is usually believed to be associated with osteonecrosis of the lateral part of the medial crista of the trochlea (74). The mechanisms of the development of this type of deformity are discussed in the section on osteonecrosis of the trochlea.

Neurologic Complications
The neurologic complications can be divided into two categories: acute nerve problems at the time of the injury and delayed neuropathy involving the ulnar nerve (the so-called tardy ulnar nerve palsy).

Acute Nerve Injuries
Reports of acute nerve injuries associated with this injury are rare. Smith and Joyce (89) reported two patients with posterior interosseous nerve injury after open reductions of the lateral condylar fragment, both of whom recovered spontaneously. McDonnell and Wilson (64) reported a transient radial nerve paralysis after an acute injury.

Friedman and Smith (43) reported a delayed radial nerve laceration from the tip of the screw that was used to stabilize a lateral condylar fracture 26 years earlier. This occurred when the patient sustained a hyperextension injury to the elbow.

Tardy Ulnar Nerve Palsy
Tardy ulnar nerve palsy as a late complication of fractures of the lateral condylar physis is well known. One of the earliest and most complete studies of this problem in the United States was conducted by Miller (68) in 1924. Forty-seven percent of his patients with tardy ulnar nerve palsy had fractures of the lateral condylar physis as a child. The onset of the symptoms varied from 30 to 40 years. Subsequently, reports by numerous other investigators confirmed the frequency of this complication after the development of cubitus valgus from malunion or non-union of fractures of the lateral condylar physis (27, 35, 45, 57, 65). The symptoms are usually gradual in onset. Motor loss occurs first, with sensory changes developing somewhat later (27, 45). In Gay and Love's series (45) of 100 patients, the average interval of onset was 22 years.

Various methods of treatment have been advocated, ranging from anterior transposition of the ulnar nerve (originally the most commonly used procedure) to simple relief of the cubital tunnel. In 1972, Wadsworth (99) listed nine operative procedures described between 1898 and 1957 for treatment of tardy ulnar palsy. We prefer simple subcutaneous anterior transposition of the nerve.

Physeal Arrest
Physeal arrest may be manifest by no more than premature fusion of the various secondary ossification centers to each other, with little or no deformity. Such a situation occurs much later than the original fracture. This phenomenon probably occurs because the fracture stimulates the ossification centers to grow more rapidly and thus they reach maturity sooner, or, rarely, it is caused by inadvertent dissection in the lateral condylar physis. Because only 20% of humeral growth occurs in the distal physis, physeal arrest rarely causes any significant angular or length deformities.

Malunion
Rarely, the fragment unites in an undesirable position. Cubitus valgus has been reported to occur as a result of malunion of the
Upper Extremity

FIGURE 15·21. A: Injury film of a 7-year-old who sustained a Milch type I lateral condylar fracture. This patient was treated with cast immobilization alone. B: Film taken 2 years later showed complete fusion of the condylar epiphysis to the metaphysis, with the development of a "bifid" condyle.

fracture fragments (94, 99). Malunion of a Milch type I fracture pattern can result in the development of a bifid lateral condyle (Fig. 15-21). No reliable operative treatment has been described to reestablish the congruity of the articular surfaces in condylar malunions, and they probably are best left untreated. We have seen several patients with malunions in which the lateral condyle rotates in the coronal plane, with subsequent cubitus varus deformity.

Osteonecrosis

Osteonecrosis of the condylar fragment may be iatrogenic in origin and is most commonly associated with the extensive dissection necessary to effect a late reduction (H. Brindley, personal communication) (47, 55, 64). Wilson (102), however, described partial osteonecrosis in an essentially nondisplaced fracture of the lateral condylar physis that had a radiographic appearance and clinical course similar to those of osteochondritis dissecans. Osteonecrosis is rare in fractures of the lateral condylar physis that receive little or no initial treatment and result in nonunion (55, 101).

Overly vigorous dissection of fresh fractures can result in osteonecrosis of either the lateral condylar ossification center (41, 75) or, rarely, the metaphyseal portion of the fragment, leading to nonunion (Fig. 15-22). If the fracture unites, osteonecrosis of the lateral condyle reossifies over many years, much like Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease in the hip. Any residual deformity usually is related to loss of motion.

Myositis Ossificans

The only report of myositis ossificans after lateral condylar fracture is that of Sandegard (84). In his patient, the fracture was associated with a dislocation. The myositis resolved with no functional residua. We have seen one patient with myositis ossificans after a delayed open reduction 1 week after injury. This patient had some residual loss of elbow extension.

Ipsilateral Injuries

Fractures of the lateral condyle have been associated with elbow dislocations (14), fracture of the ulnar shaft (78), and fracture of the medial epicondyle (44). Often an elbow dislocation is misdiagnosed in a patient with a lateral condylar fracture. Loss of the lateral crista can make the elbow unstable and allow the proximal radius or ulna to translocate laterally. This is a part of a normal pathologic condition associated with completely displaced lateral condylar fractures. In a true elbow dislocation, the proximal radius and ulna are displaced, not only medially or laterally but also proximally (Fig. 15-23).

Fractures of the Capitellum

Fractures of the capitellum involve only the true articular surface of the lateral condyle. This includes, in some instances, the articular surface of the lateral crista of the trochlea. Usually this fragment comes from the anterior portion of the distal articular surface. There is some variation in the terminology used for this
FIGURE 15-22. Avascular necrosis developed in this child because of extensive dissection and difficulty in obtaining a primary open reduction. A: Injury film. B: Two years later, there was extensive loss of bone in the metaphysis and a nonunion of the condyle.

FIGURE 15-23. Ipsilateral injury. A: Anteroposterior lateral radiographs of an 8-year-old boy with a true posteromedial elbow dislocation (open arrow) and a Milch type I lateral condylar fracture. B: A small fracture of the coronoid process of the ulna (closed arrow) confirms the primary nature of the elbow dislocation.
intraarticular fracture. It was originally described as Mouchet’s fracture (118). Most articles in the English literature prefer the term capitellum, but occasionally the Latin term capitulum humeri is used. In the European literature, these fractures may be described as involving the eminencia capitata.

**Incidence**

In adults these fractures are not uncommon, but they are rare in children. Marion and Faysse (117), in their review of 2,000 elbow fractures in children, found only one fracture of the capitellum. Since then, this fracture has been frequently reported in older adolescents (110,113,117,121). Marion and Faysse (117) pointed out that verified fractures of the capitellum have not been described in children under 12 years of age.

However, there have been two reports (105,108) of so-called anterior sleeve fractures of the lateral condyles, both in 8-year-olds (Fig. 15-24). These involved a good portion of the anterior articular surface. However, technically they could not be classified as pure capitellar fractures because they contained nonarticular epicondylar and metaphyseal portions in the fragment. This fracture often is difficult to diagnose because there is little ossified tissue. It is composed mainly of pure articular surface from the capitellum and essentially nonossified cartilage from the secondary ossification center of the lateral condyle.

**Classification**

Two fracture patterns have been described. The first is the more common Hahn-Steinthal type (112,120), which usually contains a rather large portion of cancellous bone of the lateral condyle. Often the lateral crista of the trochlea is also included (Fig. 15-25). The second, or Kocher-Lorenz, type (114,116) is more of a pure articular fracture with little if any subchondral bone attached, and may represent a piece of articular cartilage from an underlying osteochondritis dissecans. This type of fracture is rare in children (105).

**Mechanism of Injury**

The most commonly accepted mechanism is that the anterior articular surface of the lateral condyle is sheared off by the radial head (106,110). The presence of cubitus recurvatum or cubitus valgus seems to predispose the elbow to this fracture pattern.

**Diagnosis**

Often, swelling is minimal. Flexion is restricted by the presence of the fragment. If the fragment is large, it may be readily apparent on the lateral radiographs (Fig. 15-26). On the anteroposterior radiographs, however, the fragment may be obliterated by the overlying distal metaphysis (Fig. 15-25). If the fragment is small, oblique views may be necessary to show the fragment (106). In younger children, arthrography or MRI may be necessary to diagnose this rare fracture. Letts et al. (115) recommended computed tomography (CT) to help delineate the fracture type.
FIGURE 15-26. Fracture of the capitellum. A: Injury film. Lateral view of a 10-year-old with an isolated fracture of the capitellum. The capitellar fragment can be seen lying anteriorly (arrow). B: On the anteroposterior view, the distal outline of the lateral condyle appears intact. The capitellar fragment is seen lying anterior to the trochlea (arrows). C: Fixation of the fragment was achieved by retrograde placement of pins. D: Seven months after injury, the fragment has undergone resorption, leaving a defect in the lateral condyle (arrows). E: Three years after injury, at the end of skeletal growth, the defect has enlarged. The radial head has migrated proximally into the defect. Elbow motion is greatly restricted. (Courtesy of Jack Earle, M.D.)
Associated Injuries

Because the mechanism is postulated to be a pushing off of the capitellum by the radial head, it stands to reason that there may be an associated radial head or neck fracture (113). In Palmer’s (119) large series, including both children and adults, 31% had associated injuries of the proximal radius.

Treatment

Excision of the fragment and open reduction and reattachment are the two most common forms of treatment. Closed reduction is not likely to be successful.

Excision of the Fragment

Through an open arthrotomy, the fragment can be either excised or reattached. Most investigators (106,110,117) favor excision because of its simplicity. In addition, motion and rehabilitation can be initiated early. In those series in which excision and replacement were compared (110,116), excision appeared to provide better results. In addition, the earlier the fragment was excised, the better were the results. Even when large fragments were excised, joint instability did not appear to be a problem (111). In patients in whom treatment is delayed, although the results are not as good as when treatment is provided immediately after injury, improvement in function can be expected, even with late excision (110).

Reattachment of the Fragment

If the fragments are reattached, stability of the fracture is provided by wires or screws inserted through the posterior surface of the lateral condyle. The investigators who have advocated this procedure (489,491,494) have almost equally good results with reattachment. The major problems with reattachment are associated with osteonecrosis of the reattached fragment. Letts et al. (115) reported satisfactory results with fixation of five capitellar fractures with Kirschner wires (three fractures), Herbert screws (one fracture), and cannulated screw (one fracture). An advantage of screw fixation is that it does not require later removal.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

If the fragment is large, the fracture is acute, and an anatomic reduction can be achieved with a minimum of open manipulation or dissection, then we prefer to reattach it with two small compression or Herbert screws inserted from posterior to anterior through a lateral approach. Enough bone must be present in the capitellar fragment to engage the screw threads and if possible countersink the heads of the cancellous or Herbert screws (Fig. 15-27). However, if it is an old fracture, if there is any comminution of the fragment, or if there is little bone in which to engage the screw threads, we believe the appropriate treatment is simply to excise the fragment and start early motion.

FIGURE 15-27. Postoperative anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) radiographs of the patient seen in Fig. 15-26. There was enough bone in the fragment for it to be secured by the screw threads.
Complications

The major complication is osteonecrosis of the fragment (Fig. 15-26). This, of course, occurs only in fractures in which the capitellar fragment is retained. Posttraumatic degenerative arthritis can occur whether the fragments are excised or retained. Many patients who are treated either operatively or nonoperatively can expect to lose some range of motion, but this is not always of functional or cosmetic significance. It is important to emphasize to the parents before the onset of treatment that complications can occur regardless of the method of treatment.

Fractures Involving the Medial Condylar Physis

Fractures involving the medial condylar physis have two components. The intraarticular component involves, in some manner, the trochlear articular surface. The extraarticular portion includes the medial metaphysis and medial epicondyle. Because the fracture line extends into the articular surface of the trochlea, these are often called trochlear fractures. For purposes of description in this chapter, fractures of the trochlea are those that include only the articular surface.

Incidence

Fractures involving the medial condylar physis are rare in skeletally immature children. In the combined series of 5,226 fractures involving the distal humerus mentioned previously, only 37 fractures involved the medial condylar physis. These were all grouped into three series (163).

Many of the large series of elbow fracture in the literature (128,130,133,140,143) and early fracture texts (510,541) do not mention these fractures as a separate entity. Blount (124) described only one such fracture in his classic text. In Faysse and Marion’s (135) review of more than 2,000 fractures of the distal humerus in children, only 10 fractures involved the medial condylar physis. It can be safely said that the occurrence rate is less than 1% of all elbow fractures in children.

Although it has been reported in a child as young as 2 years of age (122), this fracture pattern is generally considered to occur during later childhood.

Most series (135,145) show medial condylar fractures occurring somewhat later than lateral condylar fractures. A review of 38 patients in nine series (122,127,129,132,134–136,147,150) in which the specific ages were given showed that 37 patients were in the age range of 8 to 14 years. Thus, this fracture seems to occur after the ossification centers of the medial condylar epiphysis begin to appear. However, this fracture can occur as early as 6 months of age, before any ossification of the distal humerus has appeared (123,131), making the diagnosis extremely difficult.

Surgical Anatomy and Pathology

Fractures of the medial condylar physis involve both intra- and extraarticular components. They behave as Salter-Harris type IV physeal injuries, but not enough fractures have been described to show whether the fracture line courses through the secondary ossification center of the medial condylar epiphysis or whether it enters the common physeal line separating the lateral condylar ossification center from the medial condylar ossification center. This common physeal line terminates in the notch of the trochlea. The lateral crista of the trochlea is ossified from the lateral condylar epiphysis. Only the medial crista is ossified by the secondary ossification centers of the medial condylar epiphysis. We believe that this fracture is a mirror image of the lateral condylar physeal injury and thus has characteristics of Salter-Harris type IV physeal injuries (Fig. 15-28). The deformity that develops if the fracture is untreated is nonunion, similar to that after lateral condylar physeal fracture, rather than physeal fusion, as occurs after a typical Salter-Harris type IV injury. The resultant deformity is cubitus varus instead of the cubitus valgus deformity that occurs with nonunion of the lateral condyle.

Characteristically, the metaphyseal fragment includes the intact medial epicondyle along with the common flexor origin of the muscles of the forearm. These flexor muscles cause the loosened fragment to rotate so that the fracture surface is facing anteriorly and medially and the articular surface is facing poste-
Mechanism of Injury

Two separate mechanisms can produce physeal fractures of the medial condyle. Ashhurst’s (122) patients described falling directly on the point of the flexed elbow. This mechanism also was implicated in other reports (123,127,138,147). In this mechanism, it is speculated that the sharp edge of the semilunar notch of the olecranon splits the trochlea directly (Fig. 15-30A). In three more recent series (123,132,136), many patients sustained this injury when they fell on their outstretched arms. The theory is that this is an avulsion injury caused by a valgus strain at the elbow (Fig. 15-30B). Fowles and Kassab (136) reported a patient with a concomitant valgus greenstick fracture of the olecranon associated with a fracture of the medial condylar physis. They believed this provided further evidence that this was a valgus avulsion type of injury.

Classification

Classification, as with fractures of the lateral condylar physis, is based on the location of the fracture line and the degree of displacement of the fracture.

Location of the Fracture Line

Milch (144) classified fractures of the medial condylar physis in adults into two types. In type I fractures, the fracture line traverses the apex of the trochlea. In type II fractures, it traverses the capitulotrochlear groove. He believed that the origin of the fracture line depended on whether the radial head, as in type II, or the semilunar notch of the olecranon, as in type I, served as the impinging force for the abduction injury. Both fracture patterns occur in children (Fig. 15-31), but type I fractures seem to be more common because the common physis line, which serves as a point of weakness, ends in the apex of the trochlea.

Displacement of the Fracture

Kilfoyle (142) described three fracture displacement patterns that can be helpful in determining appropriate treatment (Fig. 15-32). In type I, the fracture line in the medial condylar metaphysis extends down to the physis. He noted that some of these may represent incomplete supracondylar fractures. Unless there is a greenstick crushing of the medial supracondylar column, these fractures are usually of no clinical significance. In type II, the fracture line extends into the medial condylar physis. The intraarticular portion, as it is in preossseous cartilage, is often not recognized. In this second type, the medial condylar fragment usually remains undisplaced. In type III, the condylar fragment is both rotated and displaced.

Bensahel (123) and Papavasiliou (145) and their co-workers found that type III displacement fractures, which accounted for only 25%, were more likely to occur in older adolescents, and type I fractures were more common in younger children. These studies also confirmed the correlation between the type of displacement and the method of treatment.

Medial condylar physeal fractures have been reported in association with greenstick fractures of the olecranon (130) and with true posterolateral elbow dislocations (Fig. 15-33) (123,149). Some investigators (123,131) found that child abuse was more common in their younger patients with these fractures than with other elbow fractures.

Diagnosis

Clinically and on radiographs, a fracture of the medial condylar physis is most often confused with a fracture of the medial epicondyle. In both types of intra- and extraarticular fractures, swelling is concentrated medially, and there may be valgus instability of the elbow joint. In a true intraarticular fracture, however, there is varus instability as well. Such is usually not the case with an isolated extraarticular fracture of the medial epicondyle.
FIGURE 15-30. Medial condyle fracture mechanisms of injury. A: A direct force applied to the posterior aspect of the elbow causes the sharp articular margin of the olecranon to wedge the medial condyle from the distal humerus. B: Falling on the outstretched arm with the elbow extended and the wrist dorsiflexed causes the medial condyle to be avulsed by both ligamentous and muscular forces.
Ulnar nerve paresthesia may be present with both types of fractures.

In older children with a large metaphyseal fragment, involvement of the entire condyle usually is obvious on radiographs; in younger children, in whom only the epicondyle is ossified, fracture of the medial condylar physis may be erroneously diagnosed as an isolated fracture of the medial epicondyle (Fig. 15-34) (129,134,136).

In differentiating these two fractures, it is helpful to remember that medial epicondylar fractures often are associated with elbow dislocations, usually posterolateral, and that elbow dislocations are rare before ossification of the medial condylar epiphysis begins. With medial condylar physeal fractures, the elbow tends to subluxate posteromedially (129) because of the loss of trochlear stability.

Any metaphyseal ossification with the epicondylar fragment suggests the presence of an intraarticular fracture of the medial condyle and is an indication for further evaluation. Often the medial condyle and the medial epicondyle are markedly displaced as a unit (139). A positive fat pad sign indicates that the injury has entered the elbow joint and a fracture of the medial condyle is likely (138). Isolated fractures of the medial epicondyle fracture patterns. Left: In the Milch type I injury, the fracture line terminates in the trochlear notch (arrow). Right: In the Milch type II injury, the fracture line terminates more laterally in the capitulotrochlear groove (arrow). (Redrawn from Milch H. Fractures and fracture-dislocations of the humeral condyles. J Trauma 1964;4:592-607; with permission.)

FIGURE 15-31. Medial condyle fracture patterns. Left: In the Milch type I injury, the fracture line terminates in the trochlear notch (arrow). Right: In the Milch type II injury, the fracture line terminates more laterally in the capitulotrochlear groove (arrow). (Redrawn from Milch H. Fractures and fracture-dislocations of the humeral condyles. J Trauma 1964;4:592-607; with permission.)


FIGURE 15-33. A: Injury film of a 10-year-old girl who sustained a type III displaced fracture of the medial condyle associated with a posterolateral elbow dislocation. B: Open reduction and Kirschner wire fixation was performed using an anteromedial approach. (Courtesy of Elizabeth A. Szalay, M.D.)
FIGURE 15-34. Missed medial condyle fracture. A: Initial film of a 6-year-old who was originally diagnosed as having a displaced fracture of the medial epicondyle (arrows). B: Normal side for comparison. C: Three months later, the patient continued to have a painful elbow, and there was ossification of the metaphysis (arrow) adjacent to the epicondyle.

dyle are extraarticular and usually do not have positive fat pad signs.

If the true location of the fracture line is questionable in a younger child, arthrography or MRI of the elbow should be performed.

Treatment

For displaced fractures, open reduction with internal fixation seems to be the most popular treatment method (123,126,132, 136,141,142,145-148). The fracture fragment can be approached by a posteromedial incision that allows good exposure of both the fracture site and the ulnar nerve. Rigid fixation is imperative and is easily achieved with smooth Kirschner wires (Fig. 15-33) or with screws in older adolescents. Two wires are necessary because of the sagittal rotation forces exerted on the fracture fragment by the common flexor muscles. El Ghawabi (132) reported frequent delayed union and nonunion in fractures that were not rigidly stabilized.

In Kilfoyle’s displacement type I and II fracture patterns, usually enough residual internal stability is present to allow the fracture to be simply immobilized in a cast or posterior splint.
As with fractures of the lateral condylar physis, union may be slow. In fractures treated promptly, results have been satisfactory (127,134,136). Because there is usually more displacement in older children, the results in this age group are not as satisfactory as those in younger ones, who tend to have relatively nondisplaced fractures (123).

The real problem lies in fractures that are discovered or seen many weeks after the original injury. Fowles and Kassab (136) reported poor results when the fracture was treated surgically 3 to 4 weeks after the original injury. As with lateral condylar fractures, this was believed to be due to the extensive dissection necessary to achieve an adequate reduction. For this reason, they concluded that fractures in which the time span was greater than 3 weeks after injury should be left alone.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We usually treat type I nondisplaced fractures with simple observation and a posterior splint. Follow-up radiographs at weekly intervals are taken to ensure there is no late displacement. When there is good callus at the metaphyseal portion of the fracture line, the splint is removed and early active motion initiated. We continue to follow the patient until there is a full range of motion and obliteration of the fracture line.

Type II and III displaced fractures must be reduced and stabilized. Usually this is difficult to do by closed methods because the swelling associated with this injury makes it difficult to identify the landmarks accurately for pin placement. Unless these can be defined without question, we usually proceed with an open reduction through a medial approach. The posterior surface of the condylar fragment and the medial aspect of the medial crista of the trochlea should be avoided in the dissection because these are the sources of blood supply to the ossific nuclei of the trochlea. Fixation with two parallel pins should be in the metaphyseal segment if possible (Fig. 15-35). Cancellous screw fixation can be used in adolescents near skeletal maturity.

Osteonecrosis of the trochlea can occur after both operative and nonoperative treatment (see the following section on Complications). Thus, the parents should be warned of this possible complication before treatment.

**Complications**

The major complication is failure to make the proper diagnosis. This is especially true in younger children, in whom a medial condylar fracture can be confused with a displaced fracture of the medial epicondyle (Fig. 15-34). When the diagnosis is questionable, especially in a child with no ossification of the trochlea, examination with anesthesia, arthrography, or MRI may be helpful.

Untreated displaced fractures usually result in nonunion with cubitus varus deformity (Fig. 15-36) (136,150). We have seen one nonunion after a fracture of the medial condyle. When the condylar fragment finally ossified, the lateral edge of the fragment appeared to extend to the capitulotrochlear groove.
Delayed union has been reported in patients treated with insecure fixation or simply placed in a cast (132,142).

Some disturbance of the vascular supply to the medial condylar fragment appears to occur during open reduction and internal fixation. Several investigators have reported subsequent avascular changes in the medial crista of the trochlea (132,136,142,145). Hanspal (137) reviewed Cothay's original patient (129) 18 years after delayed open reduction and found that despite some minimal loss of motion, the patient was asymptomatic. Radiography, however, demonstrated changes compatible with osteonecrosis of the medial condyle.

Both cubitus varus and valgus deformities have been reported in patients whose fractures united uneventfully. The valgus deformity appears to be due to secondary stimulation or overgrowth of the medial condylar fragment. Some simple stimulation of the prominence of the medial epicondyle also may produce the false appearance of a cubitus valgus deformity. Cubitus varus appears to result from decreased growth of the trochlea, possibly caused by a vascular insult. Principles for treating nonunion of lateral condylar fractures generally are applicable to nonunions of the medial condyle.

El Ghawabi (132) described one partial ulnar neuropathy occurring after this type of injury. The neuropathy almost completely recovered after anterior transposition of the ulnar nerve.

**Fractures of the Trochlea**

Osteochondral fractures involving only the articular portion of the trochlea are extremely rare in skeletally immature children; only one such fracture has been reported in the English-language literature. Grant and Miller (152) reported on a 13-year-old boy who had a posterolateral dislocation of the elbow with marked valgus instability and fractures of the medial epicondyle and radial neck. When the elbow was explored to secure the epicondyle, a large osteochondral fragment from the medial crista of the trochlea was found lying between the two articular surfaces. The fragment was replaced and fixed with Smillie nails, and a satisfactory result was obtained. However, the presence of the fragment was not detected preoperatively.

In an older child who sustains an elbow dislocation and in whom there is some widening of the joint after reduction, an intraarticular fracture of the trochlea or capitellum should be suspected. Arthrography or MRI, or occasionally CT-arthrography, should be used for confirmation.
Fractures Involving the Entire Distal Humeral Physes

Incidence

After the first period of interest in this injury during the early 1900s, there was almost a complete absence of any discussion of this injury in the English literature until the early 1950s. In fact, two researchers, Siris (186) and Wilson (193), doubted whether this existed as a separate fracture type.

Smith's (187) description in his 1954 textbook, Surgery of the Elbow, sparked a renewed interest in this fracture. He focused attention on the maintenance of the relationship between the radius and capitellum as a distinguishing feature in this type of injury.

From 1960 to 1978, many individual patients were reported (159, 166, 172, 175, 179, 184, 185, 189). Once the presence of this injury became recognized, larger series appeared. Seven separate series reported a total of 45 fractures (154, 162, 163, 170, 176, 177, 182), and Abe et al. (153) reported on a series of 21 fractures.

Originally thought to be a rare injury, it appears that fractures involving the entire distal humeral physes occur frequently in children. The major problem is the initial recognition of this injury.

Surgical Anatomy

The distal humeral epiphysis extends across to include the secondary ossification of the medial epicondyle until about 6 to 7 years of age in girls and 8 to 9 years in boys. Thus, fractures involving this total physeal line include the medial epicondyle up to this age. In older children, only the lateral and medial condylar physeal lines are included.

Most fractures involving the total distal humeral physes occur before the age of 6 or 7. The younger the child, the greater the volume of the distal humerus that is occupied by the distal epiphysis. As the humerus matures, the physeal line progresses more distally, with a central V forming between the medial and lateral condylar physes (Fig. 15-37). Ashhurst (155) believed that this V-shaped configuration of the physeal line helps protect the more mature distal humerus from physeal fractures.

Because fractures coursing along the distal humeral physeal traverse the anatomic centers of the condyles, they are the pediatric counterpart of the adult bicondylar fracture. Because the fracture is distal, the fracture surfaces are broader than those proximally through the supracondylar fractures (Fig. 15-38). This broader surface area of the fracture line may help prevent tilting of the distal fragment. Because the articular surface is not involved by the fracture lines, development of joint incongruity with resultant loss of elbow motion is unlikely if malunion occurs.

Finally, part of the blood supply to the medial crista of the trochlea courses directly through the physeal. The blood supply to this area is vulnerable to injury, which may cause avascular changes in this part of the trochlea.

Mechanism of Injury

The exact mechanism of this injury is unknown and probably varies with the age group involved. A few consistent factors are evident.

First, many fractures of the entire distal humeral physeal have occurred as birth injuries associated with difficult deliveries (154, 156, 157, 165, 167, 175, 185, 190). Siffert (185) noted that the clinical appearance of these injured elbows at the time of delivery was not especially impressive. There was only moderate swelling and some crepitus.

Second, DeLee et al. (163) noted a high incidence of confirmed or suspected child abuse in their very young patients. Other reports (154, 162, 178, 180, 192) have confirmed the frequency of child abuse in infants and young children with these fractures.

Bright (158) has shown that a physeal is more likely to fail with rotary shearing forces than with pure bending or tension forces. Young infants have some residual flexion contractures of the elbow from intrauterine positioning; this prevents the hyperextension injury that results in supracondylar fractures of the elbow.
in older children. Rotary forces on the elbow, which can be caused by child abuse or birth trauma in young infants, are probably more responsible for this injury than hyperextension or varus or valgus forces, which produce other fracture patterns in older children.

Abe et al. (153) reported on 21 children, ranging in age from 1 to 11 years (average 5 years), with fracture-separations of the distal humeral epiphysis, all of which were sustained in falls.

Classification

DeLee et al. (163) classified fractures of the entire distal humeral physis into three groups based on the degree of ossification of the lateral condylar epiphysis (Fig. 15-39). Group A fractures occur in infants up to 12 months of age, before the secondary ossification center of the lateral condylar epiphysis appears (Fig. 15-39A and B). They usually are Salter-Harris type I physeal injuries. This injury often is not diagnosed because of the lack
of an ossification center in the lateral condylar epiphysis. Group B fractures occur most often in children 12 months to 3 years of age in whom there is definite ossification of the lateral condylar epiphysis (Fig. 15-39C). Although there may be a small flake of metaphyseal bone, this is also essentially a type I Salter-Harris physeal injury. Group C fractures occur in older children, from 3 to 7 years of age, and result in a large metaphyseal fragment that is most commonly lateral but can be medial or posterior (see Fig. 15-39D and E).

These fractures are almost always extension-type injuries with the distal epiphyseal fragment posterior to the metaphysis. A rare flexion type of injury can occur in which the epiphyseal fragment is displaced anteriorly (157). Stricker and colleagues (188) reported a coronal plane transcondylar (Salter-Harris type IV) fracture in a 3-year-old child that was initially misdiagnosed as a fracture of the lateral humeral condyle. Three years after open reduction and pin fixation, no growth disturbance was evident.

Clinical Signs and Symptoms

In an infant less than 18 months of age, whose elbow is swollen secondary to trauma or suspected trauma, a fracture involving the entire distal humeral physis should be considered. In a young infant or newborn, swelling may be minimal with little crepitation. Poland (183) described the crepitation as “muffled” crepitus because the fracture ends are covered with softer cartilage than the firm osseous tissue in other fractures about the elbow. The relationship between the epicondyles and the olecranon is maintained. Because of the large, wide fracture surfaces, there is less tendency for tilting with rotation of the distal fragment, and the angular deformity is less severe than that with supracondylar fractures. Often in older children, the elbow is so swollen that a clinical assessment of the bony landmarks is impossible, and radiographic evaluation must provide confirmation of the diagnosis (Fig. 15-39A and B).

Radiographic Findings

Radiographic diagnosis can be difficult, especially if the ossification center of the lateral condyle is not visible in an infant. The only relationship that can be determined is that of the primary ossification centers of the distal humerus to the proximal radius and ulna. The proximal radius and ulna maintain an anatomic relationship to each other but are displaced posteriorly and medially in relation to the distal humerus. This postero-medial relationship is diagnostic. Although theoretically the distal fragment can be displaced in any direction, with rare exceptions (157) most fractures reported have been displaced postero-medially. Valderramí and Kelesian (190) were the first to emphasize the consistency of this postero-medial displacement. Comparison views of the opposite uninjured elbow may be helpful to determine the presence of postero-medial displacement (Fig. 15-39A and B).

Once the lateral condylar epiphysis becomes ossified, displacement of the entire distal epiphysis is much more obvious. The anatomic relationship of the lateral condylar epiphysis with the radial head is maintained, even though the distal humeral epiphysis is displaced posterior and medial in relation to the metaphysis of the humerus (Fig. 15-39C and D).

Because they have a large metaphyseal fragment, type C fractures may be confused with either a low supracondylar fracture or a fracture of the lateral condylar physis. The key diagnostic point is the smooth outline of the distal metaphysis in fractures involving the total distal physis. With supracondylar fractures, the distal portion of the distal fragment has a more irregular border.

Differentiation from a fracture of the lateral condylar physis and the rare elbow dislocation in an infant can be made on radiography. With a displaced fracture of the lateral condylar physis, the relationship between the lateral condylar epiphysis and the proximal radius is usually disrupted (Fig. 15-8B). If the lateral crisis of the trochlea is involved, the proximal radius and ulna may be displaced postero-lat erally.

Elbow dislocations are rare in the peak age group for fractures of the entire distal humeral physis. With elbow dislocations, the displacement of the proximal radius and ulna is almost always posterolateral, and the relationship between the proximal radius and lateral condylar epiphysis is disrupted.

If differentiation of this injury from an intra-articular fracture is uncertain, arthrography or MRI may be helpful (Fig. 15-6C) (154,156,159,168,171,177).

In neonates and infants in whom ossification has not begun, ultrasonography can be used to outline the epiphysis of the humerus (164,191). Comparison with the opposite uninjured humeral epiphysis may help determine the presence of a separation.

If the diagnosis is delayed, new periosteal bone forms around the distal humerus, and the whole epiphysis may remain displaced posteriorly and medially (Fig. 15-40).

Treatment

Treatment is first directed toward prompt recognition of the injury. Because this injury may be associated with child abuse, the parents may delay seeking treatment.
De Jager and Hoffman (162) reported 12 fracture-separations of the distal humeral epiphysis, three of which were initially misdiagnosed as fractures of the lateral condyle and one as an elbow dislocation. Because of the frequency of cubitus varus after this injury in young children, they recommend closed reduction and percutaneous pinning in children under 2 years of age so that the carrying angle can be evaluated immediately after reduction and corrected if necessary.

Open reduction has been reported by several investigators, usually performed because of misdiagnosis as a displaced fracture of the lateral humeral condyle (154,170,179,184,192). Mizuno (177), however, recommended primary open reduction because of his poor results with closed reduction. He approached the fracture posteriorly by removing the triceps insertion from the olecranon with a small piece of cartilage.

If the fracture is old (>5–6 days) and the epiphysis is no longer mobile, manipulation should not be attempted and the elbow should be splinted for comfort. Many essentially untreated fractures remodel completely without any residual deformity if the distal fragment is only medially translocated and not tilted (Fig. 15-41).

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We usually first attempt a manipulative closed reduction of fresh fractures. The elbow is first manipulated into extension to correct the medial displacement, then the fragment is stabilized by flexing the elbow and pronating the forearm. The distal epiphysis is more securely held with the elbow flexed and the forearm pronated (Fig. 15-42). When the forearm is supinated with the elbow flexed, the distal fragment tends to displace medially. This is usually a pure medial horizontal translocation without mediolateral coronal tilting.

In neonates and very small infants in whom general anesthesia or percutaneous pin fixation may be difficult, we usually simply immobilize the extremity in 110 to 120 degrees of hyperflexion with the forearm pronated. The extremity is then externally stabilized with a figure-of-eight splint.

In most older infants and young children, external immobilization usually is not dependable in maintaining the reduction. In these patients, we usually perform the manipulation with the patient under general anesthesia and secure the fragment with two lateral pins (Fig. 15-43). Because of the swelling and immaturity of the distal humerus, the medial epicondyle is difficult to define as a distinct landmark, making it risky to attempt the percutaneous placement of a medial pin. If a medial pin is necessary for stable fracture fixation, a small medial incision can be made to allow direct observation of the medial epicondyle. In small infants and young children with minimal ossification of the epiphyseal fragment, an intraoperative arthrogram is usually obtained to help determine the quality of the reduction.

The cast or splint and pins are removed in 3 weeks to allow resumption of active elbow motion. The patient is then followed until full motion is regained and there is radiographic evidence of normal physal and epiphyseal growth. Usually, 3 weeks of immobilization is sufficient.
FIGURE 15.42. Supination versus pronation. A: In this fracture involving the entire distal humeral physis in a 9-month-old, the elbow was initially flexed with the forearm in supination. The Jones view shows that the proximal radius and ulna remain translocated medially in relation to the distal humerus. B: Comparison Jones view of the uninjured elbow shows the true relationship of the proximal radius and ulna to the distal humerus. C: When the injured elbow was flexed with the forearm pronated, the normal relationship was reestablished.

FIGURE 15.43. A: Injury film of a 20-month-old showing medial displacement of the distal fragment. B: The posterior displacement of the condylar fragment (arrow) is better defined after an arthrogram. C: Manipulation with the forearm in pronation shows the fragment is anatomically reduced. The arthrogram outlines the articular margin of the condyles (arrow). D: Fixation is achieved by two lateral pins placed percutaneously.
If treatment is delayed more than 3 to 5 days and the epiphysis is not freely movable, the elbow is simply immobilized in a splint or cast. Any resulting deformity is probably better treated later with a supracondylar osteotomy rather than risk the complication of physeal injury or devascularization of the epiphysis by performing a delayed open reduction. Only occasionally does an untreated patient have a deformity severe enough to require surgical correction at a later date. Because the articular surface is intact, complete functional recovery can usually be expected.

**Complications**

**Child Abuse**

Child abuse should always be considered in children with this injury, especially a type A fracture pattern, unless it occurs at birth. A young infant is unlikely to incur this type of injury spontaneously from the usual falls that occur during the first year of life. Of the 16 fractures reported by DeLee et al. (163), 6 resulted from documented or highly suspected child abuse, all in children under 2 years of age (Fig. 15-44).

**Neurovascular Injuries**

Neurovascular injuries, either transient or permanent, are rare with this fracture, probably because the fracture fragments are covered with physeal cartilage and do not have sharp edges as do other fractures in this area. In addition, the fracture fragments usually are not markedly displaced. Hersch and Sanders (169) reported neurologic injury in one child who was treated for an “elbow dislocation.” About 16 hours after reduction and splitting with the elbow acutely flexed, the child could not move her hand, and no radial, median, or ulnar nerve function was detectable. At last follow-up after open reduction and internal fixation with Kirschner wires, the neurologic deficit was slowly resolving.

**Nonunion**

Only one nonunion after this fracture has been reported; it occurred in a patient seen 3 months after the initial injury (177). Because of the extreme vascularity and propensity for osteogenesis in this area, union is rapid even in patients who receive essentially no treatment.

**Malunion**

Significant cubitus varus deformity is not uncommon after this injury (Fig. 15-45). Marmor and Bechro (174) reported an essentially untreated fracture that resulted in significant cubitus varus. Five of seven fractures in Holda and colleagues’ series (170) resulted in angles of cubitus varus of 10 to 15 degrees, even when open reduction was performed. Abe et al. (153) reported cubitus varus deformities in 15 of 21 children, 7 of whom were treated with closed reduction and casting, 2 with closed reduction and percutaneous pinning, 4 with open reduction and internal fixation, and 2 with skin traction. Review of radiographs after reduction revealed that the deformity was caused by incorrect

**Figure 15-44.** A: A 6-month-old victim of child abuse. The fracture involving the distal humeral physis was old, as indicated by the proliferative new periosteal bone formation (open arrow). Acutely there was a separation of the proximal humeral physis (black arrow). B: Another child, 9 months old, who had an acute fracture through the distal humeral physis, as manifest by posterior-medial displacement of the proximal radius and ulna (closed arrow). An old healing fracture is also seen in the ipsilateral radius (open arrow).
reduction (12 fractures), redisplacement during immobilization (2 fractures), or physeal damage (1 fracture).

Because the fracture surfaces are wider with this injury than with supracondylar fractures, the distal fragment tends to tilt less, which seems to account for the lower incidence of cubitus varus after this injury than after untreated supracondylar fractures (Fig. 15-45).

**Osteonecrosis**

Osteonecrosis of the epiphysis of the lateral condyle or the trochlear epiphysis has rarely been reported after fractures of the entire distal humeral physis. Yoo et al. (194) reported on eight patients with osteonecrosis of the trochlea after fracture-separations of the distal end of the humerus. Six of the eight fractures were misdiagnosed initially as medial condylar fractures, lateral condylar fractures, or traumatic elbow dislocation. All eight patients had rapid dissolution of the trochlea within 3 to 6 weeks after injury, followed by the development of a medial or central condylar fishtail defect. We have noted osteonecrosis of the trochlea after three fractures of the entire humeral physis, two of which were inadequately reduced and one of which was anatomically reduced by closed methods (Fig. 15-46). All three had marked displacement of the distal epiphyseal fragment. In one, the osteonecrosis of the trochlea produced a secondary cubitus varus deformity that continued to progress with growth and a significant loss of elbow motion. The etiology of this complication was discussed in the section on osteonecrosis of the trochlea.

**APOPHYSEAL INJURIES OF THE DISTAL HUMERUS**

**Fractures Involving the Medial Epicondylar Apophysis**

**History Review**

**Recognition of Entrapment**

In the early 1900s, it was recognized that this fracture was often associated with dislocation of the elbow, and the apophyseal
Operative/Nonoperative Controversy
In 1950, Smith (242) stated that many of the complications previously attributed to this injury were actually misconceptions. Since then, the proponents of uniform nonoperative management (205,224,233,252) have far outnumbered the proponents of uniform operative management (222). In the interval since the third edition of this volume, little has been written about the treatment of this injury; most of the focus has been on the increased recognition of this injury occurring during arm wrestling (227,228,232).

Incidence
In the combined series of 5,226 fractures of the distal humerus (see Chapter 13), the percentage of fractures involving the medial epicondylar apophysis was just behind that of fractures involving the lateral condylar physis. Fractures involving the medial epicondylar apophysis constituted 14.1% of fractures involving the distal humerus and 11.5% of all fractures in the elbow region.

Age
Fractures involving the epicondylar apophysis have a later peak age, much like that of fractures involving the medial condylar physis. The youngest reported patient with this injury was 3.9 years (206). In the large series of fractures of the medial epicondylar apophysis reported, most occurred between ages 9 and 14, with the peak age incidence being 11 to 12 years (199,217,221,222,225,233,242,251,252,279).

Sex
Fractures of the epicondylar apophysis affect boys by a ratio of almost 4 to 1. In the six largest series in the literature on this injury, boys constituted 79% of the patients (217,229,234,237,247,252).

Association with Dislocation of the Elbow
The reported incidence of association with dislocation of the elbow has varied from as low as 30% to as high as 55% in many of the reported series (199,208,213,231,252). Two bilateral injuries associated with bilateral elbow dislocations have been reported (200,246). Both patients sustained their injuries while participating in gymnastics.

In summary, the peak age for fractures of the epicondylar apophysis is 9 to 12 years. The injury occurs in boys four times more often than in girls. About 50% of such injuries are associated with elbow dislocations. In at least 15% to 18%, the fragment is incarcerated in the joint (Table 15-1).

Surgical Anatomy
Ossification
Apophysis. The medial epicondyle is a traction apophysis, so the term apophysis rather than physis is used throughout the description of this injury. The forces across its physisal plate are tension rather than the compressive forces present across the condylar physesal plates of the distal humerus. Because it is an apophysis, it does not contribute to the overall length of the distal humerus.

In the early ossification process, the medial epicondylar apophysis is part of the total distal humeral epiphysis. With growth and maturity, it becomes separated from the total distal humeral epiphysis by intervening metaphysal bone. In younger children, when there is a separation of the total distal humeral epiphysis, the medial epicondylar apophysis is included as part of the distal fragment.

Posteromedial Location. The medial epicondylar apophysis actually arises from the posterior surface of the medial distal humeral metaphysis. As was mentioned in Chapter 14, this posterior location is important when percutaneous pin fixation is performed. Likewise, this posterior position affects the image of the apophysis on radiographs (Fig. 15-47).

Ossification Sequence. Brodeur and Silberstein (203,240) have described many of the unique aspects of the ossification process of the medial epicondylar apophysis. The following discussion is paraphrased from their work.

Ossification begins from 4 to 6 years of age, with fusion occurring at about 15 years of age. It is the last secondary ossification center to fuse with the distal humeral metaphysis. The ossification center starts as a small eccentric oval nucleus (Fig. 15-47A). As it matures, parallel sclerotic margins develop along both sides of the physis (Fig. 15-47B). There may be some irregularity of the ossification process, which gives the ossific nucleus a fragmented appearance. This fragmentation may be falsely interpreted as a fracture.

Because the apophysis is posteromedial, the ossification center may be difficult to visualize on the anteroposterior radio-

---

**TABLE 15-1. Fractures of the Medial Epicondylar Apophysis: Incidence**

| Overall incidence: fractures of the distal humerus, 14.1% |
| Overall incidence: fractures of the elbow region, 11.5% |
| Age: peak, 11–12 years |
| Sex: males, 79% (4:1, male:female) |
| Association with elbow dislocation: approximately 50% |
| (15%–18% of these involve incarceration of the epicondylar apophysis) |
FIGURE 15-47. Ossification of the medial epicondyle. A: The concentric oval nucleus of ossification of the medial epicondylar apophysis (arrow). B: As ossification progresses, parallel smooth sclerotic margins develop in each side of the physis. C: Because it is somewhat posterior, on a slightly oblique anteroposterior view the apophysis may be hidden behind the distal metaphysis. D: The posterior location of the apophysis (arrow) is appreciated on this slightly oblique lateral view. E: On the anteroposterior view, the line created by the overlapping of the metaphysis (arrow) can be misinterpreted as a fracture line (pseudofracture).
Upper Extremity

The ulnar collateral ligament is divided into anterior, posterior, and oblique bands. When the epicondyle is rotated anteriorly, the entire anterior band can become loose. (Reprinted from Woods WG, Tullos HS. Elbow instability and medial epicondyle fractures. *Am J Sports Med* 1977;5:23-30, with permission.)

**FIGURE 15-48.** Soft tissue attachments. Anteroposterior view of the distal humerus demonstrating the relationship of the apophysis to the origins of the medial forearm muscles. The origin of the ulnar collateral ligament lies outside the elbow capsule. The margin of the capsule is outlined by the dotted line.

**FIGURE 15-49.** Ligamentous structures. A: The ulnar collateral ligament is divided into anterior, posterior, and oblique bands. B: On extension, the anterior fibers of the anterior band are taut. The posterior fibers of the anterior band and the entire posterior band are loose in this position. C: In flexion, the posterior fibers of the anterior band and posterior band become taut. The anterior fibers of the anterior band become loose. D: When the epicondyle is rotated anteriorly, the entire anterior band can become loose. (Reprinted from Woods WG, Tullos HS. Elbow instability and medial epicondyle fractures. *Am J Sports Med* 1977;5:23-30, with permission.)

**Soft Tissue Attachments**

**Flexor Mass.** The flexor mass, which includes the origin of the flexor carpi radialis, flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor digitorum superficialis, and palmaris longus and part of the pronator teres, originates from the anterior aspect of the apophysis (Fig. 15-48) (240,250). Part of the flexor carpi ulnaris also originates on the posterior aspect of the epicondyle.

**Capsule.** In the younger child, some of the origin of the capsule extends up to the physial line of the epicondyle. In the older child and adolescent, as the epicondyle migrates more proximally, the capsule is attached only to the medial crista of the trochlea (198,212). Thus, in the younger child, the fracture line involving the medial epicondylar apophysis can enter the joint because part of the capsule is attached to the epicondylar fragment. In the older child, however, if there is a pure avulsion force on the epicondyle, the capsule may remain attached to the outer border of the trochlea. In this age group, the fracture may be totally extraarticular.

**Ligamentous Structures**

The two major medial collateral ligaments originate from this apophysis. The ulnar collateral ligament is composed of three separate bands (Fig. 15-49) (223,254). Woods and Tullos (254) pointed out that the major stabilizing ligamentous structure in the elbow is the anterior band of the ulnar collateral ligament. The anterior portion of the band is taut in extension, and the posterior fibers are taut in flexion. The fibers of the posterior band of the ulnar collateral ligament are relaxed in extension and are taut in flexion (Fig. 15-49). Thus, this posterior band provides stability only in flexion. Because the radial collateral ligaments do not attach directly to the ulna or radius, but instead attach to the orbicular ligament (239) they provide only minimal stability to the elbow joint.

**Mechanism of Injury**

**Acute Injuries**

Injuries to the medial epicondylar apophysis most commonly occur as acute injuries in which a distinct event produces a partial or a complete separation of the apophysial fragment. Three theories have been proposed about the mechanism of acute medial epicondylar apophysial injuries: a direct blow, avulsion mechanisms, and association with elbow dislocation (Table 15-2).

**Direct Blow**

Stimson (244) speculated that this type of injury could occur as a result of a direct blow on the posterior aspect of the epicondyle. However, among more recent investigators, only Watson-Jones (248) described this injury as being associated with a direct blow to the posterior medial aspect of the elbow.

In those rare patients in whom the fragment is produced by a direct blow to the medial aspect of the joint, the medial epicondylar fragment is often fragmented (Fig. 15-50). In these
Injuries, there also may be more superficial ecchymosis in the skin.

Avulsion Mechanisms

Many investigators ascribe to the theory that some of these injuries are due to a pure avulsion of the epicondyle by the flexor muscles of the forearm (225, 235, 238, 253). This muscle avulsion force can occur in combination with a valgus stress in which the elbow is locked in extension, or as a pure musculature contraction that may occur with the elbow partially flexed.

Avulsion and Extension (Valgus Stress)

Smith (242) believes that when the child falls on the outstretched upper extremity with the elbow in extension, the wrist and fingers are often hyperextended as well, placing an added tension force on the epicondyle by the forearm flexor muscles (Fig. 15-51). The normal valgus carrying angle tends to accentuate these avulsion forces when the elbow is in extension. Many of the proponents of this theory point to the other associated elbow fractures that have been seen with this injury as evidence to confirm that a valgus force is applied across the elbow at the time of the injury. These associated injuries include fractures of the radial neck with valgus angulation and greensick valgus fractures of the olecranon (225, 243, 253).

Isolated Muscle Avulsions

Isolated avulsion also can occur in adolescents with the simple act of throwing a baseball. In this instance, the sudden contraction of the forearm flexor muscles may be sufficient to cause the epicondyle to fail (Fig. 15-52). The literature has reflected a high incidence of medial epicondylar apophyseal avulsions occurring with arm wrestling in patients near skeletal maturity (226, 228). The largest series, reported by Nyska et al. (232) from Israel, involved eight boys 13 to 15 years of age, all of whom were treated conservatively with good results.

Associated with Elbow Dislocations

The final mechanism proposed is that this injury is associated with a dislocation of the elbow in which the ulnar collateral
muscle avulsion. Isolated avulsion of the medial epicondyle occurred suddenly in this 14-year-old Little League pitcher after throwing a curve ball. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. Fracture of the medial epicondyle in children. Instr Course Lect 1991;40:1-8; with permission.)


ligament provides the avulsion force. If the elbow is dislocated when the patient is initially seen, there is no doubt that this is a major factor in the production of this fracture. However, the question of this being caused by an occult or partial elbow dislocation that has reduced spontaneously is often raised. Some investigators (199,200,217) have noticed the development of calcification in the lateral collateral ligaments and adjacent lateral periosteum in elbows postfracture. They believed this was evidence that this ligament had been stretched during the process of elbow dislocation. Marion and Faysse (229) found that most elbow dislocations associated with this injury were posterolateral, but some pure lateral, posterior, and posteromedial dislocations were also observed.

The question arises as to whether incarceration of the epicondylar fragment into the joint can occur without a dislocation. Patrick (235) believed that when an extreme valgus stress was applied to the joint, a vacuum was created within the joint that "sucked in" the avulsed epicondylar fragment. This theory has not been universally accepted (238,241).

Acute, it appears that any of these mechanisms can produce this injury. The direct blow mechanism appears to occur only rarely. Most of these injuries probably are associated with an elbow dislocation that may or may not have reduced spontaneously.

Pathology

Acute Fractures

Usually the epicondyle is displaced distally. Cotton (210) described two patients in whom this fragment was displaced proximally. Avulsion usually involves only the apophysis. However, a small flake of metaphyseal bone is occasionally found attached to the apophyseal fragment. Rarely, the fracture line passes through the apophysis, with only part of the apophysis being avulsed (240). These partial avulsions may appear as only minor injuries. However, the partial fragment can be incarcerated within the joint just as easily as the full apophysis (Fig. 15-53).

Chronic Incarceration

When the fragment becomes incarcerated into the joint, the raw bone surface may become adherent to the coronoid process of the ulna (237). In late cases, this union of the fragment to the coronoid process may make extraction difficult. A universal finding when the fragment is incarcerated within the joint is a thick fascial band that binds the ulnar nerve to the underlying muscle (197,210,225). The constriction by this band is believed to be responsible for either the immediate or late dysfunction of the ulnar nerve.

Associated Injuries

Other elbow fractures that can be associated with this injury include fracture of the radial neck, olecranon, or coronoid process. If the epicondyle fragment is only rotated on its axis, laxity of the anterior band of the ulnar collateral ligament can occur. This can produce some medial elbow instability during extension (254).

Classification

The various classifications proposed for this injury (199,229, 243,249) are pretty much the same. We have combined them to form a comprehensive classification (Table 15-3) that can be useful in determining the proper method of treatment. In the discussion of this classification, the clinical and radiographic findings are delineated for each type of fracture pattern. Initially, we have separated these injuries into two primary categories based on whether the injuries are acute or chronic.
Acute Injuries

**Undisplaced or Minimally Displaced Fractures.** In undisplaced fractures, the physeal line remains intact. The clinical manifestations usually consist only of swelling and local tenderness over the medial epicondyle. Crepitus and motion of the epicondyle usually are not present. On radiography, the smoothness of the edge of the physeal line remains intact. Although there may be some loss of soft tissue planes medially on the radiograph, displacement of the elbow fat pads may not be present because the pathology is extraarticular (220).

Minimally displaced fractures usually result from a stronger avulsion force, so there is often more soft tissue swelling. Palpation of the fragment may elicit crepitus because the increased displacement allows motion of the fragment. On radiography, there is a loss of parallelism of the smooth sclerotic margins of the physis (Fig. 15-54) (240). The radiolucency in the area of the apophyseal line is usually increased in width.

**Significantly Displaced Fractures.** In significantly displaced fractures, there is no question as to whether the fragment is displaced: it may be palpable and freely movable. Because it is displaced a considerable distance from the distal humerus, crepitus between the fragments may not be present. There may have been an elbow dislocation that reduced spontaneously or by manipulation. On the other hand, there may have been no documentation of the original dislocation. On radiography, the long axis of the epicondylar epiphysis is rotated medially (Fig. 15-55). The displacement usually exceeds 5 mm, but the fragment remains proximal to the true joint surface. This fragment may contain a metaphyseal fragment.

**Entrapment of the Epicondylar Fragment into the Joint.**

Without Elbow Dislocation. In many instances the elbow appears reduced. The key clinical finding is a block to motion, especially extension. The epicondylar fragment is usually between the joint...
FIGURE 15-56. Incarceration within the joint. A: The clues to entrapment are complete absence of the epicondyle from its usual medial location (open arrow) and its subsequent location at the level of the joint (closed arrow). B: On the lateral view the outline of the epicondyle is hidden by the overlying olecranon (closed arrow). The fragment also contains a small portion of the metaphysis (open arrow).

surfaces of the trochlea and the semilunar notch of the olecranon. On radiography, any time the fragment appears at the level of the joint, it must be considered to be totally or partially within the elbow joint until proven otherwise (Fig. 15-56) (235). If the radiograph is examined carefully, the elbow is usually still found to be incompletely reduced. Because of an impingement of the fragment within the joint, a good anteroposterior view may be difficult to obtain due to the inability to extend the elbow fully. If the fracture is old and the fragment is fused to the coronoid process, widening of the medial joint space may be the only clue that the fragment is lying in the joint (197). The epicondylar ossification center may become fragmented and mistaken for the fragmented appearance of the medial crista of the trochlea (206,237,241). Absence of the apophyseal center on radiographs may be further confirmatory evidence that the fragment is within the joint. Comparison radiographs of the opposite elbow may be necessary to delineate the true pathology.

With Elbow Dislocation. Even if the elbow is dislocated, the fragment can still lie within the joint and prevent reduction. Recognition of this fragment at being within the joint before a manipulation should alert the physician of the possible need for open reduction. There should be adequate relaxation during the manipulative process. An initial manipulation to extract the fragment from the elbow joint may need to be accomplished first before a satisfactory closed reduction of the elbow joint can be obtained (Fig. 15-57).

Fractures Through the Epicondylar Apophysis. Fractures through the body of the epicondyle can result from either a direct blow or avulsion of only part of the apophysis. In either case, the fragments may or may not be displaced. The normal lucent line formed by the overlying metaphyseal border should not be confused with this injury. Although described by Silberstein and colleagues (240), this intrafragment fracture is a rare presentation.

Diagnosis

Clinical Findings

Valgus Stress Test. Because many of the clinical diagnostic points have been discussed in the previous section on the classification of this injury, much of the emphasis in this section is on the determination of elbow instability. Because the anterior oblique band of the ulnar collateral ligament may be attached to the medial epicondylar apophysis, the elbow may exhibit some instability postinjury. To evaluate the medial stability of the elbow, a simple valgus stress has been advocated by Woods and Tullos (254) and Schwab et al. (239). This test is performed with the patient supine and the arm abducted 90 degrees. The shoulder and arm are externally rotated 90 degrees. The elbow
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FIGURE 15-57. Dislocation with incarceration. A: Anteroposterior view showing a posterolateral dislocation of the elbow. The presence of the medial epicondyle within the elbow joint (arrow) prevented a closed reduction. B: Lateral view of the same elbow demonstrating the fragment (arrow) between the humerus and olecranon.

must be flexed at least 15 degrees to eliminate the stabilizing force of the olecranon. If the elbow is unstable, simple gravity forces will open the medial side. A small additional weight or sedation may be necessary to get an accurate assessment of the medial stability with this test. The practicality of this valgus stress test is discussed in more detail in the forthcoming section on the Authors’ Preferred Method of Treatment.

Evaluate Ulnar Nerve. The function of the ulnar nerve must be carefully assessed. It is especially wise to document the presence or absence of an ulnar nerve injury before instituting therapy.

X-Ray Findings

Beware Absent Apophysis. Widening or irregularity of the apophysal line may be the only clue in fractures that are only slightly displaced or nondisplaced. If the fragment is significantly displaced, the radiographic diagnosis is usually obvious. However, if the fragment is totally incarcerated in the joint, it may be hidden by the overlying ulnar or distal humerus. The clue here is the total absence of the epicondyle from its normal position just medial to the medial metaphysis.

Potter (76) suggested that properly performed MRI may disclose acute or chronic injury to the medial epicondylar apophysis. Recommended pulse sequences for evaluation of the apophysis include fat-suppressed gradient echo imaging. On MRI, increased signal intensity and abnormal widening of the medial epicondylar physis are seen, typically with surrounding soft tissue edema.

Fat Pad Signs Unreliable. Fractures of the medial epicondyle, even if displaced, may not produce positive fat pad signs (220, 240). If the fracture is only minimally displaced and the result of an avulsion injury, there may be no effusion because all the injured tissues remain extraarticular. In those associated with elbow dislocation, there is rupture of the capsule, so its ability to confine the hemarthrosis is lost. In minimally displaced fractures of the medial epicondyle with significant hemarthrosis, one must be especially thorough in the evaluation to ensure that an unrecognized fracture involving the medial condylar physis is not present.

Differential Diagnosis

The major injury to differentiate is one involving the medial condylar physis. This is especially true if the secondary ossification centers are not present (see earlier section on Fractures Involving the Medial Condyloid Physis). If there is a significant hemarthrosis or a significant piece of metaphyseal bone accompanying the medial epicondylar fragment, then arthrography may be indicated to determine if there is an intraarticular component to the fracture (Fig. 15-58).

Treatment

Areas of General Agreement

There seems to be universal agreement as to the proper method of treating fractures that are undisplaced or only minimally displaced. These first two types are easily treated with simple immobilization for comfort. Many investigators have recommended initiation of motion early to prevent stiffness, the most common
complication of this injury (200,242). Likewise, if the fragment is incarcerated in the joint, the accepted treatment is to extract the fragment from the joint by manipulation or surgical intervention.

The controversy seems to be in determining the proper method of treatment for patients with significant displacement (the fragment is displaced >5 mm).

Nonoperative Management

Operative Versus Nonoperative Controversy

Operative Results No Better. In reports in which only one method (i.e., operative or nonoperative) of treatment of all displaced fractures was used, one can find results to support either method. The best argument for surgical management comes from Hines et al. (222) in Oklahoma, where the practice was to surgically repair all fractures displaced more than 2 mm. They found that 96% of their patients had good to excellent results. Bad results were attributed mainly to technical errors. Equal results were obtained by Josephson and Danielsson (224) from Sweden, where these injuries were all treated nonoperatively. Although more than 60% of their patients demonstrated radiographic nonunion, they had an equal number of good results at a mean follow-up of 11 years. Many more reports in the literature (211,233,252) also demonstrate the overall good results with nonoperative management.

Comparison Studies. The best comparison of the results of operative versus nonoperative treatment comes from reports in which both methods were practiced in the same institution. Bede et al. (199) had superior results in patients treated nonoperatively compared with those treated operatively. This same superiority of nonoperative management has been found in subsequent reports as well (200,217,252).

Results Poorer with Dislocation. The results of fractures associated with a documented elbow dislocation are poorer (199, 217) for patients treated operatively and nonoperatively. Fowles and colleagues (217) wrote that surgical intervention only added to the original trauma produced by the dislocation, increasing the residual loss of motion.

Indications for Operative Intervention. The indications for operative intervention in acute injuries are divided into two categories: absolute and relative. The single absolute indication is incarceration of the epicondylar fragment within the joint. The relative indications include ulnar nerve dysfunction and a need for elbow stability.

Incarceration in the Joint—Absolute. If the fragment is found in the joint acutely, it must be removed. However, there are proponents of both nonoperative and operative techniques for extracting the fragment.

Nonoperative Extraction. Various methods of extracting the fragment by nonoperative methods have been proposed. The success rate of extracting the fragment successfully from the joint by manipulation alone is only about 40% (235). All the nonoperative methods require either heavy sedation or light general anesthesia.

Roberts' Manipulative Technique. The manipulative technique most commonly used is the one popularized by Roberts (236) which has gained wide acceptance by many other investigators (202,214,215,221,236,238,249). It involves placing a valgus stress on the elbow while supinating the forearm and simultaneously dorsiflexing the wrist and fingers to place the forearm muscles on stretch; theoretically, this should extract the fragment from the joint. To be effective, this procedure must be performed within the first 24 hours after injury (202,238)

FIGURE 15-58. Intraarticular extension. A: Injury film in this 7-year-old girl who was initially suspected of having only a fracture of the medial epicondyle. In addition to moderate displacement, there was a significant metaphyseal fragment (arrow). B: An arthrogram reveals intraarticular components (arrow), which define this instead as a fracture involving the medial condylar physis. (Courtesy of Carl McGarey, M.D.)
Faradic Stimulation. Patrick (235) recommended stimulating the forearm muscles with faradic electric current to supplement the manual manipulative process.

Joint Distention. Fowles et al. (217) and Massie (230) found that if manipulation fails to dislodge the fragment from the joint, distending it with air or fluid might facilitate the extraction process.

Operative Extraction. Failure to extract the fragment by manipulative techniques is an indication to proceed with open surgical extraction. Once open extraction and reduction have been performed, many methods have been advocated to stabilize the fragment. The simplest appears to be the use of sutures (221). Excision also has been advocated, especially if the fragment is comminuted (197,202,245).

Incarceration Discovered Late.
Original Opinion—No Treatment. If the fragment has been lodged in the joint for more than 4 weeks, the results with late removal have been poor. Patrick (235) found that by 4 weeks, the fragment had become fused to the articular surface of the coronoid process. Forceful removal of the fragment after this period of time produced a raw defect in the articular surface of the coronoid process. This defect subsequently scarified the opposing trochlear articular surface. In addition, the long-term presence of the fragment in the joint subluxates the joint and stretches the capsule and ligaments. If the fragment is removed after these ligaments and capsules have undergone secondary changes, elbow stability may be lost. Blount (201) recommended that these fractures with the fragment incarcerated in the joint be left untreated if more than 6 weeks has passed since the original injury.

More Recent Views—Removal Recommended. The opinion that surgery is detrimental in patients with late incarceration has been challenged by the more recent studies of Fowles et al. from Tunisia (216). In their patients in whom the fragment was surgically extracted an average of 14 weeks after injury, 80% more elbow motion was regained. In addition, the patients’ preoperative pain was relieved and the ulnar dysfunction resolved. On a long-term basis, intraarticular retention of the fragment may not be all that disabling. Rosendahl (237) reported an 8-year follow-up of a fragment retained within the joint. The epicondyle had fused to the semilunar surface of the ulna, producing a large bony prominence clinically. There was only minor loss of elbow motion, with little functional disability.

Ulnar Nerve Dysfunction—Relative
Acute Management
Ulnar nerve dysfunction is a relative indication for operative intervention. If there are mild to moderate ulnar nerve symptoms at the time of the injury, usually there is no need to explore the nerve, because most of these mild symptoms resolve spontaneously (200,211). If the dysfunction is complete, then the ulnar nerve is probably wrapped around the fragment and must be explored surgically. One of the original fears was that the raw surface of the fracture fragment would create scar tissue around or adjacent to the nerve and cause continued dysfunction. Thus, originally it was recommended that the ulnar nerve be transposed at the time of open reduction (221,243,248). Subsequent reports have not found this to be necessary (207,246).

Delayed Dysfunction Nonexistent
There is some question as to whether delayed ulnar nerve symptoms can occur after fractures of the epicondyle that are not associated with dislocation of the elbow. Patrick (235) could not find any instance in which a delayed ulnar neuritis developed in a review of over 100 patients with uncomplicated fractures involving the medial epicondylar apophysis. He found some patients with late ulnar neuritis in fractures that were associated with dislocation of the elbow. Bernstein et al. (200,211) found that their patients with initial ulnar nerve symptoms all did well when treated nonoperatively. Thus, the original fear of delayed ulnar nerve dysfunction has been dispelled.

Joint Stability—Relative
Woods and Tullos (254) believe that athletes can exhibit a significant disability if they have even minor forms of valgus instability after elbow injuries involving the medial epicondylar apophysis. This is especially true in athletes who must have a stable upper extremity, such as baseball pitchers, gymnasts, or wrestlers. In the younger person (<14 years of age), the anterior band of the ulnar collateral ligament often displaces with the apophyseal fragment. In older individuals (15 years or older), large fragments may be avulsed without a ligamentous injury. Rather than depending on arbitrary measurements of fracture displacement, Woods and Tullos (254) recommended the use of the gravity valgus stress test to determine the presence or absence of valgus instability. They believed that demonstration of a significant valgus instability, using this simple gravity test, was an indication for surgical intervention in patients who require a stable elbow for their athletic activities. Pimpalnerkar et al. (146) also suggested that clinical evidence of instability, as shown by gravity valgus stress testing, is an indication for operative fixation.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We use the classification scheme (Table 15-3) as a rough guide regarding our treatment options. We also strongly consider the expected activity of the involved extremity in deciding on nonoperative versus operative treatment (Table 15-4).

**Basically a Nonoperative Fracture**
For most uncomplicated fractures, regardless of the number of millimeters of displacement, we prefer nonoperative management (Fig. 15-59). This includes fractures associated with elbow dislocations. The parents are warned that regardless of the type of treatment, some loss of elbow extension may occur. They should be reassured, however, that this loss of motion, if it does
Tissue injury associated with an elbow dislocation, the patient may not feel comfortable initiating early motion until about 5 to 7 days postreduction.

**Avoid Early Aggressive Physical Therapy**

Physical therapy should be used only if voluntary active motion is difficult to obtain. The therapist should emphasize modalities designed to decrease swelling and pain and reestablish strength. Range of motion should be achieved only by active means, not by passive stretching.

**Operative Indications**

Our indications for operative intervention are basically twofold. First and foremost are fractures in which the fragments cannot be extracted by manipulative means from within the elbow joint. Secondly, we stabilize the epicondyles operatively in patients whose expected high-level physical activity requires a stable elbow. We realize, however, that it is difficult to predict the athletic or work potential of a young child.

**Acute Incarceration in the Joint**

If the elbow is reduced and the ulnar nerve is intact, we use the manipulative technique advocated by Roberts (638) to attempt to extract the fragment before reduction. If this technique fails to remove the fragment, or if there is any ulnar nerve dysfunction, we proceed directly with an open procedure. The fragment is then extracted under direct vision just before reducing the elbow dislocation. If the elbow is reduced and the fragment occur, is usually not of any functional or cosmetic significance. The elbow is immobilized initially with a removable posterior splint, used mainly for comfort and some support.

**Early Motion Essential**

Because stiffness is the most common complication of this injury, we encourage early active motion. The patient is encouraged to remove the splint and start active motion as soon as 3 to 4 days postinjury. The splint is exchanged for a sling as soon as the patient feels he or she no longer needs it for support. The same goes for the sling: it also is discarded when it is no longer needed. This regimen of early motion also is used in fractures associated with a documented dislocation. Redislocation after elbow dislocation is rare, but elbow stiffness is common, so it is more important to initiate motion as soon as possible after reduction of the elbow. Because of the greater amount of soft tissue injury associated with an elbow dislocation, the patient may not feel comfortable initiating early motion until about 5 to 7 days postreduction.

**Avoid Early Aggressive Physical Therapy**

Physical therapy should be used only if voluntary active motion is difficult to obtain. The therapist should emphasize modalities designed to decrease swelling and pain and reestablish strength. Range of motion should be achieved only by active means, not by passive stretching.

**Operative Indications**

Our indications for operative intervention are basically twofold. First and foremost are fractures in which the fragments cannot be extracted by manipulative means from within the elbow joint. Secondly, we stabilize the epicondyles operatively in patients whose expected high-level physical activity requires a stable elbow. We realize, however, that it is difficult to predict the athletic or work potential of a young child.

**Acute Incarceration in the Joint**

If the elbow is reduced and the ulnar nerve is intact, we use the manipulative technique advocated by Roberts (638) to attempt to extract the fragment before reduction. If this technique fails to remove the fragment, or if there is any ulnar nerve dysfunction, we proceed directly with an open procedure. The fragment is then extracted under direct vision just before reducing the elbow dislocation. If the elbow is reduced and the fragment occur, is usually not of any functional or cosmetic significance. The elbow is immobilized initially with a removable posterior splint, used mainly for comfort and some support.

**Early Motion Essential**

Because stiffness is the most common complication of this injury, we encourage early active motion. The patient is encouraged to remove the splint and start active motion as soon as 3 to 4 days postinjury. The splint is exchanged for a sling as soon as the patient feels he or she no longer needs it for support. The same goes for the sling: it also is discarded when it is no longer needed. This regimen of early motion also is used in fractures associated with a documented dislocation. Redislocation after elbow dislocation is rare, but elbow stiffness is common, so it is more important to initiate motion as soon as possible after reduction of the elbow. Because of the greater amount of soft

---

**TABLE 15-4. AUTHOR'S RECOMMENDED TREATMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonoperative treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nondisplaced, minimally displaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly displaced in patients with low-demand upper extremity function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operative treatment**

Absolute: irreducible incarcerated fragment in the elbow joint
Relative: ulnar nerve dysfunction
Relative: patient with high-demand upper extremity function

---

**FIGURE 15-59. Nonoperative management. A: Postreduction film of a 13-year-old girl who sustained a displaced medial epicondyle following an acute elbow dislocation in her nondominant extremity. She was treated nonoperatively. B: One year later the fragment has remained distally displaced with an apparent fibrous union. The patient, however, had a full painless range of elbow motion. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. Fractures of the medial epicondyle in children. Instr Course Lect 1991;40:1-8; with permission.)**
is incarcerated, we avoid the initial manipulation and proceed directly with an open extraction. We usually stabilize these fractures with a single threaded screw rather than wires or pins (Fig. 15-60). This allows almost immediate motion.

Follow-up is essentially the same as with closed treatment. Active motion is initiated 5 to 7 days postoperatively.

Prevention of Valgus Instability
Primarily for High-Demand Athletes

Probably our most common indication for operative intervention is to ensure a stable elbow in patients participating in high-demand activities with their upper extremity (Fig. 15-61). This usually involves the dominant extremity of baseball pitchers, tennis players, or football quarterbacks. In wrestlers and gymnasts, the stability of the nondominant extremity also must be considered. This is best achieved with operative fixation.

Valgus Stress Test Impractical

We have not found the valgus stress test to be helpful in deciding on the need for operative stabilization of an athlete’s medial epicondyle. Almost all of these patients with any significant displacement have a positive valgus stress test. Our decision is based primarily on the patient’s need to have a very stable elbow for his or her athletic or work activity.

Stabilize for Early Motion

Fixation must be stable enough to allow early motion. Pins provide stability but do not allow early motion. Fortunately, most patients are mature enough so that the fragment can be secured with a threaded screw. If a fully threaded screw is used, it is overdrilled in the epicondylar fragment to allow compression.

Operative Technique

Our operative technique involves a direct medial approach to the fracture site. We make a longitudinal incision just anterior to the medial epicondyle. The fragment is usually displaced distally and anteriorly. The periosteum is removed from the fracture site and the clot is extracted by irrigation. It is important to

FIGURE 15-60. Pin fixation. Stabilization with pins, although adequate for stability, is unsatisfactory because it prevents early motion, which is essential for full recovery.

FIGURE 15-61. Operative stabilization. A: Injury film in a 12-year-old gymnast. Even though this was a nondominant extremity, it was thought that both elbows needed stability. B: Radiographs taken 4 weeks postoperatively showing stabilization of the fragment with a single screw. There was also calcification of the lateral ligaments (arrows), confirming that the elbow was probably originally dislocated as well. (Reprinted from Wilkins KE. Fractures of the medial epicondyle in children. Instr Course Lect 1991;40:1-8; with permission.)
identify and protect the ulnar nerve, but a complete dissection of the nerve usually is unnecessary. A small towel clip is used to reduce the fracture while the elbow is flexed and the forearm is pronated. Again, the medial epicondyle is normally situated posteriorly. The fragment is reduced and stabilized temporarily with one or two small Kirschner wires. The final fixation is achieved using a screw, either partially threaded and overdrilled in the epicondylar fragment to compress it against the metaphysis or a cannulated 4.0-mm screw. After removal of the Kirschner wires, the elbow is checked to ensure valgus stability and reestablishment of a full range of motion. After closure of the surgical incision, the extremity is placed in a long arm cast, which is bivalved at 7 to 10 days, and active motion is initiated.

Fragmented Apophysis

If the epicondyle is fragmented and there is a need to achieve elbow stability, an ASIF spike washer can be used to secure the multiple pieces to the metaphysis. This may entail a second procedure to remove the spike washer once the epicondyle is securely united to the metaphysis. If this is impossible, we simply excise the fragments and reattach the ligament to the bone and periosteum at the base of the epicondylar defect.

Complications

Although much has been written about fractures involving the medial epicondylar apophysis, few complications are attributed to the fracture itself. The major complications that result in loss of function are failure to recognize incarceration in the joint and ulnar or medial nerve dysfunction. Most of the other complications are minor and result in only minimal functional or cosmetic sequelae (Table 15-5).

Major Complications

**Failure to Recognize Incarceration.** Failure to recognize incarceration of the epicondylar fragment into the joint can result in significant loss of elbow motion, especially if it remains incarcerated for any length of time (Fig. 15-62). The management for late incarceration was detailed in the previous section on treatment.

**Ulnar Nerve Dysfunction.** The other major complication associated with this injury is the development of ulnar nerve dysfunction. The incidence of ulnar nerve dysfunction varies from 10% to 16% (199,229). If the fragment is entrapped in the joint, the incidence of ulnar nerve dysfunction may be as high as 50% (197).

The incidence of delayed ulnar nerve neuritis is low. More profound ulnar nerve injury has been reported after manipulative procedures (235). Thus, in patients with incarcerated fragments in the joint, manipulation may not be the procedure of choice if a primary ulnar nerve dysfunction is present. Patients in whom the fragment was left incarcerated in the joint for a significant time have experienced poor recovery of the primary ulnar nerve injury (229).

**Dysfunction.** Although the ulnar nerve is the major nerve injured, the median nerve may be encased between a bony fragment and the distal humerus (181). It is speculated that the nerve can be entrapped between the apophyseal fragment and the distal humerus at the time of the original injury. This type of injury is described in greater detail in the section on complications of elbow dislocations.

**Minor Complications.** Other complications are minimal in nature. Nonunion of the fragment with the distal metaphysis occurs in up to 50% of fractures with significant displacement (199). This appears to be more of a radiographic problem than a functional problem.

Another common problem is loss of the final degrees of elbow extension. A loss of 5% to 10% can be expected to develop in about 20% of these fractures (243). Little functional deficit is attributed to this loss of elbow dysfunction. Prolonged immobilization seems to be the key factor in loss of elbow extension. Again, it is important to emphasize before treatment is begun that loss of motion is common after this injury, regardless of the method of treatment used.

Myositis ossificans has been described as a rare occurrence following vigorous and repeated manipulation to extract the fragment from the joint (212). As with many other elbow injuries, myositis may be a result of the treatment rather than the injury itself.

Myositis ossificans must be differentiated from ectopic calcification of the collateral ligaments, which involves only the ligamentous structures. This may occur after repeated injuries to the epicondyle and ligamentous structures (Fig. 15-63). Often this calcified ligament is asymptomatic and does not seem to create functional disability.

The cosmetic effects are minimal. In some patients, an accentuation of the medial prominence of the epicondyle creates a false appearance of an increased carrying angle of the elbow (251). Smith (242), in his extensive review, recognized only a slight decrease in the carrying angle in two patients.

Nonunion in the high-performance athlete may be difficult to treat. One of the authors had as a patient a high-performance athlete.
adolescent baseball pitcher who had to stop pitching after nonoperative management of a medial epicondyle fracture. The patient had developed a fibrous nonunion (Fig. 15-64). Attempts to establish union surgically were unsuccessful. The patient continued playing baseball but had to change to a position in the outfield.

Fractures Involving the Lateral Epicondylar Apophysis

Incidence

Fracture of the lateral epicondylar apophysis is a rare injury. In the review of 14 reports (see Chapter 13) discussing 5,226 frac-

**Figure 15-62.** Late incarceration. A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a 12-year-old who had unrecognized incarceration of the medial epicondyle. There was also some ulnar nerve dysfunction. B: Lateral view shows only a faint overlay (open arrows) of the epicondylar fragment. The fragment was extracted late. Normal motion was never regained.

**Figure 15-63.** Heterotopic calcification. A: Injury to an 11-year-old who had moderate displacement of the medial epicondyle (arrow). B: One year later she had considerable calcification of the ulnar collateral ligament (arrows). Other than mild instability with valgus stress, she had full range of motion and was asymptomatic. (Courtesy of Mark R. Christofersen, M.D.)
tures of the distal humerus, only fracture of the lateral epicondy-
lar apophysis was mentioned (663). Five other isolated injuries
have been described in textbooks addressing fractures in children
(666,668,669).

Anatomic Considerations
Because the presence of this apophysis is often misinterpreted
as a small chip fracture, a thorough understanding of the anat­
ony and ossification process is essential for evaluating injuries
in this area.

Late Ossification
The lateral epicondylar apophysis is present for a considerable
period but does not become ossified until the second decade.
The best discussion of the anatomy of the ossification process is
in a report by Silberstein et al. (261), and much of the following
discussion is paraphrased from their work. Just before ossifica­
tion of the apophysis, the ossification margin of the lateral supra­
condylar ridge of the distal metaphysis curves abruptly medially
ward the lateral condylar physis (Fig. 15-65). This causes the
osseous borders on the lateral aspect of the distal humerus to
take the shape of the number 3. The central wedge of this
defect contains the cartilaginous lateral epicondylar apophysis,
which begins to ossify around 10 to 11 years of age. Ossification
begins at the level of the lateral condylar physeal line and proceeds proximally and distally to form a triangle,
with the apex directed toward the physeal line. The shape of
the epicondylar apophyseal ossification center also may be in
the form of a long sliver of bone with an irregular pattern of
ossification.

Part of Lateral Condyle
Silberstein et al. (261) noted that the fracture line involving the
lateral condylar physis often involves the proximal physeal line of
the lateral epicondylar apophysis. Thus, this apophysis is almost
always included with the lateral condylar fragment.

Mechanism of Injury
In adults, the most common etiology is that of a direct blow to
the lateral side of the elbow. In children, because the forearm
extensor muscles originate from this area, it is believed that avul­
sion forces from these muscles can be responsible for some of
these injuries (260). Hasner and Husby (256) believe that the
location of the fracture line in relation to the origins of the
various extensor muscles determines the degree of displacement
that can occur (Fig. 15-66). If the proximal part of the fracture
line lies between the origin of the common extensors and the
Extensor carpi radialis longus, usually there is little displacement. If the fracture lines enter the area of origin of the extensor carpi radialis longus, then considerable displacement can occur.

X-Ray Findings

Because the ossification process starts on the external surface of the apophysis and proceeds centrally, the ossification center often appears separated from the lateral metaphysis and lateral condylar epiphysis. This natural separation can be confused with an avulsion fracture. The key to determining true separation is looking beyond the osseous tissues for the presence of associated soft tissue swelling (Fig. 15-67). If the ossification center lies distal to the osteochondral border of the lateral condylar epiphysis, it should be considered displaced (Fig. 15-68).

Treatment

Unless the fragment is incarcerated within the joint (257), treatment usually consists of simple immobilization for comfort. Nonunion of the fragment has been reported (255,258). Even with this radiographic finding, the resultant elbow function has been described as being quite good.

Complications

Only one rare major complication has been described with fractures involving the lateral epicondylar apophysis: entrapment of the fragment, either within the elbow joint (257) or between the capitellum and the radial head (264).

Chronic Tension Stress Injuries (Little League Elbow)

This chronic injury is related to overuse in skeletally immature baseball pitchers. The original radiographic findings were described by Brogdon and Crow in 1960 (204). Later, Adams (195) demonstrated that the radiographic changes were due to excessive throwing and emphasized the need for preventive programs. This injury is thought to be due to excessive tension on
the medial epicondyle with secondary tendinitis. There also can be a repeated compression on the lateral condyle, producing an osteochondritis.

Studies have shown that as long as the rules outlined by the Little League are followed (i.e., two innings per game, six innings per week), the incidence of these chronic tension stress injuries is fairly low (218, 219, 226). Most of the problems arise when overzealous parents and coaches require excessive pitching preseason and at home between practices. Albright (196) found a greater incidence in pitchers who had improper pitching techniques. The spectrum of these chronic injuries is outlined in Table 15-6.

In chronic tension stress injuries (Little League elbow syndrome), the history is usually quite characteristic. It is found in young baseball pitchers who are throwing an excessive number of pitches or who are just starting to throw curve pitches (204, 234). Clinically, this syndrome is manifested by a decrease in elbow extension. Medial epicondylar pain is accentuated by a valgus stress to the elbow in extension. There is usually significant local tenderness and swelling over the medial epicondyle.
TABLE 15-6. **SPECTRUM OF CHRONIC TENSION STRESS INJURIES OF MEDIAL EPICONDYLAR APOPHYSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress fracture of the epicondylar physis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcification of the ulnar collateral ligaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertrophy of the medial epicondyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration of growth maturity with generalized synovitis and stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteochondritis of the lateral condyle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On radiographs, the density of the bone of the distal humerus is increased due to the chronicity of the stress. The physeal line is irregular and widened (Fig. 15-69). If the stress has been going on for a prolonged period, there may be hypertrophy of the distal humerus with acceleration of bone growth. The bone age of the elbow is greater than the patient's chronologic age (Fig. 15-70).

We use a multifaceted approach that involves education of the parents, coaches, and player. Once symptoms develop, all pitching activity must cease until the epicondyle and adjacent flexor muscle origins become nontender. In addition, local and systemic measures to decrease the inflammatory response are used. Once the initial pain and inflammation have decreased, a program of forearm and arm muscle strengthening is initiated. The pitching technique is also examined to see if any corrections need to be made. Once strength has been reestablished in the muscles in the upper extremity and motion has been fully reestablished, the patient is gradually returned to pitching. This is done on a gradual basis, carefully monitoring the number of innings and pitches within a specified period of time.

**AVASCULAR NECROSIS OF THE TROCHLEA**

**Definition**

This term is used to define three different pathologies characterized by a disturbance of the growth process of the centers of ossification of the trochlea. These are classified as idiopathic, congenital, and posttraumatic.

**Idiopathic**

Hagemann’s disease (aseptic osteonecrosis of the humeral trochlea, or osteochondritis of the humeral trochlea, or osteochondrosis of the humeral trochlea) is avascular necrosis of the trochlea that appears with no prior history of trauma (268).

**Congenital**

There are two reports of seemingly congenital forms of trochlear hypoplasia. In a report of Japanese patients (279), the hypoplasia was bilateral, with symptoms present since early childhood. Another report (276) involved an African-American family in which the mother and three offspring had severe bilateral forms of aplasia of the trochlea.

**Posttraumatic**

This most common form follows some type of elbow trauma. In some cases, the trauma is occult or poorly defined. This form results in a spectrum from simply a small defect of the trochlea (fishtail deformity) to complete destruction of the medial aspect of the distal humerus with a progressive axial deformity, decreased range of motion, and associated disabling instability of the elbow.

**FIGURE 15-70.** Chronic tension stress. A: Anteroposterior view of a 13-year-old pitcher with chronic pain and significant loss of elbow motion. The bone age is around 15 years. B: Same view of the opposite elbow with a bone age of 13 years.
**Historical Perspective**

**Idiopathic Cases (Hagemann's Disease)**

Osteonecrosis of the trochlea was first described in 1933 by Uhrmacher (284) in a 7-year-old patient. Almost 20 years after this initial description, Hagemann (268) published his classic article on the idiopathic nature of this type of avascular necrosis. Thus, the idiopathic form has become known, at least in the European literature, as Hagemann's disease (263). A close investigation of many of the cases of so-called Hagemann's disease, however, reveals that there was usually some antecedent elbow trauma that may or may not have contributed to the development of the avascular necrosis (263).

**Trauma-Related Cases**

The first description of avascular necrosis of the trochlea following elbow trauma was in 1948 by McDonnell and Wilson (274). In their series, the problem occurred as a complication of both lateral condylar and supracondylar fractures. Seven years later, Wilson (288) described the typical fishtail deformity occurring after some fractures of the lateral condylar physis. There was little mention as to the consequence or etiology of this complication in these articles. Such was also the case in other articles in which avascular necrosis of the trochlea can be seen in the clinical photoraphs in many of the cases illustrated (264,265,269,271–273,285–288). Usually there was little or no mention of the significance of this finding in the captions.

**Vascular Etiology**

Not until 1984, when Morrissey and Wilkins (278) reported five cases of avascular necrosis of the trochlea, was its relationship to the unique blood supply of this area suggested. They pointed out that according to the classic articles of Haraldsson (266,267) on the blood supply of the distal humerus, the medial crista of the trochlea has two separate blood supplies that can be injured with trauma. This relationship of the unique blood supply to the various patterns of avascular necrosis is discussed in detail in the following sections relating to etiology and the patterns of necrosis.

A more recent article by Yoo and co-workers (290) also relates avascular necrosis to a vascular etiology with their observation that it occurred with a higher incidence in their cases of total distal humeral physeal fractures.

**Incidence**

**Seldom Reported**

Because it is seldom reported in the literature, the exact incidence is unknown. As mentioned previously, many cases are illustrated in various reports with little or no mention of its occurrence or significance. We recently reported on a series of 30 cases collected over the past 20 years from various sources (283). It is also our experience that it is probably one of the most unrecognized sequela of injuries to the distal humerus.

**Trauma to Distal Humerus Most Common Cause**

It has been described as a complication of almost any fracture type to the distal humerus, except for isolated epicondylar injuries. Avascular necrosis of the trochlea has been reported as a consequence of the following injuries.

**Distal Fractures of the Lateral Condylar Physis**

The term fishtail deformity was coined in the classic article on lateral condylar fractures by Wilson published in 1955 (288). This term, which usually represents a localized avascular necrosis of the trochlea, has subsequently been used by others in their reports on fractures of the lateral condyle (273,278,286,288,297).

**Fractures of the Medial Condylar Physis**

This type of fracture is especially vulnerable to developing avascular necrosis of the trochlea because of the close proximity of the fracture line to the blood supply of the trochlea (264,270,273,280,285). It can occur in cases treated either operatively or nonoperatively. Operative management of this fracture can increase the incidence or extent of the avascular necrosis by iatrogenic injury to the most medial blood supply to the trochlea, which is extraarticular.

**Supracondylar Fractures**

Avascular necrosis of the trochlea also has been described following very distal supracondylar fractures (263,265,274,278). This can occur in both displaced and nondisplaced fractures. The index case for Morrissey and Wilkins’ article (278) was actually a very distal nondisplaced supracondylar fracture that developed a typical fishtail deformity.

**Separation of the Total Distal Humeral Physis**

Again, the very distal location of the fracture line allows it to transect the transphyseal vessels at the lateral portion of the medial crista during the acute fracture (269,278,289,290). Many of these recover, and the avascular necrosis is never evident because this often occurs in the preosseous stage of the development of the trochlea.

**T-Condylar Fracture**

If comminution occurs, some of the T-condylar fractures can injure the delicate blood vessels that supply the trochlea. Fortunately, most of these occur in the older age group, in which the vulnerability of the distal humerus to avascular necrosis is lessened.

**Sprain of the Elbow**

This entity also has been described as “following a sprain” of the elbow (265). However, this was probably an unrecognized...
and undisplaced very distal supracondylar or distal physeal injury.

Iatrogenic

Sometimes an extensive surgical approach and dissection of the soft tissue is necessary to obtain a good open reduction of a fracture about the elbow, especially when seen and treated on a delayed basis. This can injure the vessels that supply the trochlea, with subsequent avascular necrosis (270). When surgically approaching the medial condylar articular surface from a medial approach, the vessels supplying the medial aspect of the medial crista are on the extraarticular surface of the crista of the trochlea and must be carefully avoided.

Etiology

Three theories have been proposed to account for the posttraumatic changes that occur in the distal humerus after fractures in the vicinity of the trochlea: malunion, partial growth arrest, and vascular injury.

Malunion

Wilson (288) thought this was the result of a malunion of a lateral condylar fracture with an intervening gap. This type of deformity is static, often asymptomatic, and nonprogressive.

Partial Growth Arrest

Wadsworth (287) thought this represented a premature fusion of the lateral condylar epiphysis to the metaphysis. Jakob and co-workers (271) thought this was actually due to a primary disturbance of the growth cells adjacent to the fracture line of the lateral condyle. These theories can support the development of hypoplasia of the central or lateral portion of the trochlea. They do not, however, explain the total destruction of the trochlea that can occur. Growth arrest often takes months or years to produce deforming effects, and many of these changes occur rapidly after the initial injury.

Vascular Injury

Two Separate Sources

In Haraldsson’s classic studies (266,267) of the blood supply of the distal humerus, he demonstrated that the medial crista of the trochlea had two separate sources of blood supply. Neither has anastomoses with each other or with the other metaphyseal vessels. In the young infant, the vessels are small and lie on the surface of the perichondrium (Fig. 15-71A–C). Immediately before and during the deposition of bony salts in the ossification centers of the trochlea, two distinct lateral and medial nonanastomotic sets of nutrient vessels are present.

Lateral Vessels

The lateral vessels supply the apex of the trochlea and the lateral aspect of the medial crista. These vessels cross the growth plate to enter the posterior aspect of the lateral trochlear ossification center. Their terminal branches lie just under the articular surface (Fig. 15-71D). Thus, they are particularly vulnerable to injury when the fracture line occurs through this area, as is typical in fractures of the medial condylar physis or lateral condyle or a T-condylar fracture. By the same token, a fracture in the supracondylar area in which the fracture line is very distal, or a total distal humeral physeal displacement, also can disrupt the lateral trochlear epiphyseal vessels as they course along the surface of the metaphysis or at their entrance into the physeal plate.

Medial Vessels

Another set of vessels enters medially through the nonarticulating surface of the trochlea (Fig. 15-71B and C). This set of vessels supplies the most medial aspect of the medial crista or the medial portion of the trochlear epiphysis. As shown in Haraldsson’s (266,267) studies, there appear to be no anastomoses between these two sets of vessels supplying the trochlear epiphysis.

Age Factors

Most of the reported cases of avascular necrosis of the trochlea occur in children who are at least 6 or 7 years of age. However, it has been recently reported in younger patients after fracture—separation of the entire distal physis of the humerus (290).

Ossification centers need blood supply for their appearance and development. Before these centers appear, the vessels are more superficial and less well defined. It is speculated that a lesion in these immature vessels in children leads only to a delay in the appearance of the centers. In older children, where there is already a well-defined ossification center, disruption produces a true bony avascular necrosis of one or both of the ossification centers of the trochlea. This can result in a partial or total absence of further epiphyseal ossification, leading to hypoplasia of the central or whole medial aspect of the trochlea.

Fracture Location Critical

The common factor of all these fracture pathologies producing avascular necrosis of the trochlea seems to be the presence of a fracture line or other injury in proximity to the lateral aspect of the medial condylar physis or the whole medial crista of the trochlea. These fracture lines injure the vessels as they enter their respective ossification centers of the trochlea.

The direct relationship between trauma and avascular necrosis of the trochlea also has been suggested by its development after surgical intervention of the original fracture, especially after open reduction from a medial approach.

To support the vascular theory, there is also the observation that the necrosis of the trochlea follows the trauma rapidly. When recognized early, the period between the fracture and the development of changes consistent with avascular necrosis is months or weeks (278,290).

Patterns of Necrosis

Avascular necrosis of the trochlea can appear as either a central defect (type A) or total hypoplasia manifest by complete absence
A: Intraosseous vasculature in a 3-year-old boy. Only two small vessels supply the medial crista of the trochlea (arrows). The central portion of the crista appears avascular. B: Injection studies showing the well-defined medial and lateral vessels (arrows) supplying the medial crista of the trochlea. C: Close-up view showing the extent of the vascular supply of the trochlea. Note that no anastomoses are seen between these medial and lateral vessels. D: Lateral view through the medial crista of the trochlea. Note that the vessels penetrate the physis posteriorly (arrow) to enter the epiphyseal cartilage. (A–D: Reprinted from Haraldsson S. Osteochondritis deformans juvenilis capituli humeri. Acta Orthop Scand Suppl 1959;38: with permission.) E: Radiograph of a 12-year-old boy. The persistence of the two separate ossification centers (arrows) of the medial crista is seen. The area supplied by the lateral vessel is larger than that supplied by the medial vessel.
Avascular necrosis of the trochlea (type B), depending on the extent of the vascular injury.

**Type A—Fishtail Deformity**

In the type A deformity, only the lateral portion of the medial crista or apex of the trochlea becomes involved in the necrotic process. This produces the typical fishtail deformity (Fig. 15-72). This more common pattern of necrosis seems to occur with very distal supracondylar fractures or with fractures involving the lateral condylar physis.

**Type B—Malignant Varus Deformity**

The type B deformity involves avascular necrosis of the entire trochlea and sometimes part of the metaphysis (Fig. 15-73). This type of necrosis has occurred as a sequela of fractures involving the entire distal humeral physis or fractures of the medial condylar physis (285). This can lead to a cubitus varus deformity in which the angulation progresses as the child matures.

**Clinical Signs and Symptoms**

There is no particular clinical sign during the evolution of the necrosis. In most cases, the symptoms develop after healing of the fracture. In fact, in the typical scenario, in which avascular necrosis of the trochlea occurs after a supracondylar fracture, the patient initially has full recovery with healing of the fracture. However, as the necrotic process develops, the patient develops the late onset of symptoms of degenerative joint disease such as stiffness, loss of motion, and pain following physical activity.

**Sequela**

The clinical signs and symptoms differ considerably between the two patterns of necrosis.

**Type A—Arthritic Symptoms**

Patients who have type A or fishtail deformity usually do not develop any angular deformities. Early degenerative joint disease with a loss of range of motion is the most common sequela. The severity of the fishtail deformity is related to the degree of necrosis and seems to dictate the severity of the symptoms. Wilson (288) reported a 47-year follow-up in a patient whose major complaints related primarily to arthritis.

**Type B—Progressive Varus**

In children who have a pattern of total avascular necrosis of the trochlea, including part of the nonarticular surface, usually a progressive varus deformity develops. Because the total medial trochlear surface is disrupted, significant loss of range of motion also develops. These deformities usually worsen cosmetically and functionally as the child matures (Fig. 15-73C and D).

**Ulnar Neuropathy**

A late-onset ulnar neuropathy can develop in these patients (277, 282). The hypoplasia of the medial condyle and its associated epicondyle produces a shallow ulnar groove. This allows the ulnar nerve to slip anteriorly. In addition, the medial head of the triceps muscle also slips anteriorly. There is no consensus on the etiology of the ulnar neuropathy. It is thought to be due
FIGURE 15-73. Avascular necrosis of the entire trochlea. A: Type B deformity. Loss of blood supply from both the medial and lateral vessels results in avascular necrosis of the entire medial crista along with a portion of the metaphysis. B: Radiograph of a 4-year-old boy who sustained a type II physeal fracture involving the entire distal humeral physis. In this injury film there is a large metaphyseal fragment on the medial side (arrow). C: Appearance 5 months later. A mild varus deformity present is due to an incomplete reduction. The ossification in the medial metaphyseal fragment has disappeared. D: Radiograph taken 4 years after injury. The entire medial crista and adjacent medial metaphysis have remained avascular. The varus deformity has progressed. E: Correction was achieved by performing a combination lateral closing wedge and medial translocation osteotomy.
to a multiplicity of factors, including malalignment of the joint, abnormal position of the ulnar nerve and triceps tendon, loss of protection by a deep ulnar groove, and the acute angle of entrance of the two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris. Each of these factors has a variable bearing on the etiology of the neuropathy. In some of those cases reported with late-onset ulnar neuropathy, there were extensive bony changes with the presence of ganglions on the medial aspect of the joint (282). However, late-onset ulnar neuropathy can occur in children after other types of injuries without radiographic findings of trochlear hypoplasia (281).

Treatment

Because the avascular necrosis of the trochlea is a direct consequence of trauma to the vessels occurring at the time of injury, there is no effective prevention or treatment of the primary necrosis. Treatment entails addressing only the sequelae of the avascular necrosis of the trochlea.

Loss of Range of Motion

If the loss of range of motion is due to a significant disruption of the articular surface itself, there does not appear to be any good operative or nonoperative method that significantly improves elbow function. A good program of muscle strengthening may lessen the symptoms to some degree.

In the one case treated surgically by Morrissey (278), he noticed that the olecranon had migrated proximally because of the central necrotic defect of the distal humerus. He felt this created an impingement between the olecranon and the distal humerus during full extension. In that case, a partial resection of the proximal olecranon improved extension of the elbow.

Varus Deformity

If the avascular necrosis of the trochlea has resulted in a varus deformity of the elbow, this deformity can be corrected by a supracondylar osteotomy (Fig. 15-73E). The correction of the carrying angle is mostly cosmetic, with little functional improvement. It does not seem to improve the range of motion. Surgical treatment carries the risk of increased stiffness to the already limited elbow. It can be argued that if this osteotomy is performed relatively early to correct the varus deformity, this could decrease the incidence of late-onset ulnar neuropathy due to the anterior migration of the ulnar nerve and medial head of the triceps.

Ulnar Neuropathy

In the cases of ulnar neuropathy occurring after hypoplasia of the trochlea, relief of ulnar nerve symptoms was achieved by transposing the ulnar nerve anteriorly in addition to releasing it from the adhesions around the hypoplastic medial epicondyle (277,282).

T-CONDYLAR FRACTURES

In T-condylar fractures, the fracture line originates in the central groove of the trochlea and courses proximal to the olecranon and the coronoid fossae, where it divides and separates the medial and lateral bony columns of the distal humerus. If the proximal fracture lines are oblique, the fracture may be termed Y-condylar. This injury is rare in the skeletally immature child.

Incidence

Primarily in Adolescents

The early modern literature reflects only reports by Blount (292) and Zimmerman (319), who each described a case in an 11-year-old patient. The average age of patients reported in the three major recent series (302,303,310) was 12.6 years. Our clinical experience with 11 cases over a 20-year span has confirmed these data, with the average age being 11 years. Thus, Maylahn (306), who reported on six patients near skeletal maturity, was accurate when he said, “the fractures [T-condylar] take on the characteristics of an adult fracture and should be treated as such.”

Occurrence in Young

In 1902, Cotton (296) echoed the view of the surgical community at that time when he stated, “the fracture [T-condylar] is not only very uncommon, but very rare [in young children].” The actual incidence in younger children is certainly rare, but it may be underdiagnosed. This is because it is often confused with other fractures, such as those involving the lateral condylar physis or total distal physis. Special imaging studies such as arthograms were necessary to demonstrate the intracondylar aspect in a recent report involving two patients under 3 years of age (291). The combination of an increased awareness of the possibility of this injury and a more aggressive diagnostic approach may result in more cases being uncovered in this younger age group.

The rare occurrence of the injury is reflected in the importance given in recent textbooks on children’s fractures. A few (298,309,312,319) contain only a brief discussion of this fracture pattern; others (294,295,300,311,317) do not mention it at all.

Mechanism of Injury

Wedge Effect of the Olecranon (Semilunar Notch)

The primary mechanism of this injury is the direct wedge effect of the articular surface of the olecranon on the distal end of the humerus. The sharp edge of the semilunar notch or coronoid process acts as a wedge to break the trochlea and split the condyles, which in turn separates the two columns of the distal humerus (297). In our review of 11 skeletally immature patients with this injury, the vertical fracture line always extended down to the apex of the trochlea, tending to confirm this mechanism.
In a biomechanical study performed on adult cadaver specimens, Mehne and Matta (307) examined the force of the olecranon on the trochlea with varying degrees of flexion of the elbow. The situation that most consistently produced T-condylar fractures occurred when the force was applied directly to the olecranon with the elbow in more than 90 degrees of flexion.

The mechanism of these fractures has evolved from both biomechanical and clinical studies. The biomechanical studies involve the wedge mechanism of the olecranon against the distal humerus. The clinical studies are the results of indirect observations as to whether injuring force was applied to the distal humerus in either a flexion or extension position.

**FIGURE 15-74.** Mechanism patterns. A and B: The more common flexion pattern in which the condylar fragments are situated anterior to the distal shaft. C and D: An extensor pattern in which the condylar fragments are situated posterior to the distal shaft. The muscle origins on the respective condyles cause them to diverge in the coronal plane (arrows) and flex in the sagittal plane.
**Flexion Injuries**

The most common mechanism producing this fracture pattern is said to be a direct blow to the posterior aspect of the elbow (313), usually when the child falls directly on the flexed elbow. This flexion mechanism in young children contributes to its rarity because most upper extremity injuries in children have a component of elbow hyperextension. Injuries to the elbow caused by a flexion mechanism are rare. In these flexion injuries, the wedge effect is produced at the apex of the trochlea by the central portion of the trochlear notch. In these flexion injuries, the condylar fragments usually lie anterior to the shaft (Fig. 15-74A and B).

**Extension Injuries**

In a few cases, the T-condylar fracture may be caused by a fall on the outstretched arm with the elbow in only slight flexion. This extension mechanism has been suggested by patients in their description of the dynamics of the fall, and indirectly by the position of the distal fragments in relation to the diaphyses of the humerus—in other words, lying posterior (Fig. 15-74C and D). In the extension type of injury, the coronoid portion of the semilunar notch produces the wedge effect.

**Role of Muscles**

It has been suggested that contraction of the elbow flexor and extensor muscles may play a role in the displacement pattern of this fracture. Because of their origins on the epicondyles, they accentuate both the separation in the coronal plane and the forward displacement in the sagittal plane. This displacement pattern often is evident on the injury films (Fig. 15-74C and D).

**Pathology**

**The More Common Adolescent Pattern**

The fracture pattern in the adolescent is similar to that of the adult. The condylar fragments are often separated, with the articular surface being completely disrupted. In addition to separation of the condylar fragments by the force of the original injury, the muscles that originate on these condylar fragments rotate them in both the coronal and sagittal planes (Fig. 15-74C and D) (297). In the sagittal plane, the position of the condylar fragments in relation to the humeral shaft and metaphysis can either be anterior (flexor mechanism; see Fig. 15-74B) or posterior (extension mechanism; see Fig. 15-74D).

**The Rare Patterns in the Young Child**

**Articular Surface Remains Intact**

In the skeletally immature patient, the central portions of the condylar fragments are usually separated, but the articular surface may remain intact because of its large cartilage component (Fig. 15-75) (310). Thus, the disruption and displacement are primarily in the osseous supracondylar area. The elasticity of the cartilage of the distal end of the humerus often protects the articular surface from being completely disrupted.

**Variable Resistance to Failure**

Corr (296) reasoned that in the distal humerus, the condyles present variable resistance to failure. The external (lateral) condyle has a weakened resistance. The medial condyle exhibits a stronger resistance to separation. It was his opinion that this variable resistance explained the infrequency of both T-condylar and medial (internal) condyle fractures and the higher incidence of lateral condyle fractures.

**Classification**

Various classifications (302,308,314) for adult T-condylar fractures have been proposed, but there are problems with applying these classifications to children's injuries. For example, the number of children with this fracture is so small that no clinician can include all types of fracture patterns in his or her own experience. In addition, there is no useful classification for the younger patient, in whom the unossified intact articular cartilage is not visible on radiography. For example, the Jarvis type III (302) fracture–dislocation or Churro-Posados fracture has never been observed in our clinical experience, nor has it been reported in other series. The C-3 fracture in the AO classification (308, 319), which has articular surface comminution, also has not been reported in the literature in children.

**Authors' Suggested Classification**

We have tried to simplify the classification so that it will be useful in determining treatment options. We feel there are three...
major types based on the degree of displacement and comminution of the fracture fragments. Type I fractures are minimally displaced (Fig. 15-76A and B). Type II fractures are displaced but do not have comminution of the metaphyseal fragments (Fig. 15-76C). Type III fractures are displaced fractures with comminution of the metaphyseal fragments (Fig. 15-76D and E).

In a child, the integrity of the articular surface may be difficult to determine without using arthrography or MRI. Because the initial integrity of the articular surface may not be that important to the prognosis, we feel that this factor does not significantly contribute to a general classification scheme. Adolescent T-condylar fractures may be classified as in adults.

**Diagnosis**

**Clinical Signs and Symptoms**

Clinically, these fractures are most often confused with extension-type supracondylar fractures. The extended position of the elbow, along with the massive swelling, is almost identical to that of the displaced extension type of supracondylar fracture.

**Imaging Studies**

**Plain X-Rays**

*Diagnosis Not Always Obvious* Plain x-ray films are the cornerstone to the diagnosis. In the older child, the differentiation must be made from that of a comminuted supracondylar fracture. Sometimes the diagnosis is not obvious until the fragments have been partially reduced, which allows the vertical fracture lines splitting the trochlea to become more evident. In the younger child, the diagnosis is much more difficult because the articular surface is not visible. In addition, because of its rarity, the surgeon may not consider the possibility of a T-condylar fracture in this age group.

**Differential Diagnosis**

The diagnosis must exclude the more common fracture patterns of either the isolated lateral or medial condyles, or the complete separation of the distal humeral physeis. In these latter fractures, an important sign is the presence of a medial or lateral Thurston-Holland fragment in the metaphysis (291). The key differential for the T-condylar fracture is the presence of a vertical fracture line extending down to the apex of the trochlea.

**Computed Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging**

In the acute injury, the use of these imaging modalities does not appear to have much practical value. In younger patients, this often requires a separate anesthesia or heavy sedation outside the operating room.

**Dynamic Studies Under Anesthesia**

The diagnosis may be suspected after a careful evaluation of the static x-ray films. However, to settle the issue before definitive treatment, the surgeon may need to obtain either varus or valgus stress films under general anesthesia (291). In many cases, the use of contrast medium in the form of an arthrogram is also quite helpful.

**Treatment**

**Basic Principles**

Because of the rarity of this injury, no one can recommend a plan of management based on multiple case experience. Most of the experience in the past has been based on isolated cases or small series (291,302,303,305,310). Regardless of the method of treatment, certain basic principles must be considered in treating these fractures. A treatment plan must be individualized for the specific fracture and the surgeon's level of expertise and experience. The following principles must be considered in planning a method of treatment:

1. Elbow articular mobility depends on articular congruity, correct alignment of the axis of motion, and debris- and bone-free fossae.
2. The stability depends on the integrity of the lateral and medial supracondylar columns.
3. The T-condylar fracture is an articular fracture, so the first goal is to restore and stabilize the joint surface.
4. Closed methods alone usually cannot produce an acceptable result because of the muscle forces applied to the fragment.
5. Most patients are adolescents with minimal potential for bone remodeling.
6. Although surgical reduction may produce an acceptable radiograph, it may add to the already extensive damage to soft tissues; this in turn can contribute to postoperative stiffness.

**Current Trends Toward Surgical Stabilization**

The current literature reflects good results with surgical management. Zimmerman (319) advocated establishing an anatomic reduction with internal fixation so that early motion could facilitate a more rapid rehabilitation. In the two cases in young children described by Beghin and colleagues (291), operative intervention was considered necessary to achieve a satisfactory reduction. A review of the three most recent series (302,303,310) indicates that surgical management has been established as the present trend by virtue of the fact that 29 of the 31 elbows in these combined series were treated operatively. The investigators in these series maintained that open reduction and internal fixation was the best way to restore the integrity of the articular surface and stabilize the fracture sufficiently to allow early mobilization. All but one of the patients in this combined series who were treated surgically demonstrated good or very good results at follow-up.

**Popular Surgical Approaches**

The surgical approach most widely accepted is the posterior longitudinal splitting of the triceps without an osteotomy of the olecranon. This approach gives adequate exposure of the fracture
Figure 15-76. Types of T-condylar fractures. A: Type I—Lateral view of undisplaced T-condylar fracture in a 6-year-old. B: The T-condylar fracture line (open arrows) was not appreciated until it healed. There are both medial and lateral Thurston-Holland fragments (solid arrows). (Courtesy of Ruben D. Pechero, M.D.) C: Type II—a displaced T-condylar fracture with very little metaphyseal comminution. D and E: Type III—two views of a markedly comminuted T-condylar fracture with multiple displaced fragments (arrows) in a 12-year-old.
Upper Extremity

Standard recommended treatment. Therefore, we are outlining supracondylar fractures (Fig. 15-77). Because of the rapid healing associated with rapid bony healing, pin fixation is often satisfactory so that the pins can be removed in 3 weeks to start protected motion, similar to treatment of a supracondylar humeral fracture. If it is an older adolescent nearer to skeletal maturity, we prefer fixation—usually plates or screws—that allows early motion (Figs. 15-79E and F and 15-80). Before application of the plates, the supracondylar columns can be stabilized temporarily with pin fixation (Fig. 15-80D).

Principles of Plate Fixation

The plates must be strong. The thin semitubular plates are inadequate and may break (Fig. 15-81) (318). The reinforced malleable reconstructive type of plates used for fixation of pelvic fractures provide very secure fixation. Recently, a J type of plate has been developed specifically for the elbow, allowing the surgeon to place two plates in the suprascapular region and one plate in the midhumeral region, creating a hinged plate construct that allows early motion without the risk of plate migration. However, the use of multiple plates in the elbow may lead to increased risk of infection and vascular compromise.

**Authors' Preferred Method of Treatment**

Because of the rarity of this fracture in children, there is no standard recommended treatment. Therefore, we are outlining our recommendations based on a combination of our clinical experience and the experience of others in a few series (302,303,310). Our first consideration in these fractures is to reestablish the integrity of the articular surface to maintain the congruity of the joint. Usually this cannot be achieved adequately by closed methods, so we proceed with an open surgical technique. We have found our simple classification of the three types based on the degree of displacement or comminution to be helpful in guiding the aggressiveness of our treatment.

**Type I (Undisplaced or Minimally Displaced)**

In type I injuries, there is little displacement of the bony supracondylar columns. In children, the periosteum is often intact and can provide some intrinsic stability. In addition, the thicker articular and epiphyseal cartilage in the skeletally immature child may still be intact, even if the bony epiphysis appears severed by a vertical fracture line. Because of this, we have found two methods to be successful for these types of fractures.

**Closed Reduction—Percutaneous Pin Fixation.** These fractures require minimal manipulation under general anesthesia and radiographic control to reestablish the supracondylar columns. If there is anterior or posterior rotation in the sagittal plane of the metaphyseal portion of the column, a pin placed into that column can be used as a "joy stick" to manipulate the fragment into a satisfactory position. Once a satisfactory reduction is achieved, the pin can then be advanced across the fracture site for fixation. These fractures usually require multiple pins placed percutaneously, such as those used in comminuted supracondylar fractures (Fig. 15-77). Because of the rapid healing, the pins can be removed at 3 weeks to allow early active motion.

**Traction.** If the articular cartilage is intact, it may close as a hinge with traction (Fig. 15-78). The rotational displacement of the condyles created by the origins of the forearm muscles can be neutralized with olecranon traction, in which the elbow is suspended at 90 degrees of flexion. There is usually adequate stability from the callus around the fracture site at 2 to 3 weeks to discontinue the traction. The elbow is then immobilized in a hinged cast brace for an additional 2 to 3 weeks. This allows the initiation of protected active motion. However, with the present emphasis on short hospitalization, we find that skeletal traction is less acceptable for both social and financial reasons. Skeletal traction may be the only acceptable method of treatment in patients seen on a delayed basis with extensive skin abrasions, severe soft tissue injury, or gross comminution, in which cast application or other operative interventions might carry a high risk of infection.

**Type II (Displaced Without Comminution)**

**Open Reduction and Internal Fixation.** If there is wide separation of the condylar fragments with marked disruption of the articular surface, stability and articular congruity can be established only with an open surgical procedure. We prefer the Bryan-Morrey posterior triceps-sparing approach (293). The patient is placed prone on the operating table with the arm supported on a pillow and the forearm hanging down off the edge of the operating table. This provides the best approach for direct visualization of the posterior surface of the distal humerus. Olecranon osteotomy is reserved for those fractures in adolescents with severe articular comminution.

First, Reconstruct Articular Surface. Our first priority is to reestablish the integrity of the articular fragments—in other words, to convert it to a supracondylar fracture (Fig. 15-79A–C). It is also critical that the olecranon and coronoid fossae be cleared of bony fragments or debris to eliminate the chance of bony impingement with their respective processes. The best way to stabilize the condyles is with a screw passed transversely through the center of the axis of rotation in such a manner as to apply transverse compression. This may require a small temporary secondary transverse pin proximal to the screw to prevent rotation of the fragments as the guide hole is drilled or the compression screw is being applied. This pin can be moved after the fragments are secured.

Secondly, Stabilize Supracondylar Columns. Once the condylar and articular integrity has been reestablished, the distal fragments must be secured to the proximal fragment by stabilizing the supracondylar fragment columns. The decision here is how important it is to initiate early motion. If it is a younger child with rapid bony healing, pin fixation is often satisfactory so that they can be removed in 3 weeks to start protected motion, similar to treatment of a supracondylar humeral fracture. If it is an older adolescent nearer to skeletal maturity, we prefer fixation—usually plates or screws—that allows early motion (Figs. 15-79E and F and 15-80). Before application of the plates, the supracondylar columns can be stabilized temporarily with pin fixation (Fig. 15-80D).
FIGURE 15-77. Closed reduction and pin fixation. A and B: Two views of a type II T-condylar fracture in a 15-year-old. C and D: Because an anatomic reduction was achieved by manipulative closed reduction, it was secured with simple multiple pin fixation placed percutaneously. The articular surface was minimally displaced. The pins were removed at 3 weeks. At this age, healing was rapid enough to pull the pins at 3 weeks to allow active motion. Ultimately he was deficient only 10 degrees from achieving full extension.
FIGURE 15-78. Treatment with traction. Treatment of the 6-year-old child with a T-condylar fracture shown in Fig. 15-76A and B. A: This patient was treated with traction. Once the fracture was reduced, the T-condylar nature of the fracture line was fully appreciated. The articular cartilage appeared intact and served as a hinge to maintain reduction. B: Lateral view in traction. Although the distal fragment remained extended, it was believed to be in an acceptable position. C and D: Anterior and lateral views 2 months after injury. The architecture of the condylar articular surface has been well maintained. (Courtesy of Marvin Mumme, M.D.)
FIGURE 15-79. Sequence of reconstruction of the distal humerus. A–C: First, the articular portions are reassembled with provisional Kirschner wire fixation, followed by screw fixation. D: Kirschner wires can then also be used to provide temporary fixation of the distal humerus. E: A one-third tubular plate is attached to the medial side. F: A 3.5 pelvic reconstruction plate was attached to the posterolateral border. (Reprinted from Heim U, Pfeiffer KM. Internal fixation of small fractures, 3rd ed. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1988; with permission.)

FIGURE 15-80. Plate and screw fixation. A and B: Injury films of a type II flexion pattern in a 16-year-old boy. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 15-80. (continued) C and D: Articular integrity was first restored with a transcondylar compression screw. The condyles were secured to the metaphysis and distal shaft using pelvic reconstruction plates placed at 90 degrees to each other.

FIGURE 15-81. Inadequate fixation. A: Immediate postreduction film of a 14-year-old secured with short semitubular plates and a small transcondylar screw. B: Six weeks later the small compression screw in the condyle had lost fixation and the lateral plate had fractured. The patient was resecured with large pelvic reconstruction plates and a large transcondylar compression screw.
been designed that also can provide rigid fixation when used to stabilize the lateral column (316). It is best to place the plates at 90 degrees to each other, which makes for a more stable construct (301,304,315).

In most cases in the adolescent, this is essentially an adult type of fracture pattern. The reader is therefore referred to Fractures in Adults for a more detailed description of the various other techniques used in treating adults with this type of fracture.

Postoperative Care

If plate fixation is used, we place the extremity in a supporting posterior splint for 5 to 7 days to allow the soft tissue swelling to decrease and the incisions to heal. At this time, active flexion and extension are initiated and the arm is protected with a removable cast brace. If there is considerable stiffness after 6 to 8 weeks, then we use the turnbuckle brace as advocated by Green and McCoy (299) to regain extension with increasing active range of motion.

Type III (Displaced with Comminution)
Limited Open Reduction Followed by Traction. Sometimes the supracondylar columns are too fragmented to produce adequate fixation. In such cases, we have found that in children, the best initial method of treatment involves reestablishing the articular surface and joint congruity with a limited open reduction. The separated condyles are secured with a transverse screw providing compression through the axis of rotation. This can usually be done with minimal soft tissue dissection. Once this is stabilized, the supracondylar columns are then reestablished by placing the extremity in olecranon traction and allowing them to reconstitute with callus formation. Traction must be maintained until there appears to be good osseous tissue formed in the supracondylar areas (Fig. 15-82). While in traction, motion can be initiated. This technique also can be used in patients seen late with contaminated soft tissue abrasions or severe soft tissue problems.

Complications

It is important to emphasize to the parents initially that this is a serious fracture. Because of the considerable soft tissue injury and the involvement of the articular surface of the distal humerus, stiffness and loss of motion of the elbow can be expected regardless of the mode of treatment (292,302,306,310). In the adolescent patient, failure to provide solid internal fixation that facilitates early motion (i.e., using only pin fixation) can result in a satisfactory radiographic appearance but considerable dysfunction due to residual loss of elbow motion (Fig. 15-83).

Although neurovascular complications have not been mentioned in the few cases reported in the literature, it is expected that the incidence is about equal to that of supracondylar fractures. Because these fractures occur late in the growth process, partial or total growth arrest due to internal fixation is not
thought to be a major complication. By the same token, because these are older children one cannot expect much in the way of remodeling. Nonunion (303), avascular necrosis of the trochlea (310), and failure of internal fixation (Fig. 15-81) also have been reported as complications.
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Disruptions of the articular surfaces of the elbow represent a spectrum of injuries ranging from dislocation to subluxation. As such, collectively they are common injuries, although the incidence of each subtype can vary widely. An important anatomic feature of the elbow is its three separate articulations: radiocapitellar, ulnotrochlear, and proximal radioulnar joints. The latter articulation usually functions as a unit but can be disrupted.

CLASSIFICATION

A modification of the classification of elbow dislocations from the previous edition (103) is presented in Table 16-1.

Elbow dislocations are described with respect to the position of the proximal radioulnar joint in relation to the distal humerus: posterior, anterior, medial, or lateral. The common posterior dislocation is subdivided into posterolateral and posteromedial dislocations.

Occasionally, the proximal radioulnar joint is disrupted. Most commonly, the radius and ulna diverge from each other in a mediolateral direction. Rarely, the radius and ulna translocate, with the radius medial and the ulna lateral.

Isolated dislocations of the radial head are uncommon and must be differentiated from congenital dislocations. Isolated dislocations of the proximal ulna are exceedingly rare and have not been reported in children.

Included in this classification is the very common subluxation of the radial head or “pulled” elbow. This is not a true subluxation but rather a partial entrapment of the annular ligament in the radiocapitellar joint.

POSTERIOR ELBOW DISLOCATIONS

Dislocations of the elbow joint are uncommon in children. Henrikson (36) studied 1,579 injuries about the elbow in skeletally immature patients in Gothenburg, Sweden, in 1966, and found only 45 dislocations, for an overall incidence of 3%. He found that the peak incidence of supracondylar fractures was in the first decade of life, whereas that of elbow dislocation was in the second decade, usually between 13 and 14 years of age, when the physes begin to close. The same second-decade peak incidence was reported by Josefsson and Nilsson (46) in 1986. In
their series, most elbow dislocations occurred in conjunction with sports activities.

Within the past four decades, four series (55,71,83,85) have reported elbow dislocations in both adults and children, but some overall statistics regarding the incidence in children can be obtained by combining all four series. In the 317 dislocations reported, including 147 in children, all were posterior (posterior, posterolateral, or posteromedial) except for 10 lateral dislocations, 5 anterior dislocations, and 16 unclassified. Male gender and the left elbow were predominantly involved, and there was a high incidence of associated elbow fractures.

Carlton and Abols (11) reported 58 elbow dislocations in children and adolescents, of which all were posterior. The mean age at dislocation was 12 years, with a range from 6 to 15 years. There were 41 boys (71%) and 35 left elbows (60%). Associated elbow fractures occurred in 37 children (64%).

**Diagnosis**

**Mechanism of Injury**

In posterior or posterolateral dislocations, first the medial or ulnar collateral ligaments are disrupted, allowing valgus instabil-
This can result in an avulsion fracture of the medial epicondyle and its associated flexor muscle origin. The proximal radius and ulna become displaced laterally with the intact biceps tendon acting as a center of rotation for the displaced forearm.

The most commonly accepted mechanism of posterior elbow dislocation involves the application of both abduction and extension forces. However, there is controversy as to whether the elbow is initially hyperextended. Osborne and Cotterill (74) believed that initially the elbow was in slight flexion and that the lateral sloping surface of the medial crista of the trochlea served as a cam mechanism to convert the vertical thrust on the forearm into one of lateral rotation and valgus strain. Other investigators believe that there is first hyperextension of the elbow with rupture of the ulnar collateral ligaments (44,87). Once this stabilizing force is disrupted, the elbow is forced into further valgus (Fig. 16-1). Experimentally, in cadavers, posterior dislocations have been most commonly produced by initial hyperextension (87,96). However, Sojbjerg et al. (90), in a study of 10 cadaver elbows, found that a posterior dislocation is the result of a valgus and external rotation force acting on a semiflexed elbow. Dislocation could not be produced with a varus and internal rotation force. O'Driscoll et al. (73) found similar results in their study on 13 fresh autopsy specimens. They also found that the anterior portion of the medial or ulnar collateral ligament remained intact and attributed this to the frequent valgus stability following closed reduction.

With posterior dislocations there is considerable soft tissue injury and an associated risk of neurovascular injuries and associated fractures (Fig. 16-2).

**Soft Tissue Injury**

The anterior capsule is ruptured with a tension force that allows the joint cavity to be exposed. Posteriorly, the radial head can strip the capsule from the posterolateral aspect of the lateral condyle, along with the adjacent periosteum. Because of the large amount of cartilage on the posterolateral aspect of the lateral condyle, the posterior capsule may not reattach firmly. This lack of a strong reattachment is believed to be a major factor in recurrent elbow dislocations (74).

Medially, the ulnar collateral ligament system is disrupted either by a direct tear of the ligament or avulsion of the medial epicondyle (87,90). Cromack (14) found that with medial epicondylar fractures, the origins of the ulnar collateral ligaments and medial forearm flexor muscles remain as a unit, along with most of the pronator teres, which is stripped from its humeral origin proximal to the epicondyle. These structures are then displaced posterior to the medial aspect of the distal humerus. If the epicondyle remains attached to the humerus, then the

---

**FIGURE 16-2.** Pathology. 1: The radial head and olecranon are dislodged posterolaterally. 2: The brachialis muscle is stretched across the articular surface of the distal humerus. 3: The origins of the medial forearm flexion muscles are either torn or avulsed with the medial epicondyle. 4: The median nerve and brachial artery are stretched across the medial condyle and held firmly by the lacertus fibrosus. 5: The medial condyle lies in the subcutaneous tissue between the brachialis anteriorly and the pronator teres posteriorly. 6: The lateral (radial) collateral ligaments often avulse a piece of cartilage or bone from the lateral condyle.
Associated Fractures

Signs and Symptoms

Upper Exrremity

Neurovascular Injuries

Concomitant fractures occur in over one half of posterior elbow dislocations (55,71,83,85). Fractures involving the medial epicondyle, radial head and neck, and coronoid process are most common. Fractures involving the lateral epicondyle, lateral condyle, olecranon, capitellum, and trochlea occur less frequently. In the 58 dislocations reported by Carlioz and Abols (11), there were 24 fractures involving the medial aspect of the elbow, 6 fractures from the lateral region, 2 with fractures from both regions, 2 coronoid process fractures, and 3 radial neck fractures.

Signs and Symptoms

Clinically, the presence of a posterior elbow dislocation usually is obvious. The primary differential diagnosis is an extension type supracondylar fracture of the distal humerus. With both injuries, the elbow is held semiflexed, and swelling may be considerable. Swelling usually is less with a dislocation than with a supracondylar fracture. However, there is still enough soft tissue disruption, such as rearing of the brachialis muscle and collateral vessels, to produce considerable hemorrhage and swelling. Crepitus usually is absent with a dislocation. With a posterior elbow dislocation, the forearm is shortened. The prominence produced by the distal humeral articular surface is more distal and is palpable as a blunt articular surface. The tip of the olecranon is displaced posteriorly and proximally so that its triangular relationship with the epicondyles is lost. Overlying the olecranon fossa, the skin may have a dimpled appearance. If the dislocation is postero-lateral, the radial head also may be prominent and easily palpable in the subcutaneous tissues.

Radiographic and Other Imaging

Routine radiographs usually are diagnostic of a posterior elbow dislocation. In the anteroposterior view, there is a greater superimposition of the distal humerus on the proximal radius and ulna. The radial head may be proximally and laterally displaced, or it may be totally behind the distal humerus, depending on whether it is postero-lateral, posterior, or posteromedial (Fig. 16-3). In addition, the normal valgus angulation between the forearm and the arm usually is increased. On the lateral view, the coronoid process lies posterior to the condyles. The radiographs must be examined closely for associated fractures.

Treatment Options

Nonoperative

Closed Reduction

In the combined series (55,71,83,85) of 317 dislocations, only 2 cases in the series by Linscheid and Wheeler (55) could not be reduced by closed methods. In the Carlioz and Abols series (11), 2 dislocations reduced spontaneously and closed reduction was successful in 50 cases, but failed in 6 cases (10%). Josefsen et al. (45) reported that all 25 dislocations without associated fractures were successfully reduced.

Because of the considerable soft tissue injury, it is essential to reduce the elbow promptly. Royle (85) found that those reduced soon after the injury had better outcomes than those in which reduction was delayed.

All methods of closed reduction are directed toward sufficiently overcoming the muscle forces so that the coronoid process and radial head can slip past the distal end of the humerus. Just before the reducing forces are applied, the forearm should be hypersupinated to dislodge the coronoid process and radial head from their position behind the distal humerus. The reducing forces must be directed in two major directions (Fig. 16-4). The first reducing force must be along the long axis of the humerus to overcome the contractions of the biceps and brachialis anteriorly and the triceps posteriorly. Once these forces are neutralized, the proximal ulna and radius must be passed from posterior to anterior. This requires a second force along the long axis of the forearm. This may require that the elbow be extended or even hyperextended to lever the coronoid process past the distal humerus.

Some investigators (56,101), however, have strongly advised against initial hyperextension. Loomis (56) demonstrated that when the coronoid process is locked against the posterior aspect of the humerus and the elbow is extended, the force applied is magnified by as much as five times across the anterior muscles because of the increased leverage. This places a considerable strain on the already injured anterior capsule and brachialis muscle (Fig. 16-5). On the other hand, when the distal force is applied to the proximal forearm with the elbow flexed, the force exerted against the muscles across the elbow is equal to the distracting force.

Osborne and Cotterill (74) suggested that the best way to dislodge the coronoid process and radial head from the distal humerus is initially to hypersupinate the forearm and then to apply traction along the forearm with the elbow flexed. Others
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FIGURE 16-3. Radiographic Findings. A: Anteroposterior radiograph. The radial head is superimposed behind the distal humerus. There is increased cubitus valgus. The medial epicondyle has not been avulsed. B: Lateral radiograph demonstrating that the proximal radius and ulna are both displaced posteriorly to the distal humerus.

FIGURE 16-4. Reduction forces of posterior dislocations. A: First the forearm is hypersupinated (arrow) to unlock the radial head. B: Simultaneous forces must be applied distally along the axis of the humerus (arrow 2) and distally along the axis of the forearm (arrow 3). C: Once the coronoid is manipulated distal to the humerus, the elbow is then flexed (arrow 4) to stabilize the reduction.
FIGURE 16-5. Hyperextension forces. A: Normally, the brachialis is stretched across the distal humerus. B: Hyperextending the elbow before it is reduced greatly increases the arc of motion and leverage placed across the brachialis. This can result in rupture of large portions of the muscle. (Reprinted from Loomis LK. Reduction and after-treatment of posterior dislocation of the elbow. Am J Surg 1944; 63: 56-60; with permission.)

FIGURE 16-6. Reduction by "puller" techniques. A: Supine position. With the elbow flexed to almost 90 degrees, a force is applied to the anterior portion of the forearm with one hand while the other hand pulls distally along the forearm. Appropriate counterforces must be applied to counteract these manipulating forces. B: Prone position. The same forces are applied to the proximal portion of the anterior forearm and distal forearm. In the prone position the table provides a counterforce against the anterior portion of the distal humerus. (Redrawn from Parvin RW. Closed reduction of common shoulder and elbow dislocations without anesthesia. Arch Surg 1957;75: 972-975; with permission. Copyright 1957, American Medical Association.)
(7,8) have warned that with posterolateral dislocations, the lateral displacement of the proximal radius and ulna must first be corrected to prevent the median nerve from being entrapped or injured during reduction. Pronating the forearm during reduction also may be a factor in entrapping the median nerve.

Although numerous reduction techniques have been advocated, they all have the common goal of applying the two major traction forces along the axes of the humerus and forearm. Each of these forces is resisted by its respective counterforce. There appears to be two main groups in the method of applying force to counteract the muscles of the arm: the “pullers” (6,15,75) (Fig. 16-6) and the “pushers” (54,66,68) (Fig. 16-7). There also are combined unassisted pusher-puller techniques (30,53).

Postreduction Care
Some type of immobilization, usually a posterior splint, is advocated by most investigators after successful closed reduction. The standard period of immobilization recommended is usually 3 weeks (55,56,75,88), although some have advocated early motion (84,85,108). Ninety degrees of elbow flexion appears to be the standard position of immobilization. O’Driscoll et al. (73) believed that if the elbow was stable to valgus stress with the forearm pronated that the anterior portion of the medial collateral ligament was intact and the patient could begin early motion.

Surgical Procedures
Open Reduction
Indications for primary open reduction are an inability to obtain a concentric closed reduction, an open dislocation, and a displaced osteochondral fracture.

Inadequate Closed Reduction. Carlyon and Abols (11) reported that 19 of 58 posterior dislocations required open reduction. In 13, the reduction was stable and the surgery was for the treatment of displaced fractures. In 6, open reduction of the joint was necessary: 2 each for an entrapped medial epicondyle, ulnar osteochondral fragment, and ligamentous fragment.

In adults with posterior elbow dislocations without concomitant fracture, those treated operatively for primary repair of ligaments had no better function or stability than those treated nonoperatively (47,48). The mean lack of elbow extension in both groups was 10 degrees. Similar results were reported by

**FIGURE 16-7.** Reduction by “pusher” techniques. A: Lavine’s method. The child is held by the parent while the elbow is draped over the edge of the chair. The olecranon is pushed distally past the humerus by the thumb of the physician while the other arm pulls distally along the axis of the forearm. B: Meyn’s technique with patient lying prone on the table. (Reprinted from Meyn MA, Quigley TB. Reduction of posterior dislocation of the elbow by traction on the dangling arm. Clin Orthop 1974;103: 106–107; with permission.)
Josefsson et al. (45) in 28 children and adolescents with simple posterior dislocations treated nonoperatively. However, Durig et al. (18) recommended primary operative treatment of uncomplicated dislocations, because early surgery produced satisfactory functional results in all 10 of their patients. Cromak (14) reported full function in 14 children and adolescents treated by early operative repair.

**Open Posterior Dislocations.** Open dislocations usually have a high incidence of arterial injuries (34,50,55,57). For this reason, operative intervention usually is necessary for debridement and evaluation of the brachial artery.

**Associated Fractures.** The presence of a displaced fracture, such as the medial epicondyle, is a common indication for surgical intervention (11,23,102). Surgery for associated fractures produced slightly more excellent results than nonoperative treatment in the series of Carlioz and Abols (11). Similar results were reported by Wheeler and Linscheid (102). Fowles et al. (23), however, had poorer results in 9 children in whom the medial epicondyles were stabilized surgically. They recommended surgery only for children in whom the medial epicondyle is entrapped or significantly displaced after closed reduction. Repair of an associated medial epicondylar fracture also may improve elbow stability in athletes (87,108).

**Postoperative Care**

Immobilization after surgery depends on the procedure performed. After open reduction, management is similar to that after satisfactory closed reduction. The length of immobilization for fractures usually is 4 to 6 weeks.

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The "push-off" technique of reduction of an elbow dislocation is preferred in younger children, usually 9 years of age or less. In this age group, the child often can be seated comfortably in the parent's lap (Fig. 16-7). Hanging the arm over the back of the chair may provide some stabilization.

For the child 9 years of age or older and the young adolescent, the puller technique advocated by Parvin (75) is used (Fig. 16-6). The forearm must remain supinated during the process of reduction. Occasionally, it is necessary to hypersupinate the forearm to unlock the coronoid process and radial head before reduction. Closed reduction is done either with heavy sedation or general anesthesia. After reduction, radiographs are obtained to assess the adequacy of the reduction (Fig. 16-8). The elbow is immobilized in a posterior splint with the elbow flexed 90 degrees and the forearm in mid-pronation. This forearm position is chosen simply to allow the patient to be more functional in the splint.

Because the major complication of elbow dislocations is stiffness, the splint is removed in about 5 days and the patient begins active elbow motion. In 7 to 10 days, the patient can discard the splint and simply use a sling. The emphasis is on early active motion to prevent the stiffness that often occurs after this injury. Before reduction, it is important to emphasize to the parents that there may be some loss of motion, especially extension, regardless of the treatment. This is usually not of functional or cosmetic significance.

A careful neurologic examination must be done before and after the reduction with special attention to the median nerve. This same careful examination must be made at all follow-up evaluations.

**Complications**

Complications of posterior elbow dislocations can be divided into those occurring early and those occurring later. Early complications include neurologic and vascular injuries. Late complications include loss of motion, myositis ossificans, recurrent dislocations, radioulnar synostosis, and cubitus recurvatum. The special problems of chronic, unreduced dislocations are not considered complications of treatment.

**Neurologic Injuries**

In the combined series (55,71,83,85) of 317 patients, 32 patients (10%) had nerve symptoms after reduction. There was no breakdown as to the ages of the patients with the nerve injuries. Twenty-one injuries involved the ulnar nerve, seven the median nerve; in four patients, both the median and ulnar nerves were involved. Most were transient paresthesias with rapid recovery. Only one patient failed to recover fully (55). Carlioz and Abols (11) reported no neurologic injuries with 58 dislocations in children and adolescents, although two children had transient ulnar nerve symptoms.

**Ulnar Nerve Lesions**

There is an increased incidence of ulnar nerve injuries associated with elbow dislocations (11,13,24,55,101). There were 21 ulnar nerve injuries plus 4 combined ulnar and median nerve injuries in the combined series (55,71,83,85). Watson-Jones (101) described 16 nerve lesions in 97 elbow dislocations, 12 of which involved the ulnar nerve; 9 of these there were associated with medial epicondylar fracture. Galbraith and McCullough (24) found 6 ulnar nerve injuries in 187 elbow dislocations, with or without fractures, in their study of acute nerve injuries in closed elbow injuries. Four of these patients had medial epicondylar fractures and two had radial head fractures; all had posterior elbow dislocations. Linscheid and Wheeler (55) reported neurologic complications in 24 of 110 elbow dislocations, including 16 ulnar nerve injuries alone and 4 injuries to both the ulnar and median nerves. They recommended ulnar nerve transposition if ulnar nerve symptoms were present in a patient undergoing open reduction and internal fixation of a displaced medial epicondylar fracture. Cotton (13) reported 10 children with posterior dislocations associated with medial epicondylar fractures and ulnar nerve neuropathy. Except for the one patient described by Linscheid and Wheeler (55), these reported ulnar nerve injuries were transient and resolved completely.

**Radial Nerve Lesions**

Watson-Jones (101) is the only investigator to report a radial nerve injury associated with an elbow dislocation. He described
FIGURE 16-6. Closed reduction. A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a 9-year-old girl with a posterior dislocation of the right elbow. The proximal radius and ulna are superimposed on the distal humerus, and there is increased cubitus valgus. B: Lateral radiograph shows the proximal radius and ulna posterior to the distal humerus. C: Following closed reduction using a puller technique, there has been a concentric reduction. D: Lateral radiograph.
two patients in whom the symptoms rapidly resolved after reduction.

**Median Nerve Lesions**

The most serious neurologic injury involves the median nerve, which can be damaged directly by the dislocation or can be entrapped within the joint. Median nerve injuries occur most commonly in children 5 to 12 years of age. There were seven median and four median-ulnar nerve injuries (3%) in the combined series (55,71,83,85).

*Types of Median Nerve Entrapment.* Fourrier et al. (21) in 1977 delineated three types of median nerve entrapment (Fig. 16-9):

**Type 1.** Either avulsion of the medial epicondyle along with the superficial head of the pronator teres muscle or simple rupture of the muscle origins and ulnar collateral ligaments (Fig. 16-9A) allows the median nerve, with or without the brachial artery, to become posteriorly displaced. If the lateral displacement of the proximal radius and ulna is not corrected before reduction, the nerve is especially prone to being entrapped between the trochlea and the olecranon during the process of reduction. Hallett (29) demonstrated in cadavers that pronation of the forearm while the elbow is hyperextended, forces the median nerve posteriorly during the process of reduction, making it also vulnerable to entrapment. This type of entrapment has been reported frequently (4,7,8,16,21,27,63,78,80,94). Delay in diagnosis is common. The medial epicondyle is commonly fractured. In a few patients, the nerve was so severely damaged after being entrapped that resection of the injured portion with reanastomosis was necessary (7,27,63). Good recovery of function was reported. If the nerve has been entrapped for a considerable period, the Matev sign may be present on the radiographs (63). This represents a depression on the posterior surface of the medial epicondylar ridge where the nerve has been pressed against the bone (Fig. 16-10) (4,16,27,29,78,80,94). This groove is represented radiographically by two sclerotic lines parallel to the nerve. This sign disappears when the pressure from the nerve has been released.

**Type 2.** The nerve is entrapped between the fracture surfaces of the medial epicondyle and the distal humerus (Fig. 16-9B). The fracture heals and the nerve is surrounded by bone, forming a neoforamen (78,82,94). This may or may not be visible radio-

![Figure 16-9. Median nerve entrapment. A: Type 1. Entrapment within the elbow joint with the median nerve coursing posterior to the distal humerus. B: Type 2. Entrapment of the nerve between the fracture surfaces of the medial epicondyle and the medial condyle. C: Type 3. Simple kinking of the nerve into the anterior portion of the elbow joint. (Redrawn from Hallett J. Entrapment of the median nerve after dislocation of the elbow. J Bone Joint Surg [Br] 1981;63:408-412; with permission.)](image-url)
Arterial injuries are common with posterior elbow dislocations in children and adolescents (28,34,35,38,50,57,61,76,86,105). Only eight vascular injuries (3%) were reported in the combined series (55,71,83,85). However, Carlioz and Abols (11) reported four patients with diminished radial pulses that resolved after reduction. Arterial injuries frequently are associated with open dislocations in which collateral circulation is disrupted (34,50,57,86), and they also have been reported in association with closed dislocations (28,35,38,105). Usually the brachial artery is ruptured (28,34,38,50,57,61), but it also can be thrombosed (105) as well as entrapped in the elbow joint (35,76,105). Pearce (76) reported an entrapped radial artery in which there was a high bifurcation of the brachial artery.

When there is a complete rupture, there usually is evidence of severe ischemia distally. Unfortunately, the presence of good capillary circulation to the hand or a Doppler pulse at the wrist does not always mean the artery is intact (28,38). Arteriograms usually are not necessary because the arterial injury is at the site of the dislocation. A new technique using intravenous digital angiography has been used to confirm complete obstruction of the brachial artery if there is clinical evidence of distal ischemia (38).

Treatment usually consists of relocation of displaced brachial arteries (35,105) and operative repair of those that are ruptured or severely damaged. Ligation of the ends has been done, especially if there was good capillary circulation distally (34,50), but this may predispose to late ischemic changes such as claudication and cold sensitivity. Most investigators recommend direct arterial repair or a vein graft (28,38,57,61,86). Louis et al. (57) recommended arterial repair because their cadaver studies demonstrated that a posterior elbow dislocation usually disrupted the collateral circulation necessary to maintain distal blood flow.

Loss of Motion
Almost all patients with elbow dislocations lose some range of elbow motion (11,23,45,47,48). This loss is less in children than in adults (45) usually only 5 to 10 degrees of extension, and rarely is of functional or cosmetic significance. However, this potential for loss of motion must be explained to the parents before reduction and may be an indication for a supervised rehabilitation program.

Myositis Ossificans versus Heterotopic Calcification
True myositis ossificans should be differentiated from heterotopic calcification, which is a dystrophic process. Myositis ossificans involves ossification within the muscle sheath that can lead to a significant loss of range of motion of the elbow. Disruption of the brachialis muscle is believed to be a contributory factor (56). Fortunately, myositis ossificans is rare in children (45,97). Although heterotopic calcification in the ligaments and capsule of the elbow is common (45,83) it rarely results in loss of elbow function (Fig. 16-11).

Thompson and Garcia (97) found no myositis ossificans in 8 of 10 children 0 to 15 years of age with elbow injuries. The two children with myositis ossificans had supracondylar fractures. In Neviaser and Wickstrom's (71) series of 115 patients, 10 had radiographic evidence of myositis ossificans; all, however, were asymptomatic. Only Roberts (83) differentiated true myositis ossificans from heterotopic calcification. In his series of 60 elbow dislocations, only 3 patients had true myositis ossificans. Linscheid and Wheeler (55) noted that the incidence of some type of heterotopic calcification was 28%, which was most common around the condyles. Only in 5 patients was it anterior to the capsule (which probably represented true myositis ossificans in the brachialis muscle). Four of these patients had some de-
crease in elbow function. Josefsson et al. (45) reported that 61% of 28 children with posterior dislocations had periarticular calcification, but this did not appear to be functionally significant.

**Recurrent Posterior Dislocations**

Recurrent posterior elbow dislocation is rare. It is discussed in detail in the next section. In the combined series of dislocations, only two (0.1%) recurrent dislocations were reported (55, 71, 83, 85).

**Radioulnar Synostosis**

In dislocations with an associated fractures of the radial neck, the incidence of a secondary proximal radioulnar synostosis is increased (Fig. 16-12). This can occur regardless of whether the
radial neck fracture is treated operatively or nonoperatively (8, 11, 73). Carlioz and Abols (11) reported a synostosis in one of three patients with a posterior elbow dislocation associated with radial neck fractures.

### Cubitus Recurvatum

Occasionally, a severe elbow dislocation results in significant tearing of the anterior capsule. As a result, after reduction, when all the stiffness created by the dislocation has subsided, the patient may have some hyperextension (cubitus recurvatum) of the elbow. This usually is minimally symptomatic.

### Recurrent Posterior Elbow Dislocations

Although recurrent posterior elbow dislocations almost always involve adult patients (18, 26, 32, 37, 43, 49, 51, 60, 62, 65, 67, 72, 74, 95, 98, 107, 109) the initial dislocation has occurred before skeletal maturity. Approximately 80% of recurrent dislocations are in males. Three investigators have reported bilateral cases (49, 67, 81).

#### Diagnosis

##### Mechanism of Injury

The pathology of recurrent dislocation involves the collateral ligaments, capsular laxity, and bone defects.

**Ligamentous and Capsular Laxity.** Osborne and Cotterill (74) suggested that articular changes are secondary and that the primary defect is a failure of the postero lateral ligamentous and capsular structures to become reattached after reduction (Fig. 16-13). Posterior dislocations usually cause attenuation of the ulnar collateral ligaments, and this further contributes to the instability. With recurrent dislocations, the radial head impinges against the postero lateral margin of the capitellum, creating an osteochondral defect (Fig. 16-14).

Osborne and Cotterill (74) attributed the failure of the capsule to reattach to the presence of a considerable amount of articular cartilage, which provides a poor surface for reattachment, and synovial fluid, which further inhibits healing. With recurrent dislocations, secondary changes tend to develop (Fig. 16-14). In addition to the defect in the capitellar articular surface, a similar defect develops in the anterior articular margin of the radial head. When these two defects appose each other, recurrence of the dislocation is more likely. Subsequent studies have confirmed these findings in almost all recurrent dislocations, especially in children (18, 32, 72, 95, 98, 107).

O’Driscoll et al. (88) described posterolateral instability in five patients, including two children, in whom laxity of the ulnar part of the radial collateral ligament allowed a transitory rotary subluxation of the ulnohumeral joint and a secondary dislocation of the radiohumeral joint. Patients with posterolateral instability often describe a history of recurrent temporary dislocation of the elbow, but when examined exhibit no unusual clinical findings.

The instability is diagnosed with a posterolateral rotary instability test. In some patients posterolateral rotary instability can be detected only with the patient completely relaxed under general anesthesia. This test is performed by holding the arm over the head while applying proximal axial compression plus a valgus and supination force to the forearm with the elbow flexed to only 20 to 30 degrees (Fig. 16-15). O’Driscoll et al. reported that surgical repair of the lax ulnar portion of the radial collateral ligament eliminated the posterolateral rotary instability (72).

Schwab et al. (87) described treatment of the laxity of the

medial collateral ligament with advancement of the medial epicondyle proximally to tighten the medial collateral ligament.

**Bone Defects.** In addition to the previously described osteochondral defects in the capitellum and radial head, bone defects include a shallow semilunar notch resulting from a coronoid fossa process fracture or multiple recurrent dislocations. Osteochondral fragments in the elbow joint also can contribute to instability.

**Treatment Options**

**Nonoperative**

There appears to be only one report of successful nonsurgical management of recurrent elbow dislocations. Herring (37) used an orthosis that blocked the last 15 degrees of extension. After his patient wore this orthosis constantly for 2 years and with vigorous activities for another 6 months, there were no further dislocations, but the follow-up period was only 1 year. Beaty and Donati (5) emphasized that physical therapy and the use of an orthosis should be tried before surgery is considered.

**Surgical Procedures**

The treatment of recurrent posterior elbow dislocations is predominantly surgical. Various surgical procedures have been described to correct bone and soft tissue abnormalities (Fig. 16-16).

**Bone Procedures.** These are directed more toward correcting dysplasia of the semilunar notch of the olecranon. Milch (67)
inserted a boomerang-shaped bone block. Others (26, 65, 100) found that a simple bone block was all that was necessary (Fig. 16-16A). Mantle (62) increased the slope of the semilunar notch in two patients with an opening wedge osteotomy of the coronoid process (Fig. 16-16B).

Schwab et al. (87), believing the ulnar collateral ligament to be the mainstay of elbow stability, advocated tightening the medial side by osteotomizing the medial epicondyle and reattaching it proximally, but reported no results.

**Soft Tissue Procedures.** Reichenheim (81) and King (51) transferred the biceps tendon just distal to the coronoid process to reinforce it (Fig. 16-16C). Kapel (49) developed a cruciate ligament reconstruction in which distally based strips of the biceps and triceps tendon were passed through the distal humerus and sutured to the olecranon and coronoid process respectively (Fig. 16-16D). Beaty and Donati (5) modified this technique by transferring a central slip of the triceps through the humerus posterior to anterior and attaching it to the proximal ulna.

The most widely accepted technique is that described by Osborne and Cotterill (74), in which the lateral capsule is reattached to the posterolateral aspect of the capitellum with sutures passing through holes drilled in the bone (Fig. 16-16E). The joint should be inspected at surgery because osteocartilaginous

---

**FIGURE 16-15.** Posterolateral rotary instability. Posterolateral rotational instability is best demonstrated with the upper extremity over the radial head. The radial head can be subluxed or dislocated by applying a valgus and supination force to the forearm at the same time proximal axial compression is applied along the forearm. (Reprinted from O'Driscoll SW, Bell DF, Morrey BF. Posterolateral rotary instability of the elbow. *J Bone Joint Surg [Am]* 1991;73:441; with permission.)

loose bodies may be present (32,60,95). Since Osborne and Cotterill's (74) initial report of eight patients, successful use of this technique has been reported in numerous others (18,32,60,72, 95,98,107). Zeier (109) and O'Driscoll et al. (72) reinforced the lateral repair with strips of fascia lata, triceps fascia, or palmaris longus tendon. Malkawi (60) transferred the ulnar nerve and reinforced the medial repair in a patient with ulnar neuropathy.

**Posttreatment Care**

Postoperatively, especially after the repair described by Osborne and Cotterill (74), the arm is immobilized in a long arm cast with the elbow flexed 90 degrees for approximately 4 weeks. Active range of motion exercises are then begun.

**Complications**

The major complication after correction of recurrent dislocations is loose osteocartilaginous fragments and destruction of the articular surface of the joint (Fig. 16-17). Loose fragments must be removed at initial surgery and later should they occur.

---

**Unreduced Posterior Elbow Dislocations**

Untreated or neglected posterior dislocations of the elbow in children are extremely rare in North America. Most reported series are from other countries (1,22,52,59,69,89). In 1925, Speed (93) from the United States reported six, including four in children.

**Diagnosis**

Children with untreated dislocations typically have pain and limited mid-range of motion. Pathologically, there is subperiostal new bone formation that produces a radiohumeral horn, myositis ossificans of the brachialis muscle, capsular contractures, shortening of the triceps muscle, contractures of the medial and lateral collateral ligaments, and tightening of the ulnar nerve (21,22,89). These factors have to be considered when planning treatment.

**Treatment Options**

**Nonoperative**

Closed reduction of dislocations recognized within 3 weeks of injury may be possible (1,22). If this fails or if the dislocation is of longer duration, open reduction is necessary.

---

**FIGURE 16-17.** Effects of recurrent dislocation. This girl began to have recurrent dislocations of her elbow at age 9. **A:** The ease at which the elbow redislocates is shown in this radiograph. **B** and **C:** Radiographs taken at the beginning of episodes of dislocation. Her dislocation continued. **D** and **E:** Four years later the elbow demonstrated marked changes in its architecture. (Courtesy of David J. Mallamo, M.D.)
**Surgical Procedures**

Open reduction through a posterior approach, as described by Speed (93), involves lengthening of the triceps muscle and release or transposition of the ulnar nerve (22,69,89). Others have advocated a posterolateral or medial and lateral incisions for better exposure (1,52). Satisfactory results usually can be obtained if a stable concentric reduction is achieved within 3 months of the initial dislocation (1,52). Results decline thereafter but still may produce some improvement in function (22,69) (Fig. 16-18). Internal fixation of the elbow to maintain reduction is used for 2 to 4 weeks, followed by vigorous physical therapy (22,69). Two large Kirschner wires or Steinmann pins may be used to stabilize the elbow and minimize the risk of intraarticular breakage.

Mahaisavariya et al. (59) reported decreased flexion contracture and better functional results in 34 patients with unreduced elbow dislocations 1 to 3 months after injury in whom the triceps tendon was not lengthened compared with 38 patients who had the triceps lengthened at surgery.

**Congenital Elbow Dislocations**

It must be remembered that a chronic elbow dislocation may be congenital. Because of the abnormal nature of these elbows, they are prone to injury. In addition, because of the relatively free range of motion of the elbow before injury, the child or parents may not have recognized that the elbow has been dislocated since birth.

**FIGURE 16-18.** Unreduced dislocation. A: Preoperative anteroposterior radiograph. The elbow sustained an injury 3 years before surgery. Elbow motion was extremely limited and painful. The lateral supracondylar ridge had been eroded by the radial head (arrow). B: Lateral radiograph. The posterior position of the olecranon is apparent. C: Anteroposterior radiograph 3 months postoperatively. Total elbow motion was 30 degrees, but there was less pain and more stability.
The key to differentiating a congenital from an acute traumatic elbow dislocation is examination of the radiographic architecture of the articulating surfaces. In a congenitally dislocated elbow, there is marked atrophy of the humeral condyles and the semilunar notch of the olecranon (Fig. 16-19). However, these same changes can result from chronic recurrent dislocation after trauma, making the differentiation between congenital and traumatic difficult. Certainly, if other congenital anomalies are present or the child has an underlying syndrome, such as Ehlers-Danlos or Larsen’s syndrome, the dislocation is likely to be congenital.

**Posteromedial Dislocation**

Posteromedial elbow dislocations are rare. One patient described by Wilkins et al. (103) developed a recurrent dislocation. This 12-year-old boy had trochlear hypoplasia secondary to a very distal supracondylar fracture (Fig. 16-20). It was believed that hypoplasia of the trochlea contributed to the instability of the medial aspect of his elbow joint, predisposing him to recurrent dislocations. As he grew, his medial ligaments tightened, and subsequently he became asymptomatic.

**ANTERIOR ELBOW DISLOCATIONS**

Anterior elbow dislocations are also rare. Of the 317 elbows in the combined series (55,71,83,85), only five were anterior, for an incidence of slightly over 1%. They are associated with an increased incidence of complications, such as brachial artery disruption and associated fractures, compared with posterior dislocations (12,40,42,92,104,106).

**Diagnosis**

**Mechanism of Injury**

Anterior elbow dislocations usually are caused by a direct blow to the posterior aspect of the flexed elbow (40,106). However, hyperextension of the elbow also has been implicated (104). Twisting of the forearm on the elbow commonly occurs.

**Signs and Symptoms**

The elbow is in extension with fullness in the antecubital fossa. Swelling usually is marked because of the soft-tissue disruption associated with this type of dislocation. There is severe pain with attempted motion. A careful neurovascular examination is mandatory.

**Radiographic and Other Imaging Studies**

Routine anteroposterior and lateral radiographs are diagnostic. In most cases, the proximal radius and ulna dislocate anteromedially rather than purely anteriorly (Fig. 16-21). Associated fractures are common. In children, the triceps insertion may be avulsed from the olecranon with a small piece of cortical bone (106). This fracture usually reattaches to the olecranon after reduction. Wilkerson (104) reported an anterior dislocation associated with a displaced olecranon fracture in a 7-year-old boy. Inoue and Hori (40) reported an 11-year-old girl with an anterior elbow dislocation with displaced fractures of the trochlea, capitellum, and lateral epicondyle. These were repaired with open reduction and internal fixation using Herbert bone screws.

**Treatment Options**

**Nonoperative: Closed Reduction**

Reduction usually is accomplished by flexing the elbow and pushing the forearm proximally and downward at the same time (106). As for the posterior dislocations, a force must first be applied longitudinally along the axis of the humerus with the elbow semiflexed to overcome the forces of the biceps and triceps. The longitudinal force along the axis of the forearm is directed toward the elbow (Fig. 16-22). To make reduction easier, the distal humerus can be forced in an anterior direction by pushing on the posterior aspect of the distal arm.
FIGURE 16-20. Posteromedial dislocation. A: At 6 years of age, this boy sustained what was thought to be a simple undisplaced but very distal supracondylar fracture. This radiograph taken 4 weeks after injury shows periosteal new bone formation along both supracondylar columns (arrow). B: Four years later, he began sustaining recurrent posteromedial dislocations. C: Radiograph after reduction, at that time, shows delayed development of the medial ossification center of the crista (arrow). It was thought that this hypoplastic trochlea contributed to his elbow instability. (Courtesy of Stephen A. Cord, M.D.)

FIGURE 16-22. Reduction of anterior dislocation. A: With the elbow semiflexed, a longitudinal force is applied along the long axis of the humerus (arrow 1). Pulling distally on the forearm may be necessary to initially dislodge the olecranon. B: Once the olecranon is distal to the humerus, the distal humerus is pushed anteriorly (arrow 2) while a proximally directed force is applied along the long axis of the forearm (arrow 3). C: Finally, the elbow is immobilized in some extension (arrow 4).

Surgical Procedures
Surgery usually is not required unless the dislocation is open, the brachial artery injury is present, or there is an associated fracture that does not realign satisfactorily after closed reduction. Open reduction and internal fixation of the fracture may then be necessary (40,104).

Postreduction Care
Because most anterior dislocations occur in flexion, the elbow should be immobilized in some extension for 2 to 3 weeks, followed by active range of motion exercises. Early motion after open reduction and internal fixation of an associated olecranon fracture usually can be allowed (40,104).

Complications
There appears to be an increased incidence of brachial artery rupture or thrombosis associated with anterior elbow dislocations (42,92). When present, prompt arterial repair is necessary.

MEDIAL AND LATERAL ELBOW DISLOCATIONS
These are rare dislocations. Lateral dislocations, either incomplete or complete, are more common than medial dislocations. There are no recent reports of medial dislocations in children.

Diagnosis
Signs and Symptoms
In an incomplete lateral dislocation, the semilunar notch articulates with the capitulotrochlear groove and the radial head appears more prominent laterally. There may be reasonably free extension and flexion, so lateral dislocation may be overlooked. In a complete lateral dislocation, the olecranon is totally lateral to the capitellum. This gives the elbow a markedly widened appearance.

AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT
Closed reduction (Fig. 16-22) is the initial procedure of choice. A distal force must be applied in line with and parallel to the long axis of the humerus first. Once the length has been reestablished, a posteriorly directed force along the axis of the forearm is applied until the elbow is reduced.
Radiographic and Other Imaging Studies
Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the elbow usually are diagnostic. On the lateral view the elbow may appear reduced.

Treatment Options
These rare dislocations are treated by closed reduction. A longitudinal force is applied along the axis of the humerus to distract the elbow, and then direct medial or lateral pressure (opposite the direction of the dislocation) is applied over the proximal forearm (Fig. 16-23).

DIVERGENT ELBOW DISLOCATION
Divergent dislocation represents a posterior elbow dislocation with disruption of the interosseous membrane between the prox-
FIGURE 16-24. Medial-lateral divergent dislocation. A: Anteroposterior view demonstrating disruption of the proximal radioulnar joint with the radius lateral and the ulna medial. B: Lateral radiograph confirms that the radius and ulna are both posterior to the distal humerus. C: A radiograph taken 4 weeks after injury shows periosteal new bone formation (arrows), indicating where the soft tissues were extensively torn away from the proximal ulna.

imal radius and ulna with the radial head displaced laterally and the proximal ulna medially (Fig. 16-24). These dislocations are extremely rare (3,9,17,20,33,39,64,70,88,91,99).

Divergent dislocations usually are caused by high-energy trauma. Associated fractures of the radial neck, proximal ulna, and coronoid process are common (9,20,99). It has been speculated that, in addition to the hyperextension of the elbow that produces the dislocation, a strong proximally directed force is applied parallel to the long axis of the forearm, disrupting the annular ligament and interosseous membrane and allowing the divergence of the proximal radius and ulna.

Treatment Options

Nonoperative: Closed Reduction

Divergent dislocations are typically easily reduced via the closed method with general anesthesia (Fig. 16-24A). Reduction is achieved by applying longitudinal traction with the elbow semicrested and at the same time compressing the proximal radius and ulna together.

Surgical Procedures: Open Reduction

This is rarely indicated. There have been only two divergent dislocations reported that required open reduction (20,64). Closed reduction failed in one child (64), and the other had a displaced fracture of the proximal ulna (20).

Postreduction Care

After successful closed reduction, the elbow is immobilized in 90 degrees of flexion and the forearm in neutral for approximately 2 to 3 weeks. Active range of motion exercises are then begun. Most patients typically regain full elbow motion, including forearm pronation and supination.

PROXIMAL RADIOUlnAR TRANSLOCATION

Translocation of the proximal radius and ulna is another extremely rare injury (9,10,19,25,31,41,58). It is commonly missed on the anteroposterior radiograph unless the proximal radius and ulna are noted to be completely reversed in relation to the distal humerus.

Translocations are believed to be caused by a fall onto the pronated hand with the elbow in full or nearly full extension, producing an axial force on the proximal radius. The anterior radial head dislocation occurs first, followed by the posterior dislocation. The radial head, depending on the degree of pronation, can be lodged in the coronoid fossa or displaced posteriorly. More pronation allows the radial head to dislocate posteriorly beneath the trochlea. As a consequence, fractures of the radial head, radial neck, or coronoid process may occur (9,10,19,58). Isbister (41), however, believed the etiology may be iatrogenic: an inappropriate reduction technique of the posterior dislocation.
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FIGURE 16-25. Proximal radioulnar translocation. A: Position of the proximal radius and ulna with a proximal radioulnar translocation. B: If the forearm is forced into pronation during reduction, the ulna may become lodged in the capitulotrochlear groove and the radius forced anterior to the trochlea. (Redrawn from Harvey S, Tchelebi H. Proximal radio-ulnar translocation. J Bone Joint Surg 1979; 61:447–449; with permission.)

Treatment Options

Nonoperative: Closed Reduction

Closed reduction with general anesthesia can be attempted but is usually unsuccessful (Fig. 16-25). MacSween (58) reported a successful closed reduction with the elbow flexed 100 degrees and the forearm fully supinated.

Surgical Procedures: Open Reduction

Most reported radioulnar translocations have required open reduction (9,10,19,25,31,41). Internal fixation also may be necessary for an associated displaced fracture. Harvey and Tchelebi (31) used an osteotomy of the proximal ulna to expose and reduce the radius. This was complicated by a postoperative ulnar nerve paralysis that recovered completely over 2 months.

Postreduction Care

After successful closed or open reduction, a long arm cast with the forearm in neutral position is worn approximately 4 weeks, followed by an active range of motion exercises. The presence of a fracture may prolong the immobilization. Mild residual loss of motion is a common sequela of proximal radioulnar translocation.

RADIAL HEAD DISLOCATION

Isolated traumatic dislocation of the radial head is an uncommon injury. Most reports have single case reports (113,121,124,136,140,143,145), but some small series have been reported (117,118,126,127,129,130,135,137,141,144–146,148,149). The diagnosis usually is missed initially.

In reports in which ages were given, the mean was 7 years. Vesely (146) combined the experience of the members of the Association of Bone and Joint Surgeons to accumulate 17 dislocations; 13 were anterior, 3 were lateral, and 1 was posterior. Two recurred.

Unusual Dislocation Patterns

Isolated radial head dislocations are variants of Monteggia lesions (118,123,126,127,129,133). Often, if the patient and the radiographs are carefully examined, an occult fracture of the olecranon or proximal ulna is discovered (127). The fracture may not be
They described four dislocations that were chronic, recurrent, and precipitated by further injury. The radial head dislocated when the forearm was supinated and reduced when it was pronated. In addition to ligamentous repair, a supracondylar osteotomy was performed to correct the distal humerus deformity.

**Osteochondritis Dissecans**

Klekamp et al. (128) reported seven older children and adolescents with osteochondritis dissecans of the capitellum who developed instability of the radial head: five subluxations and two posterolateral dislocations. Treatment was based on the presence of loose bodies and the characteristics of the osteochondral defect.

**Birth Trauma**

This is an extremely rare mechanism of injury. Danielsson and Theander (121) reported an anterior dislocation, Schubert (140) an isolated anterolateral radial head dislocation, and Bayne and Rang (113) an anteromedial dislocation. Interestingly, all three infants were breech deliveries.

**Relationship to Congenital Dislocation of the Radial Head**

It is important to be able to differentiate a congenital dislocation of the radial head that requires no treatment from an acute or chronic traumatically dislocated radial head that may require treatment. Congenital dislocations are commonly bilateral, posterior, and associated with other anomalies such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, but some are idiopathic (112, 131, 132, 134, 139). Because of the lack of significant disability, the parents often are unaware that their child has a congenital radial head dislocation. If the child sustains an injury to the elbow with subsequent head dislocation. They described four dislocations that were chronic, recurrent, and precipitated by further injury. The radial head dislocated when the forearm was supinated and reduced when it was pronated. In addition to ligamentous repair, a supracondylar osteotomy was performed to correct the distal humerus deformity.

**Diagnosis**

**Mechanism of Injury**

The mechanism creating an isolated dislocation of the radial head appears to be the same as in Monteggia lesions (123, 126, 127, 129, 137). The only difference is that the olecranon and proximal ulna are not visibly fractured. The mechanism of injury of the various Monteggia lesions are discussed in Chapter 12.

In the 12-year-old reported by Stanley (143), he found an extreme degree of hyperextension of the elbow due to ligamentous laxity. He believed this laxity contributed significantly to the etiology. This finding has not been mentioned by other investigators, but most of these dislocations occur at around 7 years of age, when ligamentous laxity is at its peak (Fig. 16-23).

Wiley et al. (148) found in cadaver studies that anterior dislocations of the radial head could be produced only with great force. Dislocation required complete division of the anterior capsule and annular ligament, pronation, and application of an anterior force to the posterior aspect of the radial head. Tearing of the interosseous membrane sometimes occurred before the dislocation could be achieved.
pain and swelling, accurate radiographic interpretation may be difficult.

Isolated traumatic dislocations of the radial head in newborns have been documented (113,121,140). This gives credence to the theory that many congenital dislocations may actually have a traumatic etiology that was unrecognized.

Because most congenital dislocations are bilateral, it was initially thought that unilateral dislocations were probably traumatic in origin. However, Agnew and Davis (111) reported six patients with isolated unilateral dislocations in whom there had been no history of trauma and the presence of the dislocation had been recognized since early childhood. Thus, there is doubt whether all unilateral radial head dislocations are traumatic. Southmayd and Ehrlich (142) reported three children with symptomatic subluxations of the radial head, two of whom had unilateral involvement. It was uncertain whether there was a relationship with congenital dislocation of the radial head. Similarly, Bell et al. (114) reported congenital subluxations and dislocations of 34 elbows in 27 patients without other musculoskeletal anomalies; only 7 were bilateral.

Mardam-Bey and Ger (131) argued that if there were other congenital musculoskeletal abnormalities, if there was a positive family history of dislocated radial heads, or if the patient had bilateral dislocations, these were probably congenital in origin. The absence of early trauma alone is not a reliable criterion, because trauma may occur as an occult incident at an early age.

**Signs and Symptoms**

In an acute injury the elbow is swollen, motion is limited, and the radial head may or may not be palpable. In a chronic dislocation, the radial head usually is palpable and there is a lack of full flexion and extension. Pronation usually is full while supination is limited. In chronic dislocations there is typically some loss of pronation and flexion. The carrying angle may be increased and there may be valgus instability.

**Radiographic and Other Imaging Studies**

Routine radiographs demonstrate an isolated radial head dislocation, but distinguishing a traumatic from a congenital dislocation can be difficult. In a review of 50 patients with congenital dislocations of the radial head, Mardam-Bey and Ger (131) found the following radiographic characteristics in all their patients: relatively short ulna or long radius, hypoplastic or absent capitellum, partially defective trochlea, prominent ulnar epicondyle, dome-shaped radial head with long neck, and grooving of the distal humerus. Similar findings have been reported by McFarland (132) and Miura (134). Unfortunately, these same changes can be found in children with long-standing traumatic dislocations (112,118,120) (Fig. 16-27). When the radiographic findings described by Mardam-Bey and Ger (131) are seen, all that can be said with certainty is that the dislocation is long-standing. The congenital nature is determined by the presence of other factors.

**Arthrography**

Arthrograms were advocated by Mizuno et al. (135) in the differentiation of congenital and traumatic dislocations. Their differentiation was based on whether the radial head was intraarticular or extraarticular. If the radial head remained within the intact but distended capsule, the dislocation was considered congenital. In 15 traumatic dislocations, the capsule was torn and the radial head was extraarticular.

**FIGURE 16-27.** Progression of changes. A: Initial injury radiograph in a 5-year-old who sustained an acute minimally displaced anterior dislocation of the radial head. This dislocation was not appreciated initially. B: Three years later, the displacement had progressed and the radius had grown proximally. The radial neck also has become narrowed and elongated (arrows). These findings are similar to those described for a congenital dislocation of the radial head. (Courtesy of Charles T. Price, M.D.)
Treatment Options

Nonoperative: Closed Reduction

Most acute radial head dislocations can be satisfactorily treated by closed reduction and immobilization (126,144–146,148,149), but nonoperative treatment is not appropriate for chronic radial head dislocations. Previously it was believed that dislocations older than 1 month should be left alone and possibly treated by radial head excision if the elbow became symptomatic (144). More recently, it has been recognized that chronic dislocations can be significantly improved by surgical reconstruction.

Surgical Procedures

Open Reduction

Neviaser and LeFevre (136) described an acute dislocation that required open reduction because the radial head was buttonholed through the capsule. Danielsson and Theander (121) reported an infant with an irreducible anterior dislocation of the radial head in which complete displacement of the annular ligament required division and then repair. If treatment is delayed for more than a week, open reduction may be necessary if a closed reduction is unsuccessful. Open reduction is universally necessary 3 weeks following injury. As long as 3 years after injury, open reduction with annular ligament reconstruction can produce good results (118,130,141). Techniques used for reconstruction are modifications of the procedure described by Bell Tawse (115). A more anatomic and physiologic reconstruction technique of the annular ligament using two holes drilled in the proximal ulna has been described by Seel and Peterson (141).

Ulnar Osteotomy

In addition to open reduction and reconstruction of the annular ligament, osteotomy of the proximal ulna sometimes is necessary to achieve reduction of the radial head (117,118,133,137), Bouyala et al. (117) reported the use of this technique in 15 patients, including 9 with isolated dislocations of the radial head. There were no redislocations, and all had improved elbow motion. Their technique is essentially the same as that used for chronic Monteggia lesions (115,116,119,137,138) McGuire and Myers (133) reported seven patients treated with open reduction and ulnar osteotomy without annular ligament reconstruction. The ulnar plate was contoured until the radial head rotated against the capitellum during a full range of pronation and supination. All patients regained full elbow motion. McGuire and Myers believed that redirecting the radial head to the capitellum resulted in stability. This is essentially what occurs when a Monteggia fracture is reduced closed. The annular ligament is torn, but does not require reconstruction for stability.

Complications can occur with the reconstruction technique of open reduction, annular ligament reconstruction, and ulnar osteotomy. Rodgers et al. (138) reported 14 complications in 7 patients undergoing these procedures. Ultimately, there were 3 good, 2 fair, and 2 poor results.

Radial Osteotomy

If the radial head was anterior and could be reduced closed by manually supinating the forearm, Futami et al. (124) achieved stability with a rotation osteotomy of the radius at mid-shaft. With the radial head reduced in maximum supination, the distal shaft segment was then rotated and fixed in pronation. This was thought to decrease the tension on the biceps, theorized to be one of the major deforming forces.

Radial Head Excision

Excision of the radial head in long-standing dislocations relieves discomfort but usually produces minimal improvement in motion (149). However, Hresko et al. (125) demonstrated significant improvement in motion in 27 elbows in 25 patients under 18 years of age who had radial head excision for a variety of conditions that caused stiff, painful radiocapitellar joints.

Postreduction Care

After successful closed reduction, the arm is immobilized in a long arm cast with the elbow flexed 90 degrees and the forearm in full supination for 3 to 6 weeks (126,144–146). Supination decreases the pull of the biceps muscle and tenses the interosseous membrane. Weisman et al. (147) reported two children with late dislocations in whom there appeared to have been an elbow dislocations with spontaneous resolution. Dislocation occurred with the arm immobilized in 90 degrees of elbow flexion but without supination.

A similar immobilization position is used after open reduction, with or without an osteotomy. This is continued for approximately 6 weeks or until the osteotomy is healed.

AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Most acute radial head dislocations can be treated by closed manipulation. The key to maintaining the reduction is to immobilize the elbow in hyperflexion (≥120 degrees) (Fig. 16-28). The forearm is usually held in neutral rotation. The radius should always point toward the capitellum. Forearm supination can be increased to decrease the deforming force of the biceps brachii. To support the hyperextended elbow, a figure-of-eight cast, similar to the one used for supracondylar fractures, is used.

For long-standing post traumatic dislocations, I prefer open reduction and construction of the annular ligament using a lateral strip of triceps tendon as a modification of the Bell Tawse (115) procedure popularized by Lloyd-Roberts and Bucknill (130) and others (Fig. 16-29) (116,118,119,137,141). I have no experience with the technique described by Seel and Peterson (141), although it appears to be an excellent alternative. The radiocapitellar joint can be stabilized with a small Steinmann pin rather than a Kirschner wire to decrease the risk of pin breakage.

Complications

Annular Ligament Calcification

Dystrophic calcification of the capsule and annular ligament after reduction of radial head dislocations is common (122,130,136,144). It appears as a semilunar calcification surrounding the
FIGURE 16-28. Closed reduction. A: Acute injury radiograph shows that the long axis of the radius (dotted line) passes proximal to the center of the capitellum, indicating a dislocation. B: After reduction, this relation has been reestablished and is maintained with the elbow immobilized in hyperflexion.

FIGURE 16-29. Open reduction. A: Radiograph of a 5-year-old who had sustained an acute elbow injury 6 months previously. The radial head dislocation was not appreciated on the initial radiographs. B: After a Bell Tawse procedure, a Steinmann pin is used for fixation. The strap from the triceps fascia is passed through the olecranon (arrow). C: Six months after surgery, the reduction has been maintained.
radial head and may become evident as early as 2 weeks after injury. In most patients, this calcification spontaneously resolves. This localized, well-defined calcification is not to be confused with the diffuse pattern of myositis ossificans after elbow injuries.

**Loss of Motion**

Lloyd-Roberts and Bucknill suggested that untreated traumatic lesions result in a significant loss of elbow motion that can considerably decrease the power and dexterity of the extremity (130). Their patient had no distal radial ulnar subluxation and could do heavy labor without difficulty. He was also essentially pain free. Most patients with untreated radial head dislocations develop secondary cubitus valgus deformity and valgus instability when performing upper extremity weight-bearing activities (i.e., as in gymnastics).

**ISOLATED DISLOCATIONS OF THE ULNA**

Isolated dislocations of the ulna have been described in adults (see Chapter 22 in *Fractures in Adults*). However, there have been no known reports of this injury occurring in children.

**SUBLUXATION OF THE RADIAL HEAD (PULLED ELBOW SYNDROME)**

Subluxation of the head of the radius or pulled elbow is a common elbow injury in young children (150,152–154,156–158, 162,167,168,172,173). The term *nursemaid's elbow* and other eponyms and synonyms have been used to describe this condition (161,171). The demographics associated with the subluxation of the radial head have been well described (150,152–154, 156–158,162,167,168,172,173). The mean age at injury is usually 2 to 3 years, with the youngest reported patient 2 months of age. It rarely occurs after 7 years of age. Sixty percent to 65% of the children affected are girls, and the left elbow is involved in approximately 70%. It is difficult to determine the actual incidence because many subluxations are treated in primary care physician's offices or resolve spontaneously before being seen by a physician.

**Diagnosis**

**Mechanism of Injury**

Longitudinal traction on the extended elbow is the usual mechanism of injury. Cadaver studies have shown that longitudinal traction on the extended elbow can produce a partial slippage of the annular ligament over the head of the radius and into the radiocapitellar joint, sometimes tearing the subannular membrane. Displacement of the annular ligament occurs most easily with the forearm in pronation. In this position the lateral edge of the radial head, which opposes the main portion of the annular ligament, is narrow and round at its margin (162,163). In supination the lateral edge of the radial head is wider and more square at its margin, thereby restricting slippage. McRae (164) demonstrated that forearm pronation maintains the displacement of the annular ligament.

Although the annular ligament slips proximally, it only partially covers the radial head. This anatomic finding has been confirmed in numerous cadaver experiments (163,164,171). Salter and Zaltz (171) found that if the annular ligament slipped over the equator of the radial head, the maximum anteroposterior diameter, the ligament could not be reduced to its original position. The two reports of surgical exploration of this injury in the acute stage confirmed this observation (171,176). After 5 years of age, the distal attachment of the annular ligament to the neck of the radius has strengthened sufficiently to prevent its tearing and subsequent displacement (171).

It was initially believed that the radial head diameter was less in children than in adults and this contributed to subluxation of the annular ligament. However, cadaver studies of infants, children, and adults have shown that the ratio of the head and neck diameters is essentially the same (169,171). Griffin (156) suggested that the lack of ossification of the proximal radial epiphysis in children less than 5 years of age made it more pliable, thereby facilitating slippage of the annular ligament.

Amire et al. (150) performed a controlled study comparing 30 normal children with 100 who had sustained subluxation of the radial head. They found an increased incidence of hypermobility or ligamentous laxity among children with pulled elbows. Also, there was increased incidence of hypermobility in one or both parents of the involved children compared with normals. It was these investigators' contention that hypermobility could be a factor predisposing children to this condition.

Thus, the most widely accepted mechanism today is that the injury occurs when the forearm is pronated, the elbow extended, and longitudinal traction is applied to the patient's wrist or hand (Fig. 16-30) (163,164,172). Such an injury typically occurs when a young child is lifted or swung by the forearm or when the child suddenly steps down from a step or off a curb while one of the parents is holding the hand or wrist. The investigator also has seen a number of children who, while falling backward, grab an object for support, thereby applying longitudinal traction across an extended, pronated elbow.

**Unusual Mechanisms**

Newman (166) reported that five of six infants under 6 months of age with a pulled elbow sustained the injury when rolling over in bed with the extended elbow trapped under the body. It was believed that this maneuver, especially if the infant was given a quick push to turn over by an older sibling or a parent, provided enough longitudinal traction to displace the annular ligament proximally.

**Signs and Symptoms**

The history is critical in making the diagnosis. There usually is an episode of a sudden longitudinal pull on the elbow of the young child. The initial pain usually subsides rapidly and the child does not appear to be in distress except that he or she is
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The injury most commonly occurs when a longitudinal pull is applied to the upper extremity. Usually the forearm is pronated. There is a partial tear in the orbicular ligament, allowing it to subluxate into the radiocapitellar joint.

FIGURE 16-30. The injury most commonly occurs when a longitudinal pull is applied to the upper extremity. Usually the forearm is pronated. There is a partial tear in the orbicular ligament, allowing it to subluxate into the radiocapitellar joint.

Reluctant to use the involved extremity. The upper extremity is typically held at the side with the forearm pronated. A limited painless arc of flexion and extension may be present. However, any attempt to supinate the forearm produces pain. Although there is no evidence of an elbow effusion, local tenderness may be present over the radial head and annular ligament. In some patients the pain may be referred proximally to the shoulder or distally to the wrist (150, 157).

Unfortunately, the classic history is not always present (153, 167, 168, 170, 172). In some studies 33% to 49% of patients had no history of a sudden longitudinal pull (170, 172). There are several reasons why the history may not be characteristic: the parents are reluctant to give the true mechanism for fear they may be accused of child abuse, the injury can be sustained in a fall (153, 170), or the injury was not observed by a reliable adult witness. Often, the child is crying and thus impossible to examine adequately until he or she has calmed down. In these nonclassic patients, other causes, such as occult fractures or early septic arthritis, must be carefully ruled out.

Radiographic and Other Imaging Studies

Results of anteroposterior and lateral radiograph usually are normal (152, 153, 156, 158, 163, 168, 171, 172, 174), but subtle abnormalities may be present. Normally, the line down the center of the proximal radial shaft should pass through the center of the ossification center of the capitellum (radiocapitellar line) (155, 174). Frumkin (155) demonstrated that this did not occur in 3 infants with subluxation of the radial head. Careful review of the radiographs of children with true subluxation found that the line was more than 3 mm lateral to the center of the capitellum in almost 25% (174). To determine this subtle change requires a direct measurement on the radiograph. One problem is that these views often are taken with the forearm supinated and the subluxation is reduced when the technician forces the forearm into supination to position it for the radiograph. Brettland (151) found that if the best radiograph that can be obtained is an oblique with the forearm in pronation, radial head subluxation is the likely diagnosis.

Mehara and Bhan (165) reported a new radiologic sign of distal shift of the radius compared with the ulna. They found that the proximal radial length was altered in 21 of 25 patients (84%) with radial head subluxations. The normal relationships were restored after reduction.

Should radiographs be taken of every child before manipulation is attempted? If there is a classic history, the child is 5 years of age or younger, and the clinical findings strongly support the diagnosis, radiographs probably are not necessary (150, 153, 168, 171, 176). If, however, there is an atypical history or clinical examination, radiographs should be obtained before manipulation is attempted.

Arthrography

Matles and Eliopoulos (163) reported the use of arthrograms in some patients. Interposition of the annular ligament produces a defect between the radial head and the capitellum that is visible on arthrography (Fig. 16-31).
Ultrasonography
When the diagnosis is not evident, ultrasonography may be helpful (160,162). The diagnosis is made by demonstrating an increase in the echonegative area between the articular surfaces of the capitellum and the radial head (radiocapitellar distance). Kosuwon et al. (160) found that this distance is normally about 3.8 mm with forearm pronated. With a subluxated radial head, this measured 7.2 mm. A difference of 3 mm between the normal and affected sides, therefore, suggests radial head subluxation.

Treatment Options
Nonoperative: Closed Reduction
Almost all subluxations are correctable by closed reduction. This is usually best done by forearm supination (153,156,157,161,162,167,168,172,173). Some have recommended that supination be performed with the elbow flexed, and others have found that supination alone with the elbow extended can effect a reduction. In all patients, a snapping sensation can be both heard and palpated when the annular ligament reduces. Macias et al. (161) reported that hyperpronation was more successful than supination in a randomized study. Reduction was successful in 40 of 41 patients (98%) in the hyperpronation group, compared with 38 of 44 patients (86%) in the supination group. They concluded that the hyperpronation technique was more successful, required fewer attempts, and was often successful when supination failed.

Surgical Procedures: Open Reduction
This is rarely indicated. Even if untreated, most radial head subluxations reduce spontaneously. The only indication for surgery is a chronic symptomatic irreducible subluxation (171,176). In these, the annular ligament must be partially transected to achieve reduction (Fig. 16-31).

Postreduction Care
After a successful closed reduction of a first time radial head subluxation, immobilization of the extremity is not necessary if...
the child is comfortable and using the arm normally. Salter and Zaltz (171) recommended the use of a sling, mainly to prevent the elbow from being pulled a second time. Kohlhaas and Roeder (159) recommended a T-shirt technique for flexed elbow stabilization in very young children. This provided adequate immobilization without the use of a sling by pinning the sleeve of the long sleeve T-shirt to the opposite chest.

Parent Education
After the reduction, it is important to explain to the parents the mechanism of injury and to emphasize the need to prevent longitudinal pulling on the upper extremities.

_author's preferred method of treatment_

First, it is important to try to elicit the classic history of the child having had a longitudinal force applied across the extended elbow. The entire extremity is then carefully examined. The characteristic focal tenderness should be pinpointed directly over the radial head. If there is clinical evidence of an elbow effusion, then radiographs of the upper extremity are obtained to assess for other injuries before manipulating the elbow.

Once the diagnosis of subluxation of the radial head is clearly established clinically, manipulation is performed. It is first explained to the parents there will be a brief episode of pain followed by complete or significant relief of the symptoms. The patient usually is seated on the parent's lap. The patient's forearm is grasped with the elbow semiflexed while the thumb of the surgeon's opposite hand is placed over the lateral aspect of the elbow. The forearm is first supinated. If this fails to produce the characteristic snap of reduction, then the elbow is flexed maximally until the snap occurs (Fig. 16-32). Just before reaching maximal flexion, there often is an increase in the resistance to flexion. At this point, a little extra pressure toward flexion must be applied, which usually produces the characteristic snap as the annular ligament suddenly returns to its normal position. If this fails, the hyperpronation technique of Macias et al. (161) is used.

What should be done if a definite snap or pop is not felt or if the patient fails to use the extremity after manipulation? If the subluxation has occurred more than 12 to 24 hours before the child is seen, there often is a mild secondary synovitis, and recovery may not be as dramatic. There also may be a small amount of blood in the elbow joint. The important fact to determine is whether the initial diagnosis was correct. This requires radiographs, if they were not taken before the manipulation, and a careful reexamination of the entire extremity. If the radiograph results are normal and the elbow can be fully flexed with free supination and pronation, the physician can be assured that the

![Figure 16-32. Reduction technique, "nurse maid's" elbow. Left: The forearm is first supinated. Right: The elbow is then hyperflexed. The surgeon's thumb is placed laterally over the radial head to feel the characteristic snapping as the ligament is reduced.](image-url)
subluxated annular ligament has been reduced. In this circumstance, the patient's arm is placed in a splint or sling for a few days to one week and reexamined clinically first and radiographically if needed.

**Complications**

**Unreduced Subluxations**

There are no reports of long-term sequelae from unrecognized subluxated annular ligament has been reduced. In this circumstance after 4 to 5 years when the annular ligament strengthens.

**Recurrent Subluxations**

The reported incidence of recurrent subluxation has varied from 5% to 39% (153,156,157,167,168,172,173,175). Children 2 years of age or younger appear to be at greatest risk for recurrence (172,176). Recurrent subluxations usually respond to the same manipulative procedure as the initial injury. They eventually cease after 4 to 5 years when the annular ligament strengthens. These recurrences do not lead to any long-term sequelae.

Recurrent subluxations are relatively common. After 2 or 3 episodes, the elbow is immobilized in a long arm cast for 1 to 2 weeks. This treatment seems to be effective because it allows healing of the soft tissues and decreases recurrent episodes.

**REFERENCES**
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Fractures of the proximal humerus are relatively uncommon injuries of childhood, with an incidence of 1.2–4.4 per 1,000 per year (7,57,125), fewer than 5% of all pediatric fractures (40, 43,56,57,88).

Fractures of the proximal humerus can be a common birth-related injury (61,101). As an infant is passing through the birth canal, the arm may be placed in a variety of awkward positions that will result in a separation through the physis of the proximal humerus (22,34,36,37,61,72,101). In older children, trauma, both direct and indirect, is the predominant cause of fractures in the proximal humerus. In this age group, these fractures can involve either the metaphysis, the physis, or both.

Because of the thick periosteum in this area and the proximity to the physis, fractures in this region have enormous potential to heal and remodel, perhaps more so than anywhere else in the body. Thus, proximal humeral fractures in children, in general, can be expected to heal without significant residual functional or cosmetic deficits.

**Diagnosis**

**Mechanism of Injury**

**Birth Fractures**

Fractures in the proximal humerus frequently occur during delivery (61,101). These fractures are generally believed to result
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FIGURE 17-1. Hyperextension or rotation of the ipsilateral arm may result in a proximal humeral or physeal injury during birth.

As might be expected, obstetric proximal humeral fractures occur most frequently during vaginal deliveries of infants with larger size or breech presentation (14,29,47,101). Prenatal size and presentation, however, have not been accurate predictive factors for these fractures, because proximal humeral fractures can and do occur during vaginal deliveries of infants of all sizes and weights (14,29,47).

Childhood/Adolescent Fractures

For older children, the mechanism of injury in most proximal humeral fractures is trauma. The trauma can be a direct blow to the shoulder area, especially to the posterior aspect (22,77,103) or indirect as in a fall onto an outstretched hand that transmits the force through the arm to the proximal humerus (2,9,47). Indirect trauma can result in forced or nonphysiologic positioning of the upper extremity, which in turn may cause a fracture of the proximal humerus. Specifically, six potential mechanisms of upper extremity positioning have been proposed to explain the resulting proximal humeral fractures: forced extension, forced flexion, forced extension with lateral or medial rotation, and forced flexion with lateral or medial rotation (123). Although trauma has been acknowledged as the most common mechanism of pediatric proximal humeral fractures, it is still controversial whether a fall or a direct blow is the more common etiology of the fracture.

Pediatric proximal humeral fractures often occur in children involved in motor vehicle accidents and sports (Figs. 17-2 and 3) (51). It has been estimated that approximately 50% of shoulder girdle fractures in children are related to sports and play activities (78). Athletic activities associated with proximal humeral fractures include contact sports, horseback riding (fall from horses), gymnastics (upper extremity impact and weight bearing), and baseball (repetitive throwing) (20,56,66,114,115).

Less often, pediatric proximal humeral fractures result from other illnesses such as malignant or benign tumors and pituitary gigantism (1,54,87,94). They also can be a complication of radiation therapy to the shoulder region (24). In addition, shoulder joint neuropathy secondary to Arnold-Chiari malformation, myelomeningocele, or syringomyelia has been implicated as an etiologic factor in proximal humeral fractures (5,67). An unknown percentage of pediatric proximal humeral fractures are part of the injuries associated with child abuse (Fig. 17-4) (28).

Because no clear fracture pattern in the proximal humerus is suggestive of abuse, an index of suspicion must remain high when evaluating infants or young children with humeral fractures (99).

Signs and Symptoms

Clinical features of proximal humeral fractures in newborns may be subtle and not readily identified. For example, the infant may
be irritable when lifted by the arms or when the involved upper extremity is moved. The infant may refuse to move the arm, giving the appearance of paralysis (i.e., pseudoparalysis). In addition to proximal humeral fractures, the differential diagnosis for such paralysis includes brachial plexus injury, septic shoulder, and clavicular fractures. Infants exhibiting upper extremity paralysis also may be suffering from posterior humeral head dislocation (111).

Older children typically report a history consistent with a proximal humeral fracture. They often present with an obvious deformity in the anterior shoulder region and refuse to use the involved arm. Pain, swelling, and ecchymosis, to some degree, are invariably present, and the overall contour of the shoulder is altered in comparison with the contralateral uninjured shoulder.

Most children with displaced proximal humeral fracture hold the involved upper extremity in internal rotation to reduce the pull of the pectoralis major muscle on the distal fragment. With posterior fracture dislocations, children demonstrate limited and extremely painful external rotation. Some children with fractures of the greater tuberosity have an unusual presentation of luxatio erecta where the involved shoulder is positioned in extreme abduction (27). This position reduces the displacement across the fracture as the greater tuberosity is pulled superiorly by the supraspinatus muscle. The elbow is typically flexed in luxatio erecta, allowing the hand to be near or above the head (27,52). Because fractures of the lesser tuberosity will affect the function of the inserting subscapularis muscle, internal rotation with the shoulder in adduction and abduction with the shoulder in external rotation will be limited and painful (49,89,119).

**Radiographic Studies**

The proximal humeral epiphysis is not visible on plain radiographs until about 6 months of age (53,81), and plain radiographs are of limited value in evaluation of proximal humeral fractures in infants. On an anteroposterior (AP) radiograph, a change in the positional relationship between the proximal humeral metaphysis and the scapula and acromion often is visible. A comparison with the uninjured contralateral shoulder may reveal this alteration more clearly. A vanishing epiphysis sign also has been reported to describe posteriorly displaced transphyseal fractures of the proximal humerus (Fig. 17-5) (50,95). In comparison with the unaffected contralateral side, the epiphysis appears to vanish on an AP radiograph when it is displaced posteriorly. For complete evaluation of proximal humeral fractures in newborns and infants, ultrasonographic studies often are diagnostic and informative (11,41,116). Computed tomography (CT) also may be useful, especially for complex fractures with posterior dislocations (112).

For evaluation of proximal humeral fractures in older children, two radiographs in perpendicular views can be diagnostic (108). Ideally, a true AP view of the shoulder and an axillary lateral view provide the most information about the fracture. Because some lesser tuberosity fractures may only be visible on an axillary lateral view, this radiograph should be included whenever possible (42). Often, however, an axillary lateral view is difficult to obtain in a child with an acutely fractured proximal humerus. In these instances, transaxillary, axillary oblique, or Y view radiographs can be obtained. An apical oblique view, an AP radiograph with the x-ray beam at 45 degrees of caudal tilt, also can provide significant information about the proximal humerus (102). In fact, some authors report that most shoulder trauma can be evaluated with AP and apical oblique radiographs and that a lateral view (axillary lateral or Y view) can be obtained if a humeral fracture is suspected (10).
When adequate radiographs cannot be obtained, CT is useful in evaluating proximal humeral fractures. CT may be especially useful in characterizing posterior fracture dislocations (33,119). If the child continues to complain of shoulder pain despite negative radiographic and CT results, an occult fracture must be ruled out. For this purpose, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is diagnostic (7,90,110). A bone scan also may be useful in such situations. However, due to the normally increased radionuclide uptake in the physis of the proximal humerus, a bone scan in this region may be difficult to interpret.

**Classification**

Fractures of the proximal humerus in the pediatric population are broadly categorized by their anatomic location. They may involve the physis, the metaphysis, the lesser tuberosity, or the greater tuberosity. In addition, the degree of fracture displacement plays an important role in the overall treatment option. Other fracture characteristics that must be evaluated include the presence or absence of open fractures, concomitant glenohumeral dislocations, and fracture stability.

Fractures involving the physis are classified according to the Salter-Harris classification (92) (Fig. 17-6). Salter-Harris type I injuries with fractures through the physis occur mostly in patients under 5 years of age (22,83). After 11 years of age, most fractures of the proximal humerus are Salter-Harris type II injuries, with the fracture line exiting through the metaphysis (12,22,83). Some Salter-Harris type II injuries are associated with an additional anterolateral bony fragment (12). Salter-Harris type III injuries with the fracture line exiting through the epiphysis rarely occur in the proximal humerus of children (22,83). The few reported such injuries occurred with and without concomitant glenohumeral dislocation (16,33,109,120,124). Salter-Harris type IV injuries involving both the metaphysis and the epiphysis of the proximal humerus have not been reported in children.

Fractures of the metaphysis occur mostly in children 5 to 12 years of age (Fig. 17-7) and are categorized by their anatomic location and degree of displacement (22). The anatomic location is described in relation to the major deforming forces in the region, namely the insertions of the pectoralis major and the deltoide muscles. Presence or absence of other fractures in the ipsilateral upper extremity also must be documented, because segmental fractures may require alternative treatments (46,71,82). Other isolated fractures of the proximal humerus may include the greater and the lesser tuberosities (27,49,52,89,121).

The degree of fracture displacement in the proximal humerus is classified with respect to the shaft diameter of the humerus (77). In grade I injuries, there is up to 5 mm of displacement. In grade II and III injuries, fractures are displaced by up to one third and two thirds of the humeral shaft diameter, respectively. Displacement of greater than two thirds of the shaft diameter, including total displacement, is classified as a grade IV injury. In addition to degree of displacement, fractures in this region may demonstrate angulation deformities. Although varus angulation is most common, fractures can be angulated in any direction.

In high-energy trauma, fractures of the proximal humerus may be associated with concomitant dislocations of the glenohumeral...
The direction of the dislocation may be anterior, posterior, or inferior (16,27,28,33,52,80,117). A stress fracture of the metaphysis or a slipped epiphysis can be produced by chronic or repetitive trauma, such as repetitive throwing, gymnastics with humeral weight bearing, and localized radiation therapy (20,24,66,114,115). Because of the tremendous healing and remodeling potential in the pediatric proximal humerus, these injuries can be successfully treated with conservative nonsurgical therapy.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The proximal humeral ossification center cannot be seen on plain radiographs until about 6 months of age (53,81). In addition to the proximal humerus, both the greater and lesser tuberosities contain their own separate ossification centers. The ossification center for the greater tuberosity appears around 1 to 3 years of age, while the ossification center for the lesser tuberosity takes form at 4 to 5 years of age (81,93). The two tuberosities coalesce around 5 to 7 years of age and subsequently fuse with the humeral head at 7 to 13 years of age (81,93).

The proximal physis of the humerus continues to proliferate well into the teenage years and is ultimately responsible for approximately 80% of the overall humeral growth (8,85,86,105). Interestingly, longitudinal growth at the proximal humeral physis changes during development such that it is responsible for only 75% of humeral growth before age 2, but up to 90% of growth after age 11 (8,85,86). For girls, this growth continues until around 14 years of age, with subsequent fusion of the epiphysis to the shaft at 14 to 17 years of age (8,19,105). For boys, growth continues until about age 16, when closure of the physis begins (8,85,86). For most boys, the proximal humeral physis is closed by about 18 years of age (19).

The articular surface of the proximal humerus covers most of the medial aspect of the epiphysis as well as the proximal medial corner of the metaphysis (Fig. 17-8). The glenohumeral joint capsule surrounds the articular surface such that most of the medial epiphysis as well as the proximal medial corner of the metaphysis are intraarticular (Fig. 17-9). Conversely, a predominant proportion of the physis is extracapsular and remains susceptible to injury. The periosteum is quite strong in the posteromedial aspect of the proximal humerus, but the periosteum in the anterolateral aspect is relatively weak, occasionally allowing the fractured fragment to penetrate and prevent reduction (22).

The proximal humerus is the site of insertion for a number of different muscles that can influence the pattern of fracture displacement. These muscles and their attachments form early during development and are grossly similar to those of an adult shoulder by the time of birth. The four muscles of the rotator cuff insert onto the epiphysis. The subscapularis muscle inserts on the anterior aspect of the epiphysis on the lesser tuberosity, whereas the teres minor, the infraspinatus, and the supraspinatus muscles insert onto the superior and posterior aspect of the epiphysis near the greater tuberosity (Fig. 17-10). In addition to the rotator cuff muscles, other muscular attachments that can cause fracture displacement are the deltoid and pectoralis major muscles. The deltoid muscle attaches in the lateral aspect of the humeral shaft, whereas the pectoralis major muscle attaches to the anteromedial aspect of the metaphysis.
because it supplies a small portion of the greater tuberosity and a small portion in the posteroinferior portion of the humeral head (30) (Fig. 17-11).

The close proximity of the axillary nerve to the proximal humerus makes this neural structure susceptible to injury during fracture and fracture dislocations of the proximal humerus (4, 27, 117). The axillary nerve is a branch of the posterior cord of the brachial plexus. It traverses the anterior aspect of the subscapularis muscle before passing inferior to the glenohumeral joint to the posterior aspect of the proximal humerus (Fig. 17-12). The axillary nerve provides innervation to the deltoid muscle as well as a cutaneous sensory function over the lateral aspect of the deltoid cuff. Documentation of the normal function of this nerve before the initiation of treatment is essential.

Most fractures of the pediatric proximal humerus involve the

![Figure 17-10](image1.png) Origins and insertions of the cuff muscles in a child: subscapularis, teres minor, infraspinatus, and supraspinatus.

![Figure 17-11](image2.png) The arterial anatomy of the shoulder region.

![Figure 17-12](image3.png) Relationship of the brachial plexus and artery to the proximal humerus and the scapula.
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The extracapsular location of the proximal humeral physis makes this structure susceptible to injury. Physeal fractures are thought to occur through the zone of hypertrophy and spare the reserve as well as the proliferative cells in the physis (92). Therefore, children with Salter-Harris type I or II fractures still maintain excellent potential for longitudinal growth and remodeling in the proximal humerus (6,22).

In children 5 to 12 years of age, a significant proportion of proximal humeral fractures involve the metaphysis rather than the physis (22). This rather unexpected finding has been attributed to the rapid metaphyseal growth that occurs during this age, which, in turn, results in a relative structural weakness of the metaphysis (22).

Various muscular attachments to the proximal humerus contribute to the degree and the overall pattern of fracture displacement. With fractures of the physis (Salter-Harris types I, II, and III), the rotator cuff muscles displace the epiphysis into abduction, flexion, and slight external rotation, whereas the metaphysis is displaced anteriorly and medially by the pectoralis major muscle. With metaphyseal fractures proximal to the pectoralis major muscle, the proximal fragment is abducted, flexed, and externally rotated by the rotator cuff muscles. The deltoid muscle displaces the distal fragment proximally, whereas the pectoralis major muscle displaces the same fragment anteriorly and medially. If the fracture occurs between the insertions of the deltoid and the pectoralis major muscles, the proximal fragment is adducted by the pull of the pectoralis major muscle, and the distal fragment will be pulled proximally by the deltoid muscle. If the fracture occurs distal to the deltoid muscle insertion, the proximal fragment is abducted by the deltoid muscle and displaced anteriorly by the pectoralis major muscle. The distal fragment is pulled proximally and medially by the biceps and the triceps muscles (21).

**Treatment Options**

Because of their tremendous potential for healing and remodeling, fractures of the proximal humerus in children rarely require operative reduction and fixation (Table 17-1). This is especially true for obstetric proximal humeral fractures in infants. These fractures are quite amenable to gentle reduction with minimal or no anesthesia. If desired, the adequacy of the reduction can be evaluated via ultrasonography. With or without anatomic reduction, the affected upper extremity should then be immobilized to the body by using a safety pin to attach the shirt sleeve to the shirt (94). Proximal humeral fractures in this age group heal quite rapidly, typically within 2 to 3 weeks, and result in no residual functional or cosmetic deficits (22,36,47,62,101, 122). Nondisplaced or minimally displaced proximal humeral fractures in older children also should be treated nonoperatively. Initial management of these fractures with sling-and-swathe immobilization (Fig. 17-13) followed by protected motion provides excellent long-term results (13,22,77).
Initial management of displaced proximal humeral fractures may require reduction of the fracture before immobilization. Because the remodeling potential of the fracture decreases with the increasing age of the child, the degree of acceptable displacement and angulation also changes with the age of the child. Generally, relatively greater displacement and angulation can be accepted in younger children. For fractures in children under the age of 11, good to excellent long-term outcomes can be expected regardless of the fracture displacement (22,59,77,103). Grossly displaced or angulated proximal humeral fractures in children over 11 are managed with fracture reduction and sometimes with specialized immobilization (22,59,77,100). Various types of shoulder immobilization include sling-and-swathe, thoracobrachial bandage, hanging arm cast, shoulder spica cast, salute position shoulder spica cast, and "statue of liberty" cast (13,22,36,59,77).

Some investigators recommend reducing all grade III and grade IV fractures and immobilizing grade IV fractures in salute-position shoulder spica casts (77). Other investigators suggest gentle reduction of Salter-Harris type I and II fractures in children over 11 years of age, followed by immobilization with thoracobrachial bandage or shoulder spica casts or more likely percutaneous pinning (Fig. 17-14) (22). If a Salter-Harris type II fracture cannot be adequately reduced, Dameron and Reibel

recommend treatment with a salute-position shoulder spica cast with the arm positioned in external rotation, abduction, and flexion (22). An acceptable reduction of proximal humeral fractures in children over 11 years of age has been proposed by some to be less than 50% displacement and 20 degrees of angulation (100). Regardless of the specific treatment options, nonoperative treatment of pediatric proximal humeral fractures has produced good to excellent results in all age groups (22,59,77,100).

Multiple maneuvers exist for the reduction of pediatric proximal humeral fractures. Most fractures can be reduced by applying longitudinal traction to the arm while positioning it in abduction and flexion. If this maneuver does not sufficiently reduce the fracture, better reduction can be obtained by moderate abduction, flexion to 90 degrees, and external rotation (77). Alternatively, the fracture can be reduced by direct manual manipulation of the fragments while the arm is placed in marked abduction (~135 degrees), slight flexion (~30 degrees), and longitudinal traction (9,47,122). Despite significant efforts, however, some fractures cannot be adequately reduced because of a barrier in the fracture site. Anatomic structures that can prevent reduction of proximal humeral fractures include the periosteum, the periosteal cuff, the shoulder joint capsule, and the biceps tendon (26,44,60,62,118).

Because of the consistently good results of nonoperative treatment, indications for operative treatment of pediatric proximal humeral fractures are limited (18). Reported indications for operative interventions include open fractures, fractures associated with neurovascular injury, fractures associated with multiple trauma, displaced intraarticular fractures such as Salter-Harris type III fractures, irreducible fractures, and significantly displaced fractures in older adolescents (12,40,60,68,73,76,98,106,120).

**Author's Preferred Method of Treatment**

I manage most fractures of the proximal humeral physis nonoperatively. This includes undisplaced and most displaced physeal injuries of the proximal humerus. I prefer to percutaneously pin markedly displaced fractures involving the proximal humeral physis and metaphysis, particularly those in children over 12 years of age and then apply a shoulder immobilizer or Velpeau bandage (Fig. 17-15). Almost all metaphyseal fractures are treated nonoperatively with only a few requiring closed reduction. Because of the tremendous remodeling potential of metaphyseal fractures in children, displacements in bayonet apposition of up to 1 cm are acceptable. The rationale behind closed

**FIGURE 17-15.** A: Anteroposterior radiograph of displaced fracture of the proximal humerus metaphysis with shortening with apparent inferior subluxation of the humeral head with respect to the glenoid. B: Attempted axillary view. C: Intraoperative film status after percutaneous pinning. Note the apparent inferior subluxation while under general anesthesia.
reduction and percutaneous pinning of proximal humeral physeal fractures is a more rapid return to normal active and passive range of motion. There is a minimally increased but acceptable risk of infection. In my opinion, this approach is more acceptable than leaving the fracture unreduced. My preference is to place the pin percutaneously through the metaphyseal fragment up into the physis as in pinning of a slipped capital femoral epiphysis in the hip (Fig. 17-14). After percutaneous pinning, the arm can be brought alongside the patient’s body for more acceptable and more comfortable immobilization with a shoulder immobilizer. Alternatively, intramedullary fixation with flexible nails is an effective method (Fig. 17-16).

Displaced fractures of the lesser tuberosity generally are treated with open reduction to restore the subscapularis tendon and anterior capsule. Lag screws or suture anchors are very useful in this region, particularly for smaller injuries.

Fractures of the greater tuberosity generally are associated with acute dislocations of the shoulder and are treated nonoperatively after following the closed reduction of the shoulder dislocation. Rarely, after closed reduction of the shoulder dislocation, the greater tuberosity fracture reduction is unacceptable, and an open approach to repair the tuberosity fracture along with the rotator cuff is required.

Fracture dislocations of the shoulder require closed reduction with appropriate anesthesia. If this is associated with a physeal injury, the physeal injury generally does not require further closed reduction or open reduction techniques. If the dislocation or fracture cannot be placed in an acceptable position, open reduction is generally done through an anterior or axillary approach to the proximal humerus.

Complications

Early Complications

Diagnosis of a proximal humeral fracture can be delayed in a child who is asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic. In children suffering from multiple traumas, the diagnosis can be delayed because of a low level of clinical suspicion. Even after the diagnosis of proximal humeral fracture is made, full evaluation and characterization of the fracture pattern can remain incomplete because of adequate radiographic studies. A high index of suspicion, thorough physical examination, and insistence on high-quality radiographs must all be present to ensure prompt diagnosis and treatment of proximal humeral fractures.

Neurologic injury to the brachial plexus can result from fractures and fracture–dislocations of the proximal humerus (4,23, 27,117). Most nerve deficits can be diagnosed immediately be-
cause the clinical signs are readily apparent. Rarely, however, nerve deficits from proximal humeral fractures can evolve slowly and delay the diagnosis (23). Typically, these nerve deficits are transient, and full function can be expected to return in less than 6 months (45). If the neurologic deficit persists longer than 3 months, further evaluation with electromyography is warranted. If no evidence of nerve recovery or regeneration is present, nerve exploration, repair, and grafting can be considered (4,15). Salvage operations for permanent nerve deficits include proximal humeral osteotomy and muscle or tendon transfers (3, 17, 39, 48, 84).

Fractures of the proximal humerus in children also can be associated with other injuries, including rib fractures and pneumothorax (94). In adults, these fractures have been associated with disruptions and thrombosis of the axillary vessels as well (65, 97, 107, 127). Operative fixation of proximal humeral fractures with pins and wires have been associated with hardware migrations that can be fatal (64, 70). Therefore, serial radiographic monitoring of the hardware after shoulder operations is essential.

Late Complications

Humerus varus after trauma is a rare complication that typically affects neonates and children under 5 years of age (25, 58, 69, 104, 113). Children with humerus varus have a significant decrease in the humeral neck-shaft angle and shortening of the upper extremity. Although shoulder abduction may be moderately limited, most children with humerus varus have only mild functional deficits and do not require surgical correction of the deformity (25, 58, 69, 113). If, however, active abduction and flexion are severely limited, corrective osteotomy of the proximal humerus can produce good results (32, 104).

Hypertrophic scarring can occur after surgical reduction of proximal humeral fractures. When the scarring is present in the anterior shoulder region after an anterior deltopectoral incision, the cosmetic deformity may be significant and psychologically damaging, especially for girls (26, 31). Therefore, many investigators have argued for the more cosmetically appealing axillary or anterior axillary incision (35, 63).

Limb length inequality after proximal humeral fractures occurs more frequently in children treated with surgical intervention than in those treated nonoperatively (6, 22, 91). The inequality is not significantly affected by the quality of initial fracture reduction (6). The discrepancy may be more pronounced in older children (1–3 cm) (77). Despite this inequality, however, these children rarely develop any functional deficits to warrant surgical intervention. Full arrest of physal growth after traumatic proximal humeral fractures is extremely uncommon (22). Although still quite rare, it does occur more frequently in children with pathologic fractures through unicameral bone cysts (38, 75, 79). If the functional or cosmetic deficit is significant, a limb-lengthening procedure may be of benefit for these children (96).

Osteonecrosis of the humeral head after proximal humeral fractures occurs frequently in adults, but is rare in children (74, 126). Even after acute disruption of the vascular supply to the proximal humeral epiphysis, subsequent remodeling and revascularization may occur in children and lead to excellent clinical results (120). Similarly, glenohumeral subluxation after proximal humeral fractures is a rare complication in the pediatric population that typically results in good clinical outcomes (126). These children are best treated with a short period of immobilization followed by early physical therapy and rehabilitation (94).

FRACTURES OF THE SCAPULA

The unique anatomy of the scapula protects this bony structure from severe injury. The scapula has 17 different muscle attachments and is encased in multiple layers of muscle and other soft tissue structures. Due to this inherent protection, fractures and dislocations of the scapula are rare. In fact, it has been estimated that only 1% of all fractures involve the scapula (133, 135). The significance of a scapular injury, however, is its disproportionately high association with major trauma. The high-energy traumas that cause scapular injuries also can result in significant injuries to other major organ systems (150, 160, 161). Therefore, all children with scapular fractures must be systematically evaluated to exclude other life-threatening injuries that require immediate medical attention and intervention.

Diagnosis

Mechanism of Injury

Glenoid

Fractures of the glenoid typically occur in a fall onto an upper extremity. This is believed to drive the humeral head onto the glenoid fossa, which, in turn, results in the fracture. Depending on the direction of the force, the fracture may only injure the rim of the glenoid or the entire glenoid fossa.

Scapula

Many fractures at other sites of the scapula are avulsion-type injuries from the various muscle attachments. Scapular fractures also can occur after a direct traumatic insult to the bone itself. These insults may be associated with other life-threatening injuries, such as hemothorax, pneumothorax, and cardiac contusions that require immediate medical attention (150, 160). As with all other high-energy injuries, child abuse must be excluded as a cause for the scapular injury when no clear traumatic cause is evident (142).

Signs and Symptoms

Scapular fractures or dislocations, by themselves, do not pose an immediate danger to the patient. However, over 75% of all patients with scapular fractures have other injuries (128, 139, 157, 160). In one reported series, the rate of mortality among patients with scapular fractures was over 14% (160). Therefore, before the scapular fracture is investigated, the child must be systematically examined for other, possibly life-threatening, injuries. A full trauma evaluation should be undertaken for head, chest, abdominal, and renal injuries. If available, a consultation with the trauma service would also be prudent. Conversely, frac-
tures of the scapula should be sought in children with life-threatening trauma.

Orthopaedic evaluation for scapular fracture should include an examination for other bony deformities and extremity tenderness. Children with scapular fractures complain of significant pain and tenderness around the shoulder girdle and decline to move the affected arm. Localized edema may obscure the overall shoulder contour. A comparison with the contralateral shoulder often is helpful in determining this loss of contour. Because of the close proximity of the scapula to the axillary and the brachial plexus, fractures of the scapula often are associated with neurovascular injury (160) (Fig. 17-12). The ipsilateral arm must be carefully examined to document any arterial or neurologic deficits before the initiation of treatment. When injury to axillary or distal vasculature is suspected, an angiogram should be performed to examine the integrity of the vessels.

Radiographic Studies

Many scapular injuries are initially identified on the AP chest radiograph of a trauma series. An AP chest radiograph also may reveal scapulothoracic dissociation. This devastating injury should be suspected if the medial border of the scapula is displaced laterally, if there is a clavicular fracture with a large displacement, or if there is a complete acromioclavicular joint separation with large displacement (155). Scapulothoracic dissociation typically occurs in patients with massive, direct trauma to the chest or proximal upper extremity and is highly associated with ipsilateral neurovascular injury (131,155).

When a scapular injury is suspected, AP and lateral view radiographs of the scapula should be immediately obtained because they are essential in characterizing the fracture. In addition to these, other views should be obtained to assess various fracture patterns. The Stryker notch view, for example, better reveals coracoid fractures, whereas the axillary lateral view is better suited to identify glenoid fractures. The axillary lateral view also is helpful in confirming the location of the humeral head on the glenoid. Because the three-dimensional structure of the scapula is complex, even high-quality radiographs may not provide all the details necessary to characterize the fracture. In such instances, CT with three-dimensional reconstructions may be required. CT also is essential in characterizing intraarticular injuries of the glenoid.

Accurate interpretation and assessment of scapular radiographs requires recognition and identification of developmental variations. Reported developmental variations of the scapula include Spengel’s anomaly, absent acromion, bipartite or tripartite acromion, bipartite coracoid, and coracoid duplication (129, 140, 148, 156, 158). Os acromiale, for example, is often mistakenly identified as a fracture. This variation occurs when the centers of ossification in the acromion fail to unite (129). Os acromiale is present in 2.7% of the general population and is bilateral in 60% (145). Typically, os acromiale is located in the anterior and inferior aspect of the distal acromion and has a smooth and uniform appearance on radiographs. If, however, radiographic studies and clinical examination cannot distinguish between a fracture and a developmental variation, further evaluation with a bone scan may be indicated (141).

Classification

Multiple classification systems for scapular fractures have been reported. Many are descriptive and based primarily on the anatomic location. Ada and Miller, for example, classified scapular injuries into those of acromion, spine, coracoid, neck, glenoid, and body (128). In their series, fractures occurred most often in the body (35%), followed by the neck (27%). Fractures of the coracoid were least common (7%). Similarly, Thompson et al. (160) classified scapular fractures into the three broad anatomic locations: fractures of the glenoid and the glenoid neck, fractures of the acromion and the coracoid, and fractures of the body (Fig. 17-17). Other anatomic location—based scapular fracture classifications have been reported by Imatani (139) and Wilbur and Evans (161).

The classification described below is also based on the anatomic location of the fracture, with additional subclassifications based on multiple reported studies (Fig. 17-17 and Table 17-2). It must be emphasized, however, that most of these studies are not specific for pediatric scapular fractures. Therefore, application of this classification system and its supportive studies to pediatric scapular fractures should be individualized to each child. The fracture should be adequately evaluated for its anatomic location, displacement, comminution, and articular involvement. In addition, ipsilateral neurovascular status, the overall status of the patient, and other concomitant injuries should be fully characterized.

Fractures of the body and the spine of the scapula, which make up nearly 50% of all scapular fractures, are broadly categorized into those with and without displacement. Although isolated fracture of the scapular neck is believed to be a stable bony construct, ipsilateral fractures to both the scapular neck and the clavicle may lead to disruption of the suspensory mechanism of the shoulder (133, 144). Therefore, fractures of the scapular neck are categorized into those with and without concomitant injury to the clavicle. For similar considerations, fractures of the coracoid process are categorized into those with and without concomitant injury to the acromioclavicular joint.

Fractures of the acromion are categorized into those with and without displacement. Displaced fractures are further subclassified based on the presence or absence of subacromial narrowing. Subacromial space narrowing may occur after inferior displacement of the acromion or after superior displacement of an ipsilateral glenoid fracture. When treated conservatively, these fracture patterns often lead to subacromial impingement in adults and result in decreased range of shoulder motion and increased shoulder pain (143). Although its applicability to acromial fractures in younger children is still debated, this finding significantly affects the treatment options for acromial fractures in older children.

Fractures of the glenoid typically occur when the humeral head is driven onto the glenoid fossa. Depending on the direction of the force applied to the humeral head, the fracture may involve the entire fossa or just the rim. If the entire fossa is involved, the fracture line may then exit in multiple locations about the scapula. Hence, fractures of the glenoid are classified into five distinct groups based on their anatomic location and course of the fracture. This system was initially proposed by
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**Figure 17-17.** General classification of scapular/glenoid fractures.

**Table 17-2.** TREATMENT OF SCAPULAR FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Scapular Body Fracture</th>
<th>Scapular Neck Fracture—Undisplaced</th>
<th>Scapular Neck Fracture—Displaced</th>
<th>Coracoid Fracture</th>
<th>Acromial Fracture</th>
<th>Displaced Glenoid Fracture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scapulothoracic dissociation occurs when all attachments or articulations between the thorax and the scapula are completely severed. When there is an ipsilateral neurovascular injury, it is sometimes referred to as a forequarter amputation. This is in contrast to scapulothoracic dislocation, where only the inferior scapulothoracic articulation is displaced (131). Although intrathoracic dissociations have been reported (153), scapulothoracic dissociations are typically laterally displaced. These injuries are categorized as open or closed with intact or compromised neurovascular status.

Surgical Anatomy

During development, the scapula forms in the first trimester of gestation. It first appears near the level of lower cervical spine, C4-C7, and then descends to its final position on the lateral aspect of the upper thorax during development. Most of the scapula is formed by intramembranous ossification. Numerous centers of ossification exist for the scapula: three for the body, two for the coracoid process, two to five for the acromion (129), and one for the glenoid. These ossification centers during childhood are often mistakenly identified as fractures. In some developmental anomalies, distinct ossification centers fail to fuse and persist into adulthood (148). These conditions are also frequently characterized as fractures. With few exceptions, however, a developmental variation and a fracture can be distinguished by clinical history, physical examination, and radiographic appearance.

In its final form, the scapula is roughly triangular and has a complex three-dimensional structure. It is responsible for linking the upper extremity to the axial skeleton (Fig. 17-19) and contains attachments to 17 distinct muscles. The anterior aspect of the scapular body is a relatively flat surface, most of which is covered by the subscapularis muscle. The posterior aspect of the scapula is divided into two fossae by the scapular spine. These superior and inferior scapular fossae are mostly covered by the supraspinatus and the infraspinatus muscles, respectively. The anteromedial border of the scapular body provides attachment to the serratus anterior muscle. The posteromedial border contains the attachment sites of the levator scapulae, rhomboid.
major and minor, and latissimus dorsi muscles. The omohyoid muscle attaches to the superior aspect of the scapular body, whereas the teres minor and major muscles and the triceps muscle attach to the lateral border. The scapular spine provides attachments to the trapezius and deltoid muscles, and the long head of the biceps muscle originates from the superior rim of the glenoid. Finally, the pectoralis minor muscle, as well as the conjointed tendon of the coracobrachialis and short head of the biceps muscles, attach to the coracoid process.

In addition to these muscle attachments, the scapula participates in the formation of both glenohumeral and acromioclavicular joints. The glenohumeral joint is stabilized by multiple dynamic and static forces about the joint, which are discussed separately. The acromioclavicular joint is stabilized in part by the presence of two coracoclavicular ligaments that position the distal clavicle immediately medial to the acromion. The two ligaments are the conoid and the trapezoid ligaments, with the conoid being the more medial of the two.

In close proximity to the scapula are a number of neurovascular structures that can be injured during a scapular fracture. Most notable are the brachial plexus and the axillary artery, which course across the anterosuperior aspect of the scapula. They are immediately posterior and inferior to the tip of the coracoid process. Medial to the base of the coracoid process is the scapular notch with the overlying transverse scapular ligament. The suprascapular nerve and artery pass under and over the ligament, respectively, in the scapular notch and are susceptible to injury with nearby fractures. The axillary nerve travels within an intermuscular interval immediately inferior to the glenoid and is also susceptible to injury with displaced fractures of the glenoid neck (149).

**Biomechanics**

The scapula can protract, retract, abduct, and elevate. Its motion augments the movements about the glenohumeral joint, including abduction, flexion, and extension. In addition, with the clavicle, the scapula acts to link the axial skeleton to the upper extremity. It provides a scaffold from which the upper extremity suspends and articulates in order to function. Therefore, its structural integrity is essential to the proper functioning of the upper extremity.

A traumatic insult may cause fractures in multiple locations about the scapula, with one fracture influencing the stability of another. Goss solidified this idea and subsequently proposed the concept of a superior shoulder suspensory complex (SSSC) (133). The SSSC is a set of bony struts attached to a circular complex of structures at the lateral end of the scapula (Fig. 17-20). The superior and inferior bony struts are the middle clavicle and the lateral scapula body/spine, respectively. The circular complex is composed of acromioclavicular ligament, acromion, glenoid process, coracoid process, coracoclavicular ligament, and distal clavicle. As a whole, the SSSC is responsible for linking the upper extremity to the axial skeleton. Traumatic injury to any single component of the SSSC will likely result in a minimally displaced fracture, because the inherent stability of the circular complex is still intact. However, when multiple structures of the circular complex are injured, a double disruption to the circle occurs. This, in turn, results in significant instability and displacement at one or all of the fracture sites. Similarly, injury to one of the structures of the ring complex with a concomitant injury to a bony strut also may create an unstable construct. Goss therefore proposed that the treatment decisions for scapular injuries should be based on the maintenance of SSSC integrity (133).

**Treatment Options**

Isolated fractures of the scapular body do not affect the integrity of the SSSC (Table 17-2). In addition, because of the numerous muscle attachments, fractures of the scapular body are quite
stable and can be treated conservatively. Conservative treatment of nondisplaced or minimally displaced scapular body fractures in adults is generally associated with excellent results; therefore, similar treatment is recommended for equivalent fractures in the pediatric population (139,154,157,162). In adults, scapular body fractures with significant displacement of more than 10 mm, however, resulted in unfavorable outcomes when treated conservatively (154). Unfortunately, a comparable study of pediatric scapular body fractures has not yet been reported, and ideal treatment can only be inferred.

Nondisplaced or mildly displaced scapular neck fractures without concomitant injury to the clavicle can be treated conservatively (146). In the presence of ipsilateral clavicular injury, however, surgical intervention generally is recommended to reestablish the SSSC (128,136,148,151). Recommendations vary as to whether open reduction and fixation of the clavicle is sufficient to stabilize the fracture (136) or whether the neck fracture also must be reduced in addition to the clavicle (144). For patients in whom surgical intervention is not possible, skeletal traction may be an acceptable option (130).

Fractures of the coracoid process typically occur at the base. Isolated fractures of the coracoid process usually are nondisplaced and can be treated conservatively with a sling and mobilization as tolerated. Displaced coracoid fractures occur with ipsilateral injury to the distal clavicle or the acromioclavicular joint. Most investigators favor open reduction and internal fixation of these fractures to restore the integrity of the SSSC (147,157,161). Displaced coracoid fractures near the suprascapular notch with injury to the suprascapular nerve also have been described, with some investigators arguing for early exploration (152).

Isolated fractures of the acromion in children are typically nondisplaced. In adults, acromial fractures with subacromial narrowing are associated with subsequent development of subacromial impingement when treated nonsurgically (143). Therefore, most investigators recommend open reduction and internal fixation for displaced acromial fractures where the subacromial space has been compromised (143). In addition, as described above, when fractures of the acromion occur with another disruption in the SSSC, the resulting deformity and instability may warrant operative fixation (133).

Fractures of the glenoid neck typically are nondisplaced unless other elements of the SSSC are disrupted. These fractures generally have excellent outcomes with nonsurgical treatment. Significant displacement or angulation, however, may limit glenohumeral motion (130,154). In adults, glenoid neck fractures with more than 10 mm of displacement or 40 degrees of angulation result in poor outcomes when treated without surgical reduction (128). Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that pediatric glenoid neck fractures with significant displacement or angulation also require surgical intervention. The indications for surgery, unfortunately, remain poorly defined and must be individualized to each child.

Treatment of glenoid rim fractures (types I and II) is based on the presence or absence of shoulder instability. Closed treatment of asymptomatic glenoid rim fractures rarely result in long-term morbidity (163). For glenoid rim fractures with resulting shoulder subluxation or instability, however, operative reduction and fixation are recommended to prevent permanent or recurrent dislocations (130,134,135). In adults, shoulder instability occurred when the fracture was displaced more than 10 mm or when the fracture involved more than either 25% of the anterior or 33% of the posterior aspects of the glenoid (130). Anterior and posterior approaches to the glenoid generally are recommended for open reduction and internal fixation of anterior and posterior rim fractures, respectively (133).

Nondisplaced glenoid fossa fractures (types III–VI) also can be successfully treated nonsurgically (133). Displaced fractures, on the other hand, are associated with significant morbidity (pain, stiffness, and limited range of motion) when treated without surgical reduction. For glenoid fossa fractures, maximal acceptable intraarticular displacement is believed to be 5 mm (130,159). Again, lack of definitive studies prevent the formation of absolute indications for surgery in the pediatric population. In type IV glenoid fractures, where significant comminution is present, acceptable operative reduction and fixation may be difficult to achieve (133,138), and these fractures may be better treated with nonsurgical options (133,138). For open reduction and internal fixation of these fractures, a posterior approach generally provides the most acceptable exposure (135).

Initial treatment of scapular dissociations generally focuses on stabilization and repair of the neurovascular injury. If the axillary artery and the brachial plexus are completely destroyed, an early amputation should be considered (155). For most patients including children, however, the limb is salvaged whenever possible. Immediate exploration of the brachial plexus is warranted when a concomitant vascular injury requires an operative repair. In the absence of a vascular injury, however, the brachial plexus need not be acutely explored. After a period of 4 to 6 weeks, the extent of the brachial plexus injury should be documented before any surgical reconstruction, including nerve repair or musculotendinous transfer (133,155). Immediate operative stabilization of an ipsilateral clavicular fracture generally is not necessary, unless the bony instability further compromises the integrity of the neurovascular structures.

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED TREATMENT**

Most problems related to injuries of the scapula are not necessarily related to treatment but are more often related to failure to accurately evaluate associated major systems injuries (68). Therefore, once the patient is stabilized, the approach to the scapula or glenoid fractures can be more thoroughly undertaken. Fractures of the glenoid generally are treated with observation and follow-up, including a program of physical therapy and rehabilitation. For the rare displaced glenoid fracture, open reduction with internal fixation is recommended. This is generally performed via a deltopectoral approach, but posterior approaches to the scapula and glenoid may be useful in this particular injury.

Intrathoracic dislocation is rare. Most can be reduced by
closed manipulative methods. In those associated with residual scapular deformity, an open approach may be required.

With scapulothoracic dissociation it is important to attend to the priorities of trauma care, including an appropriate and detailed neurovascular examination. Vascular consultation or evaluation may be required given the potential for massive injury to the brachial artery or plexus. In these instances, early or late amputation should be considered.

**Complications**

Late complications associated with scapular fractures generally involve improper functioning of the upper extremity. Displaced fractures of the scapular body and spine, for example, infrequently result in upper extremity weakness and pain with movement (128). Similarly, fractures of the acromion can result in pain and decreased range of upper extremity motion secondary to subacromial impingement (143). Displaced intraarticular fractures of the glenoid are associated with glenohumeral subluxation or dislocation, as well as early progression of degenerative arthritis (130,133–135).

Of special consideration are the concomitant injuries frequently associated with scapular fractures (128,139,157,160). Due to their proximity, the axillary and the suprascapular nerves may be injured in association with glenoid and coracoid fractures, respectively (149,152). In addition, the energy required to create scapular fractures likely results in other injuries, such as rib fractures, pneumothorax, and vascular avulsions. All or portions of the lower brachial plexus are susceptible to injury with scapulothoracic dissociations (131,155,158). This devastating injury also has been associated with the development of compartment syndrome in the upper arm (162).

**FRACTURES OF THE CLAVICLE**

The clavicle has the important function of linking the axial skeleton to the upper extremity (Fig. 17-19). It is an S-shaped bone whose medial end is connected to the axial skeleton through the sternoclavicular joint. The medial two thirds of the bone is in the shape of a tube, whereas the lateral end is flatter and is stabilized in its position by the two coracoclavicular ligaments (trapezoid and conoid). The lateral aspect of the clavicle takes part in the formation of the acromioclavicular joints, which, in effect, is connected to the upper extremity through the glenohumeral joint.

Through its joints, the sternoclavicular and the acromioclavicular, the clavicle contributes to the overall motion of the upper extremity. The clavicle can protract and retract (228). It also rotates and elevates to contribute to shoulder abduction (164, 203,228). In addition, the clavicle provides the attachment site for the two predominant mobilizers of the upper extremity: the pectoralis major and the deltoid muscles. The integrity of the clavicle, therefore, is crucial to the optimal functioning of the entire upper extremity.

The clavicle is mostly subcutaneous throughout its span, being situated on the anterosuperior aspect of the thorax. Its structure is palpable and, in some cases, prominent in the upper thorax. Because of its subcutaneous location, it is one of the most frequently fractured bony structures in the body. In fact, it is the bone most commonly injured during labor and delivery, accounting for nearly 90% of all obstetrical fractures (179,189, 250). In older children, clavicular fractures occur frequently, with the reported rates ranging between 8% and 15% of all pediatric fractures (216,219,232). Because of differences in the mechanism and rate of injury, prognosis, and treatment options, clavicular fractures are broadly categorized by their anatomic location: medial third, middle third, and distal third (Fig. 17-21). Most clavicular fractures occur at the middle third, with the reported rates ranging from 76% to 85% (226,232). The second most common site of clavicular injury is the distal third, with the reported rates between 10% and 21% (226,232,243, 249). Fractures in the medial third of the clavicle are relatively uncommon and represent only 3% to 5% of all clavicular fractures (232,249).

Diagnosis

Mechanism of Injury

The clavicle is the most common site of all obstetrical fractures, and clavicular fractures occur in 1% to 13% of all births (177, 179, 189, 195, 196, 206, 237, 250, 251, 264). The incidence of obstetric clavicular fractures increases with larger fetuses and with decreasing experience of the obstetricians (179, 206, 218). In addition, deliveries involving the use of instruments or specialized obstetric maneuvers are more likely to result in a clavicular fracture (179, 196, 206, 218). Therefore, it has been postulated that the fracture occurs as a result of excessive lateral to medial pressure on the shoulders during passage through the narrow birth canal. Accepting that this mechanism appears likely, it also must be noted, however, that the most clavicular fractures occur during deliveries of normal-sized to small fetuses with excellent obstetric care. Thus, it appears that obstetrical clavicle fractures are unavoidable consequences of some vaginal deliveries.

The most common mechanism of clavicular fractures in older children is a fall onto the shoulder (215, 232, 260). Other mechanisms include accidents where the traumatic insult is applied directly to the clavicle (260). Indirect applications of force, like falling onto an outstretched hand, are much less likely to result in clavicular fractures (260).

A significant amount of energy can be directly applied to the clavicle during sports-related activities such as football or lacrosse. As expected, children participating in sports frequently sustain clavicular fractures as well as sternoclavicular and acromioclavicular joint dislocations (216, 232). A large proportion of these injuries may be preventable with the use of protective equipment and adequate padding (258). Many children victimized by child abuse also present with clavicular fractures. Despite clinical suspicions, however, no clear pattern for isolated clavicular fractures has been associated with child abuse (201, 214).

Signs and Symptoms

Clavicular fractures in newborn infants may be difficult to identify. In the acute stage, before stabilization of the fracture, infants with clavicular fractures may voluntarily splint or not move the affected arm to minimize discomfort (180, 224). Frequently, this pseudoparalysis is mistaken for atypical Moro reflex (242, 254). Generalized edema is present, which prevents the palpation of normal clavicular margins (198). Often, the diagnosis may be suspected and later confirmed only after a mass is noticed over the affected clavicle. This mass represents a healing fracture callus that forms 7 to 10 days after the initial trauma. Therefore, by the time of such delay in diagnosis, the fracture has already stabilized to the extent that it causes little discomfort to the infant.

Clavicular fractures in older children typically are readily apparent and less difficult to diagnose. Children complain of moderate to severe pain around the area of the fracture and voluntarily immobilize and stop using the affected arm. Tenderness, ecchymosis, and edema, to some degree, are invariably present, and in fractures with large displacement, a bony prominence or deformity may be noted. Most children with clavicular fractures keep their heads turned to the side of the fracture in order to relax the sternocleidomastoid muscle (198). It must be cautioned that, on rare occasions, atlantoaxial subluxation and clavicular fracture may occur together. Attributing acute torticollis entirely to the clavicular fracture may delay the diagnosis of atlantoaxial subluxation, which can lead to the development of permanent atlantoaxial rotatory fixation (165).

Examination of children with either acromioclavicular or sternoclavicular joint injuries may produce crepitation and instability over the affected joint. Of special note are children with acute posterior dislocations of the sternoclavicular joint. Because of their proximity, structures of the mediastinum are susceptible to both compression and injury. Compressions of the great vessels, the esophagus, or the trachea can lead to serious and even life-threatening emergencies (193, 267). Children with these injuries may complain of inability to speak, respire, or swallow. In addition, pulses in the ipsilateral upper extremity may be diminished or absent, and the neck veins may be distended. Because of the potentially life-threatening nature of this specific injury, every child with a suspected clavicular injury should be carefully evaluated for these signs and symptoms before the initiation of treatment.

Radiographic Studies

In all age groups, an AP radiograph is the standard study with which a clavicular fracture is initially evaluated. For neonates, however, ultrasonography has been a valuable supplement in establishing the diagnosis of clavicular fractures (199, 212). Ultrasoundography is particularly useful in detecting occult clavicular fractures as well as sternoclavicular joint dislocations in this early age group (199, 241).

For older children, other radiographic studies may be necessary to supplement the AP radiograph in evaluating the clavicular fracture. For fractures in the middle third of the clavicle, several views may be beneficial: the cephalad-directed views, the apical oblique view, and the apical lordotic view. The cephalad-directed views are helpful in illustrating the degree of fracture displacement (Fig. 17-22). These views are taken with the x-ray beam 20 to 40 degrees cephalad to the clavicle (Fig. 17-23A). The apical oblique view is taken with the x-ray beam 45 degrees lateral to the axial axis of the body and 20 degrees cephalad to the clavicle. This view is better suited to identify fractures in the middle third of the clavicle, where significant curvature is present in the bone (265). The apical lordotic view is a perpendicular view of the anteroposterior radiograph. It is taken laterally with the shoulder abducted more than 130 degrees (Fig. 17-23B). This degree of shoulder abduction, however, can cause significant discomfort in children with acute clavicular fractures. Therefore, this radiographic view may be better suited for evaluating the healing of the clavicular fracture rather than for the initial assessment of the fracture (245).

Fractures in the lateral aspect of the clavicle may require additional radiographic views for full assessment. In addition to the views mentioned above, an axillary lateral view is helpful in...
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FIGURE 17-22. A: Computed tomography image of the clavicle showing posterior retrosternal dislocation of the medial end of the clavicle. B: Three-dimensional reconstruction of image shown in A.

Classification

The most widely used classification for clavicular fractures, proposed by Allman, is based on the anatomic location of the fracture. (166) (Fig. 17-21). Type I fractures occur in the middle third of the clavicle and generally include all fractures lateral to the sternocleidomastoid muscle and medial to the coracoclavicular ligament. Type II fractures are in the distal clavicle, including and lateral to the coracoclavicular ligament. Type III fractures, which are relatively uncommon, are medial to the sternocleidomastoid muscle. Within this general framework, further classifications exist for injuries to the distal and medial ends of the clavicle.

Distal Clavicular Injuries

Distal clavicular injuries lateral to the coracoclavicular ligament and injuries to the acromioclavicular joint are categorized by a system proposed by Dameron and Rockwood (Fig. 17-25) (180). Although similar to the system for adult distal clavicular injuries, this classification system incorporates the observation that the distal clavicle displaces through a disruption in its periosteal sleeve rather than by true disruption of the coracoclavicular ligaments. It should be also noted that true acromioclavicular dislocations rarely occur in children. Most fractures in this region are either metaphyseal or physeal fractures (188,234). However,
because distal clavicular epiphyseal ossification does not occur until age 18 or 19, these injuries may have the radiographic appearance of an acromioclavicular dislocation rather than a fracture (pseudodislocation) (188,234,261).

Type I distal clavicular injuries are caused by low-energy trauma and are characterized by mild strains of the acromioclavicular ligaments. There are no other soft tissue or bony abnormalities, and no gross changes are seen on radiographs. Type II injuries include complete disruptions of the acromioclavicular ligaments with mild damage to the superolateral aspect of the periosteal sleeve. Mild instability of the distal clavicle results, and minimal widening of the acromioclavicular joint may be seen on a radiograph. In type III injuries, complete disruptions of the acromioclavicular ligaments occur in addition to a large disruption in the periosteal sleeve. Noticeable superior displacement of the distal clavicle, with the coracoid–clavicle interval being 25% to 100% greater than the contralateral uninjured side, is seen on an AP radiograph (175,181). Similar soft tissue disruptions are seen in type IV injuries. The distal clavicle, however, is displaced posteriorly and is often imbedded in the trapezius muscle (169). Minimal changes may be noted on an AP radiograph, so an axillary lateral view is required to identify the posterior clavicular displacement. Type V injuries are similar to type III injuries. The difference lies in the fact that the superior aspect of the periosteal sleeve is completely disrupted in type V injuries. This allows subcutaneous displacement of the distal clavicle, occasionally splitting the deltoid and the trapezius muscles. On an AP radiograph, the coracoid–clavicle interval is more than 100% greater than the contralateral uninjured side. In type VI injuries, the distal clavicle is displaced inferiorly with its distal end located inferior to the coracoid process (194).

**Medial Clavicular Injuries**

The medial physis of the clavicle is the last physis in the body to close, and the fusion of this epiphysis to the shaft occurs as late as 25 years of age (208,239). The sternoclavicular ligaments attach primarily to the epiphysis, leaving the physis unprotected outside the capsule (214). Because of its unique anatomy, traumatic insults to the medial end of the clavicle in children typically result in fractures through the physis rather than dislocations through the sternoclavicular joint. Therefore, these injuries are categorized most appropriately in the Salter-Harris classification system (252). Most fractures at the medial end of the clavicle are Salter-Harris type I or II fractures. These fractures are further subdivided by the direction of the clavicular displacement, either anterior or posterior. Although anterior displacement of the clavicle occurs more frequently, more attention is given to fractures with posterior displacement due to the possibility of concomitant mediastinal injuries and potential emergent nature of the injury.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The clavicle appears early during embryonic development. By the 5th or 6th week of gestation, it begins ossification at two separate centers, medial and lateral (192,228,233). By the 7th or 8th week of gestation, its overall contour and shape are already formed (192). During childhood, approximately 80% of clavicular growth and lengthening occur at the medial physis (223,236). Despite this early ossification and growth, complete growth of the clavicle does not occur until early adulthood. The lateral physis continues to proliferate until 18 to 19 years of age, and the medial physis does not close until 23 to 25 years of age (208,239,261).

The distal clavicle articulates with the scapula through the acromioclavicular joint, a joint that lacks inherent structural stability. It is held together in part by the acromioclavicular ligaments, which are relatively weak secondary stabilizers. The primary stabilizers of the joint are the two coracoclavicular ligaments, the conoid and the trapezoid, which place the lateral end of the clavicle immediately next to the acromion. Although the distal clavicle and the coracoid process usually do not articulate, a coracoclavicular joint has been reported in adults (213). In children, the distal clavicle and the acromion are surrounded by thick periosteum that forms a protective tube around the bony structures. The coracoclavicular ligaments are attached to the periosteum on the inferior surface of the distal clavicle. Because these ligament attachments are stronger than the periosteum, displacement of the distal clavicle occurs through a disruption in the periosteum rather than by detachment of the ligaments. In fact, displacement of the distal clavicle through this periosteum in children has been likened to having “a banana being peeled out of its skin.” As mentioned above, the distal clavicular physis does not ossify until early adulthood (261). Therefore, fractures through the distal clavicular physis or metaphysis may be mistakenly identified as acromioclavicular joint dislocations.

Medially, the clavicle articulates with the sternum and the first rib through the sternoclavicular joint. Similar to the acromioclavicular joint, this joint also lacks inherent structural stability. It is held together by a series of strong ligaments, including the intrararticular disc ligament, the anterior and posterior capsular ligaments, the interclavicular ligament, and the costoclavicular ligament (172). In children, the medial physis of the clavicle is still open, and the capsular ligaments attach primarily to the epiphysis (172,208,239). Therefore, injuries to the medial clavicle typically result in physeal fractures with the epiphysis attached to the sternum.

Along its course, the clavicle also serves as attachment sites for a number of different muscles. On its superior surface, the clavicular head of the sternocleidomastoid muscle is attached. On the posterior surface, the trapezius muscle is attached, whereas the pectoralis major and the deltoid muscles are attached on the anterior surface. Inferiorly, the clavicle provides attachment sites for the subclavius muscle as well as the clavpectoral fascia.

In addition to these muscle attachments, the clavicle provides protection to the subclavian vessels and the brachial plexus. These vital structures are located posterior to the clavicle, crossing the clavicle at the junction between the medial two thirds and lateral one third of the bone (Fig. 17-12). Due to this close proximity, the neurovascular status of the ipsilateral upper extremity may be jeopardized in children with displaced clavicular shaft fractures. In addition, as discussed above, posterior dislocation of the sternoclavicular joint can lead to compression or injuries of the great vessels within the mediastinum. Therefore,
neurovascular status of the ipsilateral upper extremity must be documented before the initiation of treatment for any clavicular injury.

**Biomechanics**

The clavicle contributes significantly to the overall motion and optimal function of the upper extremity. In the anterior to posterior direction, the clavicle can protract and retract about 35 degrees (228). Laterally, it can rotate and elevate to contribute approximately 30 degrees to full shoulder abduction (164,203,228). The clavicle also provides the attachment sites for the major mobilizers of the upper arm in the pectoralis major and the deltoid muscles. Finally, together with the scapula, the distal clavicle forms the SSSC. As proposed by Goss, the SSSC provides a scaffold from which the upper extremity suspends and articulates in order to function (197).

**Treatment Options**

**General Comments**

Numerous methods of treating clavicular fractures have been described. In fact, it has been stated that over 200 methods of treatment exist (215). For most of these pediatric fractures, nonoperative treatment should be the prevailing rule rather than the exception. In addition, the importance of prevention cannot be overemphasized, because it is certainly the best of all the treatment options. Improved obstetrical care, use of adequate equipment and padding in contact sports, and updated safety equipment and conditions at child recreational facilities should lead to significant reductions in the incidence and complications of clavicle fractures.

**Middle Third Fractures**

Treatment of obstetrical clavicular fractures is always nonoperative. For most birth-related clavicular fractures, minimal or no treatment is recommended. If the infant appears to be in significant discomfort, the affected arm can be immobilized to the body for a short period of time, typically less than 2 weeks. Immobilization of the affected arm can be easily and effectively accomplished by using a safety pin to attach the long shirt sleeve to the shirt (211,221,253). The parents should be warned to not disturb the upper extremity by unnecessary excessive movements in the acute period. In addition, they should be informed that the infant will develop a noticeable mass over the fracture site which will typically resolve within 6 months (242).

Good to excellent results also can be expected from nonoperative treatment of most clavicle fractures in older children. A figure-of-eight splint is an acceptable method of nonoperative treatment and has been widely used with successful outcomes (207,230,242,255). It can be applied directly or after an attempt at closed reduction with retraction of the shoulders (235). In general, younger children do not require reduction of the fracture because their potential for remodeling is greater (235).

The figure-of-eight splint, unfortunately, can be uncomfortable for some children. In addition, inappropriate use of the splint, on rare occasions, can lead to a number of complications, including edema, compression of the axillary vessels, and brachial plexopathy (Fig. 17-26) (191,217,230). Use of a sling, on the other hand, is typically well tolerated by children and is not associated with any of these complications. Treatment of both nondisplaced and displaced clavicular fractures with a sling has shown remarkably good results. In fact, in comparison with a figure-of-eight splint, treatment of clavicular fractures with a sling resulted in similar final outcomes (167,207,259). Therefore, it appears that nonoperative treatment of middle clavicular fractures with a simple sling can result in excellent outcomes without compromising the child’s comfort.

Reported indications for operative treatment of clavicular fractures include severely displaced and irreducible fractures that threaten skin integrity, concomitant vascular injury requiring repair, irreducible compression of the subclavian vessels, compromise of the brachial plexus, and open fractures (202,204,229,240,268). In addition, as discussed separately in this chapter, concomitant displaced fractures in various regions of the scapula, including the acromion, the coracoid, and the scapular neck, may compromise the SSSC and require operative repair (197).

**Distal Third Fractures**

Injuries to the distal clavicle in the pediatric population typically are pseudodislocations of the acromioclavicular joint, with fractures through the metaphysis or the physis (186,234). The acromioclavicular joint and the coracoclavicular ligaments usually are undamaged, and most of the periosteal sleeve is intact. Therefore, exceptional potential for growth and remodeling exists for these fractures, allowing successful nonoperative treatment for most injuries to the distal clavicle.

Most investigators agree that undisplaced or minimally displaced injuries of the distal clavicle (types I, II, and III), should be treated without surgery (171,180,200,234,247). These injuries are managed with a sling or a figure-of-eight splint immobilization followed by early rehabilitation with range of motion exercises. Most children treated with nonoperative management demonstrate no significant long-term functional or cosmetic deficits.

The treatment of displaced types IV, V, and VI distal clavicle fractures remains controversial. Some investigators report that most children experience no functional deficits regardless of the method of treatment (171,200). Others report that distal clavicular injuries with either fixed or gross displacement should be treated with open reduction and internal fixation to prevent permanent deformity (168,175,180,182,188,200,234,248). One report suggested that although displaced distal clavicular injuries in children under 13 may be amenable to nonoperative treatment, those in children over 13 years of age should be treated with open reduction and internal fixation (186).

Although no clear consensus exists for the treatment of grossly displaced distal clavicular fractures in children, as long as the integrity of the SSSC is maintained, it appears that neither nonoperative or operative management results in long-term deficits in the normal function of the shoulder. Treatment options, therefore, should be individualized for each child and his or her...
family based on their compliance as well as their acceptance of the possible cosmetic deformity.

**Medial Third Clavicular Injuries**

Most pediatric injuries in the medial clavicle are fractures through the physis. Similar to distal clavicular injuries, these fractures have vast potential for healing in an acceptable position, and subsequent remodeling and nonoperative management is appropriate.

Nondisplaced fractures of the medial physis do not require active intervention. Symptomatic treatment is all that is required for these stable fractures. In fact, nondisplaced fractures often are missed during initial examination and are only discovered after a mass is noted over the medial clavicle. The parents should be warned that the mass is a healing callus surrounding the fracture and that it should remodel and disappear in 4 to 8 months.

Most fractures with anterior displacement also should be treated without surgery. Open reduction and internal fixation of these injuries may lead to significant, and sometimes life-threatening, complications (178,190,223,224). Attempts at closed reduction, especially in younger children, are not required because these fractures will remodel and result in minimal or no residual deformity. The maneuver for the closed reduction requires applying longitudinal traction to the ipsilateral upper extremity while the shoulder is abducted to 90 degrees (253). Gentle posterior pressure also should be applied over the fracture to encourage reduction. After the reduction is accomplished, the clavicle should be immobilized with a figure-of-eight splint or cast (253).

Treatment of medial clavicular fractures with posterior dislocation requires immediate evaluation for the presence or absence of concomitant mediastinal injuries. If physical examination and radiographic evaluations do not reveal mediastinal injuries, these fractures are treated with a controlled closed reduction. The fractures can be expected to heal and remodel without any significant residual deformity or pain. If mediastinal structures are

**FIGURE 17-26.** A: Anteroposterior radiograph of comminuted clavicular fracture. B: Skin erosion over fracture fragment due to figure-of-eight splint.
compromised or injured, immediate attempts at closed reduction are required. Under adequate anesthesia, the displaced medial clavicle is held manually or with a towel clip and manipulated anteriorly to reduce the fracture. This reduction maneuver should be performed while longitudinal traction is applied to the ipsilateral upper extremity (253). If closed reduction is unsuccessful, open reduction, with the assistance of a thoracic surgeon, may be required. Once reduced, these fractures typically are stable and require no internal fixation. Infrequently, however, some fractures may involve a physeal disruption of the medial border and require a suture repair. Immobilization with a figure-of-eight splint or cast for a short period of time should provide adequate environment for fracture healing.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

The approach to neonatal or birth injuries is one of diagnosis and reassurance and education of the parents. The family is told that a bump will develop over the fracture site and that the fracture will heal uneventfully. If the infant initially demonstrates discomfort with the fracture, the long arm sleeve of the infant’s shirt can be pinned to the shirt for 7 to 10 days to provide adequate immobilization.

Older children who present to the emergency room generally have a significant level of pain and discomfort. I prefer to use a figure-of-eight harness to provide retraction of the shoulder, to gain length at the level of the fracture, and to reduce pain. With the use of the figure-of-eight harness, it is important to inspect the skin on weekly follow-ups for 3 weeks to assure that no unusual sharp bone fragments create any skin problems at the site of passage of the figure-of-eight harness over the fracture (Fig. 17-26). The parents are once again informed that the bone will take a couple of months to remodel and that there may be a bump for up to a year after the fracture.

The indications for operative management for clavicular fractures in children are rare and include fractures with the potential to develop both thickness loss over the apex of a fracture or a direct impingement of the clavicle on either the brachial plexus or subclavian vessel. Even with these fractures, gentle manipulation and closed reduction should be attempted. If open repair is done, the fractured clavicle generally can be placed into the periosteal sleeve and the periosteal sleeve can be repaired over the fractured clavicle without the need for additional internal fixation.

Most fractures of the medial end of the clavicle, with or without anterior displacement or posterior retrosternal dislocations, can be treated nonoperatively. Generally 3 to 6 weeks in a figure-of-eight harness or sling is adequate after stable reduction.

Anterior dislocations of the medial end of the clavicle generally are associated with a physeal disruption and usually can be treated with closed reduction. Longitudinal traction is applied to the upper extremity with moderate abduction of the humerus and general pressure is applied over the scapuloclavicular joint. Persistent instability of the scapuloclavicular joint is acceptable in anterior displacements because of the significant potential for remodeling in this area. After 2 to 4 weeks of immobilization, a program of progressive rehabilitation can begin.

Posterior dislocations of the medial end at the clavicle of the sternoclavicular joint may be either pure dislocations or associated with a physeal disruption and may be acute life-threatening injuries. Most of these injuries can be treated successfully with closed reduction with general anesthesia and stand-by support of the cardiovascular service. The technique for the closed reduction is quite specific and involves the placement of a bolster in the midline along the level of the spine and spinous processes. Both humeri are adducted to the level of the chest, and anterior pressure is placed over the deltoid and humeral head toward the table with a downward pressure over both proximal humeri. This is generally sufficient to provide adequate retraction of the shoulder and restore the length of the clavicle at the level of the sternoclavicular joint. Further downward pressure to the level of the table provides a fulcrum force to reduce the medial end of the clavicle anteriorly into the sternoclavicular joint. Rarely a towel clip may be required. It is placed subcutaneously through the medial third of the clavicle to aid in the reduction process. Open reduction of the medial end of the sternoclavicular joint is indicated when closed reduction fails or results in an unstable retrosternal displacement. If the dislocation is unstable, generally repair of the capsule with a nonabsorbable suture through the capsule of the joint at the level of the sternum through holes drilled into the medial end of the clavicle is sufficient to provide anterior stability of the dislocation. Internal fixation is not recommended in this location.

Most injuries to the distal end of the clavicle in children and adolescents are treated nonoperatively. These fractures heal rapidly because of the early deposition of periosteal new bone and remodeling. Generally, patients can be treated with a sling and pain management with appropriate oral analgesics and ice to control swelling. Early range-of-motion therapy is recommended at approximately 10 days to 2 weeks. Clinical union is generally seen by 4 to 6 weeks.

For the rare type IV, V, or VI displaced distal clavicular injury, an open approach can be useful in replacing the distal clavicle in its periosteal sleeve, and repair of the periosteal sleeve may be sufficient to provide adequate fixation.

**Complications**

Implants and internal fixation devices for clavicular fractures have been associated with numerous complications, including hardware migration, infection, and nonunion (178,190,223,224,231,256,257). Although most of these complications can be adequately treated, some can have fatal results (178). Therefore, whenever possible, fixation of pediatric clavicular fractures should use minimal or no hardware.

Serious vascular injuries also have been described in association with clavicular fractures, including subclavian and axillary artery disruption, subclavian vessel compression, and arteriovenous fistula (170,202,209,227,262). In addition, displaced fractures of the medial clavicle may result in compression or injury of the great vessels within the mediastinum (193,267). Occasionally, these compressions can be relieved nonoperatively by reducing the fracture and eliminating the excessive pressure on
Embryology and Development

Clavicular synostosis may require further intervention, however, significant deformities such as clavicular reduplication and asymmetry and require no treatment. Operative indications are for pseudarthrosis include unacceptable cosmetic deformity and cliedoscapular synostosis may require further intervention (234, 244).

Clavicular pseudarthrosis may be congenital, traumatic, or pathologic (174, 176, 231, 238, 243, 263, 266), but most often it results from previous injuries. Clavicular pseudarthroses, especially congenital or embryonic types, often are completely asymptomatic and require no treatment. Operative indications for pseudarthrosis include unacceptable cosmetic deformity and pain (173, 176, 222, 266). It must be noted, however, that operative repair with grafting and internal fixation of the pseudarthroses can result in complications, such as pneumothorax, subclavian vessel damage, air embolism, and brachial plexus deficit (187).

FRACTURES OF THE HUMERAL SHAFT
Embryology and Development

The end of the embryonic period is marked by vascular invasion of the humerus at age 8 weeks. During the subsequent fetal period, the humerus resembles the adult bone in both form and muscular relationships (357, 364). A bony collar is present very early with subsequent enchondral bone formation. The secondary ossification centers at the ends are not generally ossified radiographically until after birth (364).

Applied Anatomy

Osseous

The proximal metaphysis of the humerus is wider than the thinner, triangular shaft. Distally, this flattens and widens to form the condylar region of the elbow. The deltoide inserts into a protuberance midway down the shaft known as the deltoide tuberosity. Distal to the tuberosity, the muscular spinal groove wraps posteriorly around the humerus. The groove gives origin to the uppermost fibers of the brachialis. The periosteum of the humeral diaphysis is thick and provides good remodeling potential (327, 331). The main vascular foramen is at mid-shaft, but accessory foramina are common—most enter the anterior surface usually below the main foramen, but many are posterior (308, 364).

Nerves

The radial nerve ordinarily lies close to the inferior lip of the spiral groove but not directly in it (515). The profunda artery either accompanies the radial nerve or passes in a second narrower groove. The nerve is protected from the humerus by a layer of either the triceps or the brachialis until the lower margin of the spiral groove near the lateral intermuscular septum (515). The ulnar nerve passes from anterior to posterior just distal to the humeral mid-shaft. A well-formed arcade and internal brachial ligament may hold the ulnar nerve (395). This ligament is always posterior to the medial intermuscular septum and subsequently joins the medial intermuscular septum proximal to the medial epicondyle. A few patients with a modified arcade have only superficial fibers of the triceps medial head passing superficial to the ulnar nerve and none deep to the nerve, making the nerve very close to the bone and vulnerable during a fracture (395).

Muscles

Several major muscle attachments occur throughout the metaphyseal and diaphyseal regions of the humerus. The pectoralis major muscle inserts laterally and distal to the bicipital groove along the anterior aspect of the humerus. The latissimus dorsi and teres major insert on the upper medial aspect of the humerus medial to the bicipital groove. The deltoid courses from the clavicle, acromion, and scapular spine to insert over a broad area of the deltoid tuberosity. The coracobrachialis arises from the coracoid process and inserts on the anterior medial aspect of the humerus at the junction of the middle and lower thirds. The brachialis originates from the anterior humerus about midway down the shaft. Knowledge of these muscles and their directions is essential to understand fracture displacement and treatment (327, 383).

Mechanisms of Injury

Birth Injuries

Humeral fractures are more common in breech presentations and with macrosomic infants. The most difficult position is when the child's arms have been above the head with maneuvers to bring the arm down after version and extraction (423).

Child Abuse

Humeral fractures in child abuse represent 61% of all new fractures and 12% of all fractures (417, 441). Shaw et al. (482), in a retrospective review of 34 humeral shaft fractures in children
under 3 years of age, found that most occurred accidentally; only 6 were classified as caused by probable abuse. Child abuse must be part of the differential diagnosis in children with humeral diaphyseal fractures (441). The fractures may be spiral from a twisting injury or transverse from a direct blow.

**Older Children**

Older children sustain primarily transverse fractures from direct blows to the arm, frequently from falls, pedestrian/vehicle accidents, gunshot wounds, and machinery. Sports injuries are direct from contact sports or indirect from throwing. Throwing injuries occur as a stress injury from overuse or acutely during the throwing cycle from poor mechanics (269, 303, 359, 363, 366, 381, 415, 490, 493, 502, 514). A stress fracture also has been reported in an adolescent tennis player (458). Acute throwing fractures result from a sudden external rotation torque developed on the distal humerus with concomitant proximal internal rotation from the pectoralis major between the cocking and acceleration phases (339) as the shoulder external rotation and elbow flexion suddenly change to shoulder internal rotation and elbow extension. Humeral fractures may occur from arm wrestling in older adolescents (284, 418, 433). Many humeral fractures are pathologic through simple bone cysts or through dysplastic bones from osteogenesis imperfecta or fibrous dysplasia. Occasionally, pathologic fractures occur from benign or malignant tumors.

**Classification**

The simplest classification for humeral diaphyseal fractures describes the location (proximal third, middle third, or distal third, or the diaphyseal–metaphyseal junction), the pattern (spiral, short oblique, or transverse), the direction of displacement, and any tissue damage. Anatomically, the location is noted as proximal to the pectoralis major insertion, between the pectoralis major and deltoide insertions, below the deltoid insertion, or at the distal metaphyseal–diaphyseal junction (332). Humeral shaft fractures may be segmental, with fractures of the shaft and neck (492), or associated with shoulder dislocation (283). If they are associated with fractures of the ipsilateral forearm, they result in the so-called “floating elbow” (491).

The Association for the Study of Internal Fixation (AO–ASIF) has a classification for humeral shaft fractures (435), but it is not very applicable to most children’s fractures, and like most classifications, it is subject to interobserver variability (393).

**Incidence**

Fractures of the humeral shaft represent 10% or less of humerus fractures in children (316, 392, 412) and 2% to 5.4% of all children’s fractures (316, 513). They are most common in children under 3 and over 12 years of age (285). The incidence is greater in children with more severe trauma (470). The incidence is 12 to 30 per 100,000 per year (404, 513, 518). Birth injuries to the humerus have a reported incidence ranging from 0.035% to 0.34% (306, 423).

**Signs and Symptoms**

**Evaluation of the Neonatal Shoulder**

**History**

The infant who does not move the shoulder poses a diagnostic challenge. Establishing and evaluating a differential diagnosis is the first concern. By history, was the delivery normal? When was the problem noticed? Does the child move any part of the extremity? Was there a history of maternal gestational diabetes or of fetal macrosomia? Does the child nurse from each breast? A broad, useful differential diagnosis consists of clavicle fracture, proximal humeral physeal fracture, humeral shaft fracture, shoulder dislocation, brachial plexus palsy, septic shoulder, osteomyelitis, hemiplegia, and child abuse.

**Examination**

Initially, the child should be observed for spontaneous motion of the upper extremity. Is there any hand or elbow motion? Are there any areas of swelling, ecchymosis, or increased warmth? Does the child move the ipsilateral lower extremity? The clinician should carefully palpate each area of the upper extremity, starting with the clavicle and comparing it carefully with the opposite side for any change in soft tissue contour or tenderness. The upper arms and shoulders should then be examined, looking for any tenderness in the supraclavicular fossa. Lastly, the spine should be examined for tenderness or swelling.

**Imaging Studies**

Radiographs may be needed of the shoulder, clavicle, humerus, and cervical spine. Often the shoulder, clavicle and humerus can be seen on a single anteroposterior view of both upper extremities and the chest. Ultrasonography can be used to identify a fracture of the clavicle or the proximal humeral epiphysis, a shoulder dislocation, or a shoulder effusion. A computed tomography (CT) scan or arthrogram may be necessary. The radiographic findings for each fracture are discussed in the particular anatomic sections.

**Birth Fractures of the Humerus**

In the newborn, a humeral fracture can simulate a brachial plexus palsy with pseudoparalysis and an asymmetric Moro reflex. The fracture site is tender and may have swelling or ecchymosis. The diagnosis is confirmed by plain radiography (387, 423).

**Older Children**

In older children, the diagnosis is usually evident with pain, swelling, and unwillingness to move the arm. The arm is often supported by the opposite hand and is held tightly to the body (Fig. 17–27). It is essential to perform a complete neurologic and vascular examination of the extremity before any treatment except emergency splinting.

Children with torus or greenstick fractures may have localized tenderness but no deformity. In multiple-trauma victims, careful evaluation should be made of the arm because the diagnosis can be missed, especially if the patient is medically unstable (406). Humeral fractures should be sought in patients with massive upper extremity trauma.
Radiographic Findings

Birth fractures of the humerus are usually quite apparent on anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the humerus. In older children, radiographs should be taken in both the anteroposterior and lateral planes to obtain two films perpendicular to each other. Most fractures are easily visualized on these radiographs. A true lateral view of the distal humerus is noted by superimposition of the posterior supracondylar ridges of the medial and lateral epicondyles (488). A supracondylar process of the humerus, when present, is best seen on an oblique radiograph showing the anterior medial aspect of the distal humerus.

Displaced fractures above the pectoralis major have marked abduction of the proximal fragment with external rotation by the rotator cuff attachment (327,332). The distal fragment is pulled proximally by the deltoid and medially by the pectoralis major. Displaced fractures between the pectoralis major and deltoid insertions show adduction of the proximal fragment from the pectoralis major and shortening by pull of the deltoid on the distal fragment. Fractures below the deltoid insertion have abduction of the long proximal fragment by the deltoid, but with shortening and medial displacement of the distal fragment by the pull of the biceps and triceps (332).

Pathologic bone may be evident (500). Simple bone cysts are a common cause of fractures. Periostitis or periosteal reaction of the humerus necessitates differentiating osteomyelitis or Ewing's sarcoma from a stress fracture; every effort must be made to identify a cortical fissure using other imaging techniques (275,299).

Holstein and Lewis described a short oblique fracture of the distal third of the humerus with potential radial nerve palsy after closed reduction (385). This has been called the Holstein-Lewis fracture.

Treatment

Birth Injuries

Neonatal humeral shaft fractures heal and remodel quite well, with 40% to 50% remodeling within 2 years (Fig. 17-28) (289). Reported treatments include a sling and swathe (384) or a traction device using the von Rosen splint (277). The primary potential complication of birth injuries is an internal rotation deformity. Therefore, the fracture is best stabilized by splinting the arm in extension. If the parents will be moving the child, the splinted arm can be bound to the chest with a soft wrap. Children with arthrogryposis and brachial plexus palsies are prone to internal rotation contractures of the shoulder; these can be exacerbated if the birth fracture's rotation is not controlled.

Stress Fractures

Virtually all nondisplaced stress injuries heal well with temporary rest and immobilization (269,337,359,363,415,458,493,503,514). They can displace if not treated (269). Displaced stress fractures should be treated like other humerus fractures.

Acceptable Alignment

Because the humerus is not a weight-bearing bone, it does not require the precise mechanical alignment of the lower extremity. The marked mobility of the shoulder also allows some axial and rotational deviation without functional problems. Severe internal rotation contractures can cause difficulties in some overhead activities such as ball throwing and facial hygiene. Varus of 20 to 30 degrees is necessary before becoming clinically apparent (Fig. 17-29) (332,397,457). Anterior bowing may be apparent with 20 degrees angulation (397). Functional impairment does not occur with 15 degrees or less of internal rotation deformity (332). Even adolescents can correct up to 30 degrees spontaneously (332). Beary (285) gives guidelines based on the patient's age: children under 5 years of age tolerate 70 degrees angulation and total displacement, children 5 to 12 tolerate 40 to 70 degrees angulation, and children over 12 tolerate 40 degrees and 50% apposition. However, bayonet apposition is acceptable (292-294), with 1 to 2 cm of shortening well tolerated (Fig. 17-30). Clinical appearance is more important than radiographic alignment.

Nonoperative Treatment

Nonoperative treatment often increases internal rotation by 3 to 12 degrees at the expense of external rotation (332). This rarely is a functional problem. Nonoperative methods include a sling and swathe, the U plaster, a hanging arm cast, a thoracobrachial cast or dressing, a coaptation splint or functional bracing, and traction.
FIGURE 17-28. A: Fracture of the left humerus in a neonate that occurred during a difficult delivery. B: After 2 weeks of immobilization, clinical and radiographic union is evident, but with anterolateral angulation. C: At 2 months after injury, there is considerable remodeling. D and E: At 20 months, there is essentially complete remodeling of the fracture.
FIGURE 17-29. A and B: Radiographic appearance of a malunited humerus fracture showing 20 degrees of varus. C and D: The same patient with no deformity or disability, despite her thin extremities.
Sling and Swathe

The simplest form of treatment for fractures is a sling and swathe. It is sufficient for patients with minimally displaced greenstick and torus fractures (375,457). Although this treatment may yield good results in displaced fractures (489), it can be quite difficult to control anterior angulation (386) and may be uncomfortable.

U Plaster-Sugartong

Böhler (292) described a U plaster similar to the sugartong splint used on forearms. Plaster of appropriate width for the upper arm is formed from over the shoulder along the lateral aspect of the arm, underneath the olecranon, and along the medial aspect of the arm to the axilla. Cotton webbing is placed between the plaster and the skin, and the plaster is secured using a wrap (Fig. 17-31). Results have been quite good (332), particularly in children (398). Holm (384) suggested applying benzoin before the cotton webbing and using a collar-and-cuff sling about the wrist. To prevent slippage, Shantharam (477) suggested applying the splint from the base of the neck, over the shoulder, and around to the axillary fold, with a strap securing the proximal end to the chest. The U plaster may not control alignment satisfactorily in more displaced fractures, which may require a thoracobrachial cast (293,384,457) or internal fixation. Böhler actually abandoned the immediate use of the U plaster for a thoracobrachial cast because of problems with early swelling (293,294).

Hanging Arm Cast

The hanging arm cast, described by Caldwell as a technique already in use (305), consists of a long arm cast with a sling around the neck tied to the cast along the forearm. The weight of the cast and arm provides longitudinal traction. The position of the sling is modified to correct anterior or posterior angulation and varus or valgus. Rotation is difficult to control. Stewart and Hundley suggested not using it in children under age 12 because children cannot keep their arms in a dependent position during sleep and often keep the arm supported rather than hanging while awake (495). However, excellent results are reported in patients under age 10 (516). This is probably due to the marked remodeling and potential for good results regardless of treatment in children. Possible complications of the hanging cast include inferior shoulder subluxation (516), decreased external rotation (320), and shoulder stiffness (279), but these are rarely significant in children.
FIGURE 17-31. Coaptation splints with collar and cuff. A: The material used for a sugartong arm splint is two pieces of cast padding rolled out to the length of the plaster-of-paris splint and applied to each side of the splint after it is wet. The splint is then brought into the tubular stockinette of the same width but 4 inches longer than the splint. B: The plaster splint is applied to the arm from the axilla up to the tip of the acromion. C: As the plaster is setting, the splint is molded to the arm. An elastic bandage holds the splint in place. D: Stockinette is applied and attached to the wrist to form a collar-and-cuff sling.
Thoracobrachial Immobilization

Severely unstable fractures uncontrollable in a hanging cast or U plaster may necessitate extending the cast to the chest as a thoracobrachial cast or splint (293, 294, 384, 386, 457). Various types of thoracobrachial dressings are often described as a Velpeau, but technically this is incorrect: Velpeau described a thoracobrachial bandage with acute elbow flexion. If a thoracobrachial cast or splint is used for a grossly unstable fracture, usually only a few degrees of abduction is necessary (384). Distal diaphyseal fractures rarely require extension to the chest.

Functional Bracing

Functional bracing, as described by Sarmiento (473), has been quite effective in adults (280, 340, 354, 371, 408, 432, 437, 445). It may be difficult to use in children because size differences require a customized brace for each patient or a large supply of braces; however, modern thermoplastics can keep this economical (Fig. 17-32) (286). A prefabricated brace is placed on the initial visit if possible or on subsequent visits after placement of a U plaster or sling and swathe at the initial evaluation (520). The patient must be followed closely and the splint tightened as needed. It should not be used in bedridden patients because of loss of gravity support (280). Sarmiento (270, 473) noted difficulty in controlling anterior angulation and indicated that patients should not lean on the elbow. The results in adults may be functionally superior to those of the U plaster (481).

Traction

Side-arm and overhead skin and skeletal forms of traction have been described (276, 384, 457, 509). If olecranon skeletal traction is used, the AO method of an eye screw in the olecranon is less likely to produce ulnar nerve irritation than is a transolecranon pin (435, 457). Excessive traction can lead to nonunion in adults (382) and elbow dislocation in children (376).

Operative Treatment

There are several surgical alternatives for humeral diaphyseal fractures: pinning, external fixation, intramedullary rodding, screw fixation, and compression plating. Biomechanically, interlocking rods are the stiffest in bending, and dynamic compression plating is stiffest in torsion. Flexible intramedullary rods are not as stiff as intact bone (379).

Open Reduction and Internal Reduction

Open reduction and internal reduction can be performed through either a posterior triceps-splitting approach [as advocated by the AO group (435, 468)] or through an anterior lateral approach between the brachialis and brachioradialis with extension proximally between the deltoid and pectoralis (287, 348). The normal 4.5-mm dynamic compression plate does not provide adequate stability for the adult humerus shaft. The broad 4.5-mm dynamic compression plate is designed to allow compact screw placement without causing excessive stress on the humerus (435). At least six cortices of screw fixation proximal and distal to the fracture site are needed. With either the anterolateral or posterior approach, the lateral intermuscular septum should be split in the distal third to release the radial nerve’s tether. Interfragmentary lag screws should be used when possible. The plate should be slipped underneath the radial nerve and vessels and some muscle placed between the plate and the nerve. Multiple screws in oblique fractures without a compression plate are unsatisfactory in adults (468) but may be sufficient in children. Extensively comminuted fractures should be grafted with autologous cancellous bone.

Generally, the results are good (287, 377, 378, 436, 517, 523), and plating is particularly advocated in multiple-trauma patients to facilitate nursing care and management of other injuries (287). Potential complications include radial nerve palsy, infection, delayed union, nonunion, and failure of fixation (523).

Intramedullary Rodding

Several types of intramedullary rods are available. Currently, there are no indications for reamed intramedullary nailing in children because of potential proximal physeal damage and the small diaphyseal diameter. However, they may be used in older adolescents if the risk of physeal arrest is minimal and the canal has sufficient diameter (461). Reamed nailing has been reported in patients as young as 16 (326, 328). The results are generally good (326, 338, 372, 391, 426, 456, 466, 505, 507, 521), with a low risk of nonunion and infection (278). Unreamed nails, such as Ender nails, Rush rods, or flexible titanium rods have been used primarily in adults. Nails or rods can be inserted via a posterior triceps-splitting approach through a hole just above the olecranon fossa. This can be useful for...
rapid management of fractures, including open fractures in patients with multiple trauma (303,315,323,335,373). Rods should not be inserted through the greater tuberosity in children (except under extenuating circumstances) because of the proximal humeral physis and the potential for shoulder impingement (421,467,494). Inserting these relatively large rods through the epicondyles results in a high incidence of nail back-out (373).

There are two techniques of using small, flexible, smooth wires. In the Hackethal technique (370), fluoroscopy is used with a tourniquet placed on the upper arm. A hole is made just proximal to the olecranon fossa using a triceps-splitting approach. Smooth, blunt-tipped Steinmann pins are placed up the canal of the humerus, progressively filling the canal with smaller and smaller pins as needed (Fig. 17-33). Results are generally good (313,336,341,386,430,446,522), although pin back-out can be a problem and care must be taken not to distract the fracture site. The rods should be bent 90 degrees at the cortical window (446). This technique may be useful for segmental and pathologic fractures (414).

The other technique consists of using small smooth rods or Steinmann pins placed through the epicondyles (413,431). The tips of the rods should be blunt and slightly bent. These are placed through the lateral epicondyle or through both the medial and lateral epicondyles. A hole is made in the epicondyle, and a blunt-tipped Steinmann pin is tapped up the diaphysis using a mallet or passed by hand, with a drill chuck holding the pin. The bend on the tip of the rods facilitates crossing the fracture site and manipulating the fracture reduction. A splint is necessary postoperatively. Alignment need be only within the tolerances for a closed reduction (Fig. 17-34).

External Fixation
Both unilateral and multiplanar external fixation are occasionally useful for humeral shaft fractures (276,333,394,396). External fixators are primarily useful for severe open fractures or as an alternative to internal fixation. In patients with open fractures, immediate external fixation with subsequent bone grafting yields good results (455,486). External fixation can be combined with internal fixation for immediate stability (325) for early rehabilitation. Severe open fractures with bone loss can be treated with primary shortening followed by callus distraction (469) to provide early soft tissue coverage and subsequent restoration of humeral length. Care must be taken during pin placement to avoid radial nerve injury. If screws are used, limited open screw placement can prevent this injury (455). Ring fixators may be useful for reconstructing the injured humerus (304,310,311,321,389,390,484,485).
Operative Versus Conservative Treatment

Because most humeral fractures are controllable nonoperatively, there are few surgical indications (288). Potential operative indications include open fractures, multiple trauma, bilateral injuries, arterial injuries, compartment syndromes, pathologic fractures, significant nerve injuries, inadequate closed reduction, and ipsilateral upper extremity injuries or paralysis. Preadolescents can almost always be managed nonoperatively, except with severe soft tissue injury. If fracture reduction cannot obtain less than 30 degrees varus and 20 degrees anterior angulation in older children and adolescents—or more importantly, if the arm appears deformed—alternatives such as internal fixation, intramedullary rodding, external fixation, a thoracobrachial cast, or traction should be considered. Inadequate closed reduction is most common in obese patients and in thin women with large breasts (468). However, obesity tends to hide the deformity of the fracture, and large breasts are seldom encountered in children.

Open fractures may require fixation. Small, stable grade 1 wounds can still be managed using coaptation splints or other closed methods. Unstable open fractures should be stabilized with internal or external fixation to protect soft tissues (318, 335, 409, 420, 468, 510).

Multiple-trauma victims are often best treated with internal or external fixation for more rapid mobilization (285, 287, 303, 348, 416, 425). This is particularly true in patients with chest injuries, where thoracobrachial immobilization would compromise pulmonary care (335, 416, 420). Excellent results have been reported with external fixation (318, 394, 455, 486), retrograde rodding using Ender nails or Rush rods (303), and internal fixation (287). In older adolescents, more rigid locked or unlocked intramedullary rodding can be used for patients requiring their upper extremities for mobility (348). However, this luxury does not exist for younger children.

Arterial injury and compartment syndromes requiring fasciotomy are potential indications for internal fixation (353, 451, 460, 487). Continued fracture mobility can damage a vascular anastomosis (355, 428, 460, 487), and fasciotomy can make the fracture less stable. Temporary vascular shunting before internal fixation allows the orthopaedist and the vascular surgeon to work under optimal conditions (317).

Most pathologic fractures in children, including those from malignancy (463), fibrous dysplasia (360, 492), osteogenesis imperfecta, and simple bone cysts, can be treated nonoperatively. Simple bone cysts are discussed later in the section on proximal humerus fractures. Occasionally, patients with osteogenesis imperfecta require intramedullary rodding using Bailey-Dubow rods. A report of a 6-year-old with progressive ossifying fibrodysplasia suggests that internal fixation may prevent stiffness after fractures in this condition (438). In fractures secondary to malignancy, intramedullary rodding is necessary if extensive cortical loss causes instability (322, 326, 411, 421, 504). Spontaneous fracture in a severely brain-injured or unresponsive cerebral palsy patient is best treated nonoperatively (508).

Ipsilateral injuries, particularly fractures of the proximal or distal humerus and of the forearm, can be difficult to control. In adults with a floating elbow, internal fixation of the humeral fracture provides optimal results (303, 405, 464). This is also true for supracondylar humeral fractures in children but is not documented in diaphyseal fractures (491). The floating elbow is often associated with other organ system injuries; nerve injury occurs in up to 50% of these patients (448).

Humeral shaft fractures with ipsilateral brachial plexus palsies in adults heal best with open reduction and internal fixation (300). The same is true with spinal cord injuries (358). Functional bracing is precluded in these patients because the muscles do not function. Because of the excellent healing potential in children, they may be treated nonoperatively if satisfactory alignment can be maintained. Older adolescents should be treated like adults.

Radial Nerve Palsies

Radial nerve palsies with humeral shaft fractures have been reported in children (Fig. 17-35) (314, 420). Primary radial nerve palsies occur at the time of the fracture; secondary radial nerve palsies occur after manipulation of the fracture. Many clinicians recommend exploration of primary (270, 329, 356, 385, 401, 403, 435, 443, 450, 465, 501) and secondary radial nerve palsies (285, 332, 356, 443, 450, 483, 506, 513). The incidence of concomitant radial nerve palsy with a humeral shaft fracture ranges from 2.4% to 20.6% (291, 336, 403, 427, 449, 465, 479, 511) and has been reported in 4.4% of children's humeral shaft fractures (420). Most occur with middle and distal humeral shaft fractures, but they may occur with more proximal fractures as well (427). In explored primary radial nerve palsies, the incidence of complete nerve laceration is small (420, 443, 479, 488, 511). Commonly, the nerve is tented over the bone, trapped in the fracture site, or contused. The natural history is excellent, with recovery ranging from 78% to 100% (271, 291, 296, 297, 338, 356, 361, 443, 449, 450, 470, 479, 511). Therefore, many clinicians recommend observation rather than early exploration (291).

FIGURE 17-35. Radial nerve palsy secondary to a humeral shaft fracture from a low-velocity gunshot wound.
Wallerian degeneration and nerve growth through the neuroma encased in callus and further investigation, including explantation callus may endanger nerve recovery (297). The recommended waiting time before radial nerve exploration ranges from 483,513). Nerve grafting up provides good function (290,347). Seddon suggested a physiologic waiting time to allow 1 mm per day after the 1 to 2 months of Wallerian degeneration and nerve growth through the neuroma (475). Nerves grow 1 to 3 mm per day (475,476,498), and this rate has been used clinically with good success (362,499).

In secondary radial nerve palsies, the surgeon may feel compelled to explore the nerve because he or she "caused" the radial nerve injury. However, natural history studies of observed secondary radial nerve palsies show recovery of 80% to 100% with nonoperative treatment (297,356). Secondary palsies occurring after manipulation may be observed (291,338,402,445,479). If the palsy occurs after a considerable time, the nerve is probably encased in callus and further investigation, including exploration, is warranted (342,496). Late presentation may result in an osseous foramen containing the nerve and requiring decompression (342).

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

Birth fractures have a very good prognosis for full recovery. To prevent an internal rotation contracture, I place the arm in either a U plaster or a plaster coaptation splint with the palm facing anteriorly. A soft wrap holds the arm to the body so the child can be carried. The splint can be removed in 2 weeks. On healing, the radiographic angulation can be quite worrisome to the parents. I like to show them radiographs of other infants with marked remodeling, and keep photographs handy for this purpose.

Most humeral diaphyseal fractures in children are treated nonoperatively. Torus fractures are treated with a commercial shoulder immobilizer or a sling. Greenstick fractures and displaced fractures in younger children are treated with a U plaster or a plaster coaptation splint; these are usually applied in the emergency department with mild sedation. I prefer general anesthesia if more manipulation is needed. A careful neurologic and vascular evaluation is performed before and after manipulation. I place a U plaster with Webril padding extending from over the deltoid, around the olecranon, and up to the axillary fold, and secure it with a gauze wrap followed by an elastic bandage. I have had similar results applying plaster coaptation splints on the medial and lateral aspects of the arm and rewrapping frequently with an elastic wrap. The patient is placed in a collar-and-cuff sling for forearm support. If alignment is unsatisfactory, a new splint is reapplied and molded.

In those rare fractures uncontrollable by closed means, I prefer smooth intramedullary rodding using two 2-mm rods placed retrograde through the epicondyles. For unstable fractures with extensive comminution, I prefer to use a unilateral external fixator, with small incisions made during screw placement to avoid the radial nerve. Open fractures are treated in a similar manner. Significant bone loss can be treated using bone transport techniques. I avoid plate fixation because it creates a stress riser, particularly in growing children. If a fracture occurs distal or proximal to the plate, it must be reexplored for plate removal, necessitating reexploration of the radial nerve and potential nerve damage. I observe both primary and early secondary radial nerve palsies, exploring them only after 1 to 2 months and growth of 1 mm per day if electromyography shows no return.

Rehabilitation

Patients treated with closed manipulation should be followed weekly for the first few weeks to ensure that alignment is maintained. The coaptation splint or long arm cast should be replaced as needed. Patients with radial nerve palsies must be instructed in finger motion to keep the fingers supple and prevent contractures. Noncompliance requires formal hand therapy or a radial nerve outrigger. Stiffness of the shoulder and elbow is uncommon in children, but pendulum exercises are started at 3 to 4 weeks in older children and adolescents. Some form of immobilization is generally continued for 6 weeks. Patients should not return to contact sports until there is adequate healing, and the family should be cautioned that refracture may occur during the first 6 months after injury.

Prognosis

The prognosis for healing and remodeling of humeral shaft fractures in children is excellent. Internal rotation deformity is usually minimal, and the outlook for radial nerve palsies is good. Loss of shoulder motion may occur but is more common in older patients (386).

Complications

Malunion

Malunion is uncommon in children's humeral diaphyseal fractures. Varus of 20 to 30 degrees can be accepted (Fig. 17-29) (299,332,343,457), but anterior bowing of 20 degrees may be apparent (397). An internal rotation deformity of 15 degrees causes no functional impairment (332). Most patients under 6 years of age grow out of angular deformities (386). Children 6 to 13 years of age may not, although some remodeling is possible even in adolescents (386,440). Obese patients are more prone to malunion, but they also hide their deformity better (468). Green and Gibbs (365) noted that the deformity visible on the anteroposterior and lateral radiographs is generally not the maximum deformity, which is the vector sum of the two deformities. This can be appreciated by obtaining a radiograph perpendicular
to the plane of the deformity, similar to the Stagnara view for scoliosis.

Nonunion

Primarily a problem in adults and occasionally in older adolescents, there are few reports of humeral nonunion in children—one in a child with progeria at age 4 (351), four in children with osteogenesis imperfecta (355), and three from severe trauma (410). In adults, numerous treatments have been used successfully. These include reamed nails (319) and modified flexible nails (368,452). However, the best results appear to be from ASIF techniques with the broad dynamic compression plate and autogenous bone grafting (282,312,346,374,435,519). Currently, treatment in children and adolescents must be extrapolated from adult treatment. In general, the atrophic ends of the nonunion are taken back to bleeding surfaces and apposed, a compression plate is applied with fixation of at least six cortical screws proximally and distally, and bone grafting is performed (374). The Ilizarov technique also reportedly produces good results (275,304,310,389,390,484). Electrical stimulation also has been used with success (324,344,345,477,478,497). Children with dysplastic bone, as those with osteogenesis imperfecta, are best treated with intramedullary rodding and bone grafting (355).

Nerve Palsies

Radial nerve palsy has been described previously. They also may occur immediately after operative treatment (334), or may be delayed and occur many years after internal fixation (352). Ulnar nerve paralysis has been reported from entrapment of the nerve in the fracture site (395). A small percentage of people have an abnormal arcade of Struthers in which only superficial fibers of the triceps medial head pass superficial to the ulnar nerve and none pass deep to the nerve, making the nerve extremely close to the bone and vulnerable to an abduction extension mechanism of fracture, which opens the anterior medial aspect of the humerus (395). In about 10% of the population, the median nerve crosses posterior to the brachial artery rather than anterior, placing it closer to the humerus. Median nerve palsy has been reported from an apex anterior mid-diaphyseal fracture (422). After an easy fracture reduction, the median nerve was caught in the fracture between the coracobrachialis and brachialis muscles, where the nerve crossed anteriorly. Anterior interosseous nerve palsies have not been reported in fractures above the supracondylar region.

Compartment Syndrome

The fascia of the upper arm is not as strong as it is in the lower arm, making compartment syndrome less common. Mubarak and Carroll (434) reported a dorsal forearm compartment syndrome in a 9-year-old boy with a humerus shaft fracture. Gupta and Sharma (367) reported an adult with a triceps compartment syndrome from a middle third minimally displaced fracture; this fracture did not disrupt the intercompartmental boundaries.

Vascular Injuries

Vascular injuries require a high index of suspicion and rapid treatment (301,334,424,429). The fracture should be stabilized sufficiently to prevent disruption of the vascular repair.

Infection

Infections have been reported in patients undergoing surgery. They have not been reported in closed fractures of the humerus in children, but have been reported in closed fractures elsewhere (307,512).

Loss of Motion

Loss of shoulder and elbow motion is more common in older patients (272,386). The joint affected is usually the one closest to the fracture site.

Limb-Length Discrepancy

Overgrowth after humeral fracture occurs in about 81% of patients but is generally minimal (<1 cm) (375). Some generalized stimulus to the extremity is evident, with overgrowth of the carpal bones as well (474). In patients with limb-length discrepancy of 3 cm or more at maturity, lengthening may be indicated (330,447). Unilateral or ring fixators may be used with the Ilizarov’s principles (310,311).

Other Complications

Uncommon complications include reflex sympathetic dystrophy (350) and fat embolism (400). Late refracture may occur from retained internal fixation (298).

DISTAL HUMERAL DIAPHYSEAL FRACTURES

Little has been written about distal humeral diaphyseal or metaphyseal-diaphyseal junction fractures, which are much less common than supracondylar humeral fractures. Fractures in this region should not be confused with supracondylar humeral fractures. The distal diaphysis is more triangular and the perios­teum is thinner than in the supracondylar region (327,331), making these fractures generally less stable than supracondylar fractures. The cortical bone also heals more slowly than metaphyseal bone, requiring longer immobilization. The mobile wad, anconeus, and flexor pronator mass originate off the epicondyles; the biceps, brachialis, and triceps all insert distally. Therefore, forearm position greatly affects the fracture position. Because the brachial artery is tethered by the lacertus fibrosus, injury to the artery is more likely than with more proximal fractures.

Etiology

Distal humeral diaphyseal—metaphyseal junction fractures may be caused by transverse or longitudinal loading, torsion, or mo-
ments generated by the forearm about the elbow. They are more often caused by direct blows and twisting rather than ulnar leverage in the olecranon fossa. The diagnosis, made on plain radiographs, must be differentiated from a supracondylar humerus fracture.

**Classification**

Most distal humeral diaphyseal fractures are transverse, spiral, or short oblique. Occasionally, an oblique or spiral fracture extends distally toward or beyond the epicondyles (Fig. 17-36). The description must include the direction of displacement, the neurologic and vascular status, and the degree of comminution. Medial column comminution predisposes to varus malunion.

**Treatment**

*Nonoperative*

Closed treatment usually is possible because acute flexion of the elbow, with potential vascular compromise, is not required to maintain reduction. These fractures tend toward varus malunion (Fig. 17-37) (302), which may be cosmetically unacceptable,
FIGURE 17-38. Influence of forearm rotation. Pronation (A and B) of the forearm produces a valgus angulation at the fracture site (arrows). Supination (C and D) creates a varus angulation (arrows).
particularly in more distal fractures. With 20% or less of humeral growth occurring distally (295,453,454), significant remodeling may not occur. Because of the proximity to the epicondyles with their muscular origins, supination and pronation affect fracture reduction. If one cortex is open, then the muscles originating on that side should be tightened to reduce the fracture (274). Because of the varus tendency, this is usually by pronation (292, 294,487). However, this is best checked radiographically (Figs. 17-38 and 17-39).

Operative

Unstable fractures may require fixation (302,457) and possibly open reduction. Closed reduction and percutaneous pinning should be performed in a similar fashion to supracondylar humerus fractures. However, because the fracture is more proximal, it is difficult to get the pins into the diaphysis without crossing them at the fracture site (Fig. 17-40). Attempts should be made to pass the wires in intramedullary fashion up the lateral or medial and lateral columns separately to provide stability (Fig. 17-41) (457). This can be done by drilling the wires, but it is easier to create a starting site at the epicondyles and pass blunt-tipped wires up the columns. Holding the wires with a drill chuck helps, too. Because of the bony anatomy and the ulnar nerve, lateral wires are easier to place, particularly in younger children (Fig. 17-42). Alternatively, the fracture can be managed with skeletal traction until callus forms; then either a U plaster...
FIGURE 17-40. A and B: Distal humeral diaphyseal fracture in an 18-month-old child treated with closed reduction and percutaneous pinning (C). The pins cross at the fracture site with decreased stability and some loss of position D and E: The ultimate outcome was good.
FIGURE 17-41. Ideally, pin fixation for distal humeral diaphyseal–metaphyseal junction fractures involves pins placed intramedullary fashion up the medial and lateral columns.

FIGURE 17-42. Segmental distal humeral diaphyseal and supracondylar fracture in a 4-year-old boy. A and B: Both fractures could not be controlled by closed means. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 17-42. (continued) C and D: A lateral column pin acting as an internal splint is technically easier than medial column pins.

FIGURE 17-43. A comminuted distal humeral metaphyseal–diaphyseal fracture in a 14-year-old boy. Injury films (A) show multiple fragments in the metaphyseal–diaphyseal area. (B) The patient was placed in traction for 2 weeks until callus appeared and then was transferred to a long arm cast (C).
splint or a long-arm cast can be applied (Fig. 17-43). Brug and colleagues report the best results with flexible intramedullary rodding (302).

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

For distal humeral diaphyseal–metaphyseal junction fractures, I prefer closed treatment. Nondisplaced fractures are treated with a long arm cast split to allow for swelling. A double sugar tong splint is used if swelling is severe. I reduce displaced fractures under general anesthesia. Because supination and pronation of the forearm can affect the position, I use the image intensifier to determine the position best for maintaining the reduction; this is usually pronation. If the reduction obtained is unstable and cannot be held with a cast, I do not hesitate to treat it by percutaneous pinning, with small Steinmann pins placed through the medial and lateral epicondyles and up their respective columns, keeping the pins as divergent as possible at the fracture site or with lateral column pins. It is helpful to introduce them through the epicondyle and then tap rather than drill them up the column to prevent convergence at the fracture site. The pins are removed once good callus forms.

**SUPRACONDYLAR PROCESS FRACTURES**

**Anatomy**

Occasionally, a proboscis-like supracondylar process extends from a few centimeters above the medial epicondyle. The incidence of this process ranges from 0.1% to 2.7%, with the lower percentages in blacks and the higher percentages in whites (281, 419, 439). The process extends obliquely downward and may be connected with the medial epicondyle by a tough fibrous band (281, 309, 394, 419, 439). Frequently, the foramen formed between the fibrous band and the humerus is traversed by the median nerve and the brachial artery. They may be entrapped by a fracture. Anomalous attachments of the coracobrachialis and the pronator teres may occur on the process (Fig. 17-44) (369, 399).

**Etiology**

Supracondylar process fractures are the result of direct blows. There are no reports of avulsion from the anomalous muscle attachments.

**Classification**

Supracondylar process fractures are classified as displaced or nondisplaced, with notation of median nerve or brachial artery compromise.

**Treatment**

Supracondylar process fractures have been reported in children (399) and usually are caused by direct blows to the distal humeral area. They may be quite painful and result in compression of the brachial artery or median nerve (281, 309, 369, 399, 419). The process is best seen on oblique views (439). If there are no symptoms of median nerve or brachial artery compression, they are treated by elevation, ice, and temporary immobilization for comfort. However, if a painful nonunion or neurovascular symptoms develop, the fragment should be excised (439). Fractures with neurologic signs or symptoms are treated by fragment excision and nerve and artery decompression.

**GLENOHUMERAL SUBLUXATION AND DISLOCATION**

Dislocation of the glenohumeral joint in children is rare. None of the ancient writings of Hippocrates (460–375 B.C.), Galen (A.D. 131–201), and Paul of Aegina (A.D. 625–690) made specific mention of this injury in children (601). Most textbooks that address children’s shoulder problems do not even discuss dislocations of the glenohumeral joint, and others barely touch on the subject (533, 539, 600, 607, 610, 615). A review of the literature would suggest that glenohumeral dislocations in children less than 12 are rare. Although several case reports have been presented, no large series of this entity are available (564, 566,
Rowe, in his 1956 review of 500 dislocated shoulders (604), found that only 8 patients were under 10 years of age. In this same series, 99 patients were 10 to 20 years of age, but no details on skeletal maturity were given (603,604). Rockwood reported a series of 44 patients with shoulder dislocations, predominantly adolescents (601). Many articles have been published on adolescent patients without discussing their skeletal maturity (548,557,586,591). As the child reaches adolescence, the incidence of shoulder instability increases, but in the skeletally immature patient, this injury can still be considered rare.

Marans et al. (585) in 1992 presented a series of 21 patients with open physes from two major trauma centers.

**Anatomy**

Developmental anatomy was discussed in the section on fractures of the proximal humerus. The glenohumeral joint consists of the articulation between the large convex humeral head and the relatively flat glenoid fossa. This joint is anatomically suited to accommodate the wide range of motion necessary to perform upper extremity function. To accomplish this range of motion, very little bony constraint is inherent in this joint. The articular surface area and radius of curvature of the humeral head are about three times the size of the relatively flat glenoid surface. Although the glenoid fossa is deepened by the labrum, the mismatch in the surface area and the radius of curvature explains the lack of joint stability.

The primary constraint for the joint is the capsular/ligamentous complex. The capsule on its inner surface is reinforced by thickened areas known as the anterior glenohumeral ligaments. This complex capsular/ligamentous structure must provide stability against abnormal translation while allowing a wide range of motion. With the arm abducted, the inferior capsule is highly redundant. The most important ligament is the anteroinferior glenohumeral ligament, located within the inferior redundant area. It is mechanically designed to tighten as the arm is abducted and externally rotated, much like the effect of wringing out a washcloth. This structure becomes the primary site of pathology in anterior shoulder instability, either when the anteroinferior glenohumeral ligament attachment to the glenoid and labrum is stripped from the anterior neck of the glenoid or as these ligaments are disrupted in substance (Fig. 17-45). Disruption of the capsular labral attachment is known as a Perthes' or Bankart's lesion.

The humeral attachment of the capsule of the glenohumeral joint is along the anatomic neck of the humerus except medially, where the attachment is more distal along the shaft. The physis, therefore, lies in an extracapsular position except on the medial side. As in most pediatric joint injuries, the strong capsular attachment to the epiphysis makes failure through the physis a much more common injury than true capsular/ligamentous injury (542,574,611). Therefore, fracture through the physis is more common than a dislocation in the skeletally immature patient.

The rotator cuff tendons consist of the subscapularis, supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles. These muscle-tendon units surround the joint anteriorly, superiorly, and posteriorly. They serve an important function as dynamic secondary stabilizers of the joint by forming a force-couple with the large shoulder muscles (deltoid, pectoralis major, and latissimus dorsi). As the glenohumeral joint moves through its range of motion, the cuff provides a dynamic stabilizing effect, preventing excessive translation of the humeral head on the glenoid. This is important when addressing rehabilitation for the prevention of recurrent glenohumeral dislocation.

**Mechanism of Injury**

**Traumatic Dislocations**

Anterior dislocations of the shoulder are most common in this category. Significant evidence of trauma should be present to assign patients to this grouping, as compared with the relatively minor trauma in the atraumatic group. The mechanism of injury...
is similar to that observed in the adult. A force applied to the outstretched hand that forces the arm and shoulder into an abducted, externally rotated position is the primary mechanism. The humeral head is levered out of the glenoid process anteriorly, with the head lodging against the anterior neck of the glenoid. This occurs commonly in contact sports, falls, fights, and motor vehicle accidents (531, 567, 592).

Traumatic posterior dislocations are much less common. In most series of posterior dislocations in all age groups, they represent only 2% to 4% of all dislocations. The history is one of violent trauma with the arm in a position of flexion, internal rotation, and adduction. This can occur in falls and in motor vehicle accidents as the arm braces the body against impact. The other common mechanisms that produce posterior dislocations include convulsions and electroshock. In these cases, the shoulder is dislocated posteriorly by the violent contraction of the shoulder internal rotators, which in most cases are stronger than the shoulder external rotators. The history of the injury and a high index of suspicion are necessary to avoid missing a posterior dislocation (546, 547, 563, 596, 612).

In neonates, pseudodislocation of the shoulder can occur (561). This problem represents traumatic epiphysiolar separation of the proximal humerus, which is certainly much more common than a true traumatic dislocation of the shoulder in this age group. Most true traumatic dislocations of the shoulder in the neonatal period occur in babies with underlying birth trauma to the brachial plexus or central nervous system.

Laskin and Sedlin (577) reported on a 3-month-old infant with Erb-Duchenne palsy who sustained a traumatic luxatio erecta of the shoulder during a planned shoulder manipulation. Posterior dislocation of the shoulder also can occur as a secondary traumatic phenomenon in unrecognized brachial plexus injury of the upper trunk at delivery (527, 580, 617, 618). Green and Wheelhouse (558) reported a dislocation in a 7.5-month-old infant that was secondary to a septic brain injury.

### Atraumatic Dislocations

Atraumatic shoulder instability is more common in children and adolescents than is readily recognized. The child who presents with shoulder dislocation without a clear-cut significant history of trauma should arouse suspicion that atraumatic instability may be present. These patients have inherent joint laxity that allows the shoulder to be dislocated either voluntarily or involuntarily as the result of a minimally traumatic event (Fig. 17-46) (536). Throwing, hitting an overhead tennis shot, or pushing the body up when in bed does not constitute significant trauma. A high index of suspicion should be maintained with this kind of history. In the voluntary dislocator, conscious selective firing of muscles while antagonists are inhibited, combined with arm positioning, allows the shoulder to dislocate. A key to the diagnosis is that atraumatic instability, whether voluntary or involuntary, is not associated with much pain. Even if reduction is necessary, the pain usually disappears rapidly. In most instances, spontaneous reduction occurs without manipulation (601).

Other causes of atraumatic shoulder instability, in addition to multidirectional joint laxity, include Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, congenital absence of the glenoid, deformities of the proximal end of the humerus, and emotional and psychiatric instability. True congenital dislocations of the shoulder are most commonly associated with developmental defects and multiple congenital abnormalities (537, 540, 555, 559, 598). Arthrogryposis, neglected septic arthritis, and neurologic defects also have been implicated in atraumatic dislocations in the young child (527, 557, 558, 565, 609, 617).

### Classification

#### Etiology of Instability

1. **Traumatic dislocations**
   - a. Primary trauma to the shoulder itself
   - b. Secondary to birth trauma of the brachial plexus or central nervous system

2. **Atraumatic dislocations—voluntary or involuntary**
   - a. Congenital abnormalities or deficiencies of bone or soft tissue
   - b. Hereditary joint laxity problems, such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
   - c. Developmental joint laxity problems
   - d. Emotional and psychiatric disturbances

Because of the rarity of this injury, no consensus exists as to a classification scheme in children and adolescents. In adults, shoulder instability can be classified as to direction, degree, and chronicity. Two basic schemes have been used to classify other dislocations in children and adolescents; the more common is based on the direction or location of the dislocation. This scheme is useful in describing the clinical and radiographic features of the injury, but it does not address the underlying pathology in children (601).

#### Direction of Instability

Therefore, a second classification scheme describing the etiology of the dislocation is also useful when considering treatment options for this injury in children. This second system is similar to that used for adults but takes into account congenital and developmental problems unique to children. As discussed later in the section on treatment of this problem, accurate classification is important in selecting the appropriate conservative versus surgical options (526, 542, 597).

There are four directions of dislocation: anterior, posterior, multidirectional, and inferior (luxatio erecta). As with shoulder dislocations in adults, anterior dislocation in children is the most common, constituting at least 90% of glenohumeral dislocations (Fig. 17-47). Several isolated reports of posterior dislocation in children and adolescents have been documented, but posterior dislocation is rare in children, as in adults (534, 553, 566, 587). Multidirectional luxatio of the shoulder has been well described as a distinct clinical entity by Burkhead and Rockwood (535), O’Driscoll and Evans (548), and Rockwood (601, 602). Luxatio erecta or inferior locked dislocations are uncommon but have been reported in children (554, 577, 589).

#### Degree of Instability

The degree of instability can be classified as a subluxation or a dislocation. A subluxation is an incomplete dislocation charac-
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FIGURE 17-46. Congenital laxity of the left shoulder in a 4-year-old boy who is totally asymptomatic and has a full range of motion of the left shoulder. A: With abduction and extension, the head subluxates anteriorly and inferiorly. B: An anteroposterior radiograph shows some lateral displacement of the humeral head. C: With overhead elevation, the humeral head is noted to displace anteriorly, laterally, and inferiorly. (Courtesy of C Don Jones, M.D.)

characterized by pain, a feeling of slipping, or a dead feeling in the arm. A complete dislocation of the humeral head out of the glenoid fossa is characterized by a displacement and locking of the head on the rim of the glenoid.

Chronicity of Instability

The chronicity of instability can be classified as acute, recurrent, or chronic. A single episode of instability can be described as an acute injury. As in the skeletally mature patient, an acute injury can lead to a recurrent instability, depending on the damage to the ligament and bony restraints of the joint. A chronic instability exists when an acute dislocation is not reduced, and is usually associated with congenital dislocations.

Signs and Symptoms

Traumatic Dislocations

The patient with a traumatic anterior dislocation presents with a painful, swollen shoulder. Obvious deformity is present, with a prominent acromion and the lateral upper arm flattened. The arm is often supported by the opposite hand and held in an
abducted and externally rotated position. Despite swelling, the humeral head can usually be palpated in a position anterior to the glenoid.

Careful examination of the neurologic and vascular status is necessary. The axillary nerve is the most commonly injured with anterior dislocation, and special attention to its function is necessary on examination (532). The sensory distribution of the axillary nerve is along the upper lateral arm; the motor innervation is to the deltoid and teres minor muscles. Light touch is adequate for sensory testing in the upper arm region. An easy way to test deltoid function is to support the involved elbow in one hand while using the opposite hand to grab the muscle belly of the deltoid. The patient is asked to abduct the arm against resistance for about 1 inch so that deltoid firing is initiated. This examination confirms the status of the axillary nerve (Fig. 17-48).

In recurrent anterior dislocation or subluxation, the arm is well located with an overall normal appearance of the shoulder. The shoulder demonstrates a full range of motion, although the cocking position is avoided. The apprehension test with the arm abducted above 90 degrees is positive. This is a key finding in the diagnosis of recurrent anterior instability.

Traumatic posterior dislocation is, again, much less common than anterior dislocation. The patient presents with flattening of the anterior aspect of the shoulder and posterior fullness. The arm is held at the side, with the forearm internally rotated across the chest. The patient resists any attempt at motion. A hallmark
of posterior dislocation is the lack of shoulder external rotation and inability to supinate the forearm. These findings are difficult to elicit in the acute situation. It is advantageous to examine the shoulder with the patient seated so that the examiner can visualize the shoulders from above. This view accentuates the posterior fullness and anterior flattening often present. The neurovascular status should be closely checked. A history of convolution or electrical shock should raise a high index of suspicion for posterior dislocation.

In neonates, traumatic separation of the upper humeral physis, the so-called pseudodislocation of the shoulder, can exactly mimic an anterior dislocation. The child is irritable and often holds the arm abducted and externally rotated. There is resistance to any type of motion. Deformity in dislocation or pseudodislocation in the neonate is usually absent or subtle.

**Atraumatic Dislocations**

The most notable finding in patients with atraumatic shoulder instability is the relative lack of pain associated with the subluxation or dislocation. Even in cases of involuntary atraumatic dislocation, the minor pain associated with the dislocation itself subsides rapidly after reduction. Episodes of atraumatic subluxation and dislocation occur much more frequently than traumatic dislocations, and in almost all cases spontaneous reduction is the rule.

On clinical examination, there is evidence of multiple joint laxity (594). Also, multidirectional laxity or instability of the opposite shoulder is usually present (548,549,601,602). Characteristics of multiple joint laxity include hyperextension at the elbows, knees, and metacarpophalangeal joints. Not uncommonly, striae of the skin are present, and skin hyperelasticity is a noted characteristic of Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. Multidirectional laxity of the shoulder is characterized by a positive sulcus sign and significant translation on an anterior and posterior drawer test.

The sulcus sign is a dimpling of the skin below the acromion when manual longitudinal traction is applied to the arm (Fig. 17-49). This produces an inferior subluxation of the humeral head away from the acromion that enlarges the subacromial space and causes dimpling of the skin. The drawer or shift and
FIGURE 17-50. Drawer test. This technique is used to subluxate the shoulder manually both anteriorly and posteriorly to demonstrate multidirectional laxity.

load test is performed with the examiner seated behind the patient. The scapula is stabilized with one hand and forearm while the humeral head is manually translated anteriorly and posteriorly by the examiner’s opposite hand (Fig. 17-50). Although some translation within the glenohumeral joint is expected in all patients, those with multidirectional laxity demonstrate translation of greater than 5 mm anteriorly and posteriorly from a neutral position.

In atraumatic dislocation, the shoulder often dislocates anteriorly, posteriorly, or inferiorly. The most common direction of dislocation in voluntary instability is posterior or inferior. The patient who can voluntarily dislocate the shoulder can force the humeral head posteriorly by contracting the anterior deltoid and internal rotators while inhibiting the antagonistic muscles (Fig. 17-51). The elbow is positioned in horizontal adduction, and the head is dislocated. The arm can then be abducted and, often with an audible clunk, the shoulder reduces. Once again, the hallmark is lack of pain with the dislocation (543,550,573,578,584,605,608).

Radiographic Findings

Children and adolescents with open growth plates have a low incidence of true traumatic dislocation of the shoulder. Traumatic lesions on plain radiographs are similar to those found in adults (Fig. 17-52). On the anteroposterior or internally rotated views of the proximal humerus, the Hill-Sachs compression lesion on the posterolateral aspect of the humeral head is commonly found. This injury to the proximal humerus occurs as the humeral head is impacted against the anterior rim of the glenoid during a dislocation (Fig. 17-53). Bony injury to the anterior glenoid rim can occur with dislocation as well. A variable degree of injury from small avulsion-type fragments to substantial bony fractures can occur. These anterior glenoid rim injuries are best seen as a double density on the anteroposterior view of the shoulder or as a separate fragment on the axillary and West Point lateral views. The West Point lateral view projects the anteroinferior glenoid rim and most clearly shows this lesion when it is present. In traumatic posterior dislocation, the reverse Hill-Sachs lesion can be seen on the anterior part of the humeral head in conjunction with a possible fracture of the posterior rim of the glenoid.

In cases of traumatic subluxation of the shoulder in which...
the diagnosis may be unclear clinically, an arthrogram with CT scan or tomograms can sometimes better delineate the extent of capsular stripping from the anterior glenoid rim. More recently, saline arthrograms and magnetic resonance imaging have enhanced our ability to define the degree of injury to the labrum, capsule, and articular surfaces (560,602). CT scanning and magnetic resonance imaging have been useful for analyzing the significance of fractures of the glenoid rim (Figs. 17-54 and 17-55). In addition, the size of the reverse Hill-Sachs lesion of the humeral head in posterior dislocations is best analyzed with a CT scan (576,616).

With atraumatic dislocations in patients who do not have congenital or developmental defects, radiographs are usually normal. The most common defects seen on radiographs with atraumatic dislocations are congenital aplasia or absence of the glenoid. In patients with multidirectional laxity and atraumatic dislocation, stress radiographs can usually demonstrate instability in anterior, posterior, and inferior directions. The inferior component of multidirectional instability can be demonstrated by applying weights to the arm in an anteroposterior film. This shows the humeral head subluxating in its relation to the glenoid (571).

**Treatment**

**Traumatic Instability**

The literature on the specific treatment of shoulder instability in children is limited (526,538,600,610). Most clinicians make

FIGURE 17-54. A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a 14-year-old boy with recurrent anterior subluxation. Notice the presence of a Hill-Sachs compression fracture on the humeral head and a subtle double density at the anteroinferior glenoid rim. B: Computed tomography scan shows this to be an avulsion-type bony injury of the anterior glenoid.
steady, continuous action fatigues the muscles that lock the venous or intramuscular injection. The reaction/counterreaction so that counterreaction can be applied to the body while longitudinal traction is applied to the arm. Gentle scapular manipulation, and eventually reduction is accomplished by disimpacting the humerus from the glenoid. The Stimson maneuver is the most effective. Traction/countertraction is the most effective. Traction is applied in line with the deformity, and the humeral head is gently lifted back into its normal relationship with the glenoid. Most clinicians agree that immobilization should be with the arm in neutral rotation or slight external rotation at the shoulder. This may require the use of a spica cast or modified shoulder spica cast, as described by Dameron and Rockwood (542).

**Acute Dislocation**

Patients with an acute dislocation of the shoulder should undergo closed reduction by one of the standard, accepted techniques. For anterior dislocation, many reduction techniques have been described. Most clinicians prefer light sedation with intravenous or intramuscular injection. The traction/countertraction method appears to be the most gentle. A sheet placed in the axilla of the affected shoulder passes above and below the patient so that countertraction can be applied to the body while longitudinal traction in line with the deformity is applied to the arm. Steady, continuous traction fatigues the muscles that lock the dislocation, and eventually reduction is accomplished by disimpacting the humerus from the glenoid. The Stimson maneuver is equally effective. The patient is placed prone on the examining table, with a weight applied to the affected arm. Both methods are gentle and effective (591). Success with gentle scapular manipulation has been reported by Kothari and Dronen (575) and McNamara (588) as a safe, effective way to reduce the dislocation.

The Steel maneuver in most cases requires no anesthesia (personal communication, J. Steel, 1975). With the patient supine on the examining table, the examiner supports the elbow in one hand while supporting the forearm and wrist in the other. The arm is gently abducted above 90 degrees and slowly externally rotated. With the arm held above 90 degrees of abduction, it is then gently adducted while further external rotation is applied. As reduction occurs, the arm can be taken down into adduction and internal rotation across the chest. Often, reduction is not even felt by the patient or physician. Caution is always used with any type of manipulative reduction, and the procedure is certainly not as safe as gentle traction/countertraction or the Stimson maneuver. Prereduction and postreduction radiographs are required to document fractures and to demonstrate the direction of dislocation. Preoperative and postoperative detailed neurologic examinations are indicated as well.

Postreduction immobilization is another highly debated point. The adult literature suggests that the period of immobilization may not be truly important in predicting recurrent dislocations. A sling or sling and swathe with the arm internally rotated is the most common method of immobilization (525, 544).

Closed reduction for acute posterior dislocations is somewhat similar to that for anterior dislocations. Traction/countertraction is the most effective. Traction is applied in line with the deformity, and the humeral head is gently lifted back into its normal relationship with the glenoid. Most clinicians agree that immobilization should be with the arm in neutral rotation or slight external rotation at the shoulder. This may require the use of a spica cast or modified shoulder spica cast, as described by Dameron and Rockwood (542).

**Recurrent Dislocation**

The true incidence of recurrent dislocation after traumatic shoulder dislocation in children is difficult to assess because of the rarity of the injury and the variety of reports in the literature (556, 569). In 1965, Rowe (603) reported a 100% incidence of recurrence in children 1 to 10 years of age with anterior dislocation. He also reported a 94% incidence of recurrence in adolescents and young adults (ages 11-20) (603). Elbaum et al. (551) reported a recurrence rate of 71% in 9 pediatric patients with traumatic anterior dislocations. The average age was 9 years. After reduction, they were immobilized for 3 weeks and then were treated with rehabilitation. However, Rockwood (601) reported a recurrence rate of only 50% in a series of adolescents and young adults 13.8 to 15.8 years of age. Hovelius et al. (569) reported a 47% recurrence rate in patients less than 20 years of age. In a 10-year follow-up study, Hovelius et al. (568) found that recurrent dislocation necessitating operative treatment had developed in 34% of shoulders in patients who were 12 to 22 years of age at the time of initial dislocation, compared with 28% in patients who were 23 to 29 years of age and 9% in patients who were 30 to 40 years old. The type and duration of the initial treatment had no effect on the rate of recurrence. Vermiren et al. (613) reported a recurrence rate of 68% in patients under 20 years of age. They reported a better prognosis if the dislocation was associated with a fracture of the joint. Heck (564) reported a case of traumatic anterior dislocation in a 7-year-old boy who remained stable at a 5-year follow-up (Fig. 11-56). Endo et al. (552) reported no recurrence in 2 patients, ages 3 and 9, with traumatic anterior dislocation. However, the follow-up was only 2 years in the 3-year-old and 1 year in the 9-year-old. Wagner and Lyne (614) reported an 80% recurrence rate in 10 patients with clearly open proximal humeral epiphyses. Marans et al. (585) reported the fate of traumatic anterior dislocation recommendations for patients of all age groups (524, 525, 530, 531, 545, 572). Therefore, most of the data presented in this section are extrapolated from the adult and adolescent literature, as well as from the experience of Dameron and Rockwood (542).
FIGURE 17-56. Traumatic anterior subluxation of the left shoulder in a 7-year-old boy. A: Anteroposterior film of the left shoulder does not reveal any striking abnormality. B: An axillary film shows that the humeral head is subluxated away from the glenoid fossa. C: Anteroposterior film of the left shoulder after manual reduction. (Courtesy of Charles C. Heck.)
cations of the shoulder in 21 children (15 boys, 6 girls) in what may be the largest documented series to date. All the children had one or more documented anterior dislocations after the initial injury. Some of the children had been immobilized in a sling and swathe for 6 weeks. The literature reflects that the natural history of shoulder dislocations in adolescents and young adults demonstrates recurrence rates for dislocation of 50% to 90% despite the treatment program used after the initial dislocation.

Multiple surgical procedures have been described for the treatment of anterior shoulder instability. Once again, specific results for procedures such as the Putti-Platt, Bankart, and Magnuson-Stack have not been documented for children. Barry and associates (530) described the effective use of the coracoid transfer for recurrent anterior instability in adolescents. Capsular procedures that specifically address the capsular pathology have been described by Neer and Foster (595), Jobe (581), and Rockwood and associates (602), but results in children’s dislocations were not documented. Goldberg and colleagues (557) have reported on the use of arthroscopic techniques for capsular repair in adolescents.

Atraumatic Instability

Treatment of patients with atraumatic dislocations of the shoulder appears more difficult than treatment for true traumatic dislocations. Emphasis should be placed on careful diagnosis in these cases. Specific congenital bony or neurologic deficits should be recognized. The sequelae of Ehlers-Danlos syndrome or other collagen deficiency syndromes should be noted.

In patients with multidirectional laxity and voluntary or involuntary dislocations, a significant history of trauma is usually lacking. These patients have minimal pain associated with the dislocation and on clinical examination usually have other signs of multidirectional laxity of the opposite shoulder. Most of these dislocations reduce spontaneously and are associated with little pain. Rowe et al. (605), Neer (594), and Burkhead and Rockwood (535,601,602) have described the use of a vigorous rehabilitation program involving strengthening of the rotator cuff as the treatment of choice for these patients. Most patients who do not have significant emotional and psychiatric problems are successful in improving their shoulder stability with such a program.

Most clinicians would agree that surgical intervention is considered only if a strict 6- to 12-month rehabilitation program fails. Routine shoulder reconstructions involving subcapsularis shortening, including the Magnuson-Stack and Putti-Platt procedures, or “bone blocks” such as the Bristow are not sufficient for preventing future instability. Neer and Foster (595) described the inferior capsular shift reconstruction specifically for patients with multidirectional laxity of the shoulder with atraumatic instability. This procedure attempts to eliminate the overall capsular laxity and is used only after rehabilitation has failed. Huber and Gerber (570) reported on 25 consecutive children with 36 involved shoulders with voluntary subluxation of the shoulder. The children managed by “skillful neglect” had a satisfactory outcome, but only 50% of those treated with an operative procedure to prevent later degenerative arthritis had good results.

They concluded that voluntary subluxation of the shoulder has a favorable result and that there is no indication for surgery with this problem in children.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

The most important problem in dealing with shoulder dislocations in children is to establish whether the dislocation is truly traumatic or atraumatic in nature. This is accomplished by obtaining a careful history of the mechanism of injury and performing a physical examination designed to elicit evidence of multidirectional instability of the opposite shoulder, generalized joint laxity, or a congenital or developmental problem. Care should be taken to identify the voluntary dislocator, who should be treated nonoperatively in essentially all cases.

In the acute traumatic dislocation, whether anterior or posterior, gentle closed reduction should be performed. Preduction and postreduction radiographs are taken, and a thorough neurologic and vascular examination is performed. The traction/countertraction method under light sedation or a gentle manipulative reduction should be used. For an anterior traumatic dislocation, we immobilize the shoulder in internal rotation for 4 weeks. For a posterior dislocation, the shoulder is immobilized for 4 weeks in a commercial splint or modified spica cast with the shoulder in internal rotation. After this period of immobilization, a rehabilitation program stressing rotator cuff strengthening is instituted.

As discussed, the recurrence rate after a traumatic anterior dislocation is 50% or higher. Although we hesitate to intervene surgically after the initial dislocation, the patient and parents should be counseled that the recurrence rate is high and that the rehabilitation program may fail. With a second dislocation, the diagnosis of recurrent dislocation is established and surgical intervention is indicated. We use the capsular shift procedure as described by Rockwood and associates (602). (This technique is described in detail in Vol. 1 of Fractures in Adults.) If present, the Bankart’s or Perthes’ lesion is repaired anatomically to the anterior glenoid rim. Capsular shift is then performed to tighten the anteroinferior capsule.

A 6-month course of rehabilitation follows surgical intervention. For the first month, pendulums and gentle elevation exercises are performed. The shoulder is protected in a sling, especially at night. The second and third months are used to regain range of motion, including protected external rotation. This procedure is designed to address the pathology without limiting motion. The fourth through sixth months are used for a progressive strengthening program, which includes strengthening of the rotator cuff and deltoid. At 6 months, the reconstruction is mature enough to release the child to a full activity level.

For atraumatic dislocation, reduction can be accomplished if necessary after an acute dislocation in a fashion similar to that described for traumatic dislocations. Again, attention should be focused on confirming the diagnosis of atraumatic dislocation. Patients with voluntary dislocation and their families should be counseled that the dislocations can be harmful to the joint and should be discouraged.

Patients with atraumatic instability should be treated with a
Rehabilitation

The importance of an extensive rehabilitation program for instability about the shoulder for both traumatic and atraumatic problems has been emphasized (525,542). Specific exercises are used to strengthen the rotator cuff and deltoid muscles. The scapular stabilizers are also strengthened. Three-inch wide strips of rubber (Therabands) are used to strengthen the cuff and deltoid muscles; Therabands are used later if necessary. The rehabilitation program is detailed in Volume I of this series (Fractures in Adults).

The amount of weight varies depending on the extent of the problem as well as the patient’s age, size, and baseline strength. Exercises are performed four to six times a day. After basic strengthening has been accomplished, isokinetic exercises using the flexion/extension plane and the internal and external rotation plane are effective for maximizing endurance and strength in the shoulder girdle musculature.

Complications

There is little information in the literature about the success rate of surgical reconstruction of the shoulder for recurrent dislocation in children. As discussed, traumatic dislocation in a child or adolescent can progress to recurrent dislocation in 50% to 100% of cases. Rockwood and colleagues have shown that more than 85% of atraumatic dislocators can be managed with a vigorous rehabilitation program and do not require surgery (535,601,602). Surgical treatment of these problems in children could be expected to have a success rate at least equal to that in adults. Greater than 90% success in stopping traumatic dislocations would be expected with surgical reconstruction (524,530,572).

Complications of surgical reconstruction of the shoulder have included recurrent dislocation, recurrent subluxation, painfully restricted motion, problems with metal impingement or loosening about the shoulder, and neurologic injury. Perhaps the most common problem associated with the standard reconstructions about the shoulder that include subscapularis tendon-shortening procedures (Magnuson-Stack and Putti-Platt) has been loss of external rotation. This loss in adults has been associated in some patients with a more rapid progression to glenohumeral arthritis (562,583).

Procedures that use metallic implants about the shoulder, including the Bristow and the DuToit stapling procedures, have been associated with complications of metal impingement on the humeral head or encroachment on the articular surface. Both problems can lead to pain and eventual arthritic change (528,533,549,619).

The axillary nerve is the one most commonly injured with shoulder dislocation. Fortunately, most axillary nerve injuries associated with dislocations are neurapraxic, and function returns with time and observation. In the event of complete axillary nerve palsy, significant disability can exist due to the lack of deltoid function (529,532,539,541,551,582).

Morrison and Egan (593) reported an axillary artery and a brachial plexus injury in a luxatio erecta dislocation in an 11-year-old child. The artery was reopened with a vein graft and the brachial plexus injury fully recovered.
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Injuries to the cervical spine in children are uncommon, accounting for only 1% of pediatric fractures and 2% of all spinal injuries (4,69,70,89,107,122,139,159,173). McGrory et al. (107) estimated that the incidence of pediatric cervical spine injuries was 7.41 in 100,000 per year. However, this low incidence of cervical spine injuries in children may be misleading because some injuries are not detected or detected only at autopsy. Aufdermaur (8) examined the autopsied spines of 12 juveniles who had spinal injuries. Clinically and radiologically, a fracture was suggested in only 1, but all 12 had cartilage end plates that were separated from the vertebral bodies in the zone of columnar and calcified cartilage similar to a Salter I fracture. Only radiographs at autopsy showed the disruption, represented by a small gap or apparent widening of the intervertebral space (8).

Pediatric cervical spine fractures differ from those in adults not only in pattern but in cause, incidence, and treatment (113). Most cervical spine injuries in children under 11 years of age occur in the upper cervical spine, unlike in older children, adolescents, and adults, in whom fractures occur more commonly in the lower cervical spine (55,69,89,139). Upper cervical spine injuries are more predominant in young children because of the unique anatomic and biomechanical properties of the immature cervical spine. The immature spine is hypermobile because of ligamentous laxity, and the facet joints are more horizontally oriented. These horizontally oriented facets give less resistance to forward translation than the more vertically oriented facets in adults. This, combined with a young child’s relatively large head, changes the fulcrum of neck motion to the upper cervical spine. Because a child’s musculature is not as developed as an adult’s, the cervical spine has less support during injury. As the anatomic and biomechanical aspects of the spine change with maturity, so do the level and type of injuries seen.

In younger children, most of the injuries are fractures through...
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In younger children, most of the injuries are fractures through
the vertebral end plates or synchondroses or ligamentous injuries. In adolescents, vertebral body fractures or fracture—dislocations involving the lower cervical spine are more common and have the characteristics of adult cervical spine injuries (Table 18-1).

Neurologic deficits occur infrequently with pediatric cervical fractures, and when a partial deficit is present, the prognosis is better in children than in adults (13,47). Complete neurologic deficits, however, tend to remain complete regardless of whether they occur in children or adults. This may reflect the magnitude of injury that caused the complete neurologic lesion. Orenstein et al. (119,120) found that deaths from cervical spine injuries or associated injuries occur most commonly in children 8 years of age or younger. Nitecki and Moir (115) found that the younger the age and the higher the level of injury, the more likely the injury was to be fatal, again reflecting the severity of the initial injury and explaining the increased incidence of death (72,115,119).

Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormalities (SCIWORA) has been found with increased frequency in children and may be related to the relative hypermobility of a child’s spine (see later section on SCIWORA). Depending on the age at the time of injury and the level of spinal cord injury, other problems that may occur in children are the development of spinal deformities and lower extremity problems, such as contractures and progressive subluxation or dislocation of the hip joint.

**ANATOMY**

Understanding the normal growth and development of the cervical spine is essential when treating a child with a suspected cervical spine injury (130). This will allow the physician to differentiate normal physes or synchondroses from pathologic fractures or ligamentous disruptions and will alert the physician to any possible congenital anomalies that may be mistaken for a fracture.

**Upper Cervical Spine**

At birth the atlas is composed of three ossification centers, one for the body and one for each of the neural arches (Fig. 18-1). The ossification center for the anterior arch is present in approximately 20% of individuals at birth, appearing in the remainder during the first year of life. The body may fail to develop, and forward extension of neural arches (C) may take its place. Neural arches appear bilaterally about the 7th week (D), and the most anterior portion of the superior articulating surface is usually formed by the body. Synchondrosis of spinous processes unite by the 3rd year. Union may rarely be preceded by the appearance of the secondary center within the synchondrosis. Neurocentral synchondrosis (F) fuses about the 7th year. The ligament surrounding the superior vertebral notch (K) may ossify, especially in later life. (Reprinted from Bailey DK. Normal cervical spine in infants and children. Radiology 1952;59:713-714; with permission.)
four years of age. Therefore arthrodesis after 4 years of age should not cause spinal canal stenosis (Fig. 18-2).

Occipitalization or assimilation of the atlas occurs when the first cervical vertebra fails to segment from the skull. This may lead to basilar impression and narrowing of the foramen magnum. This anomaly can increase a child’s susceptibility to spinal cord injury or vertebral artery compromise caused by trauma. Vertebral artery compromise also can occur in patients with occipitalization from skull traction, resulting in brainstem ischemia (14).

The axis develops from at least four separate ossification centers: one for the dens, one for the body, and two for the neural arches (Fig. 18-3). Between the odontoid and the body of the axis is a synchondrosis or vestigial disk space that often is mistaken for a fracture line. This synchondrosis runs well below the level of the articular processes of the axis and usually fuses at about 6 to 7 years of age, although it may persist as a sclerotic line until 11 years of age (31). The most common odontoid fracture pattern in adults and adolescents is transverse and at the level of the articular processes. This fracture should not be confused with the normal synchondrosis, which is more cup shaped, with the transverse portion below the level of the articular processes in the body of the axis. After 6 to 7 years of age, the synchondrosis should not be present on an open-mouth odontoid view. A fracture should be considered if a lucent line is present after 7 years of age. The neural arches of C2 fuse at 3 to 6 years of age. These are seen as vertical lucent lines on the open-mouth odontoid view. Occasionally, the tip of the odontoid is V shaped (dens bicornum) or a small separate summit ossification center may be present at the tip of the odontoid (ossiculum terminale) (Fig. 18-4).

The arterial blood supply to the odontoid is derived from the vertebral and carotid arteries. The anterior and posterior...
ascending arteries arise from the vertebral artery at the level of C3 and ascend anteriorly and posteriorly to the odontoid, meeting superiorly to form an apical arcade. These arteries supply small penetrating branches to the body of the axis and the odontoid process. The internal carotid artery gives off cleft perforators that supply the superior portion of the odontoid. This peculiar arrangement of arteries and vessels is necessary for embryologic development and anatomic function of the odontoid. The synchondrosis prevents direct vascularization of the odontoid from C2, and vascularization from the blood supply of C1 is not possible because the synovial joint cavity surrounds the odontoid. The formation of an os odontoideum after cervical trauma may be related to this peculiar blood supply (Fig. 18-5).

**Lower Cervical Spine**

The third and seventh cervical vertebrae share a similar ossification pattern: a single ossification center for the vertebral body and an ossification center for each neural arch (Fig. 18-6). The neural arch fuses posteriorly between the second and third years, and the neurocentral synchondroses between the neural arches and the vertebral body fuse by 3 to 6 years of age. These vertebrae are normally wedge shaped until 7 to 8 years of age (31,96, 133). The vertebral bodies, neural arches, and pedicles enlarge by periosteal appositional growth, similar to that seen in long bones. By 8 to 10 years of age, a child’s spine usually reaches near adult size and characteristics. There are 5 secondary ossification centers that can remain open until 25 years of age (96). These include each for the spinous processes, transverse processes, and the ring apophyses about the vertebral end plates. These should not be confused with fractures.

The superior and inferior end plates are firmly bound to the adjacent disk. The junction between the vertebral body and the end plate is similar to a physis of a long bone. The vertebral body is analogous to the metaphysis, and the end plate to the physis, where longitudinal growth occurs. The junction between the vertebral body and the end plate has been demonstrated to

---


**FIGURE 18-6.** Diagram of typical cervical vertebrae, C3 to C7. The body (A) appears by the 5th fetal month. The anterior (costal) portion of the transverse process (B) may develop from a separate center that appears by the 6th fetal month and joins the arch by the 6th year. Neural arches (C) appear by the 7th to 9th fetal week. Synchondrosis between spinous processes (D) usually unites by the 2nd or 3rd year. Secondary centers for bifid spine (E) appear at puberty and unite with spinous process at 25 years. Neurocentral synchondroses (F) fuses at 3 to 6 years. Superior and inferior epiphyseal rings (G) appear at puberty and unite with the body at about 25 years. The seventh cervical vertebra differs slightly because of a long, powerful, nonbifid spinous process. (Reprinted from Bailey DK. Normal cervical spine in infants and children. *Radiology* 1952; 59: 713–714; with permission.)
be weaker than the adjacent vertebral body or disk, which can result in a fracture at the end plate in the area of columnar and calcified cartilage of the growth zone, similar to a Salter I fracture of a long bone (8). The inferior end plate may be more susceptible to this injury than the superior end plate because of the mechanical protection afforded by the developing uncinate processes (17,87).

The facet joints of the cervical spine change in orientation with age. The angle of the C1-C2 facet is 55 degrees in the newborn and increases to 70 degrees at maturity. In the lower cervical spine, the angle of the facet joints is 30 degrees at birth and 60 to 70 degrees at maturity. This may explain why the pediatric cervical spine may be more susceptible to injury from the increased motion or translation allowed by the facet joint orientation.

Increased ligamentous laxity in young children allows a greater degree of spinal mobility. Flexion and extension of the spine at C2–3 is 50% greater in children between the ages of 5 and 8 years than in adults. The level of the greatest mobility in the cervical spine descends with increasing age. Between 3 and 8 years of age the most mobile segment is C3–C4; from ages 9 to 11 years, C4–C5 is the most mobile segment, and from ages 12 to 15 years C5–C6 is the most mobile segment (34,125). This explains the tendency for craniovertebral injuries in the young children.

Several anomalies of the cervical spine may influence treatment recommendations. The atlas can fail to segment from the skull, a condition called occipitalization of the atlas, and can lead to narrowing of the foramen magnum, neurologic symptoms, and increased stresses to the atlantoaxial articulation, which often causes instability. The association of occipitalization of the atlas and congenital fusion of C2 and C3 is likely to lead to atlantoaxial instability. Failure of fusion of the posterior arch of C1 is not uncommon and should be sought before performing any surgical procedure that involves C1. Wedge-shaped vertebra, bifid vertebra, or a combination of these also can occur. Klippel-Feil syndrome consists of the classic triad of a short neck, low posterior hairline, and severe rotation of the neck from fusion of the cervical vertebrae (77,91). Congenital fusion of the cervical spine may predispose a child to injury from trauma by concentrating stresses in the remaining mobile segments.

Hensinger et al. (76) reported congenital anomalies of the odontoid process, including aplasia (complete absence), hypoplasia (partial absence in which there is a stubby piece at the base of the odontoid located above the C1 articulation), and os odontoideum. Os odontoideum consists of a separate ossicle of the odontoid with no connection to the body of C2. The cause may be traumatic in nature (76). These anomalies of the odontoid also may predispose a child to injury or instability.

**HISTORY**

Most cervical spine injuries in young children occur from falls, motor vehicle accidents, or pedestrian–vehicle accidents (36, 107). In young children a fall from less than 5 feet can cause a cervical spine injury (144). Infants are at risk for cervical spine injury from lack of head control. Other causes of cervical spine injury in infants are child abuse and obstetric trauma (Table 18-1) (30,153,162). In teenagers injuries from sports and motor vehicle accidents are more common (107,166). At Children's Hospital in Boston, cervical spine injuries from unsupervised diving exceeded those occurring in organized athletics over the past 20 years. Haffner et al. (70) have reported an increased frequency of spinal injuries from gunshot wounds in teenagers.

Obtaining an adequate history and physical examination from an injured child may require more time, patience, and effort by the treating physician. An adequate history and physical examination may not be obtained on the initial examination, and repeated examination may be necessary.

**SYMPTOMS**

Children with cervical spine injuries have various signs and symptoms. Neck pain or localized tenderness of the cervical spine is the most common presenting symptom and should alert the physician to proceed with further diagnostic workup. The patient also may have more subtle complaints, such as headaches, occipital pain radiating to the shoulders, limited range of motion, torticollis, bowel or bladder symptoms, seizures, or a snapping sensation in the neck. In newborns, any unexplained respiratory distress, delayed motor response, hypotonia, or hypertonia should be evaluated. Occasionally, a patient may be unresponsive, so the spine must be protected until appropriate spine clearance has been obtained. Head or facial trauma, loss of consciousness, or high-speed motor vehicle accident are indications for evaluation of the cervical spine. Sometimes after multiple trauma, the only sign of a cervical spine injury is difficulty weaning from assisted ventilation. Often this is associated with a closed head injury. This can mislead the treating physician into believing that the difficulty in weaning from the ventilator is due to the head injury, and an associated cervical spine injury may be overlooked. Positive neurologic findings may be present despite a normal-appearing radiograph, a condition called SCIWORA, and should alert the treating physician to a possible occult cervical spine injury (83,122,164,169).

**EVALUATION**

Examination of an injured child should begin with inspection for associated head or facial trauma. Abrasions and bruising about the neck that can be caused by direct trauma or from the shoulder harness of a seat belt may be clues to an underlying cervical spine injury (Fig. 18-7) (58,66,82,99). An unconscious patient should be treated as if a cervical spine injury is present until proved otherwise (Fig. 18-8). The spine should be palpated for tenderness, muscle spasm, and alignment of the vertebrae. The spinous processes of C2 and C3 should be prominent and easily palpable. Anterior examination of the cervical spine may be difficult in a child. The odontoid cartilage is at the C5–C6 level and can be used as an anatomic landmark. The entire spine should be palpated and examined, because 20% of patients with cervical spine injuries have injuries at multiple levels (158). A
thorough neurologic examination of both the upper and lower extremities should be performed, including strength, sensation, reflexes, and proprioception. An adequate neurologic examination may not be possible initially, and repeated examinations may be necessary. Extremity weakness or subtle sensory losses may not be apparent initially and may be found only on repeated examinations. Rectal sphincter tone and perianal sensation also should be evaluated. If the child is awake and cooperative, flexion, extension, rotation, and lateral tilt can be performed and correlated with pain. However, this should not be performed if the child is not cooperative or is unresponsive and only after initial screening radiographs have been evaluated.

**RADIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION**

**Plain Radiographs**

When cervical spine injury is suspected, radiographs of the cervical spine are indicated. There is still no consensus on whether routine radiographs of the cervical spine should be obtained in every pediatric trauma patient. Some studies have shown that without associated facial trauma or specific physical findings that suggest cervical spine injury, routine cervical radiographs produce a low yield in pediatric trauma (42,95,133). Rachelsky et al. (133) attempted to identify which injured children required cervical spine radiographs. They reviewed a large series of patients, of whom 1.2% had documented cervical spine injuries and concluded that cervical spine radiographs were indicated if the child had a complaint of neck pain, or if head or facial trauma associated with a motor vehicle accident were present. Despite these studies, the burden is still on the treating physician to rule out cervical spine injuries. Initial plain films should include a lateral cervical spine, open-mouth odontoid view, and an anteroposterior cervical spine. Oblique radiographs may be obtained if abnormalities are present on initial radiographs, or the treating physician suspects a cervical spine injury by history or examination. If the patient is medically unstable, then a cross-table lateral radiograph is sufficient until the patient's condition permits a complete evaluation. Significant false-negative rates of
23% to 26% for single cross-table lateral radiographs have been reported, emphasizing the need for a complete radiographic evaluation of suspected cervical spine injuries (9,148). Lateral flexion and extension views can be obtained, but only with careful supervision and only after static films have not shown any obvious abnormalities. The child must be alert and cooperative, so it may not be possible to obtain these studies in a young, frightened child.

Evaluation of cervical spine radiographs should proceed systematically and should include evaluation of anterior and posterior vertebral body alignment, interspinous distance, and spinolaminar line. The absence of cervical lordosis on a lateral film may be a normal finding in children and does not necessarily indicate a cervical spine injury (31). The prevertebral soft tissue space should be evaluated for increased swelling. An increase in the prevertebral soft tissue space may be a subtle finding of possible ligamentous or bony injury. This soft tissue space may be altered by inspiration, crying, and infection, but a measurement of less than 6 mm at C3 is considered normal.

The interpretation of the plain films requires knowledge of normal spine variations. This is particularly true with the neurocentral synchondrosis and growth plates. Knowing when these should be present and when they should not is important so that they are not mistaken for an occult fracture (Table 18-2).

### TABLE 18-2. NORMAL OSSIFICATION CENTERS AND ANOMALIES FREQUENTLY CONFUSED WITH INJURY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avulsion fracture</td>
<td>Apical ossification center of the odontoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apical ossification centers at the tips of the transverse and spinous processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture</td>
<td>Persistence of the synchondrosis at the base of the odontoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent anterior wedging of a young child's vertebral body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal posterior angulation of the odontoid seen in 4% of normal children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instability</td>
<td>Pseudosubluxation of C2-C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudosubluxation of the odontoid process, with apparent superior subluxation of the anterior arch of C1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of the ossification center of the anterior arch of C1 in the first year of life may suggest posterior displacement of C1 on the odontoid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in the atlanto-dens interval of up to 4.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Physiologic variations in the width of the prevertebral soft tissue due to crying misinterpreted as swelling due to edema or hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlying structures such as ears, braided hair, teeth, or hyoid bone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic rivets used in modern emergency cervical immobilization collars can simulate fracture line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontally placed facets in the younger child, creating the illusion of a pillar fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital anomalies such as os odontoideum, spina bifida, and congenital fusion or hemivertebrae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Radiographic Evaluation of Specific Areas of the Spine

#### Atlantooccipital Junction

The atlantooccipital interval is the most difficult to assess because of the lack of discreet and reproducible landmarks on radiographs. The occipital condyles should rest within the depressions of the facets of the atlas. The interval between the occipital condyles and the superior margin of the facet joints of the atlas should be approximately 3 mm, and if the interval is more than 5 mm, an atlantooccipital disruption may be present (43,125). The interval between the basion (the anterior cortical margin of the foramen magnum) and the tip of the dens should be less than 12 mm (25).

Another measurement to evaluate the atlantooccipital junction is the Powers ratio, which assesses the relative position of the skull base to the atlas (Fig. 18-9). A line drawn from the basion to the anterior cortex of the posterior arch of C1 is measured, and this distance is divided by the distance of a line drawn from the opisthion (the posterior cortical margin of the foramen magnum) to the posterior cortex of the anterior arch of C1.

A normal value should be less than 1 and more than 0.7. A value of more than 1 suggests anterior subluxation of the atlantooccipital joint. A value of less than 0.7 suggests posterior subluxation of the atlantooccipital joint. However, the basion is not always visible on plain radiographs. The Wackenheim line, which is drawn along the posterior aspect of the clivus, is probably the most easily identified line to determine disruption of the atlantooccipital joint (Fig. 18-10) (108). If the line does not intersect the tip of the odontoid tangentially and if this line is displaced anteriorly or posteriorly, disruption or increased
laxity about the atlantooccipital joint should be suspected. Other lines such as the McGregor, McCrae, and Chamberlain are not as useful in the evaluation of trauma but have been useful for identifying congenital anomalies with regard to basilar impression.

Atlantoaxial Joint

Evaluation of the atlantoaxial joint should consist of measurement of the atlanto-dens interval and the space available for the spinal cord (Fig. 18-11). Steel reported that the space at the atlantoaxial joint can be divided into thirds: one third is taken up by the odontoid, one third by the spinal cord, and one third is space that is available for the cord (160). Up to 4.5 mm is considered a normal atlanto-dens interval in a child, because the unossified cartilage of the odontoid apparently increases the atlanto-dens interval. Also in children, extension gives the appearance of subluxation of the anterior portion of the atlas over the unossified dens on the lateral view. This usually is a pseudo-subluxation and does not represent true instability (Fig. 18-12) (31,40,51,53).

Upper Cervical Spine

Anterior displacement of one vertebral body on another may indicate a bony or ligamentous injury, but anterior displacement of as much as 3 mm at one level may be a normal finding in the upper cervical spine of a child. This pseudosubluxation is most common at C2–C3 and at C3–C4. The anterior displacement should only be present when the radiographs are taken in flexion, and this displacement will reduce in extension. As an aid in deciding if subluxation is physiologic or pathologic, Swischuk and Rowe (161) and Von Torklus and Gehle (168) described a line drawn from the anterior cortex of the spinous process of C1 to the spinous process of C3 (Fig. 18-13). If the anterior cortex of the C2 spinous process misses this line by more than 3 mm, a true subluxation should be suspected. Also when evaluating instability caused by posterior soft tissue injuries, widening between C1 and C2 of more than 10 mm between the spinous processes is indicative of a soft tissue or ligamentous injury (2).
FIGURE 18-13. Pseudosubluxation of C2 on C3. Hypermobility is common in children under the age of 8 years. Specific measurements of the movement of the vertebral bodies (thin dotted line) are unreliable, whereas the relationship with the posterior elements (thick dotted line) is more consistent. In flexion, the posterior arch of C2 normally aligns itself in a straight-line fashion with C1 and C3. Note the relative horizontal nature of the facet joints, which allows greater mobility. (Reprinted from Swischuk LE. Anterior displacement of C2 in children: physiologic or pathologic? A helpful differentiating line. Radiology 1977;122: 759-763; with permission.)

Lower Cervical Spine

Evaluation of the lower cervical spine on a lateral radiograph should include examination of the alignment of the spinous processes, the spinal laminar line, the posterior vertebral body line, and the anterior vertebral body line (Fig. 18-14). These should all be smooth curves with no step-offs or vertebral body translation. Loss of normal cervical lordosis may indicate spasm from a cervical injury but often is a normal finding in a child (169). Naidich's law states that at any level the interspinous distance may be one and a half times greater than the interspinous distance of the level above or the level below. A greater ratio indicates injury. Evaluation of a lateral cervical spine radiograph should include the bony anatomy as well as the soft tissue spaces. Changes in the soft tissue space may warn the physician of an underlying cervical spine injury when no abnormalities of the vertebrae or vertebral alignment are noted on plain radiographs. The normal retropharyngeal soft tissue space should be less than 6 mm at C3, and the retrotracheal space should be less than 14 mm at C6. Any increased widening may be indicative of an occult bony or ligamentous injury. Adrian and Kemp (1) showed that the width of this soft tissue shadow may be markedly increased in a crying child because the pharynx is attached to the hyoid bone and any action displacing it forward artificially increases the width of this shadow. Therefore, radiographs must be taken with the patient at rest or during quiet respiration.

Special Imaging Studies

Special studies often are indicated for evaluation of pediatric cervical spine trauma. Most cervical spine injuries can be detected by routine plain radiographs (5). Flexion and extension plain radiographs often are needed to determine if any instability is present. Tomography, computed tomography (CT) scanning, CT myelography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), bone scanning, and cineradiography are useful adjunctive studies in the evaluation of cervical spine trauma. Of these, CT scanning to detect occult fractures is the most valuable in the trauma unit setting.

Dynamic Studies

Useful tools in evaluating pediatric cervical spine problems are dynamic flexion and extension radiographs taken from a lateral view, although cineradiography occasionally may be necessary. Static lateral films should always be viewed before performing flexion and extension views. From the static radiographs the physician may suspect a cervical spine injury but the lateral flexion and extension views usually will determine the presence of any instability.

Again, it must be emphasized that these dynamic studies should only be performed under the direct supervision of the treating physician and only in a cooperative patient. Cineradiography allows evaluation of flexion and extension and rotation and tilt; however, it requires a high radiation dose and now is used only in rare cases. CT scanning and MRI have generally replaced cineradiography in the definition of cervical spine injuries in children.
Tomography can aid in identifying injuries that are not well seen on plain radiographs. Sagittal, coronal, and three-dimensional reconstructions from CT scanning can give similar information. Most of the information obtained from tomography can now be obtained with CT reconstruction views, which not only shows information in the axial plane, but also shows better detail of any fractures or bony lesions. Flexion and extension views are possible with CT scanning to evaluate any occult instability. Sagittal, coronal, or three-dimensional reconstruction views can be obtained to help identify fractures or instability patterns at sites that are not easily seen on plain radiographs. This is most useful in evaluating the lateral masses and occipital condyles for fractures and fracture-dislocations. One should take care when placing the child into a CT scanner so that the head is not inadvertently placed in flexion because of the large size of a child's head relative to the body. If this is not taken into account, the neck will be placed in flexion and potentially could increase displacement of an occult fracture. Often children under 4 years of age require sedation for CT scanning.

Magnetic resonance imaging has become a useful diagnostic study to evaluate both soft tissue or ligamentous injury and SCI-WORA. MRI gives both bone and soft tissue information, but it is most useful in evaluating the spinal cord for occult injuries and soft tissue for occult swelling, edema, or ligamentous injuries. Kloosky et al. described this as a useful tool for detecting cervical spine injuries in head-injured or unconscious patients when flexion and extension views cannot be safely obtained (32).

Myelography is useful in detecting abnormalities in the spinal canal but has largely been replaced by MRI (Fig. 18-15).

Another special study is arteriography, which is used to evaluate the vertebral arteries, especially in upper cervical spine trauma in young children. An MRI-enhanced technique can now be used to evaluate the vertebral arteries for injury and is not as invasive as arteriography. Therefore, arteriography, myelography, and arteriography have been replaced by CT and MRI, which show better detail.

**INITIAL MANAGEMENT OF CERVICAL SPINE INJURIES**

Care must be taken to immobilize the cervical spine to prevent damage to the spinal cord, especially while extracting an injured child from an automobile or during transportation. Various devices can be used to immobilize the cervical spine during extraction but should consist of splintage of the head and neck to the thorax. Any immobilization device must allow access to the patient's oropharynx and the anterior region of the neck for emergency intubation or tracheostomy if necessary.

For transportation the child should be placed on a backboard. However, as Herzenberg et al. (79) have pointed out, the standard backboard used for adults is unsuitable for young children. Because the head of a young child is disproportionately large compared with the body, when placed on a standard board, the child's cervical spine is in flexion. This can translate the cervical spine forward into unstable fracture patterns. Herzenberg et al. (79) reported on 10 children under 7 years of age whose cervical spine had anterior angulation or translation on radiographs when placed on a standard backboard. They recommend a backboard with a recess so that the head can be lowered into it to obtain a neutral position of the cervical spine. This also can be accomplished with a split mattress technique, in which the body is supported by two mattresses, and the head is supported by one. Children under 6 years of age should be immobilized using a split mattress technique or a spine board with an occipital recess (Figs. 18-16 and 18-17) (79). One problem with this immobilization protocol, however, is that it tends to reduce displaced fractures and makes recognition of the injury more difficult, especially end plate fractures, which are similar to Salter I fractures in that when reduced the fracture line cannot be seen (Fig. 18-18) (78).

If a child needs to be placed in a halo body jacket, this head–trunk relationship also should be remembered so that the cervical spine is not in flexion.

A large variety of pediatric cervical stabilization devices are available, including rigid cervical collars made out of plastic or soft foam (37, 110). The rigid cervical collars give better immobilization than soft foam collars, but they may cause problems from pressure and often proper fitting may be difficult. Even the best immobilization allows 17 degrees of flexion, 19 degrees of extension, 4 degrees of rotation, and 6 degrees of lateral motion (110). Huerta et al. (84) recommended that these devices be supplemented with tape and sand bags on either side of the head to limit the amount of spinal motion to 3 degrees in any direction. If resuscitation is required, further displacement of an unstable cervical injury is a potential risk. A study of four patients with unstable cervical injuries who failed to be resuscitated in the emergency room showed that axial traction during the emer-

**FIGURE 18-15.** Magnetic resonance imaging depicts a ligament tear.
Emergency treatment actually increased the deformity (15). Skull tongs and halo devices can be used in young children for immobilization (68), but care must be taken regarding the amount of pressure that can be used for the Crutchfield tongs or halo pins. There are special pediatric pin sets for the Crutchfield tongs, and if a halo device is used, then multiple pins at a lower torque are recommended.

Minerva cast immobilization is an effective means of immobilizing the cervical spine, but to place a well-fitted cast on a young child requires some attention to detail. Custom-made orthoses also can be used and have the advantages of easier care and adjustability. The disadvantage is that they do not immobilize the cervical spine as well as a properly applied Minerva cast (Fig. 18-19). Thermoplastic materials also may cause significant skin problems from excoriation secondary to the plastic and contact dermatitis (Fig. 18-20).

The halo device, introduced by Perry and Nickel (126) in 1959, provides immobilization of an unstable cervical spine and also can be used for traction in certain situations. The halo device can be used to immobilize the injured cervical spine in children, but the complications seen with the use of a halo device are much more frequent in children than in adults (11,44). Dormans et al. (44) reported a 68% complication rate with the use of halo immobilization in children, most commonly pin site infection and pin loosening. Other complications were dural penetration, supraorbital nerve injury, and pin site scars that were considered by the family to be objectionable. Despite this high complication rate, all patients were able to wear the halo until fracture healing or fusion occurred (45). A prefabricated halo vest has been used with good results in adults, and these vests can be easily fitted, but in children proper fit rarely is achieved and a halo cast or custom-molded halo vest is needed to obtain adequate fit and immobilization. If a cast or custom-fitted vest is not used, the head will be fixed in the halo and unwanted movement will take place in the vest (Figs. 18-21–18-23).

Mubarak et al. (112) recommended the following steps in the fabrication of a custom halo for a child: (a) the size and configuration of the head are obtained with the use of a flexible lead wire placed around the head; (b) the halo ring is fabricated by constructing a ring 2 cm larger in diameter than the wire model; (c) a plaster mold of the trunk is obtained for the manufacture of a custom bivalved polypropylene vest; and (d) linear measurements are made to ensure appropriate length of the superstructure.

Computed tomography scanning before halo application may help determine bone structure and skull thickness and aid in planning pin placement to avoid a suture line, congenital malformations, and sites that may be prone to pin penetration because

---


**FIGURE 18-17.** A: Young child on a modified backboard that has a cutout to the recess of the occiput, obtaining better supine cervical alignment. B: Young child on modified backboard that has a double-mattress pad to raise the chest, obtaining better supine cervical alignment. (Reprinted from Herzenberg JE, Hensinger RN, Dedrick DK, et al. Emergency transport and positioning of young children who have an injury of the cervical spine; the standard backboard may be hazardous. *J Bone Joint Surg [Am]* 1989;71:15–22; with permission.)
Figure 18-18. Lateral radiograph demonstrating anterior displacement of a fracture resulting from improper immobilization of a child on a flat spine board without an occipital recess.

Figure 18-19. A 3-year-old with a fracture of the odontoid immobilized in a Minerva cast.

Figure 18-20. A: A child immobilized in a SOMI brace. B: Note the rash secondary to contact dermatitis.


FIGURE 18-23. Patient with an atlantooccipital dislocation in a halo brace. Note the improper fitting of the vest and space between the vest and chest wall. This allows for significant displacement of atlantooccipital dislocation in the halo brace.

of skull thickness. Skull thickness in children varies greatly up to 6 years of age (97) and increases between the ages of 10 and 16 years, after which time it is similar to that in adults. Letts found that a 2-mm skull could be completely penetrated with a 160-pound load, which is below the recommended torque pressure for adult skulls.

Mubarak et al. (112) recommended the use of multiple pins at lower torque pressures in infants and children. Eight to ten pins can be used and tightened to 2 to 4 inch-pounds, depending on the child’s age. The use of multiple pins allows significantly less torque pressure. Although this technique is useful, skull development is an important factor to consider in halo application in patients under 2 years of age. The halo probably should not be used in children under 18 months of age: cranial suture interdigitation may be incomplete and fontanels may be open anteriorly in children under 18 months of age and posteriorly in children under 6 months of age. If a halo is used in patients under 18 months of age, there is the potential for displacement through the unfused suture lines.

Technique of Halo Application

Once constructed, the halo ring is applied with the patient under general anesthesia. In older children and adolescents, local anes-
Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormalities also may represent an ischemic injury in some patients, although most are believed to be due to a distraction-type injury in which the spinal cord has not tolerated the degree of distraction but the bony ligamentous elements have not failed. Aufdermaur suggested another possibility (8): a fracture through a pediatric vertebral end plate reduces spontaneously (much like a Salter I fracture), giving a normal radiographic appearance, although the initial displacement could have caused spinal cord injury.

Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormalities is more common in children under 8 years of age than in older children (122,124,139,169). Predisposing factors that may explain the increased frequency of SCIWORA in younger children are cervical spine hypermobility, ligamentous laxity, and an immature vascular supply to the spinal cord. The reported incidence of this condition varies from 7% to 66% of patients with cervical spine injuries (Sullivan’s incidence of SCIWORA was 5% to 67%) (121,122,175).

Delayed onset of neurologic symptoms have been reported in as many as 52% of patients in some series (122,139). Pang and Pollock reported 15 patients who had delayed paralysis after their injury (121). Nine had transient warning signs such as paresthesia or subjective paralysis. In all patients with delayed onset of paralysis, the spine had not been immobilized after the initial trauma and all were neurologically normal before the second event. This underlines the importance of diligent immobilization of a suspected spinal cord injury in a child. Approximately half of the young children with SCIWORA in reported series had complete spinal cord injuries, whereas the older children usually had incomplete neurologic deficit injuries that involved the subaxial cervical spine (6,8,69,139).

Careful radiographic evaluation is helpful in the workup of these patients, but MRI will show a spinal cord lesion that often is some distance from the vertebral column injury. As many as 5% to 10% of children with spinal cord injuries have normal radiographic results (69,75).

SPINAL CORD INJURY IN CHILDREN

Spinal cord injuries are still rare in children. Rang reviewed spinal injuries at the Toronto Hospital for Sick Children over 15 years and found that children constituted a small percentage of the patients with acquired quadriplegia or paraplegia (134). He found that paraplegia was three times more common than quadriplegia. When a spinal cord injury is suspected, the neuro-

SPINAL CORD INJURY WITHOUT RADIOPHGRAPHIC ABNORMALITIES

Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormalities, a syndrome first brought to the attention of the medical community by Pang and Wilberger (122), is unique to children. This condition is defined as a spinal cord injury in a patient with no visible fracture or dislocation or plain radiographs, tomograms, or CT scans.

A complete or incomplete spinal cord lesion may be present, and the injury usually results from severe flexion or distraction to the cervical spine. SCIWORA is believed to occur because the spinal column (vertebrae and disk space) in children is more elastic than the spinal cord and can undergo considerable deformation without being disrupted (26). The spinal column can elongate up to 2 inches without disruption, whereas the spinal cord ruptures with only one fourth of an inch of elongation.

Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormalities may represent an ischemic injury in some patients, although most are believed to be due to a distraction-type injury in which the spinal cord has not tolerated the degree of distraction but the bony ligamentous elements have not failed. Aufdermaur suggested another possibility (8): a fracture through a pediatric vertebral end plate reduces spontaneously (much like a Salter I fracture), giving a normal radiographic appearance, although the initial displacement could have caused spinal cord injury.
logic examination must be complete and meticulous and may take several examinations of sensory and motor function. If an acute spinal cord injury is documented by examination, the administration of methylprednisolone within the first 8 hours after injury has been shown to improve the chances of neurologic recovery (18-21). Methylprednisolone in the treatment of acute spinal cord injuries has been shown to improve motor and sensory recovery when evaluated 6 weeks and 6 months postinjury (20); however, this positive effect on neurologic recovery is limited to those treated within the first 8 hours of injury. The initial loading dose of methylprednisolone is 30 mg/kg body weight. If the loading dose is given within 3 hours after injury, then a maintenance infusion of 5.4 mg/kg is given for 24 hours after injury. If the loading dose is given between 3 and 8 hours after injury, then a maintenance infusion of 5.4 mg/kg is given for 48 hours after injury. Methylprednisolone decreases edema, has an antiinflammatory effect, and protects the cell membranes from scavenging oxygen free radicals (18-21).

In several series (18-21) there was a slight increase in the incidence of wound infections, but no significant increase in gastrointestinal bleeding. All of these studies involved patients 13 years or older, so no documentation of the efficacy in young children exists. A combination of methylprednisolone and GM1 ganglioside is being studied for its possible beneficial effect on an injured spinal cord (61-64). GM1 is a complex acidlike lipid found at high levels in the cell membrane of the central nervous system that is thought to have a neuroprotective and neurofunctional restorative potential. Early studies have shown that patients given both drugs have had improved recovery over those who had received just methylprednisolone.

Once spinal cord injury is documented, routine care includes prophylaxis for stress ulcers, routine skin care to prevent pressure sores, and initial Foley catheterization followed by intermittent catheterization and a bowel training program. With incomplete lesions, children have a better chance than adults for useful recovery. Hadley et al. (69) noted that 89% of pediatric patients with incomplete spinal cord lesions improved, whereas only 20% of patients with complete injuries had evidence of significant recovery. Laminectomy has not been beneficial and can be harmful (151,174) because it increases instability in the cervical spine. For example, it can cause a swan neck deformity or progressive kyphotic deformity (104,154). The risk of spinal deformity after spinal cord injury has been investigated by several researchers (10,12,27,49,90,104). Mayfield et al. (104) found that patients who had a spinal cord injury before their growth spurt all developed spinal deformities, 80% of which were progressive. Ninety-three percent developed scoliosis, 57% developed kyphosis, and 18% lordosis. Sixty-one percent of these patients required spinal arthrodesis for stabilization of their curves. Orthotic management usually is unsuccessful, but in some patients it delays the age at which arthrodesis is necessary. Lower extremity deformities also may occur, such as subluxations and dislocations about the hip. Pelvic obliquity can be a significant problem and may result in pressure sores and difficulty in sitting in a wheelchair.

**NEONATAL INJURY**

Spinal column injury and spinal cord injury can occur during birth, especially during a breech delivery (117,163). Injuries associated with breech delivery usually are in the lower cervical spine or upper thoracic spine and are thought to result from traction, whereas injuries associated with cephalic delivery usually occur in the upper cervical spine and are thought to result from rotation. It is unclear whether cesarean section reduces spinal injury in neonates (100); however, Bresnan and Abrams (22) noted that neck hyperextension in utero (star-gazing fetus) in breech presentations is likely to result in an estimated 25% spinal cord injury with vaginal delivery and can be prevented by delivering via cesarean section.

Distraction type injuries to the upper cervical spine have been reported in infants in forward-facing car seats. Because infants have poor head control and muscular development, if placed in a forward-facing car seat and a sudden deceleration occurs, the infant's head continues forward while the remainder of the body is wrapped in the car seat, resulting in a distraction-type injury (66).

Neuromuscular control of the cervical spine in neonates and infants is underdeveloped, and a normal infant cannot adequately support his or her head until about 3 months of age. Infants, therefore, cannot protect their spines against excessive forces that may occur during delivery or during the months after birth. Skeletal injuries from obstetric trauma are probably underreported because the infantile spine is largely cartilaginous and difficult to evaluate radiographically, especially if the injury is through the cartilage or cartilage-bone interface (8). A cervical spine lesion should be considered in an infant who is floppy at birth, especially after a difficult delivery. Flaccid paralysis with areflexia usually is followed by a typical pattern of hyperreflexia once spinal cord shock is over. Brachial plexus palsies also warrant cervical spine radiographs. MRI can sometimes be helpful in this diagnosis.

Shulman et al. (153) found atlantoaxial and axial dislocations at autopsy, and Tawbi (163) found a 10% incidence of brain and spinal injuries at autopsy.

Treatment of the neonatal cervical spine is nonoperative and should consist of careful realignment and positioning of the child on a bed with neck support or a custom cervical thoracic orthosis. Healing of bony injuries is usually rapid and complete (159).

Caffey (30) in 1974 and Swischuk (162) in 1969 described a child abuse syndrome called the shaken infant syndrome. Children have weak and immature neck muscles and cannot support their heads when they are subjected to whiplash stresses. Intracranial and interocular hemorrhages can occur. This injury can result in death or cerebral injury with retardation and permanent visual and hearing defects. Fractures of the spinal column and spinal cord injuries can occur after the violent shaking of the child. Swischuk reported a spinal cord injury in a 2-year-old that was the result of violent shaking that produced a cervical fracture dislocation that spontaneously reduced (162).

**OCCIPITAL CONDYLAR FRACTURE**

Occipital condylar fractures are rare, and their diagnosis requires a high index of suspicion, especially in patients who are unconscious or have a closed head injury or cranial nerve injury. CT with multiplanar reconstruction usually is necessary to establish
the diagnosis. Three types of occipital condylar fractures have been described: type I, impaction fracture; type II, basilar skull fracture extending into the condyle; and type III, avulsion fractures. An avulsion fracture is the only type of occipital condylar fracture that is unstable. Type I injuries are the result of axial compression. Type II injuries occur after a direct blow. Both type I and II occipital condylar fractures can be treated with a cervical orthosis. Type III or avulsion fractures require halo immobilization or occipitocervical arthrodesis (3).

ATLANTOOCcipITAL INSTABILITY

Atlantooccipital dislocation was once thought to be a rare fatal injury found only at the time of autopsy (Fig. 18-24) (8,16, 24,153). This injury is now being recognized more often, and children are surviving (44,123,158). This increase in the survival rate may be due to increased awareness and improved emergency care with resuscitation and spinal immobilization by emergency personnel. Atlantooccipital dislocation occurs in sudden deceleration accidents, such as motor vehicle or pedestrian–vehicle accidents. The head is thrown forward, and this may cause sudden craniovertebral separation.

The atlantooccipital joint is a condylar joint that has little inherent bony stability. Stability is provided by the ligaments about the joint. The primary stabilizers are the paired alar ligaments and the tectorial membrane (a continuation of the posterior longitudinal ligament). In children, this articulation is not as well formed as in adults and it is less cup shaped. Therefore, there is less resistance to translational forces (8,16,24,25,153).

FIGURE 18-24. Patient with atlantooccipital dislocation. Note the forward displacement of the Wackenheim line and the significant anterior soft tissue swelling.

FIGURE 18-25. Craniovertebral dislocation. A: Lateral view shows extensive soft tissue swelling. The distance between the basion and the dens is 2.4 cm (arrows) (normal is <1 cm). B: Line drawing made to demonstrate the abnormal relationship between the occiput and the upper cervical spine. (Reprinted from El-Khoury GY, Kathol MH. Radiographic evaluation of cervical trauma. Semin Spine Surg 1991;3:3–23; with permission.)
Diagnosis may be difficult, because atlantooccipital dislocation is a ligamentous injury. Although patients with this injury have a history of trauma, some may have no neurologic findings. Others, however, may have symptoms such as cranial nerve injury, vomiting, headache, torticollis, or motor or sensory deficits (24,29,74,81,123). Brainstem symptoms, such as ataxia and vertigo, may be caused by vertebrobasilar vascular insufficiency. Unexplained weakness or difficulty in weaning off a ventilator after a closed head injury may be a sign of this injury.

The treating physician must be aware of radiographic findings associated with atlantooccipital dislocation. A significant amount of anterior soft tissue swelling usually is present. Radiographic findings that aid in the diagnosis of atlantooccipital dislocation are the Wackenheim line, Powers ratio, dens-basion interval, and occipital condylar distance. The Wackenheim line is drawn along the clivus and should intersect tangentially the tip of the odontoid. A shift anterior or posterior of this line represents either an anterior or posterior displacement of the occiput on the atlas (Fig. 18-25). This line is probably the most helpful because it is reproducible and easy to identify on a lateral radiograph. The Powers ratio is determined by drawing a line from the basion to the posterior arch of the atlas and a second line from the opisthion to the anterior arch of the atlas. The length of line BC is divided by the length of the line OA, producing the Powers ratio. A ratio of more than 1.0 is diagnostic of anterior atlantooccipital dislocation. A ratio of less than 0.7 is diagnostic of posterior atlantooccipital dislocation. Values between 1.0 and 0.7 are considered normal. Another radiographic measurement is the dens-basion interval. If the interval measures more than 1.2 cm, then disruption of the atlantooccipital joint has occurred (25,129). Donahue et al. (43) described an occipital condylar facet distance of more than 5 mm from the occipital condyle to the C1 facet as indicative of atlantooccipital injury. They recommended measuring this distance from five reference points along the occipital condyle and the C1 facet (Fig. 18-26).

Magnetic resonance imaging also is useful in diagnosing atlantooccipital dislocation by showing soft tissue edema and ligament injury or disruption.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

Because atlantooccipital dislocation is a ligamentous injury, nonoperative treatment usually is unsuccessful. Although Georgopoulos et al. (65) did report successful halo stabilization, immobilization in a halo should be used with caution: if the vest or cast portion is not fitted properly, displacement can increase (Fig. 18-27). Traction should be avoided for the same reason. Surgical stabilization is the recommended treatment (99). Posterior arthrodesis can be performed in situ, with wire fixation or fixation with a contoured Luque rod and wires. If the C1–C2 articulation is stable, arthrodesis should be only from the occiput to C1 so that C1–C2 motion is preserved (157). Some research-
ers have expressed reservations about the chance of obtaining fusion in the narrow atlantooccipital interval and have recommended arthrodesis from the occiput to C2. If stability of the C1–C2 articulation is questionable, arthrodesis should extend to C2 (106).

For a patient who presents very late with an unreduced dislocation, an in situ arthrodesis is recommended. DiBenedetto and Lee (41) recommended arthrodesis in situ with a suboccipital craniectomy to relieve posterior impingement.

Instability at the atlantooccipital joint is increased in patients with Down's syndrome as well as those with a high cervical arthrodesis below the axis. These patients may be at risk of developing chronic instability patterns and are at higher risk of having instability after trauma.

### Occiput to C2 Arthrodesis

**Arthrodesis without Internal Fixation**

In younger children in whom the posterior elements are absent at C1 or separation is extensive in the bony part of C1 posteriorly, posterior cervical arthrodesis from the occiput to C2 with iliac crest bone graft is performed using a periosteal flap from the occiput to provide an osteogenic tissue layer for the bone graft (Fig. 18-28) (93).

A halo is applied after the patient is anesthetized, endotracheal intubation is obtained, and all anesthesia lines are in place. For younger children, 6 to 10 pins with lower pressure torque are used in the halo (Fig. 18-21); in older children, 4 pins can be used.
A radiograph is obtained to evaluate the position of the head and cervical spine in the prone position with the halo in place. The radiograph also aids in identifying landmarks and levels, although once the skin incision is made, the occiput and spinous processes can be palpated.

A straight posterior incision is made from the occiput to about C3, with care not to expose below C2 to avoid extension of the fusion to lower levels. An epinephrine and lidocaine solution is injected into the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues to help control local skin and subcutaneous bleeding. The incision is deepened in the midline to the spinous processes of C2. Once identified, the level of the posterior elements of C1 or the dura is more easily found.

After C2 is identified, subperiosteal dissection is carried proximally. Extraperiosteal dissection is used to approach the occiput (Fig. 18-28A). The dura is not completely exposed; if possible, any fat or ligamentous tissue present is left intact. The interspinous ligaments also should be left intact.

The occipital periosteum is mobilized by making a triangular incision directly on the posterior skull, with the apex posteriorly and the broad base over the foramen magnum region. A flap of 3 or 4 cm at the base can be created. With subperiosteal elevation, the periosteum can be reflected from the occiput to the spinous processes of C2 (Fig. 18-28B). The apex of the flap is sutured to the spinous process of C2 and is attached laterally to any posterior elements that are present at C1 or other lateral soft tissues. After the periosteum is secured to the bone and any rudimentary C1 ring is exposed subperiosteally, a power bur is used to decorticate the occiput and any exposed portions of C1 and C2 (Fig. 18-28C).

Iliac crest bone graft is harvested, and struts of iliac bone are placed across the area on the periosteal flap (Fig. 18-28D). No internal fixation is used other than sutures to secure the periosteum. The wound is closed in a routine fashion, and a body jacket or cast is applied and attached to the halo. The halo cast is worn until radiographs show adequate posterior arthrodesis, usually in 8 to 12 weeks.

**Arthrodesis with Triple-Wire Fixation**

In older adolescents in whom the posterior elements of C1 and C2 are intact, a triple-wire technique, as described by Wertheim and Bohlman (171), can be used (Fig. 18-29). The wires are passed through the outer table of the skull at the occipital protuberance. Because the transverse and superior sagittal sinuses are cephalad to the protuberance, they are not endangered by wire passage.

Stability of the spine is obtained preoperatively with cranial skeletal traction with the patient on a turning frame or cerebellar head rest. The patient is placed prone, and a lateral radiograph is obtained to document proper alignment. The subcutaneous tissues are injected with an epinephrine solution (1:500,000). A midline incision is made extending from the external occipital protuberance to the spine of the third cervical vertebra. The paraspinal muscles are sharply dissected subperiosteally with a scalpel, and a periosteal elevator is used to expose the occiput and cervical laminae, with special care to stay in the midline to avoid the paramedian venous plexus. At a point 2 cm above the rim of the foramen magnum, a high-speed diamond bur is used to create a trough on either side of the protuberance, making a ridge in the center (Fig. 18-29A). A towel clip is used to make a hole in this ridge through only the outer table of bone. A 20-gauge wire is looped through the hole and around the ridge, then another 20-gauge wire is looped around the arch of the atlas. A third wire is passed through a hole drilled in the base of the spinous process of the axis and around this structure, giving three separate wires to secure the bone grafts on each side of the spine (Fig. 18-29B).

A thick, slightly curved graft of corticocancellous bone of premeasured length and width is removed from the posterior iliac crest. The graft is divided horizontally into two pieces, and three holes are drilled into each graft (Fig. 18-29C). The occiput is decorticated and the grafts are anchored in place with the wires on both sides of the spine (Fig. 18-29D). Additional cancellous bone is packed around and between the two grafts. The wound is closed in layers over suction drains.

Either a rigid cervical orthosis or a halo cast is worn for 6 to 15 weeks, followed by a soft collar that is worn for an additional 6 weeks.

**Occipitocervical Arthrodesis**

The positioning of the patient and the procedure are performed with the patient under general anesthesia and with monitoring of the somatosensory-evoked potentials (Fig. 18-30). A halo ring is applied initially with the patient supine. Subsequently, the patient is carefully placed in the prone position, the halo is secured to the operating table with a halo-positioning device, and the alignment of the occiput and the cervical spine is confirmed with a lateral radiograph. The midline is exposed from the occiput to the second or third cervical vertebrae. Particular care is taken to limit the lateral dissection to avoid damaging the vertebral arteries.

In patients who need decompression because of cervical stenosis or for removal of a tumor, the arch of the first or second cervical vertebra (or both) is removed, with or without removal of a portion of the occipital bone to enlarge the foramen magnum.

Four holes, aligned transversely, with two on each side of the midline, are made with a high-speed drill through both cortices of the occiput, leaving a 1-cm osseous bridge between the two holes of each pair. The holes are placed caudal to the transverse sinuses. A trough is fashioned into the base of the occiput to accept the cephalad end of the bone graft. A corticocancellous graft is obtained from the iliac crest and is shaped into a rectangle, with a notch created in the inferior base to fit around the spinous process of the second or third cervical vertebrae. The caudal extent of the intended arthrodesis (the second or third cervical vertebrae) is determined by the presence or absence of a previous laminectomy, congenital anomalies, or the level of the instability. On each side, a looped 16- or 18-gauge Luque wire is passed through the bur holes and looped on itself. Wisconsin button wires (Zimmer, Warsaw, Indiana) are passed through the base of the spinous process of either the second or the third cervical vertebrae. The wire that is going into the left arm of the graft is passed through the spinous process from right to left.
The graft is placed into the occipital trough superiorly and about the spinous process of the vertebra that is to be at the caudal level of the arthrodesis (the second or third cervical vertebrae). The graft is precisely contoured so that it fits securely into the occipital trough and around the inferior spinous process before the wires are tightened. The wires are subsequently crossed, twisted, and cut. An intraoperative radiograph is made at this point to assess the position of the graft and the wires as well as the alignment of the occiput and the cephalad cervical vertebrae. Extension of the cervical spine can be controlled by positioning of the head with the halo frame, by adjustment of the size and shape of the graft, and to a lesser extent by appropriate tightening of the wires.

**Occipitocervical Arthrodesis with Contoured Rod and Segmental Wire**

Occipitocervical arthrodesis using a contoured rod and segmental wire has the advantage of achieving immediate stability of the occipitocervical junction (Fig. 18-31). This allows the patient to be in a cervical collar after surgery, avoiding the need for halo immobilization.

The base of the occiput and the spinous processes of the upper cervical vertebrae are approached through a longitudinal midline incision, which extends deep within the relatively avascular intermuscular septum. The entire field is exposed subperiosteally. A template of the intended shape of the stainless steel rod is made with the appropriate length of Luque wire. Two bur holes are made on each side, about 2 cm lateral to the midline and 2.5 cm above the foramen magnum. Care should be taken to avoid the transverse and sigmoid sinus when making these bur holes. At least 10 mm of intact cortical bone should be left between the bur holes. Extension of the cervical spine can be controlled by positioning of the head with the halo frame, by adjustment of the size and shape of the graft, and to a lesser extent by appropriate tightening of the wires.
FIGURE 18.30. Occipitocervical arthrodesis. A: Four bur holes are placed into the occiput in transverse alignment, with two on each side of the midline, leaving a 1-cm osseous bridge between the 2 holes of each pair. A trough is fashioned into the base of the occiput. B: 16- or 18-gauge Luque wires are passed through the bur holes and looped on themselves. Wisconsin button wires are passed through the base of the spinous process of either the second or third cervical vertebra. The graft is positioned into the occipital trough and spinous process of the cervical vertebra at the caudal extent of the arthrodesis. The graft is locked into place by the precise contouring of the bone. C: The wires are crossed, twisted, and cut. The extension of the cervical spine can be controlled by positioning of the head with the halo frame, by adjustment of the size and shape of the bone graft, and to a lesser extent by tightening of the wires. (Reprinted from Dormans JP, Drummond DS, Sutton LN, et al. Occipitocervical arthrodesis in children. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1995;77:1234-1240, with permission.)
are secured to the rod. The spine and occiput are decorticated and autogenous cancellous bone grafting is performed.

**FRACTURES OF THE ATLAS**

Fracture of the ring of Cl (Jefferson fracture) is not a common injury in children (15,86,102,109,114,136,165). This injury is caused by an axial load applied to the head. The force is transmitted through the occipital condyles to the lateral masses of C1, causing a disruption in the ring of C1, usually in two places, with fractures occurring both in the anterior and posterior rings. In children an isolated single fracture of the ring can occur with the remaining fracture hinging on a synchondrosis. This is an important distinction in children because often fractures occur through a normal synchondrosis and there can be plastic defor-
Radiograph of an atlas fracture. This distinction can be seen on plain radiographs, with fractures appearing through what appears to be normal physes. As the lateral masses separate, the transverse ligament may be ruptured or avulsed, resulting in C1 and C2 instability (109). If the two lateral masses are widened more than 7 mm beyond the borders of the axis on an anteroposterior radiograph, then an injury to the transverse ligament is presumed. Injury to the transverse ligament may be from a rupture of the ligament or an avulsion of the ligament attachment to C1. Jefferson fractures may be evident on plain radiographs, but CT scans are superior at demonstrating this injury. CT scans also may be used to follow the progress of healing.

Treatment consists of immobilization in an orthosis [Philadelphia collar or sternal occipital mandibular immobilizer (SOMI)], Minerva cast, or halo brace. If there is excessive widening (>7 mm), halo traction followed by halo brace or cast immobilization is recommended. Surgery rarely is necessary to stabilize these fractures (Fig. 18-32).

ATLANTOAXIAL INJURIES
Odontoid Fractures

Odontoid fractures are one of the most common fractures of the cervical spine in children (107), occurring at an average age of 4 years (45,146). The unique feature of odontoid fractures in children is that the fracture most commonly occurs through the synchondrosis of C2 distally at the base of the odontoid. This synchondrosis is a cartilage line at the base of the odontoid and looks like a physeal or Salter I injury.

A fracture of the odontoid usually is associated with head trauma from a motor vehicle accident or a fall from a height, although it also can occur after trivial head trauma. Radiographs should be obtained in any child complaining of neck pain. Clinically, the child will complain of neck pain and resist attempts to extend the neck. Odent et al. (118) reported that 8 of 15 odontoid fractures in children were the result of motor vehicle accidents, with the child fastened in a forward-facing seat. The sudden deceleration of the body as it is strapped into the car seat while the head continues to travel forward causes this fracture.

Most odontoid injuries are anteriorly displaced and usually have an intact anterior periosteal sleeve that provides some stability to the fracture when immobilized in extension and allows excellent healing of the fracture (7,137,142,149). Growth disturbances are uncommon after this type of fracture. This synchondrosis normally closes at about 3 to 6 years of age and adds little to the longitudinal growth of C2.

Most often the diagnosis can be ascertained by viewing the plain radiographs. Anteroposterior radiographs usually appear normal, and the diagnosis must be made from lateral radiographs because displacement of the odontoid usually occurs anteriorly. Plain radiographs sometimes can be misleading when the fracture occurs through the synchondrosis and has spontaneously reduced. When this occurs the fracture has the appearance of a nondisplaced Salter I fracture. CT scans with three-dimensional reconstruction views may be needed to fully delineate the injury (150). MRI also may be useful in nondisplaced fractures by detecting edema around the injured area, indicating that a fracture may have occurred. Dynamic flexion and extension views to demonstrate instability may be obtained in a cooperative child if a nondisplaced fracture is suspected.

Odontoid fractures in children generally heal unevenly and rarely have complications. Neurologic deficits rarely have been reported after this injury, except by Odent et al., who described neurologic injuries in 8 of 15 patients, although most were stretch injuries to the spinal cord at the cervical thoracic junction and not at the level of the odontoid fracture.

Treatment of odontoid fractures is by closed reduction (usually extension or slight hyperextension of the neck), although complete reduction of the translation is not necessary. At least 50% apposition should be obtained to provide adequate cervical alignment, then the patient should be immobilized in a Minerva or halo cast or custom orthosis. This fracture will heal in about 6 to 8 weeks. After bony healing, stability should be documented by flexion/extension lateral radiographs. Once the Minerva cast or halo is removed, a soft collar is worn for 1 to 2 weeks. If an adequate reduction cannot be obtained by recumbency and hyperextension, then head halter or halo traction is needed. Rarely, manipulation under general anesthesia is needed for irreducible fractures (Fig. 18-33). Surgery with internal fixation rarely has been reported, due to the good results that are achieved with conservative treatment in children (57,67,130,135,141).

Os Odontoideum

Os odontoideum consists of a round ossicle that is separated from the axis by a transverse gap, which leaves the apical segment without support. Fielding et al. (51,53) suggested that this was an unrecognized fracture at the base of the odontoid. Some studies have documented normal radiographs of the dens with abnormal radiographs after trivial trauma. This can be explained by a distraction force being applied by the alar ligaments, which pulls the tip of the fractured odontoid away from the base and produces a nonunion.
FIGURE 18-33. A and B: Lateral radiograph and CT reconstruction view of odontoid fracture through the synchondrosis of C2. Note the anterior displacement.

The presentation of an os odontoideum can be variable. Signs and symptoms can range from a minor to a frank compressive myelopathy or vertebral artery compression. Presenting symptoms may be neck pain, torticollis, or headaches caused by local irritation of the atlantoaxial joint. Neurologic symptoms can be transient or episodic after trauma to complete myelopathy caused by cord compression (46). Symptoms may consist of weakness and loss of balance with upper motor neuron signs, although upper motor neuron signs may be completely absent. Proprioceptive and sphincter dysfunction also are common.

Os odontoideum usually can be diagnosed on routine cervical spine radiographs, which include an open mouth odontoid view (Fig. 18-34). Lateral flexion and extension views should be obtained to determine if any instability is present. With os odontoideum there is a space between the body of the axis and a bony ossicle. The free ossicle of the os odontoideum usually is half the size of a normal odontoid and is oval or round with smooth sclerotic borders. The space differs from that of an acute fracture in which the space is thin and irregular instead of wide and smooth. The amount of instability should be documented on lateral flexion and extension plain radiographs that allow measurement of both the anterior and posterior displacement of the atlas on the axis. Because the ossicle is fixed to the anterior arch of C1 and moves with the anterior arch of C1 both in flexion and extension, measurement of the relationship of C1 to the free ossicle is of little value because they move as a unit. A more meaningful measurement is made by projecting lines superiorly from the body of the axis to a line projected inferiorly from the posterior border of the anterior arch of the atlas. This gives more information as to the stability of C1–C2. Another measurement that is very helpful is space available for the cord, which is the distance from the back of the dens to the anterior border of the posterior arch of C1.

Recommended treatment is posterior arthrodesis of C1 to C2. Before arthrodesis is attempted, the integrity of the arch of C1 must be documented by CT scan. Incomplete development
FIGURE 18-34. Lateral radiograph (A) and open-mouth odontoid radiograph (B) demonstrating os odontoideum. (Reprinted from Warner WC. Pediatric cervical spine. In: Canale ST, ed. Campbell’s operative orthopaedics. St. Louis: Mosby Year Book, 1999:2817; with permission.)

of the posterior arch of C1 is uncommon but has been reported to occur with increased frequency in patients with os odontoideum. This may necessitate an occipital to C2 arthrodesis for stability. If a C1–C2 arthrodesis is performed, one must be careful not to overreduce the odontoid and cause posterior translation. Care also must be taken in positioning the neck at the time of arthrodesis and when tightening the wires if a Gallie or Brooks arthrodesis is performed to prevent posterior translation (Figs. 18-35 and 18-36).

Traumatic Ligamentous Disruption

The transverse ligament is the primary stabilizer of an intact odontoid against forward displacement. Secondary stabilizers consist of the apical and alar ligaments, which arise from the tip of the odontoid and pass to the base of the skull. These also stabilize the atlantoaxial joint indirectly (80). The normal distance from the anterior cortex of the dens to the posterior cortex of the anterior ring of C1 is 3 mm in adults and 4.5 mm in children. In children if the distance is more than 4.5 mm, disruption of the transverse ligament is presumed. The spinal canal at C1 is large compared with other cervical segments and accommodates a large degree of rotation and some degree of pathologic displacement without compromising the spinal cord. Steel has expressed this as a rule of thirds. The spinal canal at C1 is occupied equally by the spinal cord, odontoid, and a free

FIGURE 18-35. Posterior translation of atlas after C1–C2 posterior arthrodesis.
space, which provides a buffer zone to prevent neurologic injury. Steel found that anterior displacement of the atlas that exceeds a distance equal to the width of the odontoid may place the spinal cord at risk (160).

Acute rupture of the transverse ligament is rare and reportedly occurs in fewer than 10% of pediatric cervical spine injuries (98, 107). However, avulsion of the attachment of the transverse ligament to C1 is more common.

A patient with disruption of the transverse ligament usually has a history of cervical spine trauma and complains of neck pain, often with notable muscle spasms. Diagnosis is confirmed on lateral radiographs that demonstrate an increased atlantoaxial dens interval. An active flexion view may be required to demonstrate instability in cooperative patients with unexplained neck pain or neurologic findings. CT scans are useful to demonstrate avulsion of the transverse ligament from its origins to the bony ring of C1.

Although rarely used, conservative treatment of acute transverse ligament injuries has been reported. For acute injuries, reduction in extension is recommended followed by surgical stabilization of C1 and C2 and immobilization for 8 to 12 weeks in a Minerva cast, a halo brace, or cervical orthosis. Flexion and extension views should be obtained after stabilization to document stability.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

**Atlantoaxial Arthrodesis**

**Technique of Brooks and Jenkins**

The supine patient is intubated in the supine position while still on a stretcher, and is then placed prone on the operating table, with the head supported by traction; the head–thorax relationship is maintained at all times during turning (23) (Fig. 18-37). A lateral cervical spine radiograph is obtained to ensure proper alignment before surgery. The skin is prepared and draped in a sterile fashion and a solution of epinephrine (1:500,000) is injected subcutaneously to aid hemostasis.

C1 and C2 are exposed through a midline incision. Using an aneurysm needle, a mersiline suture is passed from cephalad to caudad on each side of the midline under the arch of the atlas and then beneath the lamina of C2. These serve as guides to introduce two doubled 20-gauge wires. The size of the wire used varies depending on the size and age of the patient. Two full-thickness bone grafts approximately $1.25 \times 3.5$ cm are harvested from the iliac crest and beveled so that the apex of the graft fits in the interval between the arch of the atlas and the lamina of the axis. Notches are fashioned in the upper and lower cortical surfaces to hold the circumferential wires and prevent them from slipping. The doubled wires are tightened over the graft and twisted on each side. The wound is irrigated and closed in layers over suction drains.

**Technique of Gallie**

The supine patient is intubated while on a stretcher (59) (Fig. 18-38). The prone patient then is placed on the operating table with the head supported by traction, maintaining the head–thorax relationship during turning. A lateral cervical spine radiograph is obtained to ensure proper alignment before surgery. The skin is prepared and draped in a sterile fashion, and a solution of epinephrine (1:500,000) is injected subcutaneously to aid hemostasis.

A midline incision is made from the lower occiput to the level of the lower end of the fusion, extending deeply within
the relatively avascular midline structures, the intermuscular septum, or ligamentum nuchae. Care should be taken not to expose any more than the area to be fused to decrease the chance of spontaneous extension of the fusion. By subperiosteal dissection, the posterior arch of the atlas and the lamina of C2 are exposed. The muscular and ligamentous attachments from C2 are removed with a curet. Care should be taken to dissect laterally along the atlas to prevent injury to the vertebral arteries and vertebral venous plexus that lie on the superior aspect of the ring of C1, less than 2 cm lateral to the midline. The upper surface of C1 is exposed no farther laterally than 1.5 cm from the midline in adults and 1 cm in children. Decortication of C1 and C2 generally is not necessary. From below, a wire loop of appropriate size is passed upward under the arch of the atlas either directly or with the aid of a mersilene suture. The mersilene suture can be passed with an aneurysm needle. The free ends of the wire are passed through the loop, grasping the arch of C1 in the loop.

A corticocancellous graft is taken from the iliac crest and placed against the lamina of C2 and the arch of C1 beneath the wire. One end of the wire is passed through the spinous process of C2, and the wire is twisted on itself to secure the graft in place. The wound is irrigated and closed in layers with suction drainage tubes.

**Atlantoaxial Instability Associated with Congenital Anomalies and Syndromes**

Although acute atlantoaxial instability in children is rare, chronic atlantoaxial instability occurs in certain conditions such as juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, Reiter’s syndrome, Down’s syndrome, and Larsen’s syndrome. Bone dysplasia—such as Morquio’s polysaccharidosis, spondyloepiphysial dysplasia, and Kniest’s syndrome—also may be associated with atlantoaxial instability, as well as os odontoideum, Klippel-Feil syndrome, and occipitalization of the atlas (28,73,75,92,94,111).

Certain cranial facial malformations have high incidences of associated anomalies of the cervical spine, such as Apert’s syndrome, hemifacial microsomia, and Goldenhar’s syndrome (152). Treatment recommendations are individualized based on the natural history of the disorder and future risk to the patient. Although there is little literature on cervical spine instability in each of these syndromes, there has been considerable interest in the incidence and treatment of atlantoaxial instability in children with Down’s syndrome (35,38,131,132,167).

Some Down’s syndrome patients have C1–C2 instability of more than 5 mm. The Committee on Sports Medicine of the American Academy of Pediatrics issued a policy statement (35) asserting that Down’s syndrome patients with 5 to 6 mm of instability should be restricted from participating in sports that carry a risk of stress to the head and neck. The Special Olympics organization has placed even greater restrictions on particular sports (156). Davidson found that neurologic signs were more predictive of impending dislocation than the radiologic criteria. Nearly all the patients with actual dislocations that he reviewed had at least several weeks of readily detectable physical signs before dislocation occurred (38).

Surgical stabilization is indicated for patients with translation of more than 10 mm. In patients with less than 10 mm of translation and a neurologic deficit or history of neurologic symptoms, surgical stabilization also may be indicated. Once surgical stabilization is needed, the treating physician must understand the increased risk of complications (i.e., pseudarthrosis) in this patient population. Segal et al. (145) reported a high complication rate after posterior arthrodesis of the cervical spine in patients who have Down’s syndrome. Six of ten patients developed resorption of the bone graft and associated pseudarthrosis. Other complications in this patient population after attempted posterior arthrodesis were wound infection, dischecence of the operative site, instability of adjacent motion segments, and neurologic sequelae (152).

**Atlantoaxial Rotatory Subluxation**

Atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation is a common cause of childhood torticollis. This condition is known by several names such as rotatory dislocation, rotatory displacement, rotatory subluxation, and rotatory fixation. Atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation probably is the most accepted term used, except for long-standing cases (3 months), which are called roatory fixation.

A significant amount of motion occurs at the atlantoaxial joint; half of the rotation of the cervical spine occurs there. Through this range of motion at the C1–C2 articulation, some children develop atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation. The two most common causes are trauma and infection; the most common cause is an upper respiratory infection (Grisel’s syndrome) (172). Subluxation also can occur after a retropharyngeal abscess, tonsillitis, pharyngeoplasty, or trivial trauma. There is free blood flow between the veins and lymphatics draining the pharynx and the periodontoid plexus (124). Any inflammation of these structures can lead to attenuation of the synovial capsule or transverse ligament or both, with resulting instability. Another potential etiologic factor is the shape of the superior facets of the axis in children. Kawabe (88) demonstrated that the facets are smaller and more steeply inclined in children than in adults. A meniscus-like synovial fold was found between C1 and C2 that could prohibit reduction after displacement has occurred.

**Classification**

Fielding and Hawkins (54) classified atlantoaxial rotatory displacements into four types based on direction and degree of rotation and translation (Fig. 18-39). Type 1 is a unilateral facet subluxation with an intact transverse ligament. This is the most common and benign type. Type 2 is a unilateral facet subluxation with anterior displacement of 3 to 5 mm. The unilateral anterior displacement of one of the lateral masses may indicate an incompetent transverse ligament with potential instability. Type 3 is bilateral anterior facet displacement with more than 5 mm of anterior displacement. This type is associated with deficiencies of the transverse and secondary ligaments, which can result in significant narrowing of the space available for the cord at the atlantoaxial level. Type 4 is an unusual type in which the atlas is displaced posteriorly. This usually is associated with a deficient dens. Although types 3 and 4 are rare, neurologic
involvement may be present or instantaneous death can occur. Both types must be managed with great care.


**FIGURE 18-40.** Child with rotary subluxation of C1 on C2. Note the direction of head tilt and rotation of the neck.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Clinical findings include neck pain, headache, and a cock-robin position of rotating to one side as well as lateral flexion to the other (Fig. 18-40). When rotatory subluxation is acute, the child resists attempts to move the head and has pain with any attempts at correction. Usually, they are able to make the deformity worse but are not able to correct it. Associated muscle spasms of the sternocleidomastoid muscle occur predominantly on the side of the long sternocleidomastoid muscle in an attempt to correct the deformity. If the deformity becomes fixed, the pain subsides but the torticollis and the decreased range of motion will persist (52). If rotatory fixation has been present for a long time in a small child, plagiocephaly sometimes can be noted. Neurologic abnormalities are extremely rare, although a few cases have been reported.

**Radiographic Findings**

Adequate radiographs may be difficult to obtain because of the associated torticollis and difficulty in positioning the head and neck. Anteroposterior and open mouth odontoid views should be taken with the shoulders flat and the head in as neutral a position as possible (101). Lateral masses that have rotated forward appear wider and closer to the midline, whereas the opposite lateral mass appears narrower and farther away from the midline on this view. One of the facet joints may be obscured because of apparent overlapping. The distance between the lateral mass and the dens also will be asymmetric. On the lateral view, the lateral facet appears anterior and usually appears wedge shaped instead of the normal oval shape. The posterior arches of the atlas may fail to superimpose because of head tilt, giving the appearance of fusion of C1 to the occiput (occipitalization). Flexion and extension lateral views are recommended to exclude instability.

Cineradiography has been used for the evaluation of atlantoaxial rotatory subluxation (50,54,80). This technique is limited in the acute stage, because pain restricts the motion necessary for a satisfactory study. With atlantoaxial rotatory fixation, cineradiography may be helpful in confirming the diagnosis by demonstrating that the atlas and axis are rotating as a unit. However, this technique requires high radiation exposure and generally has been replaced by CT scanning (7,45,54,60,128). CT should be performed with the head and body positioned as close to neutral as possible. This will show a superimposition of C1 on C2 in a rotated position and will allow the degree and amount of malrotation to be quantified. Some researchers have recommended dynamic CT scans taken with the patient looking to the right and the left to diagnose rotatory fixation (127). Three-dimensional CT scans also are helpful in identifying rotatory subluxation (140). MRI is of little value in this condition unless there are neurologic findings (Fig. 18-41).
FIGURE 18-41. A and B: Odontoid view and lateral cervical spine radiograph of rotary subluxation of C1 on C2. C: Note the asymmetry on the open-mouth odontoid view. D: CT and CT reconstruction documenting rotary subluxation.

**Differential Diagnoses**

Differential diagnoses include torticollis caused by ophthalmologic problems, sternocleidomastoid tightness from muscular torticollis, brainstem or posterior fossa tumors or abnormalities, congenital vertebral anomalies, and infections of the vertebral column.

**Treatment**

Treatment depends on the duration of the symptoms (127). Many patients probably never receive medical treatment, because symptoms may be mild and the subluxation may reduce spontaneously over a few days before medical attention is sought. If rotatory subluxation has been present for a week or less, a soft collar, anti-inflammatory medication, and exercise program are indicated. If this fails to produce improvement and the symptoms persist for more than a week, head halter traction should be initiated. This can be done either at home or in the hospital, depending on the social situation and the severity of symptoms. Muscle relaxants and analgesics also may be needed. Phillips and Hensinger (127) found that if rotatory subluxation was present for less than 1 month, head halter traction and bed rest were usually sufficient to relieve symptoms. If the subluxation is present for longer than a month, successful reduction is not very likely (29). However, halo traction can still be used to try to
reduce the subluxation. The halo allows increased traction weight to be applied without interfering with opening of the jaw or causing skin pressure on the mandible. While the traction is being applied, active rotation to the right and left should be encouraged. Once the atlantoaxial rotary subluxation has been reduced, motion has been restored, and the reduction is documented by CT scan, the patient is maintained in a halo vest for 6 weeks. If reduction cannot be maintained, posterior atlantoaxial arthrodesis is recommended. Even though internal rotation and alignment of the atlas and axis may not be restored, successful fusion should result in the appearance of normal head alignment by relieving the muscle spasms that occurred in response to the malrotation. Posterior arthrodesis also is recommended if any signs of instability or neurologic deficits secondary to the subluxation are present, if the deformity has been present for more than 3 months or if conservative treatment of 6 weeks of immobilization has failed.

**Hangman’s Fracture**

Bilateral spondylolisthesis of C2, or hangman’s fractures, also may occur in children (170). The mechanism of injury is forced hyperextension. Most reports of this injury have been in children under the age of 2 years (48,56,128,138). This injury probably occurs more frequently in this age group because of the disproportionately large head, poor muscle control, and hypermobility. The possibility of child abuse also must be considered. Patients present with neck pain and resist any movement of the head and neck. There should be a positive history of trauma (Fig. 18-42).

Radiographs reveal a lucency anterior to the pedicles of the axis, usually with some forward subluxation of C2 on C3. One must be sure this is a fracture and not a persistent synchondrosis of the axis. Matthews et al. (103), Nordstrom et al. (116), and Smith et al. (155) have reported similar cases of persistent synchondrosis of the axis. CT scans showed the defect to be at the level of the neurocentral chondrosis. Later films showed ossification within the synchondrosis gap.

Treatment should be symptomatic with immobilization in a Minerva cast, halo, or cervical orthosis for 8 to 12 weeks. Traction is not needed to reduce this fracture and may even produce potentially dangerous distraction. Pizzutillo et al. (128) reported that four of five patients healed with immobilization. If union does not occur, posterior arthrodesis or anterior arthrodesis can be performed to stabilize this fracture.

**SUBAXIAL INJURIES**

Fractures and dislocations involving C3 through C7 are rare in children and infants (85,87,105,151) and usually occur in teenagers or older children. Lower cervical spine injuries in children as opposed to those in adults can occur through the cartilaginous end plate (39). The end plate may break completely through the cartilaginous portion (Salter type I) or may exit through the bony edge (Salter type II). Usually the inferior end plate fractures because of the protective effect of the uncinate processes of the superior end plate (8).

**Posterior Ligamentous Disruption**

Posterior ligamentous disruption can occur with a flexion or distraction injury to the cervical spine. The patient usually has point tenderness at the injury site and complains of neck pain. Initial radiographs may be normal except for loss of normal cervical lordosis. This may be a normal finding in young children, but should be evaluated for possible ligamentous injury in an adolescent. Widening of the posterior interspinous distance is suggestive of this injury. MRI may be helpful in documenting ligamentous damage.

![Lateral radiograph of patient with traumatic C2 spondylolisthesis (Hangman’s fracture).](image-url)
With posterior ligamentous disruption, gradual displacement of one segment on the other can occur, and secondary adaptive changes in the growing spine may make reduction difficult. Posterior ligamentous injuries should be protected with an extension orthosis, and patients should be followed closely for the development of instability. If signs of instability are present, then a posterior arthrodesis should be performed.

**Compression Fractures**

Compression fractures, the most common fractures of the subaxial spine in children, are caused by flexion and axial loading that results in loss of vertebral body height. This can be detected on a lateral radiograph. Because vertebral disks in children are more resilient than the vertebral bodies, the bone is more likely to be injured. Compression fractures are stable injuries and heal in children in 3 to 6 weeks. Many compression fractures may be overlooked because of the normal wedge shape of the vertebral bodies in young children. Immobilization in a cervical collar is recommended for 3 to 6 weeks. Flexion and extension films to confirm stability should be obtained 2 to 4 weeks after injury. In children under 8 years of age, the vertebral body may reconstitute itself with growth, although Schwarz et al. (143) reported that kyphosis of more than 20 degrees may not correct with growth.

**FIGURE 18-43.** A and B: Lateral radiograph of a patient with so-called perched facets, demonstrating a facet dislocation. C and D: Lateral and anteroposterior radiograph after reduction and posterior arthrodesis.
Associated injuries can include anterior teardrop, laminar, and spinous process fractures.

**Unilateral and Bilateral Facet Dislocations**

Unilateral facet dislocations and bilateral facet dislocations are the second most common injuries in the subaxial spine in children. Most occur in adolescents and are similar to adult injuries. The diagnosis usually can be made on anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. In children the so-called perched facet is a true dislocation. The cartilaginous components are overlapped and locked. On the radiograph, the facet appears perched because the overlapped cartilage cannot be seen. Unilateral facet dislocation is treated with traction and reduction. If reduction cannot be easily obtained, open reduction and arthrodesis are indicated. Complete bilateral facet dislocation, although rare, is more unstable and has a higher incidence of neurologic deficit (Fig. 18-43). Treatment consists of reduction and stabilization with a posterior arthrodesis.

**Burst Fractures**

Although rare, burst fractures can occur in children. These injuries are caused by an axial load. Radiographic evaluation should consist of anteroposterior and lateral views. CT scans aid in detecting any spinal canal compromise from retropulsed fracture.

![Figure 18-44. A, B, and C: Anteroposterior and lateral radiograph and CT scan of patient with a minimally displaced burst fracture of C5.](image-url)
fragments and occult laminar fractures. If no neurologic deficit or significant canal compromise is present, then treatment consists of traction followed by halo immobilization. Anterior arthrodesis rarely is recommended in pediatric patients except in the rare patient with a burst fracture and significant canal compromise (147). Anterior arthrodesis destroys the anterior growth potential; as posterior growth continues, a kyphotic deformity may occur (Fig. 18-44).

Spondylolysis and Spondylolisthesis

Spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis of C2 through C6 have been reported. These injuries can occur from either a hyperextension or flexion axial loading injury. Associated anterosuperior avulsion or compression fractures of the vertebral body may occur. The diagnosis usually is made on plain radiographs that show a fracture line through the pedicles. Oblique views may be necessary to better identify the fracture line. CT scanning may be useful in differentiating an acute fracture from a normal spondylosis. Treatment consists of immobilization in a cervical orthosis or halo brace. Surgical stabilization is recommended only for truly unstable fractures or nonunions. Neurologic involvement is rare.

**FIGURE 18-45.** Technique of posterior arthrodesis in subaxial spine levels C3–C7. A: A hole is made in the spinous process of the vertebrae to be fused. B: An 18-gauge wire is passed through both holes and around the spinous processes. C: The wire is tightened. D: Corticocancellous bone grafts are placed. (Redrawn from Murphy MJ, Southwick WO. Posterior approaches and fusions. In: Cervical Spine Research Society. The cervical spine. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1983; with permission.)

OPERATIVE TREATMENT

Posterior Arthrodesis

General anesthesia is administered with the patient supine (Fig. 18-45). The patient is turned prone on the operating table, with care taken to maintain traction and proper alignment of the head and neck. The head may be positioned in a head rest or maintained in skeletal traction. Radiographs are obtained to confirm adequate alignment of the vertebrae and to localize the vertebrae to be exposed. Extension of the fusion mass can occur subperiosteally to the facet joints. The spinous process is too small to pass wires, then an arthrosis can be performed and external immobilization used.

General anesthesia is administered with the patient supine (Fig. 18-45). The patient is turned prone on the operating table, with care taken to maintain traction and proper alignment of the head and neck. The head may be positioned in a head rest or maintained in skeletal traction. Radiographs are obtained to confirm adequate alignment of the vertebrae and to localize the vertebrae to be exposed. Extension of the fusion mass can occur subperiosteally to the facet joints. The spinous process is too small to pass wires, then an arthrosis can be performed and external immobilization used.

If the spinous process is too small to pass wires, then an arthrosis can be performed and external immobilization used.

Hall et al. (71) used a 16-gauge wire and threaded Kirschner wires. The threaded Kirschner wires are passed through the bases of the spinous processes of the vertebrae to be fused. This is followed by a figure-of-eight wiring with a 16-gauge wire (Fig. 18-46). After tightening the wire about the Kirschner wires, strips of corticocancellous and cancellous bone are packed over the spinous processes, and the spinous process and lamina are exposed during overtracheal intubation of the trauma victim with an unstable cervical spine. Ann Emerg Med 1988;17:25-29.
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Pediatric spinal fractures represent 2% to 5% of all spinal injuries (49,71). Most spinal fractures in children occur in the cervical spine, but severe and seriously disabling injuries do occur in the thoracolumbar spine. Fractures of the thoracic and lumbar spine are rare in children compared with their frequency in adults. The actual incidence of thoracolumbar spinal injuries, however, may be twice that reported; statistics are skewed toward more severe injuries because many patients with mild injuries are never admitted to a hospital (5,71).

The location of the fracture and the mechanism of injury vary with the age of the child. Neonates are more prone to cervical injuries than to dorsal or lumbar injuries (74). Thoracolumbar spinal fractures in infants may be caused by child abuse, whereas children in the first decade of life usually sustain these injuries from motor vehicle accidents, either as a pedestrian or passenger, or from falls from heights (23,49,53,62). Thoracolumbar spinal fractures in children over 10 years of age typically occur in sports and recreational activities (such as tobogganing and bicycling), as well as motor vehicle accidents (57,70,71,102,124). Injuries from gunshot wounds also are increasing in frequency.

ANATOMY

Certain anatomic features in children that influence the radiographic appearance of the spine, as well as the type of fractures, include an increased cartilage–bone ratio, the presence of secondary ossification centers, and soft tissue hyperelasticity. In infancy and early childhood, the vertebral bodies are largely cartilaginous, and the intervertebral disk spaces appear radiographically to be larger than they are (Fig. 19-1). With maturation the ossification center of the centrum enlarges and the cartilage–bone ratio reverses.

In infants, horizontal conical shadows of lessened density extend inward from both the anterior and posterior walls of the vertebral bodies and can be confused with a fracture (Fig. 19-1) (138). The posterior indentation represents the foramen for the posterior arteries and veins in the vertebral wall; it is present in all vertebrae and at all ages. The more noticeable anterior conical shadow represents a large sinusoidal space within the vertebra. This anterior notch usually disappears by 1 year of age with ossification of the anterior and lateral walls of the vertebral bodies.

The vertebral apophyses are secondary centers of ossification that develop in the cartilaginous end plates at the superior and inferior surfaces of the vertebral bodies. Because they are thicker at the periphery than at the center, they appear as rings during early ossification and are called ring apophyses. These apophyses, equivalent to the epiphyses of long bones, are separated from the vertebral bodies by narrow cartilaginous physis. Equal superior and inferior vertical growth of the vertebral bodies occurs at these physes. The vertebral physes appear radiographically between the ages of 8 and 12 years and may be confused with avulsion fractures before they fuse with the vertebral bodies by approximately 21 years of age.

In children, the elasticity of the disks and vertebral bodies far exceeds that of the neural elements. In the cervical spine,
FIGURE 19-1. The radiograph of a normal spine in a 10-week-old infant. The superior and inferior vertebral end plates and vertebral apophysis are cartilaginous. Thus, the apparent widening of the intervertebral spaces is relative to the ossific portion of the vertebrae. The anterior and posterior notchting of the walls of the vertebral body are due to normal vascular channels and may be confused with fracture.

The vertebral column can be stretched up to 2 inches without disruption, whereas the spinal cord tolerates only 1/4 inch. This elasticity partially accounts for the occurrence of spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormality (SCIWORA) in younger children (9,71,99,147). By the age of 10 years, the mechanical and anatomic characteristics of the bony thoracolumbar spine approach that of an adult, and fracture patterns become the same.

CLASSIFICATION AND MECHANISM OF INJURY

The three main mechanisms of thoracolumbar spinal fractures are flexion with or without compression, distraction, and shear. Pure compression may cause slipping of the vertebral apophysis, which occurs only in adolescents.

Flexion

Hyperflexion injuries with compression are more common than distraction, shear, or subluxation–dislocation injuries (62,63). In immature spines, the intact disks are more resistant to vertical compression than are the vertebral bodies. During compression, the vertebral body collapses before the normal disk fails. Because of this, few children have posterior herniated disks, and herniation occurs only with significant loading injuries such as weightlifting and gymnastics or repetitive trauma (30). Herniated disks associated with intervertebral disk calcification have been rarely reported (84,103).

When a vertebra is slowly vertically loaded, the major distortion is a bulge in the vertebral end plate, with only a slight change of the annulus and no alteration in the shape of the nucleus pulposus (112). The bulging of the end plate forces blood out of the cancellous bone, which normally is a shock-absorbing mechanism. If further compression, the end plate fractures, nuclear material ruptures into the vertebral body, and the two vertebrae move closer (Fig. 19-2). If the spine is already flexed when compression is applied, as in tobogganing, the blood is already squeezed out of the vertebral body, the shock-absorb-

FIGURE 19-2. Radiograph of a 5-year-old girl who sustained compression fractures of three vertebrae from a sledding accident. Note reversal of the normally convex end plate, as well as breaking and wedging of the bodies. Overlapping of the spongiosa may appear as increased density. The child was asymptomatic within 6 weeks, and complete restitution of vertebral height can be expected.
FIGURE 19-3. The radiograph of a 15-year-old girl who sustained an injury to the vertebral body from tobogganing, with fracture of the apophyseal ring (arrow) and displacement anteriorly.

FIGURE 19-4. A: The radiograph of a 15-year-old girl who was involved in a motor vehicle accident, sustaining multiple compression fractures, wedging of L1, and anterior buckling of L4 and L5. B: The same patient 6 months later. There is persistence of disk space narrowing at T12 to L1. Complete remodeling of this injury is not expected, because she is near the end of skeletal growth. She was treated conservatively and is asymptomatic.
be a slight component of vertebral body compression anteriorly. More commonly, however, the fulcrum point is anterior to the vertebral body and the anterior elements fail in distraction.

Pediatric Chance fractures are of four types (Fig. 19-5) (118). A reverse Chance fracture (a hyperextension injury) also has been described in infants and children (38,91), rarely with entrapment of bowel (113). A fracture through the posterior elements alone without lumbar body fracture also has been reported in children and adults (1).

**Distraction and Shear**

In children with violent injuries, such as those sustained from being hit by a car, thoracolumbar spine injuries are caused primarily by shear forces (7). The vertebrae typically fracture through the end plate apophyses (Fig. 19-6). These injuries also may be associated with flexion and rotation, which leads to shearing and often traumatic spondylolisthesis (Fig. 19-7).

**Compression (Slipping of the Vertebral Apophysis)**

Slipping of the vertebral apophysis usually occurs in adolescent boys, with traumatic displacement of a lumbar vertebral ring apophysis into the spinal canal and associated disk protrusion (35,126,132). These injuries typically arise from the posterior inferior rim of L4 and less commonly from the inferior rim of
FIGURE 19-7. The radiograph of a 13-year-old Boy Scout who sustained this lumbar fracture when a tree fell directly across his back during a severe thunderstorm. A: The anteroposterior view demonstrates a shear-type injury with a fracture-dislocation of L4 to L5 lamina. B: The lateral view demonstrates a traumatic spondylolysis at the L4–L5 level. C: Lateral tomograms demonstrated severe disruption of the pedicle and facet.
FIGURE 19-8. Schematic representation of the three types of avulsion fractures. In type I (left), an arcuate fragment is found, but no osseous defect is seen at the posterior rim of the vertebral body. Type II (middle) is an avulsion fracture of the posterior rim of the vertebral body that includes a rim of bone. The fragment is not arcuate, and it is thicker than in type I. The sharply avulsed osseous edge is recognized on computed tomography. Type III (right) is a localized fracture posterior to an irregularity of the cartilage end plate. The osseous defect anterior to the fragment, as depicted on computed tomography, is larger than the fragment. (Adapted from Takata K, Inoue S-I, Takahashi K, et al. Fracture of the posterior margin of a lumbar vertebral body. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1988;70:589–594; with permission.)

L3 or L5. The age and circumstances under which this injury occurs are analogous to those in patients with slipped capital femoral epiphysis (22), which suggests that the vertebral end plate is more susceptible to shear forces during the period of rapid growth. Both chronic and acute forms have been described, and the problem is often erroneously diagnosed as a herniated disk because of the similarity of symptoms (35,126). Many patients (38%) with slipped vertebral apophyses also have lumbar Schmorl’s disease (35), perhaps because the preexisting marginal Schmorl’s node weakens the edge and leads to a slip of the apophysis (126).

Slipping of the apophysis can be classified into three types according to radiographic appearance (Fig. 19-8) (132):

Type I: Separation of the posterior rim of the involved vertebra. A calcified arc is seen on computed tomography (CT) scan with no evidence of associated large bony fracture. This type is most common in children 11 to 13 years of age.

Type II: Avulsion fracture of part of the vertebral body, annular rim, and cartilage. This type is most common in adolescents and young adults 13 to 18 years of age.

Type III: More localized injury that includes smaller posterior irregularities of the cartilaginous end plate. This is most common in young adults over the age of 18 years.

A type IV injury spans the entire length and breadth of the posterior vertebral margin between the end plates (37).

SIGNs AND SYMPTOMs

In a child who is awake and cooperative, complaints of pain may point to spinal injury. In older children, pain and tenderness of the spine usually are present, and inability to walk and muscle spasms often are present with unstable spinal injuries. In a child with polytrauma, a significant vertebral fracture may be overlooked (80). Innocuous-appearing fractures of the lumbar or thoracic transverse processes are often associated with serious abdominal injury (20%) to the spleen and liver, pelvis, urinary tract, or chest (2,61,109,119,129,130,144); 50% to 90% of children with lap belt injuries have intraabdominal injuries (6,44, 118), most commonly small bowel ruptures and traumatic pancreatitis. Some researchers (48,118) have reported that abdominal injuries are so severe as to dominate the early clinical picture and result in late detection of spinal fractures. Marked soft tissue swelling, bruising, and tenderness along the posterior spinal area are signs that a spinal fracture may have occurred. Ecchymosis in a lap belt distribution should alert the clinician to the possibility of a Chance fracture (Fig. 19-9) (122).

Slipping of the vertebral apophysis typically is caused by a traumatic incident such as weight lifting, gymnastics, or shoveling (22). Acute slipping produces signs and symptoms similar to those of a central herniated nucleus pulposus, including neurologic findings such as muscle weakness, absent reflexes, and positive straight-leg raising (126). Late findings are similar to those of spinal stenosis.

Spinal Cord and Root Injury

The most serious diagnostic error is failure to recognize complete or partial paralysis. Neurologic evaluation of a frightened, hot, uncooperative child is difficult. Gross flexion or reflex withdrawal of the limbs may mimic voluntary movement. Stimulation and handling of the child may produce crying, leading to a false assumption that sensation is intact. Serial observations over time may be necessary to determine the patient's true neurologic status.

Birth injuries to the spinal cord should be suspected in a floppy infant or a child with a nonprogressive neurologic lesion after a difficult delivery. The single most important finding is the demonstration of a sensory level. Somatosensory-evoked potentials may be helpful (11).

Nine percent to 15% of all spinal cord injuries occur in children and are twice as frequent in boys as in girls (33,62,71). Boys 10 to 15 years of age are at greatest risk for spinal cord injury (33). Young children usually have injuries at the cervicothoracic junction that result in more severe neurologic injury, but they also have more potential for recovery than do older children. Adolescents with thoracolumbar fractures are more likely to have transient or incomplete neurologic deficits that resolve or improve (49).

Delayed onset of paraplegia (2 hours to 4 days) may indicate a vascular insult to the spinal cord (26). The injury is typically at the midportion of the thoracic spine (watershed area) and usually is associated with a blow to the chest or abdomen, resulting in shock or profound hypotension from internal injuries. This generally results in complete and permanent paraplegia.

In older children, vertebral fractures are the most frequent cause of neurologic injury (83%) (71). Fracture-dislocations at the thoracolumbar junction are the most common injuries (36%), with the remainder between T4 and L2 (49,62,63,71). The risk of neurologic injury increases with canal narrowing; spinal canal stenosis of 35% at T11–T12, 45% at L1, and 55% at L2 and below are significant factors for neurologic impairment (52).

Recent evidence about burst fractures has suggested that the degree of neurologic injury correlates primarily with the energy of the injury, with no correlation to the amount of osseous or canal disruption. This suggests that the neurologic injury occurs at the time of trauma rather than as a result of pressure in the canal due to remaining osseous fragments (81). Further investigation is necessary to clarify the contributions of canal stenosis and the energy of the injury in the etiology of neurologic damage from thoracolumbar spine fractures.

Spinal cord injury without radiographic abnormality has been reported to occur in 5% to 55% of all pediatric spinal cord injuries, usually in children under 10 years of age (9,43,49,71, 76,99,100,117,147). The immature, elastic spine is much more deformable than that of an adult. Momentary displacement from external forces can endanger the spinal cord without causing radiographic disruption of bone or ligaments. Four major factors are believed to be involved: hyperextension, flexion, distraction, and spinal cord ischemia from direct cord contusion or vascular insufficiency (82). The neurologic deficit ranges from complete cord transection to partial cord deficits; the cervical and thoracic areas are almost equally involved (33). Neurologic loss is more often complete in younger children (birth to 8 years of age), in whom thoracic lesions tend to be neurologically more complete and adolescent (50%). Lumbar lesions are rare and tend to be incomplete in all age groups (33). By definition, no disruption, malalignment, or other bony abnormalities are seen on plain radiographs. Physiologic disruption of the spinal cord is not necessarily associated with anatomic disruption. The exact pathoanatomy is not truly known. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is most useful to study the cord and disk-ligament complexes and correlates with clinical outcome (45). The outcome for patients with SCIWORA is primarily determined by the initial neurologic status. Approximately 25% have late deterioration of neurologic function.

Treatment is controversial. Pang (99) recommended brace immobilization for 3 months, but in his series, no child had instability at initial evaluation and only one child later developed instability demonstrated by flexion–extension radiographs (99). Without documented radiographic instability, the biomechanical usefulness of brace immobilization is questionable, although Pang suggests that bracing treats "incipient instability." In children, normal stability is seldom regained after ligamentous spinal injuries are allowed to heal with simple immobilization, and spinal fusion usually is needed. It seems unlikely that SCIWORA would behave differently regarding instability, incipient or otherwise. Regardless of whether brace immobilization is used or not, close follow-up of neurologic function is necessary. Any sign of instability on flexion–extension radiographs after 3 months of bracing is an indication for surgical stabilization.

Neurologic injuries are uncommon with Chance fractures, although in one series 3 of 10 children had paraplegia (118). This may be related to the higher center of gravity in children that results in an increased moment arm and greater distraction of the neurologic structures.

RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

The radiographic appearance of a spinal injury depends on the force and mechanism of injury. Compression can cause changes ranging from slight flattening of the normally convex end plates to frank wedging of the vertebrae. A zone of increased density in the vertebral body may overlap the trabecular bone (53,61). Damage to multiple vertebrae is usually present (the maximum reported number is 11), but clinically observable kyphosis is uncommon unless there is a fracture–dislocation (53). True fracture lines are seldom seen in prepubertal children. Avulsed vertebral corners, common in adults, are rare in children (43). If the amount of force is significant, the end plate ruptures and the disk is extruded into the vertebral body, forming a Schmorl's node, typically in the lower thoracic and upper lumbar vertebrae (10).

Adult fracture patterns, such as subluxation or fracture–dislocation, which are uncommon in children (Fig. 19–10), are more common in adolescents (Fig. 19–11). As in adults, CT scans and sagittal reconstructions are more accurate than plain x-rays in detecting posterior arch fractures (Fig. 19–12) and retropulsed bone with spinal canal narrowing (15,42). The CT cuts must

(Text continues on page 859)
FIGURE 19-10. This 7-year-old boy was a restrained passenger involved in a motor vehicle accident and sustained a fracture-dislocation at L1-L2. A: Lateral. B: Anteroposterior. There was a complete absence of neurologic function below L1 on admission. He underwent open reduction and internal fixation that night with instrumentation and fusion from T10 to L3. C: Lateral. D: Anteroposterior. At follow-up some 3 years later, he has significant motor recovery, with motor strength being 4/5 psoas, quadriceps, and hamstring; 3/5 triceps surae; 2/5 extensor hallucis longus; and 1/5 tibialis anterior. He is ambulatory with ankle–foot orthoses. (Courtesy of Gregory Graziano, M.D.)
FIGURE 19-11. This 16-year-old girl was involved in a motor vehicle accident, sustaining a fracture-dislocation at L2-L3 with complete loss of neurologic function. The initial radiographs (lateral (A) and anteroposterior (B)) demonstrate a fracture with significant kyphosis at L2-L3. Also note that the fracture involving the posterior elements of L3 extends inferiorly nearly into L4. This created a very unstable situation, and the clinician elected to proceed with instrumentation and fusion. The preoperative computed tomography scan shows a three-column injury (C). Also note the L3 laminar fractures (D). (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 19.11. (continued) The preoperative magnetic resonance image (T2-weighted) shows an area of increased signal (arrow), representing acute cord edema, as well as an area of decreased signal (arrowhead), representing acute intraspinal hemorrhage (E). At surgery, hooks could not be placed on the lamina of L3 due to fracture, as noted on the preoperative computed tomography scan. For this reason, the clinician elected to proceed with instrumentation from L1 to L4 using pedicle screws. Due to the marked disruption and instability noted at the time of posterior spinal fusion, the clinician also elected to perform an anterior fusion from L2 to L4. The postoperative radiographs are shown [lateral (F) and anteroposterior (G)]. (Courtesy of Frances Farley, M.D.)
This 17-year-old girl was an unrestrained passenger in a school bus involved in a motor vehicle accident. The rear tire blew out at a speed of 70 mph, causing the bus to roll over several times. She was unconscious for a short period of time, but on arrival in the emergency department she complained of chest pain. Physical examination was pertinent for a sternal contusion, a nontender spine, and a normal neurologic examination of the lower extremities. Chest and spine radiographs demonstrated a fracture of T5. The lateral radiograph demonstrates a marked compression of T5 and kyphosis at T5–T6 (A). The anteroposterior radiograph demonstrates a compression of T5, with pedicular widening (B). The computed tomographic scan shows fractures of the laminae (C), along with retropulsion of bone into the canal (D). (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 19-12. (continued) Due to the kyphosis, retropulsion of bone, and three-column injury, a posterior spinal fusion with distraction instrumentation was performed. Radiographs 1 year after surgery demonstrate correction of the kyphosis [lateral (E)] with a normal frontal alignment [anteroposterior (F)].

FIGURE 19-13. Slipped vertebral apophysis in a 15-year-old with back pain, hamstring tightness, and symptoms suggestive of spinal stenosis. A: Lateral radiograph at the lumbosacral junction demonstrates a Schmorl’s node and bony changes in the posterior portion of the apophysis of L4. B: The computed tomography scan demonstrates a Schmorl’s node formation and a fracture of the apophysis with subluxation into the spinal canal. C: The computed tomography scan reconstruction of the same lesion. D: Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates slipping of the vertebral apophysis as well as the intervertebral disk, with encroachment of the spinal canal.
be at right angles to the vertebral bodies or the lesion will be confused with a pseudofracture (15). In children with slipped vertebral apophyses, CT scanning (35,126) shows a small bony fragment (the edge of the vertebral end plate) within the spinal canal (Fig. 19-13). MRI shows a large anterior extradural impression (or rarely even a complete block) from the slipped apophysis and protruded disk (22,115).

Chance fractures in children usually are in the mid-lumbar spine (L1–L3) instead of the thoracolumbar junction as in adults. Routine lateral radiographs are best for making the diagnosis (Fig. 19-14) and should be obtained in any child believed to have abdominal injury caused by a seat belt (139). Avulsion of spinous processes often extends over several vertebral levels, often with anterior compression fractures. CT scans typically do not demonstrate this injury because the cuts are in the same plane as the horizontal fracture-dislocations but can provide further information about the presence of intracanal bony fragments or injury to the osseous posterior arch. If injury to the gastrointestinal tract is suspected, appropriate imaging should be performed.

Magnetic resonance imaging is better than CT scanning or myelography for evaluation of spinal cord or cauda equina injuries in children (13,16,69,133), and obviates the need for intrathecal injection of contrast dye that is necessary for a myelogram. However, false-negative and false-positive MRI results may occur. The presence of spinal instrumentation is not a contraindication to the MRI scan. Three types of MRI patterns are seen on T2-weighted images of acute spinal cord injuries. Type I is a decreased signal consistent with acute intraspinal hemorrhage, type II is a bright signal consistent with acute cord edema, and type III is a mixed signal of central hypointensity and peripheral hyperintensity, consistent with contusion. Patients with type I patterns rarely have improvement in Frankel grade, whereas those with types II and III patterns frequently improve at least one Frankel grade (13).

TREATMENT

Spinal Cord and Root Injury

The second National Acute Spinal Cord Injury study published in 1990 (18) recommended that methylprednisolone be given within the first 8 hours of injury to improve neurologic recovery. Unfortunately, the youngest patient in that study was 13 years old, so the outcome of these recommendations in younger children is unknown. The follow-up study (19) further defined the doses and time intervals, but here again the youngest patient in that study was 14 years old. Nevertheless, we do recommend the administration of methylprednisolone in patients with acute, blunt spinal cord injuries. The initial loading dose is 30 mg/kg body weight. If the loading dose is given within 3 hours after injury, then a maintenance infusion of 5.4 ml/kg is given for 24 hours after injury; if the loading dose is given 3 to 8 hours after injury, then a maintenance infusion of 5.4 ml/kg is given for 48 hours after injury. It must be remembered that these recommendations were developed for those who had sustained blunt trauma. There is some evidence that the administration of methylprednisolone in penetrating spinal cord injury may actually impair recovery of neurologic function (107). Finally, the administration of methylprednisolone is associated with a higher complication rate, especially pneumonia and sepsis (19, 41), but without an increase in mortality (19).
Fracture Treatment

Permanent disk space narrowing and spontaneous interbody fusion are uncommon after spinal injuries in children, because the healthy intervertebral disks typically transmit forces to the vertebral bodies (65). This, along with the presence of the rib cage in the thoracic spine, makes a stronger case for nonoperative treatment of spinal injuries in children than in adults. Approximately two thirds of spinal fractures in children are stable.

Flexion Injuries

Simple compression fractures heal quickly with little tendency for further progression. Symptomatic treatment with a short period of bed rest or immobilization with a cast or orthosis usually is sufficient for mild injuries. In studies comparing casting with bed rest, the type of treatment did not affect the outcome, and most children were asymptomatic in 1 to 2 weeks (62,63,88). Posterior tenderness in the area of the fracture occasionally persists but usually does not pose any serious problem (62). Symptoms may persist for some time after end plate fracture and disk herniation into the vertebral body but usually resolve with conservative treatment.

The brace used for treatment of a flexion injury (compression fracture) can be of two types. The first is a Jewett brace made of a metal frame with a sternal and pubic anterior pad and a posterior vertebral pad. The lateral screw connection is used to secure and adjust the brace. The second type is a polypropylene "clamshell" brace with Velcro closure and foam lining. The brace is molded to fit the patient, and the anterior shell contacts the sternum and pubis to prevent kyphosis.

If hyperextension is required, it can be best obtained in a cast with extension across the hip joint to a "pantaloon." If extension of the lower lumbar spine is required, a Risser table or adapted spica table is needed to apply these body casts.

Chance Fractures

If the injury is truly bony in all columns, closed reduction with reconstitution of lordosis and cast immobilization are appropriate. If the injury is ligamentous, operative reduction with fusion is indicated, because ligamentous disruptions do not heal without instability. Glassman et al. (46) reported that brace treatment failed only in patients with an initial kyphosis of more than 20 degrees, and they advocate immobilization if kyphosis is less than 20 degrees. In their series, all children with successful brace treatment had a decrease in kyphosis over time because the potential for anterior growth remained. When operative treatment is required, the type of fixation depends on the age of the child. In small children, simple interspinous wiring can be supplemented by postoperative cast immobilization. In adolescents, standard compression instrumentation can be used.

Operative Treatment

Interspinous Process Wiring of Ligamentous Chance (Lap-Belt) Injury

Anesthesia is induced with the patient supine, and appropriate spinal cord monitoring leads are placed. The child is then carefully log-rolled prone onto rolls on a standard operating table. Suspension-type frames (such as the Hall-Relton frame) should not be used because this may allow excessive lumbar sag in an already unstable spine and possibly increase neurologic damage. The legs and distal lumbar spine should be placed directly over the break of the operating table to allow some extension of the legs and distal lumbar spine during the reduction maneuver.

The entire spine and iliac crests are prepared and draped in standard fashion. A posterior midline incision is made over the injured vertebral levels. Often the gap between the spinous processes is easily palpable or ecchymosis is seen. If the level cannot be localized clinically, an intraoperative lateral radiograph should be taken before the incision is made (Fig. 19-15A). Dissection is carried sharply down to the level of the thoracolumbar fascia. Dissection must be executed carefully because the injury causes severe disruption of the thoracolumbar fascia and paravertebral musculature. Incising the subcutaneous fat alone often makes the dura visible through the disrupted area.

When the thoracolumbar fascia is reached, the paravertebral muscles are carefully elevated subperiosteally from the spinous processes of the two disrupted vertebrae. The laminae and disrupted facet joints are exposed by careful lateral dissection. Only the injured levels should be exposed to prevent fusion of uninvolved levels or iatrogenic instability. The interspinous ligaments connecting the disrupted vertebrae to the normal cranial and caudal vertebrae should not be removed or violated in any way (removing these ligaments can create an iatrogenic ligamentous instability at the uninjured levels). Normal facet joints also must not be violated. Large hematomas are often encountered during this portion of the procedure; frequent use of warm saline irrigation with careful dissection allows safe exposure of the disrupted facet joints. Small pieces of bone avulsed from the spinous processes and a completely torn ligamentum flavum are often encountered in the disrupted area. The disrupted ligamentum flavum is carefully removed without violating the dura. Here again, frequent and copious use of warm saline irrigation will make the dissection easier by lysing the hematoma and elevating tissues off the dura. The disrupted and frayed facet capsules are removed, as well as any bony fragments in the area of the facets that might prevent anatomic reduction.

A gradual and gentle reduction is begun by grasping the separated spinous processes with towel clips and gradually reducing the kyphosis. The reduction of the disrupted facets is evaluated by visual inspection. Spinal cord-evoked potentials must be carefully monitored during the reduction maneuver. Reduction often can be facilitated by extending the leg portion of the table and bringing the distal lumbar fragment into lordosis. With small awls or towel clips, holes are made at the bases of the spinous processes of the two disrupted vertebrae. The holes should be carefully placed to ensure that the dural sac is not penetrated. A figure-of-eight wire is passed through the holes. The wire is tightened and a lateral radiograph is taken to confirm reduction, using both the facet joints and interspinous distance to confirm anatomic reduction (Fig. 19-15B). If the reduction is not adequate, the wire is further tightened until an anatomic reduction is achieved. The wire is then cut and bent. The articular cartilage of the facet joints is destroyed at the level of the fusion, and an autogenous bone graft is placed at the levels to...
FIGURE 19-15. Chance fracture. A–E: This 5-year-old girl was a back-seat passenger involved in a motor vehicle accident at a high rate of speed. She wore a seat belt and sustained a type B Chance fracture. The lateral radiograph intraoperatively obtained for localization of the level for purposes of incision placement (A). Note the overlying marker. At L2–L3 note the increased disk space posteriorly with kyphosis and interspinous distance widening, as well as the avulsion fractures of the spinous processes of L1 and L2. The intraoperative lateral radiograph after interspinous wiring, confirming reduction of the kyphosis, interspinous widening, and facet joints (B). Lateral (C) and anteroposterior (D) radiographs 9 months later showing maintenance of the reduction and a solid fusion mass. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 19-15. (continued) E-H: This 9-year-old child was a restrained passenger in a motor vehicle crash and sustained a type B Chance fracture (anteroposterior (E) and lateral (F)), which was also associated with a small element of shear, as noted by the slight lateral and more obvious posterior displacement of L1 on L2. He was completely hemiparetic. He underwent a posterior compression type of instrumentation (anteroposterior (G) lateral (H)). Two months later, he had complete neurologic recovery.

(E-H courtesy of William Warner, Jr., M.D.)
be fused. To minimize the risk of stenosis, either a local fat graft or gelatin sponge is placed over the exposed dural sac before the bone graft is placed.

If the spinous processes are too small to place the wire through drill holes, the wire can be placed around the spinous processes. With a small Kerrison rongeur, a small trough is made in the base of the spinous process, superiorly at the superior vertebrae and inferiorly at the inferior vertebrae. The interspinous ligaments connecting the disrupted vertebrae to the normal cranial and caudal vertebrae should not be removed or violated in any way. The spinous processes are then wired together in a figure-of-eight fashion by placing the wire in the troughs in the spinous processes.

After routine closure, the child is carefully rolled supine and a pantalon spica cast is applied, with care to maintain lumbar lordosis. Radiographs are taken after the cast has hardened, and then the child is awakened.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

**Compression Instrumentation of Ligamentous Chance (Lap-Belt) Injury**

In an older child or adolescent, compression instrumentation can be used (Fig. 19-15C), usually obviating the need for postoperative cast immobilization. The same intraoperative positioning and exposure as for interspinous wiring are used. After removal of the disrupted and frayed facet capsules, ligamentum flavum, and bone fragments in the area of the facets, instrumentation is begun. A claw-type construct is made using two laminar hooks (one on the right and one on the left of the spinous process) in a downdowning fashion over the lamina at the most superior level, and two laminar hooks (again one on the right and one on the left of the spinous process) in an upgoing fashion over the lamina at the most inferior level. If the superior hooks are at the level of the spinal cord or conus, the right and left hooks can be placed at successive laminar levels instead of at the same level to minimize the decrease in intracanal space owing to the sublaminar hooks. Again, the interspinous ligaments connecting the disrupted vertebrae to the normal cranial and caudal vertebrae should not be removed or violated in any way. If the instrumentation is of the Cotrel-Dubousset type, all the hooks should be closed.

Rods of appropriate length are measured and inserted into the hooks. Gradual compression is applied, alternately compressing right and left sides. The adequacy of reduction of the disrupted facets is evaluated by visual inspection. Spinal cord-evoked potentials are carefully monitored during the reduction maneuver. A lateral radiograph is taken to confirm reduction, using both the facet joints and interspinous distance to verify anatomic reduction (Fig. 9-15E). After confirmation of reduction, the hooks are firmly tightened to the rods, and a fusion is performed as previously described. When possible, crosslinking should be used between the two rods.

After routine closure, the patient is carefully rolled supine and radiographs are taken to confirm maintenance of the reduction and instrumentation position. Depending on the degree of intraoperative stability and compliance of the patient, either no immobilization or a thoracolumbosacral orthosis is used.

**Distraction and Shear Injuries**

Unstable injuries, such as vertebral subluxation or fracture–dislocation, should be reduced (21,63,65,88). The child should be placed on a turning frame or at complete bed rest with log rolling until the acute symptoms subside, and then operative reduction and fixation should be performed. In children with neurologic injury, the fracture should be reduced promptly, especially if the neurologic injury involves the conus medullaris and nerve roots. Children with burst fractures that result in kyphosis and spinal canal narrowing of more than 25% are at risk of further canal compromise, and early correction and decompression should be considered (21).

These adult fracture patterns usually occur in adolescents. Spontaneous interbody fusion seldom occurs: clinicians should not rely on such fusion to provide long-term stability (63,88). The spinal canal and vertebral elements are the same size as in adults, and adult instrumentation is used for reduction and stabilization (Figs. 19-11 and 19-12). All instrumentation must be accompanied by posterior spinal fusion at least one level above and below the level or levels of injury. In older children with severe neurologic deficits, extending the fusion to the sacrum to prevent late onset of paralytic scoliosis is rarely advocated (76).

Some injuries that are stable in adults may be progressive in children. Severe crushing of the vertebral body and end plate (burst fractures), with or without disruption of the posterior supporting ligaments or laminectomy, is analogous to a Salter-Harris type IV injury of the vertebral apophysis. Growth arrest leads to progressive kyphosis (88). Early recognition, reduction, stabilization, and fusion prevent late deformity and neurologic compromise.

The indications for immediate surgical decompression (49) are the same as in adults: an open wound and progressive neurologic deficit in an incomplete spinal cord injury. Reduction of an unstable fracture–dislocation is a relative indication. Laminectomy is seldom helpful, especially in children without bony injury (49,65). It accentuates an already unstable condition, which may lead to progressive deformity (146) such as kyphosis, which is difficult to manage (72,76). If laminectomy is necessary, it should be accompanied by a short segment fusion.

**Slipped Vertebral Apophysis**

Surgical treatment is nearly always needed. Laminectomy and decompression with removal of the bony ridge and disk give excellent results (22,126). Disk removal alone is not sufficient to relieve the nerve root impingement (22).

**PROGNOSIS AND COMPLICATIONS**

**Growth Arrest**

Progression of the vertebral body deformity is uncommon in children, unless the injury is unstable, such as a fracture–disloca-
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The vertebral bodies have great potential for restoration because of the stimulation of vertebral growth and overgrowth (53,63). In children who are under 10 years of age or have a Risser sign of 0 or 1 at the time of injury (106), the vertebral body tends to return to its normal shape, even after multiple compression fractures, and kyphosis is uncommon (62,63,65,69,70,71). However, complete reconstruction is possible only if the nucleus pulposus does not protrude into the vertebra (62). The vertebral end plate is the area of active growth, and if it is damaged, little subsequent correction of the deformity will occur. The undamaged adjacent vertebra usually compensates for asymmetric growth of a damaged vertebra, especially in the thoracolumbar area, and significant scoliosis seldom occurs (62). Spontaneous interbody fusion is rare in children; the interposed, undamaged, intervertebral disk is thought to block this process (63,71,112).

Spinal Cord and Root Injury

The most devastating complication of thoracolumbar spinal injuries is paraplegia. A child with a spinal cord injury has the same problems as an adult with spinal cord injury: increased susceptibility to long bone fractures, hip dislocation, pressure sores, joint contractures, and genitourinary complications (9). In addition, a child is likely to develop progressive spinal deformity (scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis) (Fig. 19-16) (9). For many children, the original vertebral injury often is overshadowed by the severity of these late spinal deformities (9). Scoliosis erodes the ability to sit easily, and in young children pelvic obliquity may lead to subluxation of the hip and ischial pressure sores (72,76).

In children (girls under 12 and boys under 14 years of age), the incidence of progressive spinal deformity after traumatic paraplegia is 86% to 100% (9,86). The onset of curvature has been reported to occur in children as young as 3 years (9). The fracture seldom determines the direction of curvature; rather, most children develop a long paralytic thoracolumbar curve thought to be caused by the influence of gravity and the uneven forces of spasticity (72). A long thoracolumbar kyphosis reverses the normal lumbar lordosis (76,86). Increased lumbar lordosis is less common (18%) and usually is associated with hip flexion contractures in an ambulatory patient (72,86). Progression of the

FIGURE 19-16. The radiograph of a 9-year-old girl who sustained a motor vehicle accident and polytrauma. There were no radiographic vertebral fractures, but she was a complete paraplegic at T10, believed to be due to a vascular injury and hypotension. A: The anteroposterior radiograph at 11 years of age demonstrates a mild collapsing type of scoliosis. B: By 13 years and 9 months of age, the curve had increased to 50 degrees despite aggressive orthotic management. This scoliosis required surgical instrumentation and fusion.
spinal curvature is directly related to the age of the child, the degree of spasticity, and the level of the lesion (76,86). Children with more proximal injuries are more likely to have a progressive deformity than are those injured at or below the level of the conus medullaris (9).

In adolescents who are near skeletal maturity at the time of injury, spinal deformity is more often caused by the fracture-dislocation itself (86). Progressive kyphosis and pain at the fracture site are common (42%), especially after laminectomy (72,86). If the kyphosis is progressive, long-term neurologic sequelae may develop, with further loss of function from tenting of the neural structures over the kyphosis. This is another reason for early surgical stabilization of these fractures in adolescents (86).

Treatment of scoliosis should be initiated soon after the injury, before a severe curve develops. Total-contact underarm plastic orthoses have been helpful in at least temporarily controlling the collapsing paralytic curve. Treatment recommendations are similar to those for idiopathic scoliosis. Curves of less than 40 to 45 degrees may be controlled by bracing, or at least surgery can be delayed until further spinal growth has occurred and the child is of optimal age (74,76). For curves of more than 45 to 50 degrees, surgical stabilization should be performed. In one series (86), 68% of children required surgical correction. Children with severe or rigid curves may require anterior release with or without halo-wheelchair traction. Segmental instrumentation, such as Harrington or Luque rods with sublaminar wiring, or the newer rotational systems (such as Cotrel-Dubousset) are used, along with arthrodesis. The child should be quickly mobilized after surgery to avoid the problems associated with long periods of bed rest (such as pneumonia and decubiti in insensitive areas).

With the advent of MRI, the “rare” posttraumatic syringomyelia is being discovered with increasing frequency (13). Symptoms can develop many years after injury (4.5 years average), even as late as 15 years (141). Pain is the initial symptom in over half of the children, followed by progressive neurologic loss as demonstrated by sweating below the level of the original lesion, loss of motor function, and changes in the deep tendon reflexes (141). The best method to detect syringomyelia is MRI, and some researchers have recommended that an initial baseline MRI be obtained to make later detection of syringomyelia easier (13,83).

Other Spinal Injuries

The fractures discussed in the preceding sections are acute traumatic injuries. Fractures or fracture-like conditions of the thoracic and lumbar spine in children can result from causes other than acute trauma, including repetitive stress, systemic disease that creates pathologic bone, societal mechanisms of trauma (such as child abuse and gunshot wounds), spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis, and lumbar and dorsolumbar Scheuermann’s disease.

Stress Fractures

Stress fractures (31) are caused by abnormal or repetitive loading of normal bone. They typically occur in young active individuals, most often in the metatarsals and tibia in children. Grier et al. (47) reported stress fractures of the sacrum in two children, both of whom had pelvic pain and positive FABER (flexion, abduction, external rotation) tests. A bone scan can be used to localize the pain, and the diagnosis is confirmed by CT scanning. Treatment is nonoperative.

Systemic Diseases

Spontaneous collapse of a single vertebral body, especially in a child between the ages of 2 and 6 years (96), suggests the possibility of an eosinophilic granuloma (Fig. 19-17). Usually there is complete collapse of the body (vertebra plana), and the lytic appearance typical of this lesion in other areas of the skeleton is rarely seen. The intervertebral disk is not affected. An adjacent soft tissue mass is uncommon and, if present, suggests an infectious process (such as tuberculosis or a bacterial process) or Ewing’s sarcoma, instead of eosinophilic granuloma. The prognosis is excellent, with some reconstitution of the height of the vertebral body and little residual deformity. However, complete reconstitution rarely occurs.

Multiple vertebral collapse is common in patients with Gaucher’s disease, mucopolysaccharidoses, leukemia, and neuroblastoma (4,40,89,108). The abnormal cells displace the normal bone-forming elements, and the vertebra becomes structurally weak and collapses with minor trauma. Usually these children have visceral as well as skeletal involvement at other sites. A bone scan and skeletal survey should be obtained to identify these other sites. Typical symptoms are persistent pain in the region

**FIGURE 19-17.** The lateral radiograph of a girl 2 years and 1 month of age with eosinophilic granuloma of T12. Note the vertebra plana with maintenance of the disk space height.
FIGURE 19-18. Gaucher's disease. The illness is progressive with increased storage of the abnormal metabolite and structural weakening of the vertebral elements. A: Normal appearance of the thoracolumbar spine at 5 years of age. B: At 8 years of age a spontaneous compression fracture of L1 has occurred. The patient sustained many similar fractures until her death 3 years later.
FIGURE 19-19. The lateral radiograph of a 13-month-old infant evaluated for delay in motor milestones and subluxation of the hips. Note the beaking of the T12 vertebral body. This finding is compatible with storage diseases such as mucopolysaccharidoses, mucolipidoses, or hypothyroidism. In this situation, further clinical and laboratory investigation is required. This particular child was diagnosed with Hurler’s syndrome on the basis of laboratory studies.

of the collapse. Neurologic complications are rare. In children with leukemia the peripheral leukocyte count may be normal despite vertebral involvement and collapse (89).

In patients with Gaucher’s disease, the bone-forming elements are replaced by an infiltrate of gluco cerebrosidase-containing reticulum cells. One or more vertebrae may collapse, but a gibbus is rare (Fig. 19-18). The mucopolysaccharidoses, chondrodystrophies, and lipidoses are similar to Gaucher’s disease, with cellular storage of an abnormal metabolite and structural weakness. Vertebral changes are typically first noted at the thoracolumbar junction, with anterior herniation of the nucleus pulposus, and appear on radiographs as a “beaking” of the vertebral body (Fig. 19-19). Depending on the severity of the disease, the process may involve the entire spine (4).

Serial compression fractures are common in patients with osteogenesis imperfecta (Fig. 19-20). However, these children usually have the typical stigmata, such as long bone fragility, extremity deformity, and blue sclera. Progressive spinal deformities of scoliosis and kyphosis are common in severely involved children. Compression fractures with kyphosis also can be caused by certain conditions associated with systemic osteoporosis, such as cystic fibrosis, or as a consequence of treatment, such as corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis in children with severe juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (114,137).

Compression fractures also occur in patients with idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis (Fig. 19-21), an unusual acquired systemic condition characterized by profound osteoporosis in otherwise normal prepubertal children, typically between the ages of 8 and 15 years (68). The condition may be confused with osteogenesis imperfecta; however, it is of limited duration, usually 1 to 4 years, and is followed by nearly normal restoration of the skeleton. Osteoporosis is evident radiologically, and fractures occur with minimal trauma. There is no family history, and patients do not have the blue sclera, wormian bone skull changes, or poor teeth characteristic of osteogenesis imperfecta (68). Initial complaints are usually related to the spine, and if the condition is recognized, early treatment with a Milwaukee brace improves the appearance and reduces the amount of kyphosis and residual deformity. An even rarer osteoporosis is associated with heparin use, and compression fractures rarely occur in children with severe cardiac disease that requires long-term heparin treatment to prevent thromboembolic phenomena (Fig. 19-22).

Spinal Fractures Caused by Child Abuse or Gunshot Wounds

Vertebral injuries caused by child abuse are less common than injuries of the extremities (131). Spinal injuries are usually caused by hyperflexion and may be simple compression of the vertebral bodies, avulsion of the secondary centers of ossification of the spinous processes, or, less frequently, herniation of the nucleus pulposus into the vertebral body. Fracture—dislocations (Fig. 19-23) or kyphosis secondary to severe disruptions are rare, (27,34,73,131), although there are striking examples of T12—L1 subluxation–dislocation with complete paraplegia from spanking (32,110). These are actually Salter-Harris type I fractures of the vertebral centrum from the cartilaginous end plate and may mimic a central nervous system tumor (24). There are no radiographic vertebral changes specific for the battered child syndrome. Kleinman and Marks (73) found three main patterns: (a) compression, usually no more than 25% of the anterior half of the vertebral body; (b) fracture of the anterosuperior aspect of the vertebral body with extension into the anterior aspect of the end plate; and (c) combined lesions. Similarly, the classic corner fractures of the long bones are present in only 15% of abused children. A high index of suspicion is more helpful than a specific radiographic finding. The children may exhibit other signs of neglect, such as poor nutrition and poor hygiene.

Spinal injuries caused by gunshot wounds are increasing in frequency. At Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center, between 1985 and 1989, gunshot wounds in children accounted for the same number of spinal cord injuries as did motor vehicle accidents (38% each). Before 1970, gunshot wounds accounted
for only 6% of spinal injuries (50). Laminectomy does not affect the outcome of patients with complete lesions and is detrimental to those with incomplete lesions (127), resulting in cerebrospinal fluid fistulas, infection, and late instability. Thus, laminectomy is rarely needed (28,127), and the only indication for surgery is a progressive neurologic deficit (54). One exception may be a motor lesion between T12 and L4, where one series showed a significantly better motor recovery after bullet removal (140).

Spondylolysis and Spondylolisthesis

Spondylolysis occurs in approximately 5% of the general population. Its origin is controversial, with data supporting both developmental and congenital origins. Congenital deficiency of the sacrum and lack of integrity of the posterior structures, on a genetic basis, may predispose to spondylolysis. Developmental factors such as trauma, posture, or certain repetitive activities may cause a stress fracture of the pars interarticularis.

Spondylolysis occurs in children after walking age. It is rare in children younger than 5 years of age and has been reported in only one infant (17). It is most common in children aged 7 or 8 years, suggesting that trauma is a prominent factor in the etiology (8,143). Spondylolysis can only be produced by forced hyperextension, and laboratory tests indicate that a high degree of force is required (60). Although minor trauma is common (50% of males and 25% of females) and often initiates the onset of symptoms, seldom is the injury severe (56). Rather, the onset
A: Idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis. This is a systemic condition characterized by the onset of osteoporosis in an otherwise normal prepubertal child, typically between the ages of 8 and 15. A: The patient has sustained multiple spontaneous compression fractures with considerable kyphosis and deformity of the vertebrae. B: Early treatment with a Milwaukee brace improved his appearance and reduced the degree of kyphosis and residual deformity.

B: The lateral radiograph of a 15-year-old boy on long-term subcutaneous heparin anticoagulation for a congenital cardiac condition. Note the osteopenia of the vertebrae, the central compression fractures of the vertebral bodies, and the preservation of the intervertebral disk height.

of symptoms coincides closely with the adolescent growth spurt (135).

Spondylolysis at L5-S1 is often categorized as a congenital anomaly of the spine. Although there is no supporting embryologic or anatomic evidence for this designation, several findings favor a congenital origin. A high rate of occurrence among family members and certain ethnic groups has been reported by numerous researchers, with an incidence of 27% to 69% in near relatives versus an expected frequency of 4% to 8% in the general population (145). There are also racial and sex differences, with the lowest incidence in black females and the highest (6.4%) in white males. Persons with spondylolysis have an increased incidence of sacral spina bifida (28% to 42%) and congenital lack of development of the proximal sacrum and superior sacral facets (145).

Substantial documentation supports the theory that spondylolysis represents a stress fracture of the pars interarticularis (77, 143). Some researchers have postulated that lumbar lordosis is accentuated by the normal hip flexion contractures of childhood, focusing the force of weight bearing on the pars interarticularis and leading to gradual disruption (75). Anatomic studies suggest that shear stresses are greater on the pars interarticularis when the
FIGURE 19-23. The radiographs of a 10-month-old girl with paraplegia from a thoracolumbar fracture due to child abuse. The child presented to the emergency department with “acute onset” paraplegia. A skeletal survey also discovered healing clavicle and rib fractures, consistent with abuse. After investigation by the Department of Social Services, the father was criminally prosecuted and subsequently incarcerated. A: The lateral radiograph shows anterosuperior Schmorl’s nodes at T12 to L2, as well as compression of the vertebral body of L2. There is callus formation at the inferior aspect of the L2 vertebral body. Note that the disk height is relatively preserved. B: The anteroposterior radiograph shows callus between L2 and L3 and compression of L2. C: The magnetic resonance image (T2-weighted) shows an area of increased signal intensity, representing cord edema (arrow). D: The magnetic resonance image (T1-weighted) shows the protrusion of the intervertebral disk into the anterior margin of the vertebra (arrow) with its associated compression of the body. Note the multiple levels of disk disruption and vertebral body compression.
spine is extended (75, 77). In children, the pars interarticularis is thin, the neural arch has not reached its maximal strength, and the intervertebral disk is less resistant to shear (29). A fatigue fracture can occur at physiologic loads during cyclic flexion-extension motion of the lumbar spine (77). These stresses may be further accentuated by lateral flexion movements on the extended spine, as may occur during a back walk-over in gymnastics (75, 77). Spondylolysis is four times more frequent (11%) in female gymnasts than in other girls of the same age (64); many initially have normal radiographic results and later develop spondylolysis. Recent evidence has demonstrated the presence of synovial pseuadroarthroses at the site of the spondylolysis, which also communicates with the facet joint just superior to it. This suggests that stress fractures of the pars interarticularis due to repetitive trauma fail to heal because of the presence of synovial fluid from a nearby facet joint; this eventually results in a spondylolysis (121).

Acute spondylolysis has been reported in soldiers who carry heavy backpacks or perform exercises to which they are unaccustomed (143). In many, the defect healed with conservative treatment, whereas others developed pseudarthrosis, persistent symptoms, and the typical radiographic appearance of spondylolysis. An increased frequency of spondylolysis has been noted in teenagers with thoracolumbar Scheuermann's disease, a condition believed to be caused by excessive and repetitive mechanical loading on the immature spine (98). Similarly, thoracolumbar kyphosis is often associated with a compensatory increase in lumbar lordosis. Those performing heavy physical work, such as weight-lifters, lumberjacks, and football linemen, also have been reported to be more at risk for spondylolysis (79).

**Signs and Symptoms**

Although spondylolysis commonly occurs in late childhood or early adolescence, symptoms are relatively uncommon in children and rarely are severe enough to require medical attention during the teen years (39, 55). In a prospective longitudinal survey, only 13% of children known to have spondylolysis developed symptoms before 18 years of age (39). In the occasional child who develops symptoms, the onset usually coincides with the adolescent growth spurt (56, 120).

Although pain is the major complaint in adults, most children and adolescents do not have pain and seek medical attention only because of a postural deformity or gait abnormality caused by hamstring tightness. Pain generally is localized to the low back and, to a lesser extent, the posterior buttocks and thighs (56, 120). Symptoms usually are initiated or aggravated by strenuous activity of the spine common to oarsmen, gymnasts, divers, hockey players, tennis players, and baseball pitchers. A combination of these factors are present when too much weight is used by weight-lifters performing the military press, when incorrect technique is used by gymnasts, and when swimmers or runners make too rapid advances. Symptoms usually are decreased by rest and limitation of activities (56, 64, 77).

Physical examination may demonstrate some tenderness to palpation in the low back. There may be some splinting, guarding, and restriction of side-to-side motion in the low back, especially if onset of the condition is acute. If hamstring tightness is present, forward flexion of the hips is markedly restricted. Eighty percent of symptomatic patients have hamstring tightness (so-called spasm), and this has been attributed to nerve root irritation; however, no objective evidence supports this contention (8, 105, 135). Hamstring tightness is seldom accompanied by neurologic signs (8, 120).

Children, unlike adults, seldom have objective signs of nerve root compression, such as motor weakness, reflex change, or sensory deficit (135). Examination, however, should include a careful search for sacral anesthesia and bladder dysfunction. Similarly, children with spondylolysis rarely have myelographic evidence of disk protrusion or evidence of herniation at surgical exploration (56, 135).

**Radiographic Findings**

If the radiolucent defect in the pars interarticularis is large (Fig. 19-24), it can be seen on nearly all radiographs of the lumbar spine. If the defect is unilateral, as it is in 20% of patients, or is not accompanied by spondylolisthesis, special imaging techniques may be required (78, 85).

Oblique views show this area in relief and apart from overlying bony elements: the diagnosis is missed in 20% of young patients if oblique views are not obtained (78). The "Scotty dog" of Lachapelle, with the defect appearing at the terrier's neck, is a helpful visual aid to those inexperienced with oblique radiographs (Fig. 19-25). In an acute injury, the gap is narrow with irregular edges, whereas in a longstanding lesion, the edges are smooth and rounded, suggesting a pseudarthrosis (Fig. 19-26). The width of the gap depends on the amount of bone resorption after the fracture and the degree of spondylolisthesis.

Less commonly, symptomatic children (26%-35%) have poorly developed or dysplastic (Wiltse type I) posterior structures (55, 142). Because of anomalous development, the posterior facets appear to subluxate on the sacral facets. In children with dysplastic posterior structures, rather than a gap or defect in the pars interarticularis, the facets appear to subluxate and the pars interarticularis may become attenuated like pulled taffy. This has been called the "greyhound" of Hersinger (56); a defect may later appear in the center. This may be a different manifestation of the same disease process, because both lesions are present in members of the same family (145), suggesting that the spondylolytic type represents an acute stress fracture of the pars interarticularis and the dysplastic or elongated type represents a chronic stress reaction with gradual attenuation of the pars.

Deficiency of the posterior elements is common in patients with spondylolysis. Easily observable defects, such as dysraphic or malformed laminae, have been reported in 32% to 94% of these patients and, if discovered on routine lumbar or sacral views, should prompt a more detailed radiographic investigation (145). CT scanning is rarely indicated in acute fracture of the pars interarticularis because a combination of bone scanning and oblique x-rays is more reliable in detecting the lesion (116). Spondylolysis at L4 or L3 is difficult to diagnose with CT scans because the plane of scanning is parallel to the fracture (116). MRI should be considered if the patient's symptoms or neurologic signs do not resolve with bed rest, or if bladder or bowel dysfunction or perineal hypesthesia is present.

When the diagnosis is suspected clinically but cannot be confirmed radiographically (especially in the stress reaction stage before fracture), a bone scan will be helpful, especially a single photon emission CT scan (12, 85). Small, partial, or unilateral
FIGURE 19-24. A: The radiograph of a 5-year-old girl with normal appearance of the lumbosacral junction. B: The same person at age 15. Spondylolysis and grade I spondylolisthesis have developed in the interim with symptoms referable to the low back. Spondylolysis in children occurs after walking age, but rarely before 5 years, and more commonly at 7 or 8 years. Onset of symptoms coincides closely with the adolescent growth spurt.

FIGURE 19-25. A: Pars interarticularis defect, or spondylolysis, as seen on an oblique view (arrow), typically found with the isthmic type of spondylolisthesis. B: Similar oblique view of a patient with dysplastic (congenital) spondylolisthesis, demonstrating elongation and attenuation of the pars interarticularis, perhaps a prespondylytic defect, and may represent a stress or fatigue fracture of the pars interarticularis.
fractures can be overlooked on x-rays, but bone scans demonstrate an area of increased bone turnover caused by healing of the fracture. Bone scanning may demonstrate increased uptake in patients with only 5 to 7 days of symptoms (101,136). Later, up to 1 year after onset of symptoms, bone scanning is helpful to distinguish between patients with an established nonunion (cold bone scan) and those in whom healing is still progressing (hot bone scan) and who may benefit from immobilization (77, 136). Bone scanning is not recommended in patients whose symptoms are of more than 1 year’s duration or who are asymptomatic (136), unless a bone tumor (such as osteoid osteoma), infection, or malignancy is suspected.

Bone scanning is especially helpful in young athletes whose activities are highly associated with spondylolysis, such as gymnastics (64). Early detection of the stress reaction allows early treatment, which can shorten the recovery period. Bone scanning also can be used to evaluate recovery and determine when an athlete can return to competition (64).

Treatment
In some children and adolescents, the spondylolytic defect may heal with 3 to 6 months’ casting or bracing (thoracolumbosacral orthosis) if there is an acute, clearly documented onset with injury (135,136,143) or if the lesion is early in its course (93). Healing is more likely with unilateral defects than bilateral defects. A bone scan may be helpful to differentiate a continuing process from one of a long duration (77).

In children in whom the spondylolysis is of long duration, healing is unlikely, but symptoms usually respond to conservative measures (56). Restriction of vigorous activities and back and abdominal strengthening exercises usually are successful in controlling mild backache and hamstring tightness (55). Patients with more severe or persistent complaints may require bed rest, cast or brace immobilization, and nonnarcotic analgesics (128). Hamstring tightness is an excellent clinical guide to the success or failure of the treatment. Most children have complete relief of symptoms or only minimal discomfort at long-term follow-up (135).

Any child or adolescent with symptoms caused by spondylolysis, especially those under 10 years of age, should be closely followed for progression to spondylolisthesis (143). We do not advise those with asymptomatic spondylolysis or those with minimal symptoms to restrict their activities; 7.2% of asymptomatic young men 18 to 30 years of age have pars defects and relatively few have persistent symptoms (92). Progression is unlikely with competitive sports activities (94). Thus, limitation of activity in a growing child does not seem justified (55). It must be emphasized that spondylolysis is rarely symptomatic in adolescence; and caution is advisable in treating a child whose symptoms do not respond to bed rest or who has objective neurologic findings.
In this situation, MRI and possibly electromyography should be considered.

A small percentage of young persons with spondylolysis do not respond to conservative measures or are unwilling to curtail their activities and may require surgical stabilization. If surgery is necessary, a posterolateral fusion from L5 to S1 with autogenous bone graft is usually sufficient. If spondylolisthesis is of grade III or greater, the fusion usually is extended to L4 (56). Nachemson (95) reported solid healing of the defect after bone grafting and intertransverse process fusion.

In patients with small defects (6-7 mm) and only slight spondylolisthesis, a variety of techniques have been described for direct reduction of the defect, including wiring of the transverse process or placement of a screw across the pars, coupled with a bone graft (such as in a pseudarthrosis repair) (20,36,97,104). These procedures are usually recommended for older adolescents and young adults (≥30 years of age) with minimal displacement and degenerative change (95,97). The best candidates for this method of treatment are those with defects between L1 and L4 or those with multiple defects. This is an attractive alternative to the traditional transverse process fusion because it repairs the defect at one vertebral level rather than involving a second nonaffected vertebrae (20,104). In properly selected patients, 80% to 90% obtain a solid fusion with good to excellent results. In children, the Gill procedure or laminectomy should never be performed without an associated fusion because removal of the posterior elements may lead to increased instability and spondylolisthesis.

A rare type of spondylolistheses, acute spondylolytic spondylolisthesis, has been described (58). This injury is caused by high-energy trauma and is an unstable spinal injury, similar to a fracture–dislocation, usually in the pars interarticularis of L5. The so-called traumatic spondylolisthesis (type IV) is caused by a fracture in areas of the bony hook other than the pars interarticularis, differentiating these two acute types of spondylolisthesis. The deformity typically progresses, and some patients develop neurologic compromise. Because of their instability, high risk of progression, and possibility of developing neurologic compromise, these injuries should be treated operatively. Grade I deformities can be adequately treated with posterior arthrodesis; more severe deformities may require both anterior and posterior arthrodeses because of the greater disruption of secondary ligamentous restraints (58).

### Lumbar and Thoracolumbar Scheuermann’s Disease

Scheuermann’s disease is a common cause of thoracic kyphosis and is seldom painful. Children present with cosmetic concerns and are subsequently found to have the characteristic vertebral changes. Sorenson’s radiographic criterion of three or more adjacent vertebras wedged more than 5 degrees (125) confirms the diagnosis. End plate irregularity, Schmorl’s node formation, and narrowing of the disk space are common but are not in themselves diagnostic. Thoracic Scheuermann’s disease is typically limited to the thoracic vertebrae, spontaneous in onset, and due to hereditary influences. Lumbar or thoracolumbar osteochondritis is less common but is more often accompanied by pain (14, 46,139). Several researchers suggest that the lumbar vertebral changes are the result of trauma (14,46,139). Lumbar or thoracolumbar Scheuermann’s disease primarily affects adolescents (13–17 years of age) and is accompanied by a period of moderately severe pain with activity. Patients usually have a history of acute back strain or injury (14,46,87). Wassmann noted that the condition was eight times more common in “lads from the country” (139), and others have reported that the lumbar vertebral changes often are associated with hard physical labor before the age of 16, suggesting that the maturing end plate and vertebral body are more vulnerable to increased mechanical strain during this period of rapid growth (14,46,139). Hafner (51) coined the term “apprentice kyphosis,” or kyphosis muscularis, and he found that it occurred more commonly in boys (2:1) between the ages of 15 and 17 years, during the growth spurt. Micheli (90) found similar lumbar changes in young athletes and suggested that the cause was a localized stress injury to the vertebral physes.

The apophyseal ossification centers first appear in the lower thoracic region at approximately 9 years of age and fuse with the vertebral bodies between the ages of 17 and 22 years. The ring is thinnest in the middle than in the periphery. Increasing the pressure in the intervertebral disk forces it through the center of the end plate and into cancellous bone of the vertebral body (Fig. 19-27) (67). The mechanism is analogous to the production of Schmorl’s nodes and is accompanied by narrowing of the disk space (59,67,111). Similarly, metabolic and neoplastic diseases that lead to structural weakening of the bone are often associated with Schmorl’s node formation (111). Marginal Schmorl’s nodes are more often associated with trauma, and central nodes are more frequent and consistent with thoracic Scheuermann’s disease (3). In experimental models, heavy lifting, especially when seated and bending forward, increased the intranuclear pressures to the lower end of the range necessary to produce fracture through a normal vertebral end plate (Fig. 19-28) (67). Flexion–extension motion of the spine, as in rowers, weight lifters, and gymnasts, can produce these same forces (Fig. 19-29) (90).

Back pain may be present from 2 to 6 months and is increased with activity, accentuated by forward flexion, and relieved by rest (14,46). Conservative treatment such as bracing usually is sufficient (67,125). Occasionally, bed rest or plaster immobilization is required. There are no reports of children needing surgery for symptoms, and only a few have required correction for deformity. The vertebral changes progress slowly toward healing during the time of remaining growth. Schmorl’s node formation and disk space narrowing generally persist (Figs. 19-28 and 19-30) (87). The apophyseal fragment at the anterior margin of the vertebral body seldom heals.

The kyphotic deformity may progress because of the anterior deformation of the vertebral bodies from the original injury or because of increased pressure on the anterior margin with cessation of growth in that region. The kyphosis generally is not severe and seldom requires any specific treatment. For severe deformity in a skeletally immature patient with kyphosis exceeding 50 to 60 degrees, a Milwaukee brace is recommended (Fig. 19-31). Surgery is rarely needed.
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FIGURE 19-27. Radiographs of a 15-year-old boy with persistent back pain in the mid-lumbar region following a weight-lifting program. A: The routine lateral view suggests mild end plate changes. B: A lateral tomogram demonstrates Schmorl’s node formation and end plate irregularity of T11. Subtle changes on routine films may belie significant end plate changes or disk protrusion into the vertebral body.

FIGURE 19-28. A: Acute herniated Schmorl’s node in a 15-year-old weight lifter with back pain and nodes at L2, L3, and L4. B: Eight months later there has been continued growth of the vertebrae without progressive deformity.
FIGURE 19-28. C: At 21 years of age the sites of the Schmorl’s nodes are still seen, although they appear smaller. The minimal wedging at L2 has not changed in the preceding 6 years.

FIGURE 19-29. A: Radiographs of a 13-year-old boy who sustained vertebral end plate changes at several levels while playing football. Note the associated spondyloysis (arrow) and mild spondylolisthesis. The patient’s discomfort responded satisfactorily to bracing. B: The radiographs at age 17 years demonstrate the continued free fragment appearance of the vertebral apophysis at several levels and persistence of Schmorl’s nodes.
FIGURE 19-30. A: Radiographs of a 13-year-old girl who sustained anterior compression of the L1 vertebra during gymnastics, with 12 degrees of wedging. She had persistent discomfort over several months that responded to bracing. B: At 15 years of age she was asymptomatic; there has been no remodeling of the deformity.

FIGURE 19-31. Radiographs of a 15-year-old girl with persistent back pain and deformity following gymnastics. A: Vertebral end plate changes, Schmorl’s node, and gibbus at the thoracolumbar junction. B: Treatment with the Milwaukee brace improved alignment by reducing the deformity.
LOWER EXTREMITY
Pelvic fractures constitute only 1% to 3% of all fractures in children. The most important aspect of treatment of these fractures is the realization that such a fracture is an indication that significant trauma has occurred and other injuries to neurovascular structures, abdominal viscera, the genitourinary system, and the musculoskeletal system also may have occurred. Fractures of the pelvis and spine are associated with the longest hospital stays, the most admissions to the intensive care unit, and the highest rates of mortality in patients with multiple injuries (9,60). When a fracture of a child’s pelvis is seen on an initial radiograph, it should be an indication that associated life-threatening soft tissue injuries may be present, and the treatment of these injuries should take priority over management of the fracture. Mortality rates in children with pelvic fractures have been reported to be as high as 25% (49), but more recent series report mortality rates of 2% to 12% (18,27,33,52,61,63). In 1,254 patients with pelvic fractures, Ismail et al. (27) reported an overall mortality rate of 5% for children and 17% for adults. In children, fracture-related exsanguination was the cause of death in only 0.3%, whereas 3.4% of deaths in adults were due to pelvic fracture exsanguination.

**DIAGNOSIS**

**Mechanisms of Injury**

Most pelvic fractures in children are caused by vehicular accidents. From Rang’s early reports (50) to more recent series (3, 4,5,14,27,30,33,40,52,54,61), 70% to 90% of reported pelvic fractures in children were caused by traffic accidents. Most often the injured child is a pedestrian struck by a car. Avulsion injuries usually occur in athletic activities, especially gymnastics, track, and soccer. Child abuse is a rare etiology (34,44).

**Signs and Symptoms**

The evaluation of a child with a suspected pelvic fracture begins with a thorough history and physical examination. Often a child with a pelvic fracture has concomitant multiple injuries about the head, chest, abdomen, and genitourinary tract, and these other injuries take precedence concerning operative intervention to stabilize the child’s condition. The pelvic fracture itself often has low priority in the critical care of a child with polytrauma.
Pelvic fractures constitute only 1% to 3% of all fractures in children. The most important aspect of treatment of these fractures is the realization that such a fracture is an indication that significant trauma has occurred and other injuries to neurovascular structures, abdominal viscera, the genitourinary system, and the musculoskeletal system also may have occurred. Fractures of the pelvis and spine are associated with the longest hospital stays, the most admissions to the intensive care unit, and the highest rates of mortality in patients with multiple injuries (9,60). When a fracture of a child’s pelvis is seen on an initial radiograph, it should be an indication that associated life-threatening soft tissue injuries may be present, and the treatment of these injuries should take priority over management of the fracture. Mortality rates in children with pelvic fractures have been reported to be as high as 25% (49), but more recent series report mortality rates of 2% to 12% (18,27,33,52,61,63). In 1,254 patients with pelvic fractures, Ismail et al. (27) reported an overall mortality rate of 5% for children and 17% for adults. In children, fracture-related exsanguination was the cause of death in only 0.3%, whereas 3.4% of deaths in adults were due to pelvic fracture exsanguination.

**DIAGNOSIS**

**Mechanisms of Injury**

Most pelvic fractures in children are caused by vehicular accidents. From Rang’s early reports (50) to more recent series (3, 4, 5, 14, 27, 30, 33, 40, 52, 54, 61), 70% to 90% of reported pelvic fractures in children were caused by traffic accidents. Most often the injured child is a pedestrian struck by a car. Avulsion injuries usually occur in athletic activities, especially gymnastics, track, and soccer. Child abuse is a rare etiology (34,44).

**Signs and Symptoms**

The evaluation of a child with a suspected pelvic fracture begins with a thorough history and physical examination. Often a child with a pelvic fracture has concomitant multiple injuries about the head, chest, abdomen, and genitourinary tract, and these other injuries take precedence concerning operative intervention to stabilize the child’s condition. The pelvic fracture itself often has low priority in the critical care of a child with polytrauma.
The examination of the pelvic area begins with a visual inspection. Areas of contusion, abrasion, laceration, ecchymosis, or hematoma, especially in the perineal and pelvic areas, should be recorded.

Landmarks such as the anterior superior iliac spine, crest of the ilium, sacroiliac joints, and synphysis pubis should be palpated. Exerting posterior pressure on the anterior superior iliac crest produces pain at the fracture site as the pelvic ring is opened. Compressing the pelvic ring at the iliac crest from the lateral to the medial direction also causes pain, and crepitation may be felt if a pelvic fracture is present. Pressure downward on the synphysis pubis and posteriorly on the sacroiliac joints causes pain and motion if there is a fracture in the pelvic ring. The range of motion of the extremities, especially of the hip joint, should be determined. Occasionally, pain in the inguinal area is noted during flexion and extension of the hip if there is a pelvic fracture.

**Associated Injuries**

Because most pelvic fractures in children result from high-velocity trauma, injuries other than the pelvic fracture usually are present. Of the 43 children with pelvic fractures reported by Blasier et al. (3), 25 (58%) had associated injuries, most often multiple fractures, closed head injuries, and spine injuries. The incidence of concomitant injuries increases with the severity of the pelvic fracture. Bond et al. (5) noted that the location and number of pelvic fractures were strongly associated with probability of abdominal injury: 1% for isolated pubic fractures, 15% for iliac or sacral fractures, and 60% for multiple fractures of the pelvic ring. Poole et al. (47) suggested that the outcomes of patients with pelvic fractures were determined by the associated injuries rather than by the pelvic fracture.

As in adults, retroperitoneal hemorrhage is the most serious life-threatening complication in children with unstable pelvic ring disruptions. Marked cephalad displacement of the hemipelvis can injure the superior and inferior gluteal arteries at the sciatic notch. Injury of the iliac or femoral artery is uncommon except with open fractures involving the anterior pelvic ring (60). McIntryre et al. (33) correlated the risk of life-threatening hemorrhage to pelvic fracture complexity. Patients with bilateral anterior and posterior fractures required transfusions significantly more often than those with other types of fractures. Ultrasonography or peritoneal lavage help rule out intraabdominal injury.

Hematuria has been reported in from 34% to 57% of children with pelvic fractures, usually without any significant urinary tract injury. When hematuria is accompanied by an inability to void, blood at the urethral meatus, or abnormality of the prostate, genitourinary consultation should be obtained. Most urologic injuries occur with fractures of the anterior pelvic ring (60). The reported incidence of genitourinary injuries (bladder or urethral rupture, vaginal or scrotal tear, kidney injury) averages approximately 5%.

Children with pelvic fractures are more likely to have head injuries than are adults with pelvic fractures. Rieger and Brug (52) reported head injuries ranging from mild concussion to brain death in 48% of their 54 patients, and other series have reported closed head injuries in approximately 30% of patients (30,33,61). Although injury to the brain has a higher priority and needs more immediate attention than fractures in a child with polytrauma, inadequately treated pelvic fractures can result in permanent disability and should be treated with expectation of full neurologic recovery.

Pelvic fractures with posterior displacement of the hemipelvis or iliac wing can damage the lumbosacral plexus, as well as the sciatic, femoral, and obturator nerves. Neurologic examination of the lower extremities should be routine, and documentation of any neurologic deficit is essential.

Fractures of other bones are present in approximately half of children with pelvic fractures (30,33,52,54,61). The most frequently fractured bones are the femur, tibia, and fibula. Vazquez and Garcia (63), in a study of 79 children with pelvic fractures, found that the presence of any additional fracture was a significant indication that head or abdominal injury also was present and that transfusion would be required in the first 24 hours after injury. Death, thoracic injuries, and patients requiring laparotomy or an additional nonorthopaedic procedure were twice as frequent in the group with additional fractures as in the group with pelvic fractures only. Vazquez and Garcia (63) suggested that this easily identifiable risk factor can help identify patients who may benefit from early transfer to a regional pediatric trauma center.

**Radiographic Studies and Other Imaging**

All too often in an emergency situation, the child’s well-being is jeopardized in one of the least desirable emergency areas of the hospital, the radiology department. Radiographs should be obtained only after the patient is stabilized. Rarely do radiographs on an emergency basis help the physician stabilize the child. Once the patient is clinically stable, only pertinent radiographs are necessary, then the physician ordering these films should be in attendance. Scout views of the skull, chest, abdomen, pelvis, and long bones should be procured quickly.

In a child with a pelvic fracture, unless there is a significant fracture—dislocation, multiple radiographic views can be deferred. When the child is stable, multiple views of the pelvis should be taken (29). With the patient supine, the pelvis has a normal tilt of 25 degrees posteriorly. Thus, taking only an anteroposterior film of the pelvis gives, in reality, an oblique projection, which, as in radiographs of other long bones, is not the most desirable view. As an aid to diagnosis, a 25-degree caudad (inlet) view reveals the amount of internal or external rotation deformity or the amount of displacement. Also useful in determining the amount of rotation in the anteroposterior plane is the 35-degree cephalad (outlet) view. The pelvis can be tilted into internal and external rotation to determine fractures of the acetabulum and pelvic outlet. A description of these views recommended by Judet is given in Chapter 35 of Fractures in Adults (Volume 2 of this series). Comparison views of the contralateral apophysis may be helpful in evaluating avulsion fractures.

Computed tomography (CT) scanning helps determine the presence of fractures and any disruption or incongruity of the sacroiliac joint, sacrum, or acetabulum. Newer, rapid CT scan-
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in adults to include three types based on mechanism of injury: anteroposterior compression, lateral compression, and vertical shear (Table 20-2). This classification system has been incorporated into the Orthopaedic Trauma Association classification, which also consists of three main types: A, lesion sparing (or with no displacement of) posterior arch; B, incomplete disruption of posterior arch, partially stable; and C, complete disruption of

CLASSIFICATION

Quinby (49) and Rang (50) classified pelvic fractures in children into three categories: uncomplicated fractures, fractures with visceral injuries requiring surgical exploration, and fractures associated with immediate, massive hemorrhage. The prognostic importance of this classification is apparent, and it is useful with regard to the patient’s ultimate outcome; however, its emphasis, as it should be in an emergency situation, is on associated soft tissue injuries rather than on the pelvic fracture itself. Watts (64) classified pediatric pelvic fractures according to the severity of skeletal injury: (a) avulsion, such as epiphysiolysis (caused by violent muscular activity); (b) fracture of the pelvic ring (crushing injury), stable or unstable; and (c) acetabular fracture (associated with hip dislocation). Torode and Zieg (61), in a retrospective analysis of 141 children with pelvic fractures, also classified the injuries based on the severity of the fracture; their classification does not include acetabular fractures (Fig. 20-1, Table 20-1). Tile (59) modified Pennal’s classification of pelvic fractures

TABLE 20-1. TORODE AND ZIEG CLASSIFICATION OF PELVIC FRACTURES IN CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Avulsion fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Iliac wing fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>Separation of the iliac apophysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>Fracture of the bony iliac wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Simple ring fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIa</td>
<td>Fractures of the pubis and disruption of the pubic symphysis; the posterior structures remain stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIb</td>
<td>Fractures involving the acetabulum, without a concomitant ring fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Fractures producing an unstable segment (ring disruption fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa</td>
<td>“Straddle” fractures, characterized by bilateral inferior and superior pubic rami fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVb</td>
<td>Fractures involving the anterior pubic rami or pubic symphysis and the posterior elements (e.g., sacroiliac joint, sacral ala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVc</td>
<td>Fractures that create an unstable segment between the anterior ring of the pelvis and the acetabulum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 20-1. Torode and Zieg classification of pelvic fractures in children. Type I, avulsion fractures; type II, iliac wing fractures; type III, simple ring fractures; type IV, ring disruption fractures.
posterior arch, unstable (Table 20-3). Numerous subtypes also are included. This detailed system is described in the chapter on pelvic fractures in adults in *Fractures in Adults* (Volume 2, Chapter 35). Silber and Flynn (55) reviewed radiographs of 133 children and adolescents with pelvic fractures and classified them into two groups: immature (all physeal open) and mature (closed triradiate cartilage). They suggested that in the immature group, management should focus primarily on associated injuries, and in the mature group adult pelvic fracture classifications and principles are appropriate.

This multitude of classification systems makes comparison of incidence, results, and complications difficult among studies using different systems. Many recent studies of children’s pelvic fractures in the literature use the Torode and Zieg (61) or Tile (2,59) classifications, or both, but the most basic classification—stable or unstable fracture—in general is the most useful information for making treatment decisions. Most pelvic fractures in children are stable injuries.

### Applied Anatomy

There are several important anatomic differences between the pelvis of a child and that of an adult (Table 20-4). First, a child’s pelvis is more malleable because of the nature of the bone itself, the increased elasticity of the joints, and the ability of the more cartilaginous structures to absorb energy (43). Second, the elasticity of the joints may allow significant displacement and resultant fracture in only one area rather than the traditional concept of a mandatory “double break” in the ring for a displaced fracture (43,50). Third, avulsion fractures of an apophysis occur more often in children and adolescents than in adults because of the inherent weakness of cartilage compared with bone; fractures of the acetabulum into the triradiate cartilage also occur more often for the same reason (50,64). Fourth, fractures through soft tissue in children can ultimately cause growth arrest, leg-length discrepancy, and faulty development (e.g., a fracture through the triradiate cartilage with resultant “bony bar” formation and ultimately a deficient acetabulum) (1,21).

### Ossification Centers

The pelvis in a child consists of three primary ossification centers: the ilium, ischium, and pubis. The three centers meet at the triradiate cartilage and fuse at approximately 16 to 18 years of age (43) (Fig. 20-2). The pubis and ischium fuse inferiorly at the pubic rami at 6 or 7 years of age. Occasionally, at approximately the time of fusion of the ischium to the pubis, an asymptomatic mass, the ischiopubic synchondrosis, is noted radiographically in this area. The child should be treated expectantly, and this should not be confused with a fracture of the pelvis.

The secondary centers of ossification include the iliac crest, ischial apophysis, anterior inferior iliac spine, pubic tubercle, angle of the pubis, ischial spine, and lateral wing of the sacrum. The iliac crest is first seen at 13 to 15 years and fuses at 15 to 17 years of age. The secondary ossification of the ischium is first seen at 15 to 17 years and fuses at 19 years of age, although fusion may be as late as 25 years of age. A center of ossification may be present at the anterior inferior iliac spine at approximately 14 years, fusing at 16 years of age (43,64). These secondary centers of ossification and the age of appearance and fusion are described so they will not be confused with avulsion fractures.

The acetabulum contains the physis of the ilium, ischium, and pubis that merge to become the triradiate cartilage. Interstitial growth in the triradiate part of the cartilage complex causes the acetabulum to expand during growth and causes the pubis, ischium, and ilium to enlarge as well. The concavity of the acetabulum develops in response to the presence of a spherical femoral head. The depth of the acetabulum increases during development as the result of interstitial growth in the acetabular cartilage, appositional growth of the cartilage at the acetabular margin, and periosteal new bone formation at the acetabular margin (48). At puberty, three secondary centers of ossification appear in the hyaline cartilage surrounding the acetabular cavity. The os acetabuli, which is the epiphysis of the pubis, forms the anterior wall of the acetabulum. The epiphysis of the ilium, the acetabular epiphysis, (48,64) forms a large part of the superior wall of the acetabulum. The small secondary center of the ischium is rarely seen. The os acetabuli, the largest part, starts to develop at approximately 8 years of age and forms a significant

### Table 20-2

**Tile and Pennal Classification of Pelvic Fractures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Stable fractures</td>
<td>A1: Avulsion fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2: Undisplaced pelvic ring or iliac wing fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3: Transverse fractures of the sacrum and coccyx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Partially unstable fractures</td>
<td>B1: Open-book injuries (includes triradiate injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2: Lateral compression injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3: Bilateral type B injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Unstable fractures</td>
<td>C1: Unilateral fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1-1: Fractures of the ilium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1-2: Dislocation or fracture—dislocation of the sacroiliac joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1-3: Fractures of the sacrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2: Bilateral fractures, one type B and one type C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3: Bilateral type C fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 20-3

**AO/ASIF Classification of Pelvic Fractures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Stable fractures</td>
<td>A1: Avulsion fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2: Undisplaced pelvic ring or iliac wing fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3: Transverse fractures of the sacrum and coccyx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Rotationally unstable fractures</td>
<td>B1: Open-book injuries (includes triradiate injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2: Lateral compression injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3: Bilateral type B injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Rotationally and vertically unstable fractures</td>
<td>C1.1 Iliac fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1.2 Sacroiliac fracture—dislocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1.3 Sacral fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Associated with an acetabular fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isolated acetabular fractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 20-4. DISTRIBUTION OF PELVIC FRACTURES IN CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Single Break</th>
<th>Double Break</th>
<th>Acetabulum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avulsion: 13.4%</td>
<td>Two ipsilateral rami:</td>
<td>Straddle: 3%</td>
<td>Small fragment: 0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pubis or ischium: 33.6%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>Malgaigne: 8.2%</td>
<td>Linear fractures (stable): 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wing of ilium: 18%</td>
<td>Symphysis pubis: 3%</td>
<td>Severe, multiple: 0.7%</td>
<td>Linear fractures (unstable): 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sacrum or coccyx: 1.5%</td>
<td>Sacroiliac joint: 0.7%</td>
<td>Total: 11.9%</td>
<td>Secondary to central dislocation: 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total: 66.5%</td>
<td>Total: 11.9%</td>
<td>Total: 11.9%</td>
<td>Total: 9.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Comparison with Other Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dunn¹ (115 patients)</th>
<th>Single Break</th>
<th>Double Break</th>
<th>Acetabulum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>70% (stable)</td>
<td>30% (unstable)</td>
<td>Not included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Notes:
- a Classification of Key and Conwell (see Chapter 24 in Fractures in Adults. Volume 2 of this series).
- b Adult series.
- c Children’s series.

**FIGURE 20-2.** A: Triradiate–acetabular cartilage complex viewed from the lateral side, showing the sites occupied by the iliac, ischial, and pubic bones. B: Normal acetabular cartilage complex of a 1-day-old infant. The ilium, ischium, and pubis have been removed with a curet. The lateral view shows the cup-shaped acetabulum. (From Ponseti IV. Growth and development of the acetabulum in the normal child. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1976;60:575–585; with permission.)
part of the anterior wall of the acetabulum; it unites with the pubis at approximately 18 years of age. The acetabular epiphyseal develops in the iliac acetabular cartilage at approximately 8 years and fuses with the ilium at 18 years of age, forming a substantial part of the superior acetabular joint surface (Fig. 20-3). The secondary center of the ischium, the smallest of the three, develops in the ischial acetabular cartilage at approximately the ninth year, unites with the ischium at 17 years, and contributes very little to acetabular development. These secondary centers should not be confused with avulsion fractures or loose bodies in the hip joint.

AVULSION FRACTURES

Avulsion fractures of the pelvis usually occur in adolescents or young adults participating in sports (13,19,51) and usually are caused by powerful contraction of the attached muscle, although they can result from chronic repetitive traction on a developing apophysis, without acute trauma (13,19). The sartorius muscle attaches to the anterior superior iliac spine, the direct head of the rectus femoris to the anterior inferior iliac spine, and the hamstrings and adductors to the ischial tuberosity.

Of 91 pelvic avulsion fractures reported in 4 series (17,37,53,57), 38% were ischial avulsions, 32% were avulsions of the anterior superior iliac spine, and 18% were avulsions of the anterior inferior iliac spine (Fig. 20-4). Avulsions of the iliac crest (3%) and the lesser trochanter of the femur (9%) accounted for the rest.

Mechanism of Injury

Overpull of the sartorius muscle, especially with the hip in extension and the knee flexed, can result in avulsion fracture of the anterior superior iliac spine. Avulsion of the anterior inferior iliac spine can be caused by excessive exertion on the direct head of the rectus femoris muscle, which has its origin at the inferior iliac spine. Maximal exertion of the muscle occurs when the hip is hyperextended and the knee is flexed. This injury occurs most frequently in sports that involve kicking (e.g., soccer, rugby, football) and is much less common than avulsion of the anterior superior iliac spine, possibly because the anterior inferior iliac spine apophysis fuses earlier than the anterior superior iliac spine. Avulsion fractures of the ischial tuberosity can occur with maximal exertion by the hamstring muscles at their origin (38). These injuries occur most often in adolescents and young adults during sports, especially gymnastics, football, and track.

Diagnosis

Symptoms usually include localized swelling and tenderness about the site of the avulsion fracture. Motion is limited, and pain may be mild or marked. In patients with chronic avulsions caused by repetitive activity, pain and limitation of motion usually are gradually progressive. In patients with ischial avulsions, pain at the ischial tuberosity can be elicited by flexing the hip.
and extending the knee. In this position, if the hip is moved into abduction, more pain is elicited. Patients also may have pain while sitting or moving on the involved tuberosity.

In patients with anterior superior iliac spine avulsions, radiographs show slight displacement of the apophysis (Fig. 20-5). In patients with anterior inferior iliac spine avulsions, radiographs show minimal distal displacement of the fragment. Further displacement is probably prevented because this is a conjoined tendon, and the reflected head of the rectus femoris muscle is intact. Contralateral views can be obtained and compared to ensure that this fragment is not actually a secondary center of ossification, either the os acetabuli or acetabular epiphysis (Fig. 20-6). With ischial tuberosity avulsions, radiographs reveal a large fragment displaced distally compared with the opposite ischial tuberosity (Fig. 20-7). Significant displacement is resisted by the intact sacrotuberous ligament.

Because these avulsion fractures occur primarily through secondary centers of ossification before the center is fused with the
pelvis, primarily in adolescents and young adults 14 to 25 years of age (64), comparison views of the contralateral apophysis should be taken to ensure that what appears to be an avulsion fracture is not in reality a normal adolescent anatomic variant. The exuberant callus formation can occasionally mimic an osteosarcoma. Recognition of initial deformity and fracture pattern is important to avoid unnecessary evaluation, such as CT and radionuclide scans, and inappropriate treatment.

**TREATMENT AND PROGNOSIS**

Usually, the only treatment necessary is a short period of rest with positioning of the hip to lessen stretch on the involved muscle and subsequent guarded weight bearing on crutches for 2 weeks or more. Fernbach and Wilkinson (17) found no decrease in athletic ability in their 20 patients treated conservatively, and they recommended surgery only for symptomatic nonunions. Although operative treatment has not been proven to improve results, Gordon et al. (20) recommended open reduction of all "widely displaced" avulsion fractures and fixation with a threaded Kirschner wire or lag screw, depending on the size of the fragment. Lynch and Renström (32) also recommended open reduction and internal fixation of large fragments displaced more than 2 cm.

Excessive callus formation after healing, especially of ischial avulsions, may be painful and impair sports activities (Fig. 20-8), occasionally requiring excision of the callus formation and the apophysis. Sundar and Carty (57), at 44-month follow-up of sports-related avulsion pelvic fractures in 24 adolescents, found that 8 of 12 patients with ischial avulsions had significant limitation of athletic ability, and 5 had persistent symptoms. Of the 12 patients with avulsions of the anterior superior or anterior inferior iliac spine, 11 recovered completely and returned to active competition. Two of our patients with ischial tuberosity avulsions had chronic pain and disability that resolved after excision of the ischial apophysis; both returned to athletic competition and were pain free at 5-year follow-up.

**FRACTURES OF THE PUBIS OR ISCHIUM**

In children, pelvic rami fractures usually are caused by high-velocity trauma and have a significant number of associated injuries. In our series of pelvic fractures, of 45 pubic and ischial fractures, 38 were caused by vehicular accidents, most in either pedestrians or passengers in automobiles. Reed (51) reported that 45% of the pelvic fractures in the children in his series were rami fractures, and we noted a 33.6% incidence. Rieger and Brug (52) reported 20 (37%) "simple ring fractures" in their series of 54 pelvic fractures in children, and McIntyre et al. (33) reported that 23 (40%) of 57 pelvic fractures were "type I" (unilateral anterior) fractures. Single rami fractures are more common than multiple rami fractures, and the superior rami is fractured more often than the inferior rami (7,16,51,61) (Fig. 20-9).

In patients with isolated pubic fractures, clinical examination reveals pain and possible crepitus at the fracture site; however, there should be little or no motion on deep palpation. Inlet and outlet radiographic views or CT scanning are helpful in determining if any other pelvic fractures are present. If there is a significant displacement of the pubic rami, a second fracture through the pelvic ring should be suspected, although because of the plasticity of bone and elasticity of the symphysis and sacroiliac joints in children, more displacement can be expected than in adults with the same injury. Bed rest until pain subsides, followed by progressive weight bearing, usually is sufficient treatment.
Fractures of the Body of the Ischium

Fracture of the body of the ischium near the acetabulum is extremely rare in children. The fracture occurs from external force to the ischium, most commonly in a fall from a considerable height. The fracture usually is minimally displaced, and treatment consists of bed rest and progressive weight bearing (Fig. 20-10).

Stress Fractures of the Pubis or Ischium

Stress fractures are rare in small children, but they do occur in adolescents and young adults from chronic, repetitive stress to a bony area, and during the last trimester of pregnancy. Stress fractures of the pubis are likewise uncommon, but a small series of stress fractures, primarily in the inferior pubic rami, has been reported. Chronic symptoms and pain increased by stress may...
be noted in the inferior pubic area. Radiographs may show no
evidence of a fracture for as long as 4 to 6 weeks, and then only
faint callus formation may be visible; however, a technetium
bone scan may reveal increased uptake (26), indicating a stress
fracture, 3 to 4 weeks before changes on radiography. Treatment
should consist of discontinuing the activity causing the repetitive
stress to the area, and guarded weight bearing on crutches for
4 to 6 weeks.

At approximately the time of fusion of the ischiopubic ossifi-
cation centers (age 6 to 7 years), the ischiopubic synchondrosis
has been noted on radiographs and may persist for 2 to 3 years
(10,64). Radiographs of the ischiopubic junction are, at best,
difficult to interpret and may be misinterpreted as a fracture.
Caffey (10) noted this radiographically in 57% of his pediatric
patients at approximately 7 years of age. Quite often, the syn-
chondrosis is bilateral (40%). An asymptomatic synchondrosis
in a child 6 to 10 years of age should be treated as a variant of
normal development (Van Neck's disease) (62). If it causes pain
in a child older than 10 years of age, a fracture should be sus-
ppected and treated as such (Fig. 20-11).

Fractures of the Wing of the Ilium
(Duverney Fracture)

Direct trauma may cause a fracture of the wing of the ilium,
but isolated iliac wing fractures are relatively rare. Reed (51)
reported an incidence of 12% in children with fractures of the
pelvis. Rieger and Burg (52) reported iliac wing fractures in only
3 (5.6%) of their 54 patients, and McIntyre et al. (33) reported
only 7 (1.2%) in 57 fractures. However, this fracture can occur
with other fractures of the pelvis, and the incidence may be
slightly misleading; for example, in our series of 24 fractures of
the wing of the ilium in children, only 11 were isolated fractures.

Displacement of the fracture usually occurs laterally, but it
can occur medially or proximally. Severe displacement is pre-
vented by preservation of some of the attachments of the abdomi-
nal muscles and the hip abductors. Pain is located over the wing
of the ilium, and motion at the fracture site also may be noted.
A painful Trendelenburg gait may be present because of spasm
of the hip abductor muscles.

A fracture of the wing of the ilium may be overlooked on
an underexposed radiograph of the pelvis where the ilium is
poorly seen as a large area of radiolucency. Use of a “hot light”
is helpful in making the diagnosis (Fig. 20-12).

Treatment of an iliac wing fracture usually is dictated by the

FIGURE 20-12. Minimally displaced fracture of the left iliac wing.
associated injuries. Bed rest in a comfortable position, usually with the leg abducted, is all that is necessary for treatment of the fracture itself. This should be followed by partial weight bearing on crutches until the symptoms are completely resolved. Regardless of the amount of comminution or displacement, these fractures usually unite without complications or sequelae (Fig. 20-13).

**FRACTURES OF THE SACRUM**

Sacral fractures constitute a small portion of pelvic fractures in children. Rieger and Brug (52) reported 2 sacral fractures and 7 sacroiliac fracture-dislocations in their 54 patients. Our series of pelvic fractures in children included two patients with sacral fractures (4%), 15 and 17 years of age. Sacral fractures may be slightly more common than reported, but because they are obscured by the bony pelvis and soft tissue shadows of the abdominal viscera, and because they are rarely displaced, they may be overlooked (Fig. 20-14). These fractures are significant because they may damage the sacral nerves, resulting in loss of bladder and bowel function.

Sacral fractures are best diagnosed clinically. Pain and swelling may be present, usually over the lower part of the sacrum. Rectal examination causes pain anterior to the sacrum. Occasionally, the fracture fragments may be felt. Repeated bimanual rectal examination with attempts at reduction should be avoided because a tear in the rectum may occur.

The fractures are difficult to see on radiographs. The fracture can be oblique, but most are transverse with minimal displacement and occur through a sacral foramen, which is the weakest part of the body of the sacrum. Minimal offset of the foramen or offset of the lateral edge of the body of the sacrum is an indication of sacral fracture. Lateral views are helpful only if there is anterior displacement, which is rare. A 35-degree caudad view of the pelvis may reveal a fracture of the body of the sacrum. CT scans may be useful for determining the amount of anterior displacement, if any, in these fractures (Fig. 20-15).

**FRACTURES OF THE COCCYX**

Significant soft tissue injury to the coccyx makes it difficult to determine on radiograph if a coccygeal fracture has occurred, especially in a child. However, historically, trauma to the coccyx is often refractory to treatment. For this reason, if clinical symptoms are sufficient, an injury to this area in a child should be considered a fracture regardless of whether a fracture can be seen on radiographs.

Coccygeal fractures are not included in most large series of fractures of the pelvis in adults and children, although the coccyx is part of the pelvis. Of our nine patients with coccygeal fractures, in eight the mechanism of injury was similar to that in adults: a direct fall onto the buttocks in the sitting position. There were no associated injuries with these nine fractures. Clinically, there was immediate, severe pain in the area of the coccyx in all patients. Pain on defecation may be present as well as pain on rectal examination. Because radiographic identification is difficult, the diagnosis should be made clinically by digital rectal examination. Exquisite pain may be elicited, and an abnormal mobility of the
Figure 20-14. A: Radiograph suggesting comminuted nondisplaced linear sacral fracture on the left. B: At 6-week follow-up, radiograph shows definite evidence of linear sacral fracture.

Figure 20-15. A: A 15-year-old boy with an obvious fracture of the left acetabulum and symphysis pubis diastasis, and a questionable and ill-defined sacral fracture. B: Computed tomography scan reveals a comminuted displaced sacral fracture.
cocygeal fragments may be noted. Acute symptoms may abate at 1 to 2 weeks, but in our patients symptoms while sitting persisted for an average of 4 weeks.

Lateral radiographs of the coccyx with the hips flexed maximally may reveal the fracture (Fig. 20-16). The coccyx may appear to be acutely angulated as a variant of normal, and a fracture may not be seen, or the normal acute angulation may be interpreted as a fracture or dislocation.

In all nine of our patients, the fracture was identified. Treatment consisted of an inflated doughnut cushion in three patients, decreased activity in three patients, and no treatment in three patients. The longest period of active treatment was 6 weeks (average, 4 weeks). Unlike adults with trauma to the coccyx, none of these children had prolonged impairment or psychological overtones.

**FRACTURES OF THE PUBIS**

Fractures of the pubic rami, which are more common than any other pelvic fracture in children, may be stable bilateral fractures or ipsilateral fractures of the superior and inferior rami. Ipsilateral fractures, although stable, may produce an increased incidence of associated injuries to abdominal viscera, especially the bladder (16).

Considerable force is necessary to cause this fracture pattern, and other associated fractures should be expected. A general evaluation should be followed by examination of the pelvis and lower extremities, with special attention to abrasions, contusions, lacerations, and ecchymosis about the pelvis. Palpation reveals discomfort anteriorly, and crepitus at the fracture site may be noted.

Various methods of treatment have been advocated for adults, such as bed rest, lower limb traction, and pelvic sling. However, in children, the fracture almost always unites with adequate remodeling of even the most displaced fractures. For this reason, short-term bed rest followed by progressive weight bearing on crutches on the involved side is all that is necessary (Fig. 20-17).

**FRACTURES NEAR OR SUBLUXATION OF THE SYMPHYSIS PUBIS**

Isolated injuries in the symphysis pubis area are rare, primarily because they usually occur in association with disruption of posterior structures such as the sacroiliac joint. Although significant force appears to be necessary to disrupt or fracture the symphysis pubis, isolated disruption of the symphysis can occur (64). Usually, there is some normal elasticity at the symphysis in adults (0.5 mm in men, 1.5 mm in women), and there is probably even more in children, depending on skeletal maturity.

Clinically, exquisite pain is present anteriorly at the symphysis; the legs are externally rotated and often pain is worse in the supine position than in the side-lying position (64). Motion of the hips in flexion, abduction, external rotation, and extension is restricted and painful (fabere sign).

Radiographs may reveal subluxation and widening of the symphysis pubis, as if opening a book. Offset may be superior, inferior, anterior, or posterior (Fig. 20-18). Furthermore, a fracture near or into the symphysis may produce an equivalent subluxation of the symphysis pubis (Fig. 20-19). Because of the variable normal separation of the symphysis in children of different ages, the amount of traumatic separation may be difficult to evaluate. Watts (64) suggested radiographs with and without lateral compression of the pelvis. More than 1 cm of difference in the width of the symphysis pubis between the two views suggests a symphysis pubis separation.

We saw a child with anterior pubic pain and obvious widening of the symphysis pubis after a moving vehicle accident. On radiographs, it appeared that the child had an isolated disruption of the symphysis pubis; however, when an adequate history was obtained and physical examination was performed, it was apparent that the child had been treated for extrophy of the bladder with congenital widening of the symphysis. The lesson learned should be obvious: “If all else fails, examine the patient.”

Treatment of isolated fractures or subluxations of the symphysis pubis should consist of bed rest, usually in a side-lying position, especially if other injuries are present. Unilateral Buck’s traction may relieve pain, but it rarely improves alignment of the fracture or subluxation. Application of a spica cast in the lateral position with lateral compression may also reduce the displacement and decrease hospitalization (64).
FIGURE 20-17. A: Ipsilateral left pubic rami fractures with a contralateral right superior rami fracture. B: At 2-year follow-up, nonunion of the ipsilateral rami fractures is evident, but the patient is asymptomatic.

FIGURE 20-18. Mild symphysis pubis subluxation with superior displacement. At 4-year follow-up, the patient is asymptomatic.
FRAC TURES NEAR OR SUBLUXATION OF THE SACROILIAC JOINT

Fractures near or subluxation of the sacroiliac joint are rare, isolated injuries, probably even less common than isolated fractures at the weaker symphysis pubis. More commonly, disruption of the sacroiliac joint occurs with fractures or dislocations of the anterior portion of the pelvis, causing an unstable injury of the pelvis. Sacroiliac dislocations differ from those in adults in several ways. In children, fractures tend to be incomplete because of partial tearing of the anterior sacroiliac ligaments and the thick posterior periosteum (43). A subchondral fracture through structurally weak zones of cartilage may leave the sacroiliac joint intact (15). Associated vascular and neurologic injuries are common (23).

Subluxation or fracture of the sacroiliac joint should be suspected with high-velocity trauma and injury to the posterior aspect of the pelvis near the sacroiliac joint. In patients with these injuries, the fabere sign is markedly positive on the ipsilateral side (15,23). Comparison views of both sacroiliac joints should be carefully evaluated to determine any asymmetry of the wings of the ilium with more separation at the sacroiliac joint (Fig. 20-20). Any offset of the distal articular surface of the sacrum and ilium on radiography is an indication of sacroiliac joint disruption. Oblique views for comparison of both sacroiliac joints often are beneficial. Because of the rarity of this subluxation or fracture, multiple views, including inlet and outlet views, and axial CT scan may be necessary to ensure that there is no anterior fracture (Fig. 20-21).

Bed rest and guarded weight bearing on crutches is probably all the treatment needed for isolated subluxations or fractures. Heeg and Klasen (23) reported sacroiliac joint dislocations in 18 children, 10 of whom had extensive degloving injuries of the posterior pelvis. Ten were treated nonoperatively, six with open reduction and internal fixation, one with open reduction but no internal fixation, and one with external fixation. Disabling long-term symptoms persisted from incomplete neurologic recovery in six.

UNSTABLE FRACTURE PATTERNS

Unstable pelvic fracture combinations usually are of three types:

- Double vertical pubic rami fractures (straddle or floating fractures) or dislocations of the pubis that occur as an anterior double break in the pelvic ring anteriorly
- Double fractures in the pelvic ring anteriorly and posteriorly, through the bony pelvis, sacroiliac joint, or symphysis pubis (Malgaigne fractures)
- Multiple crushing injuries that produce at least two severely comminuted fractures in the pelvic ring

Bilateral Fractures of the Inferior and Superior Pubic Rami

Bilateral fractures of both the inferior and superior pubic rami (straddle fractures) cause a floating anterior arch of the pelvic ring that is inherently unstable (Fig. 20-22), as does dislocation of the symphysis pubis with fractures of both ipsilateral pubic rami. This fracture pattern frequently is associated with bladder or urethra disruption.

Bilateral fractures of the inferior and superior pubic rami can occur in a fall while straddling a hard object or by lateral compression on the pelvis. The floating fragment usually is displaced superiorly, being pulled in this direction by the rectus abdominis muscles (64). Radiographically, an inlet view most
FIGURE 20-20. Separation of the left sacroiliac joint with asymmetry of the wings of the ilium. A: Careful scrutiny of the radiograph reveals contralateral pubic rami fractures. B: At 2-year follow-up, the sacroiliac joint is slightly wide, but the patient is asymptomatic.

accurately determines the amount of true displacement of the floating fragment.

In a child, regardless of the amount of displacement, the fracture should heal and remodeling can be expected. Because this fracture does not involve the weight-bearing portion of the pelvis, it does not cause leg-length discrepancy. Skeletal traction is unnecessary, and a pelvic sling is contraindicated because of the possibility that compression will cause medial displacement of the ilium (64).

Treatment should consist simply of bed rest in the semi-Fowler position with flexion of the hips to relax the abdominal musculature. If the fracture was caused by lateral compression forces, the lateral decubitus position is contraindicated for fear of medial displacement of the ilium.

Complex Fracture Patterns

Fractures and dislocations of the posterior arch (posterior to the acetabulum) combined with anterior ipsilateral or contralateral fractures or dislocations of the anterior arch [Malgaigne (36) fractures; Fig. 20-23] result in instability of the hemipelvis and acetabulum. These unstable fractures are associated with retroperitoneal and intraperitoneal bleeding. Bilateral anterior and posterior fractures are the most likely fracture pattern to cause severe hemorrhage. Initial treatment usually involves replacement of blood volume and stabilization of the child’s overall condition before treatment of the pelvic fractures (60).

Three mechanisms of injury have been implicated in these fractures and fracture-dislocations: anteroposterior compression
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FIGURE 20-21. Fracture of the superior pubic ramus; occult fractures of the ipsilateral sacrum and the sacroiliac joint at the distal articular surface also are present.

FIGURE 20-22. A: Classic example of a straddle fracture in a 16-year-old girl. B: At 6 weeks after injury, abundant callus formation is present and the fractures have healed.

FIGURE 20-23. An unusual Malgaigne fracture; fracture extends through the ilium into the sacroiliac joint with ipsilateral pubic rami fractures.
FIGURE 20-24. A: A 6-year-old child with a Malgaigne fracture with right sacroiliac joint displacement and multiple (four) pubic rami fractures. B: Four weeks after injury. C: At 5-year follow-up, complete remodeling is present.
forces, lateral compression forces, and, with the hip fixed in extension and abduction, indirect forces transmitted proximally along the femoral shaft.

Aside from the physical signs usually associated with pelvic fractures, leg-length discrepancy and asymmetry of the pelvis also may be present because of the displacement of the hemipelvis. If the measured distance from the umbilicus to the medial malleolus is unequal for the two extremities, and the distance from the anterior superior iliac spine to the medial malleolus is the same, pelvic obliquity or displacement is present rather than true leg-length discrepancy. Inlet and outlet radiographic views and CT scanning reveal the amount of pelvic displacement.

Numerous treatment regimens have been successful, depending on the type of fracture and the amount of displacement. For fractures with mild displacement, bed rest in the lateral recumbent position may be all that is necessary. If lateral displacement is severe, closed manipulation in the lateral decubitus position and spica casting can be used, as described in Chapter 35 in Volume 2 of this series. If the displacement is cephalad only, skeletal traction or even skin traction can be used in a small child. Occasionally, manipulation under anesthesia may be required. After successful manipulation of the fragments, traction on the involved side can be used to maintain the reduction. Open or percutaneous external fixation of the pelvis with pins incorporated in a distraction or compression device has been advocated to allow accurate reduction of the fracture or dislocation, early ambulation (non-weight bearing), and decreased pain secondary to instability.

Schwarz et al. (54), in a long-term (2 to 25 years) follow-up of 17 children with nonoperatively treated unstable pelvic fractures, reported unsatisfactory results in 8 due to pelvic asymmetry. They emphasized that reduction of pelvic ring fractures should be as anatomic as possible because healing in malposition causes poor results. Nierenberg et al. (42), however, reported excellent or good results after conservative treatment of 20 unstable pelvic fractures in children despite radiographic evidence of deformity. They suggested that treatment guidelines for unstable pelvic fractures are not the same for children as for adults, and recommended that external or internal fixation should be used only when conservative methods fail.

Operative treatment of pelvic fractures in children is not routinely recommended (3) because (a) exsanguinating hemorrhage is unusual in children, so operative pelvic stabilization to control bleeding rarely is necessary (3,41); (b) pseudarthrosis is rare in children and fixation is not necessary to promote healing (51); (c) the thick periosteum in children tends to help stabilize the fracture, so surgery usually is not necessary to obtain stability (51); (d) prolonged immobilization usually is not necessary for fracture healing (42); (e) significant remodeling can occur in skeletally immature patients (18) (Fig. 20-24); and (f) long-term morbidity after pelvic fracture is rare in children (18,41).

Operative fixation may be indicated to facilitate wound treatment in open fractures, control hemorrhage during resuscitation, allow patient mobility and make nursing care easier, prevent deformity in severely displaced fractures that may not heal or adequately remodel, improve overall patient care in patients with polytrauma, minimize risk of growth disruption, or restore articular congruity.

Keshishyan et al. (29) advocated external fixation of complex pelvic fractures, especially in children with polytrauma, and Gordon et al. (20) suggested external fixation or open reduction and internal fixation in children older than 8 years of age because hip spica casting is poorly tolerated in older children. Sileo et al. (56) reported good results after open reduction and internal fixation of unstable pelvic fracture in two toddlers. AO small-fragment instrumentation was used in both. These surgeons recommended protection in a spica cast for 6 to 8 weeks, with removal of the implants at that time. Occasionally, open reduction and internal fixation of severely malaligned fractures may be indicated. However, because of the potential surgical complications, open reduction of pelvic fractures in children should not be undertaken casually by the inexperienced surgeon.

AUTHORS' PREFERRED TREATMENT

Treatment is more likely to be conservative in younger children and operative in juveniles and adolescents. For toddlers, we prefer to use bed rest and distal femoral skeletal traction on the displaced side of the hemipelvis. The younger the child, the more likely that traction will be adequate treatment and the pelvis will remodel. Open reduction and internal fixation rarely are required in a young child unless severe (>3 cm) displacement of the sacroiliac joint cannot be corrected with traction. Combining open reduction and internal fixation with external fixation may be necessary in a child older than 8 to 10 years of age with an unstable fracture and severe polytrauma (Fig. 20-25). The technical principles are identical to those used for unstable pelvic fractures in adults (see Chapter 35, Volume 2). In older adolescents, treatment should follow the guidelines for the treatment of adult fractures (see Chapter 35, Volume 2), including a combination of internal and external fixation for fracture stabilization and early mobilization.

Severe Multiple or Open Fractures

In patients with crushing injuries, distortion of the pelvis is severe and, in addition to multiple breaks in the pelvic ring, apparent or occult fractures of the sacrum may be present, with or without neurologic involvement. Massive hemorrhage is common, and only rarely does a child survive this major insult (39, 64). The patient is usually in hypovolemic shock, and emergency measures outlined previously in this chapter may be necessary.

Although total disruption of the pelvis is apparent on radiographs, usually one hemipelvis is partially intact. In genetal, each complex fracture needs a special treatment regimen; however, the treatment outlined for unstable fracture patterns usually can align the pelvis. Treatment may have to be by trial and error, with serial radiographs and CT scans to evaluate the progress of realignment.

The patient should be stable without evidence of a drop in blood volume before any operative intervention, either closed or open external fixation or open reduction, is undertaken.

These severe multiple fractures about the pelvis are important because the mobile fracture fragments may penetrate visceral organs (e.g., the bladder or abdominal viscera), lacerate the abdominal vascular tree, or cause neurologic involvement (Fig. 20-26).
FIGURE 20-25. A: Multiple trauma in this 12-year-old child included three fractures of the pubic rami, disruption and fracture of the sacroiliac joint on the right, and a femoral shaft fracture on the right. B: Computed tomography scan shows fracture of the ilium and disruption of the sacroiliac joint. C: After open reduction and internal fixation of the sacroiliac joint and closed intramedullary nailing of the femoral shaft fracture. Note femoral nail inserted through the greater trochanter.
FIGURE 20-26. A and B: Complex open type IIIc pelvic fracture in a 3-year-old boy. Vascular (femoral artery and vein) and neurologic injuries also were present. Multiple debridements were required, as were colostomy and vesicostomy. The fractures of the wing of the ilium and pubic rami were fixed with small screws. C: One year after injury. (Courtesy of Dr. Gerry Clancy, Children’s Hospital, Denver, CO.)
These acute injuries should take precedence over realignment of the pelvic architecture, although if possible during emergency surgery such as laparotomy, pelvic stabilization should be achieved quickly with a combination of internal and external fixation as needed while the patient is under general anesthesia. In particular, the application of an external fixator may decrease blood loss by stabilizing mobile, bleeding bone fragments (158, 59).

Open pelvic fractures are rare in children. Mosheiff et al. (40) reported that 13% of 116 pediatric pelvic fractures seen over a 12-year period were open injuries. Fourteen of the 15 children were struck by motor vehicles and one sustained a gunshot wound. Five children with stable fractures were treated nonoperatively, and 10 with unstable fractures were treated with external fixation (5), internal fixation (2), or combined external and internal fixation (3). Three of the children died because of uncontrollable hemorrhage (two patients) and chest injury (one patient). Eleven of the 12 surviving children had deep wound infection or sepsis, and 3 had premature physical closure. Mosheiff et al. (40) emphasized that the treatment of the soft tissue injuries depends on stabilization of the pelvis and that external fixation alone is insufficient for most open pelvic fractures.

**ACETABULAR FRACTURES**

Acetabular fractures constitute only 1% to 15% of pelvic fractures in children, making them very uncommon. The mechanism of injury of acetabular fractures in children is similar to that in adults: the fracture occurs from a force transmitted through the femoral head. The position of the leg with respect to the pelvic and the location of the impact determine the fracture pattern; the magnitude of the force determines the severity of the fracture or fracture-dislocation. Patients with high-energy injuries usually have major associated injuries, whereas isolated acetabular fractures can occur from low-energy forces.

**Classification**

Watts (64) described a classification of acetabular fractures in children that consisted of four types: (a) small fragments that most often occur with dislocation of the hip, (b) linear fractures that occur in association with pelvic fractures without displacement and usually are stable, (c) linear fractures with hip joint instability, and (d) fractures secondary to central fracture—dislocation of the hip. More recently, however, acetabular fractures in both adults and children usually are classified by the system of LeFort and Judet (28, 31). A more comprehensive classification is based on the AO comprehensive fractures classification, which groups all fractures into A, B, and C types with increasing severity. Type A acetabular fractures involve a single wall or column; type B fractures involve both columns (transverse or T-types) and a portion of the dome remains attached to the intact ilium; and type C fractures involve both columns and separate the dome fragment from the axial skeleton by a fracture through the ilium. Both of these classification systems are discussed in more detail in Chapter 35, Volume 2 of this series (Fractures in Adults).

**Radiographic Evaluation**

Anteroposterior and lateral views may not adequately show the amount of displacement of acetabular fragments after fracture. Inferior, outlet, and 45°-degree oblique (Jugdet) views often are necessary to appreciate the amount of displacement. CT scanning can be used to determine the amount of acetabular displacement (Fig. 20-27) and to determine if any retained fragments in the acetabulum are preventing an accurate concentric reduction (11). Three-dimensional CT reconstructions can give an excellent view of the overall fracture pattern, but often underestimate minimally displaced fractures.

After reduction of a hip dislocation, radiographs of both hips should be carefully compared to ensure that the reduction is not incongruous. Subtle signs of an incongruous reduction with retained osseous or cartilaginous fragments, an inverted limb, or entrapped soft tissues include minimal widening of the joint (without traction applied) and asymmetry of Shenton’s line compared with the opposite hip (11) (Fig. 20-28). If there is any doubt about the concentricity of the reduction, CT or MRI is indicated.

**Treatment**

The aim of treatment for acetabular fractures in children is the same as for adults: to restore joint congruity and hip stability. Treatment guidelines in general follow those for adults. Bed rest or non-weight-bearing ambulation with crutches can be used for nondisplaced or minimally (≤1 mm) displaced fractures. Because weight-bearing forces must not be transmitted across the fracture, crutch ambulation is appropriate only for older children who can be relied on to avoid putting weight on the injured limb. Non-weight bearing usually is continued for 6 to 8 weeks. In younger children, this may be shortened to 5 or 6 weeks, and in adolescents (older than 12 years of age), partial weight bearing should be continued for 3 to 4 more weeks. For fractures in which displacement can be reduced to less than 2 mm, skeletal traction with a traction pin in the distal femur can be used. Because traction must be maintained for 5 to 6 weeks, this option usually is not feasible in older children or adolescents.

Gordon et al. (20) recommended accurate reduction and internal fixation of any displaced acetabular fracture in a child. They noted that the presence of incomplete fractures and plastic deformation may make accurate reduction difficult or impossible; they recommended that incomplete fractures be completed and that osteotomies of the pubis, ilium, or ischium be made if necessary for accurate reduction of the acetabulum. In children with open physes, all periacetabular metallic implants should be removed 6 to 18 months after surgery.

Improved outcomes with early (<24 hours) fixation of acetabular fractures in adults has been reported (46), and Gordon et al. (20) noted that early fixation is especially important to prevent malunion in young patients in whom healing is rapid.

In addition, anatomic alignment of the triradiate cartilage should be obtained in children. Linear growth of the acetabulum
FIGURE 20-27. A: Traumatic dislocation with a small acetabular fragment. B: After reduction, a small fragment is visible, but it is not impeding hip congruity or function. C: At 12 weeks after injury, computed tomography scan reveals that the fragment is from the posterior acetabulum, with mild displacement of the acetabulum posteriorly.

FIGURE 20-29. A: Fractures of the left superior and inferior pubic rami and the left ilium with injury to the right triradiate cartilage in a 5-year-old boy. B: Three years after injury, the pubic rami fractures are healed and remodeling has occurred, but acetabular dysplasia, widening of the "teardrop," and mild subluxation are evident in the right hip. C: At 15 years of age, the sequelae of the mild triradiate cartilage injury are still apparent, but he is not symptomatic.
occurs by interstitial growth in the triradiate part of the cartilage complex, causing the pubis, ischium, and ilium to enlarge. The depth of concavity of the acetabulum is in response to the presence of a spherical femoral head and increases during development as a result of interstitial growth in the acetabular cartilage. Cessation of growth of all or part of the triradiate cartilage occurring secondary to fracture may result in a dysplastic acetabulum.

Acetabular dysplasia secondary to growth arrest (bony bridge) of the triradiate cartilage has been reported after trauma to the acetabulum (Fig. 20-29). Heeg et al. (22,24,25) reported acetabular deformity and subluxation of the hip in two of three patients with premature fusion of the triradiate cartilage. Peterson and Robertson (45) reported formation of a physeal osseous bar in a 7-year-old boy 2 years after fracture of the lateral portion of the superior ramus at the junction with the triradiate cartilage. After excision of the osseous bridge, the physeal remained open. Although the injured physeal closed earlier than the contralateral side, there was only a slight increase in the thickness of the acetabular wall and lateral displacement of the femoral head. Peterson and Robertson emphasized that early recognition and treatment are essential, before premature closure of the entire physeal and development of permanent osseous deformity.

Bucholz et al. (8) noted two main patterns of physeal disturbance in nine patients with triradiate cartilage injury: a Salter-Harris type I or II injury, which had a favorable prognosis for continued normal acetabular growth, and a Salter-Harris type V crush injury, which had a poor prognosis with premature closure of the triradiate cartilage caused by formation of a medial osseous bridge (Fig. 20-30). In either pattern, the prognosis depended on the child’s age at the time of injury. In young children, especially those younger than 10 years of age, acetabular growth abnormality was common and resulted in a dysplastic acetabulum. By the time of skeletal maturity, disparate growth increased the incongruity of the hip joint and led to progressive subluxation. These researchers found that acetabular reconstruction was frequently necessary to correct the gradual subluxation of the femoral head.

**Surgical Treatment**

The surgical approach varies according to the pattern of the fracture and the direction of the displacement as determined on the preoperative radiographs and CT scans (20) (Table 20-5).

Fractures of the posterior wall or posterior column can be approached through a Kocher-Langenbeck approach with the patient either in the lateral decubitus position (isolated posterior wall fracture) or supine (associated posterior column fracture). Anterior column injuries can be approached through an ilioinguinal approach. Some transverse fractures may require an extended iliofemoral approach, but this is rare in children (12). The extended lateral approaches, which include the extended iliofemoral and triradiate approaches, should be avoided as much as possible because of the risk of devascularization of the ileum and heterotopic bone formation (21).

The surgeon should be familiar with Judet's (29) treatise on the operative reduction of acetabular fractures and with Letournel's works before performing this surgery. For smaller children and smaller fragments, Watts (64) recommended threaded Kirschner wires for reduction. In larger children, cannulated screws may aid in reduction and provide secure fixation (Fig. 20-31). Small-fragment reconstruction plates, appropriately contoured, also can be used. Gordon et al. (20) described the addition of a small (two- or three-hole) "hook plate" for small or comminuted fragments (Fig. 20-32). Because operative procedures about the hip may be necessary later, the hardware in a child may be removed in this situation.

Brown et al. (6) described the use of CT image-guided fixation of acetabular fractures in 10 patients, including bilateral posterior wall fractures in a 14-year-old girl. They cite as advantages of image-guided surgery reduced operating time (approximately 20% reduction), less extensive surgical dissection, reduced fluoroscopic time, and compatibility with traditional fixation techniques. Most important, it allows accurate and safe placement of screws and pins for acetabular fixation.

**Postoperative Management**

Small children can be immobilized in a spica cast for 6 weeks. If radiographs show adequate healing at that time, the cast is removed and free mobility is allowed. In an older child with stable fixation, crutches are used for protected weight bearing for 6 to 8 weeks. If radiographs show satisfactory healing, weight bearing is progressed as tolerated. Return to vigorous activities, especially competitive sports, is delayed for at least 6 months.

**COMPLICATIONS**

Because of the remodeling potential in young children, loss of reduction and malunion usually are not problems. Reported complications include premature triradiate cartilage closure, avascular necrosis, traumatic arthritis, sciatic nerve palsy, heterotopic myositis ossificans about the acetabulum and pelvis after acetabular fractures (Fig. 20-33), and pelvic asymmetry at long-term follow-up of female patients. Because this asymmetry may cause maternal dystocia during childbearing, pelvimetry is recommended before pregnancy. Rieger and Brug (52) reported one female patient who required cesarean section because of ossification of the symphysis pubis after nonoperative treatment of an open-book fracture. Schwarz et al. (54) reported leg-length discrepancies of 1 to 5 cm in 10 of 17 patients after nonoperative treatment of unstable pelvic fractures; 5 complained of low back pain at long-term follow-up. Nine of 10 patients with lumbar scoliosis also had low back pain.
B: Six months after injury.
C: Two years after injury, he has chondrolysis, mild avascular necrosis of the femoral head, and an ankylosed hip.
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FRACTURES OF THE HIP

Fractures of the head and neck of the femur in children are exceedingly rare, accounting for fewer than 1% of all pediatric fractures (24). In comparison, the prevalence of fractures of the hip in children is less than 1% of that in adults. Therefore, most orthopaedic surgeons will treat only a few such fractures in a lifetime (6).

The pattern of fracture and thus the classification in children differ from those in adults. Because of the weak proximal femoral physis, a transphyseal separation can occur in children. Transcervical and cervicotrochanteric fractures have an extremely high risk for avascular necrosis (AVN) and coxa vara compared with their adult counterparts. Intertrochanteric fractures are mechanically similar in both groups, although in children involvement of the greater trochanter apophysis can result in premature closure.

The proximal femoral physis is at risk in hip fracture and has obvious implications for fracture care and prognosis. If the proximal physis is damaged, coxa vara or coxa breva may develop with further growth regardless of fracture alignment. Conversely, if the greater trochanter apophysis fuses prematurely as a result of trauma, coxa valga may develop (4).

Although hip fractures in children can generally be expected to heal, their importance lies in the frequency and severity of complications, including AVN, coxa vara, premature physeal closure, limb length discrepancy and occasionally nonunion. Because the hip is developing in the growing child, deformities can progress with age.

Diagnosis

Mechanism of Injury

Hip fractures in children can be caused by axial loading, torsion, hyperabduction, or a direct blow to the hip. Almost all hip fractures in children are caused by severe, high-energy trauma. This is in marked contrast to hip fractures in the elderly, in whom minor torsional forces acting on osteoporotic bone cause most hip fractures. The proximal femur in children, except for the proximal femoral physis, is extremely strong, and high-energy forces, such as from moving vehicle accidents and high falls, are necessary to cause fracture (9).

Examination

Clinical examination usually reveals pain in the hip and a shortened, externally rotated extremity. With a nondisplaced or stress fracture of the femoral neck, the patient may be able to bear weight with a limp and may only demonstrate hip or knee pain with extremes of range of motion, especially internal rotation. A good quality anteroposterior pelvic radiograph will provide a comparison view of the opposite hip if a displaced fracture is
suspected. A cross-table lateral radiograph should be considered to avoid further displacement and unnecessary discomfort to the patient from an attempt at a frog-leg lateral view. Any break or offset of the bony trabeculae near Ward's triangle is evidence of a nondisplaced or impacted fracture.

Not all fractures can be detected on plain radiographs early. Special studies may be required to reveal an occult fracture. A radioisotopic bone scan 48 hours after the onset of symptoms may show increased uptake at the fracture site. The typical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) appearance of a fracture is a linear black line (low signal) on all sequences surrounded by a high signal band of bone marrow edema and hemorrhage. The low signal represents trabecular impaction. MRI may detect an occult hip fracture within the first 24 hours after injury (17).

In a patient with posttraumatic hip pain without evidence of a fracture, other diagnoses must be considered, including synovitis, hematoma, and infection. A complete blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, and temperature are helpful. Ultrasonography can be used to detect fluid in the joint. If necessary, aspiration should be performed. A bloody aspirate establishes the diagnosis of fracture, whereas a serous or suppurative aspirate suggests synovitis or infection, respectively. In children under 5 years of age, developmental coxa vara can be confused with an old hip fracture (4).

**Classification**

Pediatric hip fractures are classified by the method of Delbet. Its simplicity and uniformity allow accurate description and reporting of results of each fracture by type. Type I is a transphyseal separation, with (type IA) or without (type IB) dislocation of the femoral head from the acetabulum. Type II is a transcervical fracture. Type III is a cervicotrochanteric fracture. Type IV is an intertrochanteric fracture (8) (Fig. 21-1). Subtrochanteric fractures are not included in this classification and are discussed in Chapter 22.

**Type I**

Transphyseal fractures occur through the proximal femoral physis (Fig. 21-2). Such fractures are rare, constituting 8% of femoral neck fractures in children (16). True transphyseal fractures tend to occur in young children after high-energy trauma (5, 12) and are different from unstable slipped capital femoral epiphyses of the preadolescent, which probably occur as a result of a subtle endocrinopathy. In the absence of a history of significant trauma in a young child, battered child syndrome should be suspected (28). Rarely, this injury occurs during a difficult delivery or attempted closed reduction of a traumatic dislocation of the hip in adolescents (16). Approximately half of type I fractures are associated with a dislocation of the capital femoral epiphysis. In such cases, the outcome is dismal because of AVN and premature physeal closure in virtually 100% of patients (5, 12).

Type I fractures in children under 2 or 3 years of age have a better prognosis than in older children. AVN is unlikely, although coxa vara, coxa breva, and premature physeal closure can cause subsequent leg length discrepancy (18,23).
Type II
Transcervical fractures account for 46% of fractures of the head and neck of the femur in children (16). In three large series, 77% of all type II fractures were displaced (16). Nondisplaced fractures have a better prognosis and a lower rate of AVN than displaced fractures, regardless of treatment (5,24). The risk of AVN is thought by most investigators to be directly related to the initial displacement of the fracture, although a few have hypothesized an intraarticular hemarthrosis with tamponade (5,16) as the etiology of vascular impairment.

Type III
Cervicotrochanteric fractures are, by definition, located at or above the anterior intertrochanteric line and are the second most common type of hip fracture in children, comprising about 34% of fractures (16). The incidence of AVN is 20% to 30%, and, as in type II fractures, the risk of AVN is directly related to the degree of displacement at the time of injury (16). Premature physeal closure occurs in 25% of patients and coxa vara in 14% (16). Displaced type III fractures are similar to type II fractures in regard to the development of complications. Nondisplaced type III fractures have a much lower complication rate than displaced fractures.

Type IV
Intertrochanteric fractures account for only 12% of fractures of the head and neck of the femur in children (16). This fracture has the lowest complication rate of all four types. Nonunion and AVN after this fracture are exceedingly rare. Coxa vara and premature physeal closure have rarely been reported (5,16,19,24,25).

Unusual Fracture Patterns
Type I fracture in a neonate deserves special attention. This injury is exceedingly rare, and, because the femoral head is not visible on plain radiographs, the index of suspicion must be high. An affected infant holds the extremity flexed, abducted, and externally rotated. A strong suspicion, pseudoparalysis, and shortening are keys to the diagnosis. The differential diagnosis includes septic arthritis and hip dislocation. Plain radiographs may be of assistance, but ultrasonography is useful if the diagnosis remains in doubt. Plain radiographs may show a high riding proximal femoral metaphysis on the involved side, resembling a dislocation. Ultrasonography shows the cartilaginous head in the acetabulum with dissociation from the femoral shaft. The diagnosis can be missed if there is no history of trauma (such as in child abuse) or if there is an ipsilateral fracture of the femoral shaft (1).

Stress fractures are caused by repetitive injury and result in hip or knee pain and a limp. Pain associated with long distance running, marching, or a recent increase in physical activity is suggestive of stress fracture. Close scrutiny of high-quality radiographs may identify sclerosis, cortical thickening, or new bone formation. Undisplaced fractures may appear as faint radiolucencies (Fig. 21-3).

An acute unstable slipped capital femoral epiphysis may be

![FIGURE 21-3. A: This 5-year-old boy jumped off his bunk bed and subsequently complained of right hip pain and limp. Anteroposterior radiography yielded normal findings. B: Careful examination of the frog-leg lateral radiograph revealed a nondisplaced femoral neck fracture. Symptoms resolved after 4 weeks in a spica cast.](image-url)
confused with an acute type I fracture of the proximal femur; however, a slipped capital femoral epiphysis is caused by an underlying abnormality of the physis and occurs after trivial trauma, usually in preadolescents, whereas type I fractures usually occur in young children.

Fracture after minor trauma suggests weakened bone. Intrinsic bone disease, tumors, cysts, and infections may weaken the bone. If the trauma is significant, but the history is not consistent, nonaccidental trauma must always be considered (2,28).

It is easy to miss hip fractures that are overshadowed by more dramatic or painful injuries. Radiographs of the proximal femur should be examined carefully in patients with femoral shaft fractures because ipsilateral fracture or dislocation of the hip is not unusual (1).

**Surgical and Applied Anatomy**

Ossification of the femur begins in the 7th fetal week (12). In early childhood, only a single proximal femoral physis exists (Fig. 21-4A and B). During the first year of life, the medial portion of this physis grows faster than the lateral, creating an elongated femoral neck by 1 year of age (Fig. 21-4C). The capital femoral epiphysis begins to ossify at approximately 4 months in girls and 5 to 6 months in boys. The ossification center of the trochanteric apophysis appears at 4 years in boys and girls (16) (Fig. 21-4D).

The proximal femoral physis is responsible for the metaphyseal growth in the femoral neck, whereas the trochanteric apophysis contributes to the appositional growth of the greater trochanter and less to the metaphyseal growth of the femur (20) (Fig. 21-5).

Fusion of the proximal femoral and trochanteric physes occurs at about the age of 14 in girls and 16 in boys (15). The confluence of the greater trochanteric physis with the capital femoral physis along the superior femoral neck (Fig. 21-4E) and the unique vascular supply to the capital femoral epiphysis make the immature hip vulnerable to growth derangement and subsequent deformity after a fracture.

**Vascular Anatomy**

Because of the frequency and sequelae of AVN of the hip in children, the blood supply has been studied extensively (7,23,29,30). Postmortem injection and microangiographic studies have provided clues to the vascular changes with age. These observations are enumerated as follows:

1. The vessels of the ligamentum teres are of virtually no importance. They contribute little blood supply to the femoral head until age 8, and then only about 20% as an adult.
2. At birth, the branches of the medial and lateral circumflex arteries (metaphyseal vessels) traversing the femoral neck predominantly supply the femoral head. These arteries gradually diminish in size as the cartilaginous physis develops and forms...
FIGURE 21-6. Arterial supply of the proximal femur. The capital femoral epiphysis and physis are supplied by the medial circumflex artery through two retinacular vessel systems: the posterосuperior and posteroinferior. The lateral circumflex artery supplies the greater trochanter and the lateral portion of the proximal femoral physis and a small area of the anteromedial metaphysis.

a barrier that prevents penetration of these vessels into the femoral head. This metaphyseal blood supply is virtually nonexistent by age 4.

3. When the metaphyseal vessels diminish, the lateral epiphysial vessels predominate and the femoral head is primarily supplied by these vessels, which bypass the physeal barrier.

4. Ogden noted that the lateral epiphysial vessels consist of two branches, the posterосuperior and posteroinferior branches of the medial circumflex artery (Fig. 21-6). At the level of the intertrochanteric groove, the medial circumflex artery branches into a retinacular arterial system (the posterосuperior and posteroinferior arteries). These arteries penetrate the capsule and traverse proximally (covered by the retinacular folds) along the neck of the femur to supply the femoral head peripherally and proximally to the physis.

5. Capsulotomy does not damage the blood supply to the femoral head, but violation of the intertrochanteric notch or the lateral ascending cervical vessels may render the head avascular.

6. At about 3 to 4 years of age, the lateral posterосuperior vessels appear to predominate and supply the entire anterior lateral portion of the capital femoral epiphysis.

7. The posteroinferior and posterосuperior arteries persist throughout life and supply the femoral head.

8. The multiple small vessels of the young coalesce with age to a limited number of larger vessels. As a result, damage to a single vessel can have serious consequences; for example, occlusion of the posterосuperior branch of the medial circumflex artery can cause AVN of the anterior lateral portion of the femoral head (4).

**Soft Tissue Anatomy**

The hip joint is enclosed by a thick fibrous capsule. Tense hemarthrosis after intracapsular fracture may tamponade the ascending cervical vessels and may have implications in the development of AVN. The hip joint is surrounded on all sides by a protective cuff of musculature. Open hip fracture is rare. In the absence of associated hip dislocation, neurovascular injuries are rare after hip fracture and are more likely to occur during surgery.

The lateral femoral cutaneous nerve lies in the interval between the tensor and sartorius muscles and supplies sensation to the lateral thigh. This nerve must be identified and preserved during an anterolateral approach to the hip. The femoral neurovascular bundle is separated from the anterior hip joint by the iliopecto. Thus, any retractor placed on the anterior acetabular rim should be carefully placed deep to the iliopecto to protect the femoral bundle. Inferior and medial to the hip capsule, coursing from the deep femoral artery toward the posterior hip joint, is the medial femoral circumflex artery. Placement of a distal Hohmann retractor too deeply can tear this artery, and control of the bleeding may be difficult.

The sciatic nerve emerges from the sciatic notch beneath the piriformis and courses superficial to the external rotators and the quadratus medialis to the greater trochanter. The nerve is rarely seen at hip fracture surgery, but placement of a Hohmann retractor dorsally and distally, simultaneous with external rotation of the leg, can damage it.

**Treatment**

**Type 1**

Fracture treatment is based on the age of the child and fracture stability after reduction. In toddlers under 2 years of age with nondisplaced or minimally displaced fractures, simple spica cast immobilization is likely to be successful. Because the fracture tends to displace into varus and external rotation, the limb should be casted in mild abduction and neutral rotation to prevent displacement. Displaced fractures in toddlers should be reduced closed by gentle traction, abduction, and internal rotation. If the fracture “locks on” and is stable, casting without fixation is indicated. If the fracture is not stable, it should be fixed with small smooth pins that access the femoral neck and cross the physis. If casting without fixation is done, repeat radiographs should be taken within days to look for displacement because the likelihood of successful repeat reduction decreases rapidly with time and healing in a young child (Fig. 21-7).

Older children should always have operative fixation even if the fracture is undisplaced because the complications of late displacement may be great. Smooth pins can be used in younger children, but cannulated screws are better for older, larger children. Fixation should cross the physis into the capital femoral epiphysis. Irreducibility mandates an open reduction and internal fixation. Postoperative spica cast immobilization is mandatory in all but the oldest and most reliable adolescents. Fixation may be removed shortly after fracture healing (8–12 weeks) to enable further growth in younger patients.

Closed reduction of type 1B fracture–dislocations should be attempted, with immediate open reduction if unsuccessful. Internal fixation is mandatory. The surgical approach should be from the side to which the head is dislocated, generally posterolateral. Parents must be advised in advance about the risk of AVN.
FIGURE 21-7. A: A 16-month-old boy with a type I fracture of the left hip. Note widening of the left femoral physis. B: Lateral radiograph at injury. Instability of the physis is apparent. C: Anteroposterior radiograph after 1 month in spica cast. D: At 2 years postinjury, the patient has mild coxa valga and coxa breva. E: At 10 years postinjury, coxa breva secondary to premature physeal closure is evident. Note the overgrowth of the greater trochanter.
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Type II and Type III

Displaced neck fractures should always be treated with anatomic reduction and stable internal fixation to minimize the risk of late complications. In two large series, the prevalences of coxa vara and nonunion were high in displaced transcervical fractures treated with immobilization but without internal fixation (5, 19). Much lower prevalences of these two complications have been documented in patients treated with anatomic closed or open reduction and internal fixation (5).

Internal fixation is also recommended by most investigators for nondisplaced transcervical fractures (16), because the risk of late displacement in such fractures far outweighs the risk of percutaneous screw fixation, especially in young children (3). Nondisplaced type II fractures in children under 5 years of age can be managed with spica casting and close follow-up (10,19), but fixation remains preferable. Even then, close follow-up is necessary to prevent varus displacement in the cast.

Gentle closed reduction of displaced fractures is accomplished with the use of longitudinal traction, abduction, and internal rotation. Open reduction is frequently necessary for displaced fractures and should be performed via a Watson-Jones surgical approach.

Internal fixation with cannulated screws is performed through a small lateral incision. Three screws should be placed if possible. One screw should be placed low along the calcar, and two above, spaced as widely as possible (3). Occasionally, the small size of the child’s femoral neck will accommodate only two screws. Care should be taken to minimize drill holes in the subtrochanteric region because they increase the risk of subtrochanteric fracture. If possible, screws should be inserted short of the physis in type III fractures; however, if physeal penetration is necessary for purchase, it must be done (Figs. 21-8 and 21-9). The risks of premature physeal closure and trochanteric overgrowth are much less than those of nonunion, pin breakage,

FIGURE 21-8. A: A girl 4 years and 4 months of age with a type II fracture of the left femoral neck. Anteroposterior pelvis film at presentation shows a displaced femoral neck fracture. B: Three weeks postinjury. Smooth pins were chosen to minimize the risk of physeal damage. C: Six years after fracture. Mild coxa valga is evident, possibly from damage to the growth zone on the superior femoral neck in this young child.
FIGURE 21-9. A: This boy 4 years and 9 months of age sustained a type III femoral neck fracture in a motor vehicle accident. B: Lateral radiograph at presentation. C: Three months after anatomic open reduction and internal fixation with two screws, sparing the physis. D: Lateral radiograph on the same date.

and AVN. Treatment of the fracture is the first priority, and any subsequent growth disturbance and leg length discrepancy (L.L.D) are secondary. Nondisplaced cervicotorchanteric fractures can be treated adequately in an abduction one and one-half spica cast with close follow-up (16). Displaced cervicotrochanteric fractures have been shown to have a complication rate similar to that for type II fractures and should be treated similarly. Fixation generally does not need to cross the physis in type III fractures.

In a more distal cervicotrochanteric fracture, especially in a child over 5 years of age, a pediatric hip compression screw can be used for more secure fixation. Consideration may be given
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FIGURE 21-10. A: A girl 3 years and 7 months of age with type IV intertrochanteric right femur fracture. B: Three months after fixation with a pediatric sliding hip screw.

to capsulotomy or aspiration of the joint to eliminate tense hemorrhage at the time of surgery. Spica casting is routine, except in older reliable children. Hardware removal at 6 to 12 months after fracture union will avoid bony overgrowth of the hardware.

Type IV

Good results can be expected after closed treatment of most intertrochanteric fractures, regardless of displacement. Traction and spica cast immobilization are effective (16). Failure to maintain adequate reduction and polytrauma are indications for internal fixation. Children old enough to use crutches or those with multiple injuries can be treated with open reduction and internal fixation (Figs. 21-10 and 21-11). A pediatric hip screw provides the most rigid internal fixation for this purpose.

Surgical Procedures

When an operation is indicated, several factors must be evaluated before the method of internal fixation and the operative procedure are selected (Table 21-1). Perhaps the most important consideration is the age of the patient. For discussion, three age groups have been established arbitrarily: infantile (younger than three years), juvenile (three to eight years), and adolescent (older than eight years).

For younger and smaller patients, the operation should be done on a radiolucent operating table rather than on a fracture table, which is more appropriate for older and larger adolescents.

For internal fixation of types I, II, and III fractures of the femoral neck, smooth pins may be used in infants; cannulated 4.0-millimeter screws, in children; and cannulated 6.5-millimeter screws, in adolescents. For fixation of type-IV fractures, pediatric-size hip-compression screws should be used in children and adult-size hip-compression screws, in adolescents.

A hip-spica cast should supplement internal fixation in all patients who are less than ten years old. Fractures of the neck of the femur in children who are twelve years old or more are treated in a manner similar to that used in adults: no postoperative cast is used and early walking with crutches is encouraged. For patients who are between the ages of ten and twelve years, the necessity for a postoperative cast is less clear-cut. If stability of the fracture fixation is questionable, or if compliance of the patient is doubtful, a hip-spica cast should be used.

Because the femoral bone in children is harder than the osteoporotic bone in elderly patients, pre-drilling and pre-tapping are necessary for insertion of all screws.

Finally, growth of the femur and the contribution of the proximal femoral physis are important; however, this physeal contribution to growth is only 13 per cent of the entire extremity, or three to four millimeters per year on the average. Once the decision for internal fixation of a fracture of the head or neck of the femur is made, stable fixation of the fracture is a higher priority than preservation of the physis. If stability is questionable, the internal fixation device should extend into the femoral head for rigid, stable fixation, regardless of the type of fracture or the age of the child.

Anterolateral Approach

If closed reduction is successful, a 5- to 4.5-cm lateral incision is made distal to the greater trochanter apophysis for insertion of pins or cannulated screws. An anterior approach through the
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Watson-Jones interval is often used for open reduction. A lateral incision is made over the proximal femur, slightly anterior to the greater trochanter (Fig. 21-12A). The fascia lata is incised longitudinally (Fig. 21-12B). The innervation of the tensor muscle by the superior gluteal nerve is 2 to 5 cm above the greater trochanter and care should be taken not to damage this innervation. The tensor muscle is reflected anteriorly. The interval between the glutus medius and the tensor muscles will be used (Fig. 21-12C). The plane is developed between the muscles and the underlying hip capsule. If necessary, the anterior most fibers of the glutus medius tendon can be detached from the trochanter for wider exposure. After clearing the anterior hip capsule, longitudinal capsulotomy is made along the anterosuperior femoral neck. A transverse incision may be added superiorly for wider visualization (Fig. 21-12D).

Alternatively, a bikini approach can be used through the Smith-Petersen interval. Care should be taken to identify and protect the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve. The sartorius and rectus muscles can be detached to expose the hip capsule. Medial and inferior retractors should be carefully placed to avoid damage to the femoral neurovascular bundle and medial femoral circumflex artery, respectively. Care must be taken not to violate the intertrochanteric notch and the lateral ascending vessels.

Under direct vision, the fracture is reduced and guidewires are passed from the lateral aspect of the proximal femur up the neck perpendicular to the fracture. Wires are passed either through the incision or percutaneously if a bikini approach is used. Smooth wires can be used as definitive fixation in toddlers or as guides for drilling if cannulated screws are used. The choice of internal fixation should consider the child’s size and age. For internal fixation of types I, II, and III fractures, smooth pins are appropriate in children under 3 years of age, cannulated 4.5-mm screws in children 3 to 8 years of age, and 6.5-mm cannulated screws in children over 8 years of age. For fixation of type IV fractures, simple screw fixation is inappropriate. A pediatric-size hip compression screw is appropriate in patients under 8 years of age, and an adult-size hip compression screw may be used in older children and adolescents. Because the femoral neck in children is denser and harder than the osteoporotic bone in elderly patients, predrilling and tapping are necessary before the insertion of screws.

| TABLE 21-1. SURGICAL TIPS AND PEARLS FOR FRACTURES IN CHILDREN |
|------------------------|------------------|-------------------|
| Anterolateral approach | Age 0–3 yr—smooth pins, 5/64-inch or 3/32-inch | Age 3–8 yr—cannulated 4.5-mm screws |
| Age 8 yr—6.9 or 7.3-mm cannulated screws | Type IV fractures | Age >8 yr—adult hip compression screw |
| <8 yr—pediatric hip compression screw | Always predrill and tap before inserting screws | Avoid crossing physis if possible, but cross physis if necessary for stability |
| Age ≤10 yr—hip spica for 6–12 wk |
Postoperative Fracture Care

Hip spica casting is used after internal fixation in most patients under 10 years of age. The cast should remain in place for 6 to 12 weeks depending on age. For children over 12 years of age, no postoperative cast is used, and early walking with crutches is encouraged, as in adults. For children 10 to 12 years of age, the use of a postoperative cast depends on the stability of fracture fixation and the patient’s compliance. If either is in doubt, a single hip spica cast is used. Formal rehabilitation usually is unnecessary unless there is a severe persistent limp, which may be due to abductor weakness. Stiffness rarely is a problem in the absence of AVN.

Complications

Avascular Necrosis

Avascular necrosis is the most serious and frequent complication of hip fractures in children. Its overall prevalence is approximately 30% based on nine series in the literature (6,16,22). It is the primary cause of poor results after fractures of the hip in children. The risk of AVN is related to the extent of initial displacement of the fracture and to the damage to the blood supply at injury. The risk of AVN is highest after displaced type IB, type II, and type III fractures (16) (Fig. 21-13). Although prompt reduction of displaced fractures may be of some benefit, its worth has not been proven. Increased intraarticular pressure caused by fracture hematoma may be related to AVN after intracapsular fracture. evacuation of this hematoma may decrease the AVN rate (16,22,27). Aspirating the hematoma from the hip capsule may decrease the intracapsular pressure and increase blood flow to the femoral head (6,22) or may have no effect (16,21). If a child is going to have an anesthetic for treatment of a fracture, aspiration of the hematoma can easily be accomplished. Open reduction results in capsular evacuation at capsulotomy, or a small capsulotomy can be made if a straight lateral incision is used after unsuccessful closed reduction.

Avascular necrosis has been classified by Ratliff as follows:
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Type I, involvement of the whole head; type II, partial involvement of the head; and type III, an area of AVN from the fracture line to the physis (24) (Fig. 21-14). Type I is the most severe and most common form and has the poorest prognosis. Type I probably results from damage to all of the lateral epiphyseal vessels, type II from localized damage to one or more of the lateral epiphyseal vessels near their insertion into the anterolateral aspect of the femoral head, and type III from damage to the superior metaphyseal vessels. Type III is rare but has a good prognosis (24).

Avascular necrosis causes pain and limitation of motion. As early as 6 weeks after injury, plain radiographs may reveal decreased density of the femoral head with widening of the joint space. Fragmentation and collapse of the femoral head occur late. Technetium bone scanning with pinhole collimation may show decreased uptake in the involved femoral head early in the course of AVN. With revascularization, changes may be variable. Signs and symptoms of AVN usually develop within the first year after injury, but sometimes as late as 2 years (16,25). Patients should be followed with plain radiographs for at least 2 years after fracture to rule out late onset of AVN. MRI reveals AVN within 6 weeks of injury, it is unlikely to develop. The long-term results of AVN are poor in over 60% of patients (5,10,13). There is no clearly effective treatment for posttraumatic AVN in children (16,25). Older children (>10 years of age) tend to have worse outcomes than younger children. Ongoing investigative research includes the role of core decompression, vascularized fibular grafting, and the trapdoor procedure. Results of the procedures in few reported patients must ultimately be compared with the natural healing of untreated AVN. Remodeling can occur over many years and is more likely in younger children than in older ones. Degenerative arthritis in older children is generally irreversible. Valgus intertrochanteric osteotomy may improve coxa vara and leg length discrepancy if there is reasonable congruence in adduction of the hip preoperatively (Fig. 21-15).

Coxa Varas

The prevalence of coxa vara has been reported to be approximately 20% to 30% in nine series (16), although it is significantly lower in series in which internal fixation was used after reduction of displaced fractures (5). Coxa vara may be caused by malunion, AVN, premature physeal closure, or a combination of these problems (Fig. 21-16). Severe coxa vara raises the greater trochanter in relation to the femoral head, causing shortening of the extremity and mechanical disadvantage of the abductors. The result is an abductor lurch. If the child is over 8 years of age, the neck shaft angle is 110 degrees or less, and coxa vara has been persistent for more than 2 years, subtrochanteric valgus osteotomy may be considered to restore limb length and abductor strength (16).

Premature Physeal Closure

Premature physeal closure has occurred after approximately 28% of fractures (16). The risk of premature physeal closure increases with penetration by fixation devices or when AVN is present. It is most frequent in patients who have type II or III AVN (24,25) (Fig. 21-16).

The capital femoral physis contributes only 13% of the growth of the entire extremity and normally closes earlier than most of the other physes in the lower extremity. As a result, shortening due to premature physeal closure is not significant except in very young children (16,18). Treatment for leg length discrepancy is only indicated for significant discrepancy (2.5 cm or more projected at maturity) (16). Rarely, trochanteric epiphysiodesis may be used in progressive coxa vara.

Nonunion

Nonunion occurs infrequently, with an overall incidence of 7% of hip fractures in children (16). Nonunion is a complication of femoral neck fracture and is not generally seen after type I or type IV fractures. The primary cause of nonunion is failure to obtain or maintain an anatomic reduction (5,16). After femoral neck fracture in a child, pain should be gone and bridging new bone should be seen at the fracture site by 3 months after injury. A computed tomography (CT) scan may be helpful to look for bridging bone. If no or minimal healing is seen by 3 months, the diagnosis of nonunion is established. Nonunion should be treated operatively as soon as possible. Either rigid internal fixation or subtrochanteric valgus osteotomy should be
performed to allow compression across the fracture (Fig. 21-17).
Because the approach necessary for bone grafting is extensive, it
should be reserved for recalcitrant cases. Internal fixation should
extend across the site of the nonunion, and spica cast immobiliza­tion should be used in all but the most mature and cooperative
adolescents.

Other Complications
Infection is uncommon after hip fractures in children. The re­ported incidence of 1% (5,19,24) is consistent with the expected
infection rate in any closed fracture treated surgically with open
reduction and internal fixation.
Chondrolysis is exceedingly rare and has been reported only
in one series at a rate of 50% (13). Care must be taken to avoid
persistent placement of hardware into the joint, which can cause
this condition.

Stress Fractures
Stress fractures of the femoral neck are unusual in children. Only
13 cases have been reported in the English-language literature.
The rarity of such fractures underscores the need for a high index
of suspicion when a child has unexplained hip pain, because early
diagnosis and treatment are essential to avoid complete fracture
with displacement.

Mechanism
Stress fractures of the femoral neck in children result from repetiti­ve cyclic loading of the hip, such as that produced by a new
or increased activity. A recent increase in the repetitive activity
is highly suggestive of the diagnosis. Long distance running,
trampoline use, and scooter use are examples of such activities.
Underlying metabolic disorders that weaken the bone may pre­
dispose to stress fracture. In adolescent female athletes, amenor-
FIGURE 21-16. A: A 12-year-old boy with a type III left hip fracture. Poor pin placement and varus malposition are evident. B: The fracture united in mild varus after hardware revision. C: Fourteen months after injury. Collapse of the weight-bearing segment is evident (Ratliff type II avascular necrosis). D: Six years postinjury. Coxa breva and trochanteric overgrowth are seen secondary to avascular necrosis, malunion, and premature physeal closure.
FIGURE 21-17. A: A 15-year-old girl with a markedly displaced type II femoral neck fracture. B: She underwent open reduction and internal fixation with two 7.3-mm cannulated screws and one 4.5-mm cannulated screw. Primary bone grafting of a large defect in the superior neck also was performed. C: Radiograph at 5 months showing a persistent fracture line. D: Six weeks after valgus intertrochanteric osteotomy. The fracture is healing.
rhea, anorexia nervosa, and osteoporosis have been implicated in the development of stress fractures of the femoral neck (14).

The usual presentation is that of progressive hip or groin pain with or without a limp. The pain may be perceived in the thigh or knee, and the pain may not be so severe as to preclude the offending activity. In the absence of displacement, examination typically reveals slight limitation of hip motion with increased pain, especially with internal rotation. Usually, plain radiographs reveal the fracture, but in the first 4 to 6 weeks after presentation, plain films may be negative. If there are no changes or only linear sclerosis, bone scan will help identify the fracture. MRI has been documented as a sensitive test for undisplaced fractures of the femoral neck because impaction of the bony trabeculae appears on both T1 and T2 images as a linear black signal (21). If a sclerotic lesion is seen on plain radiographs, the differential diagnosis should include osteoid osteoma, chronic sclerosing osteomyelitis, bone infarct, and eosinophilic granuloma should be considered. Stress fracture unrelieved by rest or treatment may progress with activity to complete fracture with displacement (26). For this reason, prompt diagnosis and treatment are important.

**Classification**

Devas classified femoral neck stress fractures into two types: compression fractures and tension fractures. The compression type appears as reactive bone formation on the inferior cortex without cortical disruption. This type rarely becomes completely displaced but may collapse into a mild varus deformity (11). Compression types have recently been reported to progress to complete fracture without early treatment (26). The tension type is a transverse fracture line appearing on the superior portion of the femoral neck (11). This type is inherently unstable because the fracture line is perpendicular to the lines of tension and fractures heal best under compression. Tension stress fractures have not been reported in children but may occur in the skeletally mature teenager (26).

**Treatment**

Compression type fractures generally can be treated with a period of non-weight bearing on crutches. Partial weight bearing can be allowed at 6 weeks and full weight bearing at 12 weeks if pain is resolved and there is radiographic evidence of healing. In small or uncooperative children, spica casting may be necessary. Displacement into varus, however minimal, mandates internal fixation. Tension stress fractures have not been reported in children but may occur in the skeletally mature teenager (26).

**Complications**

Coxa vara is the most common complication of untreated compression type fractures. Acute displacement of this type also has been described. Once displaced, the stress fracture is subject to all the complications of type II and type III displaced femoral neck fractures.

**HIP DISLOCATIONS IN CHILDREN**

Hip dislocations in children are relatively uncommon. They can occur in young children under age 5 as a result of seemingly trivial trauma (32,37,43,46,51). The child's acetabulum at that age is primarily soft pliable cartilage, and there is generalized ligamentous laxity that allows hip dislocation. Dislocations in older children usually require significant trauma because the acetabulum is bony and less resilient and the ligaments are stiffer (37,43,46,51). Most hip dislocations in children can be reduced easily and will heal satisfactorily (46,51), although the possibility of lax, problems exists (50). Difficulties after hip dislocation can include neurovascular injury, concomitant fracture, irreducibility, nonconcentric reduction, AVN, coxa magna, arthritis, and recurrent dislocation.

**Diagnosis**

The mechanism of injury dictates the direction of hip dislocation. Posterior dislocations are the most common (32,50,51).
FIGURE 21-19. A: Not all children have severe pain with dislocation. An 8-year-old complained of pain and had difficulty walking after wrestling. Because of knee pain, a knee immobilizer was placed at an outside facility. B: The leg length discrepancy had gone unnoticed. C: The thigh was markedly shortened on the dislocated right side. D: Closed reduction was easily achieved under anesthesia. Thigh length was restored. She made an unremarkable recovery.
and generally occur when a force is applied to the leg with the hip flexed. Anterior dislocations generally occur through a combination of external rotation and abduction.

The affected child has pain and inability to ambulate. Children sometimes feel the pain in the knee rather than in the hip (Fig. 21-19). The hallmark of the clinical diagnosis of dislocation of the hip is abnormal positioning of the limb, which is not seen in fracture of the femur. With posterior dislocation, the thigh tends to be flexed, adducted, and internally rotated. The greater trochanter is proximal to its normal position, and the femoral head is often palpable in the gluteal region. If the hip is dislocated anteriorly, the extremity is generally extended, abducted, and externally rotated. Anterior dislocations of the femoral head can damage the sciatic nerve, and function of this nerve should be specifically tested after injury. Anterior dislocations can damage the femoral neurovascular bundle, and femoral nerve function and perfusion of the limb should be assessed.

Plain radiographs usually confirm the diagnosis. Radiographs should be examined for fracture of the acetabular rim and proximal femur, which may be associated with dislocation. Ipsilateral femoral fracture has been described in a few patients (50). CT scanning is useful for evaluating the acetabulum and may be useful in localizing intraarticular bony fragments after reduction (44) (Fig. 21-20). The identification of nonbony fragments is difficult by CT without the use of concomitant arthrography (44). MRI is useful for evaluating soft tissues that may be interposed between the femoral head and acetabulum. MRI is especially helpful in nonconcentric reductions when the initial direction of dislocation is unknown. Soft tissue injury will dictate the surgical approach.

Spontaneous reduction may occur after hip dislocation (47), and the diagnosis will be missed if it is not considered. The presence of air in the hip joint, which may be detectable on CT scan of the pelvis, is evidence that a hip dislocation has occurred (36). Dislocation and spontaneous reduction with interposed tissue can occur and lead to late arthropathy if untreated (47). Widening of the joint space on plain radiographs suggests the diagnosis. In patients with hip pain, a history of trauma, and widening of the joint space, consideration should be given to MRI or arthrography to rule out dislocation with spontaneous relocation incarcerating soft tissue. If incarcerated soft tissues or osseous cartilage fragments are found, open reduction is required to obtain concentric reduction of the hip.

**Classification**

Hip dislocations in children generally are classified as anterior or posterior depending on where the femoral head lies after dislocation. Posterior dislocations are much more common than anterior dislocations and tend to occur as a result of an axial force on the femur applied toward the hip with the hip in flexion. Dashboard injury is a frequent cause. The limb assumes a posi-

---

**FIGURE 21-20.** A: A girl 13 years and 11 months of age sustained a left posterior hip dislocation in a motor vehicle accident. B: Computed tomography scan after reduction showed intraarticular bony fragments. (Figure continues.)
tion of shortening, internal rotation, and adduction (Fig. 21-21).

Anterior dislocations can occur superiorly or inferiorly and result from forced abduction and external rotation. In extension, the hip tends to dislocate anteriorly and superiorly. The limb appears shortened, the thigh is positioned in external rotation and extension and the femoral head is palpable in the groin. If the hip dislocates with the leg flexed, the femoral head tends to dislocate inferiorly. The leg is held in abduction, external rotation, and flexion, and the femoral head is palpable near the obturator foramen (Fig. 21-22).

Fracture–dislocation of the hip involving the femoral head or the acetabulum is much more unusual in children than in adults. Older adolescents may sustain adult-type fracture–dislocations of the hip, and these are best classified by the methods of Thompson and Epstein and of Pipkin.

Unusual Fracture Patterns Associated with Hip Dislocation

There are several pitfalls in the diagnosis of hip dislocations in children. It is always important to look for associated fractures. In older children, it is important to evaluate the posterior rim of the acetabulum after posterior dislocation to rule out fracture (Fig. 21-23). Fractures at other sites in the femur must be considered. It is important to obtain radiographs that show the entire femur to rule out ipsilateral fracture. Fractures of the femoral head are distinctly unusual in children, but separation of the capital femoral epiphysis and femoral neck fracture have been reported in association with dislocation of the hip.

Another pitfall is the possibility of spontaneous relocation of a dislocation of the hip. Failure to appreciate the presence of hip dislocation may lead to inadequate treatment. If soft tissue has been interposed in the hip joint, chronic arthropathy may result. In a child with posttraumatic hip pain without obvious deformity, the possibility of dislocation–relocation must be considered. Radiographs should be obtained to rule out joint space widening and undisplaced fracture.

Another consideration after reduction of hip dislocations is interposed tissue. After reduction, hemarthrosis may initially cause the hip joint to appear slightly wide (49). With time, the hip should seat and the increased iliofemoral distance should subside (Fig. 21-22). If it fails to appear concentric after a few days, the possibility of interposed soft tissue must be considered (39,43,47,52).

Surgical and Applied Anatomy

The hip joint is highly specialized. Although capable of bearing body weight, the hip still provides a tremendous range of motion, surpassed only by the range of motion of the shoulder. The architecture of the hip joint is highly specialized and is centered on the spherical femoral head, which resides in the bony acetabulum. The relatively narrow femoral neck increases the range of motion possible at the hip joint in flexion, extension, abduction, and circumduction. A larger diameter neck would impinge on the acetabular rim at extremes of motion.

Containment of the hip joint is assured by several factors. The bony socket physically constrains the femoral head and is further deepened by the surrounding fibrocartilaginous acetabular labrum. In young children, the socket and labrum are largely cartilaginous and flexible. In older children, a larger proportion
FIGURE 21-21. A: A girl 4 years and 7 months of age presented with a posterior dislocation of the left hip. B: Frog-leg lateral radiograph at injury is shown. C: Eight months after successful closed reduction, radiographic appearance is normal.

FIGURE 21-22. A: An 11-year-old girl sustained anterior inferior dislocation of the hip. B: Immediate closed reduction was concentric.
of the socket and rim is hard bone. Intimate contact between the cartilaginous surfaces of the round head and the socket, in the presence of joint fluid, provides a suction fit. In an intact joint, considerable force is required to disrupt this union. The strong fibrous joint capsule further contains the hip joint. The capsule is flexible enough to allow excellent range of motion, but secure enough to maintain the hip reduced except for extreme circumstances. The ligamentum teres does not provide any stability to the hip. The muscles that span the hip joint further provide active extrinsic stability by maintaining constant tension across the hip joint, which pushes the head into the acetabulum. These muscles, which provide the power for standing and locomotion, act around the fulcrum centered at the hip. Efficient transmission of muscle forces requires hip stability.

In order for the hip to dislocate, considerable force or mechanical advantage is required to overcome these restraints. The capsule must be torn or stretched. This will be deformed or disrupted at the time of dislocation. The ligamentum teres is

FIGURE 21-23. A: A 12-year-old boy was tackled from behind in football. The right hip was dislocated. Reduction was easily achieved, but the hip was unstable posteriorly as a result of fracture of the posterior rim of the acetabulum. B: The fracture and capsule were fixed via a posterior approach. C: Oblique view shows reconstitution of the posterior rim.
likely to be torn, but this does not appear to result in any long-term sequelae.

**Treatment Options**

The immediate goal in the treatment of a dislocated hip is to obtain concentric reduction as soon as practically possible. Generally, closed reduction should be attempted initially. Successful closed reduction can be achieved with intravenous or intramuscular sedation in the emergency room in many patients (49). Complete muscle relaxation is required for others, and this is best provided in the operating room with a general anesthetic. Open reduction is indicated if closed reduction is unsuccessful or incomplete.
Several methods of closed reduction have been described. Stimson described a maneuver for reduction of posterior dislocation of the hip. It is also referred to as the gravity method of Stimson. In this method, the patient is placed prone with the lower limbs hanging over the edge of a table. Two persons are required to perform this maneuver. An assistant stabilizes the pelvis by applying pressure downward from above. The manipulator holds the affected knee and hip flexed 90 degrees and applies gentle downward pressure in an attempt to bring the posteriorly dislocated head over the posterior rim of the acetabulum and back into the socket. Gentle internal and external rotation may assist in the reduction.

Allis described a maneuver in which the patient is placed supine and the reducing surgeon stands above the patient. For this reason, either the patient must be placed on the floor or the surgeon must climb onto the operating table. The knee is flexed to relax the hamstrings. While an assistant stabilizes the pelvis, the surgeon applies longitudinal traction along the axis of the femur and gently manipulates the femoral head over the rim of the acetabulum and back into the socket.

Bigelow described a manipulative reduction in which the patient lies supine and an assistant provides downward pressure on the pelvis. The surgeon grasps the ipsilateral limb at the ankle with one hand, puts the opposite forearm behind the knee, and applies longitudinal traction in the axis of the femur. Internal rotation, abduction, and flexion of 90 degrees or more take the tension off the Y ligament and allow the surgeon to bring the femoral head to the level of the acetabulum, posteriorly. The femoral head is then levered into the acetabulum by abducted, externally rotating, and extending the hip. This is a more forceful maneuver than the others and may cause damage to the articular surfaces of hip or even fracture the femoral neck, so it should be used with great caution.

A technique called the reverse Bigelow maneuver can be used for anterior dislocation. In this technique, the hip is held in partial flexion and abduction. One of two reduction methods may be used. The first is a lifting method in which a firm jerk is applied to the thigh, which may result in reduction. If that fails, traction is applied in the line of the thigh and the hip is then sharply internally rotated, adducted, and extended. This manipulative method may result in reduction but also risks fracture of the femoral neck.

With any type of dislocation, traction along the axis of the thigh coupled with gentle manipulation of the hip often effects reduction after satisfactory relaxation of the surrounding muscles.

If satisfactory closed reduction cannot be obtained using reasonable measures, it is appropriate to proceed with open reduction to remove any obstructing soft tissues.

### Surgical Procedures

Open reduction of a posterior dislocation should be performed through a posterolateral approach. The patient is positioned in the lateral decubitus position with the dislocated side upward. The incision is centered on and just posterior to the greater trochanter and goes up into the buttock. Generally a straight incision can be made with the hip flexed approximately 90 degrees. Once the gluteal fascia lata is incised, the femoral head can be palpated beneath or within the substance of the gluteus maximus muscle. The fibers of the gluteus maximus can then be divided by blunt dissection, exposing the femoral head. The path of dislocation is followed through the short external rotator muscles and capsule down to the acetabulum. The sciatic nerve lies on the short external rotators and should be inspected. It may be necessary to detach the short external rotators in order to see inside the joint capsule.

Anterior dislocations should be approached through an anterior approach. This can be done through a bikini incision that uses the interval between sartorius and tensor fascia lata. The deep dissection follows the defect created by the femoral head down to the level of the acetabulum.

At the time of open reduction, the femoral head should be inspected for damage, scuffing, or fracturing. Before reduction, the acetabulum should be inspected and palpatated for similar damage. Any intraarticular fragments should be removed. The labrum and capsule should be inspected for repairable tears. Labral fragments that cannot be securely replaced should be excised, but repair should be attempted. Frequently, the labrum or hip capsule is entrapped in the joint. The femoral head should be dislocated and any interposed soft tissue extracted. The labrum or capsule may be tied for ease in removal. Obstacles to reduction should be teased out of the way and the traumatic defect enlarged if necessary. The hip joint is then reduced under direct vision. Radiographs should be taken to confirm concentric reduction. If the joint appears slightly widened, repeat investigation must rule out interposed tissue. Slight widening may be due to fluid in the hip joint and this should settle out over the next few days. The capsule is repaired if possible. Closure is routine.

Open fractures should be treated with immediate irrigation and debridement. The surgical incision should incorporate and enlarge the traumatic wound. Inspection should proceed as detailed above. Capsular repair should be attempted if the hip joint is not contaminated. The wound should be left open or should be well drained to prevent invasive infection. As in all open fractures, intravenous antibiotics should be administered and repeat wound care performed as needed.

### Postreduction Care

After reduction, treatment should be symptomatic. Generally a short period of recumbency, until the pain subsides, can be followed by return to ambulation with crutches if necessary. Bed rest, spica casting, skin traction, and non-weight bearing have not been proven to be beneficial (43,50,51). After open reduction with substantial capsularorrhaphy, immobilization or a spica cast may be indicated for a period of 6 weeks to allow capsular healing. Physical therapy is not routinely necessary. Return to full activities is encouraged.

### Complications

Most hip dislocations in children will be treated and resolved without sequelae. Complications are rare.
Vascular Injury
Impingement on the femoral neurovascular bundle has been described after anterior hip dislocation in children, and this may occur in 25% of patients (50). If there is femoral artery occlusion, the hip should be relocated as soon as possible to remove the offending pressure from the femoral vessels. If relocation of the hip fails to restore perfusion, immediate exploration of the femoral vessels by a vascular surgeon is indicated.

Nerve Injury
The sciatic nerve may be damaged after a posterior dislocation of the hip in 2% to 13% of patients (35,50,51). Usually the nerve is directly compressed by the femoral head. The treatment is expedient relocation of the hip. Nerve function returns spontaneously in most patients (35,43). The nerve does not need to be explored unless open reduction is required for other reasons. If sciatic nerve function is demonstrated to be intact and is lost during the reduction maneuver, the nerve should be explored to ensure that it has not displaced into the joint. Other nerves around the hip joint rarely are injured at dislocation. Treatment is generally expectant unless laceration or incarceration is suspected. If so, exploration is indicated.

Avascular Necrosis
Avascular necrosis occurs in about 10% of hip dislocations in children (46,50). Prompt relocation of the hip, especially within 24 hours, may decrease the incidence of this complication (37,50). The risk of AVN is probably related to the severity of initial trauma (50). The cause is unknown. It may result from damage to ascending vessels or increased intracapsular pressure (49). The type of postreduction care has not been shown to influence the rate of AVN.

Early technetium bone scanning detects AVN as an area of decreased uptake. This is best seen on pinhole collimated images. After a few weeks, with the onset of revascularization and reossification, the uptake may appear normal or even increased.

Magnetic resonance imaging detects avascularity of the capital femoral epiphysis as loss of signal on T1-weighted images (48). Findings on T2-weighted images are abnormal but of variable signal intensity.

After hip dislocation, routine screening for AVN by bone scan or MRI cannot be strongly recommended for several reasons. Even if a perfusion defect is detected, there is no known treatment that will reverse it. Secondly, MRI may be falsely negative if performed within a few days of injury (48). Furthermore, hips with abnormal bone scan and MRI weeks after injury may not develop symptomatic AVN. In fact, a large proportion of perfusion defects seen on MRI spontaneously resolve after several months (41,48).

If AVN develops, pain, loss of motion, and deformity of the femoral head are likely (31). AVN in a young child resembles Perthes' disease and may be treated like Perthes' disease (31). Priorities are to maintain mobility and containment of the femoral head to maximize congruity after resolution. AVN in older children should be treated as in adults and may require hip fusion, osteotomy, or reconstruction, as discussed following femoral neck fractures.

Recurrent Dislocation
Recurrence after traumatic hip dislocation is rare but occurs most frequently after posterior dislocation in children under 8 years of age (33,38) or in children with known hyperlaxity (Down's syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos disease). The incidence is estimated at no more than 3% (46). At surgical exploration of these hips, recurrence has been found to result from either laxity or a defect in the capsule (33). Recurrence can be quite disabling and in the long term may result in damage to the articular surfaces due to scuffing. Arthrography is recommended to identify a capsular defect or redundancy (33). Prolonged spica casting (at least 3 months) may stop recurrence (53), but exploration with capsulorraphy is a more rapid and reliable solution (33,38,53). In older children, recurrent dislocation can occur as a result of a bony defect in the posterior rim of the acetabulum similar to that in adults and may require posterior acetabular reconstruction.

Chondrolysis
Chondrolysis has been reported after hip dislocation in up to 6% of children (40,43,45,46) and probably occurs as a result of articular damage at the time of dislocation. Chondrolysis cannot be reversed by medical means, and treatment should be symptomatic. Antiinflammatory medicines and weight-relieving devices should be used as needed. If the joint fails to reconstitute, fusion or reconstruction should be considered.

Coxa Magna
Coxa magna occasionally occurs after hip dislocation. The reported incidence ranges from 0% to 47% (40,45,46). It is believed to occur as a result of posttraumatic hyperemia (46). In most children, this condition is asymptomatic and does not require any treatment (46). There is no intervention that will prevent coxa magna.

Late Presentation
Not all hip dislocations in children cause severe or incapacitating symptoms. Ambulation may even be possible (Fig. 21-19). As a result, treatment may be delayed or the diagnosis missed, and shortening of the limb and contracture are well-established, making reduction difficult. Prolonged heavy traction will sometimes effect reduction (42). Preoperative traction, extensive soft tissue release, or primary femoral shortening should be considered if open reduction is required. Open reduction will likely be diffi-
cult and will not always be successful. Even if the hip stays reduced, progressive arthropathy may lead to a stiff and painful hip. The likelihood of a good result decreases with the duration of dislocation.

**Interposed Soft Tissue**

Interposed tissues may cause nonconcentric reduction or result in complete failure of closed reduction. Muscle, bone, articular cartilage and labrum have been implicated (34,37,39,43,52). CT arthrography or MR provides information on obstacles to complete reduction and the direction of the initial dislocation (39,52). Open reduction generally is necessary to clear impeding tissues from the joint (34,39,43,46,52). Untreated nonconcentric reduction may lead to permanent degenerative arthropathy (47).
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COMPLICATIONS OF FEMORAL SHAFT FRACTURES

Femoral shaft fractures, including subtrochanteric and supracondylar fractures, represent approximately 1.6% of all bony injuries in children. The male:female ratio of femoral fracture is 2.6:1 with a bimodal distribution (10,12,17). The first peak occurs in early childhood, the second in mid-adolescence. A review of the Maryland Hospital Discharge Database by Hinton et al. (14) confirmed the bimodal distribution with peak incidences at 2 and 12 years of age. The annual rate of femoral shaft fracture in children was 1 per 5,000. In Switzerland, the incidence of pediatric femoral shaft fracture is 1 per 2,000 per year (5).

Although femoral shaft fractures are dramatic and disabling injuries, both to the patient and the family, most unite rapidly without significant complications or sequelae. Not many years ago, traction and casting were standard treatment for all femoral shaft fractures in children, and femoral fractures ranked high in duration of hospitalization for a single diagnosis (13). More recently, a variety of therapeutic alternatives, such as external fixation, compression plating, and flexible or locked intramedul-
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ANATOMY
Children's bone changes from primarily weak woven bone to stronger lamellar bone through remodeling during childhood (26). Strength also is increased by a change in geometry (Fig. 22-1). The increasing diameter and area of bone result in a markedly increased area moment of inertia, leading to marked increase in strength. This progressive increase in bone strength helps explain the bimodal distribution of femoral fractures. In early childhood, the femur is relatively weak and breaks under load conditions reached in normal play. In adolescence, high-velocity trauma is required to reach the stresses necessary for fracture.

MECHANISM OF INJURY
The etiology of femoral fractures in children varies with the age of the child. In children younger than walking age, up to 80% of femoral fractures may be caused by abuse (1,11,27); in chil-
often benign lesions such as nonossifying fibroma, aneurysmal bone cyst, unicameral cyst, or eosinophilic granuloma. Pathologic femoral fractures rarely occur in patients with osteosarcoma or Ewing's sarcoma (Fig. 22-2).

Stress fractures may occur in any location in the femoral shaft (6,15,22). Most occur in adolescents involved in sports activity, such as football, lacrosse, and track. Although uncommon (4% of all stress fractures in children), femoral shaft stress fracture should be considered in a child with thigh pain because an unrecognized stress fracture may progress to a displaced femoral fracture. As the number of young children involved in athletics increases, stress fractures will become more frequent (4). Bilateral femoral stress fractures were reported in a rollerblade enthusiast, reflecting a departure from the traditional sports recognized as being related to this injury (28).

An unusual femoral fracture reported in infants is a greenstick fracture of the medial distal femoral metaphysis that occurs when the parent falls on a child who is straddling the parent’s hip. It is important to recognize this fracture because it occurs in infants at an age when abuse is the leading cause of femoral fracture. The fracture is caused by bending of the femur, which produces a compression injury to the medial cortex. This injury is not consistent with abuse and may confirm a parent’s description of a fall as the cause.

DIAGNOSIS

Most patients with femoral shaft fractures are unable to walk and are in extreme pain with an obvious fracture. The diagnosis is more difficult in patients with multiple trauma or head injury, and in nonambulatory, severely disabled children. A physical examination usually is sufficient to document the presence of a femoral fracture. Swelling, instability, crepitance, and tenderness usually are present. In patients lacking sensation (myelomeningocele), swelling and redness may simulate infection.

The entire child must be carefully examined. Hypotension rarely results from an isolated femoral fracture. Waddell's triad of femoral fracture, intraabdominal or intrathoracic injury, and head injury are associated with high-velocity automobile injuries. Multiple trauma with head injury may dictate a change in management of the femoral shaft fracture (20,23).

The hemodynamic significance of femoral fracture has been studied recently by two groups (8,21). Hematocrit levels below 30% rarely occurred in the absence of multiple system injury. Hemodynamic instability was always associated with multisystem injury. A declining hematocrit should not be attributed to closed femoral fracture until other sources of blood loss have been eliminated (8,21).

RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

Radiographic evaluation should include the entire femur, as well as the hip and knee, because injury of the adjacent joints is common. Femoral shaft fractures may occur with intertrochanteric fractures of the hip, fractures of the femoral neck, and dislocation of the upper end of the femur (2,7). Distal femoral fractures may be associated with physeal injury about the knee,
knee ligament injury, meniscal tears (29), and tibial fractures (18).

Plain radiographs generally are sufficient for making the diagnosis. Bone scanning and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) occasionally may be helpful in the diagnosis of small buckle fractures in limping children or stress fractures but usually are not necessary. Commination or nondisplaced "butterfly" fragments, second fractures, joint dislocations, and pathologic lesions should be considered.

Roach and Hoschl (24) described diffuse uptake of radionuclide tracer throughout an entire femoral shaft in an 18-month-old child. This is significant because it demonstrates that radionuclide uptake may not be limited to the isolated area of the fracture but may involve the entire shaft of the bone in a very young child. A similar finding has been shown in plastic deformation of the forearm in young children.

**CLASSIFICATION**

Femoral fractures are classified as (a) transverse, spiral, or oblique; (b) comminuted or noncomminuted; and (c) open or closed. Open fractures are classified according to Gustilo's system (13). The presence or absence of vascular and neurologic injury is documented and is part of the description of the fracture. The most common femoral fracture in children (over 50%) is a simple transverse, closed, noncomminuted injury.

The level of the fracture (Fig. 22-3) leads to characteristic displacement of the fragments based on the attached muscles. With subtrochanteric fractures, the proximal fragment lies in abduction, flexion, and external rotation. The pull of the gastrocnemius on the distal fragment in a supracondylar fracture produces an extension deformity, which may make the femur difficult to align.

**TREATMENT**

Treatment of femoral shaft fractures in children is age dependent, with considerable overlap between age groups (Table 22-1). The child's size and bone age also must be considered, as well as the cause of the injury. Whether the femoral fracture is an isolated injury or part of polytrauma influences treatment choices. Economic concerns, the family's ability to care for a child in a spica cast or external fixator, and the advantages and disadvantages of any operative procedure also are important factors. In adolescents, the psychologic implications of treatment should be considered. Prolonged hospitalization alters the ado-
lescents’s self-image and interrupts social and educational development. Especially in older children, the disadvantages of nonoperative treatment—time in traction or cast, economic and social impact on the family—must be carefully weighed against the potential complications of a surgical procedure: infection, refracture after removal of fixation, neurologic injury, limb shortening or overgrowth, and avascular necrosis of the femoral head.

The comparative economics of nonoperative and operative treatment of femoral shaft fractures have been evaluated by several researchers, but no clear consensus has been reached. Reeves et al. (57) reported that the cost of nonoperative treatment was 46% higher than that of operative treatment, even considering the necessity for a second surgical procedure for implant removal. Newton and Mubarak (53) analyzed the financial aspects of femoral shaft fracture treatment in 58 children and adolescents and determined that total charges were lowest for those treated with early spica casting and highest for those treated with skeletal traction or intramedullary nailing. Similarly, Coyte et al. (35) found the cost of surgical treatment (external fixation) to exceed that of early spica casting in all cases. Stans and Morrissey (65), in evaluating the cost of treating femoral fractures in children 6 to 16 years of age, found that all surgical treatments cost approximately the same. This cost was three times that of early spica cast management and essentially equivalent to traction, followed by spica cast. In all cost studies related to femoral fracture, the determinants of increased cost are (a) cost of fixation device, (b) cost of the operating room, and (c) cost of hospital days for recovery. Nork and Hoffinger (55) showed that hospital profit was highest in the traction group, despite charges being equivalent to the surgical group, because the actual hospital resources required were significantly less. In a study by Yandow et al. (70) comparing cost of traction to immediate spicas in young children, equivalent results occurred with 83% greater charges in the traction group. Certainly, cost is a factor, but it should not be the overriding consideration in discussions of treatment options with the family.

In infants, newborn to 6 months of age, femoral fractures usually are reasonably stable because of thick periostium. For stable proximal or mid-shaft femoral fractures, simple splinting or a Pavlik harness is all that is required. For unstable fractures in infancy, a simple splint can be tried, but usually the femur cannot be adequately treated in this manner. We have found that a Pavlik harness with a wrap around the thigh, as described by Wilkins, is beneficial. For femoral fractures with excessive shortening (>1–2 cm) or angulation (>30 degrees), spica casting may be required. Traction rarely is necessary in this age group.

In children 6 months to 6 years of age, immediate or early spica casting is the treatment of choice for femoral fractures with less than 2 cm of initial shortening (Fig. 22-4). Femoral fractures with more than 2 cm of initial shortening or marked instability and fractures that cannot be reduced with immediate spica casting require 3 to 10 days of skin or skeletal traction. Skeletal stabilization by external fixation generally is reserved for children with open fractures or multiple trauma. Intramedullary rodding is used in children with metabolic bone disease that predisposes to fracture or after multiple fractures, such as in osteogenesis.

### Table 22-1. Treatment Options for Femoral Shaft Fractures in Children and Adolescents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth to 24 mo</td>
<td>Pavlik harness (newborn to 6 mo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate spica cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traction → spica cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 mo to 5 yr</td>
<td>Immediate spica cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traction → spica cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External fixation (rare)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–11 yr</td>
<td>Flexible intramedullary rod (rare)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traction → spica cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible intramedullary rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 yr to maturity</td>
<td>Flexible intramedullary rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locked intramedullary rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External fixation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Treatment choices are influenced by polytrauma (vs. an isolated femoral shaft fracture) or open fractures with soft tissue trauma.
imperfecta. Larger children in whom reduction cannot be maintained with a spica cast occasionally may benefit from flexible intramedullary rodding or traction.

Treatment of femoral fractures in children 6 to 11 years of age is highly controversial. For stable, minimally displaced fractures, immediate spica casting usually produces satisfactory results; however, in large children with unstable comminuted fractures, traction followed by application of a cast brace or spica cast may be necessary. Because of the cost and the social problems that may accompany management of a child in a spica cast, enthusiasm for skeletal fixation has increased in recent years. Skeletal fixation frequently is used in children with multiple trauma, head injury, vascular compromise, floating knee injuries, or multiple fractures. Treatment options should be discussed with the parents before choosing the method of fracture fixation, even for isolated fractures.

Enthusiasm for treatment that decreases hospital stay has led to the use of external fixation and flexible intramedullary nails in children 6 years of age through maturity. Compression plating has been reintroduced as a technique with low risks and significant benefit in the management of pediatric femoral fractures. Even home traction has been recommended as a low-cost alternative for management with satisfactory outcome. In older children and adolescents, antegrade rodding has been recommended

as a standard procedure, but the recognized risks of avascular necrosis and growth disturbance have led to limited use of this as a standard technique.

**Pavlik Harness**

In a newborn with a femoral fracture, one is faced with a very small child, a thick periosteum, and a remarkable remodeling potential. Stannard, Christensen, and Wilkins (64) popularized the use of the Pavlik harness for the treatment of this fracture. This treatment is ideal for a proximal or mid-shaft femur fracture that occurs as a birth-related injury. In a newborn infant in whom a femoral fracture is noted in the intensive care unit or nursery, simple padding or immobilization of the femur with a soft splint can be tried. For a stable fracture, this approach may be sufficient and will allow intravenous access to the feet if needed. If the fracture remains angulated, a Pavlik harness can be applied with the hip in moderate flexion and abduction. This often helps align the distal fragment with the proximal fragment (Fig. 22-5). Reduction can be aided by a wrap around the thigh if greater stability is needed. The reduction is easily evaluated in the sagittal plane with a lateral radiograph, but evaluation of angulation in the coronal plane (varus-valgus) is more difficult because of hyperflexion. Stannard et al. (64) reported acceptable

---

**FIGURE 22-4.** A: Three weeks after immediate spica casting of isolated femoral shaft fracture in 3-year-old child. B: Three months after injury, fracture is healed in good position.
FIGURE 22-5. A: This infant had a birth-related left femoral fracture. B: An anterior-posterior splint was used but ended at the fracture site, only increasing the angulation. C: A Pavlik harness reduces the fracture by flexing the distal fragment.
alignment in all patients with less than 1 cm of shortening. In fractures occurring in infancy, management may include evaluation for underlying metabolic bone abnormality or abuse. Once these have been ruled out, a stable fracture should be managed using a simple splint. Unstable fractures should be managed using a Pavlik harness and a small wrap around the thigh, with immediate spica or traction reserved for the rare fracture that cannot be managed with simpler means because of failure to align the fracture or excessive shortening.

**Immediate Spica Casting**

Immediate spica casting, popularized by Irani et al. (46) and Stabeli et al. (62), is indicated for isolated femoral shaft fractures in children under 6 years of age unless (a) shortening of more than 2 cm is present, (b) massive swelling of the thigh is noted, or (c) associated injuries are present. Its primary advantages are simplicity, low cost, and generally good results based on leg length equality, healing time, and motion (38,45).

Hughes et al. (42) evaluated 23 children ranging in age from 2 through 10 years who had femoral fractures treated with immediate spica casting to determine the impact of treatment on the patients and their families. The greatest problems encountered by the family in caring for a child in a spica cast were transportation, cast intolerance by the child, and keeping the child clean. Although most children did not attend school while in the cast, no child was required to repeat a grade and no permanent psychological effects were reported by the parents. The researchers found that overall treatment in a spica cast was much easier for families of preschool children than for those with school-age children: healing time was faster, younger children were lighter, time until independent walking was shorter, and families of younger children had more preexisting care arrangements for them. They recommended counseling and planning with the family before cast application if possible.

Ilgen et al. (44), in a series of 114 isolated femoral fractures in children under 6 years of age, found that 90 degree/90 degree (90/90) spica casting was successful in 86% without cast change or wedging, based on tolerance of shortening less than 1.5 cm and angulation less than 10 degrees. Of the 20 patients requiring spica change, only 2 healed with unacceptable position (>2 cm of leg length discrepancy). One of these overgrew by 1.5 cm and the other was lost to follow-up. Ilgen et al. used an immediate spica regardless of initial shortening and placed the child in traction only if unacceptable shortening occurred. Shortening requiring spica cast change was associated with a knee flexion angle of less than 50 degrees. Similar excellent results have been reported by Czerrak and Hennrikus (36) using the 90/90 spica cast.

Thompson et al. (67) described the telescope test in which patients were examined with fluoroscopy at the time of reduction and casting. If more than 3 cm of shortening could be demonstrated with gentle axial compression, traction was used rather than immediate spica casting. By using the telescope test, these researchers decreased unacceptable results (>2.5 cm of shortening) from 18% to 5%.

Martinez et al. (47) reported excessive shortening and angular deformity in 26 of 51 patients after immediate spica casting, especially in comminuted fractures. Although shortening and angulation can occur in a spica cast, excessive deformity can be detected with weekly radiologic and clinical evaluations during the first 2 to 3 weeks after injury. Minimal shortening is acceptable but should not exceed 2 cm (Fig. 22-6). This is best measured on a lateral radiograph taken through the cast. If follow-up radiographs reveal significant varus (>10 degrees) or anterior angulation (>30 degrees), the cast may be wedged. However, Weiss et al. (69) noted that wedging of 90/90 spica casts can cause peroneal nerve palsy, especially during correction of valgus angulation. For unacceptable position, the fracture can be manipulated and a new cast applied, or the cast can be removed and the patient placed in traction to regain or maintain length (Fig. 22-7). Angular deformity of up to 15 degrees in the coronal plane and up to 30 degrees in the sagittal plane may be acceptable, depending on the patient’s age (Table 22-2). Finally, if shortening exceeds 2 cm, traction or an external fixator can be used.

Shortening and angulation occur most often in fractures associated with polytrauma and those with loss of the periosteal sleeve (9,10). Fry et al. (10) found that 50% (12 of 23) of closed femoral shaft fractures caused by high-energy trauma in children...
under 10 years of age required repeat reduction or other treatment to correct excessive shortening or angulation that occurred after initial reduction; only 8% (2 of 24) of low-energy fractures required repeat closed reduction.

The position of the hips and knees in the spica cast is controversial. Spica cast application with the hip and knee extended and the bottom of the foot cut out to prevent excessive shortening has been described (49). Varying the amounts of hip and knee flexion in the spica cast based on the position of the fracture also has been recommended: the more proximal the fracture, the more flexed the hip should be (62).

An alternative to the standard hip-knee extended spica is the 90/90 spica cast or the sitting spica cast (48,50). A sitting spica cast (Fig. 22-8), with the hips and knees set in about 90 degrees of flexion, is the easiest and perhaps the most effective cast for femoral fractures in preschool-aged children, unless the fracture cannot be maintained in this position. The child is placed in a sitting position with the legs abducted about 30 degrees on either side. The synthetic material used for the cast gives it sufficient strength so that no bar is required between the legs. This not only allows the child to be carried on the parent’s hip but also aids in toiletry needs, making bedpans unnecessary. Also, the child can sit upright during the day and can attend school in a wheelchair.

**Spica Cast Application: Technique**

The child is taken to the operating room or plaster room where anesthesia or sedation is administered. A short leg cast is applied with the foot in neutral position (Fig. 22-9A). Extra padding and a felt pad are placed in the area of the popliteal fossa. The cast is then extended to a long leg cast with the knee held in

**TABLE 22-2. ACCEPTABLE ANGULATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Varus/Valgus (degrees)</th>
<th>Anterior/Posterior (degrees)</th>
<th>Shortening (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth to 2 yr</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 yr</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 yr</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 yr to maturity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
90 degrees of flexion (Fig. 22-9B). Because most diaphyseal fractures tend to fall into varus angulation while in a spica cast, a valgus mold is necessary (Fig. 22-9C). The patient is then placed on a spica table, supporting the weight of the legs with manual traction, and the remainder of the cast is applied with the hips in 90 degrees of flexion and 30 degrees of abduction, holding the fracture out to length (Fig. 22-9D). The leg should be placed in 15 degrees of external rotation to align the distal fragment with the external rotation of the proximal fragment. After the spica cast is in place, anteroposterior (AP) and lateral radiographs are obtained to ensure that length and angular and rotational alignment are maintained.

Gortex liners can be used to decrease the skin problems of diaper rash and superficial infection. This has been beneficial and has justified the cost of a Gortex liner. If angulation of more than acceptable limits occurs, the cast should be changed with manipulation in the operating room. Casts can be wedged for less than 15 degrees of angulation. If shortening of more than 2 cm is documented, the child should be treated either with cast change, traction, or conversion to external fixation with lengthening. When conversion to external fixation is required, we recommend osteoclasis at the time of the application of the external fixator with slow lengthening over a period of several weeks (1 mm per day) to reestablish acceptable length (Fig. 22-10).

Generally, the spica cast is worn for 4 to 8 weeks, depending on the age of the child and the severity of the soft tissue damage accompanying the fracture. After the cast has been removed, management should include skin care in young children and crutch-assisted or walker-assisted ambulation in older children. Ambulation is accomplished with weight bearing as tolerated. Stiff knees and weak hamstrings and quadriceps should be identified after the child begins to walk, and a physical therapy program should be started if needed. Long-term follow-up for leg length evaluation, range of motion, and quadriceps weakness should be maintained.

An alternative to extend the use of early spica cast treatment into an older age group and unstable fractures is the incorporation of a supracondylar traction pin into the spica cast. In a series reported by Sahin et al. (60), this technique was demonstrated to be effective in children 1 to 10 years of age. The clinicians accepted no more than 15 mm of shortening at the time of spica cast application, and obtained satisfactory results in all patients.

**Traction and Casting**

Since as early as the eighteenth century, traction has been used for management of femoral fractures. The French used the Hippocratic method of traction and coaptation splinting in extension. The English, influenced by Pott (56), treated patients on their side with the hip and knee flexed. In 1861, Buck (32) introduced simple horizontal traction. Vertical overhead traction with the hip flexed 90 degrees and the knee straight was introduced by Bryant in 1873 (31,33), but this often resulted in vascular insufficiency (Fig. 22-11) (54), and it is now rarely used for treatment of femoral fractures, except occasionally in infants under 2 years of age and weighing less than 20 pounds. However, even in this infantile age group, split Russell’s traction (58) or immediate spica casting is preferable. Modified Bryant’s traction, in which the knee is flexed 45 degrees, increases the safety of overhead skin traction (39). Gallows traction also has been used (41).

The indications for skin or skeletal traction include (a) unstable femoral fracture in a child under 6 years of age with more than 2 to 3 cm of shortening, (b) femoral fracture that fails to maintain proper length and alignment in a spica cast in a child under 6 years of age, and (c) femoral fracture in a child 6 to 11 years of age, without multiple fractures, head trauma, or severe soft tissue or vascular injuries, who is able to cooperate with a period of bed rest and spica cast immobilization and whose family prefers no surgery. The limit of skin traction is the interface between skin and tape or skin and foam traction boot. Skin complications, such as slough and blistering, usually occur when more than 5 pounds of traction is applied. When more than 5 pounds of traction is required, or simply for ease in patient management, skeletal traction can be used to maintain alignment (30).

Skeletal traction also can be used in adolescents with comminuted proximal femoral shaft and intertrochanteric fractures in whom secure fixation cannot be obtained without risk of vascular compromise to the proximal femur. In general, however, skeletal
FIGURE 22-9. Application of a 90 degree/90 degree spica cast. A: Generous padding is applied over the foot, and a pad is placed on the popliteal fossa to prevent injury to the peroneal nerve and popliteal vessels. B: A long leg cast is applied with the knee flexed 90 degrees. C: A mold is placed over the apex of the fracture, generally correcting a varus deformity into slight valgus. D: Using a standard spica table, a one-and-a-half spica cast is applied with the hip flexed 90 degrees and abducted 30 degrees.
FIGURE 22-10. A: This 8-year-old child with a femur fracture was treated with an immediate spica cast. B: After 3 weeks of immobilization, unacceptable shortening (2.2 cm) was noted. C: Closed osteotomy and lengthening with an external fixation device resolved the problem with length achieved by callus distraction.

FIGURE 22-11. Adverse effect on limb circulation by overhead traction as detailed by Nicholson. A: Incremental increase in hydrostatic pressure necessary for limb perfusion due to increasing limb length. B: Hyperextension of the knee occurs if the infant moves to the foot of the bed, stretching the popliteal artery. C: Extrinsic compression of wrapping to maintain traction tapes aggravates the problem. Any or all of these factors contribute to the risk of overhead traction. (Redrawn from Nicholson J, Foster R, Heath R. Bryant’s traction: a provocative cause of circulatory complications. JAMA 1955;157:4118; with permission.)
traction is not recommended for children 12 years of age or older because of significant incidences of shortening and angular malunion.

The distal femur is the location of choice for a traction pin (30,37,59). Although proximal tibial traction pins have been recommended by some clinicians (43), growth arrest in the proximal tibial physis and subsequent recurvatum deformity have been associated with their use (Fig. 22-12). Also, knee ligament and meniscal injuries that sometimes accompany femoral fractures are aggravated by the chronic pull of traction across the knee. The rare indication for a tibial traction pin is a child in whom fracture configuration or skin problems prevent placement of a femoral traction wire and in whom no knee injury is present.

In a group of 45 patients with femoral fractures, Stanitski et al. (63) calculated the radiation dose received by the patient while in traction. The average dose before casting was 0.699 rad. Although this is a significant radiation exposure, it was not excessive compared to that received by patients managed with other methods of treatment, particularly when intraoperative exposures are considered. However, radiation exposure during treatment must be considered.

Femoral Traction Pin Insertion: Technique

After preparation of the thigh circumferentially from the knee to the mid-thigh, the limb is draped in a sterile manner. The knee is held in the position in which it will remain during traction; that is, if 90/90 traction is being used, the traction pin should be inserted with the knee bent 90 degrees (Fig. 22-13A). The patient either should be sedated and the wound treated with a local anesthetic or general anesthesia should be given before the traction pin is inserted (Fig. 22-13B). The location of pin insertion is one finger breadth above the patella with the knee extended or just above the flare of the distal femur (Fig. 22-13C). A small puncture wound is made over the medial side of the femoral artery that runs through Hunter's canal on the medial side of the femur. A traction pin between 3/32 inch and 1/8 inch is chosen depending on the size of the child. The pin is placed parallel to the joint surface (30) to help maintain alignment while in traction. After the pin protrudes through the lateral cortex of the femur, a small incision is made over the tip of the pin. The pin is then driven far enough through the skin to allow fixation with a traction bow (Fig. 22-13F). If 90/90 traction is used, a short leg cast is laced with a ring through its midportion to support the leg. Alternatively, a sling to support the calf may be used. If a sling is used, heelcord stretching should be performed while in traction.

After the skeletal traction pin has been placed in the distal femur, traction is applied in a 90/90 position (the hip and knee flexed 90 degrees) (Fig. 22-14) or in an oblique position (the hip flexed 20–60 degrees). If the oblique position is chosen, a Thomas splint or sling is necessary to support the leg. The fracture may be allowed to begin healing in traction, and radiographs should be obtained once or twice a week to monitor alignment and length. In a child under 10 years of age, the ideal fracture position in traction should be up to 1 cm of shortening and slight valgus alignment to counteract the tendency to fall into varus in the cast and the eventual overgrowth that may occur (average 0.9 cm). If this method is used for adolescents (11 years or older), normal length should be maintained.
FIGURE 22-13. Insertion of femoral skeletal traction pin. A: The limb is held in the 90 degree/90 degree position by an assistant. B: A site just superior to the adductor tubercle is surgically prepared, both medially and laterally. C: Local anesthesia is applied in the skin and periosteum on both sides of the limb. D: The skin is penetrated with a scalpel. E: A threaded Steinmann pin is introduced at the level 1 cm proximal to the adductor tubercle. F: Dressing and traction bow in place.
Technique Tips
Threaded pins, although more difficult to remove, are preferable to smooth pins because of their secure fixation within the bone without side-to-side movement; however, they have a slightly higher incidence of skin interface complications.

Aronson et al. (30) found that obliquely placed femoral traction pins were associated with an increased incidence of varus or valgus angulation. Pins for skeletal traction should be placed parallel to the axis of the knee joint, and in children over 11 years of age the fracture should be reduced without shortening.

Postoperative Care
Prolonged traction of 3 weeks or more followed by knee immobilization in a spica cast is well tolerated by young children. In children over 12 years of age or in children weighing over 100 pounds, maintaining the knee in 90 degrees of flexion for a prolonged period of time may lead to knee stiffness and a difficult period of rehabilitation (43). Cast braces, either with a traction pin or after a period of traction, allow early knee motion. Polycentric hinges, fiberglass rods, or hinge cables should be used to prevent malalignment between the cast brace and the knee that restricts motion.

Alternatives for treatment after traction application include (a) a 2- to 3-week period of traction until callus formation is apparent and the fracture is stable before pin removal and application of a spica cast or cast brace (32,34,49,52,61); (b) early incorporation of a traction pin into a spica cast; and (c) incorporation of a traction pin into a cast brace with intermittent traction to maintain length until callus formation is present (40). Each of these methods has advantages, costs, and risks, and a clear “best method” cannot be identified.

Results of Traction and Casting
In a study by Gross et al. (40), 72 children with femoral fractures were treated with early cast brace/traction management. In this technique, a traction pin is placed in the distal femur and then incorporated in a cast brace. The traction pin is left long enough to be used for maintaining traction while the patient is in the cast brace or traction is applied directly to the cast. The patient is allowed to ambulate in the cast brace starting 3 days after application. Radiographs are taken of the fracture in the cast brace to document that excessive shortening is not occurring. The patient then is returned to traction in the cast brace until satisfactory callus is present to prevent shortening or angular deformity with weight bearing. The technique was not effective in older adolescents with mid-shaft fractures but achieved excellent results in children 5 to 12 years of age. The average hospital stay was 17 days.

Complications of Traction and Casting
Comparative studies and retrospective reviews have demonstrated unsatisfactory results in a small, yet significant, percentage of patients treated with skeletal traction (43,57,97,102). It is clear that traction remains an excellent method of treatment of femoral shaft fractures in children under 12 years of age, but other methods are easier or more convenient with the same outcome.

External Fixation
External fixation of femoral shaft fractures offers a fast convenient method to align and hold the fractured femur. It is the method of choice when severe soft tissue injury is present and may be considered in any patient where traditional closed methods of management are not appropriate (104). In head-injured or multiply injured patients and those with open fractures, external fixation offers an excellent method of management. Wagner was an early advocate of monolateral frame fixation and developed an external fixation and lengthening device. Aronson and Tursky (71) in 1987 reported their early experience with 44 femoral fractures treated with primary external fixation and early weight bearing. Most patients returned to school by 4 weeks after fracture and had full knee motion by 6 weeks after the fixator was removed. In this early study, end-on alignment was the goal and overgrowth was minimal. Following early enthusiasm for the use of external devices, the 1990s saw some waning interest in their use because of complications with pin track infections, scarring, and refracture. With other methods of skeletal fixation such as flexible intramedullary nailing, the use of external fixation devices for primary treatment of femoral fractures has declined.

Bar-On et al. (72) compared external fixation with flexible intramedullary nailing in a prospective randomized study. They found that the early postoperative course was similar but that the time to return to school and to resume full activity was less with intramedullary fixation. Muscle strength was better in the flexible intramedullary fixation group at 14 months after fracture. Parental satisfaction was also significantly better in the flexible intramedullary nailing group. Bar-On et al. (72) recommended that external fixation be reserved for open or severely comminuted fractures.
Fixator Design

The design of external fixator frames is important in determining the end result. In general, circular fixation devices are rarely, if ever, indicated for femoral fractures. External fixation should be performed using a monolateral or cantilever type system. The monolateral devices are of two types (Fig. 22-15). The AO system, in which pins can be placed at any point along a bar with a special clamp holding the pins at a right angle to the bar, has been in common use (Fig. 22-16). The advantage of this system is that the stability of fixation is increased if the two pins on each side of the fracture are spread widely with one pin close to the fracture and one quite distant from it. A second longitudinal rod can be added to this system to increase its rigidity. A second type of external fixation system has pin clamps at the end of a telescopic tube. The pin clamps provide easy application, but the stability of the fixation device is decreased because the pins are widely separated from the fracture. The pin clamps may be constrained to rotation only (Wagner) or attached with a universal joint to the barrel of the device (Orthofix) (Fig. 22-17). The telescoping barrel provides lengthening or dynamization, and the universal joints provide adjustment. Sola, Schoenecker, and Gordon (119) found that results were improved significantly by...
adding an auxiliary pin to the standard Orthofix type frame, providing better fixation near the fracture site. They reviewed 38 fractures in 37 children 5 to 18 years of age. Six of 22 femurs treated without auxiliary pins required remanipulations for loss of reduction, whereas only 1 of the 16 frames with an auxiliary pin required remanipulation. Although these researchers provided auxiliary pin fixation by attaching a pin to the barrel of the external fixator with methylmethacrylate, other methods of intermediate pin fixation are available at this time.

A new variation of external fixation device, the Orthofix device, uses a bar with pin clamps and intermediary fixation. The sliding clamps allow auxiliary pin fixation near the fracture site, as well as distal pin fixation. Dynamization is allowed with this device as well. Series reporting experience with this treatment of femoral fractures are not yet available, and because enthusiasm currently is shifting toward flexible intermedullary rodding, large series treated with this device may not be routinely reported.

Another technical development in external fixation has been the use of hydroxyapatite-coated pins. The pin–bone interface was a problem with loosening with some devices. The strength of the pin–bone interface with hydroxyapatite-coated pins appears to be somewhat better, although large series with this device have not yet been reported.

Price and others have anecdotally recommended application of a frame with a more flexible construct. Pins are more closely clustered and placed farther from the fracture site, and the frame itself is placed more laterally away from the femur, which does not need to be anatomically reduced.

Unilateral Frame Application: Technique

Preoperative planning is mandatory. Fracture lines indicative of comminution must be recognized. There must be room between the trochanteric and the distal femoral physes for the device chosen.

After appropriate anesthesia, the leg is prepared and the patient is placed on a radiolucent table or a fracture table, depending on the preference of the surgeon and the size of the child. Either the fracture table or Fluoro table works well. We make the decision based on the size of the patient and the ease with which reduction can be obtained, as well as the help available. In general, a fracture table facilitates reduction and application of the external fixator.

First, we try to reduce the fracture both in length and alignment. If the fracture is open, it should be irrigated and debrided before application of the external fixation device. With the fracture maximally aligned, fixation is begun. The minimal and maximal length constraints characteristic of all external fixation...
systems must be kept in mind. The angular adjustment intrinsic to the fixation device needs to be determined. If a universal joint at the end of the Orthofix device only allows for 15 degrees of angular correction, one cannot expect 40 degrees of adjustment after application of the device. Rotation in general is constrained with all external fixation systems once the first pins are placed. That is, if parallel pins are placed with the fracture in 40 degrees of malrotation, a 40 degree malalignment will exist. Rotational correction must be obtained before placing the pins in the proximal and distal shafts of the femur.

Application of the fixator is similar no matter what device is chosen (Fig. 22-18). One pin is placed proximally in the shaft, and another pin is placed distally perpendicular to the long axis of the shaft. Alignment is always to the long axis of the shaft rather than to the joint surface. Rotation should be checked before the second pin is placed because it constrains rotation but not angulation or length. After pins are correctly placed, all fixation nuts are secured and sterile dressings are applied to pins.

**Technique Tips**
Pin sizes vary with manufacturers, as do drill sizes. In general the pins are placed through predrilled holes to avoid thermal necrosis of bone. Sharp drills should be used. The manufacturer’s recommendation for drill and screw sizes should be checked before starting the procedure. At least two pins should be placed proximally and two distally. An intermediate pin may be beneficial.

**Postoperative Care**
Pin care is critical, and avoiding tension at the skin-pin interface is beneficial. Large pin sites are cleaned with peroxide daily. Showering is allowed once the wound is stable and there is no communication between the pin and the fracture hematoma. Antibiotics are used liberally because pin site infections are common and easily resolved with antibiotic treatment, usually cephalosporin. The external fixation device remains until the fracture is healed. Dynamization is performed before removal, allowing the bone to be stressed to full body weight. The device should not be removed until three or four cortices demonstrate bridging bone continuous on AP and lateral radiographs, typically 3 to 4 months after injury.

**Complications of External Fixation**
The most common complication of external fixation is pin track infection, which has been reported to occur in up to 72% of patients (111). This complication generally is mild and easily treated with oral antibiotics and local pin site care. Sola et al. (119) reported a decreased number of pin track infections after changing their pin care protocol from cleansing with peroxide to simply having the patient shower daily. Superficial infections should be treated aggressively with pin track releases and antibiotics. Deep infections are rare, but if present, drainage and antibiotic therapy are mandatory. Any skin tenting over the pins should be released at the time of application or at follow-up.

In a study of complications of external fixators for femoral fractures, Gregory et al. (91) reported a 30% major complication rate and a 107% minor complication rate. Among the major complications were five refractures or fractures through pin sites. Skaggs et al. (117), in reviewing the use of external fixation devices for femoral fractures at Los Angeles Children’s Hospital, found a 12% rate of secondary fractures in 66 patients. Multivariate linear regression analysis showed no correlation between the incidence of refracture and the fracture pattern, percentage of bone contact after fixator application, type of external fixator used, or dynamization of the fracture. A statistically significant association was found between the number of cortices demonstrating bridging callus on both the AP and lateral views at the time of fixator removal and refracture. Fractures with fewer than three cortices with bridging callus had a 33% risk of refracture, whereas those with three or four cortices showing bridging callus had only a 4% rate of refracture. Other reports in the literature with smaller numbers, but still substantial experience, document refracture rates as high as 20% with more significant complications (84,92,99,113,115,117).

In 1997, in a follow-up of the original article by Aronson and Turansky (71), Blasier et al. (76) reported 139 femoral fractures treated with external fixation between 1984 and 1993. The average age at treatment was 8.9 years, and the average time to healing was 11.4 weeks. Only 18 patients had definitive radiographic follow-up, with 15 patients demonstrating overgrowth averaging 8.7 mm. In the series of Blasier et al., pin track infection was common, and there was a 2% incidence of fracture after removal of the device.

Although joint stiffness has been noted in some patients treated with external fixation, it is relatively uncommon in children with femoral fractures unless major soft tissue injury is present (65).

**Intramedullary Fixation**
Since the introduction of intramedullary fixation of femoral fractures, enthusiasm for this form of internal fixation has varied but generally increased. Although a number of techniques have been described over the years, the modifications introduced by Winquist et al. (126) and Ligier et al. (105) were significant. In the 1970s, Winquist et al. (126) developed techniques for closed intramedullary rodding and indirect methods of fixation with reamed and locked fixation devices. In the 1970s and 1980s, Ligier et al. (105) introduced a dual flexible rod system that provided internal fixation of fractures with an indirect reduction method leading to lesser fracture stability but accelerated healing.

By the late 1980s, techniques of antegrade rodding had been refined, and enthusiasm grew for using this procedure in younger patients. The publication by Ligier et al. (105) in 1988 of a group of patients treated with flexible intramedullary rodding seemed contrary to the tendencies toward more rigid and more secure fixation. With reports of avascular necrosis of the proximal femur by Beaty (73) and others beginning in the early 1990s, flexible rodding (either antegrade or retrograde) for femoral fractures has grown in favor over locked intramedullary nails. The relative safety of the technique combined with its simplicity have led to its greater acceptance. Comparative studies by Reeves et al. (57) and Kirby et al. (102) as well as retrospective reviews of traction and casting, suggest that femoral fractures in adolescents are better treated with intramedullary fixation (40,80,84,
FIGURE 22-18. Technique of external fixation. A: With traction applied and provisional reduction of the fracture obtained, the proximal and distal pins are placed perpendicular to the long axis of the bone, being certain that rotational alignment is satisfactory. B: Provisional fixation is obtained by attaching the external fixation device with single pins in place. C: The second pin is added proximal and distal, providing secure fixation.
greater intrinsic strength and therefore are not as dependent on
Snyder, personal communication). Stainless-steel rods are
stronger than titanium in bending tests. Stainless-steel rods have
casting (Table 22-3).

verses: (a) straight versus bent rods, (b) titanium versus steel,
and (d) antegrade versus retrograde insertion.

deviation in unstable fractures. The lack of rigidity also may
create an environment in which muscle spasm and postoperative
pain become more of a problem than with traditional rigid intra­
medullary fixation devices.

Elastic nature of the titanium rods allows axial deviation with return to normal alignment. In 56 patients with femoral fractures stabilized with flexible tita­nium rods, Flynn (87) reported 4 with angular malalignment of more than 10 degrees. These angular deviations tended to occur in fractures toward the end of the bone rather than in diaphyseal fractures.

There is no series comparing titanium to stainless-steel rods in a randomized fashion, but both types of rods have high success rates when judged by rates of malunion, which are less than 5% in most series. Gregory et al. (92) compared the use of flexible rods (Ender) with rigid antegrade nailing and found that both techniques produced satisfactory outcomes but flexible rods re­quired much less operative and fluoroscopy time with similar patient satisfaction and outcome.

Bourdelet (97) compared retrograde and antegrade (ascending and descending) flexible intramedullary rodding in a group of 73 femoral fractures. Treatment was not randomized, but the subtrochanteric insertion site was preferred because there were fewer knee symptoms and earlier patient independence with the antegrade insertion technique. The insertion site used by Bour­delet was just below the level of the trochanter proximally with a standard medial and lateral distal insertion site. An antegrade trans trochanteric approach was recommended by Carey and Cal­pin (82), who reported excellent results in 25 patients without growth arrest of the upper femur and no avascular necrosis. Satisfaction alignment and fracture healing were obtained in all patients.

Retrograde intramedullary rodding with Ender rods or tita­nium rods has been reported by Ligier et al. (105), Mann et al. (106), Heinrich et al. (95), Herscovici et al. (98), and others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Average Age (Range) in Years</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Results and Complications (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kirby et al.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12 + 7</td>
<td>Traction + cast</td>
<td>Short &gt; 2.5 cm (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(10 + 11-15 + 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant residual angulation (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 + 0</td>
<td>Intramedullary nailing</td>
<td>No overgrowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(10 - 10-15 + 7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>No significant residual angulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziv et al.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8 + 3</td>
<td>Intramedullary nailing (9 Rush pins, 9 Kuntscher nails)</td>
<td>Change in AID 0.5-1 cm = 3 with Kuntscher nails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6-12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed union (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12 + 4</td>
<td>Traction + cast</td>
<td>Malunion (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9 + 9-18 + 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth disturbance (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>14 + 11</td>
<td>Intramedullary nailing</td>
<td>Psychotic episodes (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(11-16 + 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>No infection, nonunion, or malunion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beary et al.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12 + 3</td>
<td>Intramedullary nailing</td>
<td>Overgrowth &gt; 2.5 cm (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(10-15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>AVN femoral head (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9 + 7</td>
<td>External fixation</td>
<td>8.5% Pin infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 + 5-17 + 8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10% Cast or reapplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligier</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flexible IM rods</td>
<td>1 infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5-16)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 wound ulcerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazda</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Flexible IM rods</td>
<td>2 LLD &gt; 2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6-17)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 to 1.5 cm overgrowth (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 to 15° malalignment (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Heinrich et al. (95) recommended a 3.5-mm Ender nail in children 6 to 10 years of age and a 4.0-mm nail in children over 10 years of age. Ligier and Metaizeau (105) used titanium rods ranging from 3 to 4 mm inserted primarily in a retrograde fashion. Heinrich et al. recommended flexible intramedullary nails for fixation of diaphyseal femoral fractures in children with multiple system injury, head injury, spasticity, or multiple long-bone fractures. After early success in this selected group of patients, they expanded the use of flexible intramedullary rods to include isolated fractures in any patient over 6 years of age with a femoral fracture and parents willing to accept the risk of the surgical treatment. External immobilization with casts was rapidly discontinued in their series.

**Fixation with Flexible Intramedullary Rods: Technique**

**Preoperative Planning**

Patients in whom this method of fixation is appropriate are those between the ages of 5 and 16 with noncomminuted femoral fractures. With unstable femoral fracture patterns, considerable experience is required to achieve satisfactory outcome with flexible intramedullary nailing. Postoperative cast immobilization or postoperative use of an external support device to supplement the internal flexible rod has been of value in unstable fractures.

In evaluating the radiograph, fracture lines that propagate beyond the obvious fracture should be noted (Fig. 22-19). Involvement of the distal metaphyseal region is a relative contraindication to this technique. The width of the canal is measured at the narrowest point in the diaphysis on both the AP and lateral view (Fig. 22-20), and this number is divided by 2. This represents the maximal diameter rod that can be used, and generally a rod at least 0.5 to 1 mm smaller than this radius should be used. Therefore, if the medullary canal measures 8 mm, a 3.0- to 3.5-mm rod probably should be used.

The procedure can be performed either on a fracture table or on a fluoroscopy table, but reduction must be documented with fluoroscopy before insertion of the rods. The procedure is described with the use of a fracture table, but in small children (<80 pounds), we find this easier to do without a fracture table. The procedure has been described with AO titanium elastic rods, but other devices are available and can be used with slight variations in procedure.

**Rod Bending**

The distance from the top of the inserted rod to the level of the fracture site is measured, and a gentle 30-degree bend is placed
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FIGURE 22-20. To determine the size of titanium flexible rods to be used, measure the diaphyseal internal diameter on both the anteroposterior and lateral views, divide by 2, and subtract 0.5 mm. Use the smaller of the number obtained from the anteroposterior and lateral views. AO rods range from 2.0 to 4.0 mm in diameter, in 0.5-mm increments.

Retrograde Insertion

After the child is placed on the fracture table, the leg is prepared and draped with the thigh (hip to knee) exposed (Fig. 22-22). The image intensifier is used to localize the placement of skin incisions by viewing the distal femur in the AP and lateral planes. Incisions are made on the medial and lateral side distal to the insertion site in the bone. The top of the 3-cm incision should be at or just distal to the level of the insertion site, which is about 2.5 to 3 cm proximal to the distal femoral physis (Fig. 22-23). A 4.5-mm drill bit or awl is used to make a cortical hole in the bone.

Rods are inserted from the medial and lateral side and driven up to the level of the fracture. The distal femoral metaphysis is opened using a drill or awl at a point 2.5 cm proximal to the distal femoral physis. The drill is then inclined 10 degrees anteriorly and steeply angled in the frontal plane to facilitate passage of the nail through the dense pediatric metaphyseal bone. Upon insertion the rod glances off the cortex as it advances toward the fracture site. Both medial and lateral rods are inserted to the level of the fracture. At this point the fracture is reduced using longitudinal traction, as well as a fracture reduction tool (Fig. 22-22B). This tool is radiolucent and holds the unstable femoral fracture in the appropriate position to allow fixation. After the first rod is driven across the fracture, approximately 2 to 3 cm, the second rod is driven across the fracture. The two rods then are driven into the proximal end of the femur with one driven toward the femoral neck and the other toward the greater trochanter. When placing the second rod across the fracture site and rotating it, care must be taken not to wind one rod around the other. After the rods are driven across the fracture and before they are seated, fluoroscopy is used to confirm satisfactory reduction of the fracture and to ensure that the rods have not comminuted the fracture as they were driven into the proximal fragment.

The rods are pulled back approximately 2 cm, the end of each rod is cut, and the rods are driven back securely into the femur. The end of the rod should lie adjacent to the bone of the metaphysis but should be at least 1 cm distal to the insertion hole to allow easy in later removal. Bending the rod ends should be avoided because it can cause a painful bursa over the rod end.

If the fracture is in the lower portion of the femur and perhaps even if it is diaphyseal, a proximal insertion site should be considered. The insertion site may be anterolateral just below the greater trochanter or through the lateral border of the trochanter. Through a skin incision at the level of the trochanter, two 4.5-mm holes are drilled into the metaphysis just below the apophysis and connected with a rongeur. The rods are inserted antegrade. The sizing of the rods and postoperative management are the same as in the retrograde technique.

Technique Tips

Mazda et al. (109) emphasized that for insertion of titanium elastic nails, the nails have to be bent into an even curve over the entire length, and the summit of the curve has to be at the level of the fracture or very close to it in comminuted fractures. The depth of curvature should be about three times the diameter of the femoral canal. Flynn et al. (87) also stressed the importance of contouring both nails with similar gentle curvatures.
**FIGURE 22-21.** A: Stability from flexible rods comes from proper technique. B: Torsional stability results from divergence of the rods in the metaphysis. C: Resistance to sagittal and coronal bending results from spreading of the prebent rods through the diaphysis, as well as the size and material properties of the rods. Elastic rods return to their predetermined alignment when loaded unless plastic deformation occurs.

**FIGURE 22-22.** A: In children weighing more than 80 pounds, the fracture table may be used to provide traction and reduction of a femoral fracture. The leg is draped free, allowing medial and lateral rods to be placed. B: A radiolucent reduction bar may be beneficial to reduce angular deformity when passing the rods.
choosing nails that are 40% of the narrowest diaphyseal diameter, and using medial and lateral starting points that are at the same level in the metaphysis.

**Postoperative Management**

For unstable long oblique fractures or comminuted fractures, immobilization with a cast or traction may be of benefit. To decrease knee pain and quadriceps spasm, we have found the use of a knee immobilizer to be beneficial in the early postoperative course. Physical therapy with touchdown weight bearing should begin as soon as the patient is comfortable. Gentle knee exercises and quadriceps strengthening can be begun, but there should be no aggressive passive motion of the knee, which increases the motion at the fracture site and increases quadriceps spasm. Postoperative knee motion does return to normal, but this requires time. Full weight bearing generally is tolerated by 6 weeks.

The rod may be removed 6 to 12 months after injury when the fracture is fully healed, usually as an outpatient procedure.

**Complications of Flexible Intramedullary Nailing**

Complications are relatively infrequent after flexible intramedullary nailing. In 308 fractures reported in six studies (72,81,86,96,105,108), no nonunions, infections, or occurrences of avascular necrosis were reported. Approximately 12% of patients had malunions, most often mild varus or valgus deformities, and approximately 3% had clinically significant leg length discrepancies from either overgrowth or shortening. Mazda et al. (108) pointed out a technique-related complication that occurred in 10 of their 34 patients: rods were left too long and caused painful bursae and limited knee flexion. All 10 patients had the nails removed 2 to 5 months after surgery. In a multicenter study that included 58 femoral fractures stabilized with titanium elastic nails, irritation of the soft tissue near the knee by the nail tip occurred in 4 patients (7%), leading to a deeper infection in 2 patients. This study also reported one refracture after premature nail removal, leading to a recommendation that nail removal be delayed until callus is solid and the fracture line is no longer visible.

**Rigid Intramedullary Rod Fixation**

Problems with angular malalignment and maintenance of length can be avoided with the use of rigid intramedullary fixation. Interlocking proximally and distally to maintain length and rotational alignment in unstable fractures, as in adults, appears to be of benefit to some adolescents (74,78,93). Beaty et al. (73) reported the use of interlocking intramedullary nails for the treatment of 31 femoral shaft fractures in 30 patients 10 to 15 years of age. All fractures united, and the average leg length discrepancy was 0.51 cm. No angular or rotational malunions occurred. All nails were removed at an average of 14 months after injury; no refracture or femoral neck fracture occurred after nail removal. One case of avascular necrosis of the femoral head occurred, which was thought to be secondary to injury to the ascending cervical artery during nail insertion. A poll of the members of the Pediatric Orthopaedic Society disclosed 14 patients with avascular necrosis in approximately 1,600 femoral fractures. Despite the use of a "safe" transtrochanteric insertion site for antegrade femoral nailing, a case of avascular necrosis has been reported. Buford et al. (79) showed in their MRI study of hips after antegrade rodning that subclinical avascular necrosis may be present. Antegrade rodding through the trochanter or the upper end of the femur appears to be associated with a risk of avascular necrosis in children with open physes, regardless of chronologic age.

Reamed antegrade nailing in children under 12 years of age is not recommended because of proximal femoral growth abnormalities (163), the risk of avascular necrosis of the femoral head (56,73,110,121), the size of the proximal femur, and the relative success of other treatment methods. However, Maruenda-Paulino et al. (107) reported good results using 9-mm Kuntscher rods in children 7 to 12 years of age, and Beaty et al. (73)
reported the use of newer pediatric “intermediate” interlocking nails for femoral canals with diameters as small as 8 mm. In children 12 to 17 years of age, antegrade locked transtrochanteric fixation may occasionally be indicated for an unstable fracture in a large adolescent.

Open fractures in older adolescents can be effectively treated with intramedullary rodding, either as delayed or primary treatment, including those caused by gunshot wounds and high-velocity injuries (75,123). Antegrade intramedullary rod insertion maintains length, prevents angular malunion and non-union, and allows the patient to be rapidly mobilized and discharged from the hospital. However, other techniques with fewer potential risks should be considered.

Antegrade Intramedullary Nailing: Technique

The child is placed either supine or in the lateral decubitus position on a fracture table. The upper end of the femur is approached through a 5-cm longitudinal incision proximal to the greater trochanter and in line with the femoral shaft. The skin incision can be precisely placed after localization on both the AP and lateral views. The gluteus maximus muscle is spread, and the gluteus medius muscle identified. The rod should be inserted through the gluteus medius muscle insertion in the tip of the trochanter, because posterior dissection may place the vasculature proximally at risk for injury. Identifying the piriformis fossa with vigorous dissection and placement of anterior and posterior retractors to the femoral neck also may cause injury to the lateral ascending cervical artery and should be avoided. Dissection should be limited to the lateral aspect of the greater trochanter and not into the piriformis fossa. This prevents dissection near the origin of the lateral ascending cervical artery medial to the piriformis fossa.

A threaded-tip guidewire is inserted into the proximal edge of the greater trochanter, followed by reaming with a 9-mm reamer (Fig. 22-24). A ball-tip guidewire then can be inserted into the proximal femur. No dissection should be performed medial or posterior to the insertion site. The ball-tip guidewire is driven across the fracture site and into the distal fragment to a level just proximal to the distal femoral physis. Progressive reaming is performed before a reamed rod or a nonreamed rod is chosen. The smallest rod that maintains contact with the femoral cortices is used (generally 8 or 9 mm) and is locked proximally and distally. Only one distal locking screw is necessary, but two can be used (66). Rods that have an expanded proximal cross-section should be avoided. The proximal end of the nail should be left slightly long (up to 1 cm) to make later removal easier.

Technique Tips

Dissection should be limited to the tip of the greater trochanter, without extending to the capsule or mid-portion of the femoral

FIGURE 22-24. Antegrade insertion of intramedullary nail. A: Guidewire is placed at the medial edge of the greater trochanter, piercing the gluteus medius muscle and avoiding posterior insertion. B: Three months after fixation of a femoral shaft fracture in an 11-year-old child with multiple trauma and a closed head injury. A 9-mm pediatric locked intramedullary nail was used.
neck. Leaving the proximal end of the nail up to 1 cm long makes later removal easier.

Postoperative Management
Nails can be removed 9 to 18 months after radiographic union to prevent bony overgrowth over the proximal tip of the nail. Dynamization with removal of the proximal or distal screw generally is not necessary.

Complications of Locked Intramedullary Nailing
Although good results have been reported with this technique and patient satisfaction is high, problems with proximal femoral growth, avascular necrosis, and leg length discrepancy cannot be ignored.

In a series of intramedullary nailing of 31 fractures, Beary et al. (73) reported one patient with segmental avascular necrosis of the femoral head (Fig. 22-25), which was not seen radiographically until 15 months after injury. Kaweblum et al. (101) reported a patient with avascular necrosis of the proximal femoral epiphysis after a greater trochanteric fracture, suggesting that the blood supply to the proximal femur may have been compromised by vascular disruption at the level of the greater trochanter during rod insertion. Other researchers have reported single patients with avascular necrosis of the femoral head after intramedullary nailing (110, 112, 121). Chung (82) noted the absence of transphyseal vessels to the proximal femoral epiphysis and demonstrated that the singular lateral ascending cervical artery predominately supplies blood to the capital femoral epiphysis (Fig. 22-26). He stated that all of the epiphyseal and metaphyseal

[FIGURE 22-25. A: Isolated femoral shaft fracture in 1½-year-old child. B: One month after fixation with an intramedullary nail, femoral head appears normal. C: Eight months after injury, fracture is healed; note early signs of avascular necrosis of right femoral head. (Figure continues.)]

The single ascending cervical artery (A) is the predominant blood supply to the femoral head. The vessel is at risk during antegrade insertion of an intramedullary rod. (Reprinted from Chung S. The arterial supply of the developing proximal end of the femur. J Bone Joint Surg [Am]. 1976;58:961; with permission.)


Branches of the lateral ascending cervical artery originate from a single stem that crosses the capsule at the trochanteric notch. Because the space between the trochanter and the femoral head is extremely narrow in children under 8 years of age, this single artery is vulnerable to injury and appears to be so until skeletal maturity, regardless of chronologic age.

Townsend and Hoffman (124) reported no avascular necrosis in 34 patients in whom a trochanteric tip starting point was used.

Skak et al. (118), in a long-term study of 52 children and adolescents with femoral fractures treated with plating and intramedullary rodding, found that excessive overgrowth was less common with nailing than with plating. Three patients had moderate valgus deformities of the hip and one had late arthrosis after intramedullary rodding despite using a transtrochanteric approach. Skak et al. (118) concluded that open physes were a contraindication to antegrade rodding even with a transtrochanteric approach. Thomecz and Handen (121) also documented an association between avascular necrosis and antegrade rodding in an adolescent.

Growth abnormality in the proximal femur may occur with arrest of the greater trochanteric physis. Although most growth from the greater trochanter after 8 years of age is appositional, Raney et al. (163) reported five patients who developed coxa valga and mild hip subluxation from trochanteric physeal arrest after antegrade nailing. These patients ranged in age from 9 to 13 years, suggesting that even in older children greater trochanteric physeal arrest occasionally can produce clinical problems. Beary et al. (73) reported two patients with overgrowth of more than 2.5 cm that required epiphysiodesis because of leg length discrepancy.

The proximal femoral physis is a continuous cartilaginous plate between the greater trochanter and the proximal femur in
Technique


Ward et al. (125), Kregor et al. (103), Fyodorov et al. (88), and Hansen (94) recommended this form of treatment in selected femoral fractures. Ward et al. (125) reported the use of AO compression plates for the treatment of femoral shaft fractures in 25 children 6 to 16 years of age, 22 of whom had associated fractures or multisystem injuries. Follow-up was available for 24 patients, 23 of whom (96%) had healed fractures at an average of 11 weeks. According to these investigators, plate fixation offers the advantages of anatomic reduction, ease of insertion, simplified nursing care, rapid mobilization without casting, and applicability to any size femoral shaft. Disadvantages of plate fixation include the long incision necessary and the risks of plate breakage and stress fracture after plate removal. They recommend plate fixation only for children under 11 years of age with closed-head injuries or multiple trauma. All the patients reported by Kregor et al. (103) had multiple trauma, and this form of treatment was selected to stabilize the femoral fracture quickly and mobilize the patient. Fyodorov et al. (88) reviewed 21 patients in whom 4.5-mm DCP plates were used for fixation. Patients were kept non-weight bearing on crutches for 8 weeks. There were two plate breakages requiring revision and one requiring spica casting to achieve healing. Modern techniques of femoral plating (114) with maintenance of the periosteum may lead to greater acceptance of this method of management.

Pathologic fractures, especially in the distal femoral metaphysis, create larger areas of bone loss that can be treated with plate fixation and immediate bone grafting to avoid protracted periods of traction and immobilization (Fig. 22-28).

Open Reduction and Internal Fixation with Plate and Screws


Young children. Interference with the physeal may result in atrophy of the femoral neck, placing the child at a small risk for subsequent femoral neck fracture (116). Antegrade nailing with reaming of a large defect also may result in growth disturbance in the proximal femur as well as femoral neck fracture (Fig. 22-27). Beatty et al. (73) reported no “thinning” of the femoral neck in their patients, which they attributed to an older patient group (10–15 years of age) and design changes in the femoral nail that allowed a decrease in the cross-sectional diameter of the proximal portion to 10 mm.
compression and dynamic compression techniques can be used to achieve stability and anatomic alignment.

Technique Tips
Soft tissue stripping should be limited, and three screws should be used proximal and distal to the fracture site.

Postoperative Management
Protected weight bearing is progressed to weight bearing to tolerance. Active range of motion of the hip and knee is encouraged.

Complications of Plate Fixation
Extensive dissection and periosteal stripping during plate application may lead to overgrowth. Overgrowth was not a significant problem in the series of Kregor et al. (103), with an average increase in length of 0.9 cm (range 0.5–1.5 cm), but Ward et al. (125) reported several patients with considerable overgrowth (approximately 1 inch), and Hansen (94) reported overgrowth of an inch in a 12-year-old boy, suggesting that overgrowth is possible in children over 10 years of age. More data are necessary on this issue to make a definitive statement.

Fyodorov, Sturm, and Robertson (88) reported hardware failure in 2 of 23 femoral shaft fractures treated with dynamic compression plating. One was treated with revision plating and the other with spica cast; both fractures healed uneventfully. No other complications were noted in their patients.

Refraction is rare, and whether bone atrophy under a plate is caused by stress shielding or by avascularity of the cortex is unknown. Although still somewhat controversial, the plate and screws are generally removed at 1 year after fracture to avoid fracture at the end of the plate.

Quadriiceps strength after plate fixation appears not to be compromised, (147) relative to intramedullary fixation or cast immobilization.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

For stable femoral fractures in children under 6 months of age, we use a posterior splint or Pavlik harness. If the fracture is unstable, usually the proximal fragment is flexed and a Pavlik harness is the ideal device for reducing and holding the fracture. The use of a Pavlik harness requires an attentive and compliant caregiver. Traction with a spica cast occasionally is needed in this group. Abuse and metabolic bone disease must be considered in an infant with a femoral fracture.

In children 6 months to 6 years of age, an immediate spica cast with Cortex liner is almost always the treatment of choice. If length or alignment cannot be maintained in an immediate spica cast, traction followed by casting can be used. We usually avoid a distal femoral traction pin and place the child in a 90/90 or oblique position in the bed for traction. It is of note, however, that over 95% of young children with femoral fractures can be managed with immediate spicas with a low complication rate and low cost. In children with multiple trauma, either flexible intramedullary rod or external fixation is chosen, based on the fracture anatomy and the soft tissue injury.

In children 6 to 12 years of age, flexible intramedullary rodding is frequently used, most often with retrograde insertion. External fixation is used for unstable fracture patterns, comminuted fractures, and fractures with severe soft tissue injury. Immediate spica casts may be used for the most stable fractures in this age group. In children 12 years to maturity, we use flexible intramedullary rods as our treatment of choice. In a patient with an unstable fracture configuration, we would use either a plate or an antegrade rod, recognizing the low but significant risk of avascular necrosis of the femoral head. Plating is preferable for subtrochanteric and supracondylar fractures of the femur, whereas intramedullary nails are ideal for mid-shaft fractures. If antegrade rodding is chosen, a trans trochanteric approach is used. New methods are under development for fixation, using an intratrochanteric approach with a locked type of flexible rod, but such devices are not available yet.

COMPLICATIONS OF FEMORAL SHAFT FRACTURES

Leg Length Discrepancy
The most common sequela after femoral shaft fractures in children is leg length discrepancy. The fractured femur may be ini-
tially short from overriding of the fragments at union; growth acceleration occurs to “make up” the difference, but often this acceleration continues and overgrowth occurs. The potential for growth stimulation from femoral fractures has long been recognized, but the exact cause of this phenomenon is still unknown. Growth acceleration has been attributed to age, sex, fracture type, fracture level, handedness, and the amount of overriding of the fracture fragments. Age seems to be the most constant factor, but fractures in the proximal third of the femur and oblique comminuted fractures also have been associated with relatively greater growth acceleration. According to Staheli (170), in patients over 10 years of age, shortening is more likely; in patients 2 to 10 years of age, overgrowth is more likely, especially if traction has been used.

Overgrowth after femoral fracture is common in children 2 to 10 years of age. The average overgrowth is 0.9 cm, with a range of 0.4 to 2.5 cm (169). Overgrowth occurs whether the fracture is short, at length, or overpulled in traction at the time of healing. In general, overgrowth occurs most rapidly during the first 2 years after fracture and to a much lesser degree for the next year or so (148).

Truesdell (173) first reported the phenomenon of overgrowth in 1921, and many researchers since have verified the existence of growth stimulation after fracture (129-132,138,139,142,145,158,159). The relationship of the location of the fracture to growth is somewhat controversial. Staheli (170) and Malkawi (154) reported that overgrowth was greatest if the fracture occurred in the proximal third of the femur, whereas Henry (151) stated that the most overgrowth occurred in fractures in the distal third of the femur. Other investigators have found no relationship between fracture location and growth stimulation (145,151,164); Shapiro’s data (169) support the lack of relationship. The relationship between fracture type and overgrowth also is controversial. In general, most researchers believe that no specific relationship exists between fracture type and overgrowth, but some have reported overgrowth to be more frequent after spiral, oblique, and comminuted fractures associated with greater trauma.

Angular Deformity

Some degree of angular deformity is frequent after femoral shaft fractures in children, but this usually remodels with growth. Angular remodeling occurs at the site of fracture with appositional new bone formation in the concavity of the long bone. Differential physeal growth also occurs in response to diaphyseal angular deformity. Wallace and Hoffman (176) stated that 74% of the remodeling that occurs is physeal, and appositional remodeling at the fracture site occurs to a much lesser degree. However, this appears to be somewhat age dependent. It is clear that angular remodeling occurs best in the direction of motion at the adjacent joint (176). That is, anterior and posterior remodeling in the femur occurs rapidly and with little residual deformity. In contrast, remodeling of a varus or valgus deformity occurs more slowly. The differential physeal growth in a varus or valgus direction in the distal femur causes compensatory deformity, which is usually insignificant. In severe varus bowing, however, a hypoplastic lateral condyle results, which may cause a distal femoral valgus deformity if the varus bow is corrected (Fig. 22-30).

FIGURE 22-30. Long-standing varus deformity in the femoral shaft may lead to hypoplasia of the lateral condyle and a compensatory distal femoral valgus deformity after correction of the varus of the shaft.
FIGURE 22-31. Remodeling potential of the femur during infancy. This infant sustained a femoral fracture during a breech delivery and was placed in a spica cast but with insufficient flexion of the hip. Left: At 3 weeks union is evident with about 45 degrees of angulation in the sagittal plane and 1.5 cm of overriding. Center: Line drawing demonstrating true angulation. Right: Twelve months later the anterior angulation has reduced to a level such that it was not apparent to the family, and the shortening has reduced to less than 1 cm.

Guidelines for acceptable alignment vary widely. The range of acceptable anterior and posterior angulation varies from 30 to 40 degrees in children up to 2 years of age to 10 degrees in older children and adolescents (Fig. 22-31) (157). The range of acceptable varus and valgus angulation also becomes smaller with age. Varus angulation in infants and children should be between 10 and 15 degrees, although greater degrees of angulation may have a satisfactory outcome. Acceptable valgus angulation is 20 to 30 degrees in infants, 15 to 20 degrees in children up to 5 years of age, and 10 degrees in older children and adolescents. The muscle mass of the femur generally hides femoral deformity from direct observation. The acceptability of femoral deformity, in general, is a direct function of the degree of difficulty in changing the deformity and the appearance of the leg.

Late development of genu recurvatum deformity of the proximal tibia after femoral shaft fracture has been most often reported as a complication of traction pin or wire placement through or near the anterior aspect of the proximal tibial physis, excessive traction, pin track infection, or prolonged cast immobilization (68). However, proximal tibial growth arrest may complicate femoral shaft fracture, presumably as a result of occult injury (152). Femoral pins are preferred for traction, but if tibial pins are required, the proximal anterior tibial physis must be avoided (51). Femoral traction pins should be placed one or two finger breadths proximal to the superior pole of the patella to avoid the distal femoral physis.

If significant angular deformity is present after fracture union, corrective osteotomy should be delayed for at least a year unless the deformity is severe enough to impair function. This will allow determination of remodeling potential before deciding that surgical correction is necessary. The ideal osteotomy corrects the deformity at the site of fracture. In juvenile patients, how-
ever, metaphyseal osteotomy of the proximal or distal femur may be necessary. In adolescents with mid-shaft deformities, diaphyseal osteotomy and fixation with an interlocking intramedullary nail are preferable.

**Rotational Deformity**

According to Verbeek (174), rotational deformities of 10 degrees to more than 30 degrees occur in one third of children after conservative treatment of femoral shaft fractures. Malkawi et al. (158) found asymptomatic rotational deformities of less than 10 degrees in two thirds of their 31 patients. Torsional deformity usually is expressed as increased femoral anteversion on the fractured side compared with the opposite side, as demonstrated by anteversion views; a difference of more than 10 degrees has been the criterion of significant deformity. However, Brouwer et al. (136) challenged this criterion, citing differences of 0 to 15 degrees in a control group of 100 normal volunteers. The accuracy of measurements from plain radiographs also has been disputed, and Norbeck et al. suggested the use of computed tomographic (CT) scanning for greater accuracy.

Rotational remodeling in childhood femoral fractures is another controversy in the search for criteria on which to base therapeutic judgments. According to Davids (143) and Braten et al. (135), up to 25 degrees of rotational malalignment at the time of healing of femoral fractures appears to be well tolerated in children. In their patients with more than 25 degrees of rotational malalignment, however, deformity caused clinical complaints. Davids found no spontaneous correction in his study of malunions based on CT measurements, but the length of follow-up is insufficient to state that no rotational remodeling occurs. Brouwer et al. (136) and others (133,149,162,174) reported slow rotational correction over time.

Certainly, in older adolescents, no significant rotational remodeling will occur. In infants and juveniles, some rotational deformity can be accepted (146), because either true rotational remodeling occurs or functional adaptation allows resumption of normal gait. Up to 30 degrees of angular malrotation in the femur should result in no functional impairment unless there is preexisting rotational malalignment. The goal, however, should be to reduce a rotational deformity to 10 degrees, based on alignment of the proximal and distal femur radiographically, interpretation of skin and soft tissue envelope alignment, and correct positioning within a cast, based on the muscle pull on the proximal fragment. The distal fragment should be lined up with the position of the proximal fragment determined by the muscles inserted upon it (Fig. 22-3).

**Delayed Union**

Delayed union of femoral shaft fractures is uncommon in children. The time to fracture union in most children is rapid and age dependent. In children under 5 years of age, healing usually occurs in 4 to 6 weeks. In children 5 to 10 years of age, fracture healing is somewhat slower, requiring 8 to 10 weeks. Throughout adolescence, the time to healing continues to lengthen. By the age of 15 years, the mean time to healing is about 13 weeks, with a range from 10 to 15 weeks (Fig. 22-32). The rate of healing also is related to soft tissue injury and type of treatment. Application of an external fixation device appears to delay callus formation and slow the rate of healing.

Bone grafting and internal fixation with either a compression plate or locked intramedullary nail is the usual treatment for delayed union in older children and adolescents. Delayed union of a femoral fracture treated with casting in a child 1 to 6 years of age is probably best treated by continuing cast immobilization until bridging callus forms or (rarely) by additional bone grafting.

**Nonunion**

Nonunions of pediatric femoral fractures are rare (156). They tend to occur in adolescents, in infected fractures, or in fractures with segmental bone loss or severe soft tissue loss. Most nonunions in children are of tibial fractures; femoral fractures account for only 15% of nonunions in children. Even in segmental fractures with bone loss, young children may have sufficient osteogenic potential to fill in a significant fracture gap (Fig. 22-33) (160). For the rare femoral shaft nonunion in a child 5 to 10 years of age, bone grafting and plate-and-screw fixation have been traditional treatment methods, but more recently insertion of an interlocking intramedullary nail and bone grafting have been preferred, especially in children over 10 to 12 years of age.

Roberson et al. (166) reported the use of external fixators in 11 open femoral fractures. The time to union was delayed, but a satisfactory outcome occurred without subsequent procedures. This supports the belief that the rates of delayed union and nonunion are low in pediatric femoral fractures, because open fractures would have the highest rates of delayed union.
FIGURE 22-33. The effectiveness of remodeling of the femur in a child. Left: Comminuted fracture in an 8-year-old child managed with a femoral pin incorporated in a spica cast. The mid-fragment is markedly angulated. Center: Fracture after union 12 weeks later with filling in of the defect and early absorption of the protruding fragment. Right: Appearance at age 12 with only a minimal degree of irregularity of the upper femur remaining.

Muscle Weakness

Weakness after femoral fracture has been described in the hip abductor musculature, quadriceps, and hamstrings, but persistent weakness in some or all of these muscle groups seldom causes a clinical problem. Hennrikus et al. (150) found that quadriceps strength was decreased in 30% of his patients and 18% had a significant decrease demonstrated by a one-leg hop test. Thigh atrophy of 1 cm was present in 42% of patients. These deficits appeared to be primarily related to the degree of initial displacement of the fracture. Finsen et al. (147) found hamstring and quadriceps deficits in patients with femoral shaft fractures treated with either rods or plates.

Damholt and Zdravkovic (141) documented quadriceps weakness in approximately one third of patients with femoral fractures, and Viljanto et al. (175) reported that this weakness was present whether patients were treated operatively or nonoperatively. Biyani (134) found that hip abductor weakness was related to ipsilateral fracture magnitude, long intramedullary rods, and, to a lesser degree, heterotopic ossification from intramedullary rodding.

Injury to the quadriceps muscle probably occurs at the time of femoral fracture, and long-term muscle deficits may persist in some patients regardless of treatment. Severe scarring and contracture of the quadriceps occasionally require quadricepsplasty (154).

Infection

Infection may rarely complicate a closed femoral shaft fracture, with hematogenous seeding of the hematoma and subsequent osteomyelitis. Fever is commonly associated with femoral fractures during the first week after injury (171), but persistent fever or fever that spikes exceedingly high may be an indication of infection.

Pin-track infections occasionally occur with the use of skeletal traction, but most are superficial infections that resolve with local wound care and antibiotic therapy. Occasionally, however, the infections may lead to osteomyelitis of the femoral metaphysis or a ring sequestrum that requires surgical debridement.

Neurovascular Injury

Nerve and vascular injuries are uncommon with femoral fractures in children (140,144,153,167). An estimated 1.3% of femoral fractures in children are accompanied by vascular injury (140,144,153,167), such as intimal tears, total disruptions, or injuries resulting in the formation of pseudoaneurysms (168). Vascular injury occurs most frequently with displaced Salter-Harris physeal fractures of the distal femur or distal metaphyseal fractures. If arteriography indicates that vascular repair is necessary after femoral shaft fracture, open reduction and internal fixation or external fixation of the fracture are recommended. Secondary limb ischemia also has been reported after the use of both skin and skeletal traction. Documentation of peripheral pulses at the time of presentation, as well as throughout treatment, is necessary.

Nerve abnormalities reported with femoral fractures in children include those caused by direct trauma to the sciatic or femoral nerve at the time of fracture and injuries to the peroneal nerve during treatment. Weiss et al. (69) reported peroneal nerve palsies in 4 of 110 children with femoral fractures treated with early 90/90 hip spica casting. They recommended extending the initial short leg portion of the cast above the knee to decrease tension on the peroneal nerve.

Riew et al. (165) reported 8 nerve palsies in 35 consecutive patients treated with locked intramedullary rodding. The nerve injuries were associated with delay in treatment, preoperative shortening, and boot traction. Resolution occurred in less than one week in 6 of 8 patients.

The natural history of peroneal nerve injury with femoral shaft fractures in children seems to be spontaneous correction. In infants, however, the development of an early contracture of the Achilles tendon is more likely. Because of the rapid growth in younger children, this contracture can develop quite early; and if peroneal nerve injury is suspected, the extremity should be braced until the peroneal nerve recovers. If peroneal, femoral, or sciatic nerve deficit is present at initial evaluation of a closed fracture, no exploration is indicated. If a nerve deficit occurs
during reduction or treatment, the nerve should be explored. Persistent nerve loss without recovery over a 4- to 6-month period is an indication for exploration.

**Compartment Syndrome**

Compartment syndromes of the thigh musculature are rare, but have been reported in patients with massive thigh swelling after femoral fracture and in patients treated with intramedullary rod fixation (161). If massive swelling of thigh musculature occurs and pain is out of proportion to that expected from a femoral fracture, compartment pressure measurements should be obtained and decompression by fasciotomy should be considered. It is probable that some patients with quadriceps fibrosis (164) and quadriceps weakness (150,172) after femoral fracture had intracompartmental pressure phenomenon. Vascular insufficiency related to Bryant's traction may produce signs of compartment syndrome with muscle ischemia (137). Janzing (155) reported the occurrence of compartment syndrome using skin traction for treatment of femoral fractures. Skin traction has been associated with compartment syndrome in the lower leg in both the fractured and nonfractured side. The association of compartment syndrome with Bryant's traction is well recognized. It is important to realize that in a traumatized limb, circumferential traction needs to be monitored closely and is contraindicated in the multiply injured or head-injured child.

**SPECIAL FRACTURES OF THE FEMORAL SHAFT**

**Metaphyseal (Subtrochanteric and Supracondylar) Fractures**

Subtrochanteric fractures can be treated in traction, followed by either a cast brace or single spica cast (Fig. 22-34) (177). Sponseller (181) reported satisfactory results with conservative treatment of subtrochanteric fractures in children. Internal fixation with plate and screw devices also can produce satisfactory results (179). Intramedullary fixation of subtrochanteric fractures in children is generally not indicated. In adolescents, there is insufficient experience with this fracture to determine at what age intramedullary fixation with a reconstruction-type nail and an angled transfixion screw into the femoral neck is indicated. Antegrade intramedullary nail systems place significant holes in the upper femoral neck and should be avoided. Unlike subtrochanteric fractures in adults, nonunions are rare in children with any treatment method.

With the admonition against intramedullary fixation in children with open physes combined with the fact that nonunions are rare, our recommendation is for traction followed by spica casting in young children up to approximately age 5 or 6, with plate and screw fixation in older children. The method of plate and screw fixation may be either a straight plate with angled screws in the proximal fragment (Fig. 22-35) or hip screw configuration systems appropriately sized to a small child.

The traction technique should be that of 90/90 traction in which the distal fragment is flexed to align with the proximal fragment and spica cast treatment may be either in an ambulatory one-legged spica cast or a flexed hip/flexed knee spica cast, depending on the fracture and healing.

Supracondylar fractures are difficult to treat because the gastrocnemius muscle inserts just above the femoral condyles and pulls the distal fragment into a position of extension (178), making alignment difficult (Fig. 22-3). The traditional methods of casting and single-pin traction may be satisfactory (Fig. 22-36). If alignment cannot be achieved using these methods, however, open reduction and internal fixation or combined epiphyseal-metaphyseal traction can be used. Generally, internal fixation is preferable, either with plates and fully threaded cancellous screws if there is sufficient metaphyseal length to allow this or with crossed smooth Kirschner wires transfixing the fracture from the epiphysis to the metaphysis, as described for distal femoral physeal separations (180). If there is sufficient metaphyseal length, antegrade flexible rods can be used.

**Open Femoral Fractures**

Open femoral fractures are uncommon in children because of the large soft tissue compartment around the femur. Proper wound care, debridement, stabilization, and antibiotic therapy are required to reduce the chance of infection (178).

External fixation of open femoral shaft fractures simplifies wound care and allows early mobilization. The configuration of the external fixator is determined by the child's size and the
FIGURE 22-35. A: This 6-year-old boy sustained a subtrochanteric fracture of the femur. B: He was treated with plate and screw fixation supplemented with a spica cast.

Fracture pattern. Generally, monolateral half-pin frames are satisfactory, but thin-wire circular frames may be necessary if bone loss is extensive. External fixation provides good fracture control, but as always, family cooperation is required to manage pin and fixator care.

Plate fixation also allows early mobilization, as well as anatomic reduction of the femoral fracture. Wound care and treatment of other injuries are made easier in children with multiple trauma. However, this is an invasive technique with the potential for infection and additional injury to the already traumatized soft tissues in the area of the fracture. In emergency situations, plate fixation can be used for Gustilo-Anderson type I and II fractures; type III fractures in older adolescents are better suited for external fixation or intramedullary nailing. Plate breakage can occur if bone grafting is not used for severe medial cortex comminution.

In older adolescents, plating or flexible intramedullary nailing is especially useful. Closed nailing after irrigation and drainage of the fracture allows early mobilization and easy wound care in patients with Gustilo-Anderson type I, II, IIIA, and IIIB injuries, but the risk of avascular necrosis must be recognized.

Femoral Fractures in Patients with Metabolic or Neuromuscular Disorders

For patients with osteogenesis imperfecta who have potential for ambulation, surgical treatment with Rush or Bailey-Dubow rods is recommended for repeated fractures or angular deformity. Cast immobilization is usually avoided in patients with myelomeningocele or cerebral palsy because of the frequency of osteoporosis and refracture in these patients. If possible, existing leg braces are modified for treatment of the femoral fracture. In nonambulatory patients, a simple pillow splint is used.

Floating Knee Injuries

These rare injuries occur when ipsilateral fractures of the femoral and tibial shafts leave the knee joint “floating” without distal or proximal bony attachments (Fig. 22-37A). They are high-velocity injuries, usually resulting from collision between a child pedestrian or cyclist and a motor vehicle. Most children with floating knee injuries have multiple trauma, including severe soft tissue damage, open fractures, and often head injuries.

In general, at least one of the fractures, usually the tibia, should be fixed. The femoral fracture can usually then be treated by the most appropriate option. If both fractures are open, external fixation of both the tibial and femoral fractures may be appropriate. If immediate mobilization is necessary, fixation of both fractures with external fixation, intramedullary nails, compression plates, or any combination of these may be indicated (Fig. 22-37B).

Letts and Vincent (18) described five patterns of ipsilateral tibial and femoral fractures and made treatment recommenda-
FIGURE 22-36. A: This 6-year-old patient sustained an unstable suprcondylar fracture of the femur. B: The fracture was managed with immediate spica casting with the knee in 90 degrees of flexion, mandatory in such a case to prevent posterior angulation. C: Bayonet apposition is acceptable in a child this age.
FIGURE 22-37. A: Floating knee injury in a 4-year-old girl: femoral shaft fracture, displaced physeal fracture of the distal femur, and open (type IIIB) proximal tibial fracture. B: After external fixation of femoral shaft fracture, closed reduction and percutaneous pinning of the distal femoral physeal fracture, and external fixation of the open tibial fracture; a free-flap was required for skin coverage.

tions based on those patterns (Fig. 22-38). Because of the high prevalence of complications after closed treatment, Bohn and Durbin recommended open or closed reduction and internal fixation of the femoral fracture in older children. In children under 10 years of age, these investigators recommend 90°/90° femoral pin traction for 4 weeks, followed by 1-1/2 spica casting until fracture union. The ribiaJ fracture was immobilized in a below-knee cast during the traction. Bohn and Durbin listed four situations in which operative stabilization of the femoral fracture is indicated: (a) a child with severe head trauma with signs of posturing, (b) an adolescent near skeletal maturity, (c) a child with severe soft tissue injury, and (d) an inability to obtain acceptable closed reduction. Stabilization of the ribiaJ fracture by external fixation is indicated if satisfactory closed reduction cannot be obtained or maintained and for open fractures with severe soft tissue injury, regardless of the age of the child.

Letts and Vincent (18) reported that maintaining adequate reduction by traction was difficult in children over 12 years of age and that complications were more frequent in children treated by traction alone. Complications in their patients treated by traction alone included pin track infection, osteomyelitis, limitation of knee motion, malunion, and leg length discrepancies of 1.5 cm or more. Bohn and Durbin reported that of 19 patients with floating knee injuries, at long-term follow-up 11 had limb length discrepancy secondary to either overgrowth of the bone after the fracture or premature closure of the ipsilateral physis (7 patients), genu valgum associated with fracture of the proximal ribial metaphysis (3 patients), or physeal arrest (1 patient). Four patients had late diagnoses of ligamentous laxity in the knee that required operation. Other complications included peroneal nerve palsy, infection, nonunion, malunion, and re­frac­ture.
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PART I: EXTRAARTICULAR FRACTURES
Fractures involving the physis around the knee are far from “routine” injuries because they have a significant risk of growth disturbance, which can result in shortening or angulation, or both. Vascular injury occasionally occurs, especially with proximal tibial injuries, and nerves and ligaments also may be damaged.

DISTAL FEMORAL EPIPHYSEAL FRACTURES

Historical Review
The cause of a distal femoral epiphyseal fracture can help determine the method of treatment and identify potential problems. In hyperextension fractures, the epiphysis is displaced anteriorly and the metaphysis is displaced into the popliteal fossa, making neurovascular injury possible. Reduction often is unstable because ligamentotaxis rarely is effective. Extreme knee flexion may be required to tighten the anterior soft tissue hinge. Varus-valgus fractures (Fig. 23-1) result from an abstraction or adduction force, and the posterior periosteal hinge is intact. In either type of fracture, reduction should be precise because any residual varus or valgus about the knee in older children has limited remodeling potential.

Many clinical studies of distal femoral physeal fractures report high incidences of growth disturbance. Resulting in asymmetry of length or angulation, or both (6,63,77). Growth disturbance is caused by bony bridging resulting from direct physeal trauma or from lack of anatomic reduction of the physeal. Several authors have shown that the likelihood of physeal disturbance is greater with significant (>50% of the width of the physeal) initial displacement of the fracture (42,54,78). The complex contour of the physeal makes it possible for shearing of the fracture line to occur across several zones of the physeal at a microscopic level, even in fracture patterns that are typically considered to be benign, such as Salter-Harris type I and II injuries. Although it has been thought that knee ligament injury does not occur with fracture through the distal femoral physeal, Bertin and Goble (7) found that 14 of 29 patients with physeal injuries about the knee had ligamentous instability at follow-up. Brone and Wroble (15) reported three patients with Salter-Harris type III fractures of the femoral condyle associated with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears, and found two more reported in the literature. All were near skeletal maturity. An awareness of this possibility and a careful examination will allow timely treatment of ligamentous injury.

Distal femoral physeal injuries account for 1% to 6% of all physeal injuries (Table 23-1) and for fewer than 1% of all fractures in children. They are much less common than physeal injuries of the ankle or upper extremity. Most are Salter-Harris type II injuries. Although separations through the cartilaginous physeal would seem to be more likely than fractures through the hard cortical bone of the femoral shaft, the physeal is protected by its large surface area and its undulating shape. In 1898, Hutchinson and Barnard (36) published one of the earliest reports of this injury. The results were dismal: of 58 patients with distal femoral physeal injuries, 22 required amputation and 10 died. The worst results were in patients with hyperextension injuries that caused popliteal ischemia and uncontrollable infection. Also in 1898, Poland (61) reported 114 patients with injuries to the distal femoral epiphysis, 24 of them boys whose legs were caught in the spokes of a moving carriage wheel as they swung themselves up over the tailgate. With the anterior thigh stopped against the wagon bed, the lower leg was hyperextended by the revolving wheel. The result was often an open injury with neurovascular compromise. Appropriately, separation of the distal femoral epiphysis came to be known as the wagon-wheel injury by the end of the 19th century.
After the beginning of the 20th century, little was written about injuries to the distal femoral epiphysis until Aitken and Magill's 1952 report of 15 patients (2). Ten of the 15 separations occurred in patients 13 to 17 years of age; all 10 were football injuries. Only 1 of the 15 patients had a hyperextension injury so common in the days of Hutchinson and Poland. Aitken and Magill wrote, "The horse and wagon has been replaced by the football field as the source of this type of injury."

In 1960, Neer (51) reviewed 2,368 epiphyseal fractures and found that only 1% involved the distal femur. Seven patients (25%) had resultant growth disturbance. He related the severity of initial displacement to early physeal closure. Neer thought that delayed closure resulted from injury to the epiphyseal artery.

In 1962, Basset and Goldner (4) reported 25 patients with distal femoral physeal injuries, 40% of whom experienced significant shortening or angular deformity.
In 1973, Roberts (64) reported 100 patients with injuries to the distal femoral epiphysis. Two thirds of the separations resulted from sports. Of 50 patients followed an average of 7 years, 11 had shortening of more than 2.5 cm. Of the entire group of 100 fractures, no vascular injury was documented, and only 1 patient had an associated nerve injury (a transient peroneal deficit).

In 1974, in a retrospective review of 20 patients with separation of the distal femoral epiphysis, Stephens et al. (76) found a positive correlation between the severity of injury and premature closure of the physis. Substantial shortening developed in five patients despite satisfactory reduction. Growth inhibition usually was evident by 6 months after injury. Because six of their patients who had shortening had Salter-Harris type I or II injuries, the authors questioned the prognostic significance of the Salter-Harris classification as it pertained to separations of the distal femoral epiphysis.

In 1983, Riseborough et al. (63) in a follow-up study of 66

---

**TABLE 23-1. COMPARATIVE INCIDENCE OF EPHYSEAL SEPARATIONS IN THE LOWER EXTREMITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Neer*</th>
<th>Peterson#</th>
<th>Mann$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximal femur</td>
<td>28 (5%)</td>
<td>13 (6%)</td>
<td>29 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal femur</td>
<td>17 (3%)</td>
<td>8 (4%)</td>
<td>12 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior tibia</td>
<td>238 (41%)</td>
<td>104 (52%)</td>
<td>282 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal tibia</td>
<td>2 (0.3%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal fibula</td>
<td>302 (51%)</td>
<td>68 (34%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal fibula</td>
<td>307 (52%)</td>
<td>195 (42%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

distal femoral separations reported that 17 patients subsequently underwent osteotomy for angular deformity. They identified a pattern of central growth arrest that supported Brashear’s hypothesis (12-14) of damage to the germinal cells from the grinding of the central ridges on the proximal surface of the epiphysis as it displaced with injury.

In 1995, Thomson et al. (78) reported 30 fractures of the distal femoral physis and found that many displaced fractures lost reduction when immobilized in a cast. They recommended internal fixation of displaced fractures.

From one century to the next, the clinical presentation of distal femoral epiphyseal separation has changed considerably. The 19th-century surgeon most often found anterior displacement of the epiphysis from forced hyperextension, an open injury, neurovascular compromise, and, later, life-threatening infection. The 21st-century orthopaedic surgeon usually is presented with a closed injury, with displacement in either the coronal or sagittal plane, caused by either a motor vehicle accident or an athletic injury. Currently, the main concern is premature closure of the physis leading to progressive angulation or shortening, or both.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The epiphysis of the distal femur is larger and grows more rapidly than any other epiphysis in the lower extremity. It develops from a single ossific nucleus. It is the first epiphysis to ossify and the last to fuse. From birth to skeletal maturity, the distal femoral physis contributes 70% of the growth of the femur and 37% of the growth of the lower extremity. The annual rate of growth is approximately \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. or 9 mm. The growth rate slows at a mean skeletal age of 13 years in girls and 15 years in boys (3, 31).

**Bony Anatomy**

Immediately above the medial border of the medial condyle, the metaphysis of the distal femur widens sharply to produce the lateral epicondyle. A line tangential to the distal surfaces of the two condyles (the joint line) is approximately horizontal in an upright stance. The longitudinal axis of the diaphysis of the femur inclines medially downward, with an angle of 9 degrees from vertical. The mechanical axis of the femur, formed by a line between the centers of the hip and knee joints, is 3 degrees from vertical (Fig. 23-2).

Viewed from behind, the condyles are separated by a deep intercondylar notch. In the coronal plane, the medial condyle has a larger cross section; in the transverse plane, the lateral condyle is larger.

A large part of the surface of the distal femoral epiphysis is covered by cartilage for articulation with the proximal tibia and patella. The anterior or patellar surface has a shallow midline concavity to accommodate the longitudinal ridge on the undersurface of the patella. The distal or tibial surface of each condyle extends on either side of the intercondylar notch far around onto the posterior surface. Here, the articular cartilage nearly reaches the posterior margin of the physis. Sometimes, there is a shallow horizontal groove on the articular surface of each condyle, marking the border between the patellar and tibial surfaces. This groove is more constant on the lateral condyle.

The contour of the distal femoral physis undulates from side to side, as well as from front to back. Although less pronounced in humans than in some animals, there is a distinctly quadrupedal configuration. On the distal surface of the metaphysis, facing the physis, a midline groove from anterior to posterior lies just above the intercondylar notch. A similar central groove is present in the midline from the medial to the lateral margins. The intersecting grooves divide the distal surface of the metaphysis into four mammillary processes. The corresponding proximal surface of the epiphysis has four valleys. The interdigitating configuration between the distal surface of the metaphysis and the proximal surface of the epiphysis may help to resist shear and torsion. When subject to trauma, however, the epiphyseal ridges may grind against the metaphyseal projections as a displaced separa-
tion occurs. In this way, germinal cells in the deeper layers of the intervening cartilaginous physis may be damaged. Brashear (12,13) has shown this to occur experimentally in simulated separations of the distal epiphyses in rat femora.

**Soft Tissue Anatomy**

The distal femoral physis is completely extraarticular. Medially and laterally, the physis is exactly at the level of the epicondyles, which serve as a landmark for it. Anteriorly and posteriorly, the synovial membrane and joint capsule of the knee attach to the femoral epiphysis close to the perimeter of the distal femoral physis. Anteriorly, the suprapatellar pouch balloons up over the anterior surface of the metaphysis. On the medial and lateral surfaces of the epiphysis, the proximal attachment of the synovium and capsule is separated from the physis by the insertions of the collateral ligaments.

The strong posterior capsule, as well as all major supporting ligaments of the knee, are attached to the epiphysis of the femur distal to the physis. Both cruciate ligaments originate in the upward-sloping roof of the intercondylar notch distal to the physis. Compression and tension forces can be transmitted across the extended knee to the epiphysis of the femur by taut ligaments (57).

The medial head of the gastrocnemius and the plantaris muscles originate from the popliteal surface of the distal femoral metaphysis proximal to the physis. There is some difference of opinion among anatomists (11,29,30), as to whether the lateral head of the gastrocnemius originates from the metaphysis or the epiphysis. Muscle pull would not seem to be as much of a factor as the pull of the ligaments in the initial displacement of the epiphysis at the time of injury. Posterior displacement or angulation is not common, in contrast to displaced supracondylar femoral fractures. Also in contrast, separation of the distal femoral epiphysis with posterior displacement can be reduced and held by the extended knee, with the tightened gastrocnemius acting as an internal splint against the posterior aspect of the epiphysis (2).

**Vascular Anatomy**

The popliteal artery is close to the posterior surface of the distal femur: only a thin layer of fat separates the artery from the popliteal surface of the metaphysis. Directly above the femoral condyles, the superior geniculate arteries pass medially and laterally to lie between the femoral metaphysis and the overlying muscles. The terminal branches of the superior geniculate arteries enter the distal femoral epiphysis near the medial and lateral epicondyles. As the popliteal artery continues distally, it lies on the posterior capsule of the knee joint between the femoral condyles. At this level, the middle geniculate artery branches directly forward to enter the posterior aspect of the distal femoral epiphysis. The popliteal artery and its branches are vulnerable to injury from the distal femoral metaphysis at the time of hyperextension injury. An intimal tear of the artery is possible. It is unlikely that the distal femoral epiphysis would be completely short of its blood supply because of the rich anastomosis supplied, in part, by the superior geniculate branches.

Above the popliteal space, the sciatic nerve divides into the peroneal and tibial nerves. The peroneal nerve descends posteriorly between the biceps femoris muscle and the lateral head of the gastrocnemius muscle to a point just distal to the head of the fibula. The nerve is subject to stretch if the distal femoral epiphysis is tilted into varus or rotated medially. Moreover, the superficial course of the peroneal nerve makes it vulnerable to direct pressure on the posterolateral aspect of the knee.

**Mechanism of Injury**

The pattern of injury is determined by the direction of applied force as well as any other superimposed compressive or distraction loads. The epiphysis may be subject to distraction by a lateral force to the distal femur against a fixed foot, or by hyperextending the lower leg against a fixed thigh. An example of the former injury is a football player whose foot is fixed to the ground by his cleated shoe and who is hit from the side by another player. The classic example of the hyperextending mechanism is, as mentioned earlier, a boy who catches his lower leg in the spokes of a revolving wheel. A more modern example is a child descending on a trampoline while it is recoiling from another child (41). Both compression and distraction forces may be imposed simultaneously on the physis at the time of injury. Physical separation begins on the tension side and ends with an oblique fracture through the metaphysis on the compression side (a Salter-Harris IV injury) (68). On the tension side, the cartilaginous matrix is more vulnerable to distraction or avulsion force. On the compression side, the osseous matrix of the metaphysis is more vulnerable to shear failure from loading.

Separation of the distal femoral epiphysis also can be caused by a direct blow. The anterior surface of the epiphysis may be struck when a patient falls forward on a bent knee. One reported distal femoral physeal separation was in a 14-year-old boy who struck his knee on the door frame as he galloped his horse through a barn (35).

Specific mechanisms of injury in recent clinical reviews are summarized in Table 23-2. In one series, all but 2 of 15 children hit by automobiles were 6 to 12 years of age. In contrast, separations from sports injuries usually occur between 10 and 19 years of age.

Unusual mechanisms or underlying conditions also may cause distal femoral physical injuries (4,73,74,77,80). Unilateral or bilateral separations can occur from birth injury (16). Separation of this epiphysis also has been noted in infants with arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, presumably occurring as stiff knees are passively manipulated (26). Epiphyseal separation also is a risk of manipulating a stiff knee in a normal child (71). Separations of the distal femoral epiphysis may occur in association with osteomyelitis, leukemia, hemophilia, osteosarcoma, and myelomeningocele (27,75,82). Rodgers et al. (66) reported four chronic physeal fractures of the distal femur in patients with myelomeningocele; they attributed them to chronic stress to a poorly sensate limb. Kumar et al. (39) noted that physical injuries in children with myelomeningocele may heal more slowly than metaphyseal fractures and may require splinting or casting for a longer period. Separation through a normal physis has been reported in children with congenital absence of pain (53).
Classification

Separations of the distal femoral epiphysis have been classified according to the pattern of fracture, the direction of displacement, or the mechanism of injury. Each has specific implications (Table 23-3). The Salter-Harris classification (68) is useful for description and treatment planning. The direction and degree of displacement may help predict the type and severity of complications. Mechanisms of injury, as well as the implications of growth disturbance, vary with the patient's age.

Classification by Fracture Pattern

The Salter-Harris type I pattern is a separation through the distal femoral physis, without fracture through the adjacent epiphysis or metaphysis. It occurs in newborns with birth injury and in adolescents, often as a nondisplaced separation. Either may go undetected. Sometimes the diagnosis is made only in retrospect, when subperiosteal new bone formation occurs along the adjacent metaphysis. If displacement is present, it is usually in the sagittal plane. Growth disturbance may occur after Salter-Harris type I distal femoral injuries, contrary to the usual expectations for Salter-Harris type I fractures.

The Salter-Harris type II pattern, characterized by an oblique extension of the fracture across one corner of the adjacent metaphysis, is the most common type of separation at the distal femur and usually occurs in adolescents. Displacement usually is toward the side of the metaphyseal fragment (Fig. 23-3). The incidence of premature growth arrest, even with satisfactory reduction, is significant. If asymmetric growth follows a type II separation, the portion of the physis underneath the metaphyseal fracture usually is spared (78). Therefore, if the metaphyseal fracture is medial, deformity is more likely to be valgus than varus. If the metaphyseal fracture is lateral, varus angulation is more likely. The size of the metaphyseal fragment is proportional to the amount of compression force at the time of injury.

A Salter-Harris type III injury consists of a partial separation of the physis, with a vertical fracture line extending from the physis down to the articular surface of the epiphysis (Fig. 23-4). The vertical fracture line is usually in line with the intercondylar notch. Salter-Harris type III injuries most often are caused by valgus stress in sports and usually involve the medial condyle. The fracture may be nondisplaced and detected only with a stress radiograph. If displaced, reduction usually is unstable and requires internal fixation. A displaced type III fracture may cause incongruity of the joint surface, especially of the patellofemoral articulation. Hemarthrosis occurs from direct bleeding into the joint from the articular fracture.

Salter-Harris type IV injuries of the distal femur are uncommon. A sagittal fracture line extends from the metaphyseal cortex down across the physis and enters the articular surface of the epiphysis. Even slight displacement of the fracture fragment may produce growth disturbance from formation of a bony bridge from the displaced epiphysis to the metaphysis. Therefore, anatomic reduction and internal fixation are advised.
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Salter-Harris type V injuries (without fracture) are rare. Most commonly, the diagnosis is made in retrospect at the time of evaluation for premature growth arrest and limb-length discrepancy or angular deformity.

Even less common is an avulsion injury to the edge of the physis. A small fragment, including a portion of the perichondrium and underlying bone, may be torn off when the proximal attachment of the collateral ligament is avulsed. This uncommon injury may also lead to localized premature growth arrest and progressive angular deformity (34). The bony bridge usually is small, localized, and surgically accessible, and excision is appropriate.

A triplane fracture infrequently occurs in the distal femur. Computed tomographic (CT) scans with three-dimensional modeling may be helpful in identifying and analyzing (44) this injury.

Classification by Displacement

Anterior displacement of the epiphysis results from hyperextension of the knee. The extension force on the distal femur is transmitted through the posterior capsule of the knee joint. The mechanism is similar to that of knee dislocations in adults. There is an increased risk of neurovascular injury (77).

Posterior displacement of the epiphysis on the femur is uncommon. It has been reported in birth injuries and in older children struck on the front of the flexed knee. Reduction is obtained and maintained by extending the knee.

Medial/lateral displacement currently is most common, usually with an associated fracture of the adjacent metaphysis (Salter-Harris type II).

Classification According to Age

Separations of the distal femoral epiphysis in infants may be associated with breech birth or child abuse (64) (Fig. 23-5). Most are Salter-Harris type I injuries. Clinically differentiating between an epiphyseal separation and hematogenous osteomyelitis may be difficult. Ultrasoundography may be used to confirm fracture. Older children and preadolescents usually are injured in high-energy accidents such as a fall or being hit by a vehicle. Associated musculoskeletal and visceral injuries are common in this group.

In most recent reviews, approximately two thirds of distal femoral epiphyseal separations occur in adolescents, often from contact sports (45,51,64). The most common patterns are Salter-Harris types I and II. The potential for growth disturbance is lowest in this group (Fig. 23-6).

Signs and Symptoms

Physical Findings

The patient usually cannot walk or bear weight on the injured limb immediately after sustaining a displaced separation of the
FIGURE 23-5. Lateral radiograph of a swollen knee in a 3-month-old girl who reportedly fell out of her crib 8 days earlier. Subperiosteal ossification along the distal femoral shaft indicates separation of the distal femoral epiphysis. Note evidence of fracture—separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis as well. Final diagnosis: abused child.

distal femoral epiphysis. However, with a nondisplaced separation, such as in athletic injuries, the patient may be able to walk. He or she may have felt a “pop” at the injury and presumed a ligament tear. Effusion of the knee and soft tissue swelling develop rapidly. Abrasion or laceration of the overlying soft tissues may be a clue to the mechanism of injury or to an open fracture.

If the secondary hamstring spasm can be relaxed, instability just above the knee joint may be felt. Complete separation of the epiphysis and tear of adjacent ligaments can occur simultaneously. A soft end point or crepitus may accompany the abnormal motion after separation of the physis. Crepitus sometimes is absent because the periosteum is interposed between the metaphysis and the epiphysis. Abnormal laxity in a patient with negative radiographs may be caused by a nondisplaced physeal injury rather than by a ligamentous tear. If the diagnosis of physeal injury is confirmed radiographically, further stress or displacement of the epiphysis should be minimized.

It sometimes is possible to localize tenderness to the level of the physis, which is at approximately the same level as the upper pole of the patella and the adductor tubercle, both of which can be used as reference points. In Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures, tenderness is greater on the involved side of the distal femur.

Separation of the distal femoral epiphysis usually is accompanied by effusion of the knee joint. This is logical in Salter-Harris type III and IV separations, in which the articular surface is fractured. The hemarthrosis associated with other patterns of separation may be caused by bleeding through the synovial suprapatellar pouch. The knee may feel tense to palpation. Aspiration nearly always produces sanguineous fluid. Extravasation of blood into the soft tissues of the distal thigh and popliteal fossa produces ecchymosis that becomes apparent within 72 hours after injury.

Direction of Displacement

Most commonly, displacement of the epiphysis occurs in the coronal plane, producing varus or valgus deformity. The protruding end of the metaphysis can be palpated through the distal portion of the vastus medialis with valgus injuries, or through the vastus lateralis with varus injuries.

With anterior displacement, the patella, riding forward on the femoral epiphysis, becomes extremely prominent. There is a palpable depression across the anterior thigh just proximal to the patella, and fullness in the popliteal fossa is produced by posterior displacement of the distal end of the metaphysis. Posterior protrusion of the metaphysis may put pressure on the popliteal artery, so that pulsations become palpable in the subcutaneous region of the popliteal fossa. Anterior displacement of the distal femoral epiphysis may be indicated by prominence of the adductor tubercle, which is displaced with the epiphysis anterior to the metaphysis.

With posterior displacement of the distal femoral epiphysis, the distal end of the metaphysis is prominent on the anterior aspect of the distal thigh directly above the patella, and the epiphysis can be felt as a palpable fullness in the popliteal fossa. Whatever the direction of displacement, the patella and femoral condyles remain in line with the proximal tibia, a point useful in differentiating physeal separation from dislocation of the knee.

Polytrauma

With an open injury, the distal end of the metaphysis may cause a transverse laceration, most often in the lateral portion of the popliteal fossa. The apex of the protruding metaphysis is denuded of periosteum.

Whenever a diagnosis of physeal separation is suspected, careful neurovascular examination of the lower leg and foot should be done, including pulses, color, temperature, capillary refill, and motor and sensory status. The extremity may become cyanotic if venous return is impaired. The use of the Doppler flow meter may be helpful in evaluating circulation distal to the injury. Compartmental pressure recordings should be obtained if there are clinical findings of compartment syndrome (50). If the separation occurred in a vehicular accident, associated injuries may be present (4).

Radiographic Findings

Because the physis normally is radiolucent, injury is diagnosed by displacement, widening, or adjacent bony disruption (54).
FIGURE 23.6. A: The initial anteroposterior radiograph of a 12-year-old boy who sustained an injury to the left knee while playing football shows widening of the lateral aspect of the distal femoral physis. B: With continued play, a second injury was sustained with anterior displacement of the distal femoral epiphysis. C: Open reduction and fixation with crossed Kirschner wires was necessary because of late presentation of injury. D: At follow-up, early closure of the distal femoral physis is apparent. (Courtesy of Stephen Cope, MD, Mobile, Alabama.)
However, a nondisplaced Salter-Harris type I or III fracture without separation can be easily overlooked. Oblique views of the distal femur may reveal an occult fracture through the epiphysis or metaphysis. Stress views should be considered if multiple plain films are negative in a patient with an effusion or tenderness localized to the physis (Fig. 23-7).

In a Salter-Harris type II injury, the most common pattern, a fracture line extends from the radiolucent physis obliquely through the distal femoral metaphysis. The metaphyseal fracture line and spared segment of physis outline a triangular fragment of bone that remains in position relative to the epiphysis. The size of the metaphyseal triangle tends to be larger if displacement has occurred in the coronal plane.

A vertical fracture line extending from the articular surface of the distal femoral epiphysis into the radiolucent physis is diagnostic of a Salter-Harris type III fracture. Usually, the epiphyseal fracture line is best seen on an anteroposterior view because it is oriented in the sagittal plane. The degree of displacement in this fracture pattern may be difficult to measure unless the radiographic projection is precisely in line with the plane of fracture. If the fracture pattern requires further definition to determine treatment, multiple oblique views or CT scanning may be helpful to demonstrate the fracture plane or measure the gap in the articular surface of the femoral portion of the patellofemoral joint. Less commonly, the vertical fracture extends through the articular surface in the weight-bearing portion of the femoral condyle. If the weight-bearing surface is involved, it is even more important to determine the degree of displacement.

A fracture line extending from the epiphyseal surface across the physis and up through the metaphysis is characteristic of a Salter-Harris type IV injury. Even 1 to 2 mm of displacement is significant (21). Occasionally, the pattern of fracture separation may be difficult to outline. If needed, CT can be useful.

Anterior or posterior displacement of the epiphysis is best appreciated on the lateral projection. The anteriorly displaced epiphysis usually is tilted so that the distal articular surface faces anteriorly. The posteriorly displaced epiphysis is rotated so that the distal articular surface faces the popliteal fossa.

Separation of the distal femoral epiphysis in an infant is difficult to see on initial radiographs unless there is displacement because only the center of the epiphysis is ossified at birth. This ossicle should be in line with the axis of the femoral shaft on both anteroposterior and lateral views (17, 18). Comparative views of the opposite knee may be helpful. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasonography, or arthrography of the knee may help to identify a separation of the relatively unossified femoral epiphysis.

Stress views are indicated when the initial radiographic appearance is negative but the history and physical signs suggest epiphyseal separation. Stress radiographs may be falsely negative if there is associated muscle spasm. Adequate analgesia relaxes muscle spasm and helps protect the physis from further injury during examination. Some traction should be applied to the lower leg as the knee is angulated for radiographic examination. Smith (72) reported two 15-year-old boys injured on the football field for whom the diagnosis of distal femoral epiphyseal separation could be made only on stress views.

The radiolucent line representing the physis on the anteroposterior projection is approximately 3 mm thick until adolescence. Diminution of the distance between the line of provisional calcification at the lower edge of the metaphysis and the bony plate on the upper border of the epiphysis suggests a compression injury to the physis, especially if reinforced by the clinical findings. Necr (51) pointed out that radiographic signs of premature closure usually become evident within 6 months after injury.

**Treatment—Overview**

The objectives of treatment of separation of the distal femoral epiphysis are to obtain and maintain satisfactory reduction, to regain a functional range of motion of the knee joint, to regain normal strength of the quadriceps and hamstring muscles, and to avoid further damage to the physis.

Anatomic reduction of a displaced separation of the distal femoral epiphysis is desirable, and the closer the patient is to skeletal maturity, the greater the need for exact realignment. Blount (8) pointed out that residual varus or valgus deformity after reduction usually does not remodel with further growth. Reduction of displacement in the sagittal plane may be slightly less precise. Sharrard (70) stated that angulation of up to 15 degrees with apex anterior or posterior is well tolerated. Blount wrote that a child younger than 10 years of age with posterior angulation of less than 20 degrees will not have permanent genu recurvatum, and the deformity remodels with growth. The remodeling potential in infants is so great that considerable displacement can be accepted. Burman and Langsam (16) reported good results in displaced birth fractures that were merely splinted. Most infants can be treated by supportive traction or splinting, no matter how great the displacement.

Closed reduction usually can be performed in older children up to 10 days after injury. Bohler (9) reported successful reduction 12 days after injury, and Patterson (57) reported successful reduction in a 9-year-old girl 11 days after injury.

Closed reduction may fail for a number of reasons, making open reduction necessary. A Salter-Harris type I or II separation may be irreducible by closed methods because of interposed soft tissue, usually a flap of torn periosteum or muscle that curls up inside the fracture cleft. Displaced Salter-Harris type III or IV separations almost always require open reduction and internal fixation to minimize disruption of the articular surface and decrease the likelihood of premature growth arrest. In an open injury, open reduction and fixation may be accomplished at the time of wound debridement.

Although growth may be adversely affected by the injury itself, further damage to the physis should be avoided during diagnostic stress radiography, closed reduction, or open reduction. The use of general anesthesia decreases the forces across the physis. Kurlander (40) reported a patient in whom the popliteal artery was injured at the time of closed reduction. Salter et al. (67) stated that it is better to accept a less-than-perfect reduction and do a corrective osteotomy later than to cause further damage by rough handling.

Thomson et al. (78) showed that significantly displaced physeal fractures of the distal femur had a better outcome if they
FIGURE 23-7. A 14-year-old football player sustained a knee injury when he was tackled. A: The initial anteroposterior radiograph shows no fracture or separation. B: Anteroposterior valgus-stress radiograph reveals separation of the distal femoral epiphysis. C and D: Another example, age 16: such injuries may occur even when the physes are nearly closed.
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FIGURE 23-8. Previously reduced Salter-Harris type II fracture of the distal femoral epiphysis in a 13-year-old boy. After reduction, two 6.5-mm cannulated screws were inserted through the large medial metaphyseal fragment for fixation.

were internally fixed. Whenever possible, fixation devices are placed to avoid crossing the physis. In Salter-Harris type III separations, pins or screws may be placed transversely through the epiphysis. In Salter-Harris type II or IV separations, pins or screws are placed transversely through the metaphysis, engaging the triangular fragment if it is large enough (2 to 3 cm tall; Fig. 23-8). If traversing the physis is unavoidable, smooth, small-diameter pins are used.

External fixation rarely is indicated for the treatment of physeal injuries about the knee because of the danger of secondary knee joint infection (79).

At the time of initial evaluation and treatment planning, the short- and long-term problems and complications are explained to the patient and parents. The need for long-term follow-up is stressed from the beginning of treatment. The family is better able to comprehend these facts if they are presented from the beginning.

Nonoperative or Conservative Treatment

Immobilization
A nondisplaced separation is immobilized to prevent displacement and relieve pain. If there is tense effusion of the knee joint, aspiration under sterile precautions may be done. A well-molded long leg cast is applied with the knee in approximately 15 to 20 degrees of flexion. The forces that caused the injury should be reversed and the intact periosteal hinge tightened. Thus, if the metaphyseal fragment of a nondisplaced Salter-Harris type II separation on the lateral side of the metaphysis, the cast is applied with three-point molding into slight varus. If the metaphyseal fragment is medial, the cast is molded into slight valgus. Alternative methods of immobilization include a Jones dressing, posterior splint, cylinder cast from high thigh to supramalleolar level, or, most often, a single hip spica cast. The more secure form of immobilization should be used if the patient is obese or of uncertain reliability. It must be stressed that there is a high chance of loss of reduction if a displaced fracture is reduced and not internally fixed (78). Radiographs are made 1 week after immobilization to ensure that displacement has not occurred.

Isometric exercises are started as soon as symptoms permit. Straight-leg raises usually are possible approximately a week after injury. Ambulation on crutches with touchdown gait is continued for 3 to 6 weeks after injury. By 4 to 8 weeks after injury, depending on the patient’s age, the cast is removed or converted to a removable posterior splint. Thereafter, active range-of-motion exercises are done twice daily until normal strength and knee motion are regained. Return to athletic activities may be permitted when symptoms are resolved, knee range of motion is normal, and quadriceps mass is symmetric with the opposite side. Even with a nondisplaced fracture, growth inhibition may be caused by a compression force at the time of injury, and the patient should be followed for at least 6 months and preferably for 12 to 24 months.

Closed Reduction and Fixation
The technique of closed reduction depends on the direction and degree of displacement of the epiphysis (Fig. 23-9). General anesthesia often is indicated to decrease associated muscle spasm and diminish the risk of further injury to the physis. Joint aspiration may precede manipulation. Keeping in mind the intact tether of periosteum on the side to which the epiphysis is displaced, the first maneuver increases the deformity slightly with traction. The proximal edge of the displaced epiphysis can then be brought to the edge of the metaphysis on the same side of the periosteal tether. Reduction is then completed by realignment of the angular deformity. Grinding of the physeal cartilage against the metaphysis is thereby avoided. The sequence of events is to pull, tip, and close the separation. The maneuver should be 90% traction and 10% leverage.

Medial or Lateral Displacement. To reduce either medial or lateral displacement of the epiphysis, the patient is placed supine. The leg is grasped with the knee in extension and the hip in slight flexion. The thigh is fixed by an assistant. Moderate longitudinal traction is exerted by a handhold on the leg above the ankle. If the displacement of the epiphysis is medial, varus is increased gently and cautiously to avoid stretching the peroneal nerve. With one hand holding traction on the leg, the palm of the other hand is placed against the concave surface of the angulated distal femur. The epiphysis is pushed toward the metaphysis as
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FIGURE 23-9. Closed reduction and stabilization of a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture. A: With medial or lateral displacement, traction is applied longitudinally along the axis of the deformity to bring the fragments out to length. B: For anterior displacement, the reduction can be done with the patient prone or supine. Length is gained first; then, using a large bolster as a fulcrum, a flexion moment is added. C: Fixation is with smooth 3-mm pins in most adolescents; the angle must be oblique so that the pins cross proximal to the physis. Pins should engage the far cortex and may be cut off under the skin.

Anterior Displacement. Anterior displacement of the epiphysis can be reduced with the patient either supine (82) or prone (62, 68). Hutchinson and Barnard (36) showed that reduction of this displacement could be more easily and surely obtained by applying traction to the leg with the knee flexed. With the patient supine, the hip is flexed approximately 60 degrees and the thigh is fixed by an assistant. Longitudinal traction is applied, with the knee in partial flexion. Downward pressure on the epiphysis is exerted manually. With continuing traction on the leg, the knee is flexed 45 to 90 degrees. Prone reduction requires fewer assistants. If the surgeon chooses to perform the reduction with the patient prone, traction is applied to the limb, an assistant pushes down on the posterior aspect of the thigh, and the knee is flexed further until approximately 110 degrees of flexion is reached. This sequence is similar to that for reduction of a supracondylar humerus fracture of the elbow.

After reduction of an anteriorly displaced epiphysis, it is im-
important to check the pulses in the foot and ankle. Flexion of a swollen knee to beyond 90 degrees may compromise the popliteal vessels. The position is maintained by temporary splinting while images are obtained. If reduction is adequate, the knee is immobilized in flexion by a long leg or hip spica cast. Bellin (5) and Griswold (32) noted difficulty regaining extension of the knee after prolonged immobilization in flexion. Two weeks after injury, the cast is changed or modified so that the knee can be brought out to 45 degrees flexion. It is important to increase the range of extension gradually during the 6- to 8-week period of immobilization.

**Pin Fixation.** The larger the metaphyseal fragment and the greater the displacement, the less stable the closed reduction. If reduction of the anterior displacement is unstable, percutaneous pin fixation is recommended. An image intensifier may be used. If the metaphyseal fragment is large enough, threaded pins or screws can be directed transversely across the metaphysis after reduction (Fig. 23-10). In the absence of a substantial metaphyseal fragment, smooth pins are directed through the side of each condyle to cross in the metaphysis proximal to the central third of the physis. The closer the pins are to crossing at the fracture site, the less stable they are. To make the pins cross at a point proximal to the fracture site, they should come in at a “high” angle, less than 45 degrees to the long axis of the femur. The pins are cut off under the skin before application of the cast, with the knee in slight flexion. Infection is frequent if pins in this region are left out through the skin for a long time.

**Posterior Displacement.** To reduce posterior displacement of the distal femoral epiphysis, the patient is placed supine. The surgeon grasps the leg and exerts downward longitudinal traction while the knee is held partly flexed. Longitudinal traction is continued as the leg is brought up to extend the knee. An assistant pulls up directly under the distal femoral epiphysis while the knee is held partly flexed. Upward pull on the tibial pin is continued while applying longitudinal traction to the leg. Aitken and Magill (2) pointed out that reduction of this type of separation was best maintained by leaving the knee in extension. The medial head of the gastrocnemius originates from the metaphysis proximal to the distal femoral physis and acts as an internal splint when held taut against the posterior aspect of the epiphysis by the extended position of the knee. Burman and Langsam (16) advised immobilization without reduction for posterior displacement in a newborn after breech delivery. They reported that adequate remodeling occurred, even with severe displacement.

**FIGURE 23-10.** Reduction and percutaneous screw fixation of Salter-Harris type II fracture with a large metaphyseal fragment. A: Cannulated screws are placed closer to the physis than to the fracture line. Two screws may be placed anterior and posterior to each other. A washer helps increase compression. B: After both screws are in place, reduction should be maintained when pressure is removed. If deformity recurs, the metaphyseal fragment may be unstable or the periosteum may be infolded on the contralateral side.
Operative Treatment

Open Reduction of Physeal Fractures

Open reduction is indicated for displaced Salter-Harris type III or IV fractures, for all other types in which satisfactory alignment cannot be obtained by closed means, or when associated injuries mandate it (i.e., a “floating knee” or ligament injury). A tourniquet around the proximal thigh may be used for temporary hemostasis if it is placed proximally enough to avoid binding the thigh muscles under the inflated tourniquet.

For an irreducible Salter-Harris type II separation in the coronal plane, a longitudinal incision is centered over the palpable, prominent end of the metaphysis. The approach from this direction gives direct exposure of any obstacles to reduction and avoids disruption of the periosteal hinge. If the displacement of the epiphysis is lateral, the metaphysis protrudes medially under the distal portion of the vastus medialis. If the displacement of the epiphysis is medial, the metaphysis protrudes laterally under the distal edge of the vastus lateralis. If the displacement is anterior, the procedure is done with the patient prone. After incision of the deep fascia, dissection is continued, extending the plane of injury bluntly by spreading the muscle fibers to expose the end of the metaphysis. Irrigation and careful removal of clotted blood permit better inspection of the separation. An interposed flap of periosteum may be identified between the epiphysis and metaphysis. The periosteal flap is gently pulled out of the separation with forceps or a large skin hook. Special care is taken to avoid any additional damage to the physis covering the proximal surface of the epiphysis. Once the muscle and periosteal flap are removed, reduction is carried out by gentle realignment. To avoid damage to the physis, instruments should not be placed in the physeal interval. Again, for unstable or irreducible fractures, percutaneous pinning is indicated to stabilize the fracture (56) (Fig. 23-11). After closure of the wound, a long leg or hip spica cast is applied.

For open reduction and internal fixation of a Salter-Harris type III or IV separation, an anteromedial or anterolateral longitudinal incision is used (Fig. 23-12). The anterior physeal and articular margins of the fracture are exposed. If the fracture is nondisplaced, percutaneous cannulated screw fixation is indicated. In displaced fractures, arthrotomy allows inspection of the articular surface of the epiphysis. Reduction is checked by noting the apposition of the articular surfaces, the physeal line anteriorly, and the fracture pattern (Fig. 23-12, arrows) and can be confirmed with fluoroscopy. Provisional stabilization is

![FIGURE 23-11. A: Completely displaced Salter-Harris type II fracture of the distal femur in a 6-year-old girl whose foot was on the back of the driver's headrest when the automobile in which she was riding was involved in an accident. B: Ecchymosis in the popliteal fossa and anterior displacement of the distal femur are evident. Clinical examination revealed absence of peroneal nerve function and a cold, pulseless foot. The fracture was irreducible by closed methods and required open reduction, internal fixation, and repair of a popliteal artery laceration. (Figure continues.)](image-url)
FIGURE 23-11. (continued) C and D: Three months after injury; note incomplete reduction, 25 degrees of posterior angulation, and abundant callus formation about the fracture. E and F: Four years after injury; note remodeling about the distal femur with normal growth of the distal femoral physis.
obtained with Kirschner guidewires. When reduction is accomplished, threaded pins or screws are directed transversely across the epiphysis in Salter-Harris type III separations (Fig. 23-13), or across the metaphysis and epiphysis in Salter-Harris type IV injuries (Fig. 23-14). If crossing the physis with fixation is unavoidable, smooth pins or wires should be used. Fixation pins usually are introduced through stab wounds adjacent to the incision. The pins are cut off beneath the skin. After reduction and fixation are checked by intraoperative radiographs, the knee joint is thoroughly irrigated and inspected for other fractures and ligament disruption. After surgery, the reduction is protected by a long leg or hip spica cast.

If an associated collateral ligament injury is found, it can be repaired at the time of open reduction. Internal fixation is used to allow early mobilization and rehabilitation of both the physeal separation and the ligamentous injury.

If vascular repair is indicated, a posterior modified S-shaped incision or posteromedial incision is used to follow the course of the femoral artery (Fig. 23-15). Care should be taken during incision because the vessel may be superficial beneath the skin.

**Figure 23-12.** Open reduction of displaced lateral Salter-Harris type IV fracture of the distal femur. A: Longitudinal skin incision. B: Provisional stabilization with Kirschner wires. Cortex, physis, and joint surfaces are aligned (arrows). C: Fixation screws are inserted parallel to the physis.
FIGURE 23-13. A: Salter-Harris type III fracture—separation of the distal femur. Note the vertical fracture line extending from the physis distally into the intercondylar notch with displacement. B: After reduction and fixation with two compression screws extending transversely across the epiphyseal fragments. Note closure and healing of the vertical fracture line in the epiphysis, with restoration of the articular surface. C: Placement of screws in the epiphysis distal to the physis and proximal to the articular cartilage.
A: Salter-Harris type IV fracture of the distal femur in a 7-year-old boy who was struck by a car. The fracture plane was complex and it was significantly displaced. B: Two years after open reduction and internal fixation, growth was maintained, although flexion was limited to 110 degrees. C: Six years later, limb lengths and angulation were equal.
The hamstring tendons may be “bowstrung” around the femoral metaphysis. The artery may be in spasm, occluded by intimal tear, or torn. After the vascular structures are identified, the fracture is reduced and stabilized before vascular repair.

Open separations of the distal femoral epiphysis usually are caused by hyperextension, with anterior displacement of the epiphysis. A wound may be present in the popliteal fossa, overlying the posterior protruding end of the metaphysis. The patient is placed prone with the knee slightly flexed and the skin is thoroughly irrigated and debrided. The wound is enlarged to allow inspection of the contents of the popliteal fossa. Muscle or periosteum or both may be interposed in the fracture site. Because the patient is prone, reduction is obtained by bringing the leg up against downward pressure on the distal end of the femoral shaft, while maintaining longitudinal traction. Internal fixation is used to stabilize the fracture, especially if vascular or ligamentous repair is to be done. The wound is packed open, and the knee immobilized in slight flexion with a long leg or hip spica cast. Rarely, if extensive soft tissue reconstruction is required, an external fixator spanning the knee may be considered to facilitate dressing changes and soft tissue reconstruction.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Nondisplaced fractures are treated with above-the-knee cast immobilization for 4 to 6 weeks. For displaced Salter-Harris type I or II fractures, we perform gentle closed reduction with the patient under general anesthesia, using traction and gentle manipulation. Extreme flexion should not be necessary to maintain reduction and should be avoided to prevent injury to vascular structures. In children younger than 10 years of age, as much as 20 degrees of posterior angulation is acceptable, but in patients closer to adolescence, we accept only minimal anteroposterior angulation and no more than 5 degrees of varus-valgus angulation.

If the displacement is anterior, we perform the reduction with the patient supine. An assistant holds the thigh with the hip partly flexed over a bolster. The surgeon grasps the leg from behind the calf with one hand and pulls down in line with the thigh as he or she tries to tip and close the epiphysis against the metaphysis with the other hand. We check for pulses after this maneuver. For all but minimally displaced and completely stable fractures, we use internal fixation with percutaneous pins or screws. Smooth pins (\( \frac{6}{4} \) or \( \frac{5}{32} \) in.) are placed so that they cross in the metaphysis, proximal to the fracture, to prevent the epiphysis from rotating at the fracture site. In an adolescent with a large (2 to 3 cm high) triangular metaphyseal spike (Thurston-Holland fragment), we insert two cannulated 4.0- or 6.5-mm screws transversely to fix the spike to the metaphysis without crossing the physis. An above-the-knee cast is applied with the knee in 5 to 10 degrees of flexion.

We prefer open anatomic reduction for all displaced type III and IV fractures to prevent the formation of a bony bar, which causes limb-length discrepancy and angular deformity. The fracture line, the epiphysis, and the joint surface are observed to confirm anatomic reduction (Fig. 23-16). Cannulated screws are then inserted with either an open technique or percutaneously with the aid of image intensification.

Open fractures or fractures caused by massive penetrating trauma require meticulous debridement. We try to save and stabilize any viable fragments of epiphysis or articular surface, but totally free fragments are removed. Debridement is repeated as necessary, usually at 48 hours, and soft tissue coverage is accomplished as soon as feasible.

**Postreduction Care**

Ambulation on crutches usually is possible within a few days. At 1 week after reduction, the patient returns for radiographs taken through the cast. If displacement has occurred, it is not too late to obtain reduction by manipulation. If reduction is maintained, straight-leg exercises are begun four times daily. At 4 weeks after injury, the patient returns for radiographs. If subperiosteal new bone formation is present adjacent to the metaphysis, the cast is bivalved, and the posterior portion may then be removed twice daily for active muscle-strengthening and range-of-motion exercises, done both supine and prone. The splint may be reapplied for ambulation with crutches. Partial weight bearing is gradually increased. At 6 to 8 weeks after injury, and at regular intervals thereafter, the patient returns for reexamination to evaluate healing, range of knee motion, and the strength of thigh muscles. When range of motion and thigh muscle strength are fully recovered, the patient may return to normal activities. At 6 months after injury, alignment, leg length, and gait are evaluated with comparative radiographs of the lower extremities. If alignment, leg length, and gait are within normal
A: Comminuted Salter-Harris type III fracture of the distal femoral epiphysis with large osteochondral fragments. B: Axial plane computed tomography scan demonstrates intraarticular osteochondral fragments. C and D: After open reduction and internal fixation with Herbert screws. On the lateral view, the screws appear to be protruding anteriorly in the distal femoral epiphysis, but they actually are buried in articular cartilage. (Courtesy of Dr. William C. Warner, Jr, Campbell Clinic, Memphis, Tennessee.)
limits, the patient is dismissed from routine care but is counseled to return for evaluation of growth 12 and 24 months after injury.

Prognosis

The prognosis for separation of the distal femoral epiphysis usually is good. Over two thirds of the patients with this injury are healthy adolescents (64). With appropriate treatment, they always is good. Over two thirds of the patients with this injury

Complications

Early complications of separations of the distal femoral epiphysis may include injury to the popliteal artery, neurapraxia of the peroneal nerve, associated ligamentous injury, and recurrent displacement of the epiphysis (Table 23-4). Complications that occur later include angular deformity, leg-length discrepancy, stiffness, quadriceps weakness, and persistent instability of the knee. Delayed union or nonunion is rarely a problem, except in patients with an underlying neuropathy such as meningomyelocele. Avascular necrosis of the epiphysis has not been reported after distal femoral physeal injuries, in contrast to proximal femoral physeal injuries. The reported incidences of complications in five clinical reviews are summarized in Table 23-5.

Vascular Impairment

Intimal tear and thrombosis in the popliteal artery may be caused by trauma from the distal end of the metaphysis when the epiphysis is displaced anteriorly with a hyperextension injury (41, 45). The current incidence of vascular injury is approximately 1%. A single vascular deficit occurred in each of two reviews (51,76). In another four reviews, there were no vascular injuries (2,45,64).

Neer (51) found vascular insufficiency in 1 of 21 patients with displaced separations of the lower femoral epiphysis; this was promptly relieved by reduction of the separation. Bassett and Goldiner (4) reported on a patient with arterial spasm associated with displacement in the sagittal plane. At the time of initial examination, shortly after injury, the foot was pale and cold. Pulses were not palpable. After reduction, the color improved and the pulses returned. There were no sequelae to the temporary vascular occlusion.

If vascular impingement occurs but is relieved by prompt reduction of the displaced epiphysis, the patient must be observed for 48 to 72 hours to rule out an intimal tear or thrombosis. Vascular impairment may develop slowly from increasing compartmental pressure. If the patient has inordinate persistent pain, with a cool and pale foot, a femoral arteriogram and compartment pressure measurement should be considered, even if peripheral pulses are present. An arteriogram is not indicated for routine, closed hyperextension physeal displacements, as long as the clinical examination is negative after reduction (38,81). In a patient with an acute fracture with vascular injury, in whom the foot is pale, cool, and nonviable, popliteal artery exploration is indicated after fracture reduction and stabilization. Arteriography is not mandatory for an isolated vascular injury because the site of the lesion is known and can be addressed at the time of reduction. If there is an associated fracture of the pelvis or femoral shaft, arteriography may be necessary to localize the vascular injury.

Peroneal Nerve Injury

The peroneal nerve is the only nerve injured with any appreciable frequency in this type of fracture. It may be stretched by anterior or medial displacement of the epiphysis. Lombardo and Harvey (45) reported a patient with an associated peroneal nerve palsy that resolved spontaneously over 6 months. Stephens et al. (76) reported two patients with peroneal nerve palsies who recovered completely. Both were adolescents with Salter-Harris type II separations. Roberts (64) found one patient with neurapraxia of the peroneal nerve associated with medial displacement of a Salter-Harris type II separation. The
separation was satisfactorily reduced by closed means, and the nerve injury spontaneously resolved in several months.

Peroneal nerve injury is reported to occur in approximately 3% of separations of the distal femoral epiphysis. It rarely requires treatment other than reduction of the separation. The exception to this is a transected nerve in association with an open injury, which may be treated with repair or grafting. Persistent neurologic deficit after 3 to 6 months warrants electromyographic examination. If the conduction time is prolonged and fibrillation or denervation is present in distal muscles, exploration and microneural reanastomosis or resection of any neuroma may be indicated.

**Recurrent Displacement**

Separation of the distal femoral epiphysis may be quite unstable after reduction. Bassett and Goldner (4) found that 10 of 25 patients had loss of reduction after the initial manipulation. Thomson (78) found that 6 of 30 had either an unacceptable reduction or loss of reduction. After reduction of anterior displacement, the epiphysis may tilt forward again as swelling subsides. On the other hand, immobilization in extension stabilizes reduction of posterior or mediolateral displacement. Aitken and Magill (2) pointed out that the gastrocnemius acts as a strap against the posterior aspect of the distal femoral epiphysis when the knee is extended. If reduction is lost so that a second manipulation is required, internal fixation should be used.

**Knee Joint Instability**

Symptomatic knee joint instability may persist after the epiphysial separation has healed. This finding at follow-up implies concomitant injury to knee ligaments, often unappreciated at the time of initial management of the epiphysial separation. Aitken and Magill (2) found that four of nine patients had "some evidence of relaxation of the anterior cruciate ligament." In the 20 patients reviewed by Stephens et al. (76), 5 had persistent instability of the knee. Lombardo and Harvey (45) found knee laxity in 8 of 34 patients. Brone and Wroble (15) found three ACL tears associated with Salter-Harris type III fractures of the medial femoral condyle.

Bertin and Goble (7) found that 6 of 16 patients seen in follow-up for distal femoral physeal fractures had positive anterior drawer and Lachman tests; 1 patient had laxity to valgus stress. They surmised that during injury, knee ligaments stretch in series just before fracture-separation of the adjacent cartilaginous physis. They emphasized the importance of early diagnosis of associated ligament injury. If there is no meniscal injury, a rehabilitation program is indicated initially. If there is a reparable meniscal tear, cruciate reconstruction at the time of meniscal repair after physeal healing may be indicated, depending on the patient's age and activity level.

**Progressive Angulation**

Progressive angulation after separation of the distal femoral epiphysis usually is caused by asymmetric growth (1,8,60) from either trauma to the physis at the initial injury (Salter-Harris type I or II) or physeal offset with bony bar formation after healing (28) (Salter-Harris type III or IV; Fig. 23-17). Occasionally, progressive angulation follows nonphyseal fractures (Fig. 23-18), in which an associated Salter-Harris type V physeal injury presumably was not noted (34). The risk of angular disturbance is highest in juveniles. If the growth defect is secondary to a persistently displaced Salter-Harris type IV injury, evidence of bony union is present between the displaced epiphysis and the metaphysis across the fracture line.

If the separation is a Salter-Harris type II injury, the physis distal to the triangular metaphyseal fragment is spared. The localized area of growth inhibition occurs in that portion of the physis not protected by the metaphyseal fragment. If progressive angulation occurs after a Salter-Harris type II separation with lateral displacement, the subsequent deformity usually is varus. Conversely, if a Salter-Harris type II separation occurs...
Mechanism of physeal bar formation after Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures. Physeal vessels that normally are distal (A) may anastomose with metaphyseal vessels because of vertical translation after Salter-Harris type IV fracture (B). (From Gomes LS, Volpon JB. Experimental physeal fracture separations treated with rigid internal fixation. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1993;75:1756-1764; with permission.)

with initial medial displacement, the subsequent deformity often is valgus.

If a localized area of premature arrest constitutes less than 25% to 30% of the total area of the physis and if at least 2 years of growth remain, excision of the bony bridge should be considered (65). The bridge can be accurately defined by MRI, but the study must be ordered with attention called to the physis, rather than to the knee itself. The characteristics of partially bound water in physeal cartilage are distinct from those of free synovial fluid, and excellent contrast can be obtained with proper planning. The surgeon should request proton-density sequences with fat suppression or T2-weighted gradient-echo images (fast-field echo) (19). Alternatively, helical CT scans may be used to create a map of the injured physis (20,44). The technique of excision is well described by Peterson (60). A peripheral bridge can be approached directly. A central bridge is approached through a metaphyseal window. The area of union between the epiphysis and the metaphysis is carefully removed with a curet and power bur. The defect is filled with autogenous fat (42,43) or cranioplastics methacrylate.

Hemiepiphysiodesis may be considered in maturing adolescents with progressive varus or valgus angulation associated with a central bony bridge with some remaining growth medially or laterally. Enough growth may remain in the segment of physis between the bony bridge and the periphery on the same side to correct the deformity. Either stapling (85) or percutaneous epiphysiodesis (65) can be done at the edge of the physis opposite the bony bridge, often with satisfactory results. Bowen et al. (10) devised a chart based on skeletal age that is useful in estimating the amount of correction of angular deformity that hemiepiphysiodesis will effect. Nevertheless, because of the physeal bar, this procedure has an element of unpredictability that counterbalances its simplicity. If hemiepiphysiodesis is used to correct angular deformity, timely epiphysiodesis of the opposite limb may be required to prevent significant limb-length discrepancy (Fig. 23-19).

If the patient is within 2 years of skeletal maturity, correction of significant angular deformity by epiphysiodesis with an external fixator may be considered (23,25,48,58,59). The pins can be held by one of the many types of adjustable lengthening fixators (24,25,37,55). Gradual distraction and realignment are done with careful attention to the possibility of neurologic compromise. These techniques are demanding and are best done by those with experience.

If the patient is approaching skeletal maturity, corrective osteotomy is the preferred treatment. For associated shortening, an opening-wedge osteotomy is preferable. The technique for correcting deformity has been described and illustrated by Abbott and Gill (1) and by Scheffer and Peterson (69). An osteotomy is made at the supracondylar level, parallel to the articular surface of the condyles. The hinge of the osteotomy should be in metaphyseal bone, which is better able to deform plastically than is cortical bone. Usually no more than 15 degrees of correction can be obtained without cracking the hinge. The distal fragment is then tilted to place the articular surface in horizontal alignment. A triangular fragment of autogenous iliac bone is inserted in the opening. If the hinge is strong and the patient is slender, immobilization in a cast may be all that is needed. Otherwise, fixation with crossed pins or plate and screws may be necessary.

An alternative method of fixation for an opening-wedge osteotomy or for lengthening and angular correction of the distal femur is external fixation. The De Bastiani device or an Ilizarov construct (33,55) is useful because the amount of lengthening or angulation can be adjusted postoperatively, and significant angulation and length deformities can be corrected.

Abbott and Gill (1) noted that a compensatory deformity may occur in the proximal tibia, and if angulation of the femur is corrected, subsequent osteotomy for correction of the tibial deformity may be indicated. Although no long-term data exist, any coexisting tibial deformity of more than 10 degrees probably should be corrected to maintain a horizontal knee joint.

Leg-Length Discrepancy

Progressive leg-length discrepancy may follow a separation of the distal femoral epiphysis if premature arrest of the physie
FIGURE 23-19. A and B: Comminuted, open, T-condylar fracture of the distal femoral metaphysis and epiphysis in a 10-year-old girl. (Figure continues.)

occurs (22). If the patient is within 2 years of skeletal maturity at the time of injury, the shortening probably will be insignificant. If there are more than 2 years from the time of injury to skeletal maturity, the leg-length discrepancy may progress at a rate of 1 cm (½ in.) per year.

Sometimes the growth disturbance is not a discrete bar but a partial physeal slowing. The progression of leg-length discrepancy is best followed by serial examinations. Every 6 months, a scanogram and bone age are obtained and the clinical discrepancy is measured. The leg lengths can be plotted on the Moseley straight-line graph (49). After three sequential scanograms over a period of 12 to 18 months, discrepancy at skeletal maturity can be estimated by extrapolation according to the rate of growth of each limb.

If the estimated discrepancy at skeletal maturity is less than 2.5 cm (1 in.), no definitive treatment is indicated. If the estimated discrepancy is 2.5 to 5 cm, surgical closure of the contralateral femoral or tibial physis in the opposite extremity at the appropriate time should be considered (47). In older patients close to skeletal maturity, shortening of the contralateral femur at the subtrochanteric or mid-diaphyseal level is an option.

If the estimated discrepancy at maturity exceeds 5 cm, lengthening of the short femur by corticotomy and slow distraction with an external fixator should be considered (Fig. 23-20). Large discrepancies after injury early in life can be equalized by repeated lengthenings, combined if needed with appropriate epiphysiodesis or shortening of the opposite limb. Epiphysiodesis should be timed by either the Moseley method (49) or Green-Anderson method (31).

Stiffness

Limitation of knee motion after separation of the distal femoral epiphysis may be caused by intraarticular adhesions, capsular contracture, or muscular contracture. Regaining knee motion is difficult after immobilization in flexion for reduction of an anteriorly displaced epiphysis. As soon as possible, the knee should be gradually extended. Limitation of knee extension usually is caused by contracture of the posterior capsule and a weak, stretched-out quadriceps muscle. This should be treated with active and active-assistive range-of-motion exercises, with emphasis on quadriceps strengthening. Internal fixation with early motion may be considered. For patients with stiff knees in whom conservative treatment has failed, surgical release of contractures and adhesions, followed by continuous passive motion, may regain significant motion (21).

Intraarticular adhesions may form in the knee with hemarthrosis. An irregular articular surface from a Salter-Harris type III or IV injury may contribute to early degenerative changes. The incidence of permanent persistent stiffness is relatively low (23 of 140 patients (16%) (2,45,51,65,76); see Table 23-5).
FIGURE 23-19. (continued) C and D: After irrigation and debridement and cannulated screw fixation of the metaphyseal and epiphyseal fractures. E: One year after injury, the articular surface is restored but the distal femoral physis is closed.
FIGURE 23-20. A: Salter-Harris type I fracture of the distal femur with medial metaphyseal fragment in an 8-year-old boy. B: After being lost to follow-up for 4 years, he presented with 6 cm of shortening and a mild varus deformity. C: Magnetic resonance image with gradient-echo sequence shows physeal bar formation involving approximately 40% of the physis. D: Distal femoral osteotomy and proximal femoral lengthening of 9 cm to match the existing and anticipated future discrepancy produced satisfactory results.
**FRACTURE OF THE PROXIMAL TIBIAL EPIPHYSIS**

**Historical Review**

The physis of the proximal tibia is well protected, in contrast to the distal femoral physis. On the lateral aspect, the proximal tibial epiphysis is buttressed by the upper end of the fibula. Anteriorly, the tubercle projects down from the epiphysis to overhang the adjacent metaphysis. The superficial portion of the medial collateral ligament (MCL) extends beyond the physis to insert into the upper metaphysis. In the posteromedial corner, the insertion of the semimembranosus muscle spans the physis. Thus, there is nearly circumferential reinforcement to the perichondrium.

Because of this protection, separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis is relatively rare (see Table 23-1). Neer and Horwitz (52) reported an incidence of 0.8% in 2,500 consecutive physeal fractures. Mann and Rajmaira (46) reviewed 2,650 long bone fractures in children; 15 (0.6%) were physeal separations of the proximal tibia, mostly in adolescent boys.

The most serious complication of injury to the proximal tibia is vascular compromise. The popliteal artery is tethered by its major branches near the posterior surface of the proximal tibial epiphysis. The posterior tibial branch passes under the arching fibers of the soleus. The anterior tibial artery passes forward through an aperture above the proximal border of the interosseous membrane. A hyperextension injury that results in posterior displacement of the upper end of the metaphysis may stretch and tear the bound popliteal artery (Fig. 23-21).

Similar to separations of the distal femoral epiphysis, injuries to the proximal tibial epiphysis may cause shortening or angulation from subsequent growth inhibition. This inhibition can occur after Salter-Harris type I and II injuries (76,82,89). Presumably, a concurrent longitudinal compression force damages the deeper proliferative zone of the physis.

Some authors (87,93) include complete avulsions of the tibial tubercle in reviews of fracture-separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis. However, avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle constitute a specific subgroup considered in a separate section of this chapter.

Poland (61) reported 24 children with fracture-separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis, most of them younger than 9 years of age. He stated that the usual mechanism of injury was a direct crushing force, such as a wagon wheel rolling over a child’s leg. In Poland’s day, such an injury was often open, and infection frequently led to amputation, if not death. Poland found that experimental separation of the upper tibial epiphysis could be produced most easily on cadavers between the ages of 8 and 15 years, and most injuries to the proximal tibial epiphysis occur in this age group.

Nicholson (90) reported four separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis, all in children struck by automobiles. In three of the four patients, the displacement was posterior. Burkhart and Peterson’s (87) clinical review of 28 fracture-separations included four avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle and five open injuries to small children from rotary lawn mowers. Of the 19 remaining injuries, half occurred during athletics and half in motor vehicle accidents. Corrective surgery for subsequent growth disturbance was required in a third of the patients. Two patients presented late with associated arterial insufficiency. Shelton and Canale (93) reported 39 injuries to the proximal tibial epiphysis. Posterior displacement of the shaft with disruption of the popliteal artery was found in two patients. Unsatisfactory results because of chronic vascular insufficiency, growth disturbance, or traumatic arthritis occurred in four patients.

In 1983, Bertin and Goble (7) reported a retrospective study of physeal fractures about the knee in which 8 of 13 patients with separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis had ligamentous laxity manifested by positive anterior drawer and Lachman tests. These authors described a subset of three patients with almost identical Salter-Harris type III fracture-separations with associated MCL tears.

In 1989, Poulsen et al. (91) reviewed 15 patients with proximal tibial physeal fractures. Concomitant avulsion fractures of the tibial insertion of the ACL occurred in five patients. One patient had primary repair of the tibial collateral ligament. At follow-up, two patients had combined anterior and medial laxity, and another two patients had isolated anterior laxity.

In 1991, Wozasek et al. (96) reported 31 injuries of the proximal tibial epiphysis. Four patients had signs of distal ischemia before reduction that resolved after reduction. One patient had a delayed diagnosis of ischemia that required amputation, and one had peroneal palsy.

In 1998, Gautier et al. (89) performed a meta-analysis of the literature including their own cases, and found a 25% incidence of significant growth disturbance.

**FIGURE 23-21.** Medial view of fracture—separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis resulting from hyperextension of the right knee. Posteriorly displaced proximal tibial metaphysis impinges on the adjacent popliteal artery.
Surgical Anatomy

Bony Anatomy

The ossific nucleus of the proximal tibial epiphysis appears by 2 months of age. It lies in the center of the cartilaginous anlage, somewhat closer to the metaphysis than to the articular surface. Occasionally, the ossification center is double. The secondary center in the tubercle appears between the 9th and 14th years. By the 15th year, the upper epiphysis unites with the tubercle and is almost completely ossified.

The distal surface of the epiphysis is concave to match the convex upper surface of the metaphysis. There is a slight central notch in the surface of the metaphysis. The epiphysis is higher on the lateral surface than on the medial surface. The physis slopes down somewhat farther on the lateral side than on the medial side. In the posterolateral corner, the physeal surface is immediately inferior to the upper tibiofibular joint. From this point, the perimeter of the physis extends across the posterior aspect of the upper tibia proximal to the origin of the popliteus muscle. On the medial side, the physis is proximal to the insertion of the superficial MCL. On the anteromedial and anterolateral surfaces of the upper tibia, the physis creates a circumferential ridge between the vertical surface of the epiphysis and the sloping of the metaphysis. This ridge is palpable through the overlying skin and subcutaneous tissue. In the midline anteriorly, the physis dips down underneath the tibial tubercle.

The lateral edge of the physis is separated from the proximal tibiofibular joint by a thin layer of joint capsule. Hemorrhage from a separation may extend into the adjacent joint cavity and through it into the knee joint itself (92). The physis closes slightly earlier posteriorly than anteriorly (86).

Soft Tissue Anatomy

The synovium and the capsule of the knee joint insert into the proximal tibial epiphysis well above the physis. There is a defect in the capsule where the popliteus tendon runs over the posterolateral corner of the tibia. The arcuate ligament arches over the popliteus tendon from the proximal tibia to the posterior aspect of the epiphysis. The capsular ligament anchors the menisci to the tibial epiphysis medially and laterally. The lateral collateral ligament (LCL) of the knee inserts into the fibula (Fig. 23-22). The MCL inserts beyond the physis into the upper metaphysis of the tibia. The patellar ligament inserts, for the most part, into the secondary ossification center of the tubercle, although some fibers extend beyond the physis into the anterior aspect of the upper tibial diaphysis. The semimembranosus muscle inserts above and below the physis in the posteromedial corner. As this tendon approaches the proximal tibia, it divides into four insertions: the posterior capsule of the knee joint, the posterior surface of the tibial epiphysis, the medial surface of the tibial epiphysis, and the medial surface of the tibial metaphysis.

Vascular Anatomy

The distal portion of the popliteal artery lies close to the posterior aspect of the upper tibia. Firm connective tissue septa hold the vessel against the knee capsule. The popliteus muscle intervenes between the artery and bone. The lateral inferior geniculate artery runs across the surface of the popliteus muscle, anterior to the lateral head of the gastrocnemius, and turns forward underneath the LCL. The medial inferior geniculate artery passes along the proximal border of the popliteus muscle, anterior to the medial head of the gastrocnemius, and extends forward along the medial aspect of the upper tibia. Beneath the soleal arch, the popliteal artery divides into the anterior tibial and posterior tibial branches.

The proximal tibial epiphysis derives much of its blood supply from an anastomosis between the geniculate arteries posterior to the patellar ligament. Multiple small vessels pass backward and downward into the anterior aspect of the epiphysis. Other small vessels enter the epiphysis on the posterior surface, adjacent to the attachment of the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). More vessels enter the medial and lateral surface of the epiphysis. The diffuse extraarticular blood supply to this epiphysis makes it less vulnerable to ischemia from injury.
Mechanism of Injury

Fracture-separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis can be caused by a direct or indirect force. A direct force may be imposed when a child's leg is run over by the wheels of a vehicle or when it is caught between bumpers of two automobiles (Fig. 23-23). More often, separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis is caused by an indirect mechanism. The lower leg is forced into abduction or hyperextension against the fixed knee. An apex of deformity on the medial side implies a partial tear of the superficial portion of the MCL. Indirect injuries to adolescents occur during sports, motor vehicle accidents, or falls. Less frequently, flexion injuries of the proximal tibial physis have been described, all in boys 15 or 16 years of age as they started or landed from a jump (95). Many had closure of the physis posteriorly, resulting in genu recurvatum deformity. Vascular injury has not been reported with this injury (96). These fractures represent a transition between tibial tubercle fractures and tibial epiphyseal separations, in comparing the mechanism of injury and fracture anatomy.

Injury to the proximal tibial epiphysis can occur from passive extension of the legs of a newborn at the time of a difficult breech delivery (74). Separations of this epiphysis have occurred during passive manipulation of the lower limbs in infants with arthrogryposis (26), and attempts at closed manipulation of valgus deformities have produced this lesion. Pathologic separations have been reported in association with osteomyelitis of the proximal tibia or meningomyelocele (27,84).

Classification

Most separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis are Salter-Harris type I and II injuries (Tables 23-6 and 23-7). The frequency of Salter-Harris type III injuries may be skewed by the inclusion of displaced avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle, and the

### Table 23-6. Classifications and Implications of Proximal Tibial Physeal Fractures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism of injury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Hyperextension</td>
<td>Risk of vascular disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Varus/Valgus</td>
<td>Usually results from jumping; very near maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Flexion</td>
<td>Pes anserinus or periosteum may be entrapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salter-Harris pattern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Fifty percent nondisplaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Thirty percent nondisplaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Associated collateral ligament injury possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Has been reported; diagnosis usually late</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 23-23. A: Comminuted Salter-Harris type II fracture of the proximal tibial epiphysis in a 9-year-old boy. Additional injuries included peroneal nerve injury, popliteal artery laceration, and compartment syndrome of the tibia. B: At follow-up, note valgus deformity of the proximal tibia with delayed union of the proximal tibial metaphysis.
incidence of Salter-Harris type IV injuries depends on whether open injuries to the knee (i.e., lawn mower) are included, as in the series by Burkhart and Peterson (87).

Fifty percent of Salter-Harris type I separations of the proximal tibia are nondisplaced. Stress radiographs may reveal widening on the medial or posterior aspect. If displaced, the metaphysis is medial or posterior relative to the epiphysis. Presumably, the overhanging tubercle prevents anterior displacement of the fibula. There may be an associated fracture of the proximal diaphysis of the fibula or a separation of the proximal fibular epiphysis.

Two thirds of Salter-Harris type II fracture-separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis are displaced. Displacement of the tibial metaphysis usually is medial (Fig. 23-24), and the associated metaphyseal fracture usually is lateral, resulting in valgus deformity. The proximal fibula also may be fractured.

Salter-Harris type III separations have a vertical fracture line through the proximal epiphysis from the articular surface to the physis. Most commonly, the lateral epiphysis is fractured, and the MCL frequently is torn. This lateral fragment may require internal fixation, and the MCL may require surgical repair.

Salter-Harris type IV injuries can involve the medial or lateral tibial plateau. Salter-Harris type V injuries are rare but have been reported in the proximal tibia. Usually, the diagnosis is made in retrospect when progressive angulation or leg-length discrepancy is noted. A type V injury localized to the anterior portion of the physis can cause genu recurvatum. A triplane fracture-separation may rarely involve the proximal tibial epiphysis.

Proximal tibial fractures also can be classified by the direction of deformity (Fig. 23-25). The classic hyperextension type has an apex-posterior angulation and results from forced hyperextension. The flexion type results from internally generated forces of jumping or landing and has an anterior apex. Varus and valgus types result from abduction or adduction forces.

**Signs and Symptoms**

A patient with a separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis usually has a knee joint tense with hemarthrosis. Extension is limited because of hamstring spasm. Typically, tenderness is present over the proximal tibial physis 1 to 1.5 cm distal to the joint line.

If the proximal end of the metaphysis is displaced posteriorly, a concavity is seen and felt anteriorly at the level of the tibial tubercle. If the metaphysis is displaced medially, a valgus deformity is present. There may be tenderness or angulation of the proximal fibula as well. If the proximal end of the metaphysis protrudes under the subcutaneous tissues on the medial aspect of the knee, a tear of the distal end of the MCL should be suspected.

Vascular status must be carefully documented. Routine angiography is not mandatory because ischemia usually resolves with reduction, but motor function, pulses, warmth, and color should be checked frequently during the initial 48 to 72 hours. Welch and Wynne (94) described a nondisplaced separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis that was initially misdiagnosed as an isolated tear of the MCL because tenderness over the medial aspect of the proximal tibia was interpreted as evidence of an avulsed ligament. Operative exploration showed the distal attachment of the ligament was intact below the level of the physis. Stress radiographs revealed an epiphyseal separation.

Fracture-separations of the ipsilateral distal femoral and proximal tibial epiphyses may occur simultaneously (Fig. 23-26). This injury in children is analogous to the floating knee injury in adults. Internal derangement of the knee joint may occur with separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis. Concomitant avulsion of the tibial eminence also has been reported.

**Radiographic Findings**

Nondisplaced separations may not be visible radiographically. Swelling about the proximal tibia may obscure soft tissue shad-
FIGURE 23-24. A: Salter-Harris type II separation of the proximal tibial metaphysis, with medial displacement of the proximal tibial metaphysis and complete fracture of the upper third of the fibula with complex soft tissue injury. B: After reduction and percutaneous fixation with a 4.5-mm cannulated screw.

FIGURE 23-25. Classification of proximal tibial physeal fractures by direction of displacement. A: Type I: hyperextension type, usually caused by direct force. Risk of vascular damage exists. B: Type II: varus or valgus type. Less risk of vascular injury. Reduction may be inhibited by interposition of pes anserinus or periosteum. C: Type III: flexion type (rare), usually caused by internal forces as in jumping. Carries least risk of vascular injury, occurs near end of growth.
ows. An associated hemarthrosis is manifested by an increased space between the patella and distal femur. Stress radiographs in both coronal and sagittal planes should be obtained, but hyperextension of the knee should be avoided because of the possibility of injury to the popliteal vessels.

The radiographs are scanned for evidence of fracture lines extending proximally through the epiphysis or distally through the metaphysis. A small bony fragment at the periphery of the metaphysis may be the only clue to the diagnosis. Fracture lines may be visible only on oblique views.

Most patients with separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis are adolescents in whom the secondary ossification of the tibial tubercle has appeared. A smooth, horizontal radiolucent line through the base of the tubercle should not be confused with an epiphyseal fracture. It may represent an incomplete fusion of the two secondary ossification centers: the tubercle ossicle and the main portion of the proximal tibial epiphysis.

Computed tomographic scans may be helpful in determining the treatment of Salter-Harris type III and IV fracture-separations. MRI may identify soft tissue interposition in displaced proximal tibial epiphyses, which are difficult to reduce by closed methods. Wood et al. (95) reported a patient in whom the pes anserinus was folded into the fracture site.

Treatment

Nonoperative Treatment

Hyperextension fractures are reduced with a longitudinal force on the tibia combined with a gentle, anterior translating force on the proximal metaphysis. Countertraction on the femoral shaft is applied by an assistant.

Nicholson (90) reported reduction of posterior displacement of the metaphysis by pulling the proximal tibia forward and flexing the knee to 90 degrees with mild internal rotation of the tibia.

Böhler (9) advised placing a calcaneal pin. The leg is then flexed over the surgeon's forearm, which is placed in the popliteal fossa. Longitudinal traction is applied to the pin while the surgeon's arm lifts up. Upward traction on the proximal tibial metaphysis may be accomplished with a second pin inserted under the tibial tubercle. A long leg cast is applied after reduction is obtained.

An abduction fracture with valgus angulation usually can be reduced by adducting the leg on the extended knee. This should be a gentle manipulation to decrease the risk of injury to the peroneal nerve. After reduction, a long leg cast with varus molding is applied with the knee in slight flexion.

Indications for Operative Treatment

Separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis may be surprisingly unstable. Smooth pins can be inserted percutaneously, crossing distal to the physis to maintain reduction. The proximal ends should not protrude into the knee joint. An image intensifier makes percutaneous fixation easier.

Open reduction is indicated for displaced Salter-Harris type III injuries. An anterior incision is used to allow inspection of the articular surface. A pin is inserted in the displaced fragment and is used to guide it toward reduction. Other pins or screws are then inserted horizontally across the epiphysis. Small cannulated screws often are helpful in this type of fracture.

A similar technique is used for displaced Salter-Harris type IV injuries. Fixation can be obtained by placing screws across the larger metaphyseal, as well as the epiphyseal, fragments (Fig. 23-26). If there is a linear peripheral tear of the meniscus overlying the injured condyle, repair is performed. Primary repair of concomitant complete ligamentous injury also should be considered.

Operative fixation of a hyperextension injury may be indicated for stabilization if an associated popliteal artery injury is
repaired. Immediate exploration is not indicated for symptoms of peroneal nerve injury. Peroneal neuropathy associated with a separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis usually recovers spontaneously with time.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

If a proximal tibial epiphysis is nondisplaced, we place the patient in a long leg cast with the knee flexed 30 degrees. The cast and underlying padding are initially bivalved from top to bottom. Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs are repeated 1 week after injury to confirm acceptable position. The cast is removed 6 to 8 weeks after injury. If subperiosteal new bone formation has appeared and if the leg is nontender, active range-of-motion and muscle-strengthening exercises are begun. We do not allow the patient to return to vigorous activities until the region is nontender and knee range of motion and quadriceps strength are near normal.

Before reducing a Salter-Harris type I hyperextension injury, we check for signs of neurologic or circulatory impairment. If the displacement is significant, we prefer to use general anesthesia for reduction. With the patient supine, the fracture is reduced by flexing the hip and knee to 45 degrees while applying longitudinal traction. The upper leg is grasped behind the calf. The distal tibia is stabilized, usually by holding it between the surgeon’s knees or between his or her elbow and chest. The proximal metaphysis is pulled gently forward. At this point, flexion of the knee is increased to 90 degrees, the peripheral pulses are checked again, and a lateral radiograph is obtained. If reduction is satisfactory, a long leg cast with the knee flexed at 60 degrees is applied, and the cast is bivalved from top to bottom. Direct pressure over the proximal posterior tibia should be minimal. Radiographs are obtained the next day and 1 week later. The cast is changed to extend the knee to 30 degrees at 3 to 4 weeks. At 6 to 8 weeks after injury, the cast is converted to a posterior splint, and active range-of-motion exercises are begun.

For an abduction injury with valgus angulation, we sedate the patient, aspirate any significant knee effusion under sterile precautions, and test carefully for a concomitant tear of the MCL or cruciate ligament. Valgus angulation is corrected by putting manual longitudinal traction on the leg. The knee is held in almost full extension. With an assistant stabilizing the distal thigh and knee, the valgus angulation is corrected by guiding the leg into abduction. Traction is not released until reduction is accomplished. If the radiographs confirm reduction, the extensor is immobilized in a long leg cast, molded into varus, with the knee flexed 15 to 20 degrees. Neurovascular status is checked before and after reduction. The cast is removed in 6 to 8 weeks, and a knee immobilizer may be used for support for an additional 2 to 4 weeks.

For flexion injuries, reduction usually is obtained by applying longitudinal traction with the knee in full extension. An extension cast is worn for 4 to 6 weeks, after which muscle-strengthening and range-of-motion exercises are begun. If a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture is unstable after reduction, percutaneous crossed Kirschner wires should be used for fixation. These can be inserted from a distal-to-proximal direction to avoid passing through the joint capsule. Smooth 1/4- or 1/2-in. Kirschner wires can be used and removed 6 to 8 weeks after insertion.

For nondisplaced Salter-Harris type III separations, a long leg cast is worn for 6 to 8 weeks. If displacement exceeds 2 mm, we perform closed or open reduction and fixation with percutaneous pins or cannulated screws. After the patient has been anesthetized, a Steinmann pin is inserted into the fragment and used to guide the fragment into position with the help of an image intensifier. After reduction, one or two smooth pins or small cannulated screws are inserted transversely across the epiphysis, taking care not to cross the physis in a young child. After internal fixation has been obtained, the knee is again carefully stressed into valgus to see if the MCL is intact. Similarly, a lateral view with stress in the sagittal plane is obtained to rule out associated cruciate injury. If a tear of the MCL is detected, we may proceed with primary ligamentous repair, especially in an adolescent.

A similar technique is used for reduction and fixation of Salter-Harris type IV separations. If reduction is not anatomic, we perform an open reduction under direct vision. Fixation pins may be removed under brief general anesthesia when the cast is removed, 6 to 8 weeks after injury. If the fracture is open and the fragment is devitalized (i.e., lawn mower injury), the avascular piece is removed. Non-weight bearing is advised for 2 months after Salter-Harris type III and IV injuries, but active range-of-motion exercises should be started immediately after removal of the cast.

The patient is followed for 2 years to watch for signs of angular deformity or persistent instability.

**Prognosis**

The overall prognosis for separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis is fairly good. Shelton and Canale (93) found that 24 of 28 patients (86%) followed until after skeletal maturity had satisfactory results. If a small group of lawn mower injuries is separated from the series of Burkhart and Peterson (87), 76% of the remaining 21 patients did well after initial reduction. Most of the fractures in both series occurred in adolescents, and most injuries were closed.

Open injuries of the proximal tibia have a much worse prognosis. All the lawn mower injuries reported by Burkhart and Peterson (87) had adverse sequelae. Four patients had significant angulation (Fig. 23-27), two patients had major leg-length discrepancies, one contracted osteomyelitis, and one had a severed peroneal nerve. Direct crushing injuries to the knee with extensive bruising or laceration of overlying soft tissue also have a poor prognosis.

Bertin and Goble (7) warned that nearly half the patients with proximal tibial physeal fractures can be expected to have ligamentous instability 5 years after injury. They noted that persistent MCL insufficiency, genu valgum, and early degenerative changes in the knee could follow Salter-Harris type III injuries. Poulsen et al. (91) found that 6 of 11 patients complained of pain or discomfort at an average follow-up of 7 years. Four patients had persistent ligamentous laxity, and three patients had degenerative changes on radiographs.
Lower Extremity
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The Salter-Harris classification is not always useful in predicting risk of growth disturbance after separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis. Complete or partial growth arrest can occur after Salter-Harris type I, II, and III injuries, as well as after type IV and V injuries. Burkhart and Peterson (87) reported two patients with significant leg-length discrepancies and angular deformities after Salter-Harris type I and II injuries. Shelton and Canale (93) reported that all seven patients in their series with growth disturbances had fractures classified as Salter-Harris type I or II. No significant growth disturbances were associated with 13 Salter-Harris type III or IV injuries. Subsequent osteoarthritic changes in the knee were related to fracture patterns with intraarticular extension.

The direction and degree of displacement are factors in the frequency of associated neurovascular or ligamentous injuries. Posterior displacement of the metaphysis relative to the epiphysis is more likely to cause neurovascular or ligamentous injury than is displacement in the medial or anterior direction. Hyperextension injuries often cause neurovascular deficits because of impingement and stretch on structures running through the popliteal fossa.

Complications

Complications of proximal tibial fractures may be early or late. Table 23-8 shows the incidences of the most common complications from major series.

Instability

Separations of the proximal tibial epiphysis are surprisingly unstable, regardless of the Salter-Harris type. This is because of loss of periosteal stability or ineffective splinting from surrounding soft tissues. The fact that the collateral ligaments do not attach to the proximal tibial epiphysis also may be a factor in instability. It is wise to obtain radiographs 1 week after injury to check reduction. At that point, it still is not too late to reposition the extremity if necessary. If reduction cannot be maintained initially, percutaneous pin fixation or open reduction with internal fixation may be indicated, especially with displaced fractures. In unstable fractures with vascular injury, reduction and pin fixation should precede exploration of the popliteal artery. If the knee is swollen, sufficient flexion to maintain reduction of an anteriorly displaced separation may compromise circulation of the lower leg. Internal fixation allows flexibility in positioning the knee in a cast after injury.

Vascular Injury

Nicholson's report (90) of a patient with associated arterial injury is notable. The patient was seen less than an hour after an injury sustained while playing football. The knee was tense with effusion and extremely tender. There was a deep depression in the area of the tibial tubercle, indicating posterior displacement of the metaphysis relative to the epiphysis. The foot was warm, but the patient could not move his toes actively. Both pulses in the foot were absent and did not return after reduction of the fracture. Exploration of the popliteal fossa revealed that both the popliteal artery and vein were completely severed. An attempt at anastomosis failed and amputation was performed.

Burkhart and Peterson (87) reported a patient with vascular occlusion. A 12-year-old hurdler sustained a closed Salter-Harris type III injury that was treated with closed reduction and a long leg cast. Increased pressure in both the anterior and posterior muscle compartments caused narrowing of the terminal branches of the popliteal artery, although arteriography showed that the popliteal artery itself remained patent. Fasciotomies and a sympathectomy failed to save the leg.

Arterial insufficiency may result from either a tear in the popliteal artery at the time of epiphyseal separation (Fig. 23-28) or from a compartment syndrome. Delay in recognition results in delay of treatment, which is potentially catastrophic. Arteriography is not mandatory for isolated injuries but may be helpful if the vascular supply is questionable. Fracture fixation should be followed by arterial exploration (posterior or posterolateral

---

**TABLE 23-8. COMPLICATIONS OF PROXIMAL Tibial Fractures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular impairment</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peroneal palsy</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee instability/degenerative joint disease</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth disturbance</td>
<td>10%–25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from references 53, 87, 89, 90, 93, and 96.
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FIGURE 23-28. Anteroposterior radiograph at the time of arteriogram shows a Salter-Harris type III fracture—separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis. The arterial flow through the popliteal vessels is blocked.

approach) and repair or vein grafting. Compartment syndrome is treated by fasciotomy and delayed wound closure or skin grafting.

Premature Growth Arrest

Angulation from a localized area of growth inhibition may occur after any type of proximal tibial separation. The degree of progressive angulation depends on the proximity of the area of growth arrest to the periphery of the physis. The amount of angulation also depends on the years left for growth after injury.

If the area of growth arrest is localized to less than a third of the total area of the physes and at least 2 years of growth remain, resection of the bony bridge may be attempted. Alternatively, epiphysiodesis or stapling of the side of the physis opposite a peripheral bar may stop progression of the deformity (88). Existing deformity at the time of surgery may require proximal tibial osteotomy. If there is significant valgus deformity, an opening-wedge osteotomy to correct valgus deformity and gain length may injure the peroneal nerve. Slow correction after corticotomy, with guided lengthening using an external fixator by surgeons familiar with this technique, is an option in patients close to skeletal maturity who have severe angular deformity and a large leg-length discrepancy.

Leg-Length Discrepancy

The proximal tibial physis grows approximately 3/16 in. per year. If complete growth arrest follows an epiphyseal separation at this level and the patient is within 3 years of the end of growth, an equalization procedure is unnecessary. If more years of growth remain, epiphysiodesis of the opposite extremity may be considered. If arrest occurs before age 6 to 8 years, leg lengthening at a later stage may be indicated. If the growth arrest is partial, it is helpful to measure with sequential scanograms the relative growth rates of the two extremities so that the discrepancy at skeletal maturity can be predicted. If the predicted discrepancy is less than 2.5 cm, no equalization procedure is planned. If the expected discrepancy is 2.5 to 5 cm, epiphysiodesis of the opposite lower extremity is appropriate. If the expected discrepancy exceeds 5 cm, limb lengthening should be considered.

AVULSION OF THE TIBIAL TUBERCLE

Considering the force with which the contracting quadriceps muscle pulls on its insertion, especially during jumping (concentrically) or landing (eccentrically), it is surprising that the tibial tubercle is not avulsed more frequently. The incidence relative to injuries of other apophyses remains ill defined for two reasons. First, the severe type of avulsion of the tibial tubercle that extends proximally through the upper epiphysis of the tibia into the knee joint is sometimes reported as a Salter-Harris type III separation of the proximal tibial epiphysis. Second, an acute localized avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle is sometimes thought to be a variant of the Osgood-Schlatter (OS) lesion. For example, Shelton and Canale (93) and Burkhart and Peterson (87) included extraarticular tubercle avulsions in their reviews of proximal tibial physeal separations, whereas Ogden (53) included in his series of tibial tubercle avulsions some cases that overlap with OS lesion.

The incidence of avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle, compared with all epiphyseal injuries, is probably between the 0.4% reported by Burkhart and Peterson (87) and the 2.7% reported by Ogden et al. (117). The difficulty in separating avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle from OS lesions stems largely from the lack of precise definition of either entity. Some differences are listed in Table 23-9, but some clinical features are similar. Some patients with OS lesions have a history of specific trauma. Avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle localized to the distal fragment of the tubercle (type I) occasionally cause little more than point tenderness.

An OS lesion may precede an acute avulsion of the tibial tubercle. Deliyannis (106) reported a complete avulsion of the tibial tuberosity in a 16-year-old boy who had been seen previously for an OS lesion. Levi and Coleman (115) stated that 4 of 15 patients with fractures of the tibial tubercle had histories of OS lesions. Ogden et al. (117) reported that 9 of their 14 patients with fractures of the tibial tuberosity had preexisting
OS lesions, 7 in the contralateral knee and 2 in the ipsilateral knee. Ogden (53) defined an OS lesion as an avulsion of the anterior surface of the apophysis. He stated that there is no separation between the ossific nucleus of the apophysis and the adjacent tibial metaphysis. If there is a separation through the physis deep to the ossific nucleus of the tubercle, an avulsion fracture of the tubercle has occurred. This distinction often is difficult to recognize on radiographs of an incompletely ossified tibial tubercle.

In an adolescent, the patellar ligament inserts not only into the developing tibial tubercle, but beyond into the adjacent perichondrium of the physis and the periosteum of the adjacent metaphysis (107,117). With an OS lesion, the central fibers of the patellar ligament avulse a localized fragment of surface cartilage and bone from the secondary ossification center. The displacement of this fragment is not severe because the remaining fibers of the patellar ligament that fan out medially and laterally remain intact. With a limited, minimally displaced avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle, a cleavage plane is present through part of the physis between the secondary ossification center of the tubercle and the adjacent metaphysis of the proximal tibia. The perichondrium is torn adjacent to the separated portion of the physis. A severely displaced avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle implies a more extensive tear of the fibrous expansion of the insertion of the patellar ligament.

In 1971, Hand et al. (109) reported seven avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle, all in boys 14 to 16 years of age and all resulting from sports or play activities. Six of the seven patients were treated successfully by open reduction and internal fixation. These authors noted that a large periosteal flap could become folded into the gap underneath the avulsed tubercle.

Levi and Coleman (115) reported uniformly good results in 14 patients with avulsions of the tibial tubercle. All but one of the patients were boys, with an average age of 14 years, and all injuries were sustained during sports or play activities. All were treated by open reduction, with various forms of fixation. The authors warned that the size of the avulsed fragment often is underestimated because the tibial tubercle is incompletely ossified at the time of injury.

In an in-depth study of 14 fractures of the tibial tubercle by Ogden et al. (117), the sequence of events in the morphologic development of the tibial tuberosity was related to the narrow age range in which these fractures occur. An analogy was drawn to the fracture of Tillaux because both injuries occur at an age when physiologic epiphyseodesis has begun. Two pathologic fractures were included in this report.

In 1981, Christie and Dvonch (103) reported eight avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle in seven patients. All the injuries occurred in boys 13 to 17 years of age who were playing basketball. The degree of displacement varied. The authors recommended an attempt at closed reduction, even in severely displaced fractures, before resorting to open reduction and internal fixation. They pointed out that the healing of this injury occurs by epiphyseodesis, but genu recurvatum rarely results because the patients are close to skeletal maturity.

Surgical Anatomy

Bony Anatomy

In its final adult form, the tibial tubercle is a bony prominence on the anterior aspect of the proximal tibia. It lies approximately one to two fingerbreadths distal to the proximal articular surface of the tibia and forward of the anterior rim of the proximal articular surface. The tubercle is at a point where the broad, flat surface of the tibial condyles narrows sharply to become the anterior border of the diaphysis. Helfet (110) showed that the tibial tubercle is in line with the medial half of the patella when the knee is flexed and with the lateral half when the knee is extended. Thus, the position of the tibial tubercle in the coronal plane relative to the patella is a function of the position of the knee joint. This is because: the proximal end of the tibia rotates relative to the distal end of the femur with flexion and extension movements of the knee.

Ehrenborg (107) divided the postnatal development of the tibial tubercle into four stages (Fig. 23-29). The cartilaginous stage occurs before the secondary ossification center appears and persists in girls until 9 years and in boys until 10 years of age. The apophysial stage, in which the ossification center appears in the tongue of cartilage, occurs between 8 and 12 years in girls and between 9 and 14 years of age in boys. The epiphyseal stage, in which the secondary ossification center coalesces to form a tongue of bone continuous with the proximal tibial epiphysis, occurs in girls between 10 and 15 years and in boys between 11 and 17 years of age.

In the final bony stage, the epiphysial line is closed between the fully ossified tuberosity and the tibial metaphysis.

Soft Tissue Anatomy

The patellar ligament, which lies between the distal pole of the patella and the tibial tubercle, is the terminal portion of the inserting tendon of the powerful quadriceps muscle. During the
apophyseal stage of development of the tibial tubercle, the patellar ligament inserts into an area approximately 10 mm long, corresponding to the fibrous cartilage proximal and anterior to the secondary ossification center. The main attachment is in the proximal area of this insertion zone, at the level of the cartilage lying between the secondary ossification centers of the tubercle and the main portion of the proximal tibial epiphysis. The fibrocartilaginous tissue lying anterior to the secondary ossification center receives only the distal part of the insertion. During the epiphyseal stage, the patellar ligament inserts through fibrocartilage on the anterior aspect of the downward-projecting tongue of the proximal tibial epiphysis. The inserting fibers merge distally into deep fascia after spanning the physis. With traumatic avulsion of the tibial tubercle in this stage of development, a broad flap of adjacent periosteum is attached to the displaced fragment. In the final bony stage, the tendon fibers insert directly into bone. After physiologic epiphysiodesis has occurred, the tibial tubercle rarely is avulsed if the patient has normal bone.

Although the patellar ligament represents the main insertion of the quadriceps muscle onto the leg beyond the knee joint, it is reinforced by retinacular fibers radiating from the medial and lateral margins of the patella obliquely down to the respective tibial condyles. Also, longitudinally oriented retinacular fibers extend from the distal margin of the vastus lateralis down to the anterior aspect of the lateral tibial condyle, partly merging with the inserting fibers of the iliotibial band (120). Similarly, longitudinal fibers extend from the distal margin of the vastus medialis down to the anterior aspect of the medial tibial condyle. Frazer (100) showed that the insertion of the medial retinaculum extends beyond the proximal tibial physis into the metaphysis. After traumatic avulsion of the tibial tuberosity, a limited amount of active extension of the knee still is possible through the retinacular extensions of the extensor mechanism. However, patella alta and an extensor lag are present.

The anatomic position of the tibial tubercle is biomechanically important (102,105,114). It is one factor that determines the length of the moment arm from the patellar ligament to the center of rotation of the knee (113). This moment arm helps determine the amount of patellofemoral reaction force developed by extending the knee against resistance (116).

**Vascular Anatomy**

The tibial tubercle receives its main blood supply from an anastomosis behind the quadriceps tendon. In particular, a prominent leash of vessels bilaterally arises from the anterior tibial recurrent artery and may be torn with this fracture (118,122). Several small branches extend down into the secondary ossification center. A smaller part of the blood supply enters the superficial surface of the tubercle from adjacent periosteal vessels. Trueta (121) showed in injection studies that a few of the longitudinal vessels in the patellar ligament itself extend into the tubercle. Ogden et al. (117) showed blood vessels entering the medial and lateral aspects of the tubercle. They demonstrated cartilage canals in the physis carrying these branches of the metaphyseal vessels in children up to 10 to 12 years of age.

**Mechanism of Injury**

Acute traumatic avulsions of the tibial tubercle occur most often during sports or play activities (97,104,108,112,119). Böhler (9) stated that most avulsions originated from "a leap over a wooden horse" in physical training. Of the seven avulsions reported by Hand et al. (109), four occurred while playing football and three while jumping during play. Of the 15 injuries reported by Levi and Coleman (115), 5 occurred while playing basketball, 2 while diving from a springboard, 2 during competitive running, and 1 during a high jump. All eight injuries reported by Christie and Dvonch (103) occurred while playing basketball. Avulsion of the tibial tubercle occurs when the patellar ligament traction exceeds the combined strength of the physis underlying the tubercle, the surrounding perichondrium, and the adjacent periosteum. This can occur in two ways. The first mechanism is violent contraction of the quadriceps muscle against a fixed tibia. This can happen when an athlete jumps or lands, as in basketball or track. The second mechanism is acute passive...
Contracting quadriceps mechanism exerts extension torque on the knee joint, whereas contracting hamstring muscles exert flexion torque on the knee joint. Asterisks indicate points of possible failure when the knee is jammed by opposing torques.

Some predisposing factors to avulsion of the tibial tubercle have been identified. Patella infera, with a relatively short patellar ligament, can impose increased tension on the distal insertion of the quadriceps mechanism. Tight hamstrings can increase flexion torque, opposing active extension of the knee (Fig. 23-30). As mentioned earlier, the weak link in the extensor mechanism in adolescents is the changing physis beneath the tibial tubercle. Acute disruptions are more common in knees with preexisting OS disease, which indicates a mechanical vulnerability from either overdevelopment of the quadriceps mechanism, lack of flexibility of the knee flexors, or impaired coordination between opposing torques about the knee. In addition, Ogden et al. (117) reported two patients with what were probably pathologic fractures. One injury occurred in a child with myelomeningocele, and the other patient had metaphyseal dysplasia with preexisting varus deformity of the injured knee.

**Classification**

Watson-Jones (82) described three types of avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle. In the first type, a small fragment, representing part of the tubercle, is avulsed and displaced upward. In the second type, the secondary center of ossification in the tubercle has already coalesced with the rest of the proximal tibial epiphysis, and the entire lip formed by the front of the upper tibial epiphysis is hinged upward. In the third type, the line of fracture passes proximally across the proximal epiphysis of the tibia.

Ogden and associates (117) refined the classification and described three types, depending on the distance of the fracture from the distal tip of the tubercle (Fig. 23-31). Each type is divided into two subtypes, depending on the severity of displacement and comminution:

- **Type I**—The separation through the distal portion of the physis under the tubercle breaks up proximally through the secondary ossification center of the tubercle.
- **Type II**—The separation extends anteriorly through the area bridging the ossification centers of the tibial tubercle and the proximal tibial epiphysis.
- **Type III**—The separation beneath the tubercle propagates through the proximally proximal tibial epiphysis into the knee joint under the anterior attachments of the menisci.

Ogden noted that the degree of displacement depends on the severity of injury to adjacent soft tissue attachments.

**Signs and Symptoms**

Swelling and tenderness are centered over the anterior aspect of the proximal tibia. Joint effusion and tense hemarthrosis may be present. A freely movable triangular fragment of bone may be palpated subcutaneously between the proximal tibia and the femoral condyles. This fragment may have rotated so that the distal end projects forward, tenting the overlying skin. If the avulsed fragment is held and moved passively, crepitus may be felt between the fragment and the proximal tibia. A palpable defect on the anterior aspect of the tibia at the upper end of the anterior border of the diaphysis represents the bed from which the fragment was avulsed. In a markedly displaced Watson-Jones type III avulsion, the palpable defect can be as much as 3 cm long.

The injured knee is held in 20 to 40 degrees of flexion by hamstring spasm. The amount of patella alta is proportional to the severity of displacement of the tibial tubercle. The patella may be displaced proximally as much as 10 cm. With associated joint effusion, the patella may seem to float off the anterior aspect of the distal femur. With a type I avulsion, the patient usually can actively extend the knee, although not completely. With type II and III lesions, full extension is impossible.

**Radiographic Findings**

Because the tubercle lies just lateral to the midline of the tibia, the best profile can be obtained by a lateral projection, with the tibia rotated slightly internally. Soft tissue technique helps define the margins of the patellar ligament and smaller fragments of bone. In children and adolescents 9 to 17 years of age, the normal tubercle is ossified to varying degrees. One or more secondary ossification centers form at the distal end of the tubercle during the apophyseal stage of development. The presence of several centers does not represent an abnormality. Multiple ossification
centers coalesce and join with the proximal tibial epiphysis during the epiphyseal stage of development. At this time, a horizontal radiolucent band becomes apparent on the anteroposterior radiograph at the distal end of the tubercle. The band represents a groove filled with cartilage between the tip of the tibial tubercle and the upper end of the anterior border of the diaphysis. During the epiphyseal stage of development, the borders of the tubercle are sharply defined.

After an avulsion of the tibial tubercle, the size and degree of displacement of the fragment are best seen on the lateral radiograph (Fig. 23-32). In a type I injury, the distal end of the tubercle is displaced upward and forward to varying degrees. The avulsed fragment corresponds to that part of the tubercle between the proximal border of the inserting patellar ligament and the distal end of the secondary ossification center. In the second type of avulsion of the tubercle, the fragment is larger, hinging or separating at the level of the horizontal portion of the proximal tibial physis. In type III, the fracture line extends proximally from beneath the tubercle through the proximal tibial physis and exits the upper surface of the epiphysis (Fig. 23-33). The fracture line emerges anterior to the tibial spine. If this type of injury is comminuted, fragmentation occurs at the level of the horizontal component of the proximal tibial physis. In a type III lesion, the central portion of the physis beneath the proximal tibial physis may have already closed. Brujin et al. (101) reported a “sleeve” fracture of the tibial tubercle in a 14-year-old gymnast; his radiographs appeared normal, but 6 months later a 4-cm, ossified, proximally displaced sleeve representing the base of the patellar tendon was seen.

Closure of the gap between the avulsed fragment and its bed indicates satisfactory reduction. Persistence of even a small gap between the distal end of the tubercle and the adjacent metaphysis may indicate an interposed flap of periostea.

Before reduction of an avulsed tibial tubercle, the degree of patella alta and, therefore, the severity of displacement can be determined by one of several radiographic methods (98,99,111). Because the tibial tubercle is displaced proximally to the same extent as the patella, the ratio between the overall length of the patella and the distance between the patella and tibial tubercle would not change. The best method for estimating patella alta after avulsion of the tibial tubercle is that described by Blackburn and Peel (98): the position of the patella is compared with a line extrapolated forward from a tangent across the upper surface of the tibia. Even this method gives varying degrees of patellar displacement, depending on contraction or spasm in the quadriceps muscle.

**Treatment**

Minimally displaced, small avulsion fragments have been treated successfully by closed methods. The leg is positioned with the knee extended and the hip slightly flexed. Reduction can be held by a long leg cast that is well molded above the proximal pole of the patella. Most authors advise open reduction and internal fixation of type II and III fractures. A midline vertical incision is recommended to facilitate any possible knee surgery in the future. The fracture bed is carefully cleared of debris. If a periosteal flap is folded under the avulsed fragment, it is extracted and held spread out while the fragment is reduced with the knee extended. Depending on the size of the avulsion fragment and the patient’s age, fixation is obtained with transfixing pins or screws and is reinforced by repair of the torn periostea.

**Operative Treatment**

We recommend open reduction and internal fixation of all but the smallest undisplaced fragments. Closed methods can be used in minimally displaced fractures if the knee can be actively extended to 0 degrees. For open reduction, we prefer a vertical incision centered over the tibial tubercle, along either its medial or lateral border. We are careful to clear the gap between the displaced fragment and its bed of any soft tissue interposition. With type III fractures, the menisci should be inspected for tears. If the reduced fragment is large enough, we prefer to use one

---

**FIGURE 23-31.** Classification of avulsion fractures of the tibial tubercle. A: Type I fracture across the secondary ossification center level with the posterior border of the inserting patellar ligament. B: Type II fracture at the junction of the primary and secondary ossification centers of the proximal tibial epiphysis. C: Type III fracture propagates upward across the primary ossification center of the proximal tibial epiphysis into the knee joint. This fracture is a variant of the Salter-Harris type III separation and is analogous to a Tillaux fracture of the ankle because the posterior portion of the proximal tibial physis is closing. (From Ogden JA, Tross RB, Murphy MJ. Fractures of the tibial tuberosity in adolescents. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1980;62:205-215; with permission.)
or two cancellous screws, extending through the tubercle, parallel to the joint into the metaphysis. If the patient is more than 3 years from skeletal maturity, smooth pins are used (Fig. 23-34). If the fracture is comminuted, we prefer multiple screws or threaded Steinmann pins reinforced by periosteal sutures. A strong, tension-holding suture such as the Krackow (running locking) suture may add strength to the repair; sutures also may be used in the periosteum and lateral tendon expansion. After wound closure, a well-fitting long leg or cylinder cast is applied. The cast is carefully molded on either side of the reduced tibial tubercle and proximal to the patella so that the latter is held downward.
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Postreduction Care

The cylinder or long leg cast applied after reduction of the avulsed tubercle is worn for 4 to 6 weeks and then is bivalved. For the next 2 weeks, the posterior half of the cylinder cast is worn as a splint between exercise periods. Gentle active range-of-motion and quadriceps-strengthening exercises are begun three times a day. At 6 weeks after injury, exercise of the quadriceps against some resistance can be started if there is no tenderness over the tibial tubercle. The patient is permitted to return to athletics and vigorous play only after the quadriceps strength equals that of the opposite side and range of motion has been regained.

Prognosis

The outcome of a well-reduced avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle is consistently good. Most patients return to normal function, including sports. All 15 patients reported by Levi and Coleman (115) had returned to normal activity without deformity or restriction 1 to 18 years after injury. All but one of the patients reported by Ogden et al. (117) were completely asymptomatic, with no disability. All seven patients reported by Christie and Dvonch (103) had returned to normal function at an average of 3 years after injury.
Complications

The early and late complications of avulsion of the tibial tubercle are listed in Table 23-10.

Blount (8) noted that genu recurvatum caused by premature closure of the anterior portion of the physis is likely to occur after avulsion of the tibial tubercle in skeletally immature children, usually those younger than 11 years of age. Genu recurvatum is rare after avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle, despite the fact that healing actually occurs by epiphysiodysis. The explanation of this apparent paradox is that avulsions of the tubercle almost always occur in patients very close to skeletal maturity.

Compartment syndrome has been reported in seven patients with type III fractures, presumably because of tearing of anterior tibial recurrent vessels, which fan out at the tubercle but retract into the anterior compartment when torn (118,122) (Fig. 23-35). Close monitoring is necessary for patients treated nonoperatively and careful inspection, possibly with prophylactic anterior fasciotomy, is recommended for patients treated operatively (118,122).

Minor complications also have been reported. Christie and Dvonch (103) reported a patient with persistent loss of 25 degrees of knee flexion 19 months after a type III injury. Hand et al. (109) reported a patient with persistent quadriceps atrophy, and Levi and Coleman (115) reported a patient with a persistent prominence 7 years after open reduction and internal fixation. To this short list could be added the expected complication of patella alta if a displaced tibial tubercle is not reduced adequately.

**OSGOOD-SCHLATTER LESION**

Osgood-Schlatter (OS) lesions are considered separately from acute traumatic avulsions of the tibial tubercle because the pathophysiologic process, treatment, and outcome differ somewhat (121,129). Although acute avulsion of the tubercle is almost always related to a specific injury, the patient with an OS lesion often can give only a vague history about the onset of symptoms. Whereas an adolescent with a displaced acute avulsion of the tibial tubercle is immediately unable to stand or walk, an adolescent with OS disease often tries to continue sports and play activities despite discomfort. Treatment of acute avulsion of the tubercle depends on the size of the avulsed fragment and the degree of displacement, but usually open reduction and internal fixation are indicated. Treatment of OS lesions usually is symptomatic and supportive. The prognosis for a reduced and healed avulsed tubercle is excellent. The patient makes a rapid return to full activities within several months. On the other hand, it usually takes up to 2 years for resolution of the symptoms of an OS lesion, and occasionally disability persists into adulthood.

Despite these differences, there is convincing evidence that the OS lesion and acute traction of the tibial tubercle represent a spectrum of avulsion phenomena. The contrasting clinical picture probably is due to the fact that a limited amount of tissue is displaced to a limited degree in the OS lesion (see Table 23-9).

In 1891, Paget (62) described the clinical syndrome that later became known as OS disease. In 1903, Osgood (132) and Schlatter (136) published separate papers on the subject. Beginning with Osgood's article, three timely papers on the subject have in common the conviction that the etiology is trauma.

Osgood (132) reported 10 patients in whom he observed that function was not completely lost, although recurrent soreness and weakness caused some disability in athletic participation. In a dissected specimen, Osgood observed that after simulating the
lesion with localized osteotomy of the tibial tubercle at the insertion of the central ligament, repeated traction on the quadriceps muscle produced upward displacement of the detached fragment of no more than $\frac{1}{4}$ in. The knee still could be extended with the tibial tubercle detached if the retinaculum was intact. Osgood concluded that the clinical lesion represented a localized rupture of the central insertion of the quadriceps mechanism.

In 1962, Ehrenborg (125) published a comprehensive study of OS disease that included 218 affected knees in 170 patients. No patient was older than 15 years of age at the time of initial examination, and the age of onset of the clinical syndrome coincided with the apophyseal stage of development of the tubercle. He explained the relatively painless onset of the clinical course by noting that the avulsed cartilaginous tissue contained very few pain fibers.

In 1976, Ogden and Southwick (131) reported 53 patients with OS lesions; 41 were in the apophyseal stage of tibial tubercle development at the onset of symptoms. They observed new bone formation anterior to the secondary ossification center and concluded that the weak link that failed under tension was the developing ossification center with overlying hyaline cartilage rather than the cartilage at the base of the tubercle apophysis (Fig. 23-36).

**Surgical Anatomy**

The age range in which each of the two principal types of avulsion injuries occurs is related to the specific stage of development of the tuberosity at that time (110). The OS lesion occurs when the tibial tubercle is in the apophyseal stage and the secondary ossification center has appeared. The cartilage overlying the ossification center anteriorly and underlying it posteriorly is fibrocartilaginous and can resist tension forces better than the bone in the secondary ossification center itself, which may give way during contraction of the extensor mechanism. During the epiphysial stage of tibial tubercle development, the ossification center has become stronger by enlargement and coalescence with the main ossification center of the proximal tibial epiphysis. During this stage of development, violent contraction of the quadriceps mechanism produces the acute fracture—separation through the tubercle physis that was discussed in the preceding section.

**Mechanism of Injury**

Usually no specific injury or event can be directly related to the onset of symptoms; however, repeated normal stresses or overuse can produce a limited or localized disruption (117,130,131). Bilateral lesions are found in approximately one fourth of patients.

Other anatomic variants may predispose to the development of OS lesions. Lancourt and Cristini (114) found patella infera in a small series of adolescents with OS lesions before physesal closure. The low-lying patella, with shortening of the patellar ligament, may explain the increased stress on the tibial tubercle. Jakob et al. (128) found patella alta in 185 knees in 125 patients with OS disease. In most, the lesion had healed. These findings also were reported by Aparicio (123). They believed that patella alta after OS disease had run its course implied a preexisting quadriceps contracture, especially of the rectus femoris. They repeatedly observed that children with OS disease had a well-developed, even hypertrophic quadriceps muscle with decreased elasticity. Willner (139) found genu valgum, pronated feet, and internal rotation of the knee in all of his 78 patients with OS lesions. Turner and Smillie (138) found that patients with the OS lesion had a substantial increase in lateral tibial torsion. Also, as in acute avulsion of the tibial tubercle, tight hamstrings may increase the resistance of the knee to extension by quadriceps action, thereby increasing the tension force on the patellar ligament. Patients with cerebral spastic diplegia, characterized by hamstring contracture, are vulnerable to OS lesions in the appropriate age group. Rosenthal and Levine (134) showed a relatively high incidence of the OS lesion in patients with cerebral palsy.

**Signs and Symptoms**

The patient with an OS lesion usually is between 11 and 15 years of age. Boys are more frequently affected than girls. Approximately half the patients give a history of precipitating trauma. The pain usually has been present intermittently over a period of several months before the patient is seen by the physician. The pain is aggravated by running, jumping, kneeling, squatting, and climbing or descending stairs. Rest or restriction of strenuous activities usually brings relief.

Physical findings are localized swelling and tenderness at the insertion of the patellar ligament. There is no effusion of the
knee joint. Pain is reproduced by extension against forced resistance. There may be some quadriceps atrophy.

Radiographic Findings
Radiographs are not indicated in all patients with OS lesions. The diagnosis is clinical, but plain films may be helpful if other bony entities must be ruled out, if symptoms are prolonged, or if the patient is older. The OS lesion is best seen on a lateral projection taken with the knee in slight internal rotation. A film taken with soft tissue technique may confirm the diagnosis by showing that the edges of the patellar ligament are blurred. Small, flakelike fragments of the secondary ossification center of the tubercle may be displaced slightly anteriorly and superiorly, but these are difficult to distinguish from normal multilacunar ossification of the tubercle. Later in the course of the disease, the ossicles may enlarge, presumably because of further ossification of the cartilaginous component of the avulsed fragment. Also, the gap between the avulsed fragments and the tibial tuberosity may fill in with bone. The displaced fragments sometimes fail to unite and remain as separate ossicles detached from the anterior border of the maturing tubercle (Fig. 23-37). An undue prominence of the tubercle itself may be present in the residual stages. Occasionally it is helpful to compare lateral radiographs of the affected knee with those of the normal side.

A prospective study (133) of OS lesions done with serial MRI, CT, and bone scans showed that the most striking feature was soft tissue inflammation, not bony avulsion. Tender thickening was seen in all patients and a distended deep infrapatellar bursa was present in two thirds. An ossicle was seen in only one third of the patients, with both early and late disease. Scintigraphic uptake rarely exceeded normal.

Treatment
The most important thing a physician can do is to explain the natural history of the disease to the family, because OS disease is related to activity and resolves with rest and maturation. Many are relieved to know that it is not related to any intraarticular derangement or risk of arthritis. Treatment measures most often recommended for OS lesions are symptomatic and supportive (79,124–126). The goal of such treatment is to ease pain and swelling. A temporary restriction of athletics or vigorous activities may be sufficient. In the acute stages of OS disease, activities should be restricted to mild forms of athletic participation, such as walking or swimming. As symptoms improve, moderate activities such as tennis, baseball, swimming, and roller skating can be allowed. Jakob et al. (128) proposed stretching exercises for the quadriceps to relieve tension on the tibial tubercle. Stretching exercises also are indicated for the hamstrings, which commonly are tight.

If severe symptoms interfere with normal activities, a knee immobilizer or a cylinder cast may be used for 6 weeks. Turner and Smillie (138) suggested multiple drilling in patients with enlargement and irregularity of the tubercle, and they advised excision of ununited fragments or ossicles after maturity.

Some investigators (135,139) recommend against treating OS lesions with local injections of steroids because this may impair healing and result in scarring of the overlying skin, with significant cosmetic deformity.

AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

When we see an adolescent early in the course of symptoms from an OS lesion, we discuss the natural history with the patient and parents. We tell them that symptoms may wax and wane with activities for several years, but this is not a sign of serious internal derangement of the joint. If symptoms are markedly severe, we advise a knee immobilizer or cylinder cast for weight-bearing activities. When there is no acute tenderness, quadriceps-strengthening exercises and hamstring-stretching exercises are begun. Restriction of athletic activities is advised according to the severity of symptoms. The patient often can tell which activities cause recurrent discomfort—usually those that involve jumping, such as basketball or hurdling, and those that require repetitive knee flexion and extension, such as bicycling. Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medications and icing after sports may relieve symptoms.

Operative treatment is reserved for ununited ossicles with

Figure 23-37. Extreme example of Osgood-Schlatter lesion. Lateral radiograph shows enlargement of the tibial tubercle, ununited ossicles, and patella alta.
persistent symptoms after the physe have closed. Excision is performed through a short incision by longitudinally splitting the distal fibers of the patellar ligament. The ossicle can be shelled out without extensive dissection. Postoperative casting for 6 weeks may be necessary if more dissection is performed.

**Prognosis**

The overall prognosis for OS lesions is excellent. After the symptoms run their course, the patient usually returns to full activity, including participation in athletics. Some prominence of the tibial tubercle may persist, and rarely kneeling may be difficult (140).

Symptoms persisting beyond the normal course of the lesion usually are associated with an ununited ossicle (127,137). Mital et al. (130) found ununited ossicles in 14 of 118 patients with OS lesions. Painful ossicles in adults are successfully treated with simple excision.

An OS lesion occasionally predisposes to an avulsion fracture of the tibial tubercle. Patients and their parents should be informed about this if they choose to continue recreational or sports activities despite persistent discomfort.

**FRACTURES OF THE PATELLA**

Patellar fractures are much less common in children than in adults (143,152,153). Bostrom (145), in his discussion of the incidence of patellar fractures in children, cited three large series: Diebold (148), who reported that 16 of 1,200 patients were younger than 16 years of age; Schoenbauer (163), who reported 5 of 578 patients to be younger than 16 years of age; and Ray and Hendrix (59), who reported 12 of 185 patients younger than 16 years of age. In these three series, less than 2% of patellar fractures occurred in skeletally immature patients.

The low incidence of fractures of the patella in children may be due to the fact that the osseous portion of the patella is less subject to both impact and tensile forces in children than in adults. It is surrounded by a thick layer of cartilage that acts as a cushion against a direct blow (146). The relative magnitude of forces generated in the extensor mechanism of a child’s knee is no doubt less than an adult’s knee because of the smaller muscle mass and shorter moment arm in children. A child’s patella also has greater mobility in the coronal plane.

Although the patella may escape fracture from direct injury in children, it is more vulnerable to osteochondral fracture or avulsion of the medial margin associated with lateral patellar dislocation (160).

Avulsion fractures of the patella are classified according to location. A superior avulsion involves the superior pole of the patella and appears to be the least common pattern. An inferior avulsion involves the lower pole of the patella and usually is caused by an acute injury (142), however, it should be distinguished from a Sinding-Larsen-Johansson lesion (164), an incomplete avulsion caused by repetitive cyclic stress. A medial avulsion involves most of the medial margin of the patella and accompanies acute lateral dislocation of the patella. Lateral avulsion fracture usually involves the superolateral margin of the patella and usually is described as a bipartite patella (149,150,161) or dorsal defect of the patella.

The greatest difficulty with fractures of the patella in children is diagnosis. Developmental anomalies may be confused with fractures (141,155,158), and the size of fracture fragments, especially in sleeve fractures, may be underestimated in a growing child because the patella is partly cartilaginous (153). Belman and Neviaser (143) pointed out that it is not uncommon for the diagnosis of patellar fracture in a child to be missed or substantially delayed.

**Anatomy**

**Bony Anatomy**

The anlage for the patella develops in the ninth embryonic week. It lies deep to the tendon, not embedded in it. At birth, the shape is well defined in cartilage form. Ossification of the cartilaginous anlage begins between 3 and 6 years of age. Often there is more than one central ossicle—there may be as many as six irregular centers. Gradually, the ossicles coalesce, and ossification proceeds peripherally until all but the articular surface is replaced by bone. Until ossification is complete, the edges of the enlarging ossific nucleus may appear irregular on a radiograph (18). The pattern of bony development is similar in this respect to the growing epiphysis of the distal femur (Fig. 23-38). Ossification of the patella usually is complete by the beginning of the second decade.

![FIGURE 23-38. Normal knee in a 6-year-old child. Note irregular ossification of the patella and the distal femoral condyle.](image-url)
Lower Extremity

Congenital absence (144) and congenital hypoplasia (163) of the patella are uncommon. Although these variations in development have been reported as isolated findings, they also occur as part of the hereditary symptom complex onychosseodysplasia or nail-patella syndrome (144).

An unossified patella may be bipartite or multipartite. Partition of the patella into almost equal anterior and posterior portions has been reported, often in patients with multiple epiphyseal dysplasia (149). The overall incidence of bipartite patella in adolescents is reported to range from 0.2% to 6%. It is more common in boys than in girls. Although Kohler and Zimmer (155) stated that unilateral bipartite patella is rare, Green (150) found that 57% of his patients had unilateral bipartite patella.

Vascular Anatomy

Scapinelli (162) studied the blood supply to the human patella in specimens ranging from birth to old age. Because neither he nor Crock (146) noted differences between immature and mature specimens, it is presumed that the pattern of blood supply in children is similar to that in adults. An anastomotic circle surrounds the patella. Contributions to the anastomosis derive from the paired superior and inferior genicular arteries, as well as from the supreme genicular artery above and the anterior tibial recurrent artery below. From the anastomotic ring, branches converge centripetally toward the anterior surface of the patella and enter through foramina in the middle third of this surface. Additional blood supply to the patella enters the distal pole behind the patellar ligament. Thus, virtually the entire blood supply to the patella comes from the anterior surface or distal pole, with essentially no penetration of vessels from the medial, proximal, or lateral margins of the patella. Scapinelli (162) noted that these findings correlate with the fact that marginal fractures of the patella rarely unite. Also, injury to blood vessels entering the anterior aspect of the patella may lead to osteonecrosis of the proximal pole.

Mechanism of Injury

As in adults, fractures of the patella in children result from a direct blow (most common), sudden contraction of the extensor mechanism, or a combination of both. Direct impact may cause a linear or comminuted fracture pattern.

Avulsion of the distal pole of the patella can occur from tensile loading. Houghton and Ackroyd (153) reported three displaced avulsion fractures sustained in this way. Two patients were jumping, and the third was propelling a skateboard. Each injury was witnessed by a parent or teacher, and in none was there direct trauma to the knee.

Preexisting abnormalities in the extensor mechanism may predispose to avulsion fractures (Fig. 23-39). Blount (8) reported a displaced transverse fracture of the patella in a 6-year-old boy who had sustained a previous laceration of the quadriceps mechanism that resulted in limited knee flexion. The acute patellar fracture was produced by sudden forceful flexion against the scarred quadriceps. Rosenthal and Levine (134) found fragmentation of the distal pole of the patella in seven patients with spastic cerebral palsy involving the lower extremities. They believed that the fragmentation represented stress fractures caused by excessive tension in the muscle associated with a flexed-knee gait. Three of the fragmented patellae healed after hamstring lengthening. Kaye and Freiberger (154) found either elongation or fragmentation of the patella in nearly a third of patients with cerebral palsy and fragmentation of the patella in a patient with arthrogryposis.

Classification

Fractures of the patella usually are classified according to location, pattern, and displacement of the fracture. To the anatomic classification should be added the sleeve fracture, which occurs in younger children (Fig. 23-40). A sleeve fracture is an avulsion of a small bony fragment from the distal pole of the patella, together with a sleeve of articular cartilage, periosseum, and retinaculum pulled off the remaining main body of the patella. The extent of injury is not appreciated on initial radiographs. If allowed to heal without reduction and fixation, this gap may fill in completely or partially with bone and fibrous tissue, with enlargement of the patella. This injury has been reported in children 8 to 12 years of age (153).
FIGURE 23-40. Sleeve fracture of the patella. A: A small segment of the distal pole of the patella is avulsed with a relatively large portion of the articular surface. B: On lateral view, the small osseous portion of the displaced fragment is visible, but the cartilaginous portion is not seen. C: Healed sleeve fracture after open reduction and internal fixation.
Signs and Symptoms
The injured knee is swollen and tender, often with tense hemarthrosis. Full knee extension is difficult, and weight bearing often is impossible. Palpation may reveal a high-riding patella or a palpable defect in the extensor mechanism. If the distal pole is avulsed, voluntary contraction of the quadriceps muscle draws the patella upward, but the patellar ligament remains lax.

With marginal fractures, there may be little more than tenderness and localized swelling over the lateral or medial margin of the patella, and straight-leg raising may be possible (147). An avulsion fragment adjacent to the medial margin of the patella may indicate that an acute lateral dislocation of the patella has occurred. The patella may have reduced spontaneously after the injury. If dislocation has occurred, the apprehension test is positive. The patient either resists passive manipulation by contracting the quadriceps or may even grasp the examiner’s hand to prevent further passive displacement.

Radiographic Findings
Transverse fractures are best seen on lateral radiographs. The amount of displacement varies. In a child, the major fragments may tilt away from one another, with the maximal gap anteriorly and minimal gap posteriorly (143). This may signify that the articular cartilage remains intact, even with a complete fracture through the bony portion of the patella (Fig. 23-41). The extent of displacement may not be fully appreciated unless the knee is flexed to 30 degrees when the radiograph is made.

Longitudinally oriented marginal fractures are best seen on axial or skyline views. It is important to differentiate a medial marginal fracture that traverses the entire thickness of the bone from a medial tangential osteochondral fracture. The latter may be difficult to appreciate on an overpenetrated radiograph. An osteochondral fracture may include a substantial amount of cartilage not visible on plain radiographs. Lateral marginal fractures usually are vertically oriented and include the entire thickness of the patella. If a marginal fracture is old, the edges of the fragment are sclerotic. Lateral tilt, lateral subluxation, and lateral overhang of the patella relative to the femoral condyles are best evaluated on the axial or skyline view.

Small flecks of bone adjacent to the distal pole may be noteworthy (142). If the fragment is sclerotic and closely approximated to the anterior surface of the patella, it may represent an accessory ossification center. A symptomatic, small, visible radiodensity after specific injury or overuse may represent a Sinding-Larsen-Johansson lesion (164). Small and similarly benign-looking ossicles may signify a sleeve fracture if a good history of acute avulsion injury is given and associated clinical signs are present. Fragmentation or elongation of the distal pole associated with patella alta in a child with cerebral palsy indicates longstanding extensor mechanism stress.

A bipartite patella is best seen on the anteroposterior radiograph, which shows a crescent-shaped radiolucent line in the superolateral quadrant of the patella and rounded margins of the accessory ossicle. If symptoms are confusing, comparison radiographs of the opposite knee are helpful. A similar radio-
graphic appearance of the contralateral patella supports the diagnosis of bipartite patella.

**Treatment**

Closed treatment is recommended for nondisplaced fractures. Aspiration of hematrhrosis relieves pain. A well-molded cylinder cast in extension is applied, and progressive weight bearing is permitted. Immobilization may be continued for 4 to 6 weeks.

**Operative Treatment**

Operative treatment is reserved for displaced fractures that exhibit 3 mm or more of articular displacement or fractures that disrupt the extensor mechanism. Reduction and internal fixation are preferable to patellectomy. Fixation techniques include a circumferential wire loop, nonabsorbable sutures through longitudinally drilled holes, the AO tension-band technique, or screws or threaded pins. Ogden (53) believes that to avoid growth disturbance, circumferential wiring through adjacent soft tissue around the patella is preferable to wiring through the patella. Blount (8) also advised a circular turn of wire about the patella. Others have pointed out that circular wire fixation may threaten the blood supply to the patella. However, Maguire and Canale reported no growth disturbance after the use of cerclage wires. Weber et al. (83) advised tension-band wiring through a transverse incision, and Rang (62) advised tension-band wiring for displaced transverse fractures in older children. An experimental study by Weber et al. (165) supported fixation by either modified tension-band wiring or by the Magnusson wiring method. The former consists of a wire loop passed beyond the tips of two longitudinal fixation wires and over the anterior surface of the patella (Fig. 23-42). The Magnusson technique consists of a wire loop passed through longitudinal drill holes in the two apposed fragments. All authors agree that meticulous repair of any adjacent retinacular tear is as important as accurate approximation and stable fixation of bony fragments (9,145,151).

Sliave fractures require careful approximation of the distal pole to prevent persistent deformity and extensor lag. Houghton and Ackroyd (153) and Wu et al. (166) advised careful reduction of the distal pole with the attached sleeve of cartilage to the main body of the patella. Modified tension-band wiring around two longitudinal Kirschner wires helps centralize fixation in the small fragment. The extensor retinaculum should be repaired.

For medial marginal fractures, Rorabeck and Bobechko (160) advised excising the osteochondral fragment and repairing the extensor apparatus in acute dislocation of the patella. Griswold (151) suggested that marginal fractures of the patella do best with surgery. He advised excision because fibrous union can cause persistent pain. Peterson and Stener (158) described treatment of concurrent avulsions of the medial and lateral margins of the patella in a 12-year-old boy; a good result was obtained with operative repair.

**Operative Versus Conservative Treatment**

Indications for open treatment of fractures of the patella in children are essentially the same as for fractures of the patella in adults. A diastasis of 3 mm or more on radiographs or a step-off on the articular surface of 3 mm or more is an indication for open reduction and internal fixation. It may be more difficult to estimate the amount of gap or the degree of step-off in a younger child because of the partial ossification of the patella. An inability voluntarily to extend the knee fully indicates an associated tear of the retinaculum that should be repaired. An open fracture requires appropriate debridement and irrigation, as well as internal fixation when indicated.

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We advise closed treatment if the fracture is not displaced. A well-molded cylinder or long leg cast is applied to hold the knee in extension. Partial weight bearing is allowed as soon as symptoms permit, usually within the first several days. Straight-leg raising should be possible by 1 week after injury.

For displaced transverse fractures, we perform open reduction with internal fixation using the modified tension-band technique with a wire loop over parallel Kirschner wires. A longitudinal midline incision is preferred to facilitate possible future surgery about the knee. The retinaculum on both the medial and lateral sides is repaired meticulously from outward in toward the margins of the patella.

We advise excising displaced marginal fractures, whether they are on the medial or lateral margin. The exception is a marginal fracture that includes a significant part of the articular surface. This lesion is more properly considered an osteochondral fracture, and a fragment larger than 1 cm should be replaced and fixed by Herbert screws.

**Postoperative and Postfracture Care**

Immobilization in a cylinder cast is continued for 4 to 6 weeks after either closed treatment or open reduction and internal fixation. Quadriceps-strengthening exercises are begun as soon as possible. The cast may have to be changed as swelling diminishes. After removal of the cast, quadriceps-strengthening exercises are continued and range-of-motion exercises are begun. It is helpful to begin flexion exercises with the patient prone. Return to vigorous activities or athletics is not permitted until muscle mass and range of motion are equal to those in the opposite extremity.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis is good for nondisplaced fractures in which accurate apposition of fragments, with healing, has been achieved. Comminuted, displaced patellar fractures are uncommon in growing children. Those treated without reduction may heal with elongation of the patella and diminution of function of the extensor mechanism. Comminuted fractures in adolescents approaching skeletal maturity are best treated by patellectomy. Symptoms that persist after marginal fractures usually can be treated by simple excision of the fragment.
FIGURE 23-42. A: Displaced transverse fracture of the patella; note open distal femoral and proximal tibial physes. B and C: After reduction and internal fixation with tension-band technique using figure-of-eight wire over parallel longitudinal pins.
Complications

Complications of unreduced displaced fractures include patella alta, extensor lag, and quadriceps atrophy. Houghton and Ackroyd (153) reported these findings at short-term follow-up of a displaced sleeve fracture in a 9-year-old girl treated by aspiration and immobilization alone. The fragments had remained separated and the bone had filled the defect. Two years later, moderate quadriceps atrophy and an extensor lag persisted, along with a subchondral defect in the central area of the articular surface. Failure to restore length after injury precludes return to optimal function (156,157).

PART II: INTRAARTICULAR AND LIGAMENTOUS INJURIES ABOUT THE KNEE

OSTEOCHONDRAL FRACTURES

Osteochondral fractures of the knee usually involve the medial or lateral femoral condyle or the patella. The diagnosis often is difficult because even a large osteochondral fragment may contain only a small ossified portion that is visible on plain radiographs. Differential diagnoses include meniscal injury and osteochondritis dissecans (169,174,176).

Coleman (173) reported five osteochondral fractures of the patella in children and recommended removal of loose bodies, repair of articular defects, and repair of the medial retinaculum to prevent recurrent patellar dislocation. Rosenberg (186) reported 15 osteochondral fractures of the lateral femoral condyle caused by flexion-rotation forces to the knee rather than by direct blows. He concluded that osteochondral fractures of the lateral femoral condyle are caused by direct force from the patella, although not all patients had patellar dislocations. He also recommended removal of the loose osteochondral fragments. Rorabeck and Bobechko (185) reported 18 children with acute patellar dislocations and osteochondral fractures of the patella or lateral femoral condyle. They recommended repair of the medial retinaculum in addition to removal of the osteochondral fragment.

Surgical Anatomy

The patella tracks in the intercondylar notch between the medial and lateral femoral condyles during flexion and extension of the knee (175,178). With increasing knee flexion, the contact area on the articular surface of the patella moves to the proximal patella. Between 90 and 135 degrees of flexion, the patella glides into the intercondylar notch between the femoral condyles. The two primary areas of contact are the medial patellar facet with the medial femoral condyle and the superolateral quadrant of the lateral patellar facet with the lateral femoral condyle. Soft tissue support for the patellofemoral joint includes the quadriceps muscle, the patellar ligament, and the vastus medialis and lateralis muscles.

Dislocation of the patella may tear the medial retinaculum, but the rest of the quadriceps muscle–patellar ligament complex continues to apply significant compression forces as the patella dislocates laterally. These forces are believed to cause fracture of the medial patellar facet, the lateral femoral condyle articular rim, or both (180,184,186) (Fig. 23-43). Osteochondral fractures are uncommon with chronic recurrent subluxation or dislocation of the patella because of laxity of the medial retinaculum and lesser compressive forces on the patella and the lateral femoral condyle. In adults, compressive or rotary forces at the knee are dissipated between calcified and uncalcified cartilage without involvement of the subchondral bone. In adolescents, osteochondral fracture extends into the subchondral bone.

Mechanism of Injury

Kennedy (180) described the two mechanisms of osteochondral fractures: exogenous, a direct blow and a shearing force to either the medial or lateral condyle, and endogenous, a flexion–rotation injury of the knee in which contact between the tibia and femoral condyle causes the fracture. The endogenous mechanism is also the cause of osteochondral fracture with patellar dislocation secondary to the shearing force of the patella against the lateral femoral condyle (172,182). Ahstrom (168) reported 18 osteochondral fractures; 14 occurred during sports-related activities. Most patients give a history of a twisting injury consistent with acute patellar dislocation, but a few report a direct blow to the lateral or medial femoral condyle, accounting for a shear injury. Nitosvaara et al. (183) reported that of 69 acute patellar

Physical findings may include knee effusion and tenderness over the medial or lateral femoral condyle or the medial patella. The knee usually is held in 15 to 20 degrees of flexion, and movement in any direction is resisted. Attempts at flexion or extension of the knee and manipulation of the patella elicit pain. Sterile aspiration of the knee using local anesthesia usually obtains a bloody aspirate, occasionally with fat globules suggestive of an intraarticular fracture. Late physical findings are identical to those of a loose body: intermittent locking and catching of the knee joint or a palpable fragment beneath the skin.

**Radiographic Findings**

Because the osteochondral fragment may be difficult to see on plain radiographs, anteroposterior and lateral views must be carefully assessed for even the smallest ossified fragment (Fig. 23-44). A tunnel view may help locate a fragment in the region of the intercondylar notch. Osteochondral fragments also may be located at the extreme periphery of the joint in the suprapatellar pouch or beneath the MCL or LCL (Fig. 23-45). The tibial tuberosity should not be confused with an osteochondral fragment, as noted by Ogden (184). Occasionally, a large osteochondral fragment with a small ossified portion can be seen more clearly with arthrography, CT arthrography, or MRI.

**Methods of Treatment**

Most authors recommend operative treatment of acute osteochondral fractures of the knee, either excision of the fragment or fixation to its anatomic location. Kennedy (180) and Smillie (188) recommend replacement in acute injuries if the fragment is large, easily accessible, and in a weight-bearing area of the knee. If arthrotomy is delayed for 10 days or more, fixation is
contraindicated because the articular surface defect has already begun to fill in with fibrocartilage. Other authors recommend excision of small fragments from the medial or lateral condyle or the patella (167,177,179,187). Excision or fixation of the fragment may be done with arthroscopy or arthrotomy, and fixation devices vary from small, smooth or threaded Steinmann pins to countersunk screws (171,190). Lewis and Foster (181) reported good results in eight osteochondral fractures after fixation with Herbert bone screws. They cite as advantages of this technique:
1. Little cartilage damage is done during insertion.
2. Because the screw is entirely buried, it does not interfere with soft tissues.
3. Fixation is rigid enough to allow the use of continuous passive motion.
4. Reoperation for screw removal is unnecessary.

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD**

Treatment of the osteochondral fragment depends on five factors: size, site, stability, surface, and subchondral status of the lesion (189,191). If the fragment is from a non-weight-bearing area, arthroscopic excision is recommended with debridement of the fragment's crater to stable edges and perforation of the underlying subchondral bone to encourage cell ingrowth. With unstable or loose lesions larger than 3 mm in weight-bearing contact areas, fragment salvage is attempted if the fragment can be reduced, its articular surface is pristine and not chondralized, and its subchondral segment is adequate for fixation, usually 3 mm in depth. Bioabsorbable fixation devices can be used but carry a risk of sterile synovitis with recurrent effusions. Most osteochondral fractures associated with patellar dislocation, either from the patella or lateral femoral condyle, can be removed arthroscopically. Rarely, after a severe direct blow, a large osteochondral fracture of the femoral condyle requires open reduction and internal fixation.

**Operative Treatment**

The first step in treatment is to obtain adequate radiographic studies to assess the size and origin of the fragment accurately. If the fragment is small (<2 cm) and from a non-weight-bearing area, we prefer arthroscopy for inspection of the joint and removal of the fragment. Arthroscopic examination also may be done if imaging studies do not clearly reveal the size and origin of the fragment. If the fragment is larger than 2 cm and from a weight-bearing surface, either medial or lateral arthrotomy may be necessary, as indicated by the location of the fragment, to return the fragment to its bed and fix it with small, threaded Steinmann pins placed in a retrograde or transverse direction through the femoral condyle into the subcutaneous tissue medially or laterally. The pins should not be left protruding into the joint, but should be buried beneath the articular cartilage and cut off in the subcutaneous tissue for easy removal after fracture healing. For very large fragments, especially in adolescents nearing skeletal maturity, we use countersunk minifragment screws or Herbert screws. These screws may require later removal even if buried beneath articular cartilage. Regardless of the fixation device chosen, care should be taken to avoid penetration of the distal femoral physis, especially in younger children.

**Postoperative Care**

After fixation of a large osteochondral fragment with pins or screws, a long leg, bent-knee cast is applied with the knee flexed to 30 degrees. Non-weight-bearing ambulation is allowed on crutches, and quadriceps muscle-strengthening exercises are begun. The cast is removed at 6 weeks after surgery, quadriceps exercises are continued, and weight bearing gradually progresses. Full weight bearing is allowed after swelling has subsided and radiographs show healing of the fracture fragment. Return to athletic activities is permitted when knee range of motion has recovered and quadriceps strength is equal to that of the uninvolved extremity.

After arthroscopic excision of a small fragment, a knee immobilizer splint is fitted, quadriceps-strengthening exercises are
begun, and weight bearing is allowed as tolerated. The immobilizer is discontinued 2 weeks after arthroscopy.

Prognosis

Osteochondral fractures with small fragments not involving the weight-bearing portion of the joint usually have a good prognosis. The prognosis is more uncertain, however, if the fracture fragment involves a large portion of the weight-bearing surface. When acute patellar dislocation requires arthrotomy for fixation or removal of a large osteochondral fragment, Rorabeck and Bobechko (185) and Bassett (170) recommend operative repair of the medial retinaculum. Ahstrom (168) noted poor results after osteochondral fracture associated with recurrent patellar dislocation, but believed these were related more to the chronic dislocation or subluxation than to the articular injury. Even after surgical fixation, large osteochondral fractures with incongruous articular surfaces may cause loss of motion and late osteoarthritic changes (Fig. 23-46).

Complications

Complications of surgical treatment, especially with large fragments, include adhesions in the suprapatellar pouch, quadriceps insufficiency, and malalignment of the quadriceps–patellar ligament complex. Threaded Steinmann pins or countersunk screws that protrude into the joint may cause synovitis and loss of knee joint motion.

FRACTURE OF THE TIBIAL SPINE (INTERCONDYLAR EMINENCE)

Avulsion fracture of the tibial spine is a relatively rare injury in children. Skak et al. (219) reported that it occurred in 3 per 100,000 children each year. The most common causes of these fractures are bicycle accidents and athletic activities (210,211). A stable, painless knee can be obtained in many patients with closed treatment (190), but displaced fractures irreducible by closed means require open reduction.

Garcia and Neer (199) reported 42 fractures of the tibial spine in patients ranging in age from 7 to 60 years, 6 of whom had positive anterior drawer signs indicating associated collateral ligament injuries. They reported successful closed management in half their patients. Meyers and McKeever (209), however, recommended arthrotomy and open reduction for all displaced fractures, followed by cast immobilization with the knee in 20 degrees of flexion rather than hyperextension, believing that hyperextension aggravated the injury in one of their patients. Gronkvist et al. (201) reported late instability in 16 of 32 children with tibial spine fractures, and recommended surgery for all displaced tibial spine fractures, especially in children older than 10 years because “the older the patient the more the demand on the anterior cruciate ligament–tibial spine complex.” Because of elongation of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), which contributes to instability, they recommended countersinking the tibial spine–proximal tibial epiphyseal fragment during open reduction. Baxter and Wiley (193) noted mild to moderate knee laxity at follow-up in 45 patients, even after anatomic reduction of the tibial spine.

Mclennan (208) reported 10 patients with type III intercondylar eminence fractures treated with closed reduction and with arthroscopic reduction with or without internal fixation. At second-look arthroscopy 6 years after the initial injury, those treated with closed reduction had more knee laxity than those treated arthroscopically. In a long-term (average 16 years) follow-up study of 61 children with anterior tibial spine fractures, Janarv et al. (203) found pathologic knee laxity from 3 to 9 mm in 18 (38%) of the 47 patients clinically tested.
Falstie-Jensen and Søndergard-Petersen (197) reported four patients with moderate or complete displacement of the fracture and incarceration of the medial meniscus beneath the tibial spine. They recommended arthroscopic release of the incarcerated meniscus and open reduction and fixation of the tibial spine fracture if necessary (206,207). Hayes and Masear (202) reported one patient with an anterior tibial spine fracture associated with injury of the MCL. For patients with a positive anterior drawer sign or other evidence of ligamentous instability, they recommended stress radiographs and, if necessary, examination under anesthesia, followed by repair of any injury to the ACL or collateral ligament. Robinson and Driscoll (217) reported one patient with avulsions of the femoral and tibial insertions of the ACL and associated MCL injury.

The posterior intercondylar eminence is even more rarely injured in children than the anterior eminence (222) (Fig. 23-48). Roberts and Lovell (216) found the anterior tibial spine to be injured 10 times more frequently than the posterior tibial spine. Goodrich and Ballard (200) and Ross and Chesterman (218) reported isolated avulsion of the posterior tibial spine at the insertion of the PCL.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The ACL attaches distally to the anterior tibial spine and the anterior horn of the medial meniscus, with separate slips anterior and lateral as well. The ligament rests against the lateral roof of the intercondylar notch of the femur. The intercondylar eminence is that part of the proximal surface of the tibia lying between the anterior poles of the menisci forward to the anterior tibial spine. It is triangular, with its base at the anterior border of the proximal tibia. In the immature skeleton, the proximal surface of the eminence is covered entirely with cartilage. Marz et al. (266) found the medial meniscus to be trapped under the fragment in 8 of 10 type III lesions.

In a cadaver study by Roberts and Lovell (215,216), fracture of the anterior intercondylar eminence was simulated by oblique osteotomy beneath the eminence and traction on the ACL. In each specimen, the displaced fragment could be reduced into its bed by extension of the knee. In adults, the same stress might cause an isolated tear of the ACL, but in children the incompletely ossified tibial spine is weaker to tensile stress than the ligament, so failure occurs through the cancellous bone beneath the subchondral bone of the tibial spine.

**Mechanism of Injury**

A fall from a bicycle was the most common mechanism of injury in the series of Meyers and McKeever (210) and Roberts and Lovell (216), but anterior tibial spine fractures also have been reported in children participating in athletic activities or with multiple trauma (213,214). The injury probably occurs as the tibia is rotated relative to the femur and forced into hyperextension.

**Classification**

Meyers and McKeever (210) proposed a classification of tibial spine fractures based on the degree of displacement (Fig. 23-48):
1. Type I—minimal displacement of the fragment from the rest of the proximal tibial epiphysis
2. Type II—displacement of the anterior third to half of the avulsed fragment, which is lifted upward but remains hinged on its posterior border in contact with the proximal tibial epiphysis
3. Type III—complete separation of the avulsed fragment from the proximal tibial epiphysis, with upward displacement and rotation

**Signs and Symptoms**

Physical findings in acute injury include pain, effusion from associated hemarthrosis, and reluctance to bear weight. Extremes of motion are resisted because of increasing pain. Gentle stress testing should be performed to detect any tear of the MCL or LCL or physeal fracture of the distal femur or proximal tibia. Patients with late malunion of a displaced tibial spine fracture may lack full extension because of a mechanical bony block.
Radiographic Findings
Adequate anteroposterior and lateral radiographs are essential to evaluate the degree of displacement of the anterior tibial spine, although the fracture is best seen on the lateral view. Both views should be carefully scrutinized: the avulsed fragment may be mostly nonossified cartilage with only a small, thin ossified portion visible on the lateral view. Obtaining the anteroposterior radiograph more parallel to the normal posterior tilt of the proximal tibial articular surface may better reveal the fragment (Fig. 23-49).

If the fragment appears narrow and confined to the central portion of the intercondylar eminence, closed reduction may be successful. If the fragment is wider and extends medially or laterally beneath the articular surface of the tibial epiphysis, the anterior horn of a meniscus may be interposed beneath the fracture fragment.

Stress views should be obtained if collateral ligament injury or physeal fracture is suggested by physical examination. These can be done with the patient sedated or, if necessary, under general anesthesia. Abnormal widening of the joint space confirms an associated tear of the collateral ligament or may indicate occult fracture of the distal femoral or proximal tibial physeal.

A malunited displaced fragment appears on the lateral view as a large intraarticular extension into the intercondylar notch. A lateral view taken with the knee in hyperextension may reveal impingement of the proximal portion of the malunited fragment on the articular surface of the distal femur.

Methods of Treatment
For nondisplaced or minimally displaced (types I and II) fractures of the anterior tibial spine, most investigators recommend closed treatment. The position of immobilization, however, is controversial; some recommend hyperextension, others 10 to 20 degrees of flexion. For type III displaced fractures, most authorities recommend open reduction and internal fixation (194,209,222,223,226). Bakalim and Wilipula (192) reported successful closed reduction in 10 patients, none of whom had evidence of laxity of the ACL at follow-up, although some complained of anteroposterior instability. Smillie (186) suggested that closed reduction by hyperextension can be accomplished only with a large fragment. Meyers and McKeever (209) recommended cast immobilization with the knee in 20 degrees of flexion for all type I and II fractures and open reduction or arthroscopic treatment of all type III fractures.

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT
We prefer closed treatment of most type I and II fractures. If hemarthrosis causes severe pain, aspiration can be done under sterile conditions, after which the child is placed in a long leg cast with the knee in a position of neutral to 10 degrees of flexion (Fig. 23-50). Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs are obtained to confirm satisfactory reduction of the tibial spine fragments and are repeated in 1 to 2 weeks to ensure that the fragment has not become displaced. The cast is removed in 6 weeks and physical therapy is continued to strengthen the quadriceps and hamstring muscles and to increase range of motion.

Operative Treatment
Although closed reduction of type III fractures can be attempted by placing the knee in neutral to slight flexion, we usually have not found this successful. We prefer open reduction through an anteromedial arthrotomy or arthroscopic treatment. This approach allows inspection of the anterior horns of both menisci and distraction of the meniscus if its interposition beneath the anterior tibial spine prevents anatomic reduction. The fragment is reduced with the knee in neutral or 10 to 20 degrees of flexion.

If open surgery is used, numerous fixation techniques are available (206–208) (Fig. 23-51). In a young child in whom the fragment often is large and mostly cartilaginous, the fragment can be reduced in the tibial epiphyseal crater and secured with peripheral absorbable sutures. In an adolescent with a small fragment, a nonabsorbable suture can be woven through the ACL and out the distal end of the tibial spine fragment. From an anteromedial starting point on the tibial metaphysis, drill holes are placed obliquely into the crater in the tibial epiphysis, carefully avoiding the remainder of the tibial physeal. The frag-
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Open Reduction and Internal Fixation of Fractures of the Tibial Spine

The knee is exposed through the distal portion of a anteromedial parapatellar incision (196). The capsule is opened medially to expose the fracture fragments and the defect in the proximal tibia. After the medial meniscus is examined, retraction is used to allow examination of the anterior horn of the lateral meniscus to ensure the menisci are not impeding the reduction. The knee is placed in extension, and the fragment is reduced after any clots and cancellous bone have been removed from the defect. Two holes are drilled from distal to proximal through the tibial metaphysis and epiphysis, with care taken to drill the holes into the central area of the crater in the tibial epiphysis. A 1-0 nonabsorbable suture is passed through the distalmost portion of the ACL just proximal to the fracture fragment. With suture carriers, the ends of the suture are passed through the drill holes and tied on themselves after the reduction is satisfactory. The knee is flexed and extended to ensure the reduction is stable. The wound is irrigated and closed.

After reduction and fixation, a long leg cast is applied with the knee in neutral or slight (10 to 20 degrees) flexion. The cast is removed 6 weeks after surgery, and strengthening exercises of the quadriceps and hamstrings and active range-of-motion exercises are begun. Weight bearing progresses from touch-down to full weight bearing.

Arthroscopic Technique

After removal of any obstructions to reduction, the fracture is reduced by probe manipulation. Reduction is maintained by use...
of an ACL reconstruction guide. For fixation of noncomminuted fragments larger than 1 cm, a 20-mm cannulated screw is inserted through a proximal medial parapatellar portal (194,223). The screw should be placed so the proximal tibial physis is not violated. The screw head should be within the ACL substance to prevent impingement in extension. Countersinking the screw in an attempt to restore isometry is counterproductive because the ligament already is attenuated from the initial injury.

**Prognosis and Complications**

Prognosis of tibial spine injuries in children is good, with most patients regaining an excellent range of motion. Wiley and Baxter (224) found a measurable loss of extension in 45 patients with tibial spine fractures, 60% of whom had losses of more than 10 degrees; no patient, however, complained of any subjective feelings of knee instability. Willis et al. (225) found clinical signs of anterior instability in 64% of 50 patients at an average follow-up of 4 years and objective evidence of laxity in 74%, but again no patient complained of instability.

Poor results may occur after type III fractures of the tibial spine associated with unrecognized injuries of the collateral ligaments or complications from associated physeal fracture (211, 220,221). Malunion of type III fractures may cause mechanical impingement of the knee during full extension (206–208) (Fig. 23-54). For symptomatic adolescents, this can be corrected by excision of the malunited fragment and anatomic reinsertion of the ACL. Lombardo (205) reported avulsion of a fibrous union of the tibial spine 3 years after original injury.

Mylle et al. (212) reported anterior epiphysiosis with hyperextension of the knee 2 years after transphyseal screw fixation of an ACL avulsion in an 11-year-old girl. They recommended early removal of transphyseal metalwork or the use of arthroscopically inserted intraepiphyseal fixation to avoid this complication. This technique probably should be reserved for skeletally mature patients or the screw should be angled to avoid the physis. Mah et al. (206,207) found that both of their surgically treated type III patients had negative Lachman, anterior drawer, and pivot-shift tests at follow-up, with a mean anterior translation of 2.5 mm measured arthroscopically. They suggested that the anatomic reconstruction prevented laxity, findings not shown by other reports that acknowledged that the laxity after injury or surgery was due to the interstitial elongation of the ACL accompanying the avulsion fracture.

**LIGAMENT INJURIES**

The increasing number of reports of acute disruption of the knee ligaments in children and adolescents (218,229,234,241,242,257,262,266,268,277,278,280) refutes the long-held belief that complete disruption of knee ligaments can occur only after the physes have stopped growing (188). This increased frequency of knee ligament injuries in children probably is related to the more frequent participation of children in vigorous sports, the increasing incidence of multiple trauma, and a heightened awareness among physicians concerning the frequent association of ligamentous injury with fractures about the knee.

Fractures of the epiphyses or physes about the knee are more common than ligamentous injuries alone. Isolated knee ligament injury is rare in children younger than 14 years of age because the ligaments are stronger than the physes (237,243,261,267,288). The inherent ligamentous laxity in children also may offer some protection against ligament injury, but this decreases as the adolescent approaches skeletal maturity. Bertin and Goble (232), after reviewing 29 fractures, concluded that physical fractures about the knee are associated with a higher incidence of ligamentous injury.

Before the 1990s, reports of ligamentous injuries in children were isolated case reports, and most recommendations were for conservative treatment. More recent reports have indicated an increased awareness of ligament injury in association with physical fractures (238), as well as isolated ligament injuries, and a more aggressive approach, especially in adolescents approaching skeletal maturity (231,242,244,246,272,279,287).

Staniszki et al. (285) reported 70 children and adolescents with acute traumatic knee hemarthroses; arthroscopic examination revealed ACL injuries in 47% of those 7 to 12 years of age and in 65% of those 13 to 18 years of age. They determined that boys 16 to 18 years of age engaged in organized sports and girls 13 to 15 years of age engaged in unorganized sports had the highest risk for complete ACL tears; 60% of these patients had isolated ACL tears.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The MCL and LCL of the knee originate from the distal femoral epiphysis and insert into the proximal tibial and fibular epiphyses, except for the superficial portion of the MCL, which inserts
Older adolescents may describe the knee as buckling or “jumping out of place” and can usually relate the location and severity of their pain as well as the time between injury and onset of pain and swelling. Rapid intraarticular effusion within 2 hours of injury suggests hemarthrosis, usually from injury to the ACL.

Palmer (274) described four mechanisms capable of producing disruption of the ligamentous structures about the knee: abduction, flexion, and internal rotation of the femur on the tibia; adduction, flexion, and external rotation of the femur on the tibia; hyperextension; and anterior–posterior displacement. The most common mechanism in adolescents is abduction, flexion, and internal rotation of the femur on the tibia occurring during athletic competition when the weight-bearing extremity is struck from the lateral side. The classic abduction, flexion, and internal rotation injury in the adolescent may cause the “unhappy triad” of O’Donoghue: tears of the MCL and ACL and injury to the medial meniscus.

Isolated injury of the LCL is rare in children, but a direct blow to the medial aspect of the knee may tear the LCL, usually with avulsion from the fibula or a physeal injury through the distal femur (258). Isolated injuries of the ACL and PCL have been reported (256,267,278). Disruption of the ACL with minimal injury to other supporting structures may be caused by hyperextension, marked internal rotation of the tibia on the femur, and pure deceleration. In contrast, isolated injury of the PCL most often is caused by a direct blow to the front of the tibia with the knee in flexion.

Mechanism of Injury

The mechanism of ligamentous injury varies with the child’s age. In younger children, ligamentous injury typically is associated with significant polytrauma. Clanton et al. (237) reported that five of nine children with acute knee ligament injuries were struck by automobiles. In contrast, adolescents are more likely to sustain ligamentous injury during contact sports or sports that require “cutting” maneuvers while running (219,268). As exact a description as possible of the mechanism of injury should be obtained, including the position of the knee at the time of injury, the weight-supporting status of the injured knee, whether the force applied was direct or indirect (generated by the patient’s own momentum), and the position of the extremity after injury.

Classification

Classification of knee ligament injuries is based on three considerations: the severity of the injury, the specific anatomic location of the injury, and the direction of the subsequent instability caused by an isolated ligament injury or combination of ligament injuries.

A first-degree ligament sprain is a tear of a minimal number of fibers of the ligament with localized tenderness but no instability. A second-degree sprain is disruption of more ligamentous fibers, causing loss of function and more joint reaction but no significant instability. A third-degree sprain is complete disruption of the ligament, resulting in instability. Although difficult to assess clinically, the degree of sprain also is determined during stress testing by the amount of separation of the joint surfaces: first-degree sprain, 5 mm or less; second-degree sprain, 5 to 10 mm; and third-degree sprain, more than 10 mm.

The anatomic classification of ligament injuries describes the exact location of the disruption (250):

A. MCL insufficiency (Fig. 23-56)
   1. Superficial
      a. Femoral origin
      b. Middle portion
      c. Tibial insertion
   2. Deep
      a. Meniscofemoral
      b. Middle portion
      c. Meniscotibial
B. ACL insufficiency
   1. Femoral origin

Signs and Symptoms

Both lower extremities are examined for comparison. Large areas of ecchymosis and extensive effusion are easily identified, but smaller areas may require careful palpation. In general, acute hemorrhrosis suggests rupture of a cruciate ligament, an osteochondral fracture, a peripheral tear in the vascular portion of a meniscus, or a tear in the deep portion of the joint capsule (239, 240, 245). The absence of hemorrhrosis is rare, however, an indication of a less severe ligament injury, because with complete disruption the blood in the knee joint may escape into the soft tissues rather than distend the joint. The range of motion of the injured knee, especially extension, is compared with that of the uninjured knee. If significant effusion prevents full extension, sterile aspiration can be performed. If complete knee extension is impossible after aspiration, the diagnosis of an entrapped meniscus should be considered.

Palpation of the collateral ligaments and their bony origins and insertions should locate tenderness at the site of the ligament injury. A defect in the collateral ligaments often can be felt if the MCL is avulsed from its insertion on the tibia or if the LCL is avulsed from the fibular head. If the neurovascular status is normal, stability should be evaluated by stress testing.

Stress testing for ligament injury in children (248, 249), with or without concomitant fracture, is very subjective, and its usefulness depends on the knowledge and experience of the examiner. Stress testing may be done immediately after injury in cooperative adolescents who do not have other significant injuries, but sedation or general anesthesia may be required for accurate diagnosis. In nonemergent situations, beginning the examination by testing the uninjured knee often calms patients and makes them more cooperative; it also establishes a baseline for assessing the ligamentous stability of the injured knee. In the standard stress tests of specific collateral and cruciate ligaments of the knee described in the following sections, the uninjured knee should be examined first.

### Valgus Stress Test of Medial Collateral Ligament

The valgus or abduction stress test is done with the child supine on the examining table and the knee to be examined on the side of the table closest to the examiner. The extremity is abducted off the side of the table and the knee is flexed approximately 20 degrees (Fig. 23-58). With one hand about the lateral aspect of the knee and the other supporting the ankle, the examiner applies gentle abduction or valgus stress to the knee while the hand at the ankle gently externally rotates the leg. Stability of the knee is noted at 20 degrees of flexion and again at neutral.

### Varus or Adduction Stress Test of Lateral Collateral Ligament

The varus or adduction stress test is done in a manner similar to the valgus stress test. It should be done with the knee in full extension and in 20 degrees of flexion. The LCL may be palpable as a taut structure on the lateral aspect of the knee.

The stability of the collateral ligaments may be different when tested in extension and in flexion. If a collateral ligament is torn but the cruciate ligaments and posterior capsule are intact, little instability can be detected with the knee extended. Flexion of the knee relaxes the capsule and more instability is evident with the same degree of ligamentous injury. Significant instability with varus or valgus stress testing with the knee in full extension usually indicates a cruciate as well as a collateral ligament disruption.

### Stress Testing of Anterior Cruciate Ligament

The anterior drawer test, as described by Slocum, is the classic maneuver for testing the stability of the ACL (Fig. 23-59). The Lachman and pivot-shift tests, however, are considered more sensitive for evaluating ACL injury when the examination can
be done in a relaxed, cooperative adolescent (Fig. 23-60). To perform the Lachman test, the examiner firmly stabilizes the femur with one hand while using the other hand to grip the proximal tibia, with the thumb placed on the anteromedial joint margin. An anteriorly directed lifting force applied by the palm and fingers causes anterior translation of the tibia in relation to the femur that can be palpated by the thumb; a soft or mushy end point indicates a positive test. When the ACL is disrupted, the normal patellar ligament slope is obliterated.

**Stress Testing of Posterior Cruciate Ligament**

The posterior drawer test for evaluation of the PCL is done with the patient supine. With the patient’s foot secured to the table and the hip flexed 90 degrees, a posterior force is applied to the proximal tibia. Posterior movement of the tibia on the femur greater than in the uninjured extremity indicates posterior instability (Fig. 23-61).

**Active Quadriceps Contraction Test of Posterior Cruciate Ligament**

With the patient supine, the relaxed limb is supported with the knee flexed to 90 degrees. It is important to support the thigh adequately so that the child’s muscles are completely relaxed.
The examiner’s other hand stabilizes the foot and the patient gently slides the foot down the table to contract the quadriceps muscle. Tibial displacement resulting from the quadriceps contraction is noted (Fig. 23-62). When the PCL is ruptured, contraction of the quadriceps muscle results in an anterior shift of the tibia.

**Radiographic Findings**

Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs are obtained when any ligament injury of the knee is suspected in children. The radiographs are carefully inspected for evidence of occult epiphyseal or physesal fractures or bony avulsions. The intact condylar notch, especially, is inspected to detect a tibial spine fracture, which is confirmed by anterior or posterior instability on physical examination. Occasionally, a small fragment of bone avulsed from the medial femur or proximal tibia indicates injury to the MCL. Similarly, avulsion of a small fragment of bone from the proximal fibular epiphysis or the lateral aspect of the distal femur may indicate LCL injury.

In children with open physes, stress radiographs are especially helpful to evaluate medial and lateral instability associated with physesal fractures (Fig. 23-63). Gentle stress views may be obtained with sedation, but general anesthesia may be required if the diagnosis is unclear. There are no accepted guidelines correlating joint space widening medially or laterally with knee joint instability in children, and stress views of the opposite knee may be required for comparison. If plain radiographs show a fracture of the distal femoral or proximal tibial physeal, stress views may be obtained only to evaluate suspected ligamentous instability. Conversely, if the initial radiographs appear normal but there is significant effusion about the knee, stress views should be obtained to rule out a fracture of the physeal of the distal femur or proximal tibia.

Other radiographic findings include avulsion of the anterior or posterior tibial spine indicative of injury to the ACL or PCL, widening of the joint space, and posterior subluxation of the tibia on the femur. Clanton et al. (237) consider a joint space of 8 mm or wider to be a definitive indication of ligament injury. Sanders et al. (278) reported 1.8 cm of posterior subluxation of the tibia on the anteroposterior stress view in a 6-year-old child.

**Figure 23-61.** Posterior cruciate ligament injury. Note posterior sagging of the tibia with posterior cruciate injury.

**Figure 23-62.** Active quadriceps contraction test of posterior cruciate ligament. A: Patient gently slides foot down the table to contract the quadriceps muscle. B: The tibia shifts anteriorly with quadriceps contraction when the posterior cruciate is torn.
with complete PCL disruption. MRI should be used to evaluate ligamentous and meniscal lesions in confusing cases (284).

**Methods of Treatment**

Clanton et al. (237) and others have noted that the best treatment for knee ligament injuries in children has not been clearly defined. Poor results have been reported after conservative treatment and after primary repair (236, 238, 270). Most authorities recommend conservative treatment of acute ligament injuries in young children, but give no clear indications for surgery. The numerous reconstructive techniques devised for the ACL are basically either extraarticular (avoiding the physes) or intraarticular (228, 254, 260, 265, 286). The intraarticular procedures more accurately replace the ACL with an anatomic or biomechanical substitute that allows the isometric placement of the graft critical to prevent subsequent loosening.

McCarroll et al. (268) compared 16 adolescents with ACL injuries treated conservatively with a similar group of 24 adolescents who had arthroscopic examination and extraarticular or intraarticular reconstruction of the ACL. Of the 16 treated nonoperatively, 6 required later surgery for meniscal injury and only 7 returned to sports activities; all experienced recurring episodes of giving way, effusion, and pain. Of the 24 treated surgically, torn menisci were found arthroscopically in 18 and 22 had satisfactory results.

Lipscomb and Anderson (263) reported treatment of 24 ACL injuries in adolescents (12 to 15 years of age) with intraarticular augmentation using the semitendinosus or gracilis tendon. They used holes drilled in the appropriate position through the tibial physis and an over-the-top technique for placement of the augmentation over the femoral condyle. One patient had significant growth disturbance. Wester et al. (289) developed graphs to help predict the amount of shortening and angular deformity to expect after ACL repair in skeletally immature patients. According to their calculations, when done within 1 year of maturity, reconstruction should result in a maximum of 5 degrees of valgus angulation and 1 cm of shortening.

DeLee and Curtis (242) and Engebretsen et al. (247) reported moderate to severe instability in adolescents with ACL ruptures after primary suture with intraarticular or extraarticular augmentation. Kannus and Järvinen (262) reported successful closed treatment of grade II (moderate) ligament injuries in adolescents, but unacceptable results in grade III (complete) ligamentous...
A frank discussion must be held with the parents and the patient about the injury to the ACL before using nonoperative treatment for a sprain in a hinged knee brace followed by rehabilitation of the sutured knee. Enough for an adult-type ACL reconstruction, or it is the definition whether the injury is to an isolated ligament or to multiple ligaments, and whether the resulting instability is single-plane or multiplane.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Before determining treatment, we analyze each knee ligament injury, considering the child’s skeletal age, the family’s athletic expectations for the child, the presence of associated fractures, whether the injury is to an isolated ligament or to multiple ligaments, and whether the resulting instability is single-plane or multiplane.

**Medial Collateral Ligament**

Isolated grade I or II sprains of the MCL are treated with crutches or a hinged knee brace for 1 to 3 weeks, depending on resolution of symptoms. Return to athletic activities is allowed when a full, painless range of motion is achieved and the patient can run and cut without pain. Isolated complete (grade III) disruption of the MCL can be treated with 6 weeks of immobilization in a hinged knee brace followed by rehabilitation of the quadriceps muscles and knee motion provided this is an isolated injury. The physician must ensure that there is no associated injury to the ACL before using nonoperative treatment for a grade III MCL injury.

Grade III disruptions of the MCL in adolescents often are associated with ACL injury or tibial spine fracture, as well as severe injury to the posteromedial knee capsule. If stress testing demonstrates gross instability, surgical repair is indicated. Mid-substance tears of the MCL and tears of the capsule can be sutured. An MCL avulsed from its distal insertion can be reattached with a staple if it can be placed well distal to the physis; if not, the ligament is repaired to the surrounding soft tissue.

**Anterior Cruciate Ligament**

A torn ACL does not constitute a surgical emergency, despite the image projected by celebrity athletes and their urgent care. A frank discussion must be held with the parents and the patient concerning future vaccination, sport demands, treatment options, outcomes, and risks involved with return to current sport activity. The orthopaedic surgeon must assume the role of a “knee counselor,” particularly with patients with a history of chronic knee abuse. All treatment algorithms are based on an accurate and complete diagnosis, which is achieved by clinical, imaging, and, if necessary, arthroscopic means. The treatment goal is a functional knee without progressive intraarticular damage or predisposition to premature osteoarthritis.

Nonsurgical treatment does not indicate non-treatment (229, 252, 271). The goal of this program is defined from the outset; it is a temporizing measure until the patient becomes mature enough for an adult-type ACL reconstruction, or it is the definitive choice for a patient willing to accept the functional limitations. We use a three-phase approach. Phase one begins shortly after injury and lasts 7 to 10 days. Brief immobilization (3 to 5 days) with a knee immobilizer for comfort is followed by daily out-of-brace exercises with active knee flexion and passive knee extension. Ambulation is with crutch-protected partial weight bearing. During this time, we reinforce patient education on the consequences of imprudent return to high-level sports. Phase two focuses on rehabilitation of the lower extremity and lasts approximately 6 weeks. Emphasis is placed on restoration of full knee motion, flexibility, strength, and endurance with particular attention to regaining the normal quadriceps/hamstring strength ratio. As the ratio is normalized, crutch use is decreased and then eliminated. The role of functional bracing has not been defined in children and issues of fit, size, and cost need to be considered. Phase three continues the rehabilitation, incorporates the use of a functional brace for sports, and allows return to low- and moderate-demand sports when quadriceps and hamstring strength and endurance are equal to those of the opposite, noninjured side as determined by isokinetic testing at functional speeds (>260 degrees/second). In the final part of this phase, sports readiness tasks are done at less than full speed. Monthly follow-up evaluates program compliance and rules out any further knee changes in function. Compliance with a nonoperative program designed to be a temporizing measure often is quite difficult for an emerging athlete who is surrounded by peer, coaching, and, often, parental pressures to return to high-demand sports.

Surgical management of ACL tears in skeletally immature patients is highly controversial. In patients with what we term an ACL plus knee (one with combined ACL and meniscal injuries), surgical reconstruction usually is recommended because of the poor prognosis of meniscal repair alone with compromised ACL function (227, 229, 233, 252, 264, 269, 272, 275, 282, 283). However, physeal injury and restoration of ligamentous isometry are concerns in the maturing femur and tibia. The safe percentage of physeal invasion, even in the central portion, that will be tolerated, is unknown. Experimental work in rodents by Garces et al. (251), lapin models by Guzzanti et al. (253) and Janarv et al. (259), and in canines by Stadelmeyer et al. (282) suggests that central femoral physeal invasion by drilling that involves less than 7% to 9% of the total physeal area does not produce significant length or angular deformities in these experimental models. In animal studies that used tendon or fascial autografts, either free or in continuity, to fill the defects created in femoral and proximal tibial physis and epiphyses, Janarv et al. (259) found that thin bone cylinders developed around the tunnels filled with tendon grafts and questioned whether large tunnels would create enough cylinder bone to cause physeal bridges of consequential size, even when centrally placed. Whether the effects seen in these various quadruped models can be translated to the unique demands of human bipedal gait remains unanswered. Also in question are the effects of exposure time after physeal invasion because the animal models had short exposure times in contrast to the 2 to 4 years of growth remaining in adolescent humans, especially boys. An additional concern is the outcome...
of the grafted tissue that provides the biologic scaffold for neoligament formation in terms of the tissue’s size, strength, isometry, and growth. None of the animal series used any type of transphyseal fixation.

No data specifically address the timing of ACL reconstruction in skeletally immature patients after acute injury. We wait 14 to 21 days to allow abatement of the initial inflammatory phase, in keeping with the data that suggest in adults a reduced frequency of fibroarthrotic complications if surgery is delayed. During this time, crutch-protected gait is used and restoration of full passive extension is sought. We also use this time to reemphasize the 6-month time frame expected for recovery before return to sports. Even with contemporary accelerated rehabilitation programs, return to sport is a function of biology and not arthroscopic technology. The rare patient who presents with a locked knee from a concomitant displaced meniscal tear requires more urgent surgery for both injured structures.

Reconstruction of the ACL requires consideration of the three “Ts”: tissues, tunnels, and technique. Autograft tissues include patellar and hamstring tendons, most commonly the semitendinosus alone or with gracilis augmentation. Allograft ACL substitution has been reported in eight children (227). Concerns of potential viral transmission and graft strength alterations secondary to sterilization effects remain (273). Synthetic ACL use as a backup to autograft or allograft causes concerns about longevity, foreign body synovitis from wear particles, and fixation techniques. Direct ACL repair is desired to failure unless a sufficient-sized bone fragment is avulsed to allow direct bone union.

Extraarticular ACL reconstruction using fascia lata slings in a variety of configurations has had limited success in adults, and similar outcomes are predicted in skeletally immature patients who wish to return to high-demand sports. An additional concern is the potential tethering effect on the lateral knee produced by this method with secondary femoral or tibial physeal asymmetric growth.

Tunnels for ACL reconstruction are technique dependent and include grooves in the proximal tibial epiphysis, over-the-top femoral placement, and more vertical proximal tibial physeal and epiphyseal tunnel orientation to provide improved graft isometry. When selecting tunnels, we consider three types: physeal sparing, partial transphyseal, and complete transphyseal (283). Physeal-sparing methods avoid any physeal invasion with intraarticular passage of the graft. Partial transphyseal techniques use a central transphyseal and epiphyseal proximal tibial tunnel with intraarticular passage of a hamstring or patellar tendon graft to an over-the-top femoral position with femoral metaphyseal fixation. Complete transphyseal procedures involve central, isometrically oriented tibial and femoral tunnels and intraarticular graft passage and femoral and tibial epiphyseal or metaphyseal graft fixation sites. Physeal-sparing techniques are used with quite skeletally immature, Tanner stage 0 to 1 patients, usually with an associated meniscal injury that requires treatment (Fig. 23-64). In patients who are somewhat more mature (Tanner stage 2), partial transphyseal methods are suggested (Fig. 23-65). In patients who are Tanner stage 3 (boys with curly axillary hair and girls who are postmenarchal) and above, complete transphyseal, adult-type reconstructions are done because growth remaining at the distal femur and proximal tibia is limited (Fig. 23-66).

The major limitation of the physeal-sparing procedure described by Parker et al. (275) is the lack of anatomic isometry of the neoligament. Each of their six patients who were 10 to 14 years of age had an associated meniscal tear that required treatment. At 2-year follow-up, outcomes were favorable. Although not optimal, this technique provides a reasonable option in very young patients with symptomatic functional instability, usually due to noncompliance in a nonoperative program and often associated with a subsequent meniscal tear.

Partial transphyseal techniques use 6- to 8-mm patellar or hamstring autografts in continuity that are passed through 6- to 8-mm tibial proximal tunnels more vertically oriented in an attempt to improve graft isometry. The over-the-top graft is attached to the femoral metaphysis, with care taken to not violate the lateral femoral physis. Lo et al. (264) reported 29 truly skeletally immature patients who had reconstruction of their torn ACL using this method, the largest series to date. All patients had excellent functional outcomes and objective test results at an average follow-up of 3 years. No clinical or radiographic evidence of limb deformity was seen.

Complete transphyseal ACL reconstruction methods are the same as adult techniques and are done in patients who are Tanner stage 3 or higher.

Graft choice depends on the surgeon’s preference and may be a multistrand hamstring configuration or a patellar bone–patellar tendon–tibial tubercle construct. Graft fixation may be intraarticular or extraarticular. McCarron et al. (269) reported good results from such reconstructions in mature adolescents with arthroscopically documented ACL-complete tears that commonly were associated with meniscal tears that required repair. Even with the excellent results achieved by this experienced group of knee surgeons, they advocated delaying reconstruction in skeletally immature patients until sufficient maturity is reached to allow a complete transphyseal procedure.

Postoperative rehabilitation is based on physiologic principles that reduce deleterious effects of immobilization, protect the healing tissues, avoid negative misuse effects, and encourage graft maturation by providing physiologically tolerable stresses to it. Advancement to the next rehabilitative phase is predicated on the patient achieving previously determined functional criteria. The program is divided into four phases: phase 1, weight bearing and motion restoration; phase 2, muscle strength gains; phase 3, progressive improvement in speed, power, endurance, and agility; and phase 4, sport readiness and return to sport. Phase 1 begins immediately after surgery and continues for 6 weeks. The patient uses crutches for protected weight bearing and is encouraged to progress to full weight bearing without crutch support by 4 to 5 weeks. The postoperative knee immobilizer is replaced with a postoperative brace that limits extension to −30 degrees and flexion to 90 degrees. Active flexion is encouraged and passive full extension out of the brace is done a minimum of four times daily. At the end of this phase, full weight bearing and passive extension are expected, as is knee flexion to 110 degrees. Resistive closed-chain hip flexor, quadriceps, hamstring, and gastrocnemius and anterior tibial and peroneal exercises are done three times daily. If concomitant meniscal
FIGURE 23-64. Physeal-sparing anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction technique (A and B). Intraoperative arthroscopic views of tibial tunnel preparation of the epiphysis (C) and notchplasty (D). Epiphyseal “tunnel” groove under the anterior transverse meniscal ligament (E) with semitendinosus graft in place (F). (Courtesy of Scott Cameron, MD, Marshfield, Wisconsin.)
repair was done, protected weight bearing and knee flexion limitation to 90 degrees are continued for 8 weeks. Phase 2 encompasses the next 6 weeks, during which time closed-chain resistive exercises are continued with quadriceps strength expected to be two thirds of the opposite normal side by isokinetic testing at 120 degrees per second with the knee protected at —30 degrees of extension. Gait should be normal and passive knee motion full. Phase 3 lasts 6 weeks, with progressive emphasis on restoration of the quadriceps—hamstring strength ratio, which should be 75% to 80% of normal by isokinetic testing. A functional brace is fitted during this time and a running program is instituted. Phase 4 lasts for 6 weeks and involves normalization of lower extremity muscle strength, power, and endurance. Agility drills are advanced and sport-specific readiness tasks are done at progressively higher rates of speed. At the end of this phase, knee range of motion should be full and without pain, there should be no signs of functional instability, and the knee sagittal stability should be within 3 mm of the opposite normal side with normal muscle strength, power, and endurance. Functional brace use is continued for 3 to 6 months after return to sport, usually at the patient’s request.

Prognosis and Complications. Limited data exist about postoperative complications after ACL reconstruction in skeletally immature patients, but the same type of complications seen in adults also might be expected in younger patients: loss of motion, donor and insertion site problems, and reflex sympathetic dystrophy. Although limited clinical and experimental data in skeletally immature models suggest that deformity and growth complications are uncommon after ACL reconstruction, these complications are possible, especially when judgmental or surgical technical errors occur.

Authors’ Preferred Treatment. In immature patients with isolated ACL tears, we recommend nonoperative management with strong emphasis on patient counseling about the potential for additional intraarticular damage with return to high-demand sports. In patients with a concomitant meniscal injury that re-
requires repair, the so-called “ACL plus” knee, we recommend ACL reconstruction, even in those who are relatively immature, because of the high potential for repeated intraarticular damage leading to premature degenerative arthritis. Three types of ACL reconstruction are possible: physeal sparing, partial transphyseal, and complete transphyseal. The choice must be tailored to the patient’s physiologic and anatomic assets and liabilities.

Grade III Sprains of Both Medial Collateral and Anterior Cruciate Ligaments
The combination of grade III injuries of both the MCL and ACL is, unfortunately, fairly common, especially in older adolescents. In addition to complete disruption of the ACL, the MCL is torn either from its femoral origin, in its midsubstance, or from its tibial insertion. This combination of injuries results in multiplane instability. Treatment is based on the child’s age and the specific injuries. In children with more than 2 years of skeletal growth remaining who have an avulsion of the MCL from its femoral origin, we recommend 6 weeks of immobilization in a hinged knee brace, followed by vigorous rehabilitation. If the MCL is torn in its midsubstance or avulsed from its tibial insertion with gross laxity, we recommend surgical repair with sutures in the midsubstance tear le staple in the proximal tibia distal to the physes with no repair of the ACL, thus converting the multiplane instability to single-plane instability. If anterior or anterolateral instability persists during growth in a very young child, an extrarticular tenodesis can be done to protect the menisci until skeletal maturity. If symptoms warrant, intraarticular reconstruction of the ACL can be done as the adolescent nears skeletal maturity. For an adolescent within 12 to 24 months of skeletal maturity with grade III injuries of the MCL and ACL resulting in multiplane instability, we recommend surgical treatment of both ligaments. Careful repair of the posteromedial knee joint capsule often is required.

Lateral Collateral Ligament
Grade III injuries of the LCL are rare in children. Occasionally, the lateral capsular sign is seen on radiographs obtained for evaluation of knee injury. Most often, the LCL is avulsed from the proximal fibular epiphysis; proximal and midsubstance tears are uncommon. This injury is treated in the same manner as injury to the MCL. For isolated grade III injuries, a 6-week period of immobilization in a hinged knee brace is recommended. If ACL injury is associated with LCL injury, treatment is as described for combined injuries of the MCL and ACL. In young children, the LCL is repaired and the ACL is left untreated. If instability persists as the adolescent nears skeletal maturity, intraarticular reconstruction can be done at that time. In adolescents near skeletal maturity at the time of injury, we prefer to repair both the ACL and LCL.

Posterior Cruciate Ligament
In general, PCL injuries in children are associated with a bony avulsion. If nondisplaced, they should be treated with immobilization; if displaced, they should be treated with open reduction and internal fixation.

Isolated grade III injury of the PCL in children and adolescents can be treated with 6 weeks of immobilization in a cast-brace or hinged knee brace. If significant functional symptoms persist in an adolescent, the PCL can be reconstructed at or near skeletal maturity. In a young child with grade III MCL or LCL injury in addition to PCL injury, the collateral ligament can be surgically repaired to convert the multiplane instability to a single-plane instability. PCL injury may be associated with ACL injury, primarily in knee dislocations, and surgical intervention usually is appropriate for this combination of injuries, especially in patients nearing skeletal maturity (235).

Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation
After cast-brace or hinged brace immobilization, aggressive rehabilitation is recommended, including strengthening of the quadriceps and hamstrings, progressive range-of-motion exercises, and progressive weight bearing. A vigorous physical therapy program is more difficult for younger children, but rehabilitation becomes progressively more important as the child becomes older, and it is critical in adolescents returning to high-demand competitive sports. Bracing is recommended during sports activities for adolescents with previous ACL injury.

Prognosis
Isolated injuries of the collateral ligaments, with or without physeal fractures, have a generally good prognosis. With grade III isolated injuries of the ACL, however, long-term results are extremely variable, depending on the amount of late instability and the demands placed on the knee during athletic activities during adolescence or young adulthood. The worst prognosis is for combined grade III injuries of the cruciate and collateral ligaments that are treated conservatively.

Complications
The three most serious potential complications of knee ligament injury are neurovascular complications, meniscal injuries, and late instability.

Careful assessment of the neurovascular status is mandatory at the initial examination. Any indication of neurovascular injury associated with severe knee ligament injury should prompt immediate investigation, including arteriography of the popliteal artery.

There is a high incidence of meniscal injury associated with ACL disruption, especially in adolescents. Even if surgical reconstruction of an isolated ACL rupture is not planned, arthroscopy may be done to identify any associated meniscal injury and to determine if primary repair or partial meniscectomy is appropriate.

Rarely, children with combined grade III injuries of the collateral and cruciate ligaments that have been treated conservatively acquire late instability. For young children with functional instability, reconstruction of the collateral ligament should be done to convert the multiplane instability to a single-plane instability. Then, as the child nears skeletal maturity, the cruciate
ligament can be reconstructed if necessary. In an adolescent approaching skeletal maturity who has multiplane instability, both the cruciate and collateral ligaments should be reconstructed as in adults.

KNEE DISLOCATIONS

Acute dislocations of the knee are uncommon in children because the forces required to produce dislocation are more likely to fracture the distal femoral or proximal tibial epiphysis (300). Acute knee dislocation usually involves major injuries of associated soft tissues and ligaments and often neurovascular injuries.

Adequate follow-up studies of acute knee dislocations in children younger than 10 years of age are few (296), and most information has been obtained from reports of knee dislocations in adults. Kennedy (305), in a classic 1963 study, analyzed 22 dislocations in young adults and recommended early ligament repair if the knee was unstable after reduction. Sisk and King (313) reviewed 62 patients treated for acute knee dislocations and recommended surgical treatment for patients younger than 40 years of age.

Surgical Anatomy

Soft Tissue Anatomy

The pertinent surgical anatomy in acute dislocation of the knee involves the soft tissues and the vascular and ligamentous structures about the knee. Knee dislocation usually occurs with disruption of both cruciate ligaments. With direct anterior or posterior dislocation, the collateral ligaments and the soft tissues may be retained because the femoral condyles are stripped out of their capsular and collateral ligament attachments, and when reduced slip back inside them. Knee dislocations in adolescents have been associated with tibial spine fractures, osteochondral fractures of the femur or tibia, meniscal injuries, and peroneal nerve injuries (295).

Vascular Injury

The anatomic structure of particular clinical significance is the popliteal artery. The collateral circulation about the knee is relatively poor, and if the popliteal artery is damaged, collateral circulation usually is insufficient to maintain viability of the extremity distal to the knee (295,302). The popliteal artery basically is fixed to the femur at the adductor hiatus and to the tibia by a fibrous arch. During anterior dislocation of the knee, the artery often is stretched enough to cause intimal disruption and possibly subsequent vascular occlusion.

Mechanism of Injury

Most knee dislocations in children occur with multiple trauma, especially in car, bicycle, or motorcycle accidents or pedestrian-vehicle accidents.

Classification

There is no specific classification of knee dislocations in children, but the dislocation may occur anteriorly, posteriorly, medially, or laterally. The most common single-plane dislocation is anterior.

Signs and Symptoms

Because of the potential for associated vascular injury, acute knee dislocations in children may be emergent situations. The dislocation causes obvious deformity about the knee. With anterior dislocation, the tibia is prominent in an abnormal anterior position. With posterior dislocation, the femoral condyles are abnormally prominent anteriorly.

After the dislocation is reduced, the stability of the knee should be evaluated with gentle stress testing. For isolated anterior or posterior dislocations, the integrity of the collateral ligaments should be carefully evaluated.

The neurovascular status of the extremity should be carefully evaluated both before and after reduction, especially the dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial pulses and peroneal nerve function. Any abnormal vascular findings, either before or after reduction, require arteriography and, if necessary, arterial exploration. Abnormalities in the sensory or motor function of the foot and distribution of the peroneal nerve function should be noted.

Radiographic Findings

Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs at the initial evaluation confirm the clinically suggested direction of the dislocation, most commonly anterior (Fig. 23-67). Radiographs in both views after reduction detect any occult fractures of the tibial spine, distal femoral physe, or proximal tibial physe. If collateral ligament injury is suspected, stress views also are obtained.

Femoral arteriograms are obtained at the initial evaluation if dorsalis pedis or posterior tibial pulses are absent or diminished. The knee dislocation is reduced as quickly as possible and the vascular status reevaluated. Although distal pulses often are absent immediately after injury and return after reduction, an arteriogram can be done even after satisfactory pulses are restored to detect an intimal tear that may cause late thrombosis and occlusion. Arteriography is unnecessary when pulses are normal before and after reduction; however, the vascular status should be carefully monitored for 48 to 72 hours after reduction.

Methods of Treatment

When treating a knee dislocation in a child, the physician must consider not only the acute knee injury with associated soft tissue and ligament injury and underlying fractures, but the possibility of neurovascular injury. No large series are available for comparison of the methods of treatment. In reports of knee dislocations in adults, most surgeons recommend repair of ligamentous injuries, especially in young patients. Closed reduction and splinting
followed by 6 weeks of immobilization in a long leg cast usually is appropriate for children with acute knee dislocations without arterial injury. In adolescents approaching skeletal maturity, grade III injuries of the cruciate or collateral ligaments may be surgically repaired.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Our choice of treatment of knee dislocations in children is based on three factors: the child’s age, associated ligamentous injury, and associated vascular injury.

In a child without vascular injury, the dislocation is reduced and the stability is tested by clinical examination and, if necessary, stress radiographs. Isolated cruciate ligament injury is treated nonoperatively, as described earlier.

**Operative Treatment**

Injuries to both the cruciate and collateral ligaments are treated as outlined earlier. In an adolescent approaching skeletal maturity with cruciate and collateral ligament injuries but no vascular injury, we recommend repair or reconstruction of the ligaments as previously described.

In any child with a suspected arterial injury, arteriography is mandatory. If pulses are absent before reduction, even if they are satisfactory after reduction, we frequently obtain an arteriogram to detect any intimal tears that we believe should be repaired surgically. Obviously, the absence of the pulses after reduction is an emergent situation. If vascular injury has occurred, surgical correction must be done within 6 to 8 hours of injury to prevent subsequent ischemia and possible limb loss. In this critical situation, we obtain the arteriogram in the operating room, if at all. Arteriography is not mandatory in an isolated injury but is necessary to pinpoint the site of vascular injury if ipsilateral proximal injuries are present.

If primary arterial repair or grafting of the popliteal artery is required, we recommend fasciotomy of all four compartments of the leg at the same time to prevent the development of a compartment syndrome. Repair or reconstruction of ligaments should not be attempted at this time because this is too extensive a procedure to be undertaken during emergent arterial repair.

If there are no postoperative complications after vascular repair, children may be immobilized in a cast for an additional 4 to 6 weeks and then started on a rehabilitation program. For adolescents near skeletal maturity who require vascular repair, two options are available for treatment of the ligamentous injuries. The ligaments can be repaired approximately 2 weeks after vascular repair; under ideal circumstances, with good wound healing and no postoperative complications, an experienced sur-
The most serious complications result from unrecognized and untreated vascular injury or a late intimal tear that causes thrombosis of the popliteal artery within 24 to 72 hours of injury. Careful evaluation and constant monitoring of the vascular status of the injured limb are mandatory, and aggressive use of arteriography is recommended, with immediate surgical exploration and repair or vein grafting when indicated.

**Complications**

The most serious complications result from unrecognized and untreated vascular injury or a late intimal tear that causes thrombosis of the popliteal artery within 24 to 72 hours of injury. Careful evaluation and constant monitoring of the vascular status of the injured limb are mandatory, and aggressive use of arteriography is recommended, with immediate surgical exploration and repair or vein grafting when indicated.

**Postoperative Care**

For most knee dislocations treated with closed reduction, 3 to 6 weeks of cast immobilization is followed by quadriceps and hamstring strengthening, range-of-motion exercises, and progressive ambulation with crutches. If surgical repair is required, postoperative rehabilitation is the same as that described earlier for ligament injuries.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for acute knee dislocations in children is identical to that for isolated or combined ligamentous injuries. The worst prognosis is in children in whom late vascular repair results in ischemic changes in the extremity and in adolescents who require late ligament reconstruction because of knee instability.

**Surgical Anatomy**

The patella is a sesamoid bone in the quadriceps mechanism. As the insertion site of all muscle components of the quadriceps complex, it serves biomechanically to provide an extension moment during range of motion of the knee joint. The trochlear shape of the distal femur stabilizes the patella as it tracks through a range of motion. The hyaline cartilage of the patella is the thickest in the body.

At 20 degrees of knee flexion, the inferior pole of the patella contacts a relatively small area of the femoral groove. With further flexion, the contact area moves superiorly and increases in size. The medial facet of the patella comes in contact with the femoral groove only when flexion reaches 90 to 130 degrees.

The average adult trochlear femoral groove height is 5.2 mm and lateral femoral condyle height is 3.4 mm. The patellar articular cartilage is 6 to 7 mm deep, the thickest articular cartilage in the body and a reflection of the joint’s inherent incongruity. The usual normal lateral alignment of the patella is checked by the medial quadriceps expansion and focal thickening of the capsule in the areas of the medial patellofemoral and medial meniscopatellar ligaments (297). Dynamic stability depends on muscle forces, primarily the quadriceps and hamstrings acting through an elegant lower extremity articulated lever system that creates and modulates forces during gait. The quadriceps blends with the joint capsule to provide a combination of dynamic and static balance. Tightness or laxity of any of the factors involved with maintenance of the balance leads to varying levels of instability. Acute patellar dislocation almost always is in a lateral direction unless it is due to a medially oriented direct blow or follows overvigorous lateral retinacular release. Sallay et al. (312) demonstrated avulsions of the medial patellofemoral ligament from the femur in 94% (15 of 16) of patients during surgical exploration after acute patellar dislocation. Desloge et al. (297), using a cadaveric serial cutting model, found that the medial patellofemoral ligament provided 60% of the resistance to lateral patellar translation at 20 degrees of knee flexion. The medial patellomeniscal ligament accounted for an additional 13% of the medial quadrant restraining force. If the deficit produced by attenuation of the medial vectors after acute dislocation is not eliminated, patellofemoral balance is lost, resulting in feelings of knee instability and recurrent dislocation.

The patella is under significant biomechanical compressive load during activity. It has been estimated that at 60 degrees of knee flexion, the forces across the patellofemoral articulation are three times the body weight and increase to over seven times the body weight during full knee flexion.

The quadriceps mechanism is aligned in a slightly valgus position in relation to the patellar tendon. This alignment can be approximated by a line drawn from the anterosuperior iliac spine to the center of the patella. The force of the patellar tendon is indicated by a line drawn from the center of the patella to the tibial tubercle. The angle formed by these two lines is called the quadriceps angle or Q angle (Fig. 23-68). As this angle increases, the pull of the extensor mechanism tends to subluxate the patella laterally. Recurrent patellar dislocation is most likely associated with some congenital or developmental deficiency of the extensor mechanism, such as patellofemoral dysplasia, deficiency of the vastus medialis obliquus, or an increased Q angle with malalignment of the quadriceps–patellar tendon complex.

**Mechanism of Injury**

Larsen and Lauridsen (306) found that a direct blow to the medial aspect of the patella accounted for only 10% of the acute knee dislocations in their series. Patellar dislocations are more likely to be caused by falls, gymnastics, dancing, cheerleading, and a wide variety of other activities. Acute patellar dislocation also should be considered in the evaluation of all athletic injuries in adolescents and young adults.
Classification

Although there is no specific classification of patellar dislocations in children, acute dislocation should be distinguished clinically from chronic patellar subluxation or dislocation. Approximately 15% of children with acute patellar dislocations experience recurrent dislocations. Cash and Hughston (293) reported a 60% incidence of redislocation in patients 11 to 14 years of age, 30% in patients 19 to 28 years of age, and in only one patient older than 28 years of age. Intraarticular dislocation of the patella also should be recognized (292,298,299,301). This injury is uncommon in children but occurs frequently in adults with chronic soft tissue laxity or severe degeneration of the quadriceps tendon.

Signs and Symptoms

The orthopaedist rarely sees a child with an acute patellar dislocation in whom the patella remains in a dislocated position (Fig. 23-69). Usually, the patella has reduced spontaneously with active or passive extension of the knee. Symptoms include diffuse parapatellar tenderness and pain with any attempt passively to displace the patella. A defect may be palpable in the medial attachment of the vastus medialis obliquus to the patella if the medial retinaculum is completely avulsed. Tenderness on the lateral aspect of the knee usually is not as severe as on the medial side. Hemorrhage into the joint may cause hemarthrosis, and severe hemarthrosis should suggest the possibility of an osteochondral fracture (311). Nietosvaara et al. (183) reported that of 72 patients with acute patellar dislocations, 28 (39%) had associated osteochondral fractures. These fractures included 15 capsular avulsions of the medial patellar margin and 15 loose intraarticular fragments detached from the patella, the lateral femoral condyle, or both. All knee ligaments should be carefully evaluated because the mechanism of patellar dislocation may cause associated ligamentous injuries.

Radiographic Findings

Radiographs after acute dislocation are obtained primarily to detect any associated osteochondral fracture. Occasionally, an osteochondral fragment from the medial aspect of the patella or the lateral femoral condyle is visible on the anteroposterior or lateral view. The classic "sunrise" view is difficult to obtain in a child after acute dislocation because the required positioning of the knee causes pain. Rarely, stress radiographs may be obtained for evaluation of suspected physeal fracture or ligamentous injury. CT or MRI is valuable to check for an osteochondral fracture.

Methods of Treatment

Most acute patellar dislocations in children reduce spontaneously; if not, reduction usually can be easily obtained. After appropriate sedation, reduction is done by flexing the hip to relax the quadratus femoris, gradually extending the knee, and gently pushing the patella medially back into its normal position. Surgery rarely is indicated for acute patellar dislocations in children (170,294,306). Surgical repair may be indicated if the vastus medialis obliquus is completely torn from the medial aspect of the patella, leaving a large, palpable soft tissue gap. If osteochondral fracture has occurred, arthroscopy may be indicated for removal or repair of an osteochondral loose body. Even
more rarely, open reduction and fixation of a large fragment and repair of the medial retinaculum may be necessary.

Avulsion of the quadriceps tendon from the patella most often causes intraarticular dislocation. Closed treatment is unsuccessful, so open reduction is necessary to reduce the patella and repair the tear of the quadriceps tendon. Even more uncommon is the intraarticular dislocation, in which the patellar ligament is torn from the tibial tuberosity. Associated injury of the cruciate ligaments should be carefully evaluated at the time of surgery and surgically repaired as indicated.

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Most acute patellar dislocations in children are easily treated by closed methods with satisfactory results. A cylinder cast is used for 2 to 4 weeks or, in children with compliant parents, a knee immobilizer is worn for the same duration. Surgical intervention is appropriate in the circumstances outlined previously, most commonly for an intraarticular osteochondral fracture. We generally prefer arthroscopic examination and removal of the fragment if possible, and perform arthrotomy only if necessary for removal or fixation of a large osteochondral fracture. Acute surgical repair of the vastus medialis obliquus rarely is indicated.

**Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation**

After the 2- to 4-week immobilization period, a physical therapy program is begun for progressive strengthening of the quadriceps muscles and gentle range-of-motion knee exercises. After arthroscopic debridement and removal of an osteochondral fragment, immobilization is continued an additional 3 weeks, followed by the same rehabilitation program. Rarely, if surgical repair of the vastus medialis obliquus is required, cylinder cast immobilization is continued for 4 to 6 weeks during the postoperative period.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis of patellar dislocations in children is generally good. Approximately one in six children with acute patellar dislocations experiences recurrent dislocations. Cash and Hughston (293) noted 75% satisfactory results after nonoperative treatment in carefully selected patients.

**Complications**

Complications frequently occur because of an unrecognized osteochondral fracture, which is diagnosed later by the presence of a loose body. Radiographs obtained after injury should be carefully scrutinized for any osteochondral injury. Occasionally, complications occur because of associated ligamentous injury, particularly of the medial collateral or cruciate ligaments, and especially in adolescent male athletes.

**Chronic Patellar Subluxation**

Chronic patellar subluxation or dislocation is common in adolescents, especially girls. Several risk factors have been identified in children likely to have chronic subluxation or dislocation, including age younger than 16 years, radiographic evidence of dysplasia of the patella or lateral femoral condyle, significant atrophy of the vastus medialis obliquus, hypermobility of the patella, and multiple previous dislocations (Fig. 23-70).

Initial treatment of chronic patellar subluxation or dislocation in adolescents is immobilization followed by aggressive physical therapy for rehabilitation of the vastus medialis obliquus and quadriceps muscles. Surgical intervention is warranted in children with several risk factors who do not respond to this treatment regimen and continue to have subluxation or dislocation (291,304,307,308). Micheli and Stanitski (310) reviewed 33 skeletally immature patients with lateral retinacular releases and found that the procedure did not interfere with permanent alignment of the extensor mechanism. They recommended the technique for children who do not respond to an aggressive physical therapy program.

**Operative Treatment**

If subluxation or dislocation persists after adequate lateral release, correction of the medial deficiency is indicated, usually by advancement of the medial retinaculum and muscle and plication of the vastus medialis muscle (Fig. 23-71A). If deficiency of the vastus medialis obliquus is severe, this procedure can be done at the time of lateral retinaculum release. Transfer of the semitendinosus through the inferior pole of the patella also has been reported in skeletally immature patients (303) (Fig. 23-71B). This may be indicated in adolescents with continued instability after lateral release and medial realignment, or in children with associated connective tissue disorders. In skeletally mature patients with a significantly abnormal Q angle, the Elmslie-Trillat procedure reportedly achieves good results in approximately 80%. This technique displaces the anterior tibial tubercle medially to decrease the Q angle (Fig. 23-71C). The Elmslie-Trillat procedure is contraindicated in patients with open physes because of the possibility of growth disturbance of the anterior tibial tubercle, with resulting genu recurvatum.
MENISCAL INJURIES

Although less common in children than in adults, meniscal injuries are becoming more frequent in children and adolescents, especially those involved in competitive athletics (314, 319, 343, 364, 377). DeHaven and Lintner (330), in a study of 3,431 athletes, found internal derangement of the knee to be one of the two most common injuries in young athletes, particularly boys. Most meniscal injuries occur in adolescents older than 12 years of age, but they have been reported in very young children (290, 339, 363, 374). King (348) reported 52 patients younger than 15 years of age who had undergone arthroscopy because of suspected meniscal injuries, and Fowler (334) reported 117 meniscectomies in patients 12 to 16 years of age.

Surgical Anatomy

The menisci develop early in fetal life from the intermediate zone of mesenchyme between the distal femur and the proximal tibia and assume their adult semilunar form by the 10th fetal week (325, 347). During the remainder of growth, the menisci change in size but not in shape. Growth of the meniscus occurs in the peripheral part, where the avascular fibrocartilage becomes loose-textured vascular fibrous tissue. The peripheral edges of the menisci are convex, fixed, and attached to the inner surface of the knee joint capsule, except where the popliteus is interposed laterally, and are attached loosely to the borders of the tibial plateaus by the coronary ligaments. The inner edges are concave, thin, and unattached. The menisci are largely avascular, except near their peripheral attachment to the coronary ligaments.

Although the lateral meniscus shows more developmental variation, as demonstrated by Clark and Ogden (325), it is never discoid in shape during normal development. The predominant collagen is type I arranged circumferentially with oblique, vertical, and radial fibers present to diminish hoop stresses with weight bearing. The menisci show constant ratios of meniscal to articular tibial plateau surface areas during development and demonstrate intimate concordant maturation of the menisci with the tibia (325). In addition to lesser roles of synovial fluid distribution and contribution to knee stability, the major role of the menisci is to share weight-bearing loads by increasing articular contact area and reducing the load per unit area on articular cartilage, with 70% of the lateral compartment load borne by the lateral meniscus and 50% of the medial load by the medial meniscus. Recent in vivo MRI documentation of normal meniscal motion under load was reported by Vedi et al. (373). With weight bearing, the anterior medial meniscus moved an average of 7.1 mm and the posterior medial horn showed an average excursion of 3.9 mm along with 3.6 mm average mediolateral radial displacement. The lateral anterior meniscus
and the lateral posterior horn moved an average of 9.5 and 5.6 mm, respectively, with a radial mediolateral average displacement of 3.7 mm. These findings of dramatic dynamic changes of meniscal position reaffirm the preliminary work reported by Thompson et al. (371).

Biomechanically, the menisci act as a joint filler to compensate for the incongruity between the articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia and prevent capsular and synovial impingement during flexion and extension of the knee. The menisci are pushed outward by the compression forces of the tibia and femur, but the strong anterior and posterior attachments of the menisci generate circumferential tension forces (hoop forces) that counteract this outward or radial force (366). The menisci transmit and distribute loads between the articular surfaces, serving as shock absorbers to spare the articular cartilage from compressive loads and to protect the joint from osteoarthritic changes.

The menisci also are believed to nourish the articular cartilage and lubricate the joint by the distribution of synovial fluid. They contribute to stability in all planes but are especially important rotary stabilizers and are essential for the smooth gliding or rotation motion as the knee moves from flexion into extension.

**Mechanism of Injury**

Meniscal tears are most commonly produced by rotation as the flexed knee moves toward extension. This rotational force with the knee partially flexed changes the relation of the femoral condyles to the menisci, and forces the menisci toward the center of the joint, where they are likely to be injured. These twisting mechanisms occur primarily in sports and may cause associated ligamentous injuries. Meniscal injuries also may be associated with degenerative changes, cystic formation, or congenital anomalies (334).

**Classification**

The most commonly used classification is based on the type of meniscal tear found at surgery, either peripheral, bucket-handle, horizontal cleavage, transverse, or complex. Although previous studies reported that lateral lesions were more common in children, King (348) found more medial lesions in his patients, most commonly peripheral detachment of the posterior portion (Fig. 23-72). He also noted that the younger the patient, the more peripheral the tear; conversely, bucket-handle tears occurred most often in older children and adolescents.

**Signs and Symptoms**

The most difficult aspect of treatment may be making the correct diagnosis. Bergström et al. (231) and Juhl and Boe (345) reported diagnostic accuracy in approximately 20% of children believed to have meniscal injury. An accurate history may be

---

**FIGURE 23-72.** Meniscal tears in adolescents. **A:** Peripheral. **B:** Bucket-handle. **C:** Horizontal cleavage. **D:** Transverse. **E:** Complex.
difficult to obtain in a very young child. The older the patient, the more likely a history of specific injury. The patient usually relates feeling or hearing a “pop” at the time of injury, with frequent popping and giving way after injury. Pain is reported by approximately 85% of patients, with tenderness over the affected joint line. More than half report giving way and effusion of the knee joint. McMurray’s and Apley’s tests may be helpful in the diagnosis of a chronic lesion, but with acute injury the knee usually is too painful to allow these maneuvers (329).

In Vahvanen and Aalto’s series of patients with documented meniscal tears (372), almost one third of the patients had no significant findings on physical examination. We find the classic McMurray test of little value in this age group whose tears are peripheral and not degenerative posterior horn lesions. The most accurate physical findings are joint line tenderness (especially middle to posterior) and exacerbation of the pain with varus (medial) and valgus (lateral) and rotation stress (internal, medial, external, lateral) at 30 to 40 degrees of knee flexion. These signs have value: 92.3% negative predictive value, 93.3% sensitivity, and 92.3% specificity (284).

**Radiographic Findings**

Routine radiographs are obtained primarily to eliminate other sources of knee pain. Arthrography (326) may help delineate meniscal tears, but has been used less frequently since the advent of arthroscopy and MRI (357,359). MRI’s accuracy rates reported range from 45% to 90% in the diagnosis of meniscal tears (324,343,361,365), and it is the preferred imaging method for evaluating meniscal injuries in children. MRI should not be used as a screening procedure because of significant limitations of the technique in this age group (284,323,351,361,368). Takeda et al. (370) reviewed the MRI signal intensity and pattern in the menisci of 108 knees in 80 normal children 8 to 15 (average 12.2) years of age using the classification of Zobal et al. (379), which allows for equivocation for type III signals. Using tibial tubercle maturity as a definition of skeletal maturity, Takeda et al. (370) found signal intensity to be proportional to age, with high signal (grades III and III) evident in 80% of patients 10 years of age or younger, 65% by 13 years of age, and 33% at 15 years of age, similar to the false-positive rate of 29% reported in asymptomatic adults (336,351). Overall, two thirds of the patients had positive findings (grades II or III), often grade III-A, which is equivocal extension through the surface of the meniscus. Takeda et al. suggested that the decrease in signal intensity was proportional to diminution of peripheral vascularity, especially in the posterior horn of the meniscus. Schwartzberg et al. (368) used unilateral MRI to study 55 asymptomatic 9- to 15-year-olds with negative knee examinations and found that 31% had grade III and 27% grade II signal changes in their medial menisci. Grade III signals were found in 7% and grade II changes were seen in 7% of lateral menisci. All children with grade III changes in the lateral meniscus also had grade III signals in the medial side. These investigators cautioned against misinterpretation of pediatric knee MRIs and emphasized the necessity for correlation of the clinical findings with any imaging study results. In another series (284), poor correlation was seen between MRI reports and arthroscopic findings, with significant numbers of false-positive and false-negative findings reported on MRI interpretation by radiologists: 37.5% accuracy, 50% positive and 50% negative predictive indexes, 50% sensitivity, and 45% specificity. Current MRI techniques usually provide limited information about tear size and stability or predictability of healing after repair. As with any test, clinical correlation is mandatory before treatment decisions are made.

**Methods of Treatment**

The traditional treatment of a torn meniscus has been meniscectomy, but numerous reports (317,322,333,342,350,355,369,372) indicating the poor long-term results of meniscectomy in children have made this less common. Up to 60% to 75% of patients have degenerative changes after meniscectomy. Manzino et al. (352) reported 60% poor results in 20 children and adolescents after meniscectomy. In cadaver studies, Baratz et al. (320) showed that the contact stresses on the tibiofemoral articulation increase in proportion to the amount of the meniscus removed and the degree of disruption of the meniscal structure. Clearly, as much of the meniscus should be preserved as possible.

As King (348) pointed out, removal of a damaged meniscus to minimize irreversible damage to the joint is advisable, but every effort should be made to spare the meniscus. The exact meniscal injury and potential for repair can be determined arthroscopically to help formulate treatment plans. Zaman and Leonard (378) recommended observation of small peripheral tears, repair of larger peripheral tears, and, when necessary, partial meniscectomy, leaving as much of the meniscus as possible; they concluded that total meniscectomy is contraindicated in young patients (Fig. 23-73). In general, peripheral tears, which are most common in children, and longitudinal tears are good candidates for repair, with success rates of up to 90% reported (328,338,341,353,357). Sisk (366) recommended that repair be limited to the most peripheral 25% of the meniscus.

**FIGURE 23-73.** Arthroscopic partial medial meniscectomy for bucket-handle tear in an adolescent.
Open and arthroscopic techniques for meniscal repair share several important factors:

1. Anatomic reduction of the meniscus
2. Multiple, closely placed sutures that are not readily absorbable
3. Careful avoidance of neurovascular structures
4. Fixation of the meniscus directly on the knee capsule (Fig. 23-74)

Although King (349) suggested over six decades ago that, based on experimental evidence in dogs, longitudinal meniscal tears could heal if communication with peripheral blood supply existed, it was not until the work of Arnoczky and Warren (318) in the 1980s that meniscal repairs were begun based on documentation of the meniscal blood supply. They believed that tears within 3 mm of the meniscosynovial junction were vascularized, and ones more than 5 mm away were avascular unless bleeding was seen at surgery. Tears in the 3- to 5-mm range had inconsistent vascularity. The zones of meniscal injury are 0 to 3: 0 represents the synovial–perimeniscal vascular plexus, 1 corresponds to the red–red junction of vascularity (0 to 3 mm), 2 is the red–white transitional area from vascular to avascular (3 to 5 mm), and 3 is the white–white avascular region (5 mm to the central border).

Some questions still remain about the ability of the repaired meniscus to transmit load because of the altered fiber arrangement.

**AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

Treatment is based on a classification scheme we call SAKS, an acronym that represents size, site, shape and stability of the tear (S); acuity of the lesion (A); and knee stability (KS) or ACL and MCL integrity. In a stable knee with an acute, arthroscopically documented outer third peripheral tear that is less than 1 cm long and cannot be displaced more than 3 mm, we immobilize the knee in a cylinder cast for 3 weeks in the acute setting. For similar chronic injury (>3 months), we arthroscopically rasp the interface between the meniscal edges and immobilize the knee in a cylinder cast for 4 weeks. If the tear is in zones 1 or 2, and is longitudinal with a noncomminuted inner segment that can be reduced anatomicallly, repair is done (Figs. 23-75 and 23-76). If a chronic situation exists, rasping of the fragment edges and use of a fibrin clot are techniques that have been reported to enhance healing. Mintzer et al. (356) had a 100% success rate in meniscal repairs in 26 adolescent athletes (29 repairs) with an average follow-up of 5 years. Four patients had open physes at time of the meniscal repair. Most (78.5%) were zone 0 to 1 tears with an average length of 2.3 cm. Thirteen patients had associated ACL tears that were reconstructed. All but two of the patients returned to their preinjury sport level. If the central fragment is macerated with multiplanar tears or ones that cannot be reduced, repair is not done (Fig. 23-77).

Results of repairs of tears that are unstable and located in the central third (zone 2 to 3) have not been reported to any extent in skeletally immature patients. Rubman et al. (362) reported good results in adults with central zone meniscal repairs, with 80% being asymptomatic at an average follow-up of under 4 years. Most (72%) had associated ACL injuries that were reconstructed. These investigators suggested that the repairs would seem to be more indicated in patients in their second and third decades than in older patients. Unstable tears in the central third, white–white zone are excised, taking care to preserve as much stable meniscal rim as possible. The rare radial tear or horizontal...
tear is debrided, leaving as much intact meniscus as is stable. With horizontal tears, the smaller of the two leaves is resected.

In an adolescent patient with an unstable knee from an MCL injury and a peripheral meniscal tear, repair of the meniscus and ligament is indicated. If the meniscal tear is in a zone not amenable to repair, the fragment is debrided and the collateral ligament injury is managed nonoperatively.

Outcomes after meniscal repair in adults are negatively related to the length and chronicity of the meniscal injury. Failure rates of 10% to 15% are seen in peripheral tears of less than 2 cm and in 60% if the tears exceed 4 cm. In tears that have been present for less than 8 weeks, the results are good in approximately 85%, compared with 65% in more chronic tears (>8 weeks) (325). These data probably are applicable to patients older than 11 or 12 years of age because the perimeniscal blood supply pattern at that age is identical to the flow in adults.

In patients with what we call the “ACL plus” knee, one with concomitant meniscal and ACL tears, meniscal salvage, by repair if possible, and ACL reconstruction are indicated. To allow knee instability to persist invites repeat meniscal injury and additional articular compromise.

Multiple techniques exist for repair (309,316,323,325,356). Four main types of repair are used: outside-in, inside-out, all inside, and open, depending on the meniscal tear characteristics.

Open repair usually is reserved for injuries associated with complete tears of the MCL or meniscal damage that cannot be approached arthroscopically. Inside-out repairs use various zoneselective cannulae that allow precise suture placement, usually a vertical mattress stitch, which has been shown to have suture strength twice that of a horizontal stitch. Outside-in repairs use spinal needles placed across the capsule and meniscus. A suture is passed through the needle and brought outside the knee, a knot is fashioned, the suture is reintroduced intraarticularly, and the knot is used to maintain meniscal reduction and fixation. The outsides of the sutures are then tied to the outer capsule. This technique is helpful in areas where more blind suture passage could cause neural and vascular compromise. The all-inside suture technique is technically demanding and currently an emerging method. A variety of bioabsorbable meniscal anchors are in use that obviate the need for capsular exposure and external sutures. These devices sometimes are too long or bulky to use in a child’s knee.
Preparation of the edges of the meniscal tear is a matter of the tear’s acuity and pattern. A meniscal rasp can be used to stimulate a vascular response at the perimeniscal vascular leash. Improved results in patients with chronic tears have been reported with use of a fibrin clot, which provides a collagen framework for vascular invasion and repair. The reader is referred to standard arthroscopic texts for details of meniscal repair (325).

Postoperative Care and Rehabilitation

Because meniscal healing is slow, careful rehabilitation after surgical repair is especially important. Knee motion should be restricted by a cast or brace for 4 to 6 weeks, with limited weight bearing. Full weight bearing is then allowed and a strengthening program is begun. Return to vigorous sports activities is not allowed for at least 6 months.

Complications

Complications after either arthroscopic or open repair may include hemorrhage, infection, persistent effusion, stiffness, and neuropathy. Both the popliteal artery and inferior genicular branches are close to the posterior capsule and are easily lacerated. Postoperative infection should be suspected if swelling or pain persists with an elevated temperature. Swelling is best treated with external compression dressings, and stiffness is best prevented by appropriate postoperative rehabilitation. Neuroma formation rarely causes significant symptoms, but occasionally persistent localized tenderness may warrant excision.

DISCOID MENISCUS

Discoid meniscus (327,331,332,344,358) is a common cause of knee symptoms in children and adolescents. As noted by Woods and Wheelan (376), discoid meniscus probably is a congenital deviation that usually occurs laterally. According to Hayashi et al. (340), the thickness of a discoid meniscus, its poor vascularization, and a flimsy attachment of the posterior area to the capsule make it more susceptible to mechanical stress than a normal meniscus. In their study of 53 symptomatic discoid lateral menisci, most of the patients were between 10 and 15 years of age.

The most frequent symptom is pain during ordinary activities, followed by giving way, locking, and snapping of the knee joint (346). Knee extension usually is limited and the quadriceps muscles often are atrophied. Occasionally, effusion, hemorrhosis, and instability also are present. Radiographs often are negative, but they may show widening of the lateral compartment, squaring of the femoral condyle, hypoplasia of the lateral tibial spine, tilting of the tibial articular surface, and apparent elevation of the fibular head. Arthrography or MRI may be helpful in establishing the diagnosis (330,333,337), but a horizontal tear in the midsubstance or a transverse cleavage in the middle segment may not be visible. Even with arthroscopy, identification of tears in the midsubstance of the meniscus may be difficult. Hamada et al (337) reported that intrameniscal regions of high signal intensity and flattening on MRI correspond to intrasubstance tears or degeneration of lateral discoid menisci not detectable by arthroscopy. Based on their findings, MRI seems to be more sensitive than arthroscopy in the detection of intrasubstance lesions of lateral discoid menisci (Fig. 23-78).

Classification

Watanabe et al. (375) described three major types of discoid meniscus: type 1, completely disk-shaped semilunar type with a thinner center; type 2, incomplete semilunar type with a concave or convex free edge; and type 3, hypermobile or Wrisberg type without posterior tibial capsular attachment. The most common is the complete type. Neither Bellier et al. (321) nor Hayashi et al. (340) found any Wrisberg type 3 lesions in their combined total of 72 discoid menisci, and they believed it to be a rare lesion. The most common sites of meniscal tear are at the posterior segment and inside the middle segment.

Methods of Treatment

When chronic locking of the knee, joint effusion, or pain warrants surgical treatment, arthroscopic subtotal or partial meniscectomy is preferred whenever possible (335,354). Hayashi et al. (340) advised reducing the thickness of complete-type discoid menisci to prevent new tears; they recommended leaving a rim of 6 mm in complete and 8 mm in incomplete lesions. Because the arrangement of collagen fibers of the discoid meniscus differs from that in the normal meniscus, and because the tear is most commonly close to the least vascular and most mobile area, partial meniscectomy may not be helpful for many tears in discoid menisci.

In a study of 47 knees with symptomatic discoid lateral menisci, Pellacci et al. (360) found that the results of partial meniscectomy were better than those of total meniscectomy. Aichroth et al. (315), however, recommended arthroscopic partial meniscectomy only when the posterior attachment of the discoid meniscus is stable; total meniscectomy is recommended for Wrisberg-type (type 3) discoid menisci with posterior instability. Sugawara et al. (367) evaluated 139 partial or complete arthroscopic meniscectomies and found that 9 knees (6.5%) required 2 or more operations. Of this group, seven knees had partial meniscectomies of lateral discoid menisci. Because of their findings, they suggested that the most appropriate initial treatment for lateral discoid menisci without tears is observation of the clinical course, with minimal treatment using diagnostic arthroscopy. If clinical symptoms are serious or if an apparent meniscal tear is identified, they recommended subtotal or total meniscectomy rather than partial meniscectomy.

The need for total meniscectomy usually is dictated by the thickness of the discoid meniscus, the location of the tear, and the duration of symptoms preoperatively. Despite the generally poor prognosis after total meniscectomy, several investigators (321,331,340) report excellent results in children after total meniscectomy of discoid lateral menisci.
FIGURE 23-78. A: Magnetic resonance image of a 3-year-old girl who had symptoms of popping and catching in the knee demonstrates large discoid lateral meniscus. B: Arthroscopic view of discoid lateral meniscus. C: Arthroscopic subtotal meniscectomy. (Courtesy of Robert H. Miller III, MD, Memphis, Tennessee.)

AUTHORS’ PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

For types 1 and 2 discoid menisci, we recommend arthroscopic partial meniscectomy and shaving to a stable meniscus with an intact peripheral rim. For the rare type 3 discoid meniscus with no posterior capsular attachment, the options are total meniscectomy or posterior repair combined with partial meniscectomy.

TIBIOFIBULAR DISLOCATIONS

Dislocations of the proximal tibiofibular joint are infrequent in children and adolescents, but may be more common than appreciated; the injury is estimated to go unrecognized initially in approximately one third of patients (378,381,382,386–388, 390–395). Most of these dislocations occur during athletic activities, especially with a severe twisting movement. The dislocation or subluxation may be associated with other skeletal injuries, especially proximal tibial fractures (392). Disruption of the proximal tibiofibular joint is classified as subluxation, anterolateral dislocation, posteromedial dislocation, or superior dislocation (Fig. 23-79). The most common type is anterolateral dislocation. Pain along the lateral side of the knee and leg is the most common symptom of subluxation. Isolated anterolateral dislocation may be identified by a palpable mass lateral to the tibia and usually is visible on radiographic examination.

Symptoms caused by subluxation usually subside with rest,
but cylinder cast immobilization may be required. Most dislocations, especially acute dislocations, can be reduced closed by pushing the head of the fibula backward. Posteromedial dislocations often are associated with severe disruption of the joint capsule and rupture of the LCL, and these may require open reduction, capsulorrhaphy, and repair of the ligament. Superior dislocations are rare and usually are associated with fractures of the tibia, which may require open reduction and internal fixation. Recurrent subluxation or dislocation may cause progressive peroneal neuropathy and may require ligament reconstruction, resection of the proximal fibula, or arthrodesis of the tibiofibular joint (380,383,385,389,391,393,394).

**AUTHORS' PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

We prefer ligament reconstruction to arthrodesis or proximal fibular resection. Shapiro et al. (391) described a technique of reconstruction using an iliotibial band fascial graft. They cited as advantages of this procedure the maintenance of normal motion of the knee and normal mechanics of the ankle. Arthrodesis results in loss of rotational motion of the fibula, which can cause problems at the knee and ankle joints. Resection of the fibular head alters the normal contour of the knee and may cause peroneal nerve palsy, chronic ankle pain, and lateral knee instability. These procedures should be reserved for patients with failed ligament reconstruction or those who are not candidates for reconstruction.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
Tibial and fibular fractures are the third most common pediatric long bone injuries (15%) after femoral and radial/ulnar fractures (11,12). The overall prevalence of tibial fractures in both boys and girls has increased since 1950 (Table 24-1) (7). The average age of occurrence is 8 years, and the frequency of occurrence does not change significantly with age (6). Seventy percent of pediatric tibial fractures are isolated injuries; ipsilateral fibular fractures occur with 30% (4,12,13). Fifty percent to 70% of tibial fractures occur in the distal third, and 19% to 39% in the middle third. The least commonly affected portion of the tibia is the proximal third, yet these may be most problematic. Thirty-five percent of pediatric tibial fractures are oblique, 32% comminuted, 20% transverse, and 13% spiral (11). Tibial fractures in children under 4 years of age usually are isolated spiral, sharply oblique fractures of the distal and middle thirds. Most tibial fractures in older children and adolescents are at the ankle. Rotational forces produce an oblique or a spiral fracture and are responsible for approximately 81% of all tibial fractures without fibular fractures (2,4,5,10,11). Bicycle spoke injuries are common among children 1 to 4 years of age, whereas most tibial fractures in children 4 to 14 years of age occur in sporting or traffic accidents (2,4,6,7,10,11). Over 50% of combined tibial and fibular fractures result from vehicular trauma. In contrast to the rotational etiology of most tibial fractures, most isolated fibular fractures result from a direct blow (6, 11).

The tibia is the second most commonly fractured bone in abused children. Approximately 26% of all abused children with a fracture have an injured tibia (9).

Approximately 9% of pediatric tibial fractures are open. Concomitant fractures of the ankle and foot are the most common injuries associated with fractures of the tibia and fibula, followed by humeral, femoral, and radial/ulnar fractures (3). The average index severity score of a child with a tibial fracture is 10 (range 0–45). The average hospital stay is 6½ days (range 1–50). The average hospital stay for a pediatric tibial fracture is $7,156.00 (range $488.00 to $88,706.00) (3). The cost variation depends on (a) associated injuries, (b) open fracture, and (c) need for surgical management.

Surgical Anatomy
Bony Structure
The tibia ("flute") is the second largest bone in the body. At the proximal aspect of the tibia are two concave condyles: the...
medial condyle is larger, deeper, and narrower than the lateral condyle. An elevated process, the tibial tubercle, located between the two condyles is the site of attachment of the patellar tendon. The shaft of the tibia is prismatic, with a broad proximal extent that decreases in size until the distal third, where it gradually increases in size. The tibial crest is prominent medially from the tibial tubercle to the tibial plafond and is subcutaneous without any overlying muscles.

The tibia develops from three ossification centers: one in the shaft and one in each epiphysis. The tibial diaphysis ossifies at 7 weeks of gestation and expands both proximally and distally. The proximal epiphyseal center appears shortly after birth and unites with the shaft at approximately 16 years of age. The distal epiphyseal ossification center appears in the second year of life, and the distal tibial physis closes at approximately 15 years of age. Two other centers may occur occasionally: in the medial malleolus and in the tibial tubercle.

The tibia articulates with the condyles of the femur proximally, with the fibula at the knee and the ankle, and with the talus distally. Twelve muscles have either their origin or insertion on the tibia (Table 24-2).

The fibula articulates with the tibia and the talus. The fibular diaphysis ossifies at about 8 weeks of gestation. The distal epiphysis is visible at 2 years of age, and the proximal secondary ossification center at 4 years. The distal fibular physis closes at about 16 years; the proximal physis closes later, at age 16 to 18 years. Nine muscles have either their origin or insertion on the fibula (Table 24-3).

**Vascular Anatomy**

The popliteal artery descends vertically between the condyles of the femur and passes between the two heads of the gastrocnemius muscle. It ends at the distal border of the popliteus muscle, where it divides into the anterior and posterior tibial arteries. The anterior tibial artery passes between the tibia and the fibula over the proximal aspect of the intramuscosseous membrane. The posterior tibial artery divides several centimeters distal to this point, leading to the peroneal artery (Fig. 24-1).

**Nerves**

The posterior tibial nerve runs adjacent and posterior to the popliteal artery through the popliteal fossa. The common peroneal nerve divides into the superficial and deep peroneal nerves distally. The common peroneal nerve gives off the saphenous nerve, which supplies the skin of the dorsum of the foot and the sole of the foot. The posterior tibial nerve gives off the sural nerve, which supplies the skin of the lower leg and foot.

**Table 24-1. Change in the Prevalence of Pediatric Tibial Fractures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-9 years old</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19 years old</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-9 years old</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19 years old</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 24-2. Muscle Origins and Insertions on the Tibia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Insertion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semimembranosus</td>
<td>Inserts on inner tuberosity of the proximal tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibialis anterior</td>
<td>Attaches to the lateral condyle of the tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensor digitorum longus, biceps femoris</td>
<td>Inserts on the proximal medial surface of the tibial metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sartorius, gracilis, semitendinosus</td>
<td>Arises on the lateral surface of the tibial diaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibialis posterior</td>
<td>Attaches to Gerdy's tubercle the lateral aspect of the proximal tibial metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popliteus, soleus, flexor digitorum longus</td>
<td>Inserts into the tibial tubercle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patellar tendon</td>
<td>Occasionally inserts into the tibial tubercle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary slip of fascia lata</td>
<td>Attaches to Gerdy's tubercle the lateral aspect of the proximal tibial metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensor fascia lata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 24-3. Muscle Origins and Insertions on the Fibula**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Insertion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soleus, flexor hallucis longus</td>
<td>Arise from the posterior aspect of the diaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peroneus longus, peroneus brevis</td>
<td>Arise from the lateral aspect of the fibular diaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biceps femoris, soleus peroneus longus</td>
<td>Attach to the head of the fibula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensor digitorum longus, peroneus tertius</td>
<td>Attach to the anterior surface of the fibular shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibialis posterior</td>
<td>Arose from the medial aspect of the fibular diaphysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 24: Fractures of the Shaft of the Tibia and Fibula

Fascial Compartments

The lower leg has four fascial compartments (Fig. 24-2). The anterior compartment contains the extensor digitorum longus, the extensor hallucis longus, and the tibialis anterior muscles; the anterior tibial artery and deep peroneal nerve run in this compartment. The lateral compartment contains the peroneus longus and brevis muscles. The superficial peroneal nerve runs through this compartment. The superficial posterior compartment contains the soleus and gastrocnemius muscles. The deep posterior compartment contains the flexor digitorum longus, the flexor hallucis longus, and the tibialis posterior muscles. The posterior tibial artery, peroneal artery, and tibial nerve run in this compartment.

Classification

Nonphyseal injuries of the tibia and the fibula can be classified into three major categories based on the combination of bones fractured and the location of the injuries (Table 24-4).

Fractures of the Proximal Tibial Metaphysis

The peak incidence for proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures is between the ages of 3 and 6 years. The most common mechanism of injury is a force applied to the lateral aspect of the

| Proximal tibia metaphysis |
| Distal tibia metaphysis |
| Diaphyseal injuries:  |
| Isolated tibial fractures  |
| Traumatic |
| Stress |
| Isolated fibular fractures  |
| Traumatic |
| Stress |
| Fractures of both the tibia and fibula |
| Special fractures  |
| Toddler’s fracture |
| Bicycle spoke injuries |
| Floating knee |
| Fractures in paraplegic children |
| Stress fractures of the tibia and the fibula |
Extended knee. The cortex of the medial tibial metaphysis fails in tension, often resulting in an incomplete fracture. The fibula ordinarily escapes injury, although plastic deformation may occur (14–17, 21–24, 27, 32–38).

Children with proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures present with pain, swelling, and tenderness in the region of the fracture. Motion of the knee causes moderate pain, and the child will not walk. Crepitance is seldom identified on physical examination, especially if the fracture is incomplete (14–17, 21–24, 27, 32, 33, 35–38).

Radiographs usually show a complete or incomplete fracture of the proximal tibial metaphysis. The medial aspect of the fracture often is open, producing a valgus deformity (14–17, 21–23, 32, 33, 35–38).

### Valgus Deformity

The most common sequelae resulting of proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures is valgus deformity (Fig. 24-3). In 1953, Cozen (17) reported four patients with valgus deformities after fractures of the proximal tibial metaphysis. Since that time, many other investigators (12, 15, 16, 21–25, 27, 32, 33, 36) have reported tibia valga after proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures.

Many theories have been proposed to explain the development of a valgus deformity after a proximal metaphyseal fracture (Table 24-5). Proximal tibia valga can be caused by a poor reduction, particularly if the knee is immobilized in flexion, because the flexed position of the knee makes it difficult to determine the mechanical axis of the leg on radiographs (33, 37). Lehner and Dabas suggested that an expanding medial callus produced a valgus deformity (25), whereas Goff (20) and Keret et al. (24) believed that the lateral aspect of the proximal tibial physis was injured (Salter Harris type V fracture), resulting in asymmetric growth of the proximal tibial physis. Taylor (23) believed that the valgus deformity was secondary to postfracture stimulation of the tibial physis without a corresponding stimulation of the fibular physis. Pellen (28) suggested that premature weight-bearing produced an angular deformity of the fracture before union. Rooker and Salter (31) believed that the periosteum was trapped in the medial aspect of the fracture, producing an increase in medial physeal growth and a developmental valgus deformity.

A recently suggested etiology for the valgus deformity that develops after a proximal tibial fracture in a child relates the deformity to a concomitant injury to the pes anserinus tendon plate. The pes anserinus tethers the medial aspect of the physis just as the fibula tethers the lateral aspect of the proximal tibial physis. The proximal tibial fracture disrupts the pes anserinus tendon plate, producing a loss of the tethering effect and leading to medial physeal overgrowth and a hemicondylar diastasis (15, 18, 19, 36, 38). Removal from the fracture and repair of the folded periosteum that forms the foundation of the plate has been suggested to decrease the risk of recurrence of the varus deformity.

Another theory postulates that the progressive valgus deformity occurs because vascular flow to the proximal tibial physis increases after fracture, producing an asymmetric physeal response that causes increased medial growth (23). Support for this theory includes quantitative bone scans performed months after proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures that have shown increased tracer uptake in the medial aspect of the physis compared with the lateral aspect (37). Developmental tibia valga has been reported to occur after simple excision of a bone graft from the proximal tibial metaphysis (36), tibial osteotomy (14, 22), and osteomyelitis of the proximal tibial metaphysis (14, 35). Ogden identified an increase in the collateral geniculate vascularity to the medial proximal tibia in a cadaver angiography study of a 5-year-old child. This also supports the theory that medial overgrowth occurs secondary to an increase in the blood flow supplying the medial aspect of the proximal tibia following injury (26). The overgrowth of the tibia that occurs in many children with tibial valga deformity after fracture is further evidence of an abnormality in the response of the proximal tibial physis to fracture (22, 35). Tibia valga deformity can occur after nondisplaced fracture and can recur after corrective tibial osteotomy (Fig. 24-4), further supporting the premise that asymmetric physeal growth is the cause of most posttraumatic tibia valga deformities (37). Robert et al. (30), in an analysis of 25 patients with proximal tibial fractures, identified three groups of patients. Twelve children with greenstick or complete fractures developed valgus deformities, which were progressive in 11. No child with a torus fracture developed a valgus deformity. In 3 children, altered growth at the distal tibial physis compensated for the compromised tibia valga; in 4 children, corrective osteotomies were performed. The valgus deformity recurred in 2 of these 4 children, and two had iatrogenic compartment syndromes. This study supports the recommendation that developmental tibia valga should not be corrected until the child reaches puberty. At that point, a proximal tibial medial epiphysiodysis can be performed to allow the tibia to correct slowly (2, 27, 30, 34, 35).

Support for a “wait and see” attitude also was provided by Zionts and MacEwen (38), who followed for an average of 39 months seven children with progressive valgus deformities of the tibia after metaphyseal fractures. Most of the deformity occurred during the first year after injury. The tibia continued to deform at a slower rate for up to 17 months after injury. Six of their seven patients had spontaneous clinical corrections. At follow-up, all children had less than a 10 degree deformity.

### Treatment

Nondisplaced proximal tibial metaphyseal fractures are stabilized with a long leg cast with the knee in nearly full extension and a varus mold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 24-5. PROPOSED ETIOLOGIES OF TRAUMA INDUCED TIBIA VALGUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymmetric activity of medial portion of proximal tibial physis</strong> (overgrowth) (14, 21, 23, 25, 27, 30, 35, 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tethering effect, fibula (8, 22, 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate reduction (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interposed soft tissue (pes anserinus) (36); medial collateral liga-ment (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of tethering effect of the pes anserinus (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early weight bearing producing developmental valgus (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physeal arrest of the lateral aspect of the proximal tibial physis (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developmental valgus after a proximal tibial metaphyseal fracture and a subsequent corrective osteotomy. A: Radiograph taken 6 months after a fracture of the proximal and distal tibia in a 5-year-old girl. The proximal tibial injury was nondisplaced. The scar from the initial proximal metaphyseal fracture is still seen (arrow). This child developed a moderate valgus deformity of the tibia within 6 months of fracture. B: A proximal tibial corrective osteotomy was performed. C: Two months postoperatively the osteotomy was healed and the deformity corrected. D: Five months later there was a recurrent valgus deformity of 13 degrees. (Courtesy of John J.J. Gugenheim, M.D.).
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Displaced proximal tibial fractures require closed reduction with general anesthesia in the operating room, with fluoroscopy to verify an anatomic reduction. If closed reduction to an anatomic position or slight varus cannot be obtained, an open reduction is indicated. Interposed soft tissue is removed from the fracture (Fig. 24-5), and the pes anserinus plate is repaired if ruptured. The child is placed into a long leg, straight knee cast after reduction, and the fracture is checked once again. Frequent follow-up visits are required to verify maintenance of the reduction. The cast is removed approximately 6 weeks after injury. The child may return to normal activities after recovery of normal knee and ankle range of motion. Long-term follow-up with a warning to the family of possible growth abnormality is mandatory.

A child with a posttraumatic valgus deformity is followed until spontaneous correction occurs or until the child is old enough for surgical intervention. Tibial osteotomies rarely are indicated and generally should be delayed until adolescence. A well-timed proximal tibial medial epiphysiodesis can provide comparable results without many of the risks of osteotomy (34). Orthotic devices do not alter the natural history of posttraumatic tibia valga and are not recommended. However, because the valgus deformity usually is associated with overgrowth, a contralateral shoe lift of appropriate size may make the deformity less apparent.

DIAPHYSEAL FRACTURES OF THE TIBIA AND FIBULA

Seventy percent of pediatric tibial fractures are isolated injuries (11,13,101). The fractures can be incomplete (torus, greenstick) or complete. Most tibial fractures in children under 11 years of age are caused by a torsional force and are located in the distal third of the tibia. These oblique or spiral fractures occur when the body rotates with the foot in a fixed position on the ground. The fracture line starts in the distal anteromedial aspect of the bone and propagates proximally in a posterolateral direction. Although the intact fibula prevents significant shortening of the tibia, varus angulation develops in approximately 60% of isolated tibial fractures within the first 2 weeks after injury (101) (Fig. 24-6) because the force of contraction of the long flexor muscles of the lower leg are converted into an angular moment by the intact fibula (Fig. 24-7). Isolated transverse and comminuted fractures of the tibia are caused by direct trauma. Transverse fractures of the tibia with an intact fibula seldom displace (8,46). Comminuted fractures drift into varus alignment like oblique and spiral fractures (8,46,101).

Approximately 30% of pediatric tibial diaphyseal fractures have associated fibular fractures (11,13,101). Plastic deformation of the fibula may produce valgus malalignment of the tibia. The fibular injury must be identified to prevent recurrence of the malalignment after reduction. An associated complete fracture of the fibula usually results in valgus malalignment because of the action of the muscles in the anterolateral aspect of the leg (Fig. 24-8).

An isolated fracture of the fibular shaft is rare in children and normally results from a direct blow to the lateral aspect of the leg (Fig. 24-9). Most isolated fractures of the fibular shaft are nondisplaced and heal quickly with symptomatic care. Compartment syndrome may accompany this injury, and observation for this associated problem is mandatory.

Signs and Symptoms

The signs and symptoms associated with tibial and fibular diaphyseal fractures vary with the severity of the injury and the mechanism by which it was produced. Pain is the most common symptom. An isolated fibular fracture normally produces mild pain, whereas tibial fractures produce more severe pain. Children with stress fractures of the tibia or fibula complain of pain on weight bearing, but no pain at rest.

Children with fractures of the tibia or fibula have edema at the fracture site, and the area is tender to palpation. Young children with nondisplaced fractures may refuse to walk. If there
FIGURE 24-6. Anteroposterior radiograph of a distal one-third tibia fracture without a concomitant fibula fracture in a 10-year-old child. A: The alignment in the coronal plane is acceptable (note that the proximal and distal tibial growth plates are parallel). B: A varus angulation developed within the first 2 weeks after injury. C: At radiographic union, a 10 degree varus angulation is present.

FIGURE 24-8. The muscles in the anterior and the lateral compartments of the lower leg produce a valgus deformity in complete ipsilateral tibia and fibula fractures.

FIGURE 24-9. A: Plastic deformation of fibula secondary to a direct blow to the lateral aspect of the leg (closed arrows). Note medial nondisplaced fracture of the tibia. (Figure continues.)
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FIGURE 24-9. (continued) B: The tibia fracture displaced in the cast a week later from the force exerted by the plastically deformed fibula.

is significant injury to the periosteum, a bony defect may be present to palpation in patients with a complete fracture. Neurologic impairment secondary to the force that created the fracture is rare except with fibular neck fractures caused by direct trauma.

Although arterial disruption is uncommon in pediatric tibial and fibular diaphyseal fractures, both the dorsalis pedis and the posterior tibial pulses should be checked, and a Doppler examination should be performed if they are not palpable. Capillary filling, sensation, and pain response patterns also should be monitored.

Concomitant soft tissue injuries must be evaluated carefully. Open fractures must be treated aggressively to reduce the risk of late complications.

Radiographic Evaluation

Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs that include the knee and ankle joints (Fig. 24-10) should be taken whenever a tibial or fibular shaft fracture is suspected. Comparison views of the uninvolved leg normally are not necessary. Children with suspected fractures not apparent on the initial radiographs may need to be treated with supportive casting to control the symptoms associated with the injuries. Technetium radionuclide scans obtained at least 3 days after injury are useful to identify fractures that are unapparent radiographically.

FIGURE 24-10. A: Spiral fracture of the distal tibia. The fracture is difficult to identify on the anteroposterior radiograph. B: The fracture is easily identified on the lateral radiograph.

Treatment

Cast Immobilization

Pediatric tibial and fibular shaft fractures usually are uncomplicated and can be treated by a simple manipulation and cast application (67). Isolated fractures of the tibial shaft often develop a varus malalignment. Valgus angulation and shortening can present a significant problem in children who have complete fractures of both the tibia and the fibula (Fig. 24-11). A recurvatum deformity also can develop.

Displaced fractures are reduced in the operating room to allow painless manipulation with muscle relaxation and the use of fluoroscopy to guide the reduction. The child's ankle initially may be left in some plantar flexion (20 degrees for fractures of the middle and distal thirds, 10 degrees for fractures of the proximal third) to prevent posterior angulation at the fracture.

The fracture is evaluated under fluoroscopy before cast application to determine the most appropriate way to manipulate the bone to achieve an acceptable reduction. A short leg cast is applied with the foot in appropriate position and with either a varus or valgus mold. The cast material is taken to the inferior aspect of the patella anteriorly and to a point 2 cm distal to the popliteal flexion crease posteriorly. Plaster is used for the initial...
FIGURE 24-11. A: Complete fracture of the tibia and the fibula with a valgus deformity and shortening. B: The fracture was closed reduced. C: The valgus deformity increased after 2 weeks. D: The cast was wedged. E: Radiograph 6 weeks after injury shows a good alignment and callus formation.
cast because of its ability to mold to the contour of the leg and the cast with which it can be manipulated while setting. The alignment of the fracture is rechecked after the short leg cast has been applied. The cast is then extended to the mid-thigh with the knee flexed. Most children with complete unstable diaphyseal tibial fractures are placed into a bent knee (45 degrees) long leg cast to control rotation at the fracture site and assist in keeping the child non-weight bearing during the initial healing phase.

The alignment of the fracture must be checked closely during the first 3 weeks after the cast has been applied, when muscle atrophy and a reduction in tissue edema may lead to a loss of fracture alignment. Some children require a second cast application with remanipulation of the fracture under general anesthesia several weeks after injury. Acceptable position is somewhat controversial. Remodeling of angular deformity is limited. No absolute number can be given, but the following general principles may be beneficial in decision making.

1. Varus and valgus deformity in the upper and mid-shaft tibia remodel slowly if at all. Up to 5 degrees of deformity can be accepted, but not more than 10 degrees.
2. Translation of the entire shaft of the tibia in a young child is satisfactory, whereas in an adolescent, 50% apposition should be obtained.
3. Up to 10 degrees of posterior angulation may be tolerated, although remodeling is slow.
4. No more than 1 cm is acceptable, because overgrowth is minimal.

W edging of a Cast
 Occasionally, loss of fracture reduction requires the cast to be “wedged.” The fracture alignment in the cast can be changed by creating a closing wedge, an opening wedge, or a combination of wedges. The location for the wedge manipulation is determined by evaluating the child’s leg under fluoroscopy and marking the mid-point of the tibia on the outside of the cast. A wedge of cast material is removed from the apex of the fracture and produces a change in the angular alignment of the bone without a significant change in the length of the bone.

Closing Wedge Technique
 A wedge of cast material encompassing 90% of the circumference of the leg with its base over the apex of the fracture is removed. The cast is left intact opposite the apex of the fracture. The edges of the cast are brought together to correct the angulation at the fracture. This wedging technique produces mild fracture shortening and may pinch the skin at the location the wedge is removed. It also may increase compartment pressures because the volume of the cast is reduced.

Opening Wedge Technique
 The side of the cast opposite the apex of the fracture is cut perpendicular to the long axis of the bone. A small segment of the cast is left intact directly over the apex of the malaligned tibia (approximately 25%). A cast spreader is used to “jack” the cast open. A plastic block (Fig. 24-12) of the appropriate size is placed into the open segment and the cast is wrapped with new casting material after the alignment has been checked radiographically. This wedging technique lengthens the tibia while correcting the malalignment (Fig. 24-13).

Combination Technique
 Approximately 45% of the cast opposite the apex of the malaligned fracture is cut perpendicular to the shaft of the tibia. Two vertical cuts separated by approximately 0.5 cm are made 90 degrees from the first cut in both directions directly over the fracture. A wedge of casting material is removed from the apex of the malaligned fracture, and the cast opposite the apex of the fracture is opened. This closes the defect in the cast over the apex of the fracture and produces a change in the angular alignment of the bone without a significant change in the length of the bone.

Operative Treatment
 Unstable fractures of the tibia and fibula may require operative reduction and surgical stabilization. Common methods of fixation include percutaneous pins, bioabsorbable pins (42), external fixation, and plates with screws. Intramedullary nails are seldom indicated.

Operative treatment is rarely needed for tibial fractures in children. Weber et al. (13) reported that only 29 (4.5%) of 638 pediatric tibial fractures required surgical intervention. The indications for operative treatment include open fractures, fractures in children with spasticity (head injury or cerebral palsy), and fractures in which the treatment facilitates nursing care (floating knee, multiple long bone fractures, multiple system injuries) (40,44,52,54,57,60,64,70,72,77,80,81,87,92,100).

Children with stable fractures or minimally displaced fractures should be treated conservatively whenever possible. Combined tibial fractures, unreducible fractures, fractures that cannot be maintained in a reduced position, fractures associated with a compartment syndrome, grade II or III open injuries (Fig. 24-13), or fractures associated with multiple system injuries should be treated with operative stabilization (40,44,52,54,57,60,64,70,72,77,80,81,87,92,100).

Open Fractures
 Open tibial fractures in children are treated in the same manner as comparable injuries in adults, and they are classified by the Gustillo and Anderson System (61) (Table 24-6 and Fig. 24-14). Most open fractures of the tibia result from high-velocity injuries.

Treatment Principles
 Edwards outlined management principles for high-grade open fractures in 1983 (56):

- Rapid debridement, irrigation, and antibiotic therapy
- Fracture reduction followed by application of a rigid fixation device
FIGURE 24-12. A and B: Blocks used to hold casts open after wedge corrections of malaligned fractures. The wings on the blocks prevent the blocks from migrating toward the skin.

- Intraoperative angiography and compartment pressure studies when sufficiency of the vascular profusion is unclear or compartments tight
- Open wound treatment with loose gauze packing
- Postoperative suspension of the leg
- Staged debridement of necrotic soft tissue and bone in the operating room every 24 to 72 hours until a good granulation base develops
- Delayed closure or application of a split-thickness skin graft when necessary; delayed myocutaneous flap as needed
- Closed cancellous bone grafting for bone defects or delayed union
- Removal of external fixation device followed by application of a weight-bearing cast in compressible fractures after successful soft tissue coverage
- Continued external fixation and grafting for noncompressible fractures

The principles of treatment for open tibial fractures in adults have been modified by the unique characteristics of the pediatric skeleton. These differences include the following (40,52,60,95):

- Soft tissue injuries heal better in children than in adults.
- Devitalized uncontaminated bone that can be covered with soft tissue will incorporate into the fracture callus.
- External fixation can be maintained, when necessary, until fracture consolidation.
- Periosteum can reform bone even with segmental bone loss in younger children.
- Some uncontaminated grade I open wounds can be primarily closed.

Buckley et al. (47) reported on 41 children with 42 open fractures of the tibia (18 grade II, 6 grade IIIA, 4 grade IIIB, and 2 grade IIIC). Twenty-two (52%) of the fractures were comminuted. All wounds were irrigated and debrided, and antibiotics were administered for at least 48 hours. Twenty-two fractures were treated with reduction and cast application, and 20 with external fixation. Three children had early infections, and one of them developed late osteomyelitis. All infections had resolved at last follow-up. The average time to union was 5 months (range 2–21 months). The time to union was directly proportional to the severity of the soft tissue injury. Fracture pattern
FIGURE 24-13. A: Anteroposterior and lateral tibial radiographs of an 11-year-old boy who was struck by an automobile sustaining a markedly comminuted tibia fracture without a concomitant fibula fracture. B: Despite the comminution, length and alignment were maintained in a cast. C: The patient's fracture shifted into a varus malalignment that measured 10 degrees (right). The cast was wedged, resulting in the reestablishment of an acceptable coronal alignment (left). D: The patient's fracture healed without malunion.
FIGURE 24.14. Gustillo and Anderson classification of open fractures. A: Grade I. The skin wound measures less than 1 cm long, usually from within, with little or no skin contusion. B: Grade II. The skin wound measures more than 1 cm long, with skin and soft tissue contusion but no loss of muscle or bone. C: Grade IIIA. There is a large severe skin wound with extensive soft tissue contusion, muscle crushing or loss, and severe periosteal stripping. D: Grade IIIB. Like grade IIIA but with bone loss and nerve or tendon injury. E: Grade IIIC. Like grade IIIA or B with associated vascular injury. (Reprinted from Alonso JE. The initial management of the injured child: musculoskeletal injuries. In: MacEwen GD, Kasser J, Heinrich SD, eds. Pediatric fractures: a practical approach to assessment and treatment. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1993:32; with permission.)
also had an effect on time to union. Segmental bone loss, infection, and the use of an external fixation device were associated with delayed union. Four angular malunions of more than 10 degrees occurred, three of which spontaneously corrected. Four children had more than 1 cm of overgrowth.

In a series of 40 open tibial fractures in children, Kramer et al. (76) reported 22 tibial fractures (1 grade I, 10 grade II, and 11 grade III). External fixation was used for 15 fractures, casting for 5, and internal fixation for 2. Two children required early amputation, 4 required soft tissue flaps, and 13 children had skin grafts. Two additional children required fasciectomy for compartment syndrome and were included in the group of open tibial fractures. Ten of the 24 injuries healed within 24 weeks. Five children required bone grafting before healing.

Hope and Cole (69) reported the results of open tibial fractures in 92 children (22 grade I, 51 grade II, and 19 grade III). Debridement and irrigation were performed on admission, antibiotics were given for 48 hours, and tetanus prophylaxis was administered as needed. Primary closure was performed in 51 children, and 41 fractures were left open. Eighteen soft tissue injuries healed secondarily, and 23 required either a split-thickness skin graft or a tissue flap. Sixty-five (71%) of the 92 fractures were stable and were reduced and immobilized in an above-the-knee plaster cast. External fixation was used for unstable fractures, injuries with significant soft tissue loss, and fractures in patients with multiple system injuries. Early complications of open tibial fractures in these children were comparable with those in adults (Table 24-7) (44,47,49,51,53,55,62,66,69,78,84,86,89). Primary closure did not increase the risk of infection if the wound was small and uncontaminated (40,52,69). At revaluation 1.5 to 9.8 years after injury, Hope and Cole found that 50% of the patients complained of pain at the fracture site; 23% reported decreased abilities to participate in sports, joint stiffness, and cosmetic defects; and 64% had leg length inequalities (Table 24-8). Levy et al. (81) found comparable late sequelae after open tibial fractures in children, including a 25% prevalence of nightmares surrounding the events of the accident. Blassier and Barnes (43) and Song et al. (95) found that most late complications associated with pediatric open tibial fractures occurred in children over the age 12 and 11, respectively.

### Soft-Tissue Closure

The timing of soft tissue closure after an open tibial fracture that cannot be primarily closed is important in decreasing the morbidity associated with this injury (73,83). In a series of 168

### TABLE 24-6. CLASSIFICATION OF OPEN FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Low-energy wound, &lt;1 cm long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Wound &gt;1 cm in length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>High-energy wound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE 24-7. EARLY COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH OPEN PEDIATRIC TIBIAL FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delayed union</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonunion</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malunion</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compartment syndrome</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physeal arrest</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks to union</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE 24-8. LATE COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH OPEN PEDIATRIC TIBIA FRACTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased athletic activity</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased mobility (Stiffness)</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetic complaints</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (0.5–2 cm)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (5.0–2 cm)</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

open tibial fractures with late secondary wound closure, Small and Mollan (93) found increased complications with early fasciocutaneous flaps and late free flaps and no complications with fasciocutaneous flaps created more than 1 month after injury. Complications associated with free flaps were decreased if the procedure was performed within 7 days of injury.

Ostermann, Henry, and Seligson (85) reported 115 grade II and 239 grade III tibial fractures in a series of 1,085 open fractures. All patients were treated with early broad-spectrum antibiotics, serial debridements, and the application of an external fixation device. Tobramycin-impregnated polymethylmethacrylate was placed into the wounds, and dressings were changed every 48 to 72 hours until the wounds spontaneously closed, or had delayed primary closure or a flap. No infections occurred in grade I fractures; approximately 3% of grade II fractures and 8% of grade III fractures became infected. No infections occurred in patients who had the wound closed by 8 days after injury. On the basis of this and other analyses, it now is recommended that wounds associated with open tibial fractures be closed within 7 days of injury (7,48,49,50,75,85,88,98). A delayed primary closure can be performed if the wound is clean and does not involve significant muscle loss. Tension at the suture line must be avoided.

**Vascular Injuries**

Vascular injuries have been reported in approximately 5% of children with open tibial fractures. Arterial injuries associated with open tibial fractures include those to the popliteal artery, the posterior tibial artery, the anterior tibial artery, and the peroneal artery. Complications are common in patients with open tibial fractures and associated vascular injuries. Amputation rates as high as 21% have been reported with grade IIIB fractures and as high as 79% with grade IIIC fractures. Isolated anterior tibial and peroneal artery injuries have a good prognosis, whereas injuries of the posterior tibial and popliteal arteries have a poor prognosis (39,63,68). Patients with open tibial fractures and vascular disruption may benefit from an arterial and possibly venous shunt before the bony reconstruction is performed. This allows a meticulous repair of fracture and keeps the limb perfused until the primary vascular repair is performed (58).

**Compartment Syndrome**

The prevalence of compartment syndromes in adults with open tibial fractures ranges from 6% to 9% (44,53,78). Compartment syndromes occur in approximately 5% of children with open tibial fractures. Normal compartment tissue pressure in the lower leg is approximately 0 mm Hg. Compartment blood inflow is decreased at 20 mm Hg, and prolonged pressures of 30 to 40 mm Hg or within 30 mm Hg of diastolic blood pressure may cause severe nonreversible injury to the muscles within a fascial compartment.

Symptoms and signs associated with compartment syndrome include pain out of proportion to the injury, burning, throbbing, pain increased by passive stretch, and nerve dysfunction. The compartment is tense to palpitation. Because tissue pressures can be elevated enough to produce an ischemic injury but not high enough to occlude arterial inflow, the pressure of peripheral pulses is an unreliable sign of elevated tissue pressures.

Compartment pressure measurements are mandatory in any patient suspected of having a compartment syndrome. This can be performed by needle manometry, saline infusion, or a wick catheter. A fasciotomy is indicated for any patient with a significant elevation of compartment pressures or, more importantly, symptoms suggestive of a compartment syndrome. When measuring compartment pressure in the leg after a tibial fracture, placement of the needle is a problem. Buchholz showed that there was a pressure gradient vertically through a compartment.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

**Diaphyseal Fractures**

Simple pediatric diaphyseal tibial fractures unite quickly, and cast immobilization can be used without affecting the long-term range of motion in the knee and the ankle. A bent knee, long leg cast provides maximal comfort to the patient and controls rotation of the fractured fragments. Children with nondisplaced fractures generally do not need to be admitted to the hospital. Children with more extensive injuries should be admitted for observation and teaching of wheelchair, crutch, or walker use.

Displaced fractures may significantly disrupt the surrounding soft tissues and produce a large hematoma in the fascial compartments of the lower leg. Circulation, sensation, and movement of the toes should be monitored carefully after injury. The child should be admitted to the hospital, and reduction should be performed with general anesthesia and fluoroscopy. Stable fractures are casted after reduction. The fracture must be checked within a week of manipulation to verify maintenance of the reduction. The cast can be wedged to correct minor alignment problems. Significant loss of reduction requires repeat reduction with general anesthesia (Table 24-9). The long leg cast is changed to a short leg cast at 4 to 6 weeks after injury. Children over 11 years of age are placed into a patellar tendon–bearing cast after removal of the long leg cast (89).

**TABLE 24-9. ACCEPTABLE ALIGNMENT OF A PEDIATRIC DIAPHYSEAL TIBIAL FRACTURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Age</th>
<th>&lt;8 Years</th>
<th>≥8 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valgus</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varus</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior angulation</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior angulation</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortening</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>5°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fractures in patients with spasticity, a floating knee, multiple long bone fractures, extensive soft tissue damage, or multiple system injuries are stabilized with an external fixation device, percutaneous Kirschner wires, or flexible intramedullary nails.

**Open Fracture Treatment**

Grade I open fractures can be pinned after irrigation and debridement of the wound (Fig. 24-15). A long leg splint is applied and is changed to a long leg cast after wound closure. External fixation generally is used for grade II or III open tibial fractures.

Open tibial fractures of any grade should have thorough irrigation and debridement of the wound as soon as possible. The patient's tetanus status is determined, and prophylaxis is administered as needed. The soft tissue wounds can be extended to be certain that the area is cleansed and debrided of all foreign material. Devitalized bone can be left in place if it is clean. The operative wound extension can be closed with the open segment in clean grade I injuries. The wound is allowed to heal by secondary intention if it has moderate contamination at the time of the irrigation and debridement. Grade II and III wounds also are debrided of devitalized tissue and foreign material. Patients with uncomplicated grade I fractures can be placed in a cast. Smooth pin fixation will prevent displacement of unstable fractures. Most children with grade II and all children with grade III wounds require more rigid fracture stabilization, usually with external fixation.

The most versatile external fixation device for grade II or III open pediatric tibial fractures is a unilateral frame (Fig. 24-16). The unilateral frame is easy to apply and allows minor corrections in angular alignment and length. Secondary pins can be used for added support (Fig. 24-17). These are connected to the standard pins or the body of the external fixation device. This allows control of segmental fragments. Fracture reduction clamps can be applied to the pin clamps to assist in manipulating the fracture. A small-pin circular frame can be used for complicated fractures adjacent to the joint (Fig. 24-18).

External fixation pins are applied no closer than 1 cm to the physis. The external fixation device is applied, and a reduction maneuver is performed. All of the connections in the external fixation device are tightened after reduction has been obtained. Secondary pins to improve fracture stability are placed at this time. Limited internal fixation of the fracture can be used to aid in controlling fracture alignment (Fig. 24-19). A posterior

---

**FIGURE 24-15.** A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a grade I open distal one-third tibia fracture in a 7-year-old child. B: Two percutaneous pins were used to stabilize this fracture after irrigation and debridement. C: Good fracture callus was present and the pins were removed 4 weeks after injury.
FIGURE 24-16. A and B: Type II open fracture of the tibia in a 5-year-old boy treated with debridement, unilateral external fixation, and split-thickness skin graft. C: Four months after removal of the external fixation.
FIGURE 24-18. A: Anteroposterior and lateral radiograph of the tibia of a 12-year-old boy who was struck by a car. This child sustained a grade IIIB open middle one-third tibia fracture, a Salter-Harris type II fracture of the distal tibial physis with associated distal fibular fracture (closed arrows), and a tibial eminence fracture (open arrow). B: Irrigation and debridement, and application of an external fixation device, were performed. C: The fracture of the distal tibial physis was stabilized with a supplemental pin attached to the external fixation device. Open reduction and internal fixation of the fibula were performed to enhance the stability of the external fixator in the distal tibia. D: Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the tibia approximately 9 months after injury demonstrate healing of the tibial eminence fracture, the comminuted middle one-third tibia fracture, and the distal tibial physeal fracture. The distal tibial physis remains open at this time.
FIGURE 24-19. Safe drilling zone. A: The area occupied by the growth plate is approximately 1 cm in height because of its undulations. B: The safe drilling zone is at least 1 cm from the physis. (Reprinted from Alonso JE. The initial management of the injured child: musculoskeletal injuries. In: MacEwen GD, Kaiser J, Heinrich SDH, eds. Pediatric fractures: a practical approach to assessment and treatment. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1993: 36; with permission.)

POSTFRACTURE IMMOBILIZATION

The length of immobilization varies with the child's age and the type of fracture. The duration of immobilization was 8 to 10 weeks in the Steinert and Bennek series (96). Hanson et al. (6) found that healing time ranged from 5 to 8 weeks for "fissures and infractions" and from 5 to 13 weeks for oblique, transverse, and comminuted fractures. Hoaglund and States (66) reported that in 43 closed fractures in children, the average time in a cast was 2.5 months (range 1.5-5.5 months), whereas the five children with open fractures were immobilized for 3 months.

Kreder and Armstrong (77) found an average time to union of 5.4 months (range 1.5-24.8 months) in a series of 56 open tibial fractures in 55 children. The factor with the most effect on union time was the age of the patient. Grimard et al. (60) reported that the age of the patient and the grade of the fracture were significantly associated with union time. Blasier and Barnes (43) found that children under 12 years of age required less aggressive surgical treatment and healed faster than older children. They also found that younger children were more resistant to infection and had fewer complications than older children.

POSTFRACTURE REHABILITATION

Most children with a tibial fracture do not require extensive rehabilitation. Children's normal walking and running activities serve as therapy. Most children limp with an out-toeing rotation gait on the involved extremity for several weeks after the cast is removed. This usually is due to muscle weakness rather than a malalignment of the fracture. As the muscle atrophy and weakness resolve, so does the limp.

Active physical therapy may be beneficial in treating children with a tibial fracture. In an older child progressing from a bent knee cast to weight bearing on a short leg cast, knee range of motion exercises and quadriceps strengthening are useful. Progressive weight bearing on a short leg cast requires the patient to wear off crutches or a walker. In some children, this requires supervision. After removal of the cast, toe rises for strength should be performed. The child may return to sports with a healed fracture and the ability to hop equal to the uninjured side.

FRACTURES OF THE DISTAL TIBIAL METAPHYSIS

Fractures of the distal tibial metaphysis often are greenstick injuries. The anterior cortex is impacted while the posterior cortex is displaced, with a tear of the overlying periosteum. A recurvatum deformity often occurs (Fig. 24-20). Reduction of these injuries should be performed with general anesthesia and maintained with a long leg cast. The foot should be in plantar flexion to prevent recurvatum at the fracture site. The foot is brought up after 3 to 4 weeks, and a short leg walking cast is applied. Unstable injuries can be treated with percutaneous pins (Fig. 24-21) or with open reduction and internal fixation (Fig. 24-22).

FIGURE 24-20. A: The lateral radiographs demonstrate a mild recurvatum deformity. (Figure continues.)
B: The ankle was initially immobilized in an ankle neutral position, producing an increased recurvatum deformity. The cast was removed and the ankle remanipulated into plantar flexion to reduce the deformity. C: The ankle was then immobilized in plantar flexion, which is the proper position for this type of fracture.

A, B: Unstable distal metadiaphyseal fracture of the tibia and fibula in a 15-year-old girl. C: This fracture was stabilized with percutaneous pins because of marked swelling and fracture instability.
FIGURE 24-22. A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a distal one-third tibia/fibula fracture in a 9-year-old girl with a closed head injury and severe spasticity. The initial reduction in a cast could not be maintained. B: An open reduction and internal fixation with a medial buttress plate was performed to achieve and maintain the alignment.

COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DIAPHYSEAL TIBIA/FIBULA FRACTURES

Compartment Syndrome

The anterior compartment of the leg includes the extensor hallucis, the extensor digitorum longus, and the tibialis anterior muscles. It is surrounded by the tibia, the fibula, the interosseous membrane, and the anterior fascia. A compartment syndrome may occur after either a minor closed fracture or a severe injury in which the interosseus membrane is disrupted (79). Schrock (90) also described compartment syndromes after derotational osteotomies of the tibia in children.

Compartment syndromes also have been reported in the other three compartments of the lower leg after trauma. Hemorrhage and soft tissue edema produce an elevation in pressure within the myofascial compartment that impairs venous outflow. The small arterioles leading into the compartment become less efficient in delivering blood as venous outflow becomes occluded. The arterioles and capillaries close when the pressure in the compartment exceeds the pressure in the vessels. Ischemia soon follows.

Patients with a compartment syndrome complain of pain out of proportion to the severity of the injury. The compartment is firm to palpation. The patient may have a sensory defect in the distribution of the nerves that run through the compartment. Weakness of the muscles within the involved compartment and pain on passive motion of the toes also are common. Paralysis of the muscles in the involved compartment is a late finding.

Patients with a compartment syndrome of the deep posterior compartment have severe pain that increases with passive extension of the toes, plantar hyperesthesias, weakness of toe flexion, and tenseness of the fascia between the tibia and the triceps area in the distal medial part of the leg (82). Late complications include clawed toes and limited subtalar motion secondary to a
fibrous contracture of the muscles in the deep posterior compartment (71).

**Diagnosis**

Direct intracompartmental pressure measurements at the level of the fracture provide an accurate assessment of compartment conditions and allow early fasciotomy to reduce the pressure. Whitesides et al. (99) designed an inexpensive apparatus that permits accurate measurement of compartment tissue pressure (Fig. 24-23). Other commercial devices also are available to measure compartment pressures. Normal tissue pressures are about 0 mm Hg. Vascular flow ceases in the microcirculation of an extremity by the time tissue pressures within a closed compartment reach the diastolic pressure. Compartment release should be performed when the pressures are within 20 to 30 mm Hg of the diastolic pressure. This is especially critical in a hypotensive polytrauma patient.

**Treatment**

First the cast should be bivalved and the padding divided. If after removal of circular wraps there is no relief, fasciotomy should be considered. Any child who has evidence of a compartment syndrome should undergo an emergent fasciotomy. The two-incision technique is preferred (Fig. 24-24). One incision is anterolateral and the second posteromedial. The fascia surrounding each of the four compartments should be opened from proximal to distal. If the wound can be closed primarily, it should be, but usually the wound is left open with retention sutures and a delayed closure is performed. Fibulectomy should not be performed for decompression of a compartment syndrome in a skeletally immature patient because subsequent fibular shortening can produce a valgus deformity at the ankle and may result in external tibial torsion and a severe gait impairment (17,55).
Irreversible injury to muscles and nerves begins after approximately 5 hours of ischemia. Ninety percent of muscle fibers show evidence of injury after 8 hours of ischemia. Hypoesthesia, motor defects, and decreased pulses are late changes and denote significant tissue injury. They occur only after the ischemia has been well established and the injury is permanent.

Vascular Injuries

Vascular injuries associated with tibial fractures are uncommon in children; however, when they do occur, the sequelae can be devastating. In an evaluation of 14 patients with lower extremity fractures and concomitant vascular injuries, Allen et al. (39) noted that only 3 children returned to normal function. One factor leading to a poor outcome was a delay in diagnosis. Evaluation for vascular compromise is imperative (during the primary and secondary trauma surveys) in all children with tibial fractures.

The tibial fracture most frequently associated with vascular injury is in the proximal metaphysis. The anterior tibial artery is in close proximity to the proximal tibia as it passes over the interosseous membrane into the anterior compartment. Distal tibial fractures also are associated with injuries to the anterior tibial artery. The vessels are injured when the distal fragment is translated posteriorly. Posterior tibial artery injury is rare.

Angular Deformity

Spontaneous correction of axial malalignment after a diaphyseal fracture of a child's forearm or femur is common. Remodeling of a malaligned tibial fracture, however, often is incomplete (Fig. 24-25) (45).

Swann and Oppers (97) evaluated 86 children treated for fractures of the tibia. The original angulation of the fracture was measured on radiographs in the sagittal and frontal projections. Girls 1 to 8 years of age and boys 1 to 10 years of age demonstrated moderate spontaneous correction of residual angulation after union. In girls 9 to 12 years of age and boys 11 to 12 years of age, approximately 50% of the angulation was corrected. No more than 25% of the deformity was corrected in children over 13 years of age. Bennek and Schenkert (41) found that a recurvatum malunion of more than 10 degrees did not completely correct. Twenty-six of 28 children with varus or valgus deformities at union had significant residual angular deformities at follow-up. Valgus deformities had a worse outcome because the tibial epiphysis was left in a deficient position.

Weber et al. (13) demonstrated that a fracture with varus malalignment of 5 to 13 degrees completely corrected at the level of the physis. Most children with valgus deformities of 5 to 7 degrees did not have a full correction.

Hanson et al. (6) reported 102 pediatric tibial fractures, 25 of which had malunions of 4 to 19 degrees. Angular malunions ranged from 3 to 19 degrees at follow-up, without a single patient having a complete correction. The spontaneous correction was approximately 13.5% of the total deformity. Shannak (11) reviewed the results of treatment of 117 children with tibial shaft fractures treated in above-the-knee casts. Deformities in two planes did not remodel as completely as those in one plane. The smallest correction occurred in posteriorly angulated fractures, followed by fractures with a valgus malalignment (Fig. 24-26). Spontaneous remodeling of malunited tibial fractures in children has been reported to stop 18 months after fracture (6).

Malrotation

Because rotational malalignment of the tibia does not spontaneously correct with remodeling (6), all malrotation should be avoided. A rotational computerized tomographic evaluation can be performed if there is any question about the rotational alignment of the fracture.

Rotational malalignment of more than 10 degrees may produce significant functional impairment and necessitate a derotational osteotomy of the tibia. The derotational osteotomy should be performed in the supramalleolar aspect of the distal tibia. The tibia is osteotomized and internally fixed. The fibula is left intact.
FIGURE 24-26. A: Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs 2 months after injury in a 6-year-old boy reveal a valgus and an anterior malunion at the fracture. B: One year later, the child still has a moderate valgus and anterior malalignment of the distal fractured segment. This malalignment produced painful hyperextension of the knee at heel strike during ambulation.
Leg Length Discrepancy

Hyperemia associated with fracture repair stimulates the physes in the involved leg, producing growth acceleration. Tibial growth acceleration after fracture is less than that seen after femoral fractures in children of comparable ages. Shannak (10) showed that the average growth acceleration of a child's tibia after fracture is approximately 4.5 mm. Comminuted fractures have the greatest risk of accelerated growth and overgrowth.

Swaan and Oppers (97) reported that young children have a greater chance for overgrowth than older children. Accelerated growth after tibial fracture occurs in children under 10 years of age, whereas older children may have a mild growth inhibition associated with the fracture (6). The amount of fracture shortening also has an effect on growth stimulation. Fractures with significant shortening have more physeal growth than fractures without shortening at union (10). The presence of angulation at union does not affect the amount of overgrowth (59).

Upper Tibial Physeal Closure

Morton and Starr (83) reported closure of the upper tibial physis after fracture in two children. Both patients sustained a comminuted fracture of the tibial diaphysis without a concomitant injury of the knee. Both fractures were reduced and stabilized with Kirschner wires placed distal to the tibial tubercle. A genu recurvatum deformity developed after the anterior physis closed.

Smillie (94) reported one child who had an open tibial fracture complicated by a second fracture involving the supracondylar aspect of the femur. This patient also developed a recurvatum deformity secondary to closure of the anterior proximal tibial physis. At present, no universally acceptable explanation can be given for this phenomenon. Some patients have iatrogenic closure after placement of a proximal tibial traction pin, the application of pins and plaster, or the application of an external fixation device. Other children have an undiagnosed injury of the tibial physis at the time of the ipsilateral tibial diaphyseal fracture (74). Regardless of etiology, closure of the physis produces a progressive recurvatum deformity as the child grows.

Delayed Union and Nonunion

Delayed union and nonunion are uncommon after tibial fractures in children. The use of an external fixation device or infection after operative intervention may lengthen the time to union in some patients. Inadequate immobilization that allows patterned motion also can slow the rate of healing. A fibulectomy approximately 4 cm from a tibial nonunion allows compression at the nonunion site and induces healing (Fig. 24-27). A posterolateral bone graft also is an excellent technique to produce union in younger children (Fig. 24-28). Adolescents near skeletal maturity can be treated with a reamed intramedullary nail, with a concomitant fibular osteotomy and correction of angulation at the nonunion site performed as necessary (Fig. 24-29).
FIGURE 24-27. (continued) C: The tibia has failed to unite 10 months after injury. D: The patient underwent a fibulectomy 4 cm proximal to the tibial nonunion. The tibial fracture united 8 weeks after surgery.

FIGURE 24-28. A and B: Posterolateral tibial bone graft for a nonunion of an open tibia fracture.
FIGURE 24-29. A: Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of a 14-year-old adolescent who was struck by a car, sustaining a grade III B open fracture of the tibia. B: Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the tibia after irrigation and debridement, and application of an external fixation device. C: The patient developed a nonunion at the tibia, which progressively deformed into an unacceptable varus alignment. D: The nonunion was treated with a fibular osteotomy followed by a closed angular correction of the deformity and internal fixation with a reamed intramedullary nail.
SPECIAL FRACTURES
Toddler’s Fractures

External rotation of the foot with the knee fixed in an infant or toddler can produce a spiral fracture of the tibia without a concomitant fibular fracture (Fig. 24-30). This fracture pattern was first reported by Dunbar et al. (108) in 1964. The traumatic episode often is unwitnessed by the adult caretaker. Most children with this injury are under 6 years of age. Sixty-three of 76 such fractures reported by Dunbar et al. were in children under 2½ years of age. Spiral tibial fractures occur in boys more often than in girls and in the right leg more often than in the left. The average age at injury in one study was 27 months. Most children report tripping or twisting their ankles. Occasionally, a child sustains a toddler’s fracture in a fall from a height (104, 140).

Oujhane et al. (129) analyzed the radiographs of 500 acutely limping toddlers and identified 100 in whom a fracture was the etiology of the gait disturbance. The most common site of fracture was the distal metaphysis of the tibia. The fibula was fractured with the tibia in 12 of the 56 tibial fractures. Only one physeal injury was noted.

The examination of a child with an acute limp starts on the uninvolved side. This serves as a control for the symptomatic extremity. The examination begins at the hip and proceeds to the thigh, knee, lower leg, ankle, and foot. It is important to note the areas of point tenderness, an increase in local temperature, and any swelling or bruising of the leg (140).

Radiographs of the tibia and fibula should be obtained in both anteroposterior and lateral projections. An internal oblique view can be helpful in identifying a nondisplaced toddler’s fracture. Fluoroscopy also may assist in the identification of subtle fractures. Occasionally, a fracture line cannot be identified, and the first evidence of fracture becomes apparent radiographically when periosteal new bone forms 1 week to 10 days after the injury (Fig. 24-31). Technetium radionuclide imaging can assist in the diagnosis of radiographically unapparent fractures. A patient with a spiral fracture of the tibia has diffuse increased uptake of tracer throughout the affected bone (black tibia). This can be differentiated from infection because infection tends to produce a local area of increased tracer uptake (108).

A child with a toddler’s fracture should be immobilized in a bent knee, long leg cast for approximately 3 weeks. Most chil-
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FIGURE 24-31. A: An anterior posterior radiograph of the tibia in a 3-year-old child who refused to bear weight on the right leg 3 weeks before presentation. The history of obvious trauma was absent. His parents brought him into the hospital also when he refused to weight bear on his left leg. The radiographs revealed periosteal new bone formation in the mid-shaft of the right tibia. There was also tenderness to palpation in the mid-left tibia as well despite normal radiographs. B: A bone scan was obtained which showed increased uptake in both the left and right tibia. There was significantly less uptake on the left side, the more recent injury.

Bicycle Spoke Injuries

Bicycle spoke injuries normally occur when a bicycle overturns and the child's foot is thrust forcibly between the spokes of the turning wheel (Fig. 24-32). This produces a severe compression or crushing injury to the soft tissues of the foot and ankle. An oblique or spiral fracture of the tibia also can occur (Fig. 24-33). The injury to the foot, ankle, and lower leg can be compounded when the child's foot is extracted forcibly from the spokes of the bicycle. This scenario occurs most commonly when two children are riding a bicycle designed for one, with the injured passenger riding on the handlebars or the rear fender (111,126).

Izant et al. (120) reviewed 60 bicycle spoke injuries in children under 14 years of age. The most common age range of injury was 2 to 8 years.

The initial appearance of the extremity in a child with a bicycle spoke injury may be deceiving. The foot often appears normal or may show only minor skin abrasions. The patient often presents 24 to 48 hours after the accident complaining of a painful swollen foot and leg. This injury is similar to a "wringer" injury of the arm because the initial examination may not reveal the true extent of the injury. Izant et al. (120) identified three components to this trauma: (a) a laceration of the tissue from the knifelike action of the spoke, (b) a crushing from the im-
The mechanism of a bicycle spoke injury. The foot is impinged between the spokes of the wheel and the frame of the bike. The laceration created by this injury often involves the malleoli, the Achilles tendon area of the heel, and the dorsum of the foot. A child with a bicycle spoke injury may require multiple debridements, and definitive treatment must await delineation of the necrotic area.

A child with a bicycle spoke injury should be admitted to the hospital because the extent of the damage may not be identified initially. Initial therapy consists of a mild compression dressing with a multilayered cotton bandage. The extremity is elevated and the child is kept at bedrest during the first 24 hours. A long leg splint is applied if a tibial fracture is present. The child may ambulate with crutches non-weight bearing after that. Frequent inspection of the extremity must be made during the subsequent 48 hours. Debridement of devitalized tissue is performed as necrosis becomes apparent. Large areas of hematomas formation are treated with aspiration to prevent further elevation of the overlying skin. Wound closure with a split-thickness skin graft is performed if full-thickness skin loss occurs. Occasionally, a free flap may be required, but this is rare. Most patients regain normal function of the foot and ankle. The average time for complete healing may be 5 to 6 weeks (111,120,126). A child with a concomitant tibial fracture is placed in an above-the-knee non-weight-bearing cast at the completion of care for the foot injury (111). The tibial fracture may need to be stabilized with an external fixation device if the soft tissue loss on the foot and ankle is severe.

**Floating Knee**

Significant trauma can cause fractures involving both the femur and the tibia. In the past, these injuries often were treated with traction and casting (Fig. 24-34). The extent of the injuries often left permanent functional deficits when not aggressively managed (45,80).

Most children over 2 years of age with ipsilateral femoral and tibial fractures are treated with operative stabilization of the femur and cast immobilization of the tibia after reduction. In children under 6 years of age, the femoral fracture can be stabilized with a unilateral external fixator or a plate with screws; in children 6 years of age and older, flexible intramedullary nails can be used. Open reduction and plate fixation are used for fractures in the subtrochanteric or supracondylar area of the femur in adolescents. The tibial fracture is reduced closed and stabilized with a long leg cast after the femoral fracture has been
FIGURE 24-34. A: Ipsilateral fracture of the distal femur and tibia without an ipsilateral fibula fracture in a 5-year-old. B: The child was treated with tibial pin traction for the femoral injury (pin applied below the tibial tubercle) and a short leg splint for the tibia fracture initially. C: The child was placed into a spica cast after 2 weeks of traction. The tibial traction pin was used to help stabilize both fractures.
reduced and stabilized. Open tibial fractures and those in which a reduction cannot be maintained after casting are reduced (open if necessary) and stabilized with a unilateral external fixator (Fig. 24-35). If closed reduction is not possible, open reduction with pin fixation or external fixation is indicated.

**Tibial Fracture in Paraplegic Children**

Motor paralysis from poliomyelitis was once the most common cause of lower extremity weakness in children. Because these patients have sensation, fractures are identified early. Disease trends have changed, however. As late as 1958, 90% to 95% of children with myelomeningocele died in the first year of life, usually from a neurosurgical complication. Recent advances in neurosurgery and urology have significantly increased the life span of children with myelomeningocele. The mortality rate for these children is now 3% to 5%. Orthopaedic surgeons, therefore, are seeing an increasing number of paraplegic children who have sensory deficits (107,112,113).

Tibial fractures in children without sensation require special attention. Gillies and Hartung (113) are the first to report children with myelomeningocele who sustained pathologic fractures of the proximal tibia. These two children had tense hyperemic skin and radiographic evidence of exuberant new bone formation, suggesting a malignant tumor (Fig. 24-36). Both children had a biopsy because of this radiographic finding.

Fractures around the knee are common in children with paraplegia because of the length of the lower extremity and the association with joint contractions (116). These fractures are more common in children with flaccid paralysis than those with spastic paralysis (121,133).

Souther (98) stressed that clinical findings such as swelling, warmth, and erythema are common in paraplegic children with a fracture. He stated that “fractures to the growth plate in paraplegic children often resemble osteomyelitis.”

James (121) reported 44 fractures in 22 children in a population of 122 children with myelomeningocele. The most common age range at fracture was 3 to 6 years. These fractures were more common in a flail limb. Only 6.6% of the patients with quadriceps activity had fractures, whereas 19% of those with no active muscle contraction (flail limb) had fractures. This incidence decreased to 12.5% in a group of children with spastic
paralysis. The tibia and femur were the most common bones affected. The most common locations for tibial fractures were the distal diaphysis and distal metaphysis.

Parsch and Rossak (30) reported 31 fractures in 120 patients with myelomeningocele. They emphasized treatment with a wrap and splint until early fracture consolidation. To prevent "fracture disease," they stressed early standing and walking to help reduce the degree of osteopenia these children develop.

Drummon and Freehafer (07) reported 58 fractures in 25 patients among 84 children with myelomeningocele. Ten fractures were in the tibia. Eleven of the 58 fractures occurred after the removal of a spica cast, suggesting that immobilization worsened osteopenia and increased the risk of subsequent fracture.

Complications in patients with paralysis and a tibial fracture are rare and usually are related to pressure sores produced by ill-padded casts. Early physeal arrest can occur, producing a leg length discrepancy, and physeal involvement is common in paralytic children with fractures (137). Golding (114) reported one physeal injury to the distal tibia in a child with myelomeningocele. Gyepes et al. (116) reported seven physeal and physeal injuries in patients with myelomeningocele. Radiographs were characterized by an irregular, dense, widened physis and adjacent subperiosteal new bone formation. Stern et al. (138) reported bilateral distal tibial and fibular physeal injuries in a child with myelomeningocele.

Trauma probably is the primary factor producing the complex radiographic findings associated with a tibial fracture in a paralytic child (116). Repeated microtrauma can lead to a metaphyseal infraction, subperiosteal hemorrhage, and, perhaps, physeal hemorrhage. Subsequent healing produces endosteal and periosteal callus formation and some generalized osteopenia secondary to the immobilization (Fig. 24-36). The widening of the physis most likely is secondary to a disturbance of the normal reabsorption mechanism during bone development at the metaphysis. This results from frequent subclinical metaphyseal infractions. It also could be produced by hemorrhage into the physis itself.

Fracture of the tibia in a paralytic child can occur with minor trauma. Many fractures are nondisplaced, and nonoperative therapy is indicated. Displaced fractures are reduced closed and immobilized for 3 to 4 weeks in a bulky dressing or a posterior, molded, well-padded splint. The child should be fitted with an orthosis or placed back into a reciprocal gait orthosis (if the child already had one) after the immobilization is discontinued.

Lower extremity fractures are common after a child has been immobilized in a cast, especially after hip surgery. This finding has led to the term fracture disease, which describes multiple fractures secondary to osteopenia after immobilization. Because of this, a child predisposed to fractures after immobilization may benefit from a short course of in-hospital spica; Russell’s traction with frequent general physical therapy for range of motion. The child should not be allowed to walk or crawl for approximately 7 days after the traction is discontinued. This allows the stiffness that accompanies the immobilization to improve.

Physeal injuries may require prolonged periods of immobilization. Healing is determined by the absence of local warmth and swelling and the reconstitution of the width of the physis radiographically (124).

Stress Fractures of the Tibia and Fibula

Roberts and Vogt (132) reported an “unusual type of lesion” in the tibia of 12 children in 1939. All of these were determined to be stress fractures involving the upper third of the tibial shaft. Since then, numerous reports of stress fractures involving the tibia and the fibula have been published (Fig. 24-34) (56, 102, 106, 110, 117, 119, 123, 125, 127, 128, 131, 134, 135, 139).

The pattern of stress fractures in children differs from that in adults (105, 106, 136). In adults, the fibula is involved in stress fractures twice as often as the tibia; in children the tibia is affected more often than the fibula. The prevalence of stress fractures in boys and girls is equal.

A child with a stress fracture usually has an insidious onset of symptoms (105, 106). There is evidence of local tenderness that worsens with activity. The child may have a painful limp. A toddler with a stress fracture will not bear weight on the involved extremity. The pain tends to be worse in the day and to improve at night and with rest. The knee and the ankle have full ranges of motion. Usually, there is no swelling at the fracture site (75, 103, 105, 106, 110, 118).
Radiographs reveal changes consistent with a stress fracture approximately 2 weeks after the onset of symptoms (106). Radiographic evidence of fracture repair can manifest in one of three ways: localized periosteal new bone formation, endosteal thickening, or, rarely, a radiolucent cortical fracture line (Fig. 24-37) (75,105,106,117,135).

Technetium radionuclide bone imaging reveals a local area of increased tracer uptake at the site of the fracture (Fig. 24-38). Computerized tomography rarely demonstrates the fracture line, but delineates increased marrow density and endosteal and periosteal new bone formation. It also may show soft tissue edema. Magnetic resonance imaging (75,118) shows a localized band of very low signal intensity continuous with the cortex. MR signaling can be diagnostic of stress fracture and differentiate it nicely from malignancy obviating the need for biopsy (Fig. 24-39).

Stress fractures occur when the force applied to a bone is exceeded by the bone's capacity to withstand it. Initially, osteoclastic tunnel formation increases. These tunnels normally fill with mature bone. With continued force, cortical reabsorption accelerates. New bone is produced to splint the weakened cortex. This bone is immature, however, and does not have the strength of the bone it replaces. A fracture occurs when bone reabsorption outstrips bone production. When the offending force is reduced or eliminated, bone production exceeds bone reabsorption. This produces cortical and endosteal widening with dense repair bone that later remodels to mature bone (109,122,129).

**Tibia**

The most common location for a tibial stress fracture is in the upper third. The child normally has a painful limp of gradual onset with no history of a specific injury. The peak incidence of tibial stress fractures in children is between 10 and 15 years of age. Pain is relieved with rest. The pain is described as dull, occurring in the calf near the upper end of the tibia on its medial aspect, and occasionally is bilateral. Physical findings include local tenderness on one or both sides of the tibial crest with a varying degree of swelling.
The treatment of a child with a stress fracture of the tibia (or fibula) begins with activity modification. An active child can rest in a long leg walking cast for 4 to 6 weeks followed by gradual increase in activity. Nonunions of stress fractures of the tibia have been described. Green (114) reported six nonunions, three of which were in children. Two required excision of the nonunion site with iliac crest bone grafting. The third was treated by electromagnetic stimulation. In all three, the stress fractures occurred in the middle third of the tibia.

**Fibula**

Pediatric fibular stress fractures normally occur between the ages of 2 and 8 years (115). The fractures are normally localized to the distal third of the fibula.

The child presents with a limp and may complain of pain. Tenderness is localized to the distal half of the fibular shaft. Swelling normally is not present. The obvious bony mass commonly seen in a stress fracture of the fibula in an adult is normally not seen in a comparable fracture in a child.

No radiographic abnormalities are identified in the first 10 days to 2 weeks after the symptoms begin. The earliest sign of a stress fracture of the fibula is the presence of “eggshell” callus along the shaft of the fibula (Fig. 24-37) (103). Fracture itself cannot always be seen because the periosteal callus may obscure the changes in the narrow canal. Radionuclide bone imaging can help to identify stress fractures before the presence of radiographic changes.

The differential diagnosis includes sarcoma of bone, osteomyelitis, and a soft tissue injury without accompanying bony injury. Treatment consists of rest or, in a very active child, a short leg walking cast for 4 to 6 weeks.
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Injuries to the distal tibial and fibular physes are generally reported to account for 25% to 38% of all physeal fractures (57), second in frequency only to distal radial physeal fractures (93); however, Peterson et al. (94) reported that phalangeal physeal fractures were most common, followed by physeal injuries of the radius and ankle. In skeletally immature individuals, physeal ankle fractures are slightly more common than fractures of the tibial or fibular diaphysis (80). Up to 58% of physeal ankle fractures occur during sports activities (45,127) and account for 10% to 40% of all injuries to skeletally immature athletes (87, 91,115). Physeal ankle fractures are more common in males than in females (112). Tibial physeal fractures most commonly occur between the ages of 8 and 15 years, and fibular fractures between the ages of 8 and 14 years (112).

Although Foucher (39) reported the first pathologic study of these injuries in 1863, Poland's 1898 monograph (97) is generally recognized as the most extensive early study of physeal fractures. He pointed out that in children ligaments are stronger than physeal cartilage; forces that result in ligament damage in adults cause fractures of the physe in children. In 1922, Ashhurst and Bromer (4) published a thorough review of the literature and the results of their own extensive investigations and described a classification of ankle injuries based on the mechanism of injury. This classification did not differentiate between ankle injuries in adults and those in children. Bishop (8) in 1932 classified 300 ankle fractures according to Ashhurst and Bromer's system; 33 fractures were physeal injuries, and the grouping of these injuries according to mechanism of injury represents one of the first attempts to classify physeal ankle injuries.

Aitken's (2) study of 21 physeal ankle injuries in 1936 is one of the first to attempt to determine the results of treatment of these injuries; he also outlined an anatomic classification. Only one of his patients (5%) had a deformity after fracture, in contrast to McFarland (82), who in 1932 reported deformities in 40% of a larger series of patients. In 1955, Caruthers and Crenshaw (21) reported 54 physeal ankle fractures, which were classified according to their modification of Ashhurst and Bromer's system. They confirmed that growth-related deformities were frequent after adduction (Salter-Harris type III and IV injuries) fractures and infrequent after fractures caused by external rotation, abduction, and plantarflexion (Salter-Harris type II injuries). Spiegel and colleagues (112), in a 1978 review of 237 physeal ankle fractures, reported a high incidence of growth abnormalities after Salter-Harris type III and IV injuries but also found complications in 11 (16.7%) of 66 patients with Salter-Harris type II fractures. Most of these patients had only mild shortening, but 6 had angular deformities that did not correct with growth. Based on the results of 65 physeal ankle fractures, Kling and co-workers (69) concluded that the frequency of growth-related deformities could be reduced by open reduction and internal fixation of Salter-Harris III and IV fractures.
A separate group of fractures, occurring in adolescents and known as transitional fractures, has been identified. Such fractures, which include juvenile Tillaux and triple fractures with two to four fracture fragments, have been described by Kleiger and Mankin (67), Marmor (81), Cooperman and co-workers (27), Karrholm (61), and Denton and Fischer (31).

**DIAGNOSIS**

Patients with significantly displaced fractures have severe pain and obvious deformity. The position of the foot relative to the leg may provide important information about the mechanism of injury (Fig. 25-1) and should be considered in planning reduction. The status of the skin, pulses, and sensory and motor function should be determined and recorded. Tenderness, swelling, and deformity in the ipsilateral leg and foot should be noted. In patients with tibial shaft fractures, the ankle should be carefully evaluated clinically and radiographically.

Patients with nondisplaced or minimally displaced ankle fractures often have no deformity, minimal swelling, and moderate pain. Because of their benign clinical appearance, such fractures may be easily missed if radiographs are not obtained. The fact that all physicians have an obligation to try to minimize unnecessary radiographs, both to avoid unnecessary irradiation of patients and for cost containment, creates a dilemma for physicians evaluating pediatric ankle injuries. Guidelines known as the Ottawa Ankle Rules have been established for adults to try to determine which injuries require radiographs (114). The indications for radiography according to the guidelines are complaints of pain near a malleolus with either inability to bear weight or tenderness to palpation at the malleolus. Chandre prospectively studied 71 children with acute ankle injuries to determine if these guidelines could be applied to pediatric patients with ankle injuries (25). It was determined that if radiographs were obtained only in children who had tenderness over the malleoli and an inability to bear weight, a 25% reduction in radiographic examinations could be achieved without missing any fractures. Therefore, a systematic search for localized tenderness, keeping in mind the physeal anatomy of the ankle, is helpful in determining when to order radiographs as well as how to interpret them.

For patients with obvious deformities, anteroposterior and lateral radiographs centered over the ankle may provide sufficient information to plan treatment. Although obtaining views of the joint above and below is recommended for most fractures, obtaining a film centered over the mid-ribia to include the knee and ankle joints on the radiograph significantly decreases the quality of ankle views and is not recommended.

For patients without obvious deformities, a high-quality mortise view of the ankle is essential in addition to anteroposterior and lateral views. On a standard anteroposterior view, the lateral portion of the distal tibial physis is usually partially obscured by the distal fibula. The vertical component of a triple or Tillaux fracture can be hidden behind the overriding fibular cortical shadow (73). A study by Vangsness and co-workers (121) found that diagnostic accuracy was essentially equal when using anteroposterior, lateral, and mortise views compared with using only mortise and lateral views. Therefore, if only two views are to be obtained, the anteroposterior view may be omitted and lateral and mortise views obtained.

Haraguchi et al. described two special views designed to detect avulsion fractures from the lateral malleolus that are not visible on routine views and to distinguish whether they represent avulsions of the anterior tibiofibular ligament or the calcaneofibular ligament attachments (49). The anterior tibiofibular ligament view is made by positioning the foot in 45 degrees of plantar flexion and elevating the medial border of the foot 15 degrees. The calcaneofibular ligament view is obtained by rotating the leg 45 degrees inward.

Stress views may occasionally be needed to rule out ligamentous instability (Fig. 25-2), although ligamentous injury at the ankle is infrequent in skeletally immature patients. Stress views may be considered to document a Salter-Harris type I fracture, but a patient with clinical signs of this fracture should be treated appropriately, regardless of stress view findings. Stress views may help document lack of motion at the fracture in an apparent nonunion (Fig. 25-3).

Bozic et al. studied the age at which the radiographic appearance of the incisura fibularis, tibiofibular clear space, and tibiofibular overlap develop in children (15). The purpose of their study was to facilitate the diagnosis of distal tibiofibular syndesmotic injury in children. They found that the incisura became detectable at a mean age of 8.2 years for boys and 11.2 years for girls. The mean age at which tibiofibular overlap appeared on the anteroposterior view was 5 years for both sexes; on the mortise view, it was 10 years for girls and 16 years for boys. The range of clear space measurements in normal children was 2 to 8 mm.

**FIGURE 25-1.** Severe clinical deformity in a 14-year-old boy with an ankle fracture. It is obvious without radiographs that internal rotation will be needed to reduce this fracture.
with 23% of children having a clear space of greater than 6 mm, a distance considered abnormal in adults.

Computed tomography (CT) is useful in the evaluation of intraarticular fractures, especially juvenile Tillaux and triplane fractures (Fig. 25-4) (54). In the past, some physicians preferred plain tomograms (126). A lower cost appears to be their only advantage over CT scans. CT evaluations involve less radiation to the patient and in many institutions are now easier to obtain than are plain tomograms. Cuts are generally made in the transverse plane. With thin cuts localized to the joint, it is possible to generate high-quality reconstructions that allow evaluation in the coronal and sagittal planes without repositioning the ankle.

FIGURE 25-3. A: Anteroposterior radiograph of a 10-year-old girl after 12 weeks of immobilization for an initially nondisplaced Salter-Harris type III fracture of the distal tibia. B: Stress view showing no motion at the fracture site.
With plain tomography the transverse anatomy can only be deduced from the anteroposterior and lateral tomograms. Three-dimensional CT reconstructions rarely add further useful information. Other indications for CT scanning are discussed in the section on Treatment.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been reported to be occasionally helpful in the identification of osteochondral injuries to the joint surfaces in children with ankle fractures (66). Smith and associates (111) found that of four patients with acute (3–10 days) physeal injuries, MRI showed that three had more severe fractures than indicated on plain films (Fig. 25-5). Early MRI studies (3–17 weeks after injury) not only added information about the pattern of physeal disruption but also supplied early information about the possibility of growth abnormality.

Carey et al. obtained MRI studies on 14 patients with known or suspected growth plate injury (20). The MRI detected five radiographically occult fractures in the 14 patients, changed the Salter-Harris classification in 2 patients, and resulted in a change in treatment plan in 5 of the 14 patients studied. These studies would seem to contradict an earlier study by Petit et al. that showed only 1 patient in a series of 29 patients in whom MRI revealed a diagnosis different from that made on plain films (96). Later (>6 months after injury) scans have been reported useful for mapping physeal bars (42,52).
MECHANISM OF INJURY AND CLASSIFICATION

Classifications of ankle fractures are of two broad types: anatomic (2,89,95,106,112) and mechanism-of-injury (4,8,71). Anatomic classifications divide fractures into groups based on the parts of the epiphyses or metaphyses that make up the fracture fragments. Mechanism-of-injury classifications are based on the nature of the force that creates the fractures and often include the position of the foot at the time the force is applied. Most mechanism-of-injury classifications include the anatomic type of injury produced by a particular mechanism.

Anatomic classifications (Fig. 25-6) are effective for rapid communication because most have few groups without multiword titles that require visualization of movements that sometimes seem incompatible with the position of the foot on the ground. Because they are applicable to all physes, anatomic classifications are used more frequently and are easier to recall than mechanism-of-injury classifications. Mechanism-of-injury classifications are considered by some to be more precise because they reflect not only the anatomic fracture pattern but also the position of the fragments in relation to each other. This increased precision, however, may result in less rapid and possibly more confusing communication.

Both anatomic and mechanism-of-injury classifications can provide useful information for determining appropriate treatment. The prognoses for growth and deformity have been predicted on the basis of both types of classification (62,63,112). A theoretical advantage of mechanism-of-injury classifications is that identification of the force producing the injury might give
even more information about the possible development of growth arrest than anatomic classifications. For example, a Salter-Harris type III or IV fracture of the tibia produced by a shearing or crushing force might be more likely to result in growth arrest than is a similar injury produced by an avulsion force (Fig. 25-7). However, it is difficult to establish that one type of classification is superior to the other in this regard because of the relatively small numbers of patients reported, the varying ages of patients in most series, and questions about the reproducibility of various classifications.

An important benefit of mechanism-of-injury classifications (Table 25-1) is that they provide clues that may be helpful in planning closed reduction: the mechanism of injury is simply reversed to reduce the fracture. Surgeons who rely on anatomic classifications usually attempt to obtain reduction by returning the displaced fragments directly to their proper anatomic locations. In reality, surgeons who use either classification probably reduce most fractures in similar manners.

Any classification system that cannot be easily remembered and reproducibly applied will ultimately prove to be less than useful. Thomsen and co-workers (118) studied the reproducibility of the Lauge-Hansen (mechanism-of-injury) and Weber (anatomic) classifications in a series of adult ankle fractures. After all investigators in the study had received a tutorial on both systems and their application, they were asked to classify 94 fractures. On the first attempt, only the Weber classification produced an acceptable level of interobserver agreement. On a second attempt, the Weber classification and most of the Lauge-Hansen classification achieved an acceptable level of interobserver agreement. These investigators concluded that all fracture classification systems should have demonstrably acceptable inter-

## Table 25-1. Representative Mechanism of Injury Classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashhurst-Bromer (adult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carothers-Crenshaw (child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauge-Hansen (adult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dias-Tachdjian (child)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

observer agreement rates before they are adopted, an argument made even more forcefully in an editorial by Burstein (18). Vahvanen and Aalto (119) compared their ability to classify 310 ankle fractures in children with the Weber, Lauge-Hansen, and Salter-Harris classifications. They found that they were "largely unsuccessful" using the Weber and Lauge-Hansen classifications but could easily classify the fractures using the Salter-Harris system.

The most widely accepted mechanism-of-injury classification of ankle fractures in children is that described by Dias and Tachdjian (34) (Fig. 25-8), who modified the Lauge-Hansen classification based on their review of 71 fractures. Their original classification (1978) consisted of four types in which the first word refers to the position of the foot at the time of injury and the second word refers to the force that produces the injury. Four other types were subsequently added (116) (in 1985). Although these are designated differently, the first three have identifiable mechanisms of injury. Axial compression injury describes the mechanism of injury but not the position of the foot. Juvenile Tillaux and triplane fractures are believed to be caused by external rotation. The final category, other physeal injuries, includes diverse injuries, many of which have no specific mechanism of injury.

**Classification of Ankle Fracture in Children (Dias-Tachdjian)**

**Supination-Inversion**

Grade I: The adduction or inversion force avulses the distal fibular epiphysis (Salter-Harris type I or II fracture). Occasionally, the fracture is transepiphyseal; rarely, the lateral ligaments fail.

Grade II (Fig. 25-9): Further inversion produces a tibial frac-

---

**FIGURE 25-8.** Dias-Tachdjian classification of physeal injuries of the distal tibia and fibula.

FIGURE 25-10. Severe supination–inversion injury with displaced fracture of the medial malleolus distal to the physis of the tibia.


FIGURE 25-12. Stage II supination–external rotation injury. A: Oblique fibular fracture is also visible on anteroposterior view. B: Lateral view shows the posterior metaphyseal fragment and posterior displacement.
ture, usually a Salter-Harris type III or IV and rarely a Salter-Harris type I or II injury, or the fracture passes through the medial malleolus below the physis (Fig. 25-10).

**Supination–Plantarflexion**

The plantarflexion force displaces the epiphysis directly posteriorly, resulting in a Salter-Harris type I or II fracture. Fibular fractures were not reported with this mechanism. The tibial fracture usually is difficult to see on anteroposterior radiographs.

**Supination–External Rotation**

Grade I: The external rotation force results in a Salter-Harris type II fracture of the distal tibia (Fig. 25-11). The distal fragment is displaced posteriorly, as in a supination–plantarflexion injury, but the Thurston-Holland fragment is visible on the anteroposterior radiograph, with the fracture line extending proximally and medially. Occasionally, the distal tibial epiphysis is rotated but not displaced.

Grade II: With further external rotation, a spiral fracture of the fibula is produced, running from anteroinferior to posteroinferior (Fig. 25-12).

**Pronation–Eversion–External Rotation**

A Salter-Harris type I or II fracture of the distal tibia occurs simultaneously with a transverse fibular fracture. The distal tibial fragment is displaced laterally and the Thurston-Holland fragment, when present, is lateral or posterolateral (Fig. 25-13). Less frequently, a transepiphyseal fracture occurs through the medial malleolus (Salter-Harris type II). Such injuries may be associated with diastasis of the ankle joint, which is uncommon in children.

**Axial Compression**

This is a Salter-Harris type V injury of the distal tibial physis. Initial radiographs usually show no abnormality, and the diagnosis is established when growth arrest is demonstrated on follow-up radiographs.

**Figure 25-13.** A: According to the Dias-Tachdjian classification, this injury in a 12-year-old boy would be considered a pronation-eversion-external rotation injury resulting in a Salter-Harris type II fracture of the distal tibia and a transverse fibular fracture. B: The anterior displacement of the epiphysis, visible on the lateral view, however, makes external rotation an unlikely component of the mechanism of injury; the mechanism is more likely pronation-dorsiflexion.
Juvenile Tillaux Fracture
This is a Salter-Harris type III fracture involving the anterolateral distal tibia. The portion of the physis not involved in the fracture is closed (Fig. 25-14).

Triplane Fracture
This group of fractures have the appearance of a Salter-Harris type III fracture on the anteroposterior radiograph and of a Salter-Harris type II fracture on the lateral radiograph.

Other Physeal Injuries
These are the fractures that do not fit into any of the other seven types (such as injuries to the perichondral ring and stress fractures) (Fig. 25-15).

Unusual Fracture Patterns
A number of accessory ossification centers and normal anatomic variations may cause confusion in the interpretation of plain films of the ankle (Fig. 25-16). In a group of 100 children between the ages of 6 and 12 years, Powell (99) found accessory ossification centers on the medial side (os subtibiale) in 20% and on the lateral side (os subfibulare) in 1%. If they are asymptomatic on clinical examination, these ossification centers are of little concern, but tenderness localized to them may indicate an injury. Stress views to determine motion of the fragments or bone scanning may occasionally be considered if an injury to an accessory ossification center is suspected.

Clefts in the lateral side of the tibial epiphysis may simulate juvenile Tillaux fractures, and clefts in the medial side may simulate Salter-Harris type III fractures (65). The presence of these

FIGURE 25-14. Salter-Harris type III fracture (juvenile Tillaux) (arrows) of the anterolateral portion of the distal tibial epiphysis in a 13-year-old girl.

FIGURE 25-15. Stress fracture of the distal tibia in normal 13-year-old child who complained of pain in his ankle after running. A: Initial radiographs were interpreted as being normal, although abnormal widening of the tibial physis was present. The ankle was immobilized for 10 days. B: Six weeks later, pain persisted and radiographs showed further widening and irregularity of the physis, with a faint periosteal new bone formation (arrows) around the distal tibial metaphysis.
clefs on a radiograph of a child with an ankle injury may result in overtreatment if they are misdiagnosed as a fracture. Conversely, attributing a painful irregularity in these areas to anatomic variation may lead to undertreatment (Fig. 25-17). Other anatomic variations include a bump on the distal fibula that simulates a torus fracture and an apparent offset of the distal fibular epiphysis that simulates a fracture.

ANATOMY

The ankle is the joint that most closely approximates a hinge joint. It is the articulation between the talus and the ankle mortise, which is a syndesmosis consisting of the distal tibial articular surface, the medial malleolus, and the distal fibula or lateral malleolus.

Ligamentous structures bind the distal tibia and fibula into the ankle mortise (Fig. 25-18). The anterior and posterior infer-
rior tibiofibular ligaments course inferiorly from the anterior and posterior surfaces of the distal lateral tibia to the anterior and posterior surfaces of the lateral malleolus. The anterior ligament is important in the pathomechanics of transitional ankle fractures. Just anterior to the posterior inferior tibiofibular ligament is the broad, thick inferior transverse ligament, which extends down from the lateral malleolus along the posterior border of the articular surface of the tibia, almost to the medial malleolus. This ligament serves as a part of the articular surface for the talus. Between the anterior and posterior inferior tibiofibular ligaments, the tibia and fibula are bound by the interosseous ligament, which is continuous with the interosseous membrane.
This ligament may be important in the pathomechanics of what we have termed incisural fractures.

On the medial side of the ankle, the talus is bound to the ankle mortise by the deltoid ligament (Fig. 25-19). This ligament arises from the medial malleolus and divides into superficial and deep layers. Three parts of the superficial layer are identified by their attachments: tibionavicular, calcaneotibial, and posterior talotibial ligaments. The deep layer is known as the anterior talotibial ligament, again reflecting its insertion and origin. On the lateral side, the anterior and posterior talofibular ligaments, with the calcaneofibular ligaments, make up the lateral collateral ligament (Fig. 25-20).

In children, all of the ligamentous structures that bind the medial and lateral malleoli to the talus and the distal tibial epiphysis to the distal fibular epiphysis are attached to the malleoli distal to the physes. Because the ligaments are stronger than the physes, physeal fractures are more common than ligamentous injuries in children. When they accompany distal tibial physeal injuries, displaced diaphyseal fibular fractures are usually associated with injuries to and displacement of the entire distal tibial epiphysis rather than with injuries to the ligaments, making diastasis of the ankle uncommon in children (Fig. 25-21).

The distal tibial ossification center generally appears at 6 to 24 months of age. Its malleolar extension begins to form around
the age of 7 years and is mature or complete at the age of 10 years. The physis usually closes around the age of 15 years in girls and 17 years in boys. This process takes approximately 18 months and occurs first in the central part of the physis, extending next to the medial side, and finally ending laterally. This asymmetric closure sequence is an important anatomic feature of the growing ankle and is responsible for certain fracture patterns in adolescents (Fig. 25-22).

The distal fibular ossification center appears around the age of 9 to 24 months. Its physis is located at the level of the ankle joint. Closure of this physis generally follows closure of the distal tibial physis by 12 to 24 months.

**TREATMENT**

Appropriate treatment of ankle fractures in children depends on the location of the fracture, the degree of displacement, and the age of the child. Nondisplaced fractures may be simply immobilized. Closed reduction and cast immobilization may be appropriate for displaced fractures; if the closed reduction cannot be maintained with casting, skeletal fixation is necessary. If closed reduction is not possible, open reduction is indicated, provided there is significant physseal or articular displacement, followed by internal fixation or cast immobilization.

The anatomic type of the fracture (usually defined by the Salter-Harris classification), the mechanism of injury, and the amount of displacement of the fragments are important considerations. When the articular surface is disrupted, the amount of articular step-off or separation must be measured. The neurovascular status of the limb or the status of the skin may require emergency treatment of the fracture and associated problems. The general health of the patient and the time since injury also must be considered.

Other considerations in treatment decision making include the following:

- Is a below-knee or above-knee cast appropriate?
- How long should immobilization be continued?
- When can weight bearing be allowed?
- How important is immediate reduction of the ankle fracture, especially if other injuries or logistical problems exist?
- Is a general anesthetic required or can some form of local anesthesia or sedation be as effective and safer for closed reduction?
- If closed reduction is incomplete, how much residual displacement in each plane is acceptable?
- If open reduction is necessary, what surgical approach is appropriate?
- How can the most anatomic reduction be ensured at the time of surgery?
- What type of internal fixation device is most appropriate?

**Distal Tibial Physseal Fractures**

**Salter-Harris Type I Fractures**

According to Dias and Tachdjian (34, 116), Salter-Harris type I fractures of the distal tibia can be caused by any of four mechanisms: supination— inversion, supination—plantarflexion, supination—external rotation, or pronation—eversion—external rotation. Spiegel and associates (112) reported that these fractures accounted for 15.2% of 237 ankle injuries in their series and occurred in children significantly younger (average age, 10.5 years) than those with other Salter-Harris types of fractures.

The mechanism of injury is deduced primarily by the direction of displacement of the distal tibial epiphysis; for example, straight posterior displacement indicates a supination—plantarflexion mechanism. The type of associated fibular fracture is also indicative of the mechanism of injury; for example, a high, oblique, or transverse fibular fracture indicates a pronation—eversion—external injury, whereas a lower spiral fibular fracture indicates a supination—external rotation injury. Lovell (77), Broock and Greer (16), and Nevelos and Colton (86) reported unusual Salter-Harris type I fractures in which the distal tibial epiphysis was externally rotated 90 degrees without fracture of the fibula or displacement of the tibial epiphysis in any direction in the transverse plane.
Cast immobilization is generally sufficient treatment for nondisplaced Salter-Harris type I fractures of the distal tibia. Recommended treatment ranges from a below-knee cast worn for 4 weeks to a non-weight-bearing long cast worn for 3 weeks, followed by 3 weeks of immobilization in a short leg walking cast. Most displaced fractures can be treated with closed reduction and cast immobilization. An above-knee non-weight-bearing cast is preferable initially but can be changed to a short leg walking cast at 3 to 4 weeks.

Salter-Harris Type II Fractures

Salter-Harris type II fractures also can be caused by any of the four mechanisms of injury described by Dias and Tachdjian (34). In the series of Spiegel and associates (112), Salter-Harris type II fractures were the most common injuries (44.8%). In addition to the direction of displacement of the distal tibial epiphysis and the nature of any associated fibular fracture, the location of the Thurston-Holland fragment is helpful in determining the mechanism of injury; for example, a lateral fragment indicates a pronation–eversion–external rotation injury; a posteromedial fragment, a supination–external rotation injury; and a posterior fragment, a supination–plantarflexion injury (Fig. 25-23).

Nondisplaced fractures can be treated with cast immobilization usually with an above-knee cast for 3 to 4 weeks, followed by a below-knee walking cast for another 3 to 4 weeks.

Although most researchers agree that closed reduction of significantly displaced Salter-Harris type II ankle fracture should be attempted, opinions differ as to what degree of residual dis-

**FIGURE 25-23.** A: Severe plantarflexion injury with severe swelling of the ankle and foot; the reduction obtained was unstable. B: The reduction was stabilized by two transmetaphyseal screws placed percutaneously. C: Anteroposterior view confirms an anatomic reduction.
placement or angulation is unacceptable and requires open reduction. Based on follow-up of 33 Salter-Harris type II ankle fractures, Caruthers and Crenshaw (21) concluded that “accurate reposition of the displaced epiphysis at the expense of forced or repeated manipulation or operative intervention is not indicated since spontaneous realignment of the ankle occurs even late in the growing period.” They found no residual angulation at follow-up in patients who had up to 12 degrees of tilt after reduction, even in patients as old as 13 years at the time of injury. Spiegel and associates (112), however, reported complications at follow-up in 11 of 16 patients with Salter-Harris type II ankle fractures. Because 6 of these 11 patients had angular deformities that were attributed to lack of adequate reduction of the fracture, Spiegel and associates recommended “precise anatomic reduc-

FIGURE 25-24. A: Severely displaced pronation-eversion-external rotation injury. B: Closed reduction was unsuccessful and a valgus tilt of the ankle mortise was noted. At surgery, soft tissue was interposed laterally (arrows). C: Reduction completed and stabilized with two cancellous screws placed above the physis.
Incomplete reduction is usually caused by interposition of soft tissue between the fracture fragments. Grace (46) reported three patients in whom the interposed soft tissue included the neurovascular bundle, resulting in circulatory embarrassment when closed reduction was attempted. In this situation, open reduction and extraction of the soft tissue obviously is required. A less definitive indication for open reduction is interposition of the periosteum, which causes physeal widening with no angulation or with minimal angulation. Good results have been reported after open reduction and extraction of the periosteal flap (Fig. 25-24) (69). It is not clear that failure to extract the periosteum in such cases results in problems sufficient to warrant operative treatment.

Because of fears of iatrogenic damage to the distal tibial physis during closed reduction, many researchers recommend the use of general anesthesia with adequate muscle relaxation for all patients with Salter-Harris type II distal tibial fractures. However, no study has compared the frequency of growth abnormalities in patients with these fractures reduced under sedation and local analgesia to those with fractures reduced with the use of general anesthesia. I compared nine patients who underwent closed reduction in the emergency department with the use of sedation and hematoma block to nine patients who had closed reduction in the operating room with the use of general anesthesia. All fractures were reduced with a single manipulation, except for one in the emergency department group that required repeat manipulation. One patient in each group had a growth alteration.

When closed reductions are not performed under general anesthesia, they are usually performed under intravenous sedation. Furia et al. demonstrated significantly improved pain relief with hematoma block for ankle fractures in a study comparing patients treated with intravenous sedation to patients receiving hematoma block (41). Intravenous regional anesthesia or Bier block also has been reported to be effective for pain relief in lower extremity injuries (72).

Salter-Harris Type III and IV Fractures

Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures are discussed together because their mechanism of injury is the same (supination-inversion) and their treatment and prognosis are similar. Juvenile Tillaux and triplane fractures are considered separately. In the series of Spiegel and associates (112), 24.1% of the fractures were Salter-Harris type III injuries and 1.4% were type IV. These injuries are usually produced by the medial corner of the talus being driven into the junction of the distal tibial articular surface and the medial malleolus. As the talus shears off the medial malleolus, the physis also may be damaged (Fig. 25-25).

Nondisplaced Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures can be
treated with above-knee cast immobilization, but care must be taken to be sure no displacement is present, which may require CT evaluation, and that no displacement occurs after casting, which requires weekly radiographic evaluation for the first 2 weeks after casting.

Displaced fractures require an anatomic reduction as possible. Failure to obtain anatomic reduction frequently results in articular incongruity and posttraumatic arthritis, which often becomes symptomatic 5 to 8 years after skeletal maturity (Fig. 25-26) (23). The risk of growth arrest also has been linked to the accuracy of reduction (70). Closed reduction may be attempted but is likely to succeed only in minimally displaced fractures. If closed reduction is obtained, it can be maintained with a cast or with percutaneous pins or screws supplemented by a cast.

If anatomic reduction cannot be obtained by closed methods, open reduction and internal fixation should be performed. Lintecum and Blasier described a technique of open reduction achieved through a limited exposure of the fracture with the incision centered over the fracture site combined with percutaneous cannulated screw fixation (74). This technique was performed on 13 patients: 8 Salter-Harris IV fractures, 4 Salter-Harris III fractures, and 1 triplane fracture. The investigators reported one growth arrest at follow-up averaging 12 months. Beary and Linton (6) reported a Salter-Harris type III fracture with an intraarticular fragment (Fig. 25-27); these fractures require open reduction for inspection of the joint to ensure that no osteochondral fragments are impeding reduction. Internal fixation devices should be inserted within the epiphysis, parallel to the physis, and should avoid the physis and ankle joint if possible (Fig. 25-28).

Options for internal fixation include smooth Kirschner wires, small fragment cortical and cancellous screws, and 4-mm cannulated screws (Fig. 25-29). Several reports (7,11,17) have advocated the use of absorbable pins for internal fixation of ankle fractures. Benz and colleagues (7) reported no complications or growth abnormalities after the use of absorbable pins with metal screw supplementation for fixation of five ankle fractures in patients between the ages of 5 and 13 years. In reports of the use of absorbable pins without supplemental metal fixation in adults (9,10,40,55), complications have included displacement (14.5%), sterile fluid accumulation requiring incision and drainage (8.1%), pseudarthrosis (8%), distal tibiofibular synostosis (3.8%), and infection (1.6%). Buchholz and co-workers (17) reported few complications in a series of fractures in adults fixed with absorbable screws made of poly lactide and suggested that complications in earlier series might be related to the fact that those pins were made of poly glycolide. A report in 1993 by Bostman and associates (11) however, included few complications in a series of fractures in children fixed with poly glycolide pins. A follow-up report by Rokkanen et al. in 1996 reported a 3.6% rate of infection and a 3.7% rate of failure of fixation (103).

The main advantage of absorbable pins and screws is that hardware removal is avoided. Bostman compared the cost effectiveness of absorbable implants in 994 patients treated with absorbable implants to 1,173 patients treated with metallic implants. To be cost effective, the hardware removal rates required...
FIGURE 25-26. A: Displaced Salter-Harris type III supination-inversion fracture in an 8-year-old girl who presented for treatment 2 weeks after injury. B: After cast removal 6 weeks after injury. C: Two years after injury. Although the injury does not seem to have interfered with growth, as evidenced by the Park-Harris growth arrest line parallel to the physis (black arrow), her articular incongruity (white arrow) is associated with occasional mild ankle pain.

were calculated to range from 19% for metacarpal fractures to 54% for trimalleolar fractures (12). At this time, the use of absorbable pins remains investigational.

**Salter-Harris Type V Fractures**

Salter-Harris type V fractures of the ankle are believed to be caused by severe axial compression and crushing of the physis (Fig. 25-30). As originally described, these injuries are not associated with displacement of the epiphysis relative to the metaphysis, which make diagnosis of acute injury impossible from plain radiographs; the diagnosis can only be made on follow-up radiographs when premature physeal closure is evident. Spiegel and associates (112) have designated comminuted fractures that are otherwise unclassifiable as Salter-Harris type V injuries.

The incidence of Salter-Harris type V ankle fractures is difficult to establish because of the difficulty of diagnosing acute injuries. Spiegel and associates (112) included two type V fractures in their series, but both were comminuted fractures rather than the classic crush injury.

Because of the uncertain nature of this injury, no specific treatment recommendations have been formulated. Treatment is usually directed primarily toward the sequelae of growth arrest that invariably follows Salter-Harris type V fractures. Perhaps more sophisticated scanning techniques will eventually allow identification and localization of areas of physeal injury so that irreparable damaged cells can be removed and replaced with interposition materials to prevent growth problems, but at present this diagnosis is made only several months after injury.

**Other Fractures of the Distal Tibia**

Accessory ossification centers of the distal tibia (os subtibiale) and distal fibula (os fibulare) are common and may be injured. Treatment usually consists of cast immobilization for 3 to 4 weeks. Ogden and Lee (90) reported good results after cast immobilization in 26 of 27 patients with injuries involving the medial side of the tibia; only 1 patient required surgery. In contrast, 5 to 11 patients with injuries involving the lateral side had persistent symptoms that required excision.

Injuries to the perichondral ring of the distal tibial and fibular physes, with physeal disruption, have been described. Most of these injuries are caused by skiving of the bone by machinery such as lawn mowers. They may result in growth arrest or retardation and in angular deformities (see section on Open Fractures and Lawn Mower Injuries).

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

**Salter-Harris Type I and II Fractures of the Distal Tibia**

I prefer to treat nondisplaced Salter-Harris type I and II fractures initially with above-knee cast immobilization. Non-weight bearing is continued until 3 to 4 weeks postinjury, when the cast is changed to a below-knee walking cast that is worn for an additional 3 to 4 weeks. Follow-up radiographs are obtained every 6 months for 2 years or until a Park-Harris growth arrest line parallel to the physis is visible and there is no evidence of physeal deformity.

For displaced fractures in children with at least 2 years of growth remaining, my objective is to obtain no more than 15 degrees of plantar tilt for posteriorly displaced fractures, 10 degrees of valgus for laterally displaced fractures, and 0 degrees of varus for medially displaced fractures (Fig. 25-31). For children with 2 years or less of growth remaining, the amount of acceptable angulation is reduced to less than 5 degrees. I prefer to attempt reduction of markedly displaced fractures with the use of general anesthesia with good muscle relaxation and image intensifier control. In children with mildly displaced fractures, especially if anesthesia is not going to be available for many hours, I occasionally make one attempt at gentle closed reduction under a hematoma block supplemented as needed by well-monitored intravenous sedation. Once adequately reduced, the fractures are usually stable and a long-leg cast can be used for immobilization. Rarely, for markedly unstable fractures or severe soft tissue injuries that require multiple debridements, percutaneous screws are used when the Thurston-Holland fragment is large enough to accept screw fixation. When the fragment is too small, smooth wire fixation across the physis is the only alternative. Repeated attempts at closed manipulation of these fractures may increase the risk of growth abnormality and should be avoided. In patients with fractures that are not seen until 7 to 10 days after injury, residual displacement is probably best accepted. If growth does not sufficiently correct malunion, corrective osteotomy can be performed later.

I have found that open reduction of these fractures is rarely indicated. The exception usually has been pronation–eversion–external rotation fractures with interposed soft tissue. For fractures with lateral and posterior displacement, an anteromedial incision is made and any interposed soft tissues, such as perios-
teum or tendons, are extracted before the fracture is reduced. Even though reduction is usually stable, I generally use internal fixation through the metaphyseal fragment, avoiding fixation across the physis if possible.

**Salter-Harris Types III and IV Fractures of the Distal Tibia**

Treatment of nondisplaced Salter-Harris type III and IV fractures is the same as for nondisplaced type I and II fractures with three modifications. First, after cast application I confirm the reduction of the fracture fragments with CT scanning. Second, these patients are examined more frequently (once a week) for the first 3 weeks after cast application to ensure that the fragments do not become displaced. Third, these patients are examined every 6 to 12 months after cast removal for a minimum of 24 to 36 months to detect any growth abnormality.

Generally, only truly nondisplaced Salter-Harris types III and IV fractures, or those with 1 mm or less of displacement, can be treated closed. Fractures with 2 mm or more of displacement...
require open reduction and internal fixation with anatomic alignment of the physis and fracture fragments.

For fractures with 2 mm or less of displacement, closed reduction is attempted in the operating room with the use of general anesthesia. After the extremity is prepared and draped, gentle longitudinal traction is applied to the foot, followed by eversion of the foot and direct digital pressure over the medial malleolus. If image intensification confirms anatomic reduction, the fracture may be fixed with two percutaneous smooth wires placed in the epiphysis parallel to the physis. Reduction is confirmed by a short, continuous fluoroscopic examination. Cannulated screws can be inserted if the epiphysis is large enough. For fractures that are seen more than 7 days after injury, I accept up to 2 mm of displacement without attempting closed or open reduction (Fig. 25-32). Reliable patients whose fractures are fixed with screws can be immobilized in below-knee casts. Above-knee casts are used for all other patients.

Fractures with more than 2 mm of displacement should be reduced, regardless of whether the fracture is acute or not. Closed reduction can be attempted, but these fractures usually require open reduction. Occasionally, primary debridement of callus and soft tissue back to normal-appearing physis and fat grafting have been successful for fractures that are more than 7 days old (Fig. 25-33).

**FIGURE 25-32.** A: Salter-Harris type III fracture after supination–inversion injury of the distal tibia in a 10-year-old girl demonstrates 2 mm of displacement 4 weeks after injury. B: After 8 weeks of cast immobilization, healing is apparent but there is a suggestion of early physeal bar formation. C: Nine months later, growth is normal, as evidenced by the Park-Harris growth arrest line parallel to the physis.
**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

**Open Reduction and Internal Fixation of Salter-Harris Type III or IV Fracture of the Distal Tibia**

The patient is placed supine on an operating table that is radiolucent at the lower extremity. After exsanguination of the extremity and inflation of the tourniquet, a hockey stick incision is made, extending from approximately 4 cm above the ankle joint to 1 cm posterior to the tip of the medial malleolus (Fig. 25-34). Alternatively, if more anterior exposure is required, a 4- to 6-cm transverse incision is made from the posterior aspect of the medial malleolus to the anterior aspect of the ankle. The saphenous vein is identified, dissected free, and retracted. The fracture site is identified, and an anteromedial capsulotomy of the ankle joint is performed. The arthrotomy is continuous with the fracture line and the traumatic disruption of periosteum and perichondral ring. The fracture surfaces are exposed and gently cleaned with irrigation and forceps (curettage is not used).

For Salter-Harris type IV fractures, the periosteum may be elevated several millimeters from the metaphyseal fracture edges. I prefer not to excise the metaphyseal portion of a Salter-Harris type IV fragment. The epiphyseal edges and joint surfaces are examined through the arthrotomy. The perichondral ring should not be elevated from the physis. For Salter-Harris type III fractures, the reduction is evaluated by checking the joint surface and epiphyseal fracture edges through the arthrotomy. The epiphyseal fragment is grasped with a small towel clip or reduction forceps, and the fracture is reduced (Fig. 25-35). Internal fixation is performed under direct vision and fluoroscopic control. It is important to view both the lateral and anteroposterior projections because of the curved shape of the distal tibial articular surface. If the fragment is large enough, 4-mm cannulated lag screws are inserted through the epiphyseal fragment (Fig. 25-28); if the fragment is too small for screws, smooth Kirschner wires are used. The reduction and the position of the internal fixation are checked through the arthrotomy. In fractures with a significant Thurston-Holland fragment, a metaphyseal screw...
may be used if a gap exists after the epiphyseal screws are inserted. After reduction of the tibial fracture, the associated Salter-Harris type I or II fibular fracture usually reduces and is stable. If it is not, closed reduction and fixation with percutaneous oblique smooth Kirschner wires are performed. The wound is closed using a subcuticular suture for the skin. A well-padded above-knee cast is applied.

The patient is kept non-weight bearing for 3 weeks, and then the cast is changed to a below-knee walking cast, which is worn for an additional 3 weeks. Frequent follow-up evaluations (every 3 months for the first year and yearly thereafter) are necessary to detect growth abnormalities until skeletal maturity.

**Fractures Involving the Distal Fibula**

Fractures involving the fibular physis are most commonly Salter-Harris type I or II fractures that are caused by a supination-inversion injury. Isolated fibular fractures are usually minimally displaced and can be treated with immobilization in a below-knee cast for 4 to 6 weeks. Significantly displaced fibular fractures accompany Salter-Harris types III and IV tibial fractures and usually reduce when the tibial fracture is reduced. Internal fixation of the tibial fracture generally results in stability of the fibular fracture such that cast immobilization is sufficient. If the fibular fracture is unstable after reduction and fixation of the tibial fracture, fixation with a smooth intramedullary or obliquely inserted Kirschner wire is recommended. In older adolescents in whom growth is not a consideration, an intramedullary rod or plate-and-screw device may be used as in adults (Fig. 25-36).

Avulsion fractures from the lateral malleolus are seen in children with inversion sprain-type injuries to the ankle. These may fail to unite with cast immobilization. Patients with such non-unions may have pain without associated instability. In such cases,
patients simple excision of the ununited fragment usually relieves their pain (30,50). When the nonunions are associated with instability, reconstruction of one or more of the lateral ankle ligaments is required (see section on Lateral Ankle Sprains).

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

I usually treat nondisplaced fibular physeal fractures with immobilization in a below-knee walking cast for 3 to 4 weeks. I have attempted closed reduction of displaced Salter-Harris types I and II fibular fractures, but when reduction was unsuccessful, I have accepted up to 50% displacement without problems at long-term follow-up (Fig. 25-37). Dias (32), however, reported a patient with a symptomatic spike that required excision after inadequate reduction. I have not found open reduction of isolated physeal fibular fractures necessary but would not hesitate to perform open reduction of a displaced Salter-Harris type III or IV fracture if necessary.

**Juvenile Tillaux and Triplane Fractures**

Because the distal tibial physis closes in an asymmetric pattern over a period of about 18 months, injuries sustained during this period can produce fracture patterns that are not seen in younger children with completely open physes (78). This group of fractures has been labeled transitional fractures because they occur during the transition from a skeletally immature ankle to a skeletally mature ankle.

Classification of these fractures is even more confusing than that of other distal tibial fractures. Advocates of mechanism-of-injury systems agree that most juvenile Tillaux and triplane fractures are caused by external rotation, but they disagree as to the position of the foot at the time of the injury (32,33,98). Some researchers (33) classify juvenile Tillaux fractures as stage I injuries, with further external rotation causing triplane fractures, and still further external rotation causing stage II injuries with fibular fracture. Others emphasize the extent of physeal closure as the only determinant of fracture pattern (26).

Advocates of anatomic classifications are handicapped by the different anatomic configurations triplane fractures may exhibit on different radiographic projections, making tomography, CT scanning, or examination at open reduction necessary to determine fracture anatomy and number of fragments. Because these fractures occur near the end of growth, growth disturbance is rarely significant. Therefore, anatomic classification is more useful for descriptive purposes than for prognosis.

**Juvenile Tillaux Fractures**

This fracture is the adolescent counterpart of the fracture described in adults by the French surgeon Tillaux. It occurs when with external rotation of the foot, the anteroinferior tibiofibular ligament through its attachments to the anterolateral tibia
avulses a fragment of bone corresponding to the portion of the distal tibial physis that is still open (Fig. 25-38). In the series of Spiegel and associates (112), these fractures occurred in 2.9% of patients.

Tillaux fractures may be isolated injuries or may be associated with ipsilateral tibial shaft fractures (28). The fibula usually prevents marked displacement of the fracture, and clinical deformity is generally absent. Swelling is usually slight, and local tenderness is at the anterior lateral joint line, in contrast to ankle sprains, where the tenderness tends to be below the level of the ankle joint.

A mortise view is essential to obtain a view of the distal tibial epiphysis that is unobstructed by the fibula (Fig. 25-39). Steinlauf et al. reported a patient in whom the Tillaux fragment became entrapped between the distal fibula and fibula, producing apparent diastasis of the ankle joint (113). To allow measurement of displacement from plain films, the x-ray beam would have to be directly in line with the fracture site, which makes CT confirmation of reduction mandatory after all closed reductions of these fractures.

**Treatment**

Both below-knee and above-knee casts have been used for immobilization of nondisplaced juvenile Tillaux and triplane fractures. Fractures with more than 2 mm of displacement require closed or open reduction. Closed reduction is attempted by internally rotating the foot and applying direct pressure over the anterolateral tibia. If necessary, percutaneous pins can be used for stabilization of the reduction. If closed reduction is not successful,
open reduction is required. Occasionally, percutaneously inserted pins can be used to manipulate the displaced fragment into anatomic position and then advanced to fix the fragment in place (108).

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT**

For nondisplaced fractures and fractures displaced less than 2 mm, I prefer immobilization in an above-knee cast with the knee flexed 30 degrees and the foot internally rotated. If the position appears acceptable on plain films, CT scanning in the transverse plane with coronal and sagittal reconstructions is used to confirm acceptable reduction. For fractures with more than 2 mm of initial displacement, manipulation may be attempted by internal rotation of the foot and application of direct pressure over the anterolateral joint line. If reduction is not obtained with this maneuver, reduction can be attempted by dorsiflexing the pronated foot and then internally rotating the foot (79). Again, if the reduction appears adequate on plain radiographs, CT scanning is used for confirmation. I prefer to immobilize patients with these injuries in a long-leg cast with the knee flexed and the foot internally rotated.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

**Fixation of Juvenile Tibiaux Fracture**

If radiographs or CT scan after casting show an unacceptable reduction, the patient is taken to the operating room, where closed reduction is again attempted. If reduction is confirmed by C-arm fluoroscopy in all projections, a percutaneous cannulated screw is inserted for fixation. Because preservation of growth is not a concern, the screw does not have to be intracapsular. If closed reduction is unsuccessful but residual displacement is not severe, I occasionally insert one or two smooth pins into the Tillaux fragment under fluoroscopic control (Fig. 25-40) and use them to attempt to guide the fragment into proper position (Fig. 25-41). Cannulated screw guide pins may not be stiff enough for this purpose, and a larger pin may be required. If successful, the pins are advanced and one or two screws are inserted (Fig. 25-42). If reduction is not successful, open reduction is performed through an anterolateral approach and a cannulated or cancellous screw is inserted for fixation (Fig. 25-43).

In the anterolateral approach, be sure to identify the superficial perineal nerve to prevent injury. A short leg, non-weight-bearing cast is worn for 3 weeks, followed by a weight-bearing cast for another 3 weeks.

**Fractures of the Incisura**

At my institution we have seen two patients with what we have termed incisural fractures. On anteroposterior and mortise views, these patients appeared to have Tillaux fractures with...
the fractured piece appearing smaller than usual and essentially nondisplaced (Fig. 25-44). CT scans revealed that the fracture line did not extend through the anterior cortex, as is seen in a typical Tillaux fracture (Fig. 25-45). It would therefore appear that the fragment could not have been avulsed by the anterior tibiofibular ligament, the accepted mechanism of injury for a Tillaux fracture. It is my hypothesis that the fragment is avulsed by the intraosseous ligament and represents the pediatric equivalent of an adult diastasis injury.

Both of these patients were treated elsewhere with cast immobilization initially. Casting was continued for 12 weeks. At that time, the patients demonstrated no bony healing. Cast immobilization was discontinued and rehabilitation begun. The patients were symptom free 2 years postinjury despite lack of bony union. It is therefore my feeling at this time that nonoperative treatment of this injury is indicated if the mortise is not widened.

**FIGURE 25-42.** Percutaneous insertion of 4.0-mm cannulated screw over pin that has been advanced into the medial distal tibia after reduction of the juvenile Tillaux fracture fragment.

**FIGURE 25-43.** A and B: Displaced juvenile Tillaux fracture. Closed reduction was not successful. C: After open reduction and internal fixation with a small fragment screw.
FIGURE 25-44. Anteroposterior (A), lateral (B), and oblique (C) views of the ankle demonstrating an apparent small juvenile Tillaux fracture in a 14-year-old girl.
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FIGURE 25-45. Computed tomography scan at the level of the tibiotalar joint demonstrates that the fracture fragment does not include the attachment of the anterior inferior tibiofibular ligament.

Triplane Fractures

Karrholm attributes the original description of this injury to Barr (5), in 1954, and notes that Gerner-Smidt (44), in 1963, described triplane and Tillaux fractures as different stages of the same injury. In 1957, Johnson and Fahl (58) described a triplane fracture in their report of 27 physeal ankle injuries and reported that they had seen 10 such fractures. Despite these earlier reports, the nature of triplane fractures was not appreciated until Marmor's (81) report in 1970 of an irreducible ankle fracture that at surgery was found to consist of three parts (Fig. 25-46). Two years after Marmor's report, Lynn (78) reported two additional such fractures and coined the term triplane fracture. He described the fracture as consisting of three major fragments: (a) the anterolateral quadrant of the distal tibial epiphysis, (b) the medial and posterior portions of the epiphysis in addition to a posterior metaphyseal spike, and (c) the tibial metaphysis. However, in their 1978 report of 15 such fractures, Cooperman and associates (27) concluded that, based on tomographic studies, most were two-part fractures produced by external rotation (Fig. 25-47). Variations in fracture patterns were attributed to the extent of physeal closure at the time of injury. Karrholm and colleagues reported that CT evaluation of four adolescents with triplane fractures confirmed the existence of two-part and three-part fractures and also revealed four-part fractures (62) (Fig. 25-48). Denton and Fischer (31) described a two-part medial triplane fracture that they believed was caused by adduction and axial loading, and Peiro and associates (92) reported a three-part medial triplane fracture. In the series of Spiegel and associates, 7.3% were triplane fractures (12).

Von Laer (122) described a subgroup of two-part and three-part triplane fractures in which the fracture line on the anteroposterior radiograph did not extend into the ankle joint but...
into the medial malleolus instead (Fig. 25-49). Feldman and coworkers also reported a case of an extraarticular triplane fracture in a skeletally immature patient (38). Shin et al. reported five patients with intramalleolar triplane variants (109). They divided these into three types: type I, an intramalleolar intraarticular fracture; type II, an intramalleolar, intraarticular fracture outside the weight-bearing surface; and type III, an intramalleolar, extraarticular fracture (Fig. 25-50). These researchers found that CT scans with three-dimensional reconstruction were helpful in determining displacement and deciding if surgery is indicated.

Karrholm reviewed 209 triplane fracture patients and found that the mean age at the time of injury was 14.8 years for boys and 12.8 years for girls (60). This type of injury did not occur in children under 10 or over 16.7 years. Patients with triplane fractures may have completely open physes. Swelling is usually more severe than with Tillaux fractures, and deformity may be more severe, especially if the fibula is also fractured. Radiographic views should include anteroposterior, lateral, and mortise views. Rapaz et al. found that 48% of triplane fractures were associated with fibular fracture and 8.5% were associated with ipsilateral tibial shaft fracture (101). Healy et al. reported a triplane fracture associated with a proximal fibula fracture and syndesmotic injury (Maisonneuve equivalent) (53). Failure to detect such injury may lead to chronic instability. Therefore, tenderness proximal to the ankle should be sought; if found, it is certainly an indication for radiography of the proximal leg. CT has largely replaced plain tomography for evaluation of the articular surface and the fracture anatomy and should be routinely performed (Fig. 25-51).

**Treatment**

Nondisplaced triplane fractures (those with <2 mm of displacement) as well as extraarticular fractures can be treated with long leg cast immobilization with the foot in internal rotation for lateral fractures and in eversion for medial fractures. Fractures with more than 2 mm of displacement (65% of the injuries in Karrholm's series) require reduction; this may be attempted in the emergency department or in the operating room with the use of general anesthesia. Closed reduction of lateral triplane
fractures is attempted by internally rotating the foot. Based on the mechanism of injury, the most logical maneuver for reduction of medial triplane fractures is abduction. If closed reduction is shown to be adequate by image intensification as is the case about half the time, a long leg cast is applied or percutaneous screws are inserted for fixation if necessary. If closed reduction is unsuccessful, open reduction is required. This can be accomplished through an anterolateral approach for lateral triplane fractures or through an anteromedial approach for medial triplane fractures. Additional incisions are frequently necessary for adequate exposure.

Whipple and associates (124) described arthroscopic reduction of two-part triplane fractures in two patients. With the arthroscope in an anterolateral portal and an anteromedial portal used for inflow, two pins were inserted laterally into the epiphyseal fragment and used to maneuver it into proper position under direct arthroscopic vision. The pins were then advanced for fixation of the fragment.

**Author's Preferred Method of Treatment**

For nondisplaced or minimally displaced (less than 2 mm) fractures, I prefer immobilization in a long-leg cast with the knee flexed 30 to 40 degrees. The position of the foot is determined...
by whether the fracture is lateral (internal rotation) or medial (eversion). A CT scan is obtained immediately after casting to document adequate reduction. Plain films or CT scans are obtained approximately 7 days after cast application to verify that displacement has not recurred. At 3 to 4 weeks, the cast is changed to a below-knee walking cast, which is worn another 3 to 4 weeks.

For fractures with more than 2 mm of displacement, I usually attempt closed reduction with sedation in the emergency department. An above-knee cast is applied. If plain radiographs show satisfactory reduction, a CT scan is obtained. If reduction is acceptable, treatment is the same as for nondisplaced fractures. If the reduction is unacceptable, closed reduction is attempted in the operating room with the use of general anesthesia. If fluoroscopy shows an acceptable reduction, percutaneous screws are inserted, avoiding the physis, and a short leg cast is applied. If closed reduction is unacceptable, open reduction is performed. Preoperative CT scanning may be helpful for evaluating the position of the fracture fragments in the anteroposterior and lateral planes and for determining the appropriate skin incisions.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

**Open Reduction of Triplane Fracture**

The patient is placed supine on a radiolucent operating table with padded elevation behind the hip on the affected side. The surgical approach depends on the fracture anatomy as determined by the preoperative CT scan. I prefer to approach a two-part medial triplane fracture through a hockey stick anteromedial incision. The fracture fragments are irrigated to remove debris, and any interposed periosteum is removed. The fracture is reduced, and reduction is confirmed by direct observation through an anteromedial arthrotomy and by image intensification. Two 4-mm cancellous screws are inserted from medial to lateral or from anterior to posterior or both, depending on the fracture pattern (Fig. 25-52). Anterior-to-posterior screw placement may require an additional anterolateral incision, or the screws may be inserted percutaneously.

For two-part lateral triplane fractures, I prefer a hockey stick anterolateral approach. The fracture is reduced and stabilized with two screws placed from lateral to medial or from anterior to posterior or both, and reduction is confirmed through direct observation and by image intensification.

Fractures with three or more parts may occasionally require more exposure for reduction and internal fixation. If the fibula is fractured, posterior exposure of the tibial fracture can be readily obtained by detaching the anterior and posterior inferior fibular ligaments and turning down the distal fibula on the lateral collateral ligament (Fig. 25-53). If the fibula is not fractured, a fibular osteotomy may be performed. Careful dissection is necessary to avoid iatrogenic fractures through the physeal plate. Medial exposure is obtained through an anteromedial or posteromedial incision. Reduction and internal fixation are performed in a stepwise fashion. For typical three-part fractures, I prefer to reduce the Salter-Harris type II fracture first and provisionally fix it to the distal tibia through the metaphyseal fragment. Usually, the Salter-Harris type III fragment can then be reduced and provisionally fixed to the stabilized type II fragment (Fig. 25-54). Occasionally, the order of reduction and fixation should be reversed. Fractures with four or more fragments require additional steps, but I have found it easier to fix the Salter-Harris type II or IV fragment through the metaphysis to the distal tibia before attaching the Salter-Harris type III fragment or fragments.

![Figure 25-52](image-url)

**FIGURE 25-52.** A and B: Irreducible three-part triplane fracture in a 13-year-old girl. (Figure continues.)
After reduction, reliable patients may be treated with immobilization in a short-leg cast for 6 to 8 weeks, with weight bearing allowed at 3 to 4 weeks.

**Open Fractures and Lawn Mower Injuries**

Severe open ankle fractures are often produced by high-velocity motor vehicular accidents or lawn mower injuries (Fig. 25-56). Approximately 25,000 lawn mower injuries occur each year, 20% of which are in children. Riding lawn mowers are associated with the most severe injuries, requiring more surgical procedures and resulting in more functional limitations (1,3,35,39,105,123). Loder et al. reviewed 144 children injured by lawn mowers (75). The average age at the time of injury was 7 years. The child was a bystander in 84 cases. Sixty-seven children required amputation. Soft-tissue infection occurred in 8 of 118 and osteomyelitis in 6 of 117.

Principles of treatment are the same as in adults: copious irrigation and debridement, tetanus toxoid, and intravenous antibiotics. Gagliani et al. reported the bacteriologic findings in three children with infections secondary to lawn mower injuries (43). They found that organisms infecting the wounds were frequently different from those found on initial debridement. Gram-negative organisms were common, and all three patients were infected with fungi as well. In children with lawn mower injuries, grass, dirt, and debris are blown into the wound under pressure, and removal of these embedded foreign objects requires meticulous mechanical debridement.

In most patients, the articular surface and physis should be aligned and fixed with smooth pins that do not cross the physis at the time of initial treatment. Exposed physeal surfaces should be covered with local fat to help prevent union of the metaphysis to the epiphysis. An external fixator may be used if necessary, but small pins should be used through the metaphysis and epiphysis, avoiding the physis (56,59,76,102,104). Wound closure may be a problem in cases with significant soft tissue injury and exposed bone. Skin coverage with local tissue is ideal, but if local coverage is not possible, split-thickness skin grafting is generally the next choice. Free vascular flaps and rotational flaps may be required...
for adequate coverage. Klein et al. reported on two patients who had associated vascular injury precluding such flaps. The injury was covered successfully with local advancement flaps made possible by multiple relaxing incisions (68) Mooney et al. reported the use of cross-extremity flaps for such cases (85). They found external fixation for linkage of the lower extremities during the procedure to be valuable. After fixation removal, range of motion returned.

Vosburgh and associates (123) reported 33 patients with lawn mower injuries to the foot and ankle. They found that the most severe injuries were to the posterior–plantar aspect of the foot and ankle. Of their patients, five required split-thickness skin grafts and one required a vascularized flap for soft tissue coverage. Two ultimately required Syme amputation. Four of the patients had complete disruption of the Achilles tendon. Three had no repair or reconstruction of the triceps surae tendon, and one had delayed reconstruction 3 months after injury. Vosburgh and associates (123) speculated that dense scarring in the posterior ankle results in a "physiologic tendon" and that extensive reconstructive surgery is not always necessary for satisfactory function. Boyer et al. reported on a patient with deltoid ligament loss due to a severe grinding injury that required a free plantaris tendon graft to reconstruct the ligament (14). Soft tissue coverage was achieved using a free muscle transfer.

**Lateral Ankle Sprains**

In 1984, Vahvanen published a prospective study of 559 children who presented with severe supination injuries or sprains of the ankle (120). Forty patients, 28 boys and 12 girls, with an average age of 12 years (range 5–14) were surgically explored. The indications for surgery included swelling, pain over the anterior talofibular ligament, limp, clinical instability, and, when visible, a displaced avulsion fracture. Such fractures were visible radiographically in only 8 patients but were found at surgery in 19. Thirty-six ankles were found to have injury of the anterior talofibular ligament at surgery. Only 16 of these had either a positive lateral or anterior drawer stress test. At follow-up all patients were pain free and none complained of instability. Based on the incidence of residual disability after such injuries in adults reported in the literature (21%–58%), these researchers suggested primary surgical repair.

Busconi and Pappas reported 60 skeletally immature children with chronic ankle pain and instability (19). Fifty of these children responded to rehabilitation, but 10 had persistent symptoms. Although 3 of these patients' initial radiographs were within normal limits, all patients with persistent symptoms eventually were found to have ununited osteochondral fractures of the fibular epiphysis. All 10 patients with persistent symptoms
were treated with excision of the ununited osteochondral fracture and a Brostrom reconstruction of the lateral collateral ligament. All were able to return to activities, and none reported further pain or instability.

It is my opinion that the diagnosis of an acute ankle sprain in a child with an open fibular physis is reasonable when the child has tenderness well localized to the tip of the fibula or over the anterior talofibular ligament with little or no tenderness over the open fibular physis. The presence on the otherwise normal radiograph of an avulsion fracture of either the tip of the fibula or the lateral aspect of the talus is also consistent with this diagnosis. When routine views fail to demonstrate such avulsion fractures, the views described by Haraguchi et al. may be helpful (49).

Because chronic pain and instability do not always complicate such injuries, I treat these injuries nonoperatively when they are seen acutely. Patients who have persistent complaints after adequate rehabilitation following such treatment are treated with excision of any ununited fragments and Brostrom reconstruction as necessary.

### Ankle Dislocations

Nusem et al. reported on a 12-year-old girl who was seen with a posterior dislocation of the ankle without associated fracture (88). This was a closed injury and resulted from forced inversion of a maximally plantar flexed foot. The dislocation was reduced under intravenous sedation and the ankle immobilized in a short leg cast for 5 weeks. The patient was asymptomatic at follow-up 4 years postinjury. The inversion stress views at that time revealed only a 3 degree increase in laxity compared with the uninjured side. The anterior drawer sign was negative. There was no evidence of avascular necrosis of the talus on follow-up radiographs.

### Rehabilitation

For patients treated with cast immobilization, quadriceps, hamstring, and abductor exercises are begun as soon as pain and swelling allow. Usually a below-knee cast is worn during the last 2 to 3 weeks of immobilization, and weight bearing to tolerance is allowed during this time. After immobilization is discontinued, ankle range-of-motion exercises and strengthening exercises are begun. Protective splinting or bracing is usually not required after cast removal. Running is restricted until the patient demonstrates an essentially full, painless range of ankle and foot motion and can walk without a limp. Running progresses from jogging to more strenuous running and jumping as soreness and endurance dictate. For athletes, unrestricted running and jumping ability should be achieved before return to sports. Patients should be able to hop on the injured side equal to the noninjured side. Protective measures such as taping or bracing are recommended initially for return to most sports.

Most patients with physeal ankle fractures recover quickly and require little or no formal physical therapy. For this reason, and because of compliance considerations, fractures treated with internal fixation are usually protected with below-knee casting instead of starting an early range-of-motion program in a removable splint.

Reflex sympathetic dystrophy occasionally develops after these injuries and is treated initially with an intensive formal physical therapy regimen that encourages range of motion and weight bearing (125). For patients who do not respond quickly to such a program, I have had good success with a brief hospital...
admission for physical therapy in association with continuous epidural analgesia.

PROGNOSIS AND COMPLICATIONS

Delayed Union and Nonunion

Delayed union and nonunion are rare after distal tibial physeal fractures (Fig. 25-57). Dias (32) reported on one patient with a delayed union and one patient with a previous physeal bar excision who had a nonunion that healed after open reduction, internal fixation, and bone grafting. Siffert (110) reported nonunion in a patient with avascular necrosis of the distal tibial epiphysis. I have seen two younger patients with Salter-Harris type III fractures that appeared to be progressing to nonunion. Because neither patient had any complaints of pain or any evidence of progressive displacement of the fracture and stress views showed no instability, no treatment was undertaken. Both fractures eventually united (Fig. 25-58). I have seen one patient with a nonunion after open reduction and internal fixation in whom pin fixation and cast immobilization were discontinued prematurely. The fracture healed after repeat open reduction and internal fixation.

Deformity Secondary to Malunion

Rotational malunion usually occurs after triplane fractures that are either incompletely reduced or are initially immobilized in below-knee casts. It also has been reported after Salter-Harris type I and II injuries. Derotational osteotomy may be performed for extraarticular fractures if discomfort and stiffness occur. Guille et al. reported a rotational malunion of lateral malleolar fracture that led to a stress fracture of the distal fibula that went on to delayed union (48). Their patient required correction of the malrotated distal fibula and bone grafting of the delayed union site.
Anterior angulation or plantarflexion deformity usually occurs after supination–plantarflexion Salter-Harris type II fractures. Theoretically, an equinus deformity might occur if the angulation exceeds the range of ankle dorsiflexion before fracture, but this is rare, probably because the deformity is in the plane of joint motion and tends to remodel with growth.

Valgus deformity is most common after external rotation Salter-Harris type II fractures. The degree to which the deformity may spontaneously resolve or remodel with growth is controversial. Caruthers and Crenshaw (21) reported resolution of a 12 degree valgus deformity in a 13½-year-old boy, but Spiegel and associates (112) reported persistent residual deformity in a significant number of their patients (Fig. 25-59). Valgus deformity most often results from growth abnormality and infrequently is the result of simple malunion.

If significant angular deformity persists at the completion of growth, supramalleolar osteotomy should be performed. Moon et al. followed nine children with posttraumatic varus deformities of the ankle secondary to supination inversion injuries (84). These patients went on to develop medial subluxation of their ankles with associated internal rotational deformity. Takakura et al. described successful open wedge osteotomy for varus deformity in nine patients (117). Scheffer and Peterson recommend opening wedge osteotomy when the angular deformity is 25 degrees or less and the limb length discrepancy is or will be 25 mm or less at maturity (107). Preoperative planning should include templating the various types of osteotomies to determine which technique will maintain the proper mechanical alignment of the tibia and ankle joint and will not make the malleoli unduly prominent. Osteotomy is not recommended for malunion of intrarticular fractures because it cannot correct the joint incongruity that results from malunion (Fig. 25-60).

Growth Arrest

Deformity caused by growth arrest usually occurs after Salter-Harris types III and IV fractures in which a physeal bar develops at the fracture site, leading to varus deformity that progresses with continued growth. Spiegel and associates (112) reported growth problems in 9 of 66 patients with Salter-Harris type II fractures.

Earlier reports (21,29) attributed the development of physeal bars to crushing of the physes at the time of injury, but more recent reports (58,70) discount this explanation and claim that with anatomic reduction (open reduction and internal fixation if needed), the incidence of physeal bar formation can be decreased. The validity of this claim is difficult to determine from published reports. One problem is the small numbers of patients in all series and the even smaller numbers within each group in each series. Another problem is the age of the patients in operative and nonoperative groups in the various series; for example, many children reported to do well with a particular treatment method have so little growth remaining that treatment may have had little or no effect on growth.

Kling and co-workers (70) reported physeal bars in two of five patients treated nonoperatively and in none of three patients treated operatively in children 10 years of age and younger. However, in my experience with eight patients, two of five treated operatively had developed physeal bars, whereas none of the three patients treated nonoperatively had physeal bars. This supports the conclusion of Cass and Peterson (22), Ogden (89), and others that growth problems after these injuries may not always be prevented by open reduction and internal fixation. Open reduction of displaced Salter-Harris type III and IV ankle fractures would seem advisable to restore joint congruity, regardless of whether growth potential can be preserved.

Harris growth lines have been reported to be reliable predictors of growth abnormality (57), but I have found that although lines parallel to the physes are reliable, lines that appear to diverge from the physes may be misleading (Fig. 25-61). Harcke and colleagues reported early detection of growth arrest with bone scanning techniques (51).

Spontaneous resolution of physeal bars has been reported (13,24), but is rare. Most patients require excision of small bony bars and may require correction of significant angular deformity with osteotomy (Fig. 25-62). Epiphysiodesis may be required as well in the margin at large physeal bridges. The evaluation and treatment of physeal bars, angular deformity, and leg-length discrepancy are discussed in Chapter 5.

Karrholm and co-workers (64) reported progressive ankle deformity caused by complete growth arrest of the fibula with normal growth of the tibia (Fig. 25-63). They found that continued fibular growth with complete arrest of tibial growth was usually compensated by proximal migration of the fibula so that varus deformity did not occur.

Because the amount of growth remaining in the distal tibial physis is small (~0.25 inch per year) in most older patients with

**FIGURE 25-59.** Radiograph of a 14-year-old boy, 4 months after pronation–eversion–external rotation injury, reveals 16 degrees of valgus angulation.
FIGURE 25.60. A: This apparently nondisplaced medial malleolus fracture in an 11-year-old boy was treated with immobilization in a long leg cast. B: Fourteen months after injury, there is a clear medial osseous bridge and asymmetric growth of the Park-Harris growth arrest lines (black arrows). Note the early inhibition of growth on the subchondral surface of the fracture (open arrow). C: Five years after injury, the varus deformity has increased significantly and fibular overgrowth is apparent. D: The deformity was treated with a medial opening-wedge osteotomy of the tibia, an osteotomy of the fibula, and epiphysiodesis of the most lateral portion of the tibial physis and fibula. E: Three months after surgery, the osteotomies are healed and the varus deformity is corrected; the joint surface remains irregular. (Courtesy of Earl A. Stanley, Jr., M.D.)
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FIGURE 25.61. A: Six months after cast immobilization of a nondisplaced supination–inversion Salter-Harris type III fracture of the right distal tibia in an 8-year-old boy. The Park-Harris growth arrest line (arrow) appears to end in the physis medially and diverge from the physis laterally. B: Two years later, no physeal bar is present and growth is normal.

FIGURE 25.62. A: One year after open reduction and internal fixation of a Salter-Harris type III fracture of the distal tibia in a 7-year-old boy, varus deformity has been caused by a physeal bar. B: Two years after excision of the physeal bar and insertion of cranioplast, satisfactory growth has resumed and the deformity has resolved.
these injuries, the amount of leg length discrepancy resulting from complete growth arrest tends to be relatively small. Treatment may be required if the anticipated discrepancy is projected to be clinically significant (Fig. 25-64).

**Arthritis**

Epiphyseal ankle fractures that do not extend into the joint have a low risk of posttraumatic arthritis, but injuries that extend into the joint may produce this complication. Caterini and co-workers (23) found that 8 of 68 (12%) patients had pain and stiffness that began 5 to 8 years after skeletal maturity. Ertl and associates found that 18 to 36 months after injury 20 patients with triplane fractures were asymptomatic, but at 36 months to 13 years after injury only 8 of 15 patients evaluated were asymptomatic (36).

Ramsey and Hamilton (100) demonstrated in a cadaver study that 1 mm of lateral talar displacement decreases tibiotalar contact area by 42%, which greatly increases the stress on this weight-bearing joint. More recently, Michelson and colleagues (83) reported that a cadaver study using unconstrained specimens suggested that some lateral talar displacement occurs with normal weight bearing. Because of their findings, they questioned the current criterion of 2 mm of displacement for unstable ankle fractures. However, the results of Ramsey and Hamilton’s study correlate well with other studies that have shown increased symptoms in patients in whom more than 2 mm of displacement was accepted (23,36).

**FIGURE 25-63.** Valgus deformity of the ankle, lateral displacement of the talus with widening of the joint medially, and severe shortening of the fibula after early physeal arrest in a child who sustained an ankle injury at 6 years of age. (Courtesy of James Roach, M.D.)

**FIGURE 25-64.** A: Stage II supination–inversion injury in an 11-year-old child. Salter-Harris III fracture of the medial malleolus and a Salter-Harris I fracture of the fibula. B: After open reduction and internal fixation. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 25-64. (continued) C: At 14 months postinjury, the distal fibular physis is completely closed. The Park-Harris growth arrest lines (arrows) in the tibia are asymmetric, indicating a possible arrest of the medial physis. D: Three years later, the lateral malleolus is short, mild varus deformity is present, and the medial physis is partially closed. The child had a leg length discrepancy of 2.4 cm. (Courtesy of Douglas Hyde, M.D.)

FIGURE 25-65. A: A 12-year-old girl with ankle pain 6 months after open reduction of severe open comminuted fractures of the distal tibia and fibula. Note the sclerosis and collapse of the distal lateral tibial epiphysis. B: Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates lack of marrow signal from the tibial epiphysis. C: Five years after osteotomy for correction of the valgus deformity the patient's pain was relieved but joint motion remains limited.
Avascular Necrosis of the Distal Tibial Epiphysis

Siffert and Arkin (110), in 1950, were the first to call attention to this complication of distal tibial fractures. In their patient, the combination of nonunion of a medial malleolar fracture and avascular necrosis caused pain that required an arthrodese 14 months after injury. Dias (32) reported a patient with this complication who did not require arthrodese but who had a significant leg length discrepancy that required epiphysiodesis of the contralateral tibia. I have seen one patient with this complication. The patient had significant joint stiffness and developed a valgus deformity secondary to collapse. After revascularization of the epiphysis, the ankle was realigned with a supramalleolar osteotomy, and 5 years later the patient had satisfactory function without pain (Fig. 25-65).
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Fractures of the foot in children are relatively unusual injuries that have generated little interest because they usually present little difficulty. As Rang (132) stated in Fractures in Children, “Injuries to children’s feet, despite all the little bones and joints, are remarkably uninteresting. Very few fractures will be encountered that display any subtleties or tricks; few are even displaced” (26). Occasionally, a severe injury challenges the orthopaedist’s ingenuity when deciding whether to attempt to salvage a functional foot or proceed to amputation. On the other end of the
clinical spectrum, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between relatively minor injuries and the multitude of sesamoids and minor growth variants in the growing foot.

At present there are more reports of children’s foot injuries, but they are still rare when compared with forearm or femoral fractures. Because they are infrequent, guidance from the experience of others is helpful, but perplexing fractures, such as a badly displaced calcaneal fracture in a young child, must still be managed without a firm data base.

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allow us a much greater understanding of the nature of injuries to the foot. The development of sophisticated techniques such as Ilizarov fixation and ankle arthroscopy allows more options for treatment, but expertise in all relevant techniques is difficult for any of us to attain.

ANATOMY

As in any injury, knowledge of the regional anatomy is essential in evaluating the injury and formulating an intelligent treatment plan. Although the foot lacks the intricacies of fine motor control evident in the hand, it is a remarkable structure in its own right. During the walking cycle, it is both flexible and rigid—flexible on foot strike and rigid at lift-off (102,187). Any structural aberration that deprives the foot of its flexibility (such as talar arthrosis) alters the normal distribution of forces through the foot during stance phase. A combination of normal muscular action and the architecture of the foot provides rigidity at toe-off, a situation obviously affected by injuries involving muscle-tendon units in the hindfoot (104).

The anatomic factors pertinent to the management of foot injuries in children are reviewed briefly, because an exhaustive knowledge of the ligaments of the mid-foot, for instance, is not often clinically applicable. Standard anatomy references can supplement the material in this chapter if further details are needed (74,146).

Ossification

The calcaneus is the first major bone to ossify, usually in the fifth month of gestation; the talus may ossify as early as the eighth month or as late as after birth. The timing of the appearance and fusion of ossification centers in the foot has been well documented (Fig. 26-1). However, wide individual variations occur, for instance, in the appearance of the ossifical nucleus for the tarsal navicular bone. Accessory bones in the foot have been noted in the fetus as early as the fourth postovulatory month.

Ogden (123) and others have emphasized that the shape of the ossifical nuclei of the bones does not resemble the shape of the adult structure, or even the shape of the chondro-osseous bones. Talar ossification begins in the head and neck in the infant, extending in a retrograde direction into the body with growth. The calcaneal ossification center in the young child has a protective cartilaginous covering that alters fracture patterns.

Soft Tissue Structures

The skin on the plantar surface of the foot is the body’s interface with the ground, and it is especially suited for that task. The superficial fascia is heavy and continuous with that of the leg. On the plantar surface, at the distal metatarsal level, it blends with the deeper tissue, surrounding the plantar metatarsal and common digital nerves. The fascial layer on the dorsum of the foot is thin and filmy. The deep fascia is analogous to the deep palmar fascia of the hand, with a strong central aponeurosis and thinner medial and lateral parts covering the intrinsic muscles of the big and little toes. Serrafian (153) described the plantar fascia as acting as a tie-rod; the bony columns and the plantar aponeurosis form a truss, a triangular structure with two struts or beams connected at the base by a tie-rod. When the foot is loaded, tensile stresses are taken up by the plantar aponeurosis, thus sparing the bony structures from tension.

Septae from the plantar aponeurosis descend to attach to the first and fifth metatarsals, dividing the plantar surface of the foot into three compartments, in addition to the four dorsal intersosseous compartments. Shereff (154) and Myerson (117)
noted that the three muscles of the central compartment—the abductor hallucis, the quadratus plantae, and the flexor digitorum brevis—all have separate compartments; thus, there are nine fascial compartments in the foot (the four interosseous, the three central, one lateral, and one medial; Fig. 26-2). Therefore, when a fasciotomy is performed for ischemia of the intrinsic muscles, all compartments must be released to avoid subsequent contracture.

Vascular Anatomy

The blood supply to the foot is almost exclusively derived from the terminal branches of the anterior and posterior tibial arteries. Occasionally, the perforating branch of the peroneal artery supplies much of the dorsum, but ordinarily the contribution of the peroneal artery is several lateral calcaneal branches and an anastomotic branch of the perforating peroneal artery with the lateral malleolar branch of the anterior tibial artery.

The dorsalis pedis artery, beginning at the ankle joint, is the continuation of the anterior tibial artery on the dorsum of the foot. It usually extends over the superior talus, navicular bone, and second cuneiform bone to branch at the second metatarsal into the deep plantar artery and the arcuate artery. The dorsal metatarsal arteries are branches of the arcuate artery. Medial and lateral tarsal arteries supply the dorsum of the mid-foot.

The posterior tibial artery divides into medial and lateral plantar arteries under cover of the flexor retinaculum. The medial artery is much smaller, passing under the abductor hallucis with the medial plantar nerve, and proceeding distally along the medial side of the flexor hallucis longus tendon to terminate at the great toe, accepting an anastomosis from the deep plantar artery. The larger lateral branch proceeds laterally and distally with its accompanying nerve between the flexor digitorum brevis and quadratus plantae. It is protected by the plantar aponeurosis as well. Between the flexor digitorum brevis and the abductor digiti minimi, it turns deeply and medially to lie on the plantar surface of the interossei, and forms the plantar arch. The plantar metatarsal arteries arise from the arch to form the common digital arteries and anastomose with smaller branches from the dorsal metatarsal arteries to supply the toes.

Injury to the posterior tibial artery at the ankle can severely compromise the blood supply to the heel pad. Injuries of the forefoot generally are less serious because of the more generous anastomosis in this area of the blood supply to the soft tissues. The anatomic arrangements described here are not invariably present, and variants can be present.

Neurologic Anatomy

The nerve supply to the important plantar aspect of the foot is from the posterior tibial nerve. The medial and lateral plantar nerves supply all the musculature of the sole of the foot. In contrast to the medial plantar artery, though, the medial plantar nerve supplies most of the terminal sensory branches, including the proper digital nerves to the great toe and the common digital nerves to the next three interspaces. The three and a half toes supplied by the medial plantar nerve are analogous to the median nerve innervation in the hand. The lateral one and a half toes are supplied by superficial branches of the lateral plantar nerve. This nerve also supplies all the interossei and the adductor hallucis, analogous to the distribution of the ulnar nerve in the hand.

Bony Anatomy

The bony architecture of the foot is well adapted for weight bearing, providing stability with sufficient flexibility to accommodate the complex rotational factors essential for a smooth gait. By convention, the talus and calcaneus are known as the hindfoot, the navicular cuboid and cuneiform bones as the midfoot, and the metatarsals and phalanges as the forefoot.

The talus is the intermediary between the foot and leg, with the ankle joint above and the subtalar joint below. Its blood supply is rather precarious, because so much of its surface is covered with articular cartilage, leaving only the constricted neck to accept most of its nutrient vessels. Because a basic knowledge of the blood supply to the talus is helpful in determining the prognosis for an injury to the talus, it is discussed with the description of that fracture. The body of the talus is quadrilateral.
FIGURE 26-3. The superior (left) and inferior (right) surfaces of the talus. The divergence of the medial and lateral articular facets is evident on the superior view. The constricted neck is the major recipient of the vascular supply to the head and body; both are covered with articular cartilage. The confluence of the anterior and middle articular facets on the inferior surface is common. (Reprinted from Weber BG, Brunner C, Freuler F. Treatment of fractures in children and adolescents. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1980: 373; with permission.)

when viewed superiorly, being slightly wider anteriorly (Fig. 26-3). The tendon of the flexor hallucis longus passes between the tubercles; the lateral tubercle is sometimes separate and known as the os trigonum (62). The lateral process projects between the two articular surfaces, and to it attaches the talocalcaneal ligament. The inferior surface of the talus contains the articular surfaces of the subtalar joint. The anterior and middle facets often are joined and separated from the large posterior facet by the sulcus. The anastomotic ring passes through the sulcus, and the strong interosseous talocalcaneal ligament also attaches here.

The superior surface of the calcaneus is adapted to conform to the inferior talus. In addition, the prominent sustentaculum tali projects medially and articulates with the medial facet of the talus. The tendon of the flexor hallucis longus passes beneath the sustentaculum, and the strong calcaneonavicular "spring" ligament arises from it. The tuberosity is the posterior extremity of the calcaneus and is represented by an apophysis in childhood. The tuberosity has medial and lateral processes, with the medial tuber giving origin to the abductor hallucis and flexor digitorum brevis, the lateral to the plantar aponeurosis. The Achilles tendon inserts into the inferior half of the tuberosity; the superior half of the tuberosity is separated from the tendon by a bursa.

The navicular bone is interposed between the talus and the three cuneiform bones and articulates laterally with the cuboid. The medial tuberosity affords an insertion for the posterior tibial tendon and often remains as an "accessory" navicular bone, sometimes confused with a fracture.

The three cuneiform bones and cuboid form the distal row of tarsals. The first or medial cuneiform bone is the largest, the second the smallest. When viewed in cross section, the bones are wedge shaped, being blunt dorsally, to accommodate the arch of the foot. The relationship of the middle cuneiform bone with the second metatarsal (the longest metatarsal) is of particular clinical importance. The base of the second metatarsal is recessed between the medial and lateral cuneiform bones and is enclosed by strong ligaments to all three cuneiform bones. Thus, a tarsometatarsal dislocation must fracture the base of the second metatarsal to dislocate the remaining four joints. There is extensive ligamentous support of the mid-foot, and the ligaments are much more substantial on the plantar surface than the dorsal surface.

The metatarsals taper from their bases to their necks, then enlarge to form the heads. The secondary ossification center of the first metatarsal is proximal; those of the other four metatarsals are distal. The bases of the first and fifth metatarsals bear tuberosities for the insertion of the peroneus longus on the first and the peroneus brevis on the fifth. The tuberosity of the fifth often forms a separate ossification center that can remain ununited and is known as os vesalianum.

The proximal phalanges of the toes are much longer than the middle and distal phalanges. The middle phalanges can have little form and, except for the big toe, the distal phalanges can be tiny.

Knowledge of surface anatomy often is helpful in assessing a clinical injury. Landmarks in the small child are more difficult to delineate, but localized tenderness is always helpful in evaluating a clinical injury and can often point one to areas of the x-ray deserving special attention.

FRACTURES OF THE TALUS

Fractures of the talus are rare in children and appear to differ from those in adults. For some time it was thought that these fractures did not occur in children with any regularity. Canale and Kelly (23), in a study of 71 fractures of the neck of the talus, included 12 children who were 16 years of age or younger. Six were 15 or 16 at the time of injury, and four were less than 10 years old. Letts and Gibeault (95) reported 12 fractures of the neck of the talus in children, four of whom were under 3 years of age.

Forced dorsiflexion appears to be the common mechanism of injury in all series (Fig. 26-4) (31,108). However, the reported...
association of talar fractures with fractures of the medial malleolus implicates a supination component to at least some injuries; the disability reported seemed more attributable to the ankle fracture than the talar fracture (74). A supination mechanism has been associated with more severe injuries. With excessive forced supination, the talar neck impinges against the medial malleolus, which has been postulated as the cause of medial neck comminution and subluxation of the subtalar joint commonly associated with these fractures (37).

Most talus fractures reported in children involve the talar neck. Fractures of the neck of the talus do not involve the articular surface of the ankle. The inferior portion of the neck is in the region of the interosseous ligament, so talar neck fractures are extraarticular. Although extraarticular, the inferior aspect of the talus articulates with the three facets of the calcaneus. Significant malalignment of talar neck fractures may alter the biomechanical relationships of the talocalcaneal articulations and could lead to early degenerative changes. Sangeorzan et al. emphasized the importance of avoiding varus malalignment at the time of fracture reduction (144).

Isolated fractures of the talar dome, or body, have been described. In adults, fractures of the body account for fewer than 20% of talar fractures; the incidence may be even less in children (159). Fractures of the body of the talus in adults have a worse prognosis than neck fractures. From an anatomic standpoint, the same principle should apply in children, but there is no published series to substantiate this opinion.

Anatomy

The talus generally is divided into three parts — the body, neck, and head. The body articulates with the ankle and calcaneus and its surface is almost entirely cartilaginous. The more constricted neck is perforated about its entire circumference to receive nutrient vessels, with the body then dependent on interosseous vessels from the neck. The head again flares and is cartilaginous for its articulation with the navicular bone. Inferiorly, the posterior facet articulates with the calcaneus. The interosseous ligament and sulcus lie under the neck, and the anterior and variable middle facet lie under the head.

A general knowledge of the vascular supply to the talus is basic to understanding the risk of avascular necrosis. Mullinger and Trueta (116) described the vascular anatomy well, acknowledging the previous contributions by Wildenauer and Haliburton and associates (64, 180).

The tarsal canal, formed by the sulcus of the talus and the sulcus of the calcaneus, is funnel-shaped from a posteromedial to anterolateral direction. The artery of the tarsal canal, arising from the posterior tibial artery about 1 cm proximal to the origin of the medial and lateral plantar arteries, passes posterolaterally through the canal, much closer to the talus than the calcaneus. It gives off a deltoid branch soon after its origin that anastomoses with branches from the dorsalis pedis over the neck of the talus.

The other main arterial source supplying the talus is the artery of the tarsal sinus, usually starting from an anastomotic loop between the perforating peroneal and the lateral tarsal branches of the dorsalis pedis artery. It usually is a little larger than the artery of the tarsal canal, with which it forms an anastomosis in the canal. This anastomotic artery supplies most of the talar body; the deltoid branches nourish the medial quarter.

Signs and Symptoms

Severe fractures with obvious local signs of injury present little problem in diagnosis, but nondisplaced fractures can be elusive. Swelling and pain in the region of the talus, especially with a history of a fall or forced dorsiflexion, should alert the examiner to the possibility of a talar fracture. Localized tenderness accompanies all fractures. Even nondisplaced talar fractures are characterized by tenderness just distal to the anterior ankle joint and pain with dorsiflexion. In their series of talar fractures in children, Letter and Gibeault (95) noted that occasionally the fracture was not suspected initially from the physical examination. This should not be interpreted as indicating that there were no physical findings; physical findings are noted only when the examiner has an index of suspicion for a particular injury. With nondisplaced fractures, minimal swelling may be present, but localized tenderness is always present. The presence or absence of tenderness posteriorly helps differentiate a talar fracture from an os trigonum.

Radiographic Findings

Anterior, posterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs should be made with the beam centered on the hindfoot. The technique of Canale and Kelly to determine the position of fracture of the talar neck in the anteroposterior plane. This view is obtained with the ankle plantarflexed, 15 degrees internal rotation of the foot, and the x-ray beam directed 75 degrees cephalad from the table. (Reprinted from Canale ST, Kelly EB Jr. Fractures of the neck of the talus. Long-term evaluation of 71 cases. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1978;60A:151; with permission.)
described by Canale and Kelly (23) of pronating the foot 15 degrees with the tube angled at 75 degrees to the tabletop produces an excellent shadow of the talus and is recommended for evaluating the talus in the anteroposterior view (Fig. 26-5). Hawkins, in 1971, detailed his experience with 57 talar neck fractures in adults, and his classification of such fractures has become widely accepted (76,177): type I, nondisplaced; type II, displaced with a subarticular dislocation or subluxation; and type III, subluxation or dislocation of both subtal and ankle joints.

**AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT OF TALAR NECK FRACTURES**

Treatment of fractures of the neck of the talus in children is comparable with that in adults. Nondisplaced fractures are treated with simple immobilization in a long leg cast with the knee flexed to prevent weight bearing. When the fracture is united, usually in 6 to 8 weeks, weight bearing is allowed; the application of a weight-bearing short leg cast for 2 to 3 weeks smooths the transition from non-weight-bearing to weight-bearing status.

The amount of displacement that can be safely accepted in children is not definitely established. Canale and Kelly (23) considered a reduction of less than 5 mm displacement and less than 5 degrees of malalignment on the anteroposterior view to be adequate. If this position cannot be attained, open reduction is indicated. Adelaar recommended open reduction when closed reduction fails to achieve anatomic reduction and when there is 3 mm or more of dorsal displacement and 5 degrees of varus rotation (1).

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF TALAR NECK FRACTURE**

Patients with displaced fractures should be taken to the operating room for immediate reduction. Minimally displaced fractures of the talar neck (type II) often can be successfully treated with closed reduction by plantarflexion of the foot (Fig. 26-6). The hindfoot may be inverted or everted, depending on the direction of the subtal instability. If the reduction is stable, the foot can be dorsiflexed for immobilization. If not, immobilization in plantarflexion for 6 to 8 weeks is indicated, carefully monitoring the fracture position when dorsiflexion is attempted. If reduction cannot be maintained by simple positioning, internal fixation is indicated. Fluoroscopy is of great help and often obviates the need for open reduction. Type III injuries usually require open reduction. Indirect reduction with the use of the calcaneal traction pin connected to a small traction bow may aid in the reduction maneuver to reduce the dislocated or subluxed talar body back into the subtal joint (Fig. 26-7). If satisfactory reduction of the talar neck fracture cannot be obtained, a limited anterior exposure can be made through either an anteromedial or anterolateral approach to allow reduction under direct vision. Through this exposure the fracture can be provisionally stabilized with Kirschner wires from anterior to posterior. A posterolateral approach is then made and two cannulated screws are placed from posterior to anterior for superior biomechanical fixation (Fig. 26-8). The provisional wires are then removed.

Since the publication of the previous edition of this chapter, evidence for the mechanical superiority of screw fixation from posterior to anterior has been documented (163). The posterolateral approach allows extraarticular introduction of cannulated or noncannulated screws, which is not feasible through the talar head or neck (Fig. 26-9). Lemaire and Bustin (94), crediting Trillat and colleagues (169) for the idea, first recommended the posterior approach in 1980 for displaced fractures of the talus. If the ankle joint is intact, closed manipulation is performed; if the ankle joint is also disrupted by displacement of the talar body, open reduction is necessary. The posterior approach is simple anatomically: through a direct approach just lateral to the Achilles tendon. The posterior capsule is divided and the posterior talus exposed. Either two 4.0-mm or 4.5-mm cannulated screws or a single larger screw can be used with similar mechanical properties if the talar head is large enough. The present assortment of cannulated screws allows greater application of this technique. Titanium screws have been used because their nonmagnetic properties allow better MRI scans should the presence of osteonecrosis later be suspected (1,166).

This approach is most useful if a manipulative reduction of the fracture can be attained, then held with posteriorly inserted fixation (Fig. 26-10). In this way, no surgical dissection around the vascularly vulnerable neck of the talus is necessary. Adelaar (1) noted that he does not hesitate to add a minimal anterior exposure if necessary to obtain a satisfactory reduction.

Traditionally, open reduction of the talus has been performed through a dorsomedial approach, keeping the incision to the medial side of the extensor hallucis longus to avoid further damage to the anterior tibial vessels. Obviously, dissection in this region should be kept to the minimum necessary for reduction. Kirschner wire fixation is used, generally through the navicular and the head of the talus, or the head of the talus only if possible. Monthly follow-up is indicated for the first 6 months after injury to monitor healing and the vascular status of the talus. Virtually all reported cases of avascular necrosis of the talus in children have been noted earlier than 6 months after injury. In the absence of complications, a non-displaced fracture should be followed for 1 to 2 years after injury. Fractures healing with residual displacement require longer follow-up.

**Complications**

**Avascular Necrosis**

The most significant complication of fractures of the talus in children is avascular necrosis. The prognosis of any particular fracture depends on the location of the fracture line and the degree of displacement. The illustration of Marti (106) indicates the prognosis of any particular fracture of the talus in childhood. Nondisplaced fractures appear to have a better prognosis. However, Letts and Gibeaut (95) noted the development of avascular necrosis in 3 of 12 nondisplaced talus fractures in children, a disconcerting proportion. On the other hand, Jensen et al. (78) reported no avascular necrosis in their 11 patients with nondisplaced talar fractures. They quoted a report in German by Linnhart and Höllwarth (96) that noted a 27% incidence of avascular necrosis after nondisplaced fractures.
FIGURE 26-6. A: Displaced fracture of the talar neck in a 7.2-year-old boy. B: Position after closed reduction by plantarflexion of the foot. C: Avascular necrosis is evident 10 weeks after injury. The fracture is healed and the boy is fully weight bearing despite instructions. D: Thirty months after injury, secondary changes are evident. The boy is asymptomatic and has not restricted activities. He returned for follow-up only as a result of a newly fractured forearm.
FIGURE 26-7. A calcaneal traction pin may at times aid in the reduction of the dislocated talar body within the subtalar joint in a Hawkins type III injury. The pin is attached to a small traction bow, then with combined traction plantarflexion and rotation of the foot the reduction is achieved. (Reprinted from Adelaar RS. Complex fractures of the talus. *Instr Course Lect* 1997;46: 330; with permission.)

FIGURE 26-8. Anatomic reduction may need to be performed under direct visualization through an open anterior approach. Once reduced, the fracture is provisionally stabilized anteriorly with pin fixation. Posterior-to-anterior-directed screws are then placed for improved biomechanical stability, and the provisional Kirschner wire is then removed. (Reprinted from Adelaar RS. Complex fractures of the talus. *Instr Course Lect* 1997;46: 329; with permission.)

FIGURE 26-9. Left: Posterior lateral approach. Posterior-to-anterior screws may be placed percutaneously or through a formal posterior lateral approach. The incision is made lateral to the Achilles tendon, and the flexor hallucis longus is reflected medially, with the starting point of the guide pin at the posterior lateral tubercle. Right: The screws are directed slightly plantar medial in line with the long axis of the talar neck. Careful attention is focused on staying as extraarticular as possible with the starting point of the guide pin. The screw's threads should end beyond the fracture line of the talar neck for optimal compression at the fracture site. In general, two parallel screws are placed; however, a larger screw and a pin may be placed as an alternative. (Modified from Adelaar RS. Complex fractures of the talus. *Instr Course Lect* 1997;46: 328; with permission.)
FIGURE 26-10. Anteroposterior (A) and lateral views (B) of a displaced talar neck fracture in a 15-year-old girl. Closed reduction was accomplished with longitudinal traction (C) and valgus movement (D) applied to the talus. This position was held while two guide pins were placed for 4.5-mm cannulated screw fixation. (Figure continues.)
Hawkins (69,179) reported that no avascular necrosis resulted from nondisplaced fractures (type I) in his series of 57 talar neck fractures in adults. All type II fractures united, but the rate of avascular necrosis was 42%. Type III fractures, with subluxation or dislocation of both the subtalar and ankle joints, had a 91% rate of avascular necrosis following these severe injuries.

Mazel et al. (109) also noted a worse outcome in their younger patients with talar fractures associated with severe multiple trauma, such as falls from a considerable height. The severe fractures resulting from lawn mower injuries also have a worse prognosis.

The subchondral lucency in the dome of the talus, the so-called Hawkins sign, is an excellent indicator of viability of the talar body after fracture. Canale and Kelly (23) found that some patients, mostly those with nondisplaced fractures and relatively short periods of immobilization, did not develop this sign, presumably from the lack of disuse hyperemia. Thus, absence of this radiographic finding of subchondral lucency in a child does not necessarily indicate avascular necrosis, although it should raise suspicion that it may be developing.

Ogden (123) pointed out that the subchondral area in younger children is cartilaginous, which obviously interferes with the ability to see this area radiographically. MRI is now regarded as the noninvasive method of choice for the diagnosis of osteonecrosis; it may demonstrate findings on technetium scanning to be misleading (Fig. 26-11). MRI is clearly the opti-
FIGURE 26-11. A: Injury film of a boy 11 years and 11 months of age who had a crush injury of the foot, along with other severe injuries (including head injury), sustained as a passenger in a motor vehicle accident. The talar neck is displaced and the tibiotalar joint subluxed. An open reduction was performed with the medial malleolar fracture fixed with Kirschner wires. The talus was not fixed. B: One month later, avascular necrosis of the talus is evident. A split-thickness skin graft was applied after further wound debridement, and coverage was obtained. Weight relief was afforded with a patellar tendon-bearing ankle-foot orthosis. C: Six months after injury, spontaneous drainage was noted from the posterior part of the wound. Film demonstrates avascular necrosis of the body. D: Technetium bone scan showed uptake in the body of the talus. E: Magnetic resonance imaging scan definitively demonstrated avascular necrosis and collapse of the talar body, despite the increased uptake on bone scan. F: Talectomy was performed, and the subsequent functional result has been gratifying. (Courtesy of J. Banta, M.D.)
mal study at this time for the early diagnosis of avascular necrosis, and is useful for evaluating the extent or percentage of talar body involvement and potential for segmental collapse (166). Segmental collapse occurs in approximately one third of patients with total talar body involvement; however it is uncommon in patients with only partial avascular necrosis (40).

The necessity of non-weight bearing in the management of avascular necrosis after fracture of the talus has not been determined. Hawkins recommended restricting weight bearing only until union was established, even in the presence of avascular necrosis (69,70). He stated that collapse of the talus was well tolerated by most patients, and that non-weight bearing did not necessarily protect against collapse. Furthermore, a period of several years may be required before radiographic evidence of revascularization is complete, and this period of non-weight bearing is difficult to impose. However, in the series reported by Letts and Gibeault (95), two of three children with avascular necrosis developed flattening of the talus and stiff ankles. Both of these children were allowed to bear weight, because the fracture was not recognized in one and the developing avascular necrosis was not recognized in the other. In another child who was not allowed to bear weight, the talus revascularized in 6 months with no residual deformity.

Canale and Kelly (23) recommended non-weight bearing for avascular necrosis, noting that the results in patients treated with non-weight bearing were superior to those allowed to bear weight. None of their 22 patients with avascular necrosis had undergone surgical treatment after an average of 15 years' follow-up. Stephens' (162) patients, both with displaced fractures, apparently developed satisfactory final results with early weight bearing, but radiographic deformity was present.

Avascular necrosis can run a protracted course (Fig. 26-12), and protected weight bearing until reossification is complete can be a test of patience for the child, family, and physician. In

---

**FIGURE 26-12.** A: Nondisplaced fracture of the talar neck in a 5-year-old boy at injury. B: Three months after injury. (Figure continues.)
circumstances such as these, the conservative approach generally is recommended. Either approach, allowing weight bearing or prolonged protection from weight bearing, has undesirable side effects, and these decisions should be made with the family. Whether weight bearing can be sufficiently limited in children by a patellar tendon-bearing (PTB) orthosis is problematic; my impression is that a long leg cast or orthosis with a flexed knee is the only way to ensure non-weight bearing early, with conversion to a PTB orthosis until reossification is complete. Parents should be made aware that late segmental collapse may occur despite this treatment and may be more related to the natural history of avascular necrosis than to the choice of treatment or weight-bearing status.

Varus Malalignment

Varus malalignment is the most common posttraumatic deformity. Its presence leads to a varus hindfoot combined with a supinated forefoot as a result of medial column shortening (38, 83, 98). In a biomechanical study, 17 degrees of varus malalignment restricted 30% of subtalar motion (38). The varus malalignment should be corrected when possible, although its long-term significance in a child is undetermined. The potential for remodeling of a child’s talus is illustrated with a 10-year follow-up of a 1-year-old boy with extensive open injury to the talus after his foot was crushed by an automobile (Fig. 26-13). He regenerated a peculiar-appearing but functional talus and can carry out all activities of early teenage years without difficulty. Figure 26-13 depicts the foot position of a talar neck fracture that healed or remodeled into varus. This example suggests the merits of a conservative approach before recommending takedown for the residual effects of a fractured talus, unless infection is present or function is severely impaired.

Other Fractures of the Talus

Fractures of the body (dome) of the talus appear to be unusual in children. Spak (160) reported two compression fractures of
the talus in children; both were treated conservatively and showed radiographic deformity at 1 year of follow-up. Clinically, no deformity or loss of function was noted, but a 1-year follow-up for such an injury is very short. Marti (106) has recommended anatomic reduction of displaced fractures of the talar body (Fig. 26-14). Because the ankle joint does not tolerate derangement of articular surfaces well, it would seem prudent to attempt accurate reduction of any intraarticular fracture, regardless of the patient's age. The relationship between residual displacement and subsequent osteoarthritis has been documented in adults. Complications related to displacement can be controlled by the treating surgeon, but the frequent disruption
A 10-year-old boy sustained injuries to both feet from a fall. A and B: Displaced fracture of the right talar body. The arrow on the lateral view points to the talar fracture; the calcaneus is normal on this side. C: CT scan documents actual displacement of fracture. An open reduction was performed. D: Lateral view of left foot, demonstrating flattening of Böhler’s angle secondary to an intraarticular fracture of the calcaneus. E: Widening and depression of calcaneal joint surface secondary to fracture. The fracture was manipulated in an effort to decrease hindfoot widening and was treated nonoperatively. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 26-14. (continued) F: Right talus 6 months after injury. The talus is viable, and the joint surface is congruous. G: Left calcaneus 6 months after injury. The joint surface is well maintained; the lateral process of the talus has hypertrophied, but Böhler’s angle is still flattened. H: Computed tomography scan of talus 6 months after injury. The ankle joint surface is well maintained. I: Computed tomography scan of calcaneus 6 months after injury. The joint surface of the calcaneus has remodeled. Hindfoot posture is symmetric, with residual increased width of the calcaneus. The patient is asymptomatic. (Courtesy of Keith Merrill, M.D.)
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Fractures and Dislocations of the Foot


The mechanism of injury is believed to be dorsiflexion of the ankle combined with inversion of the hindfoot (69). Internal rotation views of 20 to 25 degrees better demonstrate this fracture than traditional anteroposterior, lateral, and mortise views (115). CT scanning has been recommended for better delineation of the fracture (Fig. 26-15). Treatment is based on the size and displacement of the fracture fragment. For fragments larger than 1 cm and with more than 2 mm of displacement, open reduction and internal fixation has been recommended (83,106). Nondisplaced or minimally displaced fractures (<2 mm) can be treated in a short leg non-weight-bearing cast. For small displaced fragments or those with significant comminution, simple exclusion of the fragment can be performed if painful symptoms persist after conservative treatment.

A bipartite talus simulating a fracture has been reported (180) but appears to be so rare that treatment must be individualized. The os trigonum, a normal variant, can sometimes be confused on the radiographs with a fracture of the posterior process of the talus. This accessory center of ossification generally appears at 8 to 10 years of age in girls and 11 to 13 years of age in boys (62). It usually fuses to the body about a year after it appears radiographically, but it can remain separate and be a source of confusion. Careful inspection of the os trigonum reveals that it has smooth, rounded edges, not the sharp, jagged edges of a fracture.

OSTEOCHONDRAL FRACTURES OF THE TALUS

Several terms are commonly used to describe this entity, which previously could be diagnosed only by radiography or tomography (3,8,12,22,61,109,128,157). The use of modern imaging and arthroscopic surgical techniques has challenged some of our traditional tenets regarding this condition. In the literature, it may be called "osteochondral defect or lesion," "osteocondritis dissecans," "transchondral fracture," or "osteochondral fracture." Newer imaging techniques have demonstrated that some lesions may not involve the cartilage and may not in fact be "transchondral" (6).

Although this entity is most common in early adult life, it does occur in teenagers. Most of the patients in the series reported by Canale and Belding (22) were in the second decade of life at the onset of symptoms.

Mechanism of Injury

Berndt and Hardy (12) coined the term torsional impaction, which is useful in understanding the mechanism of injury of these lesions. They experimentally reproduced the posteromedial lesion by inversion and plantarflexion of the foot combined with external rotation of the tibia (Fig. 26-16). Inversion and dorsiflexion produced the anterolateral lesion that could be accompa-
The medial lesion is deeper and cup shaped; the lateral lesion is thin and wafer shaped. (Reprinted from Canale ST, Belding RH. Osteochondral lesions of the talus. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1980;62:100; with permission.)

sprain. Anderson and co-workers (6) incorporated newer imaging techniques for a diagnostic approach after study of 30 patients undergoing examination for persistent posttraumatic instability of the ankle.

The earliest stage of osteochondral fracture, microfracture of the subchondral bone, is not evident on conventional radiography. Small nondisplaced fractures also may not be visible unless the foot is positioned in such a way as to demonstrate the fracture. If symptoms persist after an ankle sprain, the previously recommended approach was to obtain bone scintigraphy (6). This approach is falling out of favor, with MRI as the alternative. Even when radiographs are negative, MRI can detect an early osteochondral defect as well as other soft tissue pathology without exposing the child to the radiation involved with bone scanning. MRI is superior for assessing the cancellous bone, especially with early lesions, but CT scanning is generally more helpful for staging and preoperative planning to locate the exact position of the fracture. Therefore, MRI is unnecessary for patients with lesions evident on conventional radiographs, but is helpful in those with positive bone scans and apparently normal radiographs. CT scanning is helpful for surgical planning.

**Figures**

**Figure 26-17.** The medial lesion is deeper and cup shaped; the lateral lesion is thin and wafer shaped. (Reprinted from Canale ST, Belding RH. Osteochondral lesions of the talus. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1980;62:100; with permission.)

**Figure 26-18.** Modified staging system of Berndt and Hardy proposed by Anderson and co-workers. Stage I is confined to subchondral trabecular compression, only identifiable by magnetic resonance imaging. Stage II denotes incomplete separation of an osteochondral fragment; if a subchondral cyst is present, the lesion is classified as IIA. Stage III designates the fragment as unattached but undisplaced. A displaced fragment would be classified as stage IV. (Reprinted from Alexander IF, Chrichton KL, Grattan-Smith Y, et al. Osteochondral fractures of the dome of the talus. J Bone Joint Surg [Am] 1989;71:1143; with permission.)

**Signs and Symptoms**

Osteochondral fractures have characteristically been diagnosed after a sprained ankle that does not resolve symptomatically.

**Radiographic Findings**

Smith and co-workers (157) recommended anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs for any persistently painful ankle

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT OF OSTEOCHONDRAL FRACTURES**

Treatment principles for osteochondral fractures of the talus are becoming fairly well established. For stage I and II lesions, a trial of 6 weeks of non-weight-bearing immobilization is war-
ranted—the theory is that eliminating shear forces will allow reestablishment of vascular continuity. For persistently symptomatic lesions, surgical treatment is warranted. Arthroscopic treatment has become the preferred approach, because it is accompanied by less postoperative morbidity and can eliminate the need for malleolar osteotomy when treating posteromedial lesions. Arthroscopic techniques for moderate-sized lesions have focused on penetration of the subchondral bone surface (10,16, 20,51,61,81,97,124,128,171). These techniques include subchondral drilling, abrasion arthroplasty, and microfracture technique. The goal of these procedures is recruitment of stem cells brought via formation of a fibrin clot with subsequent differentiation into fibrocartilaginous repair tissue (21). Recent technological advances in the repair of cartilaginous lesions has led to alternative techniques with the goal of providing hyaline cartilage repair tissue. These include osteochondral autografts (mosaicplasty), perichondral and periosteal grafting, and allograft and autogenous chondrocyte implantation. The follow-up studies of these techniques have been short term and primarily in adults. Longer follow-up will determine whether these results offer improved results compared with previous methods. A malleolar osteotomy usually is required for open treatment of medial lesions (8,18,101). This technique should be restricted to older adolescents whose physes had closed. Postoperative management of arthroscopically treated defects varies with the stage of the lesion and the procedure performed. If, for instance, a stage II lesion is drilled, cast immobilization is indicated in a young patient in an attempt to gain healing. Conversely, if an unattached fragment is debried and a crater created, early motion is mandatory to create a favorably shaped fibrocartilaginous repair. The point at which weight bearing can be safely resumed is conjectural, but obviously depends in some degree on the size and extent of the lesion.

An intriguing alternative to arthroscopic management of medial osteochondral fractures in children was described by Greenspoon and Rosman (61). They bone grafted the defect after curettage and improved their percentage of favorable results when compared with curettage alone. However, an osteotomy of the medial malleolus is required.

## CALCANEUS

Before 1982, fractures of the calcaneus in children were rarely reported (26,107,165). Of the 241 fractures of the calcaneus reported by Essex-Lopresti (49), only 12 were in the youngest age group, 9 to 20 years. Thomas (165) reported on five boys with fractures of the calcaneus in 1969, the largest reported series of that era. He found comminution and joint depression to be common. Marti’s clinic in Amsterdam (106) treated three fractures of the calcaneus in children over a 10-year period; the youngest was 12 years old. Materri and Frymoyer (103) described three calcaneal fractures in young children.

Schmidt and Weiner (150) reported that they had discovered 59 fractures of the calcaneus in patients under 20 years of age, of which 46 were in skeletally immature children. This was by far the largest series reported to date (1982). One third of the children had associated injuries, including three lumbar vertebral fractures. In 16 patients, the fracture was initially unrecognized. Soon thereafter, Wiley and Profitt (184) reported an additional 34 fractures of the calcaneus in children, and in 1986 Rasmussen and Schantz (133) reviewed 143 calcaneal fractures in patients under the age of 19.

The increased frequency of reports of calcaneal fractures in children since the early 1980s appears to be a result of improved diagnosis of nondisplaced or minimally displaced fractures. Children have fewer intraarticular fractures than adults, presumably because of less exposure to trauma, and have less severe injuries when fractures do occur (147). All studies reporting large numbers of calcaneal fractures in children mention difficulty in diagnosis, delay in diagnosis, and the benign nature of calcaneal fractures in children.

Younger children generally have fewer displaced fractures or fractures of the tuberosity or apophysis; fractures of the anterior process and inferolateral process are more common in older children. Displaced intraarticular fractures are much more common in older children.

None of the children studied by Wiley and Profitt (184) underwent surgery, but 3 of 20 patients examined at short-term follow-up did have mild symptoms. De Beer et al. (34) reported the outcome of nine children with calcaneal fractures, six of which were intraarticular. None were treated operatively, and all the patients were pain free at short-term follow-up. Schmidt and Weiner (150) did not report follow-up, nor did Rasmussen and Schantz (133), but both suggested that a good result usually can be expected (excepting obvious complicating factors such as lawn mower injuries).

Although operative treatment of intraarticular calcaneal fractures in adults has become standard, younger children may not require the same approach. Sandermann et al. (142) reported two patients treated nonoperatively, both with good results. Rasmussen and Schantz (133) studied 15 children with displaced intraarticular fractures an average of 12 years after injury and reported only “slight inconvenience” (148). When treated conservatively these fractures may heal, often with minimal symptoms, but they can result in significant restriction of subtalar motion and lead to problems with shoe wear. In adolescents, as the fracture patterns begin to resemble those of adults and less remodeling is anticipated, operative management should be con-

### SUBTALAR DISLOCATION

Subtalar dislocations are extremely rare in young children. Dimentberg and Rosman (44) reported five subtalar dislocations in children, two of which had delayed diagnosis due to the presence of other injuries. Zimmer and Johnson (190) reported this injury in a 15-year-old girl, but she was skeletally mature. Miller and Lehman (112) reported a 17-year-old patient who fractured a calcaneoneavicular coalition accompanying a subtalar dislocation. Subtalar dislocations usually are caused by a plantarflection mechanism (40,41,63), but, as in adults, complex injury patterns can cause associated injuries that complicate the subtalar dislocation and worsen the prognosis (28,110). Treatment of subtalar dislocation is closed reduction, with pin stabilization if the reduction is unstable.
FIGURE 26-19. Stress fracture of the calcaneus in a boy 13 years and 10 months of age, whose symptoms began 2 weeks after starting football practice. A: Normal radiograph at onset of symptoms. B: Normal bone scan at onset of symptoms. C: Radiograph 4 weeks later, showing characteristic findings of stress fracture. (Courtesy of H.L. Brilliant, M.D.)

Anatomy

The calcaneus is the largest bone of the foot and the earliest to ossify. The posterior projection is called the tuberosity and has two plantar processes, which serve as sites of origin of the plantar fascia and the short muscles of the foot. The bone generally is rectangular when viewed laterally, with the posterior facet inclining superiorly to become the highest point of the calcaneus at the posterior margin of its articular surface (68). Flattening of this facet is of considerable clinical importance. The superior articular surfaces of the calcaneus are complex and adapted for articulation with the talus. The sustentaculum projects medially, supporting the end of the talus, and the anterior surface articulates with the cuboid.

The calcaneal apophysis covers the calcaneal physis, essentially occupies the tuberosity during the growing years, and demonstrates many irregularities in ossification (175). The heel cord inserts into the inferior portion of the tuberosity.

The differences in fracture patterns in children and adults are to some degree results of the anatomic differences between the immature and mature talus and calcaneus. The lateral process, the wedge that impacts on the calcaneus in joint depression injuries, is tiny in the immature talus, and the posterior facet is parallel to the ground rather than inclined. Add the cartilaginous covering of the bony nucleus, and it is easy to see how injuring forces from the lateral process in an adult are dissipated over a wider area in a child, with less severe injuries as a result.

Classification of Calcaneal Fractures

Most series have used a classification based on the original work of Essex-Lopresti (49,133,150,184). Generally, involvement of the subtalar joint is first determined, with subpatterns for each large group. The classification (Fig. 26-20) is difficult to memorize, but it may be helpful in analyzing data.

The classification of calcaneal fractures is outlined as follows:
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Type 1:
- A. Fracture of the tuberosity or apophysis
- B. Fracture of the sustentaculum
- C. Fracture of anterior process
- D. Fracture of anterior inferolateral process
- E. Avulsion fracture of body

Type 2:
- A. Beak fracture
- B. Avulsion fracture of insertion of achilles tendon

Type 3:
- Linear fracture not involving subtalar joint

Type 4:
- Linear fracture involving subtalar joint

Type 5:
- Compression fracture of subtalar joint
  - A. Tongue type
  - B. Joint-depression type

Type 6:
- Significant bone loss of posterior aspect with loss of achilles tendon insertion


**FIGURE 26-21.** Sanders computed tomography classification of intraarticular calcaneal fractures. (Reprinted from Sanders R. Intra-articular fractures of the calcaneus: present state of the art. *J Orthop Trauma* 1992;6:254; with permission.)

**Mechanism of Injury**

Closed fractures of the calcaneus in children almost always occur as the result of a fall; however, the height of the fall appears to be less in children, possibly accounting for the lesser severity of injury in children's calcaneal fractures (148). Open fractures...
resulting from lawn mowers also are relatively common and are discussed later in the chapter.

Signs and Symptoms

Pain, localized swelling, tenderness, a history of a fall, and inability to walk as a result of this injury are clear indications of diagnosis. Many minimal fractures of the calcaneus are unrecognized, and careful palpation of this region in a child refusing to walk may provide the key to diagnosis. Localized tenderness in the region of the calcaneus in a toddler should raise suspicion of a calcaneal fracture, although the diagnosis may be difficult to establish without extensive imaging. Whether it is necessary to use such extensive technical assistance is subject to clinical judgment.

Radiographic Findings

Traditionally, three views (dorsoplantar, lateral, and axial) have been recommended for the diagnosis of calcaneal fractures, but many nondisplaced or minimally displaced fractures are not recognized at the time of injury. Rasmussen and Schantz (133) added the lateral oblique view, taken with the knee tilted medially with the foot on the cassette. They believed that all four projections should be routinely obtained. A lateral view of the spine should be made in the presence of more obvious fractures, because Schmidt and Weiner (150) reported that compression fractures of the spine can relate to fractures of the calcaneus in children as well as in adults. The lateral view, often not helpful in diagnosing minimally displaced fractures, is quite helpful in assessing joint depression. The tuber-joint angle (Böhler’s angle, salient angle) is formed by a line parallel to the articular surfaces of the calcaneus, with a line drawn from the posterior lip of the posterior facet to the superior margin of the calcaneal tuberosity (Fig. 26-22) (100). An angle less than the uninjured side indicates depression of the joint surface. The tuber-joint angle is normally smaller in young children than the 25 degrees to 40 degrees that is normal in adults.

Bone Scan

Starshak, Simons, and Sty (161) evaluated 10 children between the ages of 19 and 41 months with the so-called toddler’s fracture to determine the role of scintigraphy in the diagnosis of unrecognized calcaneal fractures. Only 4 of the 10 patients with positive scans had radiographically demonstrable fractures. In 2 others, a fracture was evident on follow-up films 12 days later. The others had no follow-up films because symptoms had subsided. A similar series more recently reported by Laliotis and co-workers (90) also recommended bone scintigraphy. Schindler et al. (149) reported five occult fractures of the calcaneus in children under 36 months of age. Initial radiographs were normal, and treatment in a long leg cast was elected based on clinical examination results. Radiographs at 2- and 4-week intervals confirmed the diagnosis with notable sclerosis. They found no need for bone scanning in these individuals. I often apply a short leg walking cast for 2 weeks when confronted with a toddler who refuses to walk and has foot tenderness and normal radiographs. If after 2 weeks the child still cannot walk, further imaging can be undertaken. If the child can walk, treatment is finished at considerably less cost than if scintigraphy were used (Fig. 26-23).

Computed Tomographic Scanning

Several reports of the value of CT scanning have been documented since the last edition of this book was published, and the role of CT scanning in the evaluation of calcaneal fractures is now well established (4,32,48,143). CT scanning has probably been the primary factor in the reassessment of treatment modalities for adults with calcaneal fractures, and anatomic reconstruction is emphasized much more than before the advent of CT scanning. For intraarticular fractures, CT scanning more reliably demonstrates the degree of anatomic alteration of the subtalar joint; for process fractures, CT scanning may be the only way to demonstrate a small fracture. The role of CT scanning for children’s calcaneal fractures has been studied less extensively, but CT is warranted in fractures with significant comminution and in older adolescents.

Pablot et al (126) reported that CT scanning in adolescents with calcaneal fractures revealed fracture patterns similar to those
FIGURE 26-23. A and B: Radiographs of the leg and foot of a 2-year-old girl who refused to bear weight on the foot. No fracture was identified. A careful physical examination could have guided the treating physician toward a more localized radiographic examination. C: Two weeks later, tenderness of the calcaneus elicited on follow-up examination. Repeat radiography revealed a nondisplaced fracture of the lateral calcaneus. D: Obvious callus formation in the calcaneus 4 weeks after injury. (Courtesy of Paul Griffin, M.D.)
A boy 3 years and 9 months of age was struck by a car and sustained fractures of the talus and calcaneus. A: X-rays on the day of the injury demonstrate joint depression fracture of the calcaneus and minimally displaced fracture of the talar neck. B: Computed tomography scans demonstrate comminution and lateral spread of the calcaneus. C: Both fractures underwent open reduction and Kirschner wire fixation. D: Fractures healed in good position 8 weeks after injury. The child was lost to follow-up after this time. (Courtesy of D.R. Wenger, M.D., and M.E. Abel, M.D.)
in adults. Although this severity of injury in younger children is rare, Abel and Wenger reported open reduction of a calcaneal fracture in a 3-year-old on the basis of CT findings (Fig. 26-24).

**AUTHOR'S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT OF CALCANEUS FRACTURES**

Most calcaneal fractures in very young children heal uneventfully, even when not promptly diagnosed. Treatment is relatively simple in this age group and consists of immobilization until healing is present in a few weeks. Restriction of weight bearing is not necessary for a nondisplaced fracture in a young child. In older children or in any displaced intraarticular fracture for which nonoperative treatment is selected, non-weight bearing is mandatory to prevent further displacement.

Thomas (165) gave a complete anatomic description of the five fractures in his series. One child sustained a tongue-type fracture; the other four demonstrated a similar fracture line commencing immediately behind the articular margin of the posterior facet to a delta-shaped comminuted fracture on the anterior or lateral cortex. There also was a second fracture, much less distinct, running from about the mid-portion of the first fracture toward the anterior margin of the posterior facet. This fragment appeared to involve the entire facet, because the axial view did not demonstrate the lateral compression usually seen in adults. All children were initially treated by immobilization with soft dressing and elevation. Active and passive motion of the foot was permitted. Weight bearing was forbidden for 6 weeks, after which all the patients regained a full range of painless motion and walked without a limp within 1 week. Follow-up examinations were performed 9 to 22 months after injury, and the results were satisfactory in all patients. Two patients had "trivial" limitation of motion in the subtalar joint, but range of motion was full in the other three. The clinical appearance was identical to that of the uninjured foot.

In four of the patients reported by Thomas, the Bohler's tuber-joint angle was 6 to 12 degrees less on the injured side, indicating some degree of joint depression. However, the inferior articular facet of the talus appeared to overgrow to such a degree as to accommodate the joint depression of the calcaneus precisely. The same researcher described a "talar facet" angle, measuring the overgrowth of the inferior articular facet of the talus; the sum of this angle, and the tuber-joint angle equaled the sum of the two angles on the normal side. He concluded that this remodeling potential of the talus minimized the effect of the depression of the calcaneal facet, and that a satisfactory clinical result was thus obtained. I have observed the same phenomenon.

Marti (106), however, stated, "A fracture of the calcaneus that has led to compression or simple discontinuity of the joint requires perfect reduction and reconstitution of the articular surface." He treated calcaneal fractures in three boys, ages 12 to 15, in a 10-year period. All fractures were intraarticular, although one was very minimally displaced. All were managed surgically with lag screw fixation. Operative treatment of adults with intraarticular calcaneal fractures has become standard, and in older adolescents with minimal growth remaining the same approach is appropriate. In a report by Biert et al. (15), the researchers advocated the use of combined indirect reduction technique via ligamentotaxis through distraction, percutaneous reduction, and internal screw fixation as an alternative to conservative treatment of depressed intraarticular calcaneal fractures. They described a case of a 10-year-old with bilateral calcaneal fractures treated in this manner. An article on adults revisited the use of a percutaneous reduction technique originally described by Essex-Lopresti (167). This technique offered an alternative to either conservative treatment or open reduction and internal fixation for certain displaced calcaneal fractures. In particular, this technique may have merit in selected displaced pediatric fractures with more of a tongue-type pattern (Fig. 26-25). Other researchers advocate

![Figure 26-25. Essex-Lopresti reduction technique.](image-url)

A. Pin is placed into the tongue fragment. The fragment is then disengaged using the pin as a joystick. A downward force is placed on both the pin and the mid-foot as depicted. B. The thumbs are used as a fulcrum to elevate and reduce the posterior facet, then the pin is driven across the fracture site to stabilize the fracture. Pins or screws may be placed for definitive fixation. (Reprinted from Tornetta P III. The Essex-Lopresti reduction for calcaneal fractures revisited. J Orthop Trauma 1998;12:471; with permission.)
FIGURE 26-26. A 10-year-old boy sustained a calcaneus fracture following a trampoline injury. A: Radiographs displayed a severely depressed intraarticular fracture involving the posterior facet. Bohler's angle measured 15 degrees. B: Comparison lateral of the noninvolved side demonstrates significant difference in Bohler's angle measuring 40 degrees. C: Computed tomography scan further delineates amount of depression as the posterior facet has been driven down within the cancellous bone of the calcaneus. D: Open reduction internal fixation was performed through a lateral approach using an L-shaped incision. Anatomic reduction was achieved and maintained with a lateral calcaneal plate. No bone graft was used.
that displaced intraarticular fractures with significant joint incongruity in children ought to be treated with open reduction and internal fixation using similar methods described in adults (Fig. 26-26). The largest series of operative fixation of intraarticular fractures of the os calcis in children was recently presented (164). Thirty-four fractures with significant intraarticular involvement underwent open reduction and internal fixation. The researchers reported excellent results in 95% of their patients regaining near full subtalar range of motion and function at average 4.2 year follow-up (164). The only complication noted was subsequent claw toe deformity in 4 of the 31 patients.

With the remodeling potential of the talus and calcaneus in a growing child, and the reported good results after conservative treatment, most intraarticular fractures in younger children can be managed nonoperatively. Certainly, with falls from unusual heights, severe joint depression is possible, and operative treatment may be best in individual instances. My approach for most children with intraarticular fractures would be non-weightbearing immobilization for 6 weeks, because mild amounts of joint incongruity remodel very well (Fig. 26-22). In adolescents with significant joint involvement or displacement, operative management is considered. To date, there are no reports of impairment resulting from failure to surgically reduce a child's calcaneal fracture.

Extraarticular fractures seem to do well regardless of treatment, with the possible exception of fractures of the anterior process. The anterior process is not seen radiographically until about age 10 and varies greatly in shape. The mechanism of injury is most commonly plantarflexion and inversion, with the bifurcate ligament responsible for avulsing the anterior process via its calcaneal attachment (40). The distal portion of the fracture fragment is intraarticular and involves the calcaneocuboid joint (Fig. 26-27).

Degan et al. (39) reported 25 patients with fractures of the anterior process of the calcaneus. Eighteen healed with nonoperative management and became asymptomatic. Seven patients had excision of the fracture fragment because of nonunion and pain, and three of these seven were 13 to 17 years of age. Drvaric and Schmirr (47) reported an irreducible fracture of the calcaneus in a 4-year-old boy that resulted from displacement of the peroneal tendons into the fracture site. Degan et al. (35) thought this injury was often missed because the injuring force is usually that of an ankle sprain. However, the point of maximal tenderness indicated the diagnosis if pertinent radiographs were made. In addition to conventional views, an oblique radiograph made with the beam directed 10 to 15 degrees superior and posterior to the middle of the foot, as recommended by Bachman and Johnson (9), was considered helpful. A protracted period of disability was common with this injury, which often was not initially diagnosed.

There is some controversy about the need for open reduction of larger displaced anterior calcaneal fractures (40). With the problems reported by Degan et al. (39), a good case can be made for open reduction if severe articular displacement and joint depression are obvious.

Cole et al. (29) reported four patients with avulsion fractures of the tuberosity of the calcaneus, three of whom had taut overlying skin secondary to fracture displacement. Excellent results were obtained with open reduction of the three displaced fractures.

**FRACTURES OF THE LESSER TARSAL BONES**

Isolated fractures of the mid-foot are extremely unusual, although direct trauma, such as an object falling from a height, can produce such fractures. More often, they are accompanied by other injuries, and usually indicate a severe injury to the foot. Irregularities of ossification of the navicular bone can be confused with fracture, but lack of localized tenderness or the rounded bony margin should be adequate to differentiate between ossification irregularities and fracture. Treatment of these injuries is generally uncomplicated but may be determined by the nature of associated injuries. Open reduction and internal fixation is indicated for displaced intraarticular injuries.

**TARSOMETATARSAL INJURIES**

Tarsometatarsal injuries, although well documented in adults (185), have been described rarely in children. In fact, Trillat et al. (170), in a review of 81 fracture-dislocations of the tarsometatarsal joint, stated that “the lesion is not seen in children.” Wiley (181), however, reported on a series of 18 injuries to this region in children under age 16, and Cehner (24) described the
management of an open fracture—dislocation of the tarsometatarsal joint in a 10-year-old.

Anatomy

Wiley (182) concisely described the anatomy and mechanism of tarsometatarsal injuries. The metatarsal bases are joined to each other and the tarsals by tough ligaments, with one exception: the ligamentous connection between the base of the first and second metatarsals is rather flimsy in comparison (74). In fact, Serrafian's (153) text noted that “there is no ligament between the first and second metatarsal on the dorsal or plantar aspect. The interosseous connection is through poorly individualized weak fibers.” Its presence is therefore not acknowledged on illustrations that are simplified to demonstrate the functional anatomy (Fig. 26-28). These ligamentous connections, much tougher on the plantar surface than dorsally, tether the base of the second metatarsal to all the cuneiform bones. The other metatarsal joints are all in the same plane, distal to the recessed second metatarsal base. The second metatarsal base, therefore, serves to lock the entire complex into place (2).

Mechanism of Injury

The tarsometatarsal joints can be injured directly or indirectly; the indirect method is by far the more common. The direct injury, sustained by a falling object, results in no specific pattern and obviously depends on the character of the object and the distance of the fall. The metatarsals generally are displaced in a plantar direction, rupturing the tough plantar ligaments. The amount of force imposed on the foot to produce this injury is considerable, and extensive soft-tissue injury can be expected.

Forces producing an indirect injury are violent abduction or forced plantarflexion of the forefoot, either alone or in combination. With violent abduction, the metatarsals are impacted laterally, fracturing the recessed base of the second and crushing the cuboid. This combination of injuries is pathognomonic of a tarsometatarsal dislocation by this maneuver. The first and fifth metatarsals rarely are fractured.

The other mechanism of tarsometatarsal dislocation is violent plantarflexion of the forefoot. Occasionally, this is a result of an object falling on the heel with the patient in a kneeling position, but is much more commonly produced when the foot is forcibly loaded in the “tip-toe” position with the ankle in marked plantarflexion (Fig. 26-29). The metatarsals are then in line with the tibia, and the weak point in the link is the feeble dorsal ligamentous support at the tarsometatarsal joint. This can occur when the patient is a passenger in a car or uses the foot to break a fall from a bicycle, motorcycle, or toboggan. Fractures of the metatarsal shaft or neck often accompany this injury, and the metatarsal joint dislocation can be unrecognized if only minimally displaced. In Wiley’s (180) series of 18 tarsometatarsal injuries in children, only four were a result of direct injuries; the rest were the result of indirect injuries. Ten of these occurred after jumping in the “tip-toe” position, and two were a result of a toboggan accident.

Classification of Tarsometatarsal Injuries

Hardcastle et al. (65) proposed an anatomic classification of tarsometatarsal injuries modified from a 1909 publication by Quénu and Küss (131). The merits of this classification are its simplicity and practicality. Type A is incongruity of the entire joint; type B denotes partial instability (either medial or lateral); and type C, which is quite rare, indicates divergent partial or total instability.
Signs and Symptoms

Typically swelling is present on the dorsum of the foot overlying the tarsometatarsal joints. There may not be an obvious deformity, however, because spontaneous reduction of the injury to a near-anatomic position very often occurs. Marked local pain and tenderness, accompanied by an inability to bear any weight on the foot, should increase suspicion that injury has occurred in this region. With subtle injuries, swelling may be absent, but localized tenderness persists (134). Faciszewski et al. (50) found the weight-bearing lateral radiograph view to be valuable in the evaluation of subtle injuries, demonstrating planar displacement of the medial cuboid bone in relation to the fifth metatarsal. Two or three millimeters of diastasis between the first and second metatarsal bases were found in every patient with a subtle tarsometatarsal injury. A diagnostic clue to the injury is ecchymosis of the planar aspect of the mid-foot. Its presence has been named the plantar ecchymosis sign (137) (Fig. 26-30).

Radiographic Findings

Anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs of the foot are essential (80). A fracture of the base of the second metatarsal should alert the examiner to the likelihood of a tarsometatarsal dislocation, because often a dislocation can spontaneously reduce (Fig. 26-31). As discussed above, the combination of a fracture of the cuboid with a fracture of the base of the second metatarsal indicates the presence of a tarsometatarsal dislocation. Many researchers advocate weight-bearing radiographs or pronation/abduction stress views if a Lisfranc joint injury is suspected yet routine radiographs are normal. Stress views, however, are almost impossible to obtain in an unanesthetized pediatric patient; an ankle block or general anesthesia usually is required, limiting the usefulness of these views.

Treatment

Treatment is relatively straightforward. The occasional minimally displaced tarsometatarsal dislocation (less than 2 or 3 mm) can be treated with elevation and a compression dressing initially (with care not to wrap the compression dressing too tightly) and application of a short leg cast when swelling has decreased. Casting is continued for 2 to 4 weeks.

For any injury with more than minimal displacement, reduction is required. Closed reduction often is successful, but supplemental Kirschner wire fixation is essential if the reduction is unstable. If closed reduction is unsuccessful, open reduction and internal fixation are indicated. The key to reduction is stabilizing the fracture of the second metatarsal base. The first and the fifth metatarsal bases may be pinned to enhance stability (Fig. 26-32) (135).

With the patient prone, Chinese finger traps on the toes with about a 10-lb weight for traction can be used to accomplish reduction. A short leg cast, well molded over the dorsum of the foot, maintains reduction. The cast is removed at 4 weeks.
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FIGURE 26-32. A: Avulsion fracture of the base of the second metatarsal in a 7.9-year-old girl. Although this injury resulted from direct trauma, this pattern of fracture of the base of the second metatarsal should alert the observer to the possibility of a tarsometatarsal disruption. B: A 13-year-old boy was injured when a hay wagon rolled over his foot and produced violent plantarflexion of the forefoot. With the suitable injury force, metatarsal dislocations are produced in skeletally immature patients. This injury was treated with closed reduction with pin fixation. Two years after the injury, he had minor discomfort with strenuous running or climbing in the region of the tarsometatarsal joints. (Figure continues.)

AUTHOR’S PREFERRED METHOD OF TREATMENT

I prefer to apply finger traps with the patient supine, confirming the reduction fluoroscopically. Percutaneous pinning then is performed to stabilize the base of the first, second, or fifth metatarsals. Conventional radiographs are taken before completion of the procedure, because fluoroscopy is occasionally misleading. Hardcastle et al. (65) noted that redisplacement was most likely when the first metatarsal was inadequately fixed. Type A injuries require at least medial and lateral pins; laterally displaced type B injuries require a lateral pin; medially displaced type B injuries require one or two medial pins.

In Wiley’s series (181), seven fractures required operative reduction, which can be accomplished through a dorsal incision; four were internally fixed. After reduction, I prefer to leave Kirschner wires protruding through the skin and to bend the wires at a right angle to prevent migration. A bulky dressing is applied, with padding between the pins and the skin to prevent erosion of the skin by the pins. At 4 weeks, the Kirschner wires and cast can be removed.

Results and Complications

The only series confined to pediatric tarsometatarsal injuries is that reported by Wiley (181). Fourteen of 18 patients were asymptomatic at follow-up. Of the four with symptoms, two had residual angular deformity. One patient developed Freiberg’s infarction 4 months after this injury, but no definite connection between these two conditions has been established. This injury
appears to be more benign in children than in adults; in a series of adults reported by Wiss et al. (186), no patient had a normal gait after a displaced Lisfranc fracture-dislocation. More recent reports have confirmed that in adults and in young adult athletes, delay in diagnosis and failure to attain an anatomic reduction have an ominous effect on the prognosis (33). Due to the recognition of poor functional outcome in adult patients when more than 2 mm of displacement was accepted, there is a trend toward a more aggressive treatment of adult transmetatarsal injuries (119). Rigid internal fixation with screws along the medial column combined with pin fixation of the lateral column has been advocated in adults.

**METATARSALS**

Fractures of the metatarsals are relatively common in children. They may be a result of direct trauma from a falling object or may occur indirectly from the mechanism of injury described for injuries of the tarsometatarsal joints or from torsional forces (Fig. 26-33). A particular type of injury to the first metatarsal, "bunk-bed fracture," was described by Johnson (80). These injuries were caused by a fall on the foot, often from a bunk bed. The proximal first metatarsal, the lateral cuneiform bone, and less often the medial cuneiform bone were impacted. In short-term follow-up, healing was uneventful and uncomplicated.

**Fractures of the Metatarsal Shafts and Necks**

Because of their relatively small diameter, the metatarsal necks fail first when torque is applied to the forefoot, accounting for the frequency of fractures at this site. Fractures of the shafts usually result from a direct crushing blow. Only one study was found that focused on metatarsal fractures in children (125): a report of 62 such fractures. Age was found to be a factor in the
distribution of injury. Overall, fifth metatarsal fractures were the most common, followed by first metatarsal fractures. However, there was a noticeably higher proportion of first metatarsal fractures in children under 5 years of age (73%). The most common mechanism of injury for first metatarsal fractures was a fall; for fifth metatarsal fractures the usual mechanism was inversion; and fractures of the second, third, and fourth metatarsals were crush injuries. No fractures in this study were treated operatively.

Signs and Symptoms
Severe metatarsal injuries produce obvious swelling, pain, and ecchymosis, but minimal swelling can occur with only slightly displaced fractures. The presence of localized tenderness, as usual, is an indispensable sign of such fractures.

Radiographic Findings
As is true for all injuries of the foot (with the exception of the phalanges), radiographic evaluation in three planes is essential to determine the site of the fracture and the amount of displacement. The anteroposterior and oblique views generally are more revealing, but the lateral view is necessary to assess displacement toward the plantar surface of the foot. Anderson et al. (6) noted that when radiographs of the foot are made, the exposure generally is set to provide penetration of the larger tarsal bones. This results in overexposure of the smaller metatarsal and phalanges. Therefore, when injuries to the forefoot are suspected, the technic-ian should be requested to provide optimal exposure to this area of the foot rather than to the hindfoot.

Treatment of Metatarsal Fractures
Initial management depends on the severity of injury. Admission to the hospital is indicated in the presence of marked swelling and soft-tissue injury. The interossei and short plantar muscles are contained in closed fascial compartments, so fasciotomy is indicated if swelling is severe—just as in the hand. The clinical indications for fasciotomy are marked pain and swelling with the skin stretched and taut, sometimes accompanied by venous congestion in the toes. In patients with multiple injuries, this can easily be overlooked. The long-term results of failure to perform fasciotomy of the interossei when increased tissue pressure is present are fibrosis of the interossei and an intrinsic minus foot with claw toes. All nine compartments should be released (Fig. 26-2).

Treatment of most fractures of the metatarsals in children is simple and requires only immobilization in a short leg walking cast for comfort until healing is complete. This occurs rapidly, especially in young children, usually taking no longer than 3 to 6 weeks; the shorter time is for a minimally displaced fracture in a younger child.

Despite the relative ease of management of most of these injuries, there are pitfalls, many related to plaster technique. Application of a circular cast should never be the initial measure for anything but a nondisplaced fracture with minimal or no soft tissue swelling. A circular cast should not be applied in the presence of swelling; instead, a bulky dressing (which does immobilize) with the foot in equinus position should be used for a few days. When the swelling has diminished, the cast can be safely applied. No unacceptable contractures in children will result from a few days of immobilizing the foot in equinus.

If a cast is applied and the child is sent home with the parents, written instructions should explain cast care and the danger signals of impending circulatory embarrassment.

For fractures requiring reduction, the method described by Giannestras (56) and Sammarco (141), using Chinese finger traps, is recommended (69,70). It consists simply of placing the respective toes of the injured metatarsals in finger traps with counterpressure on the ankle, a manipulative reduction, and application of a well-molded cast. When molding the cast, it is relatively safe to mold dorsally and plantarly over the metatarsals, flattening the cast, but care should be taken not to extend the mold proximal to the ankle joint. If the reduction is unstable, percutaneous Kirschner wire fixation can be helpful for the first and fifth metatarsals. Rarely is open reduction indicated. A considerable degree of lateral displacement can be accepted, and moderate amounts of dorsal angulation of the metatarsal necks that would be unacceptable in an adult will remodel in a child (Fig. 26-34).
FIGURE 26-34. A: Closed fractures of the distal shafts of the second through fifth metatarsals in a 10-year-old boy. Fracture of the third metatarsal was very unstable and motion could be felt at that fracture site 4 weeks after injury. B: Seven weeks after injury, the fractures are solidly healed and remodeling. C: Ten weeks after injury, the boy has returned to full activity. Open reduction of this type of fracture in a child is not necessary.
**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

When open reduction is required, the standard technique of dorsal exposure, Kirschner wire placement in the distal fragment exiting through the plantar skin, reduction of the fracture, and retrograde intramedullary fixation of the fracture can be used. Postoperatively, a non-weight-bearing cast (to protect the protruding pins from the plantar skin) is applied after the initial swelling has subsided. The pins are removed at about 3 weeks, and a weight-bearing cast is applied (Fig. 26-35).

**Complications**

Albanese reported a 7-year-old girl with malunion of the metatarsals that interfered with ambulation. The foot injuries were not reduced initially because of a concomitant head injury. Function was improved after osteotomy (Fig. 26-36). The necessity of managing fractures expectantly in children with head injuries is underscored by this experience. The metatarsals’ capability for remodeling is extensive but not infinite, and reasonable alignment must be obtained.

**FRACTURES OF THE BASE OF THE FIFTH METATARSAL**

Avulsion fractures of the base of the fifth metatarsal are fairly common in children. Differentiating such a fracture from an apophysial growth center or os vesalianum, a sesamoid proximal to the insertion of the peroneus brevis, is the primary diagnostic difficulty. The apophysis can be recognized because its long axis is parallel with the shaft (Fig. 26-37) (14). The apophysis is not present before age 8 and usually is united to the shaft by age 12 in girls and age 15 in boys (35).

Historically, the mechanism of injury has been thought to be an avulsion of the metatarsal base by the action of the peroneus brevis at its insertion, but this has been questioned. A biomechanical study implicated the tough lateral cord of the plantar aponeurosis inserting into the fifth metatarsal base (136). This would explain the minimal displacement and the direction of the fracture line, which is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the shaft (Fig. 26-38). Dameron (35) dissected this muscle in 21 feet and found an insertion on the base of the fifth metatarsal in 18.

**Treatment**

A short leg weight-bearing cast worn for 3 to 6 weeks, depending on the child’s age, generally is sufficient (Fig. 26-39). The swelling and local reaction to injury are much less than with metatarsal shaft fractures, so an initial period of elevation generally is unnecessary. Radiographic evidence of union may be hard to determine. I discontinue the external immobilization when swelling and tenderness have subsided and there is no pain with range of motion of the foot. Dameron (35) found that many of these fractures were asymptomatic after 3 weeks, and none had prolonged disability. Although the healing potential for this fracture is excellent, nonunion can occur. Nevertheless, these are rarely symptomatic, with many likely representing a fibrous union. Small, symptomatic nonunions can be excised. For larger symptomatic nonunions, fixation with a small lag screw may be considered. Operative fixation of acute tuberosity avulsion fractures is rarely indicated, but may be considered for significant displacement (>3 mm) in a young active patient with an unusually long tuberosity (36).

Fractures of the base of the fifth metatarsal have been the subject of much more attention in the past two decades. Several classification systems have been presented to assist in differentiating between acute fractures and stress fractures, in addition to localizing the fracture to the metaphysis, diaphysis, or metaphyseal-diaphyseal junction (92). The literature concerning fractures of the base of the fifth metatarsal can be confusing, and much of it relates only to adult patients.

The main area of contention is the so-called Jones fracture: as with many eponyms, this term has been applied differently by different researchers. To summarize recent reports, a fracture of the diaphyseal-metaphyseal junction should arouse suspicion that a stress reaction may have predated the fracture (92,141, 157,158). If such is the case, healing will be retarded, especially in athletes, and bone grafting or internal fixation usually is indicated.

Kavanaugh, Brower, and Mann (85) emphasized that the Jones fracture is not an avulsion fracture; rather, it appears to result from vertical or mediolateral ground forces on the weight-bearing foot. Because the foot was weight bearing, inversion was impossible, and these researchers concluded that inversion was not at fault. The strong ligamentous and capsular attachments firmly bind the base of the fifth metatarsal to the adjacent cuboid and fourth metatarsal, subjecting the proximal shaft to excess strain when loaded as described above. This injury is most common in patients 15 to 21 years of age and is most often seen in athletes. Conservative treatment with a non-weight-bearing cast was described as ineffective by Kavanaugh et al. (85), but effective by Torg et al. (167) and Josefsson et al. (82), who speculated that some of the injuries treated by Kavanaugh et al. might not have been acute, and nonacute injuries are less likely to heal with immobilization. With non-weight-bearing immobilization, 14 of the 15 acute fractures treated by Torg et al. (167) healed. DeLee, Evans, and Julian (42) reported on 10 young adult athletes they treated with immediate intramedullary screw fixation, with healing in all patients. Mindrebo et al. (113) and Portland et al. (130) demonstrated that the time to union was shorter after operative treatment, with earlier return to weight bearing and full activities. The average time to healing was 6 to 7 weeks compared with 2 to 3 months in series with nonoperative treatment. Acute surgical management can be considered as a treatment option, particularly in high-level athletes who desire to return promptly to their sporting activities (Fig. 26-40).

A Jones fracture must be differentiated from a fracture of the tuberosity, because the two differ considerably in prognosis and management. Smith et al. (157,158) found that the blood supply of the proximal diaphysis is much sparser than that of the tuberosity, which probably is a factor in the slower healing evident in proximal diaphyseal fractures.
FIGURE 26-35. Open fractures of the necks of the second through fifth metatarsals sustained when a circular saw fell on this boy's foot. A: At injury. B: Five weeks after open reduction. Extensor tendons were lacerated, but not repaired; 0.045-inch Kirschner wires were used. No extensor lag has resulted.

FIGURE 26-36. Malunion of metatarsal shaft fractures in a 7-year-old girl with multiple severe injuries, including head injury. A: Films on the day of the injury. (Figure continues.)
FIGURE 26-36. (continued) B: After healing. Function was impaired by irregular weight-bearing surface of foot. C: After corrective osteotomy. (Courtesy of S.A. Albanese, M.D.)

FIGURE 26-37. The apophysis at the base of the fifth metatarsal is parallel to the shaft, and is a normal variant. The fracture of the distal metatarsal shaft is not.

FIGURE 26-38. "Avulsion" fracture of the base of the fifth metatarsal. The fracture line appears to extend through the os vesalianum. The fibrous band of the abductor digiti minimi quinti, inserting into the base of the fifth metatarsal, probably tethers this portion of the bone as the foot is inverted and adducted. The peroneus brevis inserts into the dorsum of the fifth metatarsal, distal to the fracture line (illustrated here), and is not a likely culprit in the mechanism of injury. (Courtesy of Teresa M. Stacy, M.D.)
FIGURE 26-39. A: Nondisplaced incomplete fracture of the base of the fifth metatarsal in a boy 12 years and 10 months of age. B: Five weeks later, there is further resorption of the fracture line, but the fracture site is nontender and immobilization was discontinued. Radiographic union may be delayed for weeks to months.
The results obtained by Torg et al. (167) with non-weight-bearing immobilization of acute fractures support this method of treatment for Jones fractures. They emphasized that to be classified as an acute injury, there must be no previous history of pain or trauma, there must be a sharp, well-differentiated fracture line, and most importantly, there must be no intramedullary sclerosis. With repetitive symptoms or intramedullary sclerosis, the prognosis for healing with immobilization is dismal.

**OPERATIVE TREATMENT**

Guidelines for operative treatment of Jones fractures are not well established. Most of these injuries occur in athletes, and in this group, regardless of age, there is a trend toward immediate intramedullary screw fixation of acute fractures, as well as for delayed unions and nonunions (without bone grafting). An inlay bone grafting technique has been described by Torg et al. (167) with the proximal tibia as the donor site. This area is unsuitable as a donor site in skeletally immature children; if bone grafting is elected, the iliac crest is preferable. Intramedullary fixation avoids this problem, although there are technical traps. The surgical technique described by Lehman et al. (93) is recommended when this method is selected.

**STRESS FRACTURES**

Stress fractures have been reported in children in most of the bones of the foot. Yngve (189) reviewed reports of stress fractures...
in children and found 94 fractures in which the involved bone was identified. However, if the number of reported cases indicates the actual incidence, these injuries are fewer in children than in adults. The metatarsals were involved in 14% of stress fractures in adults, the tarsals in 13%; in children, metatarsals and tarsals were each involved in only 2%. This could be a result of underreporting in children (Fig. 26-41).

The most common sites of stress fractures in children are the tibia and fibula, but 4 of the 35 stress fractures in children reported by Devas (43) occurred in the metatarsals. Childress (30) reported a typical stress fracture of the metatarsal in a 7-year-old. Symptoms are pain on weight bearing, but with much less discomfort at rest than with a fracture resulting from trauma. Swelling is minimal or nonexistent, but localized tenderness is marked. With most stress fractures, awareness of the possibility and an index of suspicion aid greatly in diagnosis. Bone scans can be fallible in excluding the diagnosis (Fig. 26-19). Stress fractures seem to be particularly common in adults and children who undertake a sudden increase in physical activity. The pediatric population at risk are skeletally maturing adolescents starting to participate in intensive training for sports.

**Mechanism of Injury**

The mechanism of injury appears to be reabsorption and demineralization at the site of stress, followed by a reparative process evidenced by periosteal layering of new bone. The relationship of stress fractures to sudden increases in activity is well documented and is supported experimentally. Rubin and Lanyon (139) used rooster ulnae to demonstrate that bone mineral does not increase until after the second week of increased loading. This correlates with the appearance of symptoms resulting from stress fractures at this time during a training regimen (151). In a study of Israeli army recruits, modifying the activity level during the third week resulted in a decrease in the stress fracture rate from 4.8% to 1.6% (140).
A short first metatarsal (Morton’s toe) is cited in many publications as a factor in the production of stress fractures in runners commonly located in the second and third metatarsals. However, Drez et al. (46) could not document any difference in the relative lengths of the first and second metatarsals between patients with stress fractures and a control population. The factors responsible for the development of a stress fracture have not been precisely elucidated, but it does not appear that a short first metatarsal is one of them. Hormonal factors may play a role. An increased incidence of stress fractures was reported in ballet dancers 18 to 36 years of age, who were also older than average at the time of menarche (176).

**Radiographic Findings**

If the patient presents early, radiographs are normal. Anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs should be taken, but the lateral view usually is the least helpful, because the metatarsals are stacked one upon the other. Periosteal callus formation about 2 weeks after the process commences establishes the diagnosis (Fig. 26-41). Bone scanning has been advocated for making the diagnosis if conventional radiographs demonstrate no abnormality (144), but I prefer a 2-week trial of immobilization in a short-leg walking cast if the history, symptoms, and signs indicate a stress fracture. When the cast is removed, radiographs usually reveal periosteal callus. Scanning might be useful at this point if the diagnosis is still in question, but this would be quite unusual.

**Author’s Preferred Method of Treatment**

Patients with stress fractures differ from patients with traumatic injuries in that there is a definite temporal starting point with an acute fracture, and the period required for immobilization can be calculated from that point. There is no comparable starting point for stress fractures, although the onset of symptoms is helpful. The patient may be nearly healed the first time he or she presents for evaluation; in this case, immobilization is unnecessary. I try to adapt the treatment to the symptoms. If the foot is painful only during sports, restricting such activities until pain allows is all I recommend. If walking is painful, a 2-week period of immobilization in a short-leg cast is recommended, after which time it is discontinued if the tenderness has subsided and walking is painless. Bernstein and Stone (14) reported that pain associated with stress fractures of the metatarsals was relieved by eliminating metatarsophalangeal motion, and this could be accomplished by the use of a metatarsal bar countersunk into the sole of the shoe. Especially with the casual shoes worn by today’s youth, I prefer to apply a cast if the history, symptoms, and signs warrant immobilization. If there is only a clinical suspicion with negative radiographs, the same approach is used. Repeat radiographs in 2 weeks usually reveal an area of stress reaction, combined with less tenderness on clinical examination.

**Fractures of the Phalanges**

Fractures of the phalanges of the foot in children are uncommon and usually are caused by direct trauma from a falling object or kicking a structure less yielding than the toe. Radiographs can reveal the fracture site, but management is based entirely on clinical assessment. Reduction usually is unnecessary, although more care would be taken with the proximal phalanx of the great toe as the child matures. Rarely in an older child, reduction of a fracture of the proximal phalanx of the great toe may be difficult to maintain with external immobilization, and percutaneous Kirschner wire fixation or open reduction is then indicated.

In most patients, however, the adjacent uninjured toes serve as spindles and are simply taped to the injured toe, with gauze placed between the toes to prevent maceration (Fig. 26-42). Care should be taken to prevent rotational malunion; the nail bed of the injured toe should be in the same plane as the others. Healing usually is complete in 3 weeks, and immobilization generally is discontinued at this time if the fracture site is not tender. If the child is engaged in a running or kicking sport, an additional 2 to 3 weeks of prophylactic immobilization probably is worthwhile. Open reduction and internal fixation is indicated for fractures with displacement of more than 2 to 3 mm.

**Dislocations of the Metatarsophalangeal or Interphalangeal Joint**

Dislocations of the metatarsophalangeal or interphalangeal joint also are unusual in children, and again usually result from kicking. The toe is forced into hyperextension, the collateral ligaments rupture, and the proximal or middle phalanx comes to rest on the dorsal surface of the metatarsal head (or proximal phalanx; Fig. 26-43). In general, traction and manipulative reduction are effective. The toe is taped to the adjacent toes for 3 weeks to allow capsular healing, after which time full activity is resumed.
The wound is dressed open, and the patient is returned to the operating room 2 to 5 days after the injury for inspection of the wound. If it is clean, delayed primary closure or another form of wound coverage can be performed at this time. If tissue of questionable viability remains, further serial debridements are performed until a clean wound is attained.

There is considerable latitude as to the optimal time for the application of internal fixation (when necessary). If the foot is so unstable that the neurovascular bundles are in jeopardy of twisting, kinking, or traction, internal fixation is indicated at the time of initial debridement after a thorough examination for any questionable nonviable tissue. Fractures crossing the physis can be most accurately approximated at the time of initial debridement, so this is a relative indication for primary internal fixation. However, unless I can be satisfied that the bone involved is clean, I still prefer to wait until the time of delayed closure. I would prefer to have the problem of malunion or even possible early physeal closure rather than chronic osteomyelitis involving this region, which would not only destroy bone but would also undoubtedly require a more destructive procedure at a later date to eradicate the infection.

**LAWN MOWER INJURIES AND OTHER CRUSH INJURIES**

The most destructive injuries to the child's foot in northern latitudes result from being crushed by an automobile tire, a power lawn mower, or a snowmobile (129). These injuries require considerable judgment on the part of the surgeon, because the extent of tissue damage may be difficult to assess at the time of injury. Although more rigid manufacturing standards have resulted in more safeguards against injury, foot injuries sustained from power mowers are common during the spring and summer: over 10,000 injuries due to lawn mower accidents are reported annually. According to statistics from the Consumer Product Safety Commission, children under 14 years of age (along with older adults) are most susceptible to injury, and children under 5 have the greatest risk of death (122). Of the 18 children reported by Ross et al. (138), 11 were riding with a parent on the mower at the time of injury. Love, Grogan, and Ogden (99) reported 27 children injured by power lawn mowers, with acute amputations necessary in 19. Thirteen of these 19 amputations were through the mid-foot or toes. Fifteen of the 18 children reported by Ross et al. (138) had residual deformities. Older children are more often injured when using rotary lawn mowers, with the foot being the anatomic part most vulnerable to injury. In either case, the spinning blades carry tremendous destructive forces, cutting through soft tissue and bone alike (127). The kinetic energy generated from the blade at a typical speed of 3,000 rpm has been reported as 2,100 ft/lb. This amount of energy has been stated as the comparable to "dropping a 211 pound object from a height of 100 feet or three times the power of a .357 magnum gun" (5). Graham et al. (58) found that most rotary injuries involved the toes or foot, with avulsion or degloving of the injured part.

Fragments of dirt, debris, and grass are blown into the wound under pressure, and debridement of this type of wound requires...
especially meticulous and thorough cleansing. The force with which the contaminants are blown into the tissue renders jet water lavage ineffective in removing debris, and it must be removed mechanically, bit by bit. Wound cultures from these injuries usually are polymicrobial. A mean of three organisms per intraoperative culture were identified when anaerobic and anaerobic cultures were performed.

Treatment

Considerable judgment is required to determine whether to amputate or save a questionable part. My approach is to perform a thorough debridement at the time of injury, preserving all tissue of questionable viability and leaving the wound open. The ability of children to maintain viability in injured fingertips is well recognized, and a very conservative approach at the time of the initial debridement is justified. The wound is examined with the child under anesthesia at intervals of 2 to 3 days until it is clean and ready for definitive coverage. Plastic surgery consultation is advisable at the time of initial injury to allow optimal preparation for a definitive procedure to provide adequate skin coverage.

Experience with the management of lawn mower injuries unfortunately is being compiled at a steady rate. Alonso and Sanchez emphasized the severity of these injuries secondary to the massive forces incurred and the need for triple antibiotic coverage (cephalosporin, aminoglycosides, penicillin), because they are in the same class as farm injuries (5). Formulas for determining the feasibility of salvaging the foot in adults are less meaningful for children because of the effects of subsequent growth. Split-thickness skin grafts can function surprisingly well on weight-bearing surfaces in children (45,173). Dormans et al. (45) found shedding types of injury tend to do poorly even if the limb is salvaged; paucinaration types of injuries have a much better outlook. Amputation rates of about 70% are common in series of children with lawn mower injuries (173).

It is important for the surgeon to appraise the degree of injury to the foot realistically and not pursue limb salvage at any cost. There seldom is any need for an immediate decision, and the degree of tissue damage noted at the time of subsequent debridements often makes the best decision obvious. With the advent of stump-lengthening procedures, better function is possible with a short amputation than in the past. Available tendons can be transplanted to produce a functional mid-foot amputation, which has often been regarded as an unattractive option.

Soft Tissue Treatment

Probably the most dramatic recent changes have been in the choice and timing of skin coverage. In the past, split-thickness skin grafts often were used, because the alternative of a pedicle flap was associated with considerable morbidity. However, in the past decade, several innovative free flaps have made the cumbersome cross-leg pedicle flap largely obsolete (11,25,66,67,192). The choices for coverage are numerous. Muscle flaps can be used for an improved biologic environment when the wound is not optimal (144). Cutaneous, fasciocutaneous, or composite flaps may be useful (Fig. 26-44). Local flaps are ideal when feasible but often are not large enough. Free flaps are described from various sites, including the forearm, scapula, upper arm, and scalp. The choice depends on the size and site of the wound, coupled with the expertise and experience of the consulting plastic surgeon. Advances in bone transport with ring or other external fixators allow more potential for reconstructing a severely injured child’s foot.

The closure of large wounds by secondary intention, although often considered an outdated concept, may still be an attractive option for the treatment of wounds that do not involve weight-bearing surfaces (Fig. 26-45).

Modern microvascular techniques make it possible to salvage some partial foot amputations (27), although the prevalence of undiscovered avulsive wounds involving the foot make successful reimplantation unlikely. If there is any question about such a possibility, the amputated portion should be thoroughly cleansed, placed in a sterile plastic bag, and immersed in ice. The proximal stump should be cleansed and the patient should be referred to a reimplantation team as quickly as possible.

Compartment Syndrome

Crush injuries bring with them several difficult decisions for the attending orthopaedist. Compartment syndromes have been described in the foot (19,71,72,105,114,117,154,155,178). Ziv et al. (191) found elevated compartment pressures in the foot accompanying open fractures. Closed crush injuries, already mentioned in the section on metatarsal fractures, can demand rapid action. The number of publications on compartment syndromes of the foot since the last edition of this volume continues to expand, although the patients studied are mostly adults. Silas et al. (155) reported seven children treated for compartment syndrome of the foot. All but one had crush injuries, all had swelling and pain with passive motion, but none had any neurovascular deficit. Two had no bony injury, and in none of the others was the bony injury dramatic. Compartment pressures were measured under general anesthesia. A dorsal or a medial approach to the compartments is satisfactory for decompression; if a hindfoot injury is present, a medial approach is recommended to allow decompression of the tarsal tunnel (Fig. 26-46).

Compartment syndrome should be suspected with crush injuries. Although uncommon in children, if the diagnosis of compartment syndrome is missed, the late sequelae can lead to significant disability in a young patient. Problems associated with missed compartment syndrome of the foot include claw toe deformities, paresthesias, cavus deformity, stiffness, and residual pain.

Often the diagnosis is indicated clinically by severe pain in association with tense swelling of the soft tissues or intense pain on passive stretching of the toes. The diagnosis can be made objectively with the measurement of compartment pressures (Fig. 26-47). There is no consensus in the literature regarding the threshold pressure level that mandates fasciotomy. In general, pressure readings of more than 40 mm Hg require surgical release of the compartments (118). Pressure readings of 30 to 40 mm Hg should prompt either fasciotomy or close monitoring.
FIGURE 26-44. A boy 7 years and 6 months of age whose foot was run over by a car. A: Wound on dorsum of the foot on the day of injury. B: Appearance of the foot following primary thigh fasciocutaneous flap applied on the day of injury. Although the foot did not sustain bony injury, the child subsequently developed premature growth arrest of the distal fibular physis. (Courtesy of W. Gould, M.D., and C. Crawford, M.D.)
FIGURE 26-45. A boy 9 years and 8 months of age, whose foot was run over by a car. He sustained necrosis of the dorsal skin, which healed by secondary intention under a weight-bearing cast. A: After necrosis of dorsal skin. B: Three weeks later. C: Four months later.
FIGURE 26-46. Surgical approaches for fasciotomy of the foot. A: The dorsal approach is via two incisions over the second and fourth metatarsal shafts and is more suitable for injuries of the forefoot or mid-foot. B: The medial approach is more suitable for injuries of the hindfoot, with the incision extending from the base of the first metatarsal to the medial malleolus. A tarsal tunnel release may be performed through this incision. (Reprinted from Myerson MS. Experimental decompression of the fascial compartments of the foot—the basis for fasciotomy in acute compartment syndromes. Foot Ankle 1988;8:308–314; with permission.)

FIGURE 26-47. Compartment pressure measurement technique. A: The medial and calcaneal compartments are measured with the needle introduced within the medial hindfoot several centimeters below the medial malleolus. (Figure continues.)
than 30 mm Hg can be observed clinically with strict ice and elevation. New devices such as foot pumps aimed at decreasing compartment pressures by actively eliminating edema have recently been advocated (118).

LACERATIONS OF THE FOOT

The common problem of managing lacerations of the foot has received little attention in the literature. In 1977, Yancey (188) sent a questionnaire to the members of the American Orthopaedic Foot Society and the Association of Bone and Joint Surgeons, asking for methods of dealing with deep lacerations on the plantar aspect of the foot. He also asked for any reference in this area of which the respondent might be aware. None was cited. There was no uniformity of opinion about the management of lacerated tendons and nerves, although most surgeons would attempt repair.

Wicks et al. (183), in a report on tendon injuries about the foot and ankle in children, found that injuries to the heel cord or the anterior tibial or posterior tibial tendons resulted in severe foot deformity when not promptly recognized and repaired. They did not advocate repair of the extensor hallucis longus tendon, because no impairment was noted when this tendon was left unrepaired. Conversely, two patients had stiffness of the metatarsophalangeal joint after attempted repair. They thought...
that walking would passively maintain extension, and that there was no indication for repair of the long flexors or extensors to the toes. I would modify this recommendation slightly: I have seen a cock-up deformity of the second toe in a child who had an unrepaird laceration of the flexor tendon. If the tendons are not repaired, immobilization of the foot and toes by taping to the adjacent toes should be imposed for 3 weeks to allow restoration of continuity of the lacerated tendon. Lacerations to the nerves in the distal part of the foot in children appear to do very well, even when not repaired.

PUNCTURE WOUNDS

Since the 1960s, several reports (17,52,53,58,59,77,79,91,120) have documented the development of locally destructive osteomyelitis of the foot, usually near the metatarsophalangeal joints, after puncture wounds of the foot. Systemic symptoms, findings, and abnormal laboratory values do not accompany this entity.

Ninety-eight percent of all puncture wounds result from stepping on a nail (172). The incidence of cellulitis after initially treated puncture wounds of the foot is estimated at 8% to 15%; osteomyelitis develops in 0.6% to 1.8% (172). The prevalence of Pseudomonas as the offending organism in osteomyelitis appears to be due at least in part to the incidence of this organism in the soles of tennis shoes (52). However, the organism also has been found in work boots, and it appears that a warm, moist environment is the key factor; most footwear can provide that (58). The penetrating nail apparently acquires this organism as a rider on its passage into the sole of the foot.

No scientific basis for the initial management of puncture wounds is available, but the recommendations of Verdile, Freed, and Gerard seem reasonable (172). They use high-pressure wound irrigation with a 19-gauge needle, avoid hexachlorophene soaps, and perform debridement with a posterior tibial nerve block for especially dirty or deep wounds. Tetanus immunization is given when appropriate. They thought there was no basis for the use of routine prophylactic antibiotics, and that routine administration might even enhance the chances of subsequently developing gram-negative infection. Cellulitis generally is secondary to Staphylococcus aureus and is managed with wound culture, debridement, and appropriate antibiotic therapy.

The orthopaedist usually is consulted when there is a question of osteomyelitis. This entity is now well known among primary-care physicians and pediatricians, and delays in referral are less common (76). The instigating factor is a contaminating puncture wound, usually involving the cartilaginous metatarsal head or the proximal phalanx. Initially, the wound shows little evidence of infection because of the paucity of the inflammatory reaction (due to the relative avascularity of cartilage). Typically, after 5 to 10 days, the local reaction becomes more apparent. According to Green and Bruno (60), residual deformity depends on delay in diagnosis and treatment. Wounds managed by early surgical debridement and decompression of the joint, if involved, healed with minimal complications. If there was a 10- to 14-day delay in treatment, there sometimes was residual deformity. A 3-week delay in treatment essentially ensured residual deformity.

Treatment

The symptoms and pain involved with a puncture wound of the foot should subside in 2 or 3 days. If pain persists after this time, surgical exploration is indicated. Bone scintigraphy or MRI has been used for evaluation of possible osteochondritis secondarily to puncture wounds and may be helpful, but if the physical findings are obvious for a deep inflammatory process, there is no need to delay surgery to obtain bone scintigraphy. If there is delay until the need for exploration is obvious, permanent deformity may be inevitable.

The choice of antibiotic and the necessary duration of therapy have not been established. One of the first patients with this problem, reported by Johanson (79) was treated with only surgical debridement. The aminoglycosides, the previous antibiotics of choice, are now recommended only for life-threatening Pseudomonas infections (121). Many of the newer beta-lactam antibiotics have variable degrees of activity against Pseudomonas; of these, ceftazidime appears to be the most effective, both in vitro and in vivo. A course of 10 to 14 days of antibiotic therapy after debridement has been recommended, although the authors of this recommendation acknowledge that shorter periods may suffice (76). Jacobs et al. (76) recommended aggressive surgical debridement and a 7-day course of intravenous antibiotics; even shorter durations are sufficient if debridement is complete. I administer parenteral antibiotics for 5 to 7 days after debridement if a good clinical response is attained, but like others I have no scientific basis for recommending this duration.

Two retrospective reviews of children with documented culture-positive Pseudomonas infections of the foot secondary to puncture wounds (77,120) emphasized the relative paucity of clinical signs of infection. Mild erythema and moderate tenderness at the puncture site were universal findings; however, relatively minimal inflammation and warmth were noted. In these patients, laboratory studies were often not suggestive of infection, and a high clinical suspicion was imperative. Adequate surgical debridement combined with anti-pseudomonal antibiotic coverage was stressed if rapid clinical improvement was not seen. In both of these studies the mean duration of intravenous antibiotic treatment approached 3 weeks.

LESIONS THAT MAY RESEMBLE FRACTURE

More confusing anatomic variants exist in the foot than anywhere else in the body. The more common variants are described, but it is impractical to attempt to be all inclusive and even more impractical for the clinician to try to learn all the variants.

Köhler's Disease

Waugh (177) studied the ossification and vascularization of the tarsal navicular bone and its relationship to Köhler's disease. He obtained radiographs of the feet of 52 boys and 52 girls at 6-month intervals for 2 years of age. Of these, 16 boys and 10 girls displayed abnormal ossification. Karp (84) found an
FIGURE 26-48. Köhler's disease in a 7-year-old boy. A: Collapse and condensation. B: Another boy with irregularity of ossification of medial portions of the navicular and medial cuneiform bones, a normal variant. Close inspection will reveal a fracture of the talar neck, shown in more detail in Fig. 26-6.
even greater sex difference, with boys predominating by a ratio of 6.5 to 1. All the children in Waugh’s series eventually developed a normal navicular bone due to the radial penetration of the arterial supply from the periphery of the ossifying bony nucleus. There was also no anatomic barrier (such as the physis in Legg-Perthes syndrome) to the ingrowing vascular supply, so revascularization was rapid and complete. Fragmentation of the ossification center of the navicular bone is a normal variant; irregularities and ossification at this site have no consistent relationship to symptoms (Fig. 26-48).

**Freiberg’s Infraction**

Freiberg’s infraction, an osteochondrosis of the second metatarsal head, can be confused with fracture—in fact, of Freiberg’s (43) six original cases, three had a history of trauma, and subsequent reports by Smillie and Braddock (17,156) supported a traumatic etiology. Braddock (17) experimentally reproduced a comminuted fracture of the second metatarsal physis in anatomic specimens by loading the plantarflexed foot in skeletally maturing bone. A similar injury force produced fractures of the phalanges in younger children or adults, and he postulated that the physis was especially vulnerable at a certain stage of physseal maturation. This correlates with the age distribution of Freiberg’s infarction, which is most common in the second decade of life. The second metatarsal also is the one most often injured, as it is the most rigidly fixed metatarsal. Wiley (184) discovered that one of his patients being followed after a tarsometatarsal dislocation developed Freiberg’s infarction.

Pain and localized tenderness at the second metatarsal head are characteristic of Freiberg’s infarction. On radiographs, there is a dense sequestrum in the metatarsal head when the process is active, with collapse and shortening of the residual effects (Fig. 26-49).

Smillie (156) recommended immobilization as early treatment, with elevation of the depressed metatarsal head and bone grafting for a deforming head. He reported good results unless the fragment had completely separated. Wiley also had a favorable experience with this approach (J.J. Wiley, personal communication; Fig. 26-49), and my limited experience has also been favorable. Of course, many other procedures also have been recommended (73,88).

![FIGURE 26-49. A: Freiberg’s infarction of the second metatarsal head (arrow) in a 15.2-year-old girl. The metatarsal head is flattened and shortened. B: After curettage and bone grafting, with the base of the second metatarsal serving as a donor site. Symptoms were completely relieved.](image-url)
Other Variants

It usually is not difficult to differentiate a fracture from an anatomic variant with physical examination after trauma and the determination of localized tenderness; usually, the questionable radiographic finding is elsewhere. If not, the gentle, rounded edges of anatomic variants generally pronounce their long-standing presence, in contrast to the sharp, jagged edges of a recent fracture (Fig. 26-50).

The multiple accessory bones of the foot can be a source of confusion. Many ossification centers in the foot normally assume a peculiar configuration—for instance, the ossification center of the proximal phalanx of the first toe is often bipartite. Kcuta (86) has beautifully illustrated all the common and many of the uncommon potentially confusing radiographic variants that may be encountered in the foot.

The normal calcaneal apophysis can assume various shapes and densities; some of them in the past were designated as Sever’s disease. The existence of such an entity is questionable (Fig. 26-51). A stress reaction at the physis, not distinguishable on routine radiographs, could be the source of pain. This would be analogous to Osgood-Schlatter disease at the tibial tubercle, where considerable force is generated by the quadriceps insertion on a
relatively small maturing apophysis (recognizing that the radiographic picture of Osgood-Schlatter disease usually is unrelated to the clinical status). "Sever's disease" may be a comparable situation at the site of insertion of the Achilles tendon. Symptoms would then be present accompanying a variety of radiographic configurations of the calcaneal apophysis.

The clinician must attempt to correlate the symptoms, physical findings, and radiographic findings with his or her knowledge of anatomy and potential patterns of pathophysiology in the affected area. Solving a clinical puzzle often involves a higher level of analysis than merely trying to decide whether radiographic shadows are pathologic or normal.
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A
Abbreviated Injury Scale, 78t
Abdominal injury, from child abuse, 247–249
Abdominal trauma, in multiple injuries, 81–82
Acetabulum
fractures of, 906–911
classification of, 906
radiographic evaluation of, 906, 907f
treatment of, 906–909, 908f, 909f
surgical, 909–911, 909t, 910f
ossification centers of, 888–890, 889f, 890f
Acetaminophen, 69t
Acromioclavicular joint in injuries, classification of, 762–763
examination of, 763
pseudodislocations of, 764
Acromion, fracture of in infants, 250f
with scapular fracture, 754
reduction of, 758
Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), 186
Age
cervical spine injuries and, 812
fracture incidence and, 7, 7f, 9, 10f, 12
hangman’s fracture and, 841
hip dislocation and, 938
on humeral epicondylar apophysis fractures, distal medial, 666
physical fractures and, 101t, 103–104
physical injury and, 116
spinal cord injury and, 855
supracondylar humeral fractures and, 579
triplane ankle fractures and, 1155
Airway status, 51, 51f, 53, 53t
Albers-Schönberg disease (osteopetrosis), 204–206, 205f, 206f
Algluacerase, 183
Aluminum toxicity, 213–214
Amputation
open fractures and, 85
of phalanges, distal, 286, 286f–289f
Anconeus muscle, 534
Anemia, sickle cell, 184–186, 185f
Anesthesia
postoperative, 67–70
NSAIDs in, 69–70, 69t
opioids in, 67–69, 67t, 68t
regional, 61–67
femoral block, 67, 67f
hematoma block, 65f, 66–67, 66f
local anesthetic toxicity in, 61–62, 62t, 63t
regional agents, 61
intravenous, 62–63
preferred method for, 63–66, 63f–65f
for tibial physeal closed reduction, 1139
Ankylosis bone cysts, 153–156. See also Bone cysts
Angular deformity
from femoral shaft fractures, 971–973, 971f, 972f
from physeal fractures, premature, 114–116, 115f
of radius, proximal, 491, 492f
from supracondylar humeral fractures, diaphyseal, 1105, 1105f, 1106f
Angular forces, on radial neck, 490, 490f
Ankle
dislocation of, 1161
fracture of, 1123–1168
(See also Tibia and fibula, fractures of, distal)
lateral view of, 1134f
mortise ligaments of, 1135f
Annular ligament
calcification of, 732–734
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 532–533, 533f, 544–545, 556–557, 557f
in radial head subluxations, 734, 734f
Annulus, in hyperflexion injury, 850–851
Anterior cruciate ligament. See Cruciate ligament
Anterior drawer test, 1050, 1050f
Anterior superior iliac spine, avulsion of, 855, 855f
Arthrodesis
atlantoaxial
Brooks and Jenkins technique, 837, 837f
Gallie technique, 837–838, 837f
occiput to C2, 828–832
with contoured rod and segmental wire, 830–832, 832f
occipitocervical, 829–830, 831f
for os odontoideum, 835, 835f
with triple wire fixation, 829, 830f
without internal fixation, 828–829, 828f
for os odontoideum, 834–835, 835f, 836f
subaxial, posterior, 844–845, 844f
Arthrography
for radial head dislocations, 731
for radial head subluxations, 735, 736f
Arthrogryposis, 227–228
Aspiration, of bone cysts, 146–149, 150f
Athletic injuries
clavicular fracture from, 760
hand and carpal injuries from, 269–270
humeral fracture from, proximal, 743–744
pelvic avulsion fractures from, 854
stress induced, 111–112, 112f
of wrist, 359
Atlantoaxial joint, injuries of, 833–837
arthrodesis for, 837–838, 837f
hangman’s fracture, 841, 841f
odontoid fracture, 833, 834f
os odontoideum, 833–835, 835f, 836f
radiographic evaluation of, 78, 818, 818f
rotary subluxation, 838–841
classification of, 838–839, 839f
differential diagnosis of, 840
radiographic findings in, 839, 840f
signs and symptoms of, 839, 839f
treatment of, 840–841
traumatic ligamentous disruption, 835–837
Atlantoaxial joint
dislocation of, 826–827, 826f, 827f
halo brace for, 823f
instability of, treatment for, 827–828, 828f
occiput to C2 arthrodesis in, 828–832, 828f, 830f–832f
radiographic studies of, 817–818, 817f, 818f
Atlantoaxial subluxation
classifications of, 838–839, 839f
radiographic findings in, 839, 840f
signs and symptoms of, 839, 839f
Arthrosis atlantoaxial

B
Bacillus fragilis, 149
Bacterial infections
in open fractures, 84
osteomyelitis, 194, 194t
for puncture wounds, 1217
Anticonvulsant therapy, for rickets, 208
Apley’s test, 1066
Apophysitis, anatomy of, 29, 30f
Arthrography, of cervical spine, 820
Arthritis
from ankle fracture, 1166
septic, physeal injury from, 107
Arthrodesis atlantoaxial
Avascular necrosis. See Necrosis, avascular
Avulsion fractures, osteonecrosis
of anterior superior iliac spine, 855, 855f
in condylar physis fracture, medial, 653,
654f
in epicondylar apophysis fracture, medial,
669, 669f, 669r, 670f
of flexor digitorum profundus, 281, 281f
of pelvis, 890–892, 891f, 892f
in Sever’s disease, 1220–1221, 1220f
of tibial tubercle, 1022–1029, 1029,
1029f
classification of, 1025, 1025f
complications of, 1028–1029, 1029f,
1029r
general considerations for, 1022–1023,
1023r
injury mechanism in, 1024, 1025f
postreduction care for, 1028
radiographic findings in, 1026f,
postreduction care for, 1028
prognosis of, 1028
related to vertebral, 854, 854f
Axillary artery, 747–748, 748f
Axillary nerve, 747, 748f
Axis, anatomy of, 813, 813f

B
Backboard
for immobilization, 821, 821f
for multiple injuries, 77
Bado’s monteggia equivalent lesions, 553
Bailey-Dubow rods, 202f, 203f
operative technique for, 204
Barborage, 66, 66f
Baumann’s angle, 573f, 614, 614f
Bayonet apposition, 453f
in radial or ulnar fractures, distal, 410f,
clear, 425
Bell Tawse procedure, 732, 733f
Bennett’s fracture, 335
Benzodiazepines, 56–58, 57t
Biceps brachii, in Monteggia fracture–
dislocations, 533–534
Bicycle injuries, 13
spoke injuries in, 1111–1112, 1112f
Bigelow maneuver, 938
Biphosphonates, 200
Birth trauma
clavicular, 759–760
treatment of, 764
humeral fractures and, proximal, 743,
744f
radial head dislocations and, 730
spinal cord injury from, 825
Blood pressure, 51–52, 51f, 52t
Blount, Walter, 4
Blount-Barber syndrome, 114–116
Bone(s), 21–43
anatomic regions of, 21–29
apophysis, 29, 30f
diaphysis, 27–29, 28f
epiphyseal, 22–23, 22f, 23f
metaphysis, 25–27, 25f–27f
periosteum, 29, 29f
physia, 23–25, 24f
fracture repair of, 37–42
future of, 42–43
ossosing healing in, 37–38, 39f
physcal healing in, 41–42
remodeling in, 42
trauma response in, 38–40, 39f
inflammatory phase in, 38–41
remodeling phase in, 41
reparative phase in, 40–41
growth mechanisms of, 35–37, 36f, 37f
immature vs. mature, 21
molecular aspects of, 29–35
bone matrix in, 30–31, 31t
cartilage matrix in, 29–30, 31t
growth factors in, 32–33, 34f
angiogenic factors in, 35
bone morphogenic proteins in, 34–35
fibroblast factors in, 33
transforming factors in, 33–34
matrix constituents in, 31–32, 32f
weakening conditions of, 197–219 (See
also specific conditions, e.g.,
Hyperparathyroidism)
Bone cysts, 142–156. See also Cysts, bone
Bone marrow. See Marrow
Bone matrix, 31t
constituents of, 31–32, 32f
molecular aspects of, 30–31
Bone scans
in child abuse, 254
for multiple injury assessment, 79–80
Bone spur
in elbow condylar physis fractures, 641–644, 643f
in ulnar fractures, proximal, 511
Bone tumors, 156–169. See also Tumors, of
Bone
Boxer fracture, 320, 321f
Brachial artery
in elbow dislocation, posterior, 717
supracondylar humeral fracture in, 583,
588f, 603–604, 605f
exploration of, 604–608, 606f–607f,
607f
Brachial plexus
anatomy of, 748, 748f
injury to
from clavicular fracture, 766–767
from humeral fracture, proximal,
752–753
from scapular fracture, 754
Brachial muscle
in elbow dislocation, posterior, 710, 712f
osseous healing in, 752
Bracken’s thumb, 371
Brittle bone disease, temporary, 260
Bucket-handle fracture, 255–256, 255f,
256f
Burns
from child abuse, 247, 248f
physcal arrest from, 110
Burn fractures
subaxial, 843, 843f
in thoracic and lumbar spine injury, 855
Butorphanol, 58

C
Café-au-lait spots, 175
Calcaneal tendon, 1133f, 1134f
Calcaneus, 3–4
fractures of, 1189–1197
anatomy of, 1190
bone scan for, 1192, 1193f
classification for, 1190–1191, 1191f
computed tomographic scanning for,
1192, 1194f, 1195
general considerations for, 1189–1190,
1190f
injury mechanism in, 1191–1192
radiologic findings for, 1192, 1192f
signs and symptoms of, 1192
fracture treatment of, 1195–1197,
1195f–1197f
ossification variants of, 1220, 1220f
Calcification, in elbow dislocation, 717–718
Can effect, 484
Capitate fractures, 353–354, 354f
Capitellum
bone defects in, 720
fractures of, 646–652
associated injuries of, 651
classification of, 649, 649f
complications of, 652
diagnosis of, 649, 650f
general considerations for, 646, 649
incidence of, 648f, 649
injury mechanism of, 649
treatment of, 651, 651f
osteocondritis disceens of, 730
Capsule
elbow anatomy of, 571, 668, 668f
calcification of, 732–734
 laxity of, 719–720, 719f–721f
treatment for, 720–722, 721f
hip dislocations of, 936–937
fractures of, 919
Car seats, 76
Cardiovascular system, ketamine on, 55
Carpal injuries, 341–359. See also Hand and
carpus
Capitate fractures in, 353–354, 354f
general principles of, 341–342, 341f
hamate fractures in, 355
lunate fractures in, 355
lunatomalacic fractures in, 355, 358f
perilunar injuries in, 355, 356f, 357f
pisiform fractures in, 355
scaphoid fractures in, 354–353
classification of, 345–348, 345f–347f,
349f
complications of, 351–353, 352f, 353f
epidemiology of, 342–353
Cushing's syndrome, 216-217

Cruciate ligament stress testing for, 1050–1051, 1050f, 1051f

treatment of, 1052–1058

nonsurgical, 1053

surgical, 1053–1058, 1055f–1057f

ACL plus knee in, 1053–1054

Crush injuries

of fingers, 278, 279f

of foot, 1211–1216

compartment syndrome in, 1212, 1212f, 1216, 1216f
general considerations for, 1211–1212

treatment of, 1212, 1213f, 1214f

CT scan. See Computed tomography (CT)

Cubitus recurvatum, in elbow dislocation, 719

Cubitus valgus in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 644

from radial fractures, proximal, 503

Cubitus varus in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 644, 644f

on radial head dislocations, 730

from supracondylar humeral fractures, 601, 602, 611f, 613–614, 613f, 614f
treatment of, 614, 615f

osteotomy in, 614–618, 616f, 617f

cushing's syndrome, 216–217

Cysts, bone

aneurysmal, 153–156
definition of, 153

natural history of, 154

radiographic findings in, 152f–155f, 154–155

treatment of, 154–156

preferred method of, 156

unicameral, 142–153
description of, 142

natural history of, 142, 142f, 145

radiographic findings in, 142, 143f–145f

staging of, 142f

treatment of, 145–153

aspiration and injection, 146–149, 150f

complications in, 149
curettage, 146, 147f
general considerations in, 145–146

grafting, 146, 147f

internal fixation, 149–151, 151f

newer methods in, 149

preferred, 151–153

D

Debridement

do lawn mower injuries, 1211–1212

do open fractures, 84

Delayed union

of femoral shaft fractures, 973, 973f

of tibial and fibular shaft fractures, diaphyseal, 1107, 1107f–1109f

deltoid ligament, 1134f

disruption of, complete, 1149f

Demerol (meperidine), 54, 58

Demineralized bone matrix, for bone cysts, 149

Demetalized bone matrix, for bone cysts, 149

Dens

anatomy of, 813, 813f

atlantoaxial joint and, 818, 818f

Dens-basion interval, 827, 827f

Desmopressin, for hemophilia, 189

Diaphysis, anatomy of, 27–29, 28f

Diaphyseal fracture, in child abuse, 254

Diaphyseal fractures, dislocations of, 707–738

calcification of, 724–726

capsule in, 571, 668, 668f

fat pads in, 571

ligaments in, 571–572

blood supply in, 570–571, 571f

blood supply in, 724

fat pads in, 571

fusion process in, 568–570, 568f, 569f

ligaments in, 571–572

ossification process in, 566–668, 667f, 668f

central-distal process, 566, 566f

condyle, lateral, 566, 567f

epicondyle lateral, 568, 568f

medial, 566, 567f

humeral, distal, 566, 566f

trochlea, 566f

dislocations of, 707–738 (See also Elbow, dislocations of)

treatment of, 707–738 (See also Elbow, dislocations of)

fracture dating of, 257, 257f

humeral apophyseal injuries of, distal, 656–663 (See also Elbow, humeral apophyseal injuries of)

hyperlubility of, 580f

injury incidence in, 565–566

Monteggia fracture-dislocations and, 529–560 (See also Monteggia fracture-dislocations)

physial fractures of, 627–665 (See also Elbow, physial fractures of)

radiographic findings of, 572–576

anteroposterior landmarks, 572–573, 573f

Jones view, 572, 572f

lateral landmarks, 573–576, 574f, 575f

standard view, 572

stiffness in

after dislocation, posterior, 714

from supracondylar humeral fracture, 610–611, 611f

T-condylar fractures in, 689–700

complications of, 699–700, 700f

diagnosis of, 692

incidence of, 689

injury mechanism of, 689–691, 690f

pathology of, 691–692, 691f, 693f

treatment of, 692–699

preferred method for, 694–699, 695f–699f

trochlear avascular necrosis in, 683–689

definition of, 683

historical perspective of, 684

incidence of, 684–685, 686f

patterns of necrosis in, 685–687, 687f, 688f

sequelae of, 687–689

signs and symptoms of, 687

treatment of, 689

trochlear fractures in, 658

Elbow, dislocations of, 707–738

anterior, 724–726

closed reduction of, 724, 726, 726f

complications of, 726

diagnosis of, 724, 725f

postreduction care for, 726

surgery for, 726

classification of, 707, 708f

divergent, 727–728, 728f

epicondylar apophyseal fracture and, 669–670

humeral epicondylar apophyseal fractures and, distal medial, 666, 666f

lateral, 726–727, 727f

medial, 726–727

posterior, 707–724

complications in, 714–719

arterial injuries, 717

cubitus recurvatum, 719

heterotopic calcification, 717–718

median nerve lesions, 716–717, 716f, 717f

motion loss, 717

myositis ossificans, 717–718

radial nerve lesions, 714–716

radialnlar synostosis, 718–719, 718f

recurrent dislocation, 718

ulnar nerve lesions, 714

congenital, 723–724, 724f, 725f

diagnosis of, 707–710

associated fractures in, 710

injury mechanism in, 708–709, 708f, 709f

neurovascular injury in, 710

soft tissue injury in, 709–710

posteriormedial, 724, 725f
Elbow, humeral apophyseal injuries of, 627-646
complications of, 641-646
- cubitus valgus, 644
- cubitus varus, 644, 644f
- fishtail deformity, 645, 645f
- ipsilateral injuries, 646, 647f
- malunion, 645-646, 646f
- myositis ossificans, 646
- neurologic, 645
- nonunion/delayed union, 644-645
- physeal arrest, 645
- spur formation, 641-644, 643f
fracture and elbow joint
displacement in, 629-631
fracture pattern and stability in, 631, 631f
- incidence and outcome of, 627-628
- injury mechanism in, 631, 632f
- pathology of, 628-629, 629f
- radiographic findings in, 631-632, 633f, 634f
- signs and symptoms of, 631
- treatment of, 633-641
  - closed reduction and percutaneous pinning in, 634
  - critical value of, 634
  - delayed union in, 638-639, 638f, 639f
  - immobilization in, 633, 635f
  - late displacement in, 633-634
  - lateral humeral condyle in, 636-637, 637f
  - nonunion in, 639-641, 640f, 642f
  - open reduction in, 634
  - pin and screw fixation in, 636
  - preferred method for, 636, 637f, 641, 642f
medial, 652-658
anatomy of, 652-653, 652f, 653f
classification of, 652-653, 652f
complications of, 678-679, 679f, 680f
- diagnosis of, 672-673, 674f
- elbow dislocation and, 666, 666f
- history review in, 665-666
- incidence of, 666
- injury mechanism of, 668-670, 669f, 669f, 670f
- pathology of, 670, 670f
- sex on, 666
- treatment of, 673-674
  - nonoperative, 674-675
  - preferred method for, 675-679, 676f, 676f, 677f
  - ulnar nerve dysfunction, 675
Elbow, physeal fractures of, 627-665
capitellum fractures in, 646-652
  - associated injuries of, 651
  - classification of, 649, 649f
  - complications of, 652
diagnosis of, 649, 650f
general considerations for, 646, 649
incidence of, 649, 649
injury mechanism of, 649
- treatment of, 651, 651f
mediolateral physeal fractures in, lateral, 627-646
complications of, 641-646
- cubitus valgus, 644
- cubitus varus, 644, 644f
- fishtail deformity, 645, 645f
- ipsilateral injuries, 646, 647f
- malunion, 645-646, 646f
- myositis ossificans, 646
- neurologic, 645
- nonunion/delayed union, 644-645
- physeal arrest, 645
- spur formation, 641-644, 643f
Electrical injury, physeal arrest from, 110-111
Enchondroma, 161-164, 162f-163f
Enchondromatosis, 161, 163f
Enzyme replacement therapy, for Gaucher’s disease, 183-184
Eosinophilic granuloma, 164-167
radiographic findings of, 164-165
thoracic and lumbar fractures from, 867, 867f
treatment of, 165-167, 165f-167f
Epiphyseal fracture, in child abuse, 254-255, 255t
Epiphysitis, anatomy of, 22-23, 22f, 23f
Erlemeyer’s flask deformity from Gaucher’s disease, 183f
in pycnodysostosis, 206-207, 207f
Ewing’s sarcoma, 167-169, 168f
F
Facet joints, 815
anatomy of, 815
dislocation of, 842-843, 842f
Falls, 12, 16
multiple injuries from, 76
on outstretched hand, 488f, 580-581, 581f, 582f
in distal radial or ulnar stress fractures, 408, 409f-410f
in epicondylar apophyseal fracture, medial, 669, 669f
in mediodiaphyseal physeal fracture, 653, 654f
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 538, 538f, 539f, 547, 547f
radiographic evaluation of, 586-587, 586f-588f
Fasciectomy
for compartment syndrome, 608
Volar technique of, 608-609, 609f
foot, 121f
Fat embolism, 82
Fat pads, of elbow, 575-576, 575f, 673
Feet. See Foot
Femoral cutaneous nerve, lateral, 919
Femur
anatomy of, 918-919, 918f, 919f, 943, 944f
vascular necrosis of, 915, 916-917
from sickle cell disease, 185, 185f
deforment of, from osteogenesis imperfecta, 202f, 203f
fractures of (See Femur, fractures of)
hyperparathyroidism on, 217f
lesions of from fibrous dysplasia, 171f, 172f, 173
from Gaucher’s disease, 182-183, 183f
neck of, rickets on, 210f-211f
slipped capital epiphysis in
- fracture, 917-918
- from rickets, 212-213, 213f
Femur, fractures of
in child abuse, 76
displaced subcapital, 226f
distal
- “chip,” in infants, 255, 255f
- minimally displaced, 227f
distal epiphysyal, 984-1013
(See also Femur, fractures of, distal epiphysyal)
elastic nailing for, 223
Femur, fractures of (contd.)
  internal fixation of, from unicameral bone cysts, 149–151, 151f
  neck, 203f
  osteotropism and, 206f
  pathologic
    from enchondroma, 163f
    from cosinophilic granuloma, 165f
    from nonossifying fibromas, 158f
    from unicameral bone cysts, internal fixation of, 149–151, 151f
  proximal
    epiphyseal plate, in infants, 256f
    in hip fractures, 915–931 (See also Hip, fractures of)
  shaft, 943–979 (See also Femur, fractures of, shaft)
Femur, fractures of, distal epiphyseal, surgical anatomy in, 987–988, 987f
  signs and symptoms of, 991–992
  anatomy of, 943, 944f
  complications of, 959–965
  general considerations for, 956
  internal fixation of, 959–969
  open femoral, 975–976
  treatment of, 945–970
  external fixation in, 956–959
  complications of, 959
  fixator design in, 957–958, 957f, 958f
  general considerations for, 956
  unilateral frame application in, 958–959, 960f
  general considerations for, 945–947, 946f, 947f
  intramedullary fixation in, 959–969
  antegrade nailing in, 966–969, 966f–969f
  flexible rod fixation in, 961–965, 962f–965f
  general considerations for, 959–961, 961f
  rigid rod fixation in, 965
  open reduction and internal fixation in, 969–970, 969f, 970f
  Pavlik harness in, 947–949, 948f
  preferred method for, 970
  spica casting in, immediate, 949–951, 949f–953f, 950f
  traction and casting in, 951–956, 953f, 954f
  complications of, 956
  femoral traction pin insertion in, 954–956, 955f, 956f
  results of, 956
  Fentanyl, 558
  Fibromas, nonossifying, 156–159, 158f–159f
  Fibrous cortical defects, 156–159, 158f–159f
  Fibrous dysplasia, 169–173
    McCune-Albright syndrome, 171–173, 172f
  monostotic, 169–170
  polyostotic, 170–171, 171f
  Fibrous tissue disease, 169–180. See also Tumors, bone
  fibrous dysplasia, 169–173
    McCune-Albright syndrome, 171–173, 172f
  monostotic, 169–170
  polyostotic, 170–171, 171f
  neurofibromatosis, 175–180
  complications of, 180
  general considerations in, 175
  injury from, 175
  radiographic findings in, 176f–179f
  spinal injuries from, 180
  treatment of, 179–180
  osteofibrous, ofibia and fibula, 173–175, 174f
  Fibula
  fractures of
    distal, 1123–1168 (See also Tibia and fibula, fractures of, shaft)
    shaft, 1079–1118 (See also Tibia and fibula, fractures of, shaft)
  osteofibrous of, 173–175
  pseudarthrosis of, from neurofibromatosis, 178f, 179
  Finger. See Hand and carpus; Metacarpals; Phalanges
  Firearms, wounds from, 15–16
  thoracic and lumbar fractures from, 869–870
  Fishtail deformity, 612, 612f
  in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 645, 645f
  in trochanter avascular necrosis, 687, 687f
  Fixation
    external
      for femoral epiphyseal fractures, 996–998, 997f, 998f
      for femoral shaft fractures, 956–959, 957f, 958f, 960f
      for halo ring, 823–824, 823f
      for multiple injuries, 87
      for open fractures, 85
      for radial fractures, distal, 423
      preferred method for, 428
    internal
      for bone cysts, unicameral, 151f
      for elbow condylar physeal fractures, 636
      for femoral fractures, from unicameral bone cysts, 149–151, 151f
      for radial fractures, shaft, 461–469
      compression plates in, 461–463, 464f
      indications for, 461, 461f
      intramedullary fixation in, 463–465, 464f
      pins and plaster ss. external fixation in, 465
      preferred method for, 465–469, 465f–470f
      for supracondylar humeral fractures extension-type, 596–600
        crossed, 598, 598f–600f
        intramedullary, 600
        technique, 596–598, 596f, 597f
        two lateral, 598–600
      flexion-type, 620, 621f
      intramedullary, 85
      for femoral shaft fractures, 959–969
        antegrade nailing in, 966–969, 966f–969f
        flexible rod fixation in, 961–965, 962f–965f
        general considerations for, 959–961, 961f
        rigid rod fixation in, 965
        preferred method for, 970
      for forearm fractures, 86
      for open fractures, 85
      for radial fractures, proximal, 494, 495f, 502
      for radial or ulnar fractures, 463–469, 464f–470f
      of occiput to C2
        with triple wire fixation, 829, 830f
        without internal fixation, 828–829, 828f
Flexor digitorum profundus, avulsion fracture of, 281, 281f
Flexor mass, 668, 668f
Floating elbow injury, 449, 449f
Floating knee injuries
  in femoral shaft fractures, 976–979, 977f, 978f
  in tibial and fibular shaft fractures, 1112–1114, 1113f, 1114f
Fluid replacement, 77
Flumazenil, 57, 57t
Foot, 1171–1221
  anatomy of, 1172–1174
  bony, 1173–1174, 1173–1174f
  neurologic, 1173
  ossification centers in, 1172, 1172f
  soft tissue structures in, 1172, 1173f
  vascular, 1172–1173
  calcaneus fractures of, 1189–1197
  anatomy of, 1190
  bone scan for, 1192, 1193f
  classification for, 1190–1191, 1191f
  computed tomographic scanning for, 1192, 1194f, 1195
  general considerations for, 1189–1190, 1190f
  injury mechanism in, 1191–1192
  radiologic findings for, 1192, 1192f
  signs and symptoms of, 1192
  treatment of, 1195–1197, 1195f–1197f
  lacerations of, 1216–1217
  lawn mower and crush injuries of, 1216–1217
  compartment syndrome in, 1212, 1212f, 1216
  general considerations for, 1211–1212
  treatment of, 1212, 1213f, 1214f
  lesions resembling fractures in, 1217–1221
  anatomic variants, 1220–1221, 1220f
  Freiberg’s infarction, 1219, 1219f
  Köhler’s disease, 1217–1219, 1218f
  metatarsal fractures of, 1201–1204, 1201f
  fifth metatarsal base fracture in, 1204–1208, 1206f–1208f
  radiographic findings in, 1202
  shaft and neck fractures in, 1201–1202
  signs and symptoms of, 1202
  treatment of, 1202–1204, 1203f, 1205f
  open fractures of, 1211
  phalangeal fractures and dislocations of, 1211f
  phalangeal fractures of, 1210, 1210f
  puncture wounds of, 1217
  stress fractures of, 1208–1210, 1209f
  subtalar dislocation of, 1189
  talus fractures of, 1174–1189
  anatomy in, 1175
  complications of, 1176–1187
  avascular necrosis, 1176, 1180–1183, 1181f–1183f
  varus malalignment, 1183, 1184f
  general considerations for, 1174–1175, 1174f
  osteochondral, 1187–1189, 1187f, 1188f
  radiologic findings for, 1175–1176, 1175f
  signs and symptoms of, 1175
  treatment of, 1176, 1177f–1180f
  unusual, 1183–1187, 1185f–1187f
  tarsal bone fractures of, lesser, 1197
  tarsometatarsal injuries of, 1197–1201
  anatomy in, 1197–1198, 1198, 1198f
  classification of, 1198
  complications of, 1200–1201
  injury mechanism in, 1198, 1198f
  radiographic findings for, 1199, 1199f
  signs and symptoms of, 1199, 1199f
  treatment of, 1199–1200, 1200f
Foram
  compartment syndrome of, 608–609, 609f
  flexors of, 668, 668f
  in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 534
  fractures of, intramedullary fixation for, 86
  osteoporosis of, 205f
Fractures. See also specific types, e.g., Femur, fractures of
  from child abuse, 249–253 (See also Child abuse)
  general considerations in, 249–250, 250f, 251f
  rib, 250–253, 251f–253f
  spinal, 253
  etiology of, 12–17, 17
  accidental, 12–17, 15f, 16t
  falls, 12, 16
  gunshot, 15–16
  home environment, 12
  ice cream truck, 15
  motor vehicle accidents, 14
  play and recreational activities, 13–14
  school environment, 12–13
  water tubing, 15
  child abuse, 241–263 (See also Child abuse)
  intrinsic causes, 17
  pathologic, 139–228 (See also under Fractures, pathologic)
  premature infants, 17
  healing rate of, head injury and, 81
  multiple, 75–87
  open, stabilization of, 84–85
  present status of, 3–17
  incidence in, 5–12
  comparative studies in, 6–7
  frequency of, 7–9
  healing processes in, 5–6
  incidence definition in, 6
  prevention programs in, 6
  informational changes in, 3–4
  philosophy changes in, 4–5
  specific fracture incidences in, 9–12, 10f, 11f, 11t
  prevention programs for, 17
Fractures, pathologic. See also specific types, e.g., Osteogenesis imperfecta
from bone and fibrous tissue disease, 169–180 (See also Fibrous tissue disease)
from bone cysts, 142–156
aneurysmal, 153–156 (See also under Bone cysts)
unicaural, 142–153 (See also under Bone cysts)
from bone tumors, 153–169 (See also under Bone tumors)
in bone weakening conditions, 197–219
Cushing’s syndrome, 216–217
hyperparathyroidism, 216, 217f
osteoegenesis imperfecta, 197–204 (See also Osteogenesis imperfecta)
osteoporosis, 204–206, 205f, 206f
osteorosis
  iatrogenic, 216, 217f
  idiopathic, 214f–215f, 215–216
  pyenodysplasia, 206–207, 207f
  ricketts, 207–215 (See also Rickets)
  scurvy, 217–219, 218f
  general considerations in, 139–142
  age in, 141t
  definition of, 139–140
  evaluation of, 140, 140t
  tumor location in, 141t
  underlying abnormality in, 140, 142t
  vascular foramina and, 140f
  after limb lengthening, 197
  from marrow disease, 182–193 (See also Marrow disease)
  from neuromuscular disease, 219–228
  (See also Neuromuscular disease)
  from osteomyelitis, 193–197 (See also Osteomyelitis)
pain insensitivity and, congenital, 180–182, 181f
Freiberg’s infarction, 1219, 1219f
Frostbite, 109–110, 110f
of hand, 275, 277f
G
Galeazzi fractures, 432–439, 432f, 435f
  anatomy of, 432–433, 432f–434f
  classification of, 434, 434f, 435t
  complications of, 438–439
  diagnosis of, 433–434
  treatment of, 434–438
  closed reduction, 435, 435f, 436f
  general considerations for, 434–435
  open reduction, 435–437, 437f, 438f
  preferred method for, 438
Gamekeeper’s injury, 294–295, 295f, 369–370, 371f
Gartland classification, of supracondylar fractures, 583–584, 583t
Gaucher’s disease, 182–184, 183f
thoracic and lumbar fractures from, 867–869, 868f, 869f
Gender, fracture incidence and, 7f, 7t, 8
hemeral epicondylar apophysis fractures, 666
Genital injuries, from child abuse, 249
Genitourinary injury, 82
Giant cell tumors, 159–161, 160f, 161t
Glasgow Coma Scale, 77, 79t
Glenuhumeral joint
anatomy of, 747, 747f
subluxation and dislocation of
anatomy in, 786, 786f
classification of, 787–788, 789f
complications of, 797
general considerations for, 785–786
with humeral fracture, proximal, 746
injury mechanism in, 786–787, 788f
radiographic findings for, 791–792,
792f–794f
signs and symptoms of, 788–791,
790f, 791f
treatment of, 792–797
atraumatic instability, 796
dislocation
acute, 794
recurrent, 794–796, 795f
preferred method for, 796–797
rehabilitation in, 797
traumatic instability, 792–794
Glenoid, fractures of, 753, 754–756, 756f
Glenohumeral joint
Glenocerebrosidase, 182
Glycopyrrolate, 55
H
Hafner's technique, 384, 384f
Halo devices, 820–824, 821f–823f
application technique for, 823–824
for atlantoaxial injury, 833
for occiput to C2 arthrodesis, 828–829,
828f, 829f
Hamate fractures, 355
Hand and carpus, fractures and dislocations of
anatomy of, 271–273
collateral ligaments, 272, 273f
ossceus, 271
ossification centers, secondary, 271, 271f
peristome, 273
physical, 271
pseudoepiphyses and double epiphyses,
271–272, 272f
soft tissue, 271
tendons, 271
volar plate, 273
carpal injuries in, 341–359 (See also
Carpal injuries)
complications of, 278
dislocations in, 360–374
of carpometacarpal joints, 372–373
of carpus, 373–374, 373f
of interphalangeal joint, 360–364
distal, 360
general considerations for, 360, 360f
proximal, 361–364
dorsal dislocations in, 362–363,
362f
jammed finger in, 361–362
lateral dislocations in, 363–364
treatment of, 362
true dislocations in, 362
volar dislocations in, 363
of metacarpophalangeal joint, 364–369
thumb ray in, 367–369, 368f, 369f
triphalangeal digits in, 364–367,
365f–367f
of radialulnar joint, distal, 374
from enchondroma, 163f
epidemiology of, 269–270
evaluation of, 273–275, 276f, 277f
treatment of, 275–278
nonoperative, 275–276
postreduction management in, 277
surgical, 277–278
Hangman's fracture, 841, 841f
Harrls growth lines, 26, 1163, 1165f
Head injuries
assessment of, 77, 79t
atrophy and, 81
hemorrhagic calcification from, 81
hypertension and, 55
in multiple injury, 80–81
sedation and, 53
Heart rate, of newborns, 51t
Heat injury, physeal arrest from, 110
Hemarthrosis, hemophilia and, 191–192,
192f, 192t
Hemarthrosis, retroperitoneal, pelvic fracture and,
886
Heparin, 869, 871f
Hematoma
in fracture repair, 40
muscle, hemophilia and, 190–191
Hematouria, pelvic fracture and, 886
Hemiparesis, 13
Hemorrhage, retroperitoneal, pelvic fracture and,
886
Hemophilia, 188–193
bleeding episodes in, 189–190
description of, 188–189, 189t
injury in, 190–193
fractures, 190
hemorrhages, 191–192, 192f, 192t
muscle hematoma, 190–191
neuropathy, 191
pseudoarthritis, 191
treatment of, preferred, 192
Hemorrhage, retroperitoneal, pelvic fracture and,
886
Heparin, 869, 871f
Hepatobiliary disease, rickets and, 209f
Heterotopic calcification
in elbow dislocation, posterior, 717–718
from head injury, 81
Hip
dislocations of, 931–940
anatomy in, 933–937
capsule in, 936–937
classification of, 933–934, 935f
complications in, 939–940
diagnosis of, 931–933, 932f–934f
patterns of, unusual, 934, 936f, 937f
postreduction care for, 939
recurrent, 939
surgical procedures for, 938, 938f
fractures of, 915–931
anatomy in, 918–919, 918f, 919f
capsule in, 919
classification in, 916–917, 916f, 917f
fractures of, 915–931
complications of, 926–928
avascular necrosis, 926–927, 926f–926f
chondrolysis, 928
coxa vara, 927, 929f, 931
infection, 928
nonunion, 927–928, 930f
physiologic, premature, 927
diagnosis of, 915–916
leukemia and, 188f
patterns of, unusual, 917–918, 917f
postoperative care for, 926
stress fractures in, 928, 931, 931f
surgical procedures for, 923, 924f, 925f
treatment of, 919–923
type I, 919, 920f
type II and III, 921–923, 921f, 922f
Hockey stick incision, 1147, 1147f
Hohmann retractor, in hip surgery, 919
Home environment, 12, 16f
Hook nail deformity, 292, 292f
Hormone replacement therapy, 1214
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
hemophilia and, 189
Humerus
bone cysts of, 149, 150f
epicondyle of, medial, 666–668, 667f, 668f
neurofibromatosis associated
hemophilia and, 190–191
injury in, 190–193
fractures, 190
hemarthrosis, 191–192, 192f, 192t
muscle hematoma, 190–191
neuropathy, 191
pseudoarthritis, 191
fractures of
from child abuse, 76, 250
distal (See Humerus, fractures of,
distal)
proximal, 743–767 (See also Humerus,
fractures of, proximal)
shaft, 767–778 (See also Humerus,
fractures of, shaft)
supracondylar process fractures in, 669, 669f
glenohumeral subluxation and dislocation and, 785–787 (See also Glenohumeral joint)
lesions of, polyostotic fibrous dysplasia, 171f
radiographic lines of, 573–574, 574f
Humerus, fractures of, distal apophyseal, 665–683
chronic tension stress injuries in, 681–683, 682f, 682v, 683f
epiphyseal apophyseal fractures in lateral, 679–681, 680f–682f
medial, 665–679
age on, 666
anatomy of, 666–668, 667f, 668f
classification of, 670–672, 671f, 671t, 672f
complications of, 678–679, 678t, 679f, 680f
diagnosis of, 672–673, 674f
epicondylar apophyseal fractures in, 669, 670f
supracondylar process fractures in, 669, 671t, 672f
extension type, 580–618
radial nerve dysfunction, 675
injuries in, 666
incidence of, 666
injury mechanism in, 743–744, 744f, 745–746
radiographic studies in, 745–746
signs and symptoms in, 744–745
surgical anatomy in, 747–749
articular surface, 747, 747f
axillary nerve, 748, 748f
brachial plexus, 748, 748f
muscle insertions, 747, 747f, 748f
ossification center, 747
rotator cuff muscles, 747–749
vascular supply, 747–748, 748f
treatment options in, 749–752, 749f
immobilization, 749–750, 749f, 750f
preferred, 751–752, 751f, 752f
Humerus, fractures of, shaft, 767–778
anatomy of, 767
classification of, 768
complications of, 777–778
embryology of, 767
incidence of, 768
injury mechanism of, 767–768
prognosis for, 777
rehabilitation for, 777
signs and symptoms of, 768–769, 769f
treatment of, 772–776, 773f–775f
alignment in, 769, 771f, 772f
birth injuries in, 769, 770f
nonoperative, 769, 772–776
operative vs. conservative, 776
preferred method for, 777
radial nerve palsies in, 776–777, 776f
stress fractures in, 769
Humerus varus, 753
Hyperextension
in elbow dislocation reduction, 710, 712f
in hangman’s fracture, 841, 841f
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 536–538, 539f
Hyperextension deformity, of humerus, distal, 614, 615f, 618
Hyperflexibility, of elbow, 580f
Hyperflexion injuries, 850–852, 850f–852f
Hypermobility of spine, cervical, 811–812, 815, 819f
Hyperparathyroidism, 216, 217f
Hyperpronation
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 536, 538f
on radioulnar joint, 374
Hypovolemic shock, 77
I
Iatrogenic injuries, physical, 113–114, 113f, 114f
Ibuprofen, 69f
Iodosamide, on rickets, 208
Ilium, ossification of, 888, 889f
Imiglucerase, 183–184
Immobilization. See also Casting of cervical spine, 820–821, 821f–823f
for distal femoral epiphyseal fractures, 996
for distal radial or ulna greenstick fractures, 413–415, 414f, 415f, 415t
after elbow dislocation anterior, 726
posterior, 714
for elbow lateral condylar physical fractures, 633, 635f, 636
for Freiberg’s infraction, 1219
for Gaucher’s disease fractures, 184
for hand and carpal fractures, 277
for hemophilic fractures, 190
for humeral fractures, proximal, 749–750, 749f
intracranial pressure and, 80
for juvenile Tillaux fracture, nondisplaced, 1150
for metacarpal fractures, 330
thumb, 340, 341
for Monteggia fracture-dislocations type I, 541, 543f
type III, 550
osteoporosis from, 216
postfracture, 1101
for pyoknodysosestosis fractures, 207
for radial fractures, proximal, 492, 502
radial or ulnar complete fractures, distal, 417–419, 419f–421f
for rickets fractures, 214
for scaphoid fractures, 350
for sickle cell disease fractures, 184
for supracondylar humeral fracture type II, 590, 593f
type III, 595–596, 596f
for thumb MCP UCL injury, 371, 371f
for tibial fractures, distal, 1137
preferred method for, 1144–1146, 1145f–1147f
for ulnar fractures, proximal, 520
In-line skates, 14
Injuries, 1135
Infants
birth trauma on (See Birth trauma)
clavicular fracture in, 760
humeral fracture in, proximal, 744
premature, 17
ricket and, 209–210, 211f, 212f
spine radiograph of, 849, 850f
Infection. See also Osteomyelitis
from femoral shaft fractures, 974
from gunshot wounds, 16
of hand, 275
from hip fractures, 928
from humeral shaft fractures, 36
of open fractures, 84
physeal injuries from, 107, 107f, 108f
from puncture wounds, 1217
from radial or ulnar fractures, distal, complete, 430–432
in sickle cell disease, 184–185
Inflammation, in fracture repair, 38–41
Injury Severity Score, 77, 78t
Interphalangeal joint
injury mechanism in, 743–744, 744f, 745–746
Incisural fractures, 1135
Inflammation, in fracture repair, 38–41
Injury Severity Score, 77, 78t
Interphalangeal joint
dislocations of, 360–364
distal, 360
general considerations for, 360, 360f
proximal, 361–364
dorsal dislocations in, 362–363, 362f
jammed finger in, 361–362
lateral dislocations in, 363–364
true dislocations in, 362
volar dislocations in, 363
volar PIP dislocations in, 363
ligaments of, 272, 273f

Index
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M
Magnesium, rickets and, 209, 210f
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of cervical spine, 820, 820f
for multiple injury assessment, 80
of physal arrest, 121, 122f-123f
Malabsorption diseases, rickets and, 207-209, 209f, 210f
Malgaigne fracture, 900-903, 901f, 902f
Malleolar fracture, medial, 1164f
nonunion of type V, 104f, 105f
Mallet fracture, 284f
dorsal, 290, 290f, 291f
reverse, 291-292
Malrotation
from metacarpal fractures, 332-333, 333f
from tibia and fibula shaft fractures, diaphyseal, 1105
Malunion
of elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 645-646, 646f
of humeral physeal fracture, entire distal, 664-665, 665f
of humeral shaft fractures, 35-36
of radial fractures, proximal, 505, 506f
of radial and ulnar fractures, 470-473, 470f-472f
preferred treatment method of, 473, 473f
of radial or ulnar fractures, distal, 394-396, 395f-397f
complete, 428
Marrow disease(s), 182-193
Gaucher's disease, 182-184, 183f
hemophilia, 188-193
bleeding episodes in, 189-190
description of, 188-189, 189t
injury in, 190-193
dislocations, 190
fractures, 190
hemarthrosis, 191-192, 192f, 192t
muscle hematoma, 190-191
neurapraxia, 191
pseudotumor, 191
treatment of, preferred, 192
leukemias, 186-188, 187f, 188f
sickle cell disease, 184-186, 185f
Mayer sign, 716, 717f
McCune-Albright syndrome, 171-173, 172f
McMurray's test, 1066
Medial collateral ligament (knee) anatomy of, 1015, 1015f
treatment of, 1053, 1058
valgus stress test for, 1049, 1050f
Medial collateral ligaments (elbow), rupture of, 708f, 709f
avulsion, 709f
Median nerve
in elbow dislocations, posterior, 716-717, 716f, 717f
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 558
Meniscal, injuries of, 1064-1069
anatomy of, 1064-1065
classification of, 1065-1066, 1065f
complications of, 1069
injury mechanism of, 1065
postoperative care for, 1069
radiographic findings for, 1066
signs and symptoms of, 1066
treatment of, 1066-1069, 1067f
preferred method for, 1067-1069, 1067f, 1068f
Mepredrine, 54, 58
Metabolic abnormality, physeal injury from, 108-109
Metacarpals, fractures of, 320-341. See also Hand and carpus
finger, 320-343
anatomy of, 320
vascular necrosis in, 320
direct and torsional forces in, 320
injury mechanism in, 320
patterns of, 320-322, 320f, 321f
pediatric boxer fracture in, 320, 321f
periosteum in, 320
physeal injuries in, 320
signs and symptoms of, 322
preferred method of, 322-334
epiphyseal, 322, 323f, 324f, 328, 329f
metacarpal base, 326, 327f, 331
neck, 322-323, 325f, 328-330, 329f
physis, 322, 323f, 324f, 328, 329f
preferred method for, 328-334, 329f, 332f, 332t, 333f
shaft, 323-326, 326f, 330-331
thumb, 334-341
anatomy of, 334
classification of, 334-335, 334t, 335f
eponyms for, 335
fracture-dislocation of, 369-372, 370f-372f
radiographic findings in, 335
signs and symptoms of, 335
treatment for, 335-341
base fractures in, 335-340, 336f-339f
head and shaft fractures in, 335
preferred method for, 340-341
Metacarpophalangeal joint. See also Metacarpals
dislocations of, 364-369
thumb ray in, 367-369, 368f, 369f
triphalangial digits in, 364-367, 365f-367f
ligaments of, 272, 273f
Metaphyseal fracture
in child abuse, 254-256, 255f, 255t, 256f
of humerus, proximal, 746, 746f
Metaphysis, anatomy of, 25-27, 25f-27f
Metsatasis, 167-169, 168f
Metatarsals
fractures of, 1201-1204, 1201f
radiographic findings in, 1202
shaft and neck fractures in, 1201-1202
signs and symptoms of, 1202
treatment of, 1202-1204, 1203f, 1205f
osteochondrosis of, 1219, 1219f
Index

Metev’s sign, 610
Methotrexate, osteoporosis from, 216
Methylmethacrylate (Cranioplast), 127–128, 127f
Methylprednisolone
for bone cysts, unicameral, 146, 149, 151
for eosinophilic granuloma, 165
for spinal cord injuries, 593, 861
Metclopramide, 52
Meyn’s technique, 713f
Midazolam, 55, 56–57, 57f
with opioids, 59–60
Minerva cast immobilization, 821, 822f
for atlantoaxial injury, 833
Monostotic fibrous dysplasia, 169–170
Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 445f, 529–560, 730
anatomy and biomechanics of, 532–535
ligaments in, 532–533, 533f
muscles in, 533–534
nerves in, 534–535, 535f
osseous relations in, 533f, 534, 534f
characteristics and management of,
535–559
Bado’s equivalent lesions in, 553
complications in, 553–559
associated fractures and lesions in,
558–559, 558f
nerve injuries in, 557–558
old undetected fracture-dislocations in,
553–557, 554f
angular ligament reconstruction in,
555, 556f, 557f
history of, 553–554
ostectomy in, 555–556, 555f
surgical repair development in,
555
treatment for, preferred method of,
556–557
indication for, 554–555
periarticular ossification, 559, 559f
type I lesions in, 535–544
clinical findings in, 535
injury mechanism in, 536–538, 538f, 539f
radiocapitellar relation in, 535, 535f, 536f
radiographic findings in, 535
traumatic vs. congenital, 535–356, 537f
treatment of, 538–544, 539f
operative, preferred method for, 534–543, 543f
preferred method for, 543–544, 544f
type II lesions in, 544–547
clinical findings of, 544
incidence of, 544
injury mechanism in, 544–546, 546f
radiographic evaluation of, 544, 545f
treatment of, 546–547, 546f
type III lesions in, 547–550, 547f–548
type IV lesions in, 550–553
clinical findings for, 550, 551f
injury mechanism in, 551
radiographic findings for, 550, 551f
treatment of, 551–553, 552f, 553f
classification of, 529–532, 530f
hybrid lesions in, 531
Monteggia equivalent injuries in, 531
other, 531, 532f
preferred, 532, 532f
treatment indications for, 539–541, 540f–543f
operative, 541–543, 543f
preferred method for, 541–544, 544f
latex allergy and, 225
physial fractures in, 224, 224f, 225f
treatment for, 225–226
Myositis ossificans
in elbow dislocation, posterior, 717–718
in elbow lateral condylar physial fractures, 646
polyostotic fibrous dysplasia and, 170
in radial fractures, proximal, 504–505,
505f
supracaocdytal humeral fracture and, 611,
611f
Myloma, 170
N
Naidich’s law, 819
Nail bed
from phalangeal fracture on, 292, 292f
repair of, 282–283
Nalaxone, 59
Nalbuphine, 58
Naproxen, 69t
Narcan (nalaxone), 59
Naviculoc License Syndrome, 353–359
Necrosis, avascular
of femur, from sickle cell disease, 185,
185f
in fracture repair, 40
of hip, 915, 916–917, 926–927, 926f–928f
vascular anatomy and, 918–919, 919f
from hip dislocation, 939
from hip fractures, 926–927, 926f–928f
of humeral head, 753
from metacarpal fractures, 320, 332, 332f
physial fractures and, 105
in radial fractures, proximal, 503, 503f
from scaphoid fractures, 353
from talus fractures, 1176, 1180–1183,
1181f–1183f
from tibial and fibular fractures, distal,
1167f, 1168f
from tibial physial fractures, distal, 1162
Neonates
hip fracture in, 917
spinal cord injury in, 825
Nerve injury. See also Neurovascular bundle;
Neurovascular injuries
from child abuse, 245, 245f
from elbow lateral condylar physial
fractures, 645
from femoral epiphyseal fractures, distal, 1008
from forearm fractures, 475
from hip dislocation, 939
from humeral shaft fractures, 36
from Monteggia fracture-dislocations,
557–558
from radial or ulnar fractures, distal, 1041
from supracondylar humeral fractures,
579, 583, 583f, 597
perineural fibrosis in, 610
from ulnar fractures, proximal, 523
Neural arch
of C1–C2, 812, 812f, 813f
of C3–C7, 814, 814f
Neuapaxin, hemophilia and, 191
Neurologic deficits
in cervical spine injury, 812
donodital fracture, 833
in head injuries, 80
physile injury from, 107–108, 109f
in SCIWORA, 824
in thoracic and lumbar spine injury, 855
Neurological injury. See nerve injury
Neuromuscular disease(s), 219–228
arthrogryposis, 227–228
cerebral palsy, 219–221, 220f, 222f, 223f
muscular dystrophy, 226–227, 226f, 227f
myelomeningocele, 221–226
cast technique for, 224–225
deficiency, distal, 1158–1159, 1161f
Neuropathy
from femoral shaft fractures, 974–975
from radial or ulnar fractures, distal, 400, 404, 404f
from radial or ulnar fractures, distal, 400, 404, 404f
Neuromuscular injury
in elbow dislocation, posterior, 710
in hip dislocation, 939
in supracondylar humeral fractures, 601, 601f, 606f
Neurovascular injuries
from femoral shaft fractures, 974–975
of hand, 274
from humeral physical fracture, entire distal, 664, 664f
from radial or ulnar fractures, distal, complete, 430f, 431f
Nitrous oxide, 54
Nose
of elbow lateral condylar physical fractures, 639–641, 640f, 642f, 644–645
of femoral shaft fractures, 973, 974f
of humeral physical fracture, entire distal, 664, 664f
of humeral shaft fractures, 36
of metacarpal fractures, 333–334
of radial neck, 503, 503f
of radial or ulnar fractures, distal, complete, 428–429, 430f
of scaphoid fractures, 351–352, 352f
of tibial and fibular shaft fractures, diaphyseal, 1107, 1107f–1109f
of ulna, proximal, 523, 525f
NSAIDs, for anesthesia, postoperative, 69–70, 69f
Nucleus pulposus, in hyperflexion injury, 850–851
Nursenmaid's elbow, 734
Nutrition
copper deficiency in, 219
multiple injuries and, 82
rickets and, 207–208, 208f
scurvy and, 217–218, 218f
Oblique ligament, 533, 533f
Obstetric fractures/injuries
clavicular, 759–760
treatment of, 764
humeral fractures, proximal, 743, 744f
radial head dislocations, 730
spinal cord injury, 825
Occipital condylar fracture, 825–826
Odontoid process
anatomy of, 813–814, 813f, 814f
atlantoaxial joint and, 818, 818f
congenital anomaly of, 815
fracture of, 833, 834f
Olecranon
in cubitus varus, 614, 614f
fractures of, 506–526 (See also Ulna, fractures of, proximal)
displaced sleeve, 201f
Opioid
postoperative, 67–69, 67f, 68f
for sedation, 58–60
Oral intake, 52–53
Orbicular ligament, 735f
Orthorontgenogram, for leg-length measurement, 116
Os acromiale, 754
Os acetabuli, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 754
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Os acromiale, 888–890, 890f
Osgood-Schlatter lesion, 1029–1032
general considerations in, 1029–1030
injury mechanism in, 1030
prognosis of, 1031–1032
radiographic findings in, 1030–1031, 1031f
signs and symptoms of, 1030
vs. tibial epiphyseal fractures in, proximal, 1022–1023, 1022f
treatment of, 1031
Osteogenesis imperfecta, 197–198, 197–204
clinical presentation of, 197–198, 198f
definition of, 197
radiographic findings in, 198, 199f, 200f
thoracic and lumbar fractures from, 869, 870f
treatment of, 198–204
closed methods in, 200
fracture patterns in, 198–199
operative, 200–204, 201f–204f
for prevention, 199–200
Osteomyelitis
classification of, 193–194, 193f, 194t
clinical presentation of, 194, 194t
definition of, 194
fractures from, 193–197
Gaucher's disease and, 182
infection, 195
from phalangeal fracture, 292
physical injury from, 107, 107f
puncture wounds and, 1217
in radial fractures, proximal, 505
radiographic evaluation of, 194
vs. sickle cell disease, 184–185, 185f
treatment in, 195–197, 196f
Index
Osceonectrosis (See also Avascular necrosis) in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 646, 647f of humeral physeal fracture, entire distal, 665, 666f Osteonecrosis, 32 Osteopenia of knee, 220f in rickets, 209–210 Osteoporosis, 204–206, 205f, 206f Osteotomy, for cubitus varus, from Patella oxygenation, 50–51


Osteosarcoma, 167
Osteoporosis

Osceonectrosis (See also Avascular necrosis) in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 646, 647f of humeral physeal fracture, entire distal, 665, 666f Osteonecrosis, 32 Osteopenia of knee, 220f in rickets, 209–210 Osteoporosis, 204–206, 205f, 206f Osteotomy, for cubitus varus, from Patella oxygenation, 50–51


Osteosarcoma, 167
Physeal arrest. See also Physeal injuries

Physeal fractures, 91-114

Physeal closure, premature

age in, 116
anatomic factors in, 116, 116t
assessment of, 116
in elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 645
etiology of, 114-116, 114f, 115f
imaging studies of, 116-121
bar localization in, 117
CT in, 117, 120f, 121
leg-length measurements in, 100f, 108f, 115f, 116, 117f, 118f
MRI in, 121, 122f-123f
sclerography in, 121
skeletal age in, 116
in, 117, 119f

management of, 121-125
bar excision treatment, 124-125
complete arrest, 121
lower extremity, 121-123
partial arrest, 121-124
preferred method for, 125-128
complications in, 128-130, 129f
final cavity in, 126, 127f
interpositional material in, 127-128, 127f
metal markers in, 126-127, 127f
ostectomy in, 129
surgical approach in, 125-126, 125f, 126f
upper extremity, 121
from radius or ulna fractures, distal Galeazzi, 439
physial, 396-400, 398f-401f

Physeal bar, 1163, 1165f

Physial fractures, 91-114. See also Physeal injuries

of ankle, 1135, 1135f
classification of, 91-99
early, 91-92, 92f, 93f
Peterson, 93-99, 94f
type I, 93, 94f, 95f
type II, 93, 96-97, 96f
type III, 96f, 97, 97f-98f
type IV, 97, 98f
type V, 94f, 97, 99f
type VI, 97-99, 100f
Salter-Harris, 92-93, 93f
type V, 99
complications of, 104-105, 104f, 105f

epidemiology of, 99-101, 101f, 101t, 102f
evaluation of, 101-102
historical review of, 91
prognosis of, 103-104
treatment of, 102-103

Physeal injuries. See also Physeal arrest

of ankle, 1123
of clavicle, 764-765
from cold, 109-110, 110f
from compression, longitudinal, 112-113
developmental, 113
from disuse, 106
from electrical injury, 110-111
fractures, 91-114 (See also Physeal fractures)

from heat, 110
of humerus, proximal, 745-746, 746f
iatrogenic, 113-114, 113f, 114f
from infection, 107, 107f, 108f
from laser, 111, 111f
from metabolic abnormality, 108-109
from neural involvement, 107-108, 109f
from radiation, 106, 106f
from stress, 111-112, 112f
from tumor, 107
from vascular impairment, 107, 109f

Physis

anatomy of, 23-25, 24f
regulatory mechanisms in, 35-37

Pin fixation

of halo ring, 823-824, 823f
for supracondylar humeral fractures
type I, 110
extension-type, 596-600
crossed, 598, 598f-600f
intramedullary, 600
technique, 596-598, 596f, 597f
two lateral, 598-600
flexion-type, 620, 621f

Pins

absorbable, 1140, 1144
transphyseal, physeal injury from, 113-114, 113f

Pisiform fractures, 355

Pivit-shift test, 1050, 1051f

Plantar ecchymosis sign, 1199, 1199f

Polyostotic fibrous dysplasia, 170-171, 171f

Polyposis, 438-439

Powder ratio, 817f

Pseudarthrosis, from neurofibromatosis

of fibula, 178f
of tibia, 178f, 179

Pseudomonas, in puncture wounds, 1217

Pseudosubluxation, of cervical spine, 78

Pseudotumor, in hemophilia, 191

Puberty, on acetabulum ossification, 227-228
Pseudosubluxation, of cervical spine, 78

Pulled elbow syndrome, 734-738

complications of, 1038
imaging of, 735-736, 736f
injury mechanism in, 734, 735f
signs and symptoms of, 734-735

treatment options for, 736-738, 737f

Pulse oximetry, 50-51

Push-off technique, for elbow dislocation, 713f, 714

Pycnodysostosis, 206-207, 207f

Pyelography, intravenous, for multiple injury assessment, 79

Q

Quadrate ligament, 533, 533f

R

Radial head. See also Radius

anatomy of, 533, 534f
dislocations of, 729-734
complications of, 732-734
vs. congenital, 730-731
diagnosis of, 730-731, 731f
rare causes of, 730
treatment options for, 732, 733f
unusual patterns of, 729-730, 730f
excision of, 732
fractures of (See Radius, fractures of)
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 538, 539f
subluxations of, 734-738
complications of, 1038
imaging of, 735-736, 736f
injury mechanism in, 734, 735f
signs and symptoms of, 734-735
treatment options for, 736-738, 737f

Radial nerve

in elbow dislocations, posterior, 714-716
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 557-558
in supracondylar fractures, iatrogenic injury to, 610

Radial osteotomy, 732

Radiation

do not hallucinate.

for cosinophilic granuloma, 165
physial injuries from, 106, 106f

Radiographs, in multiple injury assessment, 78

Radionuclide scans, for multiple injury assessment, 79-80

Radioulnar joint

dislocation of, 726, 727

vs. pronation stability, 433, 433f

subluxation of, 438-439

Radioulnar synostosis

in elbow dislocation, posterior, 718-719, 718f
from radial fractures, posterior, 718-719, 719f

Pubic rami fractures, ipsilateral, 897, 898f
Pubis

dislocations of, 892-895, 893f-895f
ossification of, 888, 889f, 890f
Pucker sign, 585, 585f
Radius, fractures of. See also Radial head

Radius, fractures of, distal, 381–439

anatomy of, 382–385
articulations in, 382
ossification center in, 382, 383f
triangular fibrocartilage complex in, 382–384
ulnar variance in, 384–385, 384f
classification of, 381–382, 382f, 382t, 383f
comminuted, 95f

complete fractures in, 416–432, 423
cast immobilization for, 417–419, 419f–421f
complications in, 428–432
cross-union, 429
growth disturbance, 430, 431f
infection, 430–432
malunion, 428
neurovascular injuries, 430f, 431f
nonunion, 428–429, 430f

refraction, 430

external fixation for, 423
general considerations for, 416–417, 416f
preferred method for, 425–428, 426f
bayonet apposition in, 425
cast treatment in, 426–427, 427f
minimally displaced, 425
nondisplaced, 425
open reduction in, 428, 429f

percutaneous pin fixation in, 428

reduction techniques for, 417, 417f–419f
closed and percutaneous, 419–422, 421f–423f
open, 423–425, 424f
preferred method for, 425–428, 426f

Galeazzi fractures in, 432–439, 432f
anatomy of, 432–433, 432f–434f
classification of, 434, 434f, 435f
complications of, 438–439
diagnosis of, 433–434
treatment of, 434–438
closed reduction, 435, 435f, 436f
general considerations for, 434–435
open reduction, 435–437, 437f, 438f
preferred method for, 438
general considerations for, 381
metaphyseal fractures in, 408–416
classification of, 410f, 412–413, 413f
diagnosis of, 408–412, 409f–412f
treatment of, 413–416, 414f–416f, 415f

nondisplaced transverse, 258f

with physeal arrest, 96f–97f, 98f–99f

physical injuries of, 385–404

complications of, 394–404
carpal tunnel syndrome, 404
malunion, 394–396, 395f–397f
neuropathy, 400, 404, 404f
physical arrest, 396–400, 398f–401f

triangular fibrocartilage complex tears, 400
unocarpal impaction syndrome, 400, 402f, 403f
diagnosis of, 385–386, 386f–388f
general considerations for, 385, 385f
treatment of, 386–394

closed reduction in, 388f–391f; 389–390

closed reduction in, with percutaneous pinning, 390–392, 392f, 393f
general considerations for, 386, 389
open reduction in, 392–394, 394f
preferred method for, 394, 395f

physical stress fractures in, 404–405

from stress injury, 112f
transverse metaphyseal, 94f
Radius, fractures of, proximal, 483–526
classification of, 446–450, 447f–451f
summary of, 505

anatomy of, 451

complications and associated injuries in, 451

injury mechanism in, 486–491, 487t

incidence of, 483

radiologic findings for, 477–478, 477f, 478f

signs and symptoms of, 476f, 477

surgical anatomy of, 477
treatment of, 478–479, 478f, 479f

Recreational activities, 13–14

Recurrent deformity, of tibia, 1101, 1101f, 1102f

Reduction techniques for acetabular fractures, 906–911, 908f, 909f, 910f
closed, 907–910

for clavicular fractures, 765–766

closed reductions anterior, 724, 726f
divergent, 728, 728f

lateral, 726, 726f

posterior closed, 710–713, 711f–713f

open, 713–714

posterior unreduced, 722–723, 723f

proximal radioulnar translocation, 729, 729f

radial head dislocation, 732

radial head subluxation, 736–738, 737f

for elbow lateral condylar physeal fractures, 634

for femoral epiphyseal fractures, distal

closed, 996–998

operative, 999–1005, 999f–1004f

for femoral shaft fractures, open with

internal fixation, 969–970, 969f, 970f

for hip dislocation, 937–938

nerve injury, 475

refracture, 470

syndactylosis, 473, 474f

diagnosis of, 443–446

injury mechanism in, 443, 445f

radiologic findings for, 444–446, 445f, 446f

signs and symptoms of, 443
general considerations for, 443, 444f
treatment options for

complete fracture in, 455–459, 455f, 456f–460f

preferred method for, 460

greensick fracture in

closed management of, 452–455, 454f, 455f

preferred method for, 455

open reduction and internal fixation in, 461–469

compression plates in, 461–463, 463f

indications for, 461, 461f

intramedullary fixation in, 463–465, 464f

pins and plaster vs. external fixation in, 465

preferred method for, 465–469, 465f–470f

treatment principles for, 451–452, 453f, 453t

Radius, plastic deformity of, 475–479
classification of, 477

injury mechanism in, 476f, 477

radiologic studies for, 477–478, 477f, 478f

signs and symptoms of, 476f, 477

surgical anatomy of, 477

treatment of, 478–479, 478f, 479f

Recreational activities, 13–14

Radial head, 475

articular cartilage of, 475–476

articular surface of, 476f

injury mechanism in, 476f

radiologic studies for, 444–446, 445f

signs and symptoms of, 443

general considerations for, 443, 444f
treatment options for

complete fracture in, 455–459, 455f, 456f–460f

preferred method for, 460

greenstick fracture in

closed management of, 452–455, 454f, 455f

preferred method for, 455

open reduction and internal fixation in, 461–469

compression plates in, 461–463, 463f

indications for, 461, 461f

intramedullary fixation in, 463–465, 464f

pins and plaster vs. external fixation in, 465

preferred method for, 465–469, 465f–470f

treatment principles for, 451–452, 453f, 453t
for hip fracture, 923, 924f, 925f
for humeral fracture, proximal, 749–752, 750–752f
for patellar fractures, 1035–1037, 1036f
for phalangeal fractures
  distal, 282–293
  extraphalangeal, 282–283
  physeal, 283–288, 283f–289f
  preferred method for, 289–293, 290f–293f
  proximal and middle, 300–305
  intraarticular, 305, 305f
  phalangeal neck, 304, 304f
  physeal, 303–303, 303f, 303f
  preferred method for, 306–319
  complex injuries in, 307–308, 308f
  intraarticular fracture-dislocations in, rare, 307
  intraarticular fractures in, 309–312, 310f–314f
  neck fractures in, 308, 309f
  operative indications in, 306–307
  physeal fractures in, 306, 306f
  shaft fractures in, 307
  shaft, 302f, 303–304, 303f, 304f
for radial fractures, proximal
  nonoperative methods for, 492–494, 493f, 494f, 495f, 500f
  operative methods for, 494–502, 495f–497f, 495r, 498r, 499f–501f
for radial or ulnar fractures, 461–469
  compression plates in, 461–463, 463f
distal, 386–394
  closed reduction in, 388f–391f
  389–390, 415–416, 416f
  with percutaneous pinning, 390–392, 392f, 393f
  complete, 417, 417f–419f
  closed, with percutaneous pinning, 419–422, 421f–423f
  open, 423–425, 424f
  Galeazzi fractures, 435–437, 435f–438f, 436f
  greenstick, 415–416, 416f
  open reduction in, 392–394, 394f
  preferred method for, 394, 395f
  indications for, 461, 461f
  intramedullary fixation in, 463–465, 464f
  in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 547–548, 547f, 548f, 550
  pins and plaster vs. external fixation in, 465
  preferred method for, 465–469, 465f–470f
  for supracondylar humeral fractures
    extension-type, 590, 593f, 594–595, 594f, 595f
    flexion-type, 619–622, 620f, 621f
  for thumb MCP dislocation, 368–369, 369f
  for thumb metacarpal base fractures, 335–340, 336f–339f
  for thumb metacarpal fracture, 339, 339f, 340
for tibial epiphyseal fracture, proximal, 1019–1020
for tibial spine (intercondylar eminence) fracture, 1044–1045, 1044f–1046f
for tibial tubercle avulsion, 1028, 1028f
for ulna, in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 547, 548f
Reflex sympathetic dystrophy, 1161–1162
Refracture, in radial or ulnar fractures, 430
Rethor (metaclopromide), 52
Rehabilitation
  for glenohumeral joint subluxation/dislocation, 797
for humeral fractures, shaft, 777
for tibial and fibular fractures
distal, 1161–1162
shaft, 1101
Remodeling, 37, 38f
in fracture repair, 41, 42
Renal osteodystrophy, of rickets, 210–214
Respiration
Replacement therapy, in hemophiliacs, 189, 245–247, 24M, 246t
School environment, 12–13, 16t
Sciatic nerve, 919
Scintigraphy, of physeal arrest, 121
SCIWORA, 812, 820, 824
Screws, absorbable, 1140, 1144
Infant syndrome, 245, 245f, 825
Sedation. See also under Pain relief medications for, 54–61
principles of, 49–54
Sedation analgesia, 50, 50f
Sepsis, in physeal fracture, 104
Sever’s disease, 1220–1221, 1220£
Sickle cell disease, 184–186, 185f
Skateboarding, 14
Skeletomuscular injuries
  trans-scaphoid perilunate dislocation of, 373
Scapula, fractures of, 753–759
  biomechanics in, 757, 757f
  classification of, 754–756, 755f, 755t, 756f
  complications in, 759
  diagnosis of, 753–754
  injury mechanism in, 753
  radiographic studies in, 754
  signs and symptoms in, 753–754
  surgical anatomy in, 756–757, 756f
treatment of, 755f, 757–759
  preferred method for, 758–759
Scapulothoracic dissociation, 756
Schmorl’s node, 877, 877f
School environment, 12–13, 16t
Scoliosis, 210–211
Screws, absorbable, 1140, 1144
Seat belt fracture, 851–852, 852f
Sedation. See also under Pain relief medications for, 54–61
principles of, 49–54
Sedation analgesia, 50, 50f
Sepsis, in physeal fracture, 104
Sever’s disease, 1220–1221, 1220f
Sexual abuse, 243
Seymour fracture, 284
Shaken infant syndrome, 245, 245f, 825
Screw, absorbable, 1140, 1144
Signs and symptoms in, 753–754
Sick cell disease, 184–186, 185f
Skateboarding, 14
Skeletal muscle, in pelvic avulsion fractures,
  malgaigne fracture in, 900–903, 901f
  tibial epiphyseal injury, distal, 1127f
  Sartorius muscle, in pelvic avulsion fractures, 854
Scanogram
  bar excision and, 128
  for leg-length measurement, 100f, 115f, 116–117, 117f, 118f
Scaphoid
  fractures of, 342–353 (See also under Carpal injuries)
  trans-scaphoid perilunate dislocation of, 373
Scapula, fractures of, 753–759
  biomechanics in, 757, 757f
  classification of, 754–756, 755f, 755t, 756f
  complications in, 759
  diagnosis of, 753–754
  injury mechanism in, 753
  radiographic studies in, 754
  signs and symptoms in, 753–754
  surgical anatomy in, 756–757, 756f
treatment of, 755f, 757–759
  preferred method for, 758–759
Scapulothoracic dissociation, 756
Schmorl’s node, 877, 877f
School environment, 12–13, 16t
Sciatic nerve, 919
Scintigraphy, of physeal arrest, 121
SCIWORA, 812, 820, 824
Screw, absorbable, 1140, 1144
Signs and symptoms in, 753–754
Sick cell disease, 184–186, 185f
Skateboarding, 14
Skeletal muscle, in pelvic avulsion fractures,
Supracondylar humeral fracture(s), extension-type, 580–584
angular deformity in, 581–584, 584f
vascular necrosis in, 582, 584f
classification of, 583–584, 583f, 584f
cubitus varus treatment in, 584, 585f
distal fragment rotation in, 610–611, 611f
vs. elbow dislocation, posterior, 710
elbow stiffness in, 610–611, 611f
general considerations in, 579–580, 580f, 580t
incidence of, 579
injury mechanism in, 580–581, 581f
metacarpal fracture(s), 586–589, 588f
metacarpophalangeal joint dislocations of, 367–369, 368f, 369f
Thorston-Holland fragment, 1137, 1137f, 1147–1148
Tibia
bowing of, from neurofibromatosis, 176f–177f
osteoenchondroma of, 164f
osteofibrosis of, 173–175
ostomyelitis of, 196f
pseudarthrosis of, from neurofibromatosis, 178f, 179
upper physeal closure in, from tibial and fibular shaft fractures, diaphyseal, 1107
Tibial fractures of
distal, 1123–1168 (See also Tibia and fibula, fractures of, distal)
in infants, 252f
nondisplaced distal, 257f
proximal, 250f
proximal epiphysis, 1013–1022
classification of, 1016–1018, 1016f,
1017f, 1018f
complications of, 1021–1022, 1021f,
1022f
historical review of, 1013–1014, 1014f
injury mechanism in, 1015–1016,
1016f
prognosis of, 1020–1021, 1020f
radiographic findings in, 1018–1019
signs and symptoms of, 1018, 1019f
surgical anatomy in, 1014–1015, 1015f
treatment of, 1019–1020
shaft, 1079–1118 (See also Tibia and fibula, fractures of, shaft)
spina bifida and, 224f
Tibial spine (intercondylar eminence) fracture in, 1041–1046
anatomy of, 1042
classification of, 1042–1043, 1042f
complications of, 1046
general considerations for, 1041, 1042f
injury mechanism in, 1042
prognosis for, 1045–1046, 1046f
radiographic findings for, 1043–1044, 1043f
signs and symptoms of, 1043
injury mechanism in, 1044–1045,
1044f–1046f
Tubercle avulsion fractures in, 1022–1029
classification of, 1025, 1025f
complications of, 1028–1029, 1029f,
1029g
injury mechanism in, 1022–1023,
1022f
injury mechanism in, 1024, 1025f
postreduction care for, 1028
prognosis of, 1028
radiographic findings in, 1026f,
1027–1028, 1027f
signs and symptoms of, 1025–1027
surgical anatomy in, 1023–1024, 1024f
treatment of, 1028, 1028f
Tibia and fibula, fractures of, distal, 1101–1102, 1101f–1103f, 1123–1168
anatomy in, 1133–1136
ligamentous structures, 1133–1135, 1133f–1135f
ossification center, 1135–1136, 1136f
classification and injury mechanism of, 1127–1133
anatomic, 1127–1129, 1127f, 1128f
by injury mechanism (Dias-Tachdjian), 1128–1133, 1128f, 1129f
axial compression, 1131
fracture patterns in, unusual, 1123–1124
juvenile Tillaux fracture, 1132, 1132f
pronation-eversion-external rotation, 1131, 1131f
supination-eversion-external rotation, 1131, 1131f
supination-inversion, 1129–1131, 1129f
supination-external rotation, 1130f, 1130f
supination-plantarflexion, 1131
Tillaux fracture, 1132
floating knee in, 1112–1114, 1113f, 1114f
injury mechanism, 1150f
preferred method for, 1144, 1145f–1147f
transphyseal pin, physeal injury from, 1156–1157
injury mechanism, 1150f
preferred method for, 1151
operative, 1151f, 1152f
operative, 1159f
preferred method for, 1151
from lawn mower injuries, 1158–1159
open fractures, 1158–1159
tibial physeal, 1156–1148
operative, 1147–1148, 1147f, 1148f
preferred method for, 1144–1146, 1145f–1147f
Salter-Harris type I, 1136–1137
Salter-Harris type II, 1137–1139, 1137f, 1138f
Salter-Harris type III and IV, 1139–1144, 1139f–1144f
Salter-Harris type V, 1144, 1144f
triplane fractures, 1154–1158
age and, 1155
classification in, 1149
description of, 1154–1155, 1154f, 1155f
operative, 1157–1158, 1157f–1160f
preferred method for, 1156–1157
radiographic views for, 1155, 1155f
Tibia and fibula, fractures of, shaft, 1079–1118
classification of, 1081–1085, 1081t
fracture patterns in, unusual, 1102–1109
vascular anatomy in, 1080, 1081f
deformity secondary to malunion, 1102–1103
postfracture immobilization for, 1102
vascular injuries, 1096
incisura fractures, 1151–1153, 1153f
classification in, 1149
injury mechanism, 1150f
mortise view of, 1151f
operative, 1151, 1151f, 1152f
preferred method for, 1151
from lawn mower injuries, 1158–1159
open fractures, 1158–1159
tibial physeal, 1156–1148
operative, 1147–1148, 1147f, 1148f
preferred method for, 1144–1146, 1145f–1147f
Salter-Harris type I, 1136–1137
Salter-Harris type II, 1137–1139, 1137f, 1138f
Tibiotalar joint, CT scan of, 1154f
Toddlers fractures, 1110–1111, 1110f, 1111f
Tomography. See Computed tomography (CT)
Torus fracture, 408, 409f, 412, 445f
Traction
for femoral shaft fractures, 954–956, 955f, 956f
for olecranon, overhead, 602f, 603
for supracondylar humeral fracture
extension-type, 602–603, 602f
flexion type, 622
Traction pins, physeal arrest from, 114, 114f
Trampoline, 14
calcanear fracture from, 1196f
Transcervical fracture, of hip, 916f, 917
Trapezial fractures, 355, 358f
Trapezial fractures, 355, 358f
Trauma, accidental
on atlantoaxial joint, ligamentous
disruption from, 835–837
birth (See Birth trauma)
vs. child abuse, 8, 260
etiology of, 12–17, 15f, 16c
falls, 12, 16
gunshot, 15–16
home environment, 12
ice cream truck, 15
motor vehicle accidents, 14
play and recreational activities, 13–14
school environment, 12–13
water tubing, 15
in hemural fractures, proximal, 743–744, 744f
incidence trends in, 9
multiple injuries from, 76
in paralytic child, 1115
pelvic fractures from, 885–886
seasonal factors and, 8–9, 8f, 9f
in supracondylar humeral fractures, 580
thoracic and lumbar fractures from, 865–879
growth arrest in, 865–866
spinal cord and root injury in, 866–867, 866f
systemic diseases, 867–869, 867f–871f
Trauma response, 38–41
inflammatory phase in, 38–41
remodeling phase in, 41
reparative phase in, 40–41
Triangular fibrocartilage complex of distal radius, 382–384
tears in, 400
Triphalangeal digits, metacarpophalangeal joint dislocations of, 364–367, 365f–367f
Triplane fractures, of tibia and fibula, distal, 1132, 1154–1158
Trochlea
anatomy of, 918, 918f
Triquetral fractures, 354–355, 355f
Ulna, fractures of, distal, 381–439
classification of, 381–382, 382f, 382t,
anatomy of, 566, 567f, 571
avascular necrosis in, 683–689
anatomy of, 918, 918f
fractures of, 658
operative, 1157–1158, 1157f–1160f
classification in, 1149
description of, 1154–1155, 1154f
incidence in, 523, 523f
incidence of, 511–512, 512f
injury mechanism in, 512–516
extension injuries in, 513, 514f, 515f
treatment options for, 512–523, 521f, 522f
shear injuries in, 513, 516, 516f, 517f
signs and symptoms of, 512
treatment of, 519–523
extension injuries, 519, 519f
treatment in, 520–523, 521f, 522f
shear injuries, 519–520
proximal apophysis in, 506–511
anatomy in, 506–508, 507f
classification of, 509, 509f, 509t
complications in, 511
incidence of, 506
injury mechanism in, 508–509
signs and symptoms of, 508, 508f
treatment of, 509–511, 510f, 511f
preferred method of, 511
Ulna fractures of, shaft, 443–475
anatomy of, 451
classification of, 446–450, 447f–451f,
448t
complications and associated injuries in, 470–475
compartment syndrome, 473–475
malunion, 470–473, 470f–472f
preferred treatment method of, 473, 473f
muscle entrapment, 475
nerve injury, 475
refracture, 470
synostosis, 473, 474f
diagnosis of, 443–446
injury mechanism in, 443, 445f
radiographic findings for, 444–446,
445f, 446f
signs and symptoms of, 443
from enchondroma, 162f
general considerations for, 443, 444f
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 538, 539f
treatment options for
complete fracture in, 455–459,
455–460, 456f–460f
preferred method for, 460
greensstick fracture in
closed management of, 452–455,
454f, 455f
preferred method for, 455
open reduction and internal fixation in,
461–469
compression plates in, 461–463,
463f
indication for, 461, 461t
intramedullary fixation in, 463–465,
464f
pins and plaster vs. external fixation in,
465
preferred method for, 465–469,
465f–470f
treatment principles for, 451–452, 453f,
453t
Tumor(s)
Eosinophilic granuloma, 164–167
enchondroma, 161–164, 162f–163f
carcinoid granuloma, 164–167
radiographic findings of, 164–165
treatment of, 165–167, 165f–167f
fibrous cortical defects, 156–159
avascular necrosis of, 612, 612f
articular cartilage, 888, 889f
hypoplastic, 725f
ileo-fibrous tissue
Ulna, fractures of, shaft, 443–475
anatomy of, 451
classification of, 446–450, 447f–451f,
448t
complications and associated injuries in, 470–475
compartment syndrome, 473–475
malunion, 470–473, 470f–472f
preferred treatment method of, 473, 473f
muscle entrapment, 475
nerve injury, 475
refracture, 470
synostosis, 473, 474f
diagnosis of, 443–446
injury mechanism in, 443, 445f
radiographic findings for, 444–446,
445f, 446f
signs and symptoms of, 443
from enchondroma, 162f
general considerations for, 443, 444f
in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 538, 539f
treatment options for
complete fracture in, 455–459,
455–460, 456f–460f
preferred method for, 460
greensstick fracture in
closed management of, 452–455,
454f, 455f
preferred method for, 455
open reduction and internal fixation in,
461–469
compression plates in, 461–463,
463f
indication for, 461, 461t
intramedullary fixation in, 463–465,
464f
pins and plaster vs. external fixation in,
465
preferred method for, 465–469,
465f–470f
treatment principles for, 451–452, 453f,
453t
Ulnar, plastic deformity of, 475–479
  classification of, 477
  injury mechanism in, 476f, 477
  radiographic studies for, 477–478, 477f, 478f
  signs and symptoms of, 476f, 477
  surgical anatomy of, 477
  treatment of, 478–479, 478f, 479f
Ulnar bow sign, 730, 730f
Ulnar collateral ligaments (elbow)
  in capsule laxity, 719, 719f
  elbow dislocation on, posterior, 709–710
Ulnar nerve
  in elbow dislocation, posterior, 710, 714
  in Monteggia fracture-dislocations, 535, 558
  in supracondylar fractures
    crossed pinning on, 597
    iatrogenic injury to, 610
    palsies of, 614
  in trocheal avascular necrosis, 687–689
Ulnar osteotomy, 732
Ulnocarpal impaction syndrome, 400, 402f, 403f
Ultrasonography
  for multiple injury assessment, 80
  for radial head subluxations, 735–736
Unicameral bone cysts, 142–153. See under Bone cysts

V
Valgus deformity
  of ankle, 1163, 1163f
  from tibial and fibular shaft fractures, 1082f, 1083, 1083t, 1084f
Valgus stress test, of medial collateral ligament, 1049, 1050f
  Vanishing epiphysis sign, 745, 745f
Varus malalignment
  from talar fractures, 1183, 1184f
  in trocheal avascular necrosis, 689
Varus stress test, of lateral collateral ligament, 1050
Vascular access, equipment for, 53t
Vascular foramina, fracture through, 140, 140f
Vascular injury/impairment. See also Neurovascular bundle
  from femoral epiphyseal fractures, distal, 1007
  from humeral shaft fractures, 36
  from knee dislocations, 1059
  physeal injury from, 107, 109f
  from supracondylar humeral fracture(s), extension-type, 603–609
    to brachial artery, 603–604, 605f
    brachial artery exploration after, 604–608, 606f–607f
    compartment syndrome, 608
    vascular insufficiency, 603–604, 605f
  from tibial and fibular shaft fractures, diaphyseal, 1105
  from tibial epiphyseal fractures, proximal, 1013, 1022f
Vehicular trauma. See Motor vehicle accidents
Ventilation monitoring, 51, 51f
Versed (midazolam), 55, 55–57, 57t
Vertebra
  collapse of, from aneurysmal bone cyst, 152f–153f, 153
  compression fracture of
    from hyperflexion, 850–851
    leukemia and, 187–188
Vertebra apophyses, 849
  slipping of, 852–854, 854f
  treatment for, 865
Vertebral arteries, 812, 814f
Vertebral plana, in eosinophilic granuloma, 164, 166f
Volar fasciotomy, 608–609, 609f
Volar forearm anatomy, 404f
Volar joint, dislocations of, 364
Volar ligaments, 343, 343f
Volar plate, 273, 275
  avulsion injury of, 362, 362f
Vollmann ischemic contracture, in supracondylar humeral fractures, 608

W
Wackenheim line, 817–818, 817f, 818f
  in atlantooccipital dislocation, 826f
Wagner method, 197
Watson-Jones approach, 923, 925f
Whip-shaken infant syndrome, 245, 245f, 825
Wimberger's sign, 218f
Wound, of open fractures
  classification of, 83, 83t
  management of, 85
Wrist. See also Carpal injuries
  athletic injuries to, 359
The amount of published information about fractures in skeletally immature patients has grown exponentially over the past five years, and a number of areas of controversy have been further defined by advocates on both sides of the issues.

We have tried to ensure that this edition reflects the current consensus and presents all relevant information so that readers can make informed decisions about fracture management. One of our goals in this edition of *Fractures In Children* was to decrease the overall size of the book, while increasing the amount of information on the critical areas of operative techniques and management of complications while retaining pertinent information about anatomy, etiology, diagnosis, and treatment options.

The format of the book, including layout and illustrations, has been updated to be more “user-friendly,” and a number of new contributors have been added, each of whom brings their own expertise and experience to the text.

As with earlier editions, our purpose is to provide a text that will be useful to medical students, residents, and practicing orthopaedists, and will ultimately help ensure that children with musculoskeletal injuries received the best possible treatment.

This publication is for informational purposes only and is not an appropriate or complete replacement for professional medical diagnosis. Global HELP and the original publishers assume no liability for actions performed as a result of the title.

Please let us know how to make these publications more useful at questions@global-help.org.